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Hopi Indians. Nov.. p. 122 Indians. Aug., p. 30

Houses, doors. June. p. 76 Mickey Mouse, May. p. 30

Huichol Indians. Mexico. Oct.. p. 68 Microbes. Feb., 84; June. p. 60

HUMAN Microbiology. Aug.. p. 42

Brain, June, p. 40 MICROORGANISM
Evolution. June. p. 40; Aug., p. 86

and High temperatures. Feb.. p. 84
Responses. May. p. 30

and Pollution. Aug., p. 42
Strategy, Aug.. p. 30; Nov.. p. 101

Molecules. Dec. p. 15

Hummingbirds. Aug.. p. 92 Moon of Pluto, Mar., p. 100
Iguana. Dec. p. 56 Mountain life Switzerland, Nepal, Jan.. p. 46

India, forests, June, p. 12 Mummies, ancient Indian. Feb.. p. 74
Infant learning. Aug.. p. 7

Music, and children. Nov.. p. 68
Insecticides, Mar., p. 24

INSECTS NATURALIST AT LARGE

Alfalfa weevil, Dec. p. 36 Biologist's behavior. June. p. 84

Bees. June, p. 66; Nov.. p. 48 Bird counts. Dec, p. 7

Butterflies. Nov., p. 56 Pasqueflower. Apr., p. 6

Cicada. May, p. 38 Pesticides. Mar., p. 24

Plant lice Jan.. p. 86 Neanderthal man. Aug.. p. 86

Wasps. Oct.. p. 56; Dec. p. 36 Nepal, agriculture Jan.. p. 46

Intelligence, extraterrestrial. Mar., p. 9 Newfoundland waters. June. p. 46

New Zealand, Ocl., p. 82
INVERTEBRATES

Noodles. Jan., p. 98
Coconut crabs, Nov.. p. 76

Crinoids. Jan.. p. 58
Obituary, Margaret Mead, Jan., p. 6

Old age Mar., p. 76
Mussels, Apr,, p. 104

Quahog, Aug.. p. 18
Osprey. Feb.. p. 72

Pakhtun tribe, Oct.. p. 1 1

Irrigation, drip system, Nov., p. 8
Pakistan. Swat Valley. Oct.. p. 1

1

Juggling. Dec. p. 44

Lamarck. Oct.. p. 22
Paleopathology, Peru, Feb., p. 74

Parasites, filarial worms, Aug.. p. 48
Landsat satellites, Oct.. p. 1 26

Pasqueflower. Apr., p. 6
Lapps. Sweden. Mar., p. 48

Pear orchards, blight. May. p. 62
Learning patterns. Aug.. p. 7

Lesser Antilles, volcano. Oct.. p. 38
Perception patterns. Aug., p. 7

Pere village. New Guinea. Nov., p. 84
Lesser bush baby. Oct.. p. 76

Peru, excavations, Feb.. p. 74
Letters, Oct., p. 106

Pesticides. Mar., p. 24
Lizards, iguana, Dec. p. 56

Petroleum products. Aug.. p. 42
Lorcnz. K.. May. p. 30

Magellan, star clouds of. June. p. 86
Photographic competition awards. Aug.. p. 54

Piki.Nov.. p. 122
Magnetite, Nov.. p. 25

Piltdown man. Mar., p. 86

MAMMALS Pioneer Venus mission. Oct., p. 90

Deer. Jan.. p. 70; Oct., p. 46 Planetary rings, Apr., p. 94

Dolphins. Mar., p. 60 Plantlice.Jan., p. 86

Gerbils. Feb.. p. 64 Pluto's moon. Mar., p. 100

Hogs, Aug.. p. 133 Pollution, May, p. 54; Aug., p. 42

Humpback whale, June, p. 46 Pompeii, Apr., p. 37

Lesser bush baby. Oct.. p. 76 Pre-Columbian metalwork. Nov., p. 36

Manatee. Feb.. p. 44 Pre-Hispanic Indians, Nov.. p. 36

Marine Feb.. p. 44; Mar., p. 60; June, p 46 Primates, lesser bush baby. Oct., p. 76

Squirrel, June, p. 50 Protein, animal. Aug.. p. 30

Swamp deer. Oct.. p. 46 Quahog, Aug.. p. 18

Wolvcs.Jan.p. 70;May, p. 46 Queen wasps, Oct., p. 56

MARINE LIFE Radioastronomy. Feb.. p. 28

REPTILES
Lizards, Dec, p. 56

Snakes. May, p. 70

Responses, biological. May, p. 30

RODENTS
Gerbils, Feb., p. 64

Squirrels, June p. 50

Saddleback. North Island bird. Oct.. p. 82

Sahara Desert, May, p. 54

Scientific theory, molecules, Dec. p. 15

Sea birds. Prince Leopold Island, Mar., p. 68

Seeds, germination of. Feb., p. 54

Shellfish, Apr., p. 104

Skunk cabbage. Mar., p. 42

Sky Reporter see Astronomy

Slaves, Jan., p. 8

Snakes. May. p. 70

Solar eclipse. Feb., p. 24; energy and

butterflies. Nov.. p. 56; radiation. Dec, p.

80; system. Apr., p. 94

South Africa, Transvaal, Oct.. p. 76

Speed of particles, Feb.. p. 28

Squirrels. June, p. 50

Stars, erupting. May, p. 76

Sticklebacks. Dec, p. 32

Sun, Dec. p. 80

Sunspots. Aug., p. I 1

1

Swampdeer. Oct.. p. 46

i Sweden. Lapps. Mar., p. 48

Switzerland, agriculture Jan.. p. 46

Symbolism, pasqueflower. Apr., p. 6

THIS VIEW OF LIFE

Brain, Feb.. p. 34

Creature orientation, Nov., p. 25

Darwin, Dec, p. 27

Evolution, Jan., p. 32; June, p. 40

Lamarck. Oct., p. 22

Mickey Mouse, May, p. 30

Piltdown man. Mar., p. 86

Quahog, Aug., p. 18

Time, Apr., p. 18

Time, Apr, p. 18

Total eclipse, Feb., p. 24

Tropical medicine, Aug.. p. 48

Venezuela. Dec. p. 66

.. Oct.. 1.90

Vesuvius. Apr., p. 37

Volcano, underwater, Oct., p. 38

Walnuts. Oct., p. 130

Wasps, Oct., p. 56; Dec. p. 36

West Africa, Nov., p. 68

West Indian carnival. Aug.. p. 72

WILDLIFE
Canadian Service. Mar., p. 68

Reserve India. Oct.. p. 46

Wolves, Jan., p. 70; May. p. 46

Women and astronomy. May. p. 12

BOOKS IN REVIEW
Adirondack Park. The. Apr., p. 28

Art of Natural History. The, May. p. 84

Bumblebee Economics. Nov.. p. 1 16

Eighth Day of Creation. The. Oct.. p. 108

Footprints on the Planet. Mar., p. 1 06

Living on a Few Acres: The Yearbook of

Agriculture 1978. Aug.. p. 100

Medicines From the Earth. Jan.. p. 90

Medusa and the Snail. The. June p. 98

On Human Nature. Feb.. p. 100

Year of the Greylag Goose. The. Dec, p. 76
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THE^I
SELUNGCAR

IN SMIZERUIND.

The Swiss are no cuckoos.

They sit surrounded by Ger-

many, Italy and France- all of

the biggest car makers in

Europe.

Their choice of cars is unlim-

ited. Yet the car they buy most

is the Volkswagen
Rabbit.

It seems fair to

ask why
To begin

with, moun-
tain climb-

ing isn't

just a hobby in Switzerland; it's the

way everyone drives. Good weath-

er or bad (especially bad) there is

nothing like Rabbit's front-wheel

drive to get a car up an Alp. Or
a Rocky, or even a steep driveway.

Also, the Swiss worship precision,-

it's what makes them tick. Car and
Driver described the Rabbit this

way: "Quality is exceptionally high

throughout, with solid slamming
doors and a structure that feels as

substantial as a Mosler safe."

The Swiss also dote on technol-

ogy. Fuel injection, for example.

You might be as interested as the

Swiss to know that you can't get a
Renault with fuel injection. Or a Fiat.

Or a Lancia. Not to mention Toyota,

FHonda, or Mazda. But you can get

a fuel-injected Rabbit.

Lost, but hardly least, is the fact

that the Swiss are -well -frugal.

And so when they see a car that's

built like a vault, climbs like a goat,

is far ahead of its time and still sells

for a reasonable price, the Swiss do
what sensible people even/where

do.

They buy them in droves.

WLKSMBIGEN
I I Ss
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Authors

Dorothy Eber is a Canadian jour-

nalist whose special interest is doc-

umentary reportage. She is at pres-

ent collecting oral histories from

the graphic artists of Cape Dorset.

When the Eskimo she interviewed

spoke of Robert Flaherty, who took

pictures in the area in 1913, Eber

wondered what had become of the

photographs. Chance later brought

her into contact with Monica Fla-

herty, who gave her the opportunity

to see her father's photographs and

take them to Cape Dorset for iden-

tification. Eber's published oral

histories include People From Our
Side and Pitseolak: Pictures Out of
My Life. A previous contributor to

Natural History, Eber received her

B.A. from the University of To-

ronto.

During his investigations of living

crinoids, David L. Meyer has made
more than 800 scuba dives in the

Caribbean Sea and the Pacific

Ocean. Invertebrate paleobiology is

his specialty, and in following it, he

has found that both diving and un-

derwater photography have become
avocations for him as well as re-

search tools. Meyer did his un-

dergraduate work at the University

of Michigan and took his Ph.D. in

geology at Yale University. He has

worked at the Smithsonian Tropical

Research Institute in the Canal

Zone in Panama and is now assis-

tant professor of geology at the

University of Cincinnati.

Interested in paleontology and

marine biology, coauthor D. Brad-

ford Macurda, Jr., began collecting

fossil crinoids in the 1960s. At pres-

ent a research specialist with the

Exxon Production Research Com-
pany in Houston, Texas, Macurda
formerly taught geology and min-

eralogy at the University of Mich-

igan. He has explored fossil crinoids

in the United States, Europe, Asia,

Africa, and Australia, and living

crinoids in the Indian, Pacific, and

Atlantic oceans. Macurda has a

Ph.D. in geology from the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin.

"In 1962," writes Robert E.

Rhoades, "I joined the Peace Corps
and was sent to Nepal. As I was a

farmer from the flatlands of Okla-

homa, you can imagine my reaction

to a vertical terrain. Everything was
different. Of all the foreigners then

assisting Nepal, the Swiss were the

most effective and respected. They
had a second sense about the moun-
tains, which I came to understand

a decade later while conducting re-

search in the Alps. During a night

spent in a Swiss alpine hut similar

to ones that had sheltered me in

Nepal, I formulated the ideas ex-

pressed in my article." Rhoades is

an anthropologist at the University

of Arizona in Tucson.



On Photographing a Monster

It
hates being photographed. It

glares halet'ully at the camera. It

sulks, fidgets, pouts.

It is that most fearsome of crea-

tures, a perfectly normal four-year-

old child.

TTie photographer, wise in the

ways of distracting difficult subjects,

abandons \m> camera. He wanders

about the studio, talking and gestur-

ing. The monster, no longer feeling

tha-atened by the evil eye of the lens,

relaxes and K-comes once more the

sweet child its mother knows.

From time to time, the eye of

the camera blinks. There is a quiet

whirring of an electric motor, and the

camera blinks again. Yet the photog-

rapher IS nowhere near it.

An Int;eniou.s Little Dial.

The c.imera is a Hasselblad, the

motor-drive 500EL/M.

A dial on the cameni is set at

"SR." This prereleases the entire

reflex system. At the end of a 20-foot

extension cord, the phtitographer

holds a release mechanism. When
triKgcred, it operates the leaf shutter

without a moment's delay, thus

n-diicing the risk of "eye blink" from

the subject and delivering a higher

number i>f useable phiitogr.iphs.

There are four other settings on
this dial: Single-frame in the normal

mode. Continuous, automatic firing

for as long as the release is held

down. A single frame in the prere-

leased, spceded-up mode for one

frame only. And continuous, auto-

matic firing in the speeded-up mode
at the rate of one frame every 8/lOth

of a second.

Hasselblad Versus 35mm.
Why is this photographer not using

one of the many excellent motor-

drive 35's for this assignment.'

One compelling reason might

be the size of the Hasselblad nega-

tive. Each is 2' » inches square, almo.st

/our times t/u' urea of u .^5mm frame.

(See box, below right, for actual size.)

Tc> make an 11 x 14 print of the

child, one would have to enlarge a

35nim negative 11.6 times. A compa-
nible Hasselblad print requires only a

7-times enlargement. The ability to

hold contrast is phenomenal.

TTnen there is the camera's leaf

shutter. Unlike the shutter of a

35mm camera, it is fully synchro-

nized for every type of flash at every

speed up to 1/SOOth of .i second.

Ha.sselhlad Versus t")thers.

Rut why a Hasselblad when there are

less-i'xpensive alteniatives? Why did

eight out of ten top professicmal

photographers surveyed name
Hasselblad as the medium-formal

camera used in their work'

Consider this: The Hass^-lblad

System makes available no less than

4 cameras, 21 lenses, M viewfinders, *!

film magiizines (including Polaroid*

backs) that give you a choice of any-

where from 1 to 500 exposures, and a

staggering arr.iy of accessciries.

A toi^il of .^32 piecci.

No other system thai exists

today in the medium-format field

can muster more than a fraction of

that number of pieces.

For that matter, no other system

offers thR'c different formats—6 x

6cm, 6 x 4.5cm, and a 45 x 4.5cm

superslide format for showing in any

35mm projector.

A lavish brochure on the

500EL/M and of/ier Hasselblad

camercLs is avaiLihle free if you

write: Braun N'orth America,

Defyt MHiH, 55 Cambridge Park-

way, Cambridge, Mass. 02142—

a division of The Gillette

ComfKmy and exclusiw marketer

of HasselbLid in the i '.S.

It is actually possible to custom-

build for yourself over 100 different

Hasselblad cameras for almost every

imaginable photographic situation-

from the most simple of family snap-

shots to the most s^iphisticated of

professional work.

Is it any wonder that the space

program came to Has.selbbd for the

equipment which was to record

man's first voyage to the moon?

HASSELBLAD'

II.. M..(..r l>tuc IUmIHj.) WtL M. wm\c
in ^wcilcn I he ^i^nJurvl lcii» i> multi

I .Mini Q « HOmm 7rl" IMaiwr
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Superior quality. De-

signed for dress or busi-

ness but with enough

extra comtort and dura-

bility features for sports

and leisure wear. This

100% long staple cotton

oxford cloth is San-

forized® for shape re-

tention. Machine wash-

able. Traditional dress

shirt style. Button down collar, placket front

and long tuck-in tails. Three Colors; Oxford Blue.
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Seeds

Featuring new
exciting vegetable
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varieties for the
home gardener.

The new 184-page

Burpee Catalog
is a comprehensive
planting and
growing guide with

over 1800 vegetables,

flowers, fruits, shrubs

and trees. Plus helpful hints from

Burpee's horticulture experts on how
to have a more productive garden.

Send for your tree copy today.

If you ordered from Burpee last year,

you will automatically receive your free

Burpee catalcig in 1979.
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BURPEE SEED CO.
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A wildlife research biologist with

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

L. David Mech is a leading authority

on wolves. He has studied this

maligned predator in Minnesota;

Alaska; Isle Royale, Michigan; and

Italy. Using radio collars, tracking

antennas, and airplanes, he has

plotted the movements of wolves

and unraveled some of the mystery

surrounding them. Working mainly

in Superior National Forest, Mech
has concentrated on the social bi-

ology of wolves and deer, wolf-deer

interactions, wolf population

trends, and the hormonal aspects

of wolf behavior. He has written

many articles for Natural History;

the last, "A New Profile for the

Wolf," appeared in April 1974.

John Solomon Otto became inter-

ested in the archeology of slave

cabins and plantations while a

graduate student at the University

of Florida. He worked with well-

known archeologist Charles Fair-

banks at the Cannon's Point exca-

vation described in this issue and,

since then, has done fieldwork in

eastern Tennessee and western

Arkansas. For a year. Otto was a

staff archeologist for the National

Park Service; he is now an assistant

professor of anthropology at Brown
University, Providence, R.I. "Cur-

rently," he writes, "I am studying

the history of slavery in a western

Arkansas community by collecting

oral traditions from the descendants

of slaves and slaveholders and by

researching county tax records and

federal census records."



Rediscoverthe past
inThe StoryofCivilization.

"Our century' has produced no more successful attempt to narrate the whole common ston of mankind" cuftun Fadtman
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from two centuries before Luther to Calvin
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X. Rousseau and Revolution. Europe from the
Seven Years War to the storming of the Bastille

XI. The Age of Napoleon. Prance's domination of

European hisli>ry. from the fevers of the French
Revolution to Nap<ileon's defeat at Waterloo .\

historv of European civilization from 1789 to ISI.'i
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of membership in the Book-of-the-Month Club.
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Publisher's price: $24l^^
You simply agret to buy four b<K>ks within a year

Since the hrst volume of this remark
able work appeared forty three years
ajjo. it has been hailed both as a jjreat

literary achievcnienl and an epic his-

tory of miinkind lii read il is to enjoy
the past made live with cxcilemenl and
power lo own ii is to have at your fin

Kerlii)s a reference work of undisputt-d
aiilhonly It is hard to iinaKine a more
valuable set of botiks for your home
library.
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able at any time after you have bought
t additional Ixwks,

I BCX)K-OI"THF-Mt)(VrHCU'B.INC
t

Camp Hill. Pcnn.sylvania 17012

I1ea!««' enroll iiic as a inenilx't cif IVmkiil
ihrMiinlh Clill) and send im' niK sniHN of
iivii.i7.\rioN, liillmg MH- SlM, |>liis s>ii|>|iinK

and handling ch.irgrs lur all eleven voUinies

I .igree lo liiiv I IxHiks (lunng lh«' coining
vrar \ shimiing .ind hanillinK charge is

added li i e.icli sfiipnienl * 1 1 J I



QUESTERS .S
WORLD OF
NATURE
TOURS

"Nature tour" has a special meaning when
you travel with Questers. We are theon/y pro-

fessioinal travel company specializing exclu-

sively in nature tours. Our approach in plan-

ning Worldwide Nature Tours is to provide

you with the broadest possible opportunity of

experiencing for yourself the natural history

and culture of each area we explore. With the

leadership of an accompanying naturalist, we
search out the plants and animals, birds and
flowers. .. rain forests, mountains, and tun-

dra ... seashores, lakes, and swamps of the

regions we visit. We also study the architec-

ture, archaeology, museum collections, tem-

ples, and customs of the people.

Varying in length from 9 to 36 days, Ques-
ters Worldwide Nature Tours travel to virtu-

ally every part of the world. Groups are small,

and early reservations are therefore sug-
gested. Listed below is a sampling of the 29
destinations offered in 1979:

WORLDWIDE NATURE TOURS
1979 DEPARTURES

(Partial listing)

THE AMERICAS
EVERGLADES: 11 days, March 29 & November 8 •

Hawaii; 15 days, February 11, April 8, July 15,

October 7 & December 23 • ALASKA; 17 days,

June 9, 23 & 30, July 7 & 21, & August 11 •

Guatemala; 19 days, January 27, February 17,

March 17, November 3 & December 22 •

Ecuador & Galapagos; 15 days, February 1 &
22, April 26, July 19 & October 11 • The Ama-
ZON; 14 days, February 8, April 12, July 5 &
October 25 • Peru 23 days, April 7, June 9, July
21 & November 3.

EUROPE
ICELAND; 16 days, June 8 & 29, July 20 & Au-
gust 10 • Islands & Highlands of Scotland;
23 days. May 25, June 15, July 13 & August
24 • Switzerland 17 days, June 15, July 20 &
August 17 • GREECE; 22 days, April 6 & Sep-
tember 7.

ASIA AND AFRICA
Kashmir & Ladakh; 23 days, July 6, August 3

& September 7 • Northern India & Nepal; 36
days, February 23 & October 5 • Sri LankA; 18

days, February 9 & November 23 • Kenya &
Tanzania; 23 days, January 26, April 13, July

27 & October 26 • Zaire Gorilla Watch 23

days. May 4, July 7 & August 17.

OCEANIA AND AUSTRALASIA
The Complete Australia 35 days, August 31 •

Australia & New Zealand; 30 days, February
3 & September 22 • New Zealand's Milford
Track and Tahiti 23 days, February 23 &
November 16.

Detailed itineraries for each tour listed above,

and the latest Directory of Worldwide Nature Tours

outlining the entire program, are aimilable upon

request from your travel agent or Questers.

Exploratory expeditions and special tours are an-

nounced from time to time in our neu'sktter Na-
ture Tour Notes, sentfree to all

- -
-

on our mailing list. Call or write

today!

Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL. INC.

DEFT. NH179, 257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
NEW YORK, N. Y. lOOlO • (212) 673-3120

Margaret Mead
1901-1978

From the window of the small hospital room in New York, where
Margaret Mead died peacefully on the morning of November 15, the

East River glistened in the autumn sunlight as it flowed out to sea. The
family pictures on the wall and the walking stick in the corner showed
that the room had been home for her last six weeks of life.

Margaret Mead never had a typical home. Yet she was never without

one. In her early life her parents moved at least four times a year to teach

and study. In each new home Margaret would quickly claim her room,

usually at the top of the house, private and secure.

When she came to the American Museum of Natural History in 1926 as

an assistant curator, she found a small temporary office in the top of the

west tower, and it became her permanent home for the rest of her life.

Against the advice of many, she went to the South Seas as a young
woman to do anthropological fieldwork. She returned there many times.

Margaret's life was as restless as any ocean. She traveled constantly,

making new friends and revisiting old ones. Her only consistent haven

was in her office, and possibly a few villages in the Pacific, such as Pere.

In coming years, biographers will illuminate the many facets of Mar-

garet Mead: scholar, scientist, cultural anthropologist, commentator,
humanist, champion of the young and old, the oppressed and misunder-

stood. But the biographers might miss two facets that explain much of her

phenomenal impact on so many people in the world.

First, she was a deeply religious woman. Her sense of good and bad
was astute and ever present. She always strove to do good.

Secondly, she had a touch of the poet. Not in the sense of a precise

polisher of words, but in the broader sense of finding the right image or

metaphor that would have an awesome truth. She had an intuitive sense

of timing. Her insights, sometimes based on only fragments of informa-

tion, most often proved correct.

She did not spare herself from her own insights. A year ago, with a note

of betrayal in her voice, she said, "My body isn't going to last as long

as I thought it would."

In mid-September at the Museum's five-day film festival in her honor,

the will and mind again dominated. She sparkled in discussions on stage.

But at night the pain of cancer returned. She entered the hospital on

October 4.

As Margaret Mead often noted, the villagers of Pere have much to teach

us. When she left the village, they would beat the death drums and mourn.

She was, they said, like an old turtle going to sea for the last time. Much
to their joy, she returned four times, each time a little wiser, a little

slower, a little more turtlelike.

The old turtle has gone to sea for the last time. The villagers of Pere,

who understand about turtles, and death, and the sea, need only nod. But

we, who suddenly sense a deep hole in our lives, must deal with a painful

sorrow.—A.P.T.



SOME OF THE
NEW COMPACT AUTOMATIC CAMERAS

SEEM VERY EASY TO USE.
UNTILYOU START USING THEM.

There's more to an easy-to-use camera than

automatic exposure Yet that's what most of

the new 35mm reflex cameras are: auto-

matic, but hard to use
Here's why the Minolta XG-7 makes fine

photography both automatic and easy
It's easy to take perfectly exposed pic-

tures. Just point, focus and shoot The elec-

tronic shutter in the XG-7 sets itself auto-

matically up to 1 / 1 000th of a second
But it's hard to take an over-exposed pic-

ture. On automatic operation, the shutter

locks to prevent over-exposures It also

locks when your batteries are too weak
Easy focusing. The XG-7's viewfmder is

big and bright, even in the corners Your
subject snaps into critical sharpness

It's easy to b« creative. You can make the

automatic exposure setting brighter or

darker for creative effects

An easy-to-understand electronic view-

finder. Light emitting diodes tell how the

XG-7 IS setting itself and warn against under-
or over-exposure

An easy-lo-see electronic self-timer.

The self-timer lets you get into your
own pictures It's a large flashing light

mounted on the front of the camera The
flashing speeds up to let you know when the

picture IS about to be taken
An easier-to-use

auto winder. It auto-
matically advances
film, as fast as two
pictures a second
You attach the op-
tional Auto Winder G
without having to re-

move (or lose) any
caps from the XG-7
The easier-to-be-

creative flash. The
optional Minolta Auto
Electroflash 200X
synchronizes contin-

uously with the winder This feature allows

you to take a sequence ot up to 36 flash

pictures in about 18 seconds

The Important "little" extras. The XG-7
has a window that shows when film is ad-
vancing properly A memo holder holds the

end of a film box as a reminder There's even
an optional remote control cord

Fast, easy handling. The way a camera
feels has a lot to do with how easy it is to use
Is It comfortable or awkward' Are the con-
trols placed where your fingers naturally fall,

or are they cramped together? The Minolta
XG-7 Is human engineered for comfort and
smooth handling It's quiet, with a solid feel-

ing you find only in much more expensive
equipment

Easy-to-change lenses. Remove or at-

tach lenses with less than a quarter turn

And a system of almost 40 different lenses,

from fisheye to super-telephoto, makes the

XG-7 a key to virtually unlimited creativity

Try the Minolta XG-7. See it for yourself at

your nearest photo dealer, or write lor litera-

ture to Minolta Corporation, 101 Williams
Drive, Ramsey, N J 07446 In Canada Min-

olta Camera (Canada) Inc , Ontario



A New Look at Slave Life
by John Solomon Otto

Excavation of slave cabin
ruins in Georgia turns up
the unwritten legacy of
millions of American blacks

Our understanding of the daily

life of slaves on plantations in the

Old South was, until quite recently,

based upon a few somewhat un-

reliable written sources. Much of
what we knew came from the writ-

ings of white planters and white
visitors to plantations, but these

elite observers saw only a few
aspects of the slaves" lives. Another
source has been a group of auto-

biographies of former slaves. Some
were written by blacks, others were
dictated by blacks to white editors,

and many were published in the

antebellum North as antislavery

propaganda. The authors were
usually young men, craftsmen, or
border state ex-slaves. Since few
women, field hands, and slaves

from the Deep South left autobiog-
raphies, these narratives probably
are not typical of the lives of all

slaves throughout the Old South.
Former slaves also contributed

to the record about slavery through
autobiographies written after the

Civil War. During the 1920s black
scholars, from Fisk and other
southern universities, and in the

1930s Works Progress Administra-
tion interviewers talked to hun-
dreds of former slaves about life in

the South both before and after

Appomattox. The narrators in the

WPA project included men and
women who had lived in the Old
South, but their reminiscences
were often marred by lapses of
memory, colored by postbellum
experiences, or misinterpreted by
white interviewers. All these

Continued on page 16

Photographs courtesy of Hampton Institute Archives



24COLOR SLIDES
ofthe Great Imrttessionist

Masterpieces foronly $1
( coinparahle xahic SIS to S24

)

Includes this Deluxe
Album and 48-page Gallery

Lecture Guide—at no extra cost

'O'/l'*

G\/K in astonishmcni as Renoir's

lovely "Scaled Baihcr " (shown
il>ove) appears on \oiir wall aglow with

ill the vibrant rc<ls, blues and greens

>l the Impressionist palette. Or, thrill

o Rembrandt's fame<l "Aristotle Con-
;efiiplating the Bust of Homer"—one of

he world's (oslliest works of art. Or,
TiatNcI as yoii view liiian's allegorical

nasierpietc "Sa<ee<l and I'rofanc I.ove"

just as it appears in Rome's Borghcsc
Sallcry.

lentil ItHlay, unless )ou had the means
lo travel among the world's great mu-
keuins and piivate rollections, yon sim-

i>ly loiild not know these paintings so

\nlimalrty. Now, ,is a member ol the

\U(.rii,f Ihll Color Slid,- Program of
ill f.tijoyttiriil, they are but a few of

ihc m.ignifueni an works you will en-
joy anil more ii(hl> inideistand as you
hiew them in diamalic lull-size and
[(lowing intf^iimt cotins!

Accept (hii $1 drmonmriilion offer

If you mail the aiiaihed taid. sou will

rccei«c a nniipie Alimm lomaining 2-1

lolor slides of prurless wdiks b\ Kenoii,
Monei, l)eg,is and otiiei imporiaiil Im
presMonist painleis I hese exipiisite

slides aic pioduced lo ex.uting spetih-
cations in Hoieme iin S'.miii ktMlak
film. 1 he\ (ome in indiMdii.il 'Z" x 2"

inoiinis and (an be used in any home
slide pro|eclor ilf m>ii do not own a

pni)riloi. see spei i.il oiler iielow
)

The color dides, howr»rr, arc only
one pan of lliis rIalMirair Allium,
noiiiid into the <rnlrr is an illus-

iraird 'tH-pagr hook by Albrrl

Chalelel, Director of France's re-

nowed Lille Museum—with a guide
to each of the slide pictures and
the conipleic story of the Impres-
sionist era.

If this demonstration pleases you, you
will be offered a new slidcand'Com-
mentary Album approximately every
six weeks. .Among the .Mbiims in this

scries aie Italian Urnaissaricr I'aintine-

the Oii^inj o/ Modern Arl—Homniiti-
dim and /<ra/ijm—and olhei .Albums
covering every major art period.

The cost is surprisingly lotv

Ihc least you might expect lo pay for

24 color slides ol comparable ciuality—
if the subjects weie ax.iil.ible fiom mii-

senilis and prnate collections— is $l«
$24. Set, as a subscriber to this new I'lo

giaiii, >oii pay oiil\ Sg.'Ci Ini e,ich coin

plele /Mbum-inc liiding slides ami illus-

Haled guide book Son ina\ lake as few
or as mans as mhi like, .iiid nia\ stop
wheiicMr \oii wish

Youi InlriHliiclory .\lliiiiii only $1

No obligation lo continue

Send no money now. We will ship your
intrcMluctory Color Slide .Mbiim of Im-
piessionisl I'aintings and eiiioll sou ns

a trial siibsiriber. If Mill are iliiilled

with ihr ileinonsiiaiion, send oiils )l,

plus a few cents toi lax and sliipping.

Iheieaflei, sou will be ollered .i new
.Vlbiiin approximaleh eten six weeks
at the subscribers' low piire of only
$9!»') If not deligliled. hnwevri. you
may retiiin the liiiiodiiiloiy .Mbiini

wilnin I.') days, and o»e nothing. .Mail

Ihc attached card today.

Here i wluU you get

for only $1
Luncheon on the Graij-tdouard Manel
Women in the Garifrti-Claliiic MoncI
The Green I'arasol-Bcrthc Moritol
\'u<te tn the 5ijn-AuKuslc Rrnoir
The Seated Balhrr-AugUiU Renoir

The rediiure-lAigir Drgaj
The SaintLaiare KailriHiil .\/oliun-l:laii<lc MonrI

The House ol fere /.ar roix-Taul Ceiinne
The Sair.t-.Mariin Cu'iuJ-Alfrrd Sisley

At the ;<arri-i:dBar Drxai
The Red Koo/i-Cainillc I'lssarro

The Lagr'Mit\ Cauaic

. . fl<'< i: filler ;m/..r.ji,.jirj( < (ntiirj.'

The Color Slide Program

of Art Enjoyment
If yoM do nol h«vr

I limit \Vr tan oUri
H<'. (M\ rfoinliit >ii|i|i

l/'^.H Klklanaf Irni I h

lai 2- X 'Z- .I'-mni •Ixlri

alilr Kia\il\ fml and

tiilmilplii

C(im|>lrlrl<

prafrctor; hrir't an nnutil
»uii (tir M-nulKinal Rtnlak
iril «ith a JOO Man lani|>, a

« i(i(>-iair«l pro)rcior thona
U|i lo I '16 inch Itiiik ll ha

II opitor-

C'atouirl
id 4 Inch

of III

^0^
11 Rrplr (urd hi» hem rrmoTed. sprite Mciirnw Hill

Color Slidr Prafrant of Arc Enformcoi, Drpi.
AY-U2. 1221 AYc.oMhcAmctic«».N.Y..N.Y.IOOjO.



You Can Now Acquire a Private Library of Distinction
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Everyone wants to surround him-

self and his family with objects of

lasting beauty, meaning and

value— to own with prjdeand pass on as

valuable heirlooms to future genera-

tions. There can be no better heirloom

than beautifully leather-bound, gold-

decorated editions of the world's

greatest books.

Now, you can acquire this kind of

private library from The Easton Press

The World's Greatest Books

It isn't difficult to list the world's

greatest books. Their titles spring

instantly to everyone's mind, because

what makes a book great is its ability to

have a lasting impact on each new
generation of readers. A book becomes

great only when it is recognized as being

great—generation after generation

Melville's Moby Dick. Dickens' A Tale of

Two Ciliti, Chaucer's Canlerbury Talti.

Plato's Republic. Thackeray's Vanity fair,

Fielding's Tom Jones. Hawthorne's Scarlri

Uller. Dostoevsky's Crime and Puniihment.

Homer's Iliad. Bronte's Wulhenng Heights,

Dante's Dii'inc Comedy. Swift's Culliver'i

Traveli. Mark Twain's Huckleberry Finn

and Milton's Paradne LdsI.

Books like thesearethegreatest books of

all time the bcHiks of lasting value that

i-aih family wants on its bcxikshelves

As Beautiful as They
Are Meaningful

The pride that one feels in acquiring this

edition of the world's greatest books

comes not only from the power and sig-

nificance of each literary masterpiece. It

lomes also from the sheer beauty of

each book Every volume in this private

library will exemplify the ultimate in the

art of printing, illustrating and binding

Genuine Leather Bindings

Today It i> rare to lind btHiks bound in

g€'nuine leather The cost of such bind-

ings and the time required to create

them has made the crafting of such

bindings an almost vanishing art

Bui each book in thi\ collrclion will b«

bound in genuine leather! The leathers

used will be only the finest, and many

different types of leathers will be used—

lalfskin. lowhide. suede, sheepskin— to

give even greater distinction to the lulal

lolleition

As with every detail of lhe«r books, lux-

ury in binding will be the rule rather

iC^mliHued <»t nrtt r^fr'
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than the exception. Each volume will

have the beautiful lustre, wonderful

feel, and distinctively rich smell that is

characteristic of only genuine leather.

Unique Cover Designs

of Real Cold

To further enhance the richness and

beauty of your books, each binding will

be decorated with real gold. Each cover

design will be deeply inlaid with this

precious metal. The back cover and the

spine of each book will be similarly

decorated.

Gilt-edged Pages

Complementing the gold of the leather

cover's design is the gilt edging of every

page. The pages of every book will be

gilt-edged in real gold.

Elegant in Every Way

As final touches of elegance, each book

will have beautiful endsheets of the

highest quality, contain a bound-in rib-

bon page marker and be bound with a

"hubbed" spine that is used in only the

finest books.

The result of all this careful attention to

luxury and elegance is a collection of

books that brings back memories of the

great private libraries of the most dis-

criminating families in days gone by.

Distinctly Different Volumes

Distinctiveness is the watchword of this

private library. No two volumes are the

same. The leather used in the bindings

will be of many colors and grains. The

type styles and illustrations will vary

from volume to volume matching the

unique character of each of the indi-

vidual works. The design on each vol-

ume's leather cover will be different,

with no two alike. Even the sizes of the

books in the collection will vary.

Beautifully Illustrated Books

Each volumeof'ThelOOGreatest Books

Ever Written" will be beautifully illus-

trated. In manycases,authenticillustra-

tions from the period of the literary

masterpiece will be used. In others, spe-

cially commissioned art from leading il-

lustrators has been created to impres-

sively complement the specific book.

Whether it be finely detailed black and

white etchings or dramatic full color

paintings, the illustrations used in each

book will be selected to match the mood

and meaning of the author's work.

A Truly Personal Library

When you acquire this edition of "The

100 Greatest Books Ever Written" you

are building a personal library that will

be one of your most prized possessions.

To beautifully identify each book in the

edition as part of your own private col-

lection, a unique personalized name-

plate will accompany every volume.

The Acquisition Plan

Books of the quality of the volumes in

this collection are not generally avail-

able today, and they cannot be mass

produced. Because of the extraordinary

care and craftsmanship required of fine

bindings such as these, the books in the

collection will be issued at the rate of

one per month.

Comparable books bound in genuine

leather sell for as much as $50 to $75 per

volume. However, you will be pleased to

learn the volumes in this collection will
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be priced jt only $28 50 each for the

first two full years of your enrollment

Future volumes will be similarly priced

subject only to minor periodic adjust-

ment to reflect varying material costs.

If you desire, you may return any

volume within 30 days for a full refund

of your purchase price Moreover, you

need punhase volumes only as lonn as

you chiMise to dt) so, you may cancel

your subsinplion at any lime

Last Chance to Buy
at These Low Prices.

R.S.V.P. by March 31, l'»7'»

The editions in this outstanding series

are currently priced far below compa-

rable deluxe leather-bound editions We
simply lannot maintain our current

low prices much longer -inflationary

pressures require a moderate price

increase effective April I, I"7<J

However, each new subscriber is given

guaranteed price protection during the

first two full years of enrollment Thus,

if you enroll as a new subscriber by

March 31, l<»70. you will be eligible to

buy these luxurious editions at current

low prices (|ust $2» 50 per volume) well

into lOfll!

To take advantage ol this signilitani

guaranliT and brat the loming price

increase— you need only complete the you to begin building a private library of

subscription reservation below and your own that is sure to be envied by

return it to us by March 31, 1<'7'' This thcise who see if. and treasured by all

simple step is all that is necessary for who use it

1

MUST Bt POSTMARKED BY MARCH JI, I»7»

TO QUALIFY FOR TWO YtAR PRICF PROTICTION AT CURRENT LOW PRICES.

The EaMi.n I'l

47 Richards Avenue
Norwalk, Conn 06857

No payment required.

Simply mail this subscription reservation.

Please send me the fir»l volume of Thr 100 C.rratc'ii BiH-ki Kvit VSrillen bound in

genuine leather and reservr ,\ subscription in my name Further vi>lvjme> will bt*»rnl at

the rate of one book per month at $2H 50' raih I understand thai ihis prur will be

guaranteed fi>r ihe next twii lull year*

I may rrlurn any biHik wilhin 30 days tor refund, and I may cancel at any lime I

understand that you will <rnd me a list of books scheduled for future monthly

shipment I may indicate which titles on this list, if any, I do not want to receive, thereby

insuring that I never receive any books I do not want

*rfi>% 51 <t> prt kwi for itirr'"/ <"<' litiilliit

Name_^_

Address

City. Stale. .Z.p.

Payment Options (Check One):

O Charge each volume I a Matter C hargr O Visa

CARDNO IXinllAIKm DATt

Q Enclosed is $30 00** (payable lu Easlon Press) for my first volume

D Bill me $30 00** fur my first volume

Signature.
KMl rr«<arnlt pty %il 10 la incliMlr mIt* t



written sources suffer the risk of be-

ing incomplete or biased. Many are

unrepresentative, since just a hand-
ful of slaves in the South were able

to leave any written legacy at all.

Only in the past decade have
scholars begun to use another type

of source to study how Old South
slaves lived. Led by Charles Fair-

banks of the University of Florida,

some historical archeologists have

made a close examination of the

unwritten legacy of millions of

slaves—the abandoned cabins, dis-

carded artifacts, and food remains
found on old cotton plantations. In

1968, Fairbanks began excavating

the ruins of slave cabins on Kings-

ley Plantation, Fort George Island,

Florida. The next year, he and
Robert Ascher, an anthropologist

at Cornell University, excavated a

slave cabin on Rayfield Plantation,

Cumberland Island, Georgia. And
in 1973, Fairbanks began excava-

tions at Cannon's Point, on Saint

Simon's Island, Georgia, about
halfway between Jacksonville,

Florida, and Savannah, Georgia. I

worked with Fairbanks at the Can-
non's Point excavation.

The goal of excavating slave

cabins—as with most archeological

digs—is to recover tangible evi-

dence of the housing, possessions,

food, crafts, recreation, and gen-

eral life style of long-dead former
residents. Unlike many written

sources, which are often directed

toward posterity, archeological re-

mains are neither biased nor falsi-

fied. When they discarded broken
cups or bones 150 years ago, slaves

had no idea that the objects would
eventually interest archeologists.

Archeological evidence does
have limitations, however, as not

all materials survive over time.

Clothing, wood, and plants often

decay, whereas iron, ceramics, and
bones usually survive. But by com-
bining the incomplete archeological

record with the incomplete written

record, fieldworkers have been
able to achieve a clearer apprecia-

tion of how slaves lived. Compari-
son of written and archeological

sources also permits an evaluation

of the accuracy of slave narratives

and reports by plantation owners
and white visitors.

Cannon's Point—the most recent

site of the slave cabin excavations

—was from 1793 to 1861 a Sea
Island cotton plantation owned by
John Couper and his son James
Hamilton Couper. The site contains

the ruins of two sets of four slave

cabins and their middens. At one of

these cabins, we were able to ex-

pose the foundations and chimney
and much of the midden, which
contained nonperishable posses-

sions and food remains discarded

by two generations of slaves. The
possessions include objects used

for daily work and household

chores, for gathering and growing

food, and for recreation. Among the

food remains are bones of both

domestic and wild animals.

We were able to evaluate these

remains alongside various surviv-

ing written sources available from
Cannon's Point and from other Sea
Island plantations. Among these

documents are plantation accounts.
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letters written by the planter and
his family, and descriptions of the

plantation left by such visitors as

Aaron Burr, Basil Hall, Fanny
Kemble, and Sir Charles Lyell.

One of the things we discovered

was the work schedule for the

Cannon's Point slaves. The major-

ity of the hundred or so slaves on
the plantation cultivated such cash

and food crops as Sea Island cot-

ton, corn, cowpeas (now called

black-eyed peas), and sweet pota-

toes. Each day during the growing
season, overseers and foremen
assigned work to the field slaves in

the morning and inspected the fin-

ished work. Basil Hall, who visited

Cannon's Point in 1828, noted that

some slaves, called full hands, cul-

tivated one-half to three-quarters of

an acre daily using iron broad-hoes.

Other slaves, among them the

young, the elderly, and the ill, were
partial hands, who performed less

work. Hall claimed that most Can-
non's Point slaves finished their

tasks by "midday" and devoted the

remainderof theday to "fishing and

dancing." Archeological evidence

shows this to be an exaggeration.

Slaves spent their hours away from
the field doing household chores,

making handicrafts, hunting and
fishing, cultivating their own food,

and entertaining themselves with

dancing.

Fishing was seriously pursued

since fish were an important part of

the slaves' diet. The refuse con-

tains a lead slip-sinker used in

hook-and-line fishing. With this

equipment, the slaves could have
caught most estuarine fish except

for mullet, which they might have
trapped with nets in tidal streams.

The slaves apparently stayed close

to shore, rarely venturing out into

the sounds and landward marshes
that surround Saint Simon's Island.

They caught stingray, sturgeon,

gar, perch, sea trout, kingfish,

croakers, drum, mullet, and floun-

der, as well as diamondback and
soft-shelled terrapin.

We were surprised to find indica-

tions that the slaves owned fire-

arms. Lead shot, a gunflint, and a

percussion cap all lay in the mid-
den. Such evidence of slave-owned
firearms—admittedly indirect—has
also appeared at other slave cabin

sites excavated on the Georgia and
Florida coasts, and we know that

the state of Georgia never enacted
any laws prohibiting slave owner-
ship of firearms. Using either fire-

arms or traps. Cannon's Point

slaves collected opossums, rabbits,

wood rats, raccoons, minks, and
clapper rails; remains of each
appear in the midden.

The slaves caught fish, mam-
mals, and wildfowl to supplement
and vary the weekly rations, pri-

marily vegetables, that they re-

ceived from the Couper family.

According to Hall's account, in

1828 each adult slave received

either nine quarts of corn, a bushel

of sweet potatoes, or two pecks of

unhusked rice known as paddy.
Each child received between five

and eight quarts of corn. Nine-

teenth-century dietary knowledge
apparently led the planter to be-

lieve that corn was more nutritious
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than sweet potatoes or brown rice.

Plantation accounts also record

bulk purchases of rice flour, "sec-

ond quality" and "small" rice, and
molasses for issue to slaves. In

addition, a special patch of cabbage
and cauliflower was cultivated for

the slaves, who were also given

their pick of the cabbage and ruta-

baga from the fodder crop.

Sam Hilliard, an authority on
southern foodways, has written

that Old South planters usually

issued each adult slave a peck
(eight quarts) of corn and two to

five pounds of bacon every week.
Thus the Cannon's Point slaves

received a larger than average ra-

tion of corn, but according to plan-

tation records, they were rarely

issued meat. Hall reported that

slaves were issued no bacon but

were given some salt fish and,

occasionally, salt beef. The pres-

ence of food bones in the slave

refuse suggests that although the

slaves may have received sporadic

rations of fresh meat from cattle,

sheep, and hogs when the planter

butchered his lifestock, they prob-

ably supplied much of their protein

by hunting, fishing, or keeping

domestic animals.

The Cannon's Point slaves fed

their hogs and poultry with surplus

corn from their own rations. Their

hogs, marked or branded, might

have been penned, tethered, or

allowed to range through the live

oak hammocks of the plantation,

visiting slave cabins for food. The
slaves probably butchered and ate

most of the hogs, but some of the

animals may have been sold to the

planter family or to local mer-
chants. Rabbits as well as domestic
fowl and their eggs provided the

slaves with another source of food

and income. The Cannon's Point

slaves also cultivated plots of one

or two acres for their own food,

planting the same crops that they

received as rations.

The refuse indicates that the

slaves had few cooking utensils;

only fragments of cast-iron pots are

present. This suggests that meals

consisted of meats, grains, and
vegetables combined in one pot.

Corn, the primary foodstuflF, might

have been cooked as hominy, corn-

meal mush, or pottage, and any
available meat was probably added.

Cracked second quality and small

rice could have been cooked as

pilau, or perlou, still eaten in tide-

water Georgia and consisting of

boiled rice, salt meat, fish, game,
and vegetables. Another popular

dish was "Hopping John," in

which cowpeas were mixed with

rice and salt meat.

A former slave, Charles Ball,

described such one-pot meals in his

autobiography. Fifty Years in

11
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Chains, written in 1859: "The
whole [stew] had been boiled . . .

until the flesh had disappeared from

the bones, which were broken in

small pieces—a flitch of bacon,

some green corn, squashes, to-

matoes, and onions had been

added. ..."

We saw no saw marks on the

broken mammal bones we found in

the slave cabin refuse, which sug-

gests that the meat was not divided

up into regular cuts and joints for

roasting. The ax and knife marks
we did find are evidence that slaves

stripped meat off the bones, which

they then broke and threw into the

stew pot along with the meat and
vegetables. The resultant stew was
eaten out of hemispherical bowls,

and the liquid was sopped up with

bread made from cornmeal and rice

flour and baked in hearth ashes or

on a hoe.

The refuse indicates that the

slaves were issued ceramic table-

ware, such as bowls, plates, stor-

age jugs, jars, teacups, saucers, and

platters. They also may have re-

ceived chamber pots—a relative

luxury. "There are seldom or never
any conveniences in the way of

chambers," J. Hume Simons wrote

in a widely read antebellum medical

tract. The Planter's Guide and
Family Book of Medicine, pub-

lished in 1849. Simons urged that

planters provide a "seat with a hole

and cover for the calls of nature" in

each slave cabin.

Cannon's Point slaves who be-

came ill were given "plantation

medicines," such as castor oil,

spirits of turpentine, blue mass,

quinine, laudanum, paregoric, and
epsom salts. The planter's wife or

the overseer made the diagnosis

and distributed these medicines in

bottles and vials whose fragments

we found in the refuse. According
to early nineteenth-century medical

theory, these bromides were meant
to restore the balance of "bodily

humours" and purge the slaves'

bodies of "morbific matter."

Adult slaves were issued some

clothing, as well as cloth, thread,

needles, and buttons with which
the women could make additional

clothing. In 1828, for winter wear
each male slave received seven

yards of white Welsh plain (a kind

of flannel), each woman six yards,

and each child somewhat less. For

summer wear, the slaves were is-

sued osnaburg, a type of coarse,

durable cotton. Many buttons is-

sued to the slaves turned up in the

cabin refuse—including a brass

U.S. Navy button that probably

came from a surplus military coat

given to a slave. Besides the re-

mains of objects issued by the

planter, the ruins include certain

luxury items that the slaves must

have purchased. A visitor to Can-

non's Point claimed that the slaves

laid out their incomes on "dress

and trinkets," but there is archeo-

logical evidence that they also pur-

chased liquor, tobacco, and fire-

arms from local merchants, using

money from the sale of produce and

handicrafts.
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Watch War
1 We introduce the LCD Alarm Chronograph

at a $200 00 savings.

2. They copy it (fair because we copied the

Seiko).

3. We make improvements and lower our pnce
4. They lower their pnce (no improvements)

5 Now. with five major improvements the Ad-

vance II is twice as good as the onginal—at

the original low pnce
This is no war of words The differences

you'll enjoy with our new LCD Alarm Chrono-

graph are real and make it the absolutely best

value on the market today

Perfect Accuracy Imagine, at the touch of a

button you can correct the slightest variation

—

to a tenth of a second So. in addition to guaran-

teed quartz crystal accuracy of ^ 5 seconds a

month, you can instantly correct, or "trim the

crystal' electronically, actually have to-the-

second accuracy

Now the Alarm's an Automatic Reminder.
The alami can be set in an instant for any
minute of any hour And now features a snooze
alarm, personal reminder system you can re-

peal every seven minutes Great, because you
can t always leave for a meeting or your plane

when the alarm nngs. make that phone call at

the time you promised With the reminder you
can be sure you don t forget

Also, the new alarm
has a warning or
executive tone This

sounds once and
pauses—so only you
hear it and can shut

the alarm off if you
want to before the
regular 52 second
boopinq cycle begins

Every one of these five new features Is ex-

clusive with the LCD Alarm Chronograph II.

And make this watch the one you're sure to

want.

Memory Bank tor every mode. Which bnngs
us to another ma|or difference and advantage:

every mode can be put

into memory. For ex-

ample, with the im-

itators you cant gel
the lime when you re

using the chronog-
raph It woukJ wipe out

timing of the event'

Solar Rechargeable 3-year Battery. The bat-

tery In the Aavance II is recharged—auio-

malically by any kind of light So, instead of the

usual one year, you II

get guaranteea (by

Mallory) 3-year bat-

lory life Ana the bank
ol seven solar cells

makes a handsome
addition to the bold,

impressive appear
ance

Digital Counter—for laps when you're run-
ning, golf score and more. Now. when some-
one asks. What d you shoof you can look at

your watch instead ol your score card And it s

terrific tor keeping track ol your laps, tor counl-

W>i*n «<• alarTn s m) an A
mppmtf* Tochacfc lof ih*

t»na UMCti ttw alarm button

ing cards, your ski runs, telephone calls, cus-

tomers (daily, weekly, monthly cumulative
comparisons), the people at a meeting, and in

taking inventory Touch a button to count, then

store the tally in memory if you're interrupted or

want to refer to the totaf any time after

The Chronograph System. As to the chrono-
graph, or split-second timer, its precision is so
fine. It borders on the infinitesimal—to one-
hundredth of a second tor the first 20 min-

utes to the second tor a full 1 hour and in a

variety of ways unequaled by any other instru-

ment

Still (Inly $100,00

The best known LCD Alarm Chronograph, ol

course, is the Seiko, which regularly sells tor

$299 95 While Seiko pioneered in this area, its

chronograph is limited and still times only to

1 / 1 0th of a second ,itsalarmhasno reminder, its

battery has to be replaced at least once a year
Copies abound, ot course But Advance Is a

manufacturer in its own right Forging ahead,

building on existing technology creating a
reputation ot its own tor extraordinary Quality,

which we re sure thie almost 30,000 people who
ordered the first LCD Alarm Chronograph from

us will venty
(Actually, as one ot the oldest and largest

mail merchandisers, our only concern is to as-

sure all these people that the refinements In the

Advance II in no way minimizes the tact that the

watch they already own does more and does it

belter than anyone else s )

The LCD Alarm Chronograph II is still only

$100 00 which includes shipping, handling, in-

surance and a handsome gitl case It s avail-

able In either chrome (white) or gold-plate (yel-

low) on a forged, harxj-flnistied brass case
The back is stainless steel as is ttie band, which
adjusts Instantly to a perfect and extremely

comforlablo tit

Then, so you can see when it s dim or you're

in ttie dark, the lace lights up

The Watch and Electronic Calendar. Most
important, the basic display gives you the

exactly right time The hour, minutes and run-

ning seconds, plus the day of the week At a
touch you can replace the time with the month
and date, always right with no adjustment

necessary

Thirty day trial. Now we invite you to put ev-

erything we say and promise to the test

—

without nsk or obligation for 30 days And to

send the LCD Alarm Chronograph II back to us
for a complete refund if 11 isn t the equal of any
watch at any pnce for accuracy, versatility and
usefulness A watch that wins the admiration of

your friends as well as your own pleasure arxl

lasting satisfaction.

CALL 800-621-5554
(Illinois residents call 800-972-5858)

To order by credit card, call the toll-free

number above Send your check to Douglas
Dunhill at the address below Be sure to specify

gold or chrome (Illinois residents add tfie ap-

propnate sales tax
)

The Advance LCD Alarm Chronograph II

comes with a full ONE YEAR limited warranty

and our assurance it will provide you with years

of unmatched, trouble-tree performance Order
now and en|oy tfie satisfaction that comes with

wearing a watch that s second to none

Fourway Chronograph System
No other instrunent. at any pnce. gives you greater

ixecision than tl>e LCD Alarm Chronograph II. with Its

one 1 tooth ol a second accuracy Or greater versatil-

ity and flexibility lliree separate chronographs tttat

work in memory—combine in turKtion

I8.n8s

. Add time, the
1 stopwatch, which
you can slop (lor a
time-out. say) and have
picK up wtiere you left

oil wt>en llw action re-

sumes
T>n«) 10 IS mnuMt, 14

Mcxmdi and 8& lOOma ol

aaacond

_ SpM time Ms you slop to gel • readtng (of (he

2 ' 4. the ^). each conlmlani crossing ttwfkininkne)

while overal timing continues in mecnory unM (to-

played

. Lap lima gives you the time ol ndivldual seg-

O menu ol an uvart. aulomaticalty (tailing again
Irom zero to you can Nma Ihe lolowing sequence N
literally tpWs elemenls thai cant be taparaled any
olher way

. Twin liming comtilnes tpW Urn* iwllh add lime

I so you can get the total Urn* ol an aveni and the

times ol individual portions wWHn Itw ewil

All this, phjs a djgNal counter, m a ileak. superbly
St yted timepiece Onler now and take 30 days 10 prove
how easy R al la to manar arxl how useful when you
have

DouqlasDunhiH

P OoutfM OunWi Inc !»;•

OaKi „iu.l .1- l,a^



NOTICE the changes in this series of paintings done in the last five years of Van Gogh's life.

His style, the colors he used reflect his growing self-awareness. The final self-portrait was
painted just months before his suicide.

In his brief career, spanning only 10 years. Vincent Van Gogh produced a torrent of work.

Close to 1.700 of his works survive. Yet he sold only one painting in his lifetime, and that for an

equivalent of only S80.

Today, he is an acknowledged master of modem art. (At least one of his paintings sold for

over SI million.) Yet during his hfe, he so belittled himself that he signed his work merely

"Vincent."

He found truth in dreams, memories,
ptiantoms, hallucinations.

As you go through this fascinating, colorful

book, you'll understand how Van Gogh devel-

oped his unique style: paint applied in thick

impasto, broad strokes and swirling halos

around a source of Ught.

In reading The World of Van Gogh as our
guest, you will learn how he tried to express

"the terrible passions of humanity." How he vir

tually attacked his canvases, painting rapidly tc

capture what he saw. what he felt, despite recurrent fits

of illness and despair. In a sense, his landscapes, figures, interiors and
still hfes are self-portraits, as well.

The World of Van Gogh Introduces you to the
Time-Life Library of Art.

To have a clearer understanding of art, to know what to look for

when you stand before a painting, you will appreciate these Time-
Life books.

Written in informal, narrative style by distinguished art

historians, they give you a complete introduction to the

pivotal artists and trends of each epoch in the world's

700-year heritage of fine art.

Each volume centers about a major artist:

Michelangelo, Rembrandt, Titian, Vermeer. Cezanne,
Matisse. Picasso. ..his time, his world, his influence.

These are 9'/4 x W/t inch volumes, almost 200 pages each

with over 100 fine, detailed reproductions per volume, about half in color They are

beautifully bound, and each comes with a protective shpcase. The Time-Life
Library of Art is available to you—volume by volume— for only $9.95 (plus ship-

ping and handling). Surely, one of the best values in all art publishing.

We invite you to enjoy The World of Van Gogh for 10 days" free

examination.

If it doesn't excite you and please you, send it back. If you decide to

keep it, pay just $9.95 plus shipping and handling, and we will send you
other volumes in The Time-Life Library of Art, a new one approximately every

other month with the same examination privilege. You're not obligated in any way.

Why not send the card today?

TIME
ma
BOOKS

mcen.
Canyou follow

the storyof

this tragic genius

inthese

self-portraits?

TIME-LIFE LIBRARYOFART
TIME-LIFE BOOKS
Time & Life BIdg., Chicago, Illinois 60611

Yes, I would like to examine The World of Van Gogh. Please send it lo mc for 10

days free e\aniination and enter my subscription lo the Time-Life Library of

Art. If I decide to keep The World of Van Gogh. 1 wUl pay $9.95 plus shipping

and handling 1 then will receive future volumes in the Time-Life Library of

Art, shipped a volume at a time approximately every other month. Each is

$9.95 plus shipping and handling and comes on a 10-day free examination

basis. There is no minimum number of books that I must buy. and I may cancel

my subscription at any time simply by notifying you.

If I do not choose to keep The World of Van Gogh. I will return the book

within 10 days, my subscription for future volumes will be canceled, and I will

not be under any further obligation. r>iinoiir\BHBnHy
DMr

D Miss (plea e pnnl)

Am

r,iy

Stale or
Pmvinrp

Zip or

Let US sendyou

TheWorld of
VanGogh
FREE for 10-day
examination





The refuse turned up many frag-

ments of the dark ohve green
bottles that usually contained ale,

porter, and cider. Far less common
are bits of the light olive green
bottles that often held wine, and
even more rare are fragments of

the green case bottles that usually

contained gin. Pieces of clay pipes,

called Negro pipes in contemporary
newspapers, were also found m the

rubble. Apparently, whites pre-
ferred other ways of taking tobacco.
The midden also yielded many

cut iron nails with machine-made
heads, manufactured after the

1820s. These nails were used to

build and repair the one-room
frame slave cabins, which meas-
ured about 17 by 20 feet (340
square feet). The cabin possessed
at least one glazed, shuttered win-

dow, at least one door with a stock

lock, and a chimney with a dirt-

floored hearth. The construction

materials and amenities were su-

perior to those of most Old South

slave dwellings, which, according

to historian Eugene Genovese, typi-

cally measured only 16 by 18 feet

(288 square feet) and had only un-

glazed windows and stick-and-clay

chimneys. Still, the Cannon's Point

slave cabins must have been
crowded, with seven or eight slaves

living in each.

The relatively high quality of the

Cannon's Point cabins and the reg-

ularity of the ration issues suggest

that the planter family showed a pa-

ternalistic concern for the slaves

they owned. Fellow planters re-

garded John Couper as a "wise and

kind master," and even the ardent

abolitionist Fanny Kemble com-
mented on his humane treatment of

his slave force. Nevertheless, there

is evidence of slave resistance to

Couper's authority. In her Journal

of a Residence on a Georgian
Plantation, published in 1863,

Kemble reported a conversation

with the planter in which he com-
pared his slaves to the Irish, and

"instanced their subserviency,

their flattering, their lying, and
pilfering, as traits common to the

characters of both peoples." One
of Kemble's servants told her that

slaves at Cannon's Point had once
conspired to revolt. Although this

report cannot be corroborated,

John Couper did indicate in a letter

to a friend that slave resistance was
not uncommon: "About crops, run-

away Negroes, and other plagues I

will not touch. . .

."

So even on Cannon's Point

—

where the slaves worked but a part

of the day, were free to trade with

local merchants, and lived in sub-

stantial dwellings—slavery was
oppressive. As Frederick Douglass

wrote in his autobiography, "I have

observed this in my experience of

slavery—that whenever my condi-

tion was improved, instead of its

increasing my contentment, it only

increased my desire to be free, and
set me to thinking of plans to gain

my freedom." D



YOURS TO DISCOVER in a dazzling panorama of images in living color

PEOPLES AND CUSTO
OF THEWORLD

In 12 superbly bound hardcover volumes

JCMN THIS CELEBRATION OF UFE
IN ALL ITS SPLENDID DtVERSTTYl

You'll meet nomads ol ihe snows

and nomaUs of ihc sands: remdeer

Lapps from Norway's icy reaches and

bedouins on camels iravelling the end-

less deserts of Arabia You'll see Indian

sheiks from ihe banks of the Ganges
and Indian chiefs Irom itn; Circat Plains.

And on the other side of the world

youll find lands beyond the reach of the

twentieth century: primitive societies

that still live according to the traditions

of their lathers We're going to places

few people even know exist — places

with unpronounceable names, where
the inhabitants still smile and stare ai

strangers — or eat themi

It's all out there, waiting to be explored.

Y ou1] think you're in another worU —
and you will be. Jungles of flowers, vast

stretches of beach, the spray of crystal

waterfalls, thatched bungaloos .. And
the inhabiianLs of these lavorcd regions

— so different in character from those

who survive out of stubborness in the

earth's most forsaken wastelands.

This will be an unforgetubk: journey

to the ends of the earth. We're going

to discover the world as we visit its

many fascinating peoples. Want to

come along '.'

J '\ d-^ Read the first volume
y^^ OCEANIA AND THE PHILIPPINES
YOU CAN Bt OUR GtbSI Ol
HONOR as we set out on the first leg

of our voyage to visit the beautiful

South Seas: thoiisands of exotic islands

floating on seas of every shade of blue

We'll visu Ihe Polynesians and the

awesoiiK head hunters ol New Guineal

Olf to New Zealand, home of tfie Maon
tribe, and to .Australia where the Abo
rigines still dwell in primitive splendor.

And finally, the 7tXX) Philippine Islands

nestling in the oriental corner of the

vast Pacific provide a pungent taste

of Asia.

To learn how YOU can receive the

first volume Oceania and the Phi

lippmes for a 10-day FREE
h.\AMINAllON in your

home with no obligation

lo buy. sec the coupon
below

GJMt (oriral :

8'/it" « 11 'r

This extraondinary 12-volume

series contains
MORE THAN 2000

FULL-COLOR
PHOTOGRAPHS

This a»Hma witbm lh»
s/tov¥pJmcm of your Ab#ary

Hara mtm th« titlas of the
•itrsordlnary sarias
• OCEANIA AND THE PH1L1P>INES • THE ARAB
WORLD • CENTRAL AMERICA • BLACK AFRICA •

NORTHERN EUROPE • INDONESIA • SOUTH AMERICA
WESTERN ASIA • NORTH AMERICA • INDIA • SOUTHERN
EUROPE • CENTRAL AND EAST ASIA •

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
. .,..<i,t,a.it.,»HltNDSO» HISIOHV 4 Sm.tfit-ot.) Stfofi IMiUvufgii PA IS 222

' xm'^i PfOm.fS AMD CUSTOMS Of THK WOULD. / c«n

. f^<t \oinnim I rti* 'rtwn .f iv ,ihi u'HSjiftyiifrtl Mftr' W (Atft,

'• to* tft* Mti* /Utv prfCY

lU/ VAPSNH

SIGNATUAC
"it^ t8. mutt b» CO v^fwa bt psf9f^l it* ffuSft^en



This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

A Darwinian Paradox

How can our complex
mind understand itself

in simple terms?

Nature marks Izaak Walton as a

rank amateur more often than I had
imagined. In 1654, the world's most
famous fisherman before Ted Wil-

liams wrote of his favorite lure: "I

have an artificial minnow ... so

curiously wrought, and so exactly

dissembled that it would beguile

any sharpsighted trout in a swift

stream."

An early column (January 1977)

in this series told the tale of Lamp-
silis, a freshwater clam with a

decoy "fish" mounted on its rear

end. This remarkable lure has a

streamlined "body," side flaps

simulating fins and tail, and an eye-

spot for added effect; the flaps even
undulate with a rhythmic motion
that imitates swimming. This
"fish," constructed from a brood
pouch (the body) and the clam's

outer skin (fin and tails), attracts

the real item and permits a mother

clam to shoot her larvae from the

brood pouch toward the unsuspect-

ing fish. Since the larvae of Lamp-
silis can only grow as parasites on
the gills of a fish, this decoy is a

useful device indeed.

I was astounded this summer to

learn that Lampsilis is not alone.

Ichthyologists Ted Pietsch and
David Grobecker recovered a

single specimen of an amazing Phil-

ippine anglerfish, not after intrepid

adventures in the wilds, but from
that source of so much scientific

novelty—the local aquarium re-

tailer. (Recognition, rather than

machismo, is often the basis of

exotic discovery.) Anglerfish lure

their dinner, rather than a free ride

for their larvae. They carry a highly

modified dorsal fin spine affixed to

the tips of their snouts. At the end
of this spine, anglerfish mount an

appropriate lure. Some deep-sea

species, living in a dark world un-

touched by light from the surface,

fish with their own source of illu-

mination: they gather phosphores-

cent bacteria in their lures. Shallow-

water species tend to have colorful,

bumpy bodies, and look remark-

ably like sponge- or algae-encrusted

rocks. They rest inert on the bot-

tom and wave or wiggle their con-

spicuous lures near their mouths.
"Baits" differ among species, but

most resemble—often imperfectly

—a variety of invertebrates, includ-

ing worms and crustaceans.

Pietsch and Grobecker" s angler-

fish, however, has evolved a fish

lure every bit as impressive as the

decoy mounted on Lampsilis' s rear

—a first for anglerfish. (Their

article in Science. July 28, 1978,

bears as its appropriate title "The
Compleat Angler" and cites as an
epigraph the passage from Walton

quoted above.) This exquisite fake

also carries eyelike spots of pig-

ment in the right place. In addition,

it bears compressed filaments rep-

resenting pectoral and pelvic fins

along the bottom of the body,
extensions from the back resem-

bling dorsal and anal fins, and even

Ichthyosauf
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Sailnith Calypso!
DivenithCousteau!

Accept
Volume I

FREE
as your
introduction to

THE OCEAN WORLD
OFJACQUES COUSTEA

The world s most famous undersea explorer Jacques
Cousteau invites you to journey with him into waters no
one has ever before dared to enter and dive to depths
once thought impossible The skipper whose Aqualung,
Diving Saucers and Conshelfs have turned men into

oceanauts shows you the once-secret world these inven-

tions have unlocked, a world teeming with life challenge

and excitement— beautiful and bizarre marine creatures

incredible undersea formations and plant lite wrecks
almost totally picked clean of their treasures

In r^e Ocean World ot Jacques Cousteau you'll be
captivated by the same intriguing blend of knowledge
personal warmth, and narrative skill—the same txsld and
original views that make his films and television specials

so memorable Filled with thousands of spectacular color

photographs and scientific discoveries these volumes an
the extraordinary results of Captain Cousteau s thousand
of diving hours and years of undersea detective work

In your free introductory volume you II experience all

the excitement of the world Cousteau knows and loves

t>est—from the primitive nautilus unchanged after million!

of years to the complex and intelligent dolphin a crea-

ture we re already communicating with in astonishing

ways You'll follow the clues that reveal our past—and
learn how the myriad wonders of the sea are the key to

our future survival

Simply mail the coupon and you II soon be enioying

your free introduction to The Ocean World ol Jacpues
Cousteau

~\

"Our children need
the ocean to survive

A mrivagr to you Irnm
.larquw ( nuvlrmi

f1^

The Ocean Work! ot Jacquei Cousteau. DepI YC
Sharman Ibmpik*. Danbury, Conneclkul 0681S

II Itm Oceans ol Earth .shoi;W r/ie-it would
tw the final catastrophe in the story ot man
and ot all lite on (his planet maybe fifty

years later the last man on earth would take
his own last breath Why imagine such a
nightmare about the subfect I love mosf Because the Ocean can
die-and we must make sure that it doesn I Man exists only

twcaute Earth is a water planet —liquid water being probabty as
rare in the universe as life perhaps even synonymous with lite The
Ocean i.i lite This is why we must change our attitude toward the

Ocean We must regard it as no tonger a mystery a menace, a dark
and sinister abode ot secrets and wonders Instead we want to

aptore how it moves and breathes, how it aaperiences dramas and
seasons how it nourishes its hosts
of living things, how it harmonises
the physical and biological
rhythms ol the whole earth, what
hurts It and what feeds it—not
least ot all what are its stories

This ordi^ fofm •nlilivs you to rtcetv«-«s « FREE Gtrt-Volum* I ol ttw 71-votunw illustratM]

-.fftf*-! Th^ 0^«" fcVf»fM of .tnrepm% CoM**^-n\f w«th nn ohiMV*tion to buy anytt^ing As a sut)SCrit»«<

. ... ,1 I-. ,...., I..., t ... .ri...,. ..II i,,i..ro *r,,Mrrw.n).. ....• mfly r«fsct any sfiipmenl o» c«nc«i
• I.- <n<s<at«d on trie invoice accom-

«•<! to provN)* l>m« for ma^t oatm ary

-'^•iv* tot TREE atammalion any annuals ttial aia

to own
H. , v., , i..n« altei lakmg as many o> as lew votumat as you

>'!>•-<>.«<> iKxw 41 iW <l t»u su UHiusa vuiume i • yours 10 keep ABSO(.UTCl.Y FREE no malMi
•mtitx you dacide



CAPERCAILLIE

Announcing a most important new porcelain plate collection...

GAME BIRDS OF THEWORLD
by Basil Ede



An extraordinary series of twelve collector's plates

by Europe's foremost wild bird portraitist... his first works of art in porcelain.

Each of the twelve plates bears a new and

original work created by Basil Ede

exclusively for this limited edition.

Available by subscription only.

The subscription rolls close:

lanuary 31, 1979.

THE ARTIST. Basil Ede, of Sussex, England,

has been called "the outstanding wild bird

portraitist of his generation, and perhaps of

his century " He is widely regarded as Europe's

most distinguished bird artist Indeed, the au-

thority of his style and the distinction of his

work have profoundly influenced the way
birds are portrayed by artists throughout

the world

Alter notable exhibitions in London and

other maior European cities, Basil Ede was

honored by a one-man show at the Smithso-

nian Institution's National Collection of Fine

Arts in Washington, DC This was followed,

during recent years, by important exhibitions

at New York's famous Kennedy Gallenes

His paintings have been commissioned by

the National Audubon Society and the World

Wildlife Fund, among others And he is repre-

sented in many prominent public and private

collections, including the collection of HRH
Pnncc Philip, Duke of Edinburgh

Now, at the height of his career, Basil Ede

has created his /irM works of art in fine

porcelain—(.ome Birds of the World A series

of twelve collector's plates portraying the

beauty and grace of game birds in precise, au

thcntic detail and with his own inimitable flair

for color and composition

Each of these twelve plates is, in itself, a

masterful work of art Together, they form an

incomparable collection that will be a proud

acquisition for every subscriber a focus for

conversation and admiration when displayed

in the home

THE c;AME BIRIl PLATES The plates will be

I rafted lor Franklin Porcelain in France, by the

world rcnowiud lirm of Haviland of Limoges

CHINESE PHEASANT

REDLEGCED PARTRIDGE

The exceptional translucence and whiteness

of Limoges porcelain are ideally suited to bnng
out the subtle colors of Basil Ede's art.

And the plates will be large in size— 9

mches in diameter— to provide full scope for

Ede's finely detailed portrayal of game birds in

their natural habitat.

The lewel-like quality Ede bnngs to the

birds' plumage . . . the delicate hues of each

bird's protective coloration ... the wonder-

fully natural colors of its environment . . all

will be captured exaclly.

Franklin Porcelain has devoted more than

two years to meticulous preparation for the

issuance of these plates, and every detail will

be of the highest quality For example, each

plate will be hand-decorated with a border of

pure 24 karat gold, perfectly proportioned both

to the size of the plate and to the scale of Basil

Ede's art And each plate will incorporate as

many as sixteen separate ceramic colors Only
through such perfection of detail could, the

standards of Basil Ede and of Franklin Porce-

lain be satisfied

Ede's very beautiful and marvelously accu-

rate works of an — created especially for this

issue and available only on these fine porcelain

plates make this j colletlion that will be

enioyed and prized by all who love the IxMuty

ot birds, of art, and ol porcelain

And, as the lirsi works in porcelain by

I urope's leading painter ol birds, this is a

Killcction clearly destined to have lasting

importance

lilt LIMirs OF EDITION The dime Hud-.

nl ilu- Worlil porcelain plate collection will be

produced only once and in strictly limned

edition, with an ahsoltile closing date of janu

.iry .n, I97g The plates will be crafted exclu

sively lor individual subscnbers And the limn

ol one collection of Came Bird Plates per sub

scriber will be enlotced without exception

Thus, the total number of sets to be issued

will be lorevet limited to the exact number ol

original subscriptions entered by januan tl

lV7y, plus one set lor Basil Ede and one lot

he archives ol Franklin Porcelain

Since the plates will not be sold separately

and will not be made available lot original sale

through dealers, the original subscribers and

the artist will be the only people in the entir

world who can acquire this collection In th

future, any dealer who may wish to offer thes

plates to a client, or any collector who ma
wish to acquire these plates at that time, ca

only hope to obtain them from one of the onf

mal subscribers.

SUBSCRIPTION DEADLINE; lANUARY 31

1979 The collection will be issued to sul

scnbers at the convenient rate of one plat

every other month The onginal issue pnc
of )ust S.'iS per plate will include speciall

written reference matenal and special displa

stands for all twelve plates in the collectior

And a Certificate of Authenticity will accorr

pany each collection

There is no need to send any payment now
But the subscription application below mu<
be mailed to Franklin Porcelain, Frankli

Center, Pennsylvania 19091, no later tha

lanuary -list to be accepted.

SI HMKIPIION APPIU Alios

GAME BIRDS OF THE WORL
A Limited Edition

Musi be pnjtmarkrd by lanuary .tl, I97f

Limit line collcciiiin per sulncnbcr.

Franklin PnrccUin

Frinklin Center, Pennsylvania IWl
Pirasc enter mv ^utwcnpimn ti>t ihr Ham
Hirilx lit ihr WiiHil pottrljin plair tiilln iii>i

bcjnnn onuinjil wiirk» ot ill h\ IU.»il Edr an

(.rafted in line Limt>(trs p<>tcclain

I need ^enJ no payment now The twelv

plaics jie lo he ncnt to me <i the rate ol or

pjjie ever>' other month I will Iw billed li

eaih plate in iwoe\)iul monihlv umallmeni

i4 S2' SO", with ihe lir»i payment due in «i

vancc ol shipment. .^j^ ^n^ ^^^ ^^j,. ^

Siipiaiure _.

I
Slate. Zip



New! RAGG KNIT

SLOUCH HAT
Good looking, rugged hat for camping,
fishing, hiking, beachcombing or |ust loafing

outdoors Styled like the classic Irish field

hat Flat-knit from 85% wool with natural

lanolin to shed water and 15% nylon for

strength One size fits Ivlen, Women, Youths
Color: Salt and Pepper Twist « 1996 Ragg
Knit Hat $10.00 postpaid

OrderToday! MoneyBack Guarantee!

Please RUSH my « 1996 Ragg Knit Hat.

Name

Cily_

n Send me FREE your unique color catalog of quality

outdoor apparel and equipment

I
DepI VNH, Itiirdfi, Virginia, Seanle,WA 98124 |

\n the summer ot 1978, Mr Hanns
Ebenslerj made a survey by small

plane, helicopter and kayak ot Alas-

ka's remote and utterly unspoiled
Kachemak Bay region: and we now
invite sixteen serious outdoor en-

thusiasts or photographers to join our

Wilderness Adventure
JUNE 15 TO 25, 1979

The first night o1 this expedition is

at a luxurious hotel in Anchorage;
nine nights are at simple lodges and
camps on the shore of China Poot
Bay and Chenik Lagoon and beside
a glacier-fed lake surrounded by
4,000 foot peaks.

From these bases, which are acces-
sible only by boat and float plane, and
accompanied by a highly experienced
outdoorsman, we make forays on
foot, by kayak and by helicopter to

see brown bear, moose, fox, seals,

sea otters and a fabulous number of

birds including eagles and thirteen

species of nesting seabirds.

The woods abound with wildflowers

and berries; the rivers with five spe-
cies of salmon and trout; and the sea
with delicious fish, crabs and shrimp.

Detailed brochures are available from

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

an expanded rear projection look-

ing for all the world like a tail.

Pietsch and Grobecker conclude:

"The bait is nearly an exact replica

of a small fish that could easily be-

long to any of a number of percoid

families common to the Philippine

region." The angler even ripples its

bait through the water, "simulating

the lateral undulations of a swim-
ming fish."

These nearly identical artifices of

fish and clam might seem, at first

glance, to seal the case for Dar-
winian evolution. If natural selec-

tion can do this twice, surely it can
do anything. Yet, continuing the

theme of the last two columns and
bringing this trilogy to a close, per-

fection works as well for the crea-

tionist as the evolutionist. Did not

the psalmist proclaim: "The heav-
ens declare the glory of God; and
the firmament showeth his handi-

work." The last two columns
argued that imperfection carries the

day for evolution. This one dis-

cusses the Darwinian response to

perfection.

The only thing more difficult to

explain than perfection is repeated

perfection by very different ani-

mals. A fish on a clam's rear end
and another in front of an angler-

fish's nose—the first evolved from
a brood pouch and outer skin; the

second from a fin spine—more than

double the trouble. I have no diffi-

culty defending the origin of both
"fishes" by evolution. A plausible

series of intermediate stages can be
identified for Lampsilis. The fact

that anglerfish press a fin spine into

service as a lure reflects the jury-

rigged, parts-available principle

that made the panda's thumb and
the orchid's labellum speak so
strongly for evolution (see my No-
vember column, the first of this

trilogy). But Darwinians must do
more than demonstrate evolution;

they must defend the basic mecha-
nism of random variation and natu-

ral selection as the primary cause
of evolutionary change.

Anti-Darwinian evolutionists
have always favored the repeated
development of very similar adap-
tations in different lineages as an
argument against the central Dar-

winian notion that evolution is

unplanned and undirected. If differ-

ent organisms converge upon the

same solutions again and again,

does this not indicate that certain

directions of change are preset, not

established by natural selection

working on random variation?
Should we not look upon the re-

peated form itself as a cause of the

numerous evolutionary events
leading toward it?

Throughout his last half-dozen

books, Arthur Koestler, for exam-
ple, has been conducting a cam-
paign against his own version of

Darwinism. He hopes to find some
ordering force, constraining evolu-

tion to certain directions and over-

riding the influence of natural selec-

tion. Repeated evolution of excel-

lent design in separate lineages is

his bulwark. Again and again, he

cites the "nearly identical skulls"

of wolves and the "Tasmanian
wolf." (This marsupial carnivore

looks like a wolf but is, by geneal-

ogy, more closely related to wom-
bats, kangaroos, and koalas.) In

Janus, his latest book, Koestler
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writes: "Even the evolution of a

single species of wolf by random
mutation plus selection presents, as

we have seen, insurmountable diffi-

culties. To duplicate this process

independently on island and main-

land would mean squaring a

miracle."

The Darwinian response involves

both a denial and an explanation.

First, the denial: it is emphatically

not true that highly convergent
forms are effectively identical.

Louis Dollo, the great Belgian
paleontologist who died in 1931,

established a much misunderstood

principle
—

"the irreversibility of

evolution" (also known as Dollo's

law). Some ill-informed scientists

think that Dollo advocated a myste-

rious directing force, driving evolu-

tion forward, never permitting a

backward peek. And they rank him
among the non-Darwinians who
feel that natural selection cannot be

the cause of nature's order.

In fact, Dollo was a firm Dar-

winian interested in the subject of

convergent evolution—the re-

peated development of similar

adaptations in different lineages.

Elementary probability theory, he

argued, virtually guarantees that

convergence can never yield any-

thing close to perfect resemblance.

Organisms cannot erase their past.

Two lineages may develop remark-

able, superficial similarities as

adaptations to a common mode of

life. But organisms contain so many
complex and independent parts that

the chance of all evolving twice

toward exactly the same result is

effectively nil. Evolution is irre-

versible; signs of ancestry are al-

ways preserved; convergence,
however impressive, is always
superficial.

Consider my candidate for the

most astounding convergence of

all: the ichthyosaur. This sea-going

reptile with terrestrial ancestors

converged so strongly on fishes

that it actually evolved a dorsal fin

and tail in just the right place and
with just the right hydrological

design. The evolution of these

forms was all the more remarkable

because they evolved from nothing

—the ancestral terrestrial reptile

had no hump on its back or blade

on its tail to serve as a precursor.

Nonetheless, the ichthyosaur is no
fish, either in general design or in

intricate detail. (In ichthyosaurs,

for example, the vertebral column

runs through the lower tail blade; in

fish with tail vertebrae, the column
runs into the upper blade.) The
ichthyosaur remains a reptile, from
its lungs and surface breathing to its

flippers made of modified leg

bones, not fin rays.

Koestler's carnivores tell the

same tale. Both placental wolf and
marsupial "wolf" are well de-

signed to hunt, but no expert would
ever mistake their skulls. The nu-

merous, small marks of marsupial-

ity are not obliterated by con-

vergence in outward form and
function.

Second, the explanation: Dar-

winism is not the theory of capri-

cious change that Koestler imag-

ines. Random variation may be the

raw material of change, but natural

selection builds good design by
rejecting most variants while ac-

cepting and accumulating the few
that improve adaptation to local

environments.
The basic reason for strong con-

vergence, prosaic though it may
seem, is simply that some ways of

making a living impose exacting

criteria of form and function upon
any organism playing the role.

Mammalian carnivores must run

and stab; they do not need grinding

molar teeth since they tear and
swallow their food. Both placental

and marsupial wolves are built for

sustained running, have long,

sharp, pointed canine teeth and
reduced molars. Terrestrial verte-

brates propel themselves with their

limbs and may use their tails for

balance. Swimming fish balance

with their fins and propel from the

rear with their tails. Ichthyosaurs,

living like fish, evolved a broad

propulsive tail (as whales did later

—although the horizontal flukes of

a whale's tail beat up and down,
while the vertical flukes of fish and
ichthyosaurs beat from side to

side).

No one has treated this biological

theme of repeated, exquisite design

more eloquently than D'Arcy
Wentworth Thompson in his 1942

treatise. On Growth and Form, still

in print and still as relevant as ever.

Sir Peter Medawar, a man who
eschews hype and exaggeration,

describes it as "beyond compari-

son the finest work of literature in

all the annals of science that have

been recorded in the English
tongue." Thompson, zoologist,

mathematician, classical scholar,
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and prose stylist, won accolades as

an old man but spent his entire pro-

fessional life in a small Scottish

university because his views were

too unorthodox to win prestigious

London and Oxbridge jobs.

Thompson was more a brilliant

reactionary than a visionary. He
took Pythagoras seriously and
worked as a Greek geometrician.

He took special delight in finding

the abstract forms of an idealized

world embodied again and again in

the products of nature. Why do
repeated hexagons appear in the

cells of a honeycomb and in the

interlocking plates of some turtle

shells? Why do the spirals in a pine

cone and a sunflower (and often of

leaves on a stem) follow the Fibo-

nacci series? (A system of spirals

radiating from a common point can

be viewed either as a set of left- or

right-handed spirals. Left and right

spirals are not equal in number, but

represent two consecutive figures

of the Fibonacci series. The Fibo-

nacci series is constructed by add-

ing the previous two numbers to

form the next: 1, 1,2,3,5,8, 13,21,

etc. The pine cone may, for exam-
ple, have 13 left spirals and 21 right

spirals.) Why do so many snail

shells, ram's horns, and even the

path of a moth to light follow a

curve called the logarithmic spiral?

Thompson's answer was the

same in each case: these abstract

forms are optimal solutions for

common problems. They are

evolved repeatedly in disparate

groups because they are the best,

often the only, path to adaptation.

Triangles, parallelograms, and
hexagons are the only plane figures

that fill space completely without

leaving holes. Hexagons are often

favored because they approximate

a circle and maximize area within

relative to the supporting walls

(minimum building for greatest

storage of honey, for example). The
Fibonacci pattern emerges auto-

matically in any system of radiating

spirals built by adding new ele-

ments at the apex, one at a time in

the largest space available. The
logarithmic spiral is the only curve

that does not change its shape as it

grows in size. I can identify the

abstract Thompsonian forms as

optimal adaptations, but to the

larger metaphysical issue of why
"good" form often exhibits such

simple, numerical regularity, I

plead only ignorance and wonder.

So far, I have only spoken to half

the issue embodied in the problem
of repeated perfection. I have dis-

coursed on the "why." I have
argued that convergence never
renders two complex organisms
completely identical (a circum-

stance that would strain Darwinian
processes beyond their reasonable

power) and have tried to explain

close repeats as optimal adapta-

tions to common problems with a

few solutions.

But what about the "how?" We
may know what the fish of Lamp-
silis and the lure of the anglerfish

are for, but how did they arise?

This problem becomes particularly

acute when the final adaptation is

complex and peculiar but built from
familiar parts of diflFerent ancestral

functions. If the angler's fishlike

lure required 500 entirely separate

modifications to attain its exquisite

mimicry, then how did the process

begin? And why did it continue,

unless some non-Darwinian force,

cognizant of the final goal, drove it

on? Of what possible benefit is step

one alone? Is a five-hundredth of a

fake enough to inspire the curiosity

of any real item?

D'Arcy Thompson's answer to

this problem was overextended but

characteristically prophetic. He
argued that organisms are shaped

directly by physical forces acting

upon them: optima of form are

nothing more than the natural

states of plastic matter in the pres-

ence of appropriate physical forces.

Organisms jump suddenly from one

optimum to another when the

regime of physical forces alters. We
now know that physical forces are

too weak, in most cases, to build

form directly—and we look to

natural selection instead. But we
are derailed if selection can only

act in a patient and piecemeal way
—step by sequential step to build

any complex adaptation.

I believe that a solution lies in

the essence of Thompson's insight,

shorn of the unsubstantiated claim

that physical forces shape organ-

isms directly. Complex forms are

often built by a much simpler (often

a very simple) system of generating

factors. Parts are connected in

intricate ways through growth, and

alteration of one part may resound

through the entire organism and

change it in a variety of unsus-

pected ways. David Raup, of Chi-

cago's Field Museum of Natural
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History, adapting D'Arcy Thomp-
son's insight to a modern computer,

has shown how the basic forms of

coiled shells—from nautiloid to

clam to snail—can all be generated

by varying only three simple gradi-

ents of growth. Entire body plans

may be rapidly altered by changing

a few generating forces. Using
Raup's program, I can change a

garden-variety snail into a common
clam by modifying just two of the

three gradients. And, believe it or

not, a peculiar genus of modern
snails does carry a bivalve shell so

like a conventional clam's that I

gasped when I saw a snail's head

poking out between the valves in a

striking close-up movie.

This closes a trilogy of columns
on the issue of perfection and im-

perfection as signs of evolution.

But it is really an extended dis-

quisition on the panda's "thumb,"
a single, concrete object that

spawned all three columns, despite

their subsequent wanderings and
musings. The thumb, built of a

wrist bone, imperfect as a sign of

history, constructed from parts

available. Dwight Davis, whose
monograph on the giant panda may
be this century's greatest work in

evolutionary comparative anat-

omy, faced the dilemma of poten-

tial impotence for natural selection

if it must work step by countless

step to make a panda from a bear.

And he advocated Thompson's
solution of reduction to a simple

system of generating factors. He
showed how the complex apparatus

of the thumb, with all its muscles

and nerves, may arise as a set of

automatic consequences following

a simple enlargement of the radial

sesamoid bone. He then argued
that the complex changes in form
and function of the skull—the tran-

sition from omnivory to nearly ex-

clusive munching on bamboo

—

could be expressed as consequences
of one or two underlying modifica-

tions. He concluded that "very few
genetic mechanisms—perhaps no
more than half a dozen—were in-

volved in the primary adaptive shift

from Ursus [bear] to Ailuropoda

[panda]. The action of most of
these mechanisms can be identified

with reasonable certainty."

And thus we may pass from the

underlying genetic continuity of

change—an essential Darwinian
postulate—to a potentially episodic

alteration in its manifest result—

a

sequence of complex, adult organ-

isms. Within complex systems,

smoothness of input can translate

into episodic change in output.

And here we encounter a central

paradox of our being and of our

quest to understand what made us.

Without this level of complexity in

construction, we could not have

evolved the brains to ask such
questions. With this complexity,

we cannot hope to find solutions in

the simple answers that our brains

like to devise.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biol-

ogy, geology, and the history of
science at Harvard University.

David B Grobecker
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Cultural Echoes Across the Mountains
by Robert E. Rhoades

The Swiss and the Nepalese
have adapted to the

highland environment
in remarkably similar ways

Travelers to Nepal frequently de-

scribe the natural and cultural life

of Himalayan valleys as "reminis-

cent of the Swiss Alps." The two
areas are remarkably alike in their

flora, rock formations, and architec-

ture. In the glacier-fed highland pas-

tures of both, summer huts stand on
a carpet of primula, gentian, and

edelweiss, and at lower altitudes,

winding paths lead from rock-

fenced hay meadows to weathered

villages just above the valley floors.

In the villages, Swiss and Nepal-

ese alike, carefully tended gardens

adjoin large two-storied houses,

whose gabled roofs are covered

with broad pine planks and stone

slabs. The upper levels of these

houses provide living quarters,

while the ground levels serve as

stalls and storage areas.

Pots of bright flowers conceal the

houses' intricately carved window
frames. Inside, shiny brass and
copper vessels dangle from finely

carved wooden shelves near smoky
open hearths, and rough tables and

benches circle the main living area

where hardy mountain peasants,

European and Asian, center their

social life.

Beyond these stylistic similar-

ities, Switzerland and Nepal would
at first appear to have little more in

common than their mountain en-

vironments. The former is the epit-

ome of modernization, while the

latter is one of the world's least de-

veloped countries. Today, Nepal is

struggling to establish a simple road

system, while Switzerland's can-

tons are linked by modern highways
and an extensive electric rail net-

work. Most of Nepal is accessible

only on foot; the Swiss, in contrast.

can speed over 15,000 miles of track

so rapidly that passengers complain
of being unable to enjoy the moun-
tain landscape. Nepal, where the

per capita income is less than $120

per year, faces a vast development
task, while Switzerland, with its in-

dustrial and commercial empires, is

home to one of the world's greatest

concentrations of wealth.

Yet despite enormous economic
differences between these coun-

tries, the demands of their mountain
environment have fostered many
cultural similarities. Both countries

have come peacefully to terms with

internal diversity, allowing cultural

differences to serve as objects of

national pride rather than strife.

Mountain geography has made each

country a buffer state, sandwiched
between powerful neighbors. Pre-

cariously positioned at the cross-

roads of Europe and Asia, both

Switzerland and Nepal have fos-

tered fierce political neutrality and
independence. Historically, both

countries have been affected by the

defensibility of their crucial moun-
tain passes. In addition, hydroelec-

tric power and tourism have be-

come increasingly important in both

countries, threatening their envi-

ronments while enhancing their in-

comes. And a sense of common
struggle is recognized by both
nations. In a recent proclamation,

for example, the king of Nepal
praised Switzerland as the political

and economic model his country

should emulate in future planning.

Nepalese refer to their homeland
as "the Switzerland of Asia,"
while the Swiss contribute the

largest proportion of their foreign

aid to Nepal.

Parallel cultural patterns can best

be observed in the isolated moun-
tain valleys. The terrains of north-

ern Nepal and highland Switzerland

yield similar kinds of rock and tim-

ber, which, as building materials,

lend mountain architecture its char-

acteristic appearance. Abruptness
in topography can trigger ava-

lanches or rock slides, dangers that

force mountain peasants to cau-

tiously locate their settlements and
fields away from the paths of poten-

tial disaster. Short growing seasons

and rocky, unproductive terrains

limit agriculture. Mountain slopes

in both countries characteristically

contain tightly compressed vegeta-

tion belts, ranging from warm valley

floors, through grasslands and
coniferous forests, to zones of

permanent snow. Human survival

depends upon efficient exploitation

of these narrow ecozones.

Given the constraints imposed by
the mountain environment, high-

land societies have developed sev-

eral strategies for coping with a

vertical terrain where a single zone
of production is insufficient to meet
a population's demands. In many
Eurasian mountain ranges, some
cultures specialize in herding to the

virtual exclusion of cultivation, and
satisfy their agricultural needs
through trade with farmers who live

at lower altitudes. This exchange
system thoroughly exploits all the

available ecozones.

In another common mountain
economy, known as agro-pastoral

transhumance, or mixed mountain
agriculture, communities combine
farming and herding at different

altitudes. Transhumance, the sea-

sonal trek of livestock and herders

between the valley floor and high

pastures, has occurred throughout

Terraced gardens and fields

surround a village in Nepal.

Using mixed mountain agriculture,

upland people in both Switzerland

and Nepal are able to exploit all

levels of land, from the valley

floors to the alpine meadows.

Jonathan T, Wright
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the Scandinavian mountains, across

the Alps, along the Eurasian moun-
tain system through the Himalayas,

and on into the inner mountains of

China.

Mixed mountain agriculture is

especially important in the Swiss

canton of Valais and in Himalayan
valleys such as Langtang and
Khumbu, located north and north-

east of Nepal's capital, Katmandu.
In these glacial valleys, the seasons

of long, cold winters and short.

warm summers determine the

rhythm of all life. Since the soil

remains frozen for six months of

the year, mountain families must
depend for their food on a restricted

cultivating and herding period last-

ing from mid-April to early October.

The high-altitude zones are habit-

able and productive only during the

brief summer, when haymaking,
cultivating, stock grazing, and
wood collecting yield or enhance

resources that are taken to the main

villages in preparation for the com-
ing winter.

Each altitudinal zone serves a

different purpose in the mountain
transhumant economy. Main vil-

lages are located at lower altitudes

just above the valley floor, where
fields and small gardens are cul-

tivated in fertile soil. The gently

sloping meadows above the villages

are used for early spring and late

fall grazing and for the production

of hay throughout the summer.

Willi P. BurKhardt, Fotogi



Communal evergreen forests far

above the main settlements supply

firewood and building materials.

Located even higher, between the

forests and the zone of permanent

snow, are the glacier-nourished

pastures where village livestock

graze during the summer.

The agricultural year for both

the highland Swiss and the Khumbu
Sherpa begins in late spring when
villagers work the earliest thawed
fields below the main settlement.

As the thawing progresses up the

slopes, cultivators gradually ad-

vance toward the highest fields,

preparing the soil, sowing wheat

or barley, and planting potatoes.

Meanwhile, vegetable gardens are

cultivated near the villages. As
tillers work the fields, herders with

yaks, cattle, goats, or sheep begin a

gradual ascent toward the summer
pastures. They first stop to graze

their animals on the lower meadows
and then, as the snow retreats,

move on toward the high pastures,

where they live until fall in summer
huts (German: Alphiitte; Sherpa:

yersa). When cold weather again

threatens the highlands, the herds-

men slowly drive their animals

Among the similarities between

Swiss and Nepalese mountain

society is the architecture of
village houses. Families live

above the stables in two-

storied homes in Kandersteg.

Switzerland, left, and Gurja Himal,

Nepal, below. The land at a

relatively low altitude is usually

privately owned and used for

summer crops and spring and fall

grazing. Upland for summer
grazing is held by the community.

homeward, allowing them to forage

on the lower meadows.
The descent of the herds in late

August coincides with the ascent of

harvesters who. starting at the

lowest fields, follow ripening grain

steadily up the mountainside. A few

feet of elevation can make a dif-

ference of one or two days in the

maturation of the crop, allowing a

stepwise progression of harvesting

activities.

By late September, the last grain

is reaped and the final loads of hay

are brought to storage. Only after

harvest is complete are the animals

permitted to come near the main

village. Before the onset of winter,

the herds are grazed on the stubble

and allowed to manure the fields.

The agricultural season comes to a

close with the first heavy snows, at

which time the herds are brought

to the stables. In some Alpine and

Himalayan valleys, the animals are

stabled in winter huts located below

the main villages and well protected

from the icy blasts of glacial winds.

In this Swiss and Sherpa moun-
tain agricultural cycle, all segments

of the subsistence economy are in-

tricately meshed. The system re-

quires a complex, cyclical move-

ment of men and animals following

suitable climates: the upward migra-

tion in summer is a pursuit of sun

and forage, and the fall retreat is a



search for protection from winter's

harshness. This pendulum rhythm
unites the alpine pastures and the

valley floor and gives mountain
agriculture its characteristic eco-

logical design.

To facilitate these intricate move-
ments, Sherpa and Swiss high-

landers have developed the same
patterns of land use and ownership.

Typically, community law allows

private ownership of small, culti-

vable fields and hay meadows lo-

cated near the main village, while

upland forests and alpine pastures

are held in common. This land-
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Gary Wolinsky, Stock

tenure system reflects the special

requirements of the mountains.
Because garden plots and hay
meadows demand intensive care,

they can be efficiently exploited by
private households; however, suc-

cessful grazing in the high pastures

and use of the forests require a co-

ordinated eflfort. Uncontrolled cut-

ting of trees could leave the com-
munity without essential firewood

or building material and overgraz-

ing on the high pastures could lead

to dangerous and irreversible

erosion above the village. More-

Left, a Nepcilese man gazes out a

window ofa house in the Katmandu
Valley. Below, a traditional

farmhouse in Switzerland's

Oberland Valley is decorated

with flowers and ivy during the

brief summer respite from winter

bleakness. Carved window frames
and plants typically adorn both

Himalayan and Alpine homes, which

are built of similar materials

found in both mountain ranges.



Peasants in the canton of Valais,

Switzerland, top. and Sherpa in

Nepal, bottom, use similar

pack baskets. Many Swiss and
Sherpa supplement their incomes

by servinf* as i^uides and porters

for tourists. The strenf^tli and

fierceness of these mountain

peoples have also earned them

positions in foreif^n mercenary

armies, such as the Gurkha
rei^iments of the British army.

over, if the high pastures were

parceled out to private owners,

some villagers might be blocked

from access to summer pasture or,

worse yet, end up without a stake

in this economic zone.

In many mountain valleys, tra-

ditional communities are reluctant

to sell any land to outsiders, and

only meadows and tillable parcels

are bought and sold among the vil-

lagers. Mountain inhabitants main-

tain strict control over land-use

rights not simply out of an emo-
tional "love of the land." but be-

cause ecological conditions require

careful protection of valley re-

sources and close coordination t)f

agro-pastoral practices.

In addition to its gardens and

its share in the commi>ns, a single

household may own si.x to eight

parcels of laiul localcil at ditfercnt

elevations. This dispersion of plots

reduces the risk of a complete crop

failure. Hecause of the varied nature

of the terrain, a p4)or yield at one

level does not imply the same result

in another part of the valley. Like-

wise, an avalanche or nuulslide ma>
damage only a small porlitin of a

household's land. In adililion, be-

cause crops are planied ami ripen

according to Iheir altitude, cultiva-

tion and harvesting can be accom-
plished without hiring extra labor.

A famih can lollovs a staggered

work scheilule delerniineil b\ I he

natural matin iiig of the crops, a pat-

tern that wouki be impossible on

flalland where cri>ps ripen at ap

proximately the same time I his

fragmentation of hoKlings also

serves to make sine all households

have access to soil Ivpes of varying

quality. If, for example, a few

families owned all of the fertile

plots in the lower valle\ , then other

peasants \sonld be restricted to the

low yielding, shallow -soiled liekls

at higher elevations

Analogous Himala\ari .ind .Alpine

social palleriis (urlher ilemonstrate

a concern tor cooperation. I he

essential element of village govern-

ment, whether .Swiss or Sherpa, is

thai authority is vested in all

ct)mmunity members. During the

annu.il spiingassi-mbK , the cili/ens

democralic.ilh vole on \ rllage regu-

lations. Ihe famous Swiss open
air assembh , known as l.and\!.:c-

meinde. ma\ be the toreriinner ol

Sw iss demociacv . Ihe Sherpa have

developeil a similar village as-

sembh , calleil vul-thim. or "village

law." In both countries, at a com-

munity meeting convened in late

.April or early May, depemling on

the weather, villagers select Irom

among their own ranks one or two

leailers who will serve a one-vcai

term Over lime, the leadership



Jonathan T. Wright

Diane Lowe, Stock

office rotates among the various

household heads and functions to

draw all families into community
decisions. The village as a unit

decides when, how far, and how
many animals shall move to pas-

ture; when and what crops shall be

planted; and how cleaning of irriga-

^S^S^gJiS!

tion channels, cutting of trees, and
related activities shall be carried

out.

The appointed guardians, or war-

dens, enforce these rules with the

threat of punishment. Above all,

they encourage civic responsibility

and total community harmony.

Above, a woman milks a yak near

an isolated herder's summer
hut in Himalayan pastureland

above Bhote Kosi, Nepal. Left,

a highland pasture looks down
on Grindewald, Switzerland.

In spring and early summer,
Swiss and Nepalese herders and
their livestock follow the retreating

snow up the mountainsides. They
remain in alpine pastures until

early fall, when cold weather

forces them down to lower meadows
and, eventually, to their villages.

Alpine villagers know through ex-

perience that a single irresponsible

decision could expose man and
animal to the deadly grip of an early

winter storm, and that one night's

foraging by animals on unharvested

crops could deplete the year's grain

supply. In short, social control

among mountain men is as rigorous

as the alpine habitat itself.

Similar Sherpa and Swiss rituals

and legends reflect the need to

promote village harmony and co-

ordinate agro-pastoral activities.

Mountain folk beliefs and cere-

52



monies have been strongly influ-

enced by Christianity in Switzer-

land and Buddhism in Nepal, and
they also seem to serve important

functions in village economic life.

In Alpine and Himalayan valleys,

population pressures and limited

land have induced a high percentage

of village youth to opt for celibacy

and the monastic way of life; this

prevents excessive fragmentation

of familial lands and fosters the

spiritual life of the community. The
Christian and Buddhist ceremonial

calendars provide structure for the

annual cycle. For example, saint's

or lama's days mark the beginning

and the termination of the summer's
herding. These rituals build group
solidarity before the long summer
separation of families, bring to-

gether villagers who need to re-

plenish herds or market their prod-

ucts, and insure that the migrations

and cultivating activities keep on

schedule.

In early spring, a series of com-
munity festivals is held in both the

Alps and the Himalayas. In addi-

tion to the annual village gathering

where leaders are elected and deci-

sions are made about the herds,

other celebrations include ritual

cleansings of evil spirits, blessings

over newly sown crops, and send-

offs for herders and herds. The

spring fetes are characterized by

joking, drinking, flirting, and horse-

play, along with i)pporlunities to

discuss and resolve problems with-

in or between families. During the

summer, after the herds have
ascended to the higher pastures, a

Potatoes lire ciillivatcil in

priviili'ly owned i^ardens near

vHlayes in Nepal, upper rif^ht,

anil in the Till Valley of the

Austrian Alps, rii;hl. In earl\

summer, as the herds < limh to

their hit.;h pastures, tanners plant

wheat, hurley, hav. and potatoes.

Crops are harvested in late

summer and early fall- lu\t

a few feel of elevation can
affeet crop maturation hy one or
two days, allowini.; the harvesters

to work in steps up the slopes.

Buddhist lama or a Catholic priest

climbs the mountain to deliver a

benediction. In the Swiss Alps'

Val d'Anniviers, for example, the

cure of Sissoye treks to the high

pastures and holds a service, for

which he is presented with a gift

of cheese. The Sherpa ritualistic

counterpart is known as yer chang
("summer beer") and is intended to

protect the herds. In this ritual, the

animals are decorated and the pas-

tures are blessed by a lama. In both

regions, this celebration on the

summer pastures is the final group

gathering of any kind before the

herders disperse to their huts. No
community festival will be held

until the fall, when the herds and

herdsmen return and the harvest is

finished.

Lowlanders have always been

amused by the religious customs
and intensely superstitious nature

of mountain people. The mountain

crosses, cairns, and prayer flags

along Himalayan and Alpine trails

are highlanders' attempts to ap-

pease their gods. In the Alps of

traditional Switzerland, an evening

prayer was always sent echoing to

distant pastures from the long

alpenhorn. Interestingly, similar

ceremonial horns, six to ten feet

long, can be found in the Himalayan
Khumbu, as well as in other F.ur-

asian mountain ranges.

Given the precarious mountain
terrain, a world rich in unpredict-

able spirits and man-animal beasts

may be more practical than meets

the eye. What better reason to keep
people inside after dusk or on well-

known paths than the threat of an

abominable snowman or of such

Yeti-like creatures as Widma or

Wildwyb lurking in wait for the

unwary? With legends telling of

every variety of monster inhabiting

the dark crevices, a herder will

think twice before searching for a
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Swiss National Tourist Off

lost calf over the steep, dangerous

mountainside.

Traditional mountain cultures

have not totally escaped change or

the influence of the modern, outside

world. Population pressure on the

limited land has always forced high-

landers to explore opportunities for

supplemental income far from their

home valleys, especially during the

idle winter months. Long-distance

trade, handicraft marketing, and

wage labor in distant lowlands

have been important as has service

as mercenaries in foreign armies.

Just as the Atlas Berbers are

frequently called the Gurkhas of

Africa, so might the fighting Gurk-

has of Nepal be dubbed the Swiss

of Asia. Despite their reputation

for peaceableness, the Swiss fought

pas de Sous, pas de Suisses ("no

pay, no Swiss") in every European
war for several centuries. When the

Hapsburgs failed to conquer the

hardy mountaineers, they hired

them. Today, the Swiss Guards at

the Vatican are the only vestige of

that stage in Swiss history.

In Nepal, Gurkha regiments

At annual spring assemblies in

villages in Switzerland, left, and
Nepal, bottom left, communities
elect their leaders for the next

year and make decisions about

issues affecting the common
welfare. In these mountain villages,

authority is vested in all

residents. Each family is expected

to take part in community activities

and to share responsibility.

Harmony and cooperation are vital

in such a rigorous environment.

were formed in the nineteenth cen-

tury when the British decided that

Nepalese soldiers made better com-
rades than enemies. Until recently,

pay and pensions from foreign

armies provided the major source

of Nepal's outside income, as was
the case in fifteenth-century Switz-

erland.

A century ago in Switzerland

and two decades ago in Nepal,

foreign tourism began to play a

major role in these highland econ-

omies. Tourism developed along

similar lines in both countries: ec-

centric adventurers and alpine

climbers came first, followed by
organized mountaineering expedi-

tions and then by nonclimbing tour-

ists. The influx of foreign mountain

enthusiasts created new occupa-

tions for the highland Swiss and

Sherpa. When Nepal was opened
to the outside world in the 1950s,

Westerners—mainly the British

—

came to admire and conquer the

Himalayas, as they had the Swiss

Alps a century before. Taking ad-

vantage of these new employment
opportunities, the Sherpa estab-

lished mountaineering associations

and guide services comparable to

the famous Swiss Corporation des

Guides, created for similar reasons

in the nineteenth century. Today,

most outside income of the Sherpa

is derived from expeditions and

trekking tours. Virtually all of the

world's legendary mountaineering

guides are Swiss or Sherpa, who
have demonstrated remarkable
bravery on the peaks and fierce loy-

alty to their employers. But first

they had to overcome their puzzled
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view of the strange foreigners who
expressed an insane desire to con-

quer the malevolent peaks where

only spirits and gods lived.

While it brings in money and
creates local employment, tourism

can promote deterioration of the

countrysides environment. In

some areas of the Ruropean Alps,

pastures are no longer dotted with

summer huts but marred with the

concrete structures of a massive

recreation industry: hotels, gam-
bling halls, restaurants, and ski

lifts. Seasonal visitors who rush to

the highlands are not interested in

living like the local peasants; their

demand for lowland comforts re-

quires the imposition of elaborate,

modern physical plants upon
ancient mountain villages. Litter

and pollution are unavoidable by-

products.

Frequently, mountain inhabitants

sell their ancestral land to lowland

entrepreneurs and depart perma-
nently for a distant city. The
agrarian exodus has become so

acute in parts of the Alps that the

old mountain economy has been
reduced to the status of a tourist

poster. In the Bavarian Alps, this

undesired transformation has
reached crisis pri)portions. In a play

on (icrman words. st)me call the

situation a true Alpirtiiiin ('night-

mare"'), and many Swiss fear that

the Alps may soon deteriorate into

mere shadows of their former
beauty if no controls are imposed
on tourism.

Nepal is jusi now Ciinfronting

mass tourism, having moved frt)m a

trickle t)f tourists twentv years ago
to today s mullimillion ilollar per

year business. Kalmaiulu is becom-
ing a sea of hotels. Packaged tours

and organized ireks abound. Iacii

in isolaleil Khumbu. tourism has

arrived in full force. Using Sherpa
labor, the Japanese have con
sirucled an exotic hotel with iis

own view of Mount llverest. Piles

of liller grow along the trails to the

high pastures, and yak herders
ascend in fewer numbers cver\
year Reportedly, tin cans, loilel

paper, phologiaphic \siappings.
and other debris o'i modern life

make some areas look like a Held
after a rock concert. Despite sub-

slanlial profits, the Suiss and other

Alpine Europeans have learned that

unbridled tourism has its aesthetic

and ecological disadvantages. The
Nepalese are just now beginning to

see that the benefits of tourism do
not come without costs.

Tourism is only one threat to the

ecology of the Alps and the Him-
alayas. Modernization—the con-

struction of roads, bridges, and
hydroelectric dams—has its price,

too. The Sherpa long ago learned

that uncontrolled cutting of timber

and reckless overgrazing of pas-

tures are damaging on mountains

—

much more so than on flatlands.

Even seemingly harmless changes
on steep slopes may lead to irrever-

sible erosion, which first aftects the

highlands and later may bring wide-

spread destruction to watershed
areas on plains far below. Moun-
tains are finely tuned habitats

Many rituals and customs arc

common to Himalayan and Alpine

communities. The only difference

heiween the loni; ceremonial
horns used In both rei;lons Is

that the \'e/>alese horns, helon .

are not curved near the hell.

In hli;hland environments, where
so many Important matters are

controlled hy weather ami a

precarious terrain, rellfilon and
ceremony are espet i(dl\ importanl

.

particularly sensitive to human
activity.

While development of roads and
dams may open isolated valle\s

and harness water energ\ in a world

of finite fossil fuels, it can also

speed devegetation and thus degra-

dation of the slopes. Ecologically

ill-conceived pursuits not onl.\ ir-

reparably scar the natural beauty

of mountains but may ultimately

create eroded wastelands incapable

of sustaining any human life at all.

We should be able to learn from
the examples of denuded hillsides

found around the Mediterranean

and in Appalachia. where decades

of myopic exploitation have taken a

disastrous toll. A similar fate awaits

other mountain systems where
people fail to understand the fragile

composition of the upland habitat.

As economic development and



population growth continue to

threaten the stabiUty of the world's

mountain lands, the question of

how to prevent further environ-

mental deterioration becomes in-

creasingly urgent. Unfortunately,

innovative planning is hampered by

lack of understanding about how
humans adapt to and influence

mountain ecosystems. Typically,

modern development programs in

many hilly and mountainous areas,

especially in underdeveloped coun-

tries, are naively predicated on low-

land and flatland assumptions about

how life should be arranged.

A comparative understanding of

how indigenous mountain societies

have survived for centuries might

provide planners with a diiferent

approach to the problems of

development from that of their own
flatland perspective. Although
mountain groups, such as the Swiss

and Sherpa, have not always acted

as perfect conservationists, they

have, through long-term adjustment

and accommodation, developed
special insights worth incorporating

into mountain development
schemes. Their struggle with high-

land conditions has created a co-

operative spirit that stresses that

every valley inhabitant has a civic

Gary Wolinsky. Stock

duty to protect village lands and

insure the smooth coordination of

economic and social activities. Cor-

respondingly, there are sanctions

against individual exploitation for

personal gain at the expense of the

environment or community well-

being. The rigorous village watch

over the cutting of trees, grazing

of pastures, and ownership of

property is grounded in the knowl-

edge that preservation of natural

resources is a life and death matter.

Unfortunately, traditional in-

sights and wisdom based on ancient

mountain adaptations are rapidly

passing in Switzerland and Nepal.

The exodus of mountaineers to the

lowlands and the influx of vacation-

ing plains dwellers to the highlands

may insure the demise of the old

mountain way of life in a not-too-

distant future. Yet scientists and

planners still have a unique oppor-

tunity to learn from surviving

mountain people about resource

management, land use, forest con-

trol, erosion prevention, and agri-

cultural practices. Highland folk

are not marginal, anthropological

curiosities, but rationally adapted

people who have long struggled to

survive in one of nature's most

difficult and demanding environ-

ments. The future of not only the

Alps and Himalayas but of all hill

and mountain habitats threatened

by environmental deterioration

may hinge on how well we achieve

this understanding of the human
element in mountain ecology. D

Whether viewed from below in

Switzerland, left, or from above

in Nepal, right, the stark

verticality of mountain geography

clearly dominates highland life.

The elaborate seasonal migration

between the valley floor and the

high pastures has provided the

basic means of survival for

indigenous mountain communities

in both countries for centuries.

Tourism and modernization

threaten to undermine the ancient

stability ofthe social system

as well as that of the

mountains themselves.

Carl Purcell, Photo Researcher?
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Alive and Well after

Millions of Years
by David L. Meyer and D. Bradford Macurda, Jr.

Divini^ studies of living

crinoids, marine survivors

from ancient times, may
throw light on the life

of their ancestors

Among marine invertebrates that

were plentiful during the Paleozoic

Era, from about 500 to 225 million

years ago, are a group of flowerlike

animals known as crinoids. In their

heyday, these creatures were so

abundant that their fossilized

skeletal fragments often form 100-

foot limestone layers that may
cover hundreds of miles of ancient

sea floor now above sea level. More
than 5.000 fossil species have been
identified, but only the species of

two life forms of this ancient group
stnvive today—the stalked sea lilies

and the unstalked feather stars.

While a great deal is known about

ihc evolutionary histt)ry of the cri-

noids. until recently, little has been
known about the ecology of the

surviving representatives. As early

as I6W a Welsh naturalist realized

I hat modern counterparts of crinoid

fossils existed in the seas. In his

lime, living specimens of sea lilies

\^ele occasionally pulled up with

lishermcn's gear or washed ashore

alter storms. Bui not until the ad-

vent t)f deep-sea expeditions in the

lale nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries was extensive knowlcilge

Most fvalher slurs live in

sIkiIIow wiilrrs on tri)piial

t iiral ifi'l's. These wcll-

i iimoiiliti^vii vxiunpli's ftislencd

III Aiislrulid's (ircal Harrier

Keel were phutiiiiraplied

tit It tiepllt i>i !^0 feel.

of the variety and abundance of

living crinoids acquired.

Since the deep sea held such a

wealth of new discoveries, these

pioneering expeditions concen-
trated on collecting from great

depths. When sea lilies were re-

covered from depths of several

thousand feet, they were hailed as

living fossils because of their re-

semblance to some extinct crinoid

forms. Kven though many living

crinoids, particularly the stalkless.

free-swimming varieties, are com-
mon in relatively shallow water, the

notion grew up that modern cri-

noids are restricted to great depths

and, because of their comparatively

few species, are probably on the

road to extinction. Nowhere in the

present seas have crinoids been
found in the profusion of ancient

times although they may be nu-

merically important members of

some marine communities.

The development during the last

thirty years of such nevv techniques

of submarine exploration as scuba

diving, deep-sea phi>tograph\ , and
research siibmeisibles has re\olu-

tioni/ed marine biological research.

It is now possible to make direct

observations of marine organisms

in their natural environments

—

many of which cannot be reached

by conventional ilredging and traw I-

ing methods.

In the earl\ |460s. a Cierman
biologist. Dietrich Magnus, using

scuba equipment in the Red .Sea.

was the til si to make ilirect observa-

lii>ns of liMng ciinoids. .Since the

late l4W)s. wo ha\e been diving and

studying these animals in the ( aiib-

bean .Sea and the Indo-Pacilic re-

gion. In addition to enlarging our

knowledge of living species, the

studies are also proviiling us \Mth

useful .inalogies for the recunsiruc-
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Sea lilies, the stalked crinoids,

are generally bottom-dwelling,

deepwater animals. Those shown
at right were found below 600

feet. They are in the feeding

position, which resembles a

parabolic radar screen. The crown

is tilted perpendicular to

the current and the arms are

curved into the current.

tion of such things as the feeding

habits of the ancient crinoids.

All crinoids once had stalks, but

about 200 million years ago one

group, the feather stars, began to

lose their stalks and to develop a

complex musculature in their arms.

Whereas the stalked sea lilies pre-

dominated in ancient times, most

of today's living crinoids are stalk-

less, mobile feather stars. About
485 species have been identified.

Feather stars live in many diflFer-

ent marine environments, from the

poles to the tropics and from shal-

low intertidal waters to abyssal

ocean depths of more than 20,000

feet. Their greatest variety, how-
ever, is found on tropical coral

reefs and continental shelves at

depths of less than about 300 feet.

The stalked sea lilies, on the

other hand, now a minority with

only 74 known species, are never-

theless much more reminiscent of

the ancient crinoids. Their seg-

mented stalks, like those of their

ancestors, keep them raised above

the sea bottom. Present-day sea

lilies are restricted to depths greater

than about 300 feet; they sometimes
coexist with feather stars at depths

of about 600 to 800 feet.

Today's stalked sea lilies are

generally permanently fixed at a

single location. Their immobility

may be a liability for these ani-

mals, putting them at the mercy of

predators and rough water condi-

tions. If torn loose from their hold-

fasts, or roots, stalked crinoids can

be swept away by currents. Some,

like those we observed off Jamaica,

have rows of clawlike appendages

along the stalk, which attach to the

sea bottom. Should the stalk break

above the attachment, the crinoid

might be able to reattach if the ap-

pendages catch on the sea bottom

as the animal is carried along by the

current.

Unstalked feather stars, on the

other hand, use their strengthened

arms to crawl or swim away from

unfavorable situations and can

relocate more easily should they be

dislodged from their living sites.

Their mobility may also enable

them to escape from some types of

predators. These advantages may
account for the population reversal

between stalked and unstalked

crinoids that has taken place since

ancient times.

Whether or not they possess a

stalk, all living crinoids have simi-

lar modes of feeding. Along with a

host of other marine organisms,

such as sponges, corals, and clams,

crinoids are suspension feeders

rather than active hunters; they

obtain their food by capturing liv-

ing microorganisms, which are

either swimming by or suspended

in the vicinity by the turbulence of

water currents. In a sense, crinoids

are animated sieves, or fishing nets,

trapping their food as it passes by.

The soft body of the sea lilies is

enclosed within a calcareous,

plated cup surmounted by a crown

of arms, which may number from a

minimum of five to as many as two

hundred. Made of hard, segmented

plates, the arms are covered with

delicate projections, called pin-

nules, also made of plates, which
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create the tcathcrlikc appearance of

these animals. I-eather stars also

have multiple, plated arms covered
with pinnules, but their cups arc

smaller. A series of food grooves

runs along the arms and the pin-

nules, converging on the mouth.

The principal feeding organs for

all crinoids are minute tube feet

that line the food grooves on the

pinnules. In other, related marine
invertebrates, such as sea stars and
sea urchins, the tube feet end in

suction cups used for U)comotion.
but the tube feet of crinoids lack

such specialties and serve only for

food capture and respiration. When
the ciinoid's tube feet are exteniled.

their tips nearlv touch each other,

forming an ellective food-trapping

net. When food particles strike the

tube feet, the feet lash violently

back and forth, packing micro-

organisms into the animal's food

grooves through which they are

carried along to the mouth.
While modern feather stars have

not surpassed the stalked crinoids

of Paleozoic times in abundance or

diversity, their mobility enables

them to seek out feeding perches

—

areas elevated above the sea bot-

tom—which provide good exposure
to passing food-laden currents.

Perches may be rocks, stony corals,

sponges, soft corals, sea fans, sea

grass, and even beer cans. Thus, in

many cases, feather stars live ele-

vated above the bottom, mimicking

their stalked ancestors by perching

on convenient objects.

Many feather stars are current

seekers and form their feeding nets

perpendicular to moderate currents,

usually of less than two knots.

Other feather stars are current

avoiders. hilling within cre\ices

with only their extended arms ex-

posed. Current-avoiiling crinoids

do not form feeding nets but de-

ploy their arms radially, a feeding

method that may be well suited for

meandering currents slower than

one knot.

One of the biggest surprises re-

vealed by our diving studies is that

many species of teathei stars work
a night shift. cMendmg theii arms

for leeding unh altei il.iikness and

retreating into hiding In d.iy. Mag-
nus tirsi reported this behavior in

Stalked crinoids date hack
about 500 million years to the

Paleozoic Era. A colony of
fossilized crinoids entombed
in a slab of rock more than

M)0 million years old

11 (;.v unearthed in Iowa.

Ked Sea crinoids; since then we
have observed it in the Caribbean.

the western Pacific, and the Indian

Ocean. Nocturnal activity may be

elated to the avoidance of daytime
predators or possibly to a food
supply enriched by nighttime

plankton migrations. Curiously,

crinoids that feed around the clock

live side by side with the nocturnal

species, raising a new question

about these animals—do different

species that live together feed on
the same or dift'erent types of
planktonic food?

To a fossil collector used to the

drab grays or whites of ancient

stalked crinoids. the profuse color

patterns of living feather stars are

another surprise and puzzle. As yet

we know very little about the bio-

chemical origin and possible bio-

logical function of crinoid colora-

tion. While the colored spots and
bands of some feather stars enable

the animals to blend into the vari-

form background o\' a reef, other

bright, solid-color species stand out

against the drab coral. By analogy

with other organisms, we suspect

that some crinoid color patterns are

protective attention-getting devices

that have evolved to alert potential

predators to possible crinoid dis-

tastefulness or toxicity.

In an early tield study of cri-

noids. the .American naturalist

Hubert I.\nian Clark reported in

lyi.^ that lishes of the Torres

Overleaf: The delicate arm
finijections thiil i;i\e feather

\N/rv their name can be seen

in these tnii spet imens fuind
in the I'altiii Islands in

the western I'acijic.

Bradliyd Macurru Jr
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Straits, at the northern extremity of

Australia's Great Barrier Reef,

generally avoided feather stars. He
proposed that feather stars might

be toxic to these potential preda-

tors. Our observations tended to

confirm Clark's report, although

evidence exists that some fishes

probably do prey on crinoids. The
remains of feather stars have been

found in fish stomachs, and we
have frequently seen crinoids with

broken arm tips that appear to have

been nipped by fishes. At the base

of their arms, many species of cur-

rent-seeking feather stars possess

specialized enlarged and spiny pin-

nules, which form a dense barrier

around their soft bodies and prob-

ably serve to protect the vulnerable

body from attacks by predators.

Actual predation is rarely observed,

but crinoids do not seem to be

totally without natural enemies.

In 1972 we made the first direct

observations of living stalked cri-

noids—the sea lilies—at depths of

400 to 1,000 feet. Diving off the

northern coast of Jamaica in the

Nekton Gamma, a seventeen-foot-

long, two-man research submers-

ible, we were part of a larger inves-

tigation of the geology and ecology

of the deep reef slope below the

shallow, species-rich coral reefs in

those waters. Cramped into this

tiny submarine, we descended
about 400 feet through a twilight

zone into a world of pitch black-

ness, below the depths attainable

with conventional free-diving

equipment. The Nekton's powerful

lights revealed an abundance of

large sea lilies and feather stars on
the sandy slope and rubble below
the precipitous reef face. What we
saw of sea lily behavior held new
surprises that may provide mean-
ingful insights into the modes of life

of the ancient stalked crinoids.

Paleontologists traditionally en-

All photographs David L. Meyer
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visaged stalked crinoids as extend-

ing their arms upward like an in-

side-out umbrella to form a feeding

net that caught food particles falling

vertically by force of gravity. Tak-

ing into account the first direct ob-

servations of living feather stars

made by Magnus, the Dutch paleon-

tologist Albert Breimer proposed in

1969 that ancient stalked crinoids

probably instead formed feeding

nets that were perpendicular to

horizontal currents. Our observa-

tions of Jamaican stalked crinoids

provide considerable support for

Breimer's hypothesis.

When no currents were flowing.

the Jamaican stalked crinoids re-

sembled wilted flowers, with their

crowns held upright and their arms
curving downward. During periods

of weak current flow, however, the

crowns were tilted perpendicular to

the current and the arms curved
against, instead of with, the current.

Thus the feeding behavior of these

sea lilies is similar to that of the

current-seeking feather stars in that

their feeding nets are oriented
according to prevailing currents.

One difference, however, is that the

feeding nets of feather stars are flat

whereas those of sea lilies are

parabolic, like radar screens.

Nevertheless, in both cases the

animals' arms withstand the flow of

water currents, instead of bending
with them, thereby demonstrating
the strength of crinoid arm muscles.

If we had deduced the direction of

current flow solely from observa-

tion of the crinoids' arms, without

resort to instruments, we would
have been 180° in error, assuming
the direction to be the exact oppo-
site of what it actually was.

While we do not yet understand
why the arms are curved counter to

the current, we have observed sim-

ilar orientations in Indo-Pacific

feather stars and in such other

marine invertebrates as sea fans

and sponges. The knowledge that

living feather stars and sea lilies

respond to the prevailing horizontal

currents along the sea bed, rather

Some feather stars, like the

one at far left, hide within the

•<paces of coral leJi;es with

only their arms protruding.

Other feather stars perch in

the open, sharinfi a reef with

the local fish (helow).

When no current isflowinf;,

the animal's arms are curled

up instead of extended (left).
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than to a supposed vertical rain of

food particles, leads us to surmise

that ancient crinoids may have

exhibited similar behavior. We are

now able to examine crinoid fossils

from a more realistic point of view

when attempting to reconstruct

their past environments.

Much evidence, both sedimen-

tary and paleontological, suggests

that ancient stalked crinoids of the

types known to most fossil col-

lectors lived in very shallow depths

some 500 to 225 million years ago

when shallow seas covered vast

regions of today's continents. If we
were able to step into a time ma-

chine and dive with scuba gear into

such a Paleozoic sea, we would

probably find stalked crinoids exist-

ing at shallow depths comparable to

those now populated by feather

stars— 100 feet or less. Why, then,

are today's stalked crinoids found

primarily at depths greater than

about 300 feet—well below safe

scuba limits?

One possible answer may lie in

the significant difference between

modern shallow seas and those of

500 to 225 million years ago,

namely, the great abundance and

diversity of bony fishes today.

Since the Cretaceous Period, about

100 million years ago, bony fishes

have undergone an incredible burst



of evolutionary development.
While fishes possess a great variety

of feeding habits, a large number
are predatory. Some tropical reef

fishes have become specialists in

feeding on reef-dwelling inverte-

brates that have hard skeletons,

such as corals and mollusks, and

Four hundred and eif^hty-five

species of feather slurs have
been identified, livini; in a

wide variety of marine
environments. Their mobility

is thoui^'lit to account for

tlicir present numbers.

possibly sea lilies and feather stars.

We believe that stalked crinoids

would be much more vulnerable to

predation by such fishes if they

lived in the extreme shallow s where
these fishes are most abundant.
Even though they may possess
toxic properties. ha\e the ability to

escape, and can hide during day-

light hours, the shallow-water
feather stars suffer to some degree

from fish predation. Interestingly,

there are no known records of

shallow-water stalked crinoid fos-

sils from rocks younger than 100

million years. Thus it appears that

the restriction of stalked crinoids to

deeper waters followed the great

burst in fish evolution of the Cre-

taceous Period.

Ml p^otograp^« D Brnd'orcl Mucurda Jr
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Feather stars today outnumber
the once predominant sea

lilies. Because they are

mobile, feather stars can

perch wherever there is food.

The specimens at right,

found along the east coast

of Malaysia, are clinging

to plate coral. The one

above was found at the

Great Barrier Reef.

Is this relationship merely a coin-

cidence or does it actually reflect

the inability of stalked crinoids to

cope with increasing fish predation

in shallow waters? Like many ques-

tions about ancient life, this one

will be difficult to answer. How-
ever, paleontologists in recent

years have found that when the

fossil record is examined with a

clear understanding of living ani-

mals, new and unsuspected doors

open on the life of animals of the

past. D
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Why Some Deer Are Safe From Wolves
by L. David Mech

Around a wolf pack's
territory is a buffer zone, or
DMZ, which is a ^ood place
to he if you are a deer

The greatest feeling of discovery

I have had in twenty years of re-

search came in 1975 when I placed

a graduate student's maps of indi-

vidual deer ranges over my own
plots of wolf pack territories: al-

most all the deer studied lived along

the very edges of wolf territories.

Because most of my research has

been descriptive, I can usually

anticipate conclusions before the

final data are in. Generally, images

of study results that are at first

murky become increasingly sharper

as data accumulate. In the case of

the deer and wolf maps, however,
sheer curiosity had led me to super-

impose the maps.

My students and I had been con-

ducting studies of both the wolf and
its major prey in the central Supe-

rior National Forest of northeast-

ern Minnesota. After capturing

deer in their winter yards, or con-

centration areas, we attached radio

collars to them, just as we had done
for years with wolves in the same
area. The four yards where we
trapped the deer were all situated

along the edges of wolf pack terri-

tories. Kach wolf territory covered
some 48 to 120 square miles, while

each deeryard encompassed only a

few square miles. We did not think

it especially imusual that the few

A nidlr tiinhrr wnlj hus sccnl

marked ihc tree stump at his

flank. Wolves mark the hiiffer

rones anmnd their terrilnry

at about twice the rale as

the area at the renter.

yards where we found deer winter-

ing were along the edges of wolf
pack territories.

Until about 1972, deer over-

wintered in many areas throughout

wolf pack territories. Beginning in

1966-67, however, a series of

seven severe winters seriously im-

periled the deer herd. A high wolf

population added to the winter
stresses on the deer, particularly in

the increasing areas of mature
forest—the poorest deer habitat.

(As tree branches grow out of reach

of deer and shade the undergrowth,

the amount and quality of deer food

decrease.) By 1974, the deer popu-

lation of the eastern half of Supe-

rior National Forest had declined

markedly, and a 1,200-square-mile

region of the poorest habitat lost all

of its overwintering deer.

Along the western edge of the

deerless region, deer numbers had
also dropped precipitously. Within

easy reach of our field station, how-
ever, the four deeryards under
study persisted, even though the

number of their inhabitants had
diminished.

Most of the deer we radio col-

lared migrated long distances

—

some as much as twenty-live miles

—from their yards to summering
areas. Ihus the individual summer
ranges of these deer were scattered

over an area covering several wolf

pack territories. Flach deer summer
range occupied about 0.2.'^ to I.X

square miles.

When I laid the deer summer
range maps over the plots of wolf

pack territories, the results were
ditlicull lo belicNc. ()l the sivtccn

deer siuiimer ranges, thuteen lay

along the edges of wulf pack terri-

tories! Iwo other deer lived much
closer to edges than to centers, and
one deer summered outside the

area for which I had data on wolves.

I was elated al the sinprising

results. Iheic was litile chance ih.il

the findings were mere coincidence.

Furthermore, I suddenly saw the

significance of the fact that the four

yards where our deer had over-

wintered all lay along wolf pack
territory edges. Since those original

findings, radio-tracking data from
many more deer and studies of

summer and winter deer distribu-

tions have all confirmed the early

results: during the period of low
deer density, most of the surviving

deer inhabit wolf pack territory

edges, both in summer and winter.

The question was why. Three
possibilities came immediately to

mind: ( I ) deer habitat may be better

along wolf pack territory edges;

(2) deer may find some advantage
in occupying pack territory edges

and thus may deliberately seek

them out: and (3) deer living along

territory edges may survive longer

than those in centers.

The first possibility could be dis-

missed rather quickly. Deer habitat

along wolf pack territory edges can-

not usually be distinguished from
that elsewhere in .Superior National

Forest. Throughout most wolf
territory centers, there are large

amoimts of deer habitat as good as,

or better than, that along the edges.

Ihe sect>nd possibility assumes
thai deer can somehi>w detect wi>lf

pack territory edges, that they find

some advantage in living there, and
that they mentally c»>nnecl the

advantage to the existence of the

territory edge. Clearly there is an

advantage ti> deer inhabiting the

edges of \soir pack territories or

there would not be higher deer den-

sities along edges than in centers.

Hut to piopi>se thai a deer can dis-

tinguish wolf pack territory edges,

and that it can connect the edges

with the advantage of living there,

seems to be stretching Ihe animal's

abilities.

Fnough evidence snpptMts ihe

third h\polhesis to make ihe lirsi

nhn EtMltfig Bruc* Coteman



and second seem unnecessary. The
third hypothesis assumes that when
deer densities are high, deer Hve

throughout wolf pack territories,

but those that happen to live along

territory edges have a better chance

of surviving. Then, when deer de-

cline, those inhabiting territory

centers tend to be killed oflF first,

leaving only some of the deer along

the edges surviving.

Before the deer declined in Supe-

rior National Forest, they inhabited

wolf pack territory centers, as well

as the edges. Data also confirmed

that as the deer declined, wolves

primarily killed deer in their terri-

tory centers. In the Harris Lake
pack territory, for example, only

one of the twenty-seven kills I re-

corded for this pack from winter

1968-69 through 1971-72 was made
in the territory edge. As deer con-

tinued to decline, however, the

Harris Lake pack became so des-

perate that its members had to tres-

pass far into other pack territories

to make kills. At the same time, the

pack began to kill deer in its terri-

tory edge. From winter 1972-73

through 1974-75 members of the

Harris Lake pack killed almost half

their deer along their territory edge.

An analysis of the ages of deer in-

habiting edges showed that they

averaged 5.4 years old. Of a sample

of 17,066 hunter-killed deer from
northern Minnesota, only 3 percent

were more than 5.5 years old, and
the average age was 2.0 years old.

How can deer inhabiting wolf

pack territory edges avoid attack

and survive so long? I believe the

answer involves a great reluctance

by wolves to use their territory

edges. An understanding of this

reluctance requires a discussion

about wolf pack territoriality.

Each wolf pack territory is usu-

ally surrounded by five or six other

territories. The edge of a territory

includes a strip some one to two
miles wide or wider, which may
overlap that of neighboring packs.

Just how adjacent packs use this

strip, which has been referred to as

a buflFer zone, is not yet clear.

Under most conditions, however,

it is only in the buifer zone where

a pack may encounter its neighbors.

When wolf packs meet, the in-

evitable result seems to be a serious

fight, often ending in the death of

one of the top-ranking pack mem-
bers. Probably because of this,

bufl'er zones apparently are not

used very intensively by packs on

either side. When a pack does enter

a buflFer zone, it scent marks the

area at about twice the rate as in its

territory center. This may indicate

Peering at the photographer,

a timber wolf is half-hidden

by the grasses, brush, and young
trees that characterize good
deer habitat. A more mature

forest would support less deer.

fj Wolf Pack Territories

• Deer Summer Ranges

« Deer Wintering Yards

• Lake

a certain insecurity in the contested

area.

How infrequent use of buffer

zones by wolf packs would foster

survival of the deer inhabiting the

strip is easy to see. Although the

buffer zone is relatively narrow
compared with the diameter of a

pack territory, it is wide enough to

support numerous deer. When a

deer herd is at a high density in a

wolf pack buffer zone, some of the

deer eventually disperse into the

wolf territory centers. Because ma-
turing bucks disperse farther than

does, higher proportions of bucks

would presumably occupy territory

centers, while most does and fawns

would live in or near buffer zones.

This hypothesis has not yet been

tested, but work on the subject is

under way.
What we do know is that adult

bucks tend to be killed by wolves at

Rollie Ostermick



an earlier age than adult does. Of
142 wolf-killed deer we sampled, no
bucks were over 9.5 years old,

whereas seven does were from 10.5

to 14.5 years old. Because deer are

polygamous, a single buck can
service as many as twenty does.

Thus, many bucks can be viewed

as surplus members of a deer herd

that could disperse from buffer

zone reservoirs into territory cores.

They could return to the buffer

zones to service the does, inhabit

the cores for the rest of the year,

live there in relative safety during

their prime years, and then suc-

cumb to wolf predation as they be-

come older.

Meanwhile, according to the

theory, successful does living in

relative security in and near the

buffer zones could continue to

breed each year, thus helping to

maintain the population. As deer

numbers build up, small local herds

of does and fawns may even col-

onize areas closer to territory cen-

ters. New wintering yards may
develop and survive for many
years. But when a population de-

cline begins, deer in these yards,

which are always under greater

wolf predation pressure, would
eventually be decimated, as hap-

pened in Superior National Forest.

The theory outlined above im-

plies that locations of wolf pack
territories must be stable for long

periods. If they were not, some
buffer zones would end up in pack
territory centers and the deer in

them might eventually be deci-

mated when conditions become
severe enough. No one has yet

studied individual territory loca-

tions long enough to determine how
long they are stable. Nevertheless,

certain inferences can be made.

Several pieces of indirect evi-

dence suggest that wolf pack terri-

tories generally are stably located

for long periods. First, wolves may
live for fifteen years or more, which
would allow an individual and its

mate to maintain their land tenure

for a long period just within their

own lifetimes. Then, since each
territory is occupied by a pack,

which consists of a family group,

the potential is excellent for occu-

pation of a territory by offspring for

generations.

This potential for traditional use

of a territory would be socially re-

inforced by the constant presence
of surrounding territories. E.xcept

for adjustments of precise bound-
aries along the buffer zones, strong

social pressure should keep each
pack within its own territory.

Wolves caught trespassing are

killed or seriously injured.



Even when natural catastrophes

befall a wolf population, the land-

tenure system probably survives.

For a wolf population to persist,

each pack territory must be large

enough to support not only the

breeding pair but also several of its

offspring. This means that even
during a severe food shortage prob-

ably enough prey will persist to

allow the alpha pair to survive and
hold the territory.

I observed an extreme example
of this principle in operation with

the Harris Lake pack in Superior

National Forest. These wolves
occupied a territory of approxi-

mately 85 square miles, surrounded
by at least five other territories. As
the deer herd declined from 1968 to

1974, the Harris Lake pack de-

creased from nine members to two,

a drop of almost 80 percent; still

the two survivors—the alpha pair

—

continued to hold the territory. In

fact, the Harris Lake pack territory

has persisted for at least ten years.

Thus, the social and spatial or-

ganization of the wolf population,

in northeastern Minnesota at least,

make it probable that locations of

wolf pack territories are stable over

periods of decades, long enough to

be compatible with the buffer zone
theory.

Similarly, the characteristics of

the deer herd in the area imply that

locations of deer ranges are also

stable over long periods. Deer can

live as long as twenty years; we

have records of individuals more
than thirteen years old in our study

area. Although we still do not know
as much as necessary about the

deer's social and spatial organiza-

tion, the data so far support the

buffer zone theory. Individual deer

apparently use the same winter and
summer ranges year after year.

Furthermore, each year the new
fawns accompany their does to the

winter ranges and back again to

their summer range. Certain evi-

dence, so far indirect, indicates that

even when these fawns mature,

they settle in or near their mother's

summer range and return each year

to the same winter yard. No doubt

these traits explain findings from

Michigan that almost all deer yard-
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Scarrhinf; for forage, three deer.

above, follow well-used trails

tliroiii^h the snow cover in Superior

National Forest. They have yarded

for the winter in a buffer zone

between the territories of
adjoininfi wolf jtaeks. Because this

zone is infrequently visited h\

the wolves of either pack, these

deer will live longer than those

overwintering in the midst of
pack territories. Also, as the

deer lend to use the same winter

yards and summer ranges year

after year, those in buffer

zones produce more surviving

offspring. Two wolves, rinht,

feed on a deer that they have

pulled down, while a lone raven
wails for any renitiinlni; scraps.



ing in each wintering area migrate

in spring to summer ranges in the

same general direction. Deer in

Superior National Forest do the

same thing.

How deeryards tend to persist,

and how those in wolf pack buffer

zones persist longest, is then appar-

ent. Furthermore, because deer

surviving the longest would tend to

produce more offspring, the ten-

dency would always be toward the

largest deeryards building up in the

buffer zones. The same principle

would also hold for deer that in-

habit buffer zones in summer. The
net result would be a concentration

of deer that both summered and

wintered in buffer zones.

This deduction poses the ques-

tion of why, in wolf country, any
deer at all live anywhere other than

in wolf pack buffer zones. The
answer no doubt lies in the fact that

all organisms must compete for sur-

vival. Thus, as long as there are

more deer in an area than can live

only in buffer zones, some individ-

uals will be forced to live else-

where. These could be decrepit

or old individuals no longer able to

compete with their more vigorous

descendants. They could even be

adult males forced away by matri-

archal groups of protective does to

insure optimal resources for them-
selves and fawns.

Although the above is only spec-

ulation, it gains some support from
two pieces of information. First,

most of the adult deer killed by
wolves are older than the average

in the population. Of the 142 wolf-

killed deer sampled, 48 percent
were at least five years old. Sec-

ond, some deer biologists believe

that bucks tend to live along the

outer edges of winter yards. As
discussed earlier, bucks are polyga-

mous and therefore more expend-
able to the herd. Thus it seems
likely that competitive behavior
against bucks might have evolved

in does. This question still needs
considerable study, however.

Nevertheless, the possibility that

less productive or less important

members of the deer herd might be
forced to less secure areas finds

precedent in other prey of the wolf.

The musk ox is an excellent exam-
ple. The cows and calves—and a

few breeding bulls—live in herds

that form a defensive circle against

wolves. The young and old bulls,

however, live away from the safety

of the herd, and are thus more vul-

nerable to predation. Similarly in

caribou, most bulls assemble in

small groups or live as single strag-

glers away from the main herds of

cows and calves.

Clearly, many more data need to

be collected about the spatial as-

pects of relations between wolves

and their prey in order to better

understand the buffer zone as a

prey reservoir. Even more neces-

sary is independent testing of the

theory, with wolves or with any
other carnivore. Such testing can

only be done, however, in preda-

tor-prey populations with a mini-

mum of interference by humans.
Although the wolf territorial system

seems highly buffered against nat-

ural disasters, the artificial killings

of entire packs could disrupt terri-

torial traditions. Surrounding packs

may then annex part or all of the

vacant territory and obliterate the

traditional buffer zones.

That is exactly what happened in

the only other example I have

found of a buffer zone acting as a

prey reservoir for any species other

than wolves. Ironically enough, the

predators were humans. From 1780

to 1850 a buffer zone existed be-

tween the Chippewa and Sioux
tribes in Minnesota. Members of

both tribes ventured into the zone,

but neither tribe spent much time

there because of the threat of an

attack by the other. According to

anthropologist Harold Hickerson,

this buffer zone became the main
area where white-tailed deer sur-

vived. However, European traders

eventually effected a truce between
the two tribes. The result? The deer

were soon exterminated from the

buffer zone. D

A pack traverses a part of its

territory, probably on the lookout

for prey. Each pack is a family

group, and succeeding generations

often occupy the same territory,

in some cases for decades.

Rolf Peterson
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On Koodjuk's Trail
Robert Flaherty's photoi^raphs evoke the past for Cape Dorset Eskimo

by Dorothy Harley Eber

The search for relatives of those

Eskimo { limit) who posed for my
father's camera some sixty years

a^o he^un, belatedly, in 1974. The
chances ofsuccess, ofcourse, were

slim.

However, a fascinating encoun-

ter in Ottawa in the fall of 1974 lent

hope to the project. I had met Annie
Nivia.xie—down from her home in

Great Whale—and f;iven her the

Flaherty pictures to e.xumine.

Annie's friend Mina and Tookasie.

a youufi Inuit interpreter, were with

us. Annie sinnled out one of the

portraits and told us it was her

f^randfather—none other than the

ffreat Nanook!
The next step was to send sets of

the phoioj^'raphs up to settlement

managers in the far north, with the

request that the pictures he cir-

culated amon/.; the older fieneration

Inuit. This "lon^ distance" ap-
proach proved disappointing-

In 1977 I looked up Dorothy
Eher in Montreal. Eher. who had
heard stories about that "picture

taker" Robert Flaherty from her

friend I'eter I'itseolak, ojfered to

take the pliotoi;r(tplis with Iter on
her next trip north.

"On Koodjiik's Trail ' tells the

rest.

Monk A Fi amfrty
The Ihihcrty Study Center

Urattlcboro. Vermont

The snow houses are gone toi-

cver on the south Baffin coast, hut

in llteeiiik. site of a once great

Eskimo winter camp, a wooden
shack still stands vvhcie an l-lskimo

working lor the Miidsons Bay
Company used to gather in lox turs

and hand out trade goods. In the

winter of 1913-14 this was a make-
shift darkroom where Rohert
Maherty. the pioneer documentary
filmmaker, (.leveloped his photo-
graphs with help from Allego. re-

membered today on the Hudson
Straits as an illustrious woman
shaman. (The shack, report has it.

was about the size of a "large box."
and the women used the outside

for "'nailing up sealskins to dry.")

Ulayu Pingwartok. an elderly

widow who died shortly after our

conversation and whose drawings

of tattoed women in old-time Es-

kimo clothing appeared regularly in

the annual editions of the well-

known Cape Dorset prints, was in

Eteenik when Flaherty, whom the

Inuit called Koodjuk ("swan"") be-

cause his flesh was white, made his

long ago visit. "I was just a wee girl,

just old enough to talk. Allego was
helping Koodjuk with the develop-

ing, and we were told that when
they were developing there was not

supposed to be light coming into

the house. We used to peek through

the door. We would open the door

and run away—and then open it

again and run again. After 1 was
grown up Allego used to tell me.
When you were a wee girl you
used to be naughty looking into

Koodjuk's house when we were de-

veU)ping." "" Other old people re-

ported that Koodjuk also taught

Allego and her pretty sister Fmenik
another mysterious art

—

writing.

"It was winter and they couldnt

write on paper because the weather

was ti)o cold," Mumamee Shaa
explained. "They used to look for

stones and blow on them. If their

breaths made a white surface, they

would write with a stick. They used

to weal their milts. That's how they

used to vsrite."

lor both llaherty and .MIego,

fame was around the coiner. In six

years time I laherty would shoot his

masterpiece, Nanook of the S'orth.

,As for Allego, soon she would
begin to live with an older man
from a northern region. When,
years later, she came back to the

Ballin coast she would have tat-

toos
—

"very beautiful ones." an

old man remembers—a shaman's

powers, and the fire and the sea-

weed as helping spirits. In time she

would marry .Mariak. another
shaman, and they would become
famous south Baffin shamans.

I have never visited Eteenik. but

recently, in the warm kitchens of

prefab houses in Cape Dorset and

Lake Harbour where the south

Baffin Eskimo now live. I spent

hours hearing of Koodjuk's activi-

ties in the camps along the coast

and learning something of the lives

of the people w ho posed for him.

Copies of these photographs

—

mostly remarkably beautiful por-

traits—had been sent to me by
Flaherty's daughter Monica
Flaherty when she heard I would

be returning to Cape Dorset to

continue gathering oral histories

from the community's graphic
artists. The negatives had been
stored at the Robert and Frances

Flaherty Study Center in Brattle-

boro. Vermont, but onl\ l-laherty.

who died in 1951. had known the

identity of the sitters. I felt that with

help from senior citizens—those

extraordinary survivors of tumultu-

ous change—and young inter-

preters, it would be possible to put

names ti> at least some of the hand-

some strangers.

As it turned ou\. it quickly be-

came known that the pictures were
in town and when m\ interpreter

and I pulled up at a doorstep on
a Skidoo. we weie alwa\s warmly
invited to come in—and bring our

pictures with us. Sealed at kitchen

tables we wi>uld shiilfle the photo-

graphs like packs of cards, turning

up relatives and personalities of the

south Ballin coast and prompting

many reflections. "You certainly

have good old pictures. " declared

the widow Ulayu, "might) men."
"They look st» sure of themselves."

mused Annie Manning, at 2> one of
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Noogooshoweetok

the first Eskimo teachers. "They
lived in their own culture."

Television often flickered in the

background as we talked. In one
house the children watched the

Shanghai Ballet and tried to imitate

the dancers' steps. In 1971 an
elderly Cape Dorset resident visit-

ing Montreal had debated whether
the television in her hotel room
was operated by three miniature

men working in the back of the set.

Now the Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation permeates much of
the north and no one wonders how
the pictures get there. At the time

of my first visit to Cape Dorset in

1968, three camps still operated in

the area and one camp group still

kept dogs. But the erosion of the

traditional camp system, which in

the eastern Arctic began with the

coming of the government and
teachers in the nineteen fifties, is

now complete. All over the Cana-
dian Arctic the Inuit debate the pros

and cons of settlement life: in the

wake of change have come al-

coholism, unemployment, and dis-

orientation. When Flaherty first ar-

rived with his camera in 1913, the

forces of change were in their in-

fancy: Christianity and reading and
syllabic writing introduced by the

missionaries were just beginning to

sweep the coast.

Flaherty's ostensible business on
the coast that winter was prospect-

ing, but freeze-up prevented his

ship, the Laddie, from entering

Hudson Bay and delayed his at-

tempt to map and prospect on the

Belcher Islands. He wintered over
at Amadjuak camp on the south
Baffin coast. Peter Anumniuq,
whose father-in-law, Noogoosho-
weetok, helped Flaherty with his

dog team, says, "Koodjuk used to

be taken to all the camps to see

what people were doing because he
wanted to take pictures." The pic-

tures Flaherty wanted to take were
moving pictures. He had with him
his first movie camera and some
know-how picked up from a three-

week filmmaking course. An ap-

pealing account of his Amadjuak
filming attempts is part of his book
My Eskimo Friends (Doubleday,

1924): "We did not want for co-

operation. The women vied to be
starred. Igloo-building, conjuring,

dances, sledging and seal-hunting

were run oflf. . .
." Unfortunately,

this historic footage has disap-

peared. But the still photographs,

perhaps taken as casting aids, re-

main—an ancestral record for a

posterity now living, as the old

people say, "the new way."
Our looking-at-pictures sessions

usually began with expressions of

admiration for the wonderfully
tailored skin clothing worn by the

people in the pictures. "It's really

embarrassing to wear the other kind

of clothes when you're used to

caribou-skin clothing," one old

woman remarked. "We who really

lived in the old way will never

forget how to make skin clothing

because we wore those clothes our-

selves." As we looked through the

pack there would be excited cries

of recognition: "That's Mai—she

was young and beautiful once in her

life, too." "It looks like Elissipee

—

I'm so glad to see her. When I was
born, she held my mother." Among
the twenty-five or so families I

visited, I met many people who
recognized mothers, fathers, grand-

parents, and other relatives in the

pictures. And I met perhaps six

who, like Ulayu, had been children

in the camps Flaherty visited. "I

know that man," said the Lake
Harbour hunter Ekiduak; "as a



little boy I even slept in his igloo."

And my talented friend the graphic

artist Pitseolak Ashoona still has

a memento of Koodjuk's visits: a

scar on the kneecap. "I was bitten

by Koodjuk's dog. I stepped on its

toes; that's why it bit me." Kood-
juk's camera also made an impres-

sion: "It was small, but 1 knew it

was complicated. It had to be taken

up to the eye. Elee was getting

ready to go on a dog team and a

picture was taken of Elee."

The informant who knew Kood-
juk best was Simeonie Kopapik,

now a catechist in Cape Dorset,

who was a little boy, "just begin-

ning to play outside on my own,"
when Flaherty and his crew of three

made Amadjuak their base and built

wooden houses there. "Koodjuk

used to talk to me a lot and really

loved me," .Simeonie remembers.

"Once he showed me a little

qukeyottaoyuk, a 'crossbow,' and

asked me to shoot it. I did and
Koodjuk was so pleased he clapped

his hands and gave me the little

qukeyottaoyuk."

Simeonie gave an eyewitness ac-

count of how Flaherty went about

taking his portraits. 'They had to

take them inside, in Flaherty's

house. I don't recall them having

flashes with the camera. They used

kerosene lanterns, and I remember
three lanterns being placed in spe-

cial places on the wall. I remember
a camera with a cloth that had to

go over the head. Maybe that was
because they had to prevent any
light coming lo the photographer's

vision. It look a long lime before

the photographer could actually

take a picture. Ihey couldn't take

a picture of a person as soon as

he sal down. Ihey had to relax him
first. Fhe man sitting on the chau
had to be very rela.xed . . . if he was
liable to move at all they ci)uldn't

take his picture. Ihat's what I

remember."
Flaherty apparently circiilaled

original prints around the camps as

Simeonie's mother. Mai, had sev

eral in her possession. .Some weic
the same as photographs I had \Mlh

me. and ,Simeonie was able lo pick

out from the pack a picliiie of his

mother, several pictures of his

sister, and a "probable" picture of

himself. (.Among ihe portraits are

many charming pictures of chil-

dren; although the subjects may
very well be living, these proved
the hardest to identify.)

Simeonie also recalled the movie-

making operations. ".At that time

they had moving pictures without

sounds. Koodjuk had a white man
in charge of taking moving pictures.

I don't remember the type of
camera, but I can remember it was
a big camera on a tripod." A draw-
ing by an Inuit artist, which may
have been done during the 1913-14

winter and now in the possession of

the Royal Ontario Museum in

Toronto, turns the tables on Fla-

herty and shows him and others

filming. While in Amadjuak, Fla-

herty collected drawings by Noo-
gooshoweetok ("everlasting")

—

one of his helpers—and later pub-
lished them in a folio (the artist's

name was misspelled and appears

as Fnooesweetok), but the drawing
of the filming operation and perhaps

one or two others in the Royal
Ontario Museum collection appear
likely to be by a different hand.

It was Noogooshoweetok, too,

Simeonie remembers, who with

others captured a caribou and
brought it back to camp for Kood-
juk's filming. "In those days we

MI.K-
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lived in different camps but we got

together at Christmas,"" recalls

Simeonie. "But that year a man
was sent to give a message to Kood-

juk and he didn't even come to

shore. The message was left on the

beach. The letter was saying that

the [Hudson's Bay] Company didn"t

want any more people in Lake
Harbour for celebrating. They were

jealous; they thought Koodjuk
might take their Eskimo workers.""

As a result Koodjuk was host at

Christmastime. "We celebrated in

Koodjuk's house. We had a feast

and there were games. There were

the four white men and I don't

know how many Inuit . . . quite a

number."" And Simeonie also re-

members that "there were three

girls—Allego. Kanyuk, and King-

natchia ('beautiful nose")—who
were friends of these men."
By chance, I had discovered a

picture of Kanyuk and a picture

most probably of Allego, Koodjuk's

darkroom assistant, at an earlier

date. In 1972 I began working inten-

sively with the late Peter Pitseolak

(he died in 1973), a remarkable Es-

kimo who in the early nineteen

forties began photographing the

vanishing life style "to show how
for the future."" As a boy of eleven,

he had also met Flaherty. Pitseo-

lak"s daughter Kooyoo says, "He
probably got the idea he wanted to

have a camera and do the same
thing." In lime he did. Many people

who posed for hiahcrty also posed
for Peter Pitseolak.

The Notman Archives of McCiill

University's McCord Museum,
where Peter Pitseolak's negatives

are stored, prDvided me with three

Flaherty photographs that had
found their way into the tiles. Could
Peter Pitseolak identity Ihem? Peter

Pitseolak quickly named them:
Allego. Kanyuk, and Anumniuq,
who caught three blue whales on
the whaler Ai live and was a pilot

for the white men. ("I'hat's my
father just as he was in life," the old

woman Anirnik later remarked.)

Later, after Peler Pitseolak's

death, when I showed the .Allegi)

picture in Cape Dorset, an elderly

viewer asked. "But where are the

marks?" Allegos marks—her facial

tattoos—had been memorable, per-

haps the picture was of .Seereseeak,

a sister who died young. But then

he remembered that Allego" s marks
were those of another region; she

had obtained them after she left

south Baffin, while she was away
becoming a shaman.

This probable picture of Allego, a

smooth-faced young woman with-

out tattoos, always generated in-

tense interest; even younger people

seemed to know her by reputation.

As an example of female pulchri-

tude, however. Allego clearly lost

out to Kanyuk. Lovely Kanyuk is

long since dead, but in Cape Dorset

today live a sister, a half-brother,

and her son. the Reverend Timothy
Kalai. now the communitys An-
glican clergyman. One evening I

took the photographs to show to

the Kalai family. Timothy Kalai

had never known his mother or

seen her photograph. While I was
in Cape Dorset, his daughter Re-

becca Kanyuk was married in the

Anglican church in a long white

dress. Plans are under way to send

an appropriate wedding present

—

a portrait of her hauntingly beauti-

ful grandmother.
Flaherty took portraits of several

members of Kanyuk's family. One
was of her father. Ishuhangitok.

who was described as a very tradi-

tional man. "Rven when they

started to have short hair, he still

wore long hair. And the men's
parka used to have a tail—he had
a tail on his parka." Also in the

pack was a picture of a little half-

sister who. as is sometimes the

case in Eskimo families, was also

called Kanyuk and was known as

"the little Kanyuk." We also found

a picture of fakolik. the hoy who
became her husband. On the

shoulder of his sealskin furs is a

dark stripe. I learned that such an
inset "shi>ws a boy has become a

hunter and caught his first seal."

(iirls got the amaul (hood that can

hold a baby) at the time of first

menstruation. lakolik and the little

Kanyuk are alive today ami living in

renuxe .Spence Ray.

Sometimes a photograph would
cause the unreeling of a life's

events, happenings all in the future

when Flaherty clicked the shutter.

.'\mong the pictures were those of

I laherly's llskimo guides and
helpers: .Attache who. according to

the Lake Harbour hunter Ekidluak.

supplied the dog team Koodjuk
used ("Attache's poor dogs were
very skinny, but it turned out these

seaweed fleas were very fast even
though they looked so poor. " Peter

Pitseolak reported); Simonie. the

second man on the dog team;
Noogooshoweetok who apparently

starred in the movies; and Avalee-

niatuk. I noticed that people looked

long and hard at the picture of

Avaleeniatuk and sometimes asked
for a copy. One evening in Cape
Dorset. Pauta and his wife. Pita-

losie. whom I had come to know
rather well when she was hospital-

ized, told me why. With Pitalosie

interpreting, Pauta explained that

about ten years after Flaherty was
in Amadjuak, Avaleeniatuk and
his wife and three children were
with a group of hunters on a dif-

ficult part of the coast just before

freeze-up. When Avaleeniatuk's
wife became ill. his hunting com-
panions went on ahead. Avaleenia-

tuk and his children starved.

"Tunillee lived in a camp in the

area. He was a very helpful man
Dorolhy Hafley Eber

Krh,
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Royal Ontario Museum, Toronto

i I

An limit artist's drawing of Flaherty' s ship, the Laddie, and a

baseball game organized on New Year's Day 1914.

although some might make a criti-

cism. He was on a dog team going

up by the land, not by the ice, to

Cape Dorset and the Hudson's Bay
Company post and he found the

bodies of the children in a little

tent. Maybe the mother died and
Avaleeniatuk buried her and went
for help. He was never found. In

those days they used the sealskin

tents, and Tunillee found the bodies

all covered up in one place—three

of them. There was a little hill

behind and there were tracks.

Everyday the children were walk-

ing up the hill to look for their

Mummy and Daddy. Though it is a

long time now since they died, I

feel sorry for them even today."

The detective work involved in

identifying the pictures was end-

lessly fascinating, provoking as it

did these evocative stories out of

the past. Among the photographs

Monica Flaherty had sent were a

considerable number taken in Arc-

tic Quebec. Separating these from
the Baffin coast pictures was never

a problem: the clothing from the

diflFerent regions made the pictures

readily identifiable. I discovered,

too, that Eskimo attribute specific

physical characteristics to different

regions: "Those high eyebrows
come from Arctic Quebec."
There were some problems of

course. Identification of the pic-

tures would certainly have been
easier five years earlier. How I

missed Peter Pitseolak, his power-
ful mind and his knowledge of the

coast. In general, if two people put

the same name to a picture, I con-

sidered the identification adequate.

But occasionally this was not suf-

ficient. Family resemblances are

strong and at times several viewers

(not necessarily on the same oc-

casion) identified a subject who,
after I made an effort to obtain

dates and additional information,

turned out to have been a mere
child at the time of Flaherty's visit.

This was the situation with a pic-

ture that initially seemed to be of

Peter Pitseolak's half-sister Elee-

shushee. I had known Eleeshushee

as an old lady, and the likeness

did resemble her as she might have
looked in her middle years. "Even
the hands are the same," said one
of the interpreters. And they were
—even to the rings on the fingers.

But regretfully I discarded this

identification. Eleeshushee was
born in 1896 and would have been
only seventeen at the time of
Flaherty's visit. The picture re-

mained a tantalizing puzzle. A few
days before 1 left Cape Dorset,

however, I showed the pictures to a

large group gathered in the house
of the well-known carver Osho-
weetok Aipeelee and his wife,

Nipisha, a much younger sister of

the beautiful Kanyuk. With us was
Alma Houston who, in the fifties

and early sixties, had encouraged

most of the people present to par-

ticipate in the print-making project

and to send their carvings south.

The old artist Pudio took one look

at the picture and confidently iden-

tified it as Eleeshushee's mother.

Another photograph that resisted

identification was of a marvelously

handsome woman who seemed an

exemplar of her race and time. I felt

she had such character and pres-

ence that she must be someone of

importance. But in all the houses

in Cape Dorset, I drew a blank.

My work lay in Cape Dorset, but

I knew that the Eskimo people in

the smaller community of Lake
Harbour—the point where the

white man had first established

himself on south Baffin—would
also be interested and able to help.

I decided that on my way home
through Frobisher Bay, kickoff

point for the Baffin settlements, I

would try to make a side trip. It

was mid-November and weather

conditions were poor; in the end I

was able only to spend an afternoon

there, flying in and out on the same
plane. But my Frobisher Bay hosts

were Bob Hanson and his wife,

Ann , great-granddaughter ofAnum-
niuq, the subject of one of Flaher-

ty's finest portraits. (As we looked

at the pictures, Ann's four young
daughters pretended to photograph

us with their Brownie cameras.)

Ann arranged for a young woman
named Pitseolak Akavak to meet



the plane, and using her Skidoo, we
spent a busy afternoon paying

calls. Always I showed the mystery

picture. Our last visit was to Ekid-

luak, who had met Flaherty as a

child. This time when I showed the

picture the response was imme-
diate. "Guseevie!" he said. He and

his wife. Martha, had known
Guseevie well; she had indeed been

a dramatic and notable personality

on the coast. She was one of the

hunter Flee's several wives, she

played the music box, and led the

dances in what is known as the

"second religit>us time." "At that

time [about 1908], when the people

were changing from their old reli-

gion to the new," explained an in-

formant, "they were very mixed up

and believed if they didn't dance

when asked by the leaders, they

couldn't be saved. " Guseevie is

still talked about today. A bonus
was Hkidluak's identification of her

handsome son, Suka ("sugar").

Flaherty's cameras were not the

first on the coast. The "first" in

Fskimo memory appears to have

been a movie camera that belonged

to Wallykudluk. "short" Wally. a

whaler on the whaling ship Active.

It was seen by Kingwatsiak. a

hunter on the Active at the turn of

the century. .Sakiassie Ragee of

Cape Dorset, who likes to take pic-

tures himself, reports. "Kingwat-

*JX.,
^.

siak said that Wally loved that

camera more than his life." A. L.

Fleming, a missionary in the area,

also chinked an igloo to exclude

all light and worked with glass

negatives. But these were inci-

dental activities. Flaherty is re-

membered today through the oral

tradition as "the picture taker."

Periodically, Fskimo in the re-

gion have wondered what hap-

pened to the pictures Flaherty took.

There was general lamentation
when I explained that the reels of

film he shot cannot now be ac-

counted for. Looking at the still

photographs, Simeonie Kopapik
remarked sadly, "If these were in

moving pictures, they would be

very real Inuit." Our young inter-

preters echoed his words, "They
would be very authentic."

It appears that Flaherty's first

footage was dogged by vicissitudes.

Some, as he reports in A/v Eskimo
Friends, was lost through the ice;

more was probably burned in an

accident in his studio. But it is

believed that some appeared in a

print, known as the Harvard print,

that survived the tire. Monica
Flaherty says. "He later used this

print to persuade Revillon Freres

to finance the making of Nanook of
the North." Where is it now? In

all probability. Monica Flaherty

believes, it has been thrown away.

There is a slight possibility it might

still exist among the effects of the

Revillon company or of Pathe
(USA), the distributor of Niuwok
of the North. But one thing is

certain: should somebody manage
to turn up the missing film, he will

be a hero on Batfin Island.

I returned from Baffin Island

with requests for pictures of grand-

fathers, great-grandmothers, god-

parents, and uncles and aunts. And
there were some special orders.

After spending time perusing the

pack, one young boy asked very

politely if, from my vantage point in

Montreal, I could obtain a picture

of hockey great Guy Fafleur.

With the cooperation of Monica
Flaherty and the Robert and
Frances Flaherty Study Center,

four enlargements will be sent to

decorate the walls of the Cape
Dorset school, which many de-

scendants of the people Flaherty

photographed now attend. But
which four pictures to send? The

decision is difficult, but I think my
personal choice might fall on lovely

Kanyuk; .Mlego. the darkroom as-

sistant; Anumniuq. the great

hunter; and Avaleeniatuk. who
starved to death. Those who lived

the old way say the old times were
happy times, but they also remem-
ber the ever present danger of short-

age and death. D

//
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An Annual Aphid Cycle
Photographs by Dwight R. Kuhn

Parthenogenesis, viviparity,

oviparity, polymorphism—all

are part of the survival

strategy of a tiny insect often

thought of as a louse

In popular usage, aphids are often

called plant lice. These tiny insects

can virtually blanket the leaves of a

plant, drawing nourishment by
sucking the juices from their host

and transmitting viral diseases in

the process. A gardener or farmer,

knowing what is going on, can be

excused for the analogy with lice.

Many aphids are serious agricul-

tural pests, and while pest may be

an anthropocentric designation,

there are more than 3,000 species of

aphids around the world, feeding on

vegetation and causing varying

amounts of damage to the affected

plants. When they compete with

man for the nutrition in a cultivated

crop or affect his aesthetic pleas-

ures, aphids become pests.

Aphids should excite the curios-

ity of anyone interested in evolu-

tionary biology because their

modes of reproduction can be so

complex that a mind for chess is

almost a requisite for following the

changes from generation to genera-

tion. Some are more complicated

than others, but all are fine exam-
ples of circuitous, yet ingenious,

adaptability.

The aphids pictured in this article

belong to the genus Macrosiphum.
In that part of their range in the

state of Maine where these photo-

graphs were taken, they alternate

host plants at different times of the

year. In spring, they feed on the

young leaves and shoots of woody
plants. As the leaves of the woody
plants mature and become less

succulent, the aphids migrate to

herbaceous plants (this species pre-

fers goldenrod) on which they feed

throughout the summer. In the au-

tumn, they return to their original

woody hosts. Because aphids are

short-lived, the utilization of differ-

ent plant hosts in a variety of

habitats is beyond the abilities of an

individual. Consequently, these

moves are made by different genera-

tions, and various methods of re-

production allow the aphids to make
such feeding shifts.

The alternation of plant hosts

within a yearly cycle involves a

striking spectrum of reproductive

phenomena that encompasses
bisexuality and parthenogenesis

(virgin birth) in combination with

oviparity (laying eggs that hatch

outside the body) and viviparity

(giving birth to living young). Inter-

woven with these disparate means
of producing young is a high degree

of polymorphism between, and
even within, generations. For
example, the degree of develop-

ment of some mouthparts changes

over generations; within a genera-

tion, some females may have wings

and others not. All of this, re-

member, in the same species.

The annual cycle of an alternate

host aphid may be said to begin

with eggs that have overwintered.

Come spring, they hatch and give

rise to wingless, parthenogenetic,

viviparous females. This all-female

population reproduces, by parthe-

nogenetic viviparity, a new gener-

ation of similar kind. But in this

second generation, a few females

develop wings. This goes on for

several generations, with the pro-

portion of winged females increas-

ing. These females capable of flight

are the ones who migrate from the

primary host to the alternate, sec-

ondary host, a behavior that occurs

mainly in the summer. Those
winged females that find a suitable

secondary host settle on it and re-

produce in the same fashion as

females on the primary host did.

With the advent of autumn and
decreasing day length, the progeny

of both winged and wingless forms

give rise to a generation of bisexual

males and females. After the males

and the oviparous females mate, the

latter lay the eggs that overwinter

on the primary host and hatch out

an all-female, parthenogenetic gen-

eration the next spring.

Another way of identifying the

cast is to designate the different

sequential types of individual

aphids, something aphidologists

have done. The fiindatrices are the

wingless, viviparous, partheno-

genetic females that hatch from the

overwintered eggs. Their sense

organs, legs, and antennae are not

as well developed as those of suc-

ceeding generations. This relative

underdevelopment of body parts

may be related to an increased re-

productive capacity. The offspring

of fundatrices are fiindatrigeniae,

which continue to live on the pri-

mary host. Migrantes, which usu-

ally develop in the second, third, or

later generations, are winged, par-

thenogenetic, viviparous females.

They develop on the primary host

and subsequently fly to the second-

ary host. The alienicolae are par-

thenogenetic, viviparous females

that mostly develop on the second-

ary host. These aphids can differ

greatly from the fundatrices and

migrantes in their morphology.
Many generations of both winged

and wingless forms are produced. A
few generations down the line from

the alienicolae, the parthenogene-

tic, viviparous females are called

sexuparae. The winged forms are

the ones that migrate back to the

primary host at the end of summer
and give rise to the sexuales. The

The larva of a flowerfly

swallows a Macrosiphum aphid.

Photographs through Verda International Photos
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The cast-offskins ofmolting aphids
litter the surface of a leaf,

top and center. Most generations

of alternate-host aphids are all-

female. They are parthenogenetic
and give birth, bottom, to living

young. The number of offspring,

right, can vary greatly from
generation to generation.

sexuales usually appear only once
in the life cycle and consist of sexu-
ally reproducing males and females.

The sexual, oviparous females are
wingless and differ from earlier gen-
erations of viviparous females by
having thickened tibiae of the hind
legs and a greater body length. The
males can be either winged or wing-
less and intermediate forms also
occur. (Different types of spe-
cialization occur among male and
female sexuales of different genera.)
After eggs have been laid, the cycle
ends for the year.

The fecundity of the different

types of individuals and sequential

generations varies widely. The fun-

datrices of Sappaphis crataegifo-
liae, a species in which fecundity
was measured, produced an aver-

age of 71 live young. The average
for the fundatrigeniae was 121;
later generations were less prolific.

Migrantes had an average of 18

young, the alienicolae 65, sexu-
parae 7, and the sexuales an aver-

age of 6 eggs.

If most of these progeny sur-

vived, they would soon outstrip the

plant resources available to them.
But fungi, parasitic wasps, ladybird

beetles, and the larvae of some flies

and lacewings destroy aphids in

large numbers. Many aphids are
also washed away by rains.

Whatever rough balance is in-

volved in the population dynamics
of aphids could be drastically upset
by a major alteration of the vegeta-
tion type in an area. Such altera-

tion is typical of agriculture. Those
aphid species that find a crop fit

for the role of primary or secondary
host will mushroom in accordance
with the increased food supply

—

and become pests.

Fred Hartmann
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A Modern Herbal

Medicines from the Earth.
edited by William A.R. Thomson.
McGraw-Hill Book Company,
$29.95; 209 pp., illiis.

It is of significance that of the

ingredients in medications pre-
scribed for various ailments, al-

most 40 percent have a plant origin,

whereas only about 6 percent can
be ascribed to animals. A diflfer-

ence in metabolism between the

two groups of organisms has
brought this about. As opposed to

animals, plants lack an excretory
system; consequently, a store of
chemical compounds accumulates
in the cells and tissues. Throughout
the ages, some of these substances,
ingested incidentally as part of the

use of plants for food, were found
to aflFect humans: some were poi-

sonous; others were curative.

Ancient Asian and medieval
European herbals are still con-
sulted for their folk medicine. In

more recent times, anthropologists
and pharmacologists have joined
forces with botanists in the field of

ethnobotanical research among
aboriginal peoples to tap the fund
of medicinal plant lore that has
come down through the ages.

Now a medical doctor has
brought botany and medicine to-

gether, combining the expertise of
specialists in ethnobotany, phar-
macology, phytotherapy, and
other, related disciplines in a book
invitingly entitled Medicines from
the Earth: A Guide to Healing
Plants. The editor, William A.R.
Thomson, is no newcomer to medi-
cal journalism. The author of a
number of medical books, including

one on plant medicines. Herbs
That Heal, Thomson was the medi-
cal correspondent of the Times
(London) from 1956 to 1971 and is

at present medical consultant to the

Daily Telegraph.

This book is essentially a non-
technical account of herbal medi-
cine, but it caters equally well to

the serious adherent of this study
and the interested reader wishing to

become informed. Scientific jargon
is kept to a minimum, but where it
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ouier space
f

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES'^
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketDook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories -and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard (or your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co

620 Oak«ood Ave
, W Hartford. Conn 06110

® TM Registered U.S. Pat. Office I

I

CRITERION IWIANUFACTURING CO., Dept NH-81

I

620 Oakwood Avenue
. W Hartford. Conn 06110

! Please send your free Telescope Guide.
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I
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BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $215.00 Postpaid $129.00
Tills IS an example of ttie deep discount prices on tiieti
quality optics tfiat is found in our FREE catalog Tliis
catalog lists and illustrates an outstanding selection
ot telepfioto lens, telescopes, binoculars etc plus
valuable information on tiow to properly select them.
Write fof It today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

., NOT
-JUST

FOR THE BIRDS
Appalachian Mountain Vacation

And Year 'Round Living

Lakes • Golf • Tennis • Heated
Pool • Guest Naturalist Often

MOUNTAIN NATURE WORKSHOP
MAY 13 -19

Write for Information:

The Audubon Colony
P.O. Box 156 |NH). Cedir MIn., N.C. 28718

is used, it is explained clearly, thus
making a glossary unnecessary.
Richard E. Schultes of Harvard

University, a distinguished re-
searcher in the field of hallucino-
gens and related subjects, covers
the botanical and historical areas of
plant-derived medicines in concise
and inviting language. I found it

strange that his fascinating chapter
on the "Heritage of Folk Medi-
cine" should come two-thirds of
the way through the book; it

should, in my opinion, be set near
or at the beginning where history
can provide a solid background for
the information to follow. But I

must admit that, after poring over
three comprehensive lists of plants
and/or ailments, the chapter offered
a welcome interlude. Schultes
shows again and again how a di-

verse range of plants documented
in early herbals have stood the test

of time—and modern chemical
analysis—and been shown effective
in healing.

One comes away with renewed
hope for the future, at least so far

as human health is concerned. But
if one considers that vast conti-

nents, such as Africa, remain com-
paratively little investigated for
their heritage of folk medicine, and
that only about 10 percent of the
organic constituents of the flower-
ing plants, numbering some 500,000
species, are known, then indeed,
inroads on the herbal iceberg have
scarcely begun.
Much of the rest of the book is

devoted to a study of 247 plants, all

but 10 of which are flowering
plants. Not until the section follow-
ing the introduction of these par-
ticular plants are reasons given for

their selection. Among others,
these are plants of "proven effec-

tiveness"; poisonous plants are
excluded "except where no substi-

tute could be found." For the five

sections concerned, directly or in-

directly, with these plants, Urte
Knefeli, a specialist in phytother-
apy, is the main contributor. His
chapters provide three separate
reference lists by which the reader
can match herb with illness and
vice versa. Preparation and dos-
ages are also given. Knefeli's chap-
ter on "Healing Substances and
Their Effectiveness" deals with the

specific parts of the plant to be
used. Picture references, pinpoint-
ing these particular parts, are help-
ful additions. We are also told in

which season the herbs should be
collected to take advantage of the
optimal amount of active principle
being present. In his introduction to

this section, Thomson emphasizes
that even the time of day can be a
critical factor. For the more serious
student of plant medicines, the
active principles are outlined to-

gether with their effect on the body.
The three separate sections by

Knefeli make interrelated informa-
tion somewhat disjointed and con-
fusing. Perhaps some of the infor-

mation could have been amalga-
mated, reducing the need to jump
from one list to the other. How-
ever, quick access to these three
sections is facilitated by their being
printed on attractive dull-finished

green paper, and one soon learns to

distinguish sections by their color
and position along the "open" edge
of the book.

Complementing Knefeli's lists is

phytotherapist Bruno Vonarburg's
coverage of the "Basic Techniques
of Herbal Preparations." General
directions for the collecting and
drying of plants are given, and fur-

ther processing, including the mak-
ing of decoctions, infusions, oint-

ments, and powders, is also out-

lined. The reader is cautioned
about the danger of misidentifying
plants, especially where poisonous
species can be confused with rela-

tively harmless ones.

The chapter by Eugen Bossard,
druggist, botanist, and pharmacol-
ogical journalist, entitled "Lexi-
con of the Healing Plants" charac-
terizes the 247 plants, which are

arranged alphabetically according
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By special arrangements SpoiNgnt Promoiions can now offer the fmesl collection of rare Big Band music nerar

baton rt(m»d. The perfect gift tor all occetlonit

Triese recordings are original, very rare and are a must for the Big Band coMector Spotlight Promotions takes you

back with the music and voices of Jimmy Dorsey. Helen O'Connell. Bob Eberly. Harry Jamei. Helen Forreit. Stan
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This Spotlight collection has been assembled to bring you 16 aelectlont on each 8-Track Record or Cassette
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CATCH ANIMAL RAIDERS

Easy to umI

Simple, safe HAVAHART traps calch raiding raltbits, oxitis, M|uii-rels,

pigeons, sparrows, etc.. without injury. Straj-ing pels, poultiv rvieased
unhurt. Fully assembled. No jaws or springs to break. Galvaniztd: many
in use 20 years. Open ends give animal confidence. Sizes for all needs.
Send 50c for valuable illustrated guide and price list.

HAVAHART, 158 Water St., Ossining, N.Y. 10562

For people interested in outdoor
things, we again offer two tours to en-
joy the birds, butterflies and jungle
wildlife of Trinidad and French Gui-
ana:

The
PapillonToLir
AUGUST 27 TO SEPTEMBER 6, 1979

OCTOBER 22 TO NOVEMBER 1, 1979

These tours include a stay at the

lovely Asa Wright Nature Center in

the northern mountains at Trinidad; in

French Guiana we visit Cayenne, the
lies de Salut, and stay at a camp in

the jungle where transport is by ca-
noes and accommodations are in

hammocl^s in open-air bungalows.

Detailed brochure available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036
TELEPHONE (212) 354 6634
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World's best
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comfortably for long periods
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"

BIRDING
P.O. BOX 5H

AMSTERDAM, N.Y.
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to their scientific, or Latin, names
and numbered in sequence. The
usefulness of this numerical system
is doubtful; it really does not make
cross-references between the lists

any more efficient. The individual

plants are presented most attrac-

tively in wide columns down the

pages, conspicuously headed by
scientific and common names,
family, origin, and present geo-
graphical distribution. A clear
photograph or drawing of the plant

or its inflorescence, in color, fol-

lows, usually before the text.

Nontechnical descriptions of all

the plants are included, but some
are easier to follow than others.

There are a small number of in-

stances where the text is not at all

clear. For example, for Ceanothus
americaiuis, the common names
listed are New Jersey tea and red-

root. However, the common names
used at the beginning of the text are

different from these, leaving one in

doubt as to whether the plant cited

is the one referred to. The sudden
mention of New Jersey tea at the

end of the description only compli-

cates matters. Added to this is a

discrepancy in the description of
the leaf shape: the acute-tipped

leaves of the drawing, correct for

Ceanothus americanus. do not
conform with the "egg-shaped
[leaves], ending in a blunt point"
cited in the text. Also, the flowers

are not in spikes but panicles.

In at least four cases, the "by-
name" is used where "species" or

"specific epithet" is intended. As
regards questionable information

on the provenance, or nativity, of

Aesculus hippocastanum, the horse
chestnut, it seems unlikely that its

spread through Europe from the

Balkan Peninsula would have taken
place "across the Caucasus . . .

."

A western route seems more
feasible.

Especially relevant to a book of
this nature are the warnings about
potentially poisonous plants. Since

oleander, Nerium oleander, is

grown fairly commonly in gardens
and homes in the United States and
elsewhere, it would have been
appropriate to include a word on
this plant's toxicity—in a few re-

corded cases, swallowing a single

leaf has proved fatal.

Criticism of a very small part of

this comprehensive chapter is not

meant to disparage this otherwise

useful and attractively laid out lexi-

con. Clear, colorful illustrations

and photographs beckon one to

linger here and become immersed
in the atmosphere of an illustrated

herbal—in a modern vein.

Looking to the future, Thomson
closes the final chapter with a plea
for orthodox and herbal medicines
to pool their resources rather than
to distrust or scorn each other. He
emphasizes the urgent need not
only to scrutinize the literature but
also to take cognizance of the folk

medicine of aboriginal peoples,
investigating, in both cases, any
mention of the curative qualities of
plants. Experience has shown that

such a search may yet yield healing

remedies of considerable impor-
tance to man. Many examples can
be cited where healing medicines
were overlooked although they
were written about in herbals.

Rauwolfia. so useful now for the

tranquilizing drug reserpine, which
is used in the treatment of nervous
disorders, was recorded in the
ancient Indian Veda of 1500 B.C. It

was rediscovered only 25 years
ago. Then there is ephedrine, de-

rived from Ephedra, known in the

folk medicine of China more than
5,000 years ago. It too was synthe-

sized only in this century, although
the bulk of the drug is still obtained
from the plant. Similarly dependent
on isolation from plants are co-

deine, cocaine, morphine, digitalis,

ergotamine, podophyllin, and
caffeine.

Medicines from the Earth does
not deemphasize the services of the

physician; it is there to correct mis-

information about herbal medicines
and to provide information for

those who may be skeptical or
those interested in knowing more.
By dealing with a broad range of

species, including many common
ones growing in the average back-
yard, it confirms that medicines
from the earth are, and have been,

a fact—and they do heal. For the

scientific public, the skeptics, and
the curious, this book provides a

wealth of information about herbal

medicines and will serve as a val-

uable reference.

Stephen Tim is a taxonomist at

one of New York City's major
botanical gardens. Trained in the

fields of botany and microbiology,

he lectured in these subjects in

South Africa prior to his coming to

the United States.
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DISCOVER

NATURE in the splendor of Greece during
Springtime; through exciting birding. and
walks among the delicate spring flowers;

with a glimpse at Man's past, exploring the

spectacular caves of Diros; with a study of

volcanic eruptions on the intriguing island of

Santorini.

PLACES through the eyes of the Museum's
scholars and scientists as you roam through
the halls of history in such classical places

as Athens, Mycenae, Delphi, Olympia, Knos-
sos, Sardis. Pergamum and Istanbul.

PEOPLE and the excitement and satisfaction

that flows from traveling with compatible
companions; from the sharing of new insights

into the Classical world and into the secrets

of the natural life as explored by the Museum
staff.

THE AMERICAN MUSEUM'S
DISTINGUISHED
SPRING ODYSSEY CRUISE
March 20 to April 9, 1979

More than just a tour, it is a relaxing first

class vacation on board the m.t.s. "Atlantis."

Prices begin at $1910 (not including air fare

and a tax deductible contribution to the Mu-
seum). For more details call (212) 873-1440,

or use the coupon below . .

.

(istory

.

Discovery Tours
Central Park West and 79th Street

New York. New York 1 0024

Please send me the itinerary and other Information about
your "Spring Odyssey Cruise." March 20-Aprll 9. 1979

.T«l
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BLOCK PRINTS. 8 x 5'/4 inches Southern plants;

Loquat, Bamboo, Azalea, Three for $5 postpaid
Marjorie Wilson, Box 2563, Gulfport, MS 39503

CALENDAR AND NOTE CARDS, Exquisite quality

calendar by women photographers. $5 95 (N,Y.

State residents add sales tax, abroad add $2).

Greeting cards by women photographers and
W, Eugene Smith, Write your own messages.
Brochure SherArt Images, POB 754, Madison
Square Station, NY. NY 10010

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply
Catalogue, $2, Nervo Distributors. 650 Univer-
sity. Berkeley. CA 94710

Astronomy

SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC. Sunlight Summary,
and Local Planet Visibility Report are our com-
puter-assisted publications for night-sky enthusi-
asts For brochure, send 30* (refunded with order,

stamps OK ) to Astronomical Data Service. 3922
Leisure Lane. Colorado Springs. CO 80917

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS." 1888-1979. Any
issue, maps, send wants Buxbaum Geographies.
Box 465-NH. Wilmington. DE 19899

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All

subjects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscript report Carlton Press. Dept. NHA.
84 Fifth Avenue. New York 1001

1

Books

LEARN ABOUT TOMORROW . , TODAY! Send for

free 72-page catalogue of books, periodicals,

tapes and other information about the future World
Future Society. Dept M, 4916 St Elmo Avenue.
Washington. DC 20014

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search world-
wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock,

PAB. 2918 Atlantic. Atlantic City, NJ 08401
(609)344-1943

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCK BARGAINS, plus cur-

rent paperbacks. All subjects, art. history, biog-
raphy, iict.on, more! 4,000 titles in our huge, free

catalogue. Write: Hamilton. Box 1252K, Danbury.
CT 06810

Coins

INDIANHEAD & Lincoln cents. 1883-1949, 33 dif-

ferent—$2.99, Silver "Ike" dollar—$4.50. Cata-
logue 25«. Edel's. Carlyle, IL 62231

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag. Box 1 10660/NH. D-1 000 Berlin 11.

Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE
for cultural exchange, language practice, friend-

ship. Asian Exchange, Stehekin. WA 98852

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 50.000
jobs! Latest information. $2 Austco. Box 8489-NH,
Long Beach, CA 90808

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 55,000
|Obs' Free transportation! New report, $2 Money-
back guarantee, Australia, Box 99776-X1, San
Francisco, CA 94109

GET EDUCATION JOB YOU WANT! School, col-

lege openings U.S.A., abroad for teachers, admin-
istrators Write today. EISF, Box 662X. Newton.
MA 02162

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-
rectory and complete information—$2 Interna-
tional Opportunities. Box 19107-RM. Washington.
DC 20036

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT! $10.000-$50,000-l^/
year! All occupations! New report, $2 Money-
back guarantee. Worldwide. Box 99776-X1 , San
Francisco. CA 94109

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as
teachers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental
projects in Africa. Latin America. Asia, and the

Pacific, Your expenses paid; U.S. citizens only,

singles & couples An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information: Linda Friedman. Peace Corps T-36.

Washington. DC 20525

Government Surplus

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 coun-
tries! Sampler: Five countries—$2.98, Free bro-
chure Multinewspapers. Box DE-201. Dana Point.

CA 92629

Gifts

DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids' sizes. $4.50. Six de-
signs. Write for free brochure. Dinosaur, Box 2623.
Menio Park. CA 94025

HAND-WOVEN REBOZOS (STOLES). 100%
brushed wool in heather tones of Blue. Green.
Brown. Rust. Pink. $25. Conn residents $26,75.
Write for brochure of Mexican handicrafts. Artes
de Mexico. P.O. Box 153. Marlborough, CT 06447

HAVE YOUR NAME(S) WRITTEN in Ancient
Egyptian Hieroglyphic style. Send stamped enve-
lope for details: C. Banks, Box 309, Hollis, NY
11423

OWN this beautiful handmade Navajo Bear-Claw
Talisman Solid sterling inlaid with genuine tur-

quoise, sterling chain. $9.95. Guaranteed. Jewels.
Box 7367. Santa Rosa, CA 95401

Gourmet Interests

SPICED TEA! Delicious winter warmer-upper!
Recipe $1 plus stamped return envelope. MRK,
3219 Bristol Drive, Wilmington, DE 19808

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" Buy
250,000 Items (including Jeeps) . low as 20 on
dollar! Most complete information available—$2,
Surplus Disposal. Box 19107-RM. Washington.
DC 20036

JEEPS—$59 30! CARS—$33,50! 450,000 Items!
Government surplus Most comprehensive direc-
tory available tells how, where to buy, your area

—

$2. Moneyback guarantee. Government Informa-
tion Services, Dept DC-1, Box 99249, San Fran-
cisco, CA 94109 (605 Market)

Maps

MAPS TO ANYWHERE: Beautiful color maps and
guides to cities and countries all around the world.
Brochure listing most popular maps and guides
$1. refundable with order Complete 10.000-Map
Catalogue $12 95 Travel Centers of the World,
6311 Yucca Street, Hollywood, CA 90028

Minerals

ALj^SKAN CRYSTALS direct from the source. We
supply fine specimens and mineral suites to col-
lectors around the wortd. The Crystal Pocket of
Alaska. Drawer N. Haines. AK 99827

GOLD—SILVER—PLj^TINUM WANTED (any form).

We also buy coins For free information write:

Wilmots. 345 S, Glassell. Orange. CA 92666

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write
today Free details. Mineral of the Month, 13057-
H11 California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

SPECTACULAR CRYSTAL FORMATIONS and
mineral clusters of Europe, Mexico, and South
America. Drop by and see the finest collection of

display and collector pieces in northeast United
States Open Saturdays Please call (212) 243-
6205 for hours. Crystal Resources, 178 W. Houston
St. (just off 6th Ave.), NYC

Music

KITS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins. Banjos From $2 95 Finished dulci-

mers from $23.95, Free catalogue. 8665 West
13th Avenue-NH. Denver. CO 80215

RECORDS—TAPES! Discounts to 73%; all labels;

no purchase obligations, newsletter; discount div-

idend certificates; 100% guarantees. Free details.

Discount Music Club. 650 Main St.. Dept. 25-0179,
New Rochelle, NY 10801



Optics Tours/Trips

LEITZ. ZEISS. B&L. BUSHNELL. SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large stock

Orders tilled postpaid day received Birding,

Box 5N. Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Tfiomas Manetla. 61

Hoffman Ave , Elmont, NY 11003

Photography

EXTREME CLOSE-UPS EASYI Bud's Gadget
( "Budget' ) locks subject to camera Details Box
352A. Westport. CT 06880

LEADING NATURAL SCIENCE PUBLISHER seeks
quality transparencies and texts for audio-visual

Creductions
All subjects Educational Images.

yons Falls. NY 13366

PLANKTOt^—23 color 35mm slides witfi descrip-

tive audio cassette SIS Box 241. Waquoil, MA
02536

Printing

SCHOLARLY JOURNALS/Monograpfis/Publ ica-

lions Knowledgeable typesetting, painstaking

proofreading, pnntmg. mailing Request proposal

Complete production service Buday Printers.

Gilbertsville. NY 13776

Publicatlont

GET CASH GRANTS—from government (Never

repay) Also, casfi loans All ages eligible 200-

source directory shows tiow $3 (refundable)

Advocale-NH. 1001 Connecticut NW #1019.

Washington. DC 20036

Real Estate

jj.LRNMENT LANDS from $7 50/acrel

Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment op-
poilunities' Government Land Buyers Guide
plus nationwide listings—$2 Surplus Lands. Box
19107-RM. Washington. (X 20036

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACRE!
Investment' Vacation! Farming! New Buyer's

Guide Complete information. $2 Moneyback
guarantee' Government Land Services. Box
99776-X1. San Francisco. CA 94109

Rantala

ADIRONDACK LOOQES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month. July through
September Everything provided for comfortable
living in the quiet woods Please write Bartlett

Carry Club, RFD 3, Tupper Lake. NY 12986

APARTMENT IN PARADISE (alrrrasl) Perched high

above village of Cru/ Bay. St John. Virgin Islands
Completely furnished Sleeps four comfortably
Write Paradise 12 West Front Si .Morganlown.m
26505

Resorts

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area Is

secluded and uncommercial Outstanding bird-

ing Excellent nature study opportunities Trails

wilderness for hiking, backpacking, etc Com-
fortably mild Chificahua Mountain climate year
round Cottages, apartments, pool Free brochure,
birdlist Cave Creek Ranch. Box F. Portal.

AZ 85632

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers. bifdt.

giehistoric dwellings Boor Mountain Ranch.
liver City, NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

VIRGIN ISLANDS—LIMESTONE REEF efficien-

cies $30 double occupancy Island Vacations,
RO 4. Ptincelon. NJ 06540 (201)329-6309

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in

the company of expert naturalist guides Each
cross-country skiing vacation is five days Limited

to eight guests Geared to beginners, intermedi-

ates and experts Daily so|Ourns into the 18,000-

acre St Regis Wilderness Area and its "forevei

wild " lakes, ponds, forests and mountains Excel
lent winter birding and chance to observe habitats

of deer, beaver, bobcat, coyote, bear. fox. otter,

pine marten, fisher, mink Evenings spent in cozy
backcountry lodge Hearty homecooked meals
Fireside programs feature noted ecologists. his

torians, photographers, conservationists Adiron
dack Ski Tours, McMaster Rd . Saranac 1-ake.

NY 12983 (518)891-1080

AFRICA Gorilla Safari in Rwanda/Zaire July 1979
Kenya Wildlife Safaris. 2- and 3-week trips. July &
August 1979 Adventures International. Dept N
4421 Albert Street. Oakland, CA 94619

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS, unforgettable sights

Tours to the rich cultures of India, f^iepal. Sri Lanka,

Bhutan. Southeast Asia and the Peoples Republic
of China Journeyworld International. 527 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10022 (212)752-8308

CANOE ARCTIC Fly-in canoe expeditions into the

heart of North America's last great wilderness

—

the tundra and taiga of Canada's Northwest
Territories Last summer our clients saw 220.000
caribou. 44 wolves. 42 muskox. 32 moose. 3 griz-

zlies, rich birdlife Virgin fishing Small groups (six

persons maximum) assembled and guided by
Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran arctic

canoeist All food and equipment provided Pre-

vious canoeing experience an asset but not

essential for all Two-way radio Twelve days from

$805, eighteen days from $1045 For brochure
write Canoe Arctic, Inc

, 9 John Beck Crescent S .

Brampton, Ontario. Canada L6W 2T2

CANOE TRIPS in wilderness Nova Scotia July-

September Small groups with licensed guides
Excellent lood Write Granville Nickerson (N).

RR4 Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia. (Canada BOS
1A0

CULTURAL AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS New
Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos. Mongolia. Pat-

agonia. Europe. Antarctica Expert lectures Small

escorted groups Society Expeditions. Dept NH.
Box 5068. Seattle. WA 98105

DISCOVER THE INCAN EMPIRE Exciting expedi-

tions to the Andes of Peru and Bolivia Explore the

Incan mounlaintop citadel Machu Picchu. vast

Lake Titicaca. snow-capped peaks, ancient tem-

ples. Indian markets and colonial cities Forum
Travel International. 2437 Durant #206N.
Berkeley. CA 94704

GUATEMALAN STUDY GROUP Small group will

be led by collector and guide Gordon Frost to ex-

plore key centers of weaviiig and pottery in Guate-
mala Sand for brochure Gordon Frost. P Box
471-NH. Newhall. CA 91322

HIMALAYAS—Trekking in Nepal For brochure
write Himalayan Horizon. Box 452-N. Bloomlield.

CT 06002 (2(53)242 7713

NATURALIST S DELlGHTi Ba|a Calltomia. Mex-
ico Whales' Birdingi Photographyl Wildemessi
Escorted Environmental Experiences Baia's Fron-

tier Tours. 4365-H New Jaraay. San Olego. CA
92116

NATURE AND CULTURAL EXPEDITIONS Com-
bine adventure, discovery, learning and vacation

on expeditions to Afghanistan, IndiaSn Lanka,
Canyonlands, Tanzania. Scotland and otiwr des-
tinations worldwide Expert leadership Write

Nature Expeditions International. Dept f^. 599
Collaga Ave . Palo Alio. CA 94306

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals,
wildflowers Seventeen 1979 tours in North and
South America, Canbbean, Hawaii. Europe. Africa

World Nature Tours. Box 693a. Silver Spring. MD
20901

NEW ZEALAND TOUR. March 1979 28 days, em-
phasizes Maori culture and sightseeing Accom-
modations include Maori homes, farms & deluxe
hotels Extraordinary sightseeing and people
GoodTravel Tours. 5332 (College Avenue. Oakland.
CA 94618

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe
accommodations Cheaper than staying home'
TravLtips. 163-09B591 Depot. Flushing. NY 1 1358

SAN IGNACIO LAGOON & offshore islands. Baja
gray whales, elephant seals—January 1979 Mag-
dalena Bay, Baia gray whales, camp on beach

—

February 1979 Hawaii humpbacks off Maui

—

April 1979 Sea of Cortez, Baja birdlife, finbacks,

gray whales—April 1979 Adventures Interna-

tional, 4421 Albert Street. Oakland. CA 94619

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflying-^eeping—
Rafting—Hiking Natural history expeditions ex-

plore remote southwestern frontiers Geology/
Archeology/Botany Brochure P O Box 945(NH).
Santa Fe. NM 87501

WHALE EXPEDITION Come to Newfoundland this

summer and enjoy a spectacular holiday expedi-
tion to observe the great whales, seabirds and
porpoises For information, write Box 1111a Bed-
ford, Nova Scotia. Canada BON 1BO

WILDLIFE VACATIONS in Scotland. Orttney. Ice-

land Write Inlemational Airmail Caledonian
Wildlife Services. Kingsmills Gardens. Inverness
IV2 3LU, Scotland

WORLD TRAVELERS Inlemational Travel

NEWS —latest mfo—next 12 issues, $5 95 Satis-

faction guaranteed ITN. 2120 28th St -N. Sacra-
mento. CA 95818

YOU COULD HELP EXCAVATE a neolithic site m
southern Italy, record early Indian cave art in Cali-

fornia, track monkeys in a Kenyan forest, study the

ecology ol Caribbean lizards, collect unusual
plant specimens in South America No previous

experience necessary Contact University Re-
search Expeditions Program (NH), University of

California. Berkeley, CA 94720 (415)642-6586

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$1 50 pel word, 16 wo'Cl ($r4) m,'

, ,
'

. ,,

classified IS $150 per ini-h R.ilp<,r,

lor agency and frequency disci

advertiserrtents are accepted .i'

TOFfY's discielion. all must bt

cfieclvmoney otder payable lo Na
10 The Market. f^TURAL HIS'
Central Park West at 79lh Sire*

'

10024 Please nckxle your persi.' .1

telephone number Mention issue p'otui'tiO.

suggested heading, and text Deadlines - 6ih of

month, two months pnor to cover dale Ttxis a
January issue ck>ses November 8 A tearsheel or

copy c( tt\» page with you' ad wdl be sent upon
pubiicalion

Box number*, lataphone numt>ars. and fiyphe-

naled word* count a* two words, abtyevialions and
zip codas as one word each All stale* ate shown m
two-letter code* followed by zip Itien teleptiono

(with area code), il any An address Such ai 16

Main St ' count* a* three word* Occaoonnity
shght editing for clarity is requirad Thank you'
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Dept NH Box 5088, University Station, Seattle, WA 98105

Expeditions also to D New Guinea D Antarctica

D Patagonia D Mongolia D Easier Island

Atougti little ®
perfor

Our
™': tA

SE-IV " ^^ ^
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§1 #9fl^7 ^
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12 lbsI'
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X a boat you
""V.^^^^ t can pac^^

^""*^-^
$64 a boat

""— you ca atlord

Ju St one ol many qua ily inllalable boats

Send 50c for ful -color catalog

LEISURE IMPORTS^^
Dept NH179. St James NY 11780-5 6-724-8900

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS
|

Wanted Book manuscripts in all lelds. Expert

editing, design man lactu e, and marketing— |

all under one roof Two FREE books (over

270 pages! gi ve coniplete details

Write or ptione Dept 779D
EXPOSITION PRESS Hie ksville. N.Y. 11B01

(516) 822-5700

In collaboration with the Manitoba
Government, we again proudly offer

small groups of travelers the oppor-

tunity to visit a wonderfully rewarding

region of Northern Canada:

Wil enture

A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

AUGUST 23 TO 29, 1979

AUGUST 26 TO SEPTEMBER 1, 1979

We travel north from Winnipeg by

plane to our lodge base, and make
forays by helicopter and boat to see
polar bears, caribou and moose; we
hike over the immense tundra which
is at this time covered with a pro-

fusion of wildflowers and berries; the

area is particularly rich in shore birds

and water fowl; the estuaries of the

Bay abound with whales; and there is

a notable lack of human activity.

Detailed brochures are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY IOI)3fa

TELEPHONE (212) 354 6634

Mein Force

Did Marco Polo bring the

noodle back from China?

"Ticker tape," said Fiorello

LaGuardia, in a speech delivered

before the United Nations Relief

and Rehabilitation Administration

in 1946, "ain't spaghetti." But what
is spaghetti? And where does it

come from?
These questions are not as simple

as they may at first appear. It will

not do just to say that spaghetti is

a noodle with a circular cross sec-

tion and that it comes from Italy.

The inquiring mind will not rest

here, for this glib response raises

deeper questions. What is a noodle?

Did an Italian make the first one?
How and when? And how do we
know that? Furthermore, did the

noodle demiurge start with rounded

noodles? If not, what did he pro-

duce?
One thing is sure. Noodles of

various shapes, in hundreds of va-

rieties: flat, long, short, ridged,

hollow, thin as fine hair or fat as

garden hoses, in wide sheets or

twisted into rings and stuffed with

e.xotic forcemeats, concocted from

wheat or rice or sometimes other

grains, mixed or enriched with egg

and spinach—noodles so diverse it



The newautomaticcompactbyNikon.
Once it's inyourhands,

nothing isbeyondyour reach, ^^^
For decades, the excellence which Nikon
personifies—and inspires—has been an
essential element throughout the world of
professional photography. Sow you can make it

part ofyour world, through the magic ofthe new
automatic Sikon FE. This remarkably small,

light, affordable 35mm sir camera blends the

ease and assurance ofautomatic exposure

control, featuring Sikon-designed electronics,

with traditional Nikon quality.

Fine photography has never been simpler,

surer, than with the Nikon FE. Its advanced

electronic system automatically sets the shutter

for the best possible exposure. And, you enjoy

this automatic certainty with any of nearly 60
Nikkor lenses—optics unrivalled in sharpness,

in colorfidelity, in variety, in sheer excellence.

You know you are handling a Nikon when you
put the FE to your eye. Only a Nikon responds

with quite the same swift, smooth precision. The
compact FE fits your hands comfortably, itsfull-

size controls right underyourfingers, the image

you see in the viewfinder is bright and clear

As you compose your photo, complete exposure

information is also visible in thefinder. You are

in constant control of every picture, confident

that you'll never miss any ofthose special

events in your life.

But there's more to the FE than automatic

simplicity. This is afull-featured camera,

complete with full manual controls that let you
add creative effects and visual impact to your

photography. Multiple exposures, where images

are blended into one another, are accomplished

with surprising ease. An optional high speed

motor drive can advance thefilm automatically

or create breathtaking action sequences. There

is also an ingenious Nikon SB-IO automatic

flash that actually adjusts the camerafor the

correct synch setting. Choose a Nikkor telephoto

lens to bring distant scenes closer. ..or a Nikkor

wide angle lens to expandyour view

Don't wait another day to experience the

Nikon FE. See your Nikon dealer (he's in the

Yellow Pages). And, ask him also about the

traveling Nikon School. Or, write to Dept. N-2,

Nikon, Inc., Garden City, New York H530.
Subsidiary ofEhrenreich Photo-Optical

Industries, Inc. 338

(III Canada: Sikoii DMsioii, Aiiglopliolo Lid., P.Q.)

The automatic Nikonforyou
and the events in your life.



LENSMASTERS
The Photographic

GuNd of

pjnding CO include you

timated purchases

1. MONTHLY NEWSLETTEl
The newsletter contains up-to-date informa-

lon on the "State of the Art" in new technology

and techniques from manufacturers of film,

darkroom accessories and other equipmeni. In addi

Calendar of Photographic Events throughout the U.S.A, report

1 guild sponsored trips, schedules of upcoming trips,

inars. A free classified section is available for Guild members
c the sales, trade, desire to buy, or announce almost anything

lal from leading photographers on many special applicatio

NOTARIZED PHOTO REGISTRATION SERVICE
of $10.00 per photo, wc will notarize, date and seal a copy of your valuable photography in

our vault. With your receipt you can recall your photo from the vault. If ever there is a plagiarisi

dispute, you can solve the whole question by producing proof of the dale when your photo was
placed in the Lensmaster vault

3. FREELANCE-LEAD DIRECTORY, a directory of who is buying photography, what thi

ill be in dollars and what type of photography they are searching for

4. LENSMASTER I.D./PRESS CARD. a wallet-sized card giving your name, photograph, Lensmaster membership
jnd identifying; vou as a photographer ol professional standing and a member of the press.

5. REPRESENTATION WITH WIRE SERVICES. All newsworthy photography submitted to the guild will be shown
r»' ihc mjh>r uirc scr\ii.cs jnd pnipLT urtdit will hi- ^i\en to the Guild Photographer,

6. CONTRACT AND RELEASE FORMS. Forms will be printed in the Guild newsletter to be used as a guide or photocopied
and used m ihcir original torm lor use with models, clients, locations owners, etc,

7. JOB REFERRAL SERVICE. Advertising agencies and other purchasers of photography will be contacted whenever they are

goinj; iin locannn shoots in your area We will supply them with your name and samples of your work from our archives.

8. BUSINESS CREDIT REPORTS. Lensmasters collects credit information from its members about clients they have had deal-

ings with Ihc mformanun is available to any member who requests information on a possible new account.

9. PHOTO LIBRARY/ARCHIVES. Lensmasters places all photos submitted into the archives. From time to time Lensmasters
ma\' sell onf-iimc-publication rights When this is done the Guild photographer of record will be paid 50% of the selling price.

10. GUILD PHOTO-TRIPS OR SEMINARS. You can join us on our frequent photo-trips and seminars to exotic places

around the world, which we can offer at group rates - up to 30% off regular air and hotel prices! In attendance on our trips are experienced

professionals of the photographic community who give lectures and assist Guild members who want help with their photography. On each
trip. Lensmasters will hold a mini-photo contest If you can best capture the spirit and feeling of our adventure together, the Guild will reim-

burse you for all your travel e.xpcnscs

11. ANNUAL LENSMASTERS COLOR MAGAZINE. Lensmasters will publish an annual color magazine containing the

finest color and black and white photographs submitted during the year.

12. LENSMASTERS PHOTO GALLERY. Selected photos from the Guild archives will be chosen for display at the Lens-

masters Guild headquarters at 9724 Washington Boulevard in Culver City. California.

13. HANDSOME WALL CERTIFICATE. A wall certificate will be sent to you showing that you are a member in good stand

ing ,.l the Lensmasters Photographic Guild

14. CAMERA AND EQUIPMENT INSURANCE. Available soon

Annual Dues $30.00

and Announcing the 1st Annual
Lensmasters Awards Contest

\. The Lensmasters Awards Contest is open only to members
of the Lensmasters Photographic Guild,

2. All entries must be postmarked no later than January 31.

1979 Only one entry per Guild member,
3. Entries must be 8x10 glossy prints with all relevant

technical data including category and title written on the back
of the photograph. Entries without the relevant data will be
voided.

4. Contest categories arc PEOPLE, NATURE. COMMERCIAL,
and SPECIAL EFFECTS/ART. Only one category per entry.

6. First prize in each category is a one-week paid

two in your choice of cither Hawaii or Mexico
7. Second Prize in each category is a $200 retail gift certificate

at your favorite store.

8. Third Prize in each category is a $100 retail gift certificate

at your favorite store.

9. All winning photographs will be published in the Annual
Lensmasters Photo Awards Magazine and displayed in blow-up

5. Grand Prize i
I for I

format

New York,

10. Winners

11, Contest

elected gallei Los Angeles, Chicago and

A'ill be notified by March 1, 1979, Prizes may be

; during 1979

oid where prohibited by law.

Yes, I want to join Lensmasters. $30.00 is

indeed a low price to pay for all the services

Lensmasters offers me as a member.
Please accept my application for member-

ship and send me all the material I need for
complete and full standing within LENS-
MASTERS, The Photographic Guild of
America. I have enclosed $30.00 for my
first years' membership dues.

Lensmasters Photo Guild

9724 Washington Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230

Enclosed is $ _my check D or charge to my B of A A/isa D Mastercharge D

1 1 1 1 1
1 1

MASTERCHARGE
Interbank #
(Above name)

Mo. Yr.

Exp. date

(Authorized Signature if Charge)

My favorite Retail Sto

Please send my N 2

LENSMASTERS corresponde

_Zle_

takes a leap of the classificatory

imagination to see them all as
noodles—play a part in the diets of

most people in almost every part of
the world.

No cuisine in Europe is without
them. Who would serve sauerbraten
without flat egg noodles on the side?

The Germanic fondness for noodles
extends into Alsace, and the best

homemade noodles I ever ate were
made by the Alsatian chef-owner of
the New York restaurant Lutece,
Andre Soltner, in his weekend
home. He rolled and stretched the

dough so thin you could literally

read the newspaper through it, then

cut it with a knife into thin strips.

This is the classic method of
making noodles at home. In earlier

times, such noodles were a substi-

tute for bread, a means of using

flour (and thereby of putting starch

into a meal) without using an oven,
which was not, as we easily forget,

available in every home or even in

every neighborhood. Noodles, even
in this century in France, were the

cheapest form of food energy. The
novelist Louis Ferdinand Celine, in

an interview, recalled the all-noodle

diet of his childhood with revulsion.

Nothing is worse than badly made
noodles. And it does require con-
siderable skill with a rolling pin to

thin the dough to the point where
the end product will be tender. This
is why pasta-rolling machines for

home use are becoming so popular
among those who want the taste

benefits of fresh pasta without the

primitive toil the primordial method
exacts. But it is important, for our
purposes, to keep in mind what the

original method is, because it sug-

gests a general definition for

noodles.

At their most basic, then, noodles

start out as a mixture of flour and
water, thick (or perhaps one should

/



A Fluke of
Nature
I'm a larmer. And th« story I tall you I*

tha abaoluta truth, a* Incradlbia a*

It may aaam.

It all started in a grove owned by Dr

Webb, our family doctor One of the

men who was picking fruit in the doc-

tors orchard came up to the Webb
house holding six of the strangest

grapefruit anyone had ever seen! A
single branch of an ordinary grapefruit

tree had produced these six unusual

fruit

These were big grapefruit, unusually

big. And they had a faint red blush on
their skin When Dr Webb sliced open
the graF>efruit. the fruit was a brilliant

ruby red in color

Doctor Webb decided to taste this

strange new grapefruit The fruit was
perfect, juicy and luscious It wasn't

sour like other grapefruit either — it

was naturally sweet without sugar

For some reason, we'll never know why,

nature had chosen to produce an
entirely new kind of grapefruit here in

our Magic Rio Grande Valley It was
incredible — men had labored for years

to produce the ideal grapefruit, and
had failed But suddenly on a single

branch of one tree in one grove. Mother
Nature had done it all herself

YOU CAN IMAGINE THE EXCITEMENT
From the fruit on that one branch,

grove after grove now produces our
own Texas Ruby Red Grapefruit When
I say. "not one man in a thousand has
ever tasted this grapefruit " — you
can easily understand why

To begin with. Ruby Reds are rare

You can look for them in stores, but I

doubt if you'll find one You may find

pink grapefruit, but seldom if ever do
you see the genuine Ruby Reds

So you start with the rarity of Ruby
Reds, and to get to ROYAL Ruby Reds
you have to get rarer yet Only 4 to 5
percent of the entire crop will qualify

as a "Royal Ruby Red
'

Each Royal Ruby Red weighs a p>ound
— or more' Each has a rich red color,

flowing juices, luscious naturally sweet
flavor, and the ability to stay this way
for many weeks

Why. we won't oven consider harvesting

a grove until I've checked out the

fruit for tree-ripened maturity myself
I check lor natural sugar. ' low acid
balance and high {uice content I check
to see that the fruit is plump and meaty,
and I even check to see that the skin is

thin Not only does each factor have to

check out. but all the factors have to

tw in a proper relationship to each
other before I'll harvest a grove

And when we pick the fruit we're |U8t

as fussy Every one of us lakes a
"picking ring " when we harvest If the

A new grapefruit discovery may
change your concept offruit

This IS a picture of the actual hari'est of

this season's first Ruby Reds.

fruit is small enough to pass through
this ring — we don't pick it! It simply

isn't big enough to qualify as a Royal
Ruby Red!

Even after picking there are other care-

ful inspections each fruit must pass
before I'll accept it I size the fruit And
I grade it for beauty Sometimes the

fruit will be wind scarred I won't accept
it Or sometimes it will have a bulge

on the stem end that we call "sheep
nose "

I won't accept it You can see I

really mean it when I say I accept only

perfect Royal Ruby Reds

When I realized that the Royal Ruby
Reds were the ultimate fruit. I decided
to form a club and sell only to my club

members In this manner I can control

my production to insure that nobody
will be disappointed

But before I ask you to |oin my club. I

want you to sample my Royal Ruby
Reds for yourself, at no cost to you
whatsoever Let me send you a box
prepaid of 16 to 20 Royal Ruby Reds
Place four of them in your refrigerator

until they are thoroughly cool Then cut

them in half and have your family sample
this unusual fruit

Here I am ht>ldinfl

the four Royal

Ruby Reds I want
to send to you

free for anjiwering

this adirrtviement

You decide whether or not Royal Ruby
Reds are everything I say You deter-

mine whether or not eating a Royal
Ruby Red is the fantastic taste experi-

ence I promise

You decide Im confident that you and
your family will want more of this superb
trull -and on a regular basis, too II the

four Royal Ruby Reds make you say

"yes. " then keep the remaining fruit.

Otherwise return the unused fruit (at

my expense) and you won't owe me a
single penny

But you are never going to know just

how wonderful genuine Royal Ruby
Reds are unless you place your order

right quick

This way you are sure to receive your

package containing 16 or 20 Royal
Ruby Reds for you and your family to

sample But since the supply is strict-

ly limited it s important to place your
order now

SEND NO MONEY NOW
I'll put the bill for $10 95 for this first

shipment on the top of the box That's a

saving of $5 00 off the regular price of

$15 95 All delivery charges are prepaid

by me Remit only after my Ruby Reds
have proved themselves, otherwise you
don't owe a thing

Now suppose you do like Royal Ruby
Reds — suppose you love them — can
you be sure of getting more?

You surely can By saying "yes " to my
first shipment you have the privilege of

automatically joining my Winter Fruit

Club Please be assured you pay noth-

ing In advance. But each month during

the winter I'll ship you a $15 95 pack
of 16 to 20 orchard fresh, hand select-

ed, hand picked Royal Ruby Reds

Every Royal Ruby Red you receive will

pass my tough tests Each will weigh a

pound or more Safe delivery is guar-

anteed This fruit IS picked, packed and
shipped each month. December through

April

You pay only after you have received

each shipment And you may skip or

cancel any shipment, simply by telling

me your wishes

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
Call my toll-free number below, or send
your name and address to me at the

address below

Remember it obligates you to nothing,

except making a taste test of the best

grapefruit that has ever been grown
And this taste test is on me'

Of course, as you can well imagine,

when I say supplies are limited — Im
not kidding' There's just so many club

members I can accept t>efore I must
close my membership this year

So to taste this miracle ' grapefruit,

and have the opportunity to savor it

each month during the growing season
be sure to place your order at no obli-

gation today

CALL TOLL-FREE 800 + 531-7474

IN TEXAS CALL 800 - 292-5437

( /raru^^^/f^^f't -FARMER
174 North Tower Road
ALAIWIO. TEXAS 78516

O'rwt InMill'l



Hot Aii; Engine
Heat is the only fuel

this fascinating en-

gine requires. The
heat may be from

any source: burn-

ing newspapers,

charcoal, alcohol,

or, when attached

to a readily available

parabolic mirror, it will

run on solar energy!

The average person

has never heard of a Stir-

ling Engine, so the sight of

one running, with heat as its

only fuel, will first amaze them
and then excite their imagination.

This is the first in a family of six

different desk-top model hot air engines
to be issued during the next three years

An easily read, lavishly illustrated.

128-page book accompanies each
engine or may be purchased

separately. This publication.

the first of its kind, takes

the reader on a 160-year

tour through the world of

Stifling Cycle Engines.

Illustrations include the

Stirling. Rider. Roper.

Heinhci and the amazing

new Stirling-powered

Ford Torino!

• Speeds to 1000 rpm
• Fully assembled
• Safe and silent

• Fully tested

• 7'/4"x4"

Hobbyist's Power Source • For The Executive Desk • Experimenters & Collectors

Solar Engines
2937 Wesi Indian School Road
Phoenix, Arizona 85017 USA
n Check n Money Order

Charge my: Master Charge

D American Express

n BankAmericard Q VISA

INTERBANK NO

Please send me;

Q Engine and Book

n Book (separately) _

(Domestic s/tipmenfs are si

additional Sa 00 postage lain
tional postage lor Booti only

_@$31.00

- @ $ 4.00

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

EXPIRATION DATE

Engine orders may be placed by dialing, TOLL-FREE, 1-800-528-6048
NH2

THENia<EL
ANDDIMEIOUR
ifa OFNORTH
i^CAROUNA.

Before you spend the first dollar on your vacation this year, you owe
it to yourself to spend 15^on a postage stamp.

Because.if you send us the coupon.we'll send \ A NORTH
you the free North Carolina travel pacl<age. * t^\ r aJ CAROLINA

It's filled with facts, not promises. Facts *

about what to do, how to find it.where to stay

all the things you need to know to make your
vacation a success.

And that's worth a nickel and a dime, anyday

Cily Zip

NORTH CAROLINATRAVELPACKAGE
North Carohtu Irurel. Department I'l'l

, Ruleigh. N.C. 27699

say dry) enough to be worked. This
dough or paste (pasta, pate) must
then be rolled or otherwise shaped
and cut into small pieces or strips

that can be quickly cooked by boil-

ing. Normally, true noodles are left

to dry for at least a few minutes be-
fore they are cooked. They will, of
course, keep for long periods with-
out going stale, which, along with
their ease of preparation, gave them
another advantage over bread in a
traditional kitchen.

If noodles are small pieces of
flour-water paste, dried and then
boiled, what differentiates them
from dumplings? Many people see
no difference. In the most complex
case, Hungarian cuisine, noodles
shade off into dumplings in so many
slight variations that it makes me
feel pedantic even to try for a clean
distinction. It would be easy to

pigeonhole dumplings, if they were
all largish lumps of dough dropped
into soup. But who are we to ignore
tarhonya, the pebble-hard "egg
barleys" made by grating dough
through a sieve? George Lang, in

his The Cuisine of Hungary, also
refers to "noodles' ' made with semi-
liquid dough. These so-called soup
peas {rdntott borso) are dripped
through a large-holed sieve into hot
lard and fried before they are used
to garnish soup. A similar dough
can be trickled intermittently
through a narrow-tubed funnel
directly into boiling soup. After five

minutes of cooking, these tubular
noodles solidify.

Perhaps we ought to eliminate

noodles made from pourable
doughs, or batters. This leaves us
with tarhonya, which fit with true

noodles in another crucial way.
They are dried. This notion of dry-

ness allows us to ignore certain

intermediate cases where a still

moist dough is cooked in a noodle-



Evening
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Seaside Cities of the Ancient Levant
6 Tuesdays starting February 1 3,

7:30-9:00 p.m. Fee: S30.

The Levant, brilliant easternmost corner

of the Mediterranean, includes Israel,

Lebanon, coastal Syria and Cyprus. Ce-
dar, copper and carved ivory filled the

ships of Levantine traders and enriched
their cosmopolitan cities, some of the

oldest in the world. Besides its towering

contributions of Judaism and Christian-

ity, a rich legacy of mythology and
archaeology illustrates the Levant's an-

cient cults of storm gods and love god-
desses. Topics to be discussed in this

series by Dr. Claireve Grandjouan,
Chairman of the Classics Department
at Hunter College, include: From Cave
To Village in the Levant: Fortresses and
Temples ol Israel; Shopping Centers
tor the Mediterranean: Cyprus, The
Copper Island: The Phoenicians; and
Greeks and Romans'in the Levant.

Pompeii A.D. 79
3 Tuesdays starting April 10,

7:30-9:00 p.m. Fee: $20.

This series of slide lectures focusing on
the ancient Roman city of Pompeii is

being given in conjunction with the ex-

hibition opening at the Museum in April.

Dr. Anna Marguerite McCann who has
directed, participated in and photo-
graphed excavations at many sites in

Italy, will discuss The City of Pompeii

—

its history, discovery and excavation;

The People—homes and gardens, daily

life and religious beliefs; and The Arts

—Pompeiian painting styles and col-

lections in villas. (Note: The Pompeii
AD. 79 exhibition will be specially

opened on Monday evening. April 23,

ONLY for ticket-holders for this series.)

Anthropology Through Films
8 Thursdays starting February 15,

7:00-9:00 pm. Fee: $50.

Dr. Malcolm Arth, Curator at the Mu-
seum, has again selected provocative
films by anthropologists and filmmak-
ers which provide insight into culture

and human behavior. Anthropologists
Asen Balikci and Colin Turnbull, and
filmmakers E.J Vaughn and John F.

Schott, Jill Godmilow, Claudine Viallon,

Mitchell W Block and the Mariposa
Group join Dr. Arth in discussing their

films: DEAL; WORD IS OUT; AN AF-

GHAN FAMILY; THE POPOVICH
BROTHERS OF SOUTH CHICAGO: AU
BOUT DE MON AGE; THE IK OF UGAN-
DA; SPEEDING?; BRUJO and VIA
DOLOROSA.
Socialization of Young Animals
8 Mondays starting February 26,

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $45.

To celebrate the United Nations Inter-

national Year of the Child, various pat-

terns of "growing-up" in a series of

invertebrates and vertebrates will be re-

viewed by Dr. Ethel Tobach, Curator at

the fvluseum and Adjunct Professor in

Biology and Psychology at The City

University of New York. Recent experi-

ments and theoretical discussions stim-

ulated by the ethology and sociobiology

debates will be combined with demon-
strations of the behavior of young ani-

mals from current studies in the labora-

tories of the Museum's Department of

Animal Behavior.

Magic and Witchcraft
6 Mondays starting February 26,

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

Paul J. Sanfacon, Lecturer in Anthro-
pology at the Museum, leads a serious

socio-historical inquiry into various be-
liefs and practices of magic, witchcraft

and sorcery

The World of Mammals
e Tuesdays starting February 13,

7:00-8:30 p m. Fee: $40.

Kenneth A. Chambers, Lecturer in Zool-
ogy at the Museum, surveys some of

the world's more interesting and un-
usual mammals In addition to slide-

illustrated lectures, visits will be made
to three of the Museum's exhibition

halls, where a variety of North American
mammals will be seen in their simulated
natural habitats

Plants of the Wetlands
6 Thursdays starting February 15.

7 00-8:30 pm. Fee: S30.

From the northern forests of Canada to

subtropical areas in Florida, plants ap-
pear in greatest variety and numbers in

wet areas In this slide-illustrated se-
ries, Helmut Schiller, Lecturer in Botany
at the Museum, explores the lakes,

bogs, marshes, swamps and seashore
areas of eastern North America for their

varied plant life

Advance R*gl*lrallon Is requested bui
fegistfation will bo accepted on the open-
inq niqhl it ihp course is not filled No
•IngI* admlMlon tlckala will b« told.

NOTE P.irtinpnting and Donor members
may inkc ,i lo",, iliscouni on open onroll-

menl cnuf.i . A-.-.nciale Members are not
eligible lor ihc (iiscounl For turther mem-
bership inlormalion, contact the Member-
ship Secretary. 873-1327.

Register Now
I DeparlmenI ol Educalion
AnicTicin Museum o( Nnlural History

Central Pork West at 79 Street

Now York. NY 10024

I enclose a stamped, sell-addressed enve-
lope logeltier wilh a check (or money order),

payable lo the American Museum ol Nat-

ural History, for

Couitt (Pimm pilnt)

Nam* Lad F.'

v.lT SIM* ^u



What yourhome could
have in common with the Met,

theTate,and the Louvre.
Beautiful, original works by artists who are represented in the world's great

museums and galleries can be yours for very reasonable prices.

We offer original etchings, litho-

graphs and serigraphs signed by Calder,

Chagall, Dali, Delacroix, Renoir and
other important artists.

(Cuca Romley's delightful etching,

Winter Solstice, delicately hand-colored

by the artist, is just one of the many fine

prints we've recently made available.)

Our expert advice and full money-
back guarantee are your assurances that

the art you buy will have lasting value

and beauty.

Send for our colorful, descriptive

brochure, without obligation.

Original print collectors group,Ltd
120 East 56th Street, Dept. NH-9. New\t>rk. N.Y. 10022

D PLEASE SEND ME YOUR FREE COLOR BROCHURE,
LATEST NEWSLETTER AND OTHER INFORMATION.

./
u

Nature
Expeditions
International
Combine adventure, discovery, learning and
vacation on nature and cultural expeditions

to unique environments ma. worldwide.

1979 Expeditions ^ ^

India & Sri Ldnl<a • Aiaslta • American West

Tanzania • Himalayan Kingdoms • Nepal

Kenya • Galapagos Islands • Afghanistan

Scotland • Japan • Yucatan & Guatemala

Ecuador, Peru and Easter Island • Hawaii

New Guniea • Australia and New Zealand

Mexico • Other Destinations Worldwide

Expert Leadership • Small groups
An in-depth travel experience.

Nature 599 college Ave, • Dept N

Expeditions Paio Aito, ca 94306

International (415)328^572

Seen through a gifted naturalists

eye, Keith County, Nebraska,
becomes the theatre of an aston-

ishing drama, played out by
swallows, snails, curlews, grass-

hoppers, and scores of other, "or-

dinary" creatures, 'Belongs with

that select group of nature writing

that includes The Sea Around
Us' and 'Lives of a Cell."

—Publishers Weekly.

Keith
County
Journal
Johnjanovy, J

Illustrated by the author
38.95 at all bookstores

St. Martin's Press

like form. The Swiss, for instance,

push dough through a colander or

snip bits of it off with a i<nife and

then boil it, to make hornli ("little

horns"), knopfli ("little buttons"),

and spdtzli ("little sparrows").

Similarly, Hungarians pinch off

pieces of dough to make their

legendary csipetke. And Jews bake

pieces of dough to make mandlen.

Dried, raw dough in small, edible

pieces, ready to cook in a short time

when wanted, almost infinitely

storable, a convenience food for a

preindustrial kitchen—this is the

only satisfactory definition of

noodles. And it brings us back to

Italy, where the full term for

noodles is pastascuitta, "dried

dough." It is fitting that the Italians

should have a precise word for

noodles because they have gone

further in elaborating the shapes

and sizes of noodles than any other

nation.

Within the superabundant ramifi-

cation of pasta types in Italy, from

among the bewildering array of

fusilli, ziti, linguine, rigatoni,

trenette, orecchiette, mostaccioli,

and dozens and dozens of others,

two main categories can be marked
out. The north of Italy, whose gas-

tronomic center is Bologna, pro-

duces pasta tirata, rolled pasta

made from local semolina flour and
characteristically combined with

egg. These are the flat pastas tradi-

tionally made by hand but also now
turned out in factories. Indeed,

Waverley Root notes, in his The

Food of Italy, that Marshall Plan

administrators were shocked to dis-

cover a Bolognese factory routinely

making 250 different varieties of

these noodles.

In the south, from Naples on

down to Sicily, the pasta is tubular,

extruded through machines to form

stiff, eggless macaroni and spa-

ghetti. Root learned about this

meridional form of noodle with a

vengeance during a visit to Naples

in 1929, where he found "jungles"

of it in "insalubrious" courtyards.

"Limp strands hung over clothes-

lines to dry, dirt swirled through the

air, flies settled to rest on the ex-

posed pasta, pigeons bombed it

from overhead, children invented

games to play with it, and the large

dog population, finding itself short

of lampposts, put up with what it

could find."

Alfresco pasta manufacture is

now largely a thing of the past. In-

104
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This year, the Grand Prize of

Natural History's Photographic

Competition will be a ticket for the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory's Discovery Tour through the

Aegean and the Middle East. The
winner will fly from New York to

Athens, from where the tour's

cruise ship will sail for Egypt, Is-

rael, Cyprus, and Turkey. The tour

will include a three-day excursion

to Cairo and I,uxor, a two-day trip

to Bethlehem and Nazareth, and

visits to Jerusalem, Rhodes, and

Istanbul. The Grand Prize-winner

will have the chance to photograph

such magnificent sites as the

Temple of Poseidon at Sounion,

the church of Saint Sophia, and the

Seraglio in the Topkapi Palace

Museum, as well as the Aegean's

spectacular scenery.

Besides the Grand Prize, the

1979 competition offers cash prizes

totaling more than $3,000. The win-

ning entries will be published in a

special double issue of Natural

History in August and exhibited at

the American Museum of Natural

History.

The four categories—broad
enough to fit the interests of any

photographer—are: ( I ) The Natural

World; (2) A Sequence of an Event

in Nature: (3) Photomicrography,

including pictures with a scanning

electron microscope: and (4) The
Human Environment. First prize

in each category is $500. In addi-

tion, all entries are eligible for the

following awards: Humor in Na-

ture, $200: Urban Wildlife, $200;

and ten Honorable Mentions at

$100 each.

The deadline is April 15. 1979.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope

—since we do want to return your

pictures to you.

To all, the very best luck!

TIIK HILKS
1

.

I he compciilion is open lo everyone

except employees of Ihe American

Museum of Natural History and their

kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to three

previously unpublished entries in each

of the four categories. Decision of the

judges is final

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

Ihe winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints up lo K by 10 inches, and each

must bear the photographer's name and

address.

5. Enclose a self-.iddrcssed. stamped
envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must he postmarked no later

than April 15. 1979.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77ih .Street

New York. N.Y. HK):4

lO.S



Alaska•Canada
Discover the Last

Frontier this Summer
on a Princess Cruise.

See Alaska at its best on one

of three British-registered

Love Boats. You'll glide along

the protected Inside Passage.

An endless panorama.

Enjoy dazzling entertainment.

Superb service. And award-winning

cuisine served by Italian dining

room captains.

Sail round trip from Vancouver

for 7 or 8 days of leisure luxury.

In 7 days, cruise to Glacier Bay,

Juneau, Skagway and Sitka.

In 8 days, you'll see Ketchikan, too.

Or choose a Bonanza cruise

and sail 12 days round trip from

San Francisco or 14 days from

Los Angeles. See Glacier Bay and

6 ports in Canada and Alaska.

Ask about our money-saving

Bonanza programs.

Call a travel agent, the expert.

Princess Cruises. 2020 Avenue of the Scars. Los Angeles. CA 9tX)67

Please send brochures on: D Alaska/Canada D Transcanal

D Acapuico 7-Day Sailaway Caribbean 7-Day Sailaway D South Pacific

Send Now ForThe New 1979

FREE Park Seed Catalog

NEW AND UNUSUAL VARIETIES\
OF FLOWERS AND VEGETABLES \

IN ONE OF AMERICA'S J
FINEST CATALOGS. J

\ ~]\^ S J Choose from more than 3,000 varieties.

-,™r.W4 - , 'W'^^rftlP Catalog filled with the new, the rare, as

^\^ '^J^ >* *^<<«A.'*
^ jK^ **" "* '*'* 'amiliar flowers and vege-

'i^3i'-^'^Jr'^-\'^^^-'^ 1^ tables. Hybrid seed superior because of

"' "'^^^^ '*
JSf-H \j|f disease resistance, ability to grow

'4 Ji'^*"< f
_„ larger, more abundant flowers and fruit,

Mr^<FV~i'*'"^ >^ ^ \- '
/Jj with brighter, clearer colors.

fc^i?hv'%«*^^ 124 PAGES IN FULL COLOR^

^vi"^'
GEO. W PARK SEED CO., INC.

84 Cokesbury Road

Greenwood, South Carolina 29647

Please rush mv FREE copy of Park's

Flower and Vegetable Book.

ADDRESS

.

CITY

.J

deed, pasta factories sprang up in

Naples in the nineteenth century.

But various sorts of evidence prove

that Italy has enjoyed pasta in one

form or another, for many cen-

turies, I am not sure how persuaded

I am by pasta-making implements

supposedly turned up in Etruscan

tumuli. And I have been unable to

examine the thirteenth-century

papal bulls that Root says set stand-

ards for the quality of spaghetti.

Unable, moreover, to convince my
parsimonious editor that an expedi-

tion to the Vatican library was oblig-

atory for primary research on this

point, I have not been able to in-

spect at firsthand a manuscript

cookbook, said to have been

written between 1260 and 1290, in

which recipes for vermicelli, tor-

telli, and tortelletti are reported to

appear.

These references are of more

than purely antiquarian interest be-

cause they seem to disprove the

well-known legend that Marco Polo

brought pasta to Italy from China.

All responsible authorities now
agree that Polo did not return to his

homeland with the Occident's first

noodle recipe. These gastrohisto-

rians, however, argue against the

Polo theory by citing evidence for

pasta that antedates the great

traveler's repatriation in 1495. They

might just as well have read the

man's own book. There he states

that in Cathay, the people ate "ver-

micelli" instead of bread. If noodles

had been unknown to him and other

Italians before his voyage. Polo

could not have talked about them so

matter-of-factly or used a term that

would have been incomprehensible

to his readers. He would, rather,

have written something along the

lines of: "In Cathay, the people do

not have bread, but they consume

in its place small strands of dried

dough that must be boiled before

they are soft enough to eat. They

resemble little worms (vermicelli).^'

None of this undermines the

Chinese claim to an early and in-

dependent discovery of noodles. By
the time of the Sung dynasty and

particularly toward its end in the

twelfth and thirteenth centuries

A.D., noodles made from wheat and

millet were a diet staple in the

north. This is still the case. Craig

Claiborne of the New York Times

tells me that during his trip to China

last fall he would duck out of the

official lunches planned for his



group, lake a taxi to an ordinary

restaurant, and almost invariably

find the regular clientele eating

noodles.

These might have been made
from wheat or rice or even mung
beans, which are the basic ingre-

dient of so-called cellophane

noodles, those resilient, translucent

strands that crop up in cold salads

or with chopped meat in the highly

seasoned dish fancifully known as

"ants climb a tree.'" Rice noodles

served cold in a sesame sauce are

one of the glories of Chinese cook-

ing. And fried noodles, familiar

here in a degraded, precooked form

as chow mein, can, if delicately stir-

fried in oil so that the already par-

boiled noodles turn crisp on the out-

side but stay soft within, be a dish

of the greatest finesse, despite its

apparent simplicity. Great ideas, of

course, cross frontiers with im-

punity, but it was with real surprise

that I once noticed a variation on
this Chinese ploy in the pages of the

bible of French haute cuisine,

Escoffier's Guide Ciilinaire. Cro-

quettes a III mikinaise are squares

of chopped, blanched noodles,

bound with bechamel, breaded, and

fried. If the temperature of the fat is

not exactly right, the croquettes

disintegrate in the fat and turn into

a very fancy chow mein. But with

such failures, who needs success?

Noodles with Hot and Spicy Sauce

(adapted from Henry Chung's
Hunan Style Chinese Cookbook)

2 tablespoons vegetable oil

1 pound minced pork butt or

shoulder

1 tablespoon minced fresh

ginger

1 tablespoon minced fresh

garlic

1 tablespoon Szechuan hot

bean sauce

I teaspoon cayenne pepper

l-l'/2 cups chicken stock

'4 teaspoon black pepper

I tablespoon white wine

1 pinch salt

2 tablespoons soy sauce

1 tablespoon cornstarch, dis-

solved in as small an amount
of water as possible

I tablespoon minced scallions

'/i pound Chinese rice noodles

(or Italian vermicelli), boiled

until (;/ (lente (about 5 min-

utes for Chinese noodles, 10

for Italian) in an ample
amount of salted water.

(Toss cooked, drained

noodles with a bit of oil to

keep them from sticking.)

1. Heat a wok or skillet for 1 min-

ute over high heat. Add vege-

table oil. When the oil starts to

smoke, add minced pork and

stir-fry vigorously for 5 minutes.

2. Add ginger, garlic, hot bean
sauce, and cayenne pepper, and
toss until well blended (at least

1 minute).

3. Add chicken stock, black pep-

per, wine, salt, and soy sauce,

and stir for another 30 seconds.

4. Add liquid cornstarch to thicken

sauce and garnish with minced
scallions. The sauce by itself

should taste a little more spicy

than you would want; when
thoroughly mixed with the

noodles it will taste just right

served either hot or cold.

Yield: 4 servings

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.

The Holmes Stereoscope
lovented m 1859 by Oliver Wendell

Holmes, our hand-crafted Stereoscope

IS a handsome reproduction of his fa

mous instrument.

It IS superbly made of solid wood,
with a rich walnut finish. All fittings are

solid brass and a silk screened design em
tx'llishes the velvet edged, brass hood
The Holmes Stereoscope makes a deco-

rative addition to any home.
This Victorian Masterpiece is your

window on the past. You, your family

aiul guests will en|uy 62 lifelike 3-D
pictures taken tjetween 1859 and 1920
Sim ()okl miners on the Chilkoot Pass,

•"'s S(|uare in 1859, visit the Pans
il's Fair, see the Cardif Giant, the

>,iii Fi.Kicisco earthquake. Buffalo Bill,

|wi'k M Victorian risque, and MUCH,
MUCH MORE!

You may use additional views which
ViHi may find in dusty attics, cellars

I anlique shops

The optional (K'destal display base
i> I. .1 spun brass pedestal, a wood base

V. th d felt bottom and a museum-type
I" I'.s plate which says

The Holmes Stereoscope

Invented 1859
by Oliver Wendell Holmes

24 HOUR SERVICE -
(or MdSiLM Ch(|, Visa/Bank Amer . or COD
CALL NOW, TOLL FREE-(800) 824-7888

Ask for Operator No 19-125

In California - (800) 852-7777

In Alaska ancJ Hawaii - (800) 233-7919

OR: Fill out this coupon and send it with

youi ctieck, money order, or Master Charge
or Visa/Bank Amencard account numljer
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Sky Reporter

Is It an Asteroid, a Comet,
or a Moon?

Chiron, a recently found
small object, defies

the experts

A remarkable minimember of our

solar system named Chiron has

been unknowingly photographed
many times in the last 80 or more
years. Each time, save one, it went
unnoticed. That one time, a dim
image of the object was noted but

was not studied or reported. Fi-

nally, in 1977, Chiron was discov-

ered but, even now, astronomers

cannot tell what it is.

The solar system consists of the

sun, surrounded by the nine planets

and their moons. It also includes

more than 2,000 known asteroids,

or minor planets, as well as numer-
ous comets and an untold number
of small meteoroids.

The planets revolve around the

sun in orbits classified -as ellipses

although, with two exceptions,

they are not very different from
circles. The exceptions are the

orbits of Mercury and Pluto, which
have modestly elliptical paths. By
contrast, Chiron's orbit is a notice-

ably elongated ellipse that ap-

proaches to within 790 million miles

of the sun, slightly inside the orbit

of Saturn. It takes Chiron fifty

years and eight months to complete

one solar revolution and most of

that time is spent well beyond Sat-

urn's orbit. In fact, the long journey

takes Chiron out as far as 1,760,-

000,000 miles from the sun, ap-

proaching the orbit of Uranus.

Chiron was discovered on No-
vember 1, 1977, by Charles T.

Kowal, an expert observer at the

Hale Observatories in Pasadena,

California. He spotted it while com-
paring two photographs that he had

made on Mount Palomar on Oc-
tober 18 and 19, two'weeks before.

The comparison revealed a dim ob-

ject that moved slightly during the

one-day interval. Additional Palo-

mar observations, as well as photo-

graphs made with telescopes in

Texas and Massachusetts, made it

possible to compute Chiron's orbit

and to determine that the object

was about 1.5 billion miles from the

earth when it was photographed in

October.

The orbital computations were
done by Brian G. Marsden of the

Center for Astrophysics in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts, an author-

ity on comets, asteroids, and their

orbits. Marsden also computed
approximate sky positions of Chi-

ron at various past times. This

made it possible to search for the

object in observatory photograph

collections. The computed posi-

tions necessarily were in error,

since Chiron's orbit was not pre-

cisely defined. The further back in

time that Marsden tried to trace

Chiron's position, the greater the

error. Thus, at first only very re-

cent photographs were examined.

Chiron was located on them and its

precise location measured. The re-

sults were fed back into the com-
puting process, allowing a more ac-

curate orbit to be calculated. The
more exact orbit, in turn, led to a

suflRciently accurate computing of

Chiron's past motion to enable

much older images to be found.

A key find was a faint trail of

Chiron on a photograph made in

1941 with a 24-inch telescope at

Harvard College Observatory's

Boyden Station in South Africa.

That trail had in fact been noticed

in 1951, when a young Harvard as-

tronomer scanned the photograph

while searching for galaxies. The
trail was circled as an item of inter-

est but was later forgotten. Found
again in 1977, the trail was meas-

ured and the information enabled

Marsden to calculate Chiron's posi-

tion in 1895, when it was near peri-

helion (closest approach to the sun)

and may have been twenty times

brighter than when it was discov-

ered by Kowal. A search based on
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by Stephen P. Maran

Marsden's calculations revealed

the object on a photograph made at

Harvard in April 1895 with the 24-

inch telescope, which had not yet

been moved to South Africa.

By 1945, when Chiron's next

perihelion passage occurred, pho-

tographic techniques had improved.

Well-organized minor planet pa-

trols had made much progress in

the search for asteroids and might

have been expected to discover

Chiron that year. However, the

work of the patrols, especially that

of the leading patrol, in Heidelberg,

Germany, was interrupted by
World War II. Hence, Chiron was
missed again, although a recent

check shows that it appears on at

least one photograph made in 1945

at an observatory in Finland.

Little has been determined thus

far about the nature of Chiron.

Eventually, observations with large

telescopes will provide further

clues, but for the time being, all we
know is its brightness and appear-

ance on photographs and the size

and shape of its orbit. Its image is

sharp, like that of an asteroid or

star, not fuzzy like that of a comet,
but we do not know whcthci it is an

asteroid, a comelary nucleus, an

escaped moon, or something else.

Chir4)n shines by the reflected

light of the Sim. Its brightness, as

seen from the earth, depends on its

distance fri)m the sun, its distance

from the earth, its ability to reflect

light, and our angle of view. The
angle of view is involved because

a normal objocl reflects more light

back toward the siui than it di>os oft'

at an angle. I or given ilistances

and a given angle of view . the larger

the reflecting object, the brighter it

will appear. Ihis enables us to esti-

mate Chiron's size from its ob-

served brightness. Ihe estimate,

however, is uncertain because we
do not know how gj)od a reflector

Chiron is. If it resembles one of the

darker asteroids and is accordingly
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a fairly poor reflector, it may be 400

miles in diameter. On the other

hand, if Chiron is very light in color

and therefore a good reflector, it

may be only 60 miles in diameter.

This size range, 60 to 400 miles, is

typical of the larger asteroids and
of some planetary moons. But the

diameters of the nuclei of comets,
that is, the frozen solid objects

within their gassy heads, are much
smaller.

The sharp image and fairly large

diameter of Chiron (even 60 miles

would be very large for a cometary
nucleus) may seem at first to rule

out the possibility that it is a come-
tary nucleus. Yet this is not so easily

done, even though no comet has

been observed at Chiron's present

distance from the sun and many
comets are calculated to travel

much farther out in space. As a

comet recedes from the sun, solar

heating diminishes, the ices of the

nucleus stop evaporating, and
hence the gases of the head and tail

are not replenished. Meanwhile,
the material already present in the

head and tail streams away. Soon,
only the tiny nucleus remains, too

dim to be seen when far from the

sun. If seen, it might have an aster-

oidal appearance.

But what if there were a comet
with a very large nucleus, posi-

tioned in an orbit that never
brought it much within the orbit of

Saturn? In that case, the ices would
stay frozen. Since no ice would
evaporate, the nucleus would not

shrink slowly, as do those of ob-

served comets, but would retain its

large size. Thus, the object might

be observable from the earth and,

like Chiron, would have a sharp,

asteroidal appearance, not the

fuzzy look of a comet.
In other words, Chiron may be

the largest known comet and also

the only one without a head or tail.

This, at least, is implied by one the-

ory mentioned in a paper presented

to a May 1978 symposium, "Dy-
namics of the Solar System," in

Tokyo. The authors were Kowal,
Marsden, and William Liller, a

Harvard astronomer who helped

find the 1895 and 1941 photographs

of Chiron.

The obvious objection to the

above theory is that Chiron is much
larger than known comets and
doesn't look like them. Yet it does

have the typical elongated elliptical

orbit of a comet and, like most

comets, travels far out in the solar

system, beyond the orbits of known
asteroids.

Most asteroids are located in the

asteroid belt (see "Pebbles Out in

Space," Natural History, May
1978) between the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter. Also, the great major-
ity of asteroids have orbits that are

more circular in form than that of

Chiron or of a typical comet. On
the other hand, Hidalgo, the proven
asteroid of largest known orbit,

does travel in a path even more
elongated (although smaller) than

that of Chiron. Hidalgo comes in

toward the sun nearly to the orbit

of Mars, yet passes out nearly to

the orbit of Saturn.

If Chiron is an asteroid, then

what is it doing so far out beyond
the asteroid belt and every other

known asteroid? One possibility

mentioned by David W. Hughes, a

physics lecturer at the University

of Sheffield in England, is that Chi-

ron is the largest member of a sec-

ond asteroid belt "that has always
existed between Saturn and
Uranus."
The problem with Hughes's idea

is as follows. If the perihelion point

of Chiron is within a hypothetical

second asteroid belt, so that Chi-

ron is not both the largest and the

closest-approaching member of the

belt, we would expect to observe
other members. Some of these as-

teroids, although smaller than Chi-

ron, should be bright enough to be

found by the minor planet patrols

when the objects are on the oppo-
site side of the earth from the sun.

At least, this would be true if they

had roughly circular orbits like

those of ordinary asteroids. A
given asteroid would be opposite

the sun and susceptible to dis-

covery once every year.

Even if all members of the hypo-

thetical outer belt had very elon-

gated elliptical orbits like that of

Chiron, some of them would still be

detectable on the occasions when
they pass perihelion. The peri-

helion times for different asteroids

would occur in different years, and
not all would have last occurred

during World War II. Hence, even

some second-belt asteroids in very

elliptical orbits should have been
discovered by now if there were
many besides Chiron. But none
have been found.

Thus, if Chiron is an asteroid

sharing a common origin with other
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asteroids, it must have moved out

from the known asteroid belt to its

present orbit.

Some astronomers believe that

Chiron did originate in the known
asteroid belt, whence it was ejected

to a more distant orbit as a result of

gravitational disturbance by Jupi-

ter. This theory also suggests that

Chiron was sent into its present

orbit, still farther from the sun,

after a close encounter with .Saturn.

However, this cannot be proved.

Calculations by Marsden show that

Chiron's movements cannot be

traced further back in time than

1665 B.C. In that year, Chiron passed

within perhaps less than ten million

miles from Saturn, and must have

been shifted into its present orbit.

The object's orbit prior to disturb-

ance by Saturn thus can only be a

matter of conjecture.

Consider the following analogy:

You see a tennis ball on the re-

bound after it has hit a moving
truck. Yt)u ilid not see the actual

collision and do not know exactly

where and when, or at what angle,

the ball hit the truck. You can see

where the ball is going from that

point on, but you have no way of

determining the path of the ball be-

fore it hit the truck.

The uncertainty in the origin of

Chiron, coupled with its close en-

counter of an unknown kind with

Saturn, inspired Robert Connon
Smith, an investigator of dynamical

processes at the University of Sus-

sex in Fvngland, to propose a more
fanciful theory. He suggested thai

Chiron ma> have been an outer

moon of Saturn and may even have

previously been an asteroid, cap-

tured by Saturn at some remote
time in the past. Subsequently, he

thinks. Chiron was ejected from its

Saturnian orbit to take up its pres-

ent path around the sun.

Calculations published in 1967 by
an astronomer in Glasgow, Scot-

land, indicate that this kind of

gravitational slingshot" could oc-

cur if a moon of Jupiter had an orbit

with a diameter so large that it was
a significant fraction of the diam-

eter of Jupiter's orbit around the

sun. He found that in such cases the

gravity of the sun can disturb the

moon's orbit and even sling the

moon away from Jupiter. Smith ex-

tended this reasoning to the case of

Saturn and suggested that Chiron

was a moon ejected in this way. In

fact, the 1665 B.C. encounter with

Saturn brought Chiron in almost to

the orbit of that planet's outermost
known moon, Phoebe.

The objection to Smith's theory,

which has received little public sup-

port, is that it invokes a very rare

kind of event that has never been
known to occur.

For purposes of record keeping,

Chiron has been assigned the serial

number of an asteroid— minor
planet No. 2060. Nevertheless, the

possibility remains that Chiron is a

huge comet that, kept in remote
cold storage, has never blossomed
forth with head and tail, or even that

it is a Saturnian escaped moon. A
week after he discovered Chiron.

Kowal told the press. '"I haven't

the slightest idea" what it is. We
have several theories now and
future research may allow us to tell

which, if any, of the possibilities is

correct.

Stephen /'. Manin is senior staff

seientist in the Ltihoratory for As-
tronomy and Solar Physics at

NASA's Cioddard Space Flight

Center in Green hell. Maryland.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun starts off the year in the stars of Sagittarius,

well south of the equator. About the I9th of January, it moves into

Capricornus, where it remains until mid-February. Perihelion (where

the earth is nearest the sun) occurs on January 4, and the latest sun-

rise takes place about January 5 (although the shortest day of the

year was in late December). The moon will be in the evening sky

until mid-January and again in early February. On New Year's Eve

we will have a splendid young crescent moon low in the southwest at

dusk. It will wax, appearing higher and setting later, through first-

quarter on January 5 and be full on January 13. Thereafter it wanes

as it rises progressively later at night and remains longer in the morn-

ing sky, through last-quarter on January 21 until new moon on the

28th. In February, first-quarter moon is on the 3rd, full moon on the

1 1th, and last-quarter on the 19th. Most interesting of all will be the

new moon of February 26, which will eclipse the sun, partially in

most of Canada and the United States (except Hawaii and western

Alaska) and totally in the northwestern states and central Canada.

Stars and Planets Evening stars will be spectacular in January, with

all the winter constellations well up in the east at dusk and remain-

ing in the sky until dawn. Jupiter is the only planet prominent on the

evening Star Map, a very brilliant object in Cancer, midway between

Pollux and Castor (the bright twin stars in Gemini) and Regulus in

Leo. Saturn rises during the late evening, about an hour after Regu-

lus, and remains until dawn.
The morning sky is where the planets will put on their best show

in January. From the 20th (when Mars is in conjunction) until the

24th (when Jupiter is at opposition), all the planets will be morning

stars, which means that all will be above the horizon at sunrise. Only

three will be easily seen at dawn, however—Jupiter low in the west,

Saturn in the southwest, and Venus low in the southeast. Venus and

Jupiter will be the brightest and second brightest objects in the sky at

the time (except for the moon), and Saturn will be about as bright as

Regulus, lower and to its right.

January 4: The earth is at perihelion, nearest the sun.

January 9: The star near the moon tonight is Aldebaran, in Taurus.

January 13-14: The gibbous moon (just past full) moves south of

Jupiter about 6:00 a.m., EST. You can easily see the moon slipping

slowly to the left of the planet during the night.

January 14: The moon is at apogee, farthest from the earth.

January 15-17: Watch the moon move past Regulus and Saturn.

January 18: Venus is at its greatest distance (elongation) to the

right (west) of the sun.

January 20: Mars, in line with the sun (conjunction), enters the

morning sky.

January 24: Jupiter is at opposition and becomes an evening star.

The moon is near Venus in the morning sky.

January 28: Perigee moon (nearest earth) occurs.

February 5: Another occultation of Aldebaran by the moon,

visible in the early evening in eastern North America.

February 9: Mercury enters the evening sky.

February 10-13: The moon moves past Jupiter, Regulus, and

Saturn in turn on these evenings.

February 26: Eclipse of the sun. See details in February.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom;

then match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near

the horizon. The map is for 11:15 P.M. on January 1; 10:20 p.m. on January

15; 9:15 P.M. on January 31; and 8:15 p.m. on February 15; but it can also be

used for an hour before and after those times.
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Additional Reading

Slave Life (p. 8)

Antebellum and postbellum ex-

slave narratives figure in John
Blassingame's The Slave Com-
munity (New Yori<: Oxford Uni-

versity Press, 1972); George P.

Rawick's From Sundown to Sunup
(Westport: Greenwood Press,

1972); and Norman Yetman's Life

Under the "Peculiar Institution"

(Huntington: R. E. Krieger Publish-

ing Co., 1976). The Kingsley and

Rayfield slave cabin excavations

are reported in Charles Fairbanks's

"The Kingsley Slave Cabins in

Duval County, Florida 1968" (Con-

ference on Historic Site Archae-
ology Papers 1972, no. 7, 1974, pp.

62-93); in "Excavation of a Slave

Cabin: Georgia, USA," by Robert

Ascherand Charles Fairbanks (His-

torical Archaeology, no. 5, 1971,

pp. 3-17); and in "Spaniards,
Planters, Ships, and Slaves: His-

torical Archaeology in Florida and
Georgia" (Archaeology, July 1976,

pp. 164-72). The ceramics from the

Cannon's Point slave cabin are dis-

cussed in John Otto's "Artifacts

and Status Differences," Research
Strategies in Historical Archae-
ology, edited by Stanley South
(New York: Academic Press, 1977).

Switzerland and Nepal (p. 46)

Robert Rhoades discusses his

subject more thoroughly in "Adap-
tive Strategies in Alpine Environ-

ments: Beyond Ecological Particu-

larism," coauthored by Stephen I.

Thompson (American Ethnologist,

vol. 2, no. 3, 1975, pp. 535-51).

Much of Rhoades's background
material was drawn from The Sher-

pas of Nepal: Buddhist Highland-
ers, by Christoph von Fiirer-Hai-

mendorf (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1964), one of

the best books on the Sherpa.
Articles on the Alps, the Himala-

yas, and the Andes can be found in

"Cultural Adaptations to Mountain
Ecosystems" (Human Ecology,

April 1976). Toni Hagen, a Swiss

geologist, draws parallels between
Nepal and his country in his beau-

tifully illustrated Nepal: The King-
dom in the Himalayas (Berne:
KiJmmerly and Frey Geographical

Publishers, 1961). People of Nepal,
by Nepalese scholar Dor Bahadur
Bista (New York: International

Publications Service, 1972), is an

illustrated general survey; part 3

deals with northern border people.

A Changing Village in the Alps, by
John Kippel Friedl (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1974),

is an anthropological study of a

Swiss Valais village. Part of the

"Life Nature Library Series," The
Mountains, by Lorus J. Milne and
Margery Milne (New York: Time
Life Books, 1962), gives young
adults and general audiences an
illustrated introduction to moun-
tains and mountain societies.

Crinoids (p. 58)

Crinoids and other echinoderms
are discussed in two small books.

The first, Echinoderms, by David
Nichols (London: Hutchinson Uni-

versity Library, 1962), is a concise

study of the structure, evolution,

and some biological problems of

the phylum. The second. Starfishes

and Their Relations, by Ailsa M.
Clark, was published in London by
the British Museum (Natural His-

tory) in 1962 and is for more gen-

eral audiences. H.B. Fell and
Douglass Faulkner had a colorful

article entitled "Crinoids and the

Dawn of Deep-sea Research" in the

May-June 1971 issue of Fauna:

The Zoological Magazine (pp. 4-

13). The "Ecology of Crinoids,"

also by Fell, can be found in Phys-
iology of Echinodermata (New
York: Interscience Publishers,

1966), a collection of essays by
thirty-one experts in the field,

edited by Richard A. Boolootian.

Despite its age. The Invertebrates:

Echinodermata, by Libbie Henri-

etta Hyman of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History (New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Co.,

1955), is still a useful work.

Deer and Wolves (p. 70)

L. David Mech provides addi-

tional, more scientific information

in "Wolf-Pack Buffer Zones as

Prey Reservoirs" (Science, October

1977, pp. 320-21) and "White-tailed

Deer Migration and Its Role in Wolf

Predation" (Journal of Wildlife

Management, vol. 40. no. 3, pp.

429^1), coauthored by R. L. Hos-
kinson. "Population Trend and
Winter Deer Consumption in a

Minnesota Wolf Pack," by L. D.

Mech, can be found in the Proceed-

ings of the 1975 Predation Sym-
posium, edited by R. L. Phillips and

C. Jonkel (Missoula: University of

Montana, 1977). Man, Culture, and
Animals: The Role of Animals on

Human Ecological Adjustments
(Washington: AAAS, 1965), edited

by A. Leeds and A. Vayda, has a

section on "The Virginia White-

tailed Deer in the Inter-tribal Buffer

Zone." L. David Mech's The Wolf:

The Ecology and Behavior of an
,

Endangered Species (Garden City:j

Natural History Press, 1970) is fori

the scientist and the general reader.!

The author's rich field experiencesj

combined with the established data,!

make this a readable, well-docu-l

mented volume. Of Wolves and



^fen. by Barry Holstun Lopez
(New York: Charles Scribner's

Sons. 1978), concentrates more on
the folklore and literature of the wolf

in different cultures.

Flaherty and the Eskimo (p. 78)

Readers in search of more infor-

mation about Robert Flaherty will

find it in Flaherty's personal ac-

count of his life in the north, My
Eskimo Friends (New York: Dou-
blcday and Co.. 1924). and in Tlic

InntH cnl Eye: A Life of Robert J.

Eldherty. by Arthur Calder-
Marshall (New York: Harcourt,

Brace and World, 196."<). The Story

of C'omock the Eskimo, edited by
Edmund Carpenter (New York:

.Simon and Schuster. 1968), con-

tains drawings by Noogoosho-
wectok, erroneously attributed in

the book, including one of Flaherty

setting up his camera. I'eople from
Our Side, by Peter Pitseolak and
Dorothy Fiber (Hloomington: In-

diana University Press. 1977). is the

story of Peter Pitseolak's life on
south Hatlin Island. It is illuslralcd

with many t)f his own photographs;
some were developed in an igloo.

A selection of these can be seen in

Dorothy Hber's "How It Really

Was." which appeared in the

February 1977 issue of Nittiiral

History. Pitseolak also wrote Peter
Pitseidok' s Escape from Death
(Boston: Delacourte Seymorc
Lawrence. I'>7K). a ci>lorful chil-

dren's book edited by Dorothy
Fbcr, /,//( .Smoni; the (Jiialhinaat.

by Minnie Aoilla Ireeman (lUlmon-
lon: Mintig Publishers. 1978). is a

modern young l!skinio woman's
account of her life and her work in

the Department of Indian and
Nt)rthern .Mfairs.

Katharine l).\i:osta
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We help you enjoy your holiday.
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Weekly departures year 'round.
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One of the world's great travel ad-
ventures! 17 day tour, including a 12
day cruise along the Nile between
Aswan and Cairo. Abu SImbel, too!
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ed to those who want in-depth tour-

ing to the Ivliddle East. 22 days.

GREECE AND EGYPT
Glories of the ancient Greeks and
mysteries of the Pharaohs, com-
bined with a 4 day Aegean Sea
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At the Museum

The American Museum of Natu-

ral History "was a great place for

romance," a curator reminisces

about the Museum of the twenties

and thirties in Geoffrey Hellman's

informal history. Bankers, Bones,

and Beetles (Doubleday, 1968). The
staffer was referring to affairs of the

heart, but he could as easily have
meant the romance of high adven-

ture. The Museum—then as now

—

was sponsoring expeditions to re-

mote and hitherto-unexplored
places. The most celebrated staflF

explorer, later Museum director

from 1935 to 1942, was Roy Chap-
man Andrews (1884-1960), who re-

portedly went in for both kinds of

romance. Andrews's Third Asiatic

Expedition, which explored Mon-
golia for about ten years beginning

in 1921, recovered the seventy-

million-year-old dinosaur eggs

—

some with unhatched babies still

inside the fossilized shells—now on

The American Museum of Natural

History will hold a public memorial
service for Margaret Mead at 1 1.00

A.M. on Saturday, January 20, in

the Auditorium.

display on the Museum's fourth

floor, near the Tyrannosaurus. On
January 24, at 7:30 p.m. on the

Auditorium's screen, Andrews and

company will once again uncover

the eggs in the Gobi Desert's sands.

Alan Ternes, Natural History's edi-

tor, will narrate Expeditions, a pro-

gram of films from two Museum
expeditions of the 1920s: Andrews's

Third Central Asiatic Expedition,

and a four-year photographic safari

that Osa and Martin Johnson, pro-

fessional adventurers and hunters,

made across the East African veldt.

Andrews's project was popularly

labeled the Missing Link Expedi-

tion, although its army of paleon-

tologists, paleobotanists, archeol-

ogists, zoologists, topographers,

herpetologists, surgeons, geologists

—including, briefly, Teilhard de

Chardin—never did find any evi-

dence of human prehistory. An-

drews preferred to call his project

the largest land expedition ever to

leave the United States. It was also

the first to explore Mongolia by car:

Chapman had raised funds from the

Phelps-Dodge Corporation, and the

expedition films show "dependable

Dodges" taking endless punish-

ment in rocky desert passes. An-

drews outfitted his crew with white

sweaters emblazoned with TAB,



equipped his open cars with dual

white sidewall tires, and in prose

out of Kipling described chasing

Mongol bandits:

The trail was narrow and rocky, and

I couldn't turn, but I knew that a

Mongol pony never would stand against

the charge of a motor. Opening the cut-

out. I stepped on the accelerator, and

the car rushed down the hill roaring like

an airplane. The ponies went mad with

fright.

Andrews used a supporting cara-

van of camels, which departed

ahead of the cars, carrying gaso-

line, food, and equipment. The
Museum's Photographic Collection

possesses stills that show An-
drews's men in their letter sweaters,

as well as beautiful lines of patient

camels spiraling up desert dunes.
The collection, which advertises it-

self with a photo of Andrews—in

breeches, boots, and flat-brimmed

Army campaign hat—pointing for-

ward acrt)ss the (jobi. was also the

beneficiary of Osa and Martin John-
.son's 1928 photographic safari. (The
Phott)graphic Collection is open
from I l:(H) a.m. to 4:(K) p.m. Trans-

parencies can be rented and prints

made on a prepayment basis.) I*arl

of Sinihd, the Johnsons' cinematic

record of then l^asi African trip,

will be shown during the Januai y 24

program. Although the Johnsons
were primarily interested in ani-

mals, the film does include a hilari-

ous sequence of Osa Jt)hnson, au-

thor of such romantic titles as /

Married Ailvfnliirr, roundly casti-

gating a clumsy bearer. And at a

watering hole, the Johnsons en-

IN 1908, you had to reserve way ahead for chis

room at Mrs. Bobos Hotel in Lynchburg,

Tennessee. You still do.

It's not easy to get a rcx)m because Jack Daniel's

bachelor employees keep the hotel pretty well

filled. But if you're planning a leisurely visit

to the Hollow it might be worthvv^hile to try.

Mrs. Bobos meals are famous around these

parts, especially her coffee

and tea. (We're proud to

say she uses our local ij| charcoai
iron-tree water.) So ii dSUnk ^''-''^^^'^'^-^^

you decide to come, i^aP ^

write Mr. Jack Hobbs K^^. drop

at our distillery and he'll

see what he can do.

6
BY DROP

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Bottled by Jack Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop , Inc , Lynchburg (Pop 361). Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Governmmt
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Icelapdic Popc^o
THE EMBUACEABLE EWE!

Versatile, unusual and beauliful

the snuggly warm 100% wool

poncho imported from Iceland

Rich, undyed brown and gray

stripings on natural white

background This thermal

brushed knit is

lightweight, naturally

water repellent and

gorgeous! $85 Ppd
Wear with one-size

Icelandic $14
Order this ideal gift for

yourself and everyone

'ou lovei Check. VISA,

M/C. AmEx Hurry, use

upon below or phone now
Toll Free 800/257-9445:
NJ Res. 800/792-8333

Manchester VT &
Princeton NJ Call for

our free, full-color

:\ Uloolite
Catalog uith pure

wool swatch,

photographed in cooperation with

Icelandic/LoMeidir Airlines

Call Toll Free or Send This Coupon
LANDAU. Dept 60. 114 Nassau St

Princeton, NJ 08540
Please rush me (Satisfaction Guarantee

Ponchos @ $85 Mittens 15 $14
D Check/M.O. D AmEx. D M/C D VISA

Name_

Streets

State - Zip-
Please send new FREE FULL COLOR Men's &
Women's WOOL CATALOG & visit our stores

in Manchester VT/Princeton NJ

V. ^

NGeLOMDGIX
A fascinating consideration of the

findings and predictions of those sci-

entists who see life in space as possi-

ble, desirable, and inevitable. "One
of the most lucid, accurate and at-

tractively presented works on the

subject so far.
'

"

—Publishers Weekly-

More than 100 illustrations, 13 pages in color

$14.95.

At your bookstore or direct from:

THE VIKING PRESS Dept. ATE NH
625 Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

Please send me copies of SPACE-
SHIPS OF THE MIND @ $14.95 ea.

Please send me these other books by
Nigel Calder. D KEY TO THE UNI-
VERSE @ $14.95; DTHE RESTLESS
EARTH @$14.95; D VIOLENT UNI-
VERSE @$10 95; DTHE WEATHER
MACHINE @$14.95. 1 enclose $

total. Please add sales tax where applicable,

and $1.00 for postage and handling.

Addresi

City

counter some beautiful Sambura
girls, practically encased in ele-

phant hair jewelry.

Outside the Ice Age Art show,
which closes January 15, one en-

thusiastic visitor exclaimed, "This
place should change its name to the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory

—

and Art. It's giving the

Metropolitan a run for its money."
Down the street from the Museum,
at Public School 9, Ice Age paint-

ings—and the reasons they were
made—were recently the subject of

discussion between several teachers

and Richard Lewis and other mem-
bers of the Touchstone Center.
Using the Museum as a resource,

the teachers and the Touchstone
staff, which includes a dancer, a

poet, a sculptor, and a textile de-

signer, have been developing cur-

ricula around themes drawn from
the natural world. Touchstone aims

to use the arts and what Lewis calls

"the imaginative life" to teach city

children about forests, mountains,

and other natural phenomena they

rarely see. This year, P.S. 9 stu-

dents have speculated about why
prehistoric people painted caves,

have gone spelunking in Central

Park, and have modeled their own
caves out of clay and natural found
objects. As an outgrowth of this

school work, the Touchstone
Players will present a theater piece

by Lewis in Education Hall on
January 13 and 14, at 1:00 and 3:00

P.M. Entitled "Cave." the work
begins with the players indicating

their heads
—

"In this cave, earth

began"— and dramatically de-

scribes the origins of the natural

world, using the cave as a sym-
bol of the human imagination.

The Museum eagerly awaits the

arrival of the art of Pompeii A.D. 79.

Opening April 22, the show depicts

life in this wealthy Roman resort

city—buried and preserved by
Vesuvius's eruption in the year 79

—

through its frescoes, mosaics,
marble sculpture, glass, tools, pot-

tery, cookware. A brochure de-

scribing how members and the pub-

lic can obtain exhibition tickets is

available at Museum information

desks. This show has drawn crowds
in London, Copenhagen, Boston,

Chicago, and Dallas, and since only

Museum members can order tickets

in advance, this is a good time to

join the American Museum of Nat-

ural History.

Ann Marie Cunningham

In the spring and summer of 1979 we
repeat two popular programs tor trav-

elers who enjoy outdoor things:

Naturalist's Tour of
the Scottish Highlands

MAY 11 TO 27, 1979

SEPTEMBER 14 TO 30, 1979

We stay at small country inns and, by
special permission, on the island of

Rhum in the Inner Hebrides. We hil<e

across moors, through forests and in

unspoiled mountains among alpine
flowers, sample local dishes and whis-

key, meet Highland people and dance
to the sound of bagpipes.

Discover
the Hebrides

JUNE, JULY, AUGUST
AND SEPTEMBER 1979

These are unique and fascinating

one-week cruises of the Scottish

Hebrides, aboard a comfortable sail-

ing trawler, accompanied by her

owners— three brothers who are sail-

ors of seamanship and great charm
and who know the islands well.

Detailed brochures are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

MATH WITHOUT TEARS
Usina non-technical lanKiiaye and
a light touch Roy Hartkopf gives
\ou a basic understanding of

nian\ everyday applications of

mathematics. He takes the readei
fiom simple counting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
sizing the practical aspects of

math Humorously written.

Learn math in the comfort
of your own hom.e at min-
imum cost.
Ordpr Xow: J7.95 plus 85o hdlg.

EMERSON BOOKS, INC.
Dept. 124-E. Buchanan, N.Y.

WEAR THOREAU
. Dostoevsliy,each, eeelhover Moiatl. Vivaldt W

Fitzgerald, )oyce, Sfierlock Holmes. Kalka, D H Lawence Sand,

Shakespeare, Tolkien, Prousl, Escottier, PaOia Neruda, Gerlrude

Stem. Picasso, Blake, F I Wnghl, Bofart, Emstein, Freud, lung,

Nietische Goethe, Plalo. TutankFiamen. others available

T-SHIRTS: white 16 50 i/m red or biue 18 4/S28 SHEAI-

SHIRTS: gray %[2 2/S21 Sizes sm med \g. ilg all collon
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puces ppd CANADIAN customers add SI per piece

HISTORICAL PRODUCTS bo» 220k Cambridiic. MA 02138

THOREAU

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts of alt

types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly and
juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed. For

complete information, send for free booklet W-82.
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York 10001

^BOOK HUNTING?-.
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfictlon.

All authors, tublects. Name the book—we'll

find Itl (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 69.

BOOKS-(m-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087
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Full employment.

That sour goal for

the working tree.

America's need for wood is growing.

By the year 2020, government and
industry sources expect demand for wood
fiber to nearly double.

Tfiat's one reason why, at Potlatch, we
feel a responsibility to utilize each harvested

tree to the fullest.

For example, improved sawmill tech-

nology enables us to get more end product

I'rom every log we process.

We use that part of the tree crop

lot suitable for conversion into lumber—the
ops of pine and hardwood trees, slabs,

Jdgings and sawdust . We process them into

)ulp for paper and paperboard products.

We also use the bark and scrap

esiduals as fuel to supply part of our

lower needs.

Full employment of our working trees.

It's no small task. But it's the one that

lays off in jobs and paychecks today, and
lomes and forest products tomorrow

Potlatch Corporation, Public Information

Mfice, P.O. Box 3591, San Francisco, CA 94119
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Potlatch
I
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This winter, let Eastern Airlines take

you to places where summer is eternal

Like Puerto Rico and the Caribbean.

We've got more vacations under the

sun than anyone. And our discount fares

can take you there for less than you'd

expect. Here are a few of our

warm spots just for you:

1. SAN JUAN WITH
STTHOMAS OPTION.
$120-$327* PLUS AIR-
FARE. Soak in the alluring

Puerto Rico sun and stay at a

selected hotel for 8 days/7

nights. Includes LeLoLai fea-

tures like admission to the

Folkloric Ballet and the Light

and Sound Spectacle. Or for

$18 more, indulge yourself

with a round-trip flight to St.

Thomas for a day of duty-free

shopping. (Ask for ITSEAIHGF.)

2. VIRGIN ISLANDS
SUN'N SPIRITS. $164-

$374* PLUS AIRFARE.
Raise your spirits for 8 days/7

nights at a selected hotel in

either St.Thomas or St.

Croix, and enjoy the great

shopping bargains and crystal-

*Prices are per person, double occupancy, and do not include airfare, meals, local taxes, service charges,

tive 12/16/78-4/15/79, and are subject to change.

clear waters. Included are round-

trip airport transfers and five fifths of

popular brands of duty-free liquor

(adults only). Price will vary by

^ destination. (IT8EA1G0AB;AC)^
0. HAITI. $96-$323*

PLUS AIRFARE. Take in the

vibrancy of Haiti as you

spend 8 days/7 nights at your

choice of selected hotels.

There's great shopping for

colorful paintings that have

made Haitian artists famous

far beyond their borders.

Round-trip transfers are in-

cluded. (IT8EA1FIAO)

THE AMERICAN
^ EXPRESS* ,,.„„...._«»,«.^

CARD. :

.....i..—

/|
Don't : 3 115 3^?bi9,isoob ^

leave
j, , „„„ " " \

home
without it" It lets you charge

any of these vacations and get

extended payments with the

PUERTO RICO AND
THE CARIBBEAN »96-»37i

PLUS AIRFARE

extenaea payments wuii mc
"Sign&Traver"'plan. Pickup I

an application wherever the 1

card is welcomed.

For more information,

call your travel agent. Or
Eastern Airlines.

gratuities or transfers unless indicated. Prices are effec-
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Careful autopsies of mummified humans reveal details of the history and

evolution of many diseases.

84 Taking the Heat Jerry L. Mos.\er and Thomas I). Brock

What is the highest temperature at which l{fe can survive'.'

92 A Matter of Taste Raymond Sokolov

A Haste Hrcw

100 Books in Review David I'llbcam

Toward a Coniept of Man

110 Celestial FvcntS Thomas I). Nicholson

112 Thf Miirkil

1 14 Addili«>nul KiadinK

116 At the Museum

Cover: In Fhinda's Crystal River, a manatee calf swims lani;uiilly near the

protective bulk of its mother. l'holoi.'riiph by Jeff imilt Story on

page 44.



Is high Diesel mileage a myth' Ask Robe) : I ' > /v Wi u < JcsBenz ISODhas rolled up 1.184.880 miles

Is long Diesel life a myth? Ask Paul F Dauer, whose Mercedes-Benz 260D is 41 years old- and stillgoing strong.

Mercedes-Benz DieselSearch uncovers
million-mile EHeseland 41-year-old Diesel,

both still going strong.

It was a quest for hard, cold facts

about the legendary Diesels of

Mercedes-Benz -and "spectacu-

lar" describes the facts that were
found.
Item: 10 Diesels with 7.5 million miles

between them. Item: In this program,

even a 797,855-mile Diesel was an

also-ran.

Will that million-mile owner quit

while he's ahead? His response: "I

fully believe I'll be able to put another

million miles on it."

Just how many miles can a

Mercedes-Benz Diesel car run?

Just how many years can a

Mercedes-Benz Diesel car last?

Despite the myths and tall tales,

Mercedes-Benz knows that high mile-

age and long life- in a Diesel as in any

car - depend not just on how well it's

built but on careful service and up-

keep. On how and where it's driven.

And perhaps even on a little bit of luck.

But curiosity remained. And last

May 29, Mercedes-Benz launched the

Great Diesel Search in a unique quest

for the facts.

Hmely information

The Great Diesel Search was timed to

coincide with the introduction of the

most remarkable Diesel car in

Mercedes-Benz history- the new
300SD Turbodiesel Sedan.

What better way to usher in this

Mercedes-Benz "Diesel of the future"

than to document Mercedes-Benz

Diesel exploits of the recent past?



The Great Diesel Search lasted 30

days- too brief a time to comb the

continent for all 130,000 Diesel cars

Mercedes-Benz has sold here.

Biit time enough to locate a broad

cross section. And from Texas to

Penn.sylvania, from New Mexico to

Oregon, Diesel owners respcjnded by

the hundreds.

And now the facts are in, authenti-

cated by an independent verifying

bod\'. And what these numbers say

about the Mercedes-Benz Diesel

speaks more eloquently than any

words.

7,504,699-mile total

In the high-mileage category, for in-

stance, the top ten Mercedes-Benz

Diesel cars had travelled a total of

7.504,699 miles between them.

As the entries mounted, .so did the

mileage: a 190D with 812,332 miles

gave way to a HOSD with 845,289

miles- a feat topped in turn by a I80D
that had reached 8-4'',9"0 miles

But even this was ultimately not

enough Enter the 1968 220D driven

in dail\ use b\ .Mr Edward Donaldson
of Eugene, Oregon -a Diesel that

within ten years had compiled 912,493

miles- the et]uivalent of rwo trips

from the earth to the moon and back.

To top this achievement would de-

mand a truly phenomenal mileage

performer.

AncJ tf)e Great Diesel Search en-

counwredjust that t/x' phcnonumal
195'' IHODoum-clhY.Mr Robert J
O'Kcillv oj ()l\)ii[)i(i. y\cisln)ifil(»i

Breaking the million-mile barrier

Exact mileage accumulated by the

O'Reilly Diesel in its 21 years of ser

vice: 1.1H4.HH() The equivalent of

about one hundred years of normal
driving Hie winner

NX'ith this crowning achie\'ement

Ix-limd II, will .Mr O'Keillv m lu

retire his 180D to a well-earned rest?

Apparently not.

"I fully believe I'll be able to put

another million miles on it," he
estimates.

10 Diesels, 282 years
In the category of oldest Mercedes-

Benz Diesels still registered and run-

ning, it was years and not miles that

told the tale. The ten oldest cars

entered in the Search represented an

aggregate 282 years -almost three

centuries' worth of dogged Diesel

efficiency.

Eight of the top ten finalists dated

from 1951 - Diesel cars already rolling

along in regular service before almost

half the Americans living today were
even born

The granddaddy of them all

But Mercedes-Benz had built the

world's first production Diesel pas-

senger car in 1936, 43 years ago. So

not even a 2''-\ear-old Diesel could

rest on its seniority laurels.

And sure enough, the Great Diesel

Search uncovered a car even older

-

13 years older, to be preci.se; the 1938

260D landaulette owned by Mr. Paul F.

Dauer of Chicago, Illinois. Imported

to the USA in 1938, recorded as the

902nd Diesel pa.s.senger car ever sold

by Mercedes-Benz, Mr. Dauer's 260D
sur\ives hale and hearty- not some
museum piece but a licen.sed, func-

tioning automobile The winner.

The rewards . .

.

Mr. O'Reilly with his million-mile

Diesel and Mr Dauer with his

41 year-old Diesel have both been

honored bv Mercedes-Benz in what

seems the most fitting and most
timely way

Each has been awarded a new
300SD Turbodiesel Sedan.

Additionally, several runners-up

have received expense-paid European
vacations for rwo.

Four Diesel choices

The results of the Great Diesel Search
showed that, for these owners, the

promise of the Mercedes-Benz Diesel

was kept.

And today's Mercedes-Benz Die-

sels are engineered and built with a

sophistication and precision un-

dreamed of in those pioneering years.

Now you can pick and choose be-

rween different Mercedes-Benz Diesel

body srvles and sizes. . . engine types. .

.

special equipment, from air condi-

tioning to light alloy wheels. Scan the

roster:

The new3005D TUrbodiesel is a

potent five-pa.ssenger Diesel that ap-

proaches a hmousine level of

comf(jrt.

TheJOOCD Coupe is an elegant

2 + i machine designed to compete on
equal terms with any other limited-

producti(3n rwo-door coupe extant

TheJOOD Sedan is a stirring per-

former doubling as a sensible five-

passenger car, and comprehensively
equipped.

Tht; 240D Sedan is a no-non.sense

Diesel in the classic manner 2 4-liter.

4-cylinder engine and manual 4 speed
shift, standard

See and drive a Diesel

V)ur local authorized Mercedes-Benz
dealer will be glad to arrange a test

drive Call or visit him .soon. It could

Ix" yt)ur first step toward winning
— ~y\ 'tit next Great ®

/,v liiid Dieselperjontiance a m\ih' Meet tlie Mercedes Ik'nz MKJSD lliriHKliesel.

lifefirst fH'tfonuance tar to ntn on dieselfnel

OI'''HMctirilc%Bcn/ 111 NiinhAmcrtiJ. Iiu
. One McrirJc« UtivT M<ii<ivilr Nc« knic> O'M^



Authors

John E. Reynolds III, shown here
fondHng a manatee skull, is a doc-
toral candidate at the University of
Miami's Rosenstiel School of
Marine and Atmospheric Sciences.
Reynolds is concentrating on the

structural and functional anatomy
of the West Indian manatee's gas-
trointestinal tract. When he is not
observing this endangered marine
mammal, Reynolds tries to get in

some weight lifting.

A professor of clinical pathology
at the Medical College of Virginia,

Marvin J. Allison's special interest

is medical anthropology. Allison,

who made his first trip to South
America in 1950, has since done
numerous studies in Peru and Chile

on the origins of various diseases

and on human migrations. His rare

book collection, knowledge of lan-

guages and linguistics, and enthus-

iasm for American archeology
have proved handy tools in his in-

vestigations.



What your home could have in common
with the Met, theTate,and the Louvre.
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In your own home, you can exhibit

original work by artists who are rep-

resented in the world's great museums
and galleries.

Artists like Caldec ChagalL Dali.

Miro. Picasso.

At the Original Print Q)llectors

Group, we offer moderately priced lim-

ited edition prints by these and other

well-known anists.

Our offerings include signed original

etchings, engravings, lithographs,

w(K)dcuts, and silkscreen prints.

Each print we offer is signed and

numbered by the artLst. Custom-framed.

Accompanied by a certificate of authen-

ticit)' and a full money-back guarantee.

And each print has been chosen not

only for its beauty but for its investment

value.

(Works by the artists we offer tend to

appreciate, sometimes as much as }t(y~'t in

a single year. Perhaps that's why 7'/>r Wall

StreetJouniiil. Hushiess Week, Money, AP
and I 'PI have ijiioted us as ;ui authorit)'

on invesiing in art.

)

For more information, send in the

coupon. There's nooblig-alion.

V)u'il fliul out .iItoui the s|X'ciiil plea-

sure ot owning original art, instead oi

just visiting it.

>,Ltd./^I Original print collectors group,

120 East 56th Street. Dept NH-10, New York. NY 10022
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Plagues and Peoples. B.v W,ll,

H MtN'cll Impaci ol diseases

civilizalions from prehistory to

present. $10.00/$7.7S and civihzal;

$15.00/$9.9S and the grain and!

$20.OO/$12.95

grand sweep of history-of n
e of domestic hfe a

$15.95/$9.9i



history andworld affairs...

HitlarrafRonK.fiv.UuAaWOrjn/ History of the Westward Move- The Hillites: And their Conlem- Montaillou: The Promised Liod of The Hundred Years War: The Enf
A narralive hiMory with dc>criplion mtnt. By Fudtnck »trk The great poraries in Asia Minor. By J G Etrot. B\ hmmjnurU.rRm l.aJunt lish in France. I337.|45J. B\ Da-
ul Roman life in each significant migration from Europe to California. Maiijueen A graphic reconstruction A muJv of the lite in the village ut mi'ij s,t.^rj Stl **^ SS.9S
period SI750JI1.50 S20 00 SII.45 of Ihc ancient and mysterious Hillite Montaillou during the I4ih ccniurv

civilization $18 00 $11.00 S.'UUU $13.00

TakeAnyB
AU For99^

values up to $67.50 Sm£«hip)
First priLf IS publisher's list. Boldface shows member's price.

The Universe: lis Bcsinning and
End. /<> I l.'\JM,'i; An assc inspit

ing look at Iheotigin.esolulliinand
prejiclrj collapse tit ihc unisctsc

$14 VS $»95

The Norman Fate. IIOO-II$4. By
/)iiii.i( /Xiuffui A detailed assess.

quenvcs ol ihc Norman impj.l ,.n all

ollur.ipe $:: so $11 SO

Medieval History: The Life and The Samurai: A Military Hillary. Aleiandcr Ike Great. Nt Hnf'iii f.dtir Germany: IIM-IMS. Hv (i.fjoi,

DealhofaClviliiallon /«i.V.<'>ijn Mt V M rarnkiiff Japan's tierce war l-ot A dramatis and tcadablc his ( rji( An illuminalini portrait of the
I

• "•!•' $llvs/M.*< liori and then sode III honor loiv hiogtaphv $l«00$«.«$ volatile nation thai insitcd the two
$I7«^$^.*$ VlotldV'ars $I9>ISSI}.«$

The Early Greeks. B\ H 1 H.'H; f

I he emeigrnce of Oieek sisilna
tion inallilsatshaclogicalandsul.
tural splendor $:siHltl<.00

4 Good Reasons To Try The History Book Club
Big ca^h sjvifiKs. I.isi vc.ir mir nuiiihirs sjvi-d \V„ on ihcir
l.luh purchjscs. Y>iur mul savings as a trial member, incluiJinK
this iniiKluciiirv ullcr, can be more than W/o.
Liberal bonu% plan. You tan ijualifv lor aildcJ savings thrtniKh
bonus books, selected from our lull list ol I S()-2(K) fine works.
Eiccplional quality. In its 32 years, the t:iub has distribuicJ
over 1.000 outstandinR biMiks, including 67 award-winncri. Our
books are alu'ass the equal of publishers' editions, never econ-
omy reprints

Mcmbcnhip benefits. A membership acsounl will be opened
for you. to which your purchases will be charged at the low
member's prices Vou need pav only alter you have received
viiur biKiks. A postage and- packing fee is added to each ship
mem I-.verv lour weeks l.< times a vcan vou will receive our
Kn'inr containing descriptions of new and recent selections If
you want the Ivditors' Choice, do nothing, it will be sent auto-
matically If vou want another b<M>k. or no book at all. return the
card by the date specified. If vou should receive an unwanted
book because you had less than ten days to decide, vou mas
return it and pay nothing. We guarantee postage.

THE HISTORY BOOK CLUB, Stamford, Conn. 06904

Please enroll me as a trial member and send mc the four books whose
numbers I have entered below. Bill those on the left at Wc lor all three and the

fourth at the low member's price, plus postage-and-packing. Ml 4is

I may return the books within ihree weeks al your expense and owe noth-

ing. Or, I will buy four more selections within a year ^not ioumtng my .Ant.ri

abovtK and then I may resign at any lime. All ('lub purchases are at low

member's prices, and a postage-and-packingfee is added to all shipments.

I'rint >>'»""•

Address.

Qty . Sute. .Zip.

/•r auaa mail to The Historv Book Cluh. IkOverlea Bisd . Toronto .\I4H IA».«>nia



Describing his fieldwork, Robert

Edward Cook, assistant professor

of biology at Harvard, writes, "I

spend most of my summers watch-

ing violets grow and die in Con-

cord, Massachusetts." Cook origi-

nally became a biologist because he

wanted to study birds. But he was

distracted by the problem of "try-

ing to understand how individual

plants interact with the environ-

ment." He has since looked into

mortality and reproduction in wild

violets, as well as growth and re-

production in plants of the genus

Chenopodium. Cook has also

written about the history of Ameri-

can ecology, notably the career of

Ray Lindemann, a young Yale

ecologist who died before his con-

tributions could be fully recognized.

For ten years, microbiologist

Jerry L. Mosser worked at taking

bacteria apart to see what they are

made of. Then, he writes, he "de-

cided to try studying whole ones in

their natural habitats for a change."

To that end, in 1970 he joined the

Yellowstone research project

headed by coauthor Thomas D.

Brock. Microbiological research,

however, did not afford him the

diversity he was looking for, so

Mosser "decided to write about

science instead of 'doing' it." Ac-

cordingly, he is now a science

writer for the College of Agriculture

and Life Sciences at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin, Madison.

"Thinking like a microbe," is the

way Thomas D. Brock characterizes

his research on microorganisms in

their natural environments. In order

to do this work successfully, he

adds, it has been necessary "to de-

velop a large bag of tricks." These

will doubtless be applied to his

future research projects, which in-

clude the microbiology of Wiscon-

sin lakes with special reference to

blue-green algae and chemical

changes induced by eutrophication.

Brock, who took his degrees in

microbiology at Ohio State Univer-

sity, is the E.B. Fred Professor of

Natural Sciences at the University

of Wisconsin, Madison. This is his

second article for Natural Histon'

(see "Life in a Hot-Water Basin,"

December 1968).



20 Color Slides of
daVinci Masterpieces

foronly $1
comparable
value $20)

Includes this

Illustrated 40'page

Qallery Lecture Quide

MFRES VC HAT VOl' C.ET
FOR ONLY $1

IIONARDO DA VIN( I. i

Album wiih 20 brautiful loU
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The Color Slide Program
of the Great Masters

/^omc with us. To meet the IcscncJary Leonardo.
^^ And share in the exciting discovery of the

most celebrated masterpieces of all time.

Come to Paris, and behold the enigmatic

smile which has fascinated men for centuries . . .

Visit Florence, and discover young Leonardo's
first spark of brilliance in a painting that shamed
a great teacher . . .

Travel to a refectory in Milan ... to stand be-

fore the most unforgettable fresco in the world

and sense the impending martyrdom of Christ.

LEONARDO DA VINCI the complete Art

Album with 20 full-color slides and handsomely
illustrated Gallery Lecture Guide is yours for

only SI as your introduction to the McGraw-Hill
Color Slide Program of the Great Masters. There
is no obligation to buy anything more

View the priielt>> wtirks of an
in thr full glory of the original!

l^ch lavish Album contains twenty color slidci

devoted to the works of a famous master. Cre-

ated by art photography specialists in Florence,

Italy, these rxc|uisitc ^^mm. slides achieve what
small print and an rcpnxluctioni cannot for

they capture the authentic colors of the original

works . . . with every subtle line and detail bril-

liantly revealed. And they permit you to I'Ku

fail' pritelfii pmnling on ymr homi icrun in

iht full gliiry ol the nrigiml.

In addition, bound into each Album is an
illustrated, 'tO-page Guide m which a noted

authority points out important aspects of each
painting and shares with you fascinating
glimpses 111 the artist himself

As yiiu view the paintings projected on your
wall and read the absorbing commentary, you
and your family will discover a whole new di-

mension in the enjoyment of art Indeed, it is

much like taking your own "private tour" with
an an expert at your tide.

The Program is flexible—the cost is low

Approximately every six weeks, you are oflered

a complete new Color Slide Album of 20 distinc-

tive slides and an illustrated lecture. Forthcom-

ing Albums will be devoted to the lives and
works of such great masters as Michelangelo,
Winslow Homer, Rembrandt, Gauguin, and
Picasso, Chagall, Van Gogh, Lautrec, etc.

If the slides were available from museums,
you would expect to pay as much as $20 a set.

Yet. as a member of this new Program, you pay

only $9.0^ for each complete Album including

20 color slides and -lO-page illustrated lecture.

And you may take as few or as many as vou like.

Accept this SI demonstration offer

To introduce you to the McGraw-Hill Color
Slide Program of the Great Masters, we will send

you Leonardo da Vinii. complete, for 1^ day*

trial. If you are delighted with the demonstta-

Hon, send only Si, plus a fesv cents for tax and
shipping If not thrilled with the intrtxiuctory

Album, simply return it within 1 ^ days, and you
will be under no further obligation Nf.iil the

attached card lixlav
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Color Slide Program ol ih* Crnt M««ifr«. DvM.
AY-N),l22IA<e.afihe America*, N.Y. N. Y. 1 0020.
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One of the b^;gest
gold strikes

sinceSutter^

The yield: 3,000 pounds of

pure gold.

But it didn't come from a mine.
It came from a Western Electric

factory.

A new kind of Midas Touch

That;, ulnii' \\ ratlin Klcetric's

new process for plating gold is

nitisirrinf> the precious metal,

through increased efficiency and
precision. It's producing better

switching; cnmponentsfor the Hell

System, to make your phone service
clearer and more reliatjjc than ever

It must he n^M that's plated to

the switching comi)onents you see
KlitleriuK in the phntov;raph. because
no other metal can provide the same
kind of efficient, reliable, durable,
and clear lflf|)hone Iransnnssion.

Hut until now. vjold plating had
always been a messy and imprecise

process. There had been no way to

control it accurately. No way to avoid
depositing excess gold on the places
it was intended to go. And on the

places it wasn't.

So Western Klectric. working
with Hell Labs, designed a totally

new system todo the job. Combining
the best of elect rochemical and
programmed logic control technol-

ogies, the new system can plate gold

with hair thin precision. Depositing
only the desired amount, only on the

designalefl spot. With no waste
whalsiicvci

Gilt-edged savings

Ik-sides i)rncliiiing a much
better product. Western Klectric has
mined a savings of $•) nnllion from
the priKess. .And Ihal's aiiotht'r

way we'ic heli)ing youi Hell

Telephone Company

hold down the cost of your phone
service.

Even bigger benefits

And since the new process uses
5.5"o less gold than the old one, we
could more than double production of

our improved switching component.
Without consuming any more of the

shiny natural resource.

Hut there are more environ-

mental plusses. The new process
has almost completely eliminated the

gaseous wastes plating used to

produce. It's cut the liquid wastes by
yO'V). And it runs on li/'Vi less power.

This improved gold plating

technique is another way Western
Klectric is working to hold down the

cost, while contmually raising the

quality of your phone service.

Ki I fiiiifi ynin I iiniiniinii iiliiiiis

syslciii tin lust III the iiiiilil

Western Electric



Short People
by Thomas Gregor

As far as many societies—including America—are

concerned, tall is beautiful

and short is out of work

Despite its autiior's disclaimers.

"Short People," Randy Newman's
pop hit, reflects a remarkably wide-

spread prejudice against short men.
Yet so subtle is this bias in Ameri-

can society that I was never fully

sensitive to it until I saw a similar

pattern in a very different setting

—

among the Mehinaku, a tropical

forest tribe of central Brazil.

My wife and I first visited the

Mehinaku in 1967, when the tribe,

which lives on a reservation nearly

175 miles from the nearest perma-

nent Brazilian settlement, was little

known. Reservation authorities had

respected the Mehinaku land and

way of life. The nearby rivers

teemed with fish, the fields around

the community produced abundant

crops, and the villagers welcomed
visitors—an ideal situation for an

aspiring anthropologist.

In retrospect, my wife and I began

to get an inkling of the Mehinaku
interest in height and appearance on
our first day in the area. On our

arrival at the reservation post, we
were greeted by several Mehinaku,
who—after appraising our luggage

and making rough estimates of the

fishline, beads, and other gifts it

contained—invited us to visit their

community. After a three-hour ca-

noe ride and an hour's walk, a large

number of villagers escorted us to

one of the five communal houses

that make up the Mehinaku village

of Jalapapuh, which means "the

place of the ants."

Sensing that we were uncomfort-

able and uncertain how to conduct

ourselves, the villagers tried to

make us feel at home by generously

providing typical hospitality. Our
hosts tied our hammocks to the

house poles, parents dispatched

their children to fetch firewood and
fresh water, and an older woman
offered us a large portion of bread

made from manioc flour, the staple

of the villagers' diet.

Since we were unusual guests,

the Mehinaku did not leave us to

adjust to our surroundings; instead,

some of them began their own eth-

nographic study. With my permis-

sion, two men systematically dis-

mantled my portable typewriter

and luggage. A cluster of children

tied and untied my wife's shoelaces,

while a circle of adults passed
around my eyeglasses, which occa-

sioned gasps of disbelief as each

person tried to squint through the

lenses. I repeatedly had to open my
mouth to display fillings and bridge-

work to an understandably curious

audience. And throughout this in-

spection, the Mehinaku asked us

questions: "Where did you come
from? How long will you stay?

What gifts have you brought? How
have you gotten so tall?"

That last question was unex-

pected, as was the questioners'

admiring tone. From the villagers'

perspective, however, we were tall.

I am 6' tall and my wife is 5'6". while

the average Mehinaku man is only

5'3'/i". Subsequently, as we made
our home in the village and tried to

participate in Mehinaku life, I real-

ized that my height was one of the

few things in my favor. Even my
strongest village advocates had to

admit that as a would-be Mehinaku
I was something of a failure. Long
treks through the forest to hunt

monkeys or birds hardly seemed to

faze my companions but left me lac-

erated with thorns, covered with
ticks, and utterly exhausted. And
my efforts to shoot a fish with a bow
and arrow while standing on the

prow of a canoe became a perma-
nent joke, publicly imitated by the

younger boys. Butat least I was tall.

To be highly regarded a Mehinaku
must be physically attractive, and
to be attractive, a man must be tall.

Such a man is respectfully described

as wekepei. He is said to be tough in

his bearing, a powerful wrestler, a

successful hunter and fisherman,

and a person of political importance.

Ideally, all village chiefs are tall. In

fact, the present Mehinaku chief is

the tallest man in the village. In his

regular public speeches he tells of a

golden age when all the villagers

worked hard, disease was nonexist-

ent, and men were taller and more
heavily muscled than today.

Very short men are referred to

—

behind their backs—as peritsi. This

term has a derisive, mocking qual-

ity, and it is seldom applied to an

unfortunate villager without a sneer

or a nasty laugh. A peritsi is not

only short; he is ridiculously short.

He has only himself to blame for his

condition, however, for being a

peritsi is not only a physical short-

coming but also a moral failing.

Growing up tall and strong is not

viewed as a roll of the genetic dice

but can be insured by following the

rules of adolescent seclusion. Dur-

ing this period a young man takes

medicine, winds cotton ligatures

tightly around his calves, and avoids

sexual relations. This last prohibi-

tion is particularly important since

sexual intercourse is regarded as

weakening and likely to stunt

growth. Peritsi rhymes with the

word for penis {itsi); in derisive

jokes and puns the peritsi is a per-
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son whose itsi is "too hungry" for

intercourse. Lacking the self-dis-

cipline to follow the rules of adoles-

cent seclusion, Ihe peritsi winds up
ridiculously small, and for this he

pays a high price. Short men, for

example, have a hard time finding

friends much taller than themselves.

Awana, a tall young man and a

wrestling champion of the village,

told me, "I don't want aperitsi for

a friend. They don't make good
wrestlers. I don't want people to

see me walking with them. Every-

one laughs at aperitsi/'

Indeed, perhaps the most serious

liability of the extremely short man
is his failure to inspire respect in

other men. Itsa, one of the shortest

men of the village, has apparently

accepted the villagers' disrespect

and made himself a kind of village

fool and jester. When he wrestles,

the men shout mock advice at him

from the bench in front of the men's
house, and he exaggerates the style

of the more successful wrestlers to

earn their laughter. He is also con-

tinually teased about his usually

unsuccessful amorous exploits.

Short men are not only rejected

by their own sex; they are also un-

attractive to women and prospec-

tive parents-in-law. No one wants a

peritsi for a son-in-law. One of

the shorter villagers informed me,

"Once I went into Wairuma's house

to speak to her. Her father saw me
and got very angry :'Get out of here

!

I want a champion wrestler for my

daughter, not aperitsi like you!'

Kama is the shortest man in the

village, shorter than some of the

women. He is abused behind his

back in many ways. Some men con-

duct aifairs with his wife and show
very little concern about his knowl-

edge of liaisons. They do not

openly flirt with the woman when
her husband is present, but they

make passes at her when they think

he is away. The villagers explain

the adulterers' boldness in terms of

Kama's stature, for a short man is

not worthy of fear and respect.

Judging by the comments of some
men, Kama's size justifies their

taking advantage of him. Not only

can others tease him and safely

have sexual relations with his wife

but as a peritsi he deserves such

treatment.

A villager's height correlates

closely with the number of girl-

friends he is likely to have, the fre-

quency of his sponsorship or par-

ticipation in village rituals, and his

wealth. Among the sexually free

Mehinaku, the number of a man's
extramarital sexual engagements is

a particularly significant measure
of the eflFect of his height. In our

village, the three tallest men had as

many aflFairs as the seven shortest

men, even though their average

estimated ages were identical

(thirty-seven).

A man who has many girlfriends,

who is actively engaged in the ritual

life of the community, who is rich.

and who is a chief is generally re-

garded as a solid citizen. He is par-

ticularly likely to be called an
awiijitsi, a term of praise for those

who are sociable and have earned

the community's respect. The indi-

vidual who only minimally partici-

pates in community affairs, how-
ever, is more than likely to be
viewed as asocial, a "trash yard

man" (miyeipyeniiwanti). The three

villagers acknowledged by most of

their fellows to be trash yard men
were among the shortest in the

community.
Still, for the Mehinaku, height is

only one of a number of important

determinants of social participation,

and not every short man is doomed
to be openly teased by his fellows,

have few girlfriends, and be labeled

a trash yard man. Tana, for exam-
ple, was only 5''/4", the second
shortest man in the village, yet he

had no less than six simultaneous

extramarital aflFairs. And Itsitya,

also very short, was greatly feared

as a powerful witch before his un-

timely death in 1971 at the hands of

some of the villagers. Given the pre-

vailing bias toward height, how-
ever, a short man is rarely accepted

among his fellows on the same
basis as men fortunate enough to

be tall.

In an eflfort to discover the gen-

erality of the preference for tall

men, I invested some research time

in the Human Relations Area Files,

a nationwide data-filing system that

Height and Social Participation of Adult Mehinaku Men

Height Age
Number
Girlfrien

of
ds

Rich
or Poor

Rituals

Sponsored
Rituals

Participated in

Chief or
Non-Chief

5'9'/4" 55 6 R 1 1 C
5 '5" 23 10 R 1 3 c
5 '41/4" 35 7 R 1 3 N
5'4'/4" 28 7 R 2 1 C
5'4'/4" 28 6 7 1 2 N
5'4!4" 45 3 ? 2 N
5'4'/4" 31 3 P 1 N
5'W4" 45 4 7 N
5'3y4" 45 3 P 1 N
5-334" 36 2 P N
5 '3" 41 4 7 1 C

5'2W 41 2 P 1 N
5'3/^" 45 3 P N
S'Va" 31 6 P 1 N
4' 1 PA" 23 3 P N



**Just because I work foran oil company
doesn't mean I like dirty beaches^'

"Some of my friends seem to

think that anybody who works for

an oil company likes dead birds

and dirty beaches," says Gulf Drill-

ing Superintendent Bob Eslinger.

"(Df course, I don't, any more

than you do. But I like having a

car, and a warm house for my
family. And that takes energy.

"I think you can have energy

and a good environment if you do

the right things.

"That's me. my
wife Britt, and my
son Erick at

Matagorda Beach.

\Xt come here as

often as u'e can
"

"For instance, since the early

1940's the oil industry drilled

20,000 wells in the Gulf of Mexico,

and had only three major oil spills

in all that time. And in each case,

a year later you'd never know
there had been an oil spill.

"I'm proud of my company,

Gulf Oil, because I know a lot of

the things Gulf does to get the

energy and save the environment:

relandscaping old surface mines;

helping industry find ways to stop

polluting.

"Maybe you can't expect oil

companies and environmentalists

ever to agree completely. But you

don't need complete agreement

to make something work.

"Gulf and the other oil com-
panies are making a lot of things

work to prixluce energy and pro-

tect the environment, h's a tre-

mendous challenge, and 1 think

we're handling it pretty well."

-^

GuH people:
iiieetiiiy ttie clMHOit9#*

GuH Oil CorpuraluMi



helps retrieve information on a

particular topic from ethnographic

descriptions of many societies. I

found that many cultures have a

definite preference for tall men. The
Trobriand Islanders of the Pacific,

for example, admire "a slim,

straight, tall body"; the Timbira of

Brazil prefer their men on the tall

side; and our own Navajo tradi-

tionally feed their children salt to

insure a good adult height. In no

case have I found a preference for

short men, although Robert Lowie
reports that the Crow speak dis-

paragingly of men who are "too

tall"' (about 6'2" and over) and Colin

Turnbull writes that "my Pygmy
informants pitied me for my height,

which made me so clumsy."

Rituals allow Mehinakii men to

show off ornaments, body paint,

good height, and physique. Western

dress is newly fashionable.

Although many societies other

than the Mehinaku favor tall men,
only a few rival the Mehinaku in the

strength of their distaste for short

people. Among these, we must
surely count modern America. Es-

pecially during courtship, Ameri-

cans become acutely aware of the

importance of being tall, but actu-

ally at any time, stature may influ-

ence our self-esteem, the opinion of

others, and even our chances of

economic and social success.

"American society," writes sociol-

ogist Saul Feldman, "is a society

with a heightist premise: to be tall

is to be good, and to be short is to

be stigmatized."

Feldman points out that a rich

vocabulary of abuse impugns the

human status of the short man: he

is derided as "puny," "sawed-off,"

a "shorty," a "pipsqueak," a

"shrimp," or a "runt." This atti-

tude, Feldman argues, finds its

way into our ordinary speech, for

when we degrade people we "put them

down" or "belittle them". . . . The
ideal man is viewed as tcdl, dark and

handsome. Impractical people are

"shortsighted," dishonest cashiers

"shortchange" customers, losers get

the "short end of the stick," electrical

failures are known as "short circuits,"

and individuals with little money . . .

will state . . . "I'm short." A few years

ago, a well-known politician spoke at

a midwest liberal arts college and re-

ferred to a former head of the Federal

Bureau of Investigation as "that short

little pervert in Washington." It is rare

that one hears of tall perverts for in

many respects, just to be short is to be

a "pervert."

The prejudice against short men
goes well beyond pejoratives to in-

clude economic discrimination. Ar-

bitrary height requirements bar the

short man from certainjobs, notably

in police and fire departments and
in the armed forces. In the United

States Army, Air Force, and Navy
the present cut-off height is 5',

while the Marines, unaccountably,

accept applicants who are 4' 11".

For police and firemen, height re-

quirements are commonly more
stringent. Feldman notes that in

Washington, D.C., for example, all
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police and firemen must be at least

5'7", and in the state of Washing-

ton, police and firemen under 5'8"

are ineligible for pension coverage.

As arbitrary as these rules may
sound, the "heightist" nature of

our society provides a marginal

justification, at least in the case of

policemen. A study in Atlanta

shows that although they are as

efficient as their taller colleagues,

short policemen are more likely to

be assaulted.

Even when not a formal part of

the job description, unreasonable

height requirements may be present

as an unspoken prejudice against

the short man. Feldman cites a

study, originally appearing in the

Wall Street Journal, that reveals

some of the hidden biases:

"David Kurtz, marketing pro-

fessor at Eastern Michigan Uni-

versity, asked 140 recruiters to

make a hypothetical hiring choice

between two equally qualified ap-

plicants—one 6'1" and the other
5'5"—for a sales job. Seventy-two
percent 'hired" the tall one, 27 per-

cent expressed no preference, and
I percent chose the short one."
Let a short man break into a pro-

fession despite the odds, and he

still faces economic discrimination.

I.eland Deck of the University of

Pittsburgh conducted a three-year

study of recent university grad-

uates. Deck concluded that not

only does "the great American six-

footer'" get the choice ji)h. hiil in

his first year he is paid better than

10 percent more than his shorter

classmates. Ihis (inding is all the

more remarkable given I hat many
of the jt)bs in Deck's sample were
in fields, such as college leaching,

that have little to do with physical

appearance or abilities. Deck"s
findings suggest that economic
prejudice against women. Orien-
tals, Mexican-Americans, and
other gnuips who are generally

shorter than nmst American men
may be partly explained as height

prejudice, rather than simply ethnic
and sex prejudice. Thus, "women
who are yi" make the same money
as .S'7" men.""

More pervasive than economic
discrimination, and perhaps even
more damaging, is the pieiiidice

against short men that is built into

our culture and our altitudes U>-

ward others. Consider psychologist
Paul Wilsons elegantly simple ex-

periment, relating our perceplit>n of

a person"s height to his position in

a hierarchy. Wilson introduced the

same visitor to one of his classes as

"Mr. England, a student of psychol-

ogy," and to another class as "Pro-
fessor England t'rom Cambridge."
Later the students were asked to

estimate England's height. To the

average student, the visitor grew
nearly two and a half inches when
he was introduced as Professor
England. Wilson"s experiment has
been replicated by a number ofother
investigators who also show that

persons from racial and ethnic mi-

nority groups are often seen as

shorter than they actually are.

Finally, for the short man, no
experiment in social psychology is

necessary to convince him of the

stigma of his height. Teased in

school by his taller classmates,

lined up in "size pl^ce" by his

teachers, and rejected in courtship

by taller women, he quickly gets

the message. .Should he fail to un-

derstand it, it will be repeated in

many guises. Once again, according
to Saul Feldman:

Games such as haskelball glorify

height. Few baseball or foolhall players

arc short. Boxing inlercst is not among
flyvveighls or bantamweights hut

among taller middlewcights and heav> -

weights. Ihc one sport associated with

short people is horse racing . . . how-
ever, the short jockey is given second
place to a horse . . . and despite the

great popularity of horse racing, a jock-

ey's face has never appeared on a

buhhiegum card.

In the movies the short actor is rarely

the romantic lead. I'he average .Ameri-

can cannot identify svith the hero unless

he rides "tall in the saiKlle." fhus the

short actor is reduced to playing the

bulloon (Mickey Rooney). the arch-

villain (Peter l.orre), or Ihc small lough

guy with the big Napoleon complex
(Fidward Ci. Robinson).

Like a sh»)rl Mehinaku, a short

.American man conlVonts piejiidice

in popular attitudes, in his dealings

with the opposite sex. and in his

economic activities. A possible rea-

st)n for the widespiead prejudice

against shoit men is that a prefer-

ence foi tall people is part o\' .i

tendency to value all laige things.

Certainly both the Mehinaku and
.Americans are impiessed by big-

ness—whether in a house, a car, a

canoe, a basket, or a man. And
numerous experiments in social

psychologN back up the association

of si/e and value among .American

and olhei VSesieiii subjects Ihis

equation would probably not be
foreign to people in other societies

since children everywhere are so-

cialized into an adult world of over-

sized people and objects. Tall adults

control a child"s world, and children

aspire to their position; thus, height

and size should be valued by many
peoples.

A second origin of the preference

for tall men can be found in politi-

cal relationships. .Although in no
known society is leadership allotted

primarily on the basis of physical

size or strength, a tall, well-built

man will no doubt have the edge
over a shorter competitor. Among
the Mehinaku. a tall man has a clear

political advantage over his shorter

rivals. He \skiiukapiipui—worthy of

fear and respect—while they are

merely laughable. .Americans may
follow the same pattern. .According

to some very tall men. such as 6'9"

Michael Crichton. author of the

AnJnuuechi Strciin. height is a defi-

nite advantage: "You go into a room
or meeting and \ou immediately be-

come a commanding figure. People

pay attention to you. Of course, if

you say a lot of stupid things, they'll

stop paying attention to you. But at

least you have that kind of early

advantage constanlK wot king for

you."" .American presidential poli-

tics provides further evidence of the

political impact of height. In all but

three of the presidential elections

held since 19(M), the taller candidate

has won.
For short .Americans, if not for

short Mehinaku. there is one ray of

hope. Over the li>ng term. American
si>ciel\ has mo\ed toward assign-

ing an individual's piisiiion in the

community on the basis o\' abilit\

.

rather than on irielevant qualities

such as sex. race, or ethnic back-

groiuul. Not only is discrimination

on the basis of these ch.iracteiisties

usually unlawful, it is often bad
business in an economy that values

skills ami job petformance. F\>r the

momenl. however, the bias that

confri>nts short Americans is sub-

tle, anil progress is likeK to be slow.

Kand\ Newman ma\ have wtillen

".Shot I People" as a spoi>f of picju

dice, but It IS an all too-accurate

reflection o\ the altiliules o\ oiii

society.

Six-foolvr Thomas (Irt'^or is asso-

ridlf prufcssitr of tinlhropolony ol

\ 'tnulcrhili I 'nivvrsity.



Total Eclipse
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The last total solar eclipse of this

century to be seen from anywhere
in the contiguous forty-eight states

will occur on the morning of Sun-

day, February 26, 1979. Not until

2017 will the moon's shadow again

pass across the United States, ex-

cept for Alaska in 1990 and Hawaii
in 1991. For many in the United

States and Canada, the event on the

26th will therefore be the opportu-

nity of a lifetime to see the thrilling

spectacle that results when the

moon completely covers the bright

disk of the sun.

Apart from the relatively narrow
path in the northwestern United

States and central Canada where
the total eclipse can be seen, a par-

tial solar eclipse will be visible

throughout the entire continent of

North America (with the exception

of the western part of Alaska). Ex-

cept for viewers in the southern part

of Florida, more than half the sun's

diameter will be covered by the

moon at mid-eclipse, and for much
ofthe continent, the moon will cover

more than 90 percent of the sun's

bright area. Thus, even though most
Americans will not see the total

eclipse, everyone will have an op-

portunity to observe the dark moon
as it encroaches on the sun. As al-

ways, of course, safe methods
should be used by everyone deter-

mined to see what is happening.

The eclipse this month brings

with it both good and bad news for

those who wish to see the events of

totality from within the moon's
shadow path. The good news is that

the nearly 200-mile-wide path that

the shadow crosses includes a great

many large population centers that

are easy to reach and have good
accommodations for travelers. The
vistas should be superb in the scenic

northwest, where the sun will be

low during total eclipse.

The bad news is the weather. In

general, prospects are not good any-

where within the total eclipse path.

Along the Pacific coast, and in most
of Washington and Oregon, the

chances of having sufficiently clear

skies are less than one in four. The
odds are somewhat better toward
the east, partly because the sun is

higher during the eclipse and partly

because climatic conditions im-

prove. Within the continental

United States, Montana and North
Dakota offer the best climatic bet,

but Manitoba, in Canada, is even
better, with about a 50 percent

chance of seeing the eclipse. The
trade-off for improved weather,

however, will be lower tempera-
tures. As the eclipse path moves
east, it also moves north, into the

northern plains where tempera-
tures of near zero Fahrenheit or

below are not uncommon, espe-

cially during the clear weather con-

ditions one would hope for.

The best hedge against uncertain

weather conditions will be mobility,

the ability to shift one's location

rapidly as soon as more reliable

weather data become available and
weather conditions become appar-

ent. Many observers are making
plans to do just that.

For the adventuresome and cou-

rageous (and, with respect to

weather, the fortunate) who travel

to the total eclipse zone, the re-

wards will be impressive. Even
those who have already witnessed

a total solar eclipse will probably

be thrilled anew. Nothing can pre-

pare one for the pale, eerie light

that drops swiftly just before the

sun is completely covered, or for

the stillness sensed by animals, as

well as humans, that seems to settle

on the earth. Then the events of

totality begin: the flashes of

Baily's beads, the crimson of the

ring that surrounds the dark moon,
the shimmering bluish white of the

coronal streamers, the possible

scarlet of a flamelike prominence
standing above the sun, the planets

and stars nearby in the darkened

daylight. The approach of the

moon's shadow and its swift escape

to the east are unforgettable.

If the skies are clear on that Sun-

day morning, even the partial eclipse

will be obvious to everyone in North
America. If the skies are overcast,

one might not know an eclipse is

taking place at all. But where the

sun is visible, the presence of the

moon crossing in front of it will be

evident. And those are the circum-

stances in which one should ob-

serve the standard precaution:

Never look directly at the sun with-

out adequate protection for the

eyes.

Do not, however, misunderstand

the basis for the caution, as so many
persons seem to have done in recent

years. There is nothing unusually

harmful about the sun during an

eclipse and no reason to walk around

with your eyes cast down.
There is no reason why you

should not view the eclipse if you

want to, provided you take precau-

tions to protect your eyes. One of

the best ways is to project the image

of the sun onto a white surface by

means of a small telescope, a binoc-

ular lens, or even a small pinhole in

a piece of cardboard. Another way
is to use an adequate filter, such as a

5.0 neutral density optical filter. Or,

if there is time, you can prepare a

filter by opening an unexposed roll

of black and white film in daylight

and then fully developing the film.

Two thicknesses of developed film

over the eyes will make a suitably

protective filter. Sunglasses, how-
ever, do not afford adequate protec-

tion. Nor is it safe to use so-called

smoked glass or colored glass from

a soda, beer, or other type of bottle.

When the sun is completely cov-

ered by the moon during a total

eclipse, it is perfectly safe to look

directly without filters of any kind.

Thomas D. Nicholson directs the

American Museum of Natural History.
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The path of the total echpse is

shown by the band crossing the

northwestern United States and
central Canada. The duration of the

total eclipse, during which the sun

is completely covered by the moon,
is greatest along the central line in

this path and fails off sharply near

the path's northern and southern

edges. On the center line at the Pa-

cific coast, the duration will be

about 2 minutes and 16 seconds; it

increases to about 2 minutes and 52

seconds just east of Lake Winnipeg
in Canada.
Outside the path of the total

eclipse, a partial solar eclipse will

take place throughout the United

States and Canada, except for Ha-

waii and western Alaska. The mag-
nitude of the partial eclipse (the

portion of the sun's diameter cov-

ered by the moon at mid-eclipse) de-

creases with distance from the total

eclipse path but is never less than 50

percent, except in southern Florida.

The curves running approximately

east-west on the map, and nearly

parallel to the total eclipse path,

show where the moon covers 90, 80,

70, 60, and 50 percent of the sun's

diameter, respectively.

The eclipse occurs shortly after

sunrise along the Pacific coast, and

progressively later toward the east,

where the sun is higher and the time

later. In addition, the moon's
shadow moves east along the earth,

which causes the eclipse to move
from west to east. The time of the,

eclipse at any given locality may be

estimated from the time of mid-

eclipse, shown by the lines running

up and down (or nearly so) on the

map, taking account of the correct

time zone for your locality. The

eclipse will begin about 75 minutes

earlier and end 75 minutes later than

the time of mid-eclipse, in central

and eastern United States and Can-

ada. In the mountain and coastal
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Sky Reporter by Frank D. Drake

Faster Than the Speed
of Light?

Galactic objects whose
seeming velocities defy
accepted laws of physics
demand an explanation

What goes faster than a speed-
ing express train or a flying bullet?

Superman and many things. What
goes faster than the speed of light?

According to the well-established
laws of physics, nothing. The laws
of relativity and many experiments
in nuclear physics lead to the strong
conclusion that nothing in this uni-

verse can exceed the speed of light.

Things either travel intrinsically at

that speed, as do light waves and
radio waves, or they are particles

that become indefinitely more mas-
sive as they approach the speed of
light, which prevents even the most
powerful of accelerators from ever
pushing them to that limit.

So it was with amazement that

radio astronomers recently ob-
served two objects flying out of the
heart of a distant galaxy, going in

opposite directions at what seemed
to be about ten times the speed of
light. The scientists almost hoped
the observation was a bizarre illu-

sion. But then the same event oc-
curred in another galaxy and an-
other and another. Finally, in 1974,
one of these objects, the radio
galaxy known as 3C 120, fired off a
second set of things at about eight
times the speed of light. One of the
most basic tenets of modern science
was challenged.

There have been suggestions that

particles might exist that go faster

than the speed of light. Called
tachyons, these particles have been
hypothesized on the basis that the
mathematical symmetries in the
equations of relativity permit such
entities. They would be strange in

that they could only go faster than
the speed of light. As they lost

speed, they would become ever
more difficult to decelerate, so that

they could never be slowed down to
the velocity of light.

There is no evidence whatsoever
that such particles exist. Prelim-
inary searches for evidence of them
among the cosmic rays have yielded
negative results. But then no one
really knows how to design a device
that could detect tachyons. In any
case, the objects actually observed
radiate similarly to other strong
sources of radio emissions in galax-
ies, suggesting that they are made
of normal matter. In the best tradi-

tion of science, the problem posed is

to use known physics to explain the
phenomenon of objects that appar-
ently travel faster than the speed of
light, or superluminally.

Before looking at possible ex-
planations, one needs to know the
nature of the actual observations.
Things flying faster than the speed
of light are not detected with run-
of-the-mill radiotelescopes. The
technique used, one of the triumphs
of modern astronomy, is known as
very long base line radio interfer-

ometry, or VLBI (see "Deep in

the Heart of the Milky Way,"
Natural History. October 1978). In

this technique two or more radio-

telescopes separated by thousands
of miles or even by continents
simultaneously observe a radio-
wave-emitting object in the sky.
The signals they receive are re-

corded on magnetic tape with a

precise time synchronization pro-
vided by atomic clocks at each
telescope. In the important obser-
vations of 3C 120, for example,
radiotelescopes at Green Bank,
West Virginia; Fort Davis, Texas;
and Owens Valley, California, were
used. The magnetic tapes are then
played synchronously into a small
computer that combines the signals

as though the telescopes had been
connected together electrically at

the time of the observations.

The resolution obtained by this
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system can be as great as that of a

single radiotelescope whose dimen-

sions are as large as that of the

antenna separation—thousands of

miles. This resolution may be some-
thing like a thousandth of a second
of arc, many tens of hundreds of

times better than that of the best

optical telescopes and sufficient to

see objects only a few light-years

in size even though they may be as

much as a billion light-years away.

There is a catch, however—be-

cause the "lens" of the telescope

is not complete, it does not give a

well-defined image. Instead, it tells

us some of the aspects of the image,

such as the existence of certain fine

details, but not what the object truly

looks like. The system is neverthe-

less particularly sensitive to the

presence of two small objects of

similar brightness. It can tell us that

such a pair exists, how the duo is

oriented in the sky, and what the

angular separation between the two
components is. This is just the kind

of observation that led to the dis-

covery of the superluminal objects.

As one after another of the "com-
pact" radio sources, that is, those

with very small, bright radio-

emitting areas, was looked at with

the VLBI system, their cores were
found to contain two small bright

objects. Subsequent follow-up ob-

servations again showed two bright

objects, but more widely separated.

Using the distance to the radio

source, indicated by its red shift, a

velocity could be computed for the

speed at which the bright objects

were moving apart. It turned out to

be superluminal. For example, the

quasar 3C 345 showed the presence

oftwo objects with a separation that

grew from about 0.5 thousandths of

an arc second to about 1.8 thou-

sandths of an arc second between
the years 1969 and 1977. The in-

ferred velocity is 4.2 times the

velocity of light. However, the ob-

serving technique cannot tell us any
detail about the objects or, with any
certainty, whether there are other,

fainter objects present.

So far, about half the compact
radio sources that have been looked

at with VLBI have shown super-

luminal expansions, with separation

velocities ranging from 4.2 to 10

times the velocity of light. In every

source, the velocity seems to re-

main constant. No examples of

radio sources moving toward each

other have been observed. Radio

galaxy 3C 120 has shown at least

two and maybe three pairs of super-

luminal objects. In several cases

there has been an abrupt brighten-

ing of the radio emission from the

source just as the two bright ob-

jects at the core started their separa-

tion, suggesting that the phenome-
non may be caused by an explosive

event.

Can we explain all this in a plaus-

ible way without being forced to

accept the existence of super-

luminal velocities? Many astron-

omers are trying. The first possibil-

ity to consider is that the super-

luminal motions are misleading and
no object is truly moving at the

apparently observed speeds.
Models along this line are easy to

imagine. For example, if you shine

a flashlight on a wall and then turn

it quickly, the spot of light will

move across the wall much faster

than the flashlight is moving, but the

spot is not an object. No object is

moving as quickly as the light.

In like manner, it may be that

what we are seeing with our
radiotelescopes is, in fact, a rotating

beam of particles or some other

source of energy sweeping across

interstellar clouds in a galaxy.

However, there are strong objec-

tions to this hypothesis. The speed

of the observed bright objects

seems constant; if the source from
which they are emitted was rotat-

ing, we would perceive the objects

as moving at variable speeds. One
might also expect to find apparent

contractions as well as expansions

between the radio sources but they

have not been seen.

A very popular theory that prob-

ably does play some role in the

phenomenon is the so-called Christ-

mas tree model. In this picture, the

radio galaxy consists of a number
of small regions of radio emissions

that turn on and off randomly, like

the twinkling lights of a Christmas

tree. According to this proposal,

the apparent motions result from

some of these "lights" turning on
while others turn oif; when we
observe on different occasions, we
are not actually seeing the same two

objects each time, but a different

pair on each successive viewing. In-

deed, Canadian radio astronomers

have seen some radio galaxies that

do twinkle in this fashion. But in

the Christmas tree model, as in

others, apparent contractions as

well as expansions should be seen
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when two close-together points

Hght up after two far-apart points

have been shining. But no contrac-

tion has ever been observed.
Furthermore, observations of

superluminal radio sources at

closely spaced time intervals show
the two sources of radiation sep-

arating at a continuous, steady rate,

not in jumps. So much for the

Christmas tree model as an expla-

nation of the superluminal phe-

nomenon.
A theory that does work, being

consistent with all the existing data,

is a modified version of the so-

called light-echo hypothesis. In the

year 1 90 1 , a star exploded as a nova
in the constellation Perseus. Co-
incidentally, this nova was very

close to a cloud of stellar dust, ma-
terial that is usually seen silhouetted

against a starry background but

which is actually quite reflective.

When the expanding shell of light

waves from the nova encountered
this dust cloud, the light of the nova
was reflected. On the earth this was
seen long after the nova explosion

because of the indirect route taken

by the light and, of course, the first

light echoes to arrive at the earth

came from those parts of the reflect-

ing cloud closest to the nova. The
overall result was the appearance of

an expanding ring of light, moving
outward from the star at the speed
of light. This meant that the two
opposite points on the ring seemed
to move away from each other at

twice the speed of light.

David Lynden-Bell of Cambridge
University has shown how a modifi-

cation of this simple phenomenon
can explain the superluminal veloc-

ities. He proposes that an object

in the nucleus of a galaxy violently

emits two high-energy entities in

opposite directions at the speed of

light. This galactic object is prob-

ably the same one that produces
the high energy of quasars, and
may be a black hole many thou-

sands of times the mass of the sun
into which matter is falling, releas-

ing huge quantities of energy in the

process. The two ejected energy
entities may be clouds of highly

energetic nuclear particles or they

could be waves of electromagnetic
energy of sufficient intensity to ac-

celerate any charged particles they
encounter to nearly the speed of

light. With each of these possibil-

ities—clouds or waves—strong
radio emissions will be sent out.

Thus two small regions of intense

radio emission are created.

Now if the two ejected energy
bodies fly ofl" in directions exactly

perpendicular to our line of sight,

we will see the emitting regions

separating at exactly twice the

velocity of light as in Nova Persei.

But if the axis of the ejection is not

perpendicular to our line of sight,

the Doppler eS'ect becomes im-

portant and the geometry of the

situation causes the apparent veloc-

ity of separation to be even greater

than twice the velocity of light.

The radio waves from the more
distant of the two bodies have to

travel a greater distance to the earth

than those from the nearer body.
Since they are both moving away
from the nucleus of the galaxy at

the same speed, the radiation we
receive at any given instant will

have left the farther body earlier

than the radiation from the nearer

one. We will thus perceive an ap-

parent but illusory asymmetry in

the positions and apparent veloc-

ities ofeach of the radiating entities.

The near one will seem to move at

enormous speed, while the far one
will apparently move much more
slowly. In working out the time de-

lays associated with the angle of

ejection and our line of sight, we
find that when the angle is 30°, we
should see an apparent separation

velocity of four times the speed of

light, as in 3C 120. Lynden-Bell has

shown that all four of the known
superluminal expansions are con-
sistent with this picture.

For the present, this explanation

does extremely well. It makes an
important prediction: when we see

these objects in detail, something
very long base line radio interfer-

ometry should soon achieve, we
will see the two emitting regions

moving outward in precisely the

asymmetric manner this model pre-

dicts. The laws of physics there-

fore seem secure for the time being.

There is, however, a final twist

to this story. In the case of 3C 120,

the galaxy involved can be photo-

graphed and its angle of ejection

deduced. In another case, that of

the quasar 3C 273, there are enough
VLBI observations to give a fairly

clear picture of the galaxy, and
three asymmetrically placed bright

spots are indeed found, one of
which is conjectured to be the ob-

ject that ejects the other two. In

these cases, then, there is an in-

direct but still tantalizing way to

determine the angle between the

axis of ejection and the line of sight

independent of Lynden-Bell's
model. This gives us new informa-

tion that allows us to determine the

distance to the object without hav-

ing to depend on the Doppler eflfect.

The two radio galaxies mentioned
above provide the same surprising

results: they are half as far away as

the distances given by the currently

accepted values for the rate of ex-

pansion of the universe. The impli-

cation is that there is an error in

the other techniques for measuring
distances to galaxies. The universe

may be smaller and younger than

we have believed, more like 10 bil-

lion than 20 billion years old. The
superluminal galactic "Roman
candles," one way or another, are

thus leading us to the answers to

some of our fondest and most pro-

found questions.

Radioastronoiner Frank D. Drake
is the Goldwin Smith Professor of
astronomy at Cornell University

and director of the National As-
tronomy and Ionosphere Center
operated by the university for the

National Science Foundation.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Wide Hats and Narrow Minds

May Einstein's brain

rest in peace inside

a Mason jar in Wichita

In 1861, from February to June,

the ghost of Baron Georges Cuvier
haunted the Anthropological So-

ciety of Paris. The great Cuvier,

Aristotle of French biology (an im-

modest designation from which he
did not shrink), died in 1832, but the

physical vault of his spirit lived on
as Paul Broca and Louis Pierre

Gratiolet squared oflf to debate
whether or not the size of a brain

has anything to do with the intelli-

gence of its bearer.

In the opening round, Gratiolet

dared to argue that the best and
brightest could not be recognized

by their big heads. (Gratiolet, a

confirmed monarchist, was no
egalitarian. He merely sought other

measures to affirm the superiority

of white European males.) Broca,

founder of the Anthropological
Society and the world's greatest

craniometrician, or head measurer.

replied that "study of the brains of

human races would lose most of its

interest and utility" if variation in

size counted for nothing. Why, he
asked, had anthropologists spent so

much time measuring heads if the

results had no bearing upon what he

regarded as the most important
question of all—the relative worth
of diflFerent peoples:

Among the questions heretofore dis-

cussed within the Anthropological
Society, none is equal in interest and
importance to the question before us

now. . . . The great importance of

Baron Georges



On Photographing a Monster

It
hates being photographed. It

glares halefully at the camera. It

sulks, fidgets, pouts.

It is that most fearsome of crea-

tures, a perfectly normal four-year-

old child.

The photographer, wise in the

ways of distracting difficult subjects,

abandons his camera. He wanders

about the studio, talking and gestur-

ing. The monster, no longer feeling

threatened by the evil eye of the lens,

rcLixes and K-comes once more the

sweet child its mother knows.

From time to time, the eye of

the camera blinks. There is a quiet

whirring of an electric motor, and the

camera blinks again. Yet the photog-

rapher is nowhere near it.

An Ingenious Little Dial.

The camera is a Hasselbl.id, the

motor -virive 500EL/M.

A dial on the camera is set at

"SR." This prereleases the entire

reflex system. At the end of a 20-fin>t

extension cord, the photographer

holds a release mech.inisni. ^X'hen

triggered, it operates the leaf shutter

without a moment's delay, thus

reducing the risk of "eye blink" frt>m

the subject and delivering a higher

number of use.ible photographs.

There are four other settings on
this dial: Single-frame in the normal

mode. Continuous, automatic firing

for as long as the release is held

down. A single frame in the prere-

leased, speeded-up mode for one

frame only. .And continuous, auto-

matic firing in the speeded-up mode
at the rate of one frame every 8/lOth

of a second.

Hasselblad Versus 35inm.

Why is this photographer not usiiig

one of the many excellent motor-

drive 35's for this assignment?

One compelling reason might

be the size of the Hasselblad nega-

tive. Each is 2'/4 inches square, almost

jour times the area of a .^5mm frame.

(See box, below right, for actual si:e.)

To make an II x 14 print of the

child, one would have to enlarge a

35mm negative 11.6 times. A compa-
rable Hasselblad print recjuires only a

7-times enlargement. TTie ability to

hold contrast is phenometvil.

TTien there is the camera's leaf

shutter. L'niike the shutter of a

35mm camera, it is fully synchro-

nized for every type of flash at every

speed up to 1' 500th of a second.

Hasselblad Versus Others.

But why a Hasselblad when there are

less-expensive alternatives.' Why did

eight out of ten top professional

photographers surveyed name
Hasselblail as the medium-formal

camera used in their work.'

Clonsider this: The Hasselblad

System makes available no less than

4 cameras, 21 lenses, iS viewfinders, ^

lilm magarines (including Polaroid'

backs) that give you a choice of any-

where from 1 to 500expt>sua's, and a

staggering array of accessciries.

A toud of .^32 pieces.

No other system thai exists

today in the medium-format field

can muster more than a fraction of

that number of pieces.

For that matter, no other system

offers three different formats—6 x

6cm, 6 x 4.5cm, and a 4.5 x 4.5cm

superslide format for showing in any

35mm projector

A lavish brochure on the

500EL/\\ and other Hasselblad

curruTtis is aiailahle free if you

UTite: Brciiin .North America.

Dejn nh2h, 55 Cambridge Park-

way, Canxbridge. Wass. 02142—

a division of The Gillette

Ctrmjxmy and exclusiiv marketer

of Hasselblad in the U.S.

It is actually possible to custom-

build for yourself over 1CX3 different

Hasselblad cameras for almost every

imagiriable photographic situation—

from the most simple of family snap-

shots to the mo.st sophisticated of

professional work.

Is it any wonder that the space

program came to Hasselblad for the

equipment which was to record

man's first voyage to the moon?

HASSELBLAD'

I Ik- M..i..r l>nv.- Mj«m1N.kI 'hXU 1 M. m»lc
in Swcilcn The Mindurtl lcn» i« » miilli-

owtnl R 8 MOmm 7cn« PUnar.



craniology has struck anthropologists

with such force that many among us

have neglected the other parts of our

science in order to devote ourselves

almost exclusively to the study of

skulls. ... In such data, we hope to

find some information relevant to the

intellectual value of the various human
races.

Broca and Gratioiet battled for

five months and through nearly 200

pages of the published bulletin.

Tempers flared. In the heat of

battle, one of Broca' s lieutenants

struck the lowest blow of all: "I

have noticed for a long time that, in

general, those who deny the intel-

lectual importance of the brain's

volume have small heads." In the

end, Broca won, hands down. Dur-

ing the debate, no item of informa-

tion had been more valuable to

Broca, none more widely discussed

or more vigorously contended, than

the brain of Georges Cuvier.

Cuvier, the greatest anatomist of

his time, the man who revised our

understanding of animals by classi-

fying them according to function

—

how they work—rather than by

rank in an anthropocentric scale of

lower to higher. Cuvier, the founder

of paleontology, the man who first

established the fact of extinction

and who stressed the importance of

catastrophes in understanding the

history of both life and the earth.

Cuvier, the great statesman who,

like Talleyrand, managed to serve

all French governments, from revo-

lution to monarchy, and die in bed.

(Actually, Cuvier passed the most

tumultuous years of the revolution

as a private tutor in Normandy,
although he feigned revolutionary

sympathies in his letters. He ar-

rived in Paris in 1795 and never

left.) F. Bourdier, a recent biog-

rapher, describes Cuvier's cor-

poreal ontogeny, but his words also

serve as a good metaphor for

Cuvier's power and influence:

"Cuvier was short and during the

Revolution he was very thin; he

became stouter during the Empire;

and he grew enormously fat after

the Restoration."

Cuvier's contemporaries mar-

veled at his "massive head." One
admirer affirmed that it "gave to his

entire person an undeniable cachet

of majesty and to his face an ex-

pression of profound meditation."

Thus, when Cuvier died, his col-

leagues, in the interests of science

and curiosity, decided to open the

great skull. On Tuesday, May 15,

1832, at seven o'clock in the morn-

ing, a group of the greatest doctors

and biologists of France gathered to

dissect the body of Georges Cuvier.

They began with the internal organs

and, finding "nothing very remark-

able," switched their attention to

Cuvier's skull. "Thus," wrote the

physician in charge, "we were
about to contemplate the instru-

ment of this powerful intelligence."

And their expectations were re-

warded. The brain of Georges
Cuvier weighed 1,830 grams, more
than 400 g above average and 200 g
larger than any nondiseased brain

previously weighed. Unconfirmed
reports and uncertain inference

placed the brains of Oliver Crom-
well, Jonathan Swift, and Lord By-

ron in the same range, but Cuvier

had provided the first direct evi-

dence that brilliance and brain size

go together.

Broca pushed his advantage and

rested a good part of his case on

Cuvier's brain. But Gratioiet probed

and found a weak spot. In their

awe and enthusiasm, Cuvier's doc-

tors had neglected to save either

his brain or his skull. Moreover,

they reported no measures on the

skull at all. The figure of 1,830 g
for the brain could not be checked;

perhaps it was simply wrong. Gra-

tioiet sought an existing surrogate

and had a flash of inspiration: "All

brains are not weighed by doctors,"

he stated, "but all heads are meas-

ured by hatters and I have man-
aged to acquire, from this new
source, information which, I dare

to hope, will not appear to you as

devoid of interest." In short, Gra-

tioiet presented something almost

bathetic in comparison with the

great man's brain: he had found

Cuvier's hat! And thus, for two
meetings, some of France's greatest

minds pondered seriously the

meaning of a worn bit of felt.

Cuvier's hat, Gratioiet reported,

measured 21.8 cm in length and

18.0 cm in width. He then consulted

a certain M. Puriau, "one of the

most intelligent and widely known
hatters of Paris." Puriau told him

that the largest standard size for

hats measured 21.5 by 18.5 cm. Al-

though very few men wore a hat so

big, Cuvier was not off scale. More-

over, Gratioiet reported with evi-

dent pleasure, the hat was ex-

tremely flexible and "softened by

very long usage." It had probably

not been so large when Cuvier
bought it. Moreover, Cuvier had an

exceptionally thick head of hair,

and he wore it bushy.

"This seems to prove quite

clearly," Gratioiet proclaimed,
"that if Cuvier's head was very

large, its size was not absolutely ex-

ceptional or unique."

Gratioiet 's opponents preferred

to believe the doctors and refused

to grant much weight to a bit of

cloth. More than twenty years later,

in 1883, G. Herve again took up the

subject of Cuvier's brain and dis-

covered a missing item: Cuvier's

head had been measured after all,

but the figures had been omitted

from the autopsy report. The skull

was big indeed. Shaved of that

famous mat of hair, as it was for the

autopsy, its greatest circumference

was matched by only 6 percent of

"scientists and men of letters"

(measured in life with their hair at

that) and zero percent of domestic

servants. As for the infamous hat,

Herve pleaded ignorance, but he

did cite the following anecdote:

"Cuvier had a habit of leaving his

hat on a table in his waiting room.

It often happened that a professor

or a statesman tried it on. The hat

descended below their eyes."

Yet, just as the doctrine of more-

is-better stood on the verge of

triumph, Herve snatched potential

defeat from the jaws of Broca'

s

victory. Too much of a good thing

can be as troubling as a deficiency,

and Herve began to worry. Why
did Cuvier's brain exceed those of

other "men of genius" by so much?
He reviewed both the details of the

autopsy and records of Cuvier's

frail early health and constructed a

circumstantial case for "transient

juvenile hydrocephaly," or water

on the brain. If Cuvier's skull had

been artificially enlarged by the

pressure of fluids early during its

growth, then a brain of normal size

might simply have expanded—by
decreasing in density, not by grow-

ing larger—into the space available.

Or did an enlarged space permit the

brain to grow to an unusual size

after all? Herve could not resolve

this cardinal question because Cu-

vier's brain had been measured and

then tossed out. All that remained

was the magisterial number,

1 ,830g. "With the brain of Cuvier,"

wrote Herve, "science has lost one

of the most precious documents it

ever possessed."
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On the surface, this tale seems
ludicrous—comic relief after three

turgid columns inspired by a pan-

da's thumb. The thought of France's

finest anthropologists arguing pas-

sionately about the meaning of a

dead colleague's hat could easily

provoke the most misleading and
dangerous inference of all about

history—a view of the past as a

domain of naive half-wits, the path

of history as a tale of progress, and
the present as sophisticated and en-

lightened.

But if we laugh with derision, we
will never understand. Human in-

tellectual capacity has not altered

for thousands of years so far as we
can tell. If intelligent people in-

vested intense energy in issues that

now seem foolish to us, then the

failure lies in our understanding of

their world, not in their distorted

perceptions. Even the standard ex-

ample of ancient nonsense—the de-

bate about angels on pinheads

—

makes sense once you realize that

theologians were not discussing

whether five or eighteen would fit,

but whether a pin could house a

finite or an infinite number. In cer-

tain theological systems, the cor-

poreality or noncorporeality of

angels is an important matter in-

deed.

In this case, a clue to the vital

importance of Cuvier's brain for

nineteenth-century anthropology
lies in the last line of Broca's state-

ment, quoted above: "In such data,

we hope to find some information

relevant to the intellectual value of

the various human races." Broca
and his school wanted to show that

brain size, through its link to intelli-

gence, could resolve what they re-

garded as the primary question for a

"science of man"—explaining why
some individuals and groups are

more successful than others. To
do this, they divided people accord-

ing to a priori convictions about

their worth—men versus women,
whites versus blacks, "men of

genius" versus ordinary folks—and
tried to demonstrate differences in

brain size. The brains of eminent
men (literally males) formed an
essential link in their argument

—

and Cuvier was the creme de la

creme. Broca concluded:

In general, the brain is larger in men
than in women, in eminent men than in

men of mediocre talent, in superior

races than in inferior races. Other

things equal, there is a remarkable re-

lationship between the development of

intelligence and the volume of the brain.

Broca died in 1880, but disciples

continued his catalog of eminent
brains (indeed, they added Broca's

own to the list—although it weighed
in at an undistinguished 1,484 g).

The dissection offamous colleagues

became something of a cottage in-

dustry among anatomists and an-

thropologists. E.A. Spitzka, the

most prominent American practi-

tioner of the trade, cajoled his

eminent friends: "To me the

thought of an autopsy is certainly

less repugnant than I imagine the

process of cadaveric decomposition
in the grave to be." The two
premier American ethnologists John
Wesley Powell and W J McGee
made a wager over who had the

larger brain—and Spitzka con-
tracted to resolve the issue for

them posthumously. (I am re-

minded of the scene in Gilbert and
Sullivan's Mikado, when Ko-Ko
attempts to persuade Nanki-Poo to

"be beheaded handsomely at the

hands of the Public Executioner:

. . . When it's all over, general re-

joicings, and a display of fireworks

in the evening. You won't see them,

but they'll be there just the same."
It was a toss-up in any case. The
brains of Powell and McGee dif-

fered very little, no more than vary-

ing body size might require.)

By 1907, Spitzka could present a

tabulation of 115 eminent men. As
the list grew in length, ambiguity of

results increased apace. At the

upper end, Cuvier was finally over-

taken when Turgenev broke the

2,000-g barrier in 1883. But embar-

rassment and insult stalked the

other end. Walt Whitman managed
to hear the varied carols of America
singing with only 1,282 g. Franz

Josef Gall, a founder of phrenology
—the original "science" of judging

mental worth by the size of local-

ized brain areas—could muster
only 1,198 g. Later, in 1924, Ana-
tole France almost halved Tur-

genev's 2,012 and weighed in at a

mere 1,017 g.

Spitzka, nonetheless, was un-

daunted. In an outrageous example
of data selected to conform with

a priori prejudice, he arranged, in

order, one of his largest brains from
an eminent white male, a bush-

woman from Africa, and a gorilla.

(He could easily have reversed the

first two by choosing a larger black

and a smaller white.) Spitzka con-

cluded, again invoking the shade of

Georges Cuvier: "The jump from a

Cuvier or a Thackeray to a Zulu or

a Bushman is no greater than from
the latter to the gorilla or the

orang."

Such overt racism is no longer

common among scientists, and I

trust that no one would now try to

rank races or sexes by the average
size of their brains. Yet our fas-

cination with the physical basis of

intelligence persists (as it should),

and the naive hope remains in some
quarters that size or some other

easily measured external feature

might capture the subtlety within.

Indeed, the crassest form of more-

is-better—using a rapidly measured
quantity to assess improperly a far

more subtle and elusive quality—is

still with us. And the method that

some men use to judge the worth of

their penises or their automobiles is

still being applied to brains. This

column was inspired by a recent re-

port on the whereabouts of Ein-

stein's brain (Science, August 25,

1978). Yes, Einstein's brain was re-

moved for study, but 23 years after

his death, the results have not been
published. The remaining pieces

—

others were farmed out to various

specialists—now rest in a Mason jar

packed in a cardboard box marked
"Costa Cider" and housed in an

office in Wichita, Kansas. Nothing

has been published because noth-

ing unusual has been found. "So far

it's fallen within normal limits for a

man his age," remarked the owner
of the Mason jar.

Did I just hear Cuvier and Ana-
tole France laughing in concert

from on high? Are they repeating a

famous motto of their native land:

plus fa change, plus c'est la meme
chose ("the more things change,

the more they remain the same").

The physical structure of the brain

must record intelligence in some
way, but gross size and external

shape are not likely to capture any-

thing of value. I am, somehow, less

interested in the weight and con-

volutions of Einstein's brain than in

the near certainty that people of

equal talent have lived and died in

cotton fields and sweatshops.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science

at Harvard University.
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NATURAL HISTORY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION

This year, the Grand Prize of

Natural History's Photographic
Competition will be a ticicet for the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory's Discovery Tour through the

Aegean and the Middle East. The
winner will fly from New York to

Athens, from where the tour's

cruise ship will sail for Egypt, Is-

rael, Cyprus, and Turkey. The tour

will include a three-day excursion

to Cairo and Luxor, a two-day trip

to Bethlehem and Nazareth, and
visits to Jerusalem, Rhodes, and
Istanbul. The Grand Prize-winner

will have the chance to photograph

such magnificent sites as the

Temple of Poseidon at Sounion,

the church of Saint Sophia, and the

Seraglio in the Topkapi Palace

Museum, as well as the Aegean's

spectacular scenery.

Besides the Grand Prize, the

1979 competition offers cash prizes

totaling more than $3,000. The win-

ning entries will be published in a

special double issue of Natural
History in August and exhibited at

the American Museum of Natural

History.

The four categories—broad
enough to fit the interests of any
photographer—are: (1) The Natural

World; (2) A Sequence of an Event

in Nature; (3) Photomicrography,
including pictures with a scanning

electron microscope; and (4) The
Human Environment. First prize

in each category is $500. In addi-

tion, all entries are eligible for the

following awards: Humor in Na-
ture, $200; Urban Wildlife, $200;

and ten Honorable Mentions at

$100 each.

The deadline is April 15, 1979.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope

—since we do want to return your

pictures to you.

To all, the very best luck!

THE Rl LES
1. The competition is open to everyone

except employees of the American
Museum of Natural History and their

kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to three

previously unpublished entries in each

of the four categories. Decision of the

judges is final.

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

the winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints up to 8 by 10 inches, and each

must bear the photographer's name and

address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no later

than April 15, 1979.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024
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The Semisocial Manatee
A large marine mammal
plays follow-the-leader
without a leader

The mammals most completely

adapted to an aquatic environment

belong to two orders: the Cetacea

(whales, dolphins, and porpoises)

and the Sirenia (manatees and du-

gongs). These are the only mam-
mals that spend their entire lives in

the water. Morphologically, the

members ofthese orders are similar;

for example, all have large, stream-

lined bodies, lack hindHmbs, have

modified forelimbs, and use tail

flukes for locomotion. The sire-

nians, however, are the only her-

bivorous marine mammals.
There are four sirenian species

in existence today: the dugong, a

single species found in the Indo-

Pacific, and three species of man-
atees—the West African, Ama-
zonian, and West Indian, or

Caribbean. Another sirenian, Stel-

ler's sea cow, was exterminated in

the eighteenth century. The four

extant species are considered en-

dangered at both the national and
international levels, but in the

United States, the Marine Mammal
Protection Act of 1972 and the En-
dangered Species Act of 1973 pro-

vide the animals some protection.

The endangered status of the

sirenians is probably due to two



by John E. Reynolds III

main factors: historical overex-
ploitation by humans, primarily for

food and oil. and the animals' ap-

parent low reproductive rates.

While intentional harvesting of sire-

nians has been greatly reduced in

most countries in which they are

found, other human activities still

account for a large percentage of

their total mortality. For example,
in Australia, large numbers of du-

gongs are drowned by the shark nets

that protect the beaches there, and
in Florida, manatees frequently die

when struck by motorboat propel-

lers or trapped by the automatic

flood-control dams found on many
waterways.

Because they require shallow-

water plants, the sirenians are re-

stricted to coastal marine, estuar-

ine, and freshwater habitats. And

while they live in proximity to man,
the sirenians are nonetheless poorly

known biologically. Only in the

areas of gross anatomy and osteol-

ogy is there relatively abundant
literature concerning sirenians. and
until recently, detailed field studies

of the behavior and ecology of the

animals were nonexistent.

The West Indian species {Tri-

chechns manatus) is the most thor-

43
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Munching on a water hyacinth, far
left, this manatee is inadvertently

helping to control a menace to river

navigation. These prolific plants

are a favored food of this large

marine herbivore. Left, a calf will

nurse for up to eighteen months.
The manatee pictured helow is

floating along in the Crystal River.

Florida, napping. It must come to

the surface every four to fifteen

minutes to breathe.

Overleaf: Manatees tend to swim
in herds. The herds are unstable,

hut a common feature is

similar-sized individuals. When a
female comes into estrus. several

hulls will congregate around her.

each attempting to mate.

oughly studied manatee. About
14,000 West Indian manatees are

scattered over a broad geographic

area—from the southeastern United

States to northeastern Brazil and
throughout the Caribbean region.

Since the animals are apparently

incapable of surviving extremely

cold temperatures, the manatee
population within the United States

is normally restricted to f'lorida.

But during warm summer mt)nths.

manatees have been sighted as far

north as North Carolina and Vir-

ginia. Current estimates put the

United States population at between
750 and 1 ,(K)(), and most are ci>nccn-

trated in six Florida locations:

Crystal River/Homosassa Springs.

Charlotte Harbor/Ten Ihousand
Islands, Hverglades National Park,

southeastern I-Jorida (Miami to fort

Pierce), Brevard County, especially

near Titusville. and Blue Springs.

Two comprehensive field proj-

ects have provided insights into

manatee behavior, feeding habits,

diurnal rhythms, and environmen-
tal requiremcnis. One study, at

Crystal River m northwestern llor-

ida. was done in I he late l'>W)s and
early I^TOs prmiarily by Daniel S.

Hartman. whose assistant. James
Powell, has continued observations
of the manatees to the present. Ihe
other project, on herd structure,

which I conducted from l'>74 lo

1*^77. was done at Blue l.agoon
lake, a freshwater area in Miami.
Ilorida.

Manatees at Blue l.agoon gener-

ally swim in herilsrathei than singly.

Iwo or three manatees of either sex

usually make up a herd, but the si/e

of Ihe individuals is not random.

Ihis suggests that, to some extent,

manatees segregate acconling lo

si/e.

Herds are normally unstable and

the component members shift fre-

quently. In fact, of sixty manatees
in Blue Lagoon, virtually no pair

was observed more than once or

twice during our 22-month study.

There aie two main exceptions ti>

the general looseness of manatee
social structures: juvenile males

ina\ remain together for prolonged

periods and the molher-calf bond
is a long one. probably exceeding a

year. (Bachelor-herd formation and
prolonged maternal bi>ndmg are not

imusiial among social mammals;
they alsi> characterize fur seal and
sperm whale populations.)

.•\ lemale m estrus becomes the

Uical point of an "esirous herd." a

group of as many as 17 male mana-
tees and the female, which some-
times remains together for up to a

month. Ihe esirous female often

twists and turns vi«>lenlly. appar-

enlK to escape her entourage. Ihe

bulls do ni>l appear ti> compete for

Ihe cow m ihe sense that lhe\ eslab-

Ov«rW«t JtnM Ann FfiM
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Although it is covered by the U.S.

Marine Mammal Protection Act of
1972 and the Endangered Species

Act of 1973, the status of the

West Indian manatee remains

precarious. An estimated 750 to

1,000 manatees, a fraction of their

former numbers, survive in Florida

waters. Habitat destruction,

harassment, and boating accidents

are major reasons for the decline.

Most adults show deep scars on
their bodies, the results of being

sliced by the propellers of
pleasure boats. Florida has

created refuges in which boats

must proceed at idle speed, but

the rules are often ignored.

lish defended territories around her.

Rather, each bull simply attempts

to remain adjacent to the female,

presumably to be the first animal to

mate with her. Not surprisingly,

bulls sometimes collide with one
another during their eflForts.

At Blue Lagoon, female manatees
being pursued by bulls frequently

swam into shoals, possibly to pre-

vent the males from reaching their

undersides to mate. Occasionally,

cows in shallow water raised their

tails out of the water, slapping ap-

proaching males on the downstroke.

Whether this was done intentionally

was not clear, but in two instances

where such behavior was observed,

the bulls backed away from the

female and swam into deeper water.

Mating can happen either at the

surface or underwater. Often, more
than one male mates with an estrous

female, and no single posture is as-

sumed during copulation. Some

pairs remain horizontal in the water

column, others vertical. Fre-

quently, the bull turns upside down
and swims below the female, but

mating can also take place with the

animals on their sides, facing one
another.

After a consort period, during

which the bulls remain with the fe-

male, the estrous herd breaks up,

and the males and impregnated

female separate. The gestation time

is thought to be about 400 days, but

this figure is unproved. Another

estimate, which also lacks support-

ing data, is that adult females give

birth every 2.5 to 3 years.

Manatee calves are born year-

round, although calving peaks in

late spring to early summer. Most
pregnancies produce one calf, but

twins are thought to occur. The pre-

cocious calves are able to swim
with their mothers within minutes

of birth. A young animal commonly

remains close to its mother's side,

and this behavior is especially evi-

dent when the animals swim to-

gether. Adult manatees typically

swim in single file, but a calf always

travels parallel to its mother, di-

rectly behind her flipper. This

swimming formation could be adap-

tive for two reasons: the animals

can communicate most eflfectively

in this position or the formation is

hydrodynamically advantageous if

the calf experiences less drag from

the water.

The females do not attack other

manatees or humans that approach

their young. Instead, they attempt

to keep other manatees and human
divers away from their calves by
swimming between the intruder and

their offspring. If the danger is per-

ceived as severe, the female and the

calf will flee. A fleeing female-calf

pair produce a duet, with one animal

vocalizing and the other emitting an



answering call. In i)ne instance

near Blue i.agoon, a female mana-
tee was separated from her young
by a partly opened floodgate. The
opening was too small for the

mother to pass, and the current

was too strong for the calf to swim
back upstream through the open-

ing. Kor at least three hours, the

mother manatee allempteil lo main-

lain contact with her calf by re-

peatedly placing her head through

the narrow iipening of the gate and
vocalizing. Ivvenlually. the gate

opened enough so that she could

swim through and rejoin her calf.

Another aspect o\' herd behavior
involves social facilitation, a be-

havit)r pattern that is increased in

pace or frequency by the behavior
of other animals. Social facilitatitm

is apparent m many manatee activ-

ities, includitig feeding, resting,

nuzzling, body surfing, and follow-

Ihe-lcader.

Body surfing involves groups ot

manatees riding the powerful cur-

rents generated below flood dams
when the gates are partly open.

Sessions of body surflng can last

more than an hour, with manatees

repeatedly riding the currents in

parallel formation. There are, inter-

estingly enough, many variations

on the basic iheme ol riding the

cmrenls by simply facing down-

stream. .Sometimes the animals riile

the currents parallel to each t)ther.

but brt)adside lo the current; they

also cut diagonally back and forth

across the currents. Throughout the

ride, the parallel lormation is not

broken, and the animals perform in

actnirdinaled fashion. Hody-surling

manatees Irequenlly nuzzle one

another and vocalize between rides.

|-'ollow-the-leailer is less spectac-

ular than body suiting, but it also

involves coordinated behavior in

which two or more manatees follow

one another in single tile and syn-

chronize all their activities, such as

breathing, diving, and changing di-

rection. Despite the term follow-

ihe-leader, there is no dominant
herd leader in the usual sense of the

word. Leadership, in tact, was ni>l

discernible in any type of manatee

herd at Blue I.agoon.

.Aclisilies such as follow-the-

leader anil bod\ surling are similar

to behavior that in othei species is

called pla\ . Ave they really playing?

Sliict delinitions of the term play

are based ()n normal" behavior of

the species being considered. Since

there is not enough int\>rmation lo

indicate what is ni>rmal for mana-
tees, boiiy surling and follow ihe-

leader cannot as yet be called play.

ObMously, for body surling and
follow -ihe-leailer, communication
is impoitani in synchronizing the

behaMor of individuals in a gioiip.

Communication in manatees is rcia-



An aerial view shows a group of
manatees feeding in shallow water.

They alternate between saltwater

bays, brackish estuarine areas, and
rivers. These marine mammals
seem to need fresh water to drink.

lively unstudied at present, but

some researchers believe that

acoustics are very important. At
Blue Lagoon, however, the animals

vocalized infrequently. Manatee
vocalizations, which are usually

squeals and squeaks, may simply

indicate excitement, fright, or the

presence of an animal in the area.

Anatomical studies of manatees
indicate their vision is poor. One
way in which manatees may coordi-

nate and synchronize activities in-

volves mechanoreception. Acous-
tic communication is, strictly speak-

ing, mechanoreception, since it

depends on nervous impulses pro-

duced by the physical movement of

hairs. Other types of mechanore-
ception could work as follows:

Manatees' bodies have numerous
sparse hairs; if a movement under-

water caused a movement of these

hairs that was detected by nerve

cells, the animals might use a pres-

sure reception system analogous to

the lateral line of fishes. The pres-

ence of such a system has yet to be

demonstrated, but it is an interest-

ing hypothesis.

Observations of the herd struc-

ture, communication, and coordi-

nated behavior of West Indian

manatees have allowed us to tenta-

tively define manatee social be-

havior. Although they tend to be

found in herds and are capable of

coordinated behavior, manatees are

only moderately social. This is in

contrast to such marine mammals
as dolphins and sea lions, as well as

many others.

"J^any researchers think that

manatees drift in and out of groups
and perform activities without re-

gard to the time of day or night.

The idea is certainly not unreason-

able; an animal lacking natural

predators and having abundant
food might easily spend its time

feeding, resting, and socializing in

a random fashion. I was, therefore,

surprised to find that manatees in

Blue Lagoon showed activity pat-

terns.

Some areas of Blue Lagoon were
used at certain times of day for

given activities, involving, in many
cases, fairly constant herd sizes.

Nuzzling, possibly a chemosensory
means by which manatees identify

each other, and feeding were two
very common activities, occurring

throughout the day in various parts

of the lake. Resting mainly took

place in a few secluded areas of the

lake, but it was observed through-

out the day. Cruising (prolonged

swimming), body surfing, and fol-

low-the-leader required some exer-

tion by the manatees, and these

activities occurred primarily in the

early morning or late afternoon,

when temperatures were lower, as

well as when boating activity dimin-

ished.

Manatees seem to perform the

same activities at night as they do
during the day; that is, they spend
most of their time intermittently

feeding and resting. The ratio of

time spent in these two activities is

exemplified by a female that spent

about 42 percent of her time resting,

and 49 percent feeding. Her calf

rested and fed 78 percent and 17

percent of the time, respectively,

during one day. This implies that

less than 10 percent of a manatee's

total daily routine involves activi-

ties other than resting or feeding.

(By contrast, humans who spend

eight hours a day sleeping and two
hours preparing and eating food

devote about 60 percent of their

time to other activities.)

The large amount of time that an

adult manatee spends feeding has

caused speculation regarding the

quantity of food it requires to sur-

vive. Any estimate of daily con-

sumption must consider the size of

the manatee. Captive adults seem
to do well if they are fed 65 to 110

pounds wet weight of vegetation

daily; however, these animals are

fed a variety of unnatural foods,

and they are unable to move about

as freely as wild manatees do. Con-
sidering that manatees can exceed

12 feet in length and weigh more
than 2,200 pounds, it seems safe to

say that an adult manatee in the wild

could consume at least 1 10 pounds

of vegetation daily.

Despite the great amount of time

they spend feeding, manatees are

not simply gigantic eating machines.

They are moderately social animals,

have prolonged maternal bonding,

are usually found with others of

their kind, and are capable of co-

ordinated behavior. They can also

communicate with each other rather

effectively.

This type of information is neces-

sary to construct conservation and

management programs designed to

save manatees from extinction. But

more will have to be learned about

the social structure, population

dynamics, and resource exploita-

tion of these marine mammals be-

fore eflForts can be mounted that

will insure not only their survival

but also an increase in their cur-

rently diminished numbers. D

Exclusively herbivorous, manatees

feed on a variety of saltwater,

brackish, and freshwater plants.

An adult may consume up to

one hundred and ten pounds of

vegetation in a single day.

\
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Long-lived Seeds
by Robert Edward Cook

They may lie dormant
for centuries, until light

or earth movement
triggers germination

Henry David Thoreau appreci-

ated the magic of seeds. In 1857, he
planted six large yellow squash
seeds sent to him by the Patent Of-

fice, and the ground yielded five

very large fruits. He thought them
worth describing in an essay en-

titled "The Succession of Forest

TVees," which appeared in the New
York Tribune. October 6, IS60:

Who would have believed that there

were 310 pounds of poiirirw juiinc

grosse in that corner of my garden?
These seeds were the bail I used to

catch it, my ferrets which I sent into its

burrow, my brace of terriers which un-

earthed it. . . . Other seeds I have
which will tind other things in that cor-

ner of my garden, in like fashion, al-

most any fruii you wish every year for

ages, until the crop more than tills ihe

whole garden. . . . I'erlecl alchemisis I

keep who can transmute substances
without end, and thus the corner of my
garden is an inexhaustible Ireasure-

chesl.

In this essay, I horeau is con-
cerned with the development of for-

A niuplv sffil. rill iiscti in ii luirit

(•<M<Ti//v titltuluil l)> II wina
(iiliiplrJ lor wimt-hnrnf (ti\i>cr\iil.

has nrrmimiliJ. Sornuillv. iniiplc

Metis titrminalc nipidly . rarely

IdMini^ over one m inter.

ests. He wished to explain why an

oak woodland sprang up after a

pine woodland was cut down. The
answer, he suggested, lay quite lit-

erally in seeds: this succession of

plants comes from seeds lying dor-

mant in the soil of the pinewood be-

fore cutting or from seed carried in

by birds and hoarding squirrels.

Thus, the dramatic changes in veg-

etation that often follow abandon-
ment of farmland could be ex-

plained by the dispersal of seeds.

The study of the succession of

forest trees was generally ignored

for thirty years after Thoreau's
death, but about the turn of the

century it became the cornerstone

of American plant ecology because
of the writings of pioneer plant

ecologist Frederic Clements.
Today the study of seeds is al-

most synonymous with the biology

of dispersal in plants. The problem
is the same: seedlings must tind a

suitable patch of habitat in which to

grow and reproduce. .Shady spots

beneath the mother plant are usu-

ally adverse to the survival and
growth of seedlings, ami botanists

have generally interpreted the di-

versity anil elaborate forms of seeds

anil fruits as adaptations tor deliver-

ing seeds to more hospitable loca-

tions for germination and growth.

One has only to watch the flight

of maple samaras in the tall or pick

burs fri)m a woolen shirt to appreci-

ate the aesthetics of seeil forms and
their apparent ellecliveness in ilis-

persal. However, seeds spend only

a short, early portion of their lives

as travelers; most of the lime seeds

live m the soil, waiting for condi-

tions favorable l\>r germination.

For some, such a life may be very

long indeed and the key to the

meaning of seeds.

To paraphrase Samuel Butler, a

plant is just a seed's way of making
another seed. A seed may display

as impressive a set of adaptations

for survival as any adult plant,

whether orchid or redwood; the

most striking adaptation may be the

capacity to remain alive for long

periods of time while lying dormant
in the soil. F.ncased in a hard, pro-

tective coat and provisioned with

internal sustenance from the
mother plant, the seed enjoys a

unique freedom from requirements
for light, water, or mineral nutri-

ents. However, no seed is im-

mortal, and at some point it must
germinate, become a plant, and
produce at least one more of its

kind to replace itself in the popula-

tion. Much of the special magic o\'

seeds lies in their ability to sense

the appropriate occasion for germi-

nation, the conditions that will

greatly enhance the chance of pro-

ducing a new seed.

lurlhei on in his essay on forest

succession, I horeau described a

dormant seed's life:

Vel I .mi prepared to beliCNc thai some
seeds, espccialh small i>nes. ma\ le-

lain their Mlaliiy for cenumes under

favorable circumstances. In the spring

of IKSiJ. the old Hunt house, so called,

in ihis town, whose chimne> bore Ihe

d.ile I7()V v^,ls Liken down I his stood

on land which belonged to John Wm-
ihr(»p, Ihe lirst governor i>f Massachu-
setts, and a part of the house was evi-

ilenlly much older ihan the above date,

.uul beKingcil to the V\'mlhiop family,

i'oi man> years I have ians;icked this

neighborhood fur plants, and I consider

9'M Swan PslDi Arr
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Encased in fleshy fruit, the

seeds of the Japanese yew, above,

will be dispersed when they are

eaten by birds. Right, goatsbeard

seeds are attached to parachutes

offeathery hairs, which are

caught by the wind and carried

far from the mother plant. The
small, hard-covered seeds of

goatsbeard may lie dormant in

the soil for many years until

appropriate environmental

conditions stimulate germination.

yj^
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myself familiar with its productions.

Thinking of the seeds which are said to

be sometimes dug up at an unusual

depth in the earth, and thus to repro-

duce long extinct plants, it occurred to

me last fall that some new or rare plants

might have sprung up in the cellar of

this house, which had been covered

from the light so long. Searching there

on the 22d of September, I found,

among other rank weeds, a species of

nettle [Urtwu iircns) which I had not

found before: dill, which I had not seen

growing spontaneously; the Jerusalem

oak (C'/if /If )/""/""" Boirys). which I

had seen wild in but one place: black

nightshade (Solimiini iiii;nim). which is

quite rare hereabouts, and common to-

bacco, which, though it was often culti-

vated here in the last century, has for

fifty years been an unknown plant in

this town, and a few months before this

not even I had heard that one man. in

the north part of town, was cultivating

a few plants for his own use. I have no
doubt that some or all of these plants

sprang from seeds which had long been

buried under or about that house, and
that that tobacco is an additional evi-

dence that the plant was formerly cul-

tivated here. The cellar has been filled

up this year, and four of those plants,

including the tobacco, arc now again

extinct in that locality.

Thoreau clearly observed the sig-

nificance of weedy species produc-

ing small seeds, as well as the re-

markable longevity of some seeds

in the soil. A number of nineteenth-

century botanists had attempted,

with some success, to germinate

seeds from herbarium specimens

collected many years earlier, but

the first systematic attempt to dem-

onstrate the longevity of seeds in

the soil was the experiment begun

in l«7y by W. J. Real, a botanist at

Michigan Agricultiual College. He
buried seeds of a number of com-
mon species in twenty replicate,

sand-containing bottles and dug
one bi)ttle up at five- or ten-year in-

tervals to germinate the survivors.

Ihe results of this and similar burial

experiments indicated that the seeds

of a large number of species, par

ticulaily weedy and riideral spe-

cies, can easily survive for fifty

years without germination. Ihe

seeds of trees, shrubs, and many
grasses apparently hisc viability

very quickly.

Ihe inost remarkable records of

seed longevity come from the in

vestigations of a Danish botanist.

ScSren 0dum. who. along with ar-

cheologists from the National Mu-
seum of Denmark, excavated sites

of known age. The soils from such

digs frequently yield a diverse flora

rich in ruderals such as might be

found growing on dumping grounds

or along roadsides. The most re-

markable discoveries came from a

hill north of Vestervig church in

Thy, in northwestern Jutland.

0dum took soil samples out of the

remains of an Iron Age settlement

(ca. 100 B.c.-A.D. 400). and he

managed to germinate one seed of

lamb's-quarters (Chenopotliiini

album) and three of corn spurry

(SperiiiiUi arvcnsis). both weedy
annuals more than 1,700 years old.

He also found that 600-year-old

seeds commonly germinate from
soils of other excavations and the

resultant plants appeared to grow
and produce seed normally. Many
of these species were also annual

weeds thought to live for a single

growing season and die. Some "an-

nual" plants really seem to be very

long-lived perennials that merely

spend the last year of their lives as

flourishing leafy herbs.

Current interest in the longevity

of seeds comes primarily from
seedsmen and plant breeders who
wish to store seeds on the shelf tor

future sowing. They have concen-

trated on the aging process in seeds

and have found that much loss of

viability is due to the accumulation

of genetic and membrane damage
in cells of the plant embryo. Curi-

ously, these workers discovered

that seeds in the soil often have

much greater U)ngevities than seeds

stored di\ on shehes. Man\ seeds

in the soil seem tti live fully hy-

drateil. so germination must be in-

hibited by some factor other than

lack of moisture. This hydrated

conditiim allows seeds to maintain

a low level of activity, including

cellular repair mechanisms that

prevent Ihe accumulation of dam-
age, whereas the very dry slate i>f

shelf -stored seeds leads to K>ss of

viability. Ihe differing abilities of

species to remain .dive in the soil

for long periods could largely reflect

the varied efliciencics of these cel-

lular repair processes.

Ihe mechanisms that prevent



buried seeds from germinating are

not completely understood, but the

role of light appears critical. The
importance of light was discovered

in the 1960s by two plant biologists

who dug up soil samples from a fal-

low pasture during the middle of

the night. Knowing the history of

the site, these workers expected to

find an abundant flora of weed seed

in the ground, and they proceeded

to germinate half their sample in the

light and half in the dark. After six

weeks they found that a great num-
ber of seedlings had come up in the

illuminated trays, while the seeds

in the dark remained dormant. Sub-

sequently, this light requirement

for germination was shown to be

absent before burial, since mature

seed taken directly from the mother

plant readily germinated in the dark

when moistened. The biologists

concluded that burial itself induced

a germination requirement for light

in the seed. Buried individuals with

such a requirement would remain

dormant until some form of disturb-

ance brought them to the surface.

These light-sensitive seeds not

only monitor the presence or ab-

sence of light but also respond to its

quality. In the seed, light trans-

forms phytochrome, a very sensi-

tive pigment, into a form that pro-

motes germination. This chemical

transformation and its effect on
germination can be reversed by
light that lacks the red portion of its

spectrum. The seed's finely tuned

response to the color of light made
little sense until workers realized

that most of the red portion of the

spectrum of light that passes

through the green leaves of a plant

is absorbed in the process of photo-

synthesis. Thus, seeds beneath a

canopy of leaves will probably re-

main dormant, and only when suf-

ficient disturbance removes exist-

ing vegetation will germination and
growth begin. These conditions,

which usually favor a plant's suc-

cessful production of new seeds,

are precisely those that the farmer

creates each spring when he plows

his winter grass and last year's

stubble into the soil.

Farmers have long cursed the

number of seeds in the soil because

they are the source of the rank

growth of weeds that reduce crop

yield in their fields each season.

Charles Darwin appreciated the

farmers' complaint in his Origin of
Species.

I do not believe that botanists are aware

how charged the mud of ponds is with

seeds; I have tried several little experi-

ments, but will here give only the most

striking case: I took in February three

tablespoonfuls of mud from three dif-

ferent points, beneath water, on the

edge of a little pond; this mud when
dried weighed only six and three-fourth

ounces; I kept it covered up in my
study for six months, pulling up and

counting each plant as it grew; the

plants were of many kinds, and were

altogether 537 in number; and yet the

viscid mud was all contained in a break-

fast cup!

To the farmer, weeds can be as

much of a pest as any outbreak of

insects. Because of the economic
loss caused by great numbers of

weeds, agronomists have studied

the seed flora in diflFerent soils since

the turn of the century. Arable

ground may contain as many as

100,000 dormant seeds per square

meter, of which only a small frac-

tion usually germinated in a given

year. Before the development of

herbicides, farmers could do little

about weeds except fallow their

fields for several years and plow
under the resultant weeds before

they produced more seeds. Fre-

quently the weeds won this con-

test and the land was abandoned
for more profitable ground. When
land is abandoned, the process of

vegetational succession begins.

Within a year or two, such fields

are overrun by weedy annuals and

short-lived perennials, and a vast

number of seeds are deposited back
into the soil. Gradually, competi-

tively aggressive grasses, which
have extensive root systems and

prolific vegetative spread, eliminate

the herbs. Slowly the seeds of

shrubs and trees colonize the field,

germinating and growing in pockets

of soil . Once saplings form a canopy
over the grasses, the ground vege-

tation is rapidly shaded out, and the

former farmland is well on its way
to becoming a dense forest.

Meanwhile an equally stringent

process of elimination is taking

place below the surface of the soil

as the hidden flora begins to decay.

W H Hodge, Peter Arnold
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Left, the red oak's seeds
are its acorns, which do not last

more than a year: they are eaten
hy squirrels or they rot. Below.
(IS pine cones mature and dry out.

their scales open and release the

tree's seeds. Althouiih the heavy
\ceds may escape from the cone
over several months, they germinate
rapidly once they fall into soil.

#
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Above, the fruit capsule of
jimson weed opens to release

the small, hard seeds inside.

Most will fall near the mother
plant and lie dormant for long

periods. Corn kernels, right,

normally germinate very rapidly.

Primitive corn, which had no
cob, resembled grass; its

seeds probably germinated slowly.

The seeds of species that do not re-

quire light for germination may
sprout to meet a certain death deep
in the soil or in the shade of the

surface vegetation. Those species

with short longevity, due perhaps

to inefficient cellular repair mech-
anisms, reach the end of their dor-

mant lives and disintegrate. As
years pass, the sole survivors are

seeds with well-adapted dormancy
mechanisms; by and large these are

the weedy annuals that were part of

the surface vegetation for only a

year or two. Yet until some form of

disturbance transforms them into

growing plants, they appear to be

perfectly adapted to their long,

quiet lives as seeds in the soil, liv-

ing to ripe old ages that can last

centuries. Not surprisingly, ecolo-

gists have found in the soils be-

neath very old forests and pastures

a diverse flora of early successional

species, waiting for an opportunity

to renew their numbers.
Weeds and early successional

ruderals appear very well adapted

to the highly disturbed soil condi-

tions characteristic of cultivation.

And in many ways, the abundance
of weeds and the nature of vegeta-

tional change have been shaped by
human impact on the landscape.

Yet species of weeds have existed

for millions of years, long before

vast areas of this continent were
brought under cultivation. What
was the primeval habitat of these

species when much of the surface

vegetation consisted of virgin for-

est and prairies? Were these ru-

derals extremely rare, surviving in

marginal habitats such as stream

banks, rock outcrops, and eroding

talus slopes? Or was the frequency

of such disturbances as fire, floods,

and violent storms much greater in

the past than popular notions of the

stable primeval forest imply?

The adaptations of seeds give

some clue to the conditions under
which they evolved. Weed seeds in

particular seem to be remarkably

suited to living long lives in the soil.

While seed dispersal generally in-

volves the movement of oflFspring

away from the mother plant to a

geographically different location,

some seeds might disperse in time,

lying dormant in the soil until dis-

turbance creates a favorable patch

of habitat. Only then would their

lives as plants begin, leading to

rapid growth and the production

of a large number of new seeds.

For such a life history to have been
adaptive, not only would seeds

have had to evolve the capacity for

great longevity in the soil, but dis-

turbance in the primeval forest

must have been frequent enough to

have maintained an abundant seed

population underground.

There is a growing body of evi-

dence that some prehistoric forests

were continually ravaged by fires,

ice storms, and severe erosion.

One such study reconstructed the

history of a virgin forest in New
England and found that the stand-

ing vegetation was completely de-

stroyed by severe hurricanes about

every 150 years. Even local dis-

turbance caused by animals or the

toppling of single trees may have

been enough to maintain an abun-

dant seed flora in the soil. For ex-

ample, in June of 1749, the Swedish
botanist Peter Kalm, while travel-

ing through the virgin forests of

northern New York to Montreal,

noted in his journal:

Almost every night we heard some
trees crack and fall while we lay here in

the wood, though the air was so calm

that not a leaf stirred. . . . When the

wind blows hard it is reckoned very

dangerous to sleep or walk in the woods
on account of the many trees which fall

in them; and even when it is very calm

there is some danger in passing under

very large and old trees. I was told, in

several parts of America that the

storms or hurricanes sometimes pass

over only a small part of the woods and

tear down the trees in it: and I have had

opportunities of confirming the truth of

this observation by finding ptaces in the

forests where aimost aff the trees had

crashed down, and lay in one direction.

Whether these really were the

conditions that led to the evolution

of weedy species will be very diffi-

cult to establish; human activity

has obliterated nearly all evidence

and set the evolution of weeds on a

new course. But certainly, many
weeds have evolved a tremendous

capacity for longevity in the soil, a

capacity that presumably reflects

the habitat in which most of the

ancestors of these plants found

themselves.

Jeanne Heiberg; Pelef Arnold
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THISISANADFOR
PEOPLEWHOTHINK
ALLTHE LITTLE

COUNTRYINNSARE
INOTHER PEOPLE'S

COUNTRIES
They seem to have been lifted,

setting and all,out of some other

place.The French countryside, an

English village, the Swiss Alps.

North Carolina's country inns.

You see them standing tall on the

mountaintops,tucked into green

and yellow valleys, set back in the

trees beside a winding road.

And,while the feeling may be

European,the hospitality is strictly

Southern.One innkeeper says it's

like having company all the time"

\bu'll find fresh flowers and

four-poster beds.Music boxes and

dinner bells.Long tables loadedwith

steaming platters of home-grown,

home-cooked food.

And outsideyourwindowand
off the wide verandahs, scenery

like you thought you could only

find on picture postcards.

The famous and the obscure

have warmed themselves at the great stone fireplaces of the inns.Aaron Burr.

JohnC.CalhounWoodrowWilson. E Scott Fitzgerald.William Jennings Bryan.

GeorgeWashington never slept at any of them, of course.But Cornwallis

(a gentleman who reportedly caused him to lose quite a bit of sleep) did.

The inns, in a way are North Carolina in miniature. Because the warmth
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of the people, the reverence for r^ature,the deep sense of historyare everywhere

you go. Everywhere the inns are. From the mountains to the sea.

So come, this year. Bring your camera, your heartiest appetite, and your

comfortable shoes. And spend your vacation in a fascinating countn/ Yours.
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Of Libyan Jirds and Fat Sand Rats
by Martin Daly

With salty bushes for food,
gerbils living in the Sahara
need the most powerful
kidneys known to science

Every morning in the Algerian

oasis town of Beni-Abbes, the Sa-

haran night is abruptly ended just

before dawn by the first prayer

call. The tinnily amplified wail of

the muezzin rouses the jackals in

the little zoo in the center of town,

and they answer him, drown him
out in fact, with a great, harmonious

howl.

For the faithful, it is time to shuf-

fle down to the mosque. And for

me during two serene six-month

stays in Beni-Abbes, it was time to

start work: to see what nocturnal

gerbils had entered my traps, to

record their identities and other

data before releasing them, and to

observe the morning activities of

the diurnal gerbils.

Gerbils are the dominant rodents

of the Great Palaearctic Desert, a

continuous stretch of arid lands

that extends all the way from the

Atlantic shores of Mauritania,
through the Sahara and the Middle
East, to southern Siberia. They
constitute a subfamily, Gerbillinae,

of the large rodent family Crice-

tidae, which also includes ham-
sters, voles, muskrats, lemmings,

pack rats, and white-footed mice.

There are between fifty and one
hundred species of gerbils (depend-

ing on which taxonomist you read),

ranging from tiny, mouselike forms

to large rodents reminiscent of

ground squirrels. Most look much
like the Mongolian gerbils that have

become familiar pets in Europe and
North America since the 1950s.

Although virtually confined to

true desert and adjacent semiarid

regions, gerbils are not without

economic importance. They have

become agricultural pests in irri-

gated areas of India, the USSR, and
other countries. This is a minor
nuisance compared to the terrible

role these rodents have played in

human affairs in the past, for the

far-flung gerbil populations of cen-

tral Asia and North Africa are nat-

ural reservoirs of endemic bubonic

plague. Rats were the medium that

carried the devastating Black Death
throughout Asia and Europe during

the Middle Ages, but the bacterium

responsible has survived the cen-

turies in gerbils.

For these reasons, gerbils have
been the objects of considerable

ecological research, particularly in

the USSR. At the same time, they

have become popular subjects for

behavioral and other research in

Western nations, particularly in the

United States. This latter trend

must be ascribed to more prosaic

considerations than plague and pes-

tilence—Mongolian gerbils are easy

to breed, rarely bite, and don't

smell as bad as rats or mice.

When I first arrived in Beni-

Abbes in 1972, the behavior of

gerbils in nature was little known.
The literature contained scattered

observations by Soviet, Indian,

Arab, Israeli, and French ecolo-

gists, but no one primarily inter-

ested in behavior had conducted a

field study. I was certain that sub-

jects for my research would be

available, for the region of Beni-

Abbes was by no means terra in-

cognita. The site was commended

Chewing on sou'it, a fat sand rat,

left, ingests both food and water

from this succulent Saharan
saltbush. Near Beni-Abbes, the

sand habitat of the erg, right,

supports two species of gerbils.

Kazuyoshi Nomachi
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Sprawling over a bank of the Wadi
Saoiira, Beni-Abbes has an ample
supply offresh water drawn from
under the erg. The whitewashed
fortress is a former headquarters

of the French Foreign Legion.

to me by the French mammalogist
Francis Petter, who had conducted
important taxonomic and ecologi-

cal studies of the local rodents. I

knew that he had found eight dif-

ferent species of gerbils, represent-

ing four genera, in the environs of

this single oasis. This diversity of

species depends upon the diversity

of habitats around the oasis.

Three distinct types of desert

habitat make up the surroundings at

Beni-Abbes: the erg, the hamada,
and the wadi. Of these the most
sparsely vegetated is the erg, a vast

sea of rolling sand dunes, but it sup-

ports a surprising array of animals

—gerbils and jerboas, lizards and
vipers, beetles and flies. Most bi-

zarre of the erg inhabitants are the

"sandfish," lizards that swim be-

neath the sand's surface, with their

little limbs so snugly fitted into

perfectly shaped depressions in

their sides that they are as stream-

lined as a pike.

A richer habitat is the hamada,
gravelly plains with small patches

of bushy perennial vegetation

wherever soil has accumulated in

a depression. The Hamada du Guir

begins on the bank of the Wadi
Saoura opposite from Beni-Abbes

and extends unbroken for miles. Of
the three habitats, the hamada
contains the greatest diversity of

animal forms: more kinds of gerbils,

reptiles, and insects, and many
more birds—a variety of larks and
wheatears, coursers, trumpeter
bullfinches, ravens, and bustards.

The wadi separates the erg from
the hamada. A vast canyon, which
narrows to less than a mile at

Beni-Abbes, the Wadi Saoura is a

part-time river. Draining a huge area

of the south slopes of the Atlas

Mountains and various lesser Sa-

haran hills and plains, the Saoura

runs into a great lifeless salt flat

far downstream from Beni-Abbes.

Upon my arrival in 1972, the wadi
had been dry for several years, ow-
ing to the combined effects of dam
construction in Morocco and the

prolonged pan-Saharan drought.

Dunes had appeared in the wadi

bottom, and no one could say with

confidence if a flood of sufficient

magnitude to flow the full length of

the Saoura and clear the debris

would ever be seen again.

Once a more or less annual
event, the Saouran flood had failed

for seven years before the drought

broke in November 1973. The skies

opened up over the entire north-

west Sahara and in three days 1.6

inches of rain fell at Beni-Abbes;

the average annual rainfall in recent

years had been half that. On the

fourth day, just as the storm
cleared, the wadi began to flow.

In a few hours it grew from a trickle

to a rapid river that remained im-

passable for four days and took

another week to stop altogether.

The people came down to the river

bank every day and stared at the

swirling waters, saying little. I

could hardly guess what thoughts

the long-awaited spectacle inspired

except that the face of a man or

woman standing alone would
occasionally erupt into a huge
smile. The younger children were
openly thrilled. They had never

seen anything like the rushing wadi,

had never seen a creek or a pond.

They deliberately provoked little

collapses of the sandy banks,
springing back with shrieks of fear

and delight before inching forward

to do it again.

The storm brought many
changes. When the river subsided,

the people did what North African

people have done for centuries:

they hurried to plant wheat in the

wadi bottom. On the hamada, bare

gravel suddenly blossomed as a

host of tiny opportunistic flowering

plants ran through their rapid re-
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productive cycles. Gray-brown
perennial bushes put on a burst

of green growth. And gerbils, as

opportunistic as the plants, quickly

came into reproductive condition.

Each of the habitat types around

Beni-Abbes has its particular

species of gerbils: two. of the genus

Gcrhillus, are confined to the erg

and other very sandy places; an-

other occurs primarily in the mixed
habitat on the boulder-strewn cliffs

rising from the wadi to the hamada;
and a fourth is found in relatively

damp sites, primarily in the wadi.

The rarest and most unusual gerbil,

the fat-tailed insectivorous Pachy-

uromys duprasi. is confined to the

hamada, as is Meriones crassus, a

shy species that prefers to burrow
where there is no vegetation.

The two species that I studied

most extensively are the Libyan

jird and the fat sand rat. The fat

sand rat. Fsammomys ohesus, is

essentially restricted to the wadi.

The Libyan jird, Meriones lihyius,

occurs in both the wadi and the ha-

mada, and is the gerbil most likely

to invade gardens and towns.

The social systems of all the

Saharan species appear to be basic-

ally the same, although there are

important quantitative differences

in home-range size, aggressive-

ness, and the frequency of social

interactions. (The social systems of

several gerbil species in Asia and

sub-Saharan Africa appear to be

quite difTerent.) In all .Saharan

species studied, adults occupy
separate burrows. Only a mother
with her nurslings or a recently

weaned grt)up of immature litter-

mates can be found residing to-

gether amicably. Adull females

occupy relatively small and ex-

clusive areas thai overlap little

or not at all. Males, by contrast,

travel widely, repeatedly visiting

the several females within their

home ranges, and the ranges of

different males generally overlap

extensively.

in a population of Libyan jirils

on the Hamada du (iuir, for ex-

ample, each female liveil for

months on enil in a single ilava, a

patch of bushes surroundeil by
utterly bare desert. In the richest

diiya. covering 2.^ acres, live adull

females occupied domains of I..S

to 10 acres, each overlapping
slightly so that a few bushes might

be shared without apparent hostil-

ity. Several males regularly toured

the whole daya. and these same
males repeatedly visited dayas
occupied by other females, some-
times crossing one and a half miles

or more of bare terrain in order to

do so. This hazardous life style

increases their exposure to pred-

ators and results in a much shorter

life expectancy for males than for

females, but the risks cannot be

avoided if a male is to achieve

genetic posterity in reproductive

competition with his fellows.

Gerbils are predominantly seed

eaters whose main adaptation to

desert conditions is a stringent wa-

ter economy. Certain species have

evolved to exploit an abundant
water supply that is inaccessible

to most desert denizens: the suc-

culent leaves of saltbushes. These
constitute the exclusive diet of the

widespread fat sand rat. The plump
leaves of the various Saharan salt-

bush species (members of the spin-

ach family) contain plenty of water,

but as a water source they are of

no use to a thirsty traveler, for

their water is far saltier than sea-

water. The fat sand rat's favorite

food near Heni-Abbes. for example,

is souit (Stiaeda mollis), a bush

whose leaves commonly con-
sist of 9() percent water by weight.

Yet even camels who feed on souil

must frequently find a fresh well

from which to drink, while those

who feed on less salty desert plants

may pass the entire winter without

a drink. Analyses o\' soiiit leaves

from the study area showed them
to contain 12.2 percent sodium b\

dry weight. Despite souit's siaggci

ing sail load, fat sand rats thrive o\\

il. Ihey manage this with the aid

of the most powerful kidneys known
to science. ,M1 geibils conserve wa-

ter by producing highly salt-

concentrated urine, but fat sand rals

do this inoic ellectncU than other

species. possibK hec.iuse their kid-

neys have larger llenle's loops—

a

hairpin-shaped portion ol the neph-

ron tubule that enhances water le-

sorptit)n.

Sodium is not the only ingredient

that prevents other animals from

feeding on s;iltbushes with impu-

nity. The leaves also contain exces-

sive amounts of oxalic acid, a sub-

stance that has been responsible

for mass deaths of sheep grazing in

arid regions in Australia where
saltbushes predominate. How the

fat sand rals detoxify oxalic acid,

which they consume in quantities

that would be lethal for a much
larger animal, remains unknown.
Concentrations of saltbushes grow
along the wadi, particularly where

there is some subterranean trickle

of fresh water from higher land. My
main fat sand rat study area was
the now abandoned oasis of Oua-
rourout, a little patch of green about

four miles up the Saoura from
Beni-Abbes. Some date palms

The hamada, lop. and the wadi,

bottom, are distinct habitats: each

supports species of i;erbils.

The Wadi Saoura is a part-lime

river: the pools resulted from the

first heavy rains in seven years.

KuuyotAl Nomachi
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Clem Haagner, Bruce Coleman If
Steinhart Aquarium {Tom McHugh, Photo Researchers)

endure, along with a garden that

produces carrots, long white rad-

ishes, beans, and a few fruits. The
old gardener walks to his plot each
day from Beni-Abbes.

At little oases without springs,

such as Ouarourout, the subter-

ranean water provides an optimal

sand rat habitat of dense saltbush.

Fat sand rats are a particularly

attractive species of gerbil for the

behavioral scientist because they

are easily observed. They are
diurnal and their diet allows them
to be relatively sedentary, whereas
other gerbils forage widely by
night.

Adult female fat sand rats prefer

to find a full-sized saltbush, dig a

burrow under it, and stay as long as

The horned viper, above, tanner

falcon, right, and fennec (the

smallest of all foxes), far right,

are all gerbil predators. A small

Gerbillus gerbil has dug its

burrow, below, in a clump of the

saltbushes it feeds on.

the food lasts. A female who has

found a good locale may ge state

and raise a litter of pups over the

course of two months without once
roaming more than about thirty feet

from her burrow entrance. She will

then move a short distance to a new
burrow and repeat the process.

Wi

/ \

sometimes continuing to visit her

weaned litter to cut and hoard leafy

branches for them.

The fat sand rat's dietary special-

ization influences all aspects of the

animal's biology. Typical seed-

eating gerbils only eat some 5 to

10 percent of their body weight

daily, but must cover large dis-

tances daily in search of the tiny,

scattered, energy-rich morsels. A
fat sand rat eats about 100 percent

of its body weight daily, but can
collect an entire day's ration in a

quarter-hour's labor near home.
One consequence of the fat sand

rat's feeding habits affects the de-

velopment of the pups. The chro-

nology of development in this spe-

cies is very like that of the closely

related Libyan jird: pups are born

naked and blind and become furred

in the first week; their first tenta-

tive nest departures occur at eleven

to thirteen days of age and the first

sorties from the natal burrow at

four to five weeks; the eyes open at

two weeks of age; sexual maturity

is attained at three months. These
developmental schedules are so

remarkably alike that a single dis-

Roland Vernet



crepancy comes as a surprise: a fat

sand rat's incisors first pierce the

gums at three days of age. fully a

week before the same event occurs

in the l,ibyan jird and other gerbiis,

and the fat sand rat begins to eat

sohd food a week earlier.

This difference can be explained

by considering respective maternal

time budgets (the males play no

parental role). F"or most gerbiis,

seeking food is the most time-con-

suming activity. When a nursing

mother finds an energy-rich seed or

insect larva many feet from her

burrt)w. she gulps it down in a

moment. But for the fat sand rat.

the finding and collecting of food

demand only a few minutes a day;

food is always brought to the home
hurrtiw and it is the actual ciitini;

that is laborious, lesis on captive

animals showed that a lone fat sand

rat can easily spend more than

four hours a day just chewing and
swallowing, pauses not included,

while a like-si/ed rodent eating

high-energy foods such as seeds

spends less than twenty minutes on
ingesting food. When there are

pups to feed, the fat sand ral's

workload is increased. By three

weeks of age. a litter outweighs its

mother and the pups also outeat her

relative to body weight. The result

is selective pressure toward early

self-feeding in the young.

Another consequence of the fat

sand rat's dietary specialization is

extreme aggressiveness. In captiv-

ity, most gerbiis can be housed in

pairs for the purpose of breeding,

but if a pair of fat sand rats are

left in a cage, one or both will soon

be killed, in the field, fat sand rats

live at higher densities than any

other .Saharan gerbil, but their

"colonies" actually consist of mu-

tually hostile individuals brought

together by a local concentration

of leafy food.

Yet that food distribution also

appears to be ihe ultimate cause of

the hostility. A fat sand rat's food

source is spatially confined and

highly visible, facts that make it

economically defensible. In other

words, the fat sand rat's practical

strategy is to defend a feeding ter-

ritory, maintaining exclusive rights

to an adequate food supply, some

thing th.il is impossible for .i wide

Roland Vernel
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ranging gerbil dependent upon in-

conspicuous, unpredictable seeds.

Adult female fat sand rats are

vigorous defenders of their small

feeding territories and rarely range

beyond the areas they defend. Be-

cause males range more widely, at-

tempting to breed with several

females, it is more difficult for

them to keep an area free of in-

truders.

The spatial distribution of fat

sand rats is thus like a miniature

version of that described earlier

for the l,ibyan jird. A female fat

sand rats domain may be as small

as a hundredth of an acre, at least

two orders of magnitude smaller

than the jird's. Total exclusion of

intruders is clearly a more attain-

able goal for the fat sand rat. ,'\nd

while the male fat sand rat may
range over two or three acres, the

male jird travels much farther and

does not even attempt to drive

other males completely from his

range, although he may attack and

chase them. When a female jird

nears estrus, a male may attempt

to guard her from other males,

rather than guard a breeding ter-

rili>r\

.

Many aspects of the biology of

the two species are similar, in

both, pregnancy lasts twenty-five

days and is prolonged to abi>ul

thirty-five if the mother is nursing

a previous liller. When the pups

are full\ weaned. Ihe mother usu-

ally leaves ihem in their nalal bur-

row and lakes up residence else-

where Ihe weanlings' tendency

to remam together gradually dimm-
ishcs i>ver sevei.il weeks, and by
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two months of age each pup is

likely to occupy a separate bur-

row. They remain fairly close to-

gether within their mother's former

territory, but direct encounters are

rare. In the" next month, the juven-

iles usually part company once

and for all, striking out individually.

One may turn up 160 feet away in

one direction, another more than

half a mile away in a diflferent

direction.

Few survive to join the breeding

population. Those juveniles that

cross the barrier to adulthood may
reasonably expect to survive for

several months more, especially

if they are females. At the little

oasis of Ouarourout, for example,

there were seven resident adult

female fat sand rats in January

1974. Three months later, six of

them were occupying the same
territories, and the seventh had

been replaced by a new female.

That isolated little population was
breeding steadily throughout the

winter, producing about ten female

pups per month; yet just one new
adult female established herself

during the three months. Similarly,

a large hamada study area of some
three and a half square miles con-

tained ten aduh female Libyan jirds

in November. Four months later,

nine were still present and there

were no new females at all. In both

species, the male population turned

over faster than did the females.

The fate of the missing juveniles

could seldom be established, but

there is no shortage of potential

predators. A fox's den on a rocky

slope was littered with dozens of

skulls of the tiny gerbil that favors

that habitat. In the wadi, burrows

are often extensively excavated by

jackals. Other mammalian preda-

tors in the vicinity are Marguerita,

or sand, cats and skunklike zorillas.

Birds are probably more im-

portant predators. A pair of rough-

legged buzzards nested near one

of our study areas and a pair of

Lanner falcons near another. A
migratory lesser kestrel once killed

a fat sand rat in one of our mesh
traps, and an eagle owl disrupted

the study the next year by discov-

ering the same trick and killing

three trapped jirds in a single night.

Brown-necked ravens and barn

owls also frequented our gerbil

sites, and we were amazed that the

sparse rodent populations could

support such a variety of predators.

Probably the most important

predators of all are snakes: the

sand viper of the erg and the horned

viper of the hamada. In the re-

search center in Beni-Abbes, sand

vipers were maintained and ex-

ported for study by French herpe-

tologists. The animal caretaker fed

them the small Gerbillus gerbils.

The gerbils never showed the slight-

est alarm or evasive action when
placed in a cage with the reptilian

predator. They hopped about, in-

vestigating the cage, until the snake

struck.

One morning I trapped a house

mouse in the kitchen and thought

that by oflFering it to the viper I

would save a gerbil. The sluggish

viper oriented toward the mouse
and flicked its tongue twice. The

mouse attacked! Seizing the viper's

head in both forepaws, the little

rodent dispatched the foot-long

snake with a single bite through the

brain and then calmly set about

eating its victim. No doubt the

mouse would have been the loser

had the viper been well warmed up.

I was left wondering why the ger-

bils exhibited no response to the

snake.

One hardly sees a viper in the

winter, but in March and April,

they become active as the north-

west Sahara heats up. When snakes

begin to be a threat, when the fierce

radiance of the sun makes outdoor

work a burden, when sandstorms

of several days duration become
frequent, then that is a good season

to leave the Sahara. I have not re-

mained in Beni-Abbes past early

May, and the gerbils have been left

to survive the severe Saharan sum-

mers unobserved. D

The leaves of the soii'it hush

contain 90 percent water by weight,

hut the water is saltier than

seawater. To eliminate this salt,

the fat sand rat produces highly

salt-concentrated urine.
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How to Catch a Fish

in Three Seconds
Photographs by Bo Goran Backstrbm

The osprey is also known as the

fish hawk, with good reason, for

fish are all this raptor feeds on.

Flying slowly over the water, the

osprey scans for fish swimming near

the surface. Having spotted a

target, the bird folds its wings and

stoops into a swift dive. Its aim

is normally sure, and the fish is

impaled by the hawk's gripping

talons. The osprey lifts its prey

out of the water with ease, then

flies to a favored perch to dine.

A 20-year-old photographer sat in

a blind on l.ake Glan, Sweden, for

200 hours in order to capture this

remarkable fish story on film.



Paleopathology in Peru
by Marvin J. Allison

Studies of ancient Indian
mummies indicate that some
infectious and industrial

diseases are more than two
thousand years old

"In the beginning of the year

1560 I had to go to Spain, and I

went to the House of Polo Onde-
gardo, the Corregidor of that city

[Cuzco], to say goodbye to him in

preparation for my trip. Among
other favors he did me at that time

was when he told me, 'Since you
are going to Spain, go into that bed-

room, you will see some of your
own people that I have recently dis-

covered; so when you arrive there

[Spain] you will relate it.' In the

bedroom, I found five bodies of the

Inca nobility, three men and two
women. The Indians said one was
Viracocha, who showed his age as

his head was as white as snow. The
second was said to be the great

Tupac Inca Yupanqui, great-grand-

son of Inca Viracocha. The third

was Huayna Capac, son of Inca
Tupac Yupanqui and great-great-

grandson of Inca Viracocha. The
last two did not seem to have lived

so long; even though they had gray

hair, these were fewer than those of

Viracocha. One of the women was
the queen Mama Runtu, wife of

Viracocha. The other was the no-

blewoman Mama Ocllo, mother of

Huayna Capac, and it is noteworthy
that the Indians had them together

after death, husband and wife, as

they lived in life. The bodies were
intact; not even hair, eyelashes nor
eyebrows were lacking. They were
dressed as during life, the royal

fringe on their heads, and were
seated as in the Indian custom with

their hands crossed over their

chests, the right over the left, eyes
down as if looking at the ground.

"Father Acosta [a chronicler of

Peru], speaking of one of these

bodies (he also saw them), says in

his book, 'The bodies are intact and
well covered with a certain wax so

they appear alive. Their eyes are

made of small bits of gold so skill-

fully placed that the lack of the real

ones are not noticed.' I confess in

my carelessness I had not looked so

close since I didn't expect to write

about them. Also, I didn't notice

the wax because they looked so

real, just as the holy father stated."

This description, one of the ear-

liest direct observations of ancient

Peruvian mummies, comes from
the Royal Commentaries of Gar-

cilasco de la Vega, a chronicler of

the Spanish conquest of the New
World. Garcilasco, known as El

Inca because he was the son of a

conquistador and an Inca princess,

was born in South America and
spent his old age in Spain writing

his histories. Later writers claimed

that Peruvian mummies were pre-

served by elaborate embalming
methods, but Garcilasco specified

that bodies were simply dehydrated

in the open air, without the addition

of salt or other preservatives. For

centuries, Peruvians had used this

simple method to preserve meat.

Today, by studying mummies, it

is possible to document the cycles

of disease in population groups
that lived two to three thousand

years ago. Knowledge of the his-

tory of a disease points the way
toward reducing or eradicating it.

Unfortunately, mummies can be

found today only in a very few

areas with appropriately dry cli-

matic conditions: Egypt, the south-

western United States, China, the

Aleutian Islands—where bodies,

sewn very tightly in skin, are en-

tombed in caves—Chile, and Peru.

In Peru and Egypt, researchers are

not limited to the mummies of a

few nobles, such as those described

by Garcilasco, but can study mem-
bers of all social strata.

Since 1970 I have directed a mul-

tidisciplinary study to evaluate

health conditions in a population

that has lived in a relatively stable

environment—the desert valleys of

western South America—for some
5,000 years. Participants have in-

cluded American and Peruvian
archeologists; anthropologists; ra-

diologists; anatomic, oral, clinical,

and neuro-pathologists; chemists;

immunologists; an otologist; and
students from many disciplines. We
are studying pre-Columbian and
colonial mummies, looking at such
genetic markers as blood groups,

bones, teeth, and making compari-

sons with the area's contemporary
population, in order to trace the his-

tory of human diseases and migra-

tions and learn how the environ-

ment and social mores changed the

appearance of particular illnesses.

As the site of our study, we
chose the state of lea, about 180

miles south of Lima. At lea there

was a new museum with a staff

capable of the necessary archeo-

logical fieldwork, and the dry cli-

mate—lea's entire coast is one of

the world's driest deserts—insured

well-preserved mummies.
lea's coast and mountains have

been the home of various cultural

groups. The people of the Nazca
culture flourished from 100 B.C. to

A.D. 800 on the southern coast's

desert plain, which they decorated

with huge figures whose designs

can only be fully appreciated from

the air. The Nazca style probably

succeeded the Paracas culture of

This unwrapped mummy—a

ten-year-old girl of the

pre-Columbian Huari culture—
was found buried with a

parrot at its feet.

Marvin J Allison
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the Pisco Valley; the unique animal

imagery in Paracas and Nazca em-
broidered textiles is reflected in

Nazca plains figures.

The Huari empire—which from

800 on expanded all over southern

In colonial Peru, native miners

often suffered from respiratory

diseases. The middle lobe of the

lung at left shows pneumonia. The

lung at right shows two different

kinds of tuberculosis: chalky

lesions in the apex and, below the

black line, miliary tuberculosis,

a diffusely seeded variety.

Peru—conquered the Nazca region

but allowed its wooded, irrigated,

intensively farmed river valleys to

flourish. These arable river val-

leys—twenty-five miles long and a

few miles wide—were centers of

civilization. Their cities and burial

grounds were built in the bordering

desert. The Huari empire began to

break up about 1200 and many city-

states were peacefully absorbed by
the Inca empire, through mergers

for economic or trade reasons. Al-

though the Inca imposed their lan-

guage and religion on an annexed
region, they did not interfere with

local cultures. lea thus remained

home to warrior-farmers who cul-

tivated corn, potatoes, fruits,

beans, manioc, and quinoa, a high-

protein grain. The Indians' sources

of animal protein included dogs,

camelids, guinea pigs, ducks, and
possibly turkeys and doves. After

Pizarro conquered the Inca, food

was in short supply. Civil war raged,

and from 1540 to 1552, the country

was in turmoil, north pitted against

south. The native population was
decimated by war, smallpox, and
probably measles.

Today the state of lea is geo-

graphically much as it was 5,000

years ago, except where river

courses have been changed by
earthquakes or other natural dis-

asters. When we hunt for sites to

excavate mummies, we look for the

cemeteries of the old river cities.

Each year of our study we have ex-
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cavated two to three cemeteries in

one valley, usually obtaining fifty

to seventy-five mummies.
Initially, one of the striking find-

ings of our research was that, in

more than 5,000 years, the height

of the people of lea had not changed
appreciably. Modern rural inhabit-

ants of mixed blood are still about

the same size as their Indian an-

cestors. Modern Europeans, how-
ever, are considerably taller than

their ancestors: museum visitors

often wonder aloud how grown men
could have fit into those tiny suits

of armor. Size is probably closely

related to nutrition, which in lea

has not greatly improved. The typi-

cal mountain meal is still dried

potatoes, beans, corn, hot peppers,

and perhaps some onions and sweet

potatoes.

After observing the mummies'
height, we then wanted to deter-

mine their age at death. In most of

the world today, the average life

span is less than forty years, except

in areas where improved health

care and preventive medicine have

raised the life expectancy to past

the age of seventy. In pre-Colum-

bian lea populations, 27 percent of

the people lived past forty, com-
pared with i)nly 12 percent in colo-

nial times. Both before and after the

colonists" arrival, 50 percent of all

children died before the age of ten.

The sole exception was a .S,(KM)-

year-old coastal people who lived

mainly on seafood—a very high

protein diet; among this group, only

.VS percent died before the age of

ten. Male children tend lo tlie nn)rc

frequently— in pre-Columbian
limes, under the age i)r three; in

colonial and modern limes, before

the age of one.

Contrary to findings concerning
early Huropean populations,
women in Peru have outlived men
in both ancient and modern limes.

Women had a special ailvanlage

in colonial times, when the .Span-

iards, adopting the Inca idea of

mita, or lorccil labor lo pay taxes,

conscripted Indian males lo woik
in silver mines. Women probabK
also lived longer because the\ had
relatively few pregnancies; children

were not weaned until they were
two or three years old

We were able to draw a picture

of childhood health by studying

mummies" bone scars, marks of

irrested growth. In children, dis-

eases of relatively short duration

and periods of starvation will tem-

porarily halt bone growth, but bone
calcium is still produced, resulting

in scars, or Harris lines, on. for

example, the long bones of the legs.

Since these lines are visible under
X-ray as cross striations of the

bone, we could roughly calculate

the age at which such lines oc-

curred, and by comparing mummies
with contemporary adults in lea,

roughly estimate ancient peoples"

state of health during the first six-

teen years of life, when greatest

growth occurs.

We found that 5,000 years ago the

healthiest children lived on the

coast, benefiting from a high-pro-

tein diet of fish and shellfish. Life

in a farming village in the moun-
tains probably meant less protein

and closer quarters, which facili-

tated the spread of infectious dis-

ease and created sanitation prob-

lems. Shortly before and after

Columbus, however, people from
mountain cultures seem to have
had healthier childhoods than peo-

ple from coastal cultures. Ihis ma\
be related to the presence of ma-
laria on the coast, but not in the

mountains, until about thirty >ears

ago. Certain evidence suggests that

malaria was present on the coast

in pre-Columbian times: many
coastal Indian mummies show a

peculiar bony lesion of the skull,

usually caused b\ chronic anemia,

which could be relatcil to malaria.

Hut whether malaria arrived in

South America with the Spaniards,

who may have contracted it while

lighting the French in Italy, re-

mains in dispute.

Ihe pioblem of malarias pres-

ence in pre-Columbian America
remains unsolved, but we have

established that in Peru lubeicu

losis is 3. (MM) years old. After the

arrival of Europeans, tubeiculosis

decimateil the native peoples o\

both North and South .America.

Inlioiluced into a new population,

tuberculosis remains essentially a

pulmonary disease; the patient

dies before the infection can spread

to bones, joints, lymph ni>des. kid-

neys, or genital tract. Ihe severe

litis in II HI iny. 'I hri>kfii /cc licalctl

hinlly. \i> ihiil the hones fused.

Althiuiy-li he iiuilil walk, the man
cDiilil nut ritiate his healed ley.
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tuberculosis seen in North Ameri-

can Indians led to the general medi-

cal belief that the disease was newly

introduced. But in a Nazca culture

grave, dating from 700, we found

the well-preserved mummy of an

eight-year-old boy, probably the

son of a local ciiraca, or "chief."

The boy had died of a massive

blood-borne form of tuberculosis

known as miliary tuberculosis, but

he also showed evidence of long-

standing bone and kidney infec-

tion. For some time prior to his

death, lie had not been able to walk,

and an adobe seat—molded to fit

his limbs and fitted with a thick

cloth cushion to make him com-

fortable—had been made for him.

We have since found a number of

other individuals with similar types

of disease, proving that among pre-

Columbian Indians in South
America tuberculosis was a fairly

common illness, probably much
like the disease in white Ameri-

cans before the use of antibiotics.

The severe tuberculosis observed

in colonial times probably reflected

drastic changes in the Indians' way
of life. Among Latin Americans

today, other than the affluent minor-

ity who live in twentieth-century

comfort in major cities, tuberculosis

is still a major cause of death, along

with other respiratory diseases. In

pre-Columbian times, pneumonia
was the primary cause of death.

Gastrointestinal disease is ex-

tremely common throughout Latin

America and probably has been

since pre-Columbian times. In the

past, researchers have examined

the fecal material of mummies only

for ova and parasites and have

found a number of intestinal worms
and their eggs, including the first

recorded case of hookworm in

pre-Columbian America, in a

mummy dating from about 900.

Because methods of identifying dif-

ferent bacterial proteins are now
available, paleoserologists can

study mummies for the presence of

a wide variety of intestinal bacteria,

and then look for the diseases that

they might produce. In this manner,

researchers found salmonella anti-

gens that suggested the presence of

typhoid fever.

Immunological methods have

also enabled us to use blood groups

as a means of identifying blood

relations within the same cemetery,

tracing family groups to valley

groups and valley groups migrating

from one valley to another, driven

out by invaders or lack of re-

sources. We use red and white cell

antigens, genetic markers easily

Left, the spine of a pre-Columbian

woman who once sufferedfrom Pott's

disease (tuberculosis of the bone)

can be compared with a normal

spine, below. With her spine

missing two vertebrae, the

ancient Peruvian would have been

severely hunchbacked.
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identified in populations. The ABO
red cell markers have been used

before to establish blood relation-

ships among tribes and racial

groups; with Rh and other sub-

group systems, they are currently

used in forensic medicine to estab-

lish possible paternity. This ABO
system is one of many red cell

systems that have been success-

fully applied to paleoserology; re-

cently we have added fifteen to

twenty genetic markers of white

blood cells. These twogroups can be

used in paleoserology because they

are distributed in most body tissues,

including muscle. When the re-

sults of tests for these genetic

markers in mummies are combined
with archeological and bone evi-

dence, we can suggest blood rela-

tionships among individuals in a

given cemetery—very useful when
studying peoples with no written

language.

In the Pisco Valley, forty-two

miles north of the city of lea, we
applied these paleoserological tech-

niques to a colonial ( 1580-1650) lea

cemetery. We excavated sixty-

seven mummies, not counting five

newborns buried with their pre-

sumed mothers. Fifteen of these

adults were urn burials, many with

clothing, ceramics, and other arti-

facts characteristic of the lea cul-

ture. The remaining fifty-two bod-

ies, accompanied mainly by Inca

artifacts, were wrapped in cloth, an

Inca burial custom. But the long,

narrow strips of loose-weave cloth

were characteristically lea in color

and style.

Ihe fifteen urn burials included

four individuals classified as blood
group A: two of these were females—a thirty year old and an eight

year old—both wrapped in the

same kind of cloth. .Since these two
were also the only ones who had
two similar while cell antigens.

HI.-A2 and Hl.-Ay. they may well

have been sisters.

Another tomb contained a
woman in her midlhirties with a

newborn baby. lUilh individuals

were group A and had the com-
mon while cell markers HI.-A9 and
WI9. siri)ng evidence thai ihev
were mother and child

Sometimes antigenic relationship

told us more than burial practices.

Marvin J. Allison

Among the urn and clolh hunals

there were only three individuals

with the while cell marker H[,-A3:

a 56-year-old female urn burial, an

18-year-old female cloth burial, and
a 6-month-old female cloth burial.

Ihese three females were all blood

group A. Ihe two cloth burials

also had a Wiy marker as well.

C"arbon-l4 dating and the presence

of lea art sivles showed the urn

burial to be the oldest, dating from
about 1580. Ihe two clolh burials

had mixed lea and Inca colonial

artifacts, suggesting possible in-

lermari iage or cultural readaplalion

within this particular group of ge-

nelicalK related indiviiluals. Arche-

ological blending of lea and Inca

cultures appears in colonial ceram-
ics arul is probabK associated with

interbreeding. We alst) considered

Ihe presence in the colonial ceme-
lery of HI -A^ and HI. A 12, two
common luiropean markers found

very infrequeniK in pure Peruvian

Indians, to be eviilence of fnisce-

genalion

-Such studies will evenlualK en-

able us to trace migrators palleins.

(iallsioncs. often fiiund in

mummies recovered in Chile, spill

from a gallbladder. The Chilean

diet of hi^h-iholesterol jaek beans

mav have caused this condition.

When the Nazca phase developed
from Ihe Paracas culture over a

thousand-\ear period, this cultural

development did not result in a

change in blood groups. The Huari

aiul Ihe lea. however, were invad-

ers who introduced genetic changes.

In pre-t"olumhian Indians, we have

encounlered the B gri>up and .'\B

combinations We have found that

mummies fri>m the Huari einpuc

are moie than 20 percent .AH .Xs

earl\ as 5.(MK) \eais ago. the in-

habitants of coastal Peru had all

the blood groups, hul duiuig the

lime of the Inca. Ihe dominant
group—^) percent of the popula-

lii>n—^was (). with a few A indi-

viduals completing the picture.

Since ihe Inca came from Ihe south.
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and since most pre-Columbian
Chileans we have studied have
been O, these dominant people
presumably came from southern

valleys. All AB and B individuals

were driven out or killed, but the

reason for this remains unclear.

A major invasion, such as that

of the Spaniards, can not only
change blood type but can also

completely disrupt a people's way
of life. Unlike the French, English,

and Americans, who slaughtered

A diaphragmatic hernia was
another industrial hazard

of mining as the Spaniards

conducted it in Peru.

the North American Indian popula-

tion by various brutal means, the

Spaniards were more interested in

preserving South American In-

dians as a source of cheap labor.

The conquerors retained most
aspects of the administrative sys-

tem of the Inca empire and used it

for their own ends. Theoretically,

Indian slavery was outlawed in the

New World soon after the Spanish

conquest, and Indians in Peru

—

as in Cuba, the Antilles, and in

Mexico—were considered subjects

of the king of Spain. In reahty,

the Indians remained in separate

communities, governed under the

Inca system as adopted by the

Spaniards. Indian officials friendly

to the conquerors enforced Spanish

law or whim on their own people.

The most damaging burden was the

mita, or tax in the form of labor,

which the Inca exacted from each
village or region. Under the Span-

iards, the mita might require, initi-

ally, that an able-bodied male
villager work three months of the

year for the Spanish crown. Most
of the work was in the silver mines,

where conditions were so appalling,

according to Spanish chronicles,

that a miner usually died within a

year. Thus, the area's population

dwindled, but the mita remained

-*<<!r
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the same, so thai itic allotted three

months of work lengthened into six

months or a year or more.

Our studies of colonial burials

have enabled us to evaluate the

horrific descriptions by numerous
chroniclers, including lather

Acosta. of the Indian's life under

the heel of the conqueror. In 1974.

we excavated a ct)lonial cemetery

in the Pisco Valley, one of Peru's

twenty-four river valleys, which

begin in the .Andes ti> the east and

flow west to the I'acilic. Most of

these valleys have water three to

four months of the year, when there

is rain in the mountains. I he Pisco

Valley, fed by snow trom a melting

glacier, is exceptional and impor-

tant because its river flows all year

rounil In Inca and colonial times,

the valley was the site of a road

linkmg the inounlam and coastal

road systems. Duiing the colonial

period, the \.ille\ provideil access

lo several important mines, includ-

ing the mercury nunc at lluanca-

vilica.

Ihe valley nuist have been much
traveled, oll'ering opportunities

for close contact between whites

and Indians. But for nearly one

hundred years after the conquest,

there is no evidence in the cemetery

that Catholicism touched the native

population. In seventy-two tombs
dating from I.S80 to later than 16.M).

we did not tind a single luiropean

religious article. The old wa\s of

burial persisted: in one example,
a female llama had been ceremoni-

ally hurieil as a woman v\i)uld be

—

with loom, thicail. anil needle case.

In spite of the chronicles repeated

declarations that the natives were
extensively proselyti/ed. our evi-

dence indicates that the .Spaniards

were moie interesteil in the Indians

as laborers than as catechumens.

In this valley we do have direct

and indirect evidence of the .Span-

ish piesence in a numbei i>f other

ways. Ihe latio of male to female

adidt buiials dioppeil to one it)

lilleen. probably the result ol the

mita. Males were sent to Ihe dis-

tant mines where they died: at

least, they left and never returned.

Males whi> were lound buried in

Ihe valley geneialK had physic. il

This nuxlcrn /'cntviiin was horn

with a dislocated hip. hiii the

movement oj the lea in widkinf;

has formed a new socket. Simihir

formations have been found in

pre-Colnmhicin mummies.

defects rendering them unlit for

labor. Pood and artifacts were
scarce in the graves, and the

clothes of the people were patched

and repalched. Pheir connection
with silver mining was inferred

from numerous small lumps of
silver, shapeless anil rough as if the

molten metal had fallen on the

ground oi intentionally been
poured there, to harden and later

be slipped into a pouch or bag.

Some pieces still boie the marks
of s.ind.

Ihe lecoiils of colonial mistreat-

ment of the natives were conlirmed

when we discovered in the colonial

cemetery a nearly .^(H)-fold inciease

in Iraclures. The mummies neaily



all had multiple fractures, often in

different stages of healing. One
woman had thirteen broken ribs in

all stages of healing, indicating sys-

tematic battering. Most common
were fractures of ribs and clavicles,

perhaps the result of Spanish mas-

ters kicking kneeling Indian ser-

vants, as illustrated in one Peruvian

chronicle dating from about 1610.

Some fractures undoubtedly oc-

curred in the mines, where acci-

dents were frequent. We studied

some people who were involved in

colonial silver mining about 1600,

living on what was originally an

encomienda (a temporary grant of

land, with its inhabitants and pro-

duce, that the Spanish king be-

stowed on a conquistador for meri-

torious service) covering Peru
south of Arequipa and all of

present-day northern Chile. The
encomienda's owner lived in Are-

quipa, and his property was run

by an overseer who supervised

eight farms, a store, an inn, graz-

ing land—with cattle, goats, sheep,

and pigs—silver mines, and a re-

finery, as well as a dried-fish in-

dustry. He oversaw about twenty

Spanish employees, including sev-

eral priests and a miner, twenty to

twenty-five Negro slaves, and an

unknown number of tax-paying In-

dians. The Spanish colonial system
in the Americas was entirely geared

to mining: aside from its own min-

ing, the encomienda produced food
that was sold to feed miners in

Potosi, in present-day Boliva.

Mining as conducted by the

Spaniards in Peru killed more In-

dians than all disease epidemics

combined. In 1629, 80,000 Indians

were mustered for the mines, but

forty-five years later, only 1,674

could be found in all of greater

Peru. By 1700 many of the silver

mines had closed for lack of work-
ers. These mines began at an ex-

posed mineral vein and followed

its course, widening and narrow-
ing or branching as the vein

branched. A mine was sealed by a

door to control the quantity of ore

coming out and to prevent theft.

Shoring was usually limited to a

few branching trunks or, because
wood was scarce, to a rough stone

wall. As the mine deepened, the

miners were often obliged to climb

500 to 1 ,000 feet on woven cowhide
ladders, carrying fifty-pound sacks

of ore on their backs. They worked
in groups of three; the top man had

a lighted candle tied to his thumb.
The ore, black like coal, was

extracted with heavy iron or bronze

bars, and the air was thick with

dust and metal vapors. Since there

were no air shafts, most mines
closed prematurely when the air

became insupportable. Cave-ins

and falls were daily occurrences.

Chemical poisoning from lead or

mercury was another hazard: in

many mines, the miner or his family

refined the ore, initially skimming
silver off the top of molten lead.

In 1566, mercury, used in Europe

since Roman times to extract silver

from low-grade ore, was discovered

in Peru. After 1571, the Peruvian

miner used mercury in refining and
further shortened his already brief

working life.

In all fairness to the Spanish
government, laws to protect the

miner were very quickly enacted,

but their enforcement was question-

able. Ordinance nine, decreed by
Francisco de Toledo, a viceroy of

Peru, states that the owner of a

distilling operation for refining

silver must personally open the

still. However, owners often lived

two hundred miles from their

mines. In 1634, a medical school

was founded at San Marcos Uni-

versity; ironically, the first chairs

in medicine were funded from rev-

enues of the mercury mine in Huan-
cavilica, Peru, where numberless

Indians died.

Silver miners also suffered from

black lung, the first industrial dis-

ease in the Americas. We studied

twelve mummies of miners, all of

whom had black lung disease. Their

lungs contained silver mixed with

copper and iron as well as silica,

which causes silicosis. Silicosis

weakens the lungs and predisposes

patients to pneumonia and tubercu-

losis. Of the twelve, ten had died

of pneumonia and three seemed to

have had tuberculosis. Several

miners had enlarged hearts, prob-

ably due to lung disease, and one

had a diaphragmatic hernia. The
presence of mercury in their bod-

ies helped us date them as living

after 1571, when this substance

became common in refining.

Another disease that can be con-

sidered occupational is osteoar-

thritis, or rheumatism, which may
result from repeated stress or

trauma of the articular cartilage.

We found lesions of this disease

in the vertebral columns of pre-

Columbian and colonial Peruvians,

as young as the late teens. By age
thirty, many individuals showed
advanced lesions, suggesting that

they carried heavy loads. In mod-
ern-day Peru the carrying of heavy
loads is still common. A few years

ago, I saw an Indian porter in

Cuzco serve as a moving van: he

carried a dining room table, six

chairs, and a small china closet on
his head for several blocks.

Peruvians' backs may have al-

ways hurt, but their toothaches
have grown progressively worse
since they first took up farming.

Five thousand years ago, coastal

Peruvians, who opened clam or

oyster shells with their teeth and
ate the sea's sandy products, had
worn their teeth to the gum by the

age of twenty-five. But they had

very few cavities and fewer root

abscesses. Village life, which ac-

companied the introduction of agri-

culture, saw an increase in dental

problems: cavities, tooth loss, and

bone infections of the jaw multi-

plied. Dental caries were common
in Inca children, who consumed no

candy or soda but ate a high-carbo-

hydrate diet. Yet we have no
evidence of any type of dental prac-

tice in ancient Peru. Today, Peru-

vians have dentists, and tooth

erosion and tartar deposition seem
less. But like contemporary people

in general, modern Peruvians have

considerably less protective en-

amel, which may be why dental

disease is still high.

All of these findings, while con-

stituting a bare beginning, may
serve as a base line from which we
can measure the role of modern
medicine in changing disease pat-

terns. In Peru, we have not yet

discovered any new diseases, but

we have been able to piece together

some of the history of human dis-

eases, many of which have been

described only within the last two
hundred years. The Americas offer

paleopathologists a unique oppor-

tunity: here is a vast land mass
inhabited by a single racial group

isolated for millenniums. Because
of the area's well-documented his-

tory of discovery and colonization,

the people and their food and arti-

facts can be studied before and

after miscegenation. Epidemio-
logical data from Peruvian mummies
may eventually provide us with

some insight into the evolutionary

patterns of disease.



CUSTOMER INFORMATION FROM GENERAL MOTORS

WHAT ''STICKER PRICES''

REALLY MEAN
HOW TO GET THE BEST BUY ON THE CAR THAT'S BEST FOR YOU.

Every GM dealer is an
independent businessman.
No one can tell him what to

charge. Not the government,

and not the manufacturer
But the government can

and dcjes require that manu-
facturers post a suggested
retail price, or "sticker price,"

on ever>' new car we build. It's

a good idea, because it makes
it easier for you to compare
one car against another.

Remember, the "sticker

price" is only the suggested

price. The actual selling price

may Ix' different. That's lx>-

cause the law of supph' and
demand affects the prices of

cars, just as it affects most
other prices. And market con-

ditions change all the time.

For example: a very ix)p-

ular mcKlel may sell at the

suggested price, but fre(|uent-

ly cars will sell for less, Ix^-

cause thi- automobile business

is highly comiK-titive.

The difference Ix'tween

the "stickiT price" and the

wholesiile price-that's what
the dealer jxiys us-is called the

markup, or dealer's discount.

'ITiis changes from time to

time, but as a general rule the

markup on small cars is lower

than on full-size cars.

The dealer's marku]) helps

to pa\- his rent, taxes, salaries,

utility bills— all that it costs to

run a business. And he also

has to make a profit, or he
can't stay in business. I^st

year, GM dealers reported

about two cents profit on each
dollar of sales. As you can see,

competition doesn't leave the

average dealer a very big
margin of profit.

You can affect the price

you pay. It depends on the mar-

ketplace, for one thing. \ou
ma\ get a bigger break if you
ch(X)se a slower-selling model
or a car the dealer alreacK' has

in stock. The latest smiles fig-

ures pui)lished in many news-

papers will give you some idea

of how cars are selling, al-

though the demand for a par-

ticular UK Kiel may be greater

or less in your area.

How much optional e(|uii>

ment you order on Nour car

also makes a big difference in

its price. Go over the list care-

fully, and c(\u\\) tlu- car just

the way \()U want it. Then it

will havi' most value for you.

and you'll enjoy it more. You
shouldn't buy what you won't

use, although much of the

aiuiiHuent you add to your

new car will make it worth
more when you decide it's

time to trade it in.

Most buN'ers trade in a

used car when the\' bu\' a

new one. And the value of

used cars varies according to

demand as well as to their

condition. Performance and
appearance count, so it's a

good idea to maintain your
car and keep it clean. The
more you can get for your old

car, the less will be your out-

of-pocket cost to replace it

with a new one.

But whiche\er car you
ch()t)se, the price should never

be your only consideration.

The dealer's reputation and
his serxice capability are also

imixnlant.

Our interest is in helping

l)oth you and the dealer to

get a fair deal. V\'e want \()U

to Ix- sjitistied with your car.

That's gcKKl for you, g(HKl for

the dealer, luid gcxxJ for us.

This adtrrtisetnent is part of
our ainlinnini^^ effort to irjir

rustonioy itsif'n! i/if'onnalion

(ihoitl tlitir cars and trucks

(1)1(1 the conifMniy tluit builds

them

General Motors
Pi-opU' Iniildini,; li;msixiil;ili(in

toservr |K'(ipli'



Taking the Heat
by Jerry L. Mosser and Thomas D. Brock

Microorganisms that live

only in extremely high
temperatures are under
investigation

Microbes are so small, and their

numbers usually so vast, that the

biologist is overwhelmed at the

prospect of sorting out how they

interact with each other and with

the environment. But some habitats

are amenable to ecological study.

These are generally "extreme" in

some way—hot, cold, or very dry,

for example—and so near the limits

of habitability that only a few spar-

tan species survive there. In the

most extreme situations, one spe-

cies may be the sole inhabitant.

Besides ecological simplicity,

extreme environments have an-

other attraction for the microbiolo-

gist—the microbes living there are

interesting in their own right. They
have adapted to conditions that

other organisms, confined to the

"normal" range of living condi-

tions, cannot survive. By living

near the physical or chemical limits

of life, these microbes reveal the

extremes to which evolution can be

pushed.

As microbial ecologists, we have
searched for microbes in a variety

of extreme environments. By far

the most unusual organisms we
encountered are bacteria living at

high temperatures. Yellowstone

National Park, which abounds with

natural hot habitats, was our chief

hunting ground, although we also

looked in some hot man-made en-

vironments. Some of the bacteria

we found are new to microbiology,

and their properties surprise even
microbiologists familiar with the

seemingly limitless adaptability of

bacteria.

Because the temperature of the

earth is low, it is not surprising that

most microbes prefer low-tempera-
ture habitats, from about 0° to 30°C.

Microbes living in humans and
other warm-blooded animals are

adapted to body temperatures, 35°

to 40°C. By contrast, two of the

bacteria discovered in hot springs

live at the boiling point of water,

which is 92° to 93°C at the elevation

of Yellowstone National Park. (To

convert Celsius to Fahrenheit, mul-

tiply by 9, divide by 5, and add 32.)

One of these, so far found only

in one spring in Yellowstone, could

not be grown in the laboratory. But
its striking thermophilic, or heat-

loving, properties could neverthe-

less be demonstrated, for the bac-

teria would grow on glass cover

slips (usually used to cover speci-

mens on microscope slides) sub-

merged in the spring. Using the

colonized cover slips instead of lab-

oratory cultures, we learned that

the bacteria took up a variety of

organic compounds, all most ac-

tively at temperatures between 80°

and 90°C. The bacteria obviously

function well in the boiling water.

Another bacterium, named Ther-

mits aqiiaticus, is a more common
inhabitant of Yellowstone's hot

springs. But it, or a close relative,

has also adapted well to modern
civilization—we found it in hot-

water heaters in homes as well as

commercial laundries. A surpris-

ingly cosmopolitan creature. Ther-

mits has been found in hot-water

heaters in Indiana, Wisconsin, and
England. Water heaters normally

maintain temperatures of about 65°

to 80°C, and Thermits grows best at

70° to 75°C. The bacteria seem to

have no practical significance to

users of the hot water.

These bacteria live in neutral or

slightly alkaline water. Others,

however, live in water that is not

only hot but also acid, and so have

adapted to two kinds of environ-

mental hardship, either of which is

enough to preclude habitation by
most bacteria. Hot acid springs are

not as common as hot neutral ones,

but they are still widely distributed

over the face of the earth. And
many of them, it turns out, contain

bacteria. We also found bacteria in

an even more restricted hot, acid

environment—burning coal-refuse

piles.

Waste from coal-mining opera-

tions is commonly left in huge piles,

which gradually undergo sponta-

neous heating due to oxidation of

exposed organic matter. Fre-

quently, the piles become hot

enough to burn or smolder. They
also become acidic, a result of the

oxidation of pyrite and other sul-

fide minerals to sulfuric acid. A
high temperature bacterium found

here turned out to be what micro-

biologists call a mycoplasma—

a

particular kind of bacterium that,

devoid of a rigid cell wall, grows as a

sphere. Dubbed Thermoplasma
acidophilum to describe its

properties, this heat- and acid-

loving mycoplasma is not as ther-

mophilic as the others, since it

grows best at 59°C. It is unique,

though, in that it is a saprophytic

mycoplasma—it obtains nutrients

from decaying organic materials.

Mycoplasma are usually commen-
sal or parasitic, that is, they live in,

on, or otherwise in association with

higher organisms.

Thermoplasma does not seem to

live in natural hot environments

and has been found so far only in

burning coal-refuse piles, a strange,

unstable habitat. Because the burn-

ing piles must be extinguished (they

are now under strict government
regulation), Thermoplasma is prob-

ably an endangered species, per-

haps the only one that will suflFer

from pollution control.

The bacteria found in the natural

hot acid springs are even more un-

usual. Given the name Sitlfolobus

acidocaldariiis—meaning sulfur-

oxidizing, lobed bacterium of hot

acid—this bacterium, as well as its

relationship to its environment, was
so unusual, in fact, that we studied it

in greater detail and consequently

know more about it than about the

other bacteria. Much of what fol-
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The small, bright dots in the above
photomicrograph are Sulfolobus

cells attached to sulfur crystals.

The cells were stained with a

special dye and then visualized by

means offluorescence microscopy.

lows is about Sulfolobus and its

ecology.

Let us consider Sulfolobus'

s

habitat first. Sulfolobus lives in sol-

fataras, a geologic term for acid

regions in geothermally active

areas, as in Yellowstone Park. Sol-

fataras contain hot, acid soils and
hot springs that discharge small

amounts of acid water. Solfatara

soils are heated by steam rising to

the ground surface and contain large

amounts of elemental sulfur that

arises from spontaneous oxidation

of hydrogen sulfide present in the

steam. The high acidity of solfataras

is due to the large amounts of sul-

furic acid produced when the sulfur

is oxidized.

Sulfolobus occurs at tempera-

tures from about 60° to 92°C and at

sulfuric acid concentrations up to

0.3 normal (pH 0.8), which is more
acidic than human stomach juice.

Most bacteria can tolerate an acid

concentration only one ten-

thousandth of this, many only

one-millionth. The combination of

high temperature and acid appears

to be so harsh that above 60°C

Sulfolobus is the only form of life in

solfatara soils and waters.

From early laboratory studies,

we learned that Sulfolobus can

obtain all its energy by oxidizing

elemental sulfur to sulfuric acid.

Since sulfuric acid is one of the

main features of Sulfolobus's sur-

roundings, we wondered about the

bacteria's role in creating and main-

taining their habitat, that is, in pro-

ducing sulfuric acid on a geologi-

cally significant scale.

We found we could measure the

rate at which the bacteria oxidized

sulfur to sulfuric acid by placing

samples of 5////b/o/?//.s-containing

spring water in bottles, adding

radioactive sulfur crystals, incu-

bating the bottles in water baths at

hot spring temperatures, and meas-

uring the rates of sulfur oxidation

in the bottles. In doing this, we left

the bacteria in their natural envi-

ronment, yet obtained experimen-
tally manageable samples. Bottles

could also be incubated at various

temperatures to determine the

temperature at which the bacteria

function best.

We learned two things from these

experiments. Sulfolobus does oxi-

dize large amounts of sulfur to

sulfuric acid. And it prefers high

temperatures. Many populations

are most active metabolically at

80°C. Only in the hottest locations,

90°C and above, do the bacteria

appear to be under stress.

One striking feature of many of

the springs inhabited by Sulfolobus

is their constancy. Returning to

them many times over the course of

several years, we found only infre-

quent and usually minor changes.

In general, the amount of water

and its temperature, the number of

bacteria, and the concentrations of

chemicals in the water—hydrogen

sulfide, sulfur, and sulfuric acid, for

example—remain constant. Actu-

ally, acid springs are more like



POMPEII (ADj IS COMING TO NEW YORK!
APRIL 22- JULY 31 A D 1979 AT THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

After drawing record crowds in Copen
hagen, London, Boston, Chicago, and
Dallas, the dramatic "Pompeii

AD 79" exhibition starts a

three-month appearance

at the American __:

Museum of

Natural History

in April— the

final showing

before it

returns to its

permanent

location at

Italy's National

Archaeological

Institute.

Over 300 art

objects and arti-

facts—wall paintings>

mosaics, sculpture.

silver jewelry, and plaster casts of

people and animals— vividly and
poignantly recapture the lite

of the ancient city at the

moment Vesuvius

erupted on

August 24th,

A.D. 79.

Concurrently,

"Volcano!"

an exhibition

prepared by

the Museum's

\

—

Department ot

Mineral Sciences

will be shown.

It contains volcanic

materials, including

lava and ash trom

Vesuvius itself, as well

as films of volcanoes

erupting.

Tht exhibilion hat been arranged through the cooperation of the Italian Ministry of Culture, and is supported in part through g'ants Irom the
National Endowment lor the llumanilics and Xi-rox Corporation.

AVOID LONG TICKET LINES: ENTER YOUR MEMBERSHIP NOW
—=~—

pottery, glass, gold and

An overwhelming demand for fickefs is anticipated for POMPEII AD 79. To spare Members from waiting on long
general admission lines, the Museum has arranged for Priority Member Tickets, available by mail order. This provides
you a convenient opportunity to see this major exhibition and to begin sharing in the many benefits of Museum Member-
ship. All Menibenliips inclutle a subscription to Natural History Md^nzinc.

r---- PLEASE CHECK MEMBERSHIP CATEGORY AND TERM YCXJ PREFER

:

1

Send bill to: |l'.iriiupaling Members endoie payment)J Associate Member: Ki-^imvcs one tn-c I'rionty

Admission Ticket (good for one adult), subscription

to Natural //is/ory Magazine (for term of Member-
ship), 101.) discount at Museum Gift Shops, and 2

bonus gifts per year.

D 1 Year $10 Q 2 Years $17 [J 3 Years $24

1 Participating Member: Receives two free Pri-

ority Admission liikcts (good for two adults), sub-
scription to Natural History fvUtf^azinc and Rotunda,
25"i> discount at Planetarium and Lascrium, lOlo
discount in Museum Gift Shops, plus special family
programs and behind-the-scenes lours.

n 1 Year $20 (P1m»c enclose payment with order.)

Ctly-

Send gift subscription to:

Clly

.Zlp_

Kindly mall and make check p-iv^blr In: N'.Uur.il llislorv M.nta/ine. P.O. Box 5000. Dcs Moines. Iowa SO.'i
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pools than springs: only rarely is

there more than a trici<le of water

from them. Superficially, they

appear static, and this presented a

dilemma. If Siilfolohiis is actively

producing sulfuric acid, how can

the acid concentration in a spring

remain constant? Similarly, how
can the cell concentrations remain

constant if the bacteria are repro-

ducing, which we inferred from
their metabolic activity?

It occurred to us that the springs

were not static but rather dynamic
steady-state systems. Perhaps

water and nutrients enter the

springs, the bacteria metabolize the

nutrients and reproduce, and water

containing bacteria and metabolic

wastes flows out—all at the same
constant rate. Presumably, such a

flow would be by subsurface seep-

age since there is negligible visible

flow into or out of most of the

springs. Bacteria normally go
through a cycle of growth to a max-
imum cell concentration and then

begin to die. In the laboratory,

microbiologists frequently contrive

an apparatus—called a chemostat

—that, by continuous dilution,

maintains bacteria in a steady state

of growth. Had we found a kind of

natural chemostat?

If there was continuous ex-

change, or turnover, of the pool

contents, we should be able to de-

tect it by adding a marker—a sol-

uble chemical, for example—to the

water and determining what hap-

pened to it. If a marker that neither

evaporated nor decomposed in the

water nevertheless disappeared, we
would know that a turnover of

water contents did occur. And we
could at the same time measure the

rate of the marker's disappearance,

or the spring's turnover time.

We chose common table salt as a

marker because it is inexpensive,

soluble in water, and stable. And
we already knew that it did not

harm the bacteria at the low con-

centrations needed. Moreover,

since it is a relatively innocuous

natural substance, it should have

no effect as it is diluted into the

environment from a spring.

We added salt to several Sulfo-

/()/>/(i -containing springs and found

that it did disappear and in a signifi-

cant way: as an exponential func-

tion of time. This is merely a fancy

mathematical way of saying that

the salt disappeared just as if it had

been added to a continuously and

thoroughly stirred container with

water flowing into and out of it at a

constant rate. And at the same time

that this was happening, the springs

appeared to be unchanged

—

temperature, cell concentrations,

and sulfuric acid concentrations

remained constant, as always. In

other words, the springs behaved
just like chemostats.

This observation permitted us to

draw conclusions about how fast

Sidfolobiis grows and produces

acid in nature. If bacteria and sul-

furic acid are flowing out of a spring

at a particular rate, to maintain the

steady state they must be replaced

at the same rate, either by growth

and metabolism within the spring or

by being carried in by the incoming

water.

It turned out that the bacteria do
not flow into the springs with the

ground water, but grow right in the

pools. We learned this by draining

some S;///(;/o/7/^v-containing springs,

siphoning their contents down-

slope with a length of hose. At the

bottom of the pools, steam vents

heated the ground water that con-

tinued to seep into the pools. The
pools filled in a few hours. The first

water to reenter had no Sulfolobiis

cells, but the few bacteria appar-

ently remaining in the emptied

springs reproduced rapidly to return

the populations to their original

numbers.

Most of the springs turn over

their water supply in about one

day, so the bacteria must also re-

produce at this rate to maintain

their constant cell concentrations.

Two unusually large pools, how-

ever, turned over much more

slowly. In these, the bacteria have

to double their numbers only every

thirty days to maintain themselves,

but it is likely that a cyclic process

of division, death, and disintegra-

tion permits growth rates faster

than those required to maintain the

steady state.

Even though Siilfolohiis main-

tains its populations by growing

right in the springs, the proportion

of sulfuric acid actually produced

in a spring is determined by the

spring's size. Large springs have a

low turnover rate, since water

entering them is mixed into a large

volume and so makes up a small

fraction of the total volume. In very

large springs, essentially all the

acid is produced right there. Small

springs, on the other hand, have



very fast turnover rates. In fact,

water flows through them so fast

that, even though the bacteria

maintain themselves by reproduc-

tion right in the spring, most of the

acid leaving a spring is already in

the water that seeps into it. having

been produced somewhere upslope

—in another spring or in the soil

—

as the ground water moves through

the thermal area.

Sulfolohiis also lives in the soil

around hot springs. And in the

cooler portions of solfataras

—

below 5()°C—other, more common
sulfur-oxidizing soil bacteria are

found. Together, these soil-dwell-

ing bacteria probably account for

much of the acid passing through

small springs.

Sulfolohiis intrigues both micro-

biologists and geochemists because

it is a living geochemical agent,

active in forming and maintaining

acid thermal areas. Its unique rela-

tionship to its environment per-

mitted us to deduce much about its

ect)logy. Bacteria cannot usually be

studied so easily in nature.

Geothermal areas have probably

existed since shortly after the

earth's formation and may have

been more widespread on the prim-

itive earth. We. and i)thers. have

wondered whether high tempera-

lure bacteria living today arc relicts

of ancient forms of life. Ihere is

now evidence that some of them
are. Cieneticist Carl Woese and his

associates at the University of Il-

linois recently concluded that two
of our new high temperature bac-

teria belong to an assemblage of

organisms they call archaebacteria.

or ancient bacteria, because their

genetic code is so ditfcreni from that

of other bacteria that I hey must

have been evolving as a distinct

group foi several billion years.

Methane torming bacteria, which
require oxygen-free, or anaerobic,

habitats and consume hyilrogen

and carbon dioxiile, were first rec-

ognized as members of this group.

And now other bacteria—all living

in extreme environments—are

known to belong to the group loo.

They include the halobacleria.

which require high sail concentra-
tions, Mich as those found in (ireal

Sail Lake, to survive, ami our new
hot aciil bacteria, Siillol<>hii\ and
Tlicnnni'ldMiiii. ilicrniiis. h«)W-

ever, seems to have adapted to life

al high tempeialurcs much more
recently since it is genetically dis-
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Alaska•Canada
Discover the Last
Frontier this Summer
on a Princess Cruise.
See Alaska at its best on one
of three British-registered

Love Boats. You'll glide along

the protected Inside Passage.

An endless panorama.
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tinct from Siilfolabus and Thenno-
pliismu and resembles other, more
normal bacteria. The archaebac-
teria may date back to the primitive
earth, when conditions more appro-
priate to their adaptations pre-

vailed.

Descendants of bacteria present
on the primitive earth would be
expected to evolve into quite differ-

ent types in isolated locations. Yet,

clearly recognizable Siilfolabus
cells are found not only in the hot
springs of Yellowstone National
Park but also in solfataras in Italy.

Dominica, El Salvador, and New
Zealand. In fact, Sulfolobiis cells

in one spring in Yellowstone are so
closely related to a Siilfolabus in a
New Zealand spring that the im-

mune system of rabbits—com-
monly called upon by microbiolo-
gists to distinguish between similar

bacteria—cannot tell them apart.

Some mechanism of global distribu-

tion, most likely by air or water,
must exist. But since dormant cell

structures that could survive desic-

cation and low temperatures have
never been seen, we cannot guess
what it might be.

All the bacteria we have de-
scribed require high temperatures;
they cannot survive at tempera-
tures considered normal for life.

They are truly thermophilic and not
simply tolerant of high tempera-
tures. The normal human body
temperature of 37°C, for example,
is much too low for these bacteria.

Most proteins lose their struc-

tures in boiling water, and many
biological molecules are broken
down by hot sulfuric acid. Ob-
viously, the high temperature bac-
teria have overcome these limita-

tions. What special properties

permit them to flourish where
others cannot survive? Biochemists
are only beginning to study these

new organisms to learn what chem-
ical modifications enable them to

survive their harsh treatments, so
the question cannot be fully an-

swered yet.

We would guess that only sur-

face structures of the acid-dwelling

organisms are exposed to acid since

other bacteria are known to ex-

clude acid from inside their cells.

And it is known that Sulfolabus and
Thermoplcisina contain acid-resist-

ant bonds in their surface mem-
branes in place of the usual acid-

sensitive bonds.

But all cellular components must



withstand the high temperatures

since cells cannot operate air-

conditioning systems. We know, for

example, that one enzyme isolated

from Thermus is most active at 90°C

(hotter even than the optimum for

growth. 70" to IS^C) and is stable to

heat inactivation up to ahout IO(fC.

Such modifications are of funda-

mental scientific interest and may
eventually find practical application

as well. Heat-stahle cellular com-
ponents should he useful in biologi-

cal research. And heat-stable en-

zymes, the chemical catalysts of the

cells, are already finding use in

industrial processes.

We believe these high tempera-

ture bacteria live near the extremes

of habitability. hut we do not know
the limits of life. No one knows, for

example, the maximum tempera-

ture for life. There seems to be no

reason why bacteria cannot live at

temperatures higher than those in

hot springs, as long as liquid water

is present. However, there may be

upper temperature limits for cer-

tain forms of life. Blue-green algae

and photosynthctic bacteria seem
to have a limit of 70" to 7.S°C. Eu-

caryotic microbes, which are a step

above bacteria in cellular complex-

ity because they have membrane-
bound nuclei, arc restricted to

temperatures lower than W)°C', and

animals are limited to less than

50 C". If ihcrmophilcs preferring yet

higher temperatures are found,

they will most likely be nonphoto-

synthctic bacteria.

In these days of space explora-

tion it seems reasonable to ask

whether the existence of high tem-

perature microbes raises expecta-

tions of finding life on other plan-

ets. Of our nearest and most similar

planetary neighbt)rs, Mais is much
colder than ihc earth and so not a

place to look for thermophilcs.

while Venus, closer to the sim. may
be loo hoi. Venus's surface reaches

about .S(K)C. What is more, Venus
seems to have no molecular oxy-

gen, very little water, and showers
of concentrated sulfuric acii! are

thought to occur. Hot springs and
hol-walei healers are mild com-
pared with this, l.ven ,S////<i/(</>//\

WDuld linil Venus inhospitable. At)d

yet, the very existence of earthly

organisms such as Siillnlohiis

suggests that we should reseiNc

judgment about the possibility of

life nniler such ci>ndilions. In truth,

we ilo not know the limits of lile.
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

A Basic Brew

Beer is a natural product
dating back to ancient times

When I first moved to New York,

to work as a summer intern at a

news magazine, I sublet an apart-

ment on the Upper East Side in a

neighborhood that looked respect-

able. But on especially warm days,

a noisome stench assaulted me as I

strode out the door, my mind on
"Career." There was, I soon found

out, a major brewery down the

street, spewing malty exhalations

into the air.

It isn't there any more. The land

was too valuable; the odors were
too strong. But I am always wistful

when I pass the site because the un-

ignorable smell of brewing, which
used to pour out of it, was my first

introduction to the crazy, anarchic

mix of elegance and grit that is Man-
hattan's essence. In Detroit, where
I grew up, there was a vanishingly

small amount of elegance and plenty

of grit, but the workaday parts of

life were rarely visible. The leading

local brewery spent a fortune on ads

that boasted about its "fire-brew-

ing" process, which always re-

minded me ofthe aria from Messiah ,

"For He is like a refiner's fire."

Fire brewing sounded so pure and
antiseptic. It certainly did not occur

to me then that beer was a natural

product that had been made for

eons, without benefit of fire brew-

ing or any other sort of high tech-

nology. Even the smelly New York
brewery was an urbanized, modern,
and relatively faceless industrial

descendant of the home brewing
that was once so common on farms

in many countries. George Eliot, al-

ways a mine of detail about rural

and village life, shows this in Adam
Bede with scenes of housewives

passing out glasses of their latest

batch of beer.

Beer is really a primitive human
artifact. Some authorities trace it as

far back as ancient Mesopotamia.

Others speculate that it may have

been the primordial form of grain

exploitation. This is not as far-

fetched as it sounds because the

original discovery of beer (no doubt

many times and in many places)

must have been an accidental result

of primeval attempts to deal with

recalcitrant barley kernels.

Barley {Horde iiin vidgare L.) is

the hardiest of all grains. Its cultiva-

tion began so long ago there is no
tracing it to any local source, but

the toughness of this cereal grass

made it an appropriate crop for

chillier climates, places where
grapevines would not grow well;

the same places where beer is still

the typical beverage. The trouble

was that the kernels were too hard

to eat in their natural state. With

the invention of mechanical milling,

however, it became possible to

grind barley into the small round

grains that we call pearls and still

eat in Scotch broth and other soups.

Barley flour was also once a vital

part of the northern European diet.

Wheat bread in rural England and
Wales was a fancy food; house-

wives usually stuck to cheaper oat-

meal and barley breads.

Some people still hunt around for

barley flour and compensate for its

low gluten content (and the dense,

heavy effect that it has on bread

dough) by mixing it with wheat

flour. Elizabeth David, in English

Bread and Yeast Cookery, recom-

mends approximately four parts

wheat to one part barley flour (by

weight). "Although," she con-

cedes, "owing to its grayish crumb,

barley bread may not look immedi-

ately appetizing, those who acquire

a taste for it are likely to become
addicts. I am one."

David does not mind that barley

The Benmann Archive
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bread goes stale quickly. She loves
it on account of its "unmistakably
earthy tang." Another barley bread
enthusiast, quoted by David, was
John Keats, who wrote, from
Teignmouth in Devonshire:

Here all the summer could I

stay . . .

Where, close by the stream.

You may have your cream
All spread upon barley bread.

British cooks in Wales, Scotland,
and parts of northern England also

used to make barley bannocks (flat,

griddle-cooked breads) more com-
monly than oven-baked loaves.

David reports, moreover, that bar-

ley flour was the basis of the crust

of Christmas goose pies in Cumber-
land and that barley meal pancakes
raised with yeast are still a special

treat.

Such recommendations notwith-

standing, barley baking is irrevo-

cably a thing of the past, a quaint

reminder of the way things were
before cheap wheat swept the field

of other grains. And yet, barley

flour itself is an advanced product
compared with the malt barley from
which we still make beer.

Malt is, quite simply, barley that

has been steeped in water until it

germinates. Professional maltsters

take great care to turn the shallow
heaps, or couches, of grain until

sprouts begin to grow inside the

kernel. They spread the sprouted
grain out to control growth, and
after several days the "green" malt
is dried and stabilized.

The basic simplicity of the proc-

ess made it an attractive method for

farmers before milling was known
or when access to a mill was im-

practical. Malting softened the grain

and made it edible. It also improved
the flavor and made the starches in

the grain soluble, made them, that

is, accessible to yeast.

This last feature of the malting

process must at first have been a

decided disadvantage. It exposed
the grain to infections from all man-
ner of molds and spoilage. But on
one fateful day (undoubtedly, on
many such days in many places),

yeast invaded somebody's malt and
made him an inadvertent brewer.

Beer, at its most basic, is malt
fermented with yeast. The fermen-
tation, when managed in modem
breweries, yields a dark, carbon-
ated liquid containing, typically,

about 5 percent alcohol. This brew

is dense, rich, and alive. Drunk as
is, however, it tastes thick and
sticky. The Elizabethans would
have called it ale. True beer in those
days was further refined and sta-

bilized and flavored with hops,
Humuhis Ittpulus (a plant known
to the ancients but apparently not
much used in beer). Other plants,

mainly those with essential oils,

such as juniper, coriander, and bay
leaves, served the same purpose.
But the cone-shaped flower, or
strobile, of the hop turned out to be
an ideal source of resins, oils, and
tannin.

After hops were added to the malt
mash, known as wort, the mixture
was boiled—this was the actual

brewing stage. The hops were then
removed and yeast put in. In this

process, the yeast floated to the top

of the fermentation vessel. Beer
still made in this way, by top fer-

mentation, is what we now call ale

in this country. Until the early fif-

teenth century, all beer was top
fermented. But about 1420, in Ba-
varia, it was discovered that if fer-

menting beer was packed in ice, the

yeast would settle to the bottom
and the end product would turn out
much clearer. Bottom fermentation,

however, did not come into its own,
except in mountain areas with plen-

tiful supplies of natural ice, until the

nineteenth century, when artificial

refrigeration permitted brewers
everywhere to switch over to this

refinement.

Since then, brewing has evolved
ever further from the old style of

farmhouse production. Pasteuriza-

tion and other "advanced" tech-

niques and stabilizing additives
take the edge and flavor off almost
all mass-produced beers, removing
it from its origins and thereby re-

ducing its personality. The merger
and consolidation of local commer-
cial breweries has also squeezed
individuality out of the beer most
Americans can find in their markets
and liquor stores.

The ideal beer-drinking situ-

ation—abundant, unpasteurized,
hand-tailored-beer—exists almost
nowhere in this country. For the

old-fashioned beer, one almost has

to go abroad to Germany or Czecho-
slovakia. In Great Britain there is

an admirable movement to preserve

"real" beer and ale. But I think that

Belgium is the true capital of the

beer world. In the district known as

Payottenland, on the river Senne
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west of Brussels, some very old-

fashioned breweries still make so-

called wild beers—beers with wheat
in the mash—that ferment sponta-

neously without the addition of
yeast. Some Belgian beers are ma-
tured for years. There is even a

variety, called kriekenlambic, that

contains black cherries. The list

could be extended since, for exam-
ple, Trappist monks in Belgium
brew their own distinct variety of

strong beer, and other Belgian
brewers make a highly alcoholic

"Scotch" ale for Christmastime.

With such a profusion of beer
styles, it stands to reason that Bel-

gians should have learned to cook
with their national beverage just as

the French and Italians focused on
wine in their kitchens. A legendary
Belgian cookbook (I have been un-

able to locate a copy) contains
more than 300 beer-based recipes.

Nika Hazelton in her splendid The
Belgian Cookbook discusses a

recipe for beer and turkey stew
from this stupendous Belgian col-

lection (its title. La cuisine au pays
de Gambriniis. commemorates a

thirteenth-century Belgian duke,
Jan Primus, whose name was cor-

rupted into Gambrinus or Cam-
brinus when he became known
throughout Europe as the king of
beer because of his feats as a toper).

Oddly, Hazelton never actually
made the dish. The version below
is an attempt at a workable recipe.

Whether it is absolutely authentic

is unclear, but this stew, as printed

here, has the earthy force of its

cousin, carbonnades flamandes.

The obvious garnish to go with
it—hop sprouts—may be a little

hard to find in most markets. But
what a fine thing it would be, given
the chance, to boil them, in the folk-

loric Belgian manner. Hops must be
picked in May, when they are ten-

der. Then, cook them like aspara-
gus, in lightly salted water to cover,

water that has been acidulated with
the juice of one lemon. Simmer
briefly until tender, drain, and serve
with heavy cream heated with a bit

of butter. For extra richness, put a
few poached eggs on top. Pour your-
self a glass of beer and drink a toast

to Gambrinus or to John Barleycorn.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the

history and preparation offood.

Salmis of Tbrkey Frans Hals

1 very small, 5-6 pound turkey or

the equivalent in frozen turkey

parts

Giblets from two chickens, op-

tional

A few chopped-up veal bones
1 quart dark beer

1 quart beef or chicken stock

Salt

Paprika

Flour for dredging

4 tablespoons butter

Vi pound mushroom caps

1 egg yolk beaten into 14 cup heavy
cream

'/2 cup Holland gin

1

.

Cut the turkey into 8 pieces. Re-
move and discard skin. Reserve
turkey pieces.

2. To make a stock, combine the

turkey neck and gizzard (or the

optional chicken giblets), the

veal bones, the beef or chicken
stock, and the beer in a large pot.

3. Bring stock to a boil, skim, re-

duce heat, and simmer, covered,

for an hour. Strain the stock, dis-

card solid ingredients, and skim
off the fat from the liquid.

4. Return the defatted stock to the

heat, bring to a full boil, and re-

duce to 3 cups.

5. While the stock is reducing, rub

the turkey pieces with salt and
paprika and dredge them in flour.

6. Heat half the butter in a skillet

until the foam subsides. Saute

the turkey pieces a few at a time,

until they are golden on all sides.

Drain and set aside until all the

turkey is sauteed.

7. Put the browned turkey and the

reduced stock into a large cas-

serole. Simmer, covered, until

the pieces are about three-quar-

ters done, about I to \V2 hours

depending on the size and age of

the bird. Remove the meat and

set aside.

8. Saute the mushroom caps in the

remaining butter and the Holland

gin.

9. Stir the egg yolk-cream mixture

into the stock. Continue stirring

over low heat until the stock

thickens. Then add the turkey,

mushrooms, and gin. Finish

cooking, covered, over low heat,

for another 30 minutes.

Yield: Six servings
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I Announcing the first complete
outdoor recreation and vacation travel guide

to the U.S.and Canada
I ho long-awaited Banlam Great Oul-

Ji'iirs Guide is here! It's the first com-
plclc outd(H)r recreation and vacation

guide tor the U.S.. Canada, and the

Arctic lerritorics.

This b<K)k is so good, so complete.

II makes virtually all existing .North

American vacation and travel guides

obsolete.

Why.' Because it gives you everything

whether you're a deeply committed
wilderness explorer, an enthusiast who
i.tinps. backpacks, hikes, fishes or hunts

nil weekends, a parent planning outdoor re

r, .ition and travel for your family, or an

I hair traveler.

I his b<M)k is large in every way. It measures
. X lOVi". It is sturdily bound in paper. And

II contains X.S4 beautifully illustrated pages

l.iimned with 2().IHK) entries on the history, geog
i,i|ih\. wildlife, dangers and delights of every no

i.ibic outdoor area of every stale, province and tc

riiiiry in North America north of the Rio Cirande

u\i.ept Hawaii) Plus complete travel, outfit

iini: and accommodation services everywhere

I his book subdivides Information on each

.iic.i as follows:

Ihi' Kncyclopedia contains entries on lodges

.mil vacation resons. airlines and charter

II'. in services, backpacking and wilderness

iMils. eaniK'mg and wilderness waters. Plus

ii\rcallon and scenic highways, fishing and

tuiiiiing. maps and charts, guide services and
I'll! I liters And. stale and province record

lish. ski louring centers and trails, vacation

ii.i\cl services

I he Travel and Keen-dtlon (iuidc details

source materials, maps,' lodging and travel

M iviccs for the national forests and parks,

'•"•lid and scenic rivers, wilderness and prinii

inc areas, national hiking trails, trophy fish

liii' waters, alpine recreation areas, wilderne

oing areas. ,ind more

Five Years in Preparation...

hantam (iretil Oulilnors (iuiile was
'led and written by Val Landi. president i

i VSilderness Sports Corporation, one of the

III ion s leading outdiHir authorities and aeon-
inhuling editor ot Ouldnor l.i/e

I he best way to illustrate his book's com-
I'liieness is to liHik at |ust one typical section

Alaska

A two page Inlniilui litm on Alaska leads

II \ou learn some of the history of Alaska.
ih( Indian derivation ol place names, particu

Ills .iboul geography, camping and traveling

ill die slate, plus Wvolher. W«v.\ iiml HetiMs to

liK'k out for

following IS the AUnkiin F.mulopeilio
II pages, with <S he.idings telling >ou every

thing you'll ever need lo know AccommiHla-
'ions, airlines, charier services. Alaskan Rail

I'.iil. Anchorage, the Alaskan Hrown Hear
I how to avoid him, how to survive meeting
hiiiii, outfillmg centers, hunting and fishing

.ind even moa-

Free when
you order now!

Oder now and you II receive, as a bonus,

a Limited Edition Portfolio of lour 8 x 10"

lithographs by lamed outdoor artist Gordon
Allen These evocative drawings were com-
missioned exclusively lor the Bantam Great

Outdoors Guide They have been repro-

duced on line ivory stock, ready lor Iraming,

and are available only through this offer

The drawings are Early Morning
,

Canada Geese . Beaver . and Pair of

Moose on a Maine Lake

Finally, there's the Alaskan Travel & Recreation

Guide. 12 pages with headings such as .Mount

McKinlev National Park, the Great Interior, the

Gulf Coast, the Tongass ,\atit)nal Forest. 'Vbu

read about history, weather, geography, flora,

wildlife, vacation lixlges. guest and dude
ranches, hotels, fishing and hunting camps,

outfitting and all you could ever wish about

each and every area of outdixir interest In

the entire state.

.Xnd remember - every stale in the

union (except Hawaii) and every prov-

nce of Canada gels this kind of

close-up. In-depth, incredibly de-

tailed and Inieresting coverage.

Maps and More Maps
For the first imie ever, one source

tells you exactly what maps and

guides are available for the

.ireas that interest you. how to

' ihcm and how much lhe\— IS topographic maps, na-

tional park and wilderness maps, state and

ocal maps, pre-packaged map kits - over

l.'^.(HK) maps and publlcatu>ns are listed and

descnbed In this book

You'll also enjoy a special Insert called The
Great ()utd(H)rs Atlas, with 16 pages of full-

color shaded relief maps of ma|or recreation

areas - a vivid anil useful reference

Lively, Readable Style

Val l.andi has wrilten this definitive, first-ever

book In a lively, easy -reading style And Its

unmatched storehouse of useful information is

completely manageable I'sing the alpha-

betical table of contents, or the complete sub-

lecl index, you can put your finger on |ust the

l.icis about just the region you want, literally

m seconds

Incredibly Low Price
Ihe H.inlaiii itrmi (hildnors liuult is being

ollered now for the low price of S12 '<.*i. Only
when vou consider how much lime, effort and
money it will save you in planning future va-

lations does the reasonableness of this pnce
hit home Ihis one binik will replace hun
dreds of dollars worth of guidebooks, refer-

ence biH)ks and phone calls

Order iio\\ tor Irce Limited Edition l\)rtt61io

Vl-S, send mc copies of the Banlam Great Outdoors Guide As a

bonus for ordering now, I'll also receive the Gordon Allen Portfolio with each
b<Hik I buy I'm enclosing m> check made out lo Hanlum BtHiks for $14. 9.^

($12 ')^ plus S2.(XI shipping and handling) per b«Mik

./»,

BANTAM BOOKS. Oool On 38 666 F.flh Av.< N Y N Y lOOIQ



To Commemorate Its 75th Anniversary, The Deutsches Museum presents

The Inventions

that Shaped
the ModernWorld

Art official collection of ten superbly crafted pewter sculptures.

.

honoring the genius of mankind

From left Johannes Gutenberg ca. 13951468, James Wati 1736-1819, Thomas Alva Edison 1847-19 Sculptures shown approximately actual size



A single, limited edition.

Available solely

by subscription application.

Limit: One collection per subscriber.

Subscription deadline:

February 28, 1979.

This year marks the 75th Anniver-
sary of The Deufsches Museum—the

largest museum of science and tech-

nology in the world. To observe the

occasion in an appropriately unique
and memorable way, the Directors of

the Museum have authorized the crea-

tion of an unprecedented commemora-
tive issue—honoring:

"THE INVENTIONS THAT
SHAPED THE MODERN WORLD"
This official commemoration will com-
prise ten superbly crafted pewter
sculptures—each re-creating an his-

toric "moment of invention." In all,

they will pay homage to ten of the

most important landmarks in the his-

tory of modern science—depicting the

inventions themselves and the men of

genius credited with their creation.

They include:

THE PRINTING PRESS
Johannes Gutenberg

THE TELESCOPE
Galileo Galilei

THE STEAM ENGINE
James Watt

THE CAMERA
Louis Daguerre

THE X-RAY
Wilhclm Roentgen

THE PHONOGRAPH
Thomas Alva Edison

THE WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
Gugliclmo Marconi

THE TELEPHONE
Alexander Graham Bell

THE AUTOMOBILE
Gottlieb Daimler

THE AIRPLANE
The Wright Brothers

Each of the sculptures crafted for the

collection will be a wholly orij^iiuil

work of art created exclusively for

this 75th Anniversary celebration.

Moreover, the collection will reflect the
most scrupulous standards of fcholitr-

ship, for each sculpture will be fully

authenticated for scientific accuracy by
the Mu'.cum. Indeed, the beauty and
detail that di-.tingui-.h each of the ten

sculpture;, the costumes ... the fa-

cial expressions . . . and especially the
detail lavished upon the actual inven-
tions themselves -pay tribute to the
highest criteria of science and art.

So vividly detailed, in fact, are these

ten extraordinary sculptures that you
will actually be able to see the first

crude type form developed by Guten-
berg for his printing press . . . the

innovative separate condenser that

proved so vital to the success of James
Watt's steam engine . . . virtually every
pipe and bolt of the historic internal

combustion engine that was destined

to establish Gottlieb Daimler as the

father of the automobile. . . .

The world's foremost creator

of commemorative issues

To ensure the creation of a commemo-
rative issue that will retain its power
and significance for generations to

come. The Deutsches Museum has en-

listed the skills and talents of an or-

ganization whose name has become
synonymous with many of today's

most prestigious commemoratives : The
Franklin Mint. Hence "The Inventions

that Shaped the Modern World" will

be the direct creation of the very
artists who are universally recognized

as the contemporary world's foremost
inheritors of the great Renaissance
tradition of medallic sculpture.

And when the sculptors of The
Franklin Mint have completed their

commission, each of these exquisitely

crafted pewter sculptures will be in-

dividually hand-finished— to bring out

every feature and detail . . . the subtlest

nuances of the artist's work ... as well

as the rich, gleaming luster of the

sculptured metal itself.

The assurance of lasting rarity

Furthermore, "The Inventions that

Shaped the Modern World" will be

created in only one, extremely limited

edition— to be issued solely in honor
of the 75th Anniversary of The
Deutsches Museum, and made avail-

able only by subscription application.

In addition, there will be a further

limit of just one collection per sub-

scriber. Consequently, the entire edi-

tion will exactly equal the precise

number of valid applications entered

before the subscription rolls close.

To certify the official nature of the

collection, the base of each sculpture

will bear the emblem of The Deutsches
Museum and identify the creator of

the invention depicted. Moreover, a

Certificate t)f Authenticity bearing the

signature of The Director-General of

the Museum- attesting to the limits of

the edition will accompany the sculp-

tures. Subscribers will also receive

authoritative background literature on
the evolution of each invention and its

enduring impact upon mankind.

An heirloom collection

of universal significance

"The Inventions that Shaped the

Modern World" has been expressly

conceived as a commemorative of truly

intenuitional significance — fully re-

flective of the overwhelming universal

importance of the subject it honors.

For collectors who recognize and
appreciate the beauty of sculptured art

... for parents who seek to imbue their

children with a keener understanding
of the world they inhabit, and a deeper
awareness of man's potential for great-

ness . . . indeed, for everyone who is

enthralled by the story of civilization

itself . . . there can be few acquisitions

more inspiring, more enlightening,

more lastingly rewarding.

Subscription deadline:

February 28, 1979

Following the absolute closing date of
this single edition, "The Inventions
that Shaped the Modern World" will

never be offered again in the United
States. Please note that you need send
tjo money nolo to enter your subscrip-

tion for the collection. However, your
application can be accepted only if it

is postmarked no later than the final

subscription deadline of February 28th.

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

The Inventions

that Shaped
the ModernWorld

Valid only if poslmarkcd

by February 28, 1979.

Limit: One cotlcclion per subscriber.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pa. 19091

Please enter my subscription for

"The Inventions that Shaped the
Modern World"- -an official col-

lection of ten superbly crafted
pewlcr sculptures to be issued by
The Deutsche* Museum on the

occasion of its 75th Anniversary.
The sculptures will be issued

at the rate of one every three
months, «nd tbc issue price ol

$90 • eaih will be billed to me in

three equal monthly installments
of $30* I need send no money
now. and will be billed for tfie

initial installment prior to ship-

ment of my (irtl >culplure.

•P/Mf my tl.ilt falf$ tax

Signalurt.

Name

Addrot.

City

Stat*. -Zip
^



Books in Review by David Pilbeam

Toward a Concept of Man

On Human Nature, by Edward
O. Wilson. Harvard University
Press, $12.50: 260 pp.

E. O. Wilson is a Harvard ento-

mologist, a zoologist who has writ-

ten elegantly and prolifically on be-

havior and ecology, and a man at

the center of one of science's most
stimulating and provocative contro-

versies, sociobiology. Sociobiology
attempts to derive general prin-

ciples concerning the behavioral

properties of populations. This is

Wilson's third volume in a se-

quence that has moved from insects

to vertebrates to humans. As the

argument has moved closer to

humans it has become, as one
might expect, more heated. Wil-

son's aim is not modest: to derive

a view of human nature that inte-

grates the social sciences, especially

anthropology, with the natural
sciences, particularly neurobiology
and ethology. His ambitious inten-

tion is to specify which human be-

haviors are subject to genetic con-
trol, and to what extent, so that we
can make conscious choices about
the future of society. "We can hope
to decide more judiciously which of

the elements of human nature to

cultivate and which to subvert,
which to take open pleasure with
and which to handle with care."
Finally, he suggests that current

secular and religious ideologies will

eventually be replaced by "the
evolutionary epic," the "best myth
we will ever have."

Wilson's book is eclectic, sur-

veying a literature of considerable

breadth that spans the humanities,

social sciences, and natural
sciences. It aims to be both an ex-

planatory analysis of a body of data
and a freewheeling speculative at-

tempt to spell out the ethical and
biological consequences of this par-

ticular synthesis.

The first four chapters lay out the

arguments, which can be briefly

summarized as follows. Much more
of human behavior than is normally

admitted by humanists and social

scientists reflects predispositions

that are under genetic control. Vir-

tually all behavioral traits are func-

tions of both genes and environ-

ment, evolving and developing as

complex interactions of the two.
Most major human behavioral pat-

terns are developmentally con-
strained; consequently, they are

very easy to learn and difficult to

suppress. The human behavioral

repertoire evolved over the last

several million years, during most
of which humans were Ice Age
hunter-gatherers. Many of the be-

havioral patterns we now display

were once adaptive in our hunter-

gatherer past. However, much
modern human behavior is a prod-

uct of relatively recent and rapid

cultural evolution, overlaying, but

never obscuring, those patterns that

were evolved earlier.

All human cultures exhibit cer-

tain behavioral traits: these "uni-

versal" characters are innate and
easily learned and have evolved as

part of the human species' reper-

toire. Among them are incest ta-

boos, sex role differences, religious

behaviors, and so forth. Wilson ex-

plores four important behavioral

categories in depth: aggression,

sex, altruism, and religion. In the

first case, he argues that aggressive

behavior in humans is easily

learned and hard to suppress; there-

fore, ultimately innate. We can
"only work our way around" our
aggression, although "undoubtedly
there exist . . . techniques by which
this aspect of human nature can be

gently hobbled in the interest of

human welfare." Similarly with sex

differences: females are less asser-

tive and aggressive, more nurturant

than males because of the evolution

of genetic predispositions important
in our hunter-gatherer pasts. How-
ever, these physical and tempera-
mental differences become cul-

turally hypertrophied in most hu-

man societies. It would be possible

to "override" biology and sanction

an egalitarian society, but this

would have costs and require care-

ful consideration. "One way or

other, intuitively or with the aid of
science, evolutionary history will

be entered in the calculations, be-

cause human nature is stubborn
and cannot be forced without a

cost."

It is the same with altruism: self-

sacrifice in humans has a genetic

basis. Wilson distinguishes two
kinds of altruism. In the "hard-
core" type, an individual's sacrifice

may enhance survival of relatives

carrying some of the same genes.

"Soft-core" altruism is ultimately

more selfish because it is calculat-

ing—individuals act altruistically in

exchange for future favors (includ-

ing those in the hereafter in the case
of saints). Thus does sociobiology

have something to say about ethics

and how ethical behavior is con-

strained. This leads ultimately to

religions, both sacred and secular

(i.e., Marxism). Again, a quotation

summarizes most efficiently: "In-

cest taboos, taboos in general,

xenophobia, the dichotomization of

objects into the sacred and the pro-

fane, hierarchical dominance sys-

tems, intense attention toward
leaders, charisma, trophyism, and
trance-induction are among the

elements of religious behavior most
likely to be shaped by develop-

mental programs and learning rites.

. . . Such constraints exist . . .they

have a physiological basis, and . . .

the physiological basis in turn has a

genetic origin. . . . [Thus] ecclesi-

astical choices are influenced by the

chain of events that lead from the

genes through physiology to con-

strained learning during single life-

times."

Ultimately though, positivist

science will undermine the basis of

religious beliefs and eventually re-

place other ideologies to become
the final religion. TVlthough our be-

haviors are innately determined, we
can to some extent make conscious

choices among them. Science will
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'There is nothing permanent except change.'

Heraclitus

The Greek philosopher said il

2500 years agi). Anil all the changes
since then ha\e proved hini right.

C'onsiilcr Amcnca's energy situa-

tion: As pelroleiini heconies harder
Ui (ind. we .ire turning to that old

standby coal But ti>(.la\ Conoco is

prtxlucing coal with technology that

yesterdays miners never dreamed of
I or e\ inipie. working together. our

pelnileum and coal engineers have

develi>ped an underground pipeline

system that mixes co.il with water

and pumps it out of the mine, safer

and faster

We're .ils») working on ways to

change coal into other useful forms,

such as synthetic g.is .ind oil.

And since Americ.i's need for en-

ergy \m11 continue lo grow. ContKX)

is active in i>ther fields as well from
producing uranium tii developing

oil from tar sands.

At ( omvo. we don't jusl adapt to

change; we help shape it.

(conoco)
l)<>in)( more with enerR>.

To learn moie about what we re doing with energy, write Dept G. Conimenlal Oil Company. Stamlo«3. Conn 069W v^^
> 1978



GOOSE DOWN SOX
Great to wear around home or as bed
and sleeping bag sox Take little space m
luggage Bauer Goose Down quilted in

tough nylon taffeta Machine washable
Colors, Ivten s Taupe. Red, Winter Blue
Sizes. Men's S(6'/,-8), M(8'/!-10), L(10'/i-Il'/,),

XL(12-I3) Colors, Women's Winter Blue,

Powder Blue, Red Sizes, Women's S(5-6'/;),

M(7-8'/!), L(9-IO'/2) #0347 Men's or «0348
Women's Goose Down Sox $9,95 ppd

OrderToday! MoneyBack Guarantee!

D «0347 Men's Goose Down Sox

Mens Size Color .

D # 0348 Women's Goose Down Sox

Women s Size Color _

Address - _ _

City ._

Stale .._ Zip ^ . _

Q Send me FREE your unique color catalog of quality

outdoor apparel and equipment

J^^t£is/2So*^^Jv^

Oepl WNH, Thud & Virginia Seattle WA 98124

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
IVIfg.List $265.00 Postpaid $159.50
This IS an example of the deep discount prices on high quality

optics that is found in our FREE catalog This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection ot telescopes, binoc-
ulars etc, plus valuable information on how to properly select

them. Write for it today,

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

"The definitive book on the subject . .

.

authoritative and well-documented ....

exhaustive coverage" -Sea Frontiers

POISONOUS AND VENOMOUS
MARINE ANIMALS

OF THE WORLD (Revised Edition, 1978)

by Bruce W. Halstead, M.D. ancd

Linda G. Halstead (editor)

1043 text pages, with 300 photos, drawings;

tables; graphs; 12 maps; glossary; indexes.

283 plate pages, with photos and illustrations

of organisms and clinical cases (70 in full color).

One volume complete: $65.00

At your bookstore or order directly from

The Darwin Press, Inc. (Dept. H)

Box 2202

Princeton, New Jersey 06540 USA
(Please enclose $2 00 for postage and tiandling

N ). residenb add 5 percent sales tax.)

provide the means of understanding
and dominating nature, serve as the

mythology to satisfy our deepest
biological urges, and keep alive the

possibility of a rationally planned
and better future.

So much for an admittedly brief

and selective account of the socio-

biology of human nature. Sociobi-

ology has been controversial, espe-

cially during the past three years,

and the debate has often been bitter,

as might be expected since such im-

portant issues are involved. Critics

have ranged from biologists dis-

satisfied with the genetic or be-

havioral parts of the theory, to so-

cial scientists committed to the

view that in its richness and com-
plexity human behavior is vastly

different from that of nonhumans,
so much so that it cannot be mech-
anistically reduced to a few in-

nately patterned processes. Others
have argued that sociobiology is in-

herently objectionable since it is de-

terministic and, consequently, can

be used to support sexist, racist,

and naturally hierarchic views of

human behavior and society.

The idea that much of human be-

havior is "natural" in the sense of

being inherited, evolved, or other-

wise genetically determined or con-

strained is not new. Almost all of

us have opinions on the subject of

human nature, which is hardly sur-

prising since we are all in some
sense experts. Darwin was a socio-

biologist, the intellectual ancestor

of many scientific (as opposed to

lay) sociobiologists since then. The
fuss over this particular determin-

istic theory seems to be a bit more
intense this lime, perhaps because
many biologists and social scien-

tists have become convinced pro-

tagonists of sociobiology. Socio-

biology is based on a (relatively)

elaborate theoretical foundation

and has spread rapidly among cer-

tain scientists possibly because of

its apparently rigorous formalism;

perhaps, too, it satisfies some as yet

unspecified, deeper need for order

and explanation.

At the same time opponents have

been a great deal more vocal in

attacking both the "scientific"

bases and the ideological implica-

tions of sociobiology, particularly

where it can be said to justify an
inequitable status quo. However, it

is worth noting that there have al-

ready been feminist sociobiological

attempts at explaining human evo-
lution, with different conclusions
from Wilson's. Not all sociobiology
leads inevitably to a particular kind
of sexism or racism.

I am a paleoanthropologist, in-

terested in reconstructing human
evolution, so I too am concerned
with many of these same issues. I

have little quarrel with Wilson's
aims: humans have evolved, their

behavior does have genetic as well

as nongenetic components, and
there may well be some practical

application of knowledge about
possible constraints on human
behavior. We do indeed need a new
synthesis, in fact, a whole series of

syntheses that link genetics, neuro-

sciences, behavioral sciences, cul-

tural anthropology, and sociology,

for which we probably will need a

new breed of scientist that can tran-

scend the "two cultures." But I be-

lieve Wilson's attempt to be flawed:

the consummation, however de-

voutly wished, is incomplete.

I have many criticisms, but a

few stand out as being particularly

important. First, there are problems
with the use of language. The work
is full of metaphors derived from
economics, game theory, systems
analysis

—"deep" and "hard" per-

meate the work. Dichotomies
abound. Nature and nurture, innate

and learned, biology and culture,

limbic system and cortex are con-

stantly juxtaposed. Both the meta-

phors and the use of dichotomies

lead to serious errors. Wilson sees

humans as evolving from a bio-

logical to a cultural state, the shift

in behavior reflecting brain evolu-

tion. The brain is viewed strati-

graphically, with the younger,
newer cortex responsible for our

learned cultural behavior overlying

the archaic, "deep" limbic system
that is the seat of emotions. We
cannot ignore emotions: they are

linked closely to genes, and pre-

vent behaviors straying too far

—

"genes hold culture on a leash."

It would take a linguistic phil-

osopher to do justice to this book,

but I believe Wilson is playing tricks

with words. For example, human
behavior cannot be separated into

"biological" and "cultural" com-
ponents. Culture is part of our biol-

ogy or rather an ability to use sym-

bols is integral to our behavioral

repertoire. As many social anthro-

pologists have argued, a "culture-
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Examine now in your own home

fs5;'

Now in a giant card file all the great

animals of tlie wide, wild world.

SAFARI CARDS
// you love animals . . .11 you want to know
more about their lives, their amazing be-

havior . . . you can now do it like prolessionals

do: Build your own comprehensive card tile.

Naturalists, zoologists, game wardens, ani-

mal photographers... almost all those whose
work involves the study of nature's marvels
Keep notes on index cards. They know that

this is the best, most convenient method of

adding to their knowledge and of being able
to locate rapidly and easily, information
whenever they need it. For any animal lover

keeping such a card system provides endless
)oy.

Each Safari Card presents to you on the front

a beautiful full color photograph of an animal
and a simple index system for it. Its back is

devoted to a clear, stimulating and authorita-
tive description of the animal, its habits and
Itt lite.

a complete set of

24 Safari Cards
and receive as a gift this handy^m pi .."^

Free Filing Case^
^

Keep everything if delighted

for only $1.00 (plus P&H) '••»^"

FOR YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY
THE MAGIC OF SAFARI CARDS

• Whichever system of classification you
choose, information is always at your
fingertips.

HOW TO CLAIM YOUR FREE GIFTS
Return the gift coupon below and we'll send
you the complete starting kit described
above. And so that you will be able to get an
even better idea of the beauty and value of

Safari Cards we'll enclose a second complete
set of cards — all without any purchase obli-

gation whatever!

If after examining it all you are not satisfied

that you want to start collecting Safari Cards,
you simply return everything and owe noth-
ing. Otherwise you get to keep it all: * TWO
Sets of Safari Cards * the filing case * all

the filing cards you need and all accessories scription plan described in the gift coupon
• For the young. Safari Cards mean active in- -and you pay only for ONE set of Cards, at below 'Vou are free, of course, to cancel your

volvement — teaching the advantages of a the special introductory price of $1.00 (plus subscription at any time simply by writing,

logical tiling system and developing visual P4H). Yes, everything else-a $6.98 value— is The important thing now is to get to know
memory. yours free and you'll then receive— for just as this exciting new nature project Send in your

• Each member of the family can consult the long as you wish-new Safari Cards at about Gift Coupon today. There's no purchase
cards at the same lime, lake them along on monthly intervals under the convenient sub- obligation,

trips to zoos, museums and safari parks.

4 cl«v«r filing tytiemt to file your cards

alphab«ticaily

_by loologictl ordtr or •pecies

by hibilil

by gcogriphlcal
" ragion

FREE GIFT COUPON
Satan Cards, 201 Lincoln Blvd., Dopt. W21M
P.O. Boi 104, MIddloMi, N.J. MUt
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••II 01 24 Satan Carda aach (48 In all) plua Iha Ira* tiling caaa
with all accsatoriat

I may ralurn Iha Carda wllhin 10 daya and owa nothing Bui II da-
lighiad with my Satan Carda and I daclda to kaap Iham, iha Ural

complata sal ol 1* carda, plua Iha baaulilul tiling caaa and all

accasaoriaa ara mma Iraa and I will only pay you Iha Introduc-
tory prica ol $1 00 (plua postaga and handling) lor tha aacond aal

ol Carda You may than aand mo on approval, lor aa long aa I

wlah, at laaal ona na«r aal ol Satan Carda par month, ao that my
collaclion can grow vary quickly

For lulura sals I daclda to kaap. I naad pay only Iha low aub-
acnbars prica ol 12 23 par aal ol 24 carda (plua P a HI

I am Iraa lo aak you m writing nl any tima in Inrmmnlit my
aubacnption

Nama
IP'oaia print claarlyl

Addrasa Apt
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Stala Zip
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Send for this proud collection of America's Folklore

Heroes. Beautiful U.S. stamps fionoring our legends

and autfiors. Plus selections to examine. Buy any or

none, return balance. Cancel service anytime.

Mail 25c In:

GMCEION STAMP COMPANY. Dept NH2F Calais, Maine, 04ei9

Next summer we enter our eighth year

ot operations: none ol our travel pro-

grams is mundane, and some are so

unique that no other company has the

knowledge, experience or audacity to

arrange them.

Cruises and
Expeditions

Our meticulously planned and oper-

ated summer tours in Europe include

tfiose to experience The Heart ot

England and \he Scottish Highlands,

the Discover the Hebrides cruises, thie

superb Wine Tour of France, and a

delightful ramble off ttie beaten track

on our Swiss Safari.

Our Discover Galapagos cruises are

established as the way to see these

fascinating islands; and for those who
wish to venture even further afield

there, we have created our new Great

Galapagos Hiking Adventure cruises.

Our wildlife expeditions for small, ex-

pertly led groups, include the Alaska

Wilderness Adventure and the popular

Hudson Bay Wildlife Adventure, in the

summer and the October tour to see
The Great White Bears, as well as

journeys to more distant areas — the

River Safari in Borneo, the Safari in

Rajasthan, the African Camel Safari,

and the Papillon Tour to Devil's Island

and the jungle of French Guiana.

Our mountain hikes, designed for peo-

ple who have no previous outdoor

experience but who are fit and alert,

take small groups under specialist

guidance on the Himalayan Trek in

Nepal, the Ladakh Trek, and the Inca

Trek in Peru.

And, in March each year, we offer those

with a taste for Arctic adventure our

stirring Greenland Dog-Sledging Ex-

peditions, and our thrilling, exhilarat-

ing helicopter forays to see The Seals

on the Icepack in Canada's frozen Gulf

of St. Lawrence.

Please send tor the detailed brochures

ol the tours, cruises and expeditions

which interest you:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

less" human would be no human at

all. From the very start of life we
learn in a peculiar way: symbolic

programs give meaning to environ-

mental stimuli and shape the way
genetic and nongenetic factors in-

teract in incredibly complex and
subtle ways that still remain to be

fully understood. We did not evolve

from a noncultural, biological stage

to a biological plus cultural stage.

We are both the most rational and
the most emotional of mammals.
Our brains are not layer cakes but

integrated entities that must be
analyzed as such. Our culturally

mediated behavior is emotionally

based and highly learned and vari-

able and stereotyped. Ultimately,

it is dependent on our genes, but

saying that does not explain it.

A second, linked problem re-

volves around Wilson's relative ig-

norance of social anthropology and
the concept of culture. The task of

coming to grips with the bewilder-

ingly complicated array of human
behaviors is daunting even to pro-

fessional anthropologists. It is not

easy to make generalizations about

humans; an inability to do so, or to

produce anything other than quite

trivial statements, is not a sign of

willful avoidance or of incompe-

tence. It is just incredibly hard to

do. Culture is also a difficult con-

cept. Wilson uses the term in at

least four different ways, still a

small subset of all possible mean-
ings, and in the end fails to come
to grips with the ways in which
learned behavior in humans differs

from that in nonhumans.
If a science of human behavior is

to be successful, it will have to be

able to fully comprehend and de-

scribe interactions within and be-

tween many organizational levels,

from the molecular to the complex
behavioral. Wilson attempts to

connect what is currently known
from molecular, developmental,

and behavioral genetics, neuro-

physiology, neuropharmacology,
experimental and social psychol-

ogy, sociology, and social anthro-

pology. It should hardly be a sur-

prise that he fails in such an am-
bitious task, both because we do
not yet know nearly enough about

the behavior of any of these com-
plex systems and because essential

analytical ingredients, such as the

culture concept, are omitted.

The discussion of sex roles is a

YOU'RE
PART OF
HISIORY.

Our thanks to you, our readers,

as NATURAL HISTORY com-
pletes its 78th and most success-

ful year. Our circulation has

reached a record 450,000. We
have more advertising than ever

before. Quality advertising that,

in its own way, is as informative

as the articles that delight readers

every month.

We're proud that our magazine

attracts individuals who are well

educated, active, influential.

More so every day, the natural

sciences draw an increasing

amount of attention as we
become so aware of the problems

and potential of the world

around us.

Our advertisers tell us that

they find the rapport between

NATURAL HISTORY and its

readers quite special. If you

would like to learn more about

this unique relationship, please

contact our nearest advertising

office, and be part of HISTORY
yourself.

Kent Valandra

Advertising Director

NATURAL HISTORY
488 Madison Avenue

New York, N.Y. 10022

212/826-9468

Atlanta: David Skoke

404/352-2174

Chicago: Paul Gelardo

Midwest Manager
312/266-0857

Honolulu: Jim Wilson

808/941-7796

Los Angeles: Jim McGinley

213/382-6346

Miami: Joel Meltzer

305/856-8326

San
Francisco:

Peter Scott

415/421-7950
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CONTINUE HERWORK.
CONTINUE HERREVERENCE

FOR LIFE.

MARGARET MEAD was an incredible

woman. She showed the world, as no

one has before her. the human
significance and social potential of

anthropology. She made this once

obscure science part of our everyday

existence.

She wrote 25 books, over I,OOO
articles and received an honorary

doctoral degree not once, but twenty

times over.

She lived a full and complete

life. Yet she died with unfinished

business.

She wanted to ensure the

training of a new generation of

anthropologists so that the more

traditional societies left on this earth

could become our coworkers in the

exploration of humankind.

She wanted lo preserve a

national treasure of three million

anthropological artifacts for the

enjoyment and enlightenment of

future generations.

lo these ends, she embarked on

a S5 million fund-raising drive. It was
inaugurated by the Anu-rican Museum ol N.uutal MistotN

on the occasion ol her J^lU birthdav. B\ the time she was
nearlv /Z '^^"f efforts had raised almost %2 million.

Now there will be no more

birthdays for Margaret Mead. But she

can still reach her goal

"I chose science, she <mce

wrote, "because I wanted to be sure

mv work would count.

Her work can onl\ count if it is

allowed to continue.

I would like to make Mar^aii't .\U-acls unrinlslu'tl

Itusini'Ns inv busiiu'ss. I would likr lo conlinui- liri

\\ork PliMsc .uccpl m\ l.ixili-dui lihli- lonttibulion loi

, ]Si.ooo [IS500 a $50 DS25 DSOilu-i

PliMsr niakr ihfiks payablf lo ihf Margarrt Mead
I und and send llu-in (o:

M.ii^an'l .SU-ad luinl.c/o .•\iiu-tican .Musoum ol

Naiuial HiMotv.''yih& Central Patk WcM.Now^ork.
New York IOO24.

Cliy. -Zip.



"We'll show you wildest Africa
in the most civilized style."

At most civilized prices to boot. Feast your eyes—and

camera—on lions, gorillas, wildebeest, Victoria Falls,

Mt. Kilimanjaro. Explore with an experienced

driver-guide. For the complete story on our safaris,

send for our brochure, and call your Travel

Agent. Or call British Airways at our local

toll-free number in your telephone directory.

/ Explorer Safari— 16 days $695. Kenya,

bush and beach. Masai Mara Game Reserve.

^^ ^^ M ^ ^^tt. Lake Naivasha. Diani Beach, Mombasa.

^^^. yH^^^^^HH^ Livingstone Safari— 13 days $1090.

iiT \r pH^^jA Tanzania-Zambia. The Ngorongoro

l^
^^^UBL Crater. Olduvai Gorge. Serengeti

vHBm^ Park. Dar es Salaam. Victoria Falls.

Wings Over Africa— 16 days $2250. Kenya by private plane. Samburu

Game Reserve. Lorogi Plateau,

Mount Kenya. Masai Mara
Game Reserve.

Safaris available from New
York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,

Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia,

San Francisco, Washington, D.C.

Prices include all accommoda-
tions, transfers, fees, and most

meals. Airfare additional.

Briiish .Airways

Fresh Meadows
Please send me

Box 4t/, Dept
, New York 1136

he "Holidays in Africa' brochure.

Ciiv

Mv Tra\

.Starr Zip

1 Appnt IS

—
:^

British
airways.

J

k ^ ^ ^ We'll take more care ofvou.

Samie'PoVver
BushnelFs New Custom Compacts
Have All the Power of Binoculars That
Are Three Times the Size and Weight!

If you'd like to reduce the size and
weight of your binoculars to an 11

ounce and 3 inch high instrument

that will give you the resolution

and light gathering you need.

you'll want to see Bushnell's new
Custom Compacts. At your
Bushnell dealer or write Bushnell

Optical Co., Dcpt. NH40, 2828
East Foothill Blvd., Pasadena, Ca
91107.

Bushnell Give Us A Look

good case in point. This is a com-
plex and difficult issue that needs

much more work. The other topics

surveyed by Wilson are even fur-

ther from solution. I found the leap

from neurons and hormones to re-

ligion and reciprocity particularly

hard to follow—or swallow. An
additional problem intrudes here,

that of classification. Are all be-

haviors labeled "religious" or

"ecclesiastical" comparable? Do
they all have the same motivations,

genetic mechanisms, or outcomes?

In what analytically useful sense is

the concept "Marxism" equivalent

to "Shintoism." Placing many dif-

ferent, highly complex behaviors in

the same category ignores critically

important diversity.

Central to sociobiology is the

ability to recognize adaptive be-

haviors. Unfortunately, many be-

havior patterns can be classified in

ways that make them appear uni-

versal, and adaptive explanations

are then not hard to find. One major

problem here concerns the ease

with which humans perceive pat-

terns in nature and are able to come
up with explanations for them. Ex-

planation is facilitated by the con-

junction of the powerful, yet

simple, theory of sociobiology with

richly complex data from behavior

studies. Recently, infanticide among
Indian monkeys was given an ele-

gant sociobiological "explanation"

in terms of male and female "strat-

egies" and "investments." Subse-

quently, what was to me a more
plausible alternative explanation

was proposed: infanticide was an

aberrant response of some monkey
populations to ecological disturb-

ance. With human behavior the

game is still easier to play: classifi-

cations can be adjusted to find uni-

versals, which can always be inter-

preted in some way as adaptive.

The problem lies in evaluating the

explanations.

Many sociobiological analyses of

human behavior claim support from

studies of primate behavior and

human evolution. I am not qualified

to judge the contribution of prima-

tology, although different lessons

can clearly be learned from the

same monkey or ape depending on

the implicit assumptions of differ-

ent students. For paleoanthro-

pology I feel on firmer ground: it

has been misused. For example,

sociobiology is often used to argue

that sex differences in behavior



have their roots in the evolution of

hunting-gathering. Similar "prin-

ciples" are used to justify the claim

that religious beliefs were of pro-

nounced survival value for Paleo-

lithic man. However, as with

studies of nonhuman primates,

stories of human evolution often do

little more than suhtly underline

and reinforce what seems to a par-

ticular author to be natural in living

humans. Unfortunately, behavior

does not fossilize, which makes
possible a fairly wide range of in-

terpretations, many quite plausible.

Often what has been said about the

past has been a reflection of the

present, just as we have seen in

primates simpler versions of what is

natural in us. I fear that we cannot

expect studies of the past to help us

much with the evolution of those

complex human behaviors that fas-

cinate us. any more than we can

use our noncultural primate cousins

to tell us about religious beliefs or

mob violence or potlatch cere-

monies.

I do not object to Wilsons goals:

they are laudable, and I hope he

and many others will continue to

strive for fuller syntheses. But we
are going to need much more cul-

turally sophisticated analyses and

much less simple explanatory

schemes. I have at the moment no

"big picture" to put in the place of

this human sociobiology. I have no
feel for what is quintessentially

human, except perhaps the case

with which we learn to be diflerent

from each other. Maybe "cultura-

tion" is the key. our species' alter-

native to spcciation as a response

to habitat diversity. In that case, as

C. Geert/ has argued ( I he Inicrprv-

laiion III (.iiltiircs). "It may be in

the cultural pai ticiilarities of people

—in their odililies— that some of

the most insiruclive revelations of

what is to be gencricalK human are

to be found; and the main contribu-

tion i>f the science of anthropology

to the ct>nstruction—or reconstruc-

tion—*)f a concept of man may then

lie in showing us how to find them."

Ihtviil I'ilhi-iim is pntfcsMir iij iin-

thropi)li>\>\ (;;/(/()/ v<i'/",i.'V and >n'it-

physit \ (II Ydlf llni\crsily. I lis re-

seunh im linlrs tlir MikIy <>I ihc

iiUerfuic hclwrrn the liisiorii nl ami
svifniifif iisprcis <»/ pulcixinlliro-

poliifiy. in ptirliciiliir ihc rule nf
implicit iisMimpliints in ihinkinn
iihoiit liiinuin cvoliilion.

Are you a Travel Fanatic?

Chances are you would deny
being fanatical about anything:

especially, travel. But think
again

Have you ever wanted to

catch the next plane out to a part

of the world you only dreamed of?

Have you ever been put off by

those tours which package, label

and ship you to 14 countries in 14

days?
Have you ever traveled by the

cheapest form of transportation

you could find—and then used the

money you saved to splurge on a

lavish meal or hotel?

Don't be afraid. If your answer
to any of these questions is YES,
then you qualify as a TRAVEL
FANATIC.

Announcing. .

.

The Newsletter
for Travel Fanatics.

As fellow Travel Fanatics we long

ago found that no one was providing us

with the important information we
needed to sustain our fanaticism. So we
decided to find a way to satisfy our des-

perate need to travel to the exciting and

oft times unpublicized parts of the world

and. at the same time, spread the gos-

pel to other travelers just like us.

We gathered some of the top travel

writers from around the world and in

troduced BALLOON, the Newsletter for

TRAVEL FANATICS BALLOON is a

newsletter for the adventurous, enter

prising, creative traveler It's unlike any

travel publication you've ever seen

The pages of BALLOON are literally

packed with intriguing new Ideas, ex-

clusive bargains, undiscovered places,

no hype recommendations and
shrewd travel tips

BALLOON IS an insider's guide to

unconvenlional and exciting travel

ideas Here are but a few of the many
useful articles you'll find In each issue

• How to make your vacation /ofa//v

tax deductible

• How to buy. sell and barter your way
around the world.

• Take an intercontinental cruise for

40c.
• Travel the South of France in a Gypsy

Caravan.

• Rent a fishing cabin amid Norway's

majestic fjords for $60 a week.

• Live in a Berber village in the Sahara.

• Share the comfortable castle of a

French nobleman.
• Find that Barber in Seville.

. . . and lots more.

So now you know who we are —
We'd like to get to know }^ou\ Join the

thousands of travelers around the world

who have begun their fantastic voyage

aboard BALLOON, the Newsletter for

TRAVEL FANATICS.

A Special Introductory Offer

A years subscription to BALLOON
is only $19 (the regular rate is $25) —
and we'll even throw in a free bonus:

Adventure Travel U.S.A.. a 224-page

guidebook to America's most exciting

vacations (this useful guidebook nor-

mally retails for $3.95).

Read BALLOON in the comfort of

your home. If we don't live up to all

your expectations, just let us know.

We'll refund the unused portion of your

subscription. And the Bonus Book is

yours to keep. Fair enough'

Sign up for a BALLOON trip today

It might just turn out to be the most

exciting trip of your life.

CALL NOW, TOLL-FREE
(t'or Credit Card urdrrs only.j

Ask for Operator 469. .

.

800-824-7888

In California 800-852-7777

In Hawaii & Alaska 800-824-7919

BAl.lOON.Oepi Nil
2H.t (irmiwi) h An-niip

CirvpnwU h. CT 06H30

Si'rul mt" BAl LOON tor on« y««r plu» my Bonut
B.K.I, A li.Mlv«li.» o( $2M 9S

[ "I Encloted It my rhrrk or money order
' -' for $19. (Sprclnl Intrudiirlory Prlc»l
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon During February, the sun recovers from its mid-

winter reclusiveness. In the sky for only about 10 hours on Febru-

ary 1, it climbs barely one-third of the way up the sky at noon. But

by March 1, the day will be nearly 1 IVi hours long, and the noonday
sun will move up almost halfway to the zenith. On February 1, the

sun is in the constellation Capricornus; it will move into Aquarius by
the 16th, and into Pisces before mid-March.
The moon is an early crescent on February 1 , becomes first-quarter

on the 3rd, and full on the 1 1th. Waning thereafter, and rising later, it

reaches last-quarter on February 19 and will be new on the 26th,

when it will eclipse the sun (see p. 24). In March, first-quarter is on
the 5th and full moon on the 13th.

Stars and Planets The winter constellations dominate the southern

sky early on February evenings, with Orion at its highest, more than

halfway up from the horizon. The two brightest objects to its left

(except when the moon is there) are the star Sirius and the planet

Jupiter; the planet is the brighter and the higher of the two, located

below the twin stars Pollux and Castor. To the left and below Jupiter,

you can see the star Regulus and the planet Saturn rising in the early

evening; Saturn is the lower and brighter of the two. The moon moves
through the winter star group in early February (and again in March).
It passes Aldebaran (in Taurus) on the evening of February 5, will be
above Orion on the 6th and 7th, between Procyon (below) and Castor

and Pollux (above) on the 8th and 9th, below Jupiter on the 10th, be-

low Regulus on the 12th, and below Saturn on the 13th.

Jupiter and Saturn remain in the sky past midnight. Before dawn,
they are joined by Venus, rising brilliantly as a morning star. By day-

break, Venus is low in the east and Jupiter low in the west. Saturn,

above Jupiter and Regulus, is in the southeast. Mercury (an evening
star) and Mars (a morning star) are poorly placed for viewing. Uranus,
Neptune, and Pluto are also morning stars (visible at sunrise).

February 5-6: The star near the moon is Aldebaran. The moon
passes in front of the star at about 7:00 p.m., EST, covering it for

about an hour (an occultation).

February 9: Mercury enters the evening sky.

February 9-10: The bright object near the moon is Jupiter. The
moon is at apogee (farthest from the earth) on the 10th.

February 13: The moon is near Saturn tonight.

February 23: Venus is below the moon this morning.
February 25-26: Perigee moon (nearest the earth) occurs only

twenty hours before new moon and will strengthen the normally

higher spring tides on the 26th and 27th.

March 1: Saturn is at opposition. Since it is now above the horizon

at sunset, it is an evening star.

March 4-5: Another occultation of Aldebaran by the moon occurs

tonight shortly after midnight, EST.
March 7: Mercury is at greatest distance (elongation) to the sun's

left, placing it favorably for viewing as an evening star. From the 1st

to about the 13th, look for it close to the horizon in the sunset glow
during late twilight.

March 8-13: The moon will be a busy object. It is near Jupiter on
the night of the 8th, reaches apogee on the 10th, passes close to

Saturn on the 12th, and goes through the earth's shadow (a partial

lunar eclipse, not visible in North America) on the 13th.

k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom;
then match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near

the horizon. The map is for 1 1:10 p.m. on February 1; 10:15 p.m. on Febru-
ary 15; 9:25 p.m. on February 28; and 8:25 p.m. on March 15; but it can also

be used for an hour before and after those times.
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IROQUOIS "SMALLPOX" FALSE FACE, hand-
carved, 14", braided cornhusk "hair," $70.
McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply
Catalogue, $2 Nervo Distributors, Dept, H,

650 University, Berkeley, CA 94710

Astronomy

SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC, Sunlight Summary,
and Local Planet Visibility Report are our com-
puter-assisted publications for night-sky enthu-
siasts For brochure, send 30? (refunded with

order, stamps O.K.) to: Astronomical Data
Service. 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado Springs,

CO 8091

7

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS," 1888-1979. Any
issue, maps, send wants, Buxbaum Geographies,
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries

invited. Fiction, nonfiction and poetry Free
"Authors' Guide to Publication." Write; Dorrance
& Company, Dept. AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ard-
more. PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All

subjects invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and
free manuscript report. Carlton Press. Dept. NHB.
84 Fifth Avenue. New York 1001

1

Books

"CANE AND PALMETTO BASKETRY of the Choc-
taws of St, Tammany Parish. Lacombe, Louisi-

ana, ' Thomas A. Colvin. Booklet. 15 pp.. 8 point

type. History, preparation of straws, dyeing, de-
scription of 13 baskets. 20 photographs. $4.50,

(Offered at Southern Arts & Craft Expo 78. New
Orleans.) P.O. Box 997. Mandeville. L^A 70448

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search
worldwide titles or subjects plus 150.000 indexed
stock. PAB. 2918 Atlantic. Atlantic City. NJ
08401 (609)344-1943

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCK BARGAINS, plus cur-

rent paperbacks All subjects; art. history, biog-
raphy, fiction, morel 4.000 titles in our huge free

catalogue Write; Hamilton. Box 1252K, Danbury.
CT 06810

Camps

CANADIAN WILDERNESS CAMP for young peo-
ple 8-14 Canoe tripping and serious nature
study . banding birds, counting meteors, ex-
ploring beaver lodges and feldspar outcrops to

help understand the "why " of conservation and
ecology. Camp Blue Heron. Box NH, 511 Morris

Place, Shillington, PA 19607

CRYSTALAIRE CAMP in Northern Michigan's
DuneCountry Coed, ages 9-15 Wilderness trips,

farm animal care, gardening, work projects,

waterfront, creative arts Informal, non-competi-
tive; individualized program. David N. Reid,
Crystalaire. Frankfort. Ml 49635

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through interna-

tional correspondence. Illustrated brochure free!

Hermes-Verlag. Box 1 10660/NH. D-1000 Berlin 11.

Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE
for cultural exchange, language practice, friend-

ship, Asian Exchange. Stehekin, WA 98852

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 50.000
jobs! Latest information. $2 Austco. Box 2069-NH.
La Puente. CA 91746

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 55,000
jobs! Free transportation! New report, $2. Money-
back guarantee. Australia. Box 99776-X2, San
Francisco. CA 94109

BE A TRAVEL AGENT, guide, escort. Free report

reveals current opportunities. Qualify for free

trips. Learn at home. Send for report, sample
lesson from our home study program. Travel
Institute. 412 S Lyon St . Dept. BUF. Santa Ana.
CA 92701

OREGON JOBS , REAL LIVING! Hundreds
available! Free information, Oregon Jobs. Box
5160Y. Salem. OR 97304

OVERSEAS-ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2. Interna-

tional Opportunities. Box 19107-RN. Washington.
DC 20036

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT! $10.000-$50.000-H/
year! All occupations! New report. $2, Money-
back guarantee. Worldwide. Box 99776-X2, San
Francisco. CA 94109

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRING! 68 countries!

Exciting high paying occupations. Free transpor-

tation. Latest computerized reports. $2. Trans-
world, Box 90802-NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

TEACHERS-ADMINISTRATORS; Current school,

college openings—U.S.A. $5 95, abroad $5.95.
Leading placement sources—USA, $3.95,
abroad $4 95, EISF, Box 662, Newrton, MA 02162

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS; Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as
teachers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental
projects in Africa, Latin America, Asia, and the

Pacific Your expenses paid; US. citizens only;

singles & couples. An Equal Opportunity Pro-

gram. Information; Linda Friedman. Peace Corps
T-36. Washington. DC 20525

WORK IN JAPAN! No expenence, degree, or

Japanese required. Teach English conversation.

Send long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for

details. Japan-10, P.O. Box 336. Central la. WA
98531

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 coun-
tries! Sampler; Five countries—$2.98. Free bro-

chure. Multinewspapers. Box DE-202. Dana
Point. CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

CHOCOLATE MARZIPAN SUPREME—A superb
gourmet dessert to intrigue the palate. For recipe

send $2, R. Mauguin. 3015 Van Ness. San Fran-

cisco. CA 94109

DELICIOUS. OLD-FASHIONED DATE & NUT
bread—the way Grandma used to make it. Very
old recipe. Send $2 to; Liebman, 100-22 Dreiser

Loop. Bronx, NY 10475

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY," Buy
250,000 items (including Jeeps) low as 20 on
dollar! Most complete information available—$2.

Surplus Disposal, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC
20036

JEEPS—$59,30! CARS—$3350! 450,000 Items!

Government surplus—Most comprehensive direc-

tory available tells how. where to buy—your area

—

$2 Moneyback guarantee Government Informa-

tion Services, Dept. DC-2, Box 99249, San Fran-
cisco. CA 94109 (605 Market)

Maps

MAPS TO ANYWHERE! Beautiful color maps and
guides to cities and countries all around the world.

Complete 10.000 Map and Travel Guide
Catalogue. $12 95. Travel Centers of the World.

Dept, NH, 6311 Yucca Street, Hollywood, CA
90028

Merchandise

ABOUT YOUR AUTHENTIC Family Coat of Arms,
wnte; Athol Heraldry, Box 9-N. Athol, MA 01331

COMEBACK"*—A Game of International Wildlife

Restoration, Learn about endangered species.
Comeback, Box 960, Spirit River, Alberta, Canada
TOH 3G0

DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids' sizes, $4.50. Six de-
signs. Write for free brochure. Dinosaur. Box 2623,
Menio Park, CA 94025

DOWN QUILTS—FREE CATALOGUE of comfy.
cozy, cuddly Down Quilts. European style, prime
quality Duck, goose or 50/50 goose down, filled

to your specifications Unique baffle construction.

Cotton or cotton blend fabrics Decorator sheet-
case covers and puffy pillows, 48-hr, service

—

MC & BA accepted Please send your name and
address, or call; Warm Things, Dept NH, 36 Front

St , San Rafael, CA 94901 (415)453-4262

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES. Free color
brochure. Marchele Co.. Dept, NH, 720 Fort

Washington Ave , New York, NY 10040

1 6 DINOSAURS AND FLYING REPTILES in the new
Peter ZaI I inger wal I chart, "Dinosauha. " Ful I color,
19'/2" X 33", heavy stock, with informative text by
paleontology experts. Only $4.95 plus $2 for post-

age and special care mailing per chart. Conn,
residents add 350 lax Publishing Inc.. Box 611-
N2. Branford. CT 06405

WHEAT TALISMAN for your kitchen wall. Ensures
your supply of bread. Fashioned by Indians of

Tzintzuntzan, $2 50; Conn, residents $2 68. Write
for brochure of Mexican handicrafts, Artes de
Mexico, P.O. Box 153, Marlborough, CT 06447

Minerals

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write
today. Free details. Mineral of the Month, 13057-
H12 California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

SPECTACULAR CRYSTAL FORMATIONS and
mineral clusters of Europe, Mexico, and South
America. Drop by and see the finest collection of

display and collector pieces in northeast United
States. Open Saturdays. Please call (212)243-
6205 for hours. Crystal Resources, 178W, Houston
St. (just off 6th Ave ), NYC

I I I ri I 1

1

Punakha Bazar, Bhutan Rddti,! K,jnl.i Pau
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Music Tours/Trips

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos From $2 95 Finished dulci-

mers from $23 95 Free catalogue 8665 West
13lh Avenue-NH, Denver, CO 80215

RECORDS—TAPES I Discounts to 73%, all labels.

no purchase obligations, newsletter, discount
dividend certificates, 100% guarantees Free de-

tails Discount Music Club, 650 Mam St . Dept
25-0279. New Rochelle, NY 10801

Optics

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars, Spotting

Scopes Free price lists Orders shipped prepaitf

Sandan Associates. PO Box 1925. West Palm
Beach. FL 33402

LEITZ. ZEISS. B&L, BUSHNELL, SWIFT binocu-
lars, telescopes, and accessories Send stamp tor

discount list Specify literature desired Large
stock Orders filled postpaid day received Bird-

ing. Box 5N. Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Tom Manetta. 61 Hoff-

man Ave . Elmont. NY 1 1003

Printing

SCHOLARLY JOURNALS/Monographs/Publ ica-

tKjns Knowledgeable typesetting, painstaking

proofreading, printing, mailing Request proposaf
Complete production service Buday Printers.

Gilbensville. NY 13776

Real Estate

FREE I BIG SPRING CATALOGUE' Over 5.400
country properties described, pictured! Land,
farms homes, businesses, recreation, retirement

Selected best throughout the U S i Over 700
offices, 43 states all across America! Yours free

from the world's largest! Sirout Realty. Inc . 60 E
42nd St . Dept 5390. New York. NY 10017

GOVERNMENT LANDS from $7 50'acre!
Homesiles farming vacationing investment op-
portunities' Government Land Buyers Guide"
plus nationwide listings—$2 Surplus Lands, Box
19107-RN Washington, DC 20036

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 5(VACflEI
Investment' Vacation' Farming' New Buyers
Guide Complete mlormalion, $2 Moneyback
guarantee' Government Land Services. Box 99776-
X2 San Francisco. CA 94109

Rental*

' ~~NDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
'In tor two weeks or a month. July through
r^r Everything provided for comfortable

. „ n the quiet woods Please write Bartlett

0»iif Club, RFD 3 Tupper Lake, NY 12986

ST JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS vacation apartment
tor two Near incomparable beaches Hiking,
(wimming, snorkeling $225 per week Barsel,
Box 114 St John US VI 00830

Resorts

rtj lOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area I*

i"d and uncommercial Outstanding bird-

elleni nature study opportunities Trails.

• 9S for hiking backpacking etc Com-
>i-.y mild Chiricanua Mountain climate year

itAKid Cottages, apartments pool Free brochure,
birdlitt Cave Creek Ranch Box F Portal A2

.VASHINGTON'S spectacular CaKSdai or
•lom in total relaxation Adults Qlorlout

i" No phono Brochure Double K. QooM
Piaidu WA 98929

NEW MEXICO Quidod tours -wlldllowef*. bird*.
prehistoric dwellings Boar Mountain Ranch.
Silver City NM 8806' CjCiI '>3fr.'"S38

VIRGIN ISLANDS- LIMtSIONt Re'eF altlclfln-

cies $30 double occupancy Island VocWiona.
RO 4 Princeton. NJ 08540 (201)329-6309

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—€njoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in

the company of expert naturalist guides Each
cross-country skiing vacation is five days Limited

to eight guests Geared to beginners, intermedi-

ates and experts Daily S0|0urns into the 18,000-
acre St Regis Wilderness Area and its "forever

wild " lakes, ponds, forests and mountains Excel-

lent winter birding and chance to observe habitats

ol deer, beaver, bobcat, coyote, bear, fox, otter,

pine marten, fisher, mink Evenings spent in cozy
backcountry lodge Hearty homecooked meals
Fireside programs feature noted ecologists, his-

torians, photographers, conservationists Adiron-
dack Ski Tours, McMaster Rd

, Saranac Lake,
NY 12983(518)891-1080

AFRICA Gorilla Safari in Rwanda/Zaire. July 1979
Kenya Wildlife Safaris. 2- and 3-week trips. July &
August 1979 Adventures International. Dept N.

4421 Albert Street. Oakland, CA 94619

ALASKA/CAMP DENALI, Mt McKinley National
Park wilderness vacation retreat in the shadow of

20,320-foot Mount McKinley Wilderness Work-
shops and all-expense "Sourdough" vacations
include hiking, nature lore, fishing, canoeing,
wildlife photography, birding. botany, gold pan-
ning and relaxing 28lh year Wnle; Box 67H.
McKinley Park, AK 99755

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS, unforgettable sights

Tours to the rich cultures of India, Nepal. Sri

Lanka. Bhutan. Southeast Asia and the Peoples
(Republic of China Journeyworld International,

527 Madison Avenue, New York. NY 10022
(212)752-8308

CANOE ARCTIC Fly-in canoe expeditions into the

heart of North America's last great wilderness

—

the tundra and taiga of Canada's Northwest Terri-

tories Last summer our clients saw 220.000 cari-

txju, 44 wolves, 42 muskox. 32 moose. 3 grizzlies,

rich birdlife Virgin fishing Small groups (six per-

sons maximum) assembled and guided by Alex
Hall, wildlife biologist and veteran arctic canoe-
ist All food and equipment provided Previous
canoeing experience an asset but not essential

for all Two-way radio Twelve days from $805:
eighteen days from $1045 For brochure write

Canoe Arctic. Inc
, 9 John Beck Crescent S

.

Brampton. Ontario. Canada L6W 2T2

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA.
July-September Small groups with licensed
guides Excellent food Write (jranville Nickerson
(N). RR4 Annapolis Royal. Nova Scotia BOS 1AO.
Canada

CULTURAL AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS New
Guinea. Easier Island. Galapagos. Mongolia.
Patagonia. Europe. Antarctica Expert lectures

Small escorted groups Society Expeditions.

Dept NH. Box 5088. Seattle. WA 98105

HIMALAYAS—Trekking in Nepal For brochure
write Himalayan Horizon, Box 452-N. Bloomlield.

CT 06002(2(33)242 7713

HIKE AN ALP
I iilli^i /Xiiu'iu.in iii.vuiil.uiu'i'i .uitliiir

fxwulivi' I ri'd .)tu<>bs(in thnunjli the

Mdtterhfirii rvijiiin o( the Swiss Al|is

Sniis I I'o .ii)(J A'rniiitl VtUii'd trails,

gourmol <)lnlti<j, < luinlrv "i"s Wrilo

LirobsoM Sttlss.)tr Tdtir IVpl NH..IKK
Alqwin Hid.) 1-S .Um.iK.i NV11«>.«)

NATURE AND CULTURAL EXPEDITIONS Com-
bine adventure, discovery, learning and vacation
on expeditions to the Himalayas. Alaska. New
Guinea. Anaoazi Rums. New Zealand-Australia
and oltier detlinations worldwide Expert leader-

•hip Write Nature Expeditions International.

Dapl NO. 599 College Ave . Palo Alto. CA 94306

RARE OPPORTUNITY to meet the Italians and lour

the unusual art centers of central and northern

Italy wlt^ an American painter livir>g in Florence
For lovers of art. nature, folklore, people and
Italian cuiiine For brochure, contact Italia

Adaalo. 162 Whaley Street. Fraepod. NY 11520
(516)921-7806

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe
accommodations Cheaper than staying home!
TravLlips, 163-098592 Depot, Flushing, NY 1 1358

outh omericon

TrekkingExpeditions' Wildlife

& Natural History Tours'
Exploration • Anthropology i

Archeology Tours
write for free 14 page catalog

J780-N Solano Ave.B»rkeley. CA 94707 14151524-5111

Wildlife /'
Jungle/ ^

cataloq ^atr

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflymg—Jeeping—
Rafting—Hiking Natural history expeditions ex-

plore remote southwestern frontiers Geology/
Archeology/Botany Brochure P O Box 945(NH).
Santa Fe. NM 87501

SUMMER PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL stu-

dents offering opportunities to live with Navajo
families, French villagers, Norwegian fishermen.

Bedouin tribesmen, gam mountaineering experi-

ence in the Rockies and Alps
,
environmental study

in the Telons, cycle m Britain, Nova Scotia. Pa-
cific Northwest Small coed groups Crossroads.
Hillsborough. NH 03244 (603)478-5251

VISIT KING TUTS HOMELAND Comprehensive
lour through the land of the Pharaohs with a 4-day
Nile cruise Visit ancient sites, including Cairo,

Giza, Luxor, Karnak. Esna. Edfu. Abydos. Dendera,
Abu Simbel. Aswan, and many others "Fascinat-

ing Egypt." 1 5 days, or "Egypt and the Holy Land.

"

22 days Forum Travel. 2437 Durani #208N.
Berkeley. CA 94704

WHALE EXPEDITION Come to Newfoundland this

summer and enjoy a spectacular holiday expedi-
tion to observe the great whales, seabirds and por-

poises For information, write Box 1111a Bedford.

Nova Scotia. Canada BON 1B0

WHALES Magdalena Bay. Baja gray whales.
camp on beach—February 1979 Hawan
humpbacks off Maui— April 1979 Sea of Cortez,

Baja birdlife. finbacks, gray whales—April 1979
Adventures IntemationaT. Dept N. 4421 Albert

Street. Oakland. CA 94619

WILDLIFE VACATIONS m Scotland. Orkney. Ice-

land Write International Airmail Caledonian
Wildlife Services. Kingsmills Gardens. Inverness

IV2 3LU. Scotland

Wanted

GOLD—SILVER—PLATINUM WANTED (any lomi)

We also buy coins For free information write

Wilmots. 345 S Glassell. Orange. CA 92666

LEADING NATURAL SCIENCE PUBLISHER seeks
quality transparencies and texts for audio-visual

C
reductions All subjects Educational Images,
yons Falls. NY 13366

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
$1 50 per word, 16 word ($24) minimum D>spiaf
classified is $150 per inch Rates are not structured

for agency and frequency discounts or billing All

advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HiS
TOFfY'8 discretion, all must be prepaid s." ii

check/money order payable to NATUFtAL His; '">

to The Market NATURAL HISTORY Mng.i.- >
.•

C^lral Park West at 79th Street. New >t>n> Nt
10024 Please include your personal address and
telephone number Mention issue preferred
suggested heading and text Deadlines ~ 8th of

month, two nxxiths prior to covet (tele Thus, a
January issue ckjses l*3vember 8 A teorsMeel or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon
publication

Box numbers, tetapnone numbers, arx) hyphe-
nated words count as two words, abbreviations and
zip codes as one word each All stales ate shown m
iwaietler codes followed by /ip then telephone
(with area coda), if any An address such as '16

Main St ' counts as three words Cccat>onHlty
stighl editing tor clanly is required Thank you'

Hi



Additional Reading

Manatees (p. 44)

In an effort to make people aware
of the manatee's need for protec-

tion, the state of Florida has insti-

tuted a manatee-awareness pro-

gram. For free fact sheets, bro-

chures, and a bumper sticker, write

to Manatee Information, State of

Florida Department of Natural Re-

sources, Crown Building, 202
Blount Street, Tallahassee, Florida

32304. There are few articles on the

manatee currently available, but in

late spring of 1979 the results of an
intensive three-day workshop on
the biology of the West Indian

manatee will be published. The
Public Affairs Office, Region 4,

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

P.O. Box 95067, Atlanta, Georgia

30347, will have more information

about this publication later in the

year. "Florida's Manatees: Mer-
maids in Peril," a short, illustrated

article by Daniel S. Hartman, which
appeared in the March 1969 issue of

National Geographic (pp. 342-53),

is part of Hartman's eighteen-month

study of the Crystal River mana-
tees. Habitat, physiology, and be-

havior are discussed in "The Status

of the Manatee in the Everglades

National Park, with Notes on Its

Natural History," by Joseph Curtis

Moore {Journal of Mammalogy,
February 1951, pp. 22-36). "En-
dangered Species: The Manatee,"
by H. W. Campbell and J. A.
Powell, was the cover story of the

April 1976 issue of The Florida

Naturalist, a publication of the Flor-

ida Audubon Society. The article

discusses the destruction of mana-
tees by boats; it also includes an

aerial photograph of 1 4 1 manatees

—

one of the largest aggregations on
record—concentrated around the

warm effluent of a power plant in

winter. John E. Reynolds has pub-

lished two other popular articles:

"The Florida Manatee: Myth versus

Truth" (Sea Frontiers, vol. 21, no.

6, pp. 209-14); and "Precarious

Survival of the Florida Manatee"
(Oceans, vol. 10, no. 5, pp. 50-53).

Seeds (p. 54)

Growth and dispersal trends of

seeds are discussed in The Popula-

tion Biology of Plants, by John
Harper (New York: Academic
Press, 1977). S;6ren (3dum's work
Dormant Seeds in Danish Ruderal
Soils has just been published by the

H/5rsholm Arboretum in H/irsholm,

Denmark (1978). The article

"Buried Viable Seed in Succes-

sional Field and Forest Stands,

Howard Forest, Ma., 1968" can be

found in the Bulletin of the Torrey

Botanical Club (vol. 95, pp. 58-69).

"The Role of Light in the Germina-

tion of Naturally Occurring Popula-

tions of Buried Weed Seeds," by

G. Wesson and P. F. Wareing, was
published in the Journal of Experi-

mental Botany (vol. 20).

Gerbils (p. 64)

M. Daly and S. Daly have written

extensively on the desert gerbil.

Their articles, some of which are

listed below, provide the data and
scientific background for many
points raised in "Of Libyan Jirds

and Fat Sand Rats." "Behavior of

Psammomys obesus (Rodentia:

Gerbillinae) in the Algerian Sa-

hara" (Zeitschrifft fiir Tierpsycho-

logie, April 1975, pp. 298-321) is a

detailed study of behavior, diet,

communication, reproduction, sex-

ual behavior, territory develop-

ment, growth, dispersal of litters,

and more. "Socioecology of Sa-

haran Gerbils, Especially Meriones

libycus" (Mammalia, vol. 39, no.

2, 1975), a report of a study on cap-

tive and free, marked animals, con-

cludes that although gerbils are soli-

tary, the habitats of different spe-

cies overlap. Adult female gerbils

occupy the best food sites and the

spacing between these sites is non-

random, according to "Spatial Dis-

tributions of a Leaf-eating Saharan
Gerbil (Psammomys obesus) in Re-

lation to Its Food" (Mammalia, vol.

38, no. 4, 1974, pp. 591-603). "On
the Feeding Ecology of Psam-
momys obesus (Rodentia, Gerbilli-

dae) in the Wadi Saoura, Algeria"

(Mammalia, vol. 37, no. 4, 1973,

pp. 545-61) contains more data on

nutritional needs, and feeding rates

and preferences of this gerbil.

"Early Use of Solid Food by a Leaf-

eating Gerbil (Psammomys
obesusY' (Journal of Mammalogy,
May 1975, pp. 509-11), by M. Daly

alone, substantiates the claim that

Saharan gerbils eat solid food at an

earlier age than other gerbils. Des-

ert Animals, by Knut Schmidt-Niel-

sen (Oxford: Oxford University

Press, 1964), provides general des-

ert biology with some information

on gerbils for the layman. Rodents

in Desert Environments, a collec-

tion of papers edited by I.S.

Prakash and P. K. Ghosh (Dr.

W. Junk B.V., Publishers, The
Hague, 1975), is available in univer-

sity libraries.

Ancient Diseases (p. 74)

Peru before the Incas, by Edward
P. Lanning (Englewood Cliffs:

Prentice-Hall, 1967), brings to-

gether archeological information

from the late fifties and early sixties

and discusses the growth of prehis-

toric Peruvian civilization. The

People of America, by T. D.

Stewart (New York: Charles Scrib-

ner's Sons, 1973), and J. Alden

Mason's The Ancient Civilizations

of Peru (Edinburgh: Penguin

Books, 1957) are general books.

One of Victor W. Von Hagen's



many books on ancient South
American civilization is Realm of
the Incus, available in paperback

from New American Librars .

Heulth (IihI the Utinidn Condition.

edited by Michael H. Logan and

Edward H. Hunt (North Scituate:

Duxbury Press, I97X). is a recently

published ct)llection of essays on
medical anthropology, its appen-

dix lists review articles, abstracts

and indexes. Journals, bibliogra-

phies, and films on medical anthro-

pology.

High Temperature Bacteria (p. 84)

niermophilit Mit roori^cini.\tn\

and Life at ///.(,'/( lenifienitiacs

(New York: .Springer- Verlag. I97S)

by I". I), iirock, covers ten years ol

the author's research in Yellow

stone and other areas and provides

hundreils of teterences. Life in the

(.lewer li(i\ins (19711. a booklet by

T. i). Brock and Mi.. Brock, can

be purchased from the publisher:

Yellowstone Library and Museimi
Association, Yellowstone National

Park. Wyi)ming. i. i). Brock and
Mi., iirock published another arti-

cle. 'I.ite in a Hot-Watci Basin." in

the December I96K issue olWi/r/zrw/

Hi\tor\ (pp. 46-53). i he papers

from a symposium held in (ier-

many, edited by M Shilo, will be

published in the summer of 1979 in

Berlin by Dahlem Konleren/en
under the title Slratei^x oj Wtii rohiiil

Lite in Lxtreine L.nvironnienls. i'wo

articles of special interest to stu-

dents of thermophilic microorga-
nisms are "Life at High iempera-
lures," by T. I). Brock (.S( /(//(<.

I.'^K. 1%7. pp. 1012-19); and " Ihe
(lenus Lheinu>i'hi\niit," by R. T.

Belly. B. B. Bohlool. and L I).

Brock [Annuls of the New York

Aeiidemx of Sciences, vol. 225.
1973. pp. 94-107).

Kiiihtiiine n'Af;<>.\tii

jlbutli Carolina's GreatVacation No.16

Taste all the island delights this year.
Vdii know 1 liliim 1 Ir.ul Kl.iiul ,is tlu- lioim- ol ilu- 1 li ril.im' (h

C'i.issii ,111(1 the World lennis lii\ it.ilional. Hut other i re.it ures .is \\i

pros t hrive here. I )eer .iii(Ui;retr().iiii.i setting \\ host' Uautv mniies

the sulit le i( ) t he s|X'ct.ic ul.ir, all rimmed by prist iiU' ( K I MM Ik-.u h.

N< )wlHTt' (m eart hist here

amorei i\ili/e(l\vil(leniess.

i njov IxKitini^, ridintj, ijoll and tennis

with tin- stars ol tin-^anie.on Hilton I le.i<l or

its nciijhixir islands— I ri|)|i, I ilisto, V'al)r<H)k,

kiawah. Vou w ill notii e here ,m uiuornmon

attention to I omtort that some |H-oplc tall luvurs.

Come this year. .Xnd t.vsie its delights.

Send for your FREE South Carolina Trip Kit

Name

Address ^^^^_^^____^^_^_-_^___^

•I I.IS

Irom

City

State .

South Canilind I)ivisi<Mi ot TiHirism, Room hS6,

Box 7H. Columbia. S.C. 29202

Zip

Uth
UroliiiA.
AloH)l
great

II.''



At the Museum

tj

pill :r ^^^

Beginning on page 74, paleopath-

ologist Marvin Allison, writing

about ancient diseases, describes

excavating mummies in southern

Peru's Nazca Valley. The American
Museum of Natural History is cur-

rently showing Marilyn Bridges's

striking aerial photographs of the

huge animals, birds, fish, and mys-

terious geometric figures that deco-

rate the vast, barren Nazca plain.

Using this desert as a scratchboard,

Nazca artisans drew the figures by
lifting rows of red-brown stones

—

oxidized by the harsh sun—to re-

veal the lighter subsoil. This exhibit

also includes some Nazca ceramics

and textiles with motifs similar to

the desert designs: interlocking

spiders surround a bowl's rim, and

fish, carrying human heads in their

mouths, are worked into an elabor-

ately knotted piece of cloth.

As we edited Allison's Nazca
study for this issue, another mum-
my's riches, "Treasures of Tutan-

khamun," went on display at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art. This

event inspired us to find out about

our own "mummies," the pre-

served birds and animals in the

American Museum's dioramas,

more accurately called habitat

groups.

One outstanding group, the Hall

of African Mammals, was designed

by Carl Akeley (1864-1926), ex-

plorer, naturalist, and inventor. In

the Museum's library, we found

several versions of Akeley's auto-

biography, in which he says that

when he first took it up, taxidermy

involved "very little science and no

art at all." He was set to work stuff-

ing raw skins with "straw, excel-

j

sior, old rags, and the like" andj

mounting the stiff, unnatural resultsj

on frames of wood and steel.

Striving for more lifelike figures,!



Akeley devised new methods. In

the field, he would skin an animal

and preserve its hide with salt and
beeswax for tanning later. He care-

fully measured every part of the

animal's body, saved the bones,

horns, hoofs, and claws, and often

made a plaster mold of the head.

Back at the Museum, Akeley,

constantly checking against his

original measurements, reas-

sembled the skeleton to make an

armature on which he would sculpt

a clay model that showed the ani-

mals every muscle. From a plaster

mold of the clay model, he would
cast a light papier-mache manikin,

over which the animals skin, when
it returned from the tannery, fit like

a glove. Such a construction, if

protected from museum pest—an
insect that attacks mounted speci-

mens—and kept in an airtight case,

should last indefinitely. I he Hall of

African Mammals could not have
been st) realistically moimtcd before

Akeley came aU)ng: it would be im-

possible to replace today—the ani-

mals are rare, and expeditions and
taxidermy would be too costly.

Akeley believed that a proficient

taxidermist, besides having some
artistic sense and familiarity with

anatomy, clay modeling, and tan-

ning. sht)iild collect his own speci-

mens: "Other people's measure-
ments are nevei \ery satisfactoiy.

and actual study of the animals in

their own environment is necessary
to making natural groups." In the

field. Akeley and his fellow Museum
preparators collected botanical

specimens and recorded habitats

via photographs, sketches, and even
small-scale models.

A SLIGHT DISTURBANCE oi chc earth

created the Jack Daniel's cave spring some
400 milhon >'ears ago.

The disturbance, so say geologists, caused a

crack in the surface oi^ the earth and allowed a

stream ot iron -tree water to spritig up trom

underground. Luckil>', Jack Daniel discovered the

stream in 1866 and we've

been using it to make our

whiskey ever since. Today, a

second movement ot earth

could seal oil our water

entirely. But, to a Jack

Daniel's \owr, rli.u woukl
be no slight disturbance.

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Proof • Distilled and Botiicii uy J.ick Daniel Distillery

Lem Motlow, Prop., Inc., Lynchburg (Pop. 361), Tennessee 3735?

Placed in the National Register ol Historic Places by the United States Government.

CHARCO.Al
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6
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6
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QUESTERS
WORLD OF
NATURE ^
TOURS

• "Nature lour" has .1 special meaning when
\ yon travel with Questers. We are the im/i/

. professional travel companv specializing
exclusively in nature tours.

Our approach in planning Worldwide
\
Nature Tours is to provide you with the

,
broadest possible opportunity of oxporienc-
ing for yourself the natural historv and cul-

tiire of each area i\'e explore. With the leader-
ship of an accompanying naturalist, we
search out the plants and animals, birds and
flowers ,. .rain forests, mountains, and
tundra... seashore, lakes, and swamps of
the regions we visit. We also study the ar-
chitecture, archaeology, museuni collec-
tions, temples, and customs of the people.
The current Directory of Worldwide Na-

ture Tours describes 2f tours varying in
length from ^ to 36 days and going to virtu-
ally every part of the world. Included are
Mexico. Peru, Haivaii, Alaska, Ladakh, Sri
Lanka, Galapagos, Patagonia, Iceland, Scot-
land, and Switzerland. Tour parties are
small, the pace leisurely, and itineraries
unusual.

Call or write Questers or see your Travel
Agent /inta/ for your free copy of the Direc-
tory of Worldwide Nature Tours.

Questers Tours -

AND TRAVEL, INC.
DEPT. NH-279, 2S7 PARK AVENUE SO.
NEW YORK. N.Y. 10010/(212)673-3120

I^^Worli
A Full-Feature

Workbench at an
Affordable

Price!

• Huge 12V2 sq. ft

surface area
• Solid rock maple con
struction (225 lbs!)

• 2 large-capacity vise;
• Rugged 2" thicl<

laminated top
• Massive9" x 18" visf

jaw will hold even
delicate work

• Adjustable leg levelers adjust
workbench to uneven floor surfaces

• Easily disassembles (or moving
• Available in kit form, too!
• Optional tool well & tool drawer also available

Until now, quality worktjenches have usually
been too expensive and too small. This huge,
extremely versatile tjench is available direct
from the factory at an incredibly low price.

Garden Way Research. Depl. 90352W
Charlotte, Vermont 0544S

TO: Garden Way Research, Dept, 90352W
Charlotte, VT 05445 I

Please send me your free information about the I
New Garden Way Home Workbench, including '

details on ttie bulld-it-yourself Kits. |

Name

Address

City .

I
State_

When Akeley was in Africa woric-
ing on the African Hall's water hole
group, he attracted the appropriate
animals by filling a drying water
hole.

Recently, we walked through the
Hall of African Mammals with
Stephen Quinn, a 27-year-old senior
preparator and artist in the Exhibi-
tion Department, who has also
studied field biology. Since he is

writing a book about the American
Museum's diorama background
painters, Quinn has been recording
the memoirs and techniques of the
few remaining veteran craftsmen of
this unsung chapter of art history.

According to Quinn, painters such
as William R. Leigh, Francis Lee
Jacques, James Perry Wilson,
Robert Kane, and Matthew Kal-
menoff are "Renaissance men,
the only heirs of Michelangelo in an
era that favored abstract painting."
Quinn pointed out that, like

Michelangelo, a background painter
had to use the mathematical prin-

ciples of perspective to allow for

distortion created by the curved
canvas of a diorama. James Perry
Wilson, who died in 1976, was re-

sponsible for one of our favorites,

the Upper Nile group, whose back-
ground is packed with stories: a
forest fire on the far bank, hippo-
potamuses yawning in the river,

crocodiles sunning on the muddy
flats. Quinn remarked that if some
of Wilson's animals were removed
from the curved wall and pressed
flat, they "would look all stretched
out ... as though they were made
of rubber."

In every habitat group, a painter's

ingenuity is tested by the point
where the foreground—composed
of replicas of plant specimens and
actual soil and detritus—meets the

background. The painter has to fool

the viewer by painting up to and
merging with this foreground ma-
terial. One animal in the African
Hall, the okapi, lives in forests so
dense that it escaped discovery
until the early twentieth century. In

its habitat group, overhanging
branches were attached to the ceil-

ing, and repeated in the back-
ground, to create an illusion of high,

leafy canopies. In the Libyan
Desert group, where a flat, monot-
onous landscape could have made
tying background to foreground ex-
tremely difficult, Wilson broke the

sandy stretches with a long shadow,
cast from a rock outcropping on the

left, over the antelopes, oryxes,
and gazelles.

Quinn is about to begin work on
his first big background (about
twenty-three feet wide) for the new
Hall of Peoples of Asia and admits
both excitement and trepidation at

the thought of treading the masters'
footsteps. He feels that the Ameri-
can Museum's habitat groups are
unrivaled, although Yale's Peabody
Museum also has some outstanding
dioramas because it hired Wilson
and Jacques.

February Events

On February 3 and 4, the Museum
will hold an India Weekend. Three
free films will be shown on Satur-
day in the Auditorium, among them
Father Panchali, distinguished In-

dian director Satyajit Ray's story of
a Bengali village family. On Sun-
day, at 2:00 p.m. in the Auditorium,
the Theatre of the Open Eye will

present two funny Indian animal
fables for children. In Welcome to

the Holy City a holy man escapes a
tiger's jaws, thanks to a particularly

thickheaded jackal. In The Cobra
and the Crows two clever birds out-

wit a cobra who threatens their

offspring. Tickets for the Sunday
performances are available at the

first floor information desk or call

the Membership Office: (212)
873-1327.

The weekend of February 10

and 1 1 will be devoted to Ancient
and Modern Mainland China. On
Saturday at 2:00 p.m.. two films

—Joris Ivens and Marceline
Loridan's Impressions of a City,

filmed in Shanghai, and an NBC-
TV special. The Forbidden City

—will be shown in the Auditorium.
At 3:30 P.M. on Sunday, the pro-

gram will continue with films of the

Museum's 1920s expeditions in

China and two more films by Ivens
and Loridan: Behind the Scene at

the Fel<ing Circus and Traditional

Handicrafts. These and other pro-

grams during the India and China,
weekends are free with Museum
admission. For further information

about particular events, call'

873-1330. extension 559 or 566.

There is now a special hotline

—

(212) 999-7777—for ticket informa-

tion for Pompeii AD 79, opening
April 22. Only Museum members
may order tickets in advance, but

there is still time to become a mem-
ber and order tickets.

Ann Marie Cunningham
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At the Caroni Bird Sanctuary in Trinida

^ou can watch the scissoring wings of the

Scarlet Ibis catch the rays of the setting su

Scuba diving through Toba^'s fampus
Buccoo Reef, you can sfTafe the spectacle

and habitat of fish all the colors of the rainb]

On an islet in our waters, yeu can se#the*
Birdof Paradise in his glory'. ' "

Or from our soaring green mountains, selj

bitie-sailed fisl^ing boat cross a sea gir
likehammeredgold.

Trinidafi & Tobago. We're the natural choice"

for your next vacation. Our islands are pristini

uncrowded, unspoiled. You should come sor

For the sports and excitement of the islands

where steel bands, calypso and the Limbo i

were all born, naturally. But also for Nature's
living theatre. It plays here every hour. And a ,

swift flight on BWIA makes it all so near,

with attractive package vacations available.

Curtain up?-TIWflB«rrilcive"Is''^8Trrs'^

travel agent or call any BWIA office. Or for

information, contact the Trinidad & Tobago
Tourist Board office in New York: Suite 712-14.

400 Madison Avenue. New York. N.Y. 1 001 7.

Telephone; (212) 838-7750. In Miami: the
Trinidad & Tobago Tourism & Trade Center.

Suite 702, 200 S.E. First Street, Miami. Fla. 33131

.

Telephone: (305) 374.2056. --

frr:..

International



What is the secret of Easter Island ?

Who buih Stonehenge, and why 7

Why did Aztec priests offer human sacrifices

to their gods ?

This
magnificent

boolt is your

our gift to you witlt your sub-

scription to this beautiful collection

DISCOVERING FAMOUS
ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES

a magnificent hardcover volume,
6" X 8''''" whh over 100 full-color

k illustrations. ^

To receive the first volume for a free 10 day

examination period with no obligation to buv, simply

mail this coupon today.

FRIENDS OF HISTORY
4 Sinilfilield St., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15269

Imagine, for a moment, that you are

entering an area where no human being

has set foot for thousands of years. Dis-

cover the scene exactly as it was left by
those who passed there so long ago,

never to return. A thumbprint in sealing

wax, the footprints of mourners at a

burial ceremony 3000 years ago, archeolo-

gists share with you the excitement and
suspense of their discoveries I

These 25 volumes will take you on a fabulous

journey through time andspace
• The Inca Civilization • TTie Bible as History
* Easter Island • Black Civilizations of the Middle
Ages • Chinese Civilizations • Artgkor. the Thai

and Burmese Civilizations • HerculBneam and
Pompeii • Atlantis, the Lost Civilization • Egypt
of the Pharaohs, andmany more. .

.

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
For your FREE, NO OBLIGATION EXAMINATION, mail this coupon to :

l'
FRIENDS OF HISTORY, 4 Smiirilield SI , PiUsburgh, Pa 1 5269

I Please send me "Facts and Enigrnas in Archeologv." the first of your 25-vol-

! this 1 for

nderno obligation to buy If I am dissat-

I isfied for any reason I lust have to return the book to you undamaged and I owe

I you nothing It I decide to keep this volume, I will send S 9 95 (plus 65C postage

, and handling charges) The remaining 24 volumes will then be sent to me at

per month under the same arrangement, and I will receive my
bonus boolc with the sixth volu

LCI X5 NH



rheWbrking Trees:

Class of 2020.
y the time the seedlings in our tree nursery

ecome productive "working trees," America

/ill require more than twice the wood fiber

does today.

Since doubling our land resource is

rtually impossible, Potlatch has turned to

ther means to satisfy future demand.

One of the ways we plan to increase

elds IS through genetically-improved trees.

Many seedlings in our nursery originate

om "parents" significantly superior in

irtain desirable characteristics. Such traits

in be combined and enhanced through

sting and crossbreeding.

Our objective is to develop trees with

>tter growth rates, fiber quality and insect

id disease resistance.

A better class of working trees will

lip us get the most out of the land under our

oductive control.

Potlatch Corporation, Public Information

fice, P.O. Box 3591. San Francisco, CA 94119.

^K
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Get the sharpest picture
in Zenith history.
Our new Tri-Focus picture

tube has three focusing \
actions—two more than \
ordinary tubes. \

Get rich, real color.
Automatically.
Our exclusive Color Sentry
automatically corrects the color
thirty times a second.

1 t
^.T>/W 1
"'^

':<

1
' '1 '

,'

1
'M

'

y
1

Get the TV designed to be
the most reliable Zenith ever.
Our Triple-Plus chassis is all new.
It's 100% modular, with far fewer
component interconnections. And
it runs cooler at critical points.

THIS ISABREAKTHROUGH. THIS ISTHE BEST ZENITH EVER.

^£HiSL

Shown: the Puccini, SK2527P. Pecan co ct hardwood solids framing the top. Simulated TV pictu
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Authors

"1 have been interested in the prob-

lem of civilization building for many
years, " writes Robert G. Wesson,
"and it occurred to me that this is

highly relevant to the question of pos-

sible extraterrestrial civilizations." A
professor of political science at the

University of California, Santa Bar-

bara, Wesson recently spent a year as

curator/scholar at Stanford Univer-

sity's Hoover Institution on War, Rev-

olution and Peace. His specialties are

political theory, comparative politics,

and Communist politics. Over the

years. Wesson has written many books

and newspaper and magazine articles

on these topics. Six of his books are

in print.

Coauthors Irwin D. and Marion C.

Rinder were working in Israel in 1973

when the Yom Kippur War aborted

their project. So they chose peaceful

Sweden for a study of the Lapps and

their conflicts with national programs.

While there they made a thirty-minute

documentary film on the Swedish

Lapps. Irwin Rinder, a professor in,

and chairman of, the Department of

Sociology at Macalester College in

Saint Paul, Minnesota, and Marion

Rinder, a registered nurse and anthro-

pologist, find their complementary in-

terests a good basis for collaboration.

Their next project will be a study of the

celebrated pilgrimage to Santiago de

Compostela, the capital of Galicia, in

northwestern Spain, and site of an im-

posing cathedral.

In the spring of 197 1 , while stroll f

along the border of a local mai

Roger M. Knutson, professor of b

ogy at Luther College in Decoi

Iowa, saw a skunk cabbage "mel

its way up through the last ice

winter." The sight jogged his men
of a professor telling him that "m
bers of the same laxonomic family

flowers that heated up at the perio

full bloom." Knutson ran for a t r

mometer and "has been following ic

plants ever since." He would lik^o

pursue his research of tempi'-

ture-control mechanisms in skunk i >

bage over most of the plant's rangi"

North America and in Japan. Mil-

while, he studies prairie restora'"

and keeps an eye on a small prairi K

is developing in his back garden Id

on his five children.

_L



How tomake sure the print youbuy
is worthmore than the paper it's printedon.

Fine original prints

are always worth more

than the materials

they're made of.

But you must deter-

mine that any print you

intend to buy is original.

Some dealers may
try to pass off reproduc-

tions as original prints.

Or sell you a print that's

part of a very large or unlimited

edition.

Use a magnifying glass to examine

the print. Each color should be solid

and each line clearly defined. So if you

see a pattern of small uniform dots, the work is a

cheap reproduction. One which is virtually

worthless.

Make sure the edition is

strictly limited to (at most) several

hundred copies. A figure in the

margin below the print should

indicate its individual number and

the size of the edition. For example,

50/150 means it's the 50th print

in an edition of 150. iith..Br.ph. signed i

Check the artist's

signature. Contemporary

original prints are almost

always signed in pencil.

Best of all, make sure

you're buying from a

reputablf dealer, who will

guarantee in writing the

Reproductions, when
magnified, often show a pattern

of uniform dots I left).

Original prints never do | right |

rial lilhiiiiripli

authenticity of the

print. Like the Original

Print Collectors

Group.

At the Original

Print Collectors Group,

we sell fine original

prints by Calder,

Chagall, Dali, Miro

and Picasso. And by

up-and-coming artists

whose work shows

great promise.

Each print we offer is a true

museum-quality original. Whether

it's an etching, woodcut, engraving,

serigraph or lithograph.

Our prices are moderate, and we custom-

frame each print. And offer it with

a certificate of authenticity and

a full money-back guarantee.

Because of our years of experi-

ence in selecting fine art, the prints

we sell tend to appreciate.

Sometimes as much as 30% in just

one year.

.iicd'cdiVion'oi loii

'

(Perhaps that's why The Wall

Street Journal, Business f
Week, Money, AP and

UPI have quoted us as

an authority on investing

in art.)

To make sure the

print you buy is not only

beautiful, but valuable

as well, send in the

coupon today.

Ori3inal print collecton 3roup,Ltd.r.
120 East 56lh Street. Dept NH-11. NewYofk. NY 10022

Name
D I want to know more about buying original

prints, without obligation. Please send me your Addrr.*

tree color brochure and latest newsletter.
CUy

*opcr. 107H

(PlMMprtnlkslbly.)

SteK ap



-L.L.Beaiv
Outdoor Sporting Spccia/hcj

FREE

Spring

Catalog

Fully illustrated Features quality appaiel and footwear

for men and women: fishing, hiking, camping and

canoeing gear, leather and canvas bags, furnishings

for home or camp. All items guaranteed to be 100%

satisfactory.

For 67 years L L Bean has provided high grade mer-

chandise at reasonable prices We personally test our

products to insure that they represent a t'ue value,

are practical, functional and high in quality L i

Bean clothing is rugged enough to withstand outdoor

use yet attractively styled and comfortable for casual

wear Our footwear is carefully designed to be well-

fitting and long wearing Many items are of our own

manufacture.

SEND FREE CATALOG

Name _

Address.

City _
State

L. L. Bean, Inc.

7 1 1 Casco St., Freeport, ME 04033

QUESTERS 4
WORLD OF
NATURE ^
TOURS
"Ndturu tour" has a special meaning when
yiiu trdvel with Questcrs. We arc the on/i/

professional travel company specializing

exclusively in nature tours.

Our approach in planning Worldwide
Nature Tours is to provide you with the

broadest possible opportunity of experienc-

ing for yourself the natural history and cul-

ture of each area we explore. With the leader-

ship of an accompanving naturalist, wf
search out the plants and animals, birds and
flowers ... rain forests, mountains- and
tundra . . . seashore, lakes, and swamps of

the regions we visit. We also study the ar-

chitecture, archaeology, museum collec-

tions, temples, and customs of the people.

The current Directory of Worldwide Na-
ture Tours describes 29 tours varying in

length from 9 to 36 days and going to virtu-

ally every part of the world. Included are

Mexico. Peru, Hawaii, Alaska, Ladakh, Sri

Lanka. Galapagos, Patagonia. Iceland, Scot-

land, and Switzerland. Tour parties are

small, the pace leisurely, 'ind itineraries

unusual.

Call or write Questers or see your Travel

Agent todai^ for your free copy of the Direc-

tor\' of Worldwide Nature Tours.^Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL. INC.

DEPT. NH-J7y, 257 PARK AVENl E SO.
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10010/1212) 673-3120

Born in Barsinghausen, West Ger-

many, Bernd WiJrsig received his

Ph.D. from the State University of

New York at Stony Brook. At present

a postdoctoral research fellow in ap-

plied sciences at the University of Cali-

fornia at Santa Cruz, he is investigating

the behavior and ecology of the Hawai-
ian spinner dolphin. His fieldwork on

the dusky dolphin was done in Golfo

San Jose, off Argentina's Patagonian

coast. Melany Wiirsig, his wife, co-

author, and fellow researcher, was
born in Caracas, Venezuela. She

works alongside her husband at the

University of California, where she is

a research assistant. Besides their com-
mon interest in dolphins and other

marine mammals, the Wtirsigs enjoy

scuba and skin diving, hiking, and

photography.

The article on Prince Leopold Island

is Fred Bruemmer's ninth for Natural

History. Widely published as a writer

and photographer, Bruemmer has trav-

eled to Africa, Europe, the Middle

East, the Galapagos Islands, and Indo-

nesia. His keen eye for the details of

human and animal behavior and his

perceptive use of the camera enable

him to comment effectively on the

worlds he traverses. His abiding inter-

est, however, is the Arctic, its wildlife,

and Eskimo. His wife, Maud, main-

tains their extensive photo archives.

After receiving a grant to study

aging and ethnicity, Barbara Myer-
hoff discovered she was not welcome
in many ethnic groups. She turned in-

stead "to her own people," and did her

research with elderly Jews in the same

neighborhood where she had been a so-

cial worker fifteen years ago. The sub-

jects of her article, excerpted from her

book Number Our Days, are also de-

picted in her film of the same title,

which she produced and directed for

public television in collaboration with

Lynne Littman. The film received an

Academy Award for Best Short Docu-

mentary in 1976. Chairman
Department of Anthropology

University of Southern Call

Myerhort has done fieldwork

the Huichol Indians of north-

Mexico.



Introduce your family to

.

20,000^ars ofGreat Art

FREE
No obligation to buy a thing

TTT' your pleasure in art is deep
•"'- and wide-ranging, we invite

you to send for this handsome
booklet.

It is illustrated with beauti-

ful color plates representing
man's creative triumphs from
many periods and cultures.

It is in fact a Prospectus de-

scribing in detail the most extra-

ordinary publishing project of

our time— the monumental Ency-
clopedia of World Art in 15
volumes.

The Prospectus is free. We hope the .sampling

will arouse the same excitement in you that the Ency-
clopedia has aroused in the entire art world. But you
incur no obligation in requesting a copy. No .salesman

will call.

20,000 years of (ireat .Art

:

0%»T 16,000 illustrations, 2,000 in full-color

The Encyclopedia oj World Art embraces man's great-

est achievements in the visual arts through 200 cen-

turies of productivity. To turn the pages of these

prodigious volumes ... to read, to learn, to explore
their visual delights ... is a remarkable experience.

There are hundreds of absorbing factual articles,

prepared by the most eminent art authorities. In more
than 7,000 superb full-page plates-measuring a full

9 inches by 12 inches in size—you will view rare trcn

sures of renowned museums and private collections all

over the world. Not only paintings, sculpture and
architecture—but every art from armor to textiles,

ceramics to tapestry, fashions, furniture and l.indscai>e

gardening, ivory, jade and stained glass, jewelry and
silver. More than KJ.OOO works of art are shown, al-

most 2.000 of them in magnificent color.

A convenient Reader's (iuide shows you how re-

lated articles can enrich your understanding of any
art subject you wish to pursue.

With your free color Prospectus, you will learn

how you may examine Volume 1 at leisun> in your
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Wrong Number?
A skeptic urines ui^uinst the likelihood of

advanced extraterrestrial civilizations

by Robert G. Wesson

Those who scan ihe skies for signals

of exiraierresirial intelligence iry lo

form a rough cslimate of how many
communicating civili/.alions there may
be in our galaxy. The probable number
they postulate is the total number oi

stars in the Milky Way, times the

proportion of stars with planets physi-

cally suited for life, times the propor-

tion of suitable planets generating life.

limes the proportion of biotas produc-

ing sufficiently intelligent organisms.

limes the proportion of mtelligent spe-

cies generating a high technological

civilization. Ihe probability is minute

that such civilizations have been emit-

ting signals that we might pick up

The hrst number, that of stars in our

galaxy, is the only factor known to a

reasonable approximation—about 250
billion. Fhe percentage accompanied
by planets climatically suited for life-

like structures is guessed to be rather

large on the basis ol the nearby stars

known to have invisible companions
and on the supposition that most stars

that resemble our sun have had a simi-

lar formation trom gas and dust clouds

and are hence likely to be circleil h\

residual agglomerations called planets.

Hjiwever. almost seven eighths of

these stars are in the core ot the galaxy
and hence are subject to perturbations

over a long period In addition, more
than half of them are double or multiple

stars and therefore unlikelv to have
planets with stable orbits Conse
quently. it is improbable that more th.in

one percent ol stars of our gala\\ ha\e
planetary companions suitable toi lite

That comes to about 2 .^ billion

planets

The accepted view is that lile should

have arisen on a large majority of such

planets. A variety of organic sub-

stances have been delected in space

and in meteorites. Exposed to an ap-

propriate electric discharge, the prob-

able components of the primordial at-

mosphere of the earth can be made to

combine to form amino acids, nucleic

acid precursors, and the like. Life on

earth, however, apparently required

more than a billion years to form bac-

terialike organisms, and il is doubtful

that a creative process that demands a

great deal of time is inevitable.

The condition that life develop an

inft)rmation-processing s\stcm at least

equal to human intelligence (nothing

inferior could coihstruct a civilization)

IS even more speculative, but the likeli-

hood is usually rated as high In the

evolutionary process, which is implied

by the nature of life, there is a long-

term tendency toward increasing com-

plexity of organization because vari-

ation IS perennially superimposed on

existent structures Additions are re-

tained if advantageous, and they serve

as a basis tor lurlher improvements.

However, the extent to which evolu-

tion can be counted on to produce high

intelligence may be questioned

In mail) groups ol urganisins. com
plex responsiveness rises t>nly to a cer-

tain level and then halts for example,

coelenterates ({elKlish and related

forms) have been around lor hundreds

of millions ol vears and have proiluced

large and complex organisms but no

brains |-ishes have developeil elabo-

rate sensorv equipment ami .inellective

central coordinating svsiem. but there

IS no reason to believe that more hun

dreds ol millions ot \ears of aquatic

existence would raise their intelligence

significantly. Porpoises, having re-

turned lo the sea, possess an impres-

sive degree of intelligence, for reasons

unknown, but it ma> be ihat in their

way of life further intelligence would
confer no advantage.

In land animals, intelligence ma\
reach a maximum level in an\ given

group or way of life be>ond which fur-

ther intelligence would not be evolu-

tionarily useful. The smartest herbi-

vores remain below the level of the

brighter carni\ores; catching pre\ is

nn)re challenging than escaping cap-

ture. C'onceivablv . additional mfitrma-

tion-processing abilitv would not be

advantageous lor fourfoi>led preda-

tors. Marked growth of intelligence

comes about, it seems, either in shifts

into new environments or through the

development of more complex c»H)r-

dination leading to new means of se-

curing nourishment.

One ma\ assume, hosveser. that the

\ icissiluiles of evolution on an earth-

like planet, with continual changes of

climate and topographv . and hence

ever new opportunities for lile to oc

cup\ new niches, would probabl\ lead

to intelligence capable of UH>lmakmg.
sMiibolic ci>mmunication. abstract rea-

soning, and record keeping, that is. to

Ihe potential creati>rs ot a iechn«<U)gical

civilization What then are the possi-

bilities, lirst. of the development of

"civ ilized" life and. second, tif a civi-

lization advancing lo an electronic

level cap.ible ol making itself known
across m.iiis light veais' The chances

are generallv Ivlieveil lobe ver\ high.

Hut this K-lief »>wes much to the opti-

mistic tccling th.it reason triumphs and
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Next summer we enter our eighth year

of operations: none o1 our travel pro-

grams is mundane, and some are so
unique that no other company has the

knov/tedge, experience or audacity to

arrange them.

flours
Cruises and
Expeditions

Our meticulously planned and oper-

ated summer tours in Europe include

those to experience The Heart of

England and the Scottish Highlands,

the Discover the Hebrides cruises, the

superb Wine Tour of France, and a

delightful ramble off the beaten track

on our Swiss Safari.

Our Discover Galapagos cruises are

established as the way to see these

fascinating islands; and for those who
wish to venture even further afield

there, we have created our new Great
Galapagos Hiking Adventure cruises.

Our wildlife expeditions for small, ex-

pertly led groups, include the Alasl(a

Wilderness Adventure and the popular

Hudson Bay Wildlife Adventure, in the

summer and the October tour to see

The Great While Bears, as well as

journeys to more distant areas — the

River Safari In Borneo, the Safari in

Rajasthan, the African Camel Safari,

and the Papillon Tour to Devil's Island

and the jungle of French Guiana.

Our mountain hikes, designed for peo-
ple who have no previous outdoor
experience but who are fit and alert,

take small groups under specialist

guidance on the Himalayan Trek in

Nepal, the Ladakh Trek, and the Inca

Trek in Peru.

And, in March each year, we offer those
with a taste for Arctic adventure our

stirring Greenland Dog-Sledging Ex-

peditions, and our thrilling, exhilarat-

ing helicopter forays to see The Seals

on the Icepack in Canada's frozen Gulf

of St. Lawrence.

Please send lor the detailed brochures
ot the tours, cruises and expeditions

which interest you:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, (NC

progress is natural in a well-ordered

universe.

Knowledge of human history and

prehistory hardly encourages such op-

timism. Toolmaking humans hunted

mammoths and cave bears for a hun-

dred thousand years prior to the devel-

opment of agriculture about 10,000

years ago. During this time brain size

increased not at all, an indication that

intelligence (assumed to be related to

brain size) was no longer biologically

selected. Why there was a sudden ac-

celeration in the growth of culture and

the increase of population in Neolithic

times is quite mysterious. It may have

resulted from the accumulation of in-

ventions that created conditions for yet

more inventions, or there may have

been some fortunate conjunction of cir-

cumstances in the Near East that gave

rise to the fundamentally new way of

life based upon agriculture. However,
the development of agriculture led to

population densities that increased

human interactions enormously. Once
the cultivation of grains became
known, the knowledge could easily

and rapidly have spread from the Near

East to China and even to the

Americas, which were not entirely iso-

lated even at an early date.

The likelihood of a tool-using agri-

cultural creature developing city life is

conjectural, but so far as we know it

may be high . Our own past makes clear

that a species of hunters can attain suf-

ficient genetic endowments to become
capable of many things not encoun-

tered in its primordial existence. These

may include such diverse achieve-

ments as the domestication of animals,

irrigation works, cities, governments,

religion, art, literature, and mechani-

cal vehicles. The leap from these at-

tainments to a broadcasting civili-

zation, however, does not necessarily

follow. The historical record suggests

that it may be extremely unlikely.

About a dozen civilizations capable

of creating impressive buildings, ad-

mirable arts, literature that is still

pleasing, and philosophy still worth

studying have grown up more or less

independently, but all except one

—

Western civilization—came to a halt

and stagnated. On the broad canvas of

history, up to the modern age the over-

whelming majority of peoples did not

progress technologically beyond a

modest level, but instead were stand-

ing still, in many cases even regress-

ing. Rather than digging ever deeper

into the secrets of nature or learning

how better to use natural forces, past

civilizations tended to become more
traditional and superstitious.

The progressive periods of history

have been few and have generally

come to a halt after several centuries.

For example, the Sumerians in the

southern part of Mesopotamia, thought

to be the chief creators of civilization,

made a host of inventions from about

3000 to 2300 B.C. , including the pot-

ter's wheel, sailing ships, wheeled
carts, cylinder seals, and the plow, to

which oxen were harnessed. They
evolved writing in a form (cuneiform)

sufficiently satisfactory to survive for

2,000 years after them. They had well-

organized states, temples, and schools.

But after 2300 b.c. their region of

Mesopotamia was conquered by a

series of empires. Progress ceased, ra-

tionalism declined, and for almost two
thousand years there was more impov-

erishment than enrichment in the area.

The story of Egypt is similar. Egyp-

tian civilization, which owed much in

its beginnings to the Sumerians, came
close to its height early in the pyramid-

building first dynasties of the so-called

Old Kingdom at about 3000 B.C.

Thereafter, Egypt became one of the

most static of civilizations. Art styles

went unchanged for centuries and the

country became poorer and less ca-

pable of progress.

In India, the early Indus Valley civi-

lization, the formative period of which

remains poorly known, was singularly

static from about 2300 to 1 750 b.c. It

was brought down by the Aryan inva-

sions or perhaps invited the invasions

by its collapse. There ensued a long

dark age, followed by a period of intel-

lectual ferment, philosophy, and dis-

covery, centered at the fifth and sixth

centuries B.C. This was the great cre-

ative time of Indian civilization; for the

next two thousand years there was littli

but repetition and preservation wilj

only secondary cultural additions

Other geographical areas have seen

a similar sequence. In Peru, for ex-

ample, the level of art and productio:

seems to have come to its zenith in thi

several centuries after a . D . 200; there

after, a series of empires brought ni

advance up to the arrival of the Span

iards early in the sixteenth century

The course of Central American civili

zation seems to have been parallel, a

though the partial loss of Maya cultui

was more striking.

The main outlines of the evolutio

of Chinese culture are the same. Th
great creative era was the time of ih

"Warring States," expecially 500 t

1
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250 B.C. Then came a series of em-

pires, designated in historiography as

dynasties, with briefer interludes of di-

vision, up to the arrival in the nine-

teenth century of Western culture on a

large scale. The China of a.d. 1800

was materially not far ahead of the

China of the third century B.C., and

its potentiality for scientific discovery

was less. During two thousand years,

the Chinese made a number of inven-

tions, especially in periods between

unifying dynasties—gunpowder and

paper are the best known—but the pop-

ulation tended generally to become
more tradition bound.

There is no reason to suppose that

any of these static cultures, if left to

itself for more centuries or millenni-

ums, would have made a break-

through to electronic civilization. On
the contrary, the general tendency

seems to have been toward more closed

and uninventive societies. The Egypt

of Greek times abhorred change and

had long since come to a cultural dead

end. We know little of the intellectual

life of the earliest dynasties, from 3000

to 2600 B.C. , but it must have been

vibrant. About 500 B.C. India was an

intellectual garden; for the most part it

was a desert thereafter until brought

into the sphere of modern culture.

There was no room for experimentation

in the rigid structure of the Incas, but

in the same territory more than a thou-

sand years earlier, the variety of pot-

tery suggested a lively contest of ideas.

Old civilizations, it seems, tend to

follow ancestral ways, becoming ever

more ritualistic, more superstitious,

more dominated by parasitic classes

and the apparatus of rule, the land-

lords, priesthood, and officials—cate-

gories that merge in a hierarchical soci-

ety. At the same time, mineral re-

sources become increasingly ex-

hausted or difficult of access and popu-

lation growth may press on the means
of subsistence, perhaps (as in the Near

East) diminishing the land's fertility.

To awaken a stagnant civilization to

new life and creativity, a great external

disturbance, such as the Germanic in-

vasions of the former Roman Empire,

may be necessary. Such a rebirth is not

common, and it becomes less so as the

level of civilization rises. There have

been some ten or twelve autonomous

primary civilizations—Sumerian,
Egyptian, Indus Valley, Mexican,

Peruvian, Shang Chinese, Minoan,

and others of comparable techno-

logical level. But only in three geo-

graphical areas—Greece, India, and

China—did civilization rise to what

might be called a classic level of so-

phistication. And only in the West has

a civilization gone on to the level of

indefinitely expanding science.

The development of culture and

technology, in other words, does not

represent simply an accretion of

knowledge but requires suitable condi-

tions and an appropriate social order,

without which progress may be nil or

negative. In some societies there are

incentives for discovery, innovation,

and independent thought; in others,

conformity is better rewarded and

change is generally or totally discour-

aged. We cannot fully define what

causes some societies to be more inno-

vative than others, but one general-

ization seems possible: civilization

building has progressed chiefly during

timesof divided sovereignty inaplural-

istic state system rather than under the

aegis of a universal empire, that is, an

empire that essentially monopolizes

the area of its civilization, such as the

Roman Empire or China under the

great dynasties.

The most familiar example of this

dictum is the decline from the highly

creative world of the numerous classic

Greek city-states to the nonprogres-

sive, ultimately static, degenerative

Roman Empire. The Greek city-states

grew up in the centuries before 800

B.C. on the islands and peninsulas of

the Aegean Sea on the fringes of Near

Eastern civilization. The classic Greek

world was a highly competitive one of

hundreds of statelets that traded, com-

peted in sports and art, and occasion-

ally fought with each other. For a few

centuries there was not only excep-

tional creativity in literature, science,

and philosophy, but improvement in

ways of doing and making things such

as pottery, cloth, and steel. But larger

states grew up on the edges of the

Greek world, and Macedon, in particu-

lar, with the aid of Greek culture, was

able to put an end to Greek inde-

pendence. Ultimately the empire of

Alexander the Great, king of Mace-

don, broke up into medium-sized sov-

ereignties—Macedon, Syria, Egypt,

Rhodes, Judea, along with many left-

over city-states. This new, less di-

vided, more imperial Hellenistic world

was less original and vibrant than that

of the classic Greeks, but it was still

highly productive, especially in the

natural sciences.

The Roman Empire, however,

crushed science, not because scientific

investigation was prohibited, but be-

cause the spirit of free inquiry passed

with the spirit of freedom and science

ceased to be rewarding. Greek philoso-

phers inquired into the nature of things;

Roman philosophers asked how to deal

with the regnant order or how to ac-

commodate to it. Technology was re-

tained, insofar as it was useful, espe-

cially for the construction of the monu-
ments in which the empire took pride,

but little was added, even to archi-

tecture. Education deteriorated to for-

malism and study of the classics. As-

trology, a legacy of the Near East that

Greek rationality had left behind, was
revived and replaced astronomy.

As generation succeeded genera-

lion, there was less and less innovation

and less and less idea that anything

could or should be new. Only in reli-

gion was the Roman Empire fairly cre-

ative, as people sought in the super-

natural what was not to be hoped for

in the terrestrial. The worship of Isis

and Mithra, like Christianity, offered

salvation (to be happy one had to be

"saved" from earthly conditions), not

by practical deeds or search for reality,

but through ceremony and faith. The

great controversies of the later empire

were passionate wranglings over de-

tails of dogma. In sum, over a period

of some six centuries, science declined

and even practical learning decayed

with it. Literacy, which had been gen-

eral among the classic Greeks, became

a rarity in the early Middle Ages that

followed in the wake of the Roman
Empire; and science did not recover its

Hellenistic level until some 1,600

years after the Roman conquest.

With the breakup of the Roman Em-
pire, the loosened society became

responsive to change and discovery.

Simple practical improvements, such

as the stirrup, the horse collar, and the

wheeled plow were introduced; and as

early as the eighth century a.d. the

West began to gain ascendancy in mili-

tary technology over its neighbors with

better armor, the crossbow, and the

like, an ascendancy that has protected

the West from external conquest to this

day. The development of technology

has continued in the Western world,

although unevenly, for more than a

thousand years, through the upsurge

of scientific thought in the thirteenth

century and the rise of modern scien-

tific inquiry in the seventeenth cen-

tury, down to today's computer age.

Continuity of growth over such a

long period is unique in history, and it

rests on very special circumstances un-

Please turn to page 18
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Own a First Edition Porcelain

Figurine or 24-Kt. Gold-edged Collector's

Plate of Rockwell's immortal "Triple Self-Portrait"

Inspin-d By His Saturday Kvening Post
Ori^inHl Cover Illustration Of
Ktbruary 13, I960
Th<' ('(irtliira Kinc Arts Commissiun in ciH>|H'riiti<in

with DouKlaH Dunhill. one of the nation's leading
mail mcrchandiHcrs. ih picawd to present this im-
portant Memorial TVibute to the most popular
American artist of the 20th Century. Norman
Rockwell Although Norman Rockwell died on
NovembcT H. 197M, his vast and varied artistic con-

tribution will live on forever in the hearts and
minds of the many Americans he painted with such
iinuxiijil -Mnsilivity, compassion and skill

DiHplay A (ireat ArtJHt's legacy In Your
Own Honif
I'riihahly more than any other artist. Norman
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Rtickwell has chnjnicled American life with excep-
tional insiKht and warm humor Few of us remain
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Amiruiin iirlisl
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Porci-lain FiKurini-
This iiiit«taiHlini; .1 dimensional tit(iirine. nppmx-
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Cn-HU'd hy World-K.>nown«'d
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It IS ruiiMK that a collectibles mnnufnctun>r of
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was taken to ensure that both the Rockwell Porce-

lain Kigurine and the Collector's Plate are faithful

to the original artwork in color, proportion and pre-

cise detail. In fact, each fif^rine and plate is sub-

jected to numerous hand-pouring, hand-finishing

and hand-painting steps prior to a final inspection

by a senior crafl.sman. Only when he is satisfied

that each plate and figurine represent Gorham
China's finest effort*, is the Gorham Mark im-

pressed rin them

Own A Valuablr Kirst Edition Collcclible

The Whole Family Will Love
Inspired by the February 13. 1960 cover of The
Saturday Kvening Post, the "Triple Self-Portroit"

gives us a glimp.He of Rockwell's .self-deprecating

sense of humor We see Rockwell painting himself
without his glasses yet he balances this touch of

vanity with his drooping socks, the absent-

mindedly discarded smoking match, the rakishly

tilted pipe and the unmistakable mischievous
gleam in his eyes Imagine him ten, much your
vntirv family wttt vnjoy ownirift one or hitth nfthrne

finr-iiuality Rurkuell colIrcti bleu m Ihr yran to

come Mev'n* nurv to become trranumi family heir-

looms to fHisH nn uith priiie to future generationa'

A Truly Remarkable Value
For a limit«l time only, the Norman Rockwell Tri-
ple .Self-Portrnit" I'orcelain Figunnr and Collec-

tor's Plate will Im> available for just $12500 and
$;)7 ,S0 resftectively I'Xtraordinary values for top-

i|ualily collectibles such as these

A Wine Potential Inventment
While no one can acctirnt^'ly pri*dict what the fu-

ture value of thew collectibles will b<\ outstanding
works of this high i|uality traditionally increas«' in

value over the years In fact, since his recent death.

R<M'kwell works have already substiintially in

creased in value and demand Regardless of their

future value, the intricate figurine and Ix'nuliful

Collector's Plate are sure to increase in (lernonal

value and will certainly delight ever^'one who
views them

Enjoy Them On 30 Day Trial
One i>l the great iidvantages (>r buying by mail is

that you can study iin<l display thew remarkable
Hinkwell collectibles in your own home for .10 days
without risking a cent Compare them to other col

li-ctibles and discover what a truly unusual value

they are If you're not lOtfJ satisfied, simply return

tbem and reci-ivi' a complete relund il couldn't Im-

easier'

Order By Phone
To order by credit card.just call the toll free number
above Send your check to Douglas Dunhill at the

address below iNew York and Illinois residents add
the appropriate sales tax. i

CALL 800-621-5554
(Illinois re.sitleiit.sLiill ,stlUSI7:i iisas)

These lines are in operation 24 hours.

7 days a week

Ixiok For These 5 Marks Of
Authenticity On Each Hoc ku.ll
Memorial Plate:

1 This Memorial S.-al indicates issue nl plate

commenced immediately after the death of

the artist

2 The authentic rvpmduction of Rockwell's

signature and title of Triple.Self-Portrait"

3 The actual source of the original publica-

tion of the artwork

4 The world-renowned Gorham mark which
testifies to it« fine ((uality and which cer-

tifies Gorhom's ability to faithfully repro-

duce fine art through an intricate and
time-cnnsuming pmceiw

.S The inscribed tribute to the artist who. un
questionably, will bt* recorded in history as

one of the most widely acclaimed and re

s|N-cted American artists of all time

IMPORTANT
OrdiTH »ill Im- lilies) ..n .1 Htnctlv I'lr.l come

':t-.t s,,^, I,. |1,„, I ,|,.| ,v

DouqbsDunhill
^^ -Jttb hliXlliHJW Hu<tJ

Oak FoTMt. Il 60452

r Dougia* OunM mc \V1% C Cwli* PuM>t«ng Company
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The Heirloom Library of theWorlds Greatest Books

in classic bindings of leather and fine fabrics.

Unprecedented value... at just $19.50 each.

Luxuriously bound volumes

. . ornamented with 22kt gold

There are very few books—out of the

many thousands ever written— that

truly deserve to be called great.

But those that have earned this distinction

hold a special place in our lives. They are the

masterpieces of literature. The very core of

our cultural heritage. So rich and meaningful

that they are destined to become family

treasures — to be passed along with pride

from generation to generation.

And now, the greatest of them all are being

brought together to form an extraordinary

private library. A library that will consist

entirely of beautifully bound editions of these

great books ... in covers of genuine leather

and fine fabrics . . . privately published at a

most attractive price.

A library to enjoy for a lifetime

The Heirloom Library of ihe World's Greatest

Books is a new collection from The Franklin

Library, the world's foremost publisher of

great books in fine bindings. It will bring

together fifty unchallenged masterpieces —
the greatest works of the greatest writers of

all time— chosen especially for this library

with the assistance of an Advisory Board o

outstanding contemporary authors and 11

erary authorities. And each presented in !

volume so inviting ... so beautiful . . . that i

is well worth owning for its own sake, ai

well as for the great work within.

Each volume in the Collector's Edition o

this extraordinary library will be bound in i

combination of leather and fine fabric tc

provide outstanding quality at modest cos

And subscribers will be guaranteed the

markably low price of just $19.50 for ever)

volume they receive— even if rising cost!

make it necessary to increase the issue prio

for later subscribers.

This is a collection that will be prized bj



everyone who iipprrcinlrs grciK h<x>ks Be-

cause these volumes offer *i consistency of

beauty unniiilched by iiny others bcintt pub-

lished at ;i compiirable price ttKlay Indeed,

never before has there been an opportunity

to obtain such hi)(h quahlv. in every detail.

I to affordable ^i price And this is truly ii

collection eininenilv worthy ii( beinn passed
on to children .ind ^randchildrrii

The book* thai belong In your home

The (treat writers who will be represented
are the iininortals of literature Dante
Dickens Mark Twain Homer l{einin|iway

Shnkesjieare r>istoevskv Joyce The Kiaiil\.

whose names are known all over the (ihibe

And the books that have been chosen are

the most timeless clusslcs of all Cireal

Ptptclalion\ Mohy Dick Tht Odyary
Paradisr l.n\l Thr Divinr Cniririly A hare

well In Anns The Arabian Ninhls Towerind.
unforgettable works of romoncc and adven
turc wit and humor power and com
passion liooks that arc indispensable to any

fine home library. Books that people love —
and want their children to read, as well.

Volumes as Impressive

as they are important

Every one of the volumes in this beautiful

collection will be a pleasure to hold and a

delight to own.

Each one will be individually designed, and

crafted to uncompromising standards of

quality and elegance. They will vary in color,

in appearance, even in size.

In the finest tradition of old-world book-

binding, each book will be "quarter-bound" in

leather and fine fabric The spine of each

volume will be encased in genuine leather,

"hubbed" with raised horizontal ridges that

immediately set these volumes apart from

ordinary books, and decorated with ornamen-

tation pressed into the leather in 22 karat

gold Furthermore, a wide variety of differ-

ent leathers will be used for the collection.

Leathers that are satisfying to touch and to

handle, because each has its own character,

its own inherent beauty

The luxuriously textured fabrics used to

complete each cover binding will also vary

—

and each will be carefully matched to the

fine leather that surrounds the spine of each

volume to create a total work of art. The
decorative endpapers will be coordinated to

the covers of the books. The edges of each

book will be gilded with a special tarnish-

free finish that provides both elegance and
protection for the pages. The bookpaper

itself will be chosen to last for many gen-

erations Even the bound-in bookmark will

be selected to match the total presentation.

Moreover, the binding designs created for

the Collector's Edition will be lolally unique

They will be used only on these volumes and

will never appear anywhere else.

Together, all of these elements will form a

completely harmonious collection A library

of magnificent volumes in which no detail of

quality will be overl(x>ked A library you will

be proud toown to share with your family

to display in your home

Pcrsonull/ed book plates

accompany the collcellon

Many of the volumes will be richly illustrated

with art that captures the full impact of

important moments in the b<Hik Where appro-

priate, these illustrations will be new and
original works. cs(x-cially commissioned by

The Franklin I.ibrory fr<iin distinguished

contemporary artists Others will be famous

illustrations created by noted artists of the

past— works traditionally assixiatcd with

the books in which they appear

In either case, this rarrfiil use of illiistra

tions will not only enhance the beauty of the

volume, but will stimulate the imagination

as well . capturing both the mood of the

book and its flavor

To further enhance the collection, each
subscriber will receive a set of personalized

book plales—one for each volume in the

Collector's Edition

An opportunity —
without long-term obligation

The Collector's Edition of this magnificent

heirloom library will be issued only to sub-

scribers—and solely by direct application to

the publisher To be accepted, however, the

Subscription Application below must be post-

marked no later than March 31. 1979

Because of universal interest in the great-

est works of literature, there may be other

editions of this series. However, such edi-

tions will not bear the distinctive binding

designs which are being created expressly

and solely for this premiere Collector's Edi-

tion Nor are they likely to be made available

at the remarkably low price of only $19.50

per volume
As a subscriber to the Collector's Edition,

you will receive your books on a systematic

basis, at the convenient rate of just one
volume per month. And The Franklin Library

is so confident that you will find them to be

everything you anticipate, that it has made it

possible for you to subscribe without long-

term obligation Thus, you will have the right

to cancel your subscription, at any time, upon
30 days' written notice

Clearly, this is a private library that will

bridge the generations A collection that will

reflect your continuing concern for the cul-

tural enrichment of your loved ones — today,

and for many years to come. You need not

make any payment at this time But. to be

sure that your application is validated at the

guaranteed issue price of just $19 50 per

volume, be sure to sign and return your appli-

cation to The Franklin Library. Franklin Cen-

:cr. Pennsylvania, no later than March 31st.

— SIllSCRII-riON API'I U Alios— ^—

Tilt HEIRLOOM LIBRARY 01

THE WORLDS GREATEST BOOKS

Must he poslinarkfd by March J/. I'>7')

The Fronklin l-ibrary

Frnnklln Center. Pcnnsylvnnm l«091

I'Icasr cnirr my suhsiripllon to the Collec

lor s I.dilion ol Jhr //r.r/.H.m Library of iht

Wttrlilt CiraiTM BtMtks. cnnsislinit u( ^0

voliiinrs iti be bound in n coinblnalinn ttl

genuine leather iind line fabrics The biMiks

will be sent l<> ine al the rate of one |x-i

mnnlh. and ihe issue price nl SIQ V)' I.:

each IxKik will be itua'anlred to me lor llu

enlirr scries Hox^ever. I have the right if

cancel my subsiriptinn at any lime upon
thirty days' wTiiien nonce

I need send nn pnvnteni now I will be

hilled for each volume, indlvlduallv. In ad-

vance of IIS shipment

Stale. Zip .



BROTHER TIMOTHY'S NAPA VALLEY NOTEBOOK

How to tell the taste of
a ^\iiite wineby its name*

Each noble white varietal wine grape has a distinct personality and
' character that it brings to the taste of its wine. In The Christian

Brothers Napa Valley cellars, we make our wines in such a way as to bring

out the ultimate in these varietal characteristics. Thus, the

name of the grape on our Napa Valley bottlings is the key

to the taste of our wine.

Chenin Blanc, the charming grape used in the

Loire Valley, has developed even more of its wonderfully

fruity quality here in the Napa Valley vineyards. Our
bottling is a delicate balance of natural

sweetness and dryness. This is a wine to offer with salads

and chicken dishes.

The Christian Brothers Pinot Chardonnay, on the

other hand, is exquisitely dry and full-bodied. This is a

white wine to serve at an important dinner with white

meats or fish. It is fully matured and ready to drink when
it leaves our cellars, but you may wish to put it down in

your own cellar for it continues to improve in the bottle.

A slow, cool fermentation in stainless steel cooperage

has made our Napa Valley Johannisberg Riesling a very

dry wine that is especially good served with ham or veal.

These are just three of our bottlings. As with all our

wines, they are allowed to mature at their own leisurely

pace, and blended in our own traditional way so that each time you open a

bottle, you will enjoy all of the goodness of the grape.

ChrislianBrolhcrs

,:jf^Sb^iatt.'

Cellarmaster The Chnstian Brothers'

" Napa California

WORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTORS: FROMM AND SICHEL, INC.. SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA. U.S.A.

likely to be matched on other planets.

The key fact was that the Roman Em-
pire could not be restored, in contrast

to the situation in China, the Near East,

India, and Peru, where the disorder

consequent to the demise of an impe-

rial order was overcome within a cen-

tury or so by a new imperialism.

In all non-Western areas, once a

great empire has ruled, it has not been
possible to maintain a competitive in-

ternational system for any extended pe-

riod; and the longer the sequence of

empires, the easier it was to reunify the

domain. The empire of Alexander the

Great was easily and permanently

carved up because it was so brief—

a

mere eight years from the conquest of

Persia to Alexander's death in 323
B.C.—that a divided world continued

to be taken for granted in the Mediter-

ranean area. But from time immemo-
rial, where glorious empires have

ruled, their ideological, political, so-

cial, and economic structures have

been accepted as the natural way of the

universe.

In the case of Rome, universal em-
pire was also idealized for many cen-

turies, and numerous would-be rulers

of the world, from Charlemagne to

Hitler, have aspired to resurrect the

heritage of the Caesars. But because of

fortuitous circumstances and accidents

of history, each of the nine or ten

strong efforts to assert rulership of the

West has failed. Had any one of them

succeeded, the open and innovative so-

ciety of which we are the beneficiaries

could not have developed.

One difficulty faced by early empire

builders of the West was that the

Roman Empire was a Mediterranean

realm dependent on cheap maritime

transportation. Roman legions went at

least part of the way to almost any prov-

ince by ship, and grain and supplies

likewise came by ship. But control of

the Mediterranean was lost in the fifth

century to the Vandals and other in-

vaders and again in the eighth century

to the Arabs. It was recovered for Eu-

ropeans by the Italian city-stales of late

medieval and Renaissance times, but

the divided Italians built only commer-
cial empires. Moreover, in the early

Middle Ages the economic center of

gravity of the West shifted to the north

with the introduction of improved

farming practices based on the more

productive soils and moister climate of

northern Europe. Hence, the empire

could be restored only on a base of

northern territories and overland trans-

portation.



When the Holy Roman Empire (ef-

fectively founded in a.d. 962 by the

German king Olio I) was set up as the

temporal successor to the empire of the

Caesars, it drew its strength from north

of the Alps. But the universal Church,

the spiritual heir of the Caesars, re-

mained in Rome. There followed the

centuries-long clash of spiritual versus

temporal authority, which enlivened

the Middle Ages, kept anyone from

total dominion, opened minds, and

permitted local powers to assert them-

selves. The counterbalancing of two

institutions claiming supreme author-

ity—one temporal, one spiritual

—

made possible the freedom of towns,

the eventual rise of estates and parlia-

ments, and the athrmation of the na-

tion-states" right to existence.

From the beginning of the revival of

trade and town life in the ninth and

tenth centuries, hundreds of political

units across turope, from kingdoms
and duchies down to bishoprics and
towns, were able to assert some degree

of independence. For about live hun-

dred years, from the mid-tenth to the

mid fifteenth centuries, the life of

turope. its industry, trade, and arts,

was dominated by free and semifree

towns. There were many constellations

of towns, mostly small republics, in

northern France, eastern Spain, the

Low Countries, western (iermany , and
Italy I he Italian towns were the freest

because of the protection of the

papacy, which resisted outside rule

without being able to impose its own,
and Italian city-states lasted longest

and prospered most. In the Renais-

sance these small political entities

dominated Hurope economically and
intellectually.

Material progress and inventions,

such as artillery, however, favored the

consolidation of larger political units

After the mid lifteenth ceniury. the na-

tion slates Irance. I.iigland. .Spam.

Portugal, and the Netherlands, fol

lowed a little later by Prussia. Austria,

and others became the masters of

Furopo Monarchs integrated towns
and feudal vassals into centralized

states But unpredictably, unification

hailed at the level ot the nation stale,

despite enormous improvements in the

means of warfare. Iransporiation. and
administralion ()nl> m the middle of

lhisienliir\ were the luirope.in n.ilion

stales pariialK superseded Ihus. live

centuries ol an open inlernational sys-

tem, built on the achievements of the

Middle Ages and the Renaissance, pro
vided an environment for tlie germina

After a lifetime of vacations,
have a vacation of a lifetime.

ORIENTAL FANTASY.
24 DAYS FOR $3,746.
JAL's exclusive Oriental Fantasy
takes you to seven cities in Japan.
Then Thailand, Nepal, India, Singa-
pore. Indonesia, Bali and Hong Kong.
Stay in Deluxe hotels, enjoy three
a la carte meals daily at restaurants
of your choice (in most cities) plus
fully-escorted sightseeing. And
travel in limited-size groups.

For more information, send in the
coupon, see your travel agent, or call

Japan Air Lines.

Please send me details on the
Oriental Fantasy tour, plus JALs
free Orient Tour Buying Guide.

Japan Ajr Lines
PO Box 618. New York, NY 10011

This year, the Orient.
UAPAN AIR LINES

:
Oriental Fantasy (« 1003)

L J Other IHappi hlolidays Tours

Address-

City

GALAPAGOS can be a world ofdifference

when youTravel theWorld of Lindblad

* We spend more time on re-

search and preparation when
planning our expeditions.

* We stay longer in the islands
than other tours do

* We prepare you for your expe-
rience with lectures and reading

material

* Those are only a few reasons
why the Galapagos can be a
world of difference To see these
islands is to be allowed a privi-

leged glimpse of life's begin-
nings, its present purpose and a

forecast of its future unknowns
The Galapagos seem to bear the

very echo of prehistory

Vou7/ lly to Quito. Equador at>oard Equatonana Aiflinas in utmost comfort

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, INC.
133 East 55th Street

New York. N Y 10022
(212) 751-2300

Please send your brochure
on GALAPAGOS to

Name ^_^_^^_^_________

Addrest ^^^_____________^

City

State .Zip

My Travel Agent ts



i'^New Pocket-Sized 1^
Microscope With Light
The newly invcnicd

Panasonic Light

Scope is thtr only
useful microscope
that is simpler to use

than binoculars. It

weighs less than 3

oz. and fits into your
pocket comfortably,

yet magnifies up to

30X. Lighted by 2

AA batteries ( not

included ) and with
blue filter, it gives

vivid 3-dimcnsional
images Light is

''

turned on when body is unfolded, off when
folded Smooth thumbwheel adjustment
makes focusing easy IdeaJ for students, gar-

deners, naturalists, collectors of stamps,

coins, jewelry, minerals, etc Good for in

specting fabrics, print qualities and other fine

things. Now, you and your family can have

fiin with the Light Scope and discover the

many fascinating invisible worlds before

your eyes. This ideal gift tomes complete
with leatherette case. Order it at only S24.9S

plus 1145 for shipping. (Washington state

residents add tl.37 sales lax ) If you are not

delighted, return your Light Scope within 10

days and we will promptly return your
money
To order send check or money order to

Ofdy
$24"

ACT Company, Inc,

Dcpt NH P() Biix IS1K.1 Sialtlc. »A')HII=^

Credit Card Owaeis Call our Toll Free

Number 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.

1-800-243-5000, Ext. 435

In Conneaicut 1-800-882-6500, Ext. 435 J
THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Relive the 16th Century
while you vacation in style

Come see the authentic restoration of the old

Colonial city.The first Cathedral.The tomb of

Columbus and the Alcazar, proud palace of his

son.The first hospital, first mint, first university.

Stay in style at the Hotel Santo Oomingo, with

gardens overlooking the Caribbean, tennis.pool.

smashing night life. And
interiors by Oscar de la Renta.

Votel
nto
mingo

Call Your Travel Agent or

Hugh Stevens & Associates. Ltd 1 Gull + Western Plaia. New York 10023

800 223 6620 12121 3334100

tion and flowering of the scien-

tific-technological revolution we are

currently in the midst of.

This condition of large, contending

and interacting sovereignties at a level

of advanced civilization has been

placed in jeopardy many times, as

changing circumstances permitted one

power or another to reach for hegem-
ony . Both Charles V , Holy Roman em-
peror (1519-58), and his son Philip II,

king of Spain (1556-98), seemed to

have ample resources in their European

and overseas dominions to make them-

selves monarchs of Europe, but they

were frustrated by lesser nations de-

fending their independence. The bal-

ance of power might have been
overthrown in the first half of the sev-

enteenth century if the imperial side

had won the Thirty Years War, as it

very nearly did. Following that war

Louis XIV (1643-1715), who saw
himself as potential sovereign of the

universe, might well have made France

master of Europe if his generals had

been more successful in several wars.

Napoleon for a time seemed to have

succeeded in making the lands between

Russia and England virtually into a

single political society, but he was ulti-

mately defeated because he could not

conquer those powers.

Despite ambitious conquerors, sta-

bilizing influences prevailed in the

Western world of nation-states until

this century. Geography has doubtless

been the single most important factor

in maintaining the dividedness of

Europe, just as the dividedness of the

islands and peninsulas of Greece made
classic Greek civilization possible.

Mountains, especially the Pyrenees,

form several stable natural boundaries.

The peninsular character of Italy and

the insular position of Sweden have

also been important. Most crucial has

been the moat protecting Britain. After

England lost its continental holdings in

the fifteenth century, it adopted a pol-

icy of protecting its independence by

preventing the unification of the conti-

nent facing it. Hence England fought

many wars to sustain the balance of

power, frustrating the ambitions of

Louis XIV and Napoleon, as well as

their predecessors and successors.

The bogs of Holland made possible

the independence of that country, and

the Netherlands, like England, was a

powerful defender of the principle of

freedom of nations. Without Swedish

intervention, the Protestant anti-impe-

rialists would surely have lost the

Thirty Years War. It is significant that

in Eastern Europe, where geographical

divisions are generally less clear-cut

than in the West, nation-states have

been less stable, there has been less

political freedom, scientific and tech-

nological progress has lagged, and

multinational empires have prevailed.

By this century, the manifold im-

provement of transportation had
largely overcome divisive geography,

and the unification of Europe could

hardly be avoided by Europeans. But

by this time the spreading of the indus-

trial revolution had raised great new
states—America and Russia—so that

the balance of power ceased to be

merely European and there could be no

effectively universal empire without

overcoming those powers.

Various cultural factors also rein-

forced the individuality of the nation-

states. The Reformation, in large part

an affirmation of the independence of

nations, triumphed where supported by

the state, and its effect in both Protes-

tant and Catholic Europe was to affirm

the power and legitimacy of the secular

authorities. The development of sepa-

rate national languages—the nation is

often defined linguistically—provided

a basis and right for separate govern-

ments. From the beginning of the six-

teenth century, overseas colonization

distracted the major powers to a large

extent from territorial ambitions in

Europe—wars for a border province

were less attractive when huge ex-

panses beyond the seas could be had

for little exertion.

The industrial revolution would at

least have been much delayed if Brit-

ain, one of the most progressive and

commercially minded powers, had not

possessed good deposits of coal and

iron within easy access of each other

and of water transportation. These cir-

cumstances opened the way for the de-

velopment of a large-scale iron and

steel industry. Charcoal, an earlier

source of energy, was a limited re-

source, and no heavy industry could

afford to transport coal and iron ore

more than a few miles by animal cart.

The industrial revolution in turn made

possible the construction of railroads,

which facilitated the industrialization

of the continent.

One may question whether the He!

lenistic states, even if they had not

fallen to Roman legions, could have

advanced to modern industry in the

face of their deficient natural re-

sources. Without a large-scale energy

source—coal is generally lacking

around the Mediterranean and forests

III
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JOIN THE AMAZING DISCOVGM
OFKINGTUT'STOMI.

lUR SUPERBLY BOUND
ILUMES AT PAPERBACK

PRICES

rHE PHARAOH'S CURSE
(2volijm«s)

he wings of death will enfold he who
lurbt the Pharaoh's sleep " The dis

itnn of Tut's lomb simpty ignored the
»•. but 23 of them perished mys-
lously. Why f

ISIS, or IN QUEST OF
ANCIENT EGYPT

( 1 volum*)
retlore life lo tier murdered husband,
had to recover all the scattered
cm of Osiris' body And lo piece to
h»f the civilization of Ancient Egypt,
''•otogisfs search everywhere like

- for clues buried more than 2000
r» ago) Better than a detective

MYSTERIES OF THE
GREAT PYRAMID

(IvolunM)
first Its purpose seemed obvious:
}loMal tomb intended to protect the
iraoh's mummy and treasure from
v« robbers But the Great Pyramid
It by Cheops was never intended as
omb. according to the experts. It

'd some other purpose, but what ?

they began to investigate that
ssome structure to learn its secrets.
Mr findings defy belief I

WHY TMIS AMAZINGLY
LOW PRICE 7

Because wt? can adoid lo c/urge you
less Much less Because selling directty

to YOU allows us to cut expenses - and
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there were even more inadequate than

in the northern parts of Europe—the

science that flourished at Alexandria

and elsewhere in the third century b . c

.

would probably have lost momentum
and eventually come to a halt. To this

day, industrialization is feeble in the

chief territories of Hellenistic cul-

ture—Greece, Turkey, Syria, Egypt,

and adjacent lands.

The outburst of modern science has

thus been made possible by a rare con-

junction of circumstances. How rare

the evolution of science may be cannot

be guessed without more knowledge of

life-bearing planets. But any estimate

should consider that in the long term

the development of technology has al-

most always generated political condi-

tions inimical to innovation, free in-

quiry , and the development of technol-

ogy. Civilization building has, except

in the European case, turned itself off

at a level far below the electronic.

This is deductively understandable.

A civilized society, in which humans
can think about nature and in which

innovations may be proposed and

adopted, requires an ordering and con-

trolling slate. On the other hand, soci-

ety must be so structured as to permit

or encourage attacks on accepted ways

of thinking and doing. Original

thinkers and inventors are unwelcome
deviants in strongly ordered states.

Consequently, innovative thinking and

action can prosper only if there is a

suitable balance between order and

freedom. This balance is possible only

if one political power is oflset by other

political powers. In practice, such ott-

setting has meant the division of sover-

eignty within a sphere of interacting

independent states.

But if the balance between order and

authority is productive, releasing

minds to make discoveries that become
the basis for still more discoveries, it

also places new tools in the hands of

political powers. There are always

some who are prepared to use available

tools to enlarge their own powers. This

has meant attacks on the independence

of states and ultimately on the interna-

tional order, which checks the freedom

of action of all rulers.

Destruction of the international

order and establishment of a monopo-
listic state, however, destroy the envi-

ronment for innovation. The rulership

of a universal empire is conservative,

because it has attained its supreme

goal. In the desire of the elite to pre-

serve its position, institutions and men-
tal faculties become frozen. Climbing

the ladder of power by manipulating

the social and political order becomes
virtually the only way to personal ad-

vancement, as it was under the impe-

rial Caesars and the Chinese emperors.

The imperial civilization becomes
mentally calcified, bound up in cus-

toms of ever growing antiquity.

There is thus an intrinsic contra-

diction between intellectual progress

and the empire building that intel-

lectual progress makes possible. The
situation is not saved by postulating an

indefinite time span. Old civilizations,

unless shattered from without, only

grow older and more feeble. Over a

very long time, there would presum-

ably be genetic adaptation because the

conformists and political careerists

could reproduce themselves more ef-

fectively than those given to question-

ing and disturbing the routine. The in-

tellectually inventive are not usually

the biologically prolific.

Thus the sequence, loose political

system to technological progress to

general and ipso facto authoritarian

empire, has often been repeated. Only

the West has thus far escaped this trap

through almost miraculous con-

ditions. When, after half a millennium

of progress, the viability of the free

cities of the West was undermined,

they were replaced by middle-sized na-

tion-states, much as the Greek city-

states gave way to the sizable Hellenis-

tic kingdoms. But the Hellenistic

powers flourished creatively for only

about a century and a half before being

swamped by Roman power. In the

Western case, another set of extraor-

dinarily favorable circumstances en-

abled the nation-states to preserve in-

dependence for another half millen-

nium. The European nation-state sys-

tem, which was in turn undermined

by technological progress in the

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

gave way, not to universal rulership,

but to a new and still broader world

system, namely, the present Western-

dominated world order.

The odds that another creature like

Homo sapiens, with individual and so-

cial drives and capacities, would attain

an electronic civilization may be com-
parable to those of winning a lottery.

Conceivably, intelligence capable of

developing a civilization might evolve

in different ways on other planets. But

if we assume evolution operates every-

where in basically the way it has here

on earth, this implies individualistic

beings, selfish or at least group-selfish,

with an ettective but not rigid social

organization. Civilizations cannot be

built by instinct. They require innova-

tion based on insight and experi-

mentation carried out against a back-

ground of knowledge. There is, then,

an intrinsic conflict between the indi-

vidualism of those who advance civili-

zation and the social order indis-

pensable for higher culture. Any con-

ceivable development of civilization

must be beset by difficult relations be-

tween the social order and the individ-

ual, who is adapted by evolution for a

very diflerent kind of society. In all

probability, only an extraordinarily fa-

vorable set of accidental conditions can

make possible a social order in which

the intrinsic conflicts are creatively

contained; and the difficulties multiply

as the artificial environment diverges

ever more from that in which the intel-

ligent creature evolved.

In sum, the likelihood of an intelli-

gent creature attaining an electronic or

higher civilization may be much less

than is often assumed, and the number
of such civilizations to be expected

in our galaxy is therefore correspond-

ingly reduced. If one guesses that 2.5

billion planets have physical condi-

tions suitable for life, this number may
be rather optimistically multiplied by

four-fifths as the fraction of planets on

which life develops and by one-fourth

as the fraction of these on which hu-

manoid intelligence develops, for a

total of 500 million. A reasonable

guess is that not more than one percent

of these, or 5 million, would be likely

to achieve broadcasting capabilities.

The question then remains, during

what fraction of the life of the planet

would such civilizations make broad-

casts?

If one applies the logic of the preced-

ing discussion, and also notes that

change is enormously accelerated as

the technological level rises, one might

suppose that such broadcasting civili-

zations could last for two hundred to

five hundred years, or for 1/25,000,-

000 to 1/10,000,000 the life of the

planet. On this basis, the expected

number of functioning electronic civi-

lizations like ours would be one per

two to five galaxies like ours. Only if

we assume that high civilizations can

somehow stabilize themselves for very

much longer time spans without losing

their curiosity and scientific capacity,

as no earthly civilization has been able

to do, would it seem likely that we have

extraterrestrial neighbors capable of

communicating with us. It may there-

fore be a very lonely universe. D
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A Naturalist at Large by David and Marcia Pimentel

The Risks of Pesticides

They are more hazardous and probably less effective

than methods that do not call for chemicals

The earth's enormous number of

plant and animal species, including

human beings, form a huge recycling

system. All species function separately

and together to keep life-supporting el-

ements—oxygen, carbon, hydrogen,
nitrogen, phosphorus, and other nu-

trients—moving throughout the envi-

ronment. Hence, the vast variety of an-

imals and plants is vital to human sur-

vival; people cannot get by with crop

plants and livestock alone. Unfortu-

nately, no one can predict just how
many species can be exterminated be-

fore humans begin to feel the impact

of the loss. Interactions and in-

terdependencies operating within the

earth's natural ecosystems are so com-
plex that tampering with any one may
cause irreversible harm.

Yet some eflort must be made to ma-
nipulate ecosystems so that we can
control the numbers of those species

that are considered pests because they

destroy food and fiber or spread dis-

eases such as malaria. The central di-

lemma, however, remains unchanged:
attempts to control pest species with

pesticides or biological or cultural con-

trols may aLso result in the destruction

of valuable species and cause other en-

vironmental problems.

Certainly, the losses caused by pests

are considerable. In spite of chemical
and other controls, an estimated one-

third of all crops in the United States

is lost annually to pests: 13 percent is

lost to insects; 1 2 percent to pathogens;

8 percent to weeds. Throughout the

world, about 35 percent of all crops is

lost to pests before harvest; another 15

percent is lost after harvest, much of

it to rats. Such losses not only deprive

people of valuable food and fiber, but

also cost money and energy.

In the United States, during the last

three decades, crop losses to weeds
have declined, primarily because of

better herbicides and changes in the

ways and times of planting and har-

vesting crops. Over the same period,

losses to plant pathogens, including

nematodes, have increased only
slightly, thanks to the more intelligent

use of fungicides and the breeding of

more resistant plants.

But, alarmingly, during the same
period, crop losses to insect pests have
nearly doubled, despite a tenfold in-

crease in insecticide use and the avail-

ability of more and better insecticides.

At present, the impact of this loss has

been effectively offset by the planting

of higher yielding varieties of crops,

increased use of fertilizer, and more
efficient harvesting. But losses to in-

sect pests cannot be offset only by crop

breeding and other farming methods.

Because crop plants have a finite num-
ber of genes, there is a limit to the ways
plant breeders can increase crop yields.

For example, breeding resistance to an

insect or a pathogen into a plant usually

has a price, often in the form of re-

duced yield. And only a limited

amount of fertilizer can be used before

it becomes toxic to the crop and re-

duces yield. Furthermore, the produc-

tion of nitrogen fertilizers, which are

more efficient than manure on large

acreages, requires large amounts of

fossil energy. One-quarter gallon of

petroleum is used to manufacture one
pound of fertilizer. To rely on nitrogen

fertilizers is to rely on a finite natural

resource that is being rapidly depleted.

Since 1945, there have been several

major changes in American agricul-

tural practices that can account for the

near doubling of crop losses to insect

attack in spite of increased insecticide

use. These changes include the plant-

ing of crop varieties that were bred for

high yield, but turned out to be suscep-

tible to some pests. The inadvertent

pesticidal destruction of certain pests'

natural enemies has resulted in some
pest outbreaks. Because insecticides

have destroyed natural enemies of the

boll weevil and because some insect

pests have developed resistance to

these insecticides, cotton crops now re-

quire about 50 percent more insecticide

to combat budworms, bollworm cater-

pillars, and other insects that were not

originally problems.

In some apple orchards, insecticides

have eliminated coccinellid beetles (la-

dybugs) and other predator and para-

site populations that controlled mites

and aphids. Sometimes, these plant

pests increased twentyfold above the

population levels found in untreated

groves and orchards , where other pred-

ators effectively controlled pests.

Since 1948, many insect and mite pests

have dramatically developed resist-

ance to pesticides. The number of re-

sistant pests has actually increased to

nearly four hundred species.

The use of pesticides has also altered

the physiology of certain crop plants,

such as corn, making them more sus-

ceptible than ever to insect attack. A
few corn herbicides, 2,4-D in particu-

lar, render corn more susceptible to

pathogens and insects such as the corn

leaf aphid. In fields treated with usual

dosages of 2,4-D, corn leaf aphid pop-
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ulations have numbered more than

three times those on untreated corn.

Corn exposed to 2,4-D also suttered

one-third more attacks from European

corn borer, another pest. Laboratory

studies have shown that corn borer

pupae growing on plants exposed to

2,4-D were about one-quarter larger

than those on untreated corn plants,

and moths from these larger pupae pro-

duced one-third more eggs. Corn ex-

posed to 2,4-D was not only more sus-

ceptible to aphids and borers, it also

had more southern corn leaf blight in-

fections and larger corn smut galls than

did untreated corn. Evidently, some
herbicide treatment of corn and other

crops may increase risks of disease and

insect attack. On nearly two-thirds of

American corn acreage, rotation of

corn crops with small grains, alfalfa,

or soybeans successfully prevents corn

rootworm.
Since 1945, because of labor costs,

farmers have been less conscientious

about destroying infected crops and

crop residues left in fields—thus en-

hancing pest problems. The Food and

Drug Administration lowered the toler-

ance levels of insects and insect parts

in food crops, while food processors,

retailers, and consumers concurrently

raised their cosmetic standards, espe-

cially for fruits and vegetables. As a

result, orange and grapefruit growers

had to begin combating pests such as

rust mile, which does not harm fruits

but does mar their skin. In other words,

farmers and growers had to use more

insecticide to make certain their crops

met these high standards for market.

Yet another change in agricultural

practices has encouraged pests. During

the past thirty years, farmers have

begun growing particular crops in cli-

matic regions where they are more sus-

ceptible to insect attack. Traditionally,

potatoes have been grown in the west-

ern mountain states, where even now
only 65 percent of the crop is treated

with insecticide. But farmers in the

southeast now treat 100 percent of their

potato crop because pest problems are

severe in this region.

The United Stales began to rely

heavily on large amounts and frequent

applications of petrochemical pesti-

cides after World War II, when newly

developed substances, notably DDT,
seemed to otter an easy, reliable, and

until the recent rise in oil prices, cheap

method of pest control. Of the nearly

one billion pounds of pesticides used

annually in the United States, more
than three-fourths is applied to agricul-

tural crops, while homeowners, in-

dustry, and governmental agencies use

the remainder for diverse pest prob-

lems. Fifty-one percent of agricultural

pesticides are herbicides used to con-

trol weeds, 35 percent are insecticides,

and the remainder are fungicides.

Interestingly, these crop pesticides

are unevenly distributed. For example,

about half of all insecticide used in ag-

riculture falls on cotton and tobacco,

two very valuable crops worth about

$4,000 an acre. Among food crops, the

largest amounts of insecticide go to

fruits and vegetables. These crops,

which occupy smaller acreage and re-

quire more labor, are more valuable

than wheat, oats, or barley, which are

worth about $90 to $100 an acre. For

the same reason, 45 percent of all her-

bicide is used to control weeds in corn

fields, and nearly 66 percent of all fun-

gicide is applied to fruit crops.

Other important patterns show up

when pesticide applications are related

to particular crops treated. While cot-

ton receives nearly 50 percent of all

insecticide used in agriculture, about

10 percent of cotton acreage—mainly

on the high, dry plains of Texas, where

the boll weevil is not present—receives

little or no insecticide. Obviously,

these untreated, relatively pest-free

acres must produce enough cotton for

farmers to earn a profit.

Of the nearly one billion acres of

pasture and agricultural land in the

United States, only 17 percent is

treated with herbicide, 6 percent with

insecticide. Even when pastureland is

discounted, and each percentage

roughly doubles, the acreage treated is

surprisingly small considering the tre-

mendous amount of pesticide applied

each year. Only a few food crops,

mainly valuable fruits and vegetables,

have more than 75 percent of their

acreage treated with insecticide. In

contrast, many acres of small grains

and pasture receive little or no insecti-

cide treatment.

If American farmers used no chemi-

cal pesticides, substituting instead a

few biological and cultural controls,

food-calorie losses would amount to

only 5 percent. There would be ample

supplies of cereal grains and other

staples, but decreased supplies of such

foods as apples, peaches, plums,

onions, and tomatoes.

The one billion pounds of pesticide

applied annually is aimed at only about

2,000 pest species—representing one

percent of the total number of plant and

animal species known to exist in the
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United States. Methods of applying

pesticide are very inefficient: most sim-

ply drifts away, and farmers compen-
sate by using large amounts. If pesti-

cide could be applied only to pests, less

than one percent of the chemicals now
being used would be necessary to con-

trol pest populations.

Of all methods of applying pesti-

cide, dusting and spraying from air-

craft is particularly wasteful and is also

responsible for other species inadver-

tently being poisoned. Even under

ideal conditions, only 40 to 80 percent

of pesticide dropped from aircraft

reaches its intended crop. Considering

that about 65 percent of all agricultural

pesticide is applied by aircraft, this use

of expensive material creates a major

environmental problem.

One direct detrimental effect of such

application is the reduction or elimina-

tion of beneficial predacious and para-

sitic insect populations. Indirect ef-

fects of pesticides can be diverse, far-

reaching, or obscured by other envi-

ronmental factors. For example, the

numbers of a nontarget species may de-

cline because of pesticide contami-

nation or because of severe weather

conditions. The ways in which insecti-

cides and herbicides travel through the

environment and the dosages that

eventually reach beneficial species

often cannot be easily traced.

In the 1950s, when some raptorial

bird species such as eagles and falcons

began to decline in habitats contami-

nated with chlorinated insecticide resi-

dues, wildlife biologists suspected that

these substances were having an ad-

verse effect on the bird populations.

But increased urbanization, particu-

larly the spread of suburbs in the north-

eastern United States, could have been

contributing to bird population de-

cline. Proof that DDT and other insec-

ticides were the culprits required ex-

tensive laboratory tests, in which
measured amounts of DDT, its meta-

bolite (DDE), and dieldrin were fed to

American sparrow hawks, until levels

of the insecticides were as high in these

birds as in the wild bird population.

The hawks produced eggs with signifi-

cantly thinner shells, resulting in a sig-

nificantly greater loss of eggs. Thus,

laboratory evidence substantiated field

observations, leading to the conclusion

that in certain localities residues of

DDT and DDE were contributing to

population declines in some bird spe-

cies. But precisely how much decline

was due to pesticides and how much
to urbanization remains in question.

Again in the 1950s, the decline of

lake trout in Lake George, New York,

and other nearby lakes also showed the

complexity involved in measuring in-

direct effects of pesticide. For several

years before and during the observed

decline in lake trout populations, about

10,000 pounds of DDT had been ap-

plied yearly to portions of the Lake

George watershed to control black fly,

whose bite plagues vacationers. Over

the years, DDT had found its way into

the lake, but in amounts considered

small. Although DDT was found in

both adult lake trout and their eggs, the

mature lake trout appeared unaffected

and their eggs hatched normally. Yet

the lake trout population continued to

decline until scientists discovered that

the newly hatched fish were highly sen-

sitive even to low levels of DDT in egg

yolk, on which they live before they

are ready to feed on their own. Mortal-

ity in the fry was 100 percent at low

levels of DDT in egg yolk. Thus, the

reason for the decline in the lake trout

population in Lake George was obvi-

ous. This case also points out that there

is much variation in response to pesti-

cides—differences in species response

as well as in stages of development in

the same species.

Another grave concern about pesti-

cide use is its deleterious influence on

human health. The Environmental Pro-

tection Agency calculates that every

year about 45,000 individuals are poi-

soned to some degree by pesticides. An
estimated 3,000 are poisoned seriously

enough to require hospitalization, and

an estimated 200 die annually. To date,

none of these reported poisonings has

been attributed to eating food crops

properly treated with pesticides. In-

stead, fatalities have occurred among
people who handle pesticides

—

farmers, crop dusters, and workers in

factories that manufacture these chem-

ical pesticides.

Human deaths related to pesticide

are particularly distressing. Although

chemicals are often called the best way
to control pests, biological and cultural

controls are, in fact, equally effective.

These alternative controls reduce pest

populations through human manipu-

lation of the pest and/or its environ-

ment. For example, since 1780 the

Hessian fly has been a serious pest in

the United States. Control on about

one-third of fly-infested wheat fields

has been achieved by developing and

planting wheat varieties resistant to the

pest. Fly control on a large part of the

remaining acreage has been accom-

plished by delaying planting until most

of the newly emerged Hessian flies

have died. Breeding resistant plants

and using the simple cultural control of

delayed planting has kept wheat dam-
age to a minimum.

Another example of the success of

nonpesticide methods is the control of

the spotted alfalfa aphid and the alfalfa

weevil, two major pests. Of the alfalfa

grown in the United States, about one-

third is infested with the spotted alfalfa

aphid. This pest can be controlled pri-

marily by its natural enemies and by

planting alfalfa varieties resistant to the

aphid. Although nearly half the alfalfa

crop is attacked by the alfalfa weevil,

this pest is now successfully controlled

by natural enemies and alfalfa culture

practices. Early cutting allows alfalfa

to grow up again, eliminating many
weevils; alfalfa allowed to grow har-

bors a larger generation of these pests.

Several insect pests that attack citrus

and olive crops have been effectively

controlled by introduced parasitic ene-

mies. Screwworm fly, a serious live-

stock pest that used to cause cattle

ranchers annual losses of $30 million,

has been successfully controlled

through the release of sterilized males.

The mating of sufficient females with

sterile males will result in insufficient

numbers of fertilized females to main-

tain the population.

In contrast to insects, still largely

controlled through insecticides, plant

diseases are now controlled mainly by

biological means. Most major crop

varieties have been developed to incor-

porate varying degrees of resistance to

one or more major crop disease. Up to

98 percent of small grains acreage is

planted with resistant varieties. More
than 90 percent of potato varieties have

some resistance to potato scab and

blight.

Even before breeding techniques

were refined, farmers tried to insure

some degree of disease resistance by

only using seeds from healthy plants.

Nowadays, most bean, pea, and potato

seed planted in the United States is dis-

ease free. Nearly all fruit trees are cer-

tified disease free. Besides using these

strategies, growers have been able to

control some crop pathogens by eradi-

cating alternate hosts. Removing a host

plant will affect the environment, but

these side effects need not cause harm

to humans. Some black stem rust of

wheat has been controlled by elimina-

tion of barberry, a plant that harbored

the rust. In peanuts, white mold can be

reliably controlled by burying the sur-



A REPORT ON THE AMERICAN FOREST

The incredibly productive evergreen (orests of the Pacific Coast provide nxire than a third of our nation's wood

BOUNTIFUL NATURE GETS AN ASSIST
FROM MODERN FORESTRY IN THE FAR WEST.

As the trees grow, they're protected

from insects, fire and other natural

enemies. Slow growers and competing

brush are thinned out to give the best

trees room to grow. When necessary,

extra nutrients are provided to give

the young forest an added burst of

growth.

Everyone shares in the multiple ben-

efits of the managed forest. There's
lumber for housing. Jobs. Revenue for

schools. Places to camp and fish. Water-

sheds for cities. And wildlife habitat.

All these things are possible because

wood is one natural resource that is

renewable. And modern forestry has

found new ways to make Mother Na-
ture more productive.

The result is a better quality forest,

often more than twice as productive as

the generations before it.

AUMCwnrTOGa
So there's progress in forest man-

agement along the Pacific Coast, and
in forests all across the country. But

we still have a long way to go.

For more information, write Ameri-

can Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873,

Springfield, VA 22150.

*Comntcnial Joreslis forest

capable of. and potentially

available for. xtok/'/i^' trees

tor harvest.

Some of the richest, most produc-

tive forests on this green earth are

found on the Pacific Coast of the United

States.

They make up just 12 percent of the

nation's commercial forest* yet they

pr(xiuce more than a third of our wood.

These are the forests of legend —
a rich forestland where Paul Bunyan
would have felt at home. A lush green
belt 100 miles wide, from California to

Alaska.

Large portions of this land have been

harvested once to give us wood for

homes, paper, pulp, packaging and
thousands of other products. Now a

new generation of trees has taken its

place. Trees that are growing faster

and straighter, thanks to twentieth-

century scientific forestry.

DEMANDS ARE RISIIG.

It's a good thing. The government
says domestic demand for wood and
paper products will double by the year

2020. And demands on the forest for

all kinds of uses are

increasing rapidly

as well.

However, most forestlands are far

less productive than they could be. This

means that every acre of productive

forestland will have to grow even more
wood to meet the needs of the future.

The incredibly productive forests of

the Pacific Coast will play a role in meet-

ing that challenge.

The Pacific forests owe their great

productivity to nutritive soils, moist

climate, and some of the best forest

management in the world.

MAN ASSISTS NATURL
Genetically superior seedlings are

planted by the millions in newly har-

vested areas, giving the new forest as

much as a five-year head start over

natural regeneration.

Both these Douglas firs (each 26 years

old and shoutt 35 percent ofactual size)

grew in the Cascades of Wash-

tnt.'ton. lint the bi^er one

f^'reie in a nianaf.,H(l area.

while the smaller one

did not.

American Forest Institute
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face crop remains with deep plowing.

As in the case of corn rootworm,

crop rotation is a major cultural control

for many crop diseases. If cabbage is

continually planted in the same field,

the clubrool pathogen population

builds up in the soil. Bui if cabbage is

rotated with a noncole crpp, the patho-

gen population declines so that cab-

bage can be safely planted once more.

Although the use of herbicides

—

less costly than laborers or tractors

—

has been escalating in this country,

most weed control is still accomplished

by means of tilling, cultural practices,

and sometiincs biological controls. In

the early iy40s, when several million

acres of California range and farm land

were severely infested with the Kla-

malh weed, the introduction of an

eneiny, a leaf-feeding beetle found in

Australia, resulted in excellent control.

A relatively simple crop management
technique, such as the timing of rice

field Hooding, will often control some
weed species. In rice fields in the

United Slates, .Southeast Asia, and

elsewhere, early Hooding destroys

young weed seedlings before they can

establish iheinselves.

These successes notwithstanding,

whenever species m the natural ecosys-

tem are manipulated by either chemical

or biocontrol methods, environmental

problems are a possibility. All pesl-

conirol methods have to be carefully

researched before being put into prac-

tice. If all aspects of the new method's

impact are not clearly understood,

serious trouble may result. An example
of one poorly conceived biocontrol

method was the introduction m the

IH7(lso( the Indian mongoose mio J,i

maica. Puerto Kico, and other Wcsl In-

dian islands to combat rats on sugar

cane plantations Although the mon-
giM)se initially seemed highly ellec

tive, the ral population soon returned

lo pest levels larmers found mon
gooses were preying heavily on their

chickens, and in the early I'MOs the

animals were incriminated as the vec-

tor ol, and reser\oir for. rabies. In ad

dilion to these new problems, theques
lion remained as lo wh> the mongoose,
an animal that usuallv controlled rats,

was suddenly mcllcctive

At the lime the mongoose was
brought there, the rat population of the

Caribbean Islands consisted at two
species, the Norway , or brown, ral and
its natural competitor, the tree, or

black, ral I he Norway rat was then the

dominant ral species because it gener
ally drives oul Ihe tree ral and all rival

rodents. Since the Norway rat nests in

the ground, the introduced mongoose
had ample opportunity to attack and

control it on sugar plantations. Once
the dominant species was controlled,

tree rats easily became dominant since

they no longer had a competitor. The
mt)ngoose, which cannot climb, could

not reach the tree rat, and hence itself

developed into a pest. On islands

where the mongoose was not intro-

duced, the Norway rat remains the

dominant species.

Besides preying on chickens and

carrying rabies, the mongoose de-

stroyed ground-nesting birds and liz-

ards. The reduction in lizard popula-

tions apparently resulted in an increase

in populations of a sugar cane beetle.

This example illustrates not only how
far-reaching the etlects of a biocontrol

method can be, but also the importance

of studying an entire established eco-

system before introducing any new
species.

Undoubtedly, some plant and ani-

mal species that desiri)y crops and live-

stock and are vectors of human disease

will be considered pests. Various stra-

tegies will continue to be developed

and used to control pest numbers. But

control meihods of the future can prt)hl

from past mistakes. Because of their

far-reaching ellecis, chemical pesti-

cides should be an emergency weapon.

When pesticides are the only option,

meihods ol application should be im-

proved so that only Ihe pest species are

exposed. Careful use of well -designed

biological and cultural meihods prom-

ises control with a minimum of dele-

terious impact 4)n human beings and

other nonpesi species.

David Pimcniel ispnifessor ofentomol-

ogy tind iiyriiuliural sciences, and
Man ia Pimcntcl is senior lecturer in

niitriiional sciences at Cornell I 'niver-

sitv. Iiliaca. New )'ork.
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

Cod Piece
Salt cod in this country is a neglected resource

In Boston, they eat its cheeks for

breakfast. In the Levant, they beat its

eggs to a pulp and smear them on
bread. Little children everywhere used

to have to gulp down the noisome oil

from its capacious liver. Its young,

called scrod, were the folkloric deli-

cacy of East Coast Catholics in the

days of meatless Fridays, and this cus-

tom led to a famous, if scruffy, joke

about a man from Massachusetts in

Chicago on business looking for his fa-

vorite fish and finding only mockery.

Gadus morhua is a fish of many hu-

miliations. Even the etymology of its

vernacular English name, cod, is an

embarrassment. No one is really sure

where the word came from, but in ordi-

nary parlance it long ago became con-

fused with its probably unrelated hom-
onym, meaning variously testicle bag

and scrotum. This mix-up produced

mere wordplay, and the endless Eliza-

bethan punning on cod found an honor-

able place in the pages of Shakespeare.

But far and away the worst treatment

the cod has received has been at the

hands of food processors. I am not

thinking of fiendish modern Dr. Si-

vanas injecting the big North Atlantic

fish with hormones or sesquipedalian

organic chemical preservatives with

such names as 29-X butylpiscatocar-

cinogen. I have in mind villagers in

Newfoundland and Norway and Ice-

land who have for the past several cen-

turies been preserving cod, salting and
drying it until it turns into ugly, stiff,

boardlike, almost petrified gray slabs.

With the advent of refrigeration, the

need for salting or drying cod has

greatly diminished. But the taste for

this fish of the north lives on unabated

among the peoples of the Mediter-

ranean and their descendants in the

new world. As morue or baccald or

stoccafisso, preserved cod is the soul

food of the semitropics.

Once you have eaten properly

soaked , softened , and desalted fillets of

this throwback to the preelectric age,

you will understand its popularity. The
flaky texture is as alive and appealing

as that of the freshest fish, but the fla-

vor has evolved a full-fledged person-

ality. This is why markets in Venice

sell presoaked baccald, why, in the

winding old streets of the Roman_
ghetto, deep-fried filetti di baccald are

the major local delicacy, and why al-j

most any Italian-language cookbook

has several salt cod recipes.

Cod fishing from a dory Fishing Gazelle. Mysiic Seapon, Inc

— i



The cosmic frontiers of general relativity.

.

stellar evolution . . . colonies in space . .

.

black holes, quasars, and the universe. .

.

Sooner or later, all of the secrets of the heavens are revealed in the only book club of its kind, the

Astronomy Book Club

iU«5. BLACK HOLKS. QLASARS AND THK
L'NIVKRSK. Hrnr^ L Shipman SIS. 50

49240. KKOM V INLAND TO MARS. Ruhunl S
Lfnn A sweeping hi<ilnry of a thousand years of

cuplorahon $15.00

6»325-2. THE PLANKT WK LIVE ON. fdiied hy
CvrnrhusS Hurlhut Jr llluslralcd. informadon-nL'h
cncyilnpedia of the earth ^crcnccs I.SOO entries
(i»imi ui .' iifyimr J hiiiikt $37.50

MJOJ. PLANETARY ENCOUNTER.S. Hfhrn M
PdHfn The tase for all out exploration ()f our solar
syuem in this century $IJ.»5

72W5. Pt LSARS. A O im/(/i ^« i AconciK k>ok
into the major topics in pulsar a.strophysics $19.95

Basic
Astronomy Library

Herts a carefully selected set ol fise books that
will provide you vsith a hasic. vsell rounded
Mtninoms llhrars first, tlenrs I Shipman's
uutslandini THK RI-SII,KS.N ( NIVKRSE a
more thanlMl pa^r liuirol the ulcjs pnnoples.
and priKesses ol nuKlrm jslrononn. lontaininn
mure than :M) illuslralions and tables Then, a

marvelousis readable ovrivic» ol the latest ad
sances in the ' ne« aslionoms." Shipman's
BLA( K HOLES. Ol ASAR.<. AND THE
UNIVER.SE. Nest. Richard S lr»is s sssecn
ing surves ol man s place in space. EROM
VINLAND TO MARS. Then, an unequaled
field «uide to the heascns.MHITNEVS STAR
EINITeR. finalh. .. |uM published reference
that's iioinn to be.omr a must lot any astnin
omj reader, the II I I SIRAIED EN(*V( I.O-
PEDIA OE ASrRONOMV AND SPA< E.
Publishers prue lor ^ h,«.|i set Sbl 1^ ( .'unn
ui I ol >,.«r I /n.,.1. I, order check BASH
ASTRONOMY LIBRARY on>ourcoup.m

Take any 3 books
(values to $69.35)

for only $1.00 each
il you will join now for a trial period and

agree to lake 3 more books— at handsome
discounts—over the next 12 months

57833. THE LAROl .SSK <,l IDE l() ASTRON-
OMY'. i)ui7</ ttakrr A thorough summary of the uni

scrse Packed with color photos and illustrations

$15.95

79735. SPA( ESHIPS OE THE MINI). \,^,H\,ld,r
.Scientifically plausible proposals for imn's self

directed evolution, his colonization of space, and the

restoration of the earth to a more natural slate $14.95

63217. Ml'RMlRSOFTHE EARLH.f <jr/W<inet
ttl The story of the recorded messages earned by the

Vf>\u}ter space probe, man's first attempt at interstellar

communication $15. IH)

H0.<H5. STELLAR EVOLI'TION. A J Mradowi
The mixlem theories of the ongin and evolution of stars

esplaincd in understandable language $16.50

53015. THE HLSTORK Al. SI PERNOVAE. Clark
and Slrphrn\on first detailed study of supernova
remnants based on hisioncal observations, parth
I ar lastem

licularlj,

$16..^

73939-2. THE RESTLE.SS I NIVERSE YYHIT-
NEY'S STAR EINDER. .SV; . ou/i/i !< : ,./ >,.«r i

/ *' $21.90

4««60. EXPERIENdNC St lENCE. yerrmv Hrrn
Mrin A collection t>f "hard" fad reporting and in

sightluUommentarv $11.95

641.572. IHE RAND-McNALLY NEW 1 ON( ISE
ATLAS OE THE I NIVERSE. /•urn, » \l.„.„
Nearly I.IKX) illustrations. 400 in ipeclaculai colui

( ounri UI ; of tour < htiok i $29.95

MEMBERSHIP HENEEITS • In addition t.>

getting either three books lor only il IKI each or

the BASK ASTRONOMY I IHRARYIorS* l»l

IS hen you |oin. you keep sasing substantially on
the ls«H)ks you buy • Also, yini isill immediately
t>ecome eligible to participate in our Bonus Bottk

Plan, isiih savings of at least ^^r^ off the pub
lishers prices • At < 4 iseek intervals i IMimes
per yean you ssill receive the B.«>k I tub Nr»».
descnbing the coming Slain Selection and Al

ternale Selections, together isilh a dated reply

card In addition, up to \ times a year, you may
receive offers of special selections, always at

subsianiial discounts • If vou isani the Mam
Selection, ivr the special selection, do nothing
and It isill be mailed to you aulomalically • II

you prefer another selection, or no b«N>k at all.

simply indicate your choice on the card and
return it by the date specilied • YWi ssill haseal
least III days to decide II because ol late mail
delivery ol the News, you should receive a book
you do niH want, we guarantee return postage

^^ /-

48601. THE EIR.ST THREE MISITES THE
COLLAPSINC; I NIYERSE. Fascinating tour of the

universe through Its expansion and evolution Plus, the

investigation of the most mystifying of astronomical
phenomena— the black hole Thr 2 i ouni as imrbook

$17.90

40585. THE COSMH FRONTIERS OE tiENER-
AL RELATIVITY. It;/f/«m7 A.i«/-n.in Nontechnical
introduction to psist-Pinsteinian physics $12.95

79725. SPA( E TREK: The Enill»> Migration.
(ilrnnandRt'hinson Presents the economic, political,

and philosophical elTecIs of space colonization $9.95

59690. MAN AND THE STARS. Hanhun Hn.«n
Complete and thoroughly entertaining history of man's
constant fascination wit'h the secrets of the heasens

$14.95

62.175. MESSA(;ES EROM the STARS, /.in

Hidpaih The existence ol extratertestnal lile and the

efforts Iseing made to establish iniersiellar ci>mmunica
lions $10.00

I l>ubllshe^^' Prices shoes ni

A.stronom> Htmk Club
Riverside . Nivs Jersey 08.^70

Please jcipt my apnlualion lor tnal
ship and send mc either the three solui

aled billing mc SI (Kl each, or the BASK \S

I
TRONDMY I IHRARY billingmeonlsSi m) I

I

agree to pure base at least three additional Sclec
' tions or Alternates during the first 12 months I

I
am a member under the club plan described in

I

this ad Savings range up lo ttVi andcKcasion
! ally esen more My membership is cancelable
I any time after I bus these three books A ship

I
ping and handling charge is added to all ship

I
ments

', ("heck here if you prefer three other solumcs
for SI 00 each, and indicate below the num
hers of the books s ou w ant
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I

./ip
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Quality Telescopes Worldwide
C90 Astro Telescope

The Celestron 90 System
The basic building block of the C90
system is ttie 90mm aperture, f/11

Maksutov-Cassegrain optical system.
The optical system is identical in all

three C90 versions. The C90 system
combines mirrors and lenses to fold a
long optical path (1000mm focal length)
into a compact, lightweight, easy-to-use
package. But there's more to the C90
system than compactness and optical

excellence. There's also an extensive
line of visual and photographic
accessories.
As a result, the Celestron is a

telephoto that's a telescope and a
telescope that's a telephoto.

Free 4 page brochure or send $2.00 for
32-page full color catalog on how to
select & use a Celestron tele-

scope/telephoto lens.

Celestron International, 2835 Columbia
St., Box 3578-H, Torrance, Calif. 90503,
U.S.A. Telephone: (213) 328-9560.

Dealer
Inquiries

Invited

Portuguese also dote on this

unprepossessingly old-fashioned con-

venience food and have invented sev-

eral dozen recipes for it, which have

been transplanted to Brazil, where ba-

calhao is a staple in the national cui-

sine. Even in the French West Indies,

morue, according to Andre Negre, the

most literate of Caribbean gastro-

nomes, is "one of the basic foods. . . .

The Antilles have surrendered them-

selves to the cod just as Europe in the

fifteenth century made itself the vassal

of the herring." In his elegant little

book, Les Antilles et la Guyane a

trovers leur cuisine, Negre lists twelve

recipes for salt cod, from crude barbe-

cues to delicate little dumplings called

acras.

In this country, salt cod is still a ne-

glected resource, but not difficult to

find. I once even located some in a

supermarket in Oneonta, New York.

But the major obstacle to its wide-

spread acceptance is, I suspect, its

repulsive appearance in stores. Either

it appears as colorless, salt-encrusted

fillets or as flat, whole, mummy like

sheets. It takes a truly heroic leap of

the gustatory imagination to believe, as

we must, that these embalmed ichthy-

oids can be resurrected into the sublime

emulsified puree, brandade de morue,

which Paula Wolfert snitched from a

neighbor's plate at the Oustau de Bau-

maniere near Aries. At that temple of

Provencal cookery, they served up

their brandade on puff pastry.

With or without such refinement of

presentation , preserved cod is certainly

worth incorporating into your diet. ItB

is cheap, full of protein, easy to fix.H

and will bring a new taste to your table.
'

Grand Banks codfish



Success with il lies almost entirely in

the soaking.

1 am assuming that you are not going

to find already soaked baccala at your

corner superette. When you do buy
some, therefore, it is necessary to find

out which of the two basic varieties of

preserved cod it is. Salted cod needs

a day or so of soaking in frequent

changes of plentiful cold water. It will

swell. The sail will wash out. But you
can never be sure it is ready to parboil

or fry unless you taste a piece of it

when it is still raw, in the soaking liq-

uid. It helps to ask the person who sells

it to you what he does. Times for soak-

ing vary by as much as a day or two,

depending on how extreme the salting

has been, and also on how sensitive

you are to salt. In Rome, where local

inhabitants seem to like salt better than

any other group I have ever seen, the

salinity standard is quite different from
what you and yours are likely to enjoy.

You will want to be even more care-

ful with stockfish isioccafisso), the

Rolls Royce of preserved cod, which
is dried on slicks in Norway. In Nice,

where stiKkfish is at the heart of tradi-

tional cookery, they recommend soak-

ing stockfish for two days in a running
stream before using it for the dried cod
and vegetable stew called <'.v-

lockafuuda. The powerful taste is ap-

parently worth the trouble In her b(M)k

on Ni(,ois food. The Cuisine of the

Sun. Mireillc Johnston mentions a gas-

tronomic club that meets tmcc a month
in Nice to test new versions of es-

(ockafnadu.

Johnston, herself a Nii,-oise, prefers

sitKkfish to regular salt cod, but she

suggests that il nou cannot find real

"Hey, /(X)/< cvcryhKiy,

I ft mud nhcrc Gan^c keeps the ChiiiLs.

ir,,n» A H.II.., N. lAA Oiiv.!. Rnijl' i: Yr.,tKlH.I W..tM»„lr • lOrrxl. .1 V.«.h Whidy '.SMV..^ tirnrrjlWw & Sptn«G. N Y



Maupintour's

Western/Eastern

MAUPINTOUR QUALITY SCANDINAVIA
High quality escorted tours. In-depth

sightseeing, the right hotels, most
meals, entertainments, limited size.

Comprehensive but unhurried, time
for your own adventures. Maupintour's
care and management assure you see
everything you should see, comfort-

ably. Join us!

THE CONTINENT
Highlights of Western Europe in 2

weeks or 3 vi^eeks. Cruise the Rhine
through Middle Europe or enjoy one-
country, in-depth tours to France,
Germany or Switzerland. Many dif-

ferent programs.

BRITISH ISLES
'Round the Isles in 2 weeks or 3
weeks, or tour England or Ireland ex-

clusively. 4 programs. Britain is best

with Maupintour.

THE ALPS
invigorating, rejuvenating! 4 pro-

grams: Switzerland in 15 days, Ba-
varia/Austria in 19 days, grand 22-day
Alps of Europe or the Imperial where
the Hapsburgs ruled and roamed.

ITALY/SICILY
Italy's Famous Places in 2 weeks, or

take 3 weeks for Italy/Alps and Lakes
or Italy/Sicily. New Mediterranean
and Adriatic cruise programs, too.

GREECE/AEGEAN ISLES
Glories of Attica, Thessaly and the

Peloponnese toured in depth. Aegean
cruises included in all 7 programs.
Black Sea, Turkey, Egypt too. What
you dream Greece and the Aegean
to be!

SPAIN/PORTUGAL
Castles, chivalry, flamenco, fado! 6
different programs. Highlights of

Iberia in 2 weeks or 3 weeks, or 22
days for Spain exclusively. Morocco,
too, by itself or combined with Spain
and Portugal. Ole!

Rosy-cheeked wonderland, sparkling,

clean, spectacular! Cruise Norway's
fjords and Finland's waterways, life-

see Denmark's fairytale country and
Sweden's Dalarna. North Cape, Mid-
night Sun, Leningrad, Moscow. 8
unique programs.

USSR/EASTERN
EUROPE
Art Treasures of Old Russia. Eastern
Europe or Russia by lifeseeing motor-

coach. The capital cities. Exotic

Siberia/Central Asia or Alexander's
Asia 5-week adventures. 15 different

tour itineraries, topnotch escorts.

CRUISE-TOURS
A fine selection of tours incorporating

superb cruises in European waters.

See the North Cape or cruise the

Adriatic, Baltic, Mediterranean, Ion-

ian, Aegean and Black Seas. Private

shore excursions.

Ask your Travel Agent for brochures
or mark the place you want to tour

and send this coupon to Maupintour:

D Alps D E. Africa G USA Rail Tours Q Alaska
n California D China D British Isles D Turkey
D Canada D Black Sea D France D Orient

D Colorado O Egypt/The Nile O Italy/Sicily

n Europe D Trans-Canal Cruise D Guatemala
n Greece/ Aegean Isles D S Pacific D Hawaii

Galapagos C Asia D USSR/Eastern Europe
Mediterranean Cruise n f^exico n f^orocco

D (Middle East North Cape South America
USA Deep South India Spain/Portugal
Red Sea G Scandinavia D Central America

^fi Maupintour
Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts Street

Lawrence, Ks. 66044. 800/255-4266.

my travel agent

Stockfish, there is a good Chinese ap-

proximation, called tai tze, sold in

eight-ounce packages of such good
keeping quality that you can buy them
in quantity, happy in the knowledge
that should you pass on prematurely,

your heirs will find an edible legacy in

excellent condition in your larder.

Such considerations may have
helped to promote the original, medi-

eval trade in stockfish. But very old cod

requires an extreme efTort before it can

be eaten. A fourteenth-century mer-

chant, quoted by Reay Tannahill in

Food in History, advised beating ten-

to twelve-year-old stockfish with mal-

lets to soften it up before soaking. In

those days, preserved cod was so cru-

cial to the European diet that people put

up with such laborious preparation.

The demand for cod was so great , even

on the shores of the fish-filled Mediter-

ranean, that it was a mainstay of trade

between Italy and England in the six-

teenth century. Stuck with abundant,

cheap supplies of seemingly monoto-

nous preserved fish, cooks responded

with remarkable ingenuity, inventing

out of whole cod a minicuisine.

The simplest method is brilliantly

pure. In country after country, peas-

ants hit on the same fast-food solution.

Caught with nothing to cook except un-

soaked cod, they broiled it directly

over the coals of a wood fire; a proce-

dure still popular in some places. Since

only the superficial salt is brushed

away, barbecued, unsoaked baccala

must be a very salty treat.

Less halophilic palates will respond

more readily to deep-fried fillets in the

Roman style, a dish that supports

whole restaurants in the Eternal City

and for which enthusiasts of all ages

and classes will line up in the rain.

More complex culinary efforts with

salt cod usually begin with soaking and

then proceed to a further preliminar;

poaching stage. The cod should be se

in cold water to cover, then heated unti

the water barely trembles. (Boilinj

will break up the structure of the fish.

After a minimum of seven to ten min

utes, sometimes as much as twenty, thi

salt cod is tender enough to flake eas

ily. Then it can be combined with i

whole range of sauces, from bechame

to the broth used normally for bouill^

baisse.

Italy has probably gone further ii

exploring salt cod than any othe

country. And now that there is a sud

den and welcome wave of accurate re

gional cookbooks being publishe<

there for the first time, it is possible at**



last to discover some of the myriad ap-

proaches to baccala that home cooks

have worked out over the years. It is

used in scads of variously seasoned

stews, with artful mixtures of herbs

and spices and sweet-and-sour sauces.

Perhaps the most exotic combination

of ingredients was hit upon in southern

Italy, a one-pot dish containing bac-

cala, onions, tomato puree, sliced po-

tatoes, green olives, pine nuts, grapes,

and pears.

On the fashionable Ligurian littoral,

fishermen content themselves with less

elaborate, but equally delicious, cold

fried salt cod marinated in a highly sea-

soned sauce isofriio) made aromatic

with rosemary and garlic—a snack that

links centuries and continents.

Marinated Salt Cod,
Fisherman's Style

(adapted from a recipe in La
Cucina di Versif'lia e Garfa^nana.

by Mariu Salvatori di Zuliani)

2 pounds salt cod

1 cup flour, approximately

2 cups olive oil

2 tablespoons dried rosemary

1 tablespoon minced garlic

Vi cup vinegar

1. Soak the cod in cold water for one

or two days, changing the water fre-

quently. Taste a bit of raw fish to

see if enough of the salt has been

leached out. When the lish is sulfi-

cienily soaked, bone it and remove
skin and tins, if necessary.

2. Cut the cod into two-inch-square

pieces.

3. Dredge the cod pieces in Hour.

Shake off excess Hour and fry in

very hot (.^75°F) oil until golden

brown. The oil should be so hot it

smokes, and it should be deep
enough in the skillet so that it

covers or almost ct)vers the cod.

Fry only a half do/en or so pieces

at a time in a It) inch skillet.

4. Drain the linished pieces on paper

towel .Set aside m a ser\ing bowl.

5. In the same oil \ou used to fry the

cod. saute the rosemary and garlic.

Mrown lightly, then add the vinegar

and boil for .1 to 4 minutes. Pour

immediately over the cod.
(i I.el the dish c<h)1. It is served at

room temperature And it will keep
(or several da>s in the refrigerator

^'ield: 4 servings

RuMiitiiul Siikoliiv is a frvf-Uince

writer wluisc special inicrcst is iht' his-

tory and preparation of food.

New!The Peterson
Darkroom Club.

For only $5,we can improve your skills

and save you an average of $18 a year.

The Paterson Darkroom Club — es-

tablished by the people who make

America's most popular line of dark-

room accessories — is the first of its

kind. It gives you tips on technique—
and even free professional evalua-

tions of 5 prints a year. And it allows a

107f discount on all store-bought

Paterson products, chemicals and

Agfa-Gevaert enlarging papers.

(Simply send us your receipts with

your name, address, and membership
number, and we'll send you a prompt

rebate check .

)

(ifl \oiir cimiplctc incnilvfship kit .mil

save ItCi i>n M \our I'alcrson d.irkriiiini punhascs

Since an average darkroom
owner spends SI88 a year for chemi-

cals and papers, that means a savings

of $18. (If you're just setting up your

darkroom, or buying new equipment,

you'll save even more ) But whether

you've recently begun to make your

own prints or are just thinking

about it the ("lub ofTers you tiiany

extra bonuses

• A membership card valid for one

year. (Or for an extra year if you lake

a tw»)-year membership I

• A quarterh newsletter. Paterson

Dcveloptnents. with darkrmim
techniques . . . new product news

classified ads al no charge lor 2.S

words or less ... a "letters " column to

solve problems and give advice . . .

and a critique of a print telling why it

was successful and how it could have

been more effective.

• A complete set of easy-to-read

blueprints showing how to set up or

expand a temporary or permanent

darkroom.

• A Paterson "how-to" book on the

darkroom giving all you need to know
(a $6.95 retail value).

• A darkroom doorknob sign to

avoid disaster.

• 24 pressure-sensitive, chemical-

proof labels lor all your chemicals and

trays.

You risk nothing.

If you join the Paterson Darkrt>om

Club and— for any reason— are dis-

satisfied with the kit. simply return

your membership card within 30

days. You'll receive a full refund, and

you can keep everything in the kit.

Just fill out and return the coupon

below today.

n
PATERSON Darkroom Club
PO B..\ :(57S

Maple Plain. Minncsula .S.S.MH

n \cs' Sign mc up «> I can start lo

save Kncloscd tind my $5 (K) check if

itHincy order for .1 year's mcmhership

[] I'd like lo sa\c even more Here's

my SH .V) check or money order for a

two year mcmliership

I Nsani 10 char)te my memhership to

1 1 Master Charjte I 1 VIS.A

Card Accouni No

n

Inicrtwnk No (Muler Charge only).

Cird Expiration Dale

Name __________^^^_^^

Addreis _^_^_____^^^^^_

Cily

.Slale Zip

VI

Allnw >u wMk> kt dttlvtry Vwi whoc ptoMh-

Htd. ti«rd. IX iTKmttd Miiid i<nl> in t' S and

Canadj Ofirt a|H>lir« imh m ici»iKu»li>iTrr« ^"
'II



THE 11)79

NATURALHISTORY
PHOTOGRAPHIC
COMPETITION
CLOSES i\PRIL 15

This year, the Grand Prize of

Natural History's Photographic
Competition will be a ticket for the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory's Discovery Tour through the

Aegean and the Middle East. The
winner will fly from New York to

Athens, from where the tour's

cruise ship will sail for Egypt, Is-

rael, Cyprus, and Turkey. The tour

will include a three-day excursion

to Cairo and Luxor, a two-day trip

to Bethlehem and Nazareth, and
visits to Jerusalem, Rhodes, and
Istanbul. The Grand Prize-winner

will have the chance to photograph
such magnificent sites as the

Temple of Poseidon at Sounion,

the church of Saint Sophia, and the

Seraglio in the Topkapi Palace

Museum, as well as the Aegean's

spectacular scenery.

Besides the Grand Prize, the

1979 competition oiFers cash prizes

totaling more than $3,000. The win-

ning entries will be published in a

special double issue of Natural
History in August and exhibited at

the American Museum of Natural

History.

The four categories—broad
enough to fit the interests of any
photographer—are: (1) The Natural

World; (2) A Sequence of an Event

in Nature; (3) Photomicrography,

including pictures with a scanning

electron microscope; and (4) The
Human Environment. First prize

in each category is $500. In addi-

tion, all entries are eligible for the

following awards: Humor in Na-
ture, $200; Urban Wildlife, $200;

and ten Honorable Mentions at

$100 each.

The deadline is April 15, 1979.

Please put your name and address

on every entry and include a

stamped, self-addressed envelope

—since we do want to return your
pictures to you.

To all, the very best luck!

THE Rl LES
1. The competition is open to everyone

except employees of the American
Museum of Natural History and their

kin.

2. Competitors may submit up to three

previously unpublished entries in each

of the four categories. Decision of the

judges is final.

3. The Museum acquires the right to

publish, exhibit, and use for promotion

the winning photographs. The Museum
assumes no responsibility for other

entries.

4. Entries may be transparencies or

prints up to 8 by 10 inches, and each

must bear the photographer's name and
address.

5. Enclose a self-addressed, stamped
envelope for the return of entries.

6. Entries must be postmarked no later

than April 15, 1979.

Pack them carefully and mail to:

Natural History Photographic

Competition

1 1 West 77th Street

New York, N.Y. 10024

,J



yikfm camerasmake history
m thesecondtalkstmmmtain
'n the workL

When you're out to make history,

you don't take chances on your camera.
You go with Nikon.

On September 8, 1978, two Americans
stood at the summit of the second highest

mountain on earth and took pictures with
their Nikon cameras. Together with their

fellow members of the 1978 American K2
Expedition they had conquered the 28,250-

foot peak, following a route so difficult it

had defied all previous attempts.

Photography was one of the expedi-

tion's chief objectives. And, knowing the

rugged reliability ofNikon cameras from
personal experience, the team chose Nikon
equipment exclusively. The same compact
Nikon FM and automatic FE cameras
you can buy, with only minor preparation

for the extraordinary temperatures they

had to withstand. Small, light and easy to

handle, they proved their utter reliability

and incredible ruggedness in temperatures

of 40° below zero, intensified by up to

70-miIe-an-hour winds. The magnificent
photographs they brought back—almost
600 rolls of film—document one of the

supreme human achievements of our time.

The cameras that went to the Roof i
of the World can help you make the most
of your adventures, too. Their reliable

electronic exposure metering (with simple
one-step control in the Nikon FM; automat
in the FE)— their compact, lightweight

convenience and wide-ranging Nikon
system versatility can be yours for a lot less

than you'd expect to pay for Nikon quality.

Sec your Nikon dealer (he's listed in ihc Yellow
Pages). Ask him also about the traveling Nikon
School. Or, write to Nikon Inc., Dept. N-4. Garden
City, N.Y. 1 1530. Subsidiary of Ehrenreich Photo-

Division, Anglophoto Ltd., P.Q.)
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Plants in Heat
In spring snow, skunk cabbages are warm islands

where seeds form and some creatures spawn early

by Roger M. Knutson

In 1672, John Josselyn, Gent., in a

book of "New England Rarities,"" nat-

ural phenomena he claimed to have dis-

covered, ottered probably the first writ-

ten description—a somewhat inade-

quate one—of the skunk cabbage, or

skunkweed (Symplocarpus foetidus).

of eastern North America.

This plant is one of (he first that springs up,

after white hellebore, in the like wet and

black grounds, commonly by hellebore;

with a sheath, or hood, like dragons; but

the pestle is of another shape; that is, hav-

ing a round purple bah on the top of it,

beset (as it were) with burs. . . . The whole

plant sents [sic] as strong as a fox. It con-

tinues till August.

Skunk cabbage is so common over

most of its geographical range that

some of its fascinating but less obvious

characteristics might be overlooked

today as they were 300 years ago by

Gentleman Josselyn. A plant that pro-

duces flowers that melt their way
through early spring snow and ice, that

maintains its flower temperature at a

nearly constant 72°F—as much as

sixty-three degrees higher than sur-

rounding soil and air—that annually

pulls itself deeper into the ground by

contracting its roots, and that provides

centrally heated housing for several

sorts of small creatures deserves more
than a reputation for a bad smell.

Eastern skunk cabbage is one of a

few temperate-zone representatives of

a large family of plants, the Araceae,

or aroids. Only eight aroid genera

occur in the United States; five are rep-

resented by a single species. Some of

the mostly tropical relatives of Symplo-

carpus may help reveal the source of

some of its unique properties. The

aroids include arums, caladiums,

callas, dieffenbachias, philodendrons,

anthuriums, and other, mostly tropical

house and garden plants. In the leaf,

stem, and root cells of all aroids,

sharply pointed microscopic crystals of

calcium oxalate give most parts of the

plants an extremely peppery taste and

will inflame the mouth tissues of any

hapless animal that chews the plants.

Even if boiled in several changes of

water, skunk cabbage leaves may bite

the tongue that eats them. Dieffen-

bachia is sometimes called dumb cane

because it can temporarily reduce or

eliminate speech in anyone unfortunte

enough to chew some of the fresh

plant.

Another uncommon feature of all

members of the family Araceae is an

unusual flower structure, or more pre-

cisely, an inflorescence. The short,

thick stem that bears the flowers is

called the spadix. The spadix is usually

large and complex, but it may be a

simple ball of tightly packed fleshy

flowers, the pestle that Josselyn re-

ferred to. The whole flower cluster, as

well as the flowerless appendage pres-

ent in some aroids, is at least partly

surrounded by a leaflike spathe, often

deeply colored and attractive to poten-

tial pollinators. Both spathe and spadix

tend to be yellow or brownish purple,

like plants pollinated by carrion flies or

beetles. Some tropical aroids have

massive spathes and spadices. An early

twentieth-century photograph of an

aging Hugo de Vries shows the Dutch

botanist-geneticist overshadowed by

the spathe and spadix of Amorpho-
phalliis titunum. a Sumatran plant,

whose inflorescence approaches six

feet in height and three feet in width.

Lamarck seems to have been the first

to report, in 1778, that during flower-

ing, the spadix of some aroids pro-

duced detectable amounts of heat,

much like the elevated temperature that

accompanies a mammal's estrous pe-

riod. In blooming Arum italicum and

A. maculatum. Lamarck found heat

production was centered in the sterile

appendage, reportedly thirteen to

eighteen degrees warmer than the sur-

rounding air. Josselyn, who may have

only observed plants collected by

others, did not notice that the flowering

skunk cabbage also produces heat.

By 1822, Nicolas de Saussure, a

Swiss botanist best known for his re-

search on photosynthesis, linked the

heat production in the spadix of A. ita-

licum with a rapid rate of oxygen ab-

sorption. Living tissue uses oxygen in

the process of respiration, and Saus-

sure had measured a high rale of respi-

ration in the Arum spadix during

flowering. All living organisms, plant

and animal, respire and produce some
heat, but very few plants or parts of

plants respire rapidly enough or are

large enough to be measurably warmer
than their surroundings. Interestingly,

more recent investigations of the

In early spring, the skunk

cabbage 's only visible part is the

purple green spathe. and as soon

as it appears, the spadix inside

begins to heat, melting

surrounding snow and ice.
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Later in spring, after

skunk cabbage has completed

its flowering and attendant

heating process, its huge

leaves, initially rolled-up

cigar shapes, begin to unfurl.

biochemical details of respiration in a

number of aroids, including skunk cab-

bage, have shown that cyanide, carbon

monoxide, and several other sub-

stances poisonous to most oxygen-

using organisms have little or no effect

on the very rapid respiration of aroids.

While a few aroids do not seem to

heat up at all, most do have a short

period of rapid respiration and heat

production centered in the spadix.

Where present, the heating is coinci-

dent with maturation of the plant's pol-

len and egg cells. Some aroids time

pollination activity with considerable

precision by producing volatile chemi-

cals that are pumped into the environ-

ment by the pulse of heat generation.

Many aroids seem to be olfactory

mimics of excreta or decaying flesh,

producing odoriferous volatile chemi-

cals with names such as skatole or ca-

daverine. These powerful scents ad-

vertise the enclosed spaces inside the

spathe and lure potential pollinators

with promises of warmth, food, and

places to lay eggs.

Residents and temporary tenants in

various aroids include the so-called

arum frog, which lives in the spathe of

the South African pig lily {Zantedes-

chia) and feeds on the frequent insect

visitors or on spiders that also wait for

insect prey. Creatures that look for

food or warmth in the complicated

spathe of a heated Arum flower may
well find themselves forced to stay

longer than they had planned or even

providing food for predatory residents.

To attract pollinating insects, the tropi-

cal Amorphophallus releases fetid

odors and provides specialized dispens-

able nutritious cells on the surface of

the spadix. This food supply may help

to assure that insects attracted by odors

will remain with the plant long enough

to increase chances of effective pollin-

ation.

As the few temperate-zone aroids

moved out of the tropics into less equa-

ble climates, natural selection modi-

fied details of their flowering, heating,

and animal attraction. For the past

seven years, I have followed the life of

Harold V Green

skunk cabbage in northeast Iowa, at the

extreme western limit of the plant's

geographical range in North America.

(Western skunk cabbage, Lysichiton

americanum, found in Washington and

Oregon, is a quite different plant.)

Eastern skunk cabbage's North Ameri-

can distribution corresponds to the

eastern deciduous forest, where the

plant finds the deep, black, mucky soil

it requires. The plant seldom grows

alone; in summer, the enormous green

leaves of a skunk cabbage patch have

a tropical luxuriance. On its northward

odyssey, the plant seems to have re-

tained elephant-ear-sized leaves, like

those of Caladium. Individual plants of

Symplocarpus foetidus vary remark-

ably little over their range in North

America. Their dark, heavy, marble-

sized seeds usually germinate within a

few feet of the parent plant. Squirrels

or other rodents occasionally store

seeds, accounting for local dispersal,

but the specific mechanisms of skunk

cabbage's long-range dispersal remain

something of a mystery. Present popu-

lations may be the remains of a much

wider ancient distribution. Like many

plants native to eastern North America,

Symplocarpus is also found in Japan

and along the eastern edge of the Asian

mainland.

I began to study skunk cabbage dur-

ing a February 1971 visit to the

forested edge of a frozen marsh, which

was fed by small seeps of water from

the limestone and shale layers that out-

crop along hillsides in the driftless area

of extreme northeast Iowa. Although

the temperature was in the twenties,

the soil in such places seldom freezes



more than a few inches deep, which

may explain why several purple green

spathes, or hoods ( " like dragons,
'

' Jos-

selyn said), protruded through the fro-

zen crust at the wooded edge of the

marsh. A melted circle in the snow and

ice surrounded each hood. The spathe

of the skunk cabbage has some of the

color of its tropical relatives, but it is

much thicker. Spathe tissue consists al-

most entirely of small separated air

spaces, resembling fine styrofoam,

which effectively insulate the spadix.

Inside the hood, each spadix was warm
to my touch.

The next day, I returned with a ther-

mistor thermometer and made the first

of many measurements of the internal

tem|>erature of those overheated flow-

ers. 1 found that heating was most in-

tense during the early stages of bloom-

ing, after the stigmas were exposed and

receptive but before the pollen was
released. For two weeks or more, an

individual spadix could maintain a

temperature thirty-six to sixty-three

degrees above air temperature, an im-

pressive extension of the healing capa-

bility of the tropical aroids and the tem-

perate-zone Arum, which heat for only

a few hours or at most for parts of sev-

eral consecutive days. Because of the

skunk cabbage's extended period of

heat production, flowering and seed

production have a much earlier start.

I found that flowers heated for two
weeks or slightly longer and then died

when air and soil temperatures stayed

below freezing. New spathes contin-

ued to emerge well into April, how-
ever, and every year some of them
were accurately timed to begin seed

production as early as possible. Hence,
the plants would seem to provide their

own tropical climate for early embryo
development.

Although the intensity and duration

of heating were impressive, my early

temperature measurements also re-

vealed that the enclosed and insulated

spadices of the skunk cabbage re-

mained at nearly the same temperature

regardless of the temperature of sur-

rounding air and soil. On colder days

or as the air cools during the night, the

spadix should lose heat more rapidly;

but since it maintains a constant tem-

perature, it must generate more heat as

air temperatures fall. The plants seem
to have not only a furnace but a thermo-

stat as well.

As Saussure demonstrated with A.

maculatum, heating is tied to oxygen
use or to the respiration process that

uses oxygen. My skunk cabbages

seemed to respire more rapidly at low

temperatures than at high tempera-

tures, a most unplantlike thing to do.

On warm March days, 1 could measure

the rate of oxygen use in the blooming
flowers by sealing a small pickle jar

—

christened the Hcinz-Vlasic respiro-

meter—over the spathe and spadix and

then monitoring pressure changes in-

side the jar. 1 monitored oxygen use

with my improvised respirometer ex-

posed to warmish March air, and again

uith the instrument packed in sni>w,

which la> in unniclted piles under trees

.It the marsh edge. When the tempera-

lure around the spathe dropped from

d.V" to 45', the spadix nearly doubled

Us use of oxygen. Repealed observa-

tions on days with different air temper-

.itures provided st)und evidence that in

ihisone regard my plants were behav-

ing more like skunks than cabbages.

The absolute rate of oxygen use

measured at cooler temperatures was in

Itself surprising Cienerally. among
homoiothermal, or warmblooded, ani-

m.ils, the smaller the animal, the faster

lis rale of respiration Ihe relationship

tcllecis a relativel) simple phvsical

imnciple. in a smaller animal the ratik<

of surface area to volume is higher.

A.v soon <i.v ihe spathe emerges
iih<nf)(rounil or out of water left

h\ nifliini; snow, ii o/n-ns in a

jHiinlcd cUipsf. fxpoMni; the

\piiili\ anil ilrawiny pollinators

and nialinji trfiiiiirf\ to its warmth.



with more surface radiating heat for

each unit of volume generating it. The
respiration rate of skunk cabbage spa-

dices is approximately that of warm-
blooded animals of equivalent weight.

If spadices of different weights are

compared, smaller ones have a more
rapid rate of respiration than larger

ones at the same temperature. At air

temperatures near freezing, a seem-
ingly inactive skunk cabbage spadix is

using oxygen and burning food at a rate

nearly equal to that of a small shrew
or a hummingbird.

Constant day and night monitoring
of air and spadix temperatures showed
that skunk cabbage plants have a lim-

ited capacity to generate heat. When-
ever air temperatures dropped below
freezing, a slow process of cooling

began, and if air temperatures re-

mained below freezing for more than

twenty-four hours, the flowers would
often die. As long as air temperature

stayed above freezing, the spadix

temperature stayed at a nearly constant
72° to 74°.

The spadix's response to sudden,
unnatural cooling helps us to under-

stand the mechanism that adjusts the

skunk cabbage's rate of respiration. If

the whole spathe is packed in snow or

crushed ice, the temperature of the spa-

dix drops quickly and continues to fall

for almost one hour. It then begins to

slowly rise to its former level. The con-

stant response time of one hour
strongly suggests that movement of

some internal substance controls the

rate of respiration. The spathe may
communicate the drop in external tem-
perature to the spadix by means of a

hormonelike chemical, whose identity

and working mechanism are still un-

clear. The hormonal substances that

usually control plant activities have no
effect on the rate of heat production in

the skunk cabbage.

The tiny island of dependable, near-

tropical warmth inside the spathe of the

blooming skunk cabbage draws a vari-

ety of early spring insects and other

invertebrates, but most are probably
casual visitors. A few may have more

The spathe encloses the yellow or

purple spadix. source of the

plant's heat. The warmth and
the sweetish scent given off by
an undamaged spadix attract

pollinators, such as bees.

important relationships with the plant,

based on its ability to continue heating

for many days. Ordinarily, honeybees
do not fly well if air temperature is

below 65°, but they have been ob-
served visiting skunk cabbage at air

temperatures as low as 42°. During
their stay in the spathe, the bees seem
to accumulate enough energy to reach

the next plant or their hive. In March,
with air temperatures below 50°, I have
watched bees collecting pollen from
pussy willow catkins and skunk cab-

bage at the same location. Tempera-
tures inside spathes in the sun were
near 80°. Skunk cabbage may attract

bees by scent as well as warmth. Bees
do not ordinarily visit flowers having
the smells associated with most aroids.

But to insects—and to humans—an un-

injured skunk cabbage flower has a

faintly sweetish smell that gives no hint

of the mephitic odor produced by any
damaged part of the plant—a scent that

one observer described as a mixture of

skunk, putrid meat, and garlic.

Spiders are frequently found in

skunk cabbage spathes, presumably
waiting for visiting insects, but at least

one kind of spider may be using the

spathes for another purpose. In mid-
April on Beaver Island in northern

Lake Michigan, where nearly a foot of

snow had yet to melt in the shady cedar

swamps favored by skunk cabbage, I

examined one hundred fifty flowering

plants and found forty occupied by one
or more individuals of the same species

of spider, Pachygnatha brevis. One of

the so-called long-jawed spiders, this

arachnid favors swampy areas, where
because of its poor eyesight, it uses



touch to find mates among the roots of

semiaquatic vegetation. On Beaver Is-

land, each spider had taken up a clearly

visible position on the surface of a spa-

dix. The spiders probably do not spin

webs, indeed, no webs were present.

None of the spiders in the spathes

had any insects, dead or alive. Four

spathes held a pair of spiders, one male

and one female. I suspect that in heated

skunk cabbage spathes, P. brevis find

convenient, centrally heated trysting

places suitable for conceiving and

hatching the next generation earlier

than usual in the spring season. Every

flower housing one or more spiders was
in its earliest stages, having only

stigmas exposed and no pollen. I ex-

amined an equal number of spadices in

later stages of blooming, when the

anthers have matured and pollen is

being shed. These more mature spa-

dices contained some insects and a few
small harvestmen, but not one spider

of either sex. If the spiders came to

those heated chambers simply in

search of prey, they would have found
greater rewards later when abundant

pollen was available.

The first time I dug a mature skunk
cabbage plant from the ground in an

attempt to move it indoors for easier

control of its environmental tempera-

ture, I vowed I would not try again

without power equipment. A large

plant has a massive subterranean stem

that may be a fool long and several

inches in diameter. The plant's root is

actually a severely shortened stem that

annually pushes from six to eight

leaves and usually two inflorescences

above the ground. The lower end of the

stem does not taper to a graceful point

like the root of a parsnip, but has a

broken to slightly rounded surface that

appears to have been ground smooth.

The hundreds of pencil-sized roots that

extend almost horizontally for a foot or

more from the stem have deeply ridged

and wrinkled surfaces. These wrinkles

and ridges explain the appearance of

the lower end of the stem. Each year's

roots grow out and down from the

upper end of the stem, anchor them-
selves as firmly as possible in the

mucky soil, and shorten in unison,

wrinkling their surfaces and pulling the

large stem into the ground a distance

roughly equal to the stem's annual

lengthwise growth. In the stem's forc-

ible downward passage through the

abrasive soil, the lower end, the oldest

part, is smoothed. Gradually it dies and
softens, making the polishing easier.

The pebblelikc seeds generally germi-

nate on the surface of the soil. But

within two or three years, the action of

the young plants' contractile roots will

pull them well below the surface. The
subterranean stem may grow only a

few millimeters {% inch) or less per

year, and most plants must grt)w five

to seven or more years before ihcy are

large enough to produce the first spaihe

and flowers.

A large, mature skunk cabbage does
ni>i arouse the awesome sense i>f eter-

nity that a giant redwood or ancient

juniper inspires, but the skunk cabbage
could conceivably be older. Unless

ihcir habitat is scverel> disturbed, indi-

vidual plants of eastern skunk cabbage
could probabl> live indefinitely. In the

elaborate language of J Marion Shull

(Journal of Utrcility. 19241, "Thus it

happens that the skunk cabbage that is

seen today growing in unpretcn-
tiousness in any bog may possibly out-

rival the sturdiest »)f oaks in point of

age, may not improbably have
iKcupicd thai \er\ sp«)t long years be-

fore Columbus sol loot ucHiii our shores

anil ma> conimue there a thousand

years and more from now it oiiK the

fates be kind."

After seven years of stuily . 1 ••ee the

eastern skunk cabbage as considerably

mt)re than the fo\ scented plant Jossc-

lyn described in Hi72 It has taken lis

tropical heritage northward, convert-

ing a mechanism lor attracting specific

|V)llinators at a particular lime into u

means of earl\ blooming The eastern

skunk cabbage, a near tropical plant,

has become firmly and centrally placed

in the sveb of the late winter life of

North America. Q



Lapps at Bay
When offered the benefits of modern life, these

northerners turned to their traditional culture

by Irwin D. and Marion C. Kinder

Most accounts of race and minority

problems are all too easily put in terms

of villains and victims. A minority

group's concerns about their ethnic

identity are viewed as a response to

poor treatment. The Lapps of Sweden,

who have increasingly pressed for their

rights and cultural identity, are an in-

teresting exception.

The lives of the Lapps have im-

proved along with those of the general

population of Sweden. Given the bene-

fits of a rich welfare state, most Lapps
have difficulty faulting the govern-

ment, except on particulars. Never-

theless, we have observed the early

stage of separatist tendencies and a ren-

aissance of Lapp identity. This prob-

ably heralds the emergence of a more
politically organized and articulate eth-

nic consciousness among Swedish
Lapps in the future.

Ironically, this rise of ethnic con-

sciousness is being led by Lapps who
were previously assimilated into

Swedish society. And, contrary to the

villains-and-victims thesis, it comes in

response to two long-range govern-

ment programs undertaken with typical

Swedish technical and humanitarian

Eivon Carlson, Nofdkalotl-Foto
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skill. The intent of these programs is

to benefit Lapps in particular and the

total society as well.

The village of Brandosan is a new
community, a model for the govern-

ment's programs for moving and reset-

tling citizens from the northern to the

southern half of the nation. It is also

an exemplar of the policy to invest,

upgrade, and rationalize reindeer herd-

ing, while preserving it as a Lapp mo-
nopoly in Sweden. Brandosan's more
than one hundred inhabitants live in

some thirty snug and sturdy houses. In

addition to a few large communal
buildings, the town has a number of

homes for the elderly, whose very sur-

vival would have been problematic in

the past.

On a cold January day designated for

reindeer slaughter, more than twenty

cars, half of them Volvos or Mercedes,

till a parking area outside the slaughter

shed. Some belong to visitors and con-

tract butchers, others to Lapp resi-

dents.

The slaughter and butchering shed,

where the shooting, skinning out, and

dismemberment of carcasses is per-

formed, is at the edge of the commu-



nity and adjacent to one of the larger

buildings that is used as a warm-up and

refreshment facility during this cold

work. Farther out from the community
there is a large open area enclosed with

fencing, where herds of reindeer

forage; somewhat smaller penned

areas, where animals are sorted by

ownership; and a cluster of still smaller

pens where animals are segregated for

The traditional Lapp costume, here

worn by a child in Norway, is used

mainly at festivals and ceremonies.

The costume, with its colorful,

handwoven bands, varies greatly

in different seasons and regions.

inoculation, ear notching (branding),

and eventual slaughter or removal for

another year of forage and growth. We
saw close to six thousand reindeer; of

these, three hundred were being butch-

ered each day for four days, a rate of

harvest of 20 percent. This is not the

only slaughter of the year: in a good
year the yield may go as high as 30 or

35 percent.

Enormous trucks carry away the

products of the butchering or carry off

the reindeer spared until another day.

Although some of the animals arrived

here in the traditional manner, herded

by a man (traditional in this context

now means an individual herdsman al-

though he is on a snowmobile rather

than on skis), many arrived here by

cattle truck and leave the same way.

The final touch of modernity is the heli-

copter, which assists a herdsman in lo-

cating his herds and moving them in.

Herdsmen now also use field radios.

This is roundup time, harvesttime,

payday—the culmination of long ef-

fort. Everywhere there is activity:

continual in the butchering operation,

sporadic and frenetic in the pens, in-

termittent around the fringes. Bustling

veterinarians and their assistants carry

pharmaceuticals toward the pens and

meat specimens back for inspection.

Occasionally, small groups break ofi

from those working at butchering, test-

ing, herding, or kibitzing to avail

themselves of the warmth and refresh-

ments in the adjacent building.

Under the shed, continuous assem-

bly-line action reduces the still-warm

carcasses to piles and buckets of natu-

rally quick-frozen meat. Antlers accu-

mulate in a growing mound; these will

be exported to the Orient to be pre-

scribed for flagging libidos. One young
woman spends her day next to the shed

constantly stirring ever replenished

buckets of blood. And as is true in al-

most any place of work, we witness an

occupational "hustle." Government
capitalization and inspection means
government surveillance; never-

theless, an occasional local resident is

seen surreptitiously carrying oH an odd

cut of meat or a long bone favored for

its marrow. Twenty-two government

stamps and continual record keeping

testify to the government's involve-

ment in the butchering.

In the roundup and treatment pens

(where reindeer are inoculated and ear

notched), activities retain some corre-

spondence with traditional Lapp ways.

To restrain the deer, young men and

women, together with a few older men,

lasso and antler-wrestle them to the

ground. Other older men and women
move outside the pen, laughing, teas-

ing, and shouting encouragement,

their high spirits sustained by beverage

spirits. When asked about their drink-

ing patterns, one Lapp made an anal-

ogy with American cowboys who get

to town only occasionally and then

with money to burn in their pockets.

The analogy seemed particularly apro-

pos, given both the activity and the

dress of the participants, a casual mix

of some traditional Lapp elements,

especially their excellent footwear,

and much blue denim and sweaters.

A government agricultural official

introduced us to several of the leading

local citizens. He is proud of the suc-

cess of the community, which he had

Please turn to page 55
George Obfemsk
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MIGRATION OF THE LAPPS

SOVIET UNION

Named after its inhabitatits, Lap-

land is a poorly delincd region that

spans four countries of northern

luirope. It stretches westward from
ihe Soviet Union's Kola I'eninsulu

through northern (inland, linnniark

in Norway, northern Sweden, and ad-

)oining parts of Norway, and south

ward to the Femund Lake area of Nor
w.iv Ihe terrain varies from hare

mountains and tundra to lake dolled

lorests and coastal plains.

Most of Lapland is north ol the

Arctic Circle, with sub/ero tempera
lures for extended periods ,ind

months of unbroken darkness in the

vMiiier ,ind da\ light in the summer
^V'hilcesiim.iies v.iry. there are ,tp

proximaleU 21), IKK) l.ipps in Nor
wa\. I2.IMK) in Sweden, and tewer

than ^(HH) in linl.ind ,ind :.(HMI m the

Soviet Unijin. Although the origin of

the Lapps is obscure, most scholars

agree that these people migrated trom

the east in prehistoric times Accord

ing to historical documents, the

Lapps t>nce occupied land farther

south than ihcir present settlements in

I'lnland, hut successive migrations ol

j-mno rgri.ms appaientiv drove them

larther north Lapp scholar Israel

Kuong states, "There seems to be no

doubt that the) are the original inhab

ilants of linland "

Ihe Lapps originally were hunters

and lishermen. Some evolved inti> a

nomadic lite t)f herding reindeer, .1

domesticated animal able to tolerate

Ihe harsh northern clim.ite I ceding

on slow grow ing lichens aiul mosses,

iciiuleer require extensive p.isiur.igc

In the past, ihe Lapps migrated wiih

their herds. Today few. if any, Lapp
families move with the reindeer

herds The animals are tended onlv

sporadically, often b\ a single Lapp
with a sni>w mobile. Snowmobiles ,ire

also used tor roundups, and the Lapps

even use helici>pters to locate rem

deer Main animals are taken to mat

ket in trucks.

Kemdeer once supplied Lapp fami-

lies with most of their subsistence

needs: fiHKl. including milk; cloth

ing, and portage as pack animals

IiKlav reindeer are raised almost

solelv tor market fewer than »>ne

litth ot Swedens Lapps now engage

in reindeer breeding, anil man\ ol

tliem do other work to supplement

tlieir annual incomes. Swedens pres

ent reindeer population is nearly one

million
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helped plan; it was the most economi-

cally successful of several suchetVorts.

We were informed of, and duly im-

pressed by, the taxable income (public

record in Sweden) that some of these

community leaders had recently re-

ported. He isalst) proud of the growing

independence and initiative of the resi-

dents who increasingly understand

how to reach and negotiate with rele-

Ori^inuUy Lapps were nomads and
moved with herds of reindeer, below.

Many Lapps have adopted livelihoods

in the forests of the mountains or

along the seacoast. left, where

they engage in fishing.

um[nm^
**

1

V k
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vant government ofhces in Stockholm.

The Reindeer Pasturage Law. first

enacted in 1928 and revised several

times, granted the Lapps a monopoly

on reindeer herding. The government

has recently embarked on a program of

upgrading this traditional mode of

Lapp economic support. In addition to

planning and capitalizing herding, the

government also decided to curtail

marginal herdsmen and to forestall the

return to herding o\ those who had left

it. Accordingh , no Lapp two genera-

tions removed from herding may re-

sume this vocation. Those Lapps still

herding strongly support this govern-

ment position. Although there are

other facets of internal ditlerentialion

among Lapps, such as dialect, this

issue promises to increase political po-

larization. Nevertheless, the govern-

ment, rather than other Lapps, bears

the greater onus for closing out an op-

lion many of Lapp descent would like

to feel is always available to them.

The second government program is

a large-scale plan to relocate popula-

tion from the north to the south. The
reasons are twofold: to concentrate the

thinly settled and widely dispersed

population of the north in order to ra-

tionalize and economize on the state's

distribution of health and educational

services; and ti> remove pt)pulations

from the path of development of the

north's natural resources. Ores, forest

products, and water power are impor-

tant to i)therwise resource poor Swe-

den, and recreational use is increas-

ingly important, as it is in other ad-

vanced industrial nations.

These goals, justiliabic as they ap-

pe.ir and strong as the economic imper-

atives are, clash with earlier promises

made to the Lapps that the northern

third of the country would remain their

legacv One earlv explicit si.iicnient of

this promise is in the I .appmark I'rocla-

malion o( I67.V llus ancient pledge

alw av s seems lo lose out vv hen it comes

inioconllici with opportunities for eco-

nomic developineni I hose who re-

main m the luirlh accunuilaie grievance

after grievance concerning the ellccis

of deforestation, mining, dam. railroad

and highway construction, and ihe ad-

verse impact these have on their herds.

Others are upset when manv «)f the

traililional sacred places (seitar). often

hills and lakes, are destroyed in the

wake ol progress.

Ihe Lapps, at least the politicized

«>nes, characterize themselves as an

"invisible minority " Ihcy do not

mean this in the literal sense that

35
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DeVos called the Eta of Japan an invis-

ible caste; they are referring instead to

the sense of political powerlessness felt

by a population of perhaps 12,000 in

a nation of 8,000,000. That Sweden
has democratic political institutions

only enhances that feeling. The gov-

ernment is sensitive to the Lapps as an

indigenous minority, and provision is

made for consultation with Lapp orga-

nizations. In particular, these include

organized reindeer herders and makers
and sellers of craft products. These two
groups receive special attention be-

cause they represent the preservation

of a traditional culture with viable eco-

nomic activities. But a majority of the

Lapps, who are not engaged in these

activities, feel increasingly that their

interests are neglected, hence their in-

visibility. It is the government's posi-

tion that Lapps not in herding or in

crafts (or not living in communities de-

fined as Lappish) are part of the general

population and therefore receive no

special treatment. The official Swedish
census contains no special enumera-
tions for Lapps, although occasional

special censuses do attempt to acquire

data on Lapps on a voluntary self-re-

port basis. Lapps themselves have

taken the initiative, requesting such

enumeration beginning with resolu-

tions coming from the 1962 Nordic

Lapp Conference.

Another special provision the gov-

ernment makes for the Lapp minority

is a Lapp ombudsman, at present a

well-regarded Swedish lawyer. His

heavy workload consists almost en-

tirely of litigating ancient land claims

in various courts. Archaic language in

ancient documents must be sifted to

Etvon Carlson, Nordkalot(-Folo

The reindeer roundup for census

and slaughter has some qualities of

a western rodeo, including lassoing.

Some of the participants wear

traditional dress, others jeans.

Although some animals are still

herded by individual herdsmen,

using skis or snowmobiles, many
arrive and leave by cattle truck.

clarify the nature of land tenure and

ascertain whether the government is

currently collecting tax or rent. This is

one of the numerous parallels with the

life and the sociology of minorities that

the Lapps share with another indige-

nous minority, the American Indian.

The Lapps may appear, at first, to be

an "unusual case." But when the dom-
inant segment of a society impinges on

an otherwise spontaneously evolving

minority identity, the motives and in-

tentions of such action are irrelevant or

of secondary importance to those af-

fected. If the actions are perceived as

jeopardizing ethnic survival, whether

for good or ill, the response will be

resentment. Human beings do not want

their identities managed for them by

others.

Resentment, depending on other cir-

cumstances, may take a variety of

forms, ranging along a continuum

from political mobilization at one end

to individual malaise at the other. Per-

haps the real paradox of ethnogenesis

under benevolent management is not

that there is resentment but that it sur-

prises us. D
Jan Collsioo, Pholoreporlers
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* Use the estimated mile-per-gallon number for comparison purposes. Your

mileage may differ depending upon speed, weather and trip length. Actual

highway mileage will probably be lower than the highway estimate.

California mileage lower and automatic transmission is required.
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LeBARODl TOm\l&COVmRV.^^^
THEMOSTDISTIMCTIVE WAGOM
I\AMERICA TODAY.
No other wagon stands out on the road quite like a LeBaron Town & Country. With

the classic Town & Country look, reminiscent of handcrafted mountain ash and

mahogany woodwork.

A distinctive size. Versatile. Ready to handle either a trip to the antique shop or

the country club in style.

Town & Country is a wagon rich in Chrysler detail. With the finest Chrysler options

available. Like genuine leather seating, made specially soft to the touch. A

4-speaker digital stereo system. And most every other power-assisted feature you

can imagine.

The classic look, the modern convenience, the traditional Chrysler luxury It all

makes LeBaron Town & Country the most distinctive wagon in America today. And

no other wagon even comes close. (y/({c/a It^ £^e /o ^oui J/^lf
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Day and Night
of the Dolphin
//) distinct patterns, the dusky dolphin hunts the elusive

anchovy, jumps for "joy, " and tries to avoid killer whales

Text and photographs by Bernd and Melany Wiirsig

With their graceful btxJies and faces

that seem always to smile, dolphins

have a particular appeal. But in the

course of evolution, their bodies be-

came streamlined to allow them to

move rapidly through the water and
their faces became relatively immo-
bile, so that they appear to smile even
when they mighl led aggressive or

Ihrealcncd. Although as scientists we
know all ihis, we must admit that we,
loo, lind dolphins charming and beauti-

ful creatures. Nevertheless, we have
attempted to get away from the tiM)

often anthropomorphic descriptions of

dolphins by studymg them while they

are behaving naturally in the freedom
of their environment.

Dolphins are related to the i(M)ihed

whales and are distant cousins ol the

baleen whales ( )t the more ih.in thirty

species of ilolphins li\mg in the major
seas of the worlil. only the boiilenosc

dolphin of aquarium and television

fame has been studied m great detail.

Iraditionally, the lack of study has

been ilue to the dilliculties of observing

marine mammals in the open iKcan
l-iven in good we.ilher, a large boat will

have ililliculi\ sta\ing with a group of

dolphins for long And ship tune is

also very e\|XMisive At those few

limes when dolphins can be obser\ed

from a boat for several hours, the ani-

mals are only seen when they surface

to breathe, and their social and envi-

ronmental interactions go unnoticed

beneath the waves. .And even then, the

breathing pattern and general appear-

ance and shape of their school structure

may, because ot the boat's proximity,

bedillereni from their usual behavior.

Because man\ dolphin species come
within sight of land, mvesiigalors have

recentl\ begun to observe them from
clilVs lining the shore and. above and
beU)w the water surface, from small

boats, which are less likely i»> disturb

their natural behavior patterns than

»H.eangoing vessels lor several years,

we gathered data on the behavior and
ecology ol dusky dolphins {l.aycno-

rhynchtis i>h\curii\) We worked at a

research station set up b\ Rogei Payne
and the New 't ork Zoological .SiKiely

at (iolfo S.in lose oti the coast of Pala

goma. southern Argentina

Dusky dolphins are about live feel

King. They usually travel in small

groups numbering sm to hftecn indi-

viduals and have been seen oil the

coasts of .St)uth America. .South

Africa, and New A*aland Although
they sometimes travel far ollshorc,

these dolphins often feed on nearsh«»rc

schiH)lsof (ish and speml much of their
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time within three miles of the coast-

line. As with other dolphin species,

groups of dusky dolphins tend to travel

together. As many as twenty to thirty

small groups can be found in an area

six to nine miles in diameter. Spotting

only one group is unlikely; many
groups—up to 400 animals—are usu-

ally seen in the same general vicinity.

This simple observation, apparent to

even the casual observer, poses many
intriguing questions. Is the large

overall group the stable mating unit or

the population? Are the small groups

themselves stable, perhaps family par-

ties, or does membership fluctuate as

individuals cross from group to group?

Is there visual or acoustic com-
munication between small groups?

What is the social organization of

groups and how does it help the ani-

mals feed, avoid predators, and repro-

duce? The questions are almost end-

less. We have attempted to answer as

many as possible by looking system-

atically at the movement patterns,

group composition, and social behav-

ior of these marine mammals.
Dusky dolphins frequented the

southeastern section of Golfo San Jose

during the entire year. In spring and

early summer, however, they visited

this area about three times as often as

in fall and winter. The cycle of occur-

rence was in synchrony with the move-
ments of their major food item, the

four-inch-long southern anchovy,

which is found in deeper offshore

waters in late summer and fall , and far-

ther along the coast to the north of

Golfo San Jose in winter. The move-
ments of dolphins appeared closely al-

lied to movements of their prey , yet the

movements cannot be termed migra-

tion since they were also observed in

winter, albeit less often. Individual an-

imals, which we recognized either

from natural marks or from small tags

placed on them in conjunction with a

radio-tagging study, were sighted in

both summer and winter. They still tra-

versed the area when southern anchovy

were not present but less often. The
movements of the anchovy, on the

other hand, were probably governed

more directly by water temperature,

with the fish migrating north toward the

equator in winter.

In summer, dolphins spend much
time feeding on anchovy, and we were

able to follow the progression of daily

events particularly well. At night the

animals move in small groups, usually

within one and a half miles from shore.

Each dolphin stays close to the surface,

diving for an average of only six sec-

onds. They move slowly, with a mean
speed of three miles per hour. When
we approached dolphin schools mov-
ing in this manner in early morning,

they avoided the boat in "ameboid"
fashion, with that part of the school

closest to the boat deforming away
from it. This kind of schooling, where

individuals appear to act as part of one

large organism, is frequently seen in

fish schools and bird flocks. It suggests

that each individual of the group inte-

grates information from the environ-

ment in close consort with other group

members. It has been described in de-

tail for apparently resting schools oi

Hawaiian spinner dolphins. We be-

lieve that the nighttime low in activ-

ity—slow movement, ameboid defor-

mation of groups, and absence of long

dives—also signifies resting in dusky

dolphins. It makes sense that they

would not be feeding on schooling fish

at night, for southern anchovy schools

disperse during darkness and are then

presumably harder to catch.

As the morning proceeds, groups of

dolphins "wake up," that is, they

begin to move more rapidly than at

night, with a mean speed of about four



miles per hour. They travel in more
loosely knil groups, and individuals

may darl toward a boat in apparent cu-

riosity. As they hunt for lish, they also

travel farther from shore and dive for

longer periods of time.

Heeding is characterized by a school

of fish near or at the surface, dolphins

around and underneath the tish, and

birds -terns, gulls, albatrosses, pe-

trels, giant petrels, shearwaters, cor-

morants, jaegers, and others—congre-

gating above. Mainly because of the

birds, such an activity can be seen for

miles

Before they feed, dolphins swim
through the water on a basically

straight course, in sharp contrast to

Ihcir rambling movements near shore

while resting I suall\ ttiey spreail out

in a rank perpendicular to their line of

movement, with about (v'i to I VS feet

separating each animal I'resumably,

this formation allows the dolphins to

scan a larger swath of sea as they use

Iheir remarkable sonar abilities to

ccholocate for schools of (ish Once
they locate a school, dolphins dive for

lt>nger periods and spread out in the

school's general vicinity Ajiparenlly

Ihey are dri\ ing the lish tow.ini the sur-

face of the water, using the surf,ice as

The killer ^hale. above, is the

major predator of dusky dolphins

in South Atlantic waters. In an

attempt to escape, a dolphin,

left, will swim into shallow water

close to the coast.

a wall through which their prey cannot

escape. This "herding" has never

been observed in line detail, but three

to ten minutes after the dolphins stop

and mill, a school of lish almost in-

variably appears at the surface.

Terns Hying in the vicinity begin

feeiling on the school, followed by

gulls anti other, slower birds After ten

minutes of such activity, there may be

more than a thousand birds in the urea,

all attempting to get a share of the

herded prey. The birds seem tt> be tak-

ing advantage of the dolphins" herding

without giving anything in return, hut

the story may be more complex.

We mentioned earlier that many
small dolphin groups are fouiiil in the

same general area, often separated

from each other by no more than .1 third

of a mile liut when mde|H'ndent

groups move rapidly, apparently in

search ol food, they may be separated

by as much as live to six miles. When
one group lu-gins feeding, other groups

quickly converge on the feeding activ-

ity How do they learn ol distant feed

ing activity ' Over relatively short dis

lances, underwater sound may be a

cue. Dolphin souiuls can ir.ivel up to

at least a few miles, and the type of

vocali/ation occurring during feeding

may reach to nearby groups. But when
the activity is many miles away, we
believe that sound is probably not in-

volved. Yet we have measured dol-

phins moving rapidly in a straight line

toward a feeding activity from as far

as five miles. At these times, indiv idual

animals of the advancing group may
jump as high as sixteen feel out of the

water in high forward leaps. These

leaps become progressively lower and

finally subside altogether as the ani-

mals near the feeding activity . We sug-

gest that the distant dolphins are cuing

in on the activity occurring above the

water surface, mainly the flying and

hi>vering birds; thus the birds have fx*-

come an unwilling hut vital source of

communicaliim to the dolphins

This is, however, only a hypothesis

We do not know at present whether

dolphins" in-air eyesight is acute

enough to make use of such long-dis-

tance information. And even if it is

possible, we do not know how impor-

tant it is for other groups to sp*>t feed-

ing activity from far oil ^'el it is in

trigumg to think that as the birds

evolved to lake ailvaniage ol the herd-

ing ell oils ol the dolphins, the dolphins

evolved or perhaps learned to take in-

formalKMi fri>m the birds' behavior.

When groups coalesce to feed, feed-

ing aclivii) lasts longer than when they

remain separate I ransliited into acluul

feeilmg lime, this means that when
onl) about ten dolphms are involved,

the average feeding is six minutes, bui

when more th.m liftv dolphins feed, the

average lime is twenty six minutes,

the nuniK-r of birds also increases

with length of feeding, as more and

more birds join the action from distant

(>.«



perch sites on shore . Why does feeding

last longer when more dolphins are

present? Many reasons, not mutually

exclusive, are possible. Thus, when
few fish are present this may be com-
municated in some way to nearby

groups, and they do not "bother" to

join. Alternatively, many dolphins

may prolong a feeding activity because

they are able to herd greater numbers
of fish into a tight area, so that individ-

ual dolphins can then feed more effi-

ciently. What we don't know—and

what is really the important question

—

is whether there is some critical num-
ber of dolphins at which the dolphin

"surround net" is most efficient, that

is, most productive of food to the indi-

vidual dolphin. We believe that this

hypothesis fits, at least at times. If so,

we expect that some communication

mechanism has evolved enabling dol-

phins to "tell" nearby groups that

feeding is in progress.

A likely candidate for such com-
munication is leaping. In oceanariums

dolphins are trained to leap on com-
mand, and in the freedom of the ocean,

they leap in many different ways. Al-

though leaps have been described for

a variety of species, we believe that we
may be the first to have seen a particu-

Jumping high out of the water

may enable dolphins to spot the

clouds of swirling sea birds that

invariably appear over a group

of feeding dolphins. Such
activity can be seen for miles.

Using the water surface as a

''wall, " dusky dolphins drive

southern anchovies into a tight

school. The more dolphins involved

in the herding, the more efficient

the operation seems to be.

lar progression of leap types as related

to feeding. Before feeding, we saw
mainly headfirst reentry leaps. That is,

the dolphins leap out of the water head-

first, arch their bodies in midair, and

reenter the water headfirst. These leaps

cause little or no water splash, are rela-

tively noiseless, and appear to allow

dolphins to come out of depth, breathe

rapidly, and descend to depth again.

They occur in the initial phases of ap-

parent herding of fish, when dolphins

spend much time somewhere below the

surface. When the fish school is driven

to the surface, there is a transition to

"noisy" leaps. These are charac-

terized by a dolphin's headfirst exit

from the water, and a falling back into

the water on its side, back, or belly.

In many instances, the dolphin arches

its body so that it reenters in the form

of an inverted U, much as we might

cup our hands to create the loudest pos-

sible splash when striking the water.

Dolphins' splashes are so loud that

they can be heard for some distance

both above and below water. These

leaps occur all around the fish school

and may serve to herd or "net" the

prey into a tight area. Since they can

certainly be heard by nearby dolphin

groups, such noisy leaps may serve to

tell these groups that feeding is in

progress. If our hypothesis of visual

communication over longer distances

should prove correct, dolphin groups

orient not only toward flying birds but

also toward the leaping dolphins.

As feeding ends, a third leap type

becomes dominant. This has been

termed the acrobatic leap, for it in-

volves spins around the longitudinal

axis, single and double backflips (or

somersaults), and all variations of

these basic leap types. The dolphins

appear to be performing, and it is diffi-

cult to imagine that they do so for any

reason other than "pure joy." Actu-

ally, this may not be far from the truth.

After feeding, one of the basic necessi-

ties of' life, many mammals play (al-

though it is also true that at such times,

many predators sleep or at least rest in

some manner). A more scientific ex-

planation might be that such leaping is

an adjunct to social activity and to es-

tablishing and reaffirming social and

sexual bonds. Acrobatic leaps may be

a type of social facilitation, with an

attendant "call" for social and sexual

activity. At precisely this time we see

much belly-to-belly swimming and ap-

parent copulation, but whether this is

purely sex or perhaps part of bond

strengthening and nonsexual social

communication, we do not know. As
an apparent outgrowth of their "exu-

berance" after feeding, dolphins also

associate readily with sea lions, ele-

phant seals, right whales, boats, and

kelp for hours on end. They appear to

be playing, with play defined as an ac-

tivity that has no obvious reward but

its own enjoyment.

Because feeding begins in the morn-
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ing and continues to midafternoon, the

most exuberant behavior is also seen in

the afternoon. All this occurs mainly

in spring and summer, however; in the

winter very little feeding on southern

anchovies occurs. And in the winter,

a reversal of day-night activity may
take place; that is, in summer dolphins

appear to rest at night and feed during

the day, while in winter they appear to

rest in the day and, although we have

no direct proof for this, feed at night.

Our reasons are as follows. In winter,

tight, small groups of dolphins move
slowly nearshore throughout the day

and dive for only brief periods. At

night, however, their dives are longer,

just as in summer feeding activity. Per-

haps dolphins feed near the bottom or

on other fish during winter nights, but

we can only guess at what is actually

going on.

One thing is certain. While resting,

whether in the daytime in winter or at

night in summer, dolphins are more
often found in shallow nearshore

waters than while feeding The major

predator of dusky dolphins is the killer

whale, and on the few occasions thai

we saw killer whales attacking dolphm
groups, the smaller marine mammals

Hovenny,. divmn. ami fUxiiini;

terns, f^ulls, petrels, cormorants.

and shearwaters mark the spot

where iliisky dolphins ha\e herded

fish into a circle. Birds and
dolphins may cue in on each other

fled toward the shoreline in an apparent

attempt to avoid the larger predators.

It thus appears likely that dolphins may
rest close to shore at least in part to

avoid killer whales. Near shore they

can receive no nasty surprises from

below or from the flanking shoreline,

and when killer whales come from the

open ocean the dolphins can presum-

ably escape more easily in shallow

water, where the larger predators can-

not maneuver as well. A similar

hypothesis has been put forward by

biologists Kenneth S. Norris and

Thomas P. Dohl for Hawaiian spinner

dolphins resting close to shore to avoid

or minimize the attacks of deepwater

sharks. If true, these hypotheses pre-

sent not only food availability but also

predator avoidance as the two major

determinants of group movements.

There is another important question

regarding dolphin natural history:

What is the social organization of these

animals? The answer is that we do not

really know. They are sexually mono-
morphic. that is, both male and female

look very much alike to us. Their ap-

pearance and the fact that males and

females are found in about equal num-
bers in small groups—which we dis-

covered by catching animals to deter-

mine their sex—argues against a

harem-type system in which one adult

male, usually larger than other group

members, mates with several females.

Many dolphin species in captivity

seem to have preferred sexual partners

but will mate with other animals as

well. We suspect that mating may be

somewhat promiscuiius in the wild

also. Since most mating appears to lake



After feeding, dusky dolphins

perform a series of acrobatic

leaps. These are either "play" or

some type of social facilitation.

Belly-to-belly swimming and
copulation often follow.

place after the animals have fed and

when many small groups have com-
bined into a large after-feeding super-

group, intergroup matings may be

common, and the entire supergroup of

300 to 400 animals may constitute the

mating population.

Studies on Indo-Pacific humpback
dolphins, Hawaiian spinner dolphins,

Florida bottlenose dolphins, and South

Atlantic bottlenose dolphins have

shown that the group structure of these

coastal animals is highly variable. At

least some individuals consistently

move from group to group, with no

apparent home group to call their own.
Often, however, small parts of groups

consistently stay together even when
moving from group to group. Various

scientists have suggested that such

itr^s**-,.
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Huctualion of group composition ma>

be a response to changing food avail-

ability, with smaller groups forming

when food is scarce and larger groups

when food has been found or is more

abundant. A similar organization also

occurs in the social system of African

chimpanzees and possibly in various

species of South American spider

monkeys.

We see this kind of variability in dif-

ferent species, and we have seen evi-

dence for it in dusky dolphins. When
we observed known individuals in

small groups aggregating with other

small groups during and after feeding,

the same individuals segregated into

their previous small groups upon group

separation. This has only been ob-

served four times, however, and group

stability has only been followed for up

to seven days—simply because it is ex-

tremely difficult to go up to the same
groups repeatedly and identify individ-

ual animals. This kind of identification

is possible, however, with long and

diligent etTorls, and we hope that in the

future we will learn more about the so-

cial systems of dusky dolphins and

other marine mammals. D
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Monopoly Games Sea Birds Play
Every spring on the precipitous cliffs of Prince Leopold Island, gulls, murres, fulmars,

kittiwakes, and guillemots claim their own neighborhoods and offshore fishing grounds

Text and photographs by Fred Bruemmer
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In late July 1819. William Edward
Parry, commanding H.M.S.'s Hecla

and Griper, sailed into Lancaster

Sound in search of thai Holy Grail of

arctic exploration, the Northwest Pas-

sage. He was amazed by the wildlife

wealth of the region.

"Greenland swallows" (arctic

terns) flew gracefully above his ships.

"Sea horses" (walruses) lay "huddled

ti>gether. like pigs" on the ice and were

"stupidly lame." Polar bears ambled

across the Hoes. The sailors lassoed

one and killed it with boarding lances.

White whales "were swimming about

the ships in great numbers." Narwhal

were "very numerous." On August 1.

they saw eighty-two bowhead whales.

On August 3. as he sailed west from

Lancaster Sound into Barrow Strait,

Parry spotted a small, siratilied. sheer-

clifled island and named it "in honour

of His Royal Highness Prince Leopold

of Saxe Coburg. " Heavy ice prevented

a close approach Prince Leopold Is-

land had been seen and named —and
was promptly forgotten One hundred

thirty nine years later, in the lale sum-

mer of 1458. Ihomas W. Barry of the

Canadian Wildlife Service flew over

the small island and discovered that it

was home to iine of Canada's largest

and most diverse sea bird colonies.

l-oi the past few years, the island's

binl colonies have been intensively

studied b\ a team of scientists .im! tech-

nicians led b> David Neitleship of the

Can.idiaii Wildlile SeiMce ( Ihis ar-

ticle IS based on tlieir observations and

data.) I'heir work has assumed u spe-

cial urgency since this region, one of

the richest marine wildlile areas in

Canada, is also the ftvus of induslriul

exploration Vast deposits of natural

gas h.i\e already been discovered, to

bi- l.iken south eventuall\ b> pi|x.*linc

or, m liquelied lorm. b) giant Linkers.

Ollshore oil explor.iiion is planned.

I'imce I eopolil Kl.iiul ilsell is easv to

protect Hut as Neiileship has pointed

out. "the protection of feeding areas is

as essential .ind vit.il and may be much
moie ilillicult lo ensure."

Pi nice Leo|>old Island is eight miles



The cliffs of Prince Leopold Island

soar to a height of 1,200 feet.

Glaucous gulls nest at the highest

elevations, followed, in descending

order, by fulmars, murres,

kittiwakes, and black guillemots.

long and five miles wide. On its eastern

side the grayish brown limestone cliffs

soar up from the sea to a height of

1,200 feet. The cliffs around the rest

of the island are lower and in most

places banked by steep slopes of frost-

shattered rock debris. Two flat spits jut

out from the island: one, short and

broad, toward the north; the other,

long and curved, toward the south.

Weathered, lichen-encrusted whale

bones lie on both spits, remnants of

prehistoric Eskimo dwellings. Near the

island, powerful currents converge and

masses of mineral-rich, upwelling

water, here and in the adjacent sounds,

straits, and inlets, form the basis of the

immense marine life of this region.

Five sea bird species share the island

cliffs in orderly sequence. Glaucous

gulls nest at the top and near the very

edge of the island. Just below them,

fulmars nest on ledges and in niches,

in a broad belt extending virtually

around the entire island. Beneath

them, about 192,000 thick-billed

murres brood their eggs on narrow

ledges or atop weathered stacks. On
the even narrower ledges below and on

tiny cornices, the black-legged kit-

tiwakes nest. And in clefts and fissures

from the middle to the bottom of the

cliffs, black guillemots raise their

young.

Just as these five species share the

vertical space of the island cliffs, each

using a slightly different habitat, so do
they exploit the surrounding sea in

noncompetitive fashion. The glaucous

gulls are the island's resident robbers

and scavengers. The fulmars seek their

chiefly planktonic food far from the is-

land, as much as two hundred miles

away, and feed at the surface of the

sea. The murres rarely fly more than

seventy miles from the island and dive

for the fish that form their principal

food, often to a depth of several

fathoms. The kittiwakes usually fly

twenty to fifty miles from the island

and catch their food at or near the sur-

face. The black guillemots prefer

benthic food and hunt for it primarily

in the shallow littoral zone near the is-

land.

In this city of birds, the glaucous

gulls are ever vigilant for easy pick-

ings. They are large, white birds, with

pale gray mantles, bright yellow eyes,

and powerful beaks. Nine-
teenth-century sailors called them

"burgomasters" because they are so

big and bossy. On Prince Leopold Is-

land, there are two distinct populations

of glaucous gulls. One, living at the top

of the island, consists of widely spaced

pairs, which build their big moss and

grass nests, occupied year after year,

near the lips of jutting headlands or

atop rock stacks. Each pair is fiercely

territorial and looks upon the section of

murre colony directly below its home
as its private larder, which it defends

against other, trespassing glaucous

gulls. These top-of-the-island gulls are

essentially raiders and marauders.

They steal eggs and kill chicks.

The second group is colonial and

less predatory. These gulls nest on flat-

tish ground toward the base of the

south spit. Their nests are fairly close

to each other, and they defend their

nesting area as a group. Primarily scav-

engers, they patrol the island beaches,

collect fallen eggs and dead chicks,

and put finis to any injured bird they

happen to find.

In contrast to the predatory glaucous

gulls, the island's other gull species,

the kittiwake, is small, graceful, and

gregarious. Much of kittiwake behav-

ior is influenced by its cramped and

precarious nest sites on the narrowest

ledges, cornices, and tiny projections

of precipitous cliffs, hundreds of feet

above the sea. Nesting space for the

60,000 kittiwakes on Prince Leopold

Island is limited and precious; compe-
tition, keen.

The kittiwakes arrive at Prince

Leopold Island in May. Older, experi-

enced birds reclaim the sites they used

in previous seasons. They fly inland in

large, screaming flocks, gather mosses

and grasses on the snow-free slopes

and meadows of the fairly flat-topped

island, and build deeply cupped nests,

cementing them firmly to rock walls

and ledges with excreta.

The courtship ceremonies of other

gulls involve a great deal of movement
and wing display, but space limitations

would make this awkward and risky for

the kittiwakes. Instead, each pair sits

quietly on its nest site, often for hours.

They rub bills, gently preen each

other's head and nape, and wail, often

in concert, displaying toward each

other the bright orange red interior of

their mouths. The excitement is infec-

tious. Other kittiwakes begin to

clamor, and waves of screaming and

wailing ripple through the colonies.

The thick-downed chicks hatch, on

average, after twenty-seven days of in-

cubation by both parents. The chicks

of other gulls tend to leave the nest

soon after they hatch, wandering about

or hiding among vegetation and rocks.

Kittiwake chicks have nowhere to go

and stay on their nests. Later, when
they are big and no longer brooded by

one of the parents, the chicks (usually

two) press themselves close to the rock

wall and in a storm anchor themselves

firmly to the nest with their sharp-

clawed feet.

While one parent stands guard with

the chicks, the other forages for food,

mainly small crustaceans and fish



Thick-billed nnirres are the most

numerous species on the island.

They breed on ledges barely wide

enough to hold an egg. The young
make their maiden flights by

hurtling off the ledges.

cuught within a radius of up to fifty

miles from the island. On their return,

the kittiwakes follow very definite

flight paths toward their colonies.

Occasionally they are ambushed. Sev-

eral pairs of parasitic jaegers

—

swift,

bold pirates— nest on the island. They
pursue the homing kittiwakes and, in

a dazzling display of aerial skill, chase

and harry the birds until they drt)p or

regurgitate their food. The jaegers

swoop down and snatch the bits in

midair.

The black guillemots occupy the

lower stories of this high-rise bird city.

They are small, elegant birds: their

plumage a velvety black with a deep
greenish sheen, the wing patches a

flashing while, feet and mouths a vivid

scarlet. Compared with the other birds

nesting on exposed, storm-lashed

ledges, their domestic existence ap-

pears secluded and secure. They lay

their eggs in crannies and holes be-

neath the jumble of scree or m the clefts

and fissures of limestone chimneys,

which rise amidsi the talus near the sea.

fiach female generally lays two
eggs. Incubation begins as soon as the

first egg has been laid (the second is

usually added two days later), and as

a result, chick number two isdisad\an-

laged, a frail latecomer with a very

short life expectancy .Soon after the

black-downed y«)ung are hatched, both

parents forage for food and return at

fairly frequent intervals with little crea

lures from the deep; polychaeic
worms, shrimps, amphipods, and most
frequently, a small, eellike ocean pout

known as the fish doctor ((l\mneli\

virdis). Fhe moment a food bearing

parent slips into the breeding cleli.

(llaucous gulls (With two chicks.

right) are the island's primary
predators. The colonies of murrcs

are virtually private larders for

the gulls, who regularly take eggs

and exposed or injured young



Nol all kittiwakes manage to bring

the food they have caught to their

chicks. Some are intercepted by
parasitic jaegers who chase and
harry a kittiwake until it

regurgitates its catch.

chick number one rushes forward to

claim the protiered catch, often tram-

pling its weaker sibling in the con-
stricted space. Nettleship's studies

show that less than 20 percent of the

weaker chicks survive to fledging age.

While the mature adults are busy
raising their chicks, younger black

guillemots assemble in small groups on
favorite trysting tors. They bow and
whistle and flirt. Gaping seductively,

they display the scarlet lining of their

mouths. And they go on prospecting

trips, exploring rents and clefts in the

weathered limestone as possible future

nesting sites. Occasionally, they ven-

ture into occupied holes and one hears

the hopeful cheeping of the chicks in-

side. When one of the parents arrives,

there is a furious scuffle, and an instant

later the flustered intruder bolts from
the hole and flies out to sea.

A murre colony is called a loomery
or a bazaar. The latter term seems apt.

One murre is a very loud and disputa-

tious bird. In the thousands, they pro-

duce a noise that the Canadian biolo-

gist Leslie M. Tuck has likened to "the
roar of the sea after a storm

.

" It seems
a place of utter chaos, but a murre col-

ony is really a well-ordered, harmoni-
ous community.

The older, more experienced thick-

billed murres arrive first at the breeding

ledges; each claims the same small

place along the mighty, multitiered

clirts on which it incubated its egg the

year before; and it is at this exact spot,

the focus of its breeding life, that each

murre meets its mate after a separation

of about eight months.

According to Nettleship, murres

usually first breed at five years of age.

Nesting space for the 60,000
kittiwakes is limited. They fly

inland to gather moss and grass

and. with mud, construct deeply

cupped nests that are cemented to

the smallest ledges with excreta.



They tend to return to their natal area;

consequently murres in a given area

form subgroups within the colony and

are genetically closer to nearby murres

than to birds in adjacent groups. Their

position in the group is probably deter-

mined by their relative weight,

strength, and competitive ability at the

time they first select and hold nesting

sites. Nonbreeders (two- to four-year-

olds) spend much of their time in

"clubs" at the bottom of the cliffs and

in nearby waters.

Murres tend to do things en masse.

The sight and sound of tens of thou-

sands of closely spaced murres dis-

playing, courting, and screaming is

highly stimulating. They work them-

selves and each other into a crescendo.

As a result, most murres male at about

the same time, most eggs are laid in a

fairly short time span, and most chicks

reach fledging age (about twenty days

after hatching) in the same week to ten

days in the latter part of August. This

breeding synchrony probably has con-

siderable survival value for the murres.

Both parents alternate at incubating

the large, pear-shaped egg, and after

the chick hatches, they take turns

brooding and guarding it, the male usu-

ally assuming the "night shift." The
foraging male returns with a fish (usu-

ally arctic cod) held lengthwise in its

beak, announces its arrival with a loud

squawk, settles next to its mate on the

narrow ledge, and bows in rapid jerks;

the mate responds with similar obei-

sances. As the neighboring birds

squawk, shuffle, and bow, a ripple of

heightened noise and movement
spreads outward throughout the al-

ready noisy colony. The parent with

the fish makes a guttural, churring

sound Responding with an insistent,

begging cheep, the chick receives Ihc

fish and swallows il, headfirst, with

convulsive gulps Often the fish is

longer than the chick, which sits Ihere,

potbellied and strained, ihe fish's tail

protruding from its moulh. After a

while, the chick gulps again, and the

fish disappears. Digestion is rapid

livery twenty four hours, the

parents bring m an average of three

fish, weighing a total of .VS grams, and
Ihc chicks, which appear h) be ex-

tremely ethcieni food converters, gain

an average of I
.•) grams each day Ihey

Kisc Iheir dense, fluffy natal down and
at Ihe age of twenty days look like mm
iaiurc replicas of iheir parents, with
one imporiani exception Their pri

manes arc not yet developed and ihey

cannot fly. which is. of course, awk
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ward since they may sit nearly a thou-

sand feet above the sea.

In Ihe latter pari of August, as Ihe

lime for departure approaches, the ex-

citement in Ihe great murre colonies

increases. The volume of noise, al-

ready immense, rises to an even more
frenetic pitch, the guttural "arrrarrr-

arrr ' of the adults mingling with the

shrill, strident cheeping of the chicks.

If the weather is h.Kl. ihe chicks defer

departure Then comes .1 perfect night,

gloomy gray but calm, .iiul the chicks

leave in droves, most of them beisvcen

l():(X)i> M. and I :(M) am., when gull

prcdalion is presumably lowest.

A chick IS read> to lake the great

jump il shuffles along the ledge. Us

p.irent (usually the male since it is

night) follows closely Ihe chick, hun
dredsof feet above the sea, approaches

Whin threatened, a fulmar chick

responds hy squirtini^ an oil

that destroys the insulaiint(

capabilities oj a bird's feathers.

As a result, nulls leave the

fat fulmar chicks alone.

the edge ot Ihc ledge. jKcrs down into

the void, and hacks off in .ippareni

fright lindecided. il palters hack and
forth Then suddenly, wiih a special,

shrill "launching call," a distinctive

cry unlike any other it has ever uttered

or will ever uticr again, the chick

hurtles into space, its liny, poorl)

feathered wings healing franiicall) It

tumbles, ffutters. glides An instani
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A black guillemoi at the entrance

to its nest in a rock cleft on

Prince Leopold Island, in Canada 's

Barrow Strait. Five species of sea

birds have divided the sheer cliff

into breeding levels.

afler the chick jumps, the parent fi)l-

lows, flying slightly behind and to one

side of the falling youngster. Ideally,

parent and chick land on the sea below

nearly simultaneously and close to-

gether, and soon after both swim
toward the open sea.

But there are many mishaps. If a

parent's timing is slightly otT, parent

and chick may land far apart at sea.

Both cry loudly and often they find

each other— in a mass of thousands of

other calling adults and chicks—but

sometimes they do not, and forlornly

cheeping chicks, swimming in circles

beneath the cliHs, are common. A fall-

ing chick may hit a ledge below and

bounce oil like a flully ball, but the

flymg parent, unable to slop in midair,

overshoots and they lose contact. For

the chick it is prt)bably the riskiest day

of its entire life. About 20 percent of

the chicks do not survive. Those that

do are usually safe. Since thousands

may jump in a single night, even the

glaucous gulls and their gluttonous

young have more than they can cat just

picking up the dead and dying.

When the loraging temale murre re-

turns, she finds her male and chick

gone. .Seemingly bewildered, she sits

on the nest site, holding the limp fish,

bt>bbing and bowing to no one in par-

ticular, livenlually she eats the fish

She usually remains at the nest site for

another two weeks, defending the

small, reddish, excrement-smeared

patch of ledge against any would-be

usurpers, thus probably fortifyuig her

attachment and claim to this vital bit

of rock space

In the me.inlime, flotillas of fathers

and chicks swim east through Lancas-

ter Sound, then turn southwest toward
the coast of (ircenland where most will

spend the winter I'he mates, if they

survive, will meet again next May at

their tiny private plot along the giant

clills of Prince leopokl Islanil

When the lulmars arrive at the island

in late April .md early May. many of

their breeding ledges are still covered
with snow Undeterred, the birds begin
to clean iheir ncsi sites, exactly the

same spot each pair occupied the pre-

vious year. They hack at the snow w ith

their powerful bills and push it away
with strong, broad, palmated feet. Two
students working with Nettleship.

Anne Linton and Erick Greene, saw a

pair of fulmars tunnel through nearly

five feet of snow to reach their nest site.

Each female lays a single, coarse-

textured, chalky white egg, usually in

the first two weeks of June, and both

parents alternately incubate the egg for

forty-seven to forty-nine days.

Fulmars are slow-maturing birds.

They do not mate until they are at least

six years old, and probably not until

they are nine. But long before that,

they return to Prince Leopold, to court

and coo, to familiarize themselves with

potential breeding sites, and perhaps to

learn the difficult art of landing on nar-

row ledges in the vicious updrafts that

tear at and buffet arriving birds, espe-

cially on stormy days. These immature

fulmars spend weeks on end "sweel-

hearling," as British ornithologists

call it. They sit in pairs (occasionally

trios, but that often leads to disputes),

cackle and chuckle at each other,

mouths agape, showing the deep
purple lining, and languidly weave
their heads from side to side or up and

down. They gently nibble and bill each

other. Pair bonds are formed, and the

birds nearing maturity begin to claim

future breeding territories. Of the more

than 2(M).(KM) fulmars on the island,

about 40 percent are nonbreeders that

arc there to tind a breeding site, pair,

and practice housekeeping.

For ten to twelve days after it

hatches, the fulmar chick is brooded b\

the parents. Then both leave on long

loraging trips, sometimes collecting

food at a distance of two hundred and

more miles from the island, while the

fat, fu/./y-downed, squablike chick

sits alone and unprotected on the nest

site. Yet, except on rare occasions, the

rapacious glaucous gulls leave the tul-

mar chicks alone I'hey are leerv be

cause the chicks h.i^e .1 potentialK

ilcadh "weapon" .it ihcirdisposal; oil

Fulmars eat a great variety ol plank

tonic crustaceans and, especially dur

ing the chick-rearing perual. lake lish,

mainly arctic cod. Their main inverte-

brate lood iscopepods {I'alanus hvper-

boreiis). little ricesi/ed crustaceans,

which they pick up individually, )ab

bmg at them indusiriouslv while swim
mmg along, rather like chickens peck-

ing grain F.ich co(H'pod coni.iins

within Its bods .1 iiimule. reddish ilrop

let of oil rich in vitamin .-\ I he lulmar

converts most of its food into a stom-

ach oil and concentrates it at the same
time. According to New Zealand sci-

entist John Warham and his

coworkers, "the production of stom-

ach oil involves a 5- to 35-fold concen-

tration of the energy in the prey at the

time of capture."

At the nest site the adult regurgitates

this energy-rich oil, which is eagerly

imbibed by the chick. Much of it is

stored in the chick's proventriculus.

When a chick or an adult feels threat-

ened, it ejects this oil—in squirts of

evil-smelling liquid—to a distance of

two to three feet. {Fulmar is a Scandi-

navian word meaning "foul mew,"
that is, filthy gull.) This oil mats
the feathers of other birds and de-

stroys their insulating qualitv . Experi-

ments with fulmars, gulls, and other

sea birds carried out in aviaries at the

Netherlands Institute for Sea Research

have shown that "oil from the stomach
of a fulmar threatens the life of sea

birds in the same way as fuel oil. Birds

which have got the full blast are sure

to die when alighting at sea."

The fulmar chicks let fl\ at anyone
coming near them, including adult ful-

mars. Homing parents always an-

nounce their arrival well before alight-

ing. If they fail to do so. i>r if the dozing

chick does not hear them and is startled

by their landing, they are promptly

sprayed. But although the oil can lie

lethal to other sea birds, fulmars can

clean their feathers of it b> repeated

bathing and sufler no ill eflect.

The parents arrive with food thrice

dailv . pouring about 150 grams of oil

into their chick every twenty-four

hours. Later this tapers oil to a meal

a da> and finally, just before the

parents leave, to a food visit every two
or three days. The chicks weigh about

70 grams at the time of hatching and

gain weight at an average rale of 25

grams a dav . After a month, they arc

grotesquelv obese A few weigh 1 ,2(X)

grams, twice the weight ol their

parents, although 7(K) to 1 ,(KK) grams
IS more common

Having done their dutv. the parents

depart I he lulmar chicks squat on

their nests like leathered blobs ol l.it

and last I heir plumage grows rapidiv

rhe> become more active and flex their

wings Ihe lirsi chicks glide down
from ihe breeding ledges abi»ut Sep
tember 10, and by the end ol Sep-

tember all have left Prince Lcop<i|d

Isl.iiul, already streaked with snow, is

silent until its birds return again next

spring U
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Number Our Days
by Barbara Myerhoff

Every morning I wake up in pain. 1 wiggle my toes. Good. They still obey.

I open my eyes. Good. I can see. Everything hurts but I get dressed.

I walk down to the ocean. Good. It\s still there. Now my day can start. About
tomorrow I never know. After all, I'm eighty-nine. I can't live forever

Death and iIk- ocean are prolagonisK

in Basha's life Ihey provide points of

orientation, toinforiing in tfieir certi-

tude One visible: the oifier invisible;

ncilfier hostile nor friendly, they ac-

company her as she v^alks down the

boardwalk to the Aliyah Senior (ili

/ens' Center

Above all. Bashu wants to remain

independent Her life at the beach

depends on her ability to perform a

minmiiui) number of basic tasks. .She

must shop and ciM)k , dress herself . care

for her body and her one room apart-

ment, walk, lake the bus to the market

and the doctor, be able to make a tele-

phone call in case of emergency. Her

arthritic lingers have a diHicult time

with the buttons on her dress Some
days her lingers ache and swell so that

she cannot lil them into the holes ol the

telephone ilial Her haiuls shake as she

puts in her eyedrops for glaucoma.

Basha's daughter calls her once a

week. She worries about her mother

living alone and in a deteriorated

neighborhood. "Dont worry about

me. darling. This morning I put the

garbage in the oven and the bagels in

the trash. But I'm leeling line " Basha

enjoys teasing her daughter whose dis

tant concern she hnds somewhat em-

barrassing "She says to me. Mama-

leh. you're sweet but youre s») siuiud'

What else could a greenhorn mother

expect from a daughter who is a law-

yer?" The statement conveys Basha's

simultaneous pride and grief at having

produced an educated, successful child

whose vet) accomplishments dr.isti

cally separate hei from her mother

Ihe daughter has often nnitcil B.ish.i

to live with her. but Basha refuses.

l,ike most i>f the three hundred i>r so

elderly members (late eighties and

fx-yond) of the Alivah Center. Basha

was born, and spent much of her child-

hood, in >>ne of the small, predomi-

nately Jewish. Yiddish speaking vil-

lages known as \hiftl^. located vk ithin

the Pale ol Settlement of C'/arist Rus-

sia, an area to which almost half the

world's Jewish ptipulation was con-

lined in the nineteenth century Des-

perately p«>or. regularly terrorized by

outbreaks ol anti Semitism initiated by

government otiiciuls and surrounding

peasants, \hittl life was precarituis

Yet. in these provincial, selfsulli

cieiit. semirural settlements, a rich

highlv developed culture flourished

based on a shared, sacred religious his

i.irv. common customs and fx'licfs

riitf*i



and two languages—Hebrew for

prayer and Yiddish for daily life. The
folk culture, Yiddishkeii, reached its

florescence there, and although it con-

tinues in various places in the world

today, by comparison these expres-

sions are dim and fading. When times

worsened, Eastern Europe shietl life

often seemed to intensify proportion-

ately. Internal ties deepened, and peo-

ple drew sustenance and courage from

each other, their religion, and their

community. For many, life became un-

bearable under the reactionary regime

of Czar Alexander II. The pogroms of

1881-82, accompanied by severe eco-

nomic and legal restrictions, drove out

the more desperate and daring of the

Jews. Soon they were leaving the

shtetls and the cities in droves. The
exodus of Jews from Eastern Europe

about her. She will withstand attacks

by anti-Semites, Cossacks, Nazis, his-

torical enemies whom she conquers by

outliving. She defies time and weather

(although it is not cold here). So she

might have sat a century ago, before

a small pyramid of potatoes or herring

in the marketplace of the Polish town

where she was born. Patient, resolute,

she is a survivor.

As the morning wears on, the

benches fill. Benches are attached back

to back: one side facing the ocean; one

side the boardwalk. The people on the

ocean side swivel around to face their

friends, the boardwalk, and the Center.

Bench behavior is highly stylized.

The half-dozen or so benches immedi-

ately to the north and south of the Cen-

ter are the territory of the members,
segregated by sex and conversation

debates with definitive, learned points.

Russian or Polish may be used for

songs, stories, poems, and reminis-

cences. But Yiddish, the beloved

mama-loshen, "mother tongue," of

their childhood, binds these diverse

people together. It is Yiddish that is

used for the most emotional discus-

sions. Despite their ideological dif-

ferences, most of these people know
each other well, having lived here at

the beach for two and three decades.

About thirty years ago, Jews from

all over the country began to immigrate

to the beach community, particularly

those with health problems or newly

retired. Seeking a benign climate, fel-

low Jews, and moderately priced hous-

ing, they brought their savings and

small pensions and came to live near

the ocean. Collective life was and still

swelled rapidly; by the turn of the cen-

tury, hundreds of thousands were emi-

grating, the majority to seek freedom

and opportunity in the New World.

Even though she is now living in

southern California, Basha dresses for

the cold, wearing a babushka under a

red sun hat, a sweater under her heavy

coat. She moves steadily down the

boardwalk, paying attention to the

placement of her feet. A fall is com-
mon and dangerous for the elderly. A
fractured hip can mean permanent dis-

ability, loss of autonomy, and removal

from the community to a convalescent

or old age home. Basha seats herself

on a bench in front of the Center and

waits for friends. Her feet are spread

apart, well planted, as if growing up

from the cement. Even sitting quite

still, she has an air of determination

topic. The men's benches are devoted

to abstract, ideological concerns

—

philosophical debates, politics, reli-

gion, and economics. The women's
benches are given more to talk about

immediate, personal matters—chil-

dren, food, health, neighbors, love af-

fairs, scandals, and "managing." Men
and women talk about Israel and its

welfare, about being a Jew, and about

Center politics. On the benches, repu-

tations are made and broken, contro-

versies explored, leaders selected, fac-

tions formed and dissolved. Here is the

outdoor dimension of Center life; like

a village plaza, it is a focus of pro-

tracted, intense sociability. All the el-

derly Jews in the neighborhood are

Eastern European in origin. All are

multilingual. Hebrew is brought out

—

usually by the men—for punctuating

is especially intense in this community
because there is no automobile traffic

on the boardwalk. Here is a place

where people may meet, gather, talk,

and stroll—simple but basic and pre-

cious activities that the elderly in par-

ticular can enjoy here all year round.

In the late 1950s, an urban develop-

ment program resulted in the dis-

placement of between four and sij(

thousand of these senior citizens in

very short period. It was a devastating

blow to the culture. "A second Holo|

caust," Basha called it. "It destroyed

our sluetl life all over again." Soon

after the urban development project

began, a marina was constructed at the

southern end of the boardwalk. Prop-

erty values soared. Older people could

not pay the taxes and many lost their

homes. Rents quadrupled. As old ho-



tels and apartments were torn down,
housing became the most serious prob-

lem for the elderly who desperately

wanted to remain in the area. While

several thousand have managed to

hang on, no new Center members are

moving into the area because of the

housing problem. Their Yiddish

world, built up over a thirty-year pe-

riod, is dying and extinction is immi-

nent. Perhaps it will last another five

or, at most, ten years. Whenever a

Center member leaves, everyone is

acutely aware that there will be no re-

placements. The sense of cultural

doom coincides with awareness of ap-

proaching individual death. "When I

go out of here, it will be in a box or

to the old folks' home. I couldnt say

which is worse," Bashasaid. "We've

only got a few more years here, all of

days are few. They want to be seen and

heard from, before it is too late.

Center culture is in some respects

thin and fragile, but its very existence

must be seen as a major accomplish-

ment, emerging spontaneously as a re-

sult of two conditions that characterize

the members; social isolation and con-

tinuities between past and present cir-

cumstance. Several marked similari-

ties exist between the circumstances of

members' childhoods and old age.

They had grown up in small, intimate

Jewish communities— isiilated, ethnt)-

cenlric, surrounded by inditlerent and

often hostile outsiders. Previously, in

Eastern Europe, they had been mar-

ginal people, even pariahs. They had

strong early training in resourcefulness

and opportunities to develop strong

survival strategies. Then, as now, they

Their culture was able to emerge as

fully as it did because of their isolation

from family and community, ironi-

cally, the very condition that causes

them much grief. Yet, their isolation

freed them to find their own way. Now
they could indulge their passion for

things of the past, enjoy Yiddishkeil

without fear of being stigmatized as

"not American." With little concern

for public opinion, with only each

other for company, they revitalized se-

lected features of their common history

to meet their present needs, adding and

amending it without concern for con-

sistency, priority, or "authenticity ." It

had taken three decades for this culture

to develop to its present stale of com-
plexity, now a truly organic, if occa-

sionally disorderly and illogical, amal-

gam of forms and sentiments, memo-

us It would be good if we could stay

till the end. We had a protest march the

other day. when they look down the old

Miramar Hotel I made up a sign. It

said. 'Let my people stay.'"

Yet the community is not a dreary

place, and the Center members are not

adepressed group The sense of doi)m.

by some miraculous process, functions

lo heighten and animate their life.

Every moment matters. There is no
lime for deception, trivia, or decorum.
Life at the Center is passionate, almost

melodramatic inside, ordinary con-

cerns and mundane interchanges are

strangely intense. i|uickl\ he.iting It)

outburst The emotional urgcncv often

seems to have little to do with content

This caldronlike i)U.iliiy is perhaps due
lo the elders' proximity to ileaih and
the reali/aiion that their remaining

had been poor, polilicallv impoleni.

and physically insecure. Then, as n»)w,

they turned to each other and their

shared Yiddishkeil for sustenance,

constituting what Irving Howe has

called a "ragged kingdom of the

spirit." It was not a great shock lor

these people to find themselves once

more in dillicull circumstances, for

they had never given up their convic-

tion that life was a struggle, that gains

entailed losses, thai jo\ and sorrow

were inseparable Ihey knew how U)

pinch pennies, how lo make dt>. how
to pay attention lo those worse oil than

Ihey and thereby feel useful and

needed Ihey had come to America

seeking another lile .iikI found thai it,

loo. proMiled some lullillments. some
disappointments .Ami iluis, the> were

no« iiDl lU'iiior.iii/i-il oi helpless

ries and \Mshes. [ot.iting around a lew

stable, strong svmhols and premises.

Claude Lev i-Slrauss has used the word

hricoliii'f lo describe the process

through which nnths are constructed

in prelilerale siicielies Odds and ends,

fragments ollered up b> ch.ince or the

enMronmeni .ilmosi anMhing will

do— are taken up b\ a group and incor-

pt>raled into a tale, used b) a people

l«) explain themselves .nul their world.

No intrinsic order or system has dic-

tated the materials employed In such

an ineleg.ini fashion diK's the hrico-

leur. or "handyman. " meet his needs.

Center culture was such a work of

hrm>Uti(c Robust and impudently

eclectic, it shillcd and stretched lo

meet immediate needs -private, col-

lective, secular, and sacred. Thus,

when .1 Center Yiddish History class

ribaBI





graduated, a unique ceremony was de-

signed that pasted together the local

event with an analogous, historical

counterpart, thereby enlarging and au-

thenticating the improvised, conlem-

(Xirary attair. And the traditional Sab-

bath ceremony was rearranged to allow

as many people as possible to partici-

pate

—

making speeches, singing

songs, reading poems—taking into ac-

count the members' acute need for visi-

bility and attention. Two or even three

women, instead of one, were required

to light the Sabbath candles—one sing-

ing the blessing in Hebrew, one in Yid-

dish, one putting the match to the wick.

Similarly, Center folk redefined the

secular New Year's Eve. holding their

dance a full day and a half before the

conventional date, since this made it

possible for them to get home before

Southern California engaged in an ex-

amination of ethnicity and aging. At

first 1 planned to study elderly Chi-

canos. since I had previously done

tieldwork in Mexico. But in the early

I97()s in urban America, ethnic groups

were not welcoming curious outsiders,

and people I approached kept asking

me, "Why work with us? Why don't

you study your own kind'.'" This was

a new idea to me. I had not been trained

for such a project. Anthriipologists

conventionally investigate exotic, re-

mote, preliierate societies. But such

groups arc increasingly unavailable

and often inhospitable. As a result,

more and more anthropologists hnd

themselves working at h4)me these

days. Inevitably, this creates problems

with objectivity and identification, and

I anticipated that I, loo, would have my

Sitting in the sun and contemplating

the passing parade on the boardwalk

that first morning in 1973. I wondered
how to begin. At eleven-thirty the

benches began to empty as old people

entered the Center for a 'Hot Kosher

Meal

—

Nutritious—•65c," then a new
program provided by state and private

funds. I followed the crowd inside and

sat at the back of the warm, noisy room
redolent with odors of fish and chicken

soup, wondering how to introduce my-
self. It was decided for me when a

woman, who I soon learned was
Basha, sat down next to me. In a lei-

surely fashion, she appraised me. Un-
comfortable, I smiled and said hello.

"You are not hungry'.' " she asked.

"No, thank you, I'm not," I an-

swered.

"So. what brings you here?"

dark and to hire their favorite musi-

cians al lower rales Fhese improvisa

lions were entirely authentic. Some-
how, midday December M) became the

real New Year's Iwe and the later, pub-

lic celebration seemed unconvmcing
by comparison In all this, no explicit

plan or internal integration could be de-

lected Cultures are. after all. collec-

tive, untidy assemblages, auihen

licaled by belief and agreemeni, fo

cused only m crisis. s>siemali/ed alter

the fact. I. ike a quill. C'enler life was
made up of many small pieces sewn
t<>gclher by necessity, miended to lu-

serviceable and to last It wassullicicni

for ihe people's remaining \ears

i had maile no conscious decision lo

explore m> roots or clarifv the me.ining
of my origins. I was one of several an

Ihropologisis al Ihe Liniversily of

share if I studied (he C'enler folk Hut

perhaps there would be advantages

There was nt) way that I could have

anticipated the iluration of the study or

Us great unpad on m\ life I intended

lo spend a year al the C'enler. In fact.

I was there coniinualls lor two years

(I97.V74. 197.S 7(>) and periodicall>

fi)r two more In Ihe beginning, I spent

a great deal of lime agoni/tng about

how to label what I was doing—was

It anthropology or a personal quest' I

never lully resolved the question I

used many conventional anihro

fKilogical inelhoils and asked many
typical queslioDs. bul when I had fin-

ished. I louiul m> descriptions did nol

resemble most .inihropological wril-

ings. Still. Ihe lesulls t)t ihe study

would cerlami) have Ix-en dillerenl

had I nol been an anthropologist

Tm from the Universitv of South-

ern California I'm l(U)king for a place

lo study ht)w older Jews live in the

city."

Al Ihe wi>rd university, she moved
closer and nodded approvingly. "Arc
you Jewish '" she asked.

"Yes. I am "

"Are vou married?" she persisted.

•Yes '

"You g«)l children.'
"

"Yes. iwn boys, four and eight. "
I

answered.

"Are you leaching them to be

Jews?"
"I'm trying."

"S«) what dj) yt)u want with us

here?" asked H.isha.

"Well. I want lo understand your

life, lind out what it's like lo K' older

and Jewish, what il anvihing makes



Jews different from other older people.

I'm an anthropologist and we usually

study people's cultures and societies.

I think I would like to learn about this

culture."

"And what will you do for us?" she

asked me.

"I could teach a class in something

people here are interested in—how
older people live in other places, per-

haps."

"Are you qualified to do this?"

Basha shot me a suspicious glance.

"1 have a Ph.D. and have taught in

the university for a number of years,

so I suppose I am qualified."

"You are a professor then? A little

bit of a thing like you?" To my relief,

she chuckled amiably. Perhaps I had

passed my first rite of entrance into the

group.

within a society's seemingly illogical

and arbitrary customs and beliefs. This

assumption of the natives' viewpoint,

so to speak, is a means of knowing

others through oneself, a professional

technique that can be mastered fairly

easily in the study of very different

peoples. Working with one's own soci-

ety, and more specifically, those of

one's own ethnic and familial heritage,

is perilous and much more difficult.

Yet it has a certain validity and value

not available in other circumstances.

Identifying with the "other"—Indians

and Chicanos if one is Anglo, blacks

if one is white, males if one is female

—

is an act of imagination, a means for

discovering what one is not and will

never be. Identifying with what one is

now and will be someday is quite a

different process. And one day I will

maginably exhilarating achievement.

Once by accident I stumbled slightly.

The flash of terror I experienced was

shocking. From close watching of the

elderly, it seems I had acquired their

need to avoid falling, although to one

of my age and in good health, such a

minor accident presents no real danger.

This recognition occurred after I had

been watching two very old women
walk down the alley with great concen-

tration, arms tightly linked, navigating

impediments in slow-motion move-

ments that were perfectly coordinated

and mutually supportive. So great was

their concern with balance, they might

have been walking a high wire.

But I learned more than what old age

would or could be in my work with the

Center elderly. They provided a model

of an alternative life style, built on val-

For the next four years I was to be

involved with these people, as an an-

thropologist doing fieldwork, as a

friend, and sometimes, as a family

member. The anthropologist engages

in peculiar work. He or she tries to un-

derstand a different culture to the point

of finding it to be intelligible, regard-

less of how strange it seems in compar-

ison with one's own background. This

is accomplished by attempting to expe-

rience the new culture from within, liv-

ing in it for a time as a member, all the

while maintaining sufficient detach-

ment to observe and analyze it with

some objectivity. This peculiar pos-

ture—being inside and outside at the

same time— is called partici-

pant-observation. It is a fruitful para-

dox, one that has allowed anthro-

pologists to find sense and purpose

be a little old Jewish lady, and it is

important for me to have some con-

crete expectations about that.

In working among the elderly

—

also, I suspect, among the very

young—an exceptionally important

part of one's information is derived

from nonverbal communication and

identification, this because the bodily

state is such a large determinant of

well-being for the growing and declin-

ing organism. At various times, I con-

sciously tried to heighten my aware-

ness of the physical state of the elderly

by wearing stiff garden gloves to per-

form ordinary tasks, taking off' my
glasses and plugging my ears, slowing

down my movements and, sometimes,

by wearing the heaviest shoes I could

find to the Center. Walking a few

blocks in this condition became an uni-

ues in many ways antithetical to those

commonly esteemed by contemporary

Americans. The usual markers of suc-

cess were anathema to them. Wealth,

power, physical beauty, youth, mobil-

ity, security, social status—all were

out of the question. Without a future,

lacking hope for change or improve-

ment, they had devised a counter-

world, inventing their own version of

what made "the good life." It was

built on their veneration for their reli-

gious and cultural membership and

was full of meaning, intensity, and

consciousness. This they had managed

on their own, creating a nearly invis-

ible, run-down world, containing a

major lesson for any who would attend

it. It was not the first time that an an-

thropologist had found in obscure, un-

worldly folk a message of wide appli-



cability for the larger outside society.

The character of Center social life

was distinctively tumultuous and dra-

matic. In part this was due to the ten-

sions arising from contradictions

within the members' ideology, most

conspicuously, between their Zionism

and internationalism, their agnosticism

and Judaism, their identification with

modern American society and their

Eastern European past. All cultures are

riddled with internal inconsistencies,

but they do not generally produce the

kind of social disorganization so evi-

dent at the Center. More troublesome

than the inconsistencies in their beliefs

were certain paradoxes or structural

conflicts that disrupted solidarity and

prevented their society from develop-

ing the stability it otherwise might

have. Three paradoxes were particu-

and storytelling, eager to be heard

from, eager to relate parts of their life

history. More afraid of oblivion than

of pain or death, they always sought

opportunities to become visible. Nar-

rative activity among them was intense

and relentless. Age and proximity to

death augmented the Jewish predilec-

tion for verbal expression. In their

stories, as in their cultural dramas, they

witnessed themselves, and thus knew
who they were, serving as subject and

object at once. They perpetually nar-

rated themselves; they kept notes and

journals, wrote poems and sponta-

neous reflections, and told their stories

to all who would listen. Their histories

were not devoted to marking their suc-

cesses or unusual merits. Rather they

were efforts at ordering, sorting, ex-

plaining—rendering coherent their

He died three days after he completed
recording his life history.

'"Oh, how often in our dreams, like

a bird, we fly back to the place of our

birth, to that little Polish town on the

Vistula, which would be to you a small

speck on the map, maybe even loo in-

significant for a map. A few thousand

people huddled together, hidden in the

hills, but with a view in sight of the

beautiful river. In this place, the popu-
lation was nearly equal Poles and Jews.

All were poor. There were the poor and
the poorer still.

"If you walked through the Jewish

quarter, you would see small houses,

higgledy-piggledy, leaning all over

each other. Some had straw roofs, if

shingles, some broken. No cobbles on

larly evident. First was people's need
for passionate experiences, as opposed
to their desire for dignity and harmony.
Second, people had extreme need for

each other socially and psychi)-

logically . with no corresponding mate-

rial, econoinic need; this resulted in

a peculiar imb.il.incc ihal generaled

much strain and contusion linally.

Center elders required witnesses to

Ihcir past and present life and turned

lo each other for this, although il is a

role properly lilled by the succeeding

generation Lacking suitable heirs lo

their traditions and stories, ihey were
forced lo use peers who, they reali/cd,

would perish along with them, and thus

could not assure the preservation of

what ihey h.id witnessed

Center people, like s») many of the

elderly, were ver> fond of reminiscing

long lives, finding inlcgraiing ideas

and characteristics that helped them

knt)w themselves as the same persons

over lime, despite great ruptures and

shifts. No doubt their emigrant experi-

ence and the loss of their original cul

ture made them esen more prone to

seek continuity anil coherence .Survi-

vors, II is often noted, are sirongi) im-

pelled lo serve as w iinesses lo what has

been lost. Often these materials are

idealized and senlimenlalized Despite

its poverty and oppression, sliivll life

was often described as a golden age in

comparison with much ol the present,

which was found lacking. In recount-

ing the past. the> kept thai early life

alive, weaving il inio their present.

Here are excerpts from a statement

diclaieil h\ .Shmuel. one ol the Center

members ,iiul iii> principal informant

the streets, and you might not even

want to call them streets, so narrow and

deep rutted from wagons, liverywherc.

children, cats, geese, chickens, somc-

tiuK's a goat, all together making very

strong smells and noises Always, the

children were dirty and bareftH>l.

alwavs the dogs were skinny and

mean, not Jewish dogs They came
over front (ientile quarters looking for

garbage and cats You would go along

this way until you crossed the wooden
bridge into the main plat: Here were

the women on market da> . sitting in the

open, or in little wooden stalls if they

were well dII.

"the p«>groms were all around us

Ihen the soldiers on horseback would
tear thiough the town .mil leave dead

Jews behind. One time, we heard the



big bell ring out and there was no rea-

son for it. We were so scared we hid

in the synagogue. That was probably

the worst place to go, but we were

small boys. All night we stayed hud-

dling together there and heard terrible

noises outside—horses, screams,
shouts. We were afraid to light the

lamps or stove. In the morning some
men came to get us. Someone, it must

have been a Pole, had warned the Jews
with the bells that the soldiers were

coming through. Everyone got away
very quickly, hiding in the forest and

in neighbors' homes. Who knows what

would have happened without the

warning'.' As it is, the soldiers tore up

the Jewish streets, broke windows,
threw the furniture out. We came out

into the sparkling sunshine and the

streets were white like in winter. Ev-

erywhere were feathers from where
those Cossacks cut up our featherbeds.

Dead animals also on our streets.

"The day comes to go. A summer
day, beautiful. My father goes down to

the cemetery and I with him. I couldn't

stand to go too close to him. I loved

him, but the pain that was coming out

from him kept me away. Like flames,

going out in waves. First he walked up

and down. Finally, he gave the rabbi

there some money to say prayers and

keep up the graves. Then he walked

over to the grave of his father. He
cried, tears coming down his face. His

hair was black and gray. Old as he was,

there was a youthfulness about him,

very remarkable. At this time, I saw

that youthfulness go out from him for-

ever, like the departure of a spirit. I

could not take this sight in, and I hid

my eyes. Still, when I looked up, he

stood there like a small boy crying. He
walked over to the other graves, his

mother's, his sisters' and brothers',

then back to his father's. He started a

conversation there, telling his father

why he was leaving, asking him for

forgiveness and a blessing. All the

while his tears are running through his

beard until his shirt front is drenched.

"In that little town there were no

walls. But we were curled up together

inside it, like small cubs, keeping each

other warm, growing from within,

never showing the outside what is hap-

pening, until our backs made up a

strong wall. It is not the worst thing

that can happen for a man to grow old

and die. But here is the hard part.

When my mind goes back there now,
there are no roads going in or out. No
way back remains because nothing is

there, no continuation. Then life itself,

what is its worth to us? Why have we
bothered to live? All this is at an end.

For myself, growing old would be alto-

gether a different thing if that little

town was there still. All is ended. So
in my life, I carry with me every-

thing—all those people, all those

places, I carry them around until my
shoulders bend. I can see the old rabbi,

the workers pulling their wagons, the

man carrying his baby tied to his back,

walking up from the Vistula, no

money, no house, nothing to feed his

child. His greatest dream is to have a

horse of his own, and in this he will

never succeed. So 1 carry him. If he

didn't have a horse, he should have at

least the chance to be remaining in the

place he lived. Even with all that pov-

erty and suffering, it would be enough

if the place remained, even old men
like me, ending their days, would find

it enough. But when I come back from

these stories and remember that the

way they lived is gone forever, wiped

out like you would erase a line of writ-

ing, then it means another thing alto-

gether for me to accept leaving this

life. If my life goes now, it means noth-

ing. But if my life goes, with my mem-
ories, and all that is lost, that is some-

thing else to bear." D
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Piltdown Revisited
The greatest mystery is not who did it but why the forgery worked

Nothing is quite so fascinating as a

well-aged mystery. Many connois-

seurs regard Josephine Tey's The
Daughter of Time as the greatest detec-

tive story ever written because its pro-

tagonist is Richard III, not the modern
and insignificant murderer of Roger

Ackroyd. The old chestnuts are peren-

nial sources for impassioned and fruit-

less debate. Who was Jack the Ripper?

Was Shakespeare Shakespeare?

My profession of paleontology of-

fered its entry to the first rank of histori-

cal conundrums a quarter-century ago.

In 1953, Piltdown man was exposed as

a certain fraud perpetrated by a very

uncertain hoaxer. Since then, interest

has never flagged. People who cannot

tell Tyrcmnosaurus from Allosauriis

have firm opinions about the identity of

Piltdown's forger. Rather than simply

ask "whodunnit?" this column treats

what I regard as an intellectually more
interesting issue: why did anyone ever

accept Piltdown man in the first place?

I was led to address the subject by re-

cent and prominent news reports add-

ing—with abysmally poor evidence, in

my opinion—yet another prominent

suspect to the list. Also, as an old mys-

tery reader, I cannot refrain from ex-

pressing my own prejudice, all in due

time.

In 1912, Charles Dawson, a lawyer

and amateur archeologist from Sussex,

brought several cranial fragments to

Arthur Smith Woodward, Keeper of

Geology at the British Museum (Natu-

ral History). The first, he said, had

been unearthed by workmen from a

gravel pit in 1908. Since then, he had

searched the spoil heaps and found a

few more fragments. The bones, worn

and deeply stained, seemed indigenous

to the ancient gravel; they were not the

remains of a more recent interment.

Yet the skull appeared remarkably

modern in form, although the bones

were unusually thick.

Smith Woodward, excited as such a

measured man could be, accompanied

Dawson to Piltdown and there, with

Father Teilhard de Chardin, looked for

further evidence in the spoil heaps.

(Yes, believe it or not, the same Teil-

hard who, as a mature scientist and

theologian, became such a cult figure

some fifteen years ago with his attempt

to reconcile evolution, nature, and God
in Tlie Phenomenon oj Man. Teilhard

had come to England in 1908 to study

at the Jesuit College in Hastings, near

Piltdown. He met Dawson in a quarry

on May 31, 1909; the mature solicitor

and the young French Jesuit became

warm friends, colleagues, and coex-

plorers.)

On one of their joint expeditions,

Dawson found the famous mandible,

or lower jaw. Like the skull fragments,

the jaw was deeply stained, but it

seemed to be as apish in form as the

Lower molars of the Piltdown jaw
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cranium was human. Nonetheless, it

contained two molar teeth, worn flat in

a manner not rare in humans but never

encountered in apes. Unfortunately,

the jaw was broken in just the two

places that might have settled its rela-

tionship to the skull; the chin region,

with all its marks of distinction be-

tween ape and human, was gone, and

so was the area of articulation with the

cranium.

Armed with skull fragments, the

lower jaw , and an associated collection

of worked flints and bone, plus a num-
ber of mammalian fossils to fix the age

as ancient. Smith Woodward and Daw-
son made their splash before the Geo-

logical Society of London on De-

cember 18, 1912. Their reception was

mixed, although on the whole favor-

able. Although no one smelled fraud,

the association of such a human cra-

nium with such an apish jaw indicated

to some critics that remains of two sep-

arate animals might have been mixed

together in the quarry.

Over the next three years, Dawson
and Smith Woodward countered with

a series of further discoveries that, in

retrospect, could not have been better

programmed to dispel doubt. In 1913,

Father Teilhard found the all-important

lower canine tooth. It, too, was apish

in form but strongly worn in a human
manner. Then, in 1915, Dawson con-

vinced most of his detractors by find-

ing the same association of two thick-

skulled human cranial fragments with

an apish tooth worn in a human manner

at a second site two miles from the

original finds.

Henry Fairfield Osborn, leading

American paleontologist and con-

verted critic, wrote:

If there is a Providence hanging over the

aflairs of prehistoric men, it certainly man-

ifested itself in this case, because the three

fragments of the second Piltdown man
found by Dawson are exactly those which

we would have selected to confirm the

comparison with the original type. . . .

Placed side by side with the corresponding

fossils of the first Piltdown man they agree

precisely; there is not a shadow of a dif-

ference.

Providence, unbeknownst to Osborn,

walked in human form at Piltdown.

For the next thirty years, Piltdown

occupied an uncomfortable but ac-

knowledged place in human prehis-

tory. Then, in 1949, Kenneth P. Oak-

ley applied his fluorine test to the Pilt-

down remains. Bones pick up fluorine

in proportion to their time of residence

in a deposit and the fluorine content of



the deposit. Both the skull and jaw of

Pilidown contained barely detectable

amounts of fluorine; they could not

have lain long in the gravels. Oakley

slill did not suspect fakery. He pro-

posed that Piltdown, after all, had been

a relatively recent interment into an-

cient gravels.

But a few years later, in collabo-

ration with J.S. Weiner and W.E. le

Gros Clark, Oakley finally considered

the obvious alternative—that the "in-

terment" had been made in this cen-

tury with intent to defraud. He found

thai the skull and jaw had been artifi-

cially stained, the flints and bone

worked with modern blades, and the

associated mammals, although genu-

ine fossils, imported from elsewhere.

Moreover, the teeth had been tiled

down to simulate human wear. The old

anomaly—an apish jaw with a human
cranium—was resolved in the most

parsimonious way of all. The skull did

belong to a modern human; the jaw

was an orangutan's.

But who had foisted such a mon-
strous hoax upon scientists so anxious

for such a find that they remained blind

lo an obvious resolution of its anoma-

lies .' Of the original trio, Tcilhard was
dismissed as a young and unwitting

dupe. No one has ever (and rightly , in

my opinion) suspected Smith Wood-
ward, the superstraight arrow who de-

voted his life to the reality of Piltdown

and who, past eighty and blind, dic-

tated in retirement his last book with

its chauvinistic title. The Earliest Eng-

lishman (1948).

Suspicion instead has focused on

Dawson. Opportunity he certainly had,

although no one has ever established a

satisfactory motive. Dawson was a

highly respected amateur with several

important finds to his credit. He was
overenthusiastic and uncritical, per-

haps even a bit unscrupulous in his

dealings with other amateurs, but no

direct evidence of his complicity has

ever come lo light. Nevertheless, the

circumstantial case is strong and well

summarized by J.S. Weiner in The
Piltdown Forgery (Oxford University

Press, 1955).

Supporters of Dawson have main-

tained that a more professional scien-

tist must have been involved, at least

as a coconspirator, because the linds

were so cleverly faked. 1 have always

regarded this as a poor argument, ad-

vanced by scientists largely to assuage

their embarrassment that such an indif-

ferently designed hoax was not de-

tected sooner. The staining, to be sure,

had been done consummately . But the

"tools" had been poorly carved and
the teeth rather crudely filed—scratch

marks were noted as soon as scientists

looked with the right hypothesis in

mind. Le Gros Clark wrote: "The evi-

dences of artificial abrasion immedi-
ately sprang to the eye. Indeed so obvi-

ous did they seem it may well be

asked—how was it that they had
escaped notice before." The forger's

main skill consisted in knowing what

to leave out—discarding the chin and
articulation.

Piltdown reappeared prominently in

the news last November because yet

another scientist has been implicated as

a possible coconspirator. Shortly be-

fore he died last year at age ninety-

three, J. A. Douglas, emeritus profes-

sor of geology at Oxford, made a tape

recording suggesting that his predeces-

sor in the chair. W.J. Sollas. was the

culprit. In support of this assertion.

Douglas ollered only three items

scarcely ranking as evidence in my
book: ( 1 ) Sollas and Smith Wiwdward
were bitter enemies. (So what Acade-

mia is a den of vipers, but \erbal spar-

ring and elaborate hoaxing are re-

sponses of dillering magnitude.) (2) In
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1910, Douglas gave Sollas some mas-

todon bones that could have been used

as part of the imported fauna. (But such

bones and teeth are not rare.) (3) Sollas

once received a package of potassium

bichromate and neither Douglas nor

SoUas's photographer could figure out

why he had wanted it. Potassium bi-

chromate was used in staining the Pilt-

down bones. (It was also an important

chemical in photography, and I do not

regard the supposed confusion of

Solias's photographer as a strong sign

that the professor had some nefarious

usages in mind.) In short, 1 find the

evidence against Sollas so weak that I

wonder why the leading scientific jour-

nals of England and the United States

gave it so much space. 1 would exclude

Sollas completely, were it not for the

paradox that his famous work on An-
cient Hunters supports Smith Wood-
ward's views about Piltdown in terms

so obsequiously glowing that it could

be read as subtle sarcasm.

Only three hypotheses make much
sense to me. First, Dawson was widely

suspected and disliked by some ama-
teur archeologists (and equally ac-

claimed by others). Some compatriots

regarded him as a fraud. Others were

bitterly jealous of his standing among

professionals. Perhaps one of his col-

leagues devised this complex and pe-

culiar form of revenge. The second

hypothesis, and the most probable in

my view, holds that Dawson acted

alone, whether for fame or to show up

the world of professionals we do not

know.

The third hypothesis is much more
interesting. It would render Piltdown

as a joke that went too far, rather than

a malicious forgery. It represents the

"pet theory" of many prominent ver-

tebrate paleontologists who knew
the man well. I have sifted all the evi-

dence, trying hard to knock it down.
Instead, I find it consistent and plau-

sible, although not the leading con-

tender. A.S. Romer, late head of the

museum I inhabit at Harvard and

America's finest vertebrate paleontolo-

gist, often stated his suspicions to me.

Louis Leakey also believed it. His au-

tobiography refers anonymously to a

'second man," but internal evidence

clearly implicates a certain individual

to anyone in the know.
It is often hard to remember a man

in his youth after old age imposes a

different persona. Teilhard de Chardin

became an austere and almost Godlike

figure to many in his later years; he was

widely hailed as a leading prophet of

our age. But he was once a fun-loving

young student. He knew Dawson for

three years before Smith Woodward
entered the story. He may have had

access, from a previous assignment in

Egypt, to mammalian bones (probably

from Tunisia and Malta) that formed

part of the "imported" fauna at Pilt-

down. I can easily imagine Dawson
and Teilhard, over long hours in field

and pub, hatching a plot for different

reasons: Dawson to expose the gulli-

bility of pompous professionals; Teil-

hard to rub English noses once again

with the taunt that their nation had no

legitimate human fossils, while France

reveled in a superabundance that made
her the queen of anthropology . Perhaps

they worked together, never expecting

that the leading lights of English

science would fasten to Piltdown with

such gusto. Perhaps they expected to

come clean but could not.

Teilhard left England to become a

stretcher bearer during World War I.

Dawson, on this view, persevered and

completed the plot with a second Pilt-

down find in 1915. But then the joke

ran away and became a nightmare.

Dawson sickened unexpectedly and

died in 1916. Teilhard could not return
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before the war's end. By that time, the

three leading lights of British anthro-

pology and paleontology—Arthur

Smith Woodward, Grafton Elliot

Smith, and Arthur Keith—had staked

their careers on the reality of Piltdown.

(Indeed they ended up as two Sir Ar-

thurs and one Sir Grafton, largely for

their part in putting England on the an-

thropological map.) Had Teilhard con-

fessed in 1918, his promising career

(which later included a major role in

describing the legitimate Peking man)
would have ended abruptly. So he fol-

lowed the Psalmist and the motto of

Sussex University, later established

just a few miles from Piltdown
—"Be

still, and know. . .

."—to his dying

day. Possible. Just possible.

All this speculation provides endless

fun and controversy, but what about

the prior and more interesting ques-

tion: why had anyone believed Pilt-

down in the first place? It was an im-

probable creature from the start. Why
had anyone admitted to our lineage an

ancestor with a fully modern cranium

and the unmodified jaw of an ape?

Indeed, Piltdown never lacked de-

tractors. Its temporary victory was

born in conflict and nurtured through-

out by controversy. Many scientists

continued to believe that Piltdown was
an artifact composed of two animals

accidentally commingled in the same
deposit. In the early 1940s, for ex-

ample, Franz Weidenreich, perhaps

the world's greatest human anatomist,

wrote (with devastating accuracy in

hindsight): " Eoanthropus ['dawn

man," the official designation of Pilt-

down] should be erased from the list

of human fossils. It is the artificial

combination of fragments of a modern
human braincase with orang-utang-

like mandible and teeth.
'

' To this apos-

tasy. Sir Arthur Keith responded with

bitter irony: "This is one way of get-

ting rid of facts which do not fit into

a preconceived theory; the usual way
pursued by men of science is, not to

get rid of facts, but frame theory to fit

them."

Moreover, had anyone been inclined

to pursue the matter, there were pub-

lished grounds for suspecting fraud

from the start. A dental anatomist,

C.W. Lyne, stated that the canine

found by Teilhard was a juvenile tooth,

just erupted before Piltdown's death,

and that its intensity of wear could not

be reconciled with its age. Others

voiced strong doubts about the ancient

manufacture of Piltdown's tools. In

amateur circles of Sussex, some of

Dawson's colleagues concluded that

Piltdown must be a fake, but they did

not publish their beliefs.

If we are to learn anything about the

nature of scientific inquiry from Pill-

down—rather than just reveling in the

joys of gossip—we will have to resolve

the paradox of its easy acceptance. I

think that 1 can identify at least four

categories of reasons for the ready wel-

come accorded to such a misfit by all

the greatest English paleontologists.

All four contravene the usual mythol-

ogy about scientific practice—that

facts are "hard" and primary and that

scientific understanding increases by

patient collection and fitting together of

these objective bits of pure informa-

tion. Instead, they display science as

a human activity, motivated by hope,

cultural prejudice, and the pursuit of

glory yet stumbling in its erratic path

toward a better understanding of na-

ture.

The imposition of strong hope upon
dubious evidence. Before Piltdown,

English paleoanthropology was mired

in a limbo now occupied by students

of extraterrestrial life: endless fields for

speculation and no direct evidence.

Beyond some flint "cultures" of
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doubtful human workmanship and

some bones strongly suspected as

products of recent interments into an-

cient gravels, England knew nothing of

its most ancient ancestors. France, on

the other hand, had been blessed with

a superabundance of Neanderthals and

Cro-Magnons and their associated art

and tools. And F^rench anthropologists

delighted in rubbing l:nglish noses

with this marked disparity of evidence.

Piitdown could not have been better

designed to turn the tables. It seemed

to predate Neanderthal by a consid-

erable stretch of time. If human fossils

had a fully modern cranium hundreds

of thousands of years before beetle-

browed Neanderthal appeared, then

Piitdown must be our ancestor and the

French Neanderthals a side branch.

Smith Woodward proclaimed: "The
Neanderthal race was a degenerate otf-

sh(H)t of early man while surviving

modern man may have arisen directly

from the prmiitive source of which the

Piitdown skull provides the first dis-

covered evidence.'" This international

rivalry has often been mentioned by

Piltdown's commentators, but a vari-

ety of equally important factors have

usually escaped notice.

Reduction of anomaly by fit with

cultural biases. A human cranium with

an ape's jaw strikes us today as suffi-

ciently incongruous to merit strong

suspicion. Not so in 1913. In a pre-

vious column (November 1975) I

wrote about the strong influences ex-

erted by biases, largely cultural in ori-

gin, for "brain primacy" in human
evolution. The argument rested on a

false inference from contemporary im-

ptiriance to historical priority: We rule

today by virtue of our intelligence.

Therefore, in our evolution, an en-

larged brain must have preceded and

inspired all other alterations of our

body. We should expect to Hnd human
ancestt)rs with enlarged, perhaps
nearly modern, brains and a distinctly

simian body. (Ironically, nature fol-

lowed an opposite path. Our earliest

ancestors, the australopithccines, were

fully erect but still small brained.)

Thus, Piitdown neatly matched a

widely anticipated result, (jrafton Kl-

lioi Smith wrote in 1924:

The outstanding interest of ihc Piitdown

skull is in the contirniation it ullords of Ihc

view that in the evolution of Man the brain

led the way. Il is ihe veriest truism that Man
has emerged from the simian stale in virtue

of the enrichment of the structure of his

mind. . . . The brain attained what may be

termed the human rank ai a lime when the

jaws and face, and no doubt the body also,

still retained much of the uncouihness of

Man's simian ancestors. In other words,

Man at tirst . . . was merely an Ape with

an overgrown brain. The importance of the

Piitdown skull lies in the fact that it allords

tangible confirmation of these inferences.

Piitdown also buttressed some all

loo familiar racial views among white

Europeans. In the I93()s and 1940s,

following the discovery of Peking man
in strata approximately equal in age

with the Piitdown gravels, phylelic

trees based on Piitdown and affirming

the antiquity of while supremacy began

to appear in the literature (although

they were never adopted by Piltdown's

chief champions. Smith Woodward,
Smith, and Keith). Peking man (origi-

nally called Sinanthropus. but now
placed in Homo erectus) lived in China
with a brain twi)-thirds modern size,

while Piltdi)wn man, with its fully de-

veloped brain, inhabited lingland. If

Piitdown, as the earliest linglishman,

was Ihe progenitor i)f white races,

while other hues must trace their an-

cestry to Homo erectus. then whites

crossed the threshold to full humanity

long before other people. As longer

residents in this exalted stale, whites
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much more

And there are monthly departments such as

Equipment Atlas, Sky Almanac, Planet Finder

Astro News, Astro Mart — everything you'll want

to know and use'
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must excel in the arts of civilization.

Reditcation of anomaly by maiching

fact to expectation. We know, in retro-

spect, that Piltdown had a human cra-

nium and an ape's jaw. As such, it pro-

vides an ideal opportunity for testing

what scientists do when faced with un-

comfortable anomaly. G.E. Smith and
others may have advocated an evolu-

tionary head start for the brain, but no
one dreamed of an independence so

complete that brains might become
fully human before jaws changed at all

!

Piltdown was distressingly too good to

be true.

If Keith was right in his taunt to Wei-
denreich, then Piltdown's champions
should have modeled their theories to

the uncomfortable fact of a human cra-

nium and an ape's jaw. Instead, they

modeled the "facts"—another illus-

tration that information always reaches

us through the strong filters of culture,

hope, and expectation. As a persistent

theme in "pure" description of the

Piltdown remains, we learn from all its

major supporters that the skull, al-

though remarkably modern, contains a

suite of definitely simian characters!

Smith Woodward, in fact, originally

estimated the cranial capacity at a mere
1,070 cc (compared with a modern
average of 1,400 to 1,500), although

Keith later convinced him to raise the

figure nearer to the low end of our mod-
ern spectrum. Grafton Elliot Smith,

describing the brain cast in the original

paper of 1913, found unmistakable

signs of incipient expansion in areas

that mark the higher mental faculties in

modern brains. He concluded: "We
must regard this as being the most
primitive and most simian human brain

so far recorded; one, moreover, such

as might reasonably have been ex-

pected to be associated in one and the

same individual with the mandible

which so definitely indicates the zoo-

logical rank of its original possessor."

Just a year before Oakley's revelation.

Sir Arthur Keith wrote in his last major
work (1948): "His forehead was like

that of the orang, devoid of a supraor-

bital torus; in its modeling his frontal

bone presented many points of resem-

blance to that of the orang of Borneo
and Sumatra.

'

' Modern Homo sapiens.

I hasten to add, also lacks a supraorbi-

tal torus, or brow ridge.

Careful examination of the jaw also

revealed a set of remarkably human
features for such an apish jaw (beyond
the forged wear of the teeth). Sir Ar-

thur Keith repeatedly emphasized, for

example, that the teeth were inserted
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into the jaw in a human, ralhcr than a

simian, fashion.

Prevention of discovery by practice.

In former years, the British Museum
did not occupy the vanguard in main-

taining open and accessible collec-

tions—a happy trend of recent years,

and one that has helped to lift the odor

of musliness (literally and figuratively)

from major research museums. Like

the stereotype of a librarian who pro-

tects books by guarding them from use,

Piltdown's keepers severely restricted

access to the original bones. Re-

searchers were often permitted to look

but not touch; only the set of plaster

casts could be handled. Everyone

praised the casts for their accuracy of

proportion and detail, but the detection

of fraud required access to the origi-

nals—artificial staining and wear of

teeth cannot be discovered in plaster.

Louis Leakey writes in his autobiog-

raphy:

As I write this biK)k in 1972 and ask myself

how it was ihal the forgery remained un-

masked for St) many years, I have turned

my mind back to 193.^, when I first went

lo sec Dr. Bather, Smith W(M)dward's suc-

cessor. ... I told him thai I wished lomake
a careful examination of the Pilldown fos-

sils, smce I was preparing a textbook on

early man. I was taken mio the basemeni

lo be shown the specimens, which were

lifted out of a safe and laid on a table. Next

lo each fossil was an excellent cast. I was
not allowed to handle the originals in any

way, bul merely to look al Ihem and satisfy

myself that ihecasis were really good repli-

cas. Then, abruptly, the originals were re-

moved and locked up again, and I was left

for the rest of the morning with only the

casts to study.

It is my belief now thai it was under these

conditions ihal all visiting scientists were

pcrniilled lo examine the Piltdown speci

mens, and ihal the situation changed onl)

when ihey came under ihe care of my friend

andconlemporar) Kenneth Oakley He did

not sec the necessity ol irealing Ihe frag

mcntsas if they were the crown jewels bul.

rather, considered iheiii simply .is impor-

lam fossils lo Ik.- looked aflet carefully,

bul (rom which the maximum scicniihc ev-

idence should be obtained

Henry Fairfield Osborn, ullhough

not known as a generous man. paid al-

most obsequious homage lo .Smith

Woodward m his treatise on Ihehisiori

cal path of human progress. Man Riws
lo ParmisMis (1927). He had been a

skeptic before his visit lo the British

Museum m 1921. Then, on Sunday
morning, July 24.

"

"after attending a

most- memorable service in Westmin-

ster Abbey,'" Osborn 'repaired to the

British Museum to see the fossil re-

mains of the now thoroughly vindi-

cated Dawn Man of Great Britain."

(He. at least, as head of the American
Museum of Natural History, got to see

Ihe originals.) Osborn swiftly con-

verted and proclaimed Piltdovvn ""a

discovery of transcendant importance

lo the prehistory of man." He then

added; ""We have to be reminded over

and over again that Nature is full of

paradoxes and that the order of the uni-

verse is not the human order." Yet Os-

born had seen little but the human order

on two levels—the comedy of fraud

and the subtler, yet ineluctable, impo-

sition of theory upon nature. Some-
how, 1 am not distressed that the

human order must veil all our interac-

tions with Ihe universe, for the veil is

translucent, however strong its te.xture.

Stephen Jay Cjoulcl leaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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Fill inyour
Beethoven

Romantics
243626. Berlioz: Symphonie
Fantastique — Solti and the
Chicago Symphony (London)

283846. Bizet: Symphony
in C; Mendelssohn: Sym-
phony No. 4 (Italian)—
Stokowski. National Sym
Orchestra (Columbia)

240960. Borodin: Polovetsian
Dances — and other Russian
favorites (Night On Bald
Mountain, etc ) Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

276808. Dvorak: Symphony
No. 7— Giulini conducting
London Symphony (Angel)

230433. Dvorak: Symphony
No. 9(NewWorld)-
Bernstein conducts New
York Phil (Columbia)

262337. Elgar: Symphony
No. 2-Solti and the London
Philharmonic (London)*
230417. Franck: Symphony
in D Minor— Bernstein,
New York Phil (Columbia)*

277392. Granados: Goyescas
— scintillating brilliance

astonishing' —NY Times
Alicia de Larrocha (London)

230391. Grieg: Piano
Concerto; Rachmaninoff:
Rhapsody on a Theme ot
Paganini — P Entremont,
Ormandycond (Columbia)

228684. Grieg: Peer Gynt
Suites 1 and 2; Bizet:
Carmen Suites— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

237743. Liszt: Hungarian
Rhapsodies 1,2; Enesco:
Roumanian Rhapsodies
1, 2 — Eugene Ormandy and
Phila Orch (Columbia)

289892-289893. Liszt:

Piano Music — fantastic
performances by the leg-
endary Erwin Nyiregyhazi
(Counts as 2— Columbia)>;:

278564. Mendelssohn: A
Midsummer Night's Dream
(complete)— Andre Previn,
London Symphony (Angel)

232504. Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibition;
Night On Bald Mountain -
Ormandy, Phila (Columbia)

213330. Offenbach: Gaite
Parisienne— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

176578. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 2; etc
—Gary Graffman. Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

277038. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 3—
Lazar Berman; Abbado cond
London Sym (Columbia)

203745. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Sonata in B-Flat
Minor; Three Etudes-
Tableaux; Prelude in G
Sharp; etc. -Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)*

230409. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherazade— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

232116. Rossini: William
Tell Overture— plus works
by Herold, Suppe, Thomas
— Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)

274001. Saint-Saens: Piano
Concertos Nos. 1 and 5
SEgyptian)-P Entremont.
Plasson, LOrch de Capitole
de Toulouse (Columbia)

285411. Saint-Saens:
Symphony No. 3 (Organ) —
Raver (organ); Bernstein,
New York Phil (Columbia)

234237. Schumann: Piano
Concerto; Mendelssohn:
Piano Concerto No. 1 —
Serkin; Ormandy and the
Phila Orch (Columbia)

276279- Schumann: Piano
Sonatas No, 1. 2 — Lazar
Berman lCol./f\4elodiya)

278499. Sibelius: Symphony
No. 1 ; Swan Of Tuonela —
Stokowski, National Phil-

harmonic Orch (Columbia)

250795. Sibelius: Symphony
No. 2-Tauno Hannikainen,
The Sinfoma of London
(Columbia Musical Treas )

191007. Sibelius: Finlandia;
Karelia Suite— also works
by Grieg, Alfven Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

225888. Smetana: Moldau;
Bartered Bride Overture.
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture — Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

268482. Johann Strauss:
Tales From Vienna Woods;
Die Fledermaus Overture;
others Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

275628. Richard Strauss:
Also Sprach Zarathustra;
Till Eulenspiegel; Don
Juan— Solti conducting
Chicago Sym (London)

255620, Wagner: Organ Orgy
—opera excerpts tran-
scribed for organ! Anthony
Newman (Columbia)

Chopin
216036, Chopin: Piano
Concerto No. 2; DeFalla:
Nights In the Gardens of
Spain— Aliciade Larrocha,
pianist (London)

246843. Chopin: Mazurkas,
Etudes, and more— new
recordings by Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)

208934. Chopin: Polonaise
Fantaisie; Introduction and
Rondo; many more—Vladim
Horowitz (Columbia)

280750. Chopin: Three
Waltzes; Two Nocturnes;
Polonaise-Fantaisie; Six
Mazurkas; Barcarolle.
V Ashkenazy (London)

Haydn
257956. Haydn: Symphonie
101 (Clock) and 103 (Drum
Rollj-Bernstein and the
NY Phil (Columbia)
218099. Haydn: Symphonie:
No. 94 (Surprise) and 95
— Casals, Marlboro Fest-
ival Orch (Columbiai*

. Bernsteir and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

230425. Beethoven;
Violin Concerto— Isaac
Stern; Bernstein, New
York Phil (Columbia)

Brahin;
267963. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 1 — Artur
Rubinstein. Zubin Mehta
Israel Phil (London)

238436. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 2— Rudolf
Serkin; Szell, Cleveland
Orchestra (Columbia)

233130. Brahms: Symphf
No. 1 —Ormandy and the
Phila. Orch (Columbia)

283788. Brahms: Tragic
Overture; Variations On
A Theme By Haydn; Aca-
demic Festival Overture
— Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)

236810. Brahms: Violin
Concerto— Isaac Stern;
Eugene Ormandy and the

Phila Orch (Columbia)

Mahler Tbhaikovsky
237024 Mahler: Symphony
No. 1 (Titan)— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

239046-239047. Mahler:
Symphony No. 2 (Resur-
rection)— Bernstein
and the London Symphony
[Counts as 2—Columbia):^

279190-279191. Mahler:
Symphony No. 5 — Zubin
f^^ehta, Los Angeles Phil

(Counts as 2 — London)

250845. Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1 —
Walts, piano: Bernstein.
N Y Phil (Columbia)

201129 Tchaikovsky:
181 2 Overture; Serenade
for Strings— Ormandy
Phila Orch (Columbia)

231563 Tchaikovsky: Swan
Lake and Sleeping Beauty
Ballet Suites-stunning
performances by Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

281550. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 6 (Pathe-
tique)- Solti, Chicago
Symphony (London)

242750. Tchaikovsky and
Mendelssohn Violin Con-
certos—Stern, violin;

Ormandy, cond (Columb

289207-289208. TchaikO
sky: The Nutcracker
(complete)—The America
Ballet Theatre Productior
directed by Baryshnikov
(Counts as 2 -Columbia)
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missinfif
\bcal/ 1 listni iiient al

Collections

^3409 Beethoven: Three
ivorite Piano Sonatas
looniiqht PathetiQue
>passionala/ -Vladimir
ofo^t'z Columbia)

'3334 Beethoven:
rmphony No 3 (Eroica)
Solti and the Chicago
/mphony London)

*5904 Beethoven:
rmphonies No 5 and 8 —
ma^rl/ Phila Columbia)

0702 Beethoven:
rmphony No 7: EgmonI
/erture Stokowski. New
iiiharmonia (London)

>2874 Beethoveo:
rmphony No. 9 (Chorale)
Ormandy and the Phila-

•iphiaOrch (Columbia)

262493-262494 Bach:
Suites 1-4 and more lute
music played by John
Williams on the guitar
'Counts as 2 -Columbia I

246355 Bach: The Four
"Great" Toccatas and
Fugues — E Power Biggs
organ iColumbia)

235150 Best Of Bach-
Toccata & Fugue m D Minor,
Fugue m G Minor, others
E Power Biggs (Columbia)

231 134 Bach: Goldberg
Variations — Glenn Gould,
piano fColumbia)

171504. Switched-On-Bach
-classical best-seiier of
the decade' Moog versions
of Air On AG String:
Wachet Auf: etc —played
by Walter Carlos (Columbia)

Bach
Vlozart

?«"**l"^ Schubert
^loderiis

floihng.

i. -cjpland Billy The
d. Rodoo Bernsloin
V Pti.) Columbiai

10473 Copland Appalachian
Jinal vf'rsioni

'd Columbia)

Ilia Th«Thr*«-
HniBallal:
rrl Concarlo
Doulo/ .ind
ilumbi.1)

"(•fiwin Rhapsody

'foil J American
'•.•. >.<ic:ha<!l Tiliion

^ ' Phil iCoiumbini

'ofa: Grand Canyon
indy Ptiiladi'l

' oiumbiai
"lit ThaPlancIt

ind N.iw York
(.ulnmbinl

'It Carmtna
'<<:haol Tilson
'vnlnndOrch
Cniumbinl

Salactiont marhnd with n tlar

283796 Ravel: Bolero:
Alborado Del Gracloso:
La Valse. Bernstein and
L Orchesire National de
France (Columbia)

283101 Resplghl: PInet
Ol Rome: Fetle Romane
(Roman Festivals) Maazei
Cleveland Orch (London)

Concerlo For Guitar
John Williams, Barenboim
Eng Chamber (Columbia)
281493 SIravlntky: Rile
Ol Sprlr>g Stunning new
fr-cording' Zubin Mehta
M Y Phil (Columbia!
155309 SIravlntky:
Firebird and Pelruthka
Battel Sullet Columbia
Symphony conducIrKl by
Stravinsky 'Columbia)
267427 Weill: "Threepenny
Opera" (original 1976 casi)

EJoctnfying StBrmo
Rovinw (Columbia)

281287 JohnWIIIIama
Suites From Star Wars
and "Close Encounters
Ol The Third Kind
^ubin Muhia Los Angulvs
Philharmonic (London)

282582 GroalosI HilsOl
1720 IruJud.-, P.irhi'Ibe)
Canon, Mouret Rondo
(Theme Irom Masterpiece
Theater ). etc Richard
Kapo Philharmonia Vir-

tuosi ol N Y (Columbia)

256503 Handel: Water
Music (complote) Boulo/
N Y Phil (Columhii.Ti*

288704 Telemann Suite
in A Minor: Vivaldi
Double Concertos —
Isaac Stern Jean-Pierre
Rampal loin the Jerusalem
Music Center Chamber
Orch in these delightlul
works (Columbia)

227S6I Vivaldi: The Four
Seasons violinist Pinchas
Zukerman afid the English
Chamboi Orch Columbiai

289520 Vladimir Horowitz
En<::ores - viriuoso fire-

works as he plays Chopin.
Liszl Rachmaninoff
Debussy etc Columbia)

207357 Mormon Tabernacle
Choir: Climb Every Mountain
— also The Sound Of Music.
Sunnse Sunset Lost In

The Stars etc Columbia!

288720 Luciano Pavarotii
Hits from Lincoln Center
anas sung on his historic

telecast— Verdi Puccmi
Donizetti, etc (London

280602 Jean-Pierre Rampal
Plays His Favorite Encores
Bach A/r( On The G

Sinnij /. etc 'Columbia!

280610 Jean-Pierre Rampal -

Greatest Hits Fuiabu
iru-ij.' pi.ino Columbia

282574 Jean-Pierre Rampal
and Lily Laskine - Sakura
Favorite Japanese melodies
transcribed lor flute and
harp Unique' iColumbia)

283507 283508 Rudoll
Serkin On Television —
75th Birthday Concert:
great works tiy Beethoven
Haydn Schutiert Mozart
Counts as 2 - Columbia! :Js

264663 Beverly Sills and
Andre Koslelanetz —
P1ai5ird'Anx>ur Songs by
Delibes Poulenc Bizet
Martini etc .Columbia)

280016 Beverly Sills

-

Opera Arias Favorite
anas by Rossini Verdi
Bpllini Angel;

223818 Isaac Slern-
Romance Favorite melodies
(or uuiel hours — Rachma-
ninoff Vocalise. Borodin
Nocturne, etc (Columbia)

27634S Leopold SlokowBkl
his own transcriptions ol

Flight ot the Bumbleboe:
Clair de Lune. Perpetuum
Mobile: etc (Columbia)

219881 John Williams -
Gullar's Grealeil Hits
Sor Variations On A
Theme By Mozart. Bach

>J V I'lvl ( olMflii.i G.lvoffn rlr CohimhM

I

Columbia Music Club/CLASSICAL DIVISION
Terre Haute, Indiana 47811

Please accept my membership application in the Club
under the terms outlined in this advertisement Send me
the 11 classical selections listed below lor only $1 00. plus
shipping and handling I agree to buy eight more selec-

tions (at regular Club prices) in the coming three years—
and may cancel memt>ership at any time alter doing so

233718 Mozart: Symphonies
No 40 and 41 Jupiter
- Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic Columbia

269555 Mozart: Piano
Concertos No 14 and 24
M Pfiahia English

Chamber Orch iColumbiai*

286252 Mostly Mozart.
Volume 3 - pianist Alicia
deLarrocha plays three
charming sonatas and
some Bach too ( London)

285361 Schubert Symphony
No 9 in C Th,.(,r,.,il

Zubin Mi'hl.i.indlhc Isr.ipl

231126 Schubert Symphony
No 8 Unlinish..d Mendel-
ssohn Symphony No 4

HE CLASSICAL DIVISION OF COLUMBIA
lUSIC CLUB INVITES YOU TO TAKE

any11,'or tapes
it you toln now Ar>d agr»« to buy 8 mor« ••l«clk>n«
(flt regular Club prkea) during the coming 3 year*

1

SEND MY SELECTIONS IN THIS TYPE
OF RECORDING (be sure to check one):

e Track Cartrktgee u Recorde
T.ipe Catiette*

47F ME

Srnd th«H
II salactkins

GMi.

GMta

suit l$Utt
OofouHntAWifiMir (OwkaDDm Dm wtn
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Sky Reporter

Pluto's Moon
The outermost planet in the solar system has a satellite

whose recent discovery has evoked a wave of conjecture

Almost fifty years after the discov-

ery of Pluto, astronomers have found

that it has a moon. Preliminary analy-

ses of this finding have dramatically

revised our understanding of the cold-

est and most distant of the nine known
planets. The studies have revived ear-

lier speculations that Pluto is itself an

escaped moon of Neptune and that

there may be an additional, even more
distant planet—larger than the earth

—

that awaits discovery in the remote out-

skirts of the solar system.

Tentatively named Charon, Pluto's

moon was found on June 22, 1978, by

James W. Christy, a specialist in stellar

measurements at the U.S. Naval Ob-
servatory in Washington, D.C. Christy

was using STARSCAN, the observa-

tory's high-precision measuring ma-
chine, to determine Pluto's position on

photographs made in April and May of

1978 with a 60-inch telescope in Flag-

staft , Arizona, when he noticed that the

planet's images were elongated rather

than circular. The photographs looked

as though a fainter object existed right

next to Pluto, so that the elongated

image was really a very close pair of

images.

Two proximate images of this sort

would be produced if, for example, a

faint background star happened to lie

in virtually the same direction as the

slow-moving planet at the time a pho-

tograph was made. However, as Pluto

moved along from one day to the next,

the star, if one existed, should have

been left behind, so that the double

image should not have been repeated,

unless another faint star happened to be

in exactly the right place at the right

time. A check of the Palomar Observa-

tory Sky Survey showed that there are

no stars alongside Pluto's track

through the heavens on the dates when
the Flagstaft photographs were made.

This indicated that the small object

must be moving along with Pluto.

Hence it must be a moon.
The discovery came shortly before

Pluto was lost in the sun's glare, owing

to the earth's motion around the sun.

Although the existence of Charon ap-

parently was confirmed at the Cerro

Tololo inter-American Observatory in

La Serena, Chile, where an astronomer

reported that Pluto's image was elon-

gated in the expected direction on July

6, further observations are needed.

These will be obtained during 1979,

and analysis may then lead to revisions

in the details of the strange properties

of Pluto and Charon that we are about

to consider.

The orbital motion of Charon has

been analyzed, along with a few pre-

viously known facts about Pluto, by

Christy and Robert S. Harrington, an

astronomer at the Naval Observatory.

They concluded that Charon is orbiting

around Pluto once every 6.4 earth

days, which thus constitutes a Pluto-

nian month. This period, 6.4 days,

equals the length of time that Pluto

takes to turn once around its axis—

a

Plutonian day. Thus, the moon and

planet are locked in synchrony, like

partners revolving in an eternal waltz,

and Charon seems to hang perpetually

suspended over the same region of the

planet.

The Pluto-Charon system is very

difierent from our earth-moon system.

The moon is never absent from our sky

but we always see the same side of it

from the earth—never the back. From
one hemisphere of Pluto, Charon is

always visible; from the opposite

hemisphere, it can never be seen.

Charon's orbit does not resemble our

moon's but rather that of a com-
munications satellite stationed over the

Atlantic Ocean to relay telephone calls

and broadcasts between Europe and

North America and from which China

is never in sight. It is interesting to note

(although the remark does not consti-

tute proof of any kind) that Charon's

orbit is just what would be expected if

the object had originated as a chunk of

Pluto, torn from the mother planet by

some cosmic force.

The Christy-Harrington study also

indicated that Pluto's axis must be

nearly in the plane of its orbit around

the sun. By contrast, the earth and

other planets (except Uranus) spin on

axes that are steeply inclined or even

roughly perpendicular to their orbital

planes. This means that once during

each 248-year journey of Pluto around

the sun, its axis points "north" toward

the sun (that is, the sun is nearly di-

rectly above Pluto's north pole), and

124 years later, the planet's axis points

"south" toward the sun, which then is

nearly directly above Pluto's south

pole. On the earth, there are only a few

solar eclipses each year. On Pluto,

there are no solar eclipses now nor will

there be during the next few earth

years, but beginning about 1983 and

continuing for several years, Harring-

ton told me, there will be a total eclipse

of the sun every Plutonian day.

Charon is so close to Pluto (about

twenty-two times closer than our moon
is to us, as measured from lunar center

to terrestrial center) that it appears

enormous in Pluto's sky, eight times

larger than our moon as seen from the

earth. At least, this is so if the crude

estimate made by Christy and Harring-

ton of Charon's diameter—750
miles—turns out to be right. By con--

trast, the sun, as viewed from Pluto

looks tiny, about thirty to fifty time

smaller (depending on Pluto's locatioi

in its orbit) than it does from the earth

From the earth, the sun look;

equally bright throughout the year (al

though instruments can detect a chang(

when it is slightly closer or farthe

away). From Pluto, which moves in i

noticeably elongated elliptical orbit

the sun is nearly three times as brigh

when seen from the planet's closes

distance of approach (2.8 billion miles^

as when Pluto is farthest (4.6 billion

miles) away.

Not only the sun but also the orbits

of the three innermost planets look

small as seen from the vantage point

of Pluto. As a result, during a central

total eclipse, that is, when Charon's



by Stephen P. Maran

center passes direclly in front of the

sun. Mercury, Venus, and the earth

also arc eclipsed. On the earth, we
journey to the path of totality to view

the spectacular solar corona during an

eclipse of the sun. From Pluto, the

corona might ordinarily be visible (if

the brighter part of the sun did not

dazzle the viewer's eyes) in the black,

airless sky, just as the stars must be

visible during the daytime. But the

corona would not be seen at the mid-

()oint of a solar eclipse, because then,

like the sun itself, it would be wholly

cKculted. The best coronal views

would come just after the beginning of

an eclipse, as the edge of Charon
passes across the tiny, bright sun and

half of the corona is revealed; the other

half would be seen along the opposite

limb of Charon just before the eclipse

ends.

Charon's orbit around f'luio is prob-

ably in the equatorial plane of the

planet and hence is nearly perpen-

dicular to the plane of I'luto's orbit

around the sun. Twice during each

248year orbital journey of the planet,

when the sun is overhead on Pluto's

equator, Charon is so oriented thai it

will go through a complete set of

phases, new moon to crescent to full

moon and back again, in one 6.4-day

Plutonian month At other times, how-
ever, there is no full phase cycle. Kor

example, when the sun is overhead at

Ihe Plutonian north pole, Charon is a

quarter ntoon .ill month long

It) astronomers, the most basic

parameter revealed by the observations

•)f Charon is the mass ol Pluto, which
was determined from the rate at which
Charon is moving in its roughly 22,

(XK)inile diameter orbit around the

planet Ihe mass can be inferred trom
Ihe speed because for a satellite cir

cling at a given ilistance, the more mas-
sive the planet, the greater the gravita-

tional force and hence the faster the

satellite moves. Pound in this way,
Pluto's mass is far smaller than was
previously estimated, amounting to

only about Veao the mass of the earth.

From the new findings, it appears

that Pluto may be only 70 percent as

dense as water; it would float if

dropped into a big enough sea. Like the

giant outer planets, it is made of light-

weight stuff, not of rock and iron like

the smaller, inner planets, including

Ihe earth and Mars. Pluto probably

consists largely of frozen gases

—

methane and others.

The low value of Pluto's mass has

an interesting historical consequence.

Pluto itself was discovered by the

American observer Clyde Tombaugh
in February 1930, as a result of sys-

tematic photography of a broad region

of the sky where it was predicted tt) lie.

The prediction was based on the pres-

ence of small discrepancies between

the calculated orbits of Uranus and

Neptune and their actual observed mo-
tions. These discrepancies were attrib-

uted to the gravitational influence of an

as yet unknown planet, and an idea of

the likely location of the planet was
inferred from the details of the orbital

deviations.

Photographs of the region were

made and more than two million faint

stars were scrutinized until, finally,

Pluto was found. Hut the new, much
smaller value for Pluto's mass (once

thought comparable to that of the earth,

and estimated at Vio that of the earth

only a few years ago) cannot possibly

correspoml to the iliscrep.incies in the

orbits of Uranus .iiul Nejitune th.it were

reported prior to l^)M) jlie iiiu planet,

with only '/(i.io the earth's m.iss, is jusi

too small to exert a detectable inllu

enceon its neighbors. Thus, the theory

that predicted the existence and loca-

tion ol Ptuto was wrong, even though

the prediction was vindicated by the

discovery of the planet near the indi

cated place .Some astronomers h.ui

suspecleil as much even before Ch.iron

was fouikl.iiul Its orbit studied loiletef

mine Pluto's mass, hut the results re

mo\e any lingering iloubis Plutt) \v.is

discovered b) hard work .ind some

luck, not as a result of a great triumph

of mathematical reasoning.

-Since Pluto's orbit crosses that of

Neptune, the suggestion was made that

Pluto was an escaped moon of that

planet. As a result of the analysis of

Charon's motion, we now know that in

terms of size and mass, Pluto is indeed

more like a planetary satellite than a

planet. Harrington and Thomas C. Van
Flandern, a Naval Observatory astron-

omer known for iinaginative theories

of solar system dynamics, have reex-

amined that possibility. Harrington

and Christy note that the same \ iolent

event, presumably a close encounter

with an interloping planet, that

disrupted Pluto's supposed orbit

around Neptune could have raised an

immense tide in Pluto, breaking it in

two. The smaller piece would be

Charon. The posited enci>unier would
also have disturbed the orbits of Nep-
tune's two surviving moons, Triton

and Nereid. This would explain their

present orbits, which are unusual

among the satellites of the solar sys-

tem. Nereid's path around Neptune is

an ellipse more eK)ngated than that of

any other moon, while Triton is the

only large inner satellite with an orbit

that is either retrograde (one traversed

in the opposite direction to the rotation

of the planet) or noticeably tilted with

respect to the planet's equator.

Harrington and \'.in Tl.iiulern calcu-

late that their postul.ited interloping

planet m.iy h.ive been two to live limes

.IS m.issive as the e.irth .ind h.ive .i pres-

ent oibii .ibout ivMce .is l.iige .is that of

Pluto. This theory must be reg.irded as

inlormed speculation, but an unknown
and possible tenth planet Pl.inet

X—may yet be fi>und at the farthest

reaches of the solar system.

Aslniith\su isi Sti'i>htii I' Miiiiiii stinl-

It's suirs iiml iit'huUif He i\ senior staff

scifittisl in the lnhordtory for Aslron-

itm\ and Solar I'hwics at NASA's
Cimldard Space flif;hl Center in

tireenhell. Maryland.



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon On March 1 , the sun is south of the equatorial plane

in the constellation Aquarius and moves into Pisces on the 12th. On
the 18th (in the mid-latitudes), the interval between sunrise and sunset

is exactly 12 hours, although equinox (when day and night are of equal

length) occurs several days later. The sun crosses the equator on the

2 1 St or the 20th , depending on the time zone in which you live . It arrives

at the vernal equinox and spring begins in the Northern Hemisphere on

the 2 1 St at 1 2 : 22 a . m . , EST. But for those locations in the United States

and Canada west of the EST time zone, spring begins on the 20th.

The moon begins and ends March as a slim crescent in the sunset

sky. It remains an evening object through first-quarter on the 5th and

full moon on the 13th. It enters the morning sky, rising after sunset

and remaining later in the daytime, through last-quarter on March 21

and new moon on March 27. April phases are: first-quarter on the 4th,

full on the 12th, last-quarter on the 19th, and new on the 26th. Apogee

moon (farthest from the earth) occurs on March 10 and April 6; perigee

(nearest the earth) on March 26 and April 22.

Stars and Planets Jupiter and Saturn are on the evening Star Map,

both rising in the east or southeast early at night, near Regulus, the bright

star of Leo. Jupiter is the brightest of the three objects, and Saturn (below

Regulus) is next brightest. Mercury is also an evening star, low and

well placed in the west after sundown during the first two weeks of

March. In the morning sky, Saturn is in the west and Venus in the

southeast, just rising as dawn breaks. Mars is also in the morning sky,

but poorly placed for viewing. Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are morning

stars, as is Mercury after March 24.

March 1 : Saturn is opposite the sun. Since it is now above the horizon

at sundown, it becomes an evening star but is visible all night.

March 4-5: Aldebaran is near the moon tonight. The star is covered

by the moon (an occultation) at about 2:00 a.m. , EST, on the 5th, after

they have set in North America, except in southern California, where

the occultation can be observed.

March 7: Mercury is at greatest easterly elongation, to the left of the

setting sun, and favorably located to be seen as an evening star, low

in the west during twilight.

March 1 1-12: The moon is near Regulus on the night of the 1 1th;

near Saturn on the 12th.

March 13: A partial lunar eclipse occurs over Europe, Africa, and

parts of Asia. The eclipse ends before moonrise in North America,

except over parts of New England and eastern Canada.

March 14: Mercury begins retrograde (westward) motion.

March 20 or 21: The sun is at the vernal equinox at 12:22 a.m.,

EST, on March 2 1 , and spring then begins in the easternmost time zones

of North America. It begins on the 20th elsewhere on the continent.

March 24: Mercury is at inferior conjunction (between earth and sun)

and enters the morning sky.

March 25: The moon and Venus are very close this morning, in the

southeast just after dawn. Jupiter resumes its direct (easterly) motion,

toward the star Regulus.

April 5: Jupiter is near the moon tonight. Mercury resumes its direct

(easterly) motion relative to the stars.

April 8: The bright object near the moon is Saturn. Regulus and

Jupiter are to the right and higher than Saturn.

•k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:20 p.m. on March 1; 10:25 p.m. on March 15; 9:25 p.m.

on March 31; and 8:25 p.m. on April 15; but it can also be used for an hour

before and after those times.
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Art

| LIKE IT WILD®. .
-" Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers. Send stamped envelope: Wilderness
Dreams®, Box 4455-N. Shawnee Mission, KS
66204

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2 00 Nervo Distributors, Dept H, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkel ey, CA 94710

RASSAYA MASK Irom Sri Lanka, 10" x 14"-$24,

Send for photo McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ScctAUC Certificates (wr

^x>pcecxatione,Vjetvce-
ment9 atCboftur^wot&s

CiU orwcife foe fccc brocKure.

.

AMES Is ROLLINSON, INC
^ -215 PatfcawAi.,Pepf.i'i,ny.C. 10003 > 173-7000 }

Astronomy

SKYWATCHER'S ALMANAC, Sunlight Summary,
and Local Planet Visibility Report are our computer-
assisted publications for night-sky enthusiasts For

brochure, send 30t (refunded with order, stamps
O.K.) to: Astronomical Data Service, 3922 Leisure

Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 80917

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS," 1888-1979, Any
issue, maps, send wants. Buxbaum Geographies,

Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-

thors Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All sub-

jects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free

manuscript report Carlton Press, Dept NHC, 84 Fifth

Avenue, New York 10011

Books

BEST BUYS IN BOOKS for scholars, collectors and
others For individualized free lists, send subjects

and authors of interest to: Book Service, 348 East

Troy, Indianapolis, IN 46225

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock.

PAB, 291 8 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609)344-
1943

MOTHERS . . .
Annotated Reading List for Tots, $3

Tots, P O Box 623, Kissimmee, FL 32741

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany Orni-

thology, Color Plate, etc Catalogues $1 Book Chest,

19 Oxford Place, Rockville Centre, NY 11570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCK BARGAINS, plus cur-

rent paperbacks All subjects, art, history, biography,

fiction, more! 4,000 titles in our huge free catalogue.

Write: Hamilton, Box 1252K, Danbury, CT 06810

Camps

CANADIAN WILDERNESS CAMP for young people
8-14 Canoe tripping and serious nature study . .

banding birds, counting meteors, exploring beaver
lodges and feldspar outcrops to help understand the

"why" ol conservation and ecology Camp Blue
Heron, Box NH, 511 Morns Place, Shillington, PA
19607

CRYSTALAIRE CAMP in Northern Michigan's Dune
Country Coed, ages 9-15 Wilderness Irips, farm
animal care, gardening, work projects, waterfront,

creative arts. Informal, non-compelilive, individ-

ualized program David N Reid, Crystalaire, Frank-

fort, Ml 49635

OUTDOOR TRAVEL CAMPS explore New England

and the West Coed, travel/study, 4- and 8-week ex-

peditions Physical and social challenges with an em-
phasis on group dynamics stimulate learning, matu-

rity and cooperation 21 st year Box 205N, Killington,

VT 05751 (802)422-3532

Clothing

DINOSAUR T-SHIRTS, kids' sizes, $4,50. Six de-

signs. Write for free brochure. Dinosaur, Box 2623,

Menio Park, CA 94025

HARP SEAL silkscreened in blue on white 100% cot-

ton T-shirt Adults: S, M, L, XL—$6 C'hildren: 4-20—
$4 Add $1 postage California residents add 6% tax

Endangered Species NH, P Box 49194, Los An-

geles, CA 90049

PERSONALIZED JACKETS! Handsome, warm, pile-

lined jackets of durable nylon Your name or organi-

zation on back in three-inch while letters First name
or nickname embroidered on front Ideal gift! Jacket

sent postpaid for $20 (flannel-lined available for

$15)—includes all lettering Sizes—youth or adult S
M, L, XL. Any color' Satisfaction guaranteedi Write

for colorful brochure Send check or MO. with letter-

ing information and color and size to: Thomas Cre-

ative Apparel, Inc., P.O. Box 46, New London, OH
44851

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag,Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE lor

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship

Asian Exchange, Stehekin, WA 98852

Education

COLLEGE OF THE ATLANTIC in Bar Harbor, Maine,

offers a B A. in Human Ecology The community of

125 students and 20 faculty members study the in-

teractions between humans and the natural and so-

cial environments through an interdisciplinary, prob-

lem-solving curriculum In courses, workshops, field

study, independent study, and internships, the areas

of Environmental Sciences, Environmental Design

and Planning, Social and Cultural Studies, and Val-

ues and Consciousness are explored. A fully accred-

ited, 4-year college founded in 1969 For more infor-

mation write: Admissions Office, Box NH, Bar Harbor,

ME 04609

DELPHI
INDIVIDUAL CURRICULUM , ENROLLMENT ANY TIME

HI-SDindard. Gr K-12 coed boarding school on 1 300 acres in

coastal Oregon. Comprehensive academic pgms. using L. Ron
Hubbard's study methods. Proven success in basics, human-

ities, sciences. Summer, 9 St 1 2 mo. pgtns. Non-discrim, Dean.

Delphian School P5, Sheridan OR 97378 / (503) 843-3521.

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY. Marine biology, botany,

and ornithology on remote Maine Island For high

school students interested in environmental studies.

Staff-student ratio 1 5 Two sessions June 22 to July

10 and July 14 to August 1 Contact Dr Dennis Wint,

Academy of Natural Sciences, Nineteenth and the

Parkway, Philadelphia, PA 19103 Phone: (215) 299-

1052

VERMONT SUMMER PROGRAM in Outdoor Educa-
tion 12-week program offers academic, experiential

study of wildlife, habitats, environmental issues at

BA, MA levels Resource management, natural

shelter, wild foods, outdoor skills Curriculum devel-

opment and practicum for teachers One full semes-
ter's credit: part-term enrollments welcome Equal

opportunity admissions. Write Bob Jervis, Box OE-5,

Goddard College, Plainfield, VT 05667

ZION PARK SEMINARS—Summer, 1979 Series of

weekly seminars related to the geology, flora, and
fauna of Zion Park and Cedar Breaks Credit or non-

credit Write Continuing Education, Southern Utah

State College, Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 50,000

jobs! Latest information, $2 Austco, Box 2069-NH.
LaPuente, CA91746

AUSTRALIA-NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU' 55,00C
i

jobs! Free transportation! New report, $2 Money-
back guarantee. Australia, Box 99776-X3, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94109

BE A TRAVEL AGENT, guide, escort. Free repon
reveals current opportunities Qualify for free trips

Learn at home Send for report, sample lesson frorr

our home study program Travel Institute, 412 S
Lyon St , Dept CJK. Santa Ana, CA 92701

GET EDUCATION JOB YOU WANTi School, college

openings USA, abroad for teachers, administra-

tors Write today EISF, Box662X, Newton, MA 021 62

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC
20036

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT! $1 0,000-$50,-
000-1- /year! All occupations! New report, $2. Money-
back guarantee Worldwide, Box 99776-X3, San
Francisco, CA 94109

OVERSEASJOBS-NOW HIRING! 68 countries! Excit-

ing high paying occupations Free transportation

Latest computerized reports, $2 Transworld, Box
90802-NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as teach-

ers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental projects

in Africa. Latin America. Asia, and the Pacific Your

expenses paid; US citizens only: singles & couples

An Equal Opportunity Program Information: Linda

Friedman, Peace Corps T-36, Washington, DC 20525

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 coun-

tries! Sampler Five countries—$2 98. Free brochure.

Multinewspapers, Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA
92629

Gourmet Interests

CHOCOLATE MARZIPAN SUPREME—A superb

gourmet dessert to intrigue the palate. For recipe

send $2 R. Mauguin, 3015 Van Ness, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94109

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy 250.-

000 Items (including Jeeps) . low as 2« on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 Surplus

Disposal, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

JEEPS—$59 30! CARS—$33 50! 450,000 Items!

government surplus—Most comprehensive directory

available tells how, where to buy—your area—$2

Moneyback guarantee Government Information

Services, Dept DC-3, Box 99249, San Francisco, CA
94109 (605 Market)

Merchandise

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES. Free color

brochure Marchele Co., Dept NH, 720 Fort Wash-
ington Ave , New York, NY 10040

ONYX PAPERWEIGHT/PENCIL HOLDER Banded
brown tones Cube or cylinder with holes for pencils.

Cube has slot for bills $6 00, Conn, residents $6 42.

Write for brochure of Mexican handicrafts. Artes de

Mexico, P Box 153, Marlborough, CT 06447

Minerals

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write

today. Free details. Mineral of the Month, 13057-H13

California, Yucaipa, CA 92399



Music

KITS' Build dulcimers, guilars. balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos From $2 95 Finished dulcimers
from $23 95 Free catalogue 8665 West 13lh Ave-
nue-NH. Denver, CO 80215

RECORDS—TAPES' Discounts to 73% all labels, no
purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend

certificates, 100% guarantees Free details Discount
Music Club, 650 l^ain St , Oepi 25-0379, New Ro-
chelle, NY 10801

Newsletters

AFFORDABLE DIVING! "Scubanews" features no
advertising, honest information about tropical dive
trips, resons, money-saving hints, more' 12 issues,

$9 50 Box 1216, Gainesville, FL 32602

OCEANOGRAPHY NEWSLETTER' Easy-to-read
monthly news of the worlds oceans reported by pro-

fessional oceanoaraphers' 10 issues $10, money-
back guarantee SEAS NEWSIetter, Walnut IHill Road,
Bethel, CT 06801

Optics

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars. Spotling
Scopes Free price lists Orders shipped prepaid
Sandan Associates PO Box 1925. West Palm
Beach, FL 33402

LEIT2 ZEISS, B&L BUSHNELL SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp lor dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large slock
Orders filled postpaid day received Birdmg. Box 5N.
Amsterdam NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars— Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Tom Manetia, 61 Hoffman
Ave. Elmont. NY 11003

Publications

GET CASH GRANTS -from government (Never
repay ) Also, cash loans All ages eligible 200
source directory shows how $3 (refundable) Advo-
cateNH. 1001 Conneclicul NW #1019. Washing
ion DC 20036

Ftoal Estate

FREE' BIG SPRING CATALOGUE' Over 5.400
I i, II '. iir -;j.Tiies described pictured' Land, farms,

sses, recreation reliremeni Selected
ii the U S ' Over 700olfices 43 slates

fica' Yours free from itie world s larg-

M,i HDdiiy, Inc 60 E 42nd Si Depi 5390,
irk NY 10017

.'HH f'A( ,t CATALOGUE Describes and
r lis ranches acreages, busi-

: ouniry homes from coast to

i^ncy, Inc . 2045-U Railway Ex

-

w-iveStSi Louis. MO 63101 Ph
M) 02 1-2599. Mo res ph Toil-Free 1-

J' LANDS FROM $7 iO/ACRE'
Miiig Viicationirig investment oppor-

..rnmoni Land Buyers Guide plus
-. n .i.iigs $2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-
flu. Wastiinqion, DC 20036

OOvrnrjMrMTl ANDS FROM $7 SO/ACREf In-

<~,iimingi Now Buyer's Guide
$2 Moneyback guarantee'
'Vices, Box 99776-X3. San

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month .July through Sep
tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

Ihe quiet woods Please write Banlett Carry Club
RFD 3 Tupper Lake NY 12986

ST JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS Spend your summer
vacation m our Iwo-bedroom, beachfront house with

spectacular view Pleasant climate year round' Sum-
mer rentals from $325/week Write Seascape, Box
331, Medina, OH 44256

ST JOHN, VIRGIN ISLANDS vacation apartment for

two Near incomparable beaches Hiking, swimming,
snorkeling $225 per week Barsel. Box 1 14, St John.
U S V I 00830

Resorts

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is se-

cluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding Ex-

cellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness
for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild Chin-

cahua Mountain climate year round Collages, apart-

ments, pool Free brochure, birdlisl Cave Creek
Ranch. Box F, Portal, AZ 85632

NEW MEXICO Guided lours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver

City. NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

Tours/Trips

ALASKA/CAMP DENALI: Ml McKinley National Park
wilderness vacation retreat m the shadow o( 20.320-
foot Mount McKinley Wilderness Workshops and all-

expense Sourdough vacations include hiking, na-

ture lore, fishing, canoeing, wildlife photography,
birding, botany, gold panning and relaxing 28lh
year Write Box 67H. lyTcKinley Park. AK 99755

HIKE AN ALP
FolIcA^' Aiiit'rictiii iiniuntiiinet'r outhoi

executive Kred Jacobson throuyh the

M.itterhorn region of the Swiss Alps

Skis Fee and Zermatt Varied trails,

youmiet dining, country inns Write

Jacobson. Swissair. Tour DepI NH. JFK
Airport. BIdg 1.^. Jamaica. NY 11430

BACKPACK THE SALMON RIVER WILDERNESS
the "River of No Return wilderness of Idaho Beau
tilul, rugged and wild Trips for all abilities, running

spring, summer and fall College credit available

Small, personal groups Write or phone David Pe-

tersen. Wilderness Trails P Box 9252. Moscow
ID 83843 (208) 882 1955 or (208) 634-2794

CANOE TRIPS IN WILDERNESS NOVA SCOTIA
July-September Small groups with licensed guides
Excellent lood Write (Jranville Nickerson (N), RR4
Annapolis Royal, Nova Scolia BOS 1A0, Canada

CULTURAL AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS New
Guinea, Easter fsland. Galapagos. Mongolia. Pata-
gonia. Europe. Antarctica Expert lectures Small
escorted groups Society Expeditions. DepI NH.Box
5088, Seattle WA 98 105
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Newhall, UA 91322

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL. INC.
Treks in Nepal 79 80

NATURE TOURS emphasizing birds, mammals, wild-

flowers Seventeen 1979 lours in fMorth and South
America, Caribbean, Hawaii, Europe, Africa World
Nature Tours. Box 693a Silver Spring, MD 20901

PLANNING AN EXPEDITION or looking to join one'
We provide staffing and consultation services for

qualified adventurers and scientists No tourists

Write Expedition Research. Inc . P Box 467N
Annapolis. MD 21404

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home' TravLlips.

163-09B593 Depot Flushing. NY 11358

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflying—Jeeping-
Rafting—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore

remote southwestern frontiers Geol-
ogy/Archeology/Botany Brochure P Box
945(NH) Santa l^e NM 87501

THE LUANGWA AND THE KALAHARI A new safari

The Luangwa Valley is known for its abundance and
variety of game The Kalahari, in addition to wildlife,

offers an opportunity to encounter the fascinating Ka-
lahari bushmen Details from Zambia Airways One
Rockefeller Plaza. New York. NY 10020

Sea-Fari into Nature
Voyage down the coast of

Ivlexico and journey to

- remote Iskjnds Explore the
M hkJden worlds ot whales, sea

lions and exotic birds in
.K Miderness habitat

& M Landing, 2803 Emerson St

Dppt N San Diego CA 222-1144

TROPICAL ECOionv rvrmi'tON ^.•'..•r....iv

mala Study i' ,

rainforests W
ing. jungle e>,

more $789 loi o ...... ..... -,.„,..,., ^ , ..,^.;.,..

International Zo<>ugicdi bxpovlilimiii. SlieiUuiiie. MA
01770

WHALE EXPEDITION Come to Newloundland this

summer and onjoy a spectacular fx>iiday expedition

to observe the great whales seabiids and porpoises
For information wnloBox 1 1 1 1a Bedford. Nova Sco-
tia. Canada BON 180

WHDIIFF FXPFPITIONS Oh-iPrvf humjpbnrk

WILDLIFE VA>
Write InternalK..!..!. .-.-...i.i ^ ,i.-.i. ... .- .>•..
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Books in Review by Roderick Nash

Developing a Land Ethic

Footprints on the Planet: A
Search for an Environmental
Ethic, by Robert Cahn. Universe

Books. $10.95: 277 pp.

The 1960s in America ended with an

extraordinary degree of emotional con-

cern for social issues: "environment,"

like "freedom," "peace," and
various "liberations" boiled the dec-

ade's blood. More Americans than

ever before in the nation's history be-

came concerned about human-en-
vironment relations—what used to be

called conservation. The result was a

quasi-religious gospel of ecology.

Powered by an environmental ethic, it

produced demonstrations, a plethora of

bumper stickers, and ringing editorials

based on the premise that the world, or

at least Lake Erie, was dying.

Robert Cahn asks, "So what?" He
is interested in the consequences of the

environmental hysteria. He wants to

know what dirterence an ethical ap-

proach to environmental decisions

made in the brass-tacks world of Amer-
ican life. If pragmatism is judging

something by its practical results, then

Cahn is consistently pragmatic. His at-

tempts to discover what the environ-

mental movement has accomplished

have resulted in a book that specializes

in specification rather than abstraction,

in practice rather than theory. Not just

a historian but an advocate, Cahn asks,

"How can we develop new structures

or types of institutional organizations

through which environmental concerns

can be raised and listened to at a high

enough decision-making level to make
a ditierence." Pragmatism.

The author was an original member.

in 1970, of the President's Council on

Environmental Quality. We learn of

the Council's high hopes and their

rapid deflation in the context of the

Nixon administration. But the bulk of

this partly autobiographical book is a

series of interviews and short reports

on practical efforts to implement con-

cern for an ethical, not just an eco-

nomic, relationship with the environ-

ment. As we might expect from a Pul-

itzer Prize-winning journalist, Cahn's

approach in Footprints on the Plcmet is

more journalistic than scholarly. The
reading is exciting as Cahn explores

the ettects of laws requiring environ-

mental-impact assessments, looks into

private efforts to buy and preserve

land, and visits experiments in alterna-

tive technologies and life styles. The
book's promised specificity comes in

finely drawn case studies, for example,

the effort to save a tiny, endangered

fish, the snail darter, from TVA's Tel-

lico Dam.
Cahn's interests range widely. The

environmental policies of General

Motors and the Weyerhaeuser Com-
pany are the focus of two chapters, but

we also learn about such small-scale

efforts as Newell Mack's proposal of

a Grandchild Rights Amendment to the

Constitution.

Throughout his presentation Cahn
asks. Where will the footprints left by

man on the planet lead us? Is there

hope for a meaningful penetration of

environmental responsibility into

American thought and action? There

is, Cahn is frank to point out, a large

segment of society that remains unper-

suaded. Such people would agree with

the loan and insurance company execu-

tive who, in response to Cahn's inquiry

into his firm's concept of responsibility

for environmental impact, said: "My
sole responsibility is to the interests of

the policyholders, investors in my
company , and our employees. That re-

sponsibility is to make as high a return

as possible on the investment." But

Cahn also found that many companies

take a much broader view of respon-

sibility, based on a recognition that

what they do affects people, the envi-

ronment, and the future. They are

prepared to look before they leap and

to leap in such a way as to minimize

the number and depth of their foot-

prints on the earth. Government, law,

and increasing citizen insistence are

reinforcing this commitment. The en-

vironmental movement of the 1960s

did not carry all before it. There was

no revolution. But Cahn demonstrates

convincingly that reform is clearly

under way, and its cumulative impact

may well be revolutionary.

From lime to time the reader grows

impatient with Cahn's repeated use of

long block quotations drawn from his

interviews. The journalist in Cahn also

emerges in his tendency to report rathej

than to analyze, evaluate, and drav

conclusions from his evidence. Mor|
sophisticated readers will not apprec^

ate the cheerleading in the final chap

ter, which raises echoes of the Earth

Day mentality Cahn purports to have

transcended. Still, these are minor

flaws in a book of great importance and

unusual readability.

Roderick Nash is professor of history

and environmental studies at the Uni-

versity of California, Santa Barbara.
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MINIATURE PLATE COLLECTION
IN SOLID STERLING SILVER

Twenty-six delicate and exquisitely detailed silver miniatures.,

to enrich your home today.. .to be treasured through the years.

Subscription deadline:

March 31, 1979.

Limit: One collection per person.

Twenty-six beautiful little silver flower

plates...one for every letter of the alpha-

bet. Each a masterpiece of miniaturiza-

tion, rich with fine detail. And all of

them, together, forming a gorgeous 'gar-

den' of silver miniatures for your home.

This is 'The Floral Alphabet Miniature

Plate Collection". The//>5f complete

collection of miniature silver plates in all

the world. Yours, at a price ofjust S14.50

per plate, on a convenient subscription

plan that includes a beautiful hardwood

display shelf ..at no additional charge.

Each miniature flower

a masterpiece of fine craftsmanship.

Cratted of solid sterling silver, each tiny

plate bears a finely sculptured portrait ot

one of the world's most beautiful flowers.

An original sculpture, perfect in every

detail. Inscribed beneath this is the appro-

priate letter of the alphabet. 'A' for the

aster... all the way to the 'Z' of the

zinnia. And around the rim of the plate

is a delicate tracery of intertwined

flowers and leaves.

Each plate will be individually minted

in sterling silver by the master craftsmen

of The Franklin Mint. For only by

Plate shown actual size— 39nim in diameter

minting, from hand-finished dies, can

the sculptured image of each beautiful

flower be made to stand out in frosted

relief against the gleaming polished

background.

The world's very first collection

of miniature silver plates.

The F-Joral Alphabet Miniature Plates

will Ix- issued in a single, strictly limited

edition. The plates are available by sub-

scription only, and only as a complete

collection. And there is a limit ol one

collection per subscriber.

The 26 plates will be sent to sub-

scribers at the rate ot one each month,

and the price of $14.50 per plate is

guaranteed for the entire collection. Each

set will be accompanied by a special

magnifier, and by an elegant hardwood

display shelf that will show off these

exquisite miniature plates in all their rich

and sparkling beauty.

The Floral Alphabet Miniature Plates

will bloom within your home forever —
in the radiance ot precious silver.

A treasure to be passed along in years to

come, as a prized heirloom, tor an

appreciative daughter or granddaughter.

Please note that the Subscription Appli-

cation below must be returned to The

Franklin Mint, Franklin Center. Pennsyl-

vania 19091, postmarked by March 31,

1979. The subscription rolls will then be

permanently closed and the collection

will never be oftered again.

• •••

• ####«)

• ##«)

Thik handiums hardwood display shall is spaciallv

d«sign«<) lo houM all tvv«nlv tm mimatura silver

plates— on* lor tvary Itllar o( Iha alphatxt

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

.Ml «»4*n ttt mkitti M sarfttmr

nil FldUAl AII'flAHrT MINIATUUF PLATF COM FCI KIN

Musi b« poslmarkrd by March 31. 1979 • Limit: One collection per subscriber

I 111- l-ranklin Mint

I Linklin (^-nter, Pennsylvania \'K)')\

I'lease enter my subscription lor 'The Floral Signature.

.M|ih,ibet Miniature Plate C'ollection', inn-

Msiing of iwcnty-MX tmrly crafted Merlini; Mr
silver miniature plates A hani.lv<iiu- hard- Mrs.

\vo(hI di\pl.iy slielt and a special niagnilict Mm
u ill aeioMipaiiy my eollcction.

1 undrtNtand that I need send no money
noss', I svill receive my plates at the con-

venient rale of one per month, starting in

May, and will be billed $14 5(l" lor each

plate in advance ol its shipment.

• fi,, mf .uu .jif, I., State Zip
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Additional Reading

Extraterrestrial Intelligence (p. 9)

Intelligent Life in the Universe, by

I. S. Shklovskii and Carl Sagan (New
York; Dell Publishing Co., 1968), a

collaborative effort by two astrophysi-

cists, Russian and American, otters a

clear, detailed account of the astro-

nomical, biological, and technological

bases for the belief that intelligent life

is a common occurrence in the uni-

verse. The book also includes discus-

sions of the sociological, psycho-

logical, and political implications of

extraterrestrial civilizations. Carl Sa-

gan edited Communication with Extra-

terrestrial Intelligence (Cambridge:

M.I.T. Press, 1973), a collection of

papers, lectures, and recorded discus-

sion sessions by internationally famous
experts in such fields as astrophysics,

mathematics, computer science,

neurobiology, evolution, anthro-

pology, and history. Another book on
the subject is Intelligence in the Uni-

verse, by Roger A. Macgowan and
F. I. Ordway (Englewood Cliffs; Pren-

tice-Hall, Inc., 1966). "Extraterres-

trial Intelligence; An Observational

Approach,"" by B. Murray et al.

{Science, February 3, 1978, pp.
485-92), states that current data pro-

cessing and low noise reception tech-

nology would make possible the sur-

veying of broad ranges of frequency

and space for interstellar signals. The
article discusses ways to carry out this

research and the kinds of information

it would reveal.

Skunk Cabbage (p. 42)

Although pictures of skunk cabbage

have been published and some books

devote a few paragraphs to the plant,

not much has been written about this

interesting member of the Araceae

family. One article, "The Voodoo
Lily,"" by B. J. D. Meeuse (Scientific

American, iu\y 1966, pp. 80-88), dis-

cusses the odor that attracts insect pol-

linators and the unusual metabolic

pathways that generate heat in the

skunk cabbage.

Fred Bruemmer

The Lapps (p. 48)

People of Eight Seasons, by Ernst

Manker (New York: Crescent Books,

1972), is a large, well-illustrated book
that covers the history, origins, and no-

madic culture of the Lapps. Turi's

Book of Lappland (Atlantic High-

lands; Humanities Press, 1966) was
written by Johan Turi, a Lapp wolf

hunter. Turi describes "all the man-
ners of his people's circumstances.""

The impact of snowmobiles on the

Skolt Lapps of Finland, whose econ-

omy is based on reindeer herding, is

discussed in Technology and Social

Change in the Arctic (Menlo Park:

Cummings Publishing Co., 1973). The
author, Periti J. Pelto, concludes that

the present dependence of Lapps on

outside sources of energy has resulted

in social stratification and the mechani-

zation of reindeer herding. The influ-

ence of the modern world on Lapps is

also analyzed in Tim Ingold's Skolt

Lapps Today (New York: Cambridge

University Press, 1976), which covers

Lapps of Finland and Norway and in-

cludes a bibliography and a guide tc^

further reading. Israel Ruong, a native

born Lapp, is an expert in Lapp ethnol

ogy. His The Lapps in Sweden (Stock

holm: Victor Pettersons Bokindustri

1967) is a concise survey of majoi

aspects of contemporary Lapp life

Most of the photos in The Lapps, bj

Bjorn Collinder (Westport; Green
wood Press, Inc., reprinted from 194^

ed.), were taken by Israel Ruong

"Norway"s Reindeer Lapps,"" by Sally

Anderson (National Geographic, De-

cember 1977), discusses Lapps" con

tacts with Norway"s society, schools

and government.

Dolphins (p. 60)

Many books about porpoises and

dolphins are more anecdotal than sci

entific. Kenneth Norris"s The Porpoise

Watcher (New York: W. W. Norton

and Co., 1974), however, contains

much information on porpoise behav-

ior in the wild and in captivity. Karen

Pryor, a dolphin trainer who worked

with Kenneth Norris, gained much of



her experience in Sea Life Park in

Hawaii. Her Lads Before the Wind:

Adventures in Porpoise Training ( New
York: Harper and Row. Publishers.

1975) discusses the inielligence and

social organization of capiive and wild

porpoises. The World of the Bottle-

nosed Dolphin, by David K. Caldwell

and Melba C. Caldwell (New York:

J. B. Lippincoll Co.. 1972). a general

iniroduction with suggested readings,

is part of the "'Living World Books.
""

Prince Leopold Island (p. M)
f-or more specific inlormation, see

D. N. Nettleship's
"

"Studies of Sea-

birds at Prince Leopold Island and Vi-

cinity. Northwest Territ»)ries: Prelimi-

nary Report of Biological investiga-

tions'" (Ottawa; Canadian Wildlife

Service, Progress Note no. 73, 1977).

F(H)d preferences and foraging flights

arc discussed in ""Patterns of Pelagic

Distribution of Seabirds in Western

Lancaster Sound and Barrow Strait,

N.W.T." (Ottawa: Canadian Wildlife

Service, Occasional Paper no. 39,

197K), by D. N. Ncllleship and A. J.

Gaston. A more general article is Net-

tleship's '"Seabird Resources of Last-

ern Canada: Status, Problems, and

Prospects," which can be found in the

Proceedings of the Symposium: Can-
mill's Threatened Species and Hahi-

lut\. 2()~24 Ma\ /V7A. edited by T.

Mosquin and C" Suchal and published

by the Canadian Nature Pederalion as

Special Publication no. (i (Ottawa.

1977) More than 2(H) pages long. The

Fulmar. b> James lisher (London:

William ("ollins Sons and ("o . 1952).

is the ke\ monogr.iph nii this species;

published III l'^^2. it remains the most

extensive and up to-date siuils ol the

bird. The most detailed monograph on

murres(2(i() pages) is Leslie M luck's

The Murres (Ottawa: Canadian Wild
life Service, 1960). For more refer-

ences on sea birds, see the '"Additional

Reading" column t)f Natural History.

Hclnuar> I97S. 1 hat issue also in-

cludes the article "Abundant Birds of

Bcringia." by H. Drury.

Katharine D'Agosia

Hot Aii; Engine
Heat IS the only (uel

this fascinating en-

gine requires The

heat may be from

any source burn-

ing newspapers,

charcoal, alcohol.

The average person

has never heard of a Stir-

ling Engine, so the sight of

one running, with heal as its

only fuel, will first amaze them

and then excite their imagination.

This IS the tirsi in a family of six

different desk-top model hot air engines

to be issued during the next three years

An easily read, lavishly illustrated.

128-page book accompanies each

engine or may be purchased

separately This publication.

the first of its kind, takes

the reader on a 160-year

tour through (he world of

Stirling Cycle Engines

Illustrations include the

Stirling. Rider, Roper,

Heinnci and the amazing

new Stirling-powered

Ford Torino'

Speeds to 1000 rpm
• Fully assembled
• Safe and silent

• Fully tested

• 7''4 x4

(Hobbyist's Power Source • For The Executive Desk • Experimenters & Collectors

Solar Engtrwt
2937 West Indian School Road
Phoenix Arizona 85017 US A

[_i Check "j Money Order

Charge rny ~ Master Charge

Lj Amencan Express

a BankAmencard D VISA

INTEnHANK NO

Please send me

G Engine and Book @ $36 00

LI Book (separately! f® S 4 00

NMC (PIEASE PRMT)

EXPIflATION DATE iT> STATE zi

Engine orders may be placed by dialing. TOLL-FREE. 1-800-528-6048
NH3
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At the Museum

4t^:

'Alt)'- ^^ --«\

In 1943, the American Museum of

Natural History's collection of masks,

totem poles, paintings, and other ob-

jects made by Indians living on Can-

ada's Northwest Coast and the Alaskan

panhandle drew a burst of very French

romanticism from anthropologist

Claude Levi-Strauss, better known for

more opaque descriptions of social

structure:

There is in New York a magic place where

ail the dreams of childhood hold a rendez-

vous, where century old tree trunks sing or

speak, where indefinable objects lie in wait

for the visitor with an anxious stare; where

animals of superhuman gentleness press

their uplifted little paws, clasped in prayer

for the privilege of constructing for the

chosen one the palace of the beaver, of

guiding him into the realm of the seals, or

of teaching him, with a mystic kiss the lan-

guage of the frog and kingfisher.

One of the Museum's "animals of

superhuman gentleness" is a carved

beaver with uplifted paws, the last ob-

ject in the catalog of Objects of Bright

Pride. This exhibition of Northwest

Coast art was jointly organized by the

American Federation of Arts, which

sponsors traveling exhibitions, and the

Center for Inter-American Relations,

whose purpose is to acquaint American

audiences with art from other nations

of the Western Hemisphere. Allen

Wardwell, director of New York's

Asia House Gallery, put together this

show by selecting 100 objects from the

Museum's extensive Northwest Coast

collection.

Most of these masks, textiles, rat-

tles, staffs, and other shamans' accou-
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lermcnls have never been displayed,

except in the laie nineteenth century

when the Museum was sponsoring ex-

peditions to Northwest Coast villages,

whose inhabitants were already aban-

doning their traditional customs and

ceremonies. l,evi-Strauss's enthusi-

asm for the aforementioned beaver was
not misplaced. According to Ward-
well, so extensive and so tine are the

Museum's Northwest C"oast holdings

that ""you could go through them to-

morrow, select your own KK) favorite

objects, and put together an equally

tine exhibition "

In the catalog (on sale in the Mu-
seum Shop for SM).9.*i. along with the

exhibition's handsome poster. S6.(K))

Wardwell describes the history of the

Museum collection and the person

alities who assembled il Kike "Trea
sures of ruiankhanum" and the up
coming "I'oinpcii Al) 74." "Objects

of Uright Pride" displays a prosperous

people's artistic and spiritual wealth.

Thanks to the mild climate of the Cana-

dian and Alaskan coasts and territories

rich III tish ,ind torcsis. the Haida. the

Kwakiull. the I Imgii. .iiul other North

west tribes of lisliers and gatherers did
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great vacations.
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In British Columbia,

you can leave the world

behind. Or find it.

To find out all about one

of the world's best vacation

values write Tourism

British Columbia, Dept. 9
,

Parliament Buildings,

Victoria, British Columbia,

Canada V8W2Z2.
\ TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA
/HON tLWLWn N VEIRH, MINISTtK

British Columbia,Canada
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. From The Earth

I Water Agate $25. This

:% specimen is just one of ttie

.
' beauties from our Illustra-

ted Catalog of Minerals,

, Display Stands, Books and
Natural Jewelry. Catalog and

Color Portfolio $2.

Dover Scientific
Dx 601 1 C Long Island City, N.Y. 1 1 1 06

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, tubjects. Name the book—we'll

find iti CTitle alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Oept. 69

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS
|

Wanted Book manuscnpts in all lields Expert |

ediiing, design man factu e. and marke ing—
all under one roof Two FREE books (over

270 pages) gi »e coniplele details

Write or phone Dept 779D.
EXPOSITION PRESS , Hicl(9ville, N.Y. 11801

(5161 822-5700

^ DAYTRIPS in CUROPE ^
Wonderful ideas for your nex( European
adventure' Designed for people who like to gel

around on their own. our unique travel guides

show you how to explore fascinating places

on foot For FREE intormation please write:

GREAT TRIPS, box 5199K
r^ew york. ny 40047 .

If Vou Love lllord/,
you II love VERBATIM, The Language Quar
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Send $5.00 (US.) or $5,50 (elsewhere) for a 1
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not have to struggle to survive. But

their chiefs were anxious to impress

each other, and the people had an intri-

cate mythology and many spirit protec-

tors, symbolized by the raven, the

bear, the wolf, the eagle, the frog— in-

deed, Wardwell says, "practically any

animal that existed on the land or in the

waters of the Northwest Coast, from

mosquitoes to whales." Chiefs' pres-

tige and shamans" powers were ex-

pressed in those symbols on totem

poles, canoes, potlatch dishes, and

shamans' masks. On the catalog's

cover is a wolf mask that opens to re-

veal an eagle, so that a dancer, in the

firelight of a high, shadowy feast

house, could dramatically portray one

animal-spirit after another.

Like most native Americans, North-

west Coast Indians no longer perform

the ceremonies for which they created

most of these "objects of bright

pride." However, the flowing, curving

lines of the beautiful pieces (Wardwell

says that among the Kwakiutl, "some
of the finest artists were also the best

dancers and songwriters") inspire a

desire to learn more about their

makers. "Objects of Bright Pride"

will be at the Denver Art Museum until

March 18; later this year it will travel

to the Los Angeles County Museum of

Natural History and the Seattle Art

Museum. In 1980, it will appear at the

New Orleans Museum of Art and New
York's Center for Inter-American Re-

lations.

Museum Events

From Saturday, February 24,

through Sunday, March 18, the Paper
Bag Players will present eighteen per-

formances of Dandelion, which the

troupe calls "a fantasy based on Dar-

win's theory of evolution." This pro-

duction represents a departure for the

group, whose fast-moving musical

revues, combining Donald Ash-
wander's lyrics and ragtimey music

with props and costumes made of card-

board boxes, newspapers, and other

odds and ends a child might find around

the house, usually have contemporary

themes and urban settings. In Dande-
lion, a hilarious history of the world,

the still-molten earth is represented by

a heaving paper garbage bag. The four

actors use cutouts to describe such evo-

lutionary watersheds as the first fish to

leave the ocean, the development of

the races, the invention of writing. Per-

formances in the Auditorium will be at

1 :00 and 3 :00 p . M . on Saturdays and

Sundays, and at 5:30 p. M. on Wednes-

days, March 7 and 14. Tickets are

$3.50, or $2.75 for Participating and

Donor Members. Send your member-
ship number and expiration date with

a self-addressed, stamped envelope

and a check made out to the Paper Bag
Players, 50 Riverside Drive, New
York, N.Y. 10024 (212) 362-0544.

The Bags now sell records and play-

books of their productions and provide

teachers with free study notes.

On Saturday, March 24, the Ameri-

can Littoral Society is sponsoring

Your Future in the Sea, a symposium
on ocean life, from 1:00 to 5:00 p. M.

and from 8:00 to 11:00 p.m. in the

Auditorium and Education Hall. The

afternoon films and talks will cover

large and dramatic topics, such as ship-

wrecks, as well as such smaller, over-

looked subjects as the tiny freshwater

fishes in New York's rivers and

streams. Evening events include Stan

Waterman's films of humpback whales

and sharks, and filmmaker Robin Leh-

man's Underwater in the Arctic. Tick-

ets, $3.50 for the afternoon, $5.00 for

the evening, $7.00 all day, are avail-

able from the Membership Office (212)

873-1327.

"On a snowy Friday afternoon with

the mask again stuffed into his pocket,

Muhlbach marches through the doors

of the Natural History museum and

submits his request. The woman at the

desk listens courteously, makes a tele-

phone call and then informs him that

Dr. Ekholm is occupied. However,

Mr. Sanchez will look at the item.

"'Well, Mr. Sanchez may not be

famous, but if he's associated with the

museum he must be competent. All

right, where do I find Mr. Sanchez?'
"

Anyone who, like Muhlbach, hero

of The Connoisseur, by novelist Evan

S. Council, Jr., wants to authenticate

specimens or objects that may be of

scientific value, can bring them to the

Museum on Identification Day, Satur-

day, March 31. From 1:30 to 4:30

P.M., scientists from seven depart-

ments

—

not including Gordon Ek-

holm, the Anthropology Department's

Mesoamerican specialist—will be

available in the Rotunda to identify and

discuss finds. There will also be a trash

bin—unless the Paper Bag Players can

be persuaded to leave a large bag—for

those whose finds prove disappoint-

ments.

Pompeii AD 79 opens April 22.

Members and the public can order tick-

ets by calling the hotline (212) 999-

7777.

Ann Marie Cunningham
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**We need the land as much aswe need the coaL
We found a way to have bothJ'

"Fi)r centuries, the Navajo
have used this land torjjraiinj^ their

sheep," says Ben Sorrell, a Gulf
Lmd Reclainarit)n Supervisor.

"Their wliole livelihiH)J depends
on it, as it has for centuries.

Riches below
"But this 1,11 ul Is Miincot the hest

coal-producint^ country in America.

So the Navajt) nation, which
owns the land, leasei-l part ot it to

Gulf's subsidiary. The Pittshur^^ tSi

Midway Gt)al Miniit^^ C"o.

"Now It's cine ot PtSiM's most
productive mines. It's priKJucin^j

tha'e milUon tons ot coal a year,

Ciull ()il('iirp(ir.ili(in.

and it's being expanded to five

millioti.

Riches above

"It's my job to put things back

pretty much the way they were be-

K>iv mining started.

"As much as possible, we try to

lestore the character of the land,

the mMin.il 1. 1 iniours, and espe-

cially the drainage patterns.

"Wlien we're finished, it's as

gcxxl grazing land as it ever was—
sometimes better.

"It's a kA challenge, getting

out the coal we need, without

destrciying the land, which we
need just as much. I'm a Navajo
myself, and I'm proud of the way
Gulf is meeting that challenge."

" ^ht^ i> U'hnr / u«rli the McK'inicy .Mmt,
tictir (iiiilu/). NtwMtxKo'

GuH people:
meeting the challenge.
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Discover more.

Let your mature taste lead you fror

the finest premium Scotch on up to the
most expensive 12-year-old Scotch in tH

world. The Glenlivet. The ultimate in

Scotch.

Most premium Scotch is blended
and depends on several whiskies for tast

and smoothness.

Yet the unblended character of

The Glenlivet is noble enough to stand

alone. In this distinctive Scotch whisky

you'll experience an exceptional smootl

ness and full-bodied richness, unmatch(
in all other premium Scotch.

Try the taste beyond premium
Scotch.

The Glenlivet
Unchanged since 1824.

iHETASTE^Ya
PREMIUM SCOTCH
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Frequently asked how he can stay up

all night doing what he does, Richard

b. Howard has a slock answer: "'The

activity is intense and exciting. Be-

sides it is much too noisy." Howard
studies mating bullfrogs, and the ac-

tion usually doesn't begin until after

3:00 A.M. One of the things he does

is look at a frog's lifetime reproductive

success, then try to determine what

factors may cause a variation. He is

also interested in how age affects the

type of mating strategy employed by

males, that is, what behavior a young

male uses to obtain mates while reduc-

ing the chance of injury from an older

male. In looking for answers to these

questions, Howard braves mosquitoes

and dank nights on a pond in Michigan.

His diurnal activities include being an

assistant professor at Bowling Green

State University in Ohio.

Walter Rosenblur

Blanche R. Brown has long been

fascinated by Greek and Roman paint-

ing. She took her first graduate art his-

tory course in it, wrote her first term

paper on it, and devoted her master's

thesis and doctoral dissertation to

aspects of it. "The first job 1 got after

my master's was to write a book on

Greek and Roman painting in Ameri-

can collections, which never appeared

because the publishing program it was

to be part of fell apart. But that project

and others afterward have taken me re-

peatedly to Pompeii." Brown subse-

quently became a lecturer in the adult

education program at the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and is now professor

of art history at New York University.

Besides various scholarly publica-

tions, she is the author of Five Cities:

Art Guides to Athens, Rome, Flor-

ence, Paris, and London, published by

Doubleday in 1965. When "Pompeii

AD 79" was still at the Boston Mu-
seum of Fine Arts, Brown described

the forthcoming show for New York

art lovers and classics buffs in the New
York Times Sunday Magazine ("Out

of the Ashes: Glowing Treasures of

Pompeii," April 23, 1978).

Martin Prinz, chairman of th

Department of Mineral Sciences at th

American Museum of Natural History

worked on the "Volcano!" shou

which will open at the Museum wit

the "Pompeii AD 79" exhibition o

April 22. Prior to his involvemei

with "Volcano!" Prinz had wi

nessed the volcanic eruptions th;

tourists can see in Hawaii and ha

studied volcanic and deep-seate

rocks from the earth and moon an

asteroids as represented by meteorite;

Once, when Prinz was in the field i

American Falls, Idaho, a spelunkt

offered to show him a rift that he ha

discovered in the Snake River Plair

near Craters of the Moon Nation:

Monument. At the wide crack in th

plain, Prinz could look down and se

the evidence of "volcanic processt

at work. On the walls, lavas ha

gushed up and dripped down agaii

1 felt as though I were looking dow
inside the planet as in a Jules Vern

novel." The rift's discoverer called

Crystal Ice Caves, and today visitoi

can see for themselves what Prinz wt

among the first to see.

^k.f ' ^^



Howto tell original
printsfrom cheap reproductions.

Buying original prints is an excellent way
for the novice to make a modest investment in

beautiful works of art.

The buyer had better beware, however.

As more and more attention is being given

to art as an investment, more and more dealers

are trying to pass off cheap reproductions as

fine art.

At the Original Print Collectors Group, we
sell only fine original works to a growing num-
ber of fjeople who are enthusiastic about buy-

ing good art at moderate prices.

One of our primary concerns is to educate

our customers, so that they'll be able to dis-

criminate and get true value for their money.

A few pointers, then about original prints:

Original prints, whatever the process used

to create them, are"hand-pullcd" under the

artist's sufK'rvision, or by the artist himself.

This means that any work produced photo-

graphically or by another purely mechanical process is

not an original print.

If you examine a print under a magnifying glass and

discover a regular

pattern of small dots,

you will know
immediately that it is

not an original work.

If the print is a

serigraph (produced

by a silkscreen pr<K-

ess), the ink will seem
rather like paint and

appear to be silting

upon (rather than ab-

sorbetl into) the papi-r.

Etchings and engravings will produce a physical

impression on the paper its<.-lf.

Contemporary original prints will always be signed

in pencil by the artist himself, to in<licate p«.TSonal super-

vision and approval of the individual print.

Original prints are always prcnluced in limited eili-

tions, at the most several hundreil copies. If thousands

of copies are available,

then the work is al-

most certainly not

original. (In most

cases, to assure that

the integrity of their

work is not violated,

artists will destroy the

plate after the edition

has In-eii proiliued.)

I he print will

have a figure on its

border, in.liialing the '"• ••""•'' -.«-H.n,..r.l r.l.nnn... ..»,

number of prints pulled and the numtu-r of the individual

print in the sequence.

For example, the figure S()/l()() means that the edi-

tion has been limited to 100, and that this is the "iOtti

print pulled.

•<l ( hjro\\ S.,/>/, lilhoKr.iph SiKKi'd linnli'di'dilinnol ISCI

Is (he edition limited and is the print numbered?
Did the artist personally sign the individual work?

There's a lot more to be learned about buying original

prints, more than we can tell you on this page.

But if you'll senil for our free color brochure, we'll be

happy to tell you more, and show you the quality and

variety of the prints we offer.

They include limited eilition etchings, serigraphsand

lithographs by both contemporary and traditional artists

with international reputations. Some examples: ("alder,

C-hagall, Oali, Delacroix, Picasso and Renoir.

If you deciile to

buy a print, we'll

frame it handsomely

and senil it to you

with a full money
back guarantee. It

you're not satisfieil

for any reason, you

simply return your

print and get a full

refund.

We'll also send

K.ilr Kalllr

lilhnilraph S

you a brochure, every two months, featuring new selec-

tions of prints, along with an informative newsletter.

If you're interesteil in investing in art, invest a 1S<

stamp in your an I'diu. It ion and villi for our hnn hure

lod.lN.

r----- --------,
I Original print collectors group^LtcJ.I

I 120 East 56th Street, DepI NH-12. NewYorV. NY 10022 r/ |In I \M SI Ml Ml ^ III K I 1(1 I ( (M (IH IIHIK III 1(1 yl'

^1
I
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L.L.Beari'

FREE Summer Circular

Fully illustrated, featuring quality apparel and

footwear for ttie outdoors man or woman. Gear

for camping, canoeing, fishing, biking and back-

packing. Attractive and practical sportswear,

furnishings for camp or cottage. Many Items

of our own manufacture. All guaranteed to be

100% satisfactory. Our 67th year of providing

dependable high-grade sporting specialties.

SEND FREE 64 PAGE CIRCULAR

Name _

Address.

City
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L. L. Bean, Inc.

721 Casco St., Freeport, ME 04033

WESO
Ceramic Tile Stove
The elegant, efficient alternative to metal

Mo metal stove can approach the ability of European

kachetofe'.LS to capture, store and release heat from a

brisk fire. ' The WESO combines the heat-storage prin-

ciples of these classic tile stoves with modem combustion

technology; its breathtaking beauty conceals probably the

most efficient stove burning wood or coal you can buy.

True kachehfen heat mild yet penetrating, that

no metal stove can match Q Safer to use, safe to

touch Heats by natural convection and radiant

warmth for more even temperatures floor to ceiling

H
Pull-out ash pan — No scraping, no ash mess!

Holds a fire to 12 hours Automatic thermostat

[j Preheated air inflow Q You see the fire flickering

behind the front grille Top grille lifts for cooking

n Choice of tile colors in lustrous or satin glaze.

Kachelofen.
Start planning for next winter now!
Send ^ 1 tor portfolio of brochures with tile colors

Ceramic Radiant Heat
2994 Pleasant Dr.. Lochmere. N.H. 03252 (603) 524-9663
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"My enthusiasm for Pompeii goes

bacl< thirty years," writes L. Richard-
son, jr. "It began at the American

Academy in Rome with the discovery

that the most famous archeological ex-

cavation in the world was still a hotbed

of unanswered questions." The Acad-

emy awards fellowships in the creative

arts and classical studies to artists and

scholars from the United States. Rich-

ardson, who is a trustee of the Ameri-

can Academy and a member of the jury

that awards fellowships to classicists,

credits the Academy with shaping his

scholarly interests. Now James B.

Duke Professor of Latin at Duke Uni-

versity in Durham, North Carolina,

Richardson has published a number of

articles on Pompeian subjects and is at

present working on an architectural

history of the city. His next project is

a new topographical dictionary of an-

cient Rome.

After a sojourn at the American

Academy in Rome, James Packer re-

cently returned to Northwestern Uni-

versity, where he is associate professor

of classics. His studies of Roman civi-

lization have concentrated on its archi-

tecture—notably Rome's Basilica

Ulpia and Pompeii's lower-class hous-

ing. He has constructed detailed plaster

models of architecture from all peri-

ods, particularly of the classical and

Victorian eras. One of Packer's current

activities is a study of New York City's

cast iron buildings
—

"the facades are

ideal for plaster models"—and he is

writing a technical guide for the con-

struction of architectural models in

plaster. This work is based on tech-

niques collected and devised by

Pierino Di Carlo, the recently retired

craftsman who devoted forty years

(1933 to 1973) to building the model

of ancient Rome in that city's Museo
della Civilta Romana.

Weekly hikes with his father

through the environs of his native Stet-

tin, Germany, were the genesis of

Hartmut Walter's curiosity about

birds, which eventually led to his ex-

tensive study of Eleonora's falcon. The

thousands of hours that he devoted to

observing the raptor named after a

fourteenth-century woman were spent

among the inhospitable rocks of Paxi-

mada in the Mediterranean Sea. Now
an associate professor in the Depart-

ment of Geography of the University

of California at Los Angeles, Walter

will next venture into the field to re-

search the sooty falcon in Oman. True

to his European upbringing, one of his

avocational passions is soccer. In the

photograph, Walter (at left) discusses

the work at hand with a British orni-

thologist and Royal Air Force officers

prior to an aerial census of Eleonora's

falcon on Cyprus.



On Owning the CameraThat Could Take
This Ordinary Photograph

EXAMist thi> phottinruph through

a powerful magnifying glass and
you will sec that there is. ..nothing

unusual.

But there should he.

A clue: the room was recorded

hy an extreme-wide-angle lens— the

equivalent ot a 21mm lens on a

35mm camera. So the vertical lines at

the edges of the room should he

bending inwards at the top and bot-

tom. Vt't (/u-v tirf fxTfealy itrainht.

The horizontal lines should also

be bending. They are straight.

The vase in the foreground
shouW be distorted. It isn't.

A most uiiusual camera has

been at work here.

A rare lens.

The camera is a Hasselblad SWC, or

Super Wide C". The lens is a 38mm
Zeiss Biogon /4.'). It is permanently
affixed to the camera Kxly.

I'nlike most other wide-angU-

lenses, the Riogon is not a retrofocus

design. It IS a fritt- wide-angle lens,

uncompromisingly designed to scan

a 90 ' diagonal angle of view with

virtually no optical distortion.

It delivers an image that is ev-

enly lit and needle sharp from edge

to edge, even at its widest aperture.

It tells the truth.

Like all Hasselblad cameras, the

SWC" IS actually many cameras.

Because It sees as the human eye

docs—accurately and without distor-

tion— it IS an almost indispensable

ti>ol tor the architectural and indus-

trial photographer who must have

tvalism at all costs.

It IS a magnificent landscape

camera. C'onsider its startling depth

of field. The vase in the photograph

IS exactly 26 inches from the film

plane. At f22, everything outside the

window, as far as the eye can see, is

also in fiKus. Vast, sweeping pan-

oramas can be created that are in

immaculate focus from within arm's

reach to far honjon.

The SWC" IS also priied by press

and sports photographers. The enor-

mous depth ot field makes constant

changes of focus quite unnecessary.

The between-lens leaf shutter is fully

synchronized tor every type of flash

at every speed up to 1 / 500 of a sec-

ond. And the cropping possibilities

are almost limitless, since each frame

of film is 2' 4 inches square, almost

four timei {he area of a 35mm frame.

(See box below for actual size.)

A prodigious system.

At this point, you have only begun to

learn the potential of this awesome
instrument. There are backs, for

instance, that give you a choice of 12,

16, 24, or 70 exposures. Backs that

transform the SWC into a 6 x 4.5cm

camera. Or a 4-5 x 4.5cm camera for

superslides that can be shown in any

35mm projector.

A lai'ish (iroihure on (hf SU'C" and
other HtissdhLul lunwras—plus un
dt'tiui/ H \ H enlarnemeru of the photo-

gral>h on ihn fxigc—L', awuiahle free i/

you urite: Braun .North .Amfrica.

l^t.\mii .
S.*! Canxhruige Parkuay.

Camhndge, .Mass 02142—a diusion

of The (hllette C"omp<jn\ unj etclusnif

marketer of HaaelhUid in thf L ' .*>

Remarkable as the SWC is, it is

only one element of the Hasselblad

System, a prodigious array of 4 cam-
eras, 21 lenses, 8 viewhnders, 9 film

magazines, and over 3(V! other acces-

sories—the most comprehensive sys-

tem by far m the mediunvfomiat
held

HASSELBLAD

f'w /(.l^^W/-U<SU(



Should
you own
- Gold? -
International Precious Metals

Corporation thinks you should

consider it! Many Financial

Advisors suggest that a well bal-

anced investment portfolio contains

a percentage of Gold. Call us now
and we'll tell you why.

CALL 800-327-5587
TOLL-FREE
In Florida Call

800-432-5579

Although no-one will guarantee

the future, history gives us some
good indicators. After World War
II, the traditional rules for investing

worked well. But this past decade

has forced the forward thinking

investor to adopt new techniques.

Gold is one of them. ..and is

being used successfully as a hedge

against inflation and devalued paper

money.
International Precious Metals

Corporation is one of the largest

and most respected investment

firms of its type in the United

States. Since the sale of gold was
legalized in 1974, IPMC has shown
investors numerous ways to

purchase gold using modern market

techniques.

For your FREE copy of the

INVESTOR'S GUIDE TO GOLD
and SILVER call us or mail the

coupon below. There's absolutely

no obligation. Let IPMC provide

the answer to Should You Own
Gold?

A Naturalist at Large

IPMC International Precious

Metals Corporation

I

I

I
6451 North Federal Hwy., 11th Floor

' P.O. Box 24400

I
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33307

Please send me your Investor's Guide

I
to Gold and Silver without cost or

(obligation.
\H 4-79

I

I
Name

I
Address

I
^''y

I
State Zip

I Phone (Bus.)

I Phone (Home)

The Pasqueflower
"The chance to find [one]," wrote Aldo Leopold,
'
'is a right as inalienable as free speech

Earliest among the rites of the west-

ern spring is the blossoming of the

pasqueflower, which, like the eastern

arbutus, precedes by a month the rest

of the vernal flora. Its precocious

beauty accounts for its name, a flower

of the Pasque, Easter; and its loveli-

ness, size, and season led Aldo
Leopold to introduce his Sand County

Almanac with the plea that "the

chance to find a pasqueflower is a right

as inalienable as free speech." Re-

cently, just after the equinox, hiking a

meadow in the foothills of the Rockies,

1 delighted in thousands in finest

bloom, with nothing else out save the

aspen catkins.

Its finding is a joy immediately in the

aesthetic encounter, but beyond that,

this windflower is a cherished symbol

of the wild for reasons that run deeper.

In its annual renewal as the first spirited

flowering against the blasts of winter,

it is a sign against the eternal storm.

Like the dalTodil in Shakespeare's

England, the pasqueflower dares to

"take the winds of March with

beauty," and such a brave flower can

help us ponder what it means to live

in and against the wild. So I venture

here to let the meeting of it take a philo-

sophical turn.

Winter in the Rockies is too much
a still and lifeless scene, save for, or

yet more truly because of, the howling

wind. The beauty is of icy peaks, glis-

tening snowfields, crystalline flakes,

gaunt aspen, the somber hues of li-

chens on weathered granite. The sea-

sonal green is gone, and only the coni-

fers preserve it with dark coolness,

their branches pruned back by the

weight of the snows. Winter is all of

frozen beauty. Mother Nature hiber-

nates; by the time of the equinox we
tire and hope for the "spring" of life.

The pasqueflower symbolizes all

that is missing in the wintry landscape,

and should there come a spring without

the regeneration it prefigures, the

winter would have grown lethal.

Wildness without its flora would be

only the bleak and conquering storm,

and it is this florescence that the pasque-

flower helps us to celebrate because

it dares to bloom when the winter of

which we have wearied is not yet gone.

"Flowering" touches values so soon;



by Holmes Rolston III

this biological phenomenon becomes a

metaphor for all the striving toward

fruition that characterizes the psycho-

logical, intellectual, cultural, and even

the spiritual levels of life.

Flowering adds the splendor of art

to our often rather more mean thoughts

concerning the evolution of life, for the

flowers in the jungle til their bearers for

survival and yet also reveal how life

pushes toward a level of living beauty

that exceeds all precedent in the non-

flowering wilderness. We love the

landscape, the sunset, the night sky;

yel greatly exceeding the geophysical,

mineralogical, and celestial ranges of

beauty are those of the emergent struc-

tures of life, particularly as these come
to their botanical apogee in the flowers

of the higher plants, which so marvel-

ously combine function and beauty, as

(hough to nrark life's reproduction with

a special sign

Other plants flower more simply, as

with the hundred thousand aspen cat-

kins thai I passed with the thousands

of pasqueflowers, but even these wind-

ptillinated flowers or the ferns and

mosses, which do not properly flower

at all, still bear reproductive structures

thai, when looked at more nearly,

amply enrich the phenonienon of flo-

rescence Mowcring, whether great or

small, is a ni.inysplciulorcd thing, cir-

cling round the pageant ol Ilk- ihal per-

ennially springs from the latent earth.

The brilliance of this pasqueflower

has its simplest explanations in mecha-
nisms for flowering so soon at the

winter's end It must have petals (or.

as Ihc botanists prefer, petal I ike sepals)

large enough to attract the lew insects

that are out so early The downy sur-

face of iraiispareni hairs on Us palmate
leaves and stem insulates .iiul also, as

do those ol the pussy willows, allows

a radiation heating to temperatures

high enough tor development, provid-

ing a miniature greenhouse etiecl. The
same coat probably also protects the

pasqueflower from unneeded radia

tion. although it needs much light and
cannot grow in the shade, and the hairs

n its water economy

It'syouroneand
onlyvacation.

Make sure you're
going to

tiie right place.
It's free ! Send now for our 80-page vacation*of-o-lifetime book.

Yes.Canadal
HirCanada® ^'^^ know you're headed in the right

direction when you're aiming for

Canada. Whether it's big city

hustle-bustle you're after, the dazzle

of the towering Rockies, or the

simple peace of wide open spaces.

Canada's got it all!

You get more for your money,
too. That's right. While the value of

the U.S. di>llar is declining almost

IcNcrywhcrc else in the udrid. in

.Canada it's actually on the rise.

,\nd this year Air Canada's

wiappcd up such incredible tour

packages, there's a pleaser for

lcvcr\x>nc in the croud. We've
'even added apartments and villas

for rent on many of our city ttnirs. Or for those

seeking more adventure, have we got a raft tour tor you!

So before you decide where to spend your one and only vacation

this year, be sure to send for our free 1*^)79 "M's. Canada!" brochuav
Just mail us the coupon and we'll send you the v.ic.itionof a iifctniie.

When you come to Canada, you can pa\

for your vacation, and even extend pay-

ments, with the American Kxptcss Caid"
'Sign cSc Travel"" Plan. If you don't have the

Card, just pick up an application uhcicvcr it

is welcomed.
The American I xpicss Card." Don't leave home without it."
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\es! I want to be suie I'm g»)ing to the right place. Please rush me
my free copy o\ "\es. Canada!"
Name Street

City State Zip

My travel agent is

AIR CANADA®



Get it togetherwith

SHMUZZIES
Tessellation Toys

SHLAMELEONS" interlocking

zards. 4Vi" length, 'e" chipboard with

durable plastic coating in 3 bright

colors with booklet on Basic, Interme

diate. and Advanced SHMUZZLING.
24-piecebox $10.00

Loose-packed in plain brown wrappe
for hard-core shmuzzlers:

36 pieces: $12.00 72 pieces: $22.00

SHMACROBATS'5' interlocking

clowns, soft skwushy foam rubber

n Scolors. 6" length, 1" thick, perfect

forvertical shmuzzling. with booklet

on SHMACRO-STACKS, SHMACRO
BATHS and other SHMACRO-ACTS

9-piecebox $7,50

Send check or money order plus SI handling

(50« tor each additional set) to

SHMUZZLES Inc
,
Dept H P O Box 8499,

Chicago, IL 60680
(Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

For more information see our ads in

Sc/en////C/4mencan.- Sept. '78 P. 18,

Nov. 78 p. 127, Feb. '79 p. 146.

SHMUZZLES INC 1979 Paleni Pending

QUESTERS /i

WORLD OF
NATURE ^
TOURS
'Nature tour" has a special meaning when
vciu travel with Questers. We are the mi/i/

professional travel company specializing

exciusivL-lv in nature tours.

Our appntach in planning Worldwide
Nature TiHirs is to provide you with the

broadest possible opportunity of experienc-

ing for yourself the natural history and cul-

tiire of each area we explore. With the leader-

ship of an accompanying naturalist, we
search out the plants and animals, birds and
flowers ... rain forests, mountains, and
tundra ... seashore, lakes, and swamps of

the regions we visit. We also study the ar-

chitecture, archaeology, museum collec-

tions, temples, and customs of the people.

The current Directory of Worldwide Na-

ture Tours describes 24 tours varying in

length from 9 to 3ft days and going to virtu-

ally every part of the world. Included are

Mexico, Peru. Hawaii, Alaska, Ladakh, Sn
Lanka, Galapagos, Patagonia, Iceland, Scot-

land, and Switzerland, Tour parties are

small, the pace leisurely, and itineraries

unusual.

Call or write Questers or see your Tra\ el

Agent toiitiy for your free copy of the Direc-

tory of Worldwide Nature Tours.

Questers Tours
AND TRAVEL. INC.

DEPT.NH 479 , 257 PARK AVENUE SO.

.NEW YORK. N.Y. 10010/(212(673-3120

The energy stored in its root system

is drawn upon for its spring growth,

and the hollow stem seems to permit

its rapid growth and to allow both its

bending before the wind and a turning

of its floral head to face the spring sun.

By the last adaptation it gains enough

solar energy to keep the floral parts

operating efficiently. Its sap has a low

freezing point, and all its parts are

soaked with an acrid irritant, which

discourages foraging deer and elk.

This rose has its poison thorns.

This is survival through winter, to be

sure, but the pasqueflower helps me to

glimpse something more, the skill of

art superimposed on the science of sur-

vival. This is exuberance in the funda-

mental, etymological sense of being

more than expectedly luxuriant. Does
not such an encouraging beauty speak

of that face of nature that overleaps the

merest hanging on to life to bear the

winds of the storm with vigorous,

adorning beauty? Nor is it just the

grand petals of delicate purple whorled

about the yellow stamens and pistils,

for the fingered involucre frames the

flower so well, and the villous coat has

a sheen that, seen backlighted by the

sun, gives a lustrous aura to comple-

ment the gentle leafy green.

Butterflies drink its nectar, and if I

first reduce them to their pollinating

function, I notice soon after their

winged beauty. The bees come too,

and I must look more closely again, to

find in their wing venation still further

evidence of the art that emerges with

the architecture of life. As when we
strip the beauty from the melodies of

birds in spring or from human romantic

love, laying bare only biochemical re-

productive functions, so too here, per-

haps when the more is reduced to the

less, we refuse to let life's production

and rebirth become a window into

life's spirited inventiveness. But when
released so, what images indeed can

the flower build in the mind!

The flower gave our race its first

glimpses of paradise, in the Persian

walled garden from which the term

derives. Flowers hint of Eden to those

who deeply appreciate them; but earth

is a natural garden, not entirely, not in

winter, but exuberantly enough in

spring and summer that its flowering

recalls how life persists with appealing

grace through the besetting storm. In

the legendary days of Noah, the He-

brews took the rainbow for a sign after

the Flood that life would not ever be

destroyed but would survive its trage-

dies in blessedness.

The pasqueflower, too, when it

bursts forth with the breaking up of the

raging winter, is such a reminder of

life's survival, indeed of a prospering

such that it hopes for paradise. After

the flood, the winter, this earth will

always come round again to its garden

season, to bring us somehow nearer to

its ultimate natural significance, even

to the sacred character of life in its

struggling beauty. We begin to see

why it is so inalienable a right to be

able to find in the dusty earth this draft

of beauty.

The natural character that we now
celebrate comes through even its scien-

tific name, Pulsatilla patens. It is "sha-

ken" (pulsatus) by the incessant

winds, and of diminutive form (-ilia),

while yet "spreading broadly"
(patens) its brandished petals. John

Gerard wrote in his 1597 Herbal that

the "passe floure is called commonly
in Latine Pulsatilla/' Botanists have

often placed Pulsatilla in the genus

Anemone, that genus going back to the

Greek word for "windflower," but

most prefer to separate it out owing to

the tails of the achenes, which become

so greatly elongated as it sows those

villous seeds on the very winds that

blast it. Those wisps rising over the

prairie gave it another name—the

prairie smoke.

The winds have carried it virtually

around the north temperate world, for

it is found in northern Europe, in the

western two-thirds of North America,

and in the Siberian Orient. Further,

from some ancestral plant there have

evolved several closely related spe-

cies. Pulsatilla is everywhere a flower

that comes on the heels of winter and

is without peer in its own environment.

No other flower is able so to endure the

cold and, if need be, the dry, and to

spread its petals forth so boldly from

the plains through the montane and into

the alpine. Its taxonomy, geography,

and ecology all return us to its hardy

capacity to prosper before the wind ani

the winter.

The popular name further employ

this character, for its prevenient grace

has drawn it into association with Eas^

ter and the Passover, recalling in ChrisJ

tianity and Judaism alike the passing

out of bondage, the passing by of

death, and a release into freedom and

newness of life. Gerard continues,

"They floure for the most part about

Easter, which hath mooved mee to

name it Pasque floure." But long

before, it was known in Old English

as passefloure and in French as

7

I



Come adventuring..
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Jointhe Explorers
Book Club
Come Climh to iho nnif of Ihc

world
, . plunge into the sea. Discover

ancient cities of the past— and the re-

markable civili/ations that built them.
See how the universe was born and
how It's prowiiu! Ihese are the plea

sures that the Explorers Book Club
can offer Here are books thai fire the

imagination with insights into other
worlds primitive worlds, ancient
worlds, nature's world .. worlds be-

yond our own All in beautiful b(M)ks at

handsome discounts. Join now and see

for yourself
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THE
FIFTH
SUN

Aztec Gods. Aztec World
By Burr Cartwright Brundage

THE FIFTH SUN represents a
dramatic overview of the Aztec

conception of the universe and
the gods who populated it —
QuetzalcoatI, the Plumed Serpent;

Tezcatlipoca, the Smoking Mirror;

Huitzilopochtli, the Southern Hum-
mingbird. Burr Cartwright Brun-
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passefleur. passe being but a half-

translated form of Pasch, going back

through the Greek pascha to the He-
brew pesach.

Whatever its antiquity, we might
first think, that association has no natu-

ral basis; it is entirely fictional. But we
later find connections that are so funda-

mental

—

biologically, psycholog-
ically, and even theologically—that

we are hardly aware of them. It is no
coincidence that Easter comes with the

spring; the energies of Easter belong

with the energies of spring. The vernal

lily is more than an artificial symbol,

it is a natural emblem of life springing

up anew out of a wintry death, and so

too with those other symbols of life's

reproductive powers—lambs, eggs,

rabbits, and even the ladies parading in

their fetching dresses and bonnets

—

that sometimes seem so flippant beside

the sobriety of the grave and the hope
for more.

The death of Jesus was not inciden-

tally at the Passover, and centuries

later, the missionary church, moved by
forces it did not wholly understand, su-

perimposed its annual memorial of the

new covenant onto the "pagan" rites

of spring that preceded Christianity in

Europe. Easter is from an Indo-Euro-

pean root for the East, the rising sun,

and the beloved Teutonic goddess
Eostre, whose holiday was celebrated

at the equinox. By a related insight,

hardly less profound or subliminal, the

church matched its incarnation with the

winter solstice and the pagan rejoicing

that the sun would begin its return

toward spring, this coinciding with the

birth of a Savior.
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Whatever meaning the conquering

faith added did not so much replace as

complement, enrich, and extend the

primitive and universal impulse in us

to celebrate the return of the warmth
of spring and the resurgence of life that

is given by these mysterious powers of

the sun. The Hebrew Passover, also

with its lambs and eggs, was earlier

transposed from a "pagan" pastoral

festival as a coming out of bondage in

Egypt blended with a deliverance from

the grip of winter.

Perhaps it may not be so fanciful but

rather entirely realistic that this

pasqueflower should in its limited and

natural way come to serve as a symbol

for what Jesus in his unlimited, super-

natural way represents to the Christian

mind, a hint of the release of life from

the powers that would suppress it. The

pasqueflower is of a piece with the rose

of Sharon, which blooms in the desert,

and the shoot budding out of the stump

of Jesse, for here we have an earthen

gesture of the powers of resurgent life.

We have become loo wise in our

own conceits if ever we let a winter

solstice go by without a glance upward

to rejoice that the sun will sink no

lower in the darkening sky, glad that

the shadows will not lengthen, glad

that the longest night is done. We have

become too artificially cultured if ever

we let a vernal equinox fail to bring

hope in the spring it pledges, glad that

there is more of the day than of the

night, more of life and less of death.

We walk too hurriedly if ever we pass

the season's first pasqueflower by, too

busy to let its meeting stay us for a

quiet moment before this token of the

covenant of life to continue in beauty

despite the storm. We come too sadly

to the autumnal equinox if ever there

comes a fall without its thanksgiving,

making us glad for the harvest, which,

remembering how there is in every root

and seed a hope, makes us brave before

the returning winter.

Flowers cover our every grave. But

is that because they mask death for a

moment, before they too fade, their

comfort only an illusion adorning

death? I think not. They belong there

because they somehow betoken to us,

at levels more subconscious than we
know, this florescence of life, this ca-

pacity of the germ plasm to pass

through death, to persist in transient

beauty over the vortex of chaos.

In one of the earliest burials known
to archeology, in the Shanidar cave in

northern Iraq, there lay a man who was
congenitally deformed, his bones

amidst fossil pollen. His Neanderthal

mourners had gathered grape hyacinths

and bachelor's buttons, hollyhocks and

golden ragwort, and covered him with

a blanket of blossoms. They cared for

this cripple in life, and then found at

death no better symbol than a floral

tribute to communicate their hope that

life would envelop death.

Their passions at that grave almost

make us weep, for they touch so an-

ciently this hope for the "passing

over" of death by life, a force that

reaches on to the pagan Germanic Eas-

ter, on to the Semitic exodus out of

winter and Egypt, on to Calvary, on to

the medieval naming of the pasque-

flower, and on to beset me now. I
If the flower has for fifty thousand

years served as an emblem of resolu-

tion in the face of death, then my
thoughts run steady in a natural track

as perennial as the springs since Nean

derthal times. The flower is a very

powerful symbol, it has had a psycho

logically elevating eftect in every cul

ture , and if anyone cares to say that this

is not scientific, but romantic, that does

not make it any less real. Our receni

"flower children" knew this impaci

when they hung flowers in protest ir

the guns of destruction.

For longer than we can ever re

member flowers have been flung up to

argue against the forces of violence and

death, because that is what they do in

and of themselves, and thus they serve

as so ready a sign for any who en-

counter them in a pensive mood,

wearied of the winter, frightened by

the storm, saddened by death. This is

why it is liberating to find the pasque-
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flower bearing with beauty the winds

of March.

The beauties of winter are heartless,

yet there is no deeper mystery than how

life flowers because of the agonies that

threaten it. Environmental pressures

shape life—that is the premise of all

biological science. Life is pressed by

the storms, but it is pressed on by the

storms, and environmental necessity is

the mother of invention in life. The

winter is a sinister maelstrom against

which we fling out our curses, against

which we fling up our flowers, yet is

it chaos and otherness and nothing

more? Or does it too belong in the sea-

sonal economy, as night complements

day, almost a sign of the unfathomable

dialectic of life with its opposite?

Flowers arose against the adversities

of the drought and the cold. We can

only speculate about their origins, but

it is axiomatic within evolutionary

theory that the advanced flowers of the

angiosperms conveyed some advan-

tage, perhaps the exploitation of in-

sects for better outbreeding, more ex-

perimentation for altered forms, such

as the encased seed or the herbaceous

habit, the better adapted against the dry

or the cold. The seasonal tropical

desert was perhaps more significant

than the winter in the beginning, but

each harshness has much in common,
and the subsequent global advance of

the angiosperms amply proved their ef-

fectiveness for overwintering.

The feat of flowering in the spring

is a reciprocal of the defeat of the

"fall," and the floral diversification of

our temperate climates is very much a

product of winters alternating with

summers. This pasqueflower springs

forth in its particular form of early

beauty as much because of the winter

as to spite it; it buds and blossoms be-

cause it is blasted. Without the wind,

there would be no windflowers, and

without the advancing of death, there

is no advancing of life.

Modern man came out of the Ice

Age. Perhaps as the human genetic

stock was exposed to the pressures of

glaciation, relaxed in the interglacial

ages, like winters and summers, we
were made modern in this recent

flowering of Indo-European civiliza-

tion. The north wind made not only the

Vikings, it made us all. We do not owe
every culture to the Pleistocene winter,

for archaic civilizations arose in the

tropics, but we owe all culture to the

hostility of nature, provided only that

we can keep in tension with this the

support of nature that is truer still, the

one the warp, the other the woof, in the

weaving of what we have become.

Beyond that, all who live where the

pasqueflower flourishes will, when

they have searched deeply, find how it

was the cold that made our ancestors

sew garments and build fires, how it

made them fashion an ever more insu-

lating culture, in which dress we
proved able not only to survive but to

flourish. Our human genus flowered

before the winter, much as does this

pasqueflower; and once again we find

the arts in their beauty superimposed

on the science of survival.

This pasqueflower endures the

winter in noble beauty; but its suffering

is not only the shadow of its beauty,

it is among the roots that nourish it.

That "suffering" is metaphorical for

this insentient flower; still, this natural

character is an apt sign to be drawn into

association with the passion of Easter

and the Pesach. Life decomposes and

out of its throes it recomposes; it per-

sists in perpetual beauty while it is per-

petually perishing.

The way of nature is, in this deep

though earthen sense, the Way of the

Cross. Light shines in the darkness that

does not overcome it. This noble

flower is a poignant sacrament of this,

and to chance to find it in earliest

spring, and to pause at that meeting,

is to find a moment of truth, a moment
of memory and promise. Let winters

come, life will flower on as long as

earth shall last.

Holmes Rolston HI teaches philoso-

phy and environmental ethics at Colo-

rado Stale University in Fort Collins.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Time's Vastness
The impact of 1/200,000 second per year is

nothing to us, but tremendous for life and the earth

I will never forget Toscanini's last

concert—the night that the greatest

maestro of them all, the man who held

all Western music in his infallible

memory, faltered for a few seconds

and lost his place. If heroes were truly

invulnerable, how could they compel
our interest? Siegfried must have a

mortal shoulder, Achilles a heel.

Superman kryptonite.

Karl Marx remarked that all histori-

cal events occur twice, first as tragedy,

the second time as farce. If Toscanini's

lapse was tragic (in the heroic sense),

then I witnessed the farce at the start

of this year. I listened while the ghost

of Guy Lombardo missed a beat. For

the first time in God only knows how
many years, that smooth sound, that

comfortable welcome to the New
Year, fell apart for a mysterious mo-
ment. As I learned later, someone for-

got to tell Guy about the special 6 1 -sec-

ond minute that ended 1 978 ; he started

too early and could not compensate
with unnoticed grace.

This second, added for internal

bookkeeping to synchronize atomic

and astronomical clocks, received

wide press coverage, virtually all of it

in a jocular vein. And why not—good
news is rare enough these days. Most
reports pushed the same theme: they

twitted scientists about their concern

for consummate accuracy. After all,

how can so trifling a span of time as

a single second matter?

I then remembered another figure,

1/200,000 second per year. This fig-

ure, an ant before the behemoth of a

full second, is the annual rate of decel-

eration in the earth's rotation due to

tidal friction. 1 will attempt to show

just how important such a number can

be in the fullness of geologic time.

We have known for a long time that

the earth is slowing down. Edmund
Halley, godfather to the famous comet
and Astronomer Royal of England

early in the eighteenth century, noted

a systematic discrepancy between the

recorded position of ancient eclipses

and their predicted areas of visibility

based on the earth's rate of rotation in

his time. He calculated that this

disparity could be resolved by assum-

ing a faster rotation in the past. His data

have been refined and reanalyzed many
times, and eclipse records suggest an

approximate rate of two milliseconds

per century for rotational slowing dur-

ing the past few thousand years.

Halley proposed no adequate reason

for this deceleration. Immanuel Kant,

a versatile fellow indeed, supplied the

correct explanation later in the eight-

eenth century. Kant implicated the

moon and argued that tidal friction had

slowed the earth down. The moon pulls

the waters of the earth toward it in a

tidal bulge. This bulge remains
oriented toward the moon as the earth

rotates under it. From our point of view

as earthbound observers, high tide

moves steadily westward around the

earth. This tide, moving continuously

across land and sea (for continents

have their minor tides as well), creates

a great deal of friction. Astronomers

Robert Jastrow and M. H. Thompson
write: "A huge quantity of energy is

dissipated in this friction each day. If

the energy could be recovered for use-

ful purposes, it would be sufficient to

supply the electrical power require-

ments of the entire world several times

over. The energy is actually dissipated

in the turbulence of coastal waters plus

a small degree of heating of the rocks

in the crust of the earth."

But tidal friction has another effect,

virtually invisible on the scale of our

lives but a major factor in the earth's

history. It acts as a brake upon the spin-

ning earth, slowing the earth's rotation

at the leisurely rate of about two milli-

seconds per century, or 1/200,000 sec-

ond per year.

Braking by tidal friction has two cor-

related and intriguing effects. First, the

number of days in the year should be

decreasing through time. The length of

the year seems to be essentially con-

stant relative to the official cesium

clock. Its invariance is affirmed both

empirically, by astronomical measure

ment, and theoretically. We might pre

diet that the solar tide should slow the

earth's revolution just as the lunar tide

slows its rotation. But solar tides ar

quite weak, and the earth, hurtlin:

through space, has such an enormous

moment of inertia that the year in

creases by about three seconds per bil

lion years. Here we finally have a fig

ure that we can safely ignore—half i

minute from the origin of the earth to

its destruction by an exploding sur

some five billion years hence!

Second, as the earth loses angular

momentum in slowing down, the

moon—obedient to the law of conser-

vation of angular momentum for the

earth-moon system—must pick up

what the earth loses. The moon does

this by revolving around the earth at a

greater and greater distance. In other

words, the moon has been steadily re-

ceding from the earth.
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If the moon looks big now, low on
the horizon on a crisp October night,

you should have been around to see

what the trilobites saw 550 million

years ago. G. H. Darwin, noted astron-

omer and second son of Charles, first

developed this idea of lunar recession.

He believed that the moon had been

wrenched from the Pacific Ocean, and

he extrapolated the present rate of re-

cession back to determine the time of

this convulsive birth. (It does fit, but

thanks to plate tectonics, we now know
that the Pacific is not a permanent hole,

but a configuration for the moment.)
In short, tidal friction induced by the

moon has two necessarily coupled con-

sequences through time: slowing of the

earth's rotation to decrease the number
of days per year, and increasing the

distance between earth and moon.
Astronomers have long known

about these phenomena in theory, and

they have measured them directly over

geologic microseconds. But until re-

cently, no one has known how to gauge

their effects over long stretches of geo-

logic time. A simple backward
extrapolation of the current rate will

not work because the intensity of brak-

ing depends upon the configuration of

continents and oceans. The most effec-

tive braking occurs when tides sweep
across shallow seas; the least effective

when tides move with comparatively

little friction over deep oceans and

land. Shallow seas are not prominent

features of our present earth, but they

covered millions of square miles at

various times in the past. The rapid

rates of these times may be matched by

very slow deceleration at other times,

particularly when all the continents

coalesced into a single Pangaea. The
pattern of rotational slowing through

time therefore becomes more a geo-

logic than an astronomical problem.

And I am delighted to report that my
own brand of geology has yielded, al-

beit ambiguously, the required infor-

mation—for some fossils record in

their patterns of growth the astro-

nomical rhythms of ancient times. The

haughty and high-riding mathe-
maticians and experimentalists of

modern geophysics do not often take

a bow toward a lowly fossil. Yet one

prominent student of the earth's rota-

tion has written: "It appears that pa-

leontology comes to the rescue of the

geophysicist."

For more than a hundred years, pa-

leontologists had occasionally noted

regularly spaced growth lines on some
of their fossils. Some had suggested

that they might reflect astronomical

periodicities of days, months, or

years—much like tree rings. Yet no

one had done anything with these ob-

servations. Throughout the 1930s

Ting Ying Ma, a somewhat visionary,

highly speculative, but infallibly inter-

esting Chinese paleontologist, studied

annual bands in fossil corals to deter-

mine the position of ancient equators.

(Corals living at the equator in regimes

of nearly constant temperature should

hot show the seasonal bands; the

higher the latitude, the stronger the

bands
.
) But no one had studied the very

fine laminations that often occur by the

hundreds per band.

In the early 1960s, Cornell paleon-

tologist John West Wells realized that

these very fine striations might record

days (slow growth at night versus fas-

ter growth during daylight, much as

trees produce annual bands by the con-

trast between slow winter and rapid

summer growth). He studied a modern
coral with both coarse (presumably an-

nual) and very fine banding, and he

counted an average of about 360 fine

lines to each coarse one. He concluded

that the fine bands are daily.

Wells then searched his collection

for fossil corals sufficiently well pre-

served to retain all the fine bands. The
very few he found enabled him to make
one of the most interesting and impor-

tant observations in the history of pa-

leontology: a group of corals about 370

million years old had an average of just

under 400 fine bands per coarse band.

These corals had witnessed a year of

nearly 400 days in their time. Direct,

geologic evidence had finally been

found for an old astronomical theory.

But Wells's corals had affirmed only

half the story—increasing length of

day. The other half, recession of the

moon, required fossils with daily and

monthly banding; for if the moon had

been much closer in the past, it would

have revolved around the earth in a

much shorter time than it does today.

The ancient lunar month should have

contained fewer than the 29.53 solar

days in the present month.

Since Wells published his famous

paper on "Coral Growth and Geo-

chronometry" in 1963, several claims

have been entered for lunar periodici-

ties as well. Most recently, Peter

Kahn, a paleontologist from Princeton,

and Stephen Pompea, a physicist from

Colorado State University, have ar-

gued that the key to lunar history lies

with one of everybody's favorite crea-

tures, the chambered nautilus (Nature,



A REPORT ON THE AMERICAN FOREST

PAUL BUNYAN COULD LEARN
A THING OR TWO IN THE LAKE STATES TODAY.

Paul Bunyan was a legend.

But the huge harvest and regenera-

tion of the mighty forests that gave

birth to that legend are a fact. More,

they're a practical lesson in the eco-

nomics as well as ecology of the forest.

The story, spanning 100 years, illus-

trates the difference between early log-

ging and modemforestry.

A century ago this was the land of

the Big Swedes and rough logging

camps. The Great North Woods. Log-

gers cut what they needed and moved
on. At the time this seemed no great

evil; after all, "Forests were endless."

There was no incentive to stay and

replant. Supply greatly exceeded de-

mand.

BfTER CONSERVATION.

But the forests weren't endless. And
by the 1920s, some of the best timber

in the region was gone.

Then with the arrival of the '30s a

new era began, the age of conservation.

Now commercial forests* in the Lake
States have made an impressive come-
back, thanks to nature's resilience and

the ingenuity of modem forestry.

It's a good thing. The government
says domestic demand for

wood and paper prod- -^

ucts will double

Today, Paul Bunyans forests are sliH thriving.

by the year 2020. And other demands
on the forest are intensifying too. Yet

most forests throughout the country

are far less productive than they could

be. So every acre of commercial forest

will have to grow even more wood to

meet future needs.

IMPROVING ON PAIR BUNYAN.

Today's rejuvenated Lake States for-

est is mostly aspen, pine and spruce.

It's nurtured by forest products com-
panies who value their stewardship of

the land and are alert to its potential.

For example, aspen, once considered

a "weed tree," is now an important

source of wood fiber for paper.

Nearly every part of every

harvested tree is used.

right down to the sawdust. And where
natural regeneration is slow, foresters

hand plant the next generation of trees.

They thin and fertilize and grow better

trees, faster.

The result: a forest that's actually

more productive than Paul Bunyan's.

A LONG wnr TO GO.

It's encouraging that forest produc-

tivity is increasing in the Lake States

and in forests all across the country.

But we still have a long way to go.

For more information write Ameri-
can Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873.

Springfield, VA 22150.

Amerkan Forest Institute

*Commercial forest is forest

apableof. and poten-

tially available for.

i^oiving treesfor

harvest.

^\ this age the ,

jufTounding trees

worti harvested. -~140 y^i

TT.
20 years

y

^ .\fter 156 yt-ars. this

\ Eastern Hemlixk mis

still too small to har-

vest when the trees

around tl wen cut

down, lint with more
nxtmtogrow. it doubled

in sue. (Shown here

slightly less than 1/2

actual size. ) Today,
thinning the forests to

give each tree more sun
shine and nutriniL-i is one

way foresters can prmiuce

bigger trees faster.
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UNUSUAL
That's the ideal description of the regal

island country of Sri Lanka, once known as

Ceylon. It's a fabulous spectacle. Whether

you're looking at our ancient cities, won-

drous wildlife or miles of beaches. The
ultimate is our festival of the August moon.

Located in the Jasmine-scented, mountain

city of Kandy, you will feast your eyes on a

thousand whirling dancers, a hundred cos-

tumed elephants, and more drummers than

you've ever seen. The torchlight acrobatics

of this 2,000 year old Perahera will, in just a

few days, leave you with a lifetime of
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October 19, 1978). The nautilus shell

is divided into very regular internal

partitions called septa. These same

septa, and the beauty of their con-

struction, inspired Oliver Wendell

Holmes to exhort us, by analogy, to do

better with our internal lives:

Build thee more stately mansions. O
my soul.

As the swift seasons roll!

Leave thy low-vaulted past!

Let each new temple, nobler than

the last.

Shut thee from heaven with a dome
more vast.

Till thou at length art free.

Leaving thine outgrown shell by

life's unresting sea!

I am happy to report that nautiloid

septa may have extended their utility

beyond Holmes's musings on immor-

tality and O'Neill's cribbing of a title

for a play. For Kahn and Pompea

counted the finer growth lines on the

exterior of Nautilus's shell and found

that each chamber (the space between

successive septa) contains an average

of thirty tine lines, with little variation

either among shells or on successive

chambers of single shells. Since Nau-

tilus, living in deep Pacific waters, mi-

grates daily in response to the solar

cycle (it moves into shallow waters at

night), Kahn and Pompea suggest that

the fine lines record days. The secre-

tion of septa may be entrained to a

lunar cycle. Many animals, including

humans of course, have lunar cycles,

usually tied to breeding.

Nautiloids are quite common as fos-

sils (the modern chambered nautilus is

the sole survivor of a very diverse

group). Kahn and Pompea counted

lines per chamber in twenty-five nauti-

loids ranging in age from 25 to 420

million years old. They argue for a reg-

ular decrease in lines per chamber from

thirty today, to about twenty-five for

the youngest fossils, to only nine or so

for the oldest. If the moon circled the

earth in only nine solar days 420 mil-

lion years ago (when the day only con-

tained twenty-one hours), then it must

have been much closer. Cranking

through some equations, Kahn and

Pompea conclude that these ancient

nautiloids saw a gigantic moon slightly

more than two-fifths its current dis-

tance from the earth (yes, they had

eyes).

At this point, I must confess to some

ambivalence about this large body of

data on fossil growth rhythms (an un-

ease that explains why 1 have avoided

this exciting subject for five years of



these columns, even though, as a pa-

leontologist, I love to tout my profes-

sion). The meth(xls are beset with un-

solved problems. How do you know
what periodicity the lines reflect? Take

the case of fine lines, for example.

They are usually counted as though

they record solar days, but suppose

they are a response to tidal cycles—

a

periodicity that involves both the

earth's rotation and the moon's revolu-

tion. If the moon revolved in a much
shorter time in the past, then ancient

tidal cycles were not nearly so close to

the solar day as they are now. (You
should now grasp the importance of

Kahn and Pompeas argument, made
without direct evidence by the way,
that the fine lines of Nautilus reflect

day-night cycles of vertical migration

rather than tidal effects. In fact, they

explain their three exceptional cases by

arguing that these nautiloids inhabited

persistently shallow, nearshoro waters

and may have recorded the tides.)

Even if lines are a response to solar

cycles, how do you assess the days per

ancient month or year .' .Simple count-

ing is not the solution because animals

often skip a day but do not, so far as

we know, double up. Actual counts

generally underestimate the number of

days (remember Wells's original mod-
ern corals with an average of ^(i^). not

^f)5, daily bands—on very cloudy

days, daytime growth may not exceed

night growth and bands may not form).

And, to pose the most basic question

of all, how can we be certain that lines

reflect an astronomical periodicity at

all'.' '[(M> often, little beyond the gco

metric regularity of lines has inspired

an assumption that they record days,

months, or years. But animals are not

passive machines, dutifully recording

astronomical cycles in all their regu

laritiesof growth Animals have inter

nal clocks as well, and these are often

keyed to metabolic rhythms with no
apparent relaiionship to days, tides,

and seasons lor example, most ani-

mals slow down their growth rates

greatly as they advance in age. But
many growth lines continue to increase

in si/e at a constant rate Ihe distance

between septa of Nautilus increases

constantly and regularly throughout
growth Are septa really deposited
once each month, or do later ones
measure longer amounts of time ' Niiu-

tilw, ma> live b> the rule grow a sep
turn alter reaching a regularly increas
ing chamber volume, not grow a sep
turn each full moon

The result of these unsolved prob
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lems is a body of poorly synchronized

data. Uncomfortably large ditTerences

exist in the literature. One study of sup-

posedly lunar periodicities in corals

suggests that about 350 million years

ago the month contained three times

the number of days that Kahn and Pom-
pea would allow.

Nonetheless, 1 remain satisfied and

optimistic for two reasons. First,

despite all internal asynchrony, every

study has revealed the same basic pat-

tern—decrease in the number of days

per year. Second, after an initial period

of uncritical enthusiasm, paleontolo-

gists are now doing the required hard

work—experimental studies on mod-

ern animals in controlled conditions

—

to learn just what the lines represent.

Criteria for the resolution of discrep-

ancies in fossil data should soon be

available.

Scarcely any geologic subject could

be more fascinating or more beset with

juicy problems. Consider the follow-

ing: if you extrapolate back through

time the current recession of the moon
as estimated from eclipse data, the

moon enters the Roche limit about one

billion years ago. Inside the Roche

limit, no major body can form. If a

large body enters it from outside, re-

sults are uncertain, but certainly im-

pressive. Vast tides would roar across

the earth and the lunar surface would

melt, which, conclusively from dates

on Apollo rocks, it did not. (And the

recession rate estimated from modern

data—5.8 cm per year—is much less

than the average advocated by Kahn

and Pompea—94.5 cm per year.

Clearly, the moon was not this close

either a billion years ago or ever at all

since its surface solidified more than

four billion years ago. Either rates of

recession have varied drastically, and

were very much slower early in the

earth's history, or the moon entered an

earth orbit a long time after the earth's

formation. In any case, the moon was

once much closer to us, and this dif-

ferent relationship should have had an

important effect on the history of both

bodies.

As for the earth, we have some ten-

tative indications in some of our earli-

est sedimentary rocks of tidal ampli

tudes that would put the Bay of Fund]

to shame. And for the moon, Kahnanc

Pompea make the interesting sugges-

tion that its closer position and the

earth's stronger gravitational pull al

that time may explain why the lunai

maria are concentrated on the visible,

earthward side (the maria represen



vast extrusions of liquid magtna), and

why the moon's center of mass is dis-

placed in an earthward direction.

Geology has no more important

point to teach than the vastness of time.

We have no trouble getting our conclu-

sions across intellectually—4.5 billion

years rolls easily otf the tongue as an

age for the earth. But intellectual

knowledge and gut appreciation are

very different things. The sheer num-
ber 4.5 billion is incomprehensible,

and we resort to metaphor and image

to emphasize just how long the earth

has existed and just how insignificant

the length of human evolution has

been— not to mention the cosmic milli-

micro-second of our personal lives.

The standard illustration is earth his-

lory as a 24-hour clock with human
civilization occupying the last few sec-

onds. I prefer to emphasize the accu-

mulated oomph of eHects utterly insig-

nificant on the scale of our lives. We
have just completed another year and

the earth has slowed down by another

1/200,000 second. So blinking what .'

What you have just read is what.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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oftheEarth
Recollections of an Embryo

Ecologist

G. Evelyn Hutchinson

In describing the events of his

childhood and youth, a founder

of population ecology and man
of enormous learning gives

insight into the development of

a scientific mind and describes

the milieu of discovery and

excitement that existed in

Cambridge, England, between

the wars. This charming book

reveals, in a hundred ways, the

distinguishing feature of

Hutchinson's intellect: an all-

embracing curiosity that moves

between the scientific and the

everyday in a way that

illuminates both.

Illus. $18.50
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Books in Review

Embattled Preserve

The Adirondack Park, by Frank

Graham, Jr. Alfred A. Knopf, Inc..

$15.00; 314 pp.. illus.

A Political history, the subtitle of

Frank Graham's new book, is com-

mendably correct, but modest. The

vast park preserve and mountain wil-

derness, more than six million acres

carved from the watershed between the

Saint Lawrence and Hudson rivers, is

unique. More than 69 percent of the

land, a tract that in its entirety is larger

than' Massachusetts or New Hamp-
shire, is privately owned but legally

held "forever wild." The story of the

park is thus inherently interesting and

Frank Graham tells it well.

If you are neither a New Yorker nor

an active conservationist you might

know only vaguely that the rich built

fabulous resorts in the Adirondacks in

the nineteenth century, that there were

sanitariums for tuberculosis patients

there; that it was a fashionable place

for intellectuals to vacation. Ralph

Waldo Emerson was a dreadful camper

and a worse shot; William James loved

it; Sigmund Freud wrote, "Of all

... I have experienced in America, this

is by far the most amazing."

The history of the park combines the

twisting threads of conservation/

preservation and its adversary compan-

ion, urbanization / industrialization.

Perhaps the most crucial industrial

landmark was the Erie Canal because

it opened the way west so "the tide of

settlement passed the mountains by, as

immigrants and New Englanders alike

took the new route toward fertile lands

in the west."

State legislation in 1885 established

Adirondack Park as a forest preserve

loosely encompassing fourteen coun-

ties. The new state constitution that

took etiect in 1895 confirmed the legis-

lation and the fateful clause, "The
lands . . . constituting the Forest Pre-

serve as now fixed by law, shall be for-

ever kept as wild forest lands. They
shall not be leased, sold or exchanged,

or be taken by any corporation, public

or private, nor shall the timber thereon

be sold, removed or destroyed." The

language turned out to be almost as

provocative as that of the first and fifth

amendments to the United States Con-

stitution. Not the least of the problems

was that by the middle of the twentieth

century "the Blue Line [the park's

area] was really an ecological rather

than a political boundary, encircling

the forests of a . . . mountainous region

at the point where they gradually faded

into the neighboring flatlands."

Graham's political history not only

gives details of more than a century of

legislative and court battles but also

places them in the broad social context

of a modernizing America. Thus, Gra

ham understands the importance of th<

railroads, for example, which made th<

mountains accessible to the wealthy

made it possible for hardwood to be

shipped out, but also brought the con

stant danger of fire. He connects th<

rise of the big cities to the awarenes!

of distant urban watersheds during pe

riods of drought and puts the creatioi

of the forest preserve in the context 01

the three great parks established in th<

preceding fifteen years: Central Park,

Yosemite, and Yellowstone. Grahar

is careful and precise in unraveling the

modern dilemmas for the spectrum o



by Eden Ross Lipson

conservationists. He explains the

philosophical contradictions inherent

in roadways through the wilderness,

reminding us that "' Mo/art is said to

have crossed the Alps in a carriage

without looking up from his musical

score." He reports ""there is no true

"rural" butler /one between wilderness

and the more blaiani and dreariest

aspects of civilization . . . the physical

choices often seem to be between the

pristine and the mucked up."' (iraham
quotes the "theme park" proprietor

saying, ""Just what is there for the

average tourist to do in an area which
has only scenery'.'""

I'ht' Adiroiuiiick Park is also an uii

mtentional but endearing salute to the

WA.SP eccentric a vanishing breed in

our era of ripe, strongi) seasoned, and

proud ethnicity The book is lull of line

sketches of some woodsmen (no

women) and self-chosen leaders, in-

eluding Verplanck C'olvin, the man
who ""measured the mountains'";

Harry ""Adirondack"" Radford, who
formed the Association for Restoring

Ihc MiM)se to the Adirondacks. I)r f-d

ward Livingston Irudeau. who devel-

oped the Ailirundack Cottage .Sani-

lorium. Rev William H H Murray,
who lured tourists with his book Ad
ieniuii\ in ihr Wdiltinrw. (iitlord

Pinchoi. the lather ol modern forestry;

and Melvil Dewey ol decimal fame,
who managed the exclusive Lake
Placid Club according to his own racist

und anti Semitic standards Man>
others were )usl three named rich men
who lived in .iiul loveil the mountains

Ldi-n Ri>.\.\ l.ii>soii IS mi cdiiitr oj ilic

New York Times Btnik Review
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Big Bullfrogs in a Little Pond
by Richard D. Howard

Females prefer large males, and large males will mate with any interested female.

So the larger the male, the more offspring he will sire

With the passing of dusk, the lush

vegetation of midsummer gradually

fades from view and nocturnal crea-

tures begin to stir. Crickets chirp softly

from clumps of grass; in the trees,

whippoorwills broadcast their seem-

mgly incessant demands, and the eerie

sound of screech owls can be heard in

the distance. For people living near

ponds and marshes, however, these

soft nocturnal noises go unnoticed, for

here, the deep bellowing oi chorusing

bullfrogs dominates. Such is definitely

the case in the K.S. George Reserve in

southeastern Michigan, where for the

past four years 1 have followed the mat-

ing behavior of bullfrogs in tive-acre

Crane Pond.

Bullfrogs are common in this area,

as they are throughout most of the

eastern Umled Stales and southern

Canada in Crane I'ond ihe mating

season begins in June and lasts

through July. i:ach day. males start

sporadic calling .soon after dusk.

Gradually, they call more regularly

until, about midnight, a full chorus de-

velops. Calling continues unabated un-

til dawn. Ihe call of a single male is

often described as "jugorum"; the

sound of thirty or more males calling

can only be described as a roar.

This chorusing signals the beginning

of a new life cycle ol the largesi North

American Irog During m.iiing. each
female deposits ihous.iiuK ol teriili/ed

eggs, which hatch into \oung tadpoles

in two to live days Soon after hatch-

ing, tadpoles begin a herbivorous diet

and do not metamorphose into young
frogs until one or two years later

These young frogs will become sex-

ually mature in one year (most males)
or two years (many females). After

maturation, they continue to grow

throughout their adult lives; in Michi-

gan, the largesi may exceed seven

inches in length and weigh nearly one

pound. Owing to predation and over-

wintering mortality, adults rarely live

longer than live years; in captivity,

however, they have been known to live

fifteen years or more.

Unlike tadpoles, adult bullfrogs are

voracious predators, readily consum-

ing insects, crayfish, other frogs, and

even small birds and mammals. As a

result, when they were introduced into

several western states, their predacious

habits often had a serious etlect on

local faunas Bullfrogs are, in turn,

hunted by several predators, including

humans.

Although bullfrogs provide familiar

sights and sounds along many shore-

lines, (heir maling behavior was gener-

ally unknown unlil recently. The rea-

son IS simple: most malings occur in

the early morning hours, usually after

.V(K) A.M., and few naturalists are

willing to endure the ceaseless on-

slaughts of mosquit(K-s for that long.

About thirteen years ago. Stephen

r limlen, now at Cornell University,

observed the same population of bull-

Irogs that I now study. Mis work was
.imoiig ihe lirsi to describe the aggres-

sive aiul lerrilorial nature of males and

Ihe tendency ol females lo .iclisely se

led cerl.iin m.iles .is m.iies Mis lind

ings surpriseil m.iny biologists because

complex m.iimg behavior was unex-

pected in frogs. Since then, intensive

studies on other species of frogs and

toads have revealed a great diversii\ ol

maling systems

1 began to stud) bulllrogs to lest the

concepts ol sexual selection that Dar-

win had ileveloped in 1871 . I his form

of natural selection really asks two

questions; Why do males of most spe-

cies compete more vigorously for

mates than females, and why are fe-

males of most species more discrim-

inating than males in terms of mate

suitability? Bullfrogs are well suited

for such a study. They are highly visi-

ble, occur in large numbers, individ-

uals can be readily marked for field

identification, and their external

method of fertilization leaves no doubt

as to the true male parentage of oH-

spring. I wanted to discover, in partic-

ular, why males are lerrilorial. why fe-

males are so selective in their choice

oi males, and whether some males re-

produce more successfully than others.

Efforts to answer these questions

provide many memorable experiences.

L'pon entering a small boat in Crane

Pond near midmghl. one is greeted en-

thusiasticallv b\ mosquittK's that will

remain failhlul companions all nighl.

As the c(M)ling air settles on warm pond

water, the rising mist brings a damp
chill to the air and can severely restrict

vision. Sometimes, bright moonlight

gives the entire area a si>lt beaut) that

never exists in the daytime The pun-

gent aroma of algae and decaying

plants often pervades the air.

Approaching the chorusing bull-

frogs, one IS initiall) impressed by the

activities of large lerrilorial males.

Iheir loud calls and explosive charges

enable each male lo defend an area,

six lo I went) feel in diameter, that he

deems his own. When a male enters

the lerrilory of another and calls, the

resident male slowl) approaches, giv-

ing threatening viKali/aiions. if the

intruder persists, he is attacked. A
wrestling match soon follows, a con-

test of brute strength, fighting mules

emit deep growls and muffled calls.



Bullfrogs breed in marshes and

ponds, habitats that provide water

year-round for the largely aquatic

adults. The frogs seldom live more

than five years because of predation

and overwintering mortality.

While wrestling, they gouge each

other's sides with their thumbs, pro-

ducing small bruises but little other

evidence of physical injury. Eventu-

ally one male overpowers the other,

sometimes holding the losing male

underwater for as long as ten minutes.

During this time, the loser hangs limp

in the grasp of the victor until re-

leased, then darts quickly away.

Disputes between males are not

always settled in one wrestling match;

repeated challenges occur, especially

if the contesting males are similar in

size. The winner is almost always the

larger male. Thus, larger males have

the potential of controlling any area

that might increase their attractiveness

to females.

In contrast to the conspicuous activi-

ties of territorial males, females are

highly secretive. They remain well

away from chorusing males until they

are ready to mate. When a receptive

female enters a chorus, she moves si-

lently from male to male, often ap-

proaching to within a yard of a male

only to leave and visit another. During

her search, the female is presumably

evaluating the suitability of the males

as mates or the quality of male terri-

tories, or both. After observing sev-

eral, sometimes all, of the males in a^
chorus, the female swims up to a male

and touches him. As the female ap-

proaches, the territorial male remains

motionless and gives several pro-

longed low-volume calls that are quite

distinct from his normal territorial call.

Only after the female touches him does

the male move to clasp the female.

Males remain clasped to females, a



behavior known as amplcxus. uniil .ill

Ihc cgt!s arc fcriili/cil Hut a Icrnalc

may not K-gin ilcposiiinj; i.-j:t;s righl

away; ihc micrval bciwccn claspinj;

and oj-j; dcposiiion varies widely
amonndilk-rcnl froj; species. The rec-

ord perhaps hclont:s lo a C'enlral Anicr
lean frog in Ihe genus Aiclnpiis. in ihis

species, males remani amplexed lo le

males for more than 120 days. More

lypical durations of amplexiis for

North American frogs .uul loads range

troin live to Iwenly lour hours. Much
of the delay appears lo result Ironi the

lime It lakes to find a suitable place lor

egg deposition. .Since among bull

Irogs. terrilorial males control deposi

lion sites, such search time is not nee

essary and durations of ainplexus are

much sht)rter: pairs usually remain

clasped for forty lo fifty minutes—and
only rarely, for a couple of hours

Ihe actual piocess of egg lertili-

/ation lakes about ten inmules. During
this time, females may deposit from
().IKK) to more than 20. (XX) eggs,

depending u|->on iheir btnly si/e. After

e\|>ellmg .ill iheir eggs in slow rhyth-

mic movements, females swim out of

the clasp ol their mates and leave the



Bullfrogs are voracious predators.

The female, top, is consuming a

juvenile frog. Insects, crayfish, and

even small birds and mammals
make up part of their catholic diet.

Above, two smaller, parasitic mates

maintain a low profile near a larger

territorial male. The intruders do

not call, but will attempt to

intercept and mate with any female

that the larger male attracts. The

latter spends much time trying to

drive such parasitic males away,

but his efforts provide only

temporary relief. The female

remains completely underwater

during amplexus, right. The male,

on top, keeps a loose hold on her,

and within ten minutes she will

release from 6,000 to more than

20,000 eggs.

chorusing site entirely. Males immedi-

ately resume calling and fighting, their

eagerness for another mating seem-

ingly undiminished.

Larger males have a considerable re-

productive advantage. At Crane Pond,

a larger male may mate as many as six

times in one year. Since the total num-

ber of matings per year is usually less

than forty, such a male obtains 15 per-

cent or more of all possible matings.

In contrast, during the past four years,

about 50 percent of the males in Crane

Pond were unsuccessful in mating.

Comparable mating differentials do not

occur in females: all females mate at

least once and many mate two times

each year. The second clutch of eggs,

deposited twenty to forty days after

the initial one, frequently contains

considerably fewer eggs.

Large size confers an additional ad-

vantage on males. Larger females se

lectively mate with the largest males.

Since these females may produce more

than three times as many eggs as

smaller females, the reproductive sue

cess of large males is greatly enhanced

Smaller females appear to mate with

males of all sizes. Such differences be-

tween larger, older females and

smaller, younger females could be the

result of past mate selection.

Nevertheless, all is not glory for

larger males. Activities that increase

chances of obtaining mates also in-

crease chances of being eaten. The

major predators of adult bullfrogs dur-

ing the breeding season at Crane Pond

are snapping turtles, Chelydra serpen-

tina. Snappers appear to be attracted by

the commotion the larger bullfrog



, Rchard D Howard

mules mukc whcnciilling. Hyhiing, ;inil

mating. As a rcsull i)f such prcdalion.

«)ldcr. larger males are seleclively re-

moved from the population. 1 have
never t)bserved young males attacked

by snapping turtles, and the only fe

male killed was attacked while mating
In one year alone, I saw seven of the

largest males killeil by snappers Since

the entire ptipulation only contained
thirty nine m.iles that year, the ellect

of snapper piedalion was dramatic.

Males ni breeding coiulition vary

considerably in si/e and age One
year-old males only four inches long
arc no match, physically, for (ive-ycar-

oids that may exceed six inches in

length and be nearly three times heav-
ier. As a result of such physical ine-

qualities, males of dillerenl si/es often

use different behaviors to obtain

mates. Unlike larger territorial males,

smaller males rarely call or light, in-

stead, they maintain a low profile in

the water with only their heads above

the surface Fhey swim to within feet

of large territorial males and wait,

motionless. When a female ap-

proaches the calling territorial mule,

the smaller male quickly attempts to

intercept and clasp her. I have termed

the behavior pattern o( smaller males

"parasitism." If a parasitic male suc-

cessfully amplexes a lem.ile. the

mated pair is usu.illy driven Irom the

larger male's territory and m.iy sjvnd

u few hours earching lor another place

to deposit eggs. During this time, the

female may attempt to dislodge the

parasitic male by kicking af>out vio-

lently. Although I h.ive now witnessed

nine amplexes by parasitic males, I

have never seen femules successfully

dislodge any males. Females eventu-

ally acquiesce to their persistent suit-

ors and deposit their eggs within fifty

to one hundred feet of the original

territory. pri>vided no other contesting

males are nearby. Unfortunately, such

areas are usually of lower quality and
relatively few offspring survive.

Parasitic males are selective about

which male they frequent, only the

largest territori.il m.iles will do. S«iine

territorial m.iles m.i> have up to five

par.isitic males tianking them and
spend many hours ilriv ing the p.irasites

away. The slow . threatening approach
of territorial m.iles provides the para-

sites ample opportunity lor a quick re-

treat, but ihcy soon return ,ind the en-

lire scene is replayed

Males of intermediate si/e use dif-



ferent behaviors to obtain mates. These

males actively call and appear territo-

rial, but if challenged by a nearby

male, they dart away to find a new site

and resume calling. These males often

occupy territories created when territo-

rial males leave or fall prey to snapping

turtles. However, the tenure of such

opportunistic males in any one location

is brief. Encounters between neigh-

boring males are frequent during the

night and it is only a matter of time

before a larger male threatens. Oppor-

tunistic males seldom stay to fight and

can often be seen calling from nu-

merous locations on the same night.

The particular behavior pattern used

by a male appears to depend on his size

relative to other males. Every male is

completely capable of performing each

behavior. For example, if a male is

very small relative to other males, he

will probably become parasitic. If the

other males are also small, then the

male may defend his own territory. By
varying the behavior pattern to meet

existing conditions, males may not

only minimize energy loss and the risk

of being eaten but also maximally ex-

ploit any diflerential ability of other

males to attract females.

Why do female bullfrogs prefer

larger males as mates? What do they

get out of being selective? My attempts

to answer this question have centered

on how well the eggs fertilized by

various-sized males survive to hatch-

ing. I took samples of about one hun-

dred embryos from each egg mass
every ten to twelve hours until the em-
bryos hatched, then estimated the per-

centage of offspring living at various

stages of development. Since many of

the egg masses were sired by males of

difterent sizes, I could relate male size

to embryo survival. The results were

startling. After analyzing more than

30,000 embryos from sixty-two egg

masses, I found that larger males defi-

nitely controlled egg deposition sites

that increased offspring survival. This

results in an obvious advantage for dis-

criminating females.

Embryo mortality generally results

from developmental abnormalities and

from predation by the leech Macrob-
della decora. High water temperature

(above 90 F) is the chief cause of de-

velopmental abnormalities. Such
losses are relatively minor, however,

because bullfrogs usually avoid mating

in extremely hot areas of the pond. In

contrast, leeches pose a more serious

threat. They often begin infesting egg
masses while eggs are still being de-

posited. Sometimes, more than twenty

leeches writhe through a mass of em-
bryos and consume nearly 50 percent

of them on average before they hatch.

A leech forages by probing through

the egg mass, enveloping an embryo
with the anterior third of its body, and

sucking out the contents. The foraging

efficiency of leeches is reduced by the

gelatinous material surrounding the

embryos. A seemingly helpless em-
bryo can be a rather elusive prey when
embedded in a thick jelly matrix. The
vegetation of the egg deposition site

further affects the success of leeches.

Egg masses deposited initially as a sur-

face film soon sink and settle upon sub-

merged vegetation. If the underlying

vegetation is dense, the resultant egg

mass is essentially a monolayer; the

firm base of vegetation is like a table

on which the leeches can take their

meal rapidly. If the underlying vegeta-

tion is sparse, different parts of the set-

tling mass of eggs come to rest on

branches at various depths, and the

egg mass is more three dimensional

in shape. Most embryos are well pro-

tected by jelly on all sides, making
their capture by leeches more difficult.

Water temperatures in egg deposi-

tion sites can also affect predation

losses. Eggs deposited in cooler sites

develop slowly, providing leeches

more time to forage. As a result, many
more embryos are eaten. More rapidly

developing embryos in warmer areas

literally outrace the leeches, and far

fewer of them are consumed. Thus,

territorial males and discriminating fe-

males may obtain a reproductive ad-

vantage from the ability to select just

the right temperature for their eggs: not

so hot as to cause developmental ab-

normalities that kill offspring and not

so cold as to provide leeches more op-

portunity to eat developing embryos.

Embryos that hatch face new haz-

ards. Within a day the young tadpoles

disperse from their egg deposition

sites. Many of the benefits their male

parents look such risks for, and their

female parents sought so hard to gain

by being selective, no longer exist.

The tadpoles are now on their own
and soon encounter a different type of

threat to their survival; the thousands

of other tadpoles in the pond that also

seek the best food, places to sun, or

some other requisite. In some years,

such resources may be in short supply

and the resultant intraspecific competi-

tion could mean decreased growth

rates or even death. Tadpoles also suf-

fer predation by various vertebrates.

Fortunately for those in Crane Pond,

no fish predators live there; tadpoles in

other ponds are not as lucky. The tad-

poles then experience their first winter.

For many it is also their last. After the

spring thaw, thousands of dead tad-

poles can be seen ffoating in the water;

presumably they died as a result of

oxygen depletion in the ice-covered

pond during the long winter.

By early summer, several thousand

tadpoles still remain. They continue to

grow and, if they are large enough,

begin the fascinating process of meta-

morphosis. In the later stages of devel-

opment, the half frogs-half tadpoles

are relatively clumsy, making them
easier prey. After completing meta-

morphosis, juvenile frogs still face

unrelenting predation from snakes,

birds, and mammals. Another predator

also lurks for them: adult bullfrogs.

Juvenile frogs that survive such on-

slaughts face still another winter before

they can breed. To get some idea of the

amount of mortality suffered by juve-

nile frogs, I marked nearly one thou-

sand of an estimated three thousand ju-

veniles late one fall. Not one marked
individual was observed the following

spring and fewer than twenty of the

original three thousand survived to

sexual maturity. The total mortality

from egg to breeding adult is astro-

nomical. In 1976, for example, at least

400,000 eggs were deposited in Crane

Pond; a little more than 200,000 sur-

vived to hatching. Of those that

hatched, probably less than forty be-

came sexually mature. Thus the

chances that an egg will produce a sex-

ually mature frog must be about 1 in

10,000.

Sexual maturation does not bring

any relief from the rigors of nature.

Now the young females must take on

additional risks to produce their first

small clutch of eggs. Young males

must compete with older males, often

three times their size, for females; as

a result, they usually utilize parasitic

behaviors and have little chance of fer-

tilizing a female. Thus, the mating sys-

tem of their species, which evolved

countless generations ago, greatly re-

duces the prospect of successful repro-

duction for these young adults. Their

best chance to produce offspring of

their own is to grow large enough to

hold more eggs (females) or to domi-

nate their rivals (males), before a snap-

ping turtle attacks or some other disas-

ter befalls them. Fortunately, for those

of us who find beauty in their hoarse

calls, some will succeed. D
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In 1813. French neockissic painier Pierre-Henri de

Valenciennes, follow in f{ Pliny the Younger's account of

his uncle's death, painted The Erupii()n of Vesuvius

and the Death of Pliny, now in the Musee des

Aui(ustins. Toulouse.

POMPEII^?
On April 22, "Pompeii AD 79," an exhibition of more

than three hundred objects from the buried Roman city,

opens at the American Museum of Natural History. Look-

ing at ancient Pompeians' gold jewelry and silverware,

sculpture, mosaics, wall paintings, tools, and cooking pots,

we feel that the city is very near and ha\c difticulty believ-

ing that life in its streets slopped so long ago. Actually,

Vesuvius"s eruption In a.d. 79 came only just in time to

preserve Pompeii as a frozen exemplar of Roman life. Al-

ready seriously damaged by an earlier earthquake and af-

fected by economic reversals throughout the surrounding

region of Campania, Pompeii might not have long re-

mained a gracious retreat for wealthy Romans—and a

rowdy holiday tow n of gladiatorial spectacles and gambling

for less well-to-do citizens. But when disaster struck, the

House of the Faun, a noble dwelling that occupies an entire

city block, was slill standing, allording a glimpse into the

workings of patronage, a Roman institution thai governed

public and private obligations in Pompeii. Pompeii's inns,

which provided the more accessible worldl_\ pastimes of

open-airdining. drinking, and gambling, resemble modern
trattorias. The inns, the public baths, and the spectator

sports at the Forum attracted tourists from nearb\ towns

and nmre distant parts in search of pleasures of the llesh

that seem completely contemporary.

.Ann Marie Cunitini;haiii





In A.I). 79, an inundation of solcanic debris erupting

from Mount Vesuvius siinuitaneousl\ assured I'onipeii's

past and future. But even if it had not destroyed this bustling

(own on the shores of the Bavof Naples, the voleano would

have been one of the most famous in the world. Vesuvius,

which is by no means extinct, has had a long, spectacular

hislory. Il stands in a densely populated area of southern

llaly, first settled by Greek colonists before 7(K) b.( . Its

records are the most complete of any currently active vol-

cano; many scientilic theories about volcanoes, especially

earlier ideas, were inspired by Vesuvius. On its slopes is

the oldest of the few existing volcano observatories; this

center began keeping records in 1845, monitoring ail

phases oi the volcano's activity, not just major eruptions.

Every volcano has unique patterns, so that although Vesu-

vius"s history is well known, it is not easily applicable to

another site.

Ihe city of Naples and its suburbs along the Bay of

Naples, including the site of Pompeii, are built on older

volcanic rocks and craters. On the northern side of the Bay

are the Phlegraean Fields, a relatively quiet volcanic field

of about nineteen craters. Some of the active craters contain

lakes or once did. Ihe Fields" dark volcanic rocks and

depressions, and the gases and steam rising periodically out

ol Ihe lakes, inspired at least two poets. In the Aenciil.

Virgil wrote that one crater. Lake Avernus, was the en-

trance to the depths ol hell. The area similarly inspired

Dante's vision ol hell as described in his Inferno.

Vesuvius iiselt is part of a chain o( currently or recently

active volcanoes that extends along the west coast of Italy,

lo Ihe Lipari Islands near the toe of the boot, and on into

Sicily. The northern part of the chain starts at Larderello,

southwest of .Siena, known for its development of geother-

mal power. Near Rome, the Alban Hills (site of Castel

Gandollo. the pope's summer home) belong lo this same
volcanic chain. Its most active parts are near its southern

end, and include Stromboli and Vulcano in Ihe l.ipari Is-

lands, and Mount lilna in eastern Sicilv The word voUano
derives trom Vulcano. both the island and the volcano were
probabi) named in honor ol Vulcan. Koman god ol tire

and melalworking.

Ihe Italian volcanoes are part ol a longer chain, the

Alpine Mimalavaii belt, which extends from the western

Medilerranean up Italy, swings around the Alps and down
western Yugoslavia into (ireece, then continues eastward
init) Turkey. Iran, and Alghanislan. Ihis chain developed
for Ihe same reasons as volcanic and active e;irlhquake belts

in Japan, ihe Aleutians. Indonesia, the Andes. ;ind manv
tilher areas, including the very clear island arcs, known as

Ihe Ring of Fire, along the margins ol the I'acilic Ocean.
These fiells exist because of the continuous drill ol conti

ncnis across the earth.

According to the concept ol plate tectonics, the earth is

made up ol six major plates ,iikI a number ol minor ones,

each moving slowly but relentlessly at the rate ol a lew
ccniiinelers a year in a specilic direclum delermmcd b\

conveclive flow deeper in the earth. When a manu plate

collides with another, one of Ihem may slide downward
underneath the olliet, where il forms what is called a sub
duct ion /one

As il is forced downw.ird, the leading edge ol a plaie

becomes siib|ect to evei increasing pressure and heal. Ihe
plate Itecomcs unst.tble and begins to melt in some areas

As meliing continues, the resultant lightweight molten
rock, called magma, works its way upward and collects

FrERY VESUVIUS
by Martin Prinz

"/ cannot describe its appearance and
shape better than as resembling an umbrella
pine tree, with a very tall trunk risini>

hii^h into the sky and then spreading out

into branches. . . . At one moment it was
white, at another dark and dirtw as if

it carried up a load of earth and cinders.
'

"

Pliny the Younger. Letters

Left: This wall puiniini; of an ihis. ii bird

sacred to the Hi^ypiian i^oddess Isis.

is now in the National Arehaeohiiiical

Museum in Saples. It came from the

yoddess's temple in Pompeii, the

only puhlie huildin).; fully repaired

after the \.i). 62 earthquake, whieh

presai;ed VV.vi/iii«.v 'v eruption in

79. Below: In I7.U. Carl Weber, who
exeavated at Hereulaneum. drew this map of

Vesui'ius and the Hay of Naples.
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in pools, which are evenlually driven lo the earth's surface

by gaseous pressure that has buih up, mainly in the form

of steam. Magma arrives at the earth's surface as ash or,

in a molten state, as lava.

The Italian volcanic chain, of which Vesuvius is a part,

is the result of Africa's movement in a generally northwest-

erly direction. As it does so, it collides with Europe in a

group of complex minor plates. The resultant subduct ion

zones produced the curved patterns of this part of the Al-

pine-Himalayan belt.

In this view from Pompeii's Forum, the Temple of

Jupiter dominates the north end and Vesuvius rises

to the northwest. At left is the volcano's present

cone, which appeared after the eruption in

A.D. 79 ; at right, part of the old cone, now
called Mount Somma, is visible.

Vesuvius probably started erupting about 10,000 years

ago, very recently indeed in its chain's history. In Europe,

the last glaciation began retreating about 1 1 ,000 years ago,

and Vesuvius's eruptive material is believed to be younger

than the glacial deposits. The first eruptions of the Phle-

graean Fields were buried by Vesuvian materials; there-

fore, these craters must have been active before Vesuvius.

The ancients did not describe Vesuvius as a volcano, so

there may have been a long period of quiescence between

its early activity and the arrival of Greek colonists who
settled on its slopes. The Greeks were familiar with vol-

canoes, having been forced to tiee other settlements on their

account. They may not have recognized Vesuvius as a vol-

cano, or they may have decided that it was extinct. Perhaps,

like modern inhabitants of Vesuvius and Californians who
live on or near the San Andreas fault, the Greek arrivals

guessed that the region's fertile soil was worth what they

considered the small risk of volcanic activity.

During the century prior to a . d. 79, some Romans may
have been aware that Vesuvius was a volcano; one observer

noted that its slopes were cindery, as though they had been



"eaten b> lircs. " Aboiii 72 h. ( . . somcot ihc Koiiuiii gludi-

alor^ whorcbcllccJ under l he leadership ol Spariaeus souszhi

refuge on ihe suniniii and later described theeraier ni detail.

According lo these sources, Vesuvius had a broad, flat

summit with a deep crater and a narrow opening on one

side. Because the crater was not \ isible trom beJovs . man)
early inhabitants probably thought of Vesuvius as just an-

other large mountain. I'oday this cone, luiw known as

Mount Somma, remains as a sharp crater wall partly encir-

cling Vesuvius. l-Tom the name of this cone comes somnui,

the geologic term for a remnant of an older volcanic cone.

The lirsl sign of renewed activity at Vesuvius came on

February 5, v.i). 62, when a severe eariht|uake wreaked
considerable damage on Pompeii, Herculaiieum, and other

small communities that are now part ol Naples .•\p()aieiiilN

not overly alarmed, Pompeians set to work lebuildiiig their

city.

That Pompeians did not associate the \ . u 62 earth-

quake with Vesuvius is not surprising. Mmoi earthquakes

continued It) shake the area for the next sixteen >ears, and

had the inhabitants been aware, as we are now. ol the

palternsof seismic activity that precede volcanic eruptions,

thcN might have foreseen the impending disaster.

On August 24, a. d. 79, there was a series ol extremely

violent shocks, followed shortly by the classic eruption,

which lasted two infamous days. Immediately afterward,

survivors saw that about half o\ Vesu\ius"s old cone had
disappeared, and a new cone, the present-day Vesuvius,

had risen above it. Not only were Pompeii and Hercula-

neum Ci)mplelely buried, but ashes and fumes reached Sta-

biae, more than ten miles south of Vesuvius. Here the

Roman natural historian Pliny the blder. aged 56, was
among the casualties. Abi)ut six years later, his nephew
Plinv the "^'ounger wrote the only eyewitness account o\

the great eruption in two letters to the historian Tacitus,

who was Irving lo record the circumstances under v^hich

Pint) Ihe hider died. Ihese letters give a remarkably clear,

albeit occasionally inconsistent, description of the solcanic

events, even though the writer was onlv eighteen when he

wilnessed the disaster and more interested in literature than

in natural history. Pliny the Younger's letters ma> be con-

sidered the beginnings of the science of \olcanolog\

.



Pliny the Younger maintains that about noon on August

24, a cloud of very unusual size and shape appeared. At

first it did not seem related to Vesuvius. But as it grew

rapidly into a vertical plume, which rose for miles into the

sky and then spread laterally in the upper atmosphere, it

was clear the cloud was emerging from the volcani). Its

form resembled the tall local pine tree; consecjuenlly, the

scientific term for this type of eruption cloud is pinu. the

Italian word for pine tree. Eruptions accompanied by pinos

and the violence Vesuvius displayed in a. n. 79 are some-

limes called Plinian cruplit)ns.

When the /)//i<; appeared, Pliny the Elder wanted to study

it and planned to sail his galley toward Vesuvius from the

small town of Misenum, twenty miles to the west, at the

mouth of the Bay of Naples. He invited his nephew Pliny

the Younger, who declined, saying he had too much work

to do. Pliny the Elder sailed instead for a small coastal town

near Herculaneum, where he had friends who had requested

help.

As he approached the coast, his boat was showered with

hot ashes and lumps of pumice from the volcano, so he

turned south and landed at Stabiae, which was not being

so heavily pelted. Here he found a friend at his coastal villa.

Below: These plaster casts are of bodies found

in the ruins of Pompeii. Right: A detail from
a wall painting shows two priests and
devotees. Now in the National Archaeological

Museum in Naples, it once decorated the

Temple of Isis at Herculaneum.

/ji-

frantically packing some of his possessions. Calming his

friend, Pliny ordered a bath, and the pair sat down to a

hearty meal.

As night fell on Stabiae, Vesuvius remained an awe-

inspiring sight; its dark ash cloud was lighted from below

by a red glare, partly from burning villages on the slopes.

Pliny slept during the early part of the night while ashes

piled up around his friend's house, but the owner and his

family, concerned by deepening ash and frequent tremors,

could not sleep. They decided to wake Pliny, and the party

made a dash for the coast and the boat.

To protect themselves en route from hot lumps of ash,

the group tied pillows to their heads and wrapped them-

selves in towels. Even after dawn, the ash cloud completely

blocked the sun, and they had to use torches to pick their

way through total darkness. They reached the coast, but

found the winds unfavorable and the sea too rough. Pliny,

who was beginning to feel ill, lay down and asked twice

for water. The sulfurous fumes soon became too noxious,

and his friends fled. Pliny arose, attempting to follow, but

immediately collapsed. Since the escaping party was far

from the volcano, he probably was not poisoned by vol-

canic gases, but died of a heart attack: he was very heavy

and had certainly overexerted himself.

Meanwhile, across the bay, volcanic dust and hot ash

were raining heavily on Misenum, and tremors were crum-

bling and shaking houses. Pliny the Younger and his

mother took oil for open country. Overhead, a tierce light-

ning storm was breaking, discharging static electricity that

had accumulated in the ash cloud. At one point, through

the dim light, mother and son saw the sea recede from a

beach, stranding sea life. An earthquake had probably

shifted a fault block, temporarily removing the water. Pliny

and his mother, enveloped most of the time in total darkness

and air filled with ash and panicked screams, were also in

danger of being trampled by fleeing hordes of terrified peo-

ple. This scene of terror was taking place across the bay

from Pompeii, at a respectable distance of twenty miles

from Vesuvius.

The nightmare continued for many hours into August 25.

Finally, hazy daylight penetrated the dusty air, and survi-

vors began to collect themselves and seek out family and

friends. They could see that Vesuvius had changed shape

radically since the previous day and that fields and vine-

yards were covered by thick gray ash. There was total

silence.

The ash blanketing the region was made of pumice, light-

weight gray rock that, because it is filled with air pockets,

remains buoyant in water until it becomes waterlogged.

Pumiceous ash is produced by magma that contains large

amounts of water, resulting in great quantities of steam.

When this type of magma rises to the surface as lava, it

is rich in silica, very thick and pasty in texture, and does

not release its gases easily. Because the magma had lain

dt)rmant inside Vesuvius for a very long period, its gases

had built up tremendous pressure, which was finally re-

leased in a fantastic head of steam. During the two days

when the volcano finally uncorked, about ten to twelve feet

of hot ash buried Pompeii; the bay also must have been

covered in varying thicknesses. Traces of this pumiceous

ash traveled through the air as far as Agropoli, forty-three

miles away. The entire volume of ash that fell during the

eruption would fill a cube 1 .3 miles wide on each side.

Although Pliny the Younger's account appears to be ac-

curate, recent research indicates that an additional ash
Colour Library International
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layer, more tightly consolidated, was deposited on or near

the top of the loose ash. In this separate layer, excavators

found most of the fossil casts of Pompeii's inhabitants,

previously believed to have been killed by roofs collapsing

under the weight of the ash or to have been sulTocated by

sulfurous fumes from the ash cloud. Actually, the majority

may have been killed toward the end of the eruption by

hot ash flow.

This second type of ash deposit is called ignimbrite. The
ash flow and its gases move as a unit, rushing down a

volcano's slopes at high speeds, destroying everything in

its path. When the ash particles come to rest, they result

in a layer of tightly consolidated ash. Ignimbrite has been

found in older volcano deposits in various places, such as

Wyoming's Yellowstone National Park and the Aleutian

Islands. In Pompeii, after nearly all the ash had fallen from

the ash- and dust-laden cloud enveloping the city, a ground-

hugging ash flow apparently devastated the area. The hot

ash may have followed immediately after the loose ash

deposits, or several days or weeks later, so that its victims

may have been looters. Many fell carrying possessions.
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Sir William Hamiiion, Campi Phlegraei. vol

Above: This hand-colored eighteenth-century plate

is based on a witness's drawing of Vesuvius's

activity in late 1760 and early 1761. The lava

flow that followed blocked the road from Torre

del Greco to Torre Annunziata for some months.

Right: From the air, Pompeii's amphitheater is

visible at the far lower right. Behind the city,

Vesuvius's active cone is on the left, while

Mount Somma is on the right.

including bags of gold and jewelry; at least one was return-

ing to town.

Whether residents or looters, the dead were buried in

ash—hot or loose—which hardened shortly after the bodies

decayed. Loose ash cemented quickly as lightning from the

ash cloud caused heavy rains. Both kinds of consolidated

ash made perfect molds of the bodies, in some cases pre-

serving even the imprint of clothing and facial expressions.

Nineteenth-century excavators learned a great deal from the

hundreds of plaster casts made from these molds.

An ash flow might also explain the dramatic change in

Vesuvius's appearance. When ash flow deposits develop

in a volcano, so much magma is released that the volcano's

underpinning is weakened, and its central part may collapse

downward, leaving a large depression called a caldera (ket-

tle in Spanish). A small caldera could account for the large

missing portion of Mount Somma, which was not thrown

out of the volcano. When Krakatoa erupted in the Pacific

Ocean west of Java in 1883, a large caldera developed,

displacing an enormous volume of water. Gigantic tidal

waves called tsunamis, up to 120 feet high, rushed into

Colour Libraiv Inlernational



coastal areas, killing about 36,000 people. Vesuvius, being

inland, caused no tidal waves, but even larger tsunamis

must have accompanied the circa 1450 B.c . eruption and
development of a caldera on the Aegean island of Santorini.

This flood may have Ijeen largely responsible for the de-

struction of the Minoan civilization in Crete.

Herculaneum was another coastal town completely inun-

dated by volcanic debris at the same time as Pompeii, but

it is much more difticull to excavate: it was buried under

tightly consolidated material that must be drilled or chiseled

away, while the ash over Pompeii can be removed with

pick and shovel. Unlike Pompeii, Herculaneum was not

downwind from Vesuvius; therefore it did not receive

heavy ash falls and was presumably buried by the mudflows
that resulted when lightning accompanying the ash cloud

caused heavy rainfall t)n the ash-laden slopes.

Although the memory of Vesuvius's eruption remained,

the buried towns were forgotten until the hrst half of the

eighteenth century, when well diggers accidentally discov-

ered their sites. For hundreds of years after a. d. 79, Vesu-
vius's activity merited only passing mention. One descrip-

tion of an eruption in a.d. 203 echoes Aristotle's view
of volcanoes as the result of pent-up winds. Another erup-

tion in A.D. 472 spread ash all over Europe and caused
distress as far away as Constantinople. During the next six

hundred years only four eruptions were recorded, in 512,

685, 993, and 1036.

The eruption of 1036 is particularly important because

the lavas of Vesuvius's current period appeared for the first

lime. A fundamental change in the composition of the

magma must have taken place, resulting in more quiescent

eruptions of lava rather than explosive eruptions of ash.

Until about 1000 B.C. , Vesuvius mainly gave rise to lava

flows, but from 1000 B.C. until a.d. 1036, it produced
only ash deposits. For some volcanoes, the highly explo-

sive ash-producing phase marks the end of activity, Vesu-
vius experienced a long series of lava eruptions, followed

by an ash-producing phase that culminated in major change
in the cone. The great eruption of ad. 79, followed by
lesser ash deposits until 1036, could have marked the end
of the volcano. But the rejuvenation of lava production in

1036 appears to have been the beginning of a new cycle.



Eruptions followed in 1049, 1 138, and 1 139, after which

came about five hundred years of repose. But the enormous
eruption of 1631, a tlood of lava and ash, left no doubt

that Vesuvius would continue its new life. Vesuvius has

since remained in a fairly constant state of activity.

On December 16, 1631, a great ash-filled pina, accom-

panied by explosions, rose from the crater. The next day

lava poured out of two fissures, rushed down the slopes

into four communities, and reached the sea in about two

hours. On the evening of December 17, mud rained on

Naples, while mudflows inundated villages on the vol-

cano's slopes. Another lava tlow began, followed by strong

explosions and pinos that continued into December 18.

This catastrophic event killed about 4,000 people and 6,000

domestic animals; it destroyed six towns by lava and nine

by mudflows.

Since 1631, Vesuvius has followed a rough pattern of

repeated eruptions every thirty-five to forty years. Although

its eruptive cycle varies in length, the last two ran 34 and

38 years. For 35 years, since the last cycle ended in 1944,

Vesuvius has been quiet. A typical cycle begins with a

period of repose that lasts about seven years, during which

only gases, mainly steam, emerge from the crater. Then
minor volcanic activity begins, and small cinder and ash

cones build up on the crater floor. For the next twenty to

thirty years, minor lavas fill up the crater until they spill

over the lop or out of small fissures along the side. When
the column of molten lava is standing high in the throat

of the volcano, steam builds to high pressures. Finally, a

blowotf, an eruption full of steam, gives rise to pinos.

Accompanied by earthquakes and explosions, major fis-

sures open in the cone. For about two or three weeks, lavas

flow heavily down the slopes, and the cycle ends, followed

by a new period of repose.

Vesuvius's more modern eruptions have been recorded

in detail. Sir William Hamilton, from 1764 to 1800 British

ambassador to the Bourbon Court at Naples, has left de-

scriptions of the eruption of October 17, 1767, and of one

in 1779. An ardent student of volcanoes. Sir William com-
piled a list of Vesuvius's eruptions up to |779. In the latter

part of the eighteenth century, Vesuvius's cycles were

much shorter than they have been since. After the 1767

eruption, the period of repose lasted only three years, and

a paroxysmal eruption ended the cycle only nine years later

in 1779, when Sir William noted that great explosions were

accompanied by "lire fountaining" of molten lava up to

two miles high. Lava flows destroyed the town of Ottaiano,

caught unawares because the rim of Mount Somma blocked

inhabitants' view of the crater.

The next part)xysmal eruption occurred in 1793, when
lava flowed down the main street of Torre del Greco into

the sea—the third but not the last time that this town was
flooded with lava. More eruptions followed in 1822, 1838,

1850, and 1872, when the north flank of Vesuvius's cone

split from top to bottom. Lava poured out into the villages

of Massa and San Sebastiano. Explosions and p/'/ios spread

dust and ash widely.

Since the observatory on Vesuvius began work in 1845,

good records exist of the cycle between 1872 and 1906.

The period of repose ended in 1877, when cones and small

lava flows appeared inside the crater. The first flow emerged
froin the crater in 1881; over the next few years, thick,

sluggish lava issued from a number of sites. From 1895

to 1899 lava moved very close to the observatory, which

was not damaged.

Before the eruption at the end of this cycle, in 1906,

Vesuvius had reached its greatest height, 4,338 feet; after

the final blowotf, the cone was 325 feel lower. By April

5, 1906, three major fissures had opened up at various

elevations, exuding lava, ash, and cinder with great force.

Dense pinos spread ash; lightning flashed overhead. Lava

from the lowest vent in the cone covered a portion of Torre

Annunziala. Many roofs collapsed when about three feet

of cindery ash fell on Ottaiano, which had been so badly

damaged in 1779. In San Guiseppe a church roof caved

in, killing 105 people who had sought refuge. The great

gas blowolf marking the end of the cycle began at 3:30

A.M. on April 8 and lasted about fifteen hours.

Vesuvius returned to dormancy until 1913; then, for the

next thirty-one years, the pattern of cone building and

minor lava flows reoccurred. Beginning on March 12,

1944, large sections of the summit cone collapsed, block-

ing the volcano's throat on successive days. By March 18,

explosions had reopened the conduit; lava began to pour

over the crater rim and from fissures on the east side. On
March 21, it passed through Massa and San Sebastiano,

at 165 to 330 feet an hour, leaving only the church and

a few taller buildings poking above the lava field. These

flows were followed by fire fountains about a half mile high.

The final blowofl lasted about ten hours. At the eruption's

close, the crater was an elliptical hole about 900 feet deep

and about 1 ,800 feet wide from east to west.

Since 1944, several hundred feet of the crater have been

filled in by rocks sliding from the inner walls. Because these

slides send great clouds of dust into the air, they have been

mistaken for volcanic activity. Since 1944, however, Vesu-

vius has been resting, much longer than its seven-year

average over the last three hundred years. The longer the

wait, the more explosive the overdue activity is apt to be.

If there is a reservoir of magma below Vesuvius, its

depth could be measured indirectly by earthquake waves

from the subterranean chamber. In other volcanoes where

magma has been measured by seismic activity, the reser-

voir is often fifteen to twenty miles down. In Vesuvius's

case, the depth of the magma can be measured by studying

the local geologic strata. Since limestones dip beneath Ve-

suvius, upwelling lavas often carry blocks to the surface.

When Triassic limestones come in contact with magma,
they produce complex metamorphic rocks, some of which

carry the mineral vesuvianile. Younger limestones lying on

top of the Triassic stratum emerge unchanged. Therefore

the depth of the magma chamber under Vesuvius must be

the depth of the Triassic limestone, about three miles down.

Some observers theorize that if it reacted thoroughly with

magma, the Triassic limestone could have been assiinilated

into the magma and changed its composition. This hypoth-

esis is controversial but may explain Vesuvius's renewed

activity and the change in lava composition that dates from

1036. The volcano has since produced basaltic lava flows,

instead of the pumiceous ash of a. d. 79.

The future of Vesuvius and the possibility of another

Pompeii are by no means definite. Cycles of basaltic lava

flows ending with paroxysmal gas blowofls probably will

continue. Eventually, the lavas will once again become rich

in silica and full of water, producing much more violent

ash and ash flow deposits during longer cycles. Perhaps a

third explosion on the scale of Pompeii will finally close

out this vent in the Alpine-Himalayan bell. On the other

hand, Vesuvius may renew itself, as it did in 1036, and

open a fourth chapter of its long, violent history. D
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HOW THE
CITY GREW
A modern visitor to Pompeii can

walk the same streets and visit the same
landmarks that ancient inhabitants knew

by Blanche R. Brown

A marble staluene of Vt'/iMs. now in

the National Archaeological Museum in

Naples, was found in southwest Pompeii

near the Marine Gate, one of ei^hl

Kates in the city walls.

Ancient Romans traveling to the Bay of Naples in the

mid-first century a.d. would hase found that their guide-

books" longest entries dealt with Neapolis, a flourishing

city, and Puteoli, a bustling port-emporium. The country-

side, the guidebooks would ha\e said, was the Romans'
favorite for vacations; here some of the great Roman fami-

lies, including the imperial family, had sumptuous country

homes. Slabiae, called Caslellammaredi Stabia today, was

then, and is again, a bathing resort famous for its mineral

waters. About Herculaneum and Pompeii the guidebook

would have said less. Herculaneum was a pleasant, largely

residential town, with line houses. Pompeii, with a popula-

tion of fewer than 20,000, was a minor port, which serviced

the inland area from a rise over the sea at the mouth of

the Sarno River. Besides trade, Pompeii's citizens lived i)n

the cultivation of vines and olives, supplemented
principally by a wool industry based on sheep-raising on
inland mountains. With the only amphitheater in the area,

the city played host to its neighbors for gladiatorial games.

A iiu)dern guidebook to the Bay of Naples would devote

more pages to the ancient towns of Pompeii and Hercula-

neum. In the intcr\ening centuries, Neapolis and Puteoli

changed, waned, and grew again, graduallv transforming

themselves into the nmdern Italian cities of Naples and

Po/./uoli. But the histories of Pompeii, Herculaneum, and

Slabiae were rudely inierrupied when Vesuvius erupted on

August 24, A.I). 79, burying all three under volcanic

debris, and bequeathing to archeologists the only compiele

classical cities caught in the midst of their daily lives.

Herculaneum was rediscovered in 1709, Pompeii in

1748. But for more than a century there was no tht)Ught

of reconstituting them. Treasure hunters dug or tunneled

mto the ruins, looking ft)r portable objects or cutting out

and carrying awa> pieces of mural painlmgs or mosaic

floors. The Bourbon kings of Naples and .Sicily su[x.'rvised

much ol this plunder and received most of the collected

objects. In the course of this scavenging, a great deal must

ha\e been destroyed, but man\ pieces that are missing from

the sites can be found in the National Archaeological Mu-
seum in Naples.

(iiuse|i|ie Hiorelli, who was in charge of excavations

from IKW) lo 1875. conceived the idea of digging systcin-

.iiically, block by block, building h> building, leaving as

mud) as possible in place and restoring as he went. At

Herculaneum. inliniiel\ more diDiculi lo excavate Ivcausc

II was burieil uiiiler deeper vi>lcanic material that had solidi-

lieil. onl\ .iboui six or seven ciiv blocks can be \ isiied

iiulav liorelli deculeil lo concentrate on Pom|X"ii. wlicte

ihe debris was loose .ind onlv .iboul iweKe feet deep. He
m.ide plaster c.isis from ihe n.ilural molds formed by vol-

<..inic .ish .IS II h.inlened .irouiul |H'ople, |H'Is. lurniiurc, and

v^oiulen moldings, and used casts ol the last two to restore

buildings I torn his lime on, the old cities have been reap-

|Karing B> 1911. when Ihe so called new excavations

liegaii in the southeast section of PomiK'n. techniques had

become so relined that buildings could In- reconstiiuled lo

ilie second story, including balconies, loggias, and riH>f

iiles Missing v^ooilen parts coulil be restored, arul sur-

l.ices. including exlenor ^^,llls. could Iv kept ml.icl with

ilieir lull complemenl of shop signs, election ileclaralions,

.iiul gr.ifliii ItHl.iv more titan tiitee tillhs of .incieni P«im-

|K-ii lias fteen exc.iv.iied and more or less preserved or re-

stored

\V III) a sireei m.ip .ind guidchtKtk, modern l«>urisis can

move through Pompeii us contidcnily as an> ancient irav-





eler. They can walk paved streets, with stepping stones

from sidewalk to sidewalk for pedestrians and ruts left b>

wagon wheels. Visitors can enter municipal otfices,

temples, commercial establishments, shops and manufac-

luries, theaters, an amphitheater, public baths, restaurants

and bars, inns, gambling houses, brothels, and man> pri-

vate homes. Several days are needed to Hnd them all, and

with more time one begins to feel like a habitue, retracing

steps, rect)gnizing streets and sights.

Studying the street map can help; it not only leiis where

things are but also rellecis the histor> of the city. The sec-

lion slightly out of kilter in the st)utheast corner, surrounded

by an irregular line of streets, is the site of the original town,

which covered only abtiut twenty-four acres and housed

about 2,(KX) people. The irregular periphery follows the

line of the old city wall, within which there was a fairly

regular grid of streets, with an open space in the middle.

The town was founded by either local italic people or by

Greeks, who from the middle of the eighth century b.c .

had been establishing colonies in southern lial> and eastern

Sicily. The founders' nationalii> will not be settled until

excavations are made under the present surface of the city .

The Greeks became the leading power throughout the col-

onized region, and their influence was strong in Pompeii.

The old city walls were built in Greek style, as was the

Doric temple, probably dedicated to Hercules, whose foun-

dations are still visible to the southeast, on a spur of land

that, in the early days, may have been outside the walls.

In 474 B.f . . the Greeks defeated the hiruscans in a

decisive naval battle, and the Greek region enjoyed expand-

ing prosperity. During this century Pompeii was enlarged

and laid out in its present si/e and form. It became a city,

although a small one. covering 160 acres. The center re-

mained in its old site, although it was oil -center now. Some
irregularities were built into the city plan, evidenll> he

cause of familiar routes of travel, such as the streets that

replaced the old city wall; the Via Consolare, which fol-

lowed the line of the old road to Herculaneum, and the

oblique Via Siabiana, which seems to follow the line of

a country road north to Vesuvius and south to Stabiae.

(Otherwise the street plan followed a grid, with individual

bl(Kks that are long and narrow in the (ireek manner. In

subsequent centuries Pompeians gradually lilled the grid

and then overllowed it, so that in the last ilecades ol the

cily"s existence second stones had to be added to most
houses, commercial establishments took over man\ homes,
and shops lined the mam streets. Via dell' Abbondan/a and
Via Siabiana.

Alter Pompeii was enlarged, a number of political u|i

hcavals allecled the region, loward the end ol the tilth

century, Sammies, Italic people from the inland mountains,

conquered the coastal area. In the fourth ceniurv, Rome
began expanding and bv 2^M) H.( . controlled the area com
pletel), although local government remained in local

hands In «() ii ( , Pompeii became a Roman city when
the dictator Sulla settleil a colon) ol twoot three ihousaiul

families ol his veterans there Pompeii's Rom.im/.ition was
completed m 27 ii < when the lirsi Rom.m emperoi, Au
gustus. establisheil .lulocratic rule m Rome I'rosperitv con
linued under all these masters, but leaped lotvvard m the

second century b.( .. when Rome extended its control to

the eastern as well as the western Mediierr.inean ami maile

Puieoli Us major port for trade with the Last ()nl> m the

first century ad did Italy's ami Pompeii's prosperity

begin lo wane In \ d 62 a violent earthqu.ike struck the

Left: Via Siabiana, one of Pompeii's main

streets, has steppini; stones in mid-block

for pedestrians. Above: In the sanctuary

devoted lo the Hi;yptian i;oddess Isis, the

main temple building stands within a peristyle.

Hav ol Naples region, causing grave destruction throughout

Pompeii. Hut even b\ a. d. 7^, when the city was buried,

not many buildings had been completely reiH)vated and

very little new construction had been undertaken.

In A.I). 79 Pompeii had lew vestiges ol the limestone

and volcanic-stone buildings of its earliest centuries. The

present cil> ct)nsists almost entirely of the brt)wn tufa build-

ings of the late Samnite perii>d, circa 2(K) 80 h.( ., and

the stone- and brick-faced concrete buildings o( the Roman
period that tollowed. Concrete is the Romans' charac-

teristic buiklmg material, developed since the third century

H ( out of .1 mortar made Irom volcanic ash lirst used al

Puleoli. IremeiKlouslv cohesive and strong, concrete was
the vehicle the Romans used lo create a new, inventive,

versatile archileclure, based on arched openings and
vaulted interior spaces In Pompeii, which was conser-

vative regarding structure, the new architectural forms ap-

|>eared onl> in the walls of the amphitheater, buttressed

with cadenced arcailes, and in the rooms ol the three public

bath buiUlings, with their stuccoed barrel vaults, spherical

ilomes, and hall domes. Mui Pompeii is a treasure trove

ol new building tvpes that the Romans introduced, it con-

tains the earliest extant examples ol an .imphiihealer; a

basilica, which is .i combined m.irkei building and law

court, .iiul a Roman bathing esi.iblishmeni. m.inv tempera-

lurcil .iml m.inv toomeil I'heaiers. temples, .iiul the meal

m.iiket have Rom.in shapes Homes that line the streelsgive

the lullesi picture available o( the lorms and development

ol Roman domestic architecture.

One logical way that visitors can explore Pom|KMi is lo

start with mam streets and public monuments. They can

entei Pom|H-ii through the M.irine (i.ite .it the cilv's south-



ern corner, which leads to the Forum and the Via dell"

Abbondanza. At the gate itself, to the right is the Anti-

quarium, a small modern museum worth a visit if only for

such early fragments as the sixth-century B.C. terra cotta

decorations of the Greek temple. A step farther, on the

right, is the platform of the Temple of the Pompeian Venus,

patron goddess of the city, but there is little to see because

the postearthquake rebuilding had not even begun. A little

farther along, on the left, is the Temple of Apollo, set in

a rectangular precinct with columned portico, partly re-

stored in modern times, with copies of a bronze statue of

Apollo and a bust of Artemis placed to right and left, where

the originals were found.

Immediately next to the Precinct of Apollo, the Forum
opens out, dominated on the north end by the Temple of

Jupiter, with stumps of a triumphal arch on each side. Much
of the Forum had been surrounded by two-storied tufa porti-

coes that were being replaced in limestone. But by a.d. 79,

the work had not progressed far. Many statues once filled

the open space, but only the brick cores of their bases were

found. These had been stripped of their marble revetment.

as were the surrounding buildings, perhaps by postearth-

quake reconstruction, perhaps by looters after the eruption.

Around the Forum are a number of essential public build-

ings. Beginning at the northeast side of the Forum are the

meat and fish market; a precinct that may be the Sanctuary

of the City Lares and a temple to the emperor Vespasian

(a.d. 69-79), both built or rebuilt after the earthquake;

headquarters of the wool merchants' corporation; and the

comitium, where municipal elections were held. On the

narrow south end are three public offices: of the duovirs,

or senior magistrates; of the city council (curia); and of

the aediles, or junior magistrates. On the west side stand

the baiiilica, built about 80 b.c. ; a grain market; a marble

table with hollowed-out receptacles representing standard

weights and measures; and a public latrine.

Going north on Via del Foro, to the right is the rather

modest Temple of Fortuna Augusta, raised on a high po-

dium, and to the left are the Forum Baths, with beautiful

stucco-decorated, concrete-vaulted rooms of various

shapes. Across Via di Nola are the remains of a triumphal

arch of the emperor Caligula, who reigned from a.d. 37



lo 41, which once spanned the street, and held sculpture

on lop.

To the right on Via di Noia, about four blocks over, stand

the Central Baths, the only new construction begun after

the earthquake, but never finished. Via Stabiana is lined

with small business places. These include, to the left

toward the Vesuvius Gate, a wool worker's shop and a

gambling house with rooms of assignation on the second

story; to the right, they include an inn, a bar, and a baker> .

A couple of turns back in the direction of the Forum lead

lo the corner of Vicolo del Lupanare and Vicolo del Bal-

cone Pensile, where the city's best-known brothel stands,

complete with obscene wall paintings and graffiti. A little

southward on Vicolo del Lupanare are found the Stabian

Baths, Pompeii's oldest, which retain a nucleus of the origi-

nal Greek-derived plan with cubicles for individual tubs.

Across Via dell' Abbondanza and down Via dei Teatri

is the Triangular Forum, not a forum at all but the precinct

of the old Doric temple, with a portico erected in the second

century B.c . To the east are two theaters, both set into the

sloping incline that continues down to the Sarno. The Large

Theater, used for such popular spectacles as rustic farce,

mime, and pantomime, was built originally in Greek form,

and redone in Roman form under Augustus. It is backed

by a large, rectangular colonnade, called a peristyle, origi-

nally a promenade for the theater audience, but convened
in the city's last years to gladiators' quarters. Farther east

is the Small Theater, a once-roofed music hall constructed

between 80 and 75 B . c . in Roman sty le and used for more
refined entertainments, such as concerts, lectures, poetry

readings, and speeches by rhetoricians.

Abo\e the Large Theater, on Via del Tempio d'lside,

is a small, exclusive gymnasium of the Samnite period, in

which a copy of Polykleitos's famous statue of the Spear

Bearer was found. Next door is the remarkable temple of

the Egyptian goddess Isis, the most complete sanctuary of

the goddess that remains from antiquity . Her popularity is

attested by this temple, the onl> one totally rebuilt and

redecorated after the earthquake. Within the colonnaded

court that surrounds the temple itself was a subterranean

chamber with a tank for holy water from the Nile. The
\vhi)lc complex was elaborately decorated w ith mural paint-
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Lcjt: I'his wall painniii;. oncf pari i>) a

framed reilaiiyular panel sci into ii

complete architectural scheme oj a

Third Style wall, v/mn \ a central

porch at the junction of two

porticoes. Now in the National

Archaeoloyical Museum. Naples, the

painiini; prohahly depicts a

seaside villa. .-Mtoxe: In northeast

Pompeii, the enclosed narden of the

House of M. Loreius Tihurtinus has

a trellis shaded canal.
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1 Temple of Venus

2 Temple of Apollo

3 Forum
4 Temple of Fortuna Augusta

5 Forum Baths

6 Triumphal Arch of the

emperor Califiula

7 Central Baths

8 Large Theater

9 Small Theater

10 Temple of Isis

1

1

Palaestra

12 Amphitheater

1

3

Vi7/u w/ »/if Mysteries

14 House of the Surgeon

15 House of Sullusi

16 House of the Faun
1

7

HoMif o/ ;/if Ve»((

CAPUA GATE

18 House of the Gilded Amorini

19 House of L. Caecilius Jucundus

20 House of M. Lucretius Fronto

2 1 House of the Ciiharist

22 House of the Menander
23 House of the Crypioporticus

24 House of M. Loreius Tiburtinus

25 Villa of Julia Felix

SARNO GATE

NUCERIA GATE

1 Via Consolare

2 Via Stahiana

3 Via deir Ahhondanza
4 Via di Sola

5 Vif«/« del Lupanare MARINE GATE

6 Vicolo del Balcone Pensile

7 Vicolo di Mercurio

ings, slULCi) relief, statuary , and other fittings, many now
in ific Naii4)nj| ArLhacolojiical Museum.

Along Via delC Abbondan/a. beginning one block east

of Via Slabiana. arc the new excavations, where (he re-

stored buildings and the street ct)nie closest ot all to the

actual look of ancicnl I'onipeii. Lining Via dell' Abbtm-

danza are shops, one after another, with much writing on

the walls. I-iight blocks along and one block to the right

rises a vast public exercise held (poliicsira). built in the

Augustan period. Heyond it is the beautiful arcuated amphi-

theater, built )ust after 80 h.( ., for the favorite Roman
spectator sport of watching lights (o the death Ix-tween men
and men or men and animals. .Since the amphiiheaier was

the only secul.ir monument completely rebuilt after 62. it

must have ranked m importance with the mysteries of Isis

in the lives of I'ompeians

Alter exploring public monuments, visitors can proceeil

to Pompeii's houses and gardens. They will find tliai the

curliest houses followed the traditional Italo Roman pl.in.

each organized around an atrium, a large square room with

an opening in the roof to admit ram .ind .i pool in the Moor.

In a wall painting now in the

Saiitinat Art hitcoli>gu(il Museum in Suplcs,

the man huiuling nut hrciul may he a haker

in his shop, or—since he is ucaring a toga —a
magistrate distributing free loaves

SIAHIAN GATE

with a cistern underneath to catch and store rainwater. Dur-

ing the second century H ( . , a peristyle was added on the

back, with social rooms opening oil it .-Ml these houses

had gardens, prov idmg both tood and natural beauty . Mi)re

tormal peristyle gardens v^ere adorned with touniams and

water channels, sculpture and garden furniture, and some-

times a summer dining area under a trellis. The houses were

spacious, richly decorated, well furnished, and carefully

planned for pleasurable living. Providing well for creature

comforts was a great accomplishment of Hellenistic Cireeks

and their Roman disciples

Periodically, the mural paintings that decorated hi>use

walls changeil in lashion 1 he first .Style was not, in fact,

apamting style, but a Mediterranean wide Hellenistic form

that imil.itcs real masonry w.ills of colored stones m painted

stucco relict I he .Second Style, fashionable from about 80

to 10 II < , i(H)k oil on a completely new tack the painting

creates the illusion of architecture, of an exufx-rantly rich,

robust, palatial kind, opening out on the four walls of each

room Ihe Ihird Style, reticent and genteel, reaffirms ific

solid wall in Hal colors, and reduces the pseudoaichitecturc

to a network of relined ornament, echoing the dec«)rous,

contained neoclassicism that came in with lheem|H-roi Au-

gustus Ihe l-omth Style, which came in aliei the midlirsi

century a.O with the empc-ror Nero, incliuled a numfvr

t)f trends, most of them ingenious, im.igin.iiive, and .iimis-

ing At Us rictiesi. this style reiniroiluces aichiteclural pros-

pects, but unlike those of the Second Style, they lend lo

be airy in proportions, f.inciful. .ind l.mtastic.

Since the fieller houses are distributed within the city's

outer areas, visitors should start at the Herculaneum (Jalc

at the city's northwestern corner, or even IxMler. outside



the gate, with the Villa of the Mysteries, a handsome

country house built in the second century B.C., rebuilt

about 60 B.C. with a portico toward the sea, and redeco-

rated at the same time with some exceptionally fine rooms

in the Second Style. On the way from the villa to the gate,

the road is lined with tombs, as all roads outside the city

walls once were. Just inside the gate, on Via Consoiare,

are two of the city's older houses, first the House of the

Surgeon and then the House of Sallust. Both are atrium

centered; the latter has the city's fullest surviving comple-

ment of First Style walls. On Via di Nola, occupying all

of the fourth insula to the east, is the House of the Faun,

dating from the second century B.C., one of the largest

and finest in the city.

Not to be missed is the House of the Vettii, on Vicolo

di Mercuric. One of the few completely rebuilt and redeco-

rated after the earthquake of 62, this house was also the

first on which Fiorelli practiced his new procedures, so that

it is almost complete, its full complement of mural paint-

ings done in several of the manners of the Fourth Style.

In a painting at the doorway, a good-luck Priapus weighs

his giant phallus in a scale. The peristyle garden has been

restored with plants, sculptures, and furnishings.

Fine Third Style walls can be seen on Via Stabiana in

the House of the Gilded Amorini and the House of L.

Caecilius Jucundus, and just off Via di Nola, four blocks

to the east, in the House of M. Lucretius Fronto. The Caeci-

Visitors once flocked to gladiatorial

games at Pompeii's amphitheater.

The amphitheater's arcuated exterior

walls are a particularly beautiful

example of the Romans ' use of concrete.

lius family were bankers, and in their house, excavators

found a full set of accounts, as well as a lararium with

reliefs depicting the buildings of the Forum toppling during

the earthquake, and a remarkably strong, realistic bust of

Jucundus's father, Felix—homely, warty, and shrewd.

Visitors should go back to the Via dell" Abbondanza
neighborhood for a number of important houses. The
House of the Citharist and the House of the Menander are

among the largest in the city, with fine decorations and a

number of good portraits. They seem to have belonged to

two of the most important old families, the Popidii and the

Poppaei. The names of the Popidii appear again and again

in honorary and dedicatory inscriptions. One member of

the Poppaei was Poppaea, wife of the emperor Nero. The
House of the Cryptoporticus has unusual Second Style

paintings in the four-sided vaulted corridor that gives the

house its name, as well as rare decorative stuccoes on the

vault. The House of M. Loreius Tiburtinus has one of the

most elaborate gardens, with a charming open-air dining

room. Another elaborate garden is at the Villa of Julia

Felix, which has a number of other attractions. In the last

years of Pompeii, this house was rented out in parcels, one

of which apparently was used as a brothel . There a provoca-

tive little gilded marble statue of Venus and Priapus was
found.

Besides the city of Pompeii, conscientious travelers

should see the other major Vesuvian sites, all on the beauti-

ful Bay of Naples—Castellammare di Stabia, where several

splendid villas of old Stabiae have recently been excavated;

Torre Annunziata, which may be the ancient city of

Oplontis, where there is one villa with several rooms of

excellent Second Style walls, which may have belonged

to Poppaea herself; and the six or seven visible blocks of

Herculaneum. Finally, the National Archaeological Mu-
seum contains hundreds of important and beautiful objects

found at all the sites. Because they were found in encapsu-

lated places, they offer the widest, most richly colored

spectrum of the types and materials of classical art. D
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TheCity within
Citicorp Center, New York's

newest landmark... 53rd and 54th Streets

between Lexington and Third Avenues.



the CitL

There's nothing hke it any-

where, even in New York...The
Market at Citicorp Center. Three

levels of shopping and dining de-

lights, in a skylit setting of balconies,

trees and tiles. Outside becomes in-

side, bright, clean and well protected.

The accent here in The Market

is on ffxxl and everything that goes

with it, from c(X)kbooks to kitchen

furniture. Twenty four restaurants

and stores, representing nine na-

tions, offer a splendid variety of

shopping and eating alternatives.

You can enjoy a light snack at a

table in the skylit Ati-ium, a delight-

ful lunch, an elegant evening of

dining at one of the international

restaurants or a gourmet feast to

take home. Or you can just browse

ciniong the c(K)kbo()ks in the book

store, pick up some fresh flowers,

fine chocolates or imported tobaccos.

The skylit Atrium, the heart of Citicorp Center
and site of regularly scheduled free entertainment
and special events.

There's even a home furnishing

sui)ennarket complete with shop-

ping carts.

It's all here in The Market,

under the towering architectural

splendorof New York's newest land

mjuk . . .Citicorp Center.

ofC.llkorp. iM^^i'iU
At QlnijfpLAiHt^ Ut^vvHei)LexMX]tiiii.¥x1 Oirr/A«rii/Hsaf>rfS>>ry,jfx/,S4//iSfrUJfs



POMPEII (ADj IS COMING TO NEW YORK!
APRIL 22- JULY 31 A D 1979 AT THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

After drawing record crowds in Copen-

hagen, London, Boston, Chicago, and

Dallas, the dramatic "Pompeii

AD 79" exhibition starts a

three-month appearance

at the American

Museum of

Natural History

in April— the

final showing

before it

returns to its

permanent

location at

Italy's National

Archaeological

Institute.

Over 300 art

objects and arti-

facts—wall paintings,

mosaics, sculpture,

pottery, glass, gold and

silver jewelry, and plaster casts of

people and animals—vividly and

poignantly recapture the life

^^ of the ancient city at the

moment Vesuvius

erupted on
August 24th,

A.D. 79.

Concurrently,

"Volcano!"

an exhibition

prepared by
the Museum's
Department of

Mineral Sciences

will be shown.

It contains volcanic

materials, including

lava and ash from

Vesuvius itself, as well

as films of volcanoes

erupting.

The exhibition has been arranged through the cooperation of the Italian Ministry of Culture, and is supported in part through grants from the

National Endowment for the Humanities and Xerox Corporation.

AVOID LONG TICKET LINES: ENTER YOUR MEMBERSHIP NOW
An overwhelming demand for tickets is anticipated for POMPEII AD 79. To spare Members from waiting on long

general admission lines, the Museum has arranged for Priority Member Tickets, available by mail order. This provides

you a convenient opportunity to see this major exhibition and to begin sharing in the many benefits of Museum Member-
ship. All Memberships include a subscription to Natural History Magazine.

r------- PLEASE CHECK MEMBERSHIP CATEGORYAND TERM YOU PREFER: "1
Send bill to : (Participating Members enclose payment)D Associate Member: Receives one free Priority

Admission Ticket (good for one adult), subscription

to Natural History Magazine (for term of Member-
ship), 10% discount at Museum Gift Shops, and 2

bonus gifts per year.

D 1 Year $10 D 2 Years $17 D 3 Years $24

n Participating Member: Receives two free Pri-

ority Admission Tickets (good for two adults), sub-

scription to Natural History Magazine and Rotunda,

25% discount at Planetarium and Laserium, 10%
discount in Museum Gift Shops, plus special family

programs and behind-the-scenes tours.

I I 1 Year $20 (Please enclose payment with order.)

Send gift subscription to:

-Zip-

Kindly mail and make check payable to: Natural History Magazine, P.O. Box 5000, Des Moines, Iowa 50340



THE HOUSE
OF THE FAUN
An aristocratic house in Pompeii

reflects Roman thinking about

both architecture and society

by L. Richardson, jr.

Till' house is named for this bronze
smiuette of a dancini; faun, now
in the National Archaeological Museum.
Naples. A replica remains in the

impluvium, a basin to catch

rain, of the Tuscanic atrium. «.

58^

The House of the Faun, one of Pompeii"s mosi aristo-

cratic mansions, is among the older excavations in the city,

and was a particularly unfortunate victim of Allied bomb-
ing during World War 11. Nevertheless, its noble propor-
tions and deep \islas never fail to impress both casual

tourists and serious students of the city. Although the port-

able treasures that were found in the excavation, as well

as a dozen mosaic pavements, have gone to enrich the

collections in the National Archaeological Museum in

Naples, few visitors can resist photographing the replica

of the bronze statuette of the dancing faun that gives the

house its name. The House of the Faun shows the patrician

taste of a family that had lived here a long time, people
accustomed lo wealth and privilege, people of conservative

habits, but people who loi)ked forward as well as back.

Actually, until recently, our knowledge of the house had
been based on liiile scrutiny of its architectural history.

The front block of the house is the oldest pari, built about
185 B.C. It consists of two atria, or covered courtyards,

and the rooms around them, with a row of shops between
these and the street. Originally, only the western atrium
was accessible from the street, and there were five shops
of more or less equal dimensions, l.aler one shop was sacri-

ficed lo make a secondary entrance to ihe eastern atrium
and give additional space lo Ihe shops on either side. When
ihe house wastirst buill. it was a unit. ihefa(,ade an impres-

sive wall of line-drafted blocks of warm brown lufa (vol-

canic ash naturally compressed into slone) trimmed with

a Tuscan pilaster between each pair of openings, except
at ihe main entrance lo Ihe house, where there were slue-

coed jambs with Corinthian capitals and a tine deep lintel.

Here the sidewalk's surface of chips of colored slone car-

ried the greeting /i(/rt' ("'welcome"') in big. spindl> letters.

Behind ihis entrance, and on avis with it. was Ihe more
imporlani airuun. a greai paved courivard once generously

lighted by a large rectangular opening m ihc cenler of the

rool above a shallow basin, or tmpluvtum. ihai caughl the

rain. In later houses the rain was drawn otl inio a cistern

under the lloor for future use. but m Ihe House of the Faun,
il was simply piped out to the street gutter and ran mio the

cily sewers Ihisairium is luscanic. columnless. lo allow

a sweeping unity of visual impression. Consequenilv . the

tahlinum. the great axial exedra beyond, raised a shallow

step and framed with massive jambs, dominates ihe airium

even in lis ruined stale. Ihe charming bron/e faun in

Ihe impluvium .iiul cMraordinarv wall decorations in

stucco relicl imilaling stonework, in the First I'ompeian
Style, did noi obscure Ihe aparimenls grand proportions.

Kigiills svmmelrical lines of great doors on either side

marched down lo the lesser exedrae of the wings aivd

Ihe tahlinum Iradiiionally, Ihe tahlinum was ihe most
elaborately ilecoraled room in u house. Here only u

suggestion of iis grandeur is preserved in an uncommonly
hue pavemeni of stone lo/enges laid lo give an optical

illusion of cubes.

Most of Ihe rooms opening oil ihe alriiim are sm.ill and
squarish, bul very high, lighted bv slii windows to ihe

exterior and by transoms above the doors Ihese were bed-

rooms, a storeroom . aiul a room that served as a lobby

belweeii Ihis .iirium ami ils counierp.iri lo the east Their

height IS proporiionale iiol lo their IuikHoii hut lo ihe doors

giving inio ihem. which in lurn are proportionate onl) to

ihealrium Ihe whole complex is governed b) ihe axis thai

runs from ihe massive house door down the cenler ol the

alrium lo the tahlinum When ihe house door was thrown

open in Ihe morning (or ihe ceremonv «il Ihe saluiaiio
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1 V(a de//a Fortuna, purl of Via di Mola

2 Vicolo di Mercurio

3 Shops
4 Main door

5 Tuscanic airium

6 Impluvium

7 Wei7 a/o o/ Tuscanic atrium

8 £ai/ a/a o/ Tuscanic airium

9 Biclinium, a winter dining room
10 Bedroom
1

1

Master Bedroom
1

2

Tablinum

13 Triclinium, originally a summer dining room
14 Triclinium, originally a winter dining room

15 Fi>5/ peristyle

16 Exedra of the Alexander mosaic

17 Triclinium, a summer dining room
18 Triclinium, probably used in spring and fall

19 Second peristyle

20 Banquet hall

2 1 Corridor of the service wing

22 Tetrastyle atrium

23 Impluvium

24 Wf5f a.x/a/ exedra of the tetrastyle atrium

25 £ai7 ajf/a/ exedra of the tetrastyle atrium

26 Lobby of the service wing

At right: North of the first peristyle, Ionic with Doric

entablature, are the exedra of the Alexander mosaic

and the second, Doric peristyle beyond.

("greeting"), the crowd of the paterfamilias's c/(>n/c5 must
have been drawn as to a magnet through the splendid portal

toward the toga-clad gentleman who awaited them at the

end of a carefully calculated vista. (The relationship be-

tween a cliens and a patronus was a peculiarly Roman
institution. The arrangement was freely made, and a cliens

could be a freedman of his patronus or could, in turn, be

patronus to another.)

On either side of the entrance throat of the house are

domestic shrines in the form of miniature temple fagades,

elaborately worked in stucco, triumphs of technique. Un-

derfoot spread elegant pavements, restrained in color, but

exquisite in workmanship. During the salutatio, all the

doors along the sides of the atrium proper would have been

closed, directing attention to the far end, where the master's

secretaries and clerks occupied the wings, busy with his

accounts and records. Meanwhile he himself received in

the tablinum, listening to the problems of those dependent

on him, expediting their business, occasionally summoning
a secretary to make notes of the conversation or to prepare

a document. He was the adviser, the attorney, the repre-

sentative for a great many people and in a great many
capacities. He arranged marriages, launched careers, coun-

seled on investment, and represented in court. His was a

very busy life, and the salutatio was only the first act of

his day. Once it was over, he had to go to the Forum, to

the tables of the bankers and the courts that had their places

there or to the curia of Pompeii if the local senate was in

session. He would be away from the house for at least the

rest of the morning.

As long as the salutatio was in progress, most of the

family must have been excluded from the principal atrium:

it was consecrated to business, and there was too much
bustle and confusion for other household work to go on

at the same time. In many houses, during the salutatio, the

family would take refuge in a single big room or, weather

permitting, in the garden behind the house. But in the

House of the Faun, family members had an atrium of their

own that could be entirely closed otT from the principal

atrium. It had its own main axis on its short dimension and

at right angles to that of the Tuscanic atrium, with exedrae

to either side in place of the tablinum in the main atrium.

This pair of pleasant sitting rooms took advantage of the

rather intimate and ornamental architecture of the second

atrium. This atrium, much smaller than the other, is tetra-

style, with four Corinthian columns, one at each corner of

the impluvium. Vista was not important here, and the archi-

tect was free to make this courtyard gracious as well as

useful. Around this atrium were small rooms; most were

extensively remodeled later in the life of the house. They

served all the varied purposes necessary in great houses:

a weaving room, a library, a study. Here the family could

pursue its occupations; the mistress could receive her

friends and keep an eye on her servants. Apparently, at the

time the house was built, no one thought that this atrium

should have an entrance from the street; that came later.

Next to the tablinum of the principal atrium, the largest

rooms in the house were a pair of squarish dining rooms

flanking, and only slightly smaller than, the tablinum. The

eastern room, used in winter, was as tightly enclosed as

possible and heated by charcoal braziers. The other, for

summer use, had a large window and a door in the north

wall to the garden. There was no architectural refinement

in these rooms, no particular attention to the use they were

to have; each was simply a handsomely proportioned space

Leonard von Malt, Ptiolo Reseafcl
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in which the highly portable furniture of the ancients could

be set out when needed. For the great ceremony of the

Roman gentleman's day at the other end from the salutaiio

was the cenu. a dinner party canonically for nine guests

—

although there might be fewer or more—that lasted several

hours. Not that they ate all that time— indeed, the Romans
throughout their history ate far less than we do and had

a very limited, highly seasonal diet based mainly on bread

and fish. But they made a social occasion of dinner and,

if it was a party, prolonged it with drinking and entertain-

ment. Since wine was virtually their only source of sugar,

it was a staple food, as well as a means of giving variety

to the meal, and it was commonly changed several times

in the course of dinner. Moreover, Pompeii was famous

for the quality of its wines. The owner of the House of the

Faun probably would have given frequent parties, his

guests being his patrician equals, his clients, and freedmen;

he would have been proud of his table and his wine, most

likely produced on his own estates on Vesuvius"s slopes.

Roman aristocratic houses did not yet have the great

variety in dining rooms that the Augustan architect Vitru-

vius prescribes; the owners of the House of the Faun were

limited to two, equally grand, the only real dilference being

in their fenestration. The house plot occupied the whole

of its city block, and north from the line of the back wall

of the lahlinum, was all horius. open space planted at least

in part with a kitchen garden. In this house there was no

kitchen, no latrine, no bath—none of the things we think

of as making up the essential core of a house. Cooking was

done outdoors in the hortits. on a simple hearth platform

with bins underneath for charcoal, in bad weather, a tempo-

rary shed roof might be set up over the hearth. The latrine

was an earth closet that could be filled in and moved when
necessary. If the family did not depend on the public baths,

they used a bron/e vessel that could be stored when not

in use. Although the atrium house was a permanent resi-

dence, it was not I.e Corbusier's "machine for living':

it was an exercise in proportion and volume, designed to

show oil the master of the house in suitable grandeur.

The Pompeian house is usually said to represent a fusion

of two architectural forms, the atrium house of Italy and

the colonnaded peristyle house of (ireece. Hut the peristyle

house of (ireece, rather than a crystallized architectural

form, was simply a collection of rooms on a courtyard. And
the evidence is strohg that the peristyle did not appear in

Pompeii before the middle of the second century n.( The

peristyle, as we know it from Pompeii, was probably

created there, or somewhere on Italian soil. It was an anne>.

to the atrium, a colonnaded ornamental garden on which

living and dining rooms could open with dillerent expo

sures and to varying degrees, according to the weather and

the seasons of the year, and oil which could lie subsidiarv

apartments, a hmpmum for guests, a service quarter aiul

stables, a dwelling lor a married son or an overseer

The House of the Faun was probably one of the litsi in

Pompeii to have a peristyle added to the nucleus ol the

original double atrium house Although handsomely ap

pointed, this peristyle is clumsily planned, a rectangle ol

twenty eight Ionic columns supporting .1 Doric ent.ibl.iliirc.

a common hyhridi/alion of the period The jiortico is rela

tively deep, the ganleii coinp.iralueK small probablv a

green garden of ivy and shrubs with |KThaps a tree or Iwd

of iinulerate si/e. Flowers were probably potted ami

changed with the seasons, so there would always be some
thing in bloom, some of the pots m.i\ lia\e been si/.ible

tubs, set on blocks sunk in the corners of the garden. Unfor-

tunately, this peristyle was knocked down during the earth-

quake of A.I). 62 and not rebuilt before the eruption of

79. so it had not been used for many years when Pompeii

was overwhelmed. But it contained an interesting collec-

tion of garden furniture and ornaments.

The peristyle permitted the labliiiuin and dining rooms

of the original house to open onto an ornamental garden,

and the owners tore out walls to do so. The peristyle also

permitted the introduction of a row of rooms between itself

and what was now left of the horius. This row included

two grand rooms with garden views in two directions and

perhaps a new winter dining room, replacing the remodeled

one east of the tublinum.

The house now had at least six dining rooms with consid-

erable variety in exposure and size, accommodating both

small and large parties. The finest of these rooms, a great

exedra on the north side of the peristyle, was paved with

the famous mosaic of the battle of Alexander and Darius,

now a chief ornament of the National Archaeological Mu-
seum in Naples, but only one of a large number of mosaics

that decorated the house. Evidently the owners had a pen-

chant for mosaics, and where the adjacent walls were cov-

ered with the severe rectilinear blocks and cornices of the

First -Style, one could see that the decor'selTecI would have

greatly enhanced the handsome polychrome pavements.

The architecture of the room in which the Alexander mosaic

was installed was uncommonly line, having jambs with

Corinthian capitals and a pair of Corinthian columns on

high bases in the opening. Although the architecture of this

room and of the peristyle built at the same time shows no

Left: A l-Durili Slylc null I'liiniini; from

a less ilistini^uishcil house ticpiils 11

dinner party. A drunken \>uesl. al lower

riyht, leans on a companion, lielow: This

iiew oj the Tuscunii airium ol the House

of the Faun looks north toward the tahlinum.



sparing of expense, it is not so fine as the architecture of

the original nucleus of the house; more was left to the

stuccoists to finish, and the proportions and development

seem less carefully considered. The peristyle, for example,

takes no account of the axis of the Tuscanic atrium and

lablinum.

At the time the peristyle was built, the owners of the

house decided to organize the various household services

in a row of rooms along the east side of the house opening

off a narrow corridor just behind the peristyle. No effort

was wasted on refinement of these spaces; they are simply

a line of rooms, all about the same size, ending with a

larger, squarish kitchen courtyard.

The first room was a stable in which the skeleton of a

cow was found; the second was the latrine; the third was

a bath, heated through a hollow floor and walls and divided

into a tepidarium and a caldarium; the last was the kitchen.

Here the hearth is against the east wall and has a window
above it; high in the north wall is a house shrine; against

the west wall is a cistern head, the draw shaft almost level

with the floor. The cistern was supplied from the gutters

of the peristyle. Under the south wall is the firebox that

heated the bath, and tubular vents for the smoke open high

in the wall. The western third of the room was covered with

a loft, whose imprint can be seen on the north wall, and

the base of the stair that mounted to the loft is in the service

corridor. There must have been a fairly extensive second

story over this wing of the house.

Sixty years or so later, about 85 B.C. , the owners de-

cided to convert what was left of the hortus into a second

peristyle. The open area probably remained a kitchen gar-

den, perhaps even with a bit of grazing for the cow, but

was given an architectural definition and a decoration in

the First Style. Although the Doric columns are no longer

carved stone, but built of terra cotta disks and stuccoed

over, the First Style decoration is excellent. Under every

wing of the portico are large cisterns; evidently the roof's

potential as a rain catcher figured large in the decision to

build this peristyle. There is no new bank of important

rooms, but the wedge of space made by the deviation from

a true rectangle at the north end of the block became a series

of shallow alcoves, a closet, a storage cellar, and a room
for the keeper of the back gate. The most interesting of

these spaces is a little stage for private theatricals in front

of which one peristyle column was removed so the audi-

ence, gathered in the open area as well as in the portico,

would have an unimpeded view. This was a late improve-

ment, certainly no earlier than the time of Augustus, per-

haps no earlier than Nero.

Second-story rooms are found in various parts of the

house, but except for those over the service wing, they all

appear to be late modifications, in each case limited to a

single room or two. Certainly the front part of the house,

except for the shops, was originally all a single-story struc-

ture of noble scale. Hence, archeologists are surprised to

find numerous elements of a second-story Ionic colonnade

piled along the east wall of the second peristyle. There are

too many elements—belonging to some fourteen or fifteen

columns at least—to be there by chance, yet this portico

certainly could not have had such a second story above it.

Besides, these elements are all carved in Nocera tufa, while

the columns of this peristyle are constructed of terra cotta

disks.

The solution to this enigma occurred to me only recently:

these second-story elements belong in style to the second

period of the house, not the first. They ought to belong over

the wing between the first and second peristyles, where they

would have made a cenaculum, a loggia for use as a sum-

mer dining room, open to the evening breezes from the

slopes of Vesuvius. This loggia could have been accessible

from the one section of second story that appears genuinely

old. In the earthquake of 62 the first peristyle and the rooms

north of it were badly damaged. In the years that followed,

the owners were unable to find the necessary workmen and

artisans, the specialists they needed to restore fine mosaics

and decorations that were already two hundred years old.

They were prepared to wait, and at the time of the eruption

in 79, workmen were just beginning to lay a new limestone

curb around the peristyle. Meanwhile, the Alexander mo-
saic was in danger of deteriorating, so the owners disman-

tled almost everything in this wing but the Alexander exe-

dra, shored up its walls and roof with big masonry but-

tresses, and constructed a rough wooden porch out in front.

And that is how the elements of the second-story loggia

came to be lined up where they are today; they were put

there to await the rebuilding that never came.

Doric capital from
the second peristyle

Ionic capital from
the first peristyle

Corinthian capital

from the tetrastyle atrium

u Pompei, Fauslo and Felice Niccolmi, Gerinan Archaeologic
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LIVELY LAST DAYS AND NIGHTS
In Pompeii, out-oj-towners could find lodgings and

amusements to match meager or lavish finances

by James Packer

Pompeii lies just under fourteen miles southeast of

Naples. The modern tourist, using either bus, auto, or sub-

urban train, can travel between these two cities in well

under an hour, but the inhabitants of Campania—the an-

cient name for the area around the Bay of Naples—found

the journey more formidable. Setting out from Pompeii,

a man on foot needed an entire day to reach Naples, while

a horse and carriage required a little more than half that

time. Consequently, a trip to Naples was something out

of the ordinary for those who lived in the territory watered

by the Sarno River, and for these people Pompeii was the

chief metropolis.

Pompeii's ancient tourists were of every class and social

condition. The rich owners of luxurious villas, which

dotted the surrounding countryside like so many domed and

pillared villages, visited friends and shopped for luxuries

produced in the city's busy workshops. Merchants arrived

with their wares. Itinerant artisans executed commissions

in mosaic, sculpture, stucco, or paint for wealthy clients.

Lovers followed their hearts. Traveling troupes of actors

played local engagements. Soldiers, temporarily detached

from their units, passed through. The pious offered sacri-

fices at urban temples. Citizens of neighboring communi-

ties attended games in the amphitheater. Even slaves from

the countryside came to Pompeii to run errands for their

masters, who were either prosperous farmers or the owners

of aristocratic villas.

Such travelers approached the city by means as varied

as their classes and circumstances. The rich traveled in

great state. When not in a hurry, they used litters—roofed,

curtained, sometimes even windowed. Small litters needed

only two bearers; large ones required eight. Reclining at

ease inside, the occupants slept, read, or watched the sce-

nery. Alternatively, the prosperous traveler used either a

large four-wheeled wagon, drawn by four or more horses,

with space for a number of passengers and luggage, or a

light two- wheeled equipage pulled by a pair of fast horses.

Sometimes a rich man used litters for himself and members

of his family, wagons for the slaves and baggage. The less

affluent rode horses or mules—and the poor walked.

Whatever their means of transportation, visitors in early

summer a.d. 79 would almost certainly have been im-

pressed by Pompeii's appearance. Built astride a prehis-

toric flow of lava that ended abruptly as a scarp above the

Sarno, not far from its mouth, the city had heavy walls of

finely drafted tufa and limestone blocks, strengthened at

intervals by twelve rectangular towers. Although neglected

for more than a century and a half, these walls were still

in relatively good condition, and most of the gates retained

their heavy fortifications. Only to the south and the north-

west had the walls disappeared under a group of elegant

mansions whose successive stories, terraced down the ridge

on which the town stood, took advantage of excellent views

across the countryside.



In a detail from a first-century a. u. mosaic.

musicians enlii'eninfi a street in Pompeii

may also be actors: the wotnan playing

double pipes wears a theatrical mask.

The small figure behind her may be a

child or a dwarf. The two dancing

men play castanets and a tambourine.

hound in a private house in Pompeii,

the mosaic is now in the National

Archaeological Museum in Naples.



As travelers neared the end of their journey, however,

they must have been thinking less of the view than of their

night's lodgings. Aristocrats faced no serious problems.

They and their entourage would stop with family friends

in either a suburban villa or an urban mansion. There they

would find all the luxuries they took for granted at home:

a set of private hot and cold baths to wash away the dust

and grime of the journey, a familia of obsequious slaves

to supplement personal attendants in catering to every need,

an opulently furnished house with artfully arranged gar-

dens. In some, bronze and marble statuettes and skillfully

contrived fountains and canals still beguile tourists.

Commoners and the less affluent—then as now a major-

ity in Italy—had no such social connections and arranged

for their own accommodations in one of the city's inns.

Fortunately, these establishments were not hard to find.

Arriving through one of the principal gates—the Sarno

Gate to the northeast, the Herculaneum Gate to the north-

west or the Marine Gate to the southwest—visitors immedi-

ately found themselves on a main street. Irregular blocks

of gray volcanic stone formed the pavement, and on both

sides, raised sidewalks fronted low, two- and three-story

buildings , all stuccoed and brightly painted , many in strong

reds and whites. Wooden balconies gave upper apartments

excellent views of the bustling crowds below, while shops

occupied the lower stories. Each shop's wide, rectangular

door opened directly onto the public thoroughfare, and

many had signs announcing their trades to passersby: a

bakery, a cleaning and dyeing workshop, a poultry stall,

establishments kept by barbers, gold and silver smiths,

hairdressers, wheelwrights, carpenters, masons, or smiths

specializing in bronze, copper, and iron. With good reason,

one anonymous businessman scrawled, "Hail gain!" on

a wall near his place of work. Near the main gates of the

city, many shops sold wine and food. Sought out by locals

and visitors alike, these classical delicatessens were centers

of neighborhood gossip where an inquirer could pick up

useful tips on where to spend the night.

The typical wineshop was both busy and cluttered. En-

tering through the usual wide door—closed at night by

wooden shutters and a heavy bolt—patrons found them-

selves in a small, low, dark room. An L-shaped counter

partly filled the door. Embedded in the counter were two

or more large terra cotta jars used for storing grain, nuts,

dried or smoked fruits and vegetables, the simple items

normally served with wine, along with sausages and

cheese. Wooden racks attached to walls and ceiling sup-

ported the long, graceful, two-handled amphorae used for

storing wine. At one end of the counter, where it adjoined

the wall, were steplike shelves to display small glass dishes

of food.

The counter's other end served as a cooking table, or

hearth. Here, as in all such facilities, the cook first kindled

a fire on top of the hearth and allowed it to burn down to

A wall painting from an inn shows two

men at dice. The inscription over the

head of the player at right reads, "Three

not two," referring to throws of the dice.

The painting is now in the National

Archaeological Museum in Naples.

coals. Then, to support utensils, the cook set small triangu-

lar or rectangular grills with miniature feet on top of the

coals. Often a wineshop had a rear kitchen where lead

containers were sometimes built into the walls, with space

left underneath for heaping coals. These containers heated

water, often mixed warm with the wine. Normally, the

walls of the shop were white, set off by a high red dado.

But the fussy, cluttered furnishings made up for the simple

decor. Hanging oil lamps of bronze or terra cotta cast a

smoky, fitful light. A typical example in bronze assumes
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the shape of an ithyphallic humpbacked pygmy with several

additional phalli and hanging bells attached. On the front

counter, the innkeeper often set small ceramic pitchers

fashioned in the forms of birds or animals. In many shops,

the clients must have crowded about the counter or lounged

in front of the shop door. But the better places had back

rooms where customers sat on low benches around three-

legged tables.

Here one of the patrons would be sure to oifer the new-

comer a tip on where to stay, and not infrequently, the host

himself had a rear or upstairs room he rented out. But

wineshops had a deservedly bad reputation, and the needs

or tastes of travelers might prompt them to look elsewhere

for lodgings. If they had a wagon and horses, they tried

to find a stabiilum. like the one a block east of the Forum.

Here a passage wide enough for carts led from the street

to a central court, where the innkeeper stored his guests'

wagons and served communal meals from an adjacent room

fitted up as a kitchen. Windowless bedrooms, the more

expensive accommodations, lined the court, and there were

upstairs dormitories for poorer patrons. There was a special

room for the porter just by the entrance to the court, and

a single latrine in the rear served the entire establishment.

More prosperous travelers without cumbersome car-

riages stopped at better quality inns, such as the hospitium

on a quiet street just off Via dell' Abbondanza, one of the

main east-west boulevards. This establishment offered its

patrons a number of amenities, chief of which was a large

private bar. The ground floor had a secluded dining room,

several bedrooms, and a small, outdoor dining area,

equipped with permanent masonry dining couches and en-

larged visually with garden scenes painted on the walls.

Here an impressive slack of amphorae, still partly em-

bedded in volcanic lapilli. suggests the large amount of

wine consumed on the premises. Upstairs, there were sev-

eral small bedrooms at the front of the building and a back

dormitory reached by a stairway from the kitchen.

So pretentious an inn was probably equipped with fur-

nishings like those found in the homes of the wealthy. The

bar may have boasted a wooden lanirium like that found

in the House oi the Carbonized lurniture at Herculancum.

That piece is divided into two sections; the one above, a

low shrine Hanked by miniature Corinthian columns, shel-

tered statues o\ the household deities; the lower section,

divided by shelves, stored small vases and dishes. When
the assemblage was not in use. four paneled wooden doors

concealed each section from view. Like .ill Roman rooms,

the bar would have been lighted b) lamps that burned olive

oil. Such lamps were frequently used in some numbers,

suspended from hooks attached to bron/e lamp standards

reminiscent of modern hat racks. Two- and three-legged

tables of wood, marble, and bron/e would have completed

the rooms furniture. Dining rooms were equipped with

special low ci>uches, usually of wood with bron/c tiitings

and headboards Mattresses, sustained by wooden slats and

ropes, were stuffed with wool and covered with brightly

embroidered bedspreads in elaborate ilcsigns. The bed in

each sleeping chamber, while similarly constructed, resem-

bled a high modern couch, enclosed vsiih bt>ards on three

sides and reachable by a small, portable set of steps

Whatever its furnishings, every inn was a lively place

Contemporary paintings from these hostelries show patrons

informally attired in light tunics, sitting at tables where they

are being served by waitresses or sntall boys. Some wear

pointed traveling h(H)ds; most hold glasses or terra colta

cups, (iraditi—which suggest a widespread literacy among

the lower classes— provide the names. (H.cupations. and

interests of these fornicr clients In one inn. a certain Vibius

Restitutus complained of sleeping without "his Urhana."

Ihree actors from the company of Aciius Amceius used

the same room, which at another time housed C Valerius

Vcnustus. a soklier from the first pr.ietonan cohort. The

walls of an adjacent chainlxT recorded the lemporarv pres-

ence of C. Julius Speraius from Puteoli. i»Kla> known as

Pozzuoli. and l.ucceius Albanus. from the ncighbtiring
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town of Abellinum (Avellino), slept in a nearby room.

Bui drinkinj;. not sleeping, was the primar\ occupation

of most guests, who could order several kinds ot wine

—

'Vesuviuin,'" "Pompeiana."" and "f-'alernian"— fri)ni

Campanian vineyards. The last was the most e.xpensive.

As one gralfito explains: ""For a single us you can drink

here; if you pav double, jou nia> drink better; if \ou pa>

four limes the aiiiounl. vou can drink f-alernian." Another

graffito suggests that groups of friends apparently imbibed

together; ""Hail, drinkersi . . . When you came, we paid

our bill."" The innkeeper frequently added water to the

wine, and in one captioned painting, a patron holds out his

long, conical cup to the attendant and asks. "Give me just

a little drop of cold water." But not every customer was

pleased with watered wine, and another graUito records

one customer's bitter dissatisfaction: "Ma> your lies tail

you, landlord! You sell the v^ater and drink the good stuff

yourself.""

Inns otlered more than drink; some guests preferred to

gamble, slaking everything on the chance of a "Venus'"

or a "Royal""— lucky throws of dice. Others watched danc-

ing girls or consorted with the barmaids, who frequently

doubled as prostitutes. Customers scribbled the names of

their favorites on the walls; Siltia. Maria, Calpurnia,

Smyrna, and Palmyra; the last two perhaps exotic foreign

slaves from the Cireek liasi. Acct)rding to one set of paint-

ings from an inn, intimacies between customers and bar-

maids sometimes resulted in full-scale orgies. Bui e\en it

the host did not otter his girls" favors to his guests, there

were always nearby brothels and neighborhood prosiiiuies.

Of course, drinkers, gamblers, and womaiii/ers were not

the most staid of patrons, and one gratlito begs for tranquil-

lity. When polite requests went unheeded, the host had to

be tirm. One painting shows a landlord pushing a quarrel-

some pair of customers out the door. The caption above

his head reads. "Beat it! Quarrel outside!"

Apart from the diversions otlered al various lodgings,

visitors had two chief sources o( recreatit)n in Pompeii; the

baths and the games in the amphitheater. In fact, a famous

Kuman saying ranked the tormer \miIi wine and women as

one of the chief pleasures in lite: "Baths, wine, and women
ruin our bodies, but the> make our lives worihwiiile!""

There were two main sets ot baths at Pompeii: one near

the l-orum. the oilier, three blocks away al the corner ot

Via dell" Abboiulan/a and Via .Stabiaiia. A third set. three

blocks north ol the latter, was under consiruclion .it ihclime

ot the eruption.

Doubtless everyone had a favorite spot, but the arrange

mem of all these establishments was similar Al the I orum
Baihs, there were separate sections for men and women.
I he men entered either tlirough the pillared exercise court

oil Vlcolo delle lerme, a narrow side street, or from Via

delle lerme. on the opjiosiie side ol the building Women
hail their own private entrance Both men"s and women's
sections had tour |i.irts: a dressing loom. .1 lukewarm bath,

a hot balh. aiul a cold plunge.

Ihe chiet lioiirs tor bathing were usualh trom two to

three oclock m Ihe atiernoon. Undressed and well rubbed

down with oil. ihe bathei liegan with exercise— ball plas

ing. running, hoop rolling, or for men. wrestling. Then a

hired bath atiendani scraped the oil and dusi from the

b.tiher's body Ihe rich had their own slaves lo peiform

Ihis service. The bather next proceeded to the lukewarm
b.ith, then the hot bath Bathing eiuled with a return lo the

cold i.mk tor ,1 tin.il pliinee

Besides providing workouts and soaks, the baths were

crowded meeting places where idlers passed whole days.

Nero"s tutor .Seneca, who in his less prosperous \ouih once

lived above a public bath, complained bitterlv of the

various typical noises; the grunts of a weight lifter in the

exercise court, the slap of a masseur"s hand against the

well-oiled skin of his client, the commotion attendant on

the arrest of a drunk or a pickpocket, the shrill cries of the

sausage seller and the hair plucker. and the racket caused

by that perennial nuisance, the man who sings while taking

his bath.

Toilet complete, the v isilor emerged from the nois) bath

to seek amusement. Gladiatorial games otlered the town"s

most spectacular diversions. On walls throughout the city,

painted signs announced the shows; "Twentv pairs of glad-

iators will light at Pompeii .April 8. y. 10. I Land 12. There

will be a big hunt and awnings. '" Attracted by such notices,

everyone lk)cked to the amphitheater, a large t)val stadium,

partly sunk into the ground, w iih space tor at least 20.IKK)

spectators.

Having reached the seats from vaulted subterranean pas-

sages underneath the grandstands or from one of the several

external stairways, the audience settled dt>wn under the

shade of vast awnings to a varied priigram that lasted nearly

all day. The main events started in the afternoon with a

parade, which included the president of the games and the

gladiators. The latter saluted and tiled back into the pas-

sages below the grandstands to await the sound of a trum-

pet, their signal to tight, lingagemenis often opened with

mock battles, but the real combats began to the music of

horns, tlutes. and trumpets.

Gladiators, trained to light in dilTereni styles with various

types of armor, took their names from the armor the\ wore.

Thus a inunnillo. who wore a special helmet crowned with

a fish, fought a rciariiis. a man armed onl> with a trident

and a net (to ensnare his opponent). Thracians and Sammies
look their names from the national style of iheir armor. A
bout custoniaril) continued until one combatant was

wounded. Then the injured man could either light to the

death or appeal to the president ot the games tor mercy.

The presiileni almost alwavs lollowed the wishes of the

spectators Sometimes, if Ihe suppli.mi had acquitted him-

sell well, the mob proved merciful .More otten it was not,

and cries ot "get him!" "slash him! " he"s wounded!"

tilled Ihe amphitheater The program of games continued

in like manner until all .idvertised p.iirs ol gladiators hail

loughl in the arena.

Thoroughly gratilied bv this bloodv s|H-ctacle. Poin-

[Tcians .ind visitors alike streamed out ot the amphitheater

m the dusk PomiKians returning to their homes, visitors

to their lodgings There, according to their inclinations,

visitors could spend a night ot sober rest or ol drinking,

g.imlilmg, or wenching l!.irl> the next d.iv . most set out

tor home, probabi) well satisfied with the treatment they

had received .ind doubtless intent on returning as soon as

possible.

In the cil>. landlords ot the recently vacated inns were

directing their slaves to sel empi> rooms and dormitories

to rights New shipments ol wine, delivered in large slccr-

hide containers mounted on (our wheeled carts, were arriv-

ing In the baths, slaves were relighting the (urnaces for

the da\ "s customers. In the pill. ireil court Ix'hind the town's

theater, gladiators began practicing Iheir exercises. I'hus

each da> until .August 24. \ n. 79 -Pompeii readied

itselt for Us next round of visitors. U

hi- nii-n'\ luiih in I'luniuii's ioiiini Hiiilis
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PRESENTING
POMPEII
The exhibition "Pompeii AD 79" was arranged

(hroiif^h the cooperation of the Italian Ministry

of Culture and is supported in part throut^h

grants from the National Endowment for the

Humanities and Xerox Corporation

by Ann Marie Cunningham

Corinthian column dcuiil from Pompeii's hasilica. from

Frun^iiis Mazois's l.cs ruincs dc Ponipcii

Oannv •'cX«Kn«cal iniMuW Dntw

In ihe exhibition "Pompeii AD 79," opening at the

American Museum ol Natural Hislor\ on April 22, a black-

and-white floor mosaic depicts a rather clumsy skeleton

holding a wine jug in either hand. This bit of popular Pom-

peian art expresses the memenu> mori precept of Epicurean-

ism, introduced to Rome in the second century B.t . All

loo appropriately, the mosaic reminds us that in the midst

of vinous life, Pompeii's citizens were caught by death.

But conversely, in death they live on. The exhibition

includes casts of a young woman who was found face

down, trying to protect her head vsith her tunic, and an

agonized watchdog on its leash. Both seem to have met

their terrible ends very recently. Because life stopped

abruptly, leaving the city frozen in a frame of daily life,

Pompeii is important to natural history and volcanology.

history and art history. It provides evidence of the most

destructive of Vesuvius's known eruptions. This particular

"disaster movie" was real and has been repeated in that

area on a smaller scale during our own century

.

The eruption halted historys progress in Pompeii before

economic crises could make serious inroads into the urban

plan and way of life. I o the extent that a prov mcial agricul-

tural center can retlect the Roman l:mpire"s principal city

.

Pompeii has bequeathed us much of our knowledge ol

Rome. Pompeii, unlike Rome itself, was never subjected

to repeated urban renewals, which are death to valuable

archeological evidence.

The rich who came to Pompeii—many enjoyed splendid

views over the Bay of Naples from their luxurious houses

around the town—were also patrons of artists and artisans.

Ihe middle class and even those m humbler circumstances

commissioned mosaics for their homes and decorated their

walls with paintings of mythological subjects, landscapes,

and details i)f the good lite: a silver wine bucket, .i plate

of tigs. Ihe exhibition includes both construction workers'

tools and the products ol glassblowers, bron/e workers,

potters, goldsmiths, silversniiths, painters, sluccoists. It

also rellects economic reality and pleasurable living in jugs

tor both olive oil and wine from groves and vineyards on

the fertile slopes of Vesuvius.

Most of the objects do not match our general impression

ol classical art We iu)rmally think of such art as occupying

a calm, serene gallery in art history, where the cool while

t)f marble and the digmtieil blacks, dark browns, and greens

of bron/e sculpture and vessels express spirituality . detach-

ment, gravity Actually , Roman objects were polychioiuc.

.Some ol the graceful liguies and naturalistic animals lound

in Pompeii still bear part ol their origin.il bright paint.

Marble busts were dark eyed, the tipsy eldeily woman had

red lips. The bathing Venus pictured on a poster advertising

the exhibition retains traces ol a gilded, bikmilikc harness.

Partol the base on which she stands is still green Inparlicu

lar. Pompeii's houses, with their vsall paintings, allow us

to appreciate R«iman art in its original rainbow variety

Pompeu AD 7^ " has already traveled to Ihe Boston

Museum ol line Arts, the Chicago Art Institute, and the

Dallas Art Museum, and objects Irom l'om|>c-ii have been

seen m various l-^uropean cities Hul Ihe National Archaeo-

logical Museum. Naples, vshich houses most ol these

pieces, cannot display a gre.it many of them, it has had

to close m.iny galleries until funds become uvuiluhic tor

needed repairs

Over Ihe past ten years, various colleclions of Ihe mu
seum'sembarrassmeni ol riches have traveled toJapan and

several northern l,uro|HMn cities, including Pans and Cie-



Tragic musk, purl of mosaic punel from the House of the Fuun (National Archaeological Museum. Naples)

neva. Impressed, a British cigarette company decided in

1975 to sponsor a similar exhibition at London's Royal

Academy, and invited John Ward-Perkins, a historian of

Roman architecture who is now Great Britain's foremost

classicist, to arrange the show.

Besides his academic expertise, Ward-Perkins had been

for twenty-six years director of the British School in Rome,
and after World War 11, he had helped Naples's National

Archaeological Museum recover parts of its collections that

had fallen into German hands. Consequently, he and his

assistant, Amanda Claridge, felt that they were in a strong

bargaining position. As Claridge explained, "We would

ask for things we thought were just within reason, and

ended up with objects we never dreamed we'd get."

Claridge and Ward-Perkins needed patience and some
time—until April 1976—to obtain Italian permission to

borrow the beautiful things they wanted, including fragile

mosaics and wall paintings vulnerable to any vibration or

change in temperature.

When the show closed in London in early March 1977,

it had attracted 636,000 people, including statl members
of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts, whose director, Jan

Fontein, had already seen and admired an earlier, similar

exhibition in his native Holland. Ward-Perkins put in a

good word for Boston with Italian authorities. To obtain

funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities

(matched by Xerox) to bring the Naples pieces stateside,

the Boston Museum invited the Chicago Art Institute to

participate.

When these museums, later joined by the Dallas Mu-
seum, applied to the federal government for indemnifica-

tion of the show, Thomas D. Nicholson, director of the

American Museum, was a member of the council that re-

viewed such applications. Struck by the quality of the ob-

jects from Pompeii, Nicholson contacted the Boston Mu-
seum and arranged to see the show at Copenhagen's Loui-

siana Museum. At this archeological museum, Nicholson

was convinced that objects of so much archeological and

ethnographic significance should appropriately visit the

American Museum.
At Boston, Chicago, and Dallas—art museums all

three—the Pompeian objects were displayed to be appreci-

ated for their beauty. Since the show includes jewelry,

cookware, tools, and erotic and religious art, the American

Museum plans to supply additional information and, when-

ever possible, to arrange the artifacts so that they reveal

something of the lives of the people who wore, used, or

appreciated them. There will also be a peristyle garden with

a fountain, under a luminous ceiling simulating sunlight.

"Pompeii AD 79" will be on display in the Museum's
Gallery 3 until July 31. It will be open to the public and

Museum members on Saturdays and Sundays from 9;00

A.M. to 5:00p.m. Until June 15, Mondays through Thurs-

days, mornings will be reserved for school groups; on those

four days, others can view the exhibition from noon to 5:00

P.M., and on Fridays, from noon to 9:00 p.m.

After June 16, exhibition hours on Mondays, Tuesdays,

and Thursdays will be 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.; on

Wednesdays and Fridays, from 11:00a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Although the Museum's hours for school groups have been

completely booked, a small number of adult groups can

still be booked for Friday mornings by calling (212) 873-

6004.

All tickets are free with Museum admission. Museum
members can order tickets in advance. Tickets for the pub-

lic will be available every day at the Museum. Each ticket,

valid only on the day of issue and at a specific time, will

have a number that will appear on television monitors,

stationed around the Museum, when the ticket holder's turn

comes. This method of ticketing gives the Museum the

option of varying the exhibition's capacity if a rainy day

attracts fewer visitors—and also forestalls hoarding, scalp-

ing, counterfeiting, and other nefarious practices, which

have been the true mummy's curse accompanying the

"Treasures of Tutankhamun."
While waiting for their numbers to come up, visitors can

see a free film program in the Auditorium. One short film

covers the workings of volcanoes; the second, the actual

sites of Pompeii and its sister city, Herculaneum, which

is still mostly buried. There will be four screenings of the

two films on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thurs-

days; five screenings on Fridays, when the Museum will

be open until 9:00 p.m.; and six screenings on Saturdays

and Sundays.

Near the Auditorium, in Gallery 77, just otl' the Mu-
seum's West 77th Street entrance, will be "Volcano!" a

companion show to "Pompeii AD 79." Tickets to the Pom-
peii show also entitle visitors to embark on "Volcano!" 's

encapsulated journey to the earth's interior. "Volcano!"

will greet visitors with a large mass of lava from Vesuvius

and will attempt to describe the formation and activity of

volcanoes.

Martin Prinz, chairman of the Museum's Department of

Mineral Sciences and scientist for "Volcano!" says the

show's point of view is that "volcanoes are good for us,"

in that they are essential to life on earth because they create

air, water, and land. The exhibition will use a combination

of film, artifacts, specimens, photographs, and recordings

of the sounds of an erupting volcano. Among other points,

it will explain how calderas form and show the dirterences

between a shield volcano such as Mars's huge Olympus
Mons, which rises 90,000 feet, and a composite volcano

such as Vesuvius. Shifting lights will create the illusion

of an erupting volcano; slide dissolves will demonstrate the

principles of plate tectonics; and there will be photographs

of Mount Pelee's eruption in 1902. !

—When Pompeii comes to the Museum, there will be

accompanying events through July. From May 3 through

September 3, the Planetarium show will be The Last

Nights of Pompeii, seen from the point of view of a modern

family learning about the disaster, and in flashback, by a

group of Pompeians the day before the eruption. Kenneth

Franklin, who wrote the script entirely in dialogue, met the

obstacle of the Romans' lack of interest in astronomy by

having a Greek slave explain the skies to the Pompeian

household. The ancient and modern voices will be accom-

panied by slides and a simulated eruption.

—A series of Wednesday evening programs will take

place at 7:30 in the Auditorium. Each admission will be

$5.00, $4.00 for members. On Wednesday, May 2, Eugene

D. Stavis, director of the American Cinematheque at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art, will introduce the 1935 ver-

sion of The Last Days of Pompeii, by the director of the

original King Kong. This program will be repeated, same

time, same place, on Wednesday, May 30.

—On Wednesday, May 9, Robert Rosenblum, professor

of art history at New York University's Institute of Fine

Arts, will present a slide lecture entitled Vesuvius to

Apocalypse in Romantic Art, 1760-1914, and discuss

I





the treatment of Vesuvius and Pompeii in romantic art.

—Wednesday, May 16, will be devoted to the May
membership program. At 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium,

Martin Prinz will expand his article on page 40 of this issue

into a slide lecture on the natural history of volcanoes enti-

tled Volcano! The program is free to members, $2.00 for

the public.

—On Wednesday, May 23, archeologist Anna Mar-
guerite McCann, an experienced excavator at Pompeii, will

present a slide lecture entitled Pompeii AD 79/New York
1979, a discussion of the Museum exhibition.

—During May, there will be two special Crafts Work-
shops. On Saturday, May 19, participants will learn mosaic

design and construction and will be provided with materials

to make a small panel. The workshop will run from 1 1:00

A.M. to 4:00 P.M. Enrollment is limited to 18 persons.

The cost of the workshop is $40.00
—On Sunday, May 20, there will be two slide presenta-

tions and participatory demonstrations (1:00 to 2:30 p.m.
and 3:00 to 4:30 P.M. ) on fresco and wall painting. Enroll-

ment is limited to 20 persons per session. The cost is $6.00.
For more information, call (212) 873-1300, extension 559.

—Future Pompeii events during June and July will be

announced. They may include a program of Roman come-
dies that played Pompeii and Herculaneum. Meanwhile,
in the Pompeii Shop, Museum visitors can purchase the

two-volume catalog to "Pompeii AD 79" ($4.50 per vol-

ume, $8.00 for both); children can find a puzzle of a mosaic
of sea life still fished in the Bay of Naples ($2.75), and
a kit for assembling a handsome peristyle house ($4.25).

Mosaic of sea creatures from a house in Pompeii (National Archaeological Museum, Naples)
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COMEAND
SEETHE BURIED

TREASURE.

Nearly 2000 years ago, a prosperous,

sopliisticated city was buried under 12 teet

ot volcanic ash.

In less than two days, the homes and

temples ot 20,000 people literally disappeared

A civilization was frozen in time.

Now the glory that was Pompeii has

come to New York. The stunning paintings,

the gold and silver jewelry, the marble and

bronze sculptures are alive again.

You can walk tlirough an elegantly

trcscocLl room, pause under a garden

portico as it 20 centuries ago were yesterday.

Vesuvius destroyed Pompeii. And
saved it at the same time.
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Eleonora's Falcon

by Hartmut Walter

Migrating European songbirds must fiy through a gantlet

of falcons to reach their African wintering quarters

Luropean falcons were well known
centuries ago. Their habiis, migra-

tions, and changing plumage were de-

scribed in great detail in the literature

on falconry. An outstanding example

is the famous treatise De iirie venundi

cum avihus. by Emperor Frederick II

of Hohenstaufen (1194-1250). This

book is a marvel of keen field observa-

tion and critical scientific thought.

Frederick discusses and describes

nearly all of Europe's falcon species,

their color phases, and their juvenile,

immature, and adult plumage. Yet he

fails to mention FJeonora"s falcon.

The oldest reliable reference to this

species comes from a falconry treatise

by Charles d"Arcussia de C'apre. pub-

lished in 1627. This author mentions

hobbylike falcons breeding in August

on the "iles dOr " (today called lies

dHycrcs) olf Provence. These falcons

chased birds but failed tocaplure them.

"They are useless and have no courage

at all.'" This remark is an outgrowth of

the utilitarian attitude ol the author; in

his opinion, this type ol talcon could

not be used for any purpose related to

falconry.

Knowledge about this falcon did not

reach naturalists and scientists until the

Italian zoologist (iuiseppe Ciene pub-

lished a description ol Fileonora's fal-

con m IK.^> This date will forever be

connected with the entry of this species

into modern ornithology The Italian

naturalist and historian Alberto della

Marmora had discovered what he

thought was a new species ol lakt)n on
Ihe small isle of Toro. smithwesi of

Sardinia. He shot several specimens
and sent them to his friend tiene in
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Torino. Marmora wrote that Gene pre-

sented a scientific description of the

new species during a session of the

Royal Academy of Sciences of Torint)

on May 5. 1834. This means that Mar-

mora must have discovered the birds

on Toro nt)i later than the 1833 breed-

ing season. Gene's official description,

however, was not published until

1839.

The new falcon species received the

name of one of the few famous women
of the fourteenth century. HIeonora of

Arboreatca. I35(>- 1403). who had dis-

tinguished herself as a military leader,

regent, and judge of a large part of her

native island of .Sardinia. Her most im-

portant wi)rk is the C'dria de l.<>i;ti. an

unusual l> progressive code of laws

published in the Sardinian language in

1392.

Gene named ihc new falcon after

Princess lileonora because her C'tiriu

de l.oiitt contains a paragraph provid-

ing for the protection of falcoits and

hawks, and to honor her for "her admi-

rable wisdom in ihe centur\ ot barbari

ties 111 which she reigned to protect the

honor, the life and the goods of the

people" Thus t-tdcn flconnnw be-

came the lirst luiropean bird named
after a woman.

Eleonora's falctin is an inhaliiiaiit ol

the islands of the Mediterranean basin.

Only m the western part of its range

does this raptor extend into the cooler

Atlantic habitats of northwest Morocco
and the t'anar> Islands All its current

or lormerl) known breeding colonies

lie along the luirope .Mric.i boundar\

Irom the ("aiiaries m the v^esl lo("\prus

m the east Immature and other non

breeding lalcons are occasii»nally

found considerable distances from Ihe

seashore and from their nati\e colons

This raptor has been observed in all

countries bordering the Mediterranean

Sea. but not north of the .Alps.

Eleonora's falcon is not evenls dis-

tributed throughout its breeding range,

but occurs in a rather irregular geo-

graphical pattern, primarily on small

islands. Some of its breeding C4)lonies

are within sight of neighbt)ring ones,

but some are hundreds of miles away
from any other colony . This irregular

dispersion is the result of two geo-

graphical phenomena. First, the many
islets and islands of the Mediterranean

are une\enl\ distributed over the

basin; the_\ cluster in large groups in

the Aegean Sea. but only a few exist

in the western part. Second. F.leo-

nora's falcon breeds i>nl\ tin high clills

or on top of a rocky isle's substrate.

Such habitats do not occur on many
miles of coastline around the Mediter-

ranean and adjacent Atlantic.

I have yet to see a breeding site t)t

Flleonora's falcv)n that would not be

worth) of a picture postcard lower

ing dills on lewellike islands in the

blue or green Meditcn.inean M.ilU)rca

IS tvpical While tourists hastil) take

snapshots of the jagged rock lorma-

lions at the I'unia de la Tronela. be-

neath the \antage points of C'abo de

lormenuu. seseral l-!leonora's falcons

are likel> lo be chasing each other up

and down the pale limestone clills in

a fantastic displav ol aerial acrobatics.

Because of the height ot the clitls,

however. the\ can liardiv be seen with-

out good binoculars, and their charac-

teristic c.ills mingle with the crashing

ot the suit .ind Ihe exclamations of

tourists

Other colonies lie on small ollsluue

isles The iwo classic breeding spots of

this species. disco\ered by Alberto
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della Marmora, are the small rocks of

Vacca and Toro. ott the coast of Sar-

dinia, scarcely visible in the haze and

glare of the Mediterranean summer.

Many Aegean colonies have been re-

ported from similar oflshore rocks that

hardly classify as isles: rather, they

constitute a hazard to navigation and

more often than not offer only danger-

ous landings. On such islets Eleonora's

falcon does not necessarily prefer to

breed on the steepest clifts. The verti-

cal clifls. or falaises. offer few nesting

spots and are generally exposed to the

prevailing winds. Eleonora's falcon

prefers somewhat protected and shel-

tered nesting places, but continued

harassment and predalion seem to

force the species from such preferred

sites to safer habitats on sleep cliffs.

Of the many Greek isles named Pax-

imada. Paximadi. or Paximadia, the

one on which 1 studied a breeding col-

ony of Eleonora's falcons lies off the

northeast part of Crete; Athens is about

200 miles to the m)rthwest. The island

is only 3,300 feet by 2,000 feel and

rises 395 feet. Its shoreline is deeply

dissected by numerous ravines. The
upper edge of the steep west coast also

forms the ridge of the island. From

here the surface slopes gently to the

east, where there are only a few

precipitous clitfs. In many spots the

surface consists of loosely piled, often

sharp-edged rocks, resembling a large

heap of rubble. According to my Greek

friends, the word ini.ximiuUi is used tor

the dry bread eaten by Crete's peas-

ants. You have to break it up into

pieces, then souk them in water; other-

wise the bread is as hard as stone. This

island probably looked to the Greeks

like their shepherd's bread.

The island environment mirrors the

general ecosystem of the eastern Medi-

terranean coast. Mild, rainy winters

and warm to hot and dry summers char

acteri/e the annual cycle. There is a

strong contrast in temperature and hu-

midity between wind-exposed and

sheltered, sunn> and shaded areas of

Paximada. Ihis was apparent at once

to this human allemptnig to live for

Eleonora '.v falcon has two color

phases 7"/i(.s maicil pair, consislinn

of a lif;hi phase jcinalc and a dark

phase male, are perched over iheir

nesi. which is hidden from view

helow the euphorbia plant

some time on this heap of rubble. The

physical en\ironment is atfected by

two main factors: sun and wind. The
wind blew relentlessly during m\ study

period; there were only five calm days

among fifty. The sk\ was often

clouded, and the wind generally came

from the northwest, part of the mellemi

storm system that has a strong cooling

effect on the Aegean coasts.

To evaluate this colony's adaptation

to the spatial and resource factors of its

macroenvironment, we must examine

the structure and dynamics of the an-

nual migration of millions and millions

of prey birds attempting to cross the

Mediterranean.

As soon as winter cold, ice. and

snow recede farther north, Europe is

invaded each year by millions of small

passerine birds belonging to si)me one

hundred dillerent species. Most are in-

sectivorous birds that use the long sum-

mer days and the abundant insect food

supplies of central and northern Euro-

pean habitats to raise one or two broods

before leaving Europe again at the end

of the summer. The late British orni-

thologist Reg Moreau made the guess

thai, "on the average, from every live

acres of Europe one trans-Sahara mi-

grant sets out for Africa." This figure

means that some 5,IX)0 million will at-

tempt to cross the Mediterranean/

Atlantic and the adjacent Saharan

desert barriers.

Another wave of migrants, the mil-

lions t)f birds that will spend the winter

months in the Mediterranean and North

African areas, crosses over parts ol the

Mediterraiiean/.Xtlaniic later in the

fall. There is some o\erlap of these two

groups of migrants, and Eleonora's fal-

con captures stime passerines of the

second group, although its bird i|uarry

consists principall) of trans-Saharan

migrants.

Depending on their points of depar-

ture and flight direction, these war-

blers, orioles, shrikes, and other mi-

grants face a grueling journe> The

Mediterranean Sea is up to 620 miles

wide (Ionian Sea) Narrow sea cross-

ings can be in.ide ne.ir the Strait i>f Cii-

braltar. the Sicilian Channel, and the

Bosporus, but. except for diurnal mi-

grunls such as raptors and storks, few

migrants appear to lake udvanluge of

such favorable factors of Mediter-

ranean geography. Ihe average mi-

gram crosses several hundred miles of

sea When it arrives in North Africa,

few food resources await it in late sum-

mer and fall. This may partially ex-

plain why some migrants appear to fly



not only across the sea but also across

the subsequent 900 to 1 ,400 miles of

the Sahara in one nonstop crossing.

Depending on the force and direction

of the wind, the average passerine

migrant will need forty to sixty hours

of flight time for such a journey.

The smaller passerines appear to

travel commonly at air speeds of about

25 mph. Fast-flying birds such as

Having captured a songbird to feed

his family, a male is set to transfer

the prev to his mate who waits with

beak agape. The female, all her

feathers erect in excitement over the

meal, resembles a balloon.

quails, turtledoves, and swifts have

been clocked at much higher speeds,

and radar observations of such mi-

grants have proved their higher

average speed per unit of time. The

speed generated by the bird will be its

actual travel speed during calms.

Calms were rare, however, when I

studied Eleonora's falcon in various

parts of the Mediterranean. At Paxi-

mada, winds near ground level were

very strong on many days. During the

fall months most winds seem to come

from a more or less northerly direction

and are therefore likely to increase the

travel speed and shorten the total time

needed for crossing the water barrier

between Europe and Africa. Their con-

siderable force amounted to 12 to 30

mph. The wind velocity could there-

fore have added 50 to 100 percent of

a migrant's own travel speed to the ef-

fective migration speed when the wind

was favorable.

Most sea crossings between a south-

ernmost European departure point and

a North African arrival point cover

some 220 to 300 miles. During calms

the average migrant (25 mph) would

need 8 . 8 to 1 2 hours for such a journey.

However, the longer sea crossings,

particularly those over the Ionian Sea,

require some 1 8 to 28 hours of nonstop

flight under such conditions. These

flight times are reduced when a moder-

ate to strong breeze from dead astern

adds some 12 to 30 mph to the mi-

grant's own speed. For a crossing from

the southwest tip of Greece to Cyrena-

ica, only 6.7 and 4.4 hours would be

needed (instead of 10 hours during a

calm). A strong breeze from the north



would enable a soulh-Hying migrant to

cross the Mediterranean under cover of

night except for the Ionian Sea area.

Banding records indicate that each

species has a preferred migration route

from Europe to Africa. Individual

birds sometimes repeat a nearly identi-

cal itinerary for several years, since

ihey have been recaptured in the same
trapping location. The migration

course of the nocturnal migrants ap-

pears to be genetically fixed, that is,

certain navigational information that

the bird is able to absorb and "read"

from the environment permits it to cor-

rect its flight direction in order to reach

the species" traditional wintering area.

Most of the irans-Saharan migrants Hy

at night and rest during the day if favor-

able habitat conditions permit. Every-

where in the Mediterranean basin, mi-

gration sets in with a surprising regu-

larity some 45 minutes after sunset.

The radar images of coastal peninsulas

and capes appear to actuall> merge into

the sea at this time because of the large

number of bird echoes received from

migrants moving from the coast over

the sea. The density of migrants may
vary in a spectacular manner from hour

to hour, creating a "migration pulse."

From the falcon's point of view, such

a migration pulse is of great impor-

tance.

New, largely radar-acquired knowl-

edge about the nature of nocturnal bird

migratit)n above the Mediterranean

basin is significant in our attempt to

better understand the raptor-prey sys-

tem that inviilves both Eleonora's fal-

con and so many species of migrants.

Paximada's location at the southern

edge of the Aegean Sea determines the

time period during which a strong mi-

gration pulse can be felt. The Cyclades

and the Greek mainland deprive Paxi-

mada of significant numbers of day-

lime migrants except during the early

morning hours. This time, however,

constitutes a prime falcon hunting pe-

riod because north of Paximada there

is a considerable expanse of open sea:

at least 100 miles separate the islet

( "(irr vi/i.i,' a wHIoh- \uirhlcr rcccivcil

jrom her maw. a jemale is

just about to htip or fly to

the nest to fccil their youtif;.

Most son^ihirils arc captured in

the early mornini; hours.

from the larger islands of the Cyclades.

This means that all migrants that are

between 10 and about 1(K) miles to the

north or nt)rthwest of this falcon colony

at sunrise find themsehes flying over

open sea. Radar e\ idence suggests that

these birds continue their southward

migration until they reach land. They
constitute the main supply of potential

prey for the Paximada falcons. The fal-

cons first encounter those migrants that

are close to Paximada at sunrise. The
last arrivals in the Paximada airspace

would be slow-flying birds needing al-

most four hours for the sea crossing

between the Cyclades and Paximada.

They wDuld arrive at Paximada about

9;30 A . .M . This coincides well with the

observed period of prey arrivals at the

Paximada colony. The number of bird

prey carried to each nest dropped off

sharply after the first three morning

hours.

Noon and afternoon hunting activi-

ties of Paxitiiada-based falcons are

usually directed to the occasional diur-

nal migrant of small size (swallows,

wagtails, waders). At dusk, falcons

may chase those lew migrants that

have spent a da\ of rest on Paximada

and are now taking oil again. The num-
bers involved are insigniticant. how-

ever, compared with the mass of

broad-front migrants that pass over the

island during the early nn>rning hours.

As with other falcons, there is a divi-

sion of labor between male and female

during the breeding season. Ihe fe-

male guards the young and the nest ter-

ritory carefull> almost twenlN-four

hours a da> . She also plucks the prey

and feeds small pieces of it to the

chicks until thev can do it themselves



Chicks are guarded by their mother

until they are about two weeks

old. After that age, both parents

hunt for food, and a chick is

capable of plucking the prey and

tearing it into swallowable bits.

The male is the hunter who supplies

food to the whole family. In families

with chicks of two weeks and older,

both parents may hunt, even simulta-

neously. My observations at various

nest sites lead me to believe that fe-

males hunt the same type and variety

of bird migrants as males do.

Migrating passerine birds are usu-

ally hunted in the airspace over the



open waters and near Ihe shores of the

Mediicrranean Sea and ihe Atlantic

(Xean. This characteristic seems to be

shared by every colony; {-leonora's

falcon also hunts rit;ht above its colo-

nies on small ollshorc islets. The col-

ony practiced "standing; llight" it)

large numbers over Paximada In this

typical hunting technique a falcon tlies

hcad-j)n into the wind but does not

move relative to the ground Its tail is

not fanned and its wings are mildly

bent, making I6() to 2(K) wingbeats a

minute. In spue of this nearly normal
forward Might behavior. Ihe falcon ef-

fectively does not move because the

forward propelling force of its mose
menis is equal to the backward driving

force of the air current, the two forces

neutralise each other so that the falcon

literally remains hanging iii the same

Brooding her young, a dark-phase

female avoids incubating one of her

eggs (which proved to be infertile).

Eleonora 's falcon plucks its prey

before feeding: hence nest sites

are always littered with feathers.

position relative to the ground. Falcons

can maintain standing flight for at least

ten to fifteen minutes. A fairly constant

field of vision is generated that enables

the raptor to delect the movements of

potential prey items more easily.

The standing flight provides a wait-

ing and lookout position during the

hunt. The falcons simply wait some-
where in the airspace until a prey object

approaches. As soon as a falcon recog-

nizes a migrating bird of suitable size

in its field of vision, il tries to reach the

migrant as quickly as possible. There

were more falcons standing above

2,500 feet than at lower altitudes of

2.000 or 1 ,000 feet. From every point

of the island I could see about twenty-

five falcons in the sky. Each falcon

kepi a distance of about 330 to 660 feel

from all its neighbors. Thus, during the

early morning, when nearly all of the

one hundred fifty males were hunting

simultaneously, there was a broad,

high barrier to bird migration in the air

north of Crete; fri)in sea level to 3.CKK)

feet above it, several miles wide and

deep, there existed a unique live bird

trap, the "Paximada falcon wall." It

is the extreme form of gregarious hunt-

ing in this species.

A good way for me to detect bird

chases over Paximada was to watch for

sudden /.ig/ag flights and clusters of

falcons going through loops, sloops,

and so on. Migrants were generally not

visible above several hundred feet, but

when lhe> were chased, tiny while

flashes beamed from the sky every sec-

ond or two because iheir light-colored

undersides reflected the sunlight during

evasive maneuvers.

The (irsi falcon to attack usuall) at-

tempted to fail upon the migrant from

high above, thus increasing its speed

and impact. Most niigranis responded

by quickly dropping down a bit. arrest-

ing their flight, or flying an irregular,

/ig/ag pattern .-Xs more falcons at-

tacked Irom the sides and from behind,

the migr.int lost even more of its flight

altitude It iried, however, to continue

Its flight, since It could not seek shelter

m the rough se.i below The more at-

tacks a migrant had to repel, the lower

was its flight level; finally, although it

had escaped all its pursuers so far, a

new attack would make it accidentally

touch the water. Apparently shocked

by the whole experience, it would
begin to lose control and was usually

caught seconds later.

Should the migrant escape the first

attack, the falcon would turn around

and try its luck again; in the meantime,
however, other falcons that had been

on nearby lookout positions and had

observed the first chase might join in

the hum. Thus the same migrant might

be pursued and attacked by three, five,

even ten to twenty falcons in short se-

quence. The victim of this combined
hunt would gradually wear out and

slow down, and it might finally be cap-

lured by a falcon that was attacking for

the first lime. A falcon unaccompanied

by other members of its colony would

usually give up a chase after three to

eight unsuccessful attacks.

Group hunting was not an organized

event but was more opportunistic in na-

ture. If other falcons saw each iiiher's

potential prey, they simply converged

upon the migrant as each falcon tried

to grab il.

Considering how long the falcons

need to fly to and from their lookout

positions, it is amazing that they can

catch more than one bird per hour dur-

ing the early morning peak hunting pe-

riod. I often saw a falcon male carry

three migrating birds to his family

within sixty minutes. The Paximada
record observation was when a male

caught five birds between 5; 37 and

6:12 A.M. The same male captured

seven more birds within the following

four hours. Such observatii>ns mean
that some falcons can hardly have been

in the air fi>r more than a few minutes

before capturing a migrant.

Hunting can also succeed without

the standing flight technique L'ndoubt-

edly some hunting took pl.ice at wave
level. Other hunting techniques might

have been employed but escaped my
attention because of their mfrequency.

Some migrants approached or left the

island during times when most falcons

had already completed iheir daily hunt-

ing. They were discovered by perching

falcons or b) those that had been glid-

ing about the clitls. A number of these

raptors immedialel\ set out in hot pur-

suit Some migrants were alsoaccidcn-

lall) mci b\ falcons returning from in-

sect has^kmg over Crete or perhaps

simpis Irom an unsuccessful hunting

|x.'riiKl.



Lying on his back and flashing

his talons, a young, light-

phase male Eleonora 's falcon

assumes a defense posture.

The bird is about four weeks old,

and predation by owls is a threat.

Many small migrant birds passed

through the airspace over Paximada

unharmed. They even managed to sur-

vive the flight through the main zone

of the falcons forming a broad, high

barrier with their standing flight behav-

ior. Unfortunately, I did not collect a

great deal of data on hunting success;

often I merely noted that a chase was

going on without finding time to follow

it and determine the fate of the intended

prey. Offhand, I would say that more

than 50 percent of the pursued birds

managed to escape even the onslaught

of several falcons. Once they had sur-

vived a chase for some 2,000 to 3,000

feet horizontally and changed altitude

to a safer level (where there were few

falcons on lookout positions), they

were usually out of danger.

The shape, size, and color of prey

objects is not genetically predeter-

mined in great detail among the genus

Falco. Individual falcons will modify

their prey preferences in accordance

with their hunting success. Captive fal-

cons can easily be trained within a few

weeks to prefer a new prey species over



all others. Thus, acquired preferences

result in a selection by individual fal-

cons of certain prey species that will

be hunted more often than others, irre-

spective of their numbers or population

density.

While no bird appears to be too

small for tieonora's falcon, birds the

size of turtledoves, cuckoos, scops

owls, and European nightjars consti-

tute its upper limit in prey size. Its fre-

quent coinhabitani oi coastal rock hab-

itats, the rock dove is often a target ot

pursuits and (mostly playful) attacks

but rarely shows up in a list of prey

species. This pigeon appears lo be too

heavy and perhaps too strong and fast

for the average Eleonora"s falcon. This

raptor is also not well suited to chasing

swifts. In the colonies I studied, the

three species of swifts (common, pal-

lid, and the large alpine swift) proved

diBicult, usually unattainable prey.

The swifts' mastery of flight and their

incredible speed make them generally

superior to a pursuing HIeonora's fal-

ct)n. More often than nt)t, 1 observed

swifts tlying unchallenged through the

airspace of a falcon colony.

The majority of Palearctic migrants

consist of small to medium-sized,

slow-dying passerines that live on the

ground or in shrubs or trees. When they

become discernible to a human ob-

server at a distance of more than 500

feet, it is usually impossible to distin-

guish the species or genus. Wagtails

and orioles are exceptions. Although

equipped with superior sight, Hleo-

noru's falcon also must initially receive

only one piece of information— small

bird Hying at low speed ahead. In el-

feci, most of these passerines appear

out of nowhere at a similar speed and

in exactly the same hunting habitat.

They probably all constitute one prey

type lo J-Jeonora's falcon, with com-
plete disregard for species identity.

The conipelitive n.ilure of this raptor's

hunting IS .in .iddilional factor v\eigh

ing against selective hunting of this mi

grant group. A falcon has no time to

wail to make out the genus or species

because other falcons lake over the po

Icntial prey in those few seconds. My
observations confirm this hypothesis.

Whenever I monitored falcons on hunt-

ing flights, ihey went alter any small

migrant passing i lose lo their own po
sition. except for swallows and swifts

The small migrants that happened to

pass right o\cr a falcon colonv em
ployed a number of flight maneuvers to

escape one or several falcons. .Some
limes a migrant escaped b\ l.iiulmg at

the falcon colony itself. Here on the

clitls, in caves, holes, or in ihe dry

shrubs covering the island, these birds

were at least temporarily safe. I

watched some of them attempt to take

oil from this inhospitable refuge in

broad daylight. Yellow wagtails and

ht)e)poes were among the species. Usu-

ally Ihey were captured or driven back

lo Ihe island by the falcons. In general,

t)nce a migrant landed on Paximada it

would remain there until dusk or night-

fall, staying in the shrubs near the

ground and tlying as little as possible.

Some birds were so frightened by

the presence of so many falcons that

their behavioral response was quite dif-

ferent from their normal antipredator

behavior. Once, when walking to my
observation post, I saw a large red bill

protruding from a small cleft. It was a

Eurasian golden oriole hiding from the

falcons. This bird nests and feeds in the

canopy of European forests. To my
knowledge it never enters any hole or

crevice in its breeding habitat. And 1

once saw a hoopoe pressing itself

against a vertical clitf for at least thirty

minutes, moving only its head. This

extreme aniiraptor response was very

functional since it made the migrant

inconspicuous. Whenever migrants

followed one or several of the above

unusual tactics they had an excellent

chance of leaving the falcon colony

unharmed during the following night.

Because of migration patterns,

Eleonora's falcon preys predominantly

on just a few species. The total migra-

tion density and number may therefore

be less relevant than the numbers of the

dominant prey species. Unfortunately,

few, if any, estimates exist of the total

migration population of such birds as

shrikes and warblers. Analysis of prey

data suggests that shrikes make up
more than 10 percent of the falcon's

bird diet. This would mean that the es-

timated worlil population of 4,4(K)

pairs ot l-.leoiior.is l.ilcon would take

well over l(K),(XM) shrikes out of the

migration. .Such figures may come
close to one percent of the total popula

tion of a dominant prey species.

(here can tx- little doubt, however,

that Ihe impact of iileonora's falcon on

bird migr.ition as a whole is negligible.

We can probably safely slate that the

falcons capture on the average fewer

than one out ot every thousaiul mi

grants Such a predation rale is insig-

nificant when compared with the other

factors ih.it .illect the prev species' per-

ilous migration from l-.uropc lo Ihcir

Afric.in winter quarters. D
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The Once

and Future

Planetary Rings

Some speculation concerning the

prevalence of this phenomenon

within the solar system

More than fifty years elapsed be-

tween the discovery of Saturn's rings

in 1610 by Galileo and the correct in-

terpretation of what they were by Huy-

gens, the Dutch astronomer and physi-

cist. From that time until just two years

ago, the Saturnian rings were consid-

ered to be unique in the solar system.

With the discovery of the rings of

Uranus in March 1977, Saturn seem-

ingly lost its uniqueness, but the ring

systems of the two planets appear to be

quite different.

Saturn's rings are principally two

broad bands, easily visible even in a

small telescope. They are believed to

consist of a myriad of small, centime-

ter-sized snowballs made of contami-

nated water ice. The rings of Uranus,

on the other hand, are inconspicuous

narrow bands (at least nine in number),

which were detected only by means of

sophisticated astronomical techniques.

They seem to be made of fewer and

possibly larger particles, which are

definitely not snowballs since they are

black. According to recent estimates,!

the ring particles of Uranus reflect les^

than 5 percent of incident sunlight. In

contrast, those of Saturn are believed

to reflect 60 percent or more.

Is it possible that all giant planets

once had rings? This question is raised

because Saturn's rings may be nearing

the end of their existence. Planetary

scientist James Pollack of NASA's

Ames Research Center has calculated

that the rings' ice particles are being

eroded away on time scales that are

short—hundreds of millions of years

—

in comparison with the age of the solar

system—about 4.5 billion years.

The particles are being chipped

away by a process known as sputter-

ing, rather than being lost by evapora-

tion. The latter is ineffective because

the temperature of the ring particles is

so low—about 90° K, or -297°F—as

measured by infrared radiometry. At
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such temperatures ice is essentially

stable against ordinary thermal evapo-

ration even if evaporating into a near

vacuum such as space.

In sputtering, a particle hits a surface

with enough energy to knock out one

or more molecules in billiard-ball fash-

ion. The colliding particle can be a mi-

crometcoroid, an electron, or a pho-

ton—anything with a lot of energy, in

Saturn's vicinity, sputtering is due to

micrometeoroids, to the electrons and

protons making up the solar wind, and

even to ultraviolet photons from the

sun.

Obviously, the rate at which ring

particles are being destroyed is diffi-

cult to estimate with great accuracy,

but they arc being whittled away and

will not last forever. On the basis of

radar echoes and other radio data, the

ring particles today are believed to be

a few centimeters across on the

average. Ihus, according to the esti-

mated erosion rates, the particles are

shrinking rapidly and must have once

been much bigger than they are today.

Pollack estimates that erosion proc-

esses at the orbit of Saturn have been

p»)werful enough lo remove ice balls as

big as many meters in diameter since

Ihc solar system formed

We may therefore be looking iu)w at

the heavily abraded cores of much
larger original snowballs, and perhaps

witnessing the linal stages of life for

Saturn's rings. If this is so, it is reason-

able lo ask whether other planets have

previously had rings and also whether

Saturn has always had rings.

On the latter point. I'ollack has sug-

gested that .Saturn's rings may have
formed rather recenllv. perhaps mil

lions of years ago. but will not last

much longer. Various schemes have
been proposed for the formation of

rings in the recent past lirst. it is pos-

sible that a large icy object (either a

comet or a satellite) happened to stray
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SO close to Saturn that it was pulled

apart by the planet's tides. Second,

there could have been a collision of two

such objects near Saturn. In either

case, at distances close enough to Sat-

urn, the ditterential tidal pull of the

planet would be greater than the mutual

attraction of the pieces of debris; the

fragments would then separate and

never re-form the big object. The dis-

tance within which this phenomenon
occurs is called the Roche limit, and

in the case of Saturn it is about two

planetary radii (72,000 miles). In other

words, the rings seen today lie within

Saturn's Roche limit.

It is more common, however, to

argue that the rings of Saturn are "pri-

mordial," that is, they took shape at

about the same time as the planet and

the rest of its satellites. According to

this view, residue—probably in the

configuration of a disk—was left over

in the planet's equatorial plane follow-

ing Saturn's formation. The material in

the disk outside the Roche limit could,

and did, accrete and grow into large

satellites. Within the Roche limit a

large satellite could not accumulate

and the material remained in the form

of scattered debris—the rings visible

today.

If all major planets originally started

out with material left over within their

respective Roche limits, then all would

have had ring systems early in their

histories. The fact that some major

planets no longer show these rings

could be explained by the proposition

that the particles have by now been vir-

tually eroded away or, alternatively,

have been destroyed by some other

mechanism.

In the case of Jupiter, the largest of

the planets, a powerful removal

process can be invoked. There is good

evidence, both theoretical (derived

from models of Jupiter's evolution)

and observational (based on the change

with distance from Jupiter in the chem-

ical composition of the planet's four

big satellites, those discovered by Gal-

ileo), that Jupiter went through an

early, very luminous phase, in which

for the first several million years it was

much hotter than it is today. At that

point in its evolution Jupiter was col-

lapsing under gravity, thereby radiat-

ing a large amount of heat, which in-

creased temperatures in the planet's vi-

cinity relative to those found today.

For now, the sun is the only impor-

tant external heat source in the neigh-

borhood of the Galilean satellites,

whereas earlier, Jupiter also delivered
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significant amounts of energy. The
chemical compositions of the Galilean

satellites suggest that temperatures

within the Roche limit of Jupiter were

so high that water ice (as well as other

ices, including frozen ammonia and

methane) would have vaporized, thus

accounting for the lack of rings made
up of icy particles around Jupiter

today.

Although the temperatures in the vi-

cinity of Jupiter were hot enough to

vaporize ice, they were almost cer-

tainly too low to vaporize rock. Since

the hypothetical ice particles surely

contained some rocky material, one

must therefore wonder what happened

to this component. If the rocky compo-
nent consisted of very small par-

ticles—one centimeter or less in diam-

eter—such material would have been

removed by the so-called Poynting-

Robertson effect, the drag produced by

the pressure of sunlight on tiny grains,

which in this case makes them spiral

gradually into Jupiter. In addition, the

lethal radiation in the Jovian Van Allen

belts, which threatened the viability of

the Pioneer spacecraft, may have de-

stroyed the larger particles.

One can in this manner explain the

current absence of a ring system for

Jupiter, even if rings were initially a

common feature of all major planets at

the time of their origin. However, the

idea that all the outer planets started off

with icy rings involves serious di-

lemmas. It is far from clear that the

Jovian mechanism would work for a

planet such as Neptune, which is much
smaller than Jupiter and is not believed

to have gone through any substantial

overluminous phase during its early

evolution.

Therefore , while the absence of such

rings from Jupiter can be understood,

it is difficult to argue that Saturn has

not yet destroyed its rings although

Uranus and Neptune have already

eliminated the icy components of

theirs. Since Uranus and Neptune are

much farther away from the sun than

Saturn is, the sputtering discussed

above is expected to be less severe in

their vicinity than near Saturn. We can-

not be sure whether Neptune has a ring

system at the present time. It certainly

does not have one as prominent as that

of Saturn, yet it could have one as in-

conspicuous as that of Uranus. Future

occultation observations, such as those

used to discover the rings of Uranus,

may resolve the issue.

Although Uranus does have rings,

they are unlikely to be made of ice
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mathematics. He takes the reader

from simple cminting to trigo-

nometry and calculus, empha-
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math. Humorously written.
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^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfictlon.

Ail authors, *ub|ect». Name the book—we'll

find iti (Title alone is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 69

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS

Wanted Book manuscripts in all fields Expert

editing, design, manulacture, and marketing-

all under one roof. Two FREE books (over

270 pages) give complete details

Wnle or phone DepI 779D .

EXPOSITION PRESS, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801
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For theTravel
Experience of a

Lifetime... Join a

DiscoveryTour to

the Middle East

September 19 to October 5, 1979

Visit the glorious sites of ancient Egypt,

the Holy Places m Israel, the archeologi-

cal treasures at Kurium on Cyprus and at

Ephesus. See the magnificent cathedral

of Hagia Sophia, and stroll through the

exotic bazaars of Istanbul.

Travel in the company of Museum
scientists and scholars. Let Egyptolo-

gist Cyril Aldred heighten your under-

standing of the Pyramids, the Valley of

the Kings, the temple complex at Karnak.

Learn about celestial navigation from

Thomas D. Nicholson, astronomer and
Director of the l\yiuseum. See the ancient

city of Kurium along with David Soren, an

archeologist who has worked at the site

for several years. Expand your knowledge
of birds with John Bull, a distinguished

ornithologist. Listen as Norman Newell, a

specialist in paleontology and geology

talks about Greece and Turkey, and enjoy

the insights that classicists, R. M. Ogilvie

and Barry Cunliffe can provide.

A combination of relaxation «nd learn-

ing in a unique travel adventure. Your

home for this exceptional voyage is the

m.t.s Orpheus. Normal occupancy is 300
passengers, but for this special cruise,

only 200 will be on board. Rates per

person, two in a cabin, are $2473 to

$3623 and S2973 to $4023 for single-

cabin occupancy. Round-trip air fare.

New York to Athens, is approximately

$523. The cabin rates include a contri-

bution of $350 to the Museum
For more information call (212) 873-

1 440 or fill out the coupon below.

Ron Valenle
Discovery Tours
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79lh Street

New York, N.Y. 10024
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since, as mentioned earlier, the par-

ticles are very dark. There is no reason

to suspect that Uranus had as luminous

an early history as did Jupiter, or to

claim that Uranus, but not Saturn, got

hot enough to boil away the ice of its

ring particles. Accordingly, if it were

true that all major planets were origi-

nally surrounded by icy rings, it is very

difficult to understand why Uranus and

Neptune are not surrounded by such

rings today. One suggestion is that per-

turbations from Mimas, the nearby Sa-

turnian satellite, trap the ring particles,

thereby accounting for their unusual

longevity.

Another possibility is that all ring

systems are short-lived, at least on the

time scale of billions of years. In this

model, Saturn and Uranus have rings

now only because they were produced

recently from the tidal disruption of a

body that by chance strayed too near

the two planets. In this view, the mate-

Get toknow hiswhole family.
From the first Asian ancestors of homo sapiens to the

development of today's rich tapestry of Pacific cultures,

here is the story of vast civilizations that were, until

recently, unknown in the West. Their arts, the beliefs

they honored with monoliths and other monuments

—

two million years and 9600 miles of history are

recreated in this sumptuously illustrated volume.

MANS CONQUESTOF
JHE PACIFIC

The Prehistory of

SoutheastAsia

and Oceania

PeterBeDwood
' With 277 illustrations,

including 27 in color;

oversize format; $29.95

.^ ^\.^yOXFORD
fUNIVERSITY PRESS

Wf 200 Madison Avenue
j^New York. N.Y. lOOlo

rial in the Uranus rings is dark and not

icy because the parent body that frag-

mented may have been made of car-

bonaceous chondrites—a common
composition for non-icy small bodies

at distances from the sun greater than

about 2.5 astronomical units (an AU is

the mean radius of the earth's orbit,

about 93 million miles).

The possibility that ring systems

may be forming, and even disappear-

ing, on time scales of less than five

billion years, while possibly startling,

is not absurd. Although it seems static

on the human time scale, the structure

of the solar system is evolving.

Even though Neptune may not have

a ring system today, we may, with

some certainty, predict that it will

probably develop one in the next 100

million years. Of Neptune's two un-

usual satellites, Nereid and Triton,

only the latter is important for our

story. It is the innermost and evidently

a large satellite, almost certainly big-

ger than our moon. Triton is in a retro-

grade orbit, that is, it revolves around

Neptune in a direction opposite to the

rotation of the planet. This is an un-

stable situation. It was shown in 1966

that Triton is spiraling into Neptune

and will crash into the planet within

100 million years or so. On its way in,

the satellite will probably be broken

apart by tidal stresses from Neptune,

and fragments of what once was Triton

will then ring the planet. Mutual colli-

sions among the fragments will grind

down the original pieces and produce

a whole array of particle sizes, some
large but many small. These will sur-

vive for a moderately long time—hun-

dreds of million to billions of years

—

and give Neptune the most magnificent

rings that any planet in our solar system

has ever had.

The formation of planetary ring sys-

tems by the destruction of satellites

close to their parent planets may not be

an entirely uncommon process in the

evolution of the solar system. For ex-

ample. Mars may also be on its way
to becoming a ringed planet. Its inner-

most satellite, Phobos, is known to be

orbiting Mars faster than the planet ro-

tates. This means that, like Triton, it

also is being pulled into its parent

planet by tides. Within 50 to 100 mil-

lion years Phobos should disappear, ei-

ther falling into the planetary surface

or breaking up beforehand because of

the diflerenlial pull of Martian tides.

Phobos is already within the Roche

limit of Mars, but since it is a solid

body, it is still strong enough to resist



the tidal forces. From the Viking mis-

sions, we know that Phobos is made of

a material similar to that found in car-

bonaceous chondrites, which are easily

fragmented and ver> dark. One can

predict that Phobos will indeed break

up into innumerable small chunks and

there will be a ring around Mars as dark

as those around the planet Uranus.

Since the time scales for the demise of

Triton and Phobos are comparable, it

is interesting to speculate whether

Neptune or Mars will win the race to

be the next ringed planet of our solar

system.

The future fate of Triton and Phobos
may have already been experienced by

other satellites in the past. Ft)r in-

stance, is it possible that Venus may
have once had a temporary ring sys-

tem? A number of theories have been

advanced to explain why two planets

as similar as Venus and Earth are not

both accompanied by moons. One
view is that the earth is anomalous,

having quite accidentally captured a

very large stray object long ago. An-
other speculation, credited to coauthor

Joseph Burns, is that Venus originally

had a moon, but its lifetime was limited

since the planet's slow spin causes sat-

ellites to be dragged into the planet by

tides, as in the cases of Triton and
Phobos. In other words, even if Venus
started out with a satellite like our

moon, the object would have crashed

into the planet long ago or broken up
on its way into the planet, giving rise

lo a temporar> ring system around

Venus. .Since this satellite should have
consisted entirely of rock> material,

one must then explain the disap-

pearance ol this hypothetical ring

debris. .Sputtering, especially that due
lo micrometeoroid erosion, might be

invoked, but radiation pressure and the

Poynting Robertson drag would be

more ctlective. Some support for the

loss of satellites in this way comes
from the lact that Mercury, which is

not currenil) seen lo have a m«H)n, is

another slowly spminiig planet.

As we have indicated, no matter
how ring swiems .irise. they cventu-
ully erode awa> and much ol the debris

is lost lo the parent body (iahleo may
accordingly have only been premature
in asking, "Has Saturn devoured his

ownchildren ' " when m 1612 its rings

seemed lo disappear upon being seen
edge on.

Pl(invi(ir\ scicniisis hncph Veverkii
unit Joseph A. Hunts are associate

professors «/ Cornell Universilv.
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The Franklin Mint Record Society presents

the ultimate private library of recorded music

A unique collection of the greatest performances ever recorded,

selected by an international panel of music authorities

and presented on 100 records of superb proof quality.

ENJOY THE FIRST RECORDS IN YOUR HOME FOR 14 DAYS FREE.

or the first time in history, the

world's greatest works of music
—and the greatest recorded

I
performances of those works—

I

have been brought together in

» one unique collection of dis-

tinctively high-quality records. Truly the ulti-

mate collection of fine recorded music.

These are the supreme masterpieces of

man's musical genius, performed by the most
outstanding artists of the century. Together,

they form a record library unprecedented—
and unsurpassed— in the entire history of

music. And by acting promptly, you have

the opportunity to examine the first records

in this superb collection /or 14 days free.

The greatest music—and the greatest

performances

An international panel of renowned music
authorities was appointed to participate in

the selection of these great recordings. This

distinguished panel considered countless re-

cordings of each of the greatest works of

music— a momentous task.

For instance, members of the panel re-

viewed 24 recordings of Beethoven's 7th

Symphony and chose the one recording they

considered superior to all others: Toscanini

with the New York Philharmonic.

From 30 great recordings of Tchaikovsky's

Nutcracker Suite, the panel selected the

one greatest performance: Arthur Fiedler

and the Boston Pops.

Similarly, the recordings of other great

symphonies, concertos, sonatas, rhapsodies,

ballet and vocal music were reviewed and

the most outstanding performance in each

instance recommended.

The creation of this definitive collection

has been made possible through the cooper-

ation of leading record companies both here

and abroad. And now. The 100 Greatest

Recordings of All Time is being issued by

The Franklin Mint Record Society.

Among the works chosen for this collection

are immortal masterpieces by Beethoven,

Brahms, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Schubert,

Rachmaninoff, Debussy, Verdi— performed
by such superb artists as Vladimir Horowitz,

Jascha Heifetz, Enrico Caruso, Van Cliburn,

Isaac Stem, Artur Rubinstein, Leontyne Price

— with the world's great orchestras under the

direction of Toscanini, Ormandy, Bernstein,

Stokowski, von Karajan.

In every sense, the ultimate private library

of recorded music— to be cherished for a

lifetime, and presented as a legacy to later

generations.

Superb proof-quality recordings

Each record is exceptional for its clarity and
tonal quality— capturing the beauty of to-

day's finest performances and of the historic

performances of the past. Indeed, the re-

cordings of legendary greats such as Caruso
andPonselle have been remarkably improved

by electronically removing imperfections in

the earlier recordings.

A superior vinyl material, containing its

own anti-static element, is used in the pro-

duction of these records. This special ma-
terial, and the process by which the pressing

is made, results in a record that is more
rigid, durable and resistant to dust. A record

that has true fidelity, clearer sound quality

and a long life.

To further assure their quality, the records

are pressed in a special "clean room" similar

to the facility in which The Franklin Mint

produces its flawless proof-quality coins and
medals. In this atmosphere-controlled clean

room, the most meticulous attention is paid

to the pressing of the records. And the rec-

ords are carefully inspected to make certain

that the full quality of each original record-

ing is faithfully preserved.

Together, these important features enable

the Society to create a collection of proof-

quality records— records that offer greater

clarity of sound, and are quieter and clearer.

Library cases of exceptional luxury

To match the quality of these great record-

ings, custom-designed library cases are pro-

vided for all 100 records. Each case holds

two long-playing 12" records. The fifty li-

brary cases created for this collection are

designed especially to complement the beau-

tiful recordings they protect. Each case is

sturdily hardbound and attractively designed.

And the spine of each case is gold-stamped

with the identification of the type of music

to be found on the two records inside.

These library cases also include specially

written and illustrated commentaries dis-

cussing the great masterpieces and their

composers, and providing fascinating back-

ground on the orchestras and artists.

Thus, you will enrich your understanding

of great music— and you will introduce your I

entire family to a world of pleasure and cul

tural satisfaction.

Enjoy the first records for 14 days FREE

By special arrangement, the first library case

is available to you for 14 days free. It houses

two records featuring the Nutcracker Suite

conducted by Arthur Fiedler, Bizet's Carmen
Suite conducted by Charles Munch, and the

New World Symphony under the baton of

Arturo Toscanini. Only if you are delighted

need you pay for these records, and then you

will receive two new records each month, at

the guaranteed price of just $9.75 per record.

If not satisfied, return the records— you'll be

reimbursed the shipping charge and your

subscription will be canceled.

To take advantage of this special free ex-

amination offer, mail your application to The

Franklin Mint Record Society, Franklin

Center, Pennsylvania by April 30, 1979.
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

Shellfish Desire
Mussels are cheap, abundant, and a

good source oj protein

Q. When is a bivalve like a bicep?

A. When it's a mussel.

Wait. Do not throw away this maga-
zine. That atrocious pun is not my
fault. It was thrust upon me by a pecu-

liar coincidence in the history of the

common name of Mytiliis edulis. that

delicious mollusk in the blue-black,

hinged double shell, which we call

mussel because the Romans called it

musculus. This is not just a hoary fact.

Musculus literally means "little

mouse"" (mus). Evidently, the house-

hold rodent and the edible coastal

shellfish struck the ancients as similar.

They apparently felt the same way
about mice and muscle since musculus

is also the direct antecedent of

"muscle"" and had already taken on

that meaning, at least metaphorically.

in the sense of force or vigor, in classi-

cal times. In the flexing of the bicep,

Romans saw an event that reminded

them of the movement of a mouse.

Fanciful, yes, but there is no arguing

with primitive perceptions. The
Romans did undoubtedly think of mice

when they first looked seriously at

mussels and muscles. In English, we
now make an orthographic distinction

between the two, but modern Italian

continues to reflect the ancient confu-

sion. It uses the same word, muscolo,

for thews and for mussels.

From the gastronomic (not to men-

tion the physiological) point of view,

there is no real confusion here at all.

When we eat mussels, we are eating

muscles (as well as other tissue). Ad-

ductor muscles hold the two shells of

the mussel tightly together. The cook's

job is to make those muscles relax so

that he or she can get at the little

"mouse"" inside.

This is not a diflicult task, once you

recall yourself to zoological reality and

expunge from your mind the notion

that there is any connection between

mussels and mice. Even the ancients'

knew that. Moreover, they understood

that the mussel is a fabulously deli-

cious shellfish, much simpler and safer

to deal with than clams and oysters be-

cause it is rarely eaten raw. And you

do not risk cutting off your fingers with

a knife while prying open tight-

clenched living mussels. Cooking

makes them open and has a partially

sterilizing effect.

Mussels are, nevertheless, not popu-

lar. In a nation that devours clams and

oysters with an abandon that has pro-

duced scarcity and high prices, our
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A Deluxe Limited Edition Book

Published in association with the
American Museum of Natural History

Text by Richard Brilliant

World Edition: 2,950

Prepublication/Museum Member Price: $125.00
After June 15, 1979: $150.00
Size: 11" x 13 ¥2"

Pages: 320

Illustrations: 178 color, 66 black & white

On August 24, A.D.79, Mt. Vesuvius erupted for the first time
in recorded history. Within 24 hours, the bustling trade town of

Pompeii was buried beneath 20 feet of volcanic ash and debris.

HISTORY OF THE EXCAVATIONS
Pompeii: AD 79 The Treasure of Rediscovery is the saga of

man's search for Pompeii's past— in the uncovering of its

artifacts, the restoration of its residences, and the reconstruction
of its life. It is, just as importantly, a recounting of the adventures
of the compelling personalities who led an unprecedented
expedition into the unknown world of a past civilization.

A PICTORIAL PANORAMA
Interwoven with the text is an unparalleled visual portrait of

Pompeii — the most comprehensive collection ever compiled on
the subject. It is a rich illustrative tapestry that traces the unfolding
drama of the rediscovery of the lost city in a kaleidoscope of

views and overviews, reconstructions and artistic interpretations,

engravings and etchings, and an unmatched photographic
display from that art's earliest beginnings to today's most
innovative color images.



A VOLUME OF HANDCRAFTED EXCELLENCE
Each book is bound in genuine leather, acknowledged the

world over as the true hallmark of binding excellence.

For both beauty and protection, all three exposed sides of each

page are fully edged in 22-karat gold. The endleaves are finished

with rich yet durable moire fabric in a harmonizing brown

shade that blends subtly with the book binding.

Each book contains a ribbon marker and is enclosed in a

triangular easel-like slipcase of matching moire fabric

distinctively designed to act as a supportive frame for your book

while exposing the gold-stamped spine.

The uncompromising dedication to excellence and discerning

attention to detail found in this volume — from the elegant book

design to the painstaking care in printing — will serve to

reinforce your satisfaction in owning a limited edition work of

superb execution and lasting importance.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXPERTISE
An acknowledged scholar and author of renown. Dr. Richard

Brilliant undertook the task of writing the text for Pompeii:

AD 79 after years of intensive research into the subject and more

than thirty visits to the site. His considerable knowledge and
forthright style combine to bring the story of Pompeii to life and

mstill you with the same all-consuming enthusiasm for the

subiect that he has himself. Dr. Brilliant is Professor of An History

and Archaeology at Columbia University.

AN ORIGINAL SECUNDA ENGRAVING
U) further enhance the relevance of this definitive statement

on Pompeii, an original engraving has been especially

commissioned for this publication from Arthur Sccunda.one of

the world's most respected and widely exhibited modern artists

Sccunda's work is displayed in the permanent collections of

itiaior galleries and museums worldwide
Each hand-colored engraving has been hand-initialcd and

numbered by the artist and carefully tipped into each book to

serve as a truly unique frontispiece. As a work of considerable

individual value, you may wish to have your engraving framed so

that you may enjoy it as a [x-rmanent addition to your art collection.

AN EXCLUSIVE LIMITED EDITION
Plea.se note that Pompeii: AD 79 is strictly limited in edition

to 2,950 volumes. Each volume bears the signature of the author.

Documentation signed by Murray R. Bowes, Publisher of

Volair Limited, attesting to the authenticity of the edition, is

included in each volume.

Your satisfaction with your purchase is completely guaranteed.

If for any reason whatsoever you are dissatisfied with your

purchase, simply return your book within 30 days for a prompt

refund or exchange. That's a promise.

The limited edition and peerless quality of this volume will

ensure its lasting value and your satisfaction. We believe that it

will continue to appreciate in worth and meaning, establishing

a personal heirloom that you and your family will treasure for

many generations to come.

To order by phone call Toll Free 800-,321-2l81.

In Ohio call 216-67.V3I10.

The American Museum of Natural Hiiiory
Special Publicaiions
Volair Limited
12(1 CoUcRC Street West
Kent. Ohio 14240

SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION
Please enter my subscription lor Pompeii: A.D. 7V. I understand
(hat my salltUciion ii completely guaranteed

-Zip.Stale
Please type or print. Wi ship via UPS, to auure proper delivery.

please provide a full street address.

I'jymcni Plan
; 1 Payment in full Enclosed is $12675 |$1I5 plus $1 7S

shippinji and handling)
n Extended payment plan. Enclosed is $64 25. please hill me

(or ihe balance of $62 SO upon shipment

Meihcxl ol remittance
L 1 Check or money order

Please make your check payable to Volair Limited
D Credit Card VISA MASTER CHARGEDAMERICAN

EXPRESS (Circle one)

nber . Exp. date .Card nur...^. __^^^^_^____^^_ — r
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complete information, send for free booklet W-82.
Vantage Press, 616 W. 34 St., New York 10001

mussel shoals flourish from relative in-

attention. During World War II, it is

true, the Gulf of Maine was actively

dredged and raked and tonged by com-
mercial mussel fishermen. There was
a worldwide scarcity of protein, and

mussels, with 65.3 grams of protein

per pound of shelled meat (hamburger

averages 81.2 grams per pound ) was an

excellent alternative source. But even

those wartime mussels were canned

and shipped to countries where people

love mussels.

Americans still turn up their noses

at M. edulis. This is nutritional and

ecological foolishness. Compared with

other shellfish, mussels are a superior

protein source and cost less because

they are so abundant. Moreover, they

do not compete with higher animals for

food since they consume only plank-

ton, which they filter from seawater.

But they are dirty. They come to us

encrusted with mud and have a hairy

beard (byssus), which extends in a

scraggly tress from an opening be-

tween their shells. Inside, they are

sandy, and they often produce small

pearls of no value that make people

fear for their teeth.

These are not insuperable problems.

A healthy person armed with a stifl

wire brush or a copper scouring pad

can clean mussels with about the same
speed that he can shuck corn. Pulling

ott' the beards is a satisfying maneuver
suitable for the entertainment of small

children, who can be inveigled into

doing it themselves. Soaking requires

only the knowledge that it is neces-

sary—and a basin of water. Pearls are

a trivial and infrequent hazard. The
odd thing is that all these drawbacks

would be virtually eliminated if more
Americans ate mussels. The wild beds

would be depleted, and it would be-

come profitable to farm "clean" mus-
sels through systematic aquaculture.

This is easy to do and is common
practice in northern waters all over the

world. In May and June, the time of

their natural spawn, mussel larvae at-

tach themselves to any suitable sub-

strate. Collecting infant mussels, or

spat, on ropes or rafts or stakes is cheap

and uncomplicated. In Spain, in deep

bays not unlike those of the Maine
coast, 5,500 square feel of raft surface

yields 5,060 tons of mussels. An acre

of seawater will produce 108,000

pounds of mussels a year or 20,000

pounds of high-grade protein. When
they are allowed to develop in a three-

dimensional space, suspended from

the sea bottom, mussels grow larger

and faster. Aquaculture maximizes
their access to food in the water and

protects them from bottom-dwelling

predators, such as snails, starfish, and

crabs. Aquacultured mussels are also

cleaner. Their beards are smaller and

can be removed more easily, with less

trauma to the byssal gap, so that less

of their delicious liquor escapes. Aqua-

cultured mussels do not get clogged

with mud, and they do not appear to

grow pearls. Somehow, aquaculture

prevents mussels from acquiring the

small parasites called Gyinnophallus

whose presence provokes the growth

of pearls.

With so many things to recommend
it, mussel aquaculture caught on in

Europe long ago. It dates to the thir-

teenth century, when an Irishman

named Walton noticed that mussels at-

tached to stakes set into the bottom of

the ocean at the low-tide mark grew

bigger and sweeter. Today, in France,

these stakes, or bouchots, are a major

source of mussels. In the United

States, however, mussel aquaculture is

still a new wrinkle. Americans need to

develop an appetite for these bivalves

before mussel farming can turn into big

business. Meanwhile, they lie there by

our shores, ready for casual harvest.

At Montauk Point, toward the end

of last summer, I was walking on the

sand, clambering over rocks, collect-

ing pebbles, and watching the surf fish-

ermen casting fecklessly for fish that

wouldn't bite, when the steely glint of

mussels caught my eye. Collecting

several dozen in our pockets and shirts,

my companion and I brought them

home, cleaned them, and then grilled

them over a wood fire until their shells

opened. The wood imparted its flavor

to the mussel meat, which remains

juicy and, of course, absolutely fresh.

My second favorite recipe for mus-

sels involves slightly more effort.

Monies mariniere is a classic fisher-

man's preparation that involves steam-

ing mussels in a big pot over a small*

amount of white wine containingj

onions, butter, and seasonings. Fofj

two quarts of mussels, you need a cup*

of wine. The mussels open after five

or ten minutes. The cooking liquid

makes a fine sauce all by itself. Done

this way, the mussels and liquid can be

served together from the cooking pot

Or, more elegantly, you can shell the|

mussels and thicken the sauce wit

cream and/or egg yolks. The mussels:

can be served separately, hot or cold.

And the thickened, creamed liquid

makes a fine soup that can be further

i



refined with saffron or curry powder.

Some people make a mock-snail

dish with mussels, stuffing the mussels

in snail shells and covering them with

the garlic butter used with snails.

Mussels can be skewered with bacon

and broiled. They fry beautifully when
breaded or when coaled with yeast or

beer batters. Italians open them raw,

discard one shell, and sprinkle them

with grated cheese, parsley, minced

garlic, and a little olive oil before run-

ning them under the broiler.

Mussels lend themselves beautifully

lo fish soups. A bouillabaisse pari-

sienne is a bouillabaisse with mussels

in it. Mussels go well on pizzas. And
they make a brilliant addition to pasta.

Prepare the mussels as for moules

muhniere and keep them hot. Use
some of the mussel cooking liquid in

the pasta cooking liquid, and add the

rest of the mussels lo the finished

drained pasta.

Not all mussel cookery is so simple

and unpretentious. I recently ale a very

sophisticated mussel soup with saffron

at an elegant restaurant, and it was the

best dish of the evening. Among the

really arduous mussel recipes is the

old-fashioned French method of stuff-

ing raw mussels. You pry them half

open, spoon in the stuffing mixture,

then lie each one up with siring and

UKik Ihem in wine or tomato sauce.

Haute cuisine coals mussels with

various sauces and compound butlers.

But the most interesting mussel ideas

I know come from ihe great French

C(H)kbiH)k of All Hab (see below) and
from the seaside lialian town of Versi-

lia, where they lightly saute mussels in

Ihe half shell (turned over, so that the

shells are on lop) in a sauce of oil. vine-

gar, parsley, and cognac for five min-

utes, ihen pour in beaten, seasoned

eggs, which are then cooked as for a

Iniiaia ("omelet"'). Some egg has to

be pushed under each mussel. When it

is cooked, and if ihe ciK)k has been
careful lo arrange the mussels in a

single layer. Ihe jniiiiici presents a

beautiful conlrasi of black and yellow .

Mussel dishes of all kinds are ap-

pearing more frequently on menus and
should help lo promote a general inter

est in \J\iilii\ cili4li\. l,ogic, necessity,

and giM)d taste all point in the same
direction, toward a national cra/e lor

mussels. Hul if it occurs, history will

merely be repeating itself. Shell mid
dens found al C'.ilalma Island. Califor

nia, show that aborigm.il .\meric.iiis

first ale up all the available abalone,
Ihen turned to mussels. That fact ought

to remove the last barrier to mussel ac-

ceptance—.xenophobia. These mol-

lusks are not a foreign notion; they are

primordial native food, as American as

Yankee Doodle's macaroni.

Ali Bab's Su^arelle de Mouies
(Adapted from Ali Bab's

Encyclopedia of Practical

Gastronomy)

4 anchovies

7 tablespoons butter

3 quarts mussels

I medium clove garlic, minced

1 medium onion, finely chopped

7 tablespoons tomato puree

I '/2 cups dry, sifted bread crumbs
soaked in milk, drained, and
pressed dry

Salt

Pepper

Paprika

7 tablespoons heavy cream

2 egg yolks

1

.

Pound the anchovies with 3'/^ table-

spoons of the butter and force

through a sieve. Reserve.

2. Scrub the mussel shells with a wire

brush or copper scouring pad. De-

beard them. Soak them in salted

water for 15 minutes. Discard any

mussels thai are notably heavy or

that can be easily opened.

3. Put the mussels in a saucepan with

Vi of Ihe garlic and toss them over

high heat until they open. Remove
them from their shells, but set aside

a few in iheir half shells.

4. Over high heat, slightly reduce the

mussel juices left in the pan. Strain,

let sediment settle, and then decani

Ihe clear liquid. Reserve.

5. In 2 tablespoons butter, saute onion

and remaining garlic until onion

turns translucent. Stir in anchovy

bulfer. tomato puree, bread

crumbs, sail, pepper, and paprika.

Now add enough mussel water lo

make a lairlv ihin sauce. Simmer
for I.S to 20 minutes.

6 Just before serving, thicken the

sauce with the cream and the egg

yolk. Whisk together and heal until

Ihe egg yolk thickens, stirring Ci)n-

slanlly. Do not boil.

7 Add Ihe mussels and the rest of (he

butter. Heal up for an instant and

serve on a dish garnished with the

mussels on the half shell.

Yield: four servings.

Raymond Sokolov is a freelance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.
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Pioneer X will pass Pluto s orbit and leave the

solar system In case the capsule is intercepted

t>y extraterrestrial beings there is a plaque car-

rying an ingeniously designed coded message
indicating its origin

This plaque has been reproduced in solid brass

with the message engraved on one side, the de-

coding engraved on the opposite side

The plaque is also available in a solid brass

buckle & T Shirts Please specify size

T Shirt $6 50

Belt BucKie $14 92

Buckle with antique Drown bell $21 92

Brass & Plexiglass Plaque $24 92

New Jersey residents add 5'~> sales tax

P.O. Box D. Dept. N
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small plant & animal life.
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Art

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL ARTS Bark Paintings,

Totems, Boomerangs, Fiberwofk Traditional $50 to

$500 P OB 24592, Tampa, FL 33623

HANDCARVED, WOODEN GUATEMALAN Tribal

Masks Primitive/grotesque Approximately 6" x 12"

$15 postpaid Also, superb barracuda machetes
from El Salvador with ornate, handcrafted leather

sheaths $16 postpaid Pan Imports, Dept NH, Box
235, Keene, NH 03431

I LIKE IT WILD® , Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers Send stamped envelope Wilderness
Dreams®, Box 4455-N, Shawnee Mission, KS
66204

IROQUOIS GAJESA MASK, hand-braided cornhusk,
16", $32 McCoy Imports, Cold Spring Road, Liberty,

NY 12754

LOST ART REVISITED. Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2 Nerve Distributors, Dept, H, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

PRAIRIE FALCON WOODCUT 12" x 17", hand-
printed original, $15 Description available Roberta
Meyer, 2333 De Lavina, Santa Barbara, CA 93105

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS Color catalogue $2
(refundable first purchase) Bernardo, 2400 West-
heimer #108W(NH), Houston, TX 77098

Astronomy

SUNLIGHT SUMMARY. A unique, personalized pub-
lication, explains fully the astronomical basis for

sunrise, sunset, and twilight events you observe
daily Includes 12 pages of event times generated
by computer lor your latitude and longitude Appen-
dices on Gregorian calendar and Milankovitch

cycles of glaciation vi + 90 pp By Roger L, Mans-
field. To order, send $12 to Astronomical Data Serv-
ice, 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado Springs, CO 8091

7

Audio Equipment

CUSTOM CASSETTE RECORDERS 4-track, half-

speed Cassettes last four times as longi Also Time
Compression listen double speed without pilch

change Free catalogue SFB Products, Box N-385,
Wayne, PA 19087

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS, 1888-1979 Any
issue, maps, send wants Buxbaum Geographies,
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fiction, nonficlion and poetry Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication " Write Dorrance & Company.
Dept AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects

invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report Carlton Press, Dept NHD, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York 10011

Books

BEST BUYS IN BOOKS lor scholars, collectors and
others For individualized free lists send subjects and
authors of interest lo Book Service, 348 East Troy,

Indianapolis, IN 46225

FINE BOOKS—BARGAIN PRICES Antiques. Art, Na-
ture, Cookbooks, more Send lor free catalogue
Bookcasi, Box 1 156SMS, Fairfield, CT 06430

FREE BOOK CATALOGUE Birds, Fishes, Shells, Sea
Mammals Reptiles, Geology, Paleontology, Mexico
Travel & Anthropology, Math, Physics, Engineering
Tolliver's Books 1634-NN Stearns Drive, Los An-
geles, CA 90035

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock.

PAB, 2918 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609)344-
1943

"MAYA ART, ARCHITECTURE. AND ARCHAEOL-
OGY," Tikal. Copan and ancient ruins of Guatemala.
El Salvador, Honduras, Belize, by Nicholas Hellmuth,

based on 14 years' explorations, mapping, excava-
tions and photography throughout Central America
Includes wild animals and birds pictured on 8th cen-
tury lunerary paintings, reviews causes of collapse
of Mayan civilization Hardcover, 214 pages (large

size lot dramatic display of aerial photographs of an-
cient Tikal), lavishly illustrated (over 340 site maps,
temple-pyramid drawings, photographs) $25 from
Foundation lor Latin American Anthropological Re-
search, 5 Conway Lane, St Louis, MO 63124

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology, Botany, Orni-

thology, Color Plate, etc Catalogues $1 Book Chest.
19 Oxford Place. Rockville Centre. NY 1 1570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS Over 4,000 bargain
books, all subjects Free catalogue Hamilton, 98-55
Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

Camps

CRYSTALAIRE CAMP in Northern Michigan's Dune
Country Coed, ages 9- 15 Wilderness trips, farm ani-

mal care, gardening, work projects, waterfront, cre-

ative arts Informal, non-competitive. individualized

program David N Reid, Cryslalaire, Frankfort. Ml
49635

Certificates

ScrxAlsC Certificates for
appreciation?,lictlix-

Call ocwit^ for fcec bcocHure-

.

AMES is ROLLINSON, INC.

^2l5PariiavgA.,Pgpt.- ; n.V.C.iooo3 •> -m-iooo

}

Collectors' Items

INDIANHEAD & Lincoln cents, 1883-1949. 33 dif-

ferent—$2 99 Silver "Ike" dollar—$4 50 Catalogue
25e Edel's. Carlyle. IL 62231

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS Colorful

collectibles Samples, approvals $1 MilMed, Box
297NH. Aurora, CO 80040

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLYi Write
today Freedelails Mineral of the Month, 13057-H14
California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Conservation

Buy Wilderness
Memberships {12 Full

Sustaining • Newsletter

THE WILDERNESS FUND, INC.
325 Pennsylvania Avenue, SE

Suite 200, Washington. D. C. 20003

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free' Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, D-1000 Berlin 11, Germany

Education

AUDUBON INSTITUTE OF DESERT ECOLOGY
Field Studies of the Sonoran Desert. May 3-6. Camp-
ing or dormitory facilities University credit. For bro-

chure Institute. 1642 N. Westridge Ave., Tucson, AZ
85705

DELPHI
INDIVIDUAL CURRICULUM ENROLLMENT ANYTIME

Hi-Standard, Gr K-12 coed boarding sctiool on 1 300 acres in

coastal Oregon. Compreliensive academic pgms using L. Ron
Hubbard's study mettlods. Proven success in basics. Iiuman-

ities. sciences. Summer. 9 & 1 2 mo. pgms. Non-discrim, Dean.

Delphian School PS. Sheridan OR 97378 / (S03) 843-3521.

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE; Two undergraduate
courses. 6 semester hours, fully univer-
sity-accredited, transferable Independent study
through Colorado Universities Consortium, Free bro-

chure. Continuing Education. University of Southern
Colorado. Pueblo, CO 81001

MAINE ISLAND ECOLOGY Marine biology, botany,

and ornithology on remote Maine Island For high

school students interested m environmental studies.

Staff-student ratio 1 5 Two sessions June 22 to July

lOand July 14 to August 1 Contact Dr Dennis Winl.

Academy of Natural Sciences. Nineteenth and the

Parkway. Philadelphia. PA 19103 Phone: (215)299-
1052

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY college and high

school accredited, small, self-regulated travel expe-
ditions for intensive study of nature, ecology, society,

and self Full year, semester, or summer Internships

available Audubon Institute. 950 Third Ave,, NY, NY
10022

SMOKY MOUNTAIN FIELD SCHOOL. Intensive

week-long summer workshops in the Great Smoky
Mountains National Park Includes Summer Birds,

Wildflower Identification, Management Problems.
Conservation Issues, and more Co-sponsored by
Smoky Mountains National Park and University of

Tennessee Continuing Education Division 2016
Lake Avenue. Knoxville, TN 37916 (615) 974-6688

STUDY BACKSTRAP WEAVING IN OTAVALO, Ecua-
dor this summer Two-week workshops taught by Mi-

guel Andrango and his cooperative, Tahuantinsuyo.

$550 complete Contact Charles Llewellyn. 2911
Monroe Avenue. Durham, NC 27707

ZION PARK SEMINARS—Summer. 1979 Series of

weekly seminars related to the geology, llora, and
fauna of Zion Park and Cedar Breaks Credit or non-

credit Write. Continuing Education, Southern Utah
Stale College, Cedar City, UT 84720

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU' 50,000
jobsi Latest information. $2 Auslco. Box 2069-NH,
LaPuente, CA91746

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP. Washington, DC
20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—NOW HIRINGi 68 countries! Ex-

citing high paying occupations Free transportation.

Latest computerized reports, $2 Transworld, Box
90802-NH, Los Angeles, CA 90009

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS Current school,

college openings—U S A $5 95, abroad $5 95,

Leading placement sources—U S A $3 95, abroad
$4 95 EISF, Box 662, Newton. MA 02162

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as teach-

ers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental projects

in Africa. Latin America, Asia, and the Pacific. Your
expenses paid, U S citizens only, singles & couplesj
An Equal Opportunity Program information Lindi

Friedman, Peace Corps T-36, Washington, DC 20521

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 cour

tries' Sampler. Five countries—$2 98 Free brochuri

Multinewspapers, Box DE-204, Dana Point, G
92629

Gourmet Interests

BEST ARGENTINIAN RECIPES—Flan, Empanadai
Locro, etc Booklet with 20 real culinary delights (

gourmet cooking to impress your friends! $2 post

paid Box 153
,
Leonia. NJ 07605

ORIGINAL TEXAS HILL COUNTRY Barbecue Sauce.

Send $1 for recipe Kanco, Box 391. Helotes. TX

78023

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" Buy 500,-

000 Items (including Jeeps) low as 2« on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 Surplus

Disposal. Box 19107-RP. Washington. DC 20036



J-E-E-P-S I $59 30' CARS ' $33 50' 450,000
Hems' Governmeni surplus' Most comprehensive di-

rectory available tells how. where to buy' Your area!

$2 00' Moneyback guarantee' Governmeni Inlorma-

lion Services. Dept DC-4, Box 99249, San Francisco.

CA 94109 (605 Market)

Mu«lc

KITS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos From $2 95 Finished dulcimers

from $23 95 Free catalogue 8665 West I3th Ave-
nue-NH, Denver. CO 80215

MUSIC BOXES Thoren disc and cylinder move-
menls Select walnut and cherry wooden boxes For

information send 25e to Bauer-Athey Crafts, P
Box 118. Cumberland. f^D 21502

RECORDS—TAPES' Discounts to 73%. all labels, no
purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend

certificates l(5o% guarantees Free details Discount

Music Club, 650 Mam St . Dept 25-0379, New Ro-
cheiie, NY 10801

Optic*

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bin-

oculars Since 1923 Alignment performed on our U S
Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars. "published in Audubon Mag-
azine Mirakel Optical Co ,

Inc
, 331 Mansion St

.

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars. Spotting

Scopes Free price lists Orders shipped prepaid
Sandan Associates. PO Box 1925. West Palm
Beach. FL 33402

LEITZ. ZEISS. BSL. BUSHNELL. SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large stock

Orders filled postpaid day received Birding. Box 5N.

Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Tom Manella. 61 Hoffman
Ave.Elmont. NY 11003

R— I Etfte

FREE 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2 600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency, Inc 2045-U Railway Ex-

Change Bidg
,
611 Olive St St Louis, MO 63101 Ph

Toii-F7ee i 800-821 -2599. Mo res ph Toil-Free

1-800-892 5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACRE'
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment op-
portunities' Government Land Buyer s Guide" plus

nationwide listings—$2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-
RP Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
A

, .i'i.ible lor two weeks or a month. July Ihrough Sep-
•' Everything provided for comfortable living in

of woods Please wnte Barllell Carry Club.
luppor Lake, NY 12986

SI JOHN, VI Hilltop vacation house Views,
beaches, simplicity, water sports, national park
JITS/week in season Koumans. 33 Valley Road. Ar-

MA 02174

Tours/Trips

'( L ISLAND. FLORIDA For rent 2-bdt .2balh
in magnificent gull beach Tennis, shelling.

lolf. wildlife sanctuary nearby as well as fine

, ind entertainment Elegant luxury at atforda-
I'HS EC Kerr.25886Heisheyvale. Franklin. Ml
.1(313)851-1030

Ratorta

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Out area is se-
clvxled and uncommercial Outstanding birdmg Ex-
cellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness
tor hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild Chin-
cahua Mountain climate year round Cottages apart
"Hsnis pool Free brochure, birdlist Cave Creek
Ranch Box F Portal, AZ 85632

ACTIVE PEOPLE—RELAXED LEARNING' Natural-

ist-led expeditions include Sea Islands Photo-
graphic Workshop, Dry Torlugas Snorkeling, High
Country Adventure Backpack Write for free sched-
ule Wilderness Southeast, Rte 3 Box 619-N. Savan-
nah. GA 31406

AFRICAN ADVENTURES—Follow Pygmy trackers in

to see gorilla and other wildlife. July Photograph
Kenya's incredible big game, July & August 6<pert

naturalists Adventures International, Dept N. 4421
Albert St . Oakland, CA 94619

ALASKA—Wild & Scenic River and Wilderness Trips

Small groups Box 81462, Fairbanks, AK 99708

ANNUAL (MAY 11th) WEEKEND OUTING—Califor-

nia Coastal Wilderness Unequaled biota, vistas, lec-

ture tours, cookouts. camaraderie $180 each (do)
Sur Sur Land Preserve. Box 622, Princeton. NJ 08540
(609) 452-8866

BACKPACKERS Mt Adams Wilderness Two
weeks—$350 Speelyai Bay Outfitters. 11112 Lewis
River Road. Ariel, WA 98603

BIRDS OF ECUADOR August 1-22, 1979 Ecuador's
1400 species make it one of the world's richest bird-

ing areas Spend 23 days in the Andean highlands,

on the Pacific coast and m the Amazon rainforest

guided by two expert naturalists Optional
Galapagos extension Write South American Wilder-

ness Adventures. 1 760-NB Solano Ave ,
Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415) 524-51 11

CULTURAL AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS New
Guinea, Easter Island, Galapagos, Mongolia, Pata-

gonia, Europe, Antarctica Expert lectures Small

escorted groups Society Expeditions, Dept NH.Box
5088. Seattle. WA 98105

ECUADOR NATURE
EXPEDITION

Extraordinary naturalist-led
tour includes 1 week in the
Galapagos Islands. 1 week in the
Andean highlands and 1 week in the
Amazon jungle. Aug 7-29. 1979

.V' !>• South American Wilderness Adventures
J7»0-NOSolino Av» .B«rli«l«y.CA94707|4lii524-51l

80 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas of the world Write for 64 page illustrated

catalogue (enclose S1 for First Class mail) Mountain
Travel. 1398-NH Solano. Albany CA 94706

FOUR CORNERS COUNTRY learning adventure Six

days exploring Anasazi-Navap-Hopi land with ecolo-

gist & anthropologist/archeologist as lecturers

Camping out m incomparable scenery June 1 1 from
Flagstatr Arizona Write Joan Middleton. 661 Arrayo.

Boulder City NV 89005

JAMES HENRY RIVER JOURNEYS Share in the

beauty and ecstasy of participatory Whitewater expe-
riences Paddle for the gusto on rivers of California.

Oregon. Idaho. Alaska Accredited natural history

river & backpacking expeditions Baia & Alaska sea
kayaking Whitewater school 1078 IvlH Keith. Berke-

ley CA 94708 (415) 525 6578

LUANGWA VALLEY AND THE KALAHARI DESERT
Photographic Safari The Luangwa holds the greatest

concentration of wildlife anywhere The Kalahari

offers wildlife plus an opporlunity to encounter the

fabled Kalahari hustimen See spectacular Victoria

Falls at Livingstone Brochure from Zambia Airways
One Rockoloilor Plaza New York, NY 10020

MEXICAN & CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPEDITIONS by
Wayne Mussing Whitewater Rafting. Horse Packing.

Backpacking, Overland Drives September through

May. 11120 Naphel Road Upper Falls MD 211S6
Phone (301)592 7247

NEW MEXICO Guided tours-wildllowers. birds,
prehistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch Silver

Cily. NM 88061 (505) 538 2538

PERUVIAN I
.

1979 Extrac :

penence the

unspoiled rcgiun u! :

Manu National Park .'

ness Adventurn<; 1
'•

CA 94707

128.
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, Idor-

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home' TravLlips.

163-09B594 Depot. Flushing, NY 1 1358

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflying—Jeeping—Raft-

ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re-

mote southwestern frontiers Geol-
ogy/Archeology/Botany Brochure P Box
945(NH), Santa Fe. NM 87501

TREKS TO PERU, NEW ZEALAND, KENYA, MEXICO
Camping equipment included Small groups Globe
Treks, Inc , 410-NH West 5th Ave , Hendersonville.

NC 28739 (704) 693-0724

TROPICAL ECOLOGY EXPEDITION Belize/Guate-
mala Study marine biology, remote Kekchi Indians,

rainforests. Mayan ruins, caves, cora' reefs, skin div-

ing, lungle exploration, wildlife photography, much
more $789 for 3 weeks July/August Grants, credits

IZE. 59 Beacon St . Boston, MA 02108

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, DAVIS. Wilderness
Extension programs 1-to 10-day trips led by experi-

enced faculty explore California. Canada. Alaska.

Oregon on foot, river, or horse Contact University

Extension. Box N. UC Davis. Davis. CA 95616 Phone
(916) 752-3098

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY EXPEDITION with re-

nowned wildlife photographer David Newman Sce-
nics. primitive peoples, plants, animals, caves, light-

ing techniques, macro, and instruction 3 weeks/Au-
gust, Belize, Guatemala. Mexico. $789 IZE. 59 Bea-
con St .

Boston. MA 02108

WILDLIFEVACATIONSinScotland. Orkney. Iceland

Write International Airmail Caledonian Wildlife Serv-

ices. Kingsmills Gardens. Inverness IV2 3LU. Scot-

land

YOU COULD HELP EXCAVATE a neolithic sile m
southern Italy record early Indian cave art in Califor-

nia, track monkeys m a Kenyan lorest. study the ecol-

ogy of Caribbean lizards, collect unusual plant spec-
imens in South America No previous experience
necessary Contact University Flesearch Expeditions

Program (NH). University of California, Berkeley. CA
94 720(415)642-6586

Wanted

MINERS LAMPS AND MINERS CANDLEHOLDERS.
all kinds grease lamp locarbKle Sears. 9i8Woodail

Lane, Huntsville, AL 35805

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun is among the stars of Pisces in early April,

moving eastward and northward each day; it crosses into Aries on the

19th. Its path across the sky at this time of year lengthens, moves higher

at a noticeable rate, and causes the rapid increase of daylight. This is

the season when we begin to observe that sunshine enters our northerly

facing windows in the early morning and late evening.

In April and again in May, the moon is an evening object at the

beginning of the month, quickly reaching first-quarter, and continuing

to brighten the early evening hours until full moon. Before midmonth,

however, the moon will rise at night, and early evening hours will be

dark, until very late in the month when the evening crescent moon

returns. Phases in April are: first-quarter on the 4th, full on the 12th,

last-quarter on the 19th, new on the 26th. Phases in May occur in the

same order but one day earlier. Apogee moon (farthest from the earth)

is on April 6 and May 4; perigee (nearest the earth) on April 22 and

May 18.

Stars and Planets Jupiter and Saturn are shown on the evening Star

Map this month. The other visible planets. Mercury, Venus, and Mars,

are morning objects, but are too close to the sun's direction to be easily

seen. You will find Jupiter well up in the south at dusk, setting about

midnight. Except for the moon, it is the brightest object in the evening

sky. Saturn is in the southeast after sunset and sets in the west before

dawn. It is near the bright star Regulus in Leo, to the east (left) of the

star and a bit brighter. Mercury and Mars are in the constellation Pisces

this month, Venus moves from Aquarius into Pisces, Jupiter is in

Cancer, Saturn in Leo, Uranus in Libra, Neptune in Ophiuchus, and

Pluto in Virgo. Uranus and Neptune are evening stars all month; Pluto

becomes a morning star on the 8th.

April 1: The moon is near Aldebaran, in Taurus, tonight. Earlier,

the moon covered the star (an occultation) over parts of Europe, Africa,

and Asia. Mercury and Mars are in conjunction.

April 4-5: The bright object near the moon these nights is Jupiter,

in Cancer. Mercury ends its retrograde motion on the 5th.

April 7-9: The moon passes Regulus and Saturn on the 8th. It is closer

to Regulus on the night of the 7th, to Saturn on the 8th and 9th.

April 21; Mercury is at greatest westerly elongation (to the right of

the sun), but rises late and quickly disappears into twilight.

April 22: The Lyrid meteor shower reaches maximum.

April 23-24: The moon occults Venus late on the 23rd and Mercury

between 6:00 and 7:00 a.m., EST, on the 24th. Venus can be seen

just to the moon's right after dawn on the 23rd. The occultation of

Mercury will be visible from most of North America (except the western

part) low and in the early morning sky.

April 28: The second occultation of Aldebaran this month occurs

tonight between 8:00 and 10:00 p. M . (depending on location). This one

is generally visible over North America during the early evening.

May 2: Jupiter is the bright object near the moon.

May 5: Mercury and Mars are again in conjunction. The Eta Aquarid

shower (up to 20 per hour, but fast and sometimes bright) reaches maxi-

mum. Saturn is the bright object near the moon.

May 9: Saturn ends its retrograde (westerly) motion. The planet will

separate to the east (left) from Regulus.

• Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:20 p.m. on April 1; 10:25 p.m. on April 15; 9:25 p.m.

on April 30; and 8:25 p.m. on May 15; but it can also be used for an hour

before and after those times.

I
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The fascinating

Puzzle Sculptures

of Berrocal

delight the eye,

intrigue the mind

Portrait of Michele

18 Elements, 4" High. $275

Pictured below are the 17 individuallv
sculpted elements of the puzzle that

together with the base, form the
complete sculpture.

Extremely handsome works of art when assembled, the

remarkable Mini Sculptures of Miguel Berrocal are also

challenging puzzles that can absorb one for countless

hours. The artist conceived and created a set of six Mini

Sculptures in the late Sixties. Each of them is a signed

and numbered, limited edition masterpiece composed
of 18 to 25 intricately sculpted elements that become an
elegant and ingenious puzzle.

Martin Gardner, Mathematical Games Editor of Sc;-

entific American said of Berrocal: "It is impossible to

appreciate the unique combination of values in Berroc-

al's sculpture— visual beauty, tactile pleasure, humor
and the intellectual stimulation of a three-dimensional

puzzle— until one has taken a Berrocal apart and put it

back together several times." Clearly, they are more fun

to own than the works of any other artist we know of.

The Mini Sculptures are meticulously cast and hand
finished in Berrocal's own sculpture foundry, and nick-

el plated to endure forever without tarnishing. Each
hasa"voidless" interior that is quite as beautiful as the

exterior and a strategically integrated gold filled finger

ring reflecting Berrocal's playful, evocative wit. For
example, in the ring pictured here

a sparkling aquamarine stone set on
a white enamel background forms

the hypnotic eye in the assembled
Portrait of Michele. And perhaps
Berrocal's most astonishing achieve-

ment is an immutable sequence for assembly and disas-

sembly to challenge the ability of the most dedicated

puzzle fancier. A comprehensive, fact-filled hardcover

instruction book accompanies each sculpture.

Berrocal has ascended rapidly through the ranks of in-

ternationally known artists and is now recognized as

the most important living Spanish sculptor and one of

the true giants of twentieth century art. His work is

found in renowned museums all over the world, and in

the possession of many of the most esteemed private

collectors.

Berrocal's works boast a history of consistently sky-

rocketing appreciation as each edition approaches
exhaustion. They are one of the most exciting values in

art today, for collectors, investors and puzzle addicts.

The six Mini Sculptures range in price from $250 to

$600 each and may be purchased as a set for $1500, a

savings of $375 less than the individual prices.

We've prepared a beautiful full color brochure describing the six Mini Sculptures and
many other Berrocal puzzle sculptures . Send the coupon below for your free copy. Or, if you
want more information immediately, call Berrocal's longtime associate in the United
States, James S. Rudolph COLLECT (313) 663- 1812.

r" Centicore Arts. International • 336 Maynard Street, Dept 14, Ann Arbor, Ml 48104
""^

Yes , please send a free color brochure D Please call me. I want more informa-
and ordering information on Berrocal . .

puzzle sculptures. ''°n- My number is* L
area code

C
Address.

City -Zip-

Additional
Reading

r_J

Bullfrogs (p. 30).

For a general reference on frogs, see

the Handbook of Frogs and Toads of

the United Stales and Canada, 3rd ed.

,

by Albert H. Wright and Anna A.

Wright (Ithaca: Comstock Publishing

Co., 1949). Stephen T. Emlen and

Lewis W. Oring attempt to explain and

predict forms of animal-mating sys-

tems in "Ecology, Sexual Selection,

and the Evolution of Mating Systems"
(Science, My 15, 1977, pp. 215-23).

One of the best early works on bull-

frogs is "Territoriality in the Bullfrog,

Rana caiesbeiana," by S. T. Emlen
(Copeia. June 5, 1968, pp. 240-43).

"The Social Behavior of Anuran Am-
phibians," by K, D. Wells (Animal

Behavior, vol. 25, 1977, pp. 666-93),

is a general review. Additional infor-

mation can be found in R. D. Howard's
"The Evolution of Mating Strategies

in Bullfrogs, Rana caiesbeiana" (Evo-

lution, vol. 32, 1978, pp. 850-71).

Pompeii Supplement (pp. 37-82)

Volcanoes of the Earth, rev. ed. , by

FredM. Bullard (Austin: University of

Texas Press, 1976), is an extensive

summary of our present knowledge of

volcanoes. Added features are the

many illustrations, including color

plates, and a 17-page bibliography. An
authoritative discussion of volcanic

products and phenomena can be found

in Gordon A. Macdonald's Volcanoes

(Englewood Clifts: Prentice-Hall,

1972). A paperback by Peter Francis

is also entitled Volcanoes (New York:

Penguin Books, 1976). The influence

i.l



of another ancient volcano is the sub-

ject of "The Big Blast at Santorini,"'

by Stephen Sparks and Haraldur Si-

gurdsson, which appeared in the April

1978 issue of Naliiral History (pp.

70-77). An introduction to systematic

geomorphology. Clill Ollier's Vol-

canoes (Cambridge: M.I.T. Press,

1974) treats volcanoes as landforms.

Another b<H)k with a similar approach,

first published in 1944, is C. A. Cot-

ton's Volcanoes as Landscape Forms

(New York; Hafner Press, 1969). Vol-

canic I.ami horms and Stirjace Fea-

tures: A Phoiiiiiraphtc Atlas and Glos-

sary, was edited by Jack Green and

N. M. Short (New York: Springer-

Vcrlag New York, 1971). This anno-

tated collection o( large black-and-

white illustrations, arranged by sub-

ject, also has a hftpage glossary.

A large, handsome book found in

many art libraries is Pompeii and Her
culaneum: I'he l.ivini' Cities of the

Dead, by 1 heodor Kraus (New York:

Harry Abrams, 1976). Pompeii and

Hercidanciim: I'lic (ilor\ and the

Grief. b\ Marcel Brum (London: Paul

Elek. 1477). while less laMshly illus

Irated. still has gooil photographic cov-

erage. Michael (irani's Cities of Vesii

vius: Pompeii and Herculaneiim (New
York: Penguin Hooks. 1978) is a

black-and while illustrated paperback

that covers the daily life, temples,

houses, and t)ccupaiions in these two
ancient cities.

Life and Leisure in Ancient Rome.
by John P. V. D. Balsdon(New York:

McGraw Hill B(H>k Co., 1969). uses

SWIFT
opens up the

wide wide
wonderful world

...with

THE AUDUBON
MK II Wide Angle

Binocular

The extra wide field of 445 feet

the extra power of 8 5X44 and
the extra brilliance make ttie

difference in this exclusively

SWIFT designed binocular

the finest the serious

naturalist can buy with

the sharpest viewing

possible at dusk, dawn
or in deep shadow

Designed in collaboration with

internationally famous Ornithologists

For the dealer nearest you

SWIFTINSTRUMENTS, INC.,

962 Dorchester Ave.. Boston, Ma. 02125
or P.O. Box 562, San Jose, CA. 95106

Get the lowdown on
Down Under.

Come to Australia—ancj get it first hand. Everything you've read

about, heard about—and couldn't really believe. (Some of it, even after

you've seen it, you won't believe!) The only-in-Australia spectaculars

—

the Outback, Great Barrier Reef, the Sydney Opera House. Koala bears,

fairy penguins, platypuses. Fossicking for gemstones. Game-fishing,

horse-racing, reef-walking (even a train ride on the Puffing Billy') Not the

energetic type'!*Relax on one of many easy-going sightseeing tours. Send

lor our free SOpage full-color Travel Planner—or get it from your Travel

Agent. But for all the lowdown, come to Australia It's even better than

the book' New lowdown fares!
Lowest ever—some 66% olf ' Call your Travel Agent lor the new

airfares Bargain tickets for vacationers, business travelers, visiting

relatives, or just plain'Australia or busf'people. Whichever -.ppp|
youare,therewasnever abetter time to come .^^^ rritt.

P Ausltaliiin Totinsl Qxnmissioci

DisItitxilionOnlft PO Bo«A-l,Depl ISI 10 Addiscxi IL uii.(

I
Please send me your Ireo Travel Planner".

I want all the icNvdown on Down Undei

I Name
Addtesb-

Oly .Sl.<i.' /.nI

I
AUSTRALIA ^'««I

|L _ -Thewide-opefTaxjntry with wide-operi arms.- — J
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Share ttie Thrills

of Exploring f

outer space;

$15 Crating
Charge

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement

of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the

challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES«>
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a

DYNASCOPE — the same instruments used by

more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-

atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail

coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this

helpful guide.

® TM Registered U.S. Pot. Offi(

PERU
$271

Starting May 15 fly Faucett Peruvian

Airlines Miami to Iquitos in the Amazon
Jungle... $271. Round trip with a min.
land package. For very little more, see

the rest of Peru... Cuzco, (Machu Pic-

chu), Lima, Arequipa, Trujillo, etc.

For more information & tour programs
WRITE:
Faucett Peruvian Airlines

P.O. Box 522472
Miami. Fl. 33152

r 1

CRITERION MANUFACTURING CO. Dept NH 83
620 Oakwood Avenue. W Hartford, Conn 06110

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

NOT
_^ 3UST

FORTHE BIRDS
Appalachian Mountain Vacation

And Year 'Round Living

Lakes • Golf • Tennis • Heated

Pool • Guest Naturalist Often
MOUNTAIN NATURE WORKSHOP

MAY 13 - 19

Write for Information:

The Audubon Colony
P.O. Box 156 (NH), Cedar Mln.,N.C. 28718

(704)885-2091

V

The Last Days of Pompeii (1913)

both ancient writings and archeologi-

cal studies to describe all aspects of

ancient life, including inns. H. H.

Tanzer devotes a chapter of her book

The Common People o/Pompe/i (Balti-

more: Johns Hopkins Press, 1939) to

inns. An art book that might be found

in some libraries is Pompeii, Its Life

and Art, by A. Mau (Washington:

Consortium Press, 1971). Pompeii AD
79, by John Ward-Perkins and
Amanda Claridge (New York: Alfred

A. Knopf, 1978), the catalog of the

Pompeii exhibition, which will open at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory on April 22, 1979, was published

in association with the Museum of Fine

Arts, Boston, and comes in two paper-

back volumes. In addition to describ-

ing the objects in the exhibition, it in-

cludes photographs of some of the ex-

cavations and background information

on the history, art, and architecture of

Pompeii.

Eleonora's Falcon (p. 85)

A recent treatment of raptor ecology

can be found in Birds of Prey, by Leslie

Brown (New York: A and W Pub-

lishers, 1977). R. E. Moreau covers

bird migration in the Mediterranean re-

gion in The Palaearclic-African Bird

Migration System (New York: Aca-

demic Press, 1972). Animals in Mi-

gration, by Robert T. Orr (New York:

Macmillan Publishing Co., 1970), is a

more general book. The latest informa-

tion on Europe's sociable falcons and

their prey is contained in volume 2 of

the Handbook of the Birds of the West-

ern Palearctic, Stanley Cramp, chief

editor (New York: Oxford University

Press, to be published in 1979).

Katharine D'Agosta

The Last Days of Pompeii (1913)



PENTAX SYSTEM 10.

THE FIRST 110SLRAS PRECISE
ASA FIh4EWATCH

ANDALMOSTAS SMALL.
It might make you feel gixid

tt) know that if you sometimes

think you are hard to satisfy, we

believe we are almost impossible

to satisfy. Ever.

This attitude was the reason

we spent years and millions of

dollars seeking a way tt) dras-

tically improve the 110 camera.

And we have succeeded.

Almost beyond our twn
expectations. And certainly far

beyond the expectations of the

photographic press.

The new Pentax System 10

is the first 1 10 SLR (single lens

reflex) with interchangeable

lenses, a power winder, a

dedicated auto flash and a host

of accesst)ry close-up lenses,

filters, lens shades and carrying

case.

We've overcome the limit-

ation ot the fu:zy 1 10 picture.

In fact, this unretouched

enlargement was actually taken

with the Pentax System 10

camera, using its telephoto lens

The image is razor sharp

and free of perceptible grain.

What also makes System 10

unique and so astonishing is its

incredible lack of size and

weight, coupled with the most

sophisticated SLR technology.

It measures Z ^ x 5 fo x 1 s

and weighs less than 6 oz.

System 10 is designed to be

the ideal complement to your

35mm SLR. The whole system

can tit in a small

area o( your

current camera

case, in place ot

a zixim lens (but

your pocket will

do in a pinch

^

And trankK.

there are times

when you just dt>n't want to

carry a 35mm SLR around. But

up to now, everything else has

been a compromise.

Now, with the Pentax

System 10, you'll never again

have to say "I wish 1 had my
camera with me."

Pentax System 10. Available

in limited quantities only at

select fine photographic stores.

TECHNICAL DATA

^ auiollO

^tO r-

Type TTL mrtcnng 1 10 SI R umcrj. KivHirt mmnl (80 Jciirw <niinit annlc)
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Impress friends and influence people.

Seagram's V.O.
Bottled in Canada. Preferred throughout the world.

Enjoy our quality in moderation.
)t C.inafi,V^ flnfsi whiskies 6 ytflrs old llh « Prcmf '^i^anram Distillers 0>

.

NYC
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It evolved an uncommon defense afiiiinst the ancestor of the common chicken.

76 Sky Reporter Stephen P Maran
I 'niisuttl Star Quality

82 Celestial Kvents Tlumuis 1) Mchol.um

84 Books in Review Cicrald Carson

.'\niiiuil .Art

88 A Matter of Taste Raymond .Sokolov

The I 'ppcr Crust

92 Additional Reading

% Vhv Markil

98 At llu- Mustiiin

C«i\t'r: I he piescnt ilay Mickey Slouse I who is bcim; drawn b\ his earliest

|/yj.V| ancestor) hits evolved man\ infantile trails duriny; the past half ceniiiry

Story on pofic M). Illustrations u^ Wall Disney Pnxlticiions

CliaiDie al address miilirs. undrlltrriiblf
raples. arilers far sultseripiums.
ami Kitier mud iiems are In l>e sent lo

Nulurul l||M„r>

MrnilHTxhli) SrrtUro. Box 6000
l»<N M.iliu-v. Ii>»ii 5n.M(l



A )iezv limited edition series

In/ Royal Copenhagen.
The "Flowers of the Holy Land"
Porcelain Bell Collection, inspired by
the famous paintings of Bertha Ves-

ter, is being offered now cxchisivcty by
Halls. For information, write or call

toll-free 800 821-5462. In Missouri,
call 800 892-5796. Dept. 20

P.O. Box 5548, Kansas City, Mo. 64109
Please send Collectors' Prospectus.

L_S^.e

When it comes to classic dothes,

dress by the book.'

The Talbots catalog is filled with

beautiful sportswear, dresses, mens-
wear, all the timeless looks you Like.

Send for our free catalog. Call

(617) 749-7830 or write The Talbots,

Dept. VH, Hingham, Mass. 02043.

Name.

Streets

City__

State __ _Zip

.

10 stores in Massachusetts and Connecticut.

Authors

' Aware of the masculine bias of our

major museums, I resolved to strive for

a greater visibility for women's partici-

pation in, and contributions to, Ameri-

can culture, " says Deborah Jean

Warner. Curator of the history of as-

tronomy at the Smithsonian Institu-

tion's National Museum of History and

Technology, Warner was in charge of

the institution's recent exhibit,

"Women in Science in Nineteenth

Century America. "She has written on

the history of astronomy, astronomical

apparatus, celestial cartography, and

the role of women in science and tech-

nology. Warner, who has a master's

degree in the history of science from

Harvard University, lives in Maryland

with her husband, four sons, and as-

sorted pets, including two dogs, two

cats, and a boa constrictor.

\ If' X Chris Simon, a postdoctoral re-

search associate in biology at the Uni-

versity of Chicago, is working out of

the State University of New York at

Stony Brook in pursuit of her evolu-

tionary studies on periodical cicadas.

This arrangement is not nearly as com-

plicated as the relationships between

the different forms of cicadas. Then

there is the problem of finding her sub-

jects. In May and June of 1976, Simon

and an unwitting field assistant drove

more than 10,000 miles tracking down

brood XXIII of the thirteen-year cicada

and traversing a good part of the Mis-

sissippi Valley in the quest. She will

be off on a similar journey this spring

as local populations of brood II of th«

seventeen-year cicada emerge all ovei

the eastern seaboard. When not in pur-

suit of the wild cicada, she enjoys car

pentry, quilting, and cooking ethni(

dishes.



Consider the QPB
alternative.

QPB is the book
club that offers you
fuU'sizc, softcover
editions that are as

permanent and dura-
oly bound as book-
store hardcovers. The
paper is as good and
the type as readable.
The only significant

difference is the
price: A QPB soft-

cover costs up to 6S%
less than its hard-
cover counterpart.
You don't judge a
book by its cover, so
why pay for the cover?
Now you can afford

to own more of the
books you want to
read.

Compare

llanlcoveri QPH Softcovcn
$1S $7.9S

< U. The Sioric. 0( John Chciver
|..hn( hrrvrt ll.i.,k,.vrt SIS
QPBhJ; ST.VS

Ut. Thr F.i, 0( R,Hk & Roll

lm.iiir«..l.i(irnrt.llHm nnur [\<\WV
Jn.l |,.|<n Wj|jn<.<n VX'.ih .1 hMirwr.l
>-> IVlr I ..riLiuIr QPH: $9.«»S

41l>. The OolorJ B.wk Of Liirmry
Anrcdoir*. bdttrJ hv jnmc^
'-uil.ril.in,) HnrvfcovcrilS

511. Ladies' Man. RichnrJ PtKc
H.irJo.vcr: $8»S QPB Kd: $4.'^5

;i6. 1979 Rand McNally Road
Alias. QPB: $3.95

S 1 8. Crockett's Indoor Garden
James UnderwixKl C'ntckcrt with the

assistance of Maf)i>ne Watcfs

Ph.iti.KtarllV Hv Russell M.irash

Hardcover: $17 WQPB: $8.75

523. A Child Is Born: The LVama ol

Life Before Birth. Axel Inxelman-

Sundhern and Claes Wtrsen
Photographs hv Lennart Nilss«>n

QPB: $5.95

524. William Shakespeare: A
Comp.itt UKumentary Life

S Sthoenhaum. Hardcover: $12.50

QPB: $1.95

495. Jewels Of The Pharaohs
Ei.'vpti.in jcwelrv of the Dynastic

I'en.Kl l,vril AlJred. Photographs hy

Albert Shoucair. Hardcover: $17.95

QPB: $6.95

507. The Natural Wiy To Draw: A
\Xorkinu Plan for Art Study. Kinion

Naolaides. Hardcover: $8.95

QPB: $4.50

508. The Birth Control Book
Howard I Shap.ro. M.L1. Hardcover:

$IOQPB: $3.95

526. Gnomes. Text by Wil Huyscn
Illustrated by Rien Pixirtvlicl

Hardcover; $17. 50 QPB: $8.50

461. Mortal Lessons: Notes on the

Art ot Surgery Richard Sel:er (lllus

Hardcover: $8 95 QPB: $3.95

Let's tryeach other for 6 months.
Qualiry Paperback Book Club, Inc.,Middlctown,Pb. I70S7.

Plcasi- i-nr.<ll nit- in QPB nrul x-nd the- < ch..lcc•^ I vf lisicd K'l..vv Rill

mc $ V plu.s shipping and handlinK chafKc's I uniiiTMand that 1 am nut
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nicniK-rship A shipping and handlinK charge Is added u> t^ach

shipmint QPII3-5
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I I I
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with CNtaWislicd publishoi s list

prices .ire oltrri-d .it at least 1(^"..

discount oil ilui liM price

2 If ytiu want the Main Selec-

tion do nothintj It will Ix-

ship|x-d to you aiiloin.itically If

you want one or nvire Alternate

Uxiks or ivilxx>k at all indi-

cate your dcMsKin on the reply

form always enclos«'d and return

II bv the date s|vcilied

\ Bonun book* for Biinuii

Point*. R>r each Kx>k or sot you

lake (except the tirsi ^ you net lor

$1 each). yv>u e.im Bonus Points

which entitle you to chixwc any ol

the hixiks we offer, you pay only

shipping and kindling ch-irges

4 Return privileRe. Il QVH
Kit nil isilel,iyi\l and you re

ceive ihe MiinSelivlion without

h.iving kid 10 cLiys to notily us.

you m.iy return it for cri-dit at

ourexpcasc

5 Cancellation*. Vou tiuy

caixel nx-mlxTship a( any time
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cel y«Hir memlxTship if \\>u elcxrl

not to buy and pay (iir al least ooc

Kiok in every six-tTKmih (scrKid

1 5 1 . The Lord Of The Rings

J R.R.Tolkien (5 Vols . IV.xcd)

Hatdc..ver:$32 95QPB: $9.95

171. Amerika. The Trial and The
Castle. Fr.m:KafVa.(tV.ls.)

Hardcover: $22.40 QPB: $6.95

198. The Best OfJLils. (Phot,>s)

Hardcover: $19.95 QPB: $6.55

204. The New York Times Bcnik Of
House Plants. Joan Lee Faust

(lllus.) Hardcover $9 95 QPB: $6.95

2 31. Tropic Of Cancer and Tropic

Of Capricorn. Henry Miller

(J V,.ls )QPB:$7.90

25 i. The Adventures Of Sherlosk

Holmes and The Memoirs Ol
SherUnk Holmes. A fx.nan U.yle

(2 Vols.) lllus QPB: $6.25

261. The Unsellling Of America
(.aihuret* Agticulturc Wendell

Bi-rry Hardcover: $9 95 QPB: $3.95

1 35. Fascinating Facts. I\.vid L.'uis

ll.irdo.ici $10 QPB: $5.95

Join now. Pick
any 3 books or
sets for $1 each

—

with no
obligation to buy
another book.
262. The Complete Runner, tdilots

,.( KUII...T . W.tl.1 ILmkovet $10 95

QPB: $4.50

278. Saul Sleinheri. Han>ld
Rovnlx-ig Har.kover $25
QPB: $11.95

1 H. Tassajara CtHiking: -A

VVgeiaiian( ..ikingKxlandThr
Tassatara Bread Bonk. Idw.ii.l Kspr

IWoun i: W.I, ) lllti. QPB: $8.90

347. What Color I. Your
Parachute.' A Placlical Manual lot

|,.b 1 liinleis & C atrei I 'hanijer.

(1978 Revivd Fdilioni Ruhatxl

NeK.n ft.lle. QPB; $4.95

1 19. The Teachings 0( IVn Juan.

A Separate Reality aiul Journey Ii*

l.llan.l .irlMs('asl.inr,Li (1\(.|.

ft.srdi H.i->kovri $> .S5QPBl $7.95

Ihe first

>tH>k club
for smart
people
who
aren't rich.



^.
stiare the Thrills

01 Exploring f ^
ouier space; ^

$15 Crating
Charge

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious
amateurs who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Cfioose From Many DYNASCOPES®
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook Is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE-the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Criterion Manufacturing Co

620 Oakwoorl Ave
. W Hartford, Conn 06110

S> TM Registered U.S. Pat. Offi

CRITERION fi^ANUFACTURING CO , Dept NH 84
620 Oaliwood Avenue

. W Hartford, Conn 06110
Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Name

Address _^
City State

QUESTERS
WORLD OF f

NATURE V ^

TOURS -y^
"Nature tour" has a special meaning when
you travel with Questers. We are the nii/y

professional travel company specializing
exclusively in nature tours.

Our approach in planning Worldwide
Nature Tours is to provide you with the
broadest possible opportunity of experienc-
ing for yourself the natural history and cul-

ture of each area we explore. With the leader-
ship of an accompanying naturalist, we
search out the plants and animals, birds and
flowers .. .rain forests, mountains, and
tundra , . . seashore, lakes, and swamps of
the regions we visit. We also study the ar-

chitecture, archaeology, museum collec-
tions, temples, and customs of the people.
The current Directory of Worldwide Na-

ture Tours describes 29 tours varying in

length from 9 to 36 days and going to virtu-

ally every part of the world. Included are
Mexico, Pen.1, Hawaii. Alaska, Ladakh, Sn
Lanka, Galapagos, Patagonia, Iceland, Scot-
land, and Switzerland. Tour parties are
small, the pace leisurely, and itineraries

unusual.
Call or write Questers or see your Travel

Agent (eday for your free copy of the Direc-
tory of Worldwide Nature Tours, j^^^,..

Questers Tours -ijNB
AND TRAVEL, mC. -» ''W

Dept, NH-174, 237 Park Avenue South
New York. NY. 10010 • (212) 673-3120

Isle Royale first came to the attention

of Durward L. Allen in the 1930s

when he was an undergraduate in zool-

ogy at the University of Michigan. The
island's abundant moose population,

protected from hunters, was suffering

from overpopulation and food deple-

tion. By the 1950s wolves had pene-

trated the area and Allen saw a perfect

opportunity for the study of preda-

tor-prey relationships. His book
Wolves of Minong, from which this

month's article is excerpted, is an ac

count of the eighteen years of researcf

on Isle Royale wolves he conduclec
with students and colleagues. Allen n

emeritus professor of wildlife ecolog)

at Purdue University, Indiana.

Field trips take Joseph M.
Prospero to Australia, India, Malay-
sia, Thailand, Hong Kong, and Africa,

where he studies the chemical and
physical characteristics of marine aero-

sols, their distribution over the ocean,

and their impact on meteorological and
climatic conditions. Prospero is a pro-

fessor in the division of marine geol-

ogy and geophysics at the University

of Miami's Rosenstiel School of

Marine and Atmospheric Sciences.

The research he conducted and reports

on in this issue of Natural History w,

supported by funds from the Nationj

Science Foundation. During 1979

will again be out in the field, partici

pating in the Global Weather Experi

ment. "1 will have aerosol samplin

gear and radiation measuring device

on twenty-one ships and eleven Ian

stations distributed throughout th

tropics," he writes. "In June and Jul

I will fly aboard one of several aircra

investigating the monsoon over th

Arabian Sea and the Bay of Bengal.'



clear Mosquitoes
FromaThirdofan
Acreor MoreWith
Patio Protector
Discovered by the U.S.

Department of Agriculture,

perfected by PesloUle it

actually draws over 300 different

insects away from where you stay!

Palio Protector takes the best time of day
away from the insects and gives it to you and
your family to en|oy It makes outdoor living

and entertaining bug-free, buzz-free and
bite-free'

A Lure Like A Magnel

The government discovered it A lure like a

magnet Irresistible to mosquitoes, flies.

moths, gnats, wasps and beetles Over 300
annoying (lying insects in all.

This discovery by the U S Depi of Agncul-

lure at its field laboratory in Gainesville. Fla
.

was as timely as it was extraordinary Be-
cause we also learned about the dangers of

D D T |ust about then

Naturally this discovery was public prop-

erty But there were problems that remained
to be solved What the US DA had proved,

beyond doubt, was the (act that light sensi-

tive, phototropic. insects would always re-

spond to a particular kind of ultraviolet light

More, that the lure of the light extended far

beyond the supposed ability of these insects

to see At the very minimum, one light couW
control an area as large as 1/3rd of an
acre—14.250 square feet'

Foolproof. Safe, Silent

The light attracted But it didn t kill the in-

sects This IS where Pestolite stepped in and
created a simple, totally foolproof, completely
sate and silent way to get rid of every bug
attracted to the light Without chemicals, elec-

tricity or polluting the environment
Palio Protector can I harm your chikJren or

your pels It only kills bugs And so effectively

It s approved by the Environmental Protection
Agency, recognized by the Food & Drug Ad-
ministration as well as the USDA even for use
where food is packaged, in hospitals and
commercial kitcliens

Low. Low CosI

Pestolite s achievement is notable in other
extremely important ways The other com-
panies that used this discovery came up with

bug killers that are no more effective: in fact.

"thii It Ihe aiM othaally Kcsptad n •llocliw by th« Slnlo
(X Cathxraai n signAos th« imiikI and prowd minniiOT
inMct control you can achttw und«r virtually any cwcun-
MancM

ignore the peskiest ones and electrocute the

other insects with a popping sizzling sound
And their units sell for $125 00 and S150 00
more!

Mosquitoes Come Out As the Sun

Goes Down
So. with Patio Protector you get the Isest as

well as the least expensive model by far In

the late afternoon or early evening you II be
able to relax in the shade, linger over your

barbecue, stay by Ihe pool, play tennis while

its cool—without being bothered by mos-
quitoes Even after it rams you can forget

about sprays, throw away those smelly cit-

ronella candles
And you II be able to stay outside as late as

you like Imagine watching TV. playing cards,

sitting and talking, even reading or relaxing in

a hammock as you en|oy the evening breeze

Yes. for the first time ever, you can spend
summer evenings outside instead of cooped
up in an air conditioned room or hiding betiind

screened doors and windows

Operating Procedure

Patio protector mounts in minutes, virtually

anywhere On a tree, any kind of fence, the

side of your house, even a bnck wall Set it up
about 25 feet from where you generally stay

Fifty feet may be even better Then plug it in

Ordinary house current is all thats needed,
though you may have to use an extension

cord The operating cost is less than 30 cents

a month
The ultraviolet light, with the exact fre-

quency for maximum effectiveness, is pro-

duced by a unique, fluorescent -type bulb

constructed of special glass and housed in

scintillating reflectors Often called black

light because it s invisible to the human eye.

It seems to compel the insects to come ever

closer Actually captunng them because they

can t—or won t— fly away
Just why It works no one knows Not the

scientists who discovered it. not the ento-

mologists who tested and confirmed the

phenomena They do suspect, however, that

the lights effectiveness is somehow con-

nected with the constant early evening arxJ

night time propagation activity (sex) ol these

insects

The l^:nd Of Ttiem

Captured, unable to escape or fly away, the

mosquitoes, moths, gnats and other insects

are caught in a down<)raft (created by a small

electric fan) and plunged into the water in the

pan below where they re drowned All you do
IS change the water about once a week, emp-
tying the tray in the bushes where the birds

eat all the bugs Its a clean, simple, sec-

onds-a-week procedure

CALL 800-621-5554
(In Illinois, call 800-972-5858)

These lines in operation 7 days a week

You can have the Patio Protector not (or

$199 95 or $160.00. but for |usl $45,00. plus

$3 95 shipping and handling

Moreover, because you cant get the Patio

Protector in any store, well send it to you to

try without nsk or obligation for 15 days II

does what the government says, what we
promise, or return it to us (or a complete re-

fund.

Credit card hoUers may call the toll free

number above Or you can send your check
made out to Douglas Dunhill to the address
below (Illinois residents include 5°o sales

tax )

Designed lo stand up to all kinds ol

weather, to provide years o( trouble-free ser-

vice. F^lio Protector is covered by an uncon-
ditional one-year warranty The special UV
bulb will be replaced (ree i( it (ails (or any
reason—except negligent damage—within

6 months

Order your Patio Protector today It is a
bargain at the price, but the pleasure o( bug-

(roe. bile-lrec summers around the house is

pnceless

DoualaiDunhiH
inc..7.nFFonc]nBLe aunLrrv

Oepi ;S'2644
Ten Douglas Dunhill Dr . Oak FcwMI, IL 60452
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Celestron

\
Telescopes

C90 Spotting Scope

Robert N. Campbell first saw the

ravages of fire blight on trees in Minne-

sota, where he was a graduate student.

Since his arrival in 1959 at the Univer-

sity of California at Davis, where he

is now professor of plant pathology, he

has seen blight on West Coast orna-

mentals and pears and has kept abreast

of research on the disease for his class

in introductory plant pathology. When
not teaching or calculating how much
longer gourmets will be able to enjoy

poire Belle Helene or poire Williams,

Campbell investigates diseases of veg-

etable crops, especially those caused

by fungi and viruses.

A protessor of zoology at the Uni-

versity of Michigan, Carl Cans tries

to maintain a mixture of laboratory and

field research. The feeding, vocaliza-

tion, locomotion, and defense mecha-

nisms of reptiles have been of special

concern to him. Before switching to

biology, he worked for nine years as

a mechanical engineer and has found

the change from mechanisms of stean

generation to those of animal locomo

tion a logical progression. His interes

in uropeltid snakes dates back somt

thirty years, but it took twenty-one o

them before he discovered his firs

specimen in southern India. Cans i

currently in Australia, studying gallop

ing crocodiles and burrowing lizards.



RULERS OF THE WIND

PHKSKRV KD FORKV KR IN THIS STl NMNCi MTHOCJRAPH
H\ dircci tiniiniisMnn. cnimi-nl wildlik- .irlisi. .lanir-.

Kukral. h,is iri-.itcd .1 iiLisiorpicio ol lint- .irl I his imisiiim

qii.ilitv lithii^r.iph will delight .ill uhn .ipprccMto line art

Reproduced in magniricrnl riiUirs and nuMsunn^ IK \ J!4

this intiedihle work ol .irl is prinleil on the linesi

lilho(!r.iphie medium

Depicted here are the live rarest hirds shown in a

Kithrring lormal that hcrclolorc has not heen ulili/ed

l( l,:kunr,

• rill- rKKK.Rr\KK\I.CO\:Svnonymous»iththe
iiohk- sport ol I M ( ()\R Y whose very existence IS in

leopards

• IIU \MI()()I>IN(. ( HWK: A statuesque creature,

reduced to a mete handlul because ol encroachment
• IIIK VMIIIK \MN(.KI) (;i AN; I houfiht to he

cMitKi lor ovci Kill \ears till a recent sif-hlinj: So rare

lli.il the ^ii.in i.in he Mewed 111 onl\ ^ niiiseunis in the

world IV'Mi i'olaiul .iiul I lu'l.in.l

• Illl- l\(>K> Bll IM)\\(i()l)l>h( KKK:Calledthe
emperor ol the species, lot seen since I'M'' and
llioiijiht to he possibly extinct

• I UK R\l I) KA(.I K:()ur national sMnbol. tnaiestic.

mattnilicent and recentK added to the endati(!ered

species list

I he realism and exaclinii detail will he appreciated for

mans \ears lo come

I his splenilul lilhof!raph is available immediatelv in the
loiinals desv nhed .ihoM- Imines .iKo .n ail.ibic sec coupon

I. I nsignrd. prinlrd on KO:' lorino ( otrra prirril Milhin
Ihr r.«,h of ,Mr\.inr M "^ nil

2. Personally signed h\ Mr. kukral. I he artist's signature

tells >(iu (his print was in«prctrd and "impramalurrd" by

the artist himself $.<S.Ob

.(. \ vert special I I Ml II I) M)l I ION of MID eonse. ulive-

l\ niiniliered jirints pulled on NIS|\(, paper Signed,

sealed and cerlihed li\ Soiiiulslage I'roductions and
.lames kukral. I his edition is limited, and when it is gone,

no more will he offered SIMIOd

I lie oii^jiii.il h\ Ml Kiikr.il IS .u.iil.iblc. please diicci .ill

inquiries lo us
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The secrets ofgreat past

civilizations . ..black

holes, white holes, and
our expanding universe

the world ofdinosaurs . .

.

inside the animal world.

Sooner or later all the secrets
of the natural world are revealed
to members of

Natural
Science
Book
Club
Take any 3 books,

values to $72.80
for only 99^ each
if you will join now for a trial period and agree

to take 3 more books—at handsome dis-

counts—over the next 12 months.

EXTRAORDINARY
VALUE!
The greatest single-volume

source ofscientific

information available

00470-3. VAN NOSTRAND'S SCIENTIFIC ENCYCLO-
PEDIA. Edited h\ Douglas M . Considine. Nearly 200 expens

have eontributed to Ihe Ihoroughly revised and expanded Fiflh

Edition of Ihe most authoritative single-volume source of scien-

tific information ever assembled. Over 2.500 illustrations,

Couni.sas3ofyour3books »"-50



Take any 3 books for only 99"^ each
!

50800-2. GRZIMEK'S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ETHOLOGY. Coven. Iheones and issues in 700 pages
of impeccably sciennric. yel lucid, informalion 774
photographs, drawings, and diagrams. Counts as 2 of
your S bonks $39.50
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Women Astronomers
Since about the mid-nineteenth century, women have slowly entered the

scientific community in the United States, but they still have to

contend with lingering bias

by Deborah Jean Warner

Throughout history one can find

women known for their contributions

to science, but never very many at any

one time or place. Only since the nine-

teenth century, and particularly in the

United States, have large numbers of

women been able to study science and

to involve themselves in its pursuit.

Public education for women, vir-

tually nonexistent in the colonial and

early republican periods, began to

flourish in the 1820s. Within a few dec-

ades, dozens of female academies,

seminaries, and colleges were estab-

lished. The Packer Collegiate Institute

in Brooklyn offered "all the advan-

tages for thorough and complete edu-

cation that are enjoyed by the other sex

in our best appointed colleges," an aim
shared by many.
The new schools for women, like

those for men, placed a strong empha-
sis on science and boasted expensive

science-teaching apparatus. At least

six women's schools (many no longer

in existence) had astronomical observ-

atories before the Civil War. The one

at Packer housed a six-inch equatorial

refracting telescope made by Henry
Fitz of New York, America's first suc-

cessful commercial telescope maker.

The message was clear; although it

did not yet offer many job opportu-

nities, science was an important aspect

of American intellectual culture and

thus an appropriate subject for middle-

class women to study.

Opened in 1865, Vassar was the first

college for women with an endowment
at all commensurate with that enjoyed

by the leading colleges for men. Its ob-

servatory had a thirteen-inch equatorial

refracting telescope (only slightly

smaller than Harvard's fifteen-inch

one) and a meridian circle for measur-

ing the positions of celestial objects.

But more important than any piece of

apparatus was Vassar's professor of as-

tronomy, Maria Mitchell. As Marie

Curie would be for later generations,

Maria Mitchell was a popular symbol

of women's emergence from depend-

ent domesticity into the public world

of science.

All women scientists before the mid-

dle years of the nineteenth century re-

lied on a male friend or relative for

access to scientific apparatus and infor-

mation. Mitchell was no exception.

From her father, William, an amateur

astronomer, she learned to calculate

celestial positions and orbits, rate

chronometers, and sweep the skies for

unusual objects.

For most Americans of William

Mitchell's generation, science was an

avocation conducted with private re-

sources, which was to be enjoyed for

itself and brought no financial rewards.

During Maria's lifetime (1818-88),

the American scientific community de-

veloped from a handful of practi-

tioners, largely isolated and inde-

pendent, into a profession with estab-

lished laboratories and museums, jour-

nals and libraries, schools and socie-

ties. For women, this profes-
sionalization proved a mixed blessing,

opening opportunities in some areas

while restricting them in others.

In the 1840s and 1850s, as librarian

at the Nantucket Athenaeum, Maria

Mitchell had access to advanced astro-

nomical texts and the leisure to study

them . Her discovery of a comet in 1 847

catapulted her to fame, with a gold

medal from the king of Denmark sym-

bolizing her international recognition.

The American scientific community
honored her with membership in the

newly established American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Science,

and a part-time job computing the posi-

tions of Venus for the Nautical Al-

manac, a compendium for celestial

navigation now published by the U.S.

Naval Observatory.

After the Civil War, women began

to take an increasingly active role in the

world at large. At Vassar, Mitchell

prepared her students for the rigors of

the new graduate programs—special-

ized teaching in science had been ini-

tiated at Yale and Harvard in the

1840s, and other graduate programs

followed in the postwar decades—and

worked with the professional commu-
nity to open advanced education and

scientific jobs to women.
The path from the egalitarian senti-

ments of the eighteenth century to

those of today's ERA took a wide de-

tour in the nineteenth century. Even as

women were moving into areas pre-

viously defined as for men only, and

with no obvious damage to themselves

or the areas, the differences between

men and women were magnified a^
never before. According to the Cult on

True Womanhood, women were purej

pious, dependent, and domestic. Ever

feminists seeking to enlarge the bound^

aries of women's proper sphere

adopted thepsychosexual line, arguing

that women's special sensibilities were

reason enough for their participation in

science and politics.

"Women are needed in scientific

work for the very reason that a
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wrest important correlations from their

data. Her discovery that long-period

variable stars could be identified by pe-

culiarities in their spectra enabled her

to find and analyze an incredible 222

of these particularly interesting, but

hitherto relatively rare, stars. Annie

Jump Cannon established the basic se-

quence of stellar spectra; she also

found some 300 long-period variables.

Antonia Maury discovered spec-

troscopic binaries, double stars identi-

fied by a periodic doubling of their

spectral lines. Her later discovery of

two distinct categories of stars of the

same spectral class stimulated Danish

astronomer Ejnar Hertzsprung's anal-

ysis of red giants and white dwarfs.

From her scrutiny of thousands of vari-

able stars, Henrietta Leavitt discovered

Women were used in the early 1900s

at Harvard College Observatory to

analyze and classify photographs of

the spectra, brightness, positions,

and motions of the stars.

the period-luminosity law, which ena-

bled astronomers to find the distances

of star groups too far away for simple

parallax measurements.

For most women, however, the pre-

eminently striking characteristic of

their work was its magnitude. Annie

Jump Cannon classified the spectra of

more than 350,000 stars. Ida Barney

was responsible for most of the reduc-

tion work for the thirteen-volume Yale

Photographic Zone Catalogue of star

positions, which required a half mil-

lion measurements and twenty-three

years of computational work. Isabella

Lange, chief of the largely female

computational staff at the Dudley Ob-
servatory in Albany, New York, had

similar responsibility for the San Luis

Catalogue of 15,333 stars, the Albany

Catalogue of 20,811 stars, and the

five-volume General Catalogue of 33,-

342 stars. A Mrs. Crissman, employed

for forty-one years at the Allegheny

Observatory in Pittsburgh, held the

record for stellar parallax determi-

nations: she measured the star posi-

tions on some 15,000 photographic

plates and found the distances from

Earth of about 500 stars. Precision was

another quality for which women were

known. Ellen Barndollar, a research

assistant at the University of California

at Berkeley, who worked on minor

planet perturbations, was cited for hav-

ing performed all computations in du-

plicate.

Three of the first women at Harvard

were daughters of former observatory

directors, another was an astronomer's

wife, and Fleming had been Picker-

ing's housekeeper. Yet Mitchell's

prize student, Mary Whitney, could

not get a job. Having earned a master's

degree from Vassar and studied ad-

vanced mathematics at Harvard, she

was perhaps too well educated for the

work available to women. Not until the

early decades of the twentieth century

did the women's colleges have much
success placing their graduates in ob-

servatories.

Before astronomical education be-

came restricted to the halls of academe,

most astronomers acquired their obser-

vational and mathematical skills work-

ing in observatories and laboratories or

surveying. By 1900 some twoscore

American men had earned doctorates

in astronomy from European universi-

Harvafd College Observatory
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ties, and a like number from American

ones. But by and large they were not

the leaders in the field.

Excluded from on-the-job train-

ing—except within the very restricted

areas defined as women's work

—

women were more dependent on for-

mal university programs. Entrance to

these came slowly. In the 1870s a few

institutions allowed a few women to

attend classes as special students.

These women paid no tuition, received

no degrees, and set no precedent.

An 1883 Wellesley graduate, Win-
nifred Edgerton, applied to Columbia

University for advanced training in as-

tronomy and was refused. After peti-

tioning the tradition-bound trustees she

gained admission, with the proviso that

she "established no precedent for

others." Two years later, in 1886, she

became the first American woman to

earn a doctorate in astronomy—and

also the first woman to earn a Columbia

degree. Her experience was to be

repeated time and again by women at

different institutions and in different

fields. The doors to graduate education

opened but only with persistent effort.

Four American women astronomers

earned doctorates in the 1890s, three

in the first decade of the twentieth cen-

tury, and seven in the second. The rate

then rose to about sixteen doctorates

per decade and remained at that level

from the 1920s through the 1950s.

A doctorate in astronomy, whatever

private satisfactions it represented,

was no guarantee of a research job.

Dorothea Klumpke, an American who
received a Ph.D. from the Sorbonne in

1893, was hired to direct the female

computational staff at the Paris Observ-

atory, and Margaretta Palmer, who
earned a Yale Ph.D. in 1894, remained

on the computational staff there. But

they were the exceptions.

Most of the women with doctorates

worked in the eastern women's col-

leges, notably Vassar, Smith, Welles-

ley, and Mount Holyoke, and the co-

educational Swarthmore. Between

1865 and 1926 sixteen women served

as professors and sometimes directors

of observatories in these schools. Eight

of them held earned doctorates, four

held honorary ones, and two held mas-

ter's degrees. Many were described as

inspiring teachers. All were active

members of various professional sci-

entific associations. .Mthough all were

interested in research, their time, for

the most part, was devoted to their

students.

By the 1920s the position of women

in astronomy appeared assured. Annie

Jump Cannon was heaped with honors,

including honorary fellowship in the

Royal Astronomical Society and the

Henry Draper Medal for Astrophysics

from the National Academy of

Sciences. In 1925, the same year that

Cannon became the first woman to re-

ceive an honorary doctorate from Ox-
ford, an Englishwoman, Cecilia

Payne, became the first person to earn

a Harvard doctorate in astronomy. Ac-

cording to astrophysicist Otto Struve's

chronicle of modern astronomy, her

dissertation was "undoubtedly the

most brilliant Ph.D. thesis ever written

in astronomy." Published as Stellar

Atmospheres (1925), it was the first

book to issue from the Harvard College

Observatory. Equally important, a few

women with doctorates—notably Ce-

cilia Payne at Harvard, Hazel Marie

Losh at the University of Michigan,

and Helen Sawyer Hogg at Toronto

—

were able to get research positions.

Pioneer historians of the women's
movement who concentrated on the

political arena have noticed that a dis-

enchantment set in soon after national

suffrage was won. The enthusiasm that

had carried women to victory in 1920

palled with the realization that access

to the vole did not lead immediately or

inevitably to full and equal partici-

pation in society. A similar with-

drawal, or disenchantment with earlier

concerns, has been noted in the lives

of academic women in general from

the 1920s through the 1950s, and I see

it in the case of female astronomers.

This disenchantment became most

evident in the prime feminine mystique

years of the late 1940s and 1950s.

Women's membership in the Ameri-

can Astronomical Society, which

amounted to 10 percent in 1900,

peaked at about 17 percent in the late

1930s and then fell sharply. The fifteen

women who earned astronomical

Ph.D.'s in the 1920s represented better

than 25 percent of those doctorates

earned during that decade. There was

a slight decrease in the 1930s, probably

for economic reasons. In the 1940s the

number jumped to twenty-two and

owing no doubt in part to men's mili-

tary involvement, these twenty-two

women represented about 25 percent of

the earned doctorates at that time. In

the 1950s the number of women study-

ing astronomy decreased, while the

number of men rose dramatically. The

percentage of doctorates granted lo

women fell to about 10 percent and has

remained at that level to this day.
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Jewelers Oroville: Huntington s Pacific Grove:

Bugaboo Mountaineering Sacramento: Newbert
Hardware Co San Diego: California Camera, San
Diego Marine Exchange San Francisco: George E

Butler Co , Cable Car Clolhiers-Robert Kirk, Ltd .

San Francisco Gun Exchange

COLORADO. Aspen: Optical Shop ot Aspen.

Boulder: Mike s Camera Denver: Eastern Mountain
Sports, R&D Enterprises Grand Junction: Monu-
ment Camera

CONNECTICUT, Greenwich: Valhar Chem
Corp Hartford: Eastern Mountain Sports

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Wash.. D.C.): Optique
Gallery Inc Penn Camera

FLORIDA. Deerlield Beach: Conklin Marine

Lauderdale: Bahia Mar Marine Inc Miami: Ci

per s Paradise Coconut Grove Camera LB Harvey

Marine, Inc Ritz Shop D/B/A Tamiami Distribuli

Inc The Gun Shop No, Palm Beach: BurK
Camera Shop The Camera Shop Panama City:

Dixie Gun Shop Pompano Beach: Camera Bazaar,

South Miami: Zipp Sporting Goods Tampa: Pioneer

Tire Co , Inc Winter Park: Rod 8 Guns ol Central

Florida

GEORGIA, Athens: Franklin Gun Shop Columbus:
Ranger Joe s

HAWAII, Honolulu: Francis Camera Shop, Inc

IDAHO, Boise: Sunset Sports Center Moscow:
Husky Sport Shop

ILLINOIS. Chicago: Alpine Camera Co Land's Encffl

Yacht Charles W Mayher 8 Son Tele-Optics, Op
tical Shop Wolk Camera, Inc Des Plaines: Erewhoi

Mountain Supply Evanston: Jeron Camera 0*1

Lawn: L & J Sporting Goods, Inc Peoria: Bob Hin

man Outfitters

INDIANA: Fort Wayne: Jorgensen's. Inc W
Lafayette: M P Thiel Co D/B/A

IOWA. Ames: Nim s Sportsman s of Ames Da
Moines: Ivy Camera Shop Dubuque: Palmer Drucj

KANSAS. Manhallan: The Pathfinder

KENTUCKY, Lexington: Philip Gall S Son, ln(

Louisville: Southern Optical Co,, Inc

LOUISIANA, Baton Rouge: Sports Shop, Steirv

berg s Sports Center Inc Metairie: Ep Roberts Ini

struments Inc New Orleans: Baker, Lyman 8 Co.

Inc , Sea-Trac Corp Shreveport: Lorants Sportinj

Goods, Red River Custom Rifles Winnsboro
McLemore Wholesale & Retail Stores

MARYLAND, Annapolis: William E Aherne, Jr M,l4
PA Glen Burnie: Hilton Boat Sales

MASSACHUSETTS, Amherst: Eastern Mountald
Sports Boston: Eastern Mountain Sports, F,C

Meichsner Co , Inc S, Weymouth: Frank Krauth Co

MICHIGAN, Ada: Thornapple Orvis Shop AlgonaC

Chris Craft Corp Birmingham: The Sportsman

World Camera Dearborn: Nichols Sports 8 Marine.5

Grand Rapids: Bill 8 Pauls Sporthaus HoughtolKl

Wilcox Camera Saginaw: The Stable of Saginaw,

Traverse City: Hampers Gun Shop

MINNESOTA. Mankato: Schools Hardware &

Sporting Goods Minneapolis: Century Camera.

Moorhead: Moorhead Scheels Morristown:

Ahlman's, Inc Owatonna: Lmdgren Photography St. '

Cloud: St Cloud Scheels Wayiala: Bells

MISSOURI, Birmingham: World Camera Meridian:'

Southern Sportsman Royal Oak: Recreational Div-

ing Systems, Inc

MONTANA, Missoula: Hallgens Camera Townsand:

Dave's Gun 8 Tackle

NEBRASKA, Coresco: Paul's Cartridge Corner

Seward: Plum Creek Gun Shop. Inc Sidney:

Cabela's, Inc,
''

I



NEVADA. Lai Vegat: Adams Feed Co « Weslern

Wear Rano: Johnson Sporting World

NEW HAMPSHIRE. Manchester: Tarreni Cutlery

inc No. Conway: Eastern Mountain Sports Peter-

borough: Eastern Mountain Sports

NEtW JERSEY, Barrington: Edmund ScienWic Bor-

dentown: Sportsmen s Center Bound Brook; E1-

linger Sporting Goods East Brunswick: National

Camera Qarlield: S Meltzer & Sons Hackensack:

Eastern Mountain Sports Paterson: Hamaway s

Pennsauken: Leslie Edelman inc Upper Monlclatr:

Photo Cullen Wayne: Leslie Edelman inc Wayne
Camera

NEW MEXICO. Albuquerque: CMarles Sporting

Goods Ron Peterson Guns inc

NEW YORK. Amsterdam: Custom Gunsnop
Baldwin: Camera Fair Bellmore: SaPer Sales, inc

Santini Optician s Inc Carle Place: Eastern Moun-
tain Sports Hemlock: Curtis Enterprises Hun-
tington Station: Berger Brotriers Camera Exciiange

Lake Placid: Eastern Mountain Sports Mt. Vernon:

Ml Vernon snooling Center Inc New York City:

Alitil Camera Shops Camera Land Clairmont

Nichols Opticians Ken Hansen Priotograpriy Hirscti

Photo. Jaydee Camera Excriange Lugene inc The

Mel My Mail E B Meyrowitz Inc N Y Nautical In-

Jlrument & Service Corp H L Purdy Inc Rensay
Trading Corp Rochester: Shumvyay Marine
Tonewanda: Eastern Mountain Sports

NORTH CAROLINA. Aahevllle: Genco Charlotte:

Albany Inc . Builders Hardware Camera World

Collias-LavHing A Co Fayetteville: Ace Pawn Shop
Jim s Pawn Shop Hickory: G R Shell-Gunsmith

Klnston: Georges Sport Shop mc Raleigh: Wild

Bill ^ BacKpacKing Shop Winston-Salem: BococK &

Stroud

NORTH DAKOTA, Fargo: Mountain Specialties

OrarHJ Forks: Granum s Inc

OHIO, Cleveland: Angcep. Inc Lima: Dean s C B
Saii-s Miamitown: E Christopher Firearms Co
Northwood: Kowalka Gun & Sporting Goods Inc

Painesville: Atwells Sporting Goods Peninsula:

Bj-,.. I.,.,mp

Optical

OREGON. Beaveflon: Suburban Photo Portland:

Foto Mart Rei Co-op

PENNSYLVANIA. Allenlown: Leslie Edelman Inc

Bentleyville: Trew s Sport Shop Berwick: Bernie s

Warehouse Distribution Center Bethel Park: Bethel

Park Optigue Inc Bcoomall: The Camera Shop mc
Lawrence Pari* Industri.ii C'-nter Eynon: Harry

Sugorman Inc Fairlese Hills: Leslie Edelman inc

Jenkintown: Paul Jaeger Inc Locii Haven: Fm Fur

and Feather Mill Hall: Mnler s Gun Shop
Montgcmeryvllle: Leslie Edelman inc New Town
Square: Leslie Edelman mc Philadelphia: Rosen,
tela Photo Supply Inc Phlllpsburg: Belding & Mull

Inc Southampton: Nationwide Sports Distributors

mc Waynesburg: Joe Riggs Sporting Goods
Whitehall: Nosto' s Sporting Goods Inc Wilkes
Berre: D.inoll s Sporting Goods Wllllamtporl: E L

Blilii K Son

SOUTH CAROLINA. Clemson: Ole Norms Inc

SOUTH DAKOTA. Mitchell: Mabee Clinic Sloui
Falls Scheels Hardware S Sporl Shop Inc Wall:
Wall Drug Store Inc Walertown: Roys Sport Shop
Yankton: The Camera Shop

TEXAS. Amarlllo: Hunter s Hut Inc Arlington: Oul-
doois Uniimiioo Auelln: Capitol Camera McBndos
Gun, J Rich Sports Whole Earth Provision Co
Cklle: Palmer Sporting Goods Dallaa: Buckhoms
Trading Post Farmers Investment Inc Rays
Hardware i Sporting Goods Co Fofi Stockton: Bar
t>ee Knives Houston; Baker Lyman & Co inc Bar-

bour Opticians C B Delhomme Sporlmg Goods
Inc Hidalgo Supply Co Hook s Shooting Supplies
Oshman t Sporting Goods Inc J Rich Sports Ltd

Klntfavllle: Oahba s Gun Shop L«redo: Border
Sporting Goods Inc El Contro Sporting Goods
Oalos Lubbock: Maloul s The Hour Glass Odessa:
Gorman Konnor i SanO San Antonio: Army a Navy
Slore Don s Gun Sales N E Inc Sportsman s

Bailiwick Weco: Cogdell s Westview Inc

UTAH. MIdvale: Sunset Sports Center Salt Lake
CHy: Sunset Sports Center Wolle s

VERMONT. S Burlington: Eastern Mountain Sports
Swanton Swanton ftei.iii Drugs

VIRQINIA. Aleisndria [iritches ol Oeorgelowne
Potomac Arm, Chartaltasvllle: Blue Ridge Moun.
lam Sports Lynchburg: Blue Ridge Mountain
Sports Norfolk: Blue Ridge Mountain Sports Dr
Richard flnrtley A Assoc Inc Occoquan: Lynns
Slorp

WASHINQTON. AulMHn; R & K Photo Enterprises
Burlington Kesselring Gun Shop Daylen: Ber
nnrd ^ Seattle: Clyed s Camera Stores Inc Early
Wintem ltd Recreational Equipment. Inc . Rei Co-
op Spokane: The Crescent The Huppins Hi-(i

Stereo Tukwila: Recreational Equipment Inc

Wenatchee: Wells i Wade Hardware

WISCONSIN, Applelon: Janus Inc Oodgevllla:
lands End Yacht Stares Madteon: Berg Pearson
Sporting Goods Eclipse Inc Milwaukee: Casanova
Quns Laacke ^ Joys Co Reb Manulacluring i
Wholesale

WYOMINO, Buffalo; Sports Lure Neck iprlnae:
Sunset Sports Center Slore

m

Buy a Zeiss binocular
and see a rare bird.

A liletinie guarantee.
Rare birds aren't very enduring.
That's why th^'re rare. This one's

the exception. It lasts a lifetime.

Or, to put a fine point on it,

forever. Because it applies as long

as the binoculars exist. Lifetime

guarantees are rare for any
product. But for binoculars, ours
is the only one, a truly "rare bird."

Can our confidence be exces-
sive in guaranteeing against faulty

workmanship and material for a

whole lifetime? Mot the way Zeiss

manufactures. Not with the mate-
rials Zeiss uses. And above all, not

with the inspections and reinspec-

tions— 1 800 of them— one after

each manufacturing operation.

So, no matter how many
different generations of users

pick up a Zeiss binocular, it will

still transmit more light than any
other binocular, revealing more at

dusk and dawn with more color

trueness. And still offer

incomparable edge to edge
image quality and resolution.

You don't even have to hunt for

this rare bird. It nests at any of

the dealers listed here.

West Germany



Relativity made plain—
The amazing achievement of

Albert Einstein and what it

means today

EINSTEIN'S

UNIVERSE
by NIGEL CALDER

"This exceptionally gifted science writer

otters tiis readers a multiple-G ride on ttie

E ^ tVIC- Express . , - , Describing Einstein's

universe witti all its inferences and im-

plications is a most demanding cfiallenge.

Calder tias met it ... He affords ttie read-

er a solid footfiold in tfie vertiginous uni-

verse tfiat Einstein grasped witti intuitive

genius .... An absorbing, eye-opening tour

through the Einsteinian cosmos."

—Publishers Weekly
Illustrated

A Book-of-ttie-Montti Club Alternate $10 00

At your bookstore or direct from;"^"^"
THE VIKING PRESS Dept ate nh
625 Madison Ave , New York 10022

Send copies of EINSTEIN'S UNI-

VERSE la $10 00 and copies of

KEY TO THE UNIVERSE by Nigel Calder
(a $16 95 I enclose $ total

(Add necessary sales tax + $1 00 per

book for postage and handling )

UNUSUAL EXPEDITIONS
1979/1980

AMAZON RIVER CRUISE-26 days exploring

2100 miles of Itie tnighty Amazon River and
tier tributaries Departs USA October 8tti,

1979 Cruise rates from $3250 00

HIIWALAYAN KINGDOM TOUR-28 days visiting

the fiigfi Himalayas, Kasfimir. the Kathmandu

Valley. Syangboche at the base of Everest, ten

days in the Kingdom of Bhutan and the Indian

state of Sikkim Departs USA October 19th

1979 Inclusive land cost $2900 00

ANTARCTIC ADVENTURE CRUISE-30 days ex

ploring the Falkland Islands, the Weddell Sea

the Antarctic Peninsula and the Strait o'

H^agellan Departs USA November 23rd

1979 Cruise rates from $3350 00

RED SEA CRUISE-21 days visiting Haifa. Cy

pius. Port Said, the Suez Canal. Safaga and

Aqaba in the Red Sea Private shore arrange

ments include Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Cairo

Luxor and the pink city of Petra in Jordan

Departs USA December 18th, 1979 January

15th, and February 13th, 1980 Cruise/land

rates from $2340 00

AMAZON NATURE SAFARI-22 days visiting the

headwaters of the Amazon River, Paracas

Nature Reserve on the Pacific Coast, Lima and

the Explorers Lodge deep in the Peruvian

Jungle Departs U S A March 15th, and April

lOlh, 1980 Inclusive cost $1785 00

For the intrepid travelers we invite you to

enquire about our TRANS SAHARA EXPEDI-

TION Feb 80 NORTH AFRICAN SAFARI Mar 80,

NORTH POLE TOURIST EXPEDITION May '80

and our JORDANIAN TREK June 80

W DAVID CAMPBELL TRAVEL LTD

527 Madison Avenue, New York, NY 10022

(21?) 752-8908

The twenty-two women who earned

doctorates in the 1940s were, on the

whole, less distinguished than similar

groups at other times. Only 59 percent

were listed in American Men of

Science, compared with 82 percent of

the women who earned Ph.D,'s in the

1930s, and 88 percent in the 1950s.

Some of these women were able to use

their professional educations to good
advantage, but the majority did not

find work opportunities commensurate
with their training.

A inajor factor behind the disen-

chantment was the division of labor

that had locked women into dead-end

jobs. Tasks that had challenged the pi-

oneers presented little satisfaction to

succeeding generations of well-trained

professionals. To quote H.H. Turner,

professor of astronomy at Oxford,

"Doubtless the work is done best by

those who have had the experience , but

to spend a whole life in such computing

has manifest disadvantages, both for

the individual and for the institution

which must pay him an increasing sal-

ary with little corresponding return."

Turner's solution was to hire music

students on a temporary basis. Picker-

ing at Harvard, even as early as 1898,

had noted that mass-production data

processing did not ofler much opportu-

nity for individual advancement.

A half century later Otto Struve re-

marked that "participation in a large

routine program, developed and super-

vised by the director, had little to at-

tract a brilliant young man," and that

it was widely recognized that such

projects had "done much harm by vir-

tually killing the ambitions of hundreds

of the younger astronomers in

Europe." As Struve noted, this routine

work was done by men as well as

women, but women were ordinarily

restricted to it while men were not.

Despite the occasional token woman
who succeeded in breaking into other

and more independent aspects of as-

tronomy, by and large the observa-

tories kept women in their place. At

Mount Wilson, for example, all the

women on the start worked in the com-
puting division in the office in Pasa-

dena rather than as investigators. The
residence for observers on the moun-
tain was named "The Monastery" and

was built with toilet facilities for men
only.

Another factor affecting women's
participation in professional astron-

omy has been the changing attitudes

toward marriage. Of the sixty-three

American women astronomers born

before 1900 whom I have been able to

identify, only fourteen married, less

than one in four. Of the eleven female

charter members of the American As-

tronomical Society only Williamina

Fleming had ever been married, and

she was a divorcee. Of the sixteen fe-

male astronomy professors previously

mentioned, all were spinsters; the two

who did marry resigned their jobs im-

mediately. Wifehood and motherhood
were deemed career enough. Married

women generally sought paid employ-

ment only from necessity. Unmarried

male astronomers, by contrast, were

the exception rather than the rule.

In the twentieth century—as Freud-

ian notions linking anatomy and des-

tiny, and deprecating all sexual and

emotional relations but monogamous,
heterosexual ones, gained widespread

currency and as extended families dis-

integrated—spinsterhood lost much of

the social and psychic acceptability it

had previously enjoyed. Several

women with promising graduate and

early professional careers married,

quit their tenure-track jobs, and lost

their places in the professional hier-

archy. Like so many women described

by sociologist Jessie Bernard in her

book Academic Women, they placed

themselves in fringe benefit status: as-

sisting their professional husbands,

teaching in junior colleges, holding

various part-time and research asso-

ciate positions.

Family-career role conflict re-

mained intense for at least forty years,

from the 1920s through the 1950s.

Even the late Margaret Mead and her

associate Rhoda Metraux, in a 1957

study of "The Image of the Scientist

among High-School Students," pre-

sumed that male scientists would prob-

ably marry and female scientists would

not. A few numbers will indicate the

magnitude of the problem. Eight of the

fifteen women astronomers who earned

Ph.D.'s in the 1920s married. Of
these, only two remained active pro-

fessionals; four stopped work alto-

gether after marriage; two went back

to work briefly and only many years!

later.

Of the twenty-two women Ph.D.'s

of the 1940s, nine dropped from astro-f

nomical sight completely, most be-

cause of marriage. Another five mar-

ried nonaslronomers whose work took

them far from observatories or univer-

sities with graduate astronomy pro-

grams. Accepting jobs near their hus-

bands' places of employment, these

women worked in fields often only pe-
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The^rks
The Daffodil Mixture That Is Qeally a Mixture.

It blooms tor weeks and lasts a lifetime.

'The Works' is unique because it is made up of only

'fine, named Daffodil varieties of recent origin, not a

seedling in the lot. Each of these top-grade, double-nosed

bulbs will bloom the first year. 'The Works' has a long

season of bloom because it contains all classes of Daffo-

dils, except miniatures, and is carefully balanced among
Trumpets, which have yellow, golden, bi-color, or pink

blossoms; Flatcups in great variety, with flaring petals

and heavily-ruffled flat cups; members of the Poetaz

group, some of them doubles; Cyclamineus Hybrids hav-

ing shorter stems holding smaller flowers; and Triandrus

Hybrids with clusters of bloom on each stalk. This is a

delightfully informal way to naturalize Daffodils and it

may amaze you to see so many kinds you've never seen

in bloom— unless you've been to Holland in the spring.

Daffodils, as you may know, are nearly indestructible

perennials— they seem to last as long as Peonies, which

is a lifetime. They bloom sensationally the first spring,

and grow more beautiful each year thereafter. A plant-

ing of Daffodils naturalized here 44 years ago still

blooms gloriously, but is now more extensive, for the

bulbs are great self-propagators. Pick blooms for indoor

bouquets. What more could one ask?

You wouldn't expect a mixture of named-variety Daf-

fodils, double-nosed or top-grade, to sell for less than

$40.00 a hundred, and it doesn't. But $40.00 is less than

the price of other good mixtures. 'The Works' is sold

only by the 100 ( for 500 to one address deduct 5%; for

1,000 deduct 10% ) . For prepaid handling and delivery

please add 10% east of the Mississippi; 15%, for Gulf

states and west of The River ( Connecticut residents add

sales tax ) . Bulbs will be shipped in time for fall planting.

Order 'The Works' from this advertisement. With it

you will receive, without charge, the 1979 Fall Edition

of The Garden Book and a year's subscription to our

nationally-known Gardening Publications Service in

1980. This consists of the Spring and Fall editions of

The Garden Book, our catalogue which is really a gar-

den book, and three editions of NOTES, a valuable re-

minder publication. The Service is sold by subscription

for $5.00 a year, but is sent without charge to active

customers.

Please order now. 'The Works' sells out every year

and cannot be re-shipped from Holland. — A. Pettingill

'Si RegistCTfd Tradenai

White Flower Farm
Plantsmen

Litchfield 1501, Connecticut 06759

ripherally related to their primary aca-

demic interests.

The assumption of strong psycho-

sexual differences, which had facili-

tated women's entree to observatories,

was to underlie almost all consid-

erations of women scientists in the

twentieth century. In his opening re-

marks at a 1964 M.I.T. symposium on

"Women and the Scientific Profes-

sion," psychologist Bruno Bettleheim

spoke of "a womanly embracing of her

tasks rather than a masculine conquer-

ing of them."

The world of professional science

was seen as masculinely oriented and

as demanding a special kind of devo-

tion to hard and lonely work that was

essentially incompatible with a

woman's primary allegiance to "her

life as wife and mother." The fear was

not only that a working woman would

perforce neglect her family but that

contamination by the world at large

would destroy her purity and thus her

ability to give her family the emotional

and moral guidance it needed and de-

served. A dozen years later, at a Har-

vard symposium on astronomy and

space sciences entitled "Space for

Women," discussion again centered

on the assumed conflict between nur-

ture and a professional commitment to

science, a problem men seldom faced.

For working women in general,

however, and for astronomers in par-

ticular, factual change preceded theo-

retical questioning. The percentage of

women with astronomical doctorates

who married remained the same in the

1950s as in the 1940s but, despite the

feminine mystique, married women in

the latter decade were able to continue

their astronomical work. In 1973.

owing in part to a growing recognitioi

of the androgynous nature of both ca

reer and family activities, 70 percen

of women astronomers were married.

In the past several decades, wit)

greatly expanded support for science ii

general, tlie number of women astron

omers has increased significantly

Thirty-seven women earned astro

nomicalPh.D.'s in the 1960s, twice a

many as in the previous decade, an(

the high rate of increase continued ii

the early 1970s. At the same time

women have been able to gain access

to research opportunities hitherto

clo.sed, and they have been granted

some status and recognition for their

achievements. In 1965, for example,

Vera Rubin, now in the Department of

Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie l

Institution of Washington, became the



How to Profit from The Revenue Act of 1978

TheUltimate

Tax Shelter TED NICHOLAS

Tax experts are now referring to a

small, privately owned corporation as

"The Ultimate Tax Shelter." This is

especially true with the passage of the

Revenue Act of 1978. This law makes
most former tax shelters either ob-

solete, or of little advantage. Invest-

ments allected include real estate, oil

and gas drilling, cattle feeding, movies,

etc. These former tax shelters have lost

their attractiveness. Aside from that,

these tax shelters required a large invest-

ment. Only a small segment of the popu-
lation could benefit from them.

I've written a book showing how you
can form your own cor|)oration. I've

taken all the mystery out of it. Thou-
sands of people have already used the
system for incorporation described m
the book. I'll describe how you may
obtain it without risk and with a valuable
free bonus.

A corporation can be formed by any-

one at surprisingly low cost. And the

government encourages people to incor-

porate, which is a little known fad. The
government has recogni/.cd the impor-

tant role of small business in our coun-
try. Through favorable legislation incor-

porating a small business, hobby, or

sideline is perfectly legal and ethical.

There are numerous tax laws favorable

to corporate owners. Some of ihem are

remarkable in this age of ever-increasing

taxation. Kveryone of us needs all the

tax shelter we can get!

Here are just a few of the advantages
of having my book on incorporating.
You can limit your personal liability.

All that is at slake is the money you
have invested. This amount can be zero

lo a few hundred or even a few thousand
dollars. Your home, furniture, car,

savings, or other possessicms are not at

risk. You can raise capital and still keep
control of your business. Y<iu can put
aside up to 25% of your income (ax free.

If you desire, you may wish i<i set up a

nonprofit corporation or operate a cor-

poration anonymously. You will save
from $300 lo SI.000 simply by using
the handy tear-out forms mduded in the
book. All the things you need: certifi-

cate of incorporation, minutes, bylaws,
etc., including complete instructions.

There are still other advantages. Your
own corporation enables you to more
easily maintain continuity and facililatr

transfer of ownership. Tax free fringe

benefits can be arranged. You can jet up
your health and life insurance and other
programs for you and your family
wherein they are tax deductible. Another
very important option available to you
through incorporation is a medical reim-

bursement plan (MRP). Under an MRP,
all medical, dental, pharmaceutical ex-

penses for you and your family can be-

come tax deductible to the corporation.

An unincorporated person must exclude
the first 3% of family's medical expenses
from a personal tax return. Kor an indi-

vidual earning $20,000 the first $600
are not deductible.

Retirement plans, and pension and
profit-sharing arrangements can be set

up for you with far greater benefits than

those available to self-employed indivi-

duals.

A word of caution. Incorporating

may not be for you right now. However,
my book will help you decide whether
or not a corporation is for you now or in

the future. I review all the advantages

and disadvantages in depth. This choice

is yours after learning all the options. If

you do decide to incorporate, it can be

done by mail quickly and within 48
hours. You never have to leave the pri-

vacy of your home.
ni also reveal to you some startling

facts. Why lawyers often charge substan-

tial fees for incorporating when often

they prefer not to, and why two-thirds

of the New York and American Stock

Kxchange companies incorporate in

Delaware.
You may wonder how others have

successfully used the book. Not only

a small unincor))orated business, but

enjoyable hobbies, part time businesses,

and even existing jobs have been set up

as full fledged corporations. You don't

have to have a big business going to

benefit. In fact, not many people realize

some very important facts. There are

30,000 new businesses formed in the

U.S. each and every month. 98% of

them are small businesses; often just one

individual working from home.
To gain all the advantages of incorpo-

rating, it doesn't matter where you live,

your age, race, or sex. All that counts is

your ideas. If you are looking for some
new ideas, I believe my book will slimu

late you in that area. I do know many
small businessmen, housewives, hobby

ists, engineers, and lawyers who have

acted on the suggcilions in my book. A
woman who was my former set relary is

incorporated. She is now grossing over

$30,000 working from her home by

providing a secretarial service to me and

other local businesses. She works her

own hours and has all the cori)oratc ad

vantages.

I briefly mentioned thai you can start

with no capital whatsoever. I know it

can be done, since I have formed 18

companies of my own, and I began eaih

one of them with nothing. Beginning at

age 22, 1 incorporated my first company
which was a candy manufacturing con-

cern. Without credit or experience, 1

raised $96,000. From that starting point

grew a chain of 30 stores. I'm proud of

the fact that at age 29 1 was selected b\

a group of businessmen as one of the

outstanding businessmen in the nation.

As a result of this award, I received an

invitation lo personally meet with the

President of the United States.

I wrote my book. How To ^orm
Your Own Corporation Without .\ law-
yer Kor Under S50, because I fell that

man\ more people than otherwise would
could become the President of their

own corj)orations. .\s it has turned out,

a ver>' high proportion of all the corpo-

rations formed in America each month,

at the present time are using my book
to incoq)oratc.

Just picture \oursclf in the position

of President of your own corjioralion.

My book gives vou all the information

you need lo make your decision. Let

me help you make your business dreams

come true.

As a bonus for ordering my book
now, ni send you absolutely free a

portfolio of valuable inform.ition. It's

called "The Income Plan" and normally

sells for $9.9.'). It describes a unique plan

that shows you how to convert most

any job into your own corporation.

Yt)u'll increase your take home pay by

up to 2!J% without an increase in salary

or even changing jobs in mans cases. If

you are an employer, learn how lo

operate your business with inilepemlent

contractors rather than cmplosees. This

means that you'll have no payroll

records or withhoUling taxes lo worry

about. And you'll be complying with all

I.R.S. guidelines. "The Income Plan" in-

cludes lorms, examples and sample letter

agreements lo make it possible.

I personally guarantee your purchase

in the fairest wa> I know. If y<iu feel

my book is not all that I've described,

return it undamageil wilhin two weeks
and I'll promptly refund your money
with no questions asked. If \ou should

decide lo return it. you nia\ keep the

bonus Inc ome Portfolio for your trouble.

To gel Nour copy, write the wiirds

"Uor^ioralion Hook and Honus" on a

plain sheet of paper, along with your

name and aildress. Knclose a iheik for

$14.9^. There is no sales lax on your

order and your purchase prii e is tax

deduitible. M.ul \our order lo me, Ted

NKholas. ( /<> T.ntcrjirise Publishing Co..

Depl. Ml '•'(
.
'•01 ll.nefuial Ituilding

Wilmington, Delaware 19801.



Speak German
(ike a Diplomat!

What son of people need lo learn a lor

eign language as quickly and elfectively as

possible' Foreign Service personnel, that s

whO- Members of Americas diplomatic

corps are assigned to U.S. embassies
abroad, where they must be able to con-

verse fluently in every situation.

Now, you can learn to speak German |ust

like these diplomatic personnel do— with

the Foreign Service Institute s Programmed
Introduction to German.

The U.S. Department of State has spent

tens of thousands of dollars developing this

course. Its by far the most effective way to

learn German immediately

The Programmed German Course con

sists of a series ol tape cassettes and an

accompanying textbook. You simply follow

the spoken and written instructions, listen-

ing and repeating The course begins en

lirely in English. But by its end. you 11 find

yourself learning and speaking entirely in

German'

This course turns your cassette player

into a teaching machine. With its unique

programmed learning method, you set

your own pace— testing yourself, correct

ing errors, reinforcing accurate responses

v^aupio-raMjm

The FSI s Programmed German Course
comes in two volumes You may order one or

both courses

• Volume I. Basic

9 cassettes, 13 hours and a 647-page

text, $98

• Volume II. Advanced
8 cassettes, 8'z hours and a 333-page
text. $85
(New York State residents add appropri-

ate sales tax
)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in hand
some library binders

TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THIS AD and mail

with your name and address, and a check or

money order. Or, charge to your credit card

(American Express, VISA, Ivlaster Charge,

Diners Club) by enclosing card number, ex-

piration date, and your signature

The Foreign Service Institute's German
course is unconditionally guaranteed. Try it

for three weeks If you're not convinced its

the fastest, easiest, most painless way to

learn German, return it and well refund

every penny you paid! Order today!

Audio Forum
Dept. 82

145 East 49th St.

New York, N.Y. 10017
(212)753-1783 ^/

Watch the brilliance of

Nil<on optics come to

life every time you look
throush a Nikon Roof
Prism Binocular.

This is viewins as it

should be. Brisht. Sharp.

Crisply clear, even at dawn
or dusk. Truly remarkable
for such pocketably
compact, lightweisht

binoculars that let you
view as long as you like

without the strain or
fatigue often experienced
with cheaper glasses. And
downright astonishing at

their very affordable cost.

Choose the all-purpose

7x26 or high-powered
9x30 model, at Nikon
camera dealers and better

optical departments. Or
write to Nikon Inc., Dept.

N-26, Garden City, New
York 11530. Subsidiary of

Ehrenreich Photo-Optical
Industries, IncSHB
In Canada: Nikon Division,

Anglophoto Ltd., RQ.

Brilliance runs
in the fami y

Nikon Binoculars

first female guest investigator on

Mount Palomar; on her instruction

sheet the printed statement that "it is

not feasible for women to undertake an

observing program" was modified in

pencil by the word "usually." Mount
Wilson first admitted women as student

observers in 1967. Cecilia Payne-

Gaposchkin, who had been a full work-

ing member of the Harvard astronomy

department and of the Observatory

Council for thirty years, received full

professorial rank at Harvard in 1956.

Helen Sawyer Hogg became a full pro-

fessor at the University of Toronto in

1957, twenty-six productive years

after her Ph.D. In I960 Mount Wilson

promoted Margaret Burbidge to the

rank of senior research fellow.

In the "big science" era that fol-

lowed the Second World War, the

quest for prestige discouraged the

older, routine investigations in favor of

more spectacular and immediately suc-

cessful research. Moreover, the great

celestial surveys undertaken about

1900 were all reaching completion.

Coincidentally, the advent of elec-

tronic computers and scanning devices

freed trained astronomers for more cre-

ative tasks.

In seeming contradiction, as astron-

omy has become more individualistic,

some astronomers have given public

acknowledgement of its cooperative

aspects. In 1974, British astronomer

Anthony Hewish got the Nobel Prize

in Physics for his role in the discovery

of pulsars, but the scientific press gave

widespread attention to Jocelyn Bell,

his graduate student who actually made

the find.

In summary, the American astro-

nomical community and the women's

movement grew to maturity at about

the same time, and by 1920 there was

a happy symbiosis between the two.

Astronomy ottered respectable and

satisfying employment, which newly

educated women were eager to accept.

By the 1930s women were recognizing

the cost of their victory. Routine, low-

status jobs were often presented and

accepted as women's work, and most

women interested in astronomy had

chosen between career and marriage.

Only in the past twenty years has there

been a serious and somewhat success-

ful etlort to get women astronomers

into gender-free educational, employ-

ment, and research opportunities, and

to get men to share the tasks of family

maintenance and nurture, so that both

men and women might enjoy the chal-

lenges and rewards of both worlds. D
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Mickey Mouse Meets Konrad Lorenz
Both animal behaviorists and Walt Disney have made
similar discoveries about our responses

Age often turns fire to placidity. Lyt-

ton Strachey in his incisive portrait of

Florence Nightingale writes of her de-

clining years:

Destiny, having waited very patiently,

played a queer trick on Miss Nightingale.

The benevolence and public spirit of that

long life had only been equalled by its acer-

bity. Her virtue had dwelt in hardness.

. . . And now the sarcastic years brought the

proud woman her punishment. She was not

lo die as she had lived. The sting was to

be taken out of her; she was to be made
soft; she was to be reduced to compliance

and complacency.

I was therefore not surprised—al-

though the analogy may strike some
people as sacrilegious—to discover

that the creature who gave his name as

a synonym for insipidity had a gutsier

youth. Mickey Mouse turned a respect-

able fifty last year. To mark the occa-

sion, many theaters replayed his debut

performance in Steamboai Willie

(1928). The original Mickey was a

rambunctious, even slightly sadistic

fellow. In a remarkable sequence, ex-

ploiting the exciting new development

of sound, Mickey and Minnie pummel,
squeeze, and twist the animals on

board a steamboat to produce a rousing

chorus of "Turkey in the Straw."

They honk a duck with tight embrace,

crank a goat's tail, tweak a pig's nip-

ples, bang a cow's teeth as a stand-in

xylophone, and play bagpipe on her

udder.

Christopher Finch, in his semioffi-

cial pictorial history of Disney's work,

comments: "The Mickey Mouse who
hit the movie houses in the late twen-

ties was not quite the well-behaved

character most of us are familiar with

today. He was mischievous, to say the

least, and even displayed a streak of

cruelty" {The Art of Walt Disney,

1975). But Mickey soon cleaned up his

act, leaving to gossip and speculation

only his unresolved relationship with

Minnie and the status of Morty and

Ferdie. Finch continues: "Mickey . . .

had become virtually a national sym-

bol, and as such he was expected to

behave properly at all times. If he occa-

sionally stepped out of line, any num-

ber of letters would arrive at the Studio

from citizens and organizations who
felt that the nation's moral well-being

was in their hands. . . . Eventually he

would be pressured into the role of

straight man."
As Mickey's personality softened,

his appearance changed in tandem.

Many Disney fans are aware of this

transformation through time, but few (I

suspect) have recognized the coordi-

nating theme behind all the alter-

ations—in fact, I am not sure that the

As Mickey became increasingly well

behaved over the years, his

appearance became more youthful.

Measurements of three stages in his

development (see graph, page 34)

revealed a larger relative head size,

larger eyes, and an enlarged

cranium—all traits of juvenility.

I

© Wall Disney Productions Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3



How a phone call solved the ir^^stery

ofthe sandy teacups.
Based on an actual call made to the toll-free 24-hour Whirlpool Cool-Line' service.

(Telephone Rings)

Cool-Line Consultant: Whirlpcxjl Cool-Line. May I help

you?

Woman: I just bought a Whirlpool dishwasher and I keep

finding sand in my teacups. Can you help me?

Consultant: That's why I'm here. Now, about the sand.

Are the rest of your dishes clean?

Woman: They're fine. My husband's a Mexican food freak.

Even pans with baked-on retried beans get clean. But

where did the sand come from?

Consultant: What does the sand look like?

Woman: Like... sand. In a puddle of water that didn't

drain out of the teacup.

Consultant: If you're seeing "sand," it could be your dish-

washer detergent hasn't dissolved. Do you have a cup

with some "sand" in it now?

Woman: Right here by the phone.

Consultant: Does the "sand

"

look like detergent?

Woman: You mean this

IS detergent?!?

Consultant: Look closer

Woman: It does look like detergent. So why didn't it

dissolve?

Consultant: Check your water temperature. At your

dishwasher, it should be at least 140°. If it's okay then

I suggest you buy a fresh box of detergent. Dishwasher

detergent sometimes has a very short shelf life and
doesn't dissolve completely when it's old. And make sure

you load your teacups properly so all the water drains out.

Woman: Wow. You really helped. Sorry I bothered you.

but at least I didn't have to call a repairman. Thanks for

your time.

Consultant: Glad I could help.

This IS the kind of two-way communication we've been

having with our Whirlpool Cool-Line service for the past

eleven years. It's just one example of the continuing

concern we have for customers who purchase quality

Whirlpool appliances.

If you ever have a question or problem with your

Whirlpool appliance, call our toll-free 24-hour Cool-Line

service at 800-253-1301. In Alaska and Hawaii, dial 800-

253-1121. In Michigan, call 800-632-2243. If our Cool-

Line service can't help, we have Whirlpool franchised

Tech-Care" service representatives all over the country

who can.

Whirlpool
Quality Our way ot lite



D Wan Disney Productions

Disney artists themselves explicitly

realized what they were doing, since

the changes appeared in such a halting

and piecemeal fashion. In short, the

blander and inoffensive Mickey be-

came progressively more juvenile in

appearance. (Since Mickey's chrono-

logical age never altered—like most
cartoon characters he stands impervi-

ous to the ravages of time—this change

in appearance at a constant age is a true

evolutionary transformation. Progres-

sive juvenilization as an evolutionary

phenomenon is called neoteny. More
on this later.)

The characteristic changes of form

during human growth have inspired a

substantial biological literature. Since

the head-end of an embryo differen-

tiates first and grows more rapidly in

utero than the foot-end (an antero-pos-

terior gradient, in technical language),

a newborn child possesses a relatively

large head attached to a medium-sized

body with diminutive legs and feet.

This gradient is reversed through

growth as legs and feet overtake the

front end. Heads continue to grow but

so much more slowly than the rest of

the body that relative head size de-

creases.

During human growth, a suite of

changes pervades the head itself. The
brain grows very slowly after age

three, and the bulbous cranium of a

young child gives way to the more
slanted, lower-browed configuration of

adultht)od. The eyes scarcely grow at

all and relative eye size declines

precipitously. But the jaw gets bigger

and bigger. Children, compared with

adults, have larger heads and eyes,

smaller jaws, a more prominent, bulg-

ing cranium, and smaller, pudgier legs

and feet. Adult heads are altogether

more apish, I'm sorry to say.

Mickey, however, has traveled this

ontogenetic pathway in reverse during

his fifty years among us. He has as-

sumed an ever more childlike appear-

ance as the ratty character of Steam-

boat Willie became the cute and inof-

fensive host to a magic kingdom. By
1940, the former tweaker of pig's nip-

ples gets a kick in the ass for insubor-

dination (as the Sorcerer's Apprentice

in Fantasia). By 1953, his last cartoon,

he has gone fishing and cannot even

subdue a squirting clam.

The Disney artists transformed

Mickey in clever silence, often using

suggestive devices that mimic nature's

own changes by different routes. To
give him the shorter and pudgier legs

of youth, they lowered his pants line

and covered his spindly legs with a

baggy outfit. (His arms and legs also

thickened substantially—and acquired

joints for a floppier appearance.) His

head grew relatively larger and its fea-

tures more youthful. The length of

Mickey's snout has not altered, but de-

creasing protrusion is more subtly sug-

gested by a pronounced thickening.

Mickey's eye has grown in two modes:
first, by a major, discontinuous evolu-

tionary shift as the entire eye of ances-

tral Mickey became the pupil of his

descendants, and second, by gradual

increase thereafter.

Mickey's improvement in cranial

bulging followed an interesting path

since his evolution has always been

constrained by the unaltered conven-

tion of representing his head as a circle

with appended ears and an oblong

Dandified, disreputable Mortimer
(here stealing Minnie's affections)

has strikingly more adult features

than Mickey. His head is smaller in

proportion to body length: his nose

is a full 80 percent of head length.

snout. Thus, the circle's form could

not be altered to provide a bulging cra-

nium directly. Instead, Mickey's ears

moved back, increasing the distance

between nose and ears, and giving him
a rounded, rather than a sloping, fore-

head.

To give these observations the ca-

chet of quantitative science, I applied

my best pair of dial calipers to three

stages of the official phylogeny—the

thin-nosed, ears-forward figure of the

early 1930s (stage 1), the latter-day

Jack of Mickey and the Beanstalk

( 1947, stage 2), and the modern mouse
(stage 3). I measured three signs of

Mickey's creeping juvenility: increas-

ing eye size (maximum height) as a

percentage of head length (base of the

nose to top of rear ear); head length as

a percentage of body length; and in-

creasing cranial vault measured by

rearward displacement of the front ear

(base of the nose to top of front ear as

a percentage of base of the nose to top

of rear ear).

All three percentages increased

steadily—eye size from 27 to 42 per-

cent of head length; head length from

42.7 to 48.1 percent of body length;

and nose to front ear from 71.7 to a

whopping 95.6 percent of nose to rear

ear. For comparison, I measured
Mickey's young "nephew " Morty

Mouse. In each case, Mickey has

clearly been evolving toward youthful

stages of his stock, although he still has

a way to go for head length.

You may, indeed, now ask what an

at least marginally respectable scientist

has been doing with a mouse like that.

In part, fiddling around and having fun,

of course. (I still prefer Pinocchio to

Citizen Kane.) But I do have a serious

point—two, in fact—to make. First,

why did Disney choose to change his

most famous character so gradually

and persistently in the same direction?

National symbols are not altered capri-

ciously and market researchers (for the

doll industry in particular) have spent

a good deal of time arid practical effort

learning what features appeal to people

as cute and friendly. Biologists also
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experience with babies and grafted

upon an evolutionary predisposition

for attaching ties of affection to certain

^ / learned signals. My argument works
'^^ J / ^' "^ / equally well in either case for I only

claim that babyish features tend to

elicit strong feelings of affection in

adult humans.

Lorenz emphasizes the power that

^ N.v>\ juvenile features hold over us, and the

dd \ f' <'"' 1 abstract quality of their influence, by
>-^^<s..--=«--i - -* pointing out that we judge other ani-

mals by the same criteria—although

the judgment may be utterly inappro-

priate in an evolutionary context. We
^ <" V <^

f \ ^'^^' '" s'lof'- fooled by an evolved re-

1 J \ >'=a,_,^__ I / \ sponse to our own babies, and we
^

transfer our reaction to the same set of

features in other animals.

Many animals, for reasons having

-• \ *—"^^ \ nothing to do with the inspiration of

affection in humans, possess some fea-

„ t i a . I „;™ ; tures also shared by human babies butHumans feel affection for animals
, , , , ,

... • 11, I ^ „ „ „ not by human adults—large eyes and
with juvenile features: large eyes,

, , • r j •.
, , • • . ,° 1,- a bulgmg forehead with retreatme
buleine craniums, retreating chins ,•,„, ,

(left column). Small-eyed, long- '^/""' '" Parfcular. We are drawn to

snouted animals (right column) do
'^em, we cult.vate them as pets we

. I- . .1. ^ Z„ „ „ stop and admire them in the wild

—

not elicit the same response. , r, ...
while we reject their small-eyed, long-

snouted relatives who might make
more affectionate companions or ob-

jects of admiration. Lorenz points out

that the German names of many ani-

have spent a great deal of time studying mals with features mimicking human
a similar subject in a wide range of babies end in the diminutive suffix

animals. chen, even though the animals are

In one of his most famous articles, often larger than close relatives with-

Konrad Lorenz argues that humans use out features similar to human babies

—

the characteristic differences in form Rotkehlchen('"Tobin"), Eichhornchen

between babies and adults as important ("squirrel"), and Kaninchen ("rab-

behavioral cues. He believes that fea- bit"), for example,

tures of juvenility trigger "innate re- In a fascinating section, Lorenz then

leasing mechanisms" for affection and enlarges upon our capacity for biologi-

nurturance in adult humans. When we cally inappropriate response to other

see a living creature with babyish fea- animals, or even to inanimate objects,

tures, we feel an automatic surge of that mimic human features. "The most

disarming tenderness. The adaptive amazing objects can acquire remark-

value of this response can scarcely be able, highly specific emotional values

questioned, for we must nurture our by 'experiential attachment' of human
babies. Lorenz, by the way, lists properties. . . . Steeply rising, some-

among his releasers the very features what overhanging cliff faces or dark

of babyhood that Disney affixed pro- storm-clouds piling up have the same,

gressively to Mickey: "a relatively immediate display value as a human
large head, predominance of the brain being who is standing at full height and

capsule, large and low-lying eyes, leaning slightly forwards"—that is,

bulging cheek region, short and thick threatening.

extremities, a springy elastic consis- We cannot help regarding a camel as

rency, and clumsy movements." aloof and unfriendly because it

I propose to leave aside for this ar- mimics, quite unwittingly and for other

tide the contentious issue of whether reasons, the "gesture of haughty rejec-

or not our affectionate response to ba- tion" common to so many human cul-

byish features is truly innate and in- tures. In this gesture, we raise our

herited directly from ancestral pri- heads, placing our nose above our

mates—as Lorenz argues—or whether eyes. We then half-close our eyes and

it is simply learned from our immediate blow out through our nose—the

"harumph" of the stereotyped upper-

class Englishman or his well-trained

servant. "All this," Lorenz argues

quite cogently
, '

' symbolizes resistance

against all sensory modalities emanat-

ing from the disdained counterpart."

But the poor camel cannot help carry-

ing its nose above its elongate eyes,

with mouth drawn down. As Lorenz

In an early drawing (see page 30,

stage 1) Mickey had a

smaller head, cranial vault, and
eyes. He evolved in stages toward

the characteristics of his young
nephew Morty (connected to

Mickey by a dotted line).

The "Evolution" of Mickey Mouse
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reminds us, if you wish to know
whether a camel will eat out of your

hand or spit, look at its ears, not the

rest of its face.

in his important book Expression of

the Emotions in Man and Animals,

published in 1872, Charles Darwin

traced the evolutionary basis of many
common gestures to originally adap-

tive actions in animals later internal-

ized as symbols in humans. Thus, he

argued for evolutionary continuity of

emotion, not only of form. We snarl

and raise our upper lip in fierce anger

—

to expose our nonexistent fighting ca-

nine tooth. Our gesture of disgust

repeats the facial actions associated

with the highly adaptive act of vomit-

ing in necessary circumstances. Dar-

win concluded, much to the distress of

many Victorian contemporaries;

"With mankind some expressions,

such as the bristling of the hair under

the influence of extreme terror, or the

uncovering of the teeth under that of

furious rage, can hardly be understood,

except on the belief that man once ex-

isted in a much lower and animal-like

condition."

In any case, the abstract features of

human childhood elicit powerful emo-
tional responses in us, even when they

occur in other animals. I submit that

Mickey Mouse's evolutionary road

down the course of his own growth in

reverse reflects the unconscious dis-

covery of this biological principle by

Disney and his artists. In fact, the emo-
tional status of most Disney characters

rests on the same set of distinctions.

And to this extent, the magic kingdom
trades on a biological illusion—our

ability to abstract and our propensity to

transfer inappropriately to other ani-

mals the fitting responses we make to

changing form in the growth of our

own species.

Donald Duck also adopts more juve-

nile features through time. His elon-

gated beak recedes and his eyes en-

large; he converges on Huey, Louie,

and Dewey as surely as Mickey ap-

proaches Morty. But Donald, having

inherited the mantle of Mickey's origi-

nal misbehavior, remains more adult in

form with his projecting beak and more
sloping forehead.

Mouse villains or sharpies, con-

trasted with Mickey, are always more
adult in appearance, although they

often share Mickey's chronological

age. In 1936, for example, Disney

made a short entitled Mickey's Rival.

Mortimer, a dandy in a yellow sports

car, intrudes upon Mickey and Min-

nie's quiet country picnic. The
thoroughly disreputable Mortimer has

a head only 29 percent of body length,

to Mickey's 45, and a snout 80 percent

of head length, compared with

Mickey's 49. (Nonetheless, and was it

ever different, Minnie transfers her af-

fection until an obliging bull from a

neighboring field dispatches Mickey's

rival.) Consider also the exaggerated

adult features of other Disney charac-

ters—the swaggering bully Peg-leg

Pete or the simple, if lovable, dolt

Goofy.

As a second, serious biological com-
ment on Mickey's odyssey in form, I

note that his path to eternal youth

repeats, in epitome, our own evolu-

tionary story. For, as I have argued in

several columns, humans are neotenic.

We have evolved by retaining to

adulthood the originally juvenile fea-

tures of our ancestors. Our aus-

tralopithecine forebears, like Mickey
in Steamboat Willie, had projecting

jaws and low vaulted craniums.

Our embryonic skulls scarcely differ

from those of chimpanzees. And we
follow the same path of changing form

through growth: relative decrease of

the cranial vault since brains grow so

much more slowly than bodies after

birth, and continuous relative increase

of the jaw. But while chimps accentu-

ate these changes, producing an adult

strikingly different in form from its

baby, we proceed much more slowly

down the same path and never get

nearly so far. Thus, as adults, we retain

juvenile features. To be sure, we
change enough to produce a notable

difference between baby and adult, but

our alteration is far smaller than that

experienced by chimps and other pri-

mates.

A marked slowdown of develop-

mental rates has triggered our neoteny.

Primates are slow developers among
mammals, but we have accentuated the

trend to a degree matched by no other

mammal. We have very long periods

of gestation, markedly extended child-

hoods, and the longest life span of any

mammal. The morphological features

Cartoon villains are not the only

Disney characters with exaggerated

adult features. Goofy, like Mortimer,

has a small head relative to body

length and a prominent snout, but he

is depicted as an appealing numskull.

of eternal youth have served us well.

Our enlarged brain is, at least in part,

a result of extending rapid prenatal

growth rates to later ages. (In all mam-
mals, the brain grows rapidly in utero

but often very little after birth. We
have extended the operation of this

fetal rate.)

And the changes in timing them-

selves have been just as important. We
are preeminently learning animals, and

our extended childhood permits the

transference of culture by education.

Many animals display flexibility and

play in childhood but follow rigidly

programmed patterns as adults. Lorenz

writes, in the same article cited above:

"The characteristic which is so vital

for the human peculiarity of the true

man—that of always remaining in a

state of development—is quite cer-

tainly a gift which we owe to the neo-

tenous nature of mankind."
In short, we, like Mickey, never

grow up although we, alas, do grow
old. Best wishes to you, Mickey, for

your next half century. May we stay as

young as you, but grow a bit wiser.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.

tc) Walt Disney Productions
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Debut of the Seventeen-Year- Old Cicada
This spring, brood II of the longest-lived insects will burst forth from
the ground right on cue. Soon thereafter, they will "disappear" for another seventeen years

by Chris Simon

The periodical cicada is due to make
an appearance this year over a wide

area of the eastern seaboard—from

central North Carolina to the mid-Hud-
son Valley. The parents of this year's

generation emerged from the ground in

late May 1962: first in North Carolina;

later, farther north. During the inter-

vening seventeen years, the offspring

of those insects have grown from ap-

proximately six-hundredths of an inch

to one inch in length.

Periodical cicadas, the subject of

natural history investigations since the

mid-seventeenth century, have re-

cently proved a useful tool in studying

evolutionary ecology and the problems

of speciation. The most commonly
asked questions about these cicadas

are; Why do they emerge every seven-

teen years? Why do they live longer

than any other insect? Why do they

occur in tremendous numbers? Why
are the adults synchronized in emer-

gence time? Why don't they appear in

the same year everywhere? And what

do they do during their seventeen years

underground? As is usually the case in

scientific inquiry, the more we learn,

the more interesting questions arise.

Commonly known as "seventeen-

year locusts" because of their habit of

emerging in plague proportions every

seventeen years, periodical cicadas

first received the name "locusts" in

1634 from the Pilgrims, who mistaken-

ly equated them with the migratory

grasshoppers of Biblical plagues.

Since that time, both periodical and

nonperiodical cicadas have been called

locusts, a misnomer that has caused

confusion and unnecessary panic.

True locusts are short-horned (an-

tennaed) grasshoppers that belong to

the insect order Orthoptera, along with

katydids, mantids, and roaches. They
possess chewing mouthparts and can

destroy crops. Seventeen-year locusts

are actually cicadas and belong to the

order of sucking insects, Homoptera,

which includes spittlebugs, leaf hop-

pers, aphids, scale insects, and mealy-

bugs. The damage they cause to vege-

tation is considerably less severe.

Cicadas are worldwide in distri-

bution, comprising 265 genera and

1,940 species. The diversity is im-

mense. They range in wingspan from

a little more than an inch to approxi-

mately 7'/2 inches. Some are brightly

colored, but many are dull brown or

green. The more curious species in-

clude the bladder cicadas, with their

large balloonlike abdomens, and the

hairy cicadas, which inhabit the cooler

regions of Australia. Male cicadas are

noted for their singing ability. The

song is produced most commonly by

the vibration of a tight, ribbed mem-
brane (tymbal), which is moved by a

pair of large muscles. However, there

are species that produce sound by strid-

ulating (with a file and scraper) or by

banging their wings.

The periodical cicadas, which make
up the genus Magicicada, occur in the

United States east of the Great Plains.

In addition to the seventeen-year life

cycle form, a thirteen-year form inhab-

its the South and the Midwest. The lat-

ter was not recorded in the literature

until the mid- 1800s, fully 200 years

after the first published reference to the

seventeen-year cicada. All other ci-

cada genera are nonperiodical: they

may have long life cycles (up to seven

to nine years) but they are unsynchro-

nized, so that some individuals mature

and emerge every year.

Periodical cicadas are easily distin-

guishable from their annual relatives as

they are the only North American ci-

cadas with red eyes and they generally

emerge earlier, in May and June as op-

posed to July and August. Like other

cicadas, the females lay their eggs in

slits in tree branches using their sharp,

sawlike ovipositors. The eggs hatch

after one and a half to two months and

hundreds of thousands of tiny milli-

meter-long nymphs instinctively

launch themselves into space. The ma-

jority land within a few acres of where

their grandparents emerged from the

ground thirteen or seventeen years be-

fore. There they burrow underground

and use their needlelike beaks to pierce

tree rootlets and feed on dilute xylem

fluid. When the rootlet dies, they

search for a new one.

The subterranean nymphs pass

through five stages (instars), growing

with each intermediary molt. The fifth-

instar nymphs emerge synchronously

in a given locality, usually at dusk,

often within a week or two of the emer-

gence of their forebears 17, 34, 51

years before (or 13, 26, 39, in the thir-

After emerging from a seventeen-year

underground existence, a periodical

cicada will climb any nearby

vertical surface. Its aboveground

life is brief: in three to four

weeks it will have mated and died.
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teen-year race). When densities are

particularly high, emergence may con-

tinue into the day or over a period of

days.

How the nymphs "'count" the years

is unknown. They do not all grow at

the same rate. The approximate dura-

tions of the stages are one-half to one

year in the first instar; two to six years

in the second (probably two years in

the thirteen-year cicada and up to six

years in the seventeen-year cicada);

three to four years in the third; three

to four years in the fourth; and the re-

maining time in the fifth. Thus at any

given time, two or three different in-

stars might exist in a population.

Within an instar, body size may vary

depending on nutrition.

Despite varying growth rates, at the

end of the allotted time all nymphs
are in the fifth instar. They may con-

struct an exit tunnel as much as a month

(or even a year) early and sit just below

the surface. The final precision that

marks the date of emergence is impres-

sive but less diflicult to explain than the

counting of the years. The crucial fac-

tor is the sum of cumulative degree

days of soil temperature in the spring.

James Heath, an insect physiologist at

the University of Illinois, studying an

emergence on a north- and south-fac-

ing wooded slope, found that a 64°F

ground temperature seemed to be the

final cue. Others have noticed that

emergences often follow heavy rains.

Hundreds of thousands of fifth-in-

star nymphs emerge from the ground

just after sunset and head for the

nearest vertical object, which they

climb. The distance they climb before

eclosing depends on the object they

The exit holes of seventeen-year

cicadas, lop, dot the floor of a woods

in Hamilton County, Ohio.

Near Vicksburg, Mississippi, a

newly emerged nymph of brood XXlll

of the thirteen-year cicada is crawling

toward a nearby tree to begin its

life as an adult, center. A day after

the cicadas have emerged, the base

of a tree, bottom, is littered with

castoff nymphal skins, dying

cicadas unable to make it any

farther because of injury, and a

few stragglers on the ascent.

Hanging from a twig, a thirteen-year

cicada, right, stretches back

and out of its nymphal jacket.





happen to have climbed (for example,

a tall tree versus a grass stem) and

probably on the level of their stored

energy reserves.

The transformation to the adult stage

is spectacular. The dry, golden skin, in

which a nymph has been imprisoned

for the previous four to eight years,

splits down the back to reveal a milky

white creature with bright red eyes and

two square, black patches on its back

(believed to be involved in the attach-

ment of the muscles of the forelimbs).

The wings, which up to this point have

been folded accordianlike, are now
free to expand. This is accomplished

by the pumping of hemolymph through

the wing vein network. The transfor-

mation may take several hours and in-

cludes hardening and darkening of the

cuticle. The length of this vulnerable

stage in the life cycle suggests an adap-

tive explanation for their dusk-timed

emergence—escape from visually

orienting avian predators.

By midnight, new adults can be

found clinging to tree limbs, branches,

blades of grass, or any other vertical

object that can support their weight.

Instinctively they climb upward; their

wings are still too soft and the night

temperature is too cool for flight. By
midday the cicadas have hardened and

warmed up and are capable of flight,

but activity levels are generally low

until the second or third day when the

males begin their mating song. They
prefer sunny places such as tree tops

and by the end of the first week a prom-

inent tree often becomes a chorusing

center. The females fly here to mate,

then disperse over short distances to

lay eggs. The adults live for three to

four weeks.

Egg laying can be destructive to veg-

etation. When densities are highest,

the slits into which the eggs are laid can

damage branch tips beyond repair. Al-

though a heavy infestation may leave

a forest looking brown, the ultimate

effect on most trees is no more severe

than a good pruning. Smaller trees,

however, can be killed. When
forewarned, orchard growers often

plan ahead and do not plant new trees

for three or four years prior to a pre-

dicted emergence. Homeowners are

advised to shake cicadas off young
trees or to cover them with cheese-

cloth. Spraying large trees with insecti-

cides is an expensive, dangerous, and

useless exercise as the spray must con-

tact cicadas directly to be effective.

Furthermore, dying cicadas that have

not escaped the poison flutter on the

1978-1995

• Brood II 1979-1996

Brood III 1980-1997

O Brood IV 1981-1998

• Brood V 1982-1999

ground where they are eaten by un-

suspecting birds, dogs, and cats.

One of the most dramatic aspects of

the periodical cicada's appearance is

the immensity of its populations. Often

every square foot of the emergence

area is pockmarked with their holes.

Cicadas and empty nymphal shells can

be found clinging everywhere. This

immense pulse of life, preceded and

followed by seventeen years of its ab-

sence, insures that no predators can

specialize. The cicada strategy for sur-

vival is predator satiation, rather than

predator avoidance.

Periodical cicadas cannot bite or

sting. They are conspicuous, good tast-

ing, and not always quick to fly when
disturbed. These characteristics were

collectively termed "predator fool-

hardiness" by Monte Lloyd and Henry

Dybas, two evolutionary biologists

who study the complex evolutionary

history of the group. They pointed out

that a direct consequence of this strat-

egy is that population sizes must be

large in order to avoid localized extinc-

tion through predation.

Rick Karban, an energetic field bi-

ologist from the University of Pennsyl-

vania who is studying predator satia-

tion, censused periodical cicada popu-

lations in Virginia last spring. He esti-

mated the initial density of a popula-

tion by counting emergence holes and

later measured the same population's

survival and reproductive success by

intercepting its falling first-instar off-

spring in trays placed under their nest

trees. His findings showed that sur-

vival, estimated by reproductive out-

put, increased more than proportion-

ately with population density; that is.

dense populations produced relatively

more offspring, presumably because a

smaller proportion of the total popula-

tion was eaten by predators.

Many nonperiodical cicada species

fluctuate in adult abundance from sum-

mer to summer; that is, they have

"good" and "bad" years. To create

periodicity from such a situation, there

must be natural selection against indi-

viduals emerging in years when popu-

lation densities are low. The ancestral

"protoperiodical" cicadas most likely

had a shorter life cycle than their mod-

ern periodical relatives since all known
nonperiodical cicadas have life cycles

within the range of three to nine years

and most other insect species have life

cycles of one year or less. Seventeen

years is the longest known life cycle

(egg to adult) of any insect.

The classical ecological theory of

predator buildup as a response to in-

creasing prey abundance can be ap-

plied to this situation. Imagine an an-

cestral protoperiodical cicada species

that fluctuates in adult abundance from

year to year. In years when many adult

cicadas succeed in emerging, the pred-

ators and parasites of these insects

will feed well and produce many off-

spring, so the predator population will

increase. Because cicadas that emerge

the following year face increased pre-

dation pressure, each individual has a

high probability of death. Therefore

there would be selection for individual

cicadas to emerge in years of high ab-

solute cicada density. In such a situa-

tion, the probability of any one cicada

being eaten is very low.

This predator-satiation strategy is

not unique to cicadas. Some dragon-
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flies and June beetles, temperate oak

trees, many tropical fruit trees, and

Asian bamboos all follow the same

strategy. An important component of

this predator escape device is that in

intervening years, prey availability

must be minimal, so that predator pop-

ulations drop to low levels (because of

starvation) before the next pulse of

prey.

Lloyd and Dybas have suggested

that periodical cicadas have long life

cycles as the result of an "evolutionary

race through lime" between the

protopcriodical cicadas and a special-

ized patasitoid (a parasite that kills its

prey). This hypothetical parasitoid pre-

sumably had a lite cycle that was al-

most synchronized with, and nearly

equal in length to (but always slightly

less than), the ancestral protoperiodi

cal cicada. As the theory goes, the ci-

cadas finally outran their parasitoid

pursuer and the poor specialized beast

went extinct. The thet)ry is tenuous in

that Its proof is the nonexistence of the

hypothetical parasitoid. Nevertheless,

no more plausible theory exists.

Once a long lite cycle is achieved,

the perfection and maintenance of

periodicity is "easy," This mathe-

matical problem was explored by

Frank Moppensteadt and Joseph Keller

of New York University's Courani In

sliiuteof Mathematical Sciences. They

demonstrated that predalion and envi

ronmental carrying capacity can act in

combination to bring about perfect

synchrony Synchronization is a con-

sequence of the opposing pressures of

a limiting environmental resource (in

this case oviposition and nyinphal

feeding sites) and the numbers of adult

cicadas needed to satiate predators.

When supplied with estimates of popu-

lation size, fecundity, environmental

carrying capacity, nymphal survival

rate, and predator population size, the

mathematical model predicted that ci-

cadas with a generation time of less

than ten years would be nonsynchro-

nized and appear annually, whereas ci-

cadas with longer life cycles would be-

come periodical. Other parametric val-

ues could yield a ditlerent threshold for

periodicity, but the general conclusion

would be the same: long life cycles re-

sult in synchrony (periodicity).

Why then don't we see periodical

cicadas with life cycles of, for ex-

ample, twelve, fourteen, fifteen, six-

teen, or eighteen years? Lloyd and

Dybas have suggested that a prime

number of years between emergences

insures that no predators can track the

cicada population by having cycles

half as long and catching them every

other time, or a third as long and catch-

ing them every third time, and so t>n.

Thirteen and seventeen are prime num-
bers; therefore, unless the predator has

a life cycle equal in length to the ci-

cadas, the minimum number of years

between predator and cicada coinci-

dence is equal to the length of the

predator's life cycle limes the length of

ihe cicada's life cycle.

Although a given population of ci-

cadas emerges only once every thirteen

or seventeen years, the thirteenth or

seventeenth year ditlers from place to

place in the eastern United States. This

is because subsections of the original

ancestral population somehow became

displaced over time. All populations

that emerge in the same year are mem-
bers of a brood; a brood is simply a

year class. Broods are numbered se-

quentially according to their year of

emergence. For example, brood I

adults appeared last year, II this year,

and III will appear next year. Any
brood numbered XVII or less is a

seventeen year brood; a brood num-

bered trom XVIII ilirough XXX is a

thirteen year brooil. Fourteen broods

of seventeen-year cicadas (at the turn

of ihe century there were sixteen) and

live brooils of thirteen year cicadas are

thought to exist at the present time

A brood is often considered to repre-

sent a loose evolutionary unit; all pop

ulalions in a brooil are most likelv more

closely related It) each other than lo

populations occurring in other vears.

Some broods .ire l.irge and occupy

most of the eastern United Stales,

others .ire sm.ill .ind occupy only a

small corner of a slate. Broods that

overlap in distribution are always sepa-

rated by at least four years in adult

emergence time. This overlap presum-

ably developed well after ihe establish-

ment of periodicity and the demise of

the hypothetical parasitoid. Adjacent

broods are often separated in time by

a single year.

Evidence suggesting that broods are

indeed coherent units is relatively re-

cent. My own work centers on this

problem. We now know that despite

the apparent superficial similarity of all

broods, Ihe members of any given

brood possess more characteristics in

common than they share with cicadas

of other broods. These characteristics,

which include the biochemical struc-

ture of their metabolic enzymes and the

external shape oi their body parts, can

be used to construct evolutionary trees

that represent the pattern of breakup of

the broods of perii>dical cicadas.

To complicate matters, there are

three morphologically distinct species

of periodical cicada. Each of these is

represented by thirteen- and seventeen-

year life cycle forms. The largest and

most common of the periodical cicadas

is Mdfiicicuda sepiendecim: its thir-

teen-year counterpart is named M. ire-

decim. They are collectively abbre-

viated "Decim " The other two mor-

phologically distinct periodical cicadas

are smaller. They were lumped to-

gether and called "the dwarf form of

the periodical cicada " until 1962,

when Tom Moore and Richard Alex-

ander, of the University of Michigan

Museum of Zoology, denn)nstrated

that each had a distinct mating song

and unique coloration. The two smaller

periodical cicadas have been named
M. cassini (M. trcdccassini) and M.
scptcndccidit (A/, trcdiiiilii). abbre-

viated "C\issini" and "necula. " re-

spectively. Cassini has a black abdo-

men and black tips to its legs. Decula's

•ibilomen is bl.ick with orange stripes,

while Its t.irsi iire or.inge; and Decim's

abdomen is enlirelv orange or orangc-

striped .mil its t.irsi, black. In .iddilion,

Decim has a reddish patch |usi behind

each eye.

Most broods contain all three mor-

phologically distinct species Deciin is

by far the most .ibundani and extends

farther north than the other two spc

cies. C.issini is loc.ill) .ibuiul.int in the

Midwest and has iis greatest densities

in river botioml.tnds. Deciila is much
more common m the South ih.iri in the

North but IS .ilw.iys less abundant than

Ihe other tvso .mil never occurs alone.



Two seventeen-year cicadas mate on

a maple tree in Towson, Maryland.

This photograph was taken in

1970, so the pair belongs to

brood X. The offspring from this

mating will appear in 1987.

The three species can be identified

in the field most easily by their songs.

Decim's song is a hollow pharooooh,

dramatically dropping in frequency at

the end of each burst. A large chorus

sounds remarkably like a fleet of flying

saucers from a late fifties science fic-

tion movie. Cassini's song is a series

of tics, which increase in frequency

and end in a loud buzz. The deafening

roar of a synchronized Cassini chorus

at midday is unforgettable. Decula pro-

duces a steady, tambourinelike ca-

dence

—

tschh-tschh-tschh-tschh.

The diflerences in their mating

songs serve to keep the species dis-

tinct. JoAnn White, an ecologist from

the University of North Carolina, per-

formed experiments in which she

forced Decim, Decula, and Cassini to

interbreed. White obtained hybrid eggs

that later hatched into interme-

diate-sized nymphs. This result was
not unexpected; many closely related

species can interbreed. She credited

the integrity of the species to the

strong, behaviorally isolating influ-

ence of their unique songs. The lack of

any physiological barriers to inter-

breeding indicated a relatively recent

origin.

Few evolutionary biologists would
deny that Decim, Cassini, and Decula

represent distinct species, but there has

been considerable debate over whether

thirteen- and seventeen-year life cycle

forms should be considered separate

species. The biological species con-

cept requires that separate species must

not be potentially interbreeding. Thir-

teen- and seventeen-year forms will in-

terbreed freely when placed together:

there are no behavioral dirterences be-

tween them. In nature, a thirteen-year

and a seventeen-year brood have the

possibility of meeting every 221 years

if they overlap in distribution. A few

thirteen- and seventeen-year broods

overlap geographically; when they do,

however, they are rarely, if ever, found

in the same patch of woods. From that

point of view thirteen- and seventeen-

year cicadas might well be called dif-

ferent species. But on that line of rea-

soning, every brood or local isolated

population would qualify as a species

and their taxonomy would be unrea-

sonably complex. Clearly, the biologi-

cal species definition leaves much to be

desired.

Rather than arguing over species

definitions, researchers are trying to

understand how and why species

differ. In an attempt to quantify the bio-

chemical differences among species,

evolutionary biologists have analyzed

protein differences among classically

defined (reproductively isolated and

usually morphologically distinct) spe-

cies and geographically isolated local

populations of the same species. I have

analyzed protein differences among the

periodical cicadas and have found that

compared with many other species,

the morphologically distinct Decim,

Cassini, and Decula are on the high end

of the similarity scale. Since the three

morphologically distinct species be-

came reproductively isolated, they

have accumulated very few amino acid

or protein structural differences. Thir-

teen- versus seventeen-year forms of

each of these species are even more
similar; the level of variation among
them is equivalent to the amount of dif-

ferentiation that has occurred among

Using her slender ovipositor, a

seventeen-year cicada deposits her

eggs in a slit in a tree branch.

In one and a half to two months,

the eggs will hatch and the nymphs
will flutter to the ground.

local populations of most other orga-

nisms known. The various broods of a

given morphologically distinct species

are as distinct from each other as are

any of the thirteen- versus seventeen-

year forms. Local populations, in gen-

eral, have not become differentiated.

There is no doubt that the numbers

of periodical cicadas are dwindling in

some places. Two broods are extinct:

brood XI, which at one time occupied

the Connecticut River Valley, and

brood XXI, which used to occur along

the Mississippi-Alabama border and in

the Florida panhandle. The remaining

broods have not decreased signifi-

cantly in range, but they are made up

of fewer and fewer local populations.

As with most organisms, the greatest

threat to the species is habitat destruc-

tion; the only sure cure for their decline

is increased public awareness.

We have come a long way in our

scientific understanding of the complex

evolutionary relationships of the

broods and species of periodical ci-

cadas, yet they remain a needlessly

misunderstood and unappreciated mys-

tery to the majority of the people who
encounter them. In the thousands of

miles I have traveled in search of the

periodical cicadas, I have experienced

a wide variety of reactions to them. In

the South, they were treated as a noisy

but interesting curiosity, a reminder of

childhood adventures, while many
Midwesterners seemed disinterested or

mildly inconvenienced by them.

Northeasterners were often openly

hostile or frightened; some were out to

poison every last cicada, others locked

themselves in their suburban homes

and called the fire department.

Regional stereotyping aside, the pe-

riodical cicadas have, in general, not

received the appreciation they deserve.

They are the longest lived of any insect

and exhibit the most precise synchro-

nization; they occur nowhere else in

the world, and their complex distri-

bution pattern is a scientific puzzle

that, when solved, will be a key contri-

bution to understanding the speciation

process. D





How Wolves Kill

5^/// and strategy are needed to bring down large-sized prey

by Durward L. Allen

There is a universal reality in the nat-

ural world. All living things are des-

tined to die and to be recycled as part

of the flow of energy through the life

community. Which is to say, a creature

must feed, and sooner or later, it will

be fed upon.

According to the longstanding eco-

logical plan, some species subsist on
plants. They reproduce abundantly,

their lives are brief, and the yearly

turnover of numbers is massive. The
bulk of these typical prey animals have

their careers cut short. At an early age

they contribute their substance to the

direct support of the meat eaters. Even-

tually it happens to the more durable,

older individuals, those that live long

enough to breed—and to the predators

themselves. Anything not eaten at once
will disintegrate into the soil by way
of various decay and scavenging orga-

nisms.

For any creature it is a concern of

living to put oft the recycling as long

as possible. But biological accounting

is not to be denied, and even the carni-

vores are subject to an early weeding-

out. Thus, the young of every kind

—

chicks, nestlings, fawns, calves, cubs,

pups—are a part of the communal food

supply and their numbers will be dras-

tically reduced in the natal year. Those
that survive to produce another genera-

tion are the select few that continue the

slow evolutionary course toward a

more competitive level of adaptation.

The dominant feature of this regime

is that nature gives short shrift to the

weak, the incompetent, the disadvan-

taged, and the unlucky. The effect of

the plan is plainly evident: it preserves

the species. For himself, of course.

man has disavowed the systein, and we
are waiting to see how it works when
the individual comes first.

Many of the hoofed prey animals as-

sociate in bands and herds that can be

sorted conveniently for vulnerable in-

dividuals by the carnivores they

nourish. Typical of the more social un-

gulates are antelope, bison, caribou,

and horses. Some of the carnivores

also are organized for action, notably

the wolf, wild dog, and hyena. In

lesser degree this is true of the lion and

cheetah, and we probably should add

the coyote. Typical solitary hunters are

the leopard, mountain lion, and lynx.

Except for seasonal "family"
groups and loose associations of sev-

eral adults, the moose is a solitary prey

animal. The cow protects her calf, but

otherwise there is no mutual defense.

Adult moose outweigh adult wolves by

roughly ten to one. Over geologic

time, hunting methods of the wolf have

adjusted to the protective strategies of

its various prey species, which also

were undergoing change. So wolves

can kill moose of certain categories.

The rules are not hard and fast, how-
ever, because wolves vary, moose
vary, and situations vary. In observing

the hunting methods of Michigan's Isle

A pack of wolves is about to overtake

a moose on the trail. The initial

attack, usually from the rear,

is most often led by the more
experienced members of the pack,

who close in from opposite sides.

l5^^

Excerpted from the book Wolves of Mtnong. by Durward L. Allen, by permission of Ihe pubhsher Houghton Mifflin. Copyright (g)1979 Durward L. Allen.
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Royale wolves we have seen much evi-

dence of skill and competence and pos-

sibly an occasional example of mal-

practice.

It is a fair guess that the behavioral

pattern by which a moose avoids im-

mediate recycling is more stereotyped

than the battle plans by which the wolf

pack harvests its next meal. My logic

is that the moose needs a largely inborn

mode of reaction to attack because it

gets only occasional emergency drills

that call for defense. And like a para-

chute jumper, it must be right the first

time. On the other hand, wolves get

regular practice at dealing with their

large, intractable prey, and they miss

frequently.

The predator probably inherits a

more general program of physical and

behavioral capabilities. This genetic

score must then be orchestrated

through a training regimen that in-

cludes puppish play, example, experi-

ence, and quite possibly, handed-down

pack traditions. In dealing with a

moose, the single wolf must be largely

a scavenger, but the pack can kill. The

senses, abilities, and techniques the

pack brings to this job have been re-

vealed in part during the eighteen years

we have watched things happen.

Although the Isle Royale wolf popu-

lation has undergone a total turnover of

individuals, and new packs under new

leadership have been organized during

the period of study, hunting and killing

methods have remained the same.

They conform to observations of recent

years made by workers in Ontario,

Minnesota, Alaska, and elsewhere.

Compared with the state of our knowl-

edge twenty years ago, a great deal has

been learned in North America about

how the wolf detects and handles its

prey.

All canids are keen of nose, and it

has been demonstrated many times that

wind-borne scents play an important

part in prey seeking by the wolf. As for

actual scent tracking, wolves use it in

following one another, but it is not im-

portant as a hunting technique in

winter. We have no knowledge of the

extent to which it is used in summer,

when it probably could have greatest

value.

Moose break many trails through the

snow, which traveling wolves follow

days or weeks after they are made. This

is a matter of convenience, although

when the pack crosses a fresh moose

track, it could be diverted into stalking

the animal. In an area of many tracks,

scent should be an aid in staying with

the correct one and locating the moose

without regard to wind direction. How-
ever, nose-to-the-snow tracking for

long distances is not seen; there are

easier and more direct ways to find a

moose.

Although wolves live in a world of

scents, their eyesight is also good, and

they become aware of any motion at a

long distance. Anyone working with

animals in the wild—observing, hunt-

ing, or photographing them—has long

since discovered that most creatures

have little or no perception of form, but

they react quickly to motion. A move

toward or away from an animal is less

likely to be picked up than one in a

lateral direction. In many situations the

best camouflage is to sit in front of the

cover rather than to hide behind it. The

stalker's necessary movements should

be made with great deliberation

—

literally, an inch at a time—with

full advantage taken of intervals

when the observed animal's head is

down or turned away, or when it is

moving and its head passes closely be-

hind a tree. The watcher can change

position quickly in the instant the ani-

mal's vision is blocked. The faster an

animal is passing through vegetation,

the less likely it is to see motion at a

distance. Anyone can easily check

this: the best chance of seeing some-

thing is to sit immobile until the eye

picks up a movement. When a breeze

is fluttering the leaves, slight move-

ments are less likely to be detected, as

are sounds.

It should be realized that the eye-

sight of the wolf and, for that matter,

of all its mammalian prey, is not aided

by color vision. Although fishes, rep-

tiles, and birds usually have excellent

color perception, in mammals this abil-

ity is well developed only among the

primates (mainly monkeys, apes, and

humans). Color vision is an adaptation

of animals usually abroad in daylight.

As birds well demonstrate, they com-

monly react to their own gay hues, as

well as to those of fruits, insects, and

other things they feed upon. The envi-

ronment of wolves and most other

mammals is seen in shades of gray,

largely distinguished by varying de-

grees of brightness. The majority of

mammals are nocturnal, and even

humans do not see color when they are

abroad at night. To the vertebrate eye,

colors lose their value in dim light. But

even in sunny midday, the wolf sees

a hiker wearing a red pack in about the

same tones as one wearing a poncho in

the rain.

When traveling on an icy shoreline

or the firm snow of a frozen lake, the

wolf pack commonly is scattered out

in a long line, with individuals or

groups of two or three taking slightly

dirtereni routes. A worker on foot can

count the tracks easily under these con-

ditions. As we follow them from the

air, the dominant pair usually are

somewhere up front, and the male may

be out ahead, evidently choosing the

route to be taken. Often, in getting

from one bay to another, they cross the

base of a forested peninsula; here they

close ranks and go single file through

the soft snow.

A moose upwind of the pack's line

of travel is likely to be scented by the

first wolves, who turn and point on

rigid alert, tails out behind and noses

raised in the direction of the message-

bearing wind. As the lagging wolves

catch up, there may be a tail-wagging

greeting ceremony around the domi-



Photographed from a research

plane, an Isle Royale wolf pack
at its full complement is

scattered out in a long line

as it crosses on the firm

snow of a frozen bay.

^

nam pair, uflcr which ihc inspired

hunlcrs bound uway lowurd their in-

tended prey. On a fresh seeni there

sometimes is a scattering of groups or

individuals heading in the same gen-

eral direction. More often they labor

ahead, nose to tail, on a trail broken

by a front runmng vvoll . This leader

may or may not be rccogm/able as the

dominant male.

Frequently, wolves approaching

from downwind will be discovered by

the moose when only a short distance

away. While there is something dif-

ferent in every encounter, we may
calegori2e the moose in two general

classes: those that stand and those thai

run awa> . There can be vulnerable or

healthy indivuluaK in either class, al-

though the moose that hacks up against

the thick spruces, lays back its ears,

lowers Its head. andlilerall> unites the

wolves to do their worst— to the point

ol charging and lashing out with its

hoofs—usually will be abandoned b\

the pack in short order.

The other moose category that does

not llee comprises those that cannot fi>r

physical reasons. A moose disabled by

arthritis or with its lungs clogged by

cysts of the hydatid tapeworm is

doomed regardless ot what it ilocs. lor

the woUes easily delect lis plighl.

When It is strong and able to tun

away through deep, soli snow, a

moose will not be followed very far.

.Struggling through such snow is an ex-

hausting process, and the wolves soon

give up. Under these conditions the

wolves confine muchol their travel and

.icliMty to lake ice I'hey fre<.|ucnll> dig

up old kills, and at ihese locations they

may not pursue loners or e\en foxes

with an\ real determtnalion It |ust

seems to be too much work

When the wolves maintain long pur

suit of a moose it is nearly alwa\s

under conditions where they have ginid

footing. In 1960 there were only

twelve to sixteen inches of snow on the

ground. Near Wood Lake a pack of

sixteen wolves scented a cow and two

calves upwind at about three-quarters

of a mile. The pack headed toward

them, and some soon caught up. A
wolf ran on each side of the three

nn)ose and easily kept up in the open.

But through heavy cover, snow drifts,

and blowdown. they lost ground. On
a favorable stretch the pack overtook

the moose and killed one of the calves

in a clump of cedars.

The attack on an adult moose is

nearly always from the rear, with hard,

driving bites at the muscles of the

upper leg. If a leg is injured, the moose
can neither kick nor stand on it effec-

tively, and further attacks are easier.

They may be directed at the other hind

leg. the Hanks, or the anal region. With

half a do/en or more wolves hanging

on. the victim goes down. Sometimes

a wiilf will seize a moose by the nose,

and one observer reported seeing a

large wolf swung around through the

air while maintaining such a nose grip.

After a moose is disabled or down, a

throat attack often brings the atlair to

an end.

Usuallv there is some evidence of

leadership in the initial onslaught, evi-

dently by a few old hands at the busi-

ness, who cooperate in closing m from

opposite sides These will sias with a

running moose, darting in tor .1 goug-

ing sl.ish ol the canines at vulnerable

parts. An in|ured moose will turn at

ba> and back into heavy cover, espe-

cially thick conifers, when possible.

Hurried by the w»)lves, not allowed to

lie down or browse, it will stiffen and

weaken Irom loss of blood. Some i>f

the pack eat blood) snow, curl up to

rest, or just idle about, now and then

threatening the moose, evidenil) to test

Its condition Often enough, this is the

situation when we must leave lor the

das. .iiul the kill is m.ide during the

mghl

It IS evident that attacking a laiil>

vigorous moose involves someha/urd,

and the wolves do n«»l always escape



without penalty. In August 1970, we
retrieved the bones of a young wolf that

appeared to have died the previous

winter. The right scapula was splin-

tered and adjacent ribs damaged, evi-

dently by a blow. What kind of blow,

the meager evidence does not tell us,

but the kick of a moose must be sus-

pected in such a case. When
moose-wolf relationships reach the

point of ultimate decision, hoofs are

the moose's defensive weapon that can

mean survival for yet a while. The ex-

perienced old wolves, at least, are

aware that the moose can kick or strike

with devastating effect.

It would be of great interest to know
how many young wolves are weeded
out of the population when they are

inspired by a fleeing, four-legged ban-

quet to dash in for glory and a good

meal. Researcher Dave Mech has pro-

posed—with good logic, I think—that

it is the running away of the quarry that

stimulates the chase. In a measure this

must be true of many predators. When
the prey moves out, there must be im-

mediate action or there will not be an-

other chance. Much of this is specula-

tion, of course. We have little real in-

formation on why in a certain winter,

in a certain pack, five pups of a litter

survive until February, while in an-

other winter there is only one or none

at all, even though we saw copulation

in the previous breeding season.

Many people, not too well in-

formed, who like to idealize the beau-

ties of nature, commonly visualize the

predator as making a quick, clean kill

and then eating the prey. Often this

does occur, as in the case of the lioness

that breaks the neck of the antelope or

the cheetah that throttles its quarry by

gripping the trachea in jaws too weak

to do much else. In contrast, the Cape

hunting dog literally tears its victim

apart, although there usually are

enough of them so that the process does

not last long.

There would be some realism in say-

ing that about all most meat eaters re-

quire of their prey is that it hold still.

I have been impressed that prey ani-

mals caught by predators often seem to

stop struggling and go into something

resembling a cataleptic state, calmly

submitting to being eaten until death

ensues.

Although wolves can be almost un-

cannily sensitive to the vulnerability of

their prey, sometimes they take on a

moose that will not go down but is cut

up to some degree by the attack. Here

we must remember that infectious

photographs by Dunward L Allen
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pathogens, so well known to our own
kind, are a part of the community of

life and play their part in the recycling

of nutrients in the ecosystem. Even a

slight wound may result in a systemic

infection. A single tooth penetrating to

the coelomic cavity by way of that

common point of attack, the thin-

walled anal area, could bring on peri-

tonitis. Such a moose would be an easy

victim for the pack on its next trip

through or even for that patient social

subordinate that trails the pack to take

advantage of such happenings.

On several occasions we have re-

corded that an injured moose was

watched by the pack for three or four

days before they moved on. Then the

moose disappeared and was not seen

again. Possibly it recovered and sur-

vived. Or it may have wandered off to

die in thick cover, not to be fed upon

by wolves or other scavengers until

after the snow was gone in spring. It

may be one of those sets of bones rep-

resented on our autopsy cards as sim-

ply a moose mortality of given sex,

age, and bone condition— if we were

lucky enough to stumble upon the re-

mains in our summer fieldwork. Get-

ting anything like the full story on a

moose mortality requires a rare degree

of good timing, good flying weather,

and a favorable location for landing

during the winter season. It does not

happen regularly.

We tend to assume that its state of

health is the main determinant of a

moose's fate when checked by the

wolves, but other factors may be in-

volved. One of these is how long it has

been since the pack's last kill. It is not

unusual for the pack to go from two to

After killing a calf in a lakeshore

encounter, a pack of eight hungry

wolves was held at bay by an

adamant cow, which stood guard over

her dead calf for more than a day.

The wolves, unwilling to approach

the aggressive cow, were deprived of

their expected banquet and forced to

return to a previous kill. After

the cow had abandoned her vigil

and left the area, the wolves

returned to clean up their prey.

four days between kills, and after such

a fast they seem to take a more respon-

sible interest in the moose they en-

counter. Especially during the Febru-

ary mating season, their vigor fairly

overflows, and woe betide the fox that

bounds away over the snow before

them. At other times, around a kill

after the initial feast, a fox or even a

snowshoe hare may move around the

sleeping wolves with impunity. It is a

common observation that prey animals

know when the enemy is full fed and

do not bother to take evasive action.

In case the distinction is not clear,

wolves and other predators kill vulner-

able individuals in a prey population,

but this does not always mean weak or

diseased animals. Whether a moose

can be attacked successfully depends

in part on how it takes advantage of

deep snow, thick cover, the refuge of

water, or other habitat conditions. On
Isle Royale where the wolf mainstay is

a large and long-lived prey, the carni-

vore must work hard for his meat. D
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Charming Taxco. Ttvisting
cobblestone streets, picturesque
houses.. . and the lure of sterling
silver jovelry . . . make this old-
world town a beautiful stop.



ISeveryw
And it's the sound
ofcelebration.
The belK of Santa Prlsca in the

historic town of Taxco have been
ringing loud and clear for more than
two hundred j'cars. Summoning the

lownfolk to pn^er. And reminding
everyone when It's time to celebrate,

such as on the Fiesta de Santa Prlsca.

when Taxco Is abhize with fireworks

and pulsating with brilliantly

costumed dancers.

The sound of Mexico Is the sound of
so many fabulous experiences. It's

a turquoise wave making Its w^y
through the Acapolco night. Ayoung
boy playing a clay Ante at the

l*yramlds of Teotlhuacan. The
mariachls of GuadahOara serenading

you with their romantic songs.

And yes, the sound of Mexico Is a
reflection of friendship, too. And
extraordinary value. In our cities,

resorts, ancient civilizations . . . the

sound of Mexico is everywhere. And
ItTs unforgettable.
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Dust from the Sahara
Driven by the wind, soil panicles originating in North Africa
may travel thousands of miles across the Atlantic Ocean,
polluting the sky overparts ofFlorida and South America

by Joseph M. Prospero

In a scienlilic journal article written

in 1846, Charles Darwin recounted the

following observation made while on

the famous cruise of the Beagle:

•'On the 16th of January [1833).

when the Beagle was ten miles oil the

northwest end of St. Jago (Sao Tiago,

Cape Verde Islands) some very fine

dust was found adhering to the under-

side of the horizontal windvane at the

masthead. . . . The wind had been for

twenty-four hours previously east-

northeast, and hence ... the dust prob-

ably came from the coast of Africa.

The atmosphere was so ha/y that the

Msible hori/on was only one mile dis-

tant. During our stay of three weeks

. . . the atmosphere was often hazy,

and very fine (reddish brown) dust was

constantly falling.'*

Darwin was not the first to record the

occurrence of dense, widespread, and

fx-rsistent haze oil the west coast of

.Africa and to attribute it to high con-

centrations of dust from North Africa.

Mariners have noted this phenomenon
in reports dating back some 2,(KK)

years. Indeed, this region was once

known to voyagers as the "dark sea'"

because the dense ha/e frequently so

restricted visibility that navigation be-

came difficult. The African coast was
often obscured and certain stars used

for navigation were lost in the ha/c that

formed an artificial horizon some
twenty to thirty degrees above the true

horizon.

Historical accounts of haze and dust

clouds attributed to material
transported from North Africa are not

confined to the region oil western

Africa. ""Red"' snows, caused by high

concentraluins of red soil particles in

A (lusi storm in Nii;er reduces

visihilily l<> II minimum, leji

Dense luizc cau^eit by \ui h

sU>rm.\ blurs the cixisiline ell

Dakar . Senef^al, and mules {hi

colors of ihe landscape. ris;hl.

corporated into snowflakes, occur fre-

quently in the Alps and the Pyrenees.

These episodes usually take place dur-

ing meteorological conditions indicat-

ing that the dust-laden air mass has

been carried from North Africa. Like-

wise, dust falls that occasionally atlect

large portions of Europe have been

traced to an African origin. Dramatic

dust falls in 1901 and 1903 received

widespread documentation in the

press; the dust fell in such quantities

that professional and amateur scientists

alike obtained sufficient material for

study merely by wiping or scraping ex-

posed surfaces. A similar event in July

1969 tinted automobiles in England a

pronounced reddish color overnight.

Thus, it has long been known—or

strongly suspected—that North Africa

is a major supplier of dust to the atmos-

phere and that African dust can be

transported over great distances. Not

until the last decade or so, however,

were systematic and quantitative stud-

ies of the phenomenon begun, pri-

marily as a consequence of a height-

ened interest in weather and climate

and their possible relationship to at-

mospheric particles, both naturally

produced and man-made.

Satellites have played a major role

in the study of dust clouds. Satellite

imagery shows that much of the dust

over the tropical North Atlantic can be

traced to spectacular dust storms that

originate in the Sahara. These storms,

which at maturity may attain a length

of about 600 miles and a width of 200
miles, can be readily seen in photo-

graphs made in infrared wavelengths.

In satellite pictures taken over the Sa-

hara, the hot desert surface appears to

be a deep black. Dust storms stand out

clearly as gray-toned areas in strong

contrast to the dark desert surface.

The progress of dust outbreaks

across the ocean, on the other hand, is

best followed by means of satellite im-

agery taken in the visible pt)rtion of the

spectrum. Here again, the dust appears

asadiliusegray tone. Because conven-
tional water clouds occur so frequently

over the ocean, interpretation of these

images is somewhat more difficult than

with those taken over the desert. None-
theless, by means of satellites, the

movement of dust-laden air masses can

be followed across the Atlantic into the

Caribbean and even into the south-

eastern United States.

Ihe satellite coverage that made
possible the study of dust events was
part of the Cilobal Atmosphere Re-

OMMtunwt. CONTACT



Sal Island ••

Barbados

ATLANTIC OCEAN

search Programs (GARP) Atlantic

Tropical Experiment, commonly
known by the second-generation acro-

nym of GATE. GATE was an interna-

tional effort to investigate tropical me-

teorological systems in order to im-

prove our ability to predict weather.

The area of investigation, the tropical

North Atlantic, is especially inter-

esting because it is in this region that

disturbances emerging from Africa

often develop into tropical storms and

hurricanes. The GATE experiment

began in mid-June 1974 and ran for

three months, during which time a fleet

of thirty-nine oceanographic vessels

and thirteen research aircraft were de-

ployed.

As a part of GATE, my associates

and I at the University of Miami
mounted a large-scale study of radiation

and aerosols, the latter being a general

term for particulate matter suspended in

the atmosphere . We set up five land sta-

tions: at Dakar, Senegal; Sal Island in

the Cape Verde Islands, 375 miles off

the west coast of Africa; Barbados,

Westlndies, 2,500 miles west of Sal Is-

land; Bermuda; and Miami, Florida,

about 3 ,500 miles west of Sal Island . In-

struments were also placed aboard eight

ships stationed across the tropical North

Atlantic between the equator and about

15°N. In addition, we made aerosol

measurements aboard two research air-

craft.

Daily measurements of the soil-dust

concentration in the atmosphere at the

surface stations showed very large day-

to-day fluctuations. Off the coast of

Africa, these fluctuations ranged from

a factor of ten to over a hundred. On
many days, the concentrations were

comparable to those of a large indus-

trialized city. These increases corre-

lated with the movement of the leading

edge of the dust clouds as observed on

satellite photographs made over the

ocean. By measuring the time required

for the peak dust load to move from one

station to the next, one can compute the

transit speed of the dust outbreak.

Typically, five to six days are required

for dust clouds to cover the distance

between Sal Island and Barbados;

thus, the mean speed is about seven-

teen to twenty-one miles per hour.

Even as far away as Miami, about

4,000 miles west of Africa, the domi-

nant insoluble aerosol constituent dur-

ing the summer months is African dust.

The presence of an air mass laden with

Saharan dust is readily evident from

the color of the filters used to collect

the aerosol samples—they are a deep

beige that is characteristic of the desert

soil, many of the particles being coated

with a reddish brown layer of iron

oxide. In the absence of Saharan dust,

the aerosol concentrations of insoluble

particles in Miami's atmosphere are

much lower and filters have a gray or

black coloration that is primarily attrib-

utable to local pollutants. The appear-

ance of the sky is also greatly changed

in the Miami area by Saharan dust. In-

stead of the deep blue one expects to

see in the daytime, the sky is a milky

yellow gray and the sun sets as a pale

yellow gray disk.

Although the concentrations of min-

eral aerosols in the surface-level air

over the tropical North Atlantic are im-

pressively large, the greatest concen-

trations occur aloft at altitudes of more

than half a mile. To understand why
this is so, we must first consider the

meteorological conditions normally

associated with the generation of dust

storms.

The major dust storms observed

over the Sahara during GATE gener-

Cattle trudge across the barren

countryside oj northern Ethiopia

on a hunt for water. Overgrazing

in the Sahel is thought to have

contributed to the generation of dust.

ally developed late in the morning.

This timing appears to be related to the

development of convection associated

with the strong solar heating of the sur-

face of the African desert. Air in con-

tact with the ground becomes heated;

because of the warm air's increased

buoyancy relative to the comparatively

cool overlying air, the warm air rises

and the cooler air sinks to the surface

where it, in turn, becomes heated. As
the day progresses, this mixing process

extends over an increasingly deeper

layer that may eventually attain an alti-

tude of three to four miles.

High-velocity wind streams, known
as jets, are often found at this altitude.

When the convectively mixed warm-
air layer couples with the jet stream,

a vigorous interaction occurs that re-

sults in the generation of sharply in-

creased wind speeds throughout the

layer. These winds blast the desert sur-

face with gusts of over thirty-five miles

per hour, raising great clouds of dust.

Because of the strong convection, the

dust is mixed relatively uniformly

throughout the warm-air layer.

Dust storms can be generated by

other mechanisms as well. Dust out-

breaks have been observed to occur in

association with the passage of squall



lines and larger-scale storms and dis-

turbances that generate high winds.

As shown in satellite photographs,

the entire dust cloud moves in a general

westerly direction. When it reaches the

African coast, it is undercut by the

trade winds. A layered structure then

develops with hot, dry, dusl-laden air

overlying cool, moist, dust-free oce-

anic air. The interface between these

air layers is usually located at an alti-

tude of one-half to one mile. The tem-

perature difference across the interface

can be as much as 18°F.

This difference, known as an inver-

sion, suppresses the convective activ-

ity necessary for the generation of the

towering cumulus clouds usually asso-

ciated with trade-wind systems. In-

stead, clouds in the region of the dust

outbreaks are thin and sheetlike. This

difference in cloud character is clearly

evident in the visible-spectrum satellite

photographs of dust outbreaks.

Despite the inversion, dust can be

transferred to the lower-level cool air.

Large dust particles (that is, those with

diameters greater than about 20 mi-

crons, or twenty-millionths of a meter)

fall at an appreciable velocity and settle

through the inversion. There is also a

steady erosion of the base of the dust

layer, which results in a significant

downward movement of material.

Thus, aerosol stations on coasts, is-

lands, and ships collect a fairly repre-

sentative sample of the dust material

present in the upper layer; however,

the dust concentrations at these stations

are considerably smaller than those in

the layer itself.

Not only is there a temperature in-

version at the base of the dust layer,

there is also one at the top. The altitude

of the second inversion corresponds to

that of the top of the mixing layer over

the desert, about three to four miles.

Because of the second inversion, the

upper surface of the dust haze has a

sharply defined ""tabletop" appearance

when viewed from aircraft traveling

above it. Flying over this vast, fiat,

opaque expanse, which seems to ex-

lend to infinity in all directions, is an

impressive experience.

Because of the well-defined meteor-

ological characteristics of these dust

outbreaks and because of the layered

structure, Toby N. Carlson, a coin-

vestigator from Pennsylvania Stale

University, and 1 have applied the term

"Saharan air layer' " to them. We have

shown that the Saharan air layer can be

identified on the basis of its meteor-

ological characteristics even in the

Caribbean and in Florida. These char-

acteristics are, in fact, used by meteor-

ologists in those regions in preparing

routine weather forecasts since the

presence of such an air layer is asso-

ciated with conditions that suppress

convection (that is, produce layer-typ)e

clouds) and create haze that can often

restrict horizontal visibility to a signifi-

cant degree.

The discussion thus far has focused

on the characteristics of sporadic dust

outbreaks because they are dramatic

phenomena and therefore easily ob-

served. Dust transport across the coast

of Africa, however, is a relatively rou-

tine, day-to-day phenomenon. The sky
is almost always markedly hazy in the

eastern tropical Atlantic, even when
a major dust storm has not occurred.

The origin of this persistent haze is not

known, but there is some evidence thai

much of it may be derived from the arid

and semiarid region south oi the Sa-

hara. In infrared satellite photograph

sequences, haze can often be seen

emanating from this regit>n. Bui be-

cause of the frequent occurrence of

clouds, it is difficult lo accumulate haze

statistics for |he region and to identify

specific source areas by means of satel-

lites. We can only speculate that the

persistent dust haze originates from

this area.

Much of the preceding material

came from studies that took place pri-

marily in the summer of l'J74 during

GATE. Nevertheless, there arc quanti-

tative studies on African dust transport

thai go back to the mid-l%()s. These

investigations were not carried out olV

the coast of Africa but. rather, on the

island of Barbados in the easlern C'arit>-

bean. Ironically, the Bniish team that

initialed this work was not interested

in soil dust but, rather, in cosmic dust.

The scientists involved had planned to

measure the day-to-day varuilion in the

concentration of liny, round magnetic

bodies, or spherules, in the atmos-

phere. These cosmic spherules, as they

arc called, range in si/e from several

microns lo tens -sometimes hun-

dreds—of microns; thev are a common
although minor consiiiueni ol dccp-sca

scdimcnis Iheir major component is

iron with minoi amounts of silicon,

in.ingancse. and nickel

1 hcorisis had long h>poihcM/cd that

these cosmic spherules were a product

ol the erosion ol mcleorilic malerial

thai had become molten upon enier-

ing the earth's ;iimosphcre. I'hc Brit-

ish group hopcil to relate vari.iiions in
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Lavender area in the center of this

infrared satellite photoi^raph. taken

July 28. 1974, s/joh's a spectacular

dust storm over the Sahara. Shot

when the storm was still young, the

picture has been color enhanced.

the concentration of the magnetic

spherules in the air to specific celestial

events, such as the occurrence of mete-

orite showers. The major criteria for

the selection of a field site for this ex-

periment were that it be situated in a

steady wind system and that the site be

far removed from major land masses.

Barbados seemed to be the ideal loca-

tion because it is situated in a region

where the northeast trade winds blow

steadily all year long.

In the spring of 1965, the investiga-

tors went to Barbados and erected a

65-foot tower on the easternmost point

of the island. To minimize the possi-

bility of contamination of the air

samples by corrosion products from

metal, the tower was constructed en-

tirely of wood. Once the research pro-

gram was under way, however, the sci-

entists found that their devices were

collecting huge amounts of red soil

dust and only minute amounts of mate-

rial that might be of a cosmic origin.

The quantities of soil dust were so great

as to make the search for the cosmic

material very difficult. Consequently,

the soil dust itself became the subject

of study. The group, which terminated

its work in Barbados in 1966, eventu-

ally concluded that the soil material

was transported from North Africa.

I established an aerosol program on

Barbados in 1966, following the depar-

ture of the British group. The program

on Barbados continues to this day in a

considerably expanded form, and sam-

pling goes on twenty-four hours a day

throughout the year.

The long-term record of aerosol

measurements compiled at Barbados

shows a number of interesting trends.

Among them is an annual cycle in the

variation of the monthly mean dust

loads. Maximum dust concentrations

occur during June, July, and August;

minimum values occur during the

winter months. The summer maximum
monthly mean value is at least ten

times greater than the winter minimum
mean.

The annual cycle in the dust load at

Barbados does not imply that there is

a cessation of dust transport out of

Africa during the winter months.

Rather, the cycle appears to be a conse-

quence of seasonal shifts in latitude of

large-scale air circulation patterns over

Africa and the tropical Atlantic. This

seasonal shift in dust transport is most

graphically depicted in changes in the

frequency of haze at sea.

The meteorological definition of

haze is '"a suspension in the air of ex-

tremely small, dry particles invisible to

the naked eye and sutticiently nu-



merous to give the air an opalescent

appearance." Because haze limits visi-

bility, marine atlases sometimes incor-

porate charts of seasonal haze distri-

bution at sea. The frequency of occur-

rence of haze is at a maximum during

the summer months along the coast of

Africa between IS"" and 25^^ N. This is

the coastal region where satellite pho-

tographs show the dust clouds emerg-

ing with greatest frequency. Twenty

percent of all meteorological reports

from ships cite the presence of visibil-

ity-limiting haze. The path of haze oc-

currence extends across the Atlantic

along 15' N, that is, in the same lati-

tude band as Barbados.

With the advent of autumn, large-

scale air circulation patterns over

Africa shift to the south, reaching their

southernmost position in winter. The

haze distribution otT the coast of Africa

during the winter suggests that dust

transport at that lime is very great, the

maximum frequency of haze occur-

rence being 25 to 30 percent. The max-

imum occurrence of haze in winter

lakes place in a coastal area thai ex-

tends from I5°N southward to the Gulf

of Guinea. What is most impressive

about the winter haze distribution is

that the western terminus of its path is

the coast of South America in the re-

gion of French Guiana. Thus, if haze

is indicative of dust, as evidence sug-

gests, a considerable quantity of Afri-

can dust is being transported to South

America during the winter months.

The conclusion to be drawn is that

the annual cycle in the trade wind dust

concentration at Barbados is related to

large-scale air circulation patterns. A
second clear trend in the long-term rec-

ord from Barbados is that the mean
summer dusi loads of the early l^TOs

were several times greater than those

prior to that lime. The period of in-

creased dust loads coincided with a

lime of severe drought in the Sahel re-

Salellite pholof^raphs taken in ihc

visihle w(HTleni;th trace the westward

nunenient atr()\s the Atlantic of the

dust storm shown on the facini; /uiiie.

Two days after the storm s hcf^inninfi,

dense dust plumes pour out of Africa.

top. Three days later, the dust is

over the water, center. After nine

days, the dust (Hithreak has moved to

the western Atlantic, and the sk v off

the African coast is almost (lu\t free



gion of Africa. The Sahel, which lies

south of the Sahara, approximately be-

tween latitudes 10°N and 20°N, in-

cludes portions of Mauritania, Sene-

gal, Mali, Upper Volta, Niger, Sudan,

and Ethiopia.

The drought is generally considered

to have begun in 1968, even though

rainfall in 1969 and 1970 was close to

normal in some areas. The most severe

drought occurred in 1972 and 1973,

while the maximum dust concentration

at Barbados occurred in 1973 and

1974. Rainfall in many areas of the

Sahel returned to normal in 1974 and
by 1975 alleviation of the drought was
fairly extensive. Correspondingly, the

dust concentration in 1975 and 1976 in

Barbados was about half the peak val-

ues of 1973 and 1974. However, as of

1978, the dust concentration has re-

mained above the pre- 1970 levels.

The increase in dust aerosol concen-

tration at Barbados does not in itself

prove that an increase in dust genera-

tion had occurred in Africa. One can

argue that the trend observed at Bar-

bados is simply a consequence of

large-scale changes in atmospheric cir-

culation over the Atlantic that affected

transport patterns, and thus may have

placed Barbados in a denser portion of

the dust "plumes" streaming out of

Africa. Yet, radiation measurements
made on Sal Island in 1974 by my
group and by my coinvestigator Carl-

son show that the mean atmospheric

turbidity was twice as great as that

found in the mid-1960s by a researcher

from the Air Force Cambridge Re-

search Laboratory in Massachusetts.

This suggests that the dust concentra-

tion off the western coast of Africa in

1974 was significantly greater than in

the period before the drought.

If the aerosol increase was real, the

question that logically follows is what
caused this increased dust transport? It

could be attributed to meteorological

factors other than reduced rainfall—for

example, stronger winds, increased

gustiness, and altered circulation pat-

terns over Africa. Although the ques-

tion is still open to debate, there is rea-

son to believe that the aerosol increase

is probably related to the effects of re-

duced rainfall.

One line of evidence is based on a

lag of several years between the period

of maximum dust concentration at Bar-

bados ( 1973-74) and the on.set of the

African drought (1968). This delayed

response could be interpreted as the

time required for the drought-stricken

soils to degenerate to the point where

they could be easily eroded. Certainly,

one would not expect that the true

desert would be affected by a drought.

In the areas where major dust storms

are observed, the annual mean rainfall

is only a few tens of millimeters per

year; there are periods when rain does
not fall for years at a stretch.

In the Sahel itself, the effect of the

drought on the soil was dramatic. By
1973, a desertlike state had developed
over much of the region. Opinion is

virtually unanimous that the present-

day spread of desert conditions in

Africa and elsewhere in the world is

due to poor land-use practices in the

arid and semiarid regions bordering the

deserts. Because of population growth
and economic pressures, there is a ten-

dency to bring these marginal regions

into agricultural production during pe-

riods of increased rainfall. These activ-

ities include raising and grazing live-

stock, plowing and cultivating new
land, and intensified wood collection

around new camps and settlements.

This appears to be the case in the Sahel

,

where there was an extended period of

abnormally high rainfall during the

1950s and normal rainfall during the

early 1960s. Over this twenty-year pe-

riod, the way of life in this region

changed radically, as did local land-

use practices.

Raising livestock is probably the

only one of these activities carried out

on a sufficiently large scale to affect the

soil so adversely as to significantly in-

crease the generation of dust. In the

Sahel, only 2 percent of the total land

area was being cultivated in the mid-

1960s. In contrast, 20 percent of the

land area was used for grazing. The
effects of overgrazing on ground cover

and soil stability are dramatic. The de-

struction of the soil surface is most evi-

dent in the vicinity of wells, where the

countryside is often stripped bare and

pounded to dust over a ten- to fifteen-

mile radius from the wellhead. These
barren areas are clearly visible in satel-

lite photographs.

The impact of land-use practices on

the rate at which soil is eroded and

lifted by wind is not a newly discov-

ered phenomenon. The 1930s "dust

Severe drought in the Sahel in the

early 1970s wiped out many herds of

cattle and increased the usual

dust load originating in the area.

bowl" in the United States is a typical

example on a grand scale of the cata-

strophic effects of poor agricultural

practices compounded by an adverse

fluctuation in the climate. Even under
normal conditions, the lifting of soil by
wind accounts for a substantial per-

centage of total soil erosion in the

United States—one billion tons per

year by wind as compared with four

billion tons by water. In fact, the oc-

currence of widespread and spectac-

ular wind erosion in the United States

has become more frequent in recent

years because of the increased inci-

dence of drought and an apparent de-

crease in costly soil conservation

measures. In this regard, one might
note that locations in the United States

that consistently exceed the primary

national air-quality standard for total



suspended particulate matter are pre-

dominantly rural agricultural areas, not

urban ones. The same problem of wind

erosion exists in the Soviet Union

where the frequency of dust storms in

certain areas has increased markedly

since 1950 as a consequence oi the ag-

ricultural development of so-called vir-

gin lands.

Studies of Saharan dust have given

us a belter understanding of the rela-

tionship between weather, climate,

and the transport of soil aerosols over

great distances. They have also given

us an indication that land-use prac-

tices, in combination with the \ ariables

of weather and climate, may be respon-

sible to some degree for the increase

in dust storms. While the generation

and transport of soil aerosols is af-

fected by climate, the soil aerosols can

themselves atTect climate in a number of

important ways.

Large concentrations of soil aerosols

can alter the radiali\e balarfce of the

atmosphere, resulting in either a net

warming or net cooling of the earth-at-

mosphere system. The direction is de-

pendent on such factors as the physical

and optical properties of the aerosols,

their altitude distribution, and the ra-

diative character of the underlying sur-

face of the earth. Soil aerosols can also

affect the microphysical processes by

which clouds are ft)rnied and, hence,

the character of the clouds. Any
process that atlects clouds can, in turn,

atfect climate. This is because clouds

may have an impact on precipitation in

addition to playing an important role in

determining the radiative balances of

the earth.

If dust can atfect climate, then

knov\ledge about the sources of dust

becomes important. Clearly, the Sa-

hara is a major source. But arid regions

and deserts abt)und on the earth—20
percent of the gk)bal land surface is

classified as arid or desert. There is evi-

dence for the occurrence of large-scale

dust transport in many of these areas

—

the Arabian Peninsula, the Middle

East, the southern Soviet Union, Cen-
tral Asia, Australia, southern South

America, and the western United

States. At present, our knowledge

about the impact on the atmosphere of

dust frt)m these regions is limited.

Over the next decade. howe\er. pro-

grams already under way should give

us a much better understanding of the

importance of these sources of natural

pollutants. D
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Fire Blight
Not as pleasing as partridges in pear trees,

fire blight bacteria blacken and kill North American
pear orchards and are threatening those in Europe

by Robert N. Campbell

In the spring, pear trees in bloom are

a pretty sight in California and the

Northwest states. But the blossoms

provoke the unhappy thought that in

the fall, there will be, as usual, fewer

pears than apples in the markets. Last

year, this country produced 3.69 mil-

lion Ions of apples, while the pear crop

fell to 0.69 million tons.

Now, the pear grower may be dis-

couraged by consumer preference for

the durable, siorablc apple over the

pear, whose thin skm bruises easily,

and whose grain) texture quicklv turns

to mush. But fragility is not the main

reason wh) Americans consume few

jiears. The real culprit is a bacterial in-

fection called tire blight, so named be-

cause when it strikes a pear tree, the

blossoms, young fruit, and shoots

wither and blacken as if ihcv had been

burned.

When pre Rcvolutioiiarv colonists

This pear ine, i^rowina wild in

Xfrmoni. is </ clfsccndont of trees

tfraiiyhl to New hni-liiml t)\ colonists.

Hfcause it stands alone m a field,

the tree has escaped fire hlii^ht.

which spreads qiiicklv in orchards
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Below left: In early spring, just

before the blossoming season, a

reddish brown exudate, containing

millions of cells of the bacterium

Erwinia amylovora, oozes from a

holdover fire blight canker on a

Barilett pear tree in upstate New
York. Below: Fire blight infection

occurs during flowering, and
by late spring, the blossoms and
leaves of this California pear

tree have withered. Left: In this

small branch of an apple tree in

upstate New York, the fire blight

infection will probably result

in the formation of holdover

cankers, which will release the

pathogen the following season.

Shannan V Thomson

brought apples, pears, and quinces to

North America, little did they realize

that the fire blight bacterium—un-

known in Europe—existed in the new
land or that it would find their plants

so attractive. In North America, the

fire blight bacterium had evolved on

indigenous rosaceous host plants such

as hawthorn (.Crataegus spp.), moun-
tain ash iSorbus spp.), service berries

(Amelanchier spp.), and North Amer-
ican species of apple (Malus spp.).

During a long course of coevolution,

the disease-causing bacterium and its

host plants had arrived, more or less,

at a balance. The host plants developed

enough resistance so that they seldom

succumbed to the bacteria, yet the bac-

teria never passed out of existence.

The amount of disease in any year

depended on whether the weather fa-

vored or inhibited bacterial infection.

If the weather was unfavorable, hosts

could, and can, limit the extent of fire

blight invasion, even in the face of nu-

merous infections, and develop nor-

mally the next year. Outside my office

building there is a small hawthorn tree;

in most years I can find a few blighted

twigs on it. In 1976, however, rain,

warm air temperature, host devel-

opment, and insect activity coincided

to favor the bacteria, which then in-

fected and killed nearly every blossom

and invaded the small twigs on which

the blossoms grew. By late summer,
the tree looked completely brown from

the mantle of dead leaves on the in-

fected twigs, but on close inspection I

saw that only the small twigs had been

invaded and bacteria had not pro-

gressed into the larger branches or

stems. In 1977, the tree leafed out nor-

mally, and since environmental condi-

tions did not favor the bacterium, there

were only the usual few infections.

When they were first introduced in

North America, apples, pears, and

quinces probably grew free of fire

blight for many years. Early cultural

practices might have helped prevent

disease. The first trees to arrive in

North America were most likely seed-

lings that varied in susceptibility.

Probably grown as single trees in sod,

they were given a minimum of atten-

tion and fertilization. Growers have

long since found that trees so cultivated

grow more slowly, develop greater re-

sistance, and are less susceptible to fire

blight than lush, rapidly growing trees.

As they were planted more widely and

European cultivars introduced, the



trees were grown near infected native

plants. The bacterium then simply

spread from the native hosts to nearby

pears and apples. This happened, at

least in New York's Hudson River Val-

ley, before 1780, the earliest record of

extensive blight.

Although the severity of attack

varied from year to year, depending

upon the weather, the blight continued

to spread throughout the eastern states.

As nineteenth-century farmers ob-

served their decimated crops, they

gradually gave up the culture of the

most susceptible plants in areas

plagued with frequent blight epidem-

ics. By about 19(K) in the eastern

United Slates, the contemporary distri-

bution of pears and apples had been

established. Growers had largely dis-

continued the European pear as a com-
mercial orchard tree except in small

areas of Michigan and New York,

where cool weather discourages blight.

Elsewhere today, there is only small-

scale cultivation of lower quality,

blight-resisiani pears. Because apples

generally are more resistant to fire

blight, growers continue to cultivate

apples on a large scale, using a ci)mbi-

nation of the more resistant cultivars

and control measures for Hre blight.

In the western United Slates, settlers

continued to raise pears during the

nineteenth century, convinced that the

arid climate would prevent blight. But

in 1887, lire blight was found in Cali-

fornia, and from iy(K)io 1910 epidem-

ics occurred in all the western stales.

In severely blighted areas, such as the

San Joaquin Valley, 95 percent of the

trees were lost in four years. There, as

in the eastern states, the pear industry

failed and has never been reestab-

lished. Considering the explosive po-

tential of the bacterium, any coinmer-

cial production of pears in North

America is surprising. Today most of

the pear industry is located in the west-

ern states. In most growing seasons,

western spring weather does not favor

(ire blight and summers are loo dry for

new infections; consequently, at-

tempts lo control the disease have had

YViiv irunsinissitin i'lc( iron

mivro^ruph shows ihf luutcnum
Erwinia amylovora muyitilifd

3().(HH) linns. Ihf limK. whiplikc

lltii;clUi till' ilif htu ti'tiuni 's

itu'iins oj liHomniuin.

moderate success in western orchards.

The symptoms seen by early Ameri-

can farmers are the same seen toda) on

pears, apples, and other susceptible

plants. In the spring, the trees begin lo

grow normally. Suddenly, especially

after a rain, blossoms may wither and

turn black. This is the blossom-blight

phase, which quickly develops into

spur blight as bacteria invade the

flowering spurs, and the leaves on the

spur rapidly wither and die. Flowers

and leaves soon turn black as if

scorched. As infeclii)ns continue to ad-

vance and bacteria kill plant tissue,

young shoots wilt and die, and larger

limbs, the trunk, and even roots may
develop elongated dead areas called

cankers. Once suckers from the root-

stocks are infected, the bacteria can

also quickly spread to the roots. In

rainy climates, additional infections

can begin during the summer, when
bacteria infect the leaves, shoots, or

green fruit.

The tire blight bacterium is only able

ti) infect plants of the Rt)saceae family,

but susceptible plants include more

than one hundred species. Some rosa-

ceous plants, such as peaches and

roses, resist infection; others, such as

hawthorn, can be infected but restrict

the bacteria to Ht)wer spurs or young
shoots. Pears and apples have less re-

sistance, however. A pear tree is more

likely lo have infections that spread

faster and farther into the trunk than an

apple tree.

Before it can be controlled, the na-

ture and cause of a disease must be

understood. When tire blight was still

ravaging pears and apples in the east-

ern United .Slates, epidemics were

blamed on lightning, freezing of sap,

rays of the sun that were either re-

flected or concentrated b\ vapor in the

atmosphere, insects boring in the

branches, or enfeeblemenldue lo culti-

vation. Such theories were common
explanations of plant and animal dis-

eases before the germ theory was
proved and widely accepted. In the late

nineteenth century—only a few years

after Pasteur had demonstrated that mi-

crobes do not appear spontaneously in

putrefying food but are generated by

other microbes, and Robert Koch had

shown that a specific bacterium caused

anthrax in sheep

—

T.J. Burrill and J.C.

Arthur prov ed that the real cause of tire

blight was a microscopic bacterium,

now called Erwiinu amylovora. Burrill

and Arthur actually provided the first

proof that bacteria caused plant dis-

eases. In 1891, another worker. M.B.
Waite. clearly defined the role of the

honeybee in transmitting fire blight

bacteria from blossom lo blossom.

From the bacterial point of v iew . life

is hard and dangerous. Fire blight bac-

teria must survive the winter, or dor-

mant season. Like most bacteria that

cause plant diseases, the fire blight bac-

terium is not hardy and dies quickly if

exposed to the elements in winter. The
bacterium avoids the problem by stay-

ing inside the host plant. In some trunk

or branch infections, bacteria remain

alive over the winter in what are called

holdover cankers. In the spring, as the

trees begin to grow again and air tem-

perature rises, bacteria become active

and multipl) in such numbers that they

ooze out to the surface of holdover

cankers. Once on the surface of the

bark, bacteria cannot fl\, jump, or

Slwmar V Thornton
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make any movement except swim for

microscopic distances. But they can be

carried by anything that moves in the

orchard. The most important agents are

those that provide movement from
holdover cankers to blossoms, for ex-

ample, mites, insects such as flies and

ants, and splashing water drops blown

by wind.

Researchers have always assumed

that when bacteria reached the blos-

soms they multiplied in the nectar and

then infected the flower through the

nectaries or were transmitted to other

blossoms by honeybees or by rain. Re-

cently, highly selective culture media

have been developed, permitting re-

searchers to quickly distinguish fire

blight bacteria from harmless bacteria,

yeasts, and fungi that also occur on

leaves, twigs, and blossoms. Surpris-

ingly, they have found that the stigmas

of pear flowers seem to be sites where

bacteria begin to multiply and from

whence they are splashed or carried to

the other parts of the blossom—or to

other blossoms where infection may
set in. In many years, bacteria are pres-

ent in large numbers in blossoms for

about two weeks before they actually

infect the blossom tissues.

The number of blossoms infected is

very small compared with the number
containing the bacteria, and there is a

minimum threshold air temperature for

infection. In the west, blossoms that

open when the daily mean temperature

is less than a gradient drawn between

62°F in early March and 58° in early

May are not likely to be infected. Ob-

viously, there is a great deal of interac-

tion, probably at the biochemical level,

which accounts for the success or fail-

In 1914. apparently a year that

favored fire blight, infected

trees in this seven-year-old

Colorado orchard were cut back.

They had been the same size

as the trees in the background.

ure of infection. A better understand-

ing of this interaction and the effects

of temperature might enable re-

searchers to improve resistance to in-

fection through the breeding of more
resistant pear varieties. In the eastern

United States, researchers have used

the special culture medium but have

not observed the two-week lag be-

tween the population explosion of the

bacterium and infection.

Although blossoms are the most sus-

ceptible parts of the tree and usually the

first to be infected, bacteria can infect

other parts as long as there are stomata

or wounds and as long as a film of

moisture from dew or rain is present to

permit bacteria to swim into the open-

ings. In the eastern states, new infec-

tions of leaves, young shoots, or fruit

occur during the summer as a result of

heavy rain, wounds caused by hail, or

punctures left by feeding insects. In the

drier western states, where the pear in-

dustry now is concentrated, summer
rarely heralds such incidents.

Regardless of where the infection

starts, the bacteria multiply and ad-

vance through the inner bark of the tree

from shoots to limbs, trunk, and roots,

killing host tissues en route. Within the

host, the bacteria remain well pro-

tected from drying, exposure to sun-

shine, or chemicals sprayed on the

bark. As autumn approaches, the trees

become dormant, and bacteria exposed

on the surface of the host and in small

twigs or spurs quickly die. The bacteria

in some of the larger branches become

dormant in the holdover cankers,

awaiting another spring and their new
seasonal cycle.

Using knowledge of this cycle, plant

pathologists and growers have tested

and modifed control methods and now

combine biological and chemical

procedures. When growers prune pears

in the dormant season, they particu-

larly try to detect and cut off holdover

cankers. These are not always easy to

see, and they may extend farther into

the bark than is apparent on the sur-

face. During flowering, when they are
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with fewer, well-timed sprays. Fi-

nally, during the spring and summer,
growers patrol orchards and promptly

prune out new infections that occur in

spile of these control measures. In a

bad blight year, a drastic number of

branches may be cut off.

Besides this yearly battle with tire

blight, scientists and orchard growers

have enlisted host resistance as part of

their long-range strategy. The common
pear, Pyrus communis, originated in

Europe and has many variable charac-

teristics, such as leaf shape, presence

of thorns, fruit shape, and fruit quality.

Pear trees cross-pollinate so that the

genes governing these characteristics

are shuffled in each crop of seeds. Pre-

historic Europeans discovered that

some trees had belter fruit than others

and began to propagate these trees, in-

definitely maintaining a choice selec-

tion of genes by grafting.

Greek and Roman records mention

different types of pears that probably

would not be relished by modern con-

sumers. The great development of

today's wide range of pears began in

the seventeenth century in France and

Belgium. Pear breeders—or natural

cross-pollination—made crosses; the

hybrid seedlings were tested and the

best were propagated and sold. Thou-

sands of named cultivars were pro-

duced and exported to North America,

where they were exposed for the first

time to the fire blight bacterium. In

general, all these cultivars were and are

very susceptible to fire blight, but a

few, such as Seckel, have enough re-

sistance to be grown in the eastern and

southeastern slates. Unfortunately, the

fruit quality does not match that of such

cultivars as Bartlell, Anjou. Comice,

or Bosc. Of these, Bartlett is the most

important because of its wide adapt-

ability and its suitability for fresh eat-

ing, canning, or drying. Bartlett re-

mains an important cultivar in Europe,

where it is known by its original name,

Williams or Williams Bon Chretien.

Several species of Pyrus have been

introduced to North America from the

Orient. One, P. pyrifolia, was intro-

duced in eastern states and found to be

resistant to fire blight. Fortuitously, P.

communis and P. pyrifolia could be

crossed, so that blight-resistant hybrid

seedlings could be produced either nat-

urally or in breeding programs, result-

ing in the cultivar Kieffer, which Peter

Kieffer picked up as a chance seedling

in Philadelphia in 1863, and in bred

cultivars such as Baldwin, Orient,

Hoskins, or Morgan. Although they

are resistant to fire blight and can be

grown in eastern and southern states,

these hybrids do not have high-quality

fruit, partly because they inherit some
fruit characters from P. pyrifolia,

whose common name, sand pear, re-

flects the fruit's grainy texture. Of the

cultivar Kieffer, U.P. Hedrick wrote in

Pears of New yorA(1921): "Its popu-

larity can be accounted for only by ac-

cepting Barnum's dictum that "Ameri-

cans love to be fooled.' Pears are

grown to eat, but those of Kieffer are

fit to eat only in culinary preparations,

dire necessity alone compelling their

consumption uncooked."

In addition to P. pyrifolia, other ori-

ental species, such as P. ussuriensis,

P. calleryana, and some individuals of

P. betulaefolia, have been found to be

resistant to fire blight. These species

cannot be crossed with the common
pear, but during World War I, their fire

blight resistance was adapted to pear

culture in another manner. Since

choice cultivars of pear are maintained

by vegetative propagation, seedlings

from wild or even cultivated P. com-

munis were used as rootstocks. A de-

sirable cultivar grafted onto the seed-

ling yielded a composite tree. Unfortu-

nately, these rootstocks were suscep-

tible to fire blight and became infected

as the bacteria either advanced down
the trunk or infected suckers from the

rootstock. The results were rapid loss

of the entire tree and a holdover canker

that was almost impossible to find.

Various other types of composite

trees were therefore grafted together.

The ultimate tree had blight-resistant

roots derived from oriental pear seed-

lings, a blight-resistant trunk and

framework from Old Home (a blight-

resistant selection of common pear

with a less desirable fruit), and blight-

susceptible branches that produced

quality fruit. When blight struck and

branch infection occurred, bacteria did

not advance into the resistant frame-

work. An infected branch could be

pruned out without losing the entire

tree. This practice led to problems,

however, as these trees were widely

planted over areas with different soils

and climates. The fruit often developed

black end, a blemishing condition that

made it worthless.

In the 1960s another disease, pear

decline, spread across the western pear

orchards, particularly devastating trees

with some of the oriental root-

stocks. Leaves and fruit quickly wilted

and dropped off, and within a few

weeks the trees were dead. Pear de-

cline put a speedy end to pears growing

on P. pyrifolia and P. ussuriensis root-

stocks. From 1959 to 1972, about two

million pear trees were lost to this dis-

ease in California alone. Composite

pear trees are now made with P. com-

munis seedlings for roots, a blight-re-

sistant trunk slock, and the desired cul-

tivar added for the branches. With the

advent of better blight control through

blossom-time spraying, the need for

blight-resistant rootstocks has dimin-

ished.

One benefit of this blight resistance

program was the introduction of valu-

able ornamental pears such as the

Bradford selection of P. calleryana

used as a street or landscaping tree.

This variety is highly resistant to fire

blight, has a beautiful display of flow-

ers in the spring, red foliage in the fall,

and small fruits that do not make a

mess on sidewalks or lawns.

In North America, its native home,

fire blight undoubtedly deserves blame

for limited pear production and, there-

fore, some blame for the lack of a do-

mestic pear brandy. Thanks to its abil-

ity to travel with people across plains,

mountains, and oceans, fire blight can

cause trouble anywhere. The disease

appeared in New Zealand as early as

1919, but has incited greater conster-

nation in Europe, the ancestral home
of P. communis. Fire blight was dis-

covered in England in 1956 and subse-

quently on the continent. Vigorous at-

tempts are being made to control the

disease. The Dutch and the Poles eradi-

cated infection sites discovered in

1966, but attempts to eradicate the

1971 infections in the Netherlands and

the 1972 infections in northern France

have not succeeded.

The fire blight bacterium has estab-

lished itself along the northern edge of

the European continent but the region's

generally cool weather only marginally

encourages fire blight epidemics.

Throughout Europe, however, there

are few natural barriers to the bac-

terium, and a relatively continuous dis-

tribution of hosts—commercial pear

orchards, susceptible ornamental

shrubs such as cotoneaster, and hedge-

rows of hawthorn. In 1978, the disease

was found to have spread south to three

orchards in the Bordeaux area of

France, where the weather is warmer.

If the American experience is any

guide, the outlook is grim indeed for

pears in France, Switzerland, Ger-

many, and Italy. Chances are there will

be fewer pears in Europe—and they

will cost more. D
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A Subterranean Snake with a Funny Tail
Having a tail that looks like a cut salami can be
an advantage if you are followed into your hole

Text and photographs by Carl Gans

The granitic mountain ridges of

India and Sri Lanka were once heavily

forested. Millenniums of weathering
and organic activity had covered them
with soil that supported a complex veg-

etation rising well over a hundred feet

into the air. Most of the trees are now
gone, cut for lumber and to make room
for tea and cardamom plantations.

Much of the soil has also gone, washed
from the hills by monsoon rains or

blown away by wind.

Although odd patches of trees re-

main, much of the original fauna is

gone. Lack of cover has exposed large

species to decimation by hunters, and
altered habitat and climatic conditions

have devastated populations of large

and small animals alike. Yet some spe-

cies have survived the changes, and a

few are probably more common than

ever. For some animals, their altered

circumstances are probably similar to

those they were originally adapted to

and their needs for survival are being
adequately met; for others, the re-

moval of a predator or the provision of

a new food source has opened fresh

opportunities.

The uropeltids, a group of some
forty, highly specialized snakes dis-

tributed throughout the montane re-

gions of southwestern India and across

most of the island of Sri Lanka, include

species that have suffered from the re-

moval of mountain forests and others

that have increased their ranges. These
subterranean snakes sport shiny black

scales with bright orange, red, green,

and bluish markings and show a strong

iridescence when viewed in sunlight.

They are called "shieldtails" because
in most species the tip of the short tail

The blunt, scaly tail of a uropeltid,

or shieldtail. serves as a defense

mechanism. Soil, adhering to the

scales, creates a plug, which foils

other, predatory snakes that follow

the shieldtail down its burrow.
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is roughened and formed like a spiny

plate. In contrast, the head is always

pointed and formed into an elongate

cone. Upon Hrst observing a shieidtail,

one tends to mistake tail for head, and

this confusion is further increased by

the snake's habit, when dug up, of

curling around twigs and clods of earth

in its attempt to hide its narrow head

and display its blunt tail.

Records from the last century indi-

cate that these snakes were found at

various elevations in the moist forests

of the Western Ghats of India and the

mountain ridges of central Sri Lanka.

Many species are now extremely com-

mon in agricultural areas; others are far

less so, being restricted to isolated hill-

sides or found deep in the soil of tropi-

cal lowlands. With some exceptions,

shieldtails show modifications for a

single, specialized biotope, the rain

forest. Their survival in diHerent habi-

tats may be explained by considering

how the animals are structurally and

behaviorally adapted to certain sets of

environments.

When burrowing from the surface or

extending tunnels undergrt)und, a

shieidtail drives its cone-shaped head

into the ground, forming a short tun-

nel. The snake curves the anterior part

of its backbone, forcing its sides

against the wall of the tunnel in the

same way that a mountain climber

pushes his legs against the sides of a

rock chimney, using this as a base from

which to lever upward. As soon as the

head has been driven into the tunnel s

end, the backbone bends anew and

forms a new S, pushing the skin into

renewed contact with the walls of the

tunnel. I'he pressure exerted is sulli-

cient to widen the tunnel until it be-

comes more than twice as wide as the

back of the head.

ToetVect this curvature, the snake's

skin separates from the underlying por-

lit)ns of its body, allowing it to slip

freely along the outside. Conse-
quently, the curvature occurs within

this envelope, and all one sees superli-

cially IS thai the neck and anterior part

of the body suddenly become wider

W7i(7i unciirtlicil. (I \liultlitiil Hill

aiil ii.\ body and lu'\;in dit^i^iiii^

into ihf \tiil. I'liis hi'iuivior mii\ liiivf

evoh'cd as a defense ai^ainsl the

"peckjUps" of jiinf^lc fowl, prohahls

a majiir prcdatur <if shieldlails.

just after the head has been driven into

the soil. Curiously enough, the animal

does not use its tail to provide resis-

tance for the push; indeed, crawling

shieldtails seem to drag the posterior

part of their body passively.

The nature of the burrowing pattern

is clear. The conical head, driven by

muscles that control the neck (two sets,

benders and straighteners), provides a

wedge that forms the beginnings of a

tunnel. Each time these muscles fold

the neck into an S-shaped curve, the

tunnel is widened. As the curvature of

the backbone involves slippage within

the skin, the widening proceeds

smoothly, resulting in a tunnel wider

than the body diameter. This method

of propulsion and tunnel formation has

advantages— it allows the animal to

concentrate the propulsive machinery

in that portion of the body anterior to

the heart. Here the bones are much
heavier and most of the cross section

of the trunk is occupied by muscles.

The alimentary canal and tracheal air

passage to the lungs are very narrow.

This pattern changes completely just

before the heart. Posteriorly, the bones

become more slender and only some 1

5

percent of the body's cross section is

taken up by supporting and propulsive

machinery. The body cavity holds the

stomach and liver and, in females, the

developing embryos.

Even the muscles are serially modi-

fied. The anterior ones are red with

myoglobin, whereas the posterior

muscles arc white. The anterior

muscles are also richer in variety and

quantity of en/ymes. All this provides

energy for rapid and sustained contrac-

tion. The animal's propulsive front end

thus drags the visceral tube through the

ground, the way a locomotive drags a

freight train. The " "locomotive"
method of movement has another ad-

vantage that involves aspects of repro-

duction. Most of these snakes are live

bearing, and sharp bends by the poste-

rior part of the bo<.l> of fcm.ilc snakes

would presumabl\ impose undesirable

pressure on the developing young.

Shieldtails almost always have to Ix-

excavated by collectors. While a few

specimens have been observed on the

surface, this is generally under unusual

conditions, l-'reshly captured speci-

mens often regurgitate earthworms,

apparently captured in the tunnels oi in

surface litter. (One large species also

takes insect grubs.) The shieldtails'

smooth, conical teeth grip ihc slippery

pre> and keep it Ironi ic.iring vvhile it

IS being swallowed Some tunnel net-

works show multiple horizontal pas-

sages and a few very deep ones. Larger

specimens may make deeper tunnels

and often have systems that pass

among roots or beneatji boulders.

Even though it fits rather loosely

within the tunnel, the shieidtail body

is subject to abrasion from the contin-

ual contact with soil particles. This is

particularly true for those species that

live in sandy soils. A second problem

is friction between the body and its sur-

roundings. Friction is useful when the

animal pushes against the tunnel walls,

providing a base for extension of the

tunnel. It is disadvantageous or makes
for extra work when the body is

dragged through the tunnel. Even more
critical is that the skin must also be

smooth enough so that various kinds of

mud will not adhere to it or dry on its

surface. The friction would then be be-

tween soil and soil, rather than be-

tween skin and soil.

The shieidtail bixly is covered with

smooth, flexible, rounded scales, with

free edges that overlap like shingles

and limit the entry of particles. Much
of this flexible edge is replaced every

time the snake sheds its skin, so that

minor damage to the most sensitive

areas is automatically repaired. This

outside surface and the free edges are

composed of a special, horny sub-

stance, known as /i-keratin, that has

high wear resistance and is difficult to

penetrate. In contrast, the protected

skin of the hinges between the scales

is formed of the more flexible <*-kera-

lin. A few specialized parasitic mites

make use of this difference; with their

flattened bixlies. they are able to move
about beneath the scales. They walk

upside down and suck the snake's

blood through the or-keratin-covered

"soft underbelK" of each scale.

The surface of /i-keralin is not laid

down randomly. Rather, it is formed

as an arra\ of ridges parallel to the long

axis of the snake and spaced about

2.5(X) angstroms apart These ridges

are cross-connected b> small, interme-

diate bridges near the bases of the

grooves. The ridge spacing provides a

dillraction grating, producing the iri-

descent physical colors that pass in

lines curving lengthwise along the

btKly, ranging from orange near the

midline to blue near each side I'he

color is irrelevant to the ammal; the

role of the spacing is quite clearly to

generate a regular surlace that mcchan-

icall) limits the attachment ol soil par-

ticles. The spacing (and iridescence)

appears to be quite similar in ditlerent



kinds of subterranean snakes and

around the circumference of any one

species. When disease prevents snakes

from shedding regularly or when le-

sions, due to infection or other causes,

break up the array, the eroded spots

allow soil to adhere to the surface.

Another set of adaptations reflects

the snake's defense against predation.

Two separate systems are apparent,

one directed at predators encountered

in burrows and the other at those en-

countered at or near the surface. Per-

haps the most interesting specialization

is that against burrowing predators,

presumably some of the small snakes

such as pipe snakes and venomous
kraits, which can burrow for short dis-

tances or at least travel along existing

tunnels. Such snakes, tracking their

prey down a burrow, will encounter

shieldtails either head first or tail first.

In the former case, the shieldtail has no
defense, and stomach contents show
that pipe snakes generally had swal-

lowed shieldtails head first.

Most shieldtails have an elegant tail

defense mechanism for use in tunnels.

Unlike that of most other snakes, the

uropeltid tail tends to be blunt; in a few
species it may appear as distinct as the

diagonally cut end of a salami. The
scales covering the terminal end show
a completely different surface structure

from those shielding the body. At the

sharp transition between the two re-

gions, the surface loses the smoothly

aligned ridges and becomes rough.

Various sharp points project outward,

and ridges upon these lie at angles to

each other rather than parallel. Conse-

quently, soil and sand tend to catch

here to form a thin layer of dirt par-

ticles. Other soil particles can then ad-

here to this surface, and uropeltids gen-

erally show, attached to the tail, a

clump of dirt that blocks their tunnel.

Since many predatory snakes can ne-

gotiate a tunnel but may have trouble

burrowing, this method of foiling the

potential predator affords effective pro-

tection; it should also limit the atten-

tion of centipedes and other predatory

invertebrates that might otherwise at-

tempt to nibble on an unprotected tail.

A second set of specializations deals

with predators that hunt on the surface.

Most snakes have a fairly blunt head

and a slender tail. Uropeltids reverse

this pattern and further enhance the

contrast by a yellow band around the

tail and markings on the posterior sur-

face that may suggest eyespots. Simi-

larly, slender and converging lines on

the head give the impression that the

anterior end is slimmer than it actually

is. Apparently, there is an advantage

to fooling sight-hunting predators into

attacking the shielded, mud-covered
tail rather than the vulnerable head.

Some shieldtails show a dorsal color

close to that of the soil they inhabit.

Humus-dwelling forms are dark; other

forms are yellowish or reddish. This,

again, is likely to be advantageous in

avoiding the attention of a sight-hunt-

ing predator.

Furthermore, most shieldtails show
lateral banding of one kind or another,

particularly along the front and rear of

the body. These bands do not pass

across the dorsal surface. Such inter-

rupted red markings are also charac-

teristic of various species of large and

venomous centipedes that occur in the

same environment, leading to the sug-

gestion that the snakes may be mimick-
ing them. The mimicry may also be

advantageous in deterring a predator

that hunts by sight. When a shieldtail

is unearthed, its behavior enhances this

aspect of its coloration. It tends to

move relatively little. Instead it curls

itself around any handy object, such as

roots or grass tussocks. Characteristic

of the coiling is that the head is gener-

ally at the center and often starts a dig-

ging movement while the tail is prom-
inently projected or extended. The tail

may even wave about when the animal

is touched.

The question. To which predator is

this behavior addressed? suggests the

first set of clues to establish the shield-

tails' former habitat. The predator in-

volved must have lived on the surface

and been capable of digging up the first

few inches of ground, and shieldtails

must have encountered it with reason-

able frequency. It must have had good
vision, preferably color vision, a re-

quirement that eliminates most small

mammals. The obvious predators

would be medium-sized birds of the

forest, specifically jungle fowl, a group

from which domesticated chickens are

supposedly derived. These omnivor-

ous birds find some of their food by

scratching up the surface of the

ground. They not only dislodge the leaf

litter, but actually penetrate the soil.

But were they common enough to be

a major predator of shieldtails? The lit-

erature of the last century suggests that

indeed they were and, coincidentally,

indicates why they are now scarce. It

talks of evenings spent in resthouses

where the inhabitants were disturbed

by the scratching and calling of jungle

fowl from all directions. There is also

mention of shooting bags of hundreds
of birds in a single day and of thou-

sands of birds that appeared when bam-
boo or other mast fruiting trees offered

a windfall. Apparently, these gallina-

ceous birds were common enough to

have posed a threat to shieldtails and
to have evoked their defensive system,

which involves color matching,
centipede and head mimicry, and coil-

ing behavior.

Experiments with captive jungle

fowl in the Colombo zoo show how the

shieldtail defense works. When attack-

ing worms and insects, the birds peck

them one or a few times before swal-

lowing them. But when attacking small

snakes, they treat these entirely dif-

ferently. They give brief pecks at the

head or tail of the potential prey, biting

down and, in the process, lifting and

flipping. Such peck-flips are repeated

dozens or even hundreds of times until

the prey stops moving, a process that

takes twenty or more minutes in the

case of a shieldtail. The birds generally

mistake tail for head and, in a series

of trials, peck at the tail about ten times

as often. Such pecks leave the snake

apparently undamaged and it is only

when the head or midbody is hit a few

times that the peck-flip produces obvi-

ous damage. What is more important

is that a snake coiling itself about roots

or clods of earth as it is scratched up

is diflScult to flip. The tail distracts the

bird's attention, but the head keeps on
digging, so that less and less of the

body is exposed to successive pecks.

Even if the bird grabs and pulls, it will

have great difficulty dislodging a snake

that has more than half its body buried.

The assumption that the shieldtails

were once primarily forest animals

matches their fairly low preferred tem-

peratures of about 75°F, which might

otherwise be unusual for animals exist-

ing close to the equator. Whether they

originally lived in lowland or in mon-
tane regions is not clear, however. Cer-

tainly the Indian species are over-

whelmingly inhabitants of the moun-

tains; only one of some thirty species

has been taken in low country. In Sri

Lanka, of some ten species of shield-

tails, at least four occupy lowland re-

gions. The lowland forms are always

associated with various kinds of forest,

either natural or such man-made habi-

tats as coconut plantations. Where de-

forestation has been extensive, occa-

sional specimens can be found around

the root systems of remnant trees and

in other microhabitats combining

shade and moisture. The lowland



forms occur deeper in the soil and may
now be patchily distributed.

The climatic and food preferences of

these snakes also explain some aspects

of their present distribution. When
forested regions are transformed into

more or less open areas of mono-
culture, shieldtails survive as long as

the cultivated areas represent crops

with shade and deep root systems, such

as exemplified by tea and cardamom.
Such environments favor large popula-

tions of earthworms, unless these are

limited by applications of inorganic

fertilizers and biocides. The popula-

tion of predators on shieldtails is re-

duced as habitat diversity is dimin-

ished. Consequently, enormous con-

centrations of these snakes are found

in some areas of cultivation.

There are distributional factors that

we do not yet understand. Some spe-

cies of shieldtails now occur in ex-

tremely limited areas; one species is

known from a space the size of a foot-

ball field. As in many attempts to re-

construct the past, we are left with a

statement of what possibly occurred

and the hope that further analyses will

continue to reduce the uncertainty.

Studies thus far suggest that although

shieldtails do not appear to be endan-

gered as a group, some specialized spe-

cies may well be. This being the case,

one wonders how many shieldtail spe-

cies have already become extinct? D

With their flattened bodies, a

jew specialized parasitic mites

are able to move about beneath the

scales of a shieldtail's skin.

Walking upside down, they suck the

snake's blood through the "soft

underbelly" of each scale.
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Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Maran

Unusual Star Quality
A recently discovered erupting star with

peculiar emissions is under worldwide watch

In October 1976, an astronomer at

Moscow University reported the dis-

covery in the constellation Sagitta of an

eleventh-magnitude star with a "re-

markable" spectrum. The astronomer,

O. D. Dokuchaeva, however, could

find no star of that brightness at the

right place on Palomar Observatory

Sky Survey photographs of the region

made in 1950. Instead, there was a

much fainter, very red star, of only the

seventeenth magnitude. A search

through the files of the Sternberg State

Astronomical Institute in Moscow
turned up a series of photographs of the

area made since 1898. Some of these

pictures were capable of revealing stars

as faint as seventeenth magnitude,

while others, of lesser quality, re-

corded only those stars of thirteenth

magnitude or brighter.

Dokuchaeva concluded that the star

had always been at least as faint as

those limits until April 1975. Thefi,

during the interval from April lo Sep-

tember, the object underwent a spec-

tacular five-magnitude increase,

brightening by a factor of 100. From
September 1975 until its discovery in

1976, the star fluctuated irregularly be-

tween the eleventh and twelfth magni-

tudes. Previously unnamed and not

even numbered, the object was now

given the name HM Sagittae, denoting

a star of variable brightness in the con-

stellation in which it was found.

Some gaps existed in the photo-

graphic records at Moscow, but a later

search through the extensive files of the

Harvard College Observatory con-

firmed that HM Sagittae remained dim

from at least the turn of the century

until the April 1975 outburst. This in-

dicates that the latter phenomenon was

not a common occurrence in the star,

like the regular brightness changes of

the variable star Mira. Instead, it migh|

be an event of unique physical signifi-

cance.

Among the peculiarities in the spec-

trum of HM Sagittae that had attracted

Dokuchaeva's attention were bright

lines. They resembled typical features

in the spectrum of a nebula, although

no nebula is visible at the position of

HM. In addition, the "continuum," or

general background of light in the

spectrum, was much stronger in rela-

tion to the bright lines than is usual in

the case of a nebula. It was more like

the continuum of a star.

Systematic investigations of HM Sa-

gittae were initiated after the October

1 976 report . Among the first was a pro-

gram of spectroscopic observations

that began on November 19 at the
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Asiago Astrophysical Observatory in

Italy. There, three astronomers from

the University of Padova found that the

bright lines in the speetrum of HM Sa-

gitlae were very narrow and that most

of the more intense ones were what is

called "forbidden."'

Forbidden lines consist of light pro-

duced by electrically excited atoms in

processes that require relatively long

times from the moment of excitation to

the moment of light emission. Under
normal conditions these lines are not

generated in stars or in the laboratory

because the gas is dense enough to in-

sure that one or more particles will col-

lide with a temporarily excited atom
before it has emitted the light. The col-

lisions alter the physical states of the

atoms, causing them to emit at other,

nonforbidden wavelengths. Thus, the

same type of atom will produce one set

of lines under stellar or laboratory con-

ditions and another set—the forbidden

lines— in a rarefied nebula.

Nebulae that produce such lines are

of two general types: large, ditiusely

shaped clouds, consisting of interstel-

lar gas that is heated and excited by

nearby hot, massive young stars that

have formed from the gas (the Great

Nebula in Orion is an example of this

type), and smaller, round objects,

known as planetary nebulae, consist-

ing of material expelled from and

heated by a central star. The central

stars of the latter are old objects—the

small, hot cores (according to theory)

of former red giants that have ejected

their huge, cool outer layers. The Ring

Nebula in Lyra is the most familiar ex-

ample of a planetary nebula.

The Italian astronomers confirmed

the Soviet observation that no nebula

is visible around HM Sagitlae and sug-

gested that the source of the forbidden

lines must be a relatively compact re-

gion, as compared with the Ring Neb-

ula, which has a diameter of about four

trillion miles. The compact size might

be understandable if a planetary nebula

was in the process of formation, was,

say, a "protoplanetary" nebula still

close to its parent star.

Many of the lines seen in the spec-

trum of HM Sagittae, as observed in

November 1976, are also found in the

spectra of novae. In a nova, however,

the small nebula ejected by the explo-

sion shoots out into space at speeds as

high as 1,000 miles per second. As a

result, the spectral lines are blurred by

the Doppler etlect; part of the nebula

rushes toward the observer, producing

blue-shifted light; part flies away from

the observer, creating red-shifted light.

Because many of the bright lines of

HM Sagitlae were of the forbidden

type, the Italian astronomers knew that

they must originate in a low-density

gas. From the narrowness of the lines,

the observers deduced that the gas

could not be rapidly expanding. The
brightness of the lines made it possible

to estimate how large a sphere around

the star the glowing cloud must oc-

cupy. The radius of that sphere is much
larger than the distance the slow-mov-
ing matter could have traversed in the

interval between the April 1975 erup-

tion and the November 1976 Asiago

observations. From this consideration,

the Italian team concluded that the neb-

ular material was expelled from HM
Sagittae long before 1975 but was now
being made to glow by ultraviolet radi-

ation from the recently erupted star. In

a paper prepared in April 1977, they

speculated that the eruption had uncov-

ered a hot stellar surface, and they pre-

dicted that infrared and radio emission

from the freshly erupted material might

be detectable.

Unknown to the Italians, a specialist

in radio observations of peculiar stars,

working in Canada, had searched un-

successfully for radio emission from

HM Sagittae in November 1976. He
tried again on May 9, 1977, with a ra-

diotelescope at the Algonquin Radio

Observatory in Lake Traverse, On-

tario, and this time he found that a

radio source had appeared at the star's

position. The discovery of the new
source of radio emission was con-

firmed with other radiotelescopes at

EtVelsberg, Germany; Parkes, Austra-

lia; and Westerbork, Holland. The Ital-

ians' prediction of infrared emission

was also confirmed. This radiation was

first detected on June 9, 1977, by as-

tronomers from the University of Min-

nesota. Additional infrared studies

were made by astronomers at the Uni-

versity of California, San Diego.

The infrared research revealed three

notable properties of HM Sagittae.

First, the bright lines found in the infra-

red spectra of planetary nebulae are not

present, so the similarities of HM and

such nebulae do not extend to the infra-

red wavelength region. Second, an in-

frared continuum with properties in-

dicative of an emitting region at a tem-

perature of 1,250°F was discovered.

Third, there is a strong band of en-

hanced infrared light near the 10 mi-

cron wavelength. (A micron, one-

millionth of a meter, is about 1/25,000

of an inch.) Emission of this type is



A REPORT ON THE AMERKAN FOREST

THE AMAZING COMEBACK
OF THE SOUTHERN FOREST.

Once written off as nearly extinct,

the forests of tiie South have staged

an amazing comeback.

As a result, economists who only a

few short years ago predicted a world

shortage of wood and wood fiber now
see hope of supply keeping pace with

demand within a generation — thanks

in part to the almost legendary resili-

ence of the Southern forest and to in-

novative forest management.

Foresters have learned how to ap-

ply scientific forestry practices to in-

crease the amount of wood from the

nation's productive forestland. And do

it in such a way that everyone can share

in the multiple benefits.

DEMAND EXPECTED TO DOUBLE.

It's a good thing. The government

says domestic demand for wood and

paper products will double by the year

2020. And demands on the forest for

all kinds of other uses are increasing

rapidly too.

However, most forestlands are far

less productive than they could be. This

means every acre of commercial forest-

land* will have to grow even more to

meet future needs. And all timber

growers — private owners, industry

and government — will have to work

together if we are to make the most

productive use of our remaining com-

mercial forests.

The South has truly helped pioneer

the way to meet these goals. Here you

*Commercial forest is forest capable of,

and potentially available for. growing

trees for harvest.
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An ideal climate has made the South the nation's proving ground for modern forest research.

will find some of the most productive

forestland on the North American con-

tinent. The climate is moist and warm,

ideal for growing trees as much as 10

months out of the year.

Scientists and forest products com-

panies are finding new ways to make
the South's forests even more produc-

tive: They're using more of every tree

they harvest. Replanting as soon as

possible with fast-growing seedlings

that resist disease. And improving

stands of valuable hardwoods.

These new techniques are being

used on privately owned lands as well

The two loblolly pines below are shown

51 percent ofactual size. The smaller otw

is 18 years old. Itgrew in a natural

stand of trees. The larger one

is only 16. Hut it

on a planta

where it thrived

on the benefits

ofgoodforest

manage-

nirnt.

as those owned by industry and govern-

ment. This is especially important in

the South, where 729c of the commer-
cial forest is owTied by individuals.

A LONG WAY TO GO.

So the good news is that forest pro-

ductivity is increasing, in the South and

throughout the nation. However, we
still have a long way to go.

For more information write Ameri-

can Forest Institute, P.O. Box 873,

Springfield, VA 22150.

American Forest Institute
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identified with radiation from warm sil-

icate dust, a type of microscopic rock

particle.

Monitoring lapsed from January to

March 1977, when HM Sagittae was
too close to the sun for visual observa-

tion. Then on April 25, spectroscopic

studies resumed at Asiago and the Ital-

ian team discovered a major change in

the star. Although the narrow emission

lines were still present, there was now
a set of very broad bright lines in the

spectrum of HM. As previously ex-

plained, broad lines are evidence of

rapidly escaping material and are seen,

for example, in the spectra of novae.

Further details of the wide bright

lines came from several sources: the

Minnesota astronomers who observed

HM Sagittae at Kitt Peak National Ob-
servatory in June 1977; colleagues of

mine at Goddard Space Flight Center

who observed HM with a NASA
ground-based telescope during the

summer; and a University of Washing-
ton astrophysicist who obtained excep-

tional quality spectra of HM with the

200-inch telescope at Mount Palomar
on September 2.

The Italian astronomers rejected the

possibility that HM Sagittae is a nova.

In novae, there is a systematic progres-

sion of spectral changes as the ejected

nebula expands outward from the

parent star. In the spectra of HM Sagit-

tae, this progression did not occur, and

indeed, bright lines that usually appear

last in the novae were found in the ear-

liest observations. Both the Italian

team and the NASA observers noted

that the broad emission lines also re-

sembled those found in Wolf-Rayet

stars. These objects, named for a pair

of nineteenth-century French astron-

omers, are very hot blue stars that

drive material into space in a steady

fast flow by means of powerful stellar

winds rather than by an eruption. The
Italian and NASA astronomers con-

cluded that HM is a recently formed

planetary nebula excited by a Wolf-

Rayet star. However, this interpreta-

tion was based only on the visible-light

spectra and not on the infrared observa-

tions from Minnesota and San Diego.

The San Diego astronomers are

among those who have proposed an in-

terpretation that does take the infrared

measurements into account. Accord-

ing to them, the infrared continuum

comes partly from a cool red star and

partly from a warm cloud of dust that

surrounds both it and a very hot com-
panion. Ultraviolet light from the com-
panion warms the dust, causing it to

glow in the infrared (and notably in the

lO-micron silicate emission wave-
length). Presumably by filtering

through gaps in the dust cloud, the ul-

traviolet also excites the thin outer gas

region, which then produces the for-

bidden lines.

According to the San Diego theory,

HM Sagittae is a symbiotic star. Mem-
bers of that class are defined as stars

whose spectra show emission lines

characteristic of gas excited by a hot

star, together with other features that

are typical of a cool red giant, perhaps

a long-period variable star like Mira
(see "Now You See It; Now You
Don't," Natural History, June-July

1978). Most specialists believe that

symbiotic stars are binary systems;

others maintain they are single stars.

Two astrophysicists at York Univer-

sity in Toronto claim that all the phe-

nomena found in HM Sagittae can be

explained by a single star. They be-

lieve that HM is indeed a protoplane-

tary nebula. They ascribe the large,

thin gas cloud to slow-moving material

that streamed off a red giant star long

ago in a mild stellar wind. The dust

cloud represents material from the re-

cently ejected outer layers of the red

giant. The source of ultraviolet radia-

tion is the remaining hot core of the

giant, which has a faster-flowing stellar

wind. As the latter wind material

catches up with the thin, older gas, a

shell forms from colliding matter, pro-

ducing a true planetary nebula.

Other astronomers disagree and one

Texas observer has reported evidence

for infrared intensity variations. These

are ascribed to pulsations of a still-in-

tact red giant. This finding supports the

symbiotic binary star theory of HM Sa-

gittae, but the published evidence from

Texas looks weak to me.

The correct explanation of HM Sa-

gittae may be debated for several dec-

ades. The University of Washington

astronomer, who has the best spectra

of the star, thinks it possible that HM
is really a peculiar slow nova. On the

other hand, if the theory of the York

University astrophysicists is correct,

then the recently erupted material will

be fully incorporated into a planetary

nebula about sixty-five years from now
and the disagreement, if not already

settled, will finally be resolved.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratory for Astronomy

and Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard

Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland.
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun moves eastward through the stars of Aries

until May 14. Then it enters Taurus and moves between the Hyades
and the Pleiades. During the first half of the month it is still shifting

rapidly northward, and the days swiftly lengthen in response. But once
the sun is in Taurus, the trajectory of its path relative to the equatorial

plane will flatten out as it approaches the summer solstice.

The waxing crescent and gibbous moon will be above the horizon

at sundown, and will brighten the early evening sky during the first ten

days of May and again in June. First-quarter moon will be on May 3

and June 2; full moon will be on May 1 1 and June 10. When past full

phase, the moon will rise after sunset, later each night, and will gradually

become a prominent object in the morning sky. Last-quarter moon is

on May 18 and June 17, and the lunar cycle will end with the new moon
of May 26 and June 24. The waxing crescent will return to the evening
sky on the last days of both months. Apogee (where the moon is farthest

from the earth) is on May 4 and June 1 and 29; perigee (where the moon
is nearest the earth) is on May 18 and June 13.

Stars and Planets Jupiter and Saturn are the dominant planets in the

evening sky this month. Jupiter is the bright object that appears in the

southwest after dusk all month. The stars of Leo (Regulus is the bright-

est) are to the left and higher than Jupiter; Saturn is close by to the left

of Regulus, and about equal to it in brightness. Jupiter sets approxi-

mately at midnight or earlier; Saturn soon after midnight. The moon
will introduce you to the two planets in early May and again at the end
of May and the beginning of June. While Mercury, Venus, and Mars
are morning stars, none is well located for viewing in the morning sky.

May 2: The bright object near the moon tonight is Jupiter.

May 5: The Eta Aquarid shower (up to 20 meteors per hour) reaches

maximum late in the day. The waxing gibbous moon tonight is between
Saturn (to the left) and Regulus (to the right), moving closer to Saturn.

May 9: Saturn ends its retrograde motion and begins moving slowly
east (away from Regulus) through the stars.

May 20: Venus and Mars are in conjunction early today. Find Venus
first, low in the east just after dawn, but very bright. Mars is nearby,

but much dimmer. Binoculars will help.

May 23-24: The late crescent moon joins Venus and Mars in the

morning sky. The moon is to the west (right) of the planets on the

morning of the 23rd, to the east (left) and lower on the 24th.

May 29: Mercury is in superior conjunction, in line with but beyond
the sun in our sky. The planet now becomes an evening star.

May 30: The moon is near Jupiter again tonight. Both are well up
in the southwest at dusk, setting before midnight.

June 1-2: The moon moves past the star Regulus (in Leo) and Saturn

these two evenings, below Regulus on the night of the 1st, past Saturn

by the 2nd.

June 13: The earliest sunrise of the year occurs today in the mid-lati-

tudes of the Northern Hemisphere.
June 20: The star near Venus this morning is Aldebaran in Taurus,

not Mars. They are similar in appearance, but Mars is now higher and
to the right of Venus, rising a good hour before Venus does.

June 21: When the sun arrives at the summer solstice today at 6:56
P.M., EST, summer begins in the Northern Hemisphere.

k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:20 p.m. on May I; 10:25 p.m. on May 15; 9:25 p.m.
on May 31; and 8:25 p.m. on June 15; but it can also be used for an hour
before and alter those times.
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Books in Review by Gerald Carson

Animal Art

The Art of Natural History, by S.

Peter Dance. The Overlook Press.

$60.00: 224 pp., illus.

"The significance of animals in our

lives and in the development of art,"

observes S. Peter Dance, English natu-

ralist-author and compiler of the illus-

trations in this sumptuous, oversized

book, "can hardly be overstated," for

"the beginning of all art, was animal

art." This thesis is argued persuasively

in the first chapter, which covers some
30,000 years, from the cave paintings

of Paleolithic man to the end of the

Middle Ages, drawing liberally upon
the cultural resources of both the Near
and the Far East as well as the artistic

heritage of Western civilization.

But there are, necessarily, self-im-

posed limits. The main emphasis of the

volume is on the development of zoo-

logical illustration as found in books,

that is, by some means of duplication,

during the Renaissance and onward to

the nineteenth century. Although much
is excluded—for example, salon paint-

ing and carved figures in relief, inta-

glio, or in the round—a vast terrain re-

mains for this conducted tour. The au-

thor takes us through early press books

down into the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries, then moves "out of

the age of . . . fabulous creatures into

the . . . organized world of zoological

science." And so on to the animal art

that kept pace with the scientific

thought of Button, Linnaeus, and the

Enlightenment.

In the early nineteenth century, ani-

mal iconography made an unpromising

beginning, repeating the familiar rep-

resentation of static creatures, until by

a kind of back-formation, new printing

techniques moved the artists toward

naturalness and the vivacity of the liv-

ing organism. This was especially true

of the lithographic revolution, with

contributions from stipple, mezzotint,

and the aquatint plate, which was cele-

brated for its clarity and luminosity.

John James Audubon utilized this last

process, with the fortunate collabo-

ration of the engraver Robert Havell

the Younger, in producing his famous
Birds of America, a copy of which set

a world auction record in 1977, going

for $396,000.

So much for a quick journey through

time from the astonishing sensibility of

Stone Age art to the luxurious illus-

trated books designed for the private

Squirrel. Chromolithograph after

an original drawing by Nicolas

Huet. From Henri and Alphonse
Milne Edwards 's Recherches pour

servir a Fhistoire naturelle

des mammiferes, 1868-74.

Crocodile. A woodcut from Edward
Topsell's History of Four-Footed

Beasts and Serpents, 1658.
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libraries of 'Noblemen and Gentle-

men wishing to become subscribers.

. .
." Mr. Dance's book descends

worthily from this aristocratic tradi-

tion. Exquisitely printed in Holland, it

otters 250 black-and-white pictures

and 65 full-color plates, the subjects

drawn from British museums and li-

braries. Captions give full informa-

tion, naming the artist, the book, the

date, and the printing process. The
book is indexed by artist, author, and

title and has an appendix containing

brief biographies of the authors, art-

ists, and engravers mentioned. A use-

ful essay explains the development of

printing methods. The text has the easy

erudition and literary grace that so

often distinguish British writing.

Acute observations with philosophic

overtones are scattered throughout the

narrative, as in the chapter entitled

'Mirrors to Ourselves," where Mr.

Dance, speaking of the sporting con-

text of much good animal illustration,

writes, "Ironically, the most sympa-
thetic understanding of animals has

often been found in people who derive

pleasure from hunting and killing

them."
The author-compiler is himself a

leading authority on conchology and

an antiquarian bookseller; that is to

say, a scholar. He loves both animals

and books. The audience he aims at in

The Art of Natural History is that of

the intelligent, responsive, general

reader. Thus aesthetic considerations

are balanced against the claims of sci-

entific zoology. "Indeed," he writes,

"there is often much pleasure to be

derived from illustrations that are far

from accurate," and "since many
early animal pictures were charming

results of imperfect knowledge," he

has preferred to use general descrip-

tions rather than modern taxonomic

classifications.

"Why animals and plants are as they

are," the late distinguished entomolo-

gist William Morton Wheeler wrote,

"we shall never know," but he pointed

out that they are our only companions
in this universe, and thus "a perennial

joy and consolation." In this study of

animal illustrators and their work, the

author has successfully captured in pic-

ture and text the eternal fascination, the

mystery, the charm, and the "joy and

consolation" of the animal kingdom.

Gerald Carson, author and social his-

torian, is a frequent contributor to

Natural History.

Various species of Semaeostomeae, a

group of jellyfish. Chromolithograph

from Ernst Haeckel 's

Kunstformen der Natur, 1904.

White-lipped Peccary. Hand-
colored lithograph by Joseph

Wolf and Joseph Smit. From
Edward Alston 's monograph of

the Mammalia in Biologia

Centrali-Americana, 1879-82.
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

The Upper Crust
Strudel dough must be paper thin and flaky

Maybe I only dreamt it, but I vividly

recall a scene from a brilliant Yugoslav

film about a telephone operator who
falls in love but takes time out from

bedroom sporting to stretch strudel

dough into a papery blanket so thin it

could have made a diaphanous robe for

her naked body.

Even fully clothed, a person making

strudel dough is engaged in an act of

sensuality, but one that is pure—a rit-

ual of hands and translucent dough and

white tablecloths. Strudel is a paradox.

As one of the thinnest and most deli-

cate of all doughs, it occupies an ex-

alted position in the world of pastry.

But it has never lost its strong connec-

tion with peasant life. In Vienna, one

does not go to elegant Demel's for stru-

del. It isn't bad there, but the height

of flaky, authentic apple strudel is

served in a plain little Carinthian res-

taurant that doesn't even list itself in

the telephone book. In the back, be-

hind the scenes at Bei Max (15 Her-

rengasse), Frau Schmolzer practices

the ancient art of strudel to perfection.

As Central European villagers have

done for centuries, she mixes a dough
with plenty of high-gluten flour in it

and kneads it as one kneads dough for

bread. The kneading (and the high-glu-

ten flour) makes the dough stretchable.

After a rest, the strudel dough is placed

on a big table covered with a floured

white tablecloth. Now comes the part

I think neither you nor I will ever mas-

ter. The strudelmaker walks around the

table and stretches the dough with the

backs of the hands, then reaches under-

neath and stretches it some more.

Next, the dough is kneaded a second

time and restretched. Then it has to be

dried a bit. George Lang, author of The

Cuisine of Hungary, saw this process

in a little shop in Hungary, a place

where they made nothing but strudel.

The drying there was speeded up with

an overhead rotary fan. The point of

the drying stage, however it is done,

is to keep the dough from sticking

when it is rolled.

Before this final rolling, you spread

melted lard or butter on top of the

stretched dough. Lard is traditional for

all strudels except those filled with cot-

tage cheese, which marries better with

butter. Lard also produces a crisper

product, just as it does in traditional

American pie crusts.

Now it is time to finish the extrava-

ganza. Pick a filling. There is no logi-

cal limit to what can be put inside a

strudel. Lang mentions not only the fa-

miliar cheese and apple and poppyseed

fillings but goes on to suggest a mixture

of jam and ground almonds, bread

crumbs soaked in wine, almonds and

potato, chocolate and almonds in a

kind of custard, and even savory fill-

ings such as cabbage and mushrooms.

With any of these fillings, the proce-

dure is the same. Spread the filling on

one end of the dough sheet, covering

a third to a half of the dough. Then pick

up the tablecloth at the filled end and

lift it high enough so that gravity will

make the dough roll up on itself, wrap-

ping the filling in many, many wind-

ings of thin dough, each separated

from the next by lard or butter in a

whirlpool of pastry (Strudel means

"eddy" or "whirlpool" in German).

While the strudel bakes, the inter-

larding fries each thin layer of dough

individually and makes each one crisp

and flaky. It is as if you had hidden a

miniature cook inside each turn of the

dough. This ingenious method is typi-

cal of a whole family of similar flaky

pastries that crop up in several cul-

tures.

Strudel itself was brought to Hun-

gary and Austria by the Turks in the

sixteenth century or before, when the

Ottoman Empire threatened the eastern

frontier of Christendom and occupied

large stretches of territory that only

later came under Hapsburg dominion.



"Where's the best fishing in the
Guitof Mexico? Just iooic f
foran offshore oil platform."

"If you have any doubts, ask

one of the men who mn sports

fishing boats in the Gulf," says

H. E. Braunig, a Manager of En-

vironmental Affairs at Gulf Oil.

"When they want to guarantee

their customers a good dav's fish-

ing, they head straight tor the oil

platforms.

Tuenry universiries

and thousands of

fish say uil pLn-

forms Jcm'l hun
ihe eiwironment."

"What happens around the

bottom of the oil platforms is

ecologically identical to what
happens around any natural reet.

"A food chain starts. Mussels,

anemones, starfish, anything

that likes to live on a solid under-

water surface, all come first. Then
the tish that teed on them; and
so on, until a whole ecosystem

builds up.

"Even with the oil platforms,

it's life as usual in the Gulf of

Mexico — even ior the ctimmer-

cial shrimp and (.>yster fishermen,

wht)se livelihood depends on
clean water.

"Tliat's living proof that

offshore piatft)rms aren't ecologi-

cally destructive. A two-year

smdy by twenty- Gulf Qiast uni-

versities, concluded in 1974, says

the same tbing.

"Cuilf people are meeting a lot

of cballenges in getting the oil

out wbile preserving tbe environ-

ment. Tliis problem just seemed
to siilve it.selt; and with continual

environmental monitoring and

sampling, on all current aiul

future offshore sites, we intend ro

make sure it stays solved."

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge.
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No one can really say what Turkish

pastry dough was like in those days,

but we have modern phyllo (from the

Greek phyllon, or "leaf") dough to

give us a good idea. Turks call the

same papery sheets yufka. Tunisians

say malsouka. It can be bought ready-

made and frozen (phyllo freezes ex-

ceedingly well) in Greek and Arab spe-

cialty shops. The basic dough is a mix
of flour and water, kneaded hard and

long, then stretched to the limit of the

dough's capacity to stretch. Commer-
cial phyllo is thinner and weaker than

strudel leaves. It is stretched in a

slightly different manner and does not

have to hold the heavy fillings that stru-

del does.

If you buy a package of phyllo, the

key to success is to keep the sheets of

finished dough under a damp towel.

This is essential, because otherwise the

sheets dry out, turn brittle, and cannot

be folded and rolled around the myriad

stuffings that the combined ingenuity

of the cooks of the Levant and North

Africa have devised over centuries.

Almost everyone will have tried the

Greek feta cheese and spinach pies

called spanakopita. Meat and chicken

fillings are also traditional. But, of

course, the best-known use of phyllo

is for the dessert called baklava, a dou-

ble-crusted phyllo pie filled with nuts

(walnuts, almonds, and even unsalted

pistachios) and a honey-based syrup

flavored with cinammon and cloves or,

in the Middle East, with cardamom and

rosewater. Baklava has eight or more
sheets of dough on the top and as many
on the bottom. Slightly fewer sheets

are used for the custard pie of Greece,

galaktoboureko. Phyllo can also be

rolled around a filling of egg and nuts

for floyeres, Greek pastry flutes.

Morocco and Tunisia ring a few no-

table changes on the basic phyllo

theme. Actually, their triangular sa-

vory pastries are most authentically

made with a leaf dough called warka;

from reading about its preparation, I

conclude it is the trickiest thing in the

world for a person to make at home.
Paula Wolfert, whose first attempts at

the job were, she confesses, "farci-

cal," requires six dense pages of in-

structions and drawings to explain the

technique in her book Couscous and
Other Good Food from Morocco.
You start with hard wheat or semo-

lina flour. After kneading and resting

the flour-water dough, you tap a nugget

of dough against a greased, heated

metal surface leaving a thin film of

pastry on the metal with each tap.

Working your way around the metal

surface, you produce a sheet of thin

dough, which you then peel away.
Forty leaves of warka, the number you
need for bisteeya, the fabulous Moroc-
can pigeon pie, may take three hours

to make, and they will only keep for

a couple of days.

War<:a leaves, it turns out, are made
in the same way as Chinese spring roll

skins, except that spring roll skins are

made from wheat starch and bake

badly, turning to leather easily. Warka
leaves have the thinness of phyllo and

strudel but they are crisper because

they have been cooked on one side.

Slight differences among the leaf

doughs produce slight but crucial dif-

ferences in the taste of the final dish.

You can make braewats, the stufled,

baked pastry triangles of Morocco,
with phyllo, but they will taste dif-

ferent from the real thing done with

warka. Likewise, the deep-fried

stufled triangles of Tunisia, briks, will

turn out diflerently with warka or

spring roll (the optimal substitute)

wrappings.

Even with these individual peculiar-

ities and the very detectable variations

in taste and texture they produce, the

several leaf pastries of the Levant,

China, and the Maghreb are all close

cousins. They are basically very thin

sheets of dough that can be greased and
stacked. They have to be layered in one
way or another to turn into a flaky pile.

And however ingenious strudel and
warka and phyllo and spring roll skins

may be, they are hard to make, one at

a time, over and over.

They order these things diflerently

in France. The French alternative to

these other leaf pastries, pate feuillete

(literally "leaf pastry" or more con-

ventionally "puff pastry"), is really a

shrewd short cut. Anyone who has

rolled and turned classic putt pastry for

the number of hours it requires may
want to protest. But if one takes into

account that almost all the preparation

time for pufl pastry occurs while the

dough is chilling in the refrigerator, my
point becomes clearer. Pufl pastry also

requires almost no kneading, it is es-

sentially a sandwich of dough and but-

ter folded over and over on itself;

chilled; folded over and over again;

chilled and folded over until eventually

there are hundreds of thin layers of but-

ter and flour in the same flat piece of

dough. It is like a ready-made stack of

phyllo leaves. And a mille-feuille, or

napoleon (the custard-filled paradigm

of all French pastries), is tantamount

to a prefabricated galaktoboureko. In

other countries it is possible to buy
raw, fresh pufl pastry in ordinary retail

outlets. And there are some sources

for it here. But it is, in fact, simpler

to buy ready-made frozen phyllo or

strudel leaves, which are basically eas-

ier to work with and of higher quality

than most prepared pufl pastry. Here
then is a recipe for a napoleon that can

be made in less than a half hour with

strudel leaves. If you want to substitute

phyllo, double the quantity of leaves in

the recipe.

Mille-feuilie a la Hongroise
(Hungarian napoleon)

2 frozen strudel sheets (see note), held

at room temperature for at least 3

hours

4 tablespoons melted, unsalted butter

1 cup heavy cream (approximately),

stiffly beaten

1

.

Preheat oven to 375°F and grease a

cookie sheet.

2. Open the package of strudel and re-

move two sheets. Set one aside

under a damp dish towel so that it

will not dry out.

3. Spread out the other strudel sheet

on a work surface. Do not worry if

there are small breaks in the dough.

4. Paint the strudel sheet with melted

butter. Fold the sheet. Paint the top

of the folded sheet with more
melted butter. Fold again. Paint

with more butter. Fold again. This

should leave you with a rectangular

package containing eight layers of

buttered leaves. Place the package

on the cookie sheet.

5. Remove the second strudel sheet

from under the towel and repeat

step 4.

6. Bake both folded sheets for 5 to 10

minutes until nicely browned. Re-

move immediately from baking

sheet with a spatula. Let cool on

your work surface, not on a rack.

7. Put one of the strudel packages on

a serving dish and spread it care-

fully with as much of the whipped

cream as you want. Place the other
J

strudel package on top. Serve.

Yield: Six servings

Note: Frozen strudel sheets are avail-

able at Paprikas Weiss, 1546 Second!

Avenue, New York, NY (212) 288-

6117.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.



Nikon canwmsmake history'on the
second tallest mountain in the world

When you're out to make history,

you don't take chances on your camera.
You go with Nikon.

On September 6, 1978, two Americans
stood at the summit of the second highest

mountain on earth and took pictures with
their Nikon cameras. Together with their

fellow members of the 1978 American K2
Expedition they had conquered the 28,250-

foot peak, following a route so dangerous
it had repelled all previous attempts.

Photography was one of the expedi-

tion's chief objectives. And, knowing the

rugged reliability of Nikon cameras from
personal experience, the team chose Nikon
equipment exclusively. The same compact
Nikon FM and automatic FE cameras
you can buy, with only minor preparation

for the extraordinary temperatures they

had to withstand. Small, light and easy to

handle, they proved their utter reliability

and incredible ruggedness in temperatures

of 40° below zero, intensified by up to

70-miIe-an-hour winds. The magnificent

photographs they brought back— almost
600 rolls of film —document one of the

supreme human achievements of our time.

The cameras that went to the Roof
of the World can help you make the most
of your adventures, too. Their reliable

electronic exposure metering ( simple one-

step control in the Nikon FM; automatic
in the FE)— their compact, lightweight

convenience and wide-ranging Nikon
system versatility can be yours for a lot less

than you'd expect to pay for Nikon quality

Sec your Nikon dealer (he's lisled in ihc Yellow

Pages I. Ask him alsoahoui ihe iravelinK Nikon
School. Or, urilc lo Nikon Int.. Oepi. N-4, CtarJen

City, NY. 11530. Subsidiary of l-hrcnrcich Pholo-

Division, Anglophoio I.id., P.Q.)

yikftn.

Fitrthe cuvntst^ytmr life.
(t

Ask Your Dealer About Nikon Cash Rebates—Through May 31, 1979:



Additional
Reading

Every detail ollheir rare beauty, captured in genuine Regal China porcelain, has been authenlicated

Dy Dr. Lester E. Fisher. Director of Chicago's Lincoln Park Zoological Gardens. Take pride in owning
and giving Beam's true-to-life collectables. Those you remember will appreciate your thoughtfulness

long after they have enjoyed the noble contents of these distinctive decanters. Contains .750 liter

of lOD-monlh-old Beam Whiskey. First in the Beam authenticated series. Twelve inches high. Avail-

= c e whe'e fine spir,!s are sold.

80 Proof. Kentucky Straight Bourtwn Whiskey. Distillei) ami Bottled by The James B. Beam Distilling Co., Clermont, Beam, Ky.

sm¥T
opens up the

wide wide
wonderful world

...with

THE AUDUBON
MK II Wide Angle

Binocular

The extra Aide field of 445 feet

the extra power of 8.5X44 and
the extra brilliance make the
difference m this exclusively

SWIFT designed binocular

the finest the serious

naturalist can buy with

the sharpest viewing

possible at dusk, dawn
or in deep shadow.

Designed m collaboration with

internationally famous Ornithologists

For tfie dealer nearest you
SWIF INSTRUMENTS, INC.,

952 Dorchester Ave., Boston, Ma. 02125
or P.O. Box 562, San Jose, CA. 95106

Women .\strononiers (p. 12)

A special issue of Signs: Journal of

Women in Culture and Socieiy (Au-

tumn 1978) was devoted to women,
science, and society. The illustrated

Harvard College Observatory: Thf

First Four Directorships, 1839-1919,

by Bessie Z. Jones and Lyle G. Boyd
(Cambridge: Harvard University

Press, 1971 ), contains much of the his-

tory of American astronomy and

quotes liberally from personal and sci-

entific correspondence. Of particular

interest is the chapter on "A Field for

Women."" Notable American Women,
1607-1950: A Biographical Diction-

ary, a helpful three-volume reference,

was edited by Edward T. James and

Janet W. James (Cambridge: Harvard

University Press, 1971). More infor-

mation on women astronomers can be

found in Academic Women, by Jessie

Bernard (University Park: Pennsyl-

vania State University Press, 1964).

Cicadas (p. 38)

The only detailed literature on peri-

odical cicadas is in scientific publica-

tions. The evolution of the cicada is

discussed in The Evolutionary Rela

tionships of 17-Year and 13-Year CI

cadas, and Three New Species (Ho

moptera. Cicadidae, Magicicada), bj

Richard D. Alexander and Thomas E
Moore (Ann Arbor: Miscellaneou!

Publication of the Museum of Zool

ogy, no. 121 , University of Michigan,

1962), and •"The Periodical Cicadi

Problem. II, Evolution,"' by L. M
Lloyd and H. S. Dybas (£vo/(/f/o/i, De-

cember 1966, pp. 466-505). Both

publications contain additional refer-

ences. An earlier, illustrated report is

The Periodical Cicada, by C. L. Mar-



lot! (U.S.D.A. Bureau of Entomology

Bulletin no. 71, 1907». In •This View

of Life: The 120-Year Bamboo
Clock" iSaluml History . April 1977.

pp. 8-16), Stephen Jay Gould dis-

cusses the evolutionary advantages

held by cicadas and other periodical

life forms. The most recent reference

is C. M. Simons "Evolution of Peri-

odic Cicadas: Phylogenetic Inferences

Based on Allozymic Data" i System-

atk Zoology, vol. 28, pp. 22-39).

Wolves (p. 46)

Most of the May 1967 issue of

American Zoologist is devoted lo the

ecology and behavior of wolves. Two
articles of special interest are "Wolf
Predation and Ungulate Populations,"

by D»)uglas H. Pimloit (pp. 267-78),

which offers an explanation of wolves'

apparent inability ioc»)ntrol moose and

deer populations in env ironments dras-

tically altered by man; and "Numbers,
Turnover, and StKial Structure of the

Isle Royale Wolf Population." by

Peter A. Jordan, Philip C. Shelton, and

Durward L. Allen (pp. 233-52). Points

raised in the latter article are explored

further in "Continued Studies of the

Status. Socialization, and Relation-

ships of Isle Royale Wolves,
1967-1970." by Michael L. W.)|fc

and Durward L. Allen {Journii!

Mammalogy, \o\. 54, no. 3, 197.^.
} ;

611-35). Russell J. Rutter .nul

Douglas H. Pimlotis The World oj ilu

W(»//(New York: J. B l.ippincotl Co .

1968), a profusely illustrated iniriKluc

tion for children, includes the authors"

personal observations. ""The SiKial

Organization of Wolves,"" by Jerome
H WiH)|py . was published in the May
1968 issue of Satural Histnrv More

Maupintours

Scandinavia
CRUISE FJORDS of Norway plus ii'esee

Sweden's Dalarna. Denmarl<s fairytale

country, and waterways of Finland. Sight-

see the cities, too.

10 DIFFERENT expertly escorted tours:

2 weeks. 3 weeks, and 4 weeks. Also North
Cape and Baltic cruises. Midnight Sun,
Russia. Poland. Berlin.

ROSY-CHEEKED wonderland, clean, spar-
kling, unique. Crisp lakes and streams,

waterfalls, glaciers, folk songs, dances,
castles, a story book. Great dining, living.

Spectacular!
FALL IN LOVE with Scandinavia. Let your-
self go. Enjoy! Ask your Travel Agent for

Maupintours new Scandinavia folder or

send coupon.

^ Maupintour

Maupintour, 900 Massachusetts St., Lawrence, Kansas 560' . 255-4266.

my travel agent

Ask about these Uaupintour escorreO fioliaay%:

~ Alps Z E Africa ~ USA Ran Jours Z Alaska
_ California^ _ China _Bniisrisies _ Or)ent
_ Canada _ Black Sea _ France _ The USA
_ Co'oraao_ Z Egypi/TTie Nile Cj Iialy/Siciiy

_ Europe _ Trans-Carol Cruise Z Guatemala
n Greece/Aegean ises _S Paci'ic _ H»«aii
_ Galapagos Z *sia _ USSR EasTem Europe
_ Meaiterranean Co. s« _ Mei co Z Morocco
_ Miadie East _ Hem Uei co _ So^— Ar-e- ca
_ USA Deep Soutfi Z inaia Z Ssar ocruga:
_ Red Sea Z Scanoinama Z Cei'-a A-nenca

Asa&ri adventure
this economical is rapidlybecomii^

an extinct q)ecies.

An Alitalia tour costs as little as

.S177.5' (including air fare and land

arrangements) Which ts $"200 to SoOO
les.s than the pnce of other lours^ .And

It's ju;4 as deluxe It includes

Mount Kilimanjaro The tare
NatKHial Park The .Northern Seren-

kieti Luxunous accomriKxlations.

mcliirlinv: the N.iirobi Hiltnn. .mrl .i

treetop hotel. Comfortable, chauf-

feured minibuses with experienced

guides (Theyll drive you within

touching distance of wiH animals)

If sou : -K'an

safan. ther. -hcon

sidenng Oi

""^
/llitalia

VWII show the wdtW.

mm UHMBA 93



current is Rolf O. Peterson's Wolf

Ecology and Prey Relationships on Isle

Ro>'a/e (National Park Service, Scien-

tific Monograph no. 1 1 , 1977), for sale

by the Superintendent of Documents,

Government Printing Office, Washing-

ton, D.C. 20402. Moose and wolf in-

teractions are discussed in "Mortality

Patterns in the Isle Royale Moose Pop-

ulation," by Michael L. Wolfe (Amer-

ican Midland Naturalist, vol. 74, no.

2, 1977, pp. 267-79). Further refer-

ences appear in the January 1979 issue

of Natural History, which featured

"Why Some Deer Are Safe From
Wolves," by L. David Mech.

Saharan Dust (p. 54)

Man's impact on climate is a world-

wide environmental problem. The con-

clusions and recommendations of

thirty scientists from fourteen coun-

tries who met for three weeks to

discuss the problem can be found in

Inadvertent Climate Modification: Re-

port of the Study of Man 's Impact on

Climate (SMIC) (Cambridge: MIT
Press, 1971). Desertification, edited

by Michael Glantz (Boulder; West-

view Press, 1977), is a collection of
Robert Buchbinder. Tom Stack and Associates

The excitement and wonder of the natural world— captured in

superb photographs and Uvely, authoritative texts.

WILDLIFE HABITAT SERIES
Each of these meticulously crafted, reasonably

priced volumes explores the flora and fauna of

the world's major habitats— oceans, mountains,

forests, deserts, islands, rivers and wetlands,

grasslands. The texts have been written by experts

and incorporate the latest findings in animal be-

havior and ecological research, relating the plant

and animal life of the region to the environment

and to human activities. The inaugural volumes
in the "Wildlife Habitat Series" and forthcoming

titles offer an innovative approach to wildlife

study that will appeal to readers of all ages.

WILDLIFE OF THE OCEANS
By Albert C. Jensen
Index. Appendices. 403 illus.,

including 203 plates and 3 maps in

full color. 232 pages. 7i/8 x 103/8 ".

#1758-0. $16.95

WILDLIFE OF THE
MOUNTAINS
By Edward R. Ricciuti

Index. Appendices.
218 illus., including 180

plates and 7 maps in full

color. 232 pages. 7 '/a x 10% ".

#1757-2. $16.95
ABRAMS

TIMES MIRROR
110 EAST 59TH ST.. NEW YORK. NY. 10022



papers, including considerable refer-

ence material, on the creation of de-

sertlike conditions by human or natural

causes. The Surface of the Earth, by

A. L. Bloom (Englewood Clitfs; Pren-

tice-Hall, 1969), part of the Founda-

tions of Earth Science Series, is a

readable, up-to-date introduction to all

aspects of earth science. Also in the

series. Oceans, by Karl K. Turkian

(1976), covers the geology and chem-

istry of oceans, including the transport

of particles and sediment. Suggestions

for further reading are included.

Fire Blight(p. 62)

Pari of the Agricultural Sciences

Series, Plant Pathologw 3rd ed., by

John C. Walker (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1969), is a general ref-

erence book on plant diseases. Useful

information specifically on fire blight

can be found in several special bulle-

tins. "Blight of Pears, Apples, and

Quinces," United States Department

of Agriculture Leaflet no. 187, 1972,

is for sale by the Superintendent of

Documents in Washington, D.C.
"Fire Blight of Fruits and Ornamen-

tals," by A. H. McCain (1975), is a

University of California leaflet (no.

2715). "Fire Blight: Its Nature and

Control," by Steven V. Beer (Plant

Pathology Information Bulletin 100),

can be obtained from Mailing Rot)m,

Building 7, Research Park, Cornell

University, Ithaca, NY 14853.

Snakes (p. 70)

Ihe taxonomy of snakes is briefly

resiewed in A Contribution to the

Classification of Snakes, by Garth Un-

dcrw(U)d (London: Trustees of The
British Museum [Natural History],

I'ubhcation 653, 1967). "Axial Dif-

ferences in the Musculature of Uropel

lid Snakes: Ihe Freight-Train Ap
proach to liurrowing," by Carl Cians,

Herbert C. Dessauer, and Dusan Baic

(Science, January 13, 1978, pp.
189-92), is an illustrated discussion of

the muscle structure and burrowing

techniques ot shieldiail snakes. Other

articles by Carl (ians are "Uropellid

Snakes— Survivors in .i C'h.mging

World" (/;>i(/c(/r()(//-, vol, 32, no. 116,

pp. 60 65) and "Aspects o( the Biol

ogy of Uropeitid Snakes," an illus

Iruted paper on behavior, morphology,

and mimicry, which appeared in Mor
pholoyy and liioloi;y of Rcfttiles,

edited by A. d" A. Bellairs and C Barry

Cox (Linnaean Society Symposium
Series, no. 3, 1976, pp. 191 204),

Katharine I) 'AjlIosIu

Haitian Creation
Although Haiti is not wealthy, its

people are rich in creativity, artistry

and imagination. Both young and old

display an extraordinary talent for art

and sculpture.

The distinctive, inimitable "prim-

itive" art style has, in the past three

decades, received international acclaim.

Visitors flock to galleries—and to

the market places—to buy original

paintings and sculptures at incredibly

low prices. They are rarely disappointed.

In fact, Haiti, the Caribbean's most
exciting shopping bazaar, abounds in

native and imported shopping values

such as embroidered tapestries and
clothing, french perfumes, fine li-

queurs and unique furniture. Hotels,

restaurants and entertainment offer

exceptional values for visitors.

Visit Haiti for a total vacation ex-

perience.

For 68-page Visitors guide,
mail coupon below.

Haiti Government Tourist Bureau
7100 Biscayne Blvd. /Miami, Fl 33138

City

.

Zip

.

FORTHE BIRDS
Appalachian Mountain Vacation

And Year 'Round Living

Ukes • Golf • Tennis • Heated

Pool • Guest Naturalist Often

MOUNTAIN NATURE WORKSHOP
MAY 13 19

Write (Of Intormation

The Audubon Colony
P Boi 156 |NH|. Ctdir Mln.. N.C 28718

1704)885-2091

BUSHNEll 7x35 CUSTOM
Mtg List $265 00 Postpaid $159.50

This IS dn eiAmpJo of ttMi d«op diftcouni pitcat or htgh quaiity

opiiu Ihal « found m ouc FREE calatofl Thii catalog iitii

and Muilralat an outiianding ulaclion a lalaacop**. bnoc-

ulaii ale . plus valuahla inlofmai«>n on how K) ptofMrty Mtact

Itiam Wriia lo< 11 loday

Oil HIBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSI SO., KNOXVILLI, III. 6144S

MACRO
PHOTOGRAPHY

MACRO BRACKET-
A BRACKET SYSTEM FOR
CONSISTENT QUALITY IN

CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY
Uses low cost electronic 'lash units

Maximum depth ol Itekl

Hand hold w/tlash speed oi l/lSOOin o( »

second

Simple oiposure system from 2 • to 1/5 life

COMPLETE SYSTEM WITH
MACRO BRACKET

'

2flastiunils diMusers double P C i.l.ipi.

S89.95

Bracket only $39.95
i2 00 snipping — CA cosidenis add SHk's i.i«

Send lor complele inlormatici on MACRO
BRACKET' and other nature photograptiy

accossMjries

LEPP & ASSOCIATES
P. O. Box 662. Davis. CA 95616
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Arts Collectors' Items

AUSTRALIAN ABORIGINAL ARTS, Bark Paintings,

Totems, Boomerangs, Fiberwork Traditional $50 to

$500 FOB 24592, Tampa. FL 33623

GUARDIAN MASK, hand carved by the Iroquois, 6",

$16. McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

HAVE YOUR NAMEfS) WRITTEN in Ancient Egyptian
Hieroglyphic style Send stamped envelope for de-
tails: C Banks, Box 309, Hollis, NY 1 1423

"I LIKE IT WILD® ' Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers Send stamped envelope Wilderness
Dreams®, Box 4455-N. Shawnee Mission. KS
66204

LOST ART REVISITED, Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue. $2 Nervo Distributors. Dept. H, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS. Color catalogue $2
(refundable first purchase), Bernardo, 2400 West-
heimer #108W(NH), Houston. TX 77098

SCRIMSHAWING Complete instructions $2, Box 218
(downstairs) 166 W, 21s! St., NYC, NY 10011

Astronomy

SUNLIGHT SUMMARY A unique, personalized pub-
lication; explains fully the astronomical basis for

sunrise, sunset, and twilight events you observe
daily, includes 12 pages of event times generated
by computer for your latitude and longitude. Appen-
dices on Gregorian calendar and Milankovilch

cycles of glaciation vi -t- 90 pp By Roger L Mans-
field To order, send $12 to Astronomical Data Serv-
ice, 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado Springs. CO 8091

7

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS." 1888-1979. Any is-

sue, map, send wants Buxbaum Geographies, Box
465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

BIrdIng

ATTRACT ORIOLES' Booklet tells natural history,

how to attract, plans for specialized feeder, $2.50,

Walter Erskine. Minong. Wl 54859

BIRD FINDING GUIDE— 172 pages describing 28
choice birding locations in eastern Massachusetts
Send $5 to BOEM. 462 Trapelo Road, Belmong, MA
02178

GETTING THE MOST OUT OF BACKYARD BIRD-
ING" 8-page article explaining simple, clearly illus-

trated way to set up automatically cross-referenced
file on birds Send $2 to Indecks, Dept. NH, Arlington,

VT 05250

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors
Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects
invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report, Carlton Press. Dept NHE. 84 Fifth Ave-
nue. New York 10011

Books

CHAMPOEG PRESS LIVES! Numbered, limited edi-

tions by the world's finest bookcraflers are an in-

vestment Edition on Northwest Indian folktales with

intaglio illustrations now available Write for informa-
tion Box 10766. Portland. OR 97210

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150.000 indexed stock.

PAS, 2918 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

OUT-OF-PRINT, SCARCE, Zoology. Botany. Orni-

thology. Color Plate, etc Catalogues $1 Book Chest.
1 9 Oxford Place. Rockville Centre. NY 1 1 570

PUBLISHERS OVERSTOCKS Over 4.000 bargain
books, all subjects. Free catalogue Hamilton. 98-55
Clapboard. Danbury. CT 06810

ANCIENT INDIA'S CAVALRY SWORD Brass handle,

sheath and chromotone blade, 3-1/2' Beautifully re-

produced $29 95. moneyback guarantee, Joe's
Gifts. 3233D Norfolk. Houston. TX 77098

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS. 1883-1949. 33
different—$2 99 Silver "Ike" dollar—$4 50 Cata-
logue 25e Edels. Carlyle. IL 62231

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS: Colorful

collectibles. Samples, approvals. $1 MilMed. Box
297NH. Aurora. CO 80040

SPECTACULAR CRYSTAL FORMATIONS and min-
eral clusters of Europe. Mexico, and South America,
Drop by and see the finest collection of display and
collector pieces in northeast United States Open
Saturdays Please call (212)243-6205 for hours.

Crystal Resources. 178 W Houston St (just off 6th

Ave). NYC

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence illustrated brochure free' Hermes-
Verlag. Box 1 10660/NH. D-1000 Berlin 1 1 . Germany

Education

ART SAFARI. INC ARTS WORKSHOPS West Africa

1979 Hands-on workshops in Pottery-Textile

Design-Metal Arts-Scuipture-Dance-Music-Theater,
Field trips and seminars African instructors Work-
shop/seminar for professionals July 12-Aug 27 Ni-

geria/Ghana Internship for students July 12-Aug 10
Ghana/Togo Photography/art seminar July 19-Aug
10 Senegal/The Gambia [Jance/music/theater work-
shop July 26-Aug 18 Nigeria Write Art Safari. Inc.

500 West End Ave . NYC 10024 (212)580-3459

DELPHI
INDIVIDUAL CURRICULUM : ENROLUMENT ANY TIME

Hl-scandard, Cr K-12 toed Ijoardmg sctiool on 1 3U0 acres m
coaslal Oregon. Comprellensive academic pgms, using L. Ron
Hubbard"s study mctllods. Proven success in basics, tiuman-

ities. sciences. Summer. 9 & 1 2 mo. pgms. Non-discrim. Dean,

Delphian School P5, Sheridan OR 97378 / (503) 843-3521.

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY college and high

school accredited, small, self-regulated travel expe-
ditions for intensive study of nature, ecology, society,

and self Full year, semester, or summer Internships

available Audubon Institute. 950 Third Ave .
NY. NY

10022

STUDY WITH JEAN ROUGH, anthropologist/

filmmaker, June 17-July 6 Hampshire College. Semi-
nar will include a tribute to Margaret Mead Contact
Summer Institute. UF S,C , 18 Vassar Street. Cam-
bridge. MA 02139 (617) 253-7612

Employment Opportunities

GET EDUCATION JOB YOU WANT' School, college

openings USA. abroad for teachers, administra-

tors Write today EISF. Box 662X. Newton. MA 021 62

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC
20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Current open-

ings—all occupations! Free details Intermoun-

tain-4Y. 3506 Birch. Cheyenne. WY 82001

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as teach-

ers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental proiecis
in Africa. Latin America. Asia, and the Pacific Your

expenses paid: US citizens only, singles & couples.
An Equal Opportunity Program, Information Linda
Friedman, Peace Corps T-36. Washington. DC 20525

WORK IN JAPAN! No experience, degree, or Japa-
nese required. Teach English conversation. Send
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for details

Japan-10, P Box 336, Centralia, WA 98531

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries' Sampler Five countries—$2 98 Free brochure.
Multinewspapers. Box DE-205, Dana Point. CA
92629

Gourmet interests

WHAT IS THIS, CHOPPED LIVER'? Finally, secrets
of established family restaurant recipe that sold over
1/2 million pounds' $2 lo Greenberg, 1204 15th St

.

Los Osos. CA 93402

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY,"" Buy 500,-

000 Items (including Jeeps) low as 2? on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2, Surplus
Disposal. Box 19107-RR. Washington. DC 20036

J-E-E-P-S '$59 30' CARS ' $33 50' 450.000
Items' Government surplus! Most comprehensive di-

rectory available tells how. where to buy' Your area!

$2 00' Moneyback guarantee' Government Informa-

tion Services. Dept DC-5. Box 99249. San Francisco,

CA 94109 (605 Market)

Maps

MAPS TO ANYWHERE' Beautiful color maps and
guides to cities and countries all around the world
Complete 10.000 Map and Travel Guide Catalogue
$12 95 Travel Centers of the World. Dept NH. 631

1

Yucca Street. Hollywood. CA 90028

Merchandise

CUSTOM CASSETTE RECORDERS 4-track. half-

speed. Cassettes last four times as long! Also Time
Compression listen double speed without pitch

change Free catalogue, SFB Products, Box N-385,

Wayne, PA 19087

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, totebags.

aprons, potholders. shower curtains, bath sheets

Free catalogue, swatches Clothcrafters NH. Elkhart

Lake. Wl 53020

Music

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos From $2 95 Finished dulcimers

from $23 95 Free catalogue 8665 West 13th Ave-

nue-NH. Denver. CO 80215

MUSIC BOXES Thoren disc and cylinder move-
ments Select walnut and cherry wooden boxes For

information send 25(J to Bauer-Athey Crafts, P

Box 1 1 8, Cumberland. MD 21 502

RECORDS—TAPES' Discounts lo 73%. all labels, no

purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend

certificates, 1 00% guarantees Free details Discount

Music Club, 650 fvlain St
,
Dept 25-0579, New Ro-

chelle. NY 10801

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bin-

oculars since 1 923 Alignment performed on our US.
Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars." published in Audubon Mag-
azine, Mirakel Optical Co.. Inc. 331 Mansion St.

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L. BUSHNELL. SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired. Large stock.

Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N,

Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List. Tom Manetta. 61 Hoffman

Ave. Elmont, NY 11003

mm.



Periodicals
Tours/Trips

ADVENTURE NOTEBOOK Monthly letters to young-
sters from professional naturalist and wildlife ariist

$12 a year Box 634A. Lakefork, ID 83635

FOR HERBALISTS At lasti A full size. 4-color, inter-

national magazine about growing and using herbs

Charter subscriptions $5 for first four quarterly

issues Write Whitchappel's Herbal. Box272N, Peter-

borough, NH 03458

Planu/Seeds

ATTRACT WILDLIFE TO YOUR LAND (songbirds,

gamebirds. deer, rabbits, etc ) Seed catalogue of

Wildtood. Medicinal and Insect Repellent Plants.

25e The Naturalists. P Box 435. Yorktown
Heights, NY 10598

Poat Card*

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals Beautiful & educational $7 for

100, all different (Not retailed to Illinois addresses
Wholesale rates available all states ) Nature Press.

628 E 20th St . Alton. IL 62002

Real Estate

FLORIDA— 24 acres with 660 feet on beautiful Indian

River 16 acres swamp. 8 acres land $78,000 Van-
tage Realty Corp of Ft Pierce. Realtor. 206 South
Indian River Drive. Ft Pierce. FL 33450 (305) 465-

5666

FREE 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2.600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency. Inc , 2045-U Railway Ex-

chanoeBldg ,6110liveSl St Louis, MO63101 Ph
Toil-Free 1-800-821-2599, Mo res ph Toll-Free 1-

800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACRE

i

Homesiles. farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities' Government Land Buyers Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings $2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-RR.
Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available for two weeks or a month, July through Sep-
tember Everything provided tor comfortable living in

the quiet woods Please write Bartletl Carry Club.
RFD 3, Tupper Lake. NY 12986

OLD SAN JUAN EFFICIENCIES Heart of Historic

Zone Charming, air-conditioned $225/week dou-
ble Brochure Eugene Brown, #53Calle Cnslo. San
Juan, Puerto Rico 00901 (809)725 3980

RENT WILDERNESS FARM FOR $65/WEEKi Rustic

cabin without conveniences Clean, comfortable.

160 acres forest, streams Robert Bull, Temple. ME
04984 ___^
TRANQUIl LAKESIDE LODGE Virgin forest, fire-

place, modern, canoe $l65/week Write Santa
Ciaus Lake. Temple. ME 04984

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparklinp mountain
lake inform,ii great tennis, food, horses, family rates

American Plan Timberlock. Box NH. Indian Lake. I^Y

12864

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is se-

cluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding Ex-

cellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness
tot hiking, backpacking otc Comfortably mild Chin
cahua Mountain climaln ynnr round Cottages, apart-

ments, pool Free brochure, birdlist Cave Creek
Ranch. Box F. Portal. AZ 85632

LINEKIN BAY SAIL ING RESORT Fleet ol sailboats,
two-masted schooner, heated pool, tennis Write lor

lolder Boolhbay Harbor. ME 04538

AFRICAN ADVENTURES—Follow Pygmy trackers in

to see gorilla and other wildlife, July Photograph
Kenya s incredible big game, July & August Expert

naturalists Adventures International, Dept, N, 4421
Albert St , Oakland, CA 94619

BIRDS OF ECUADOR August 1-22. 1979 Ecuador's
1400 species make it one of the world's richest bird-

ing areas Spend 23 days in the Andean highlands,

on the Pacific coast and in the Amazon rainforest

guided by two expert naturalists Optional

Galapagos extension Write South American Wilder-

ness Adventures. 1 760-NB Solano Ave
.
Berkeley.

CA 94707 (415) 524-51 11

CULTURAL AND WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS New
Guinea. Easier Island, Galapagos. Mongolia. Pata-

gonia, Europe. Antarctica Expert lectures Small

escorted groups Society Expeditions. Dept NH, Box
5088, Seattle. WA 98105

DISCOVER THE YUKON Gentle Adventure 'i Drift

with us on a 10-day rail or boat trip along 220 miles

ol untouched river wilderness Contemplate the un-

lorgettable beauty of the Canadian North with a sea-

soned naturalist Personally guided by John Lam-
mers President, Yukon Conservation Society Maxi-

mum 6-8 persons Call lor brochure (212)682-0480

(NYC) or write Yukon Wilderness Unlimited, Box
4126. Whitehorse. Yukon. Canada. (403)633-5250

ECUADOR NATURE
EXPEDITION

Extraordinary naturalist-ieo
tour includes 1 week in the

Galapagos Islands. 1 week in the
Andean highlands and 1 week in the
Amazon Jungle. Aug 7.29. 1979

vvr.re South American Wilderness Adventures
,t760-NO Solano Av«..Btrlnl»y.CA 94707 (4151524-51 1;

DISCOVER THE WORLDS OF THE HIGH ARCTIC—
Explore and study this entrancing land, its scenery,

geology, plant- and wildlile, and Ihe history and cul-

ture ol Its people Northern Ellesmere and Ballin Is-

lands Limned participation July 1 1 (8 days) Irom

Resolute Bay. Northwest Territories Special Interes-

Tours. Box 37N. Medina, WA 98039

80 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas ol the world Write lor 64-page illustrated

catalogue (enclose $1 lor First Class mail) Mountain
Travel. 1398NH Solano, Albany, CA 94706

GOING NORTH THIS SUMMER'' Why nol try a sailing

charter on the Beaufort Sea m the western Canadian
arctic' Single day or longer trips available A unique
experience in North America Write Herschel Island

Transport Ltd . c/o Earl Bachelder. Apt A304, 3605
Marlboro Drive N E . Calgary. Alberta. Canada T2P
5M1

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL. INC Trekking m the Everest.

Annapurna and Langtang areas ol Nepal Optional

three-day wildlite sauins From $1690, including air-

fare Write Box 481 -NH, Greenwich. CT 06830

HIMALAYAS Trekkingm Nepal For brochure write

Himalayan Horizon. Box 452 N. Bloomlield. CT
06002(203)242 7713

LUANGWA VALLEY AND THE KALAHARI DESERT
Photographic Salan The Luangwa holds Ihe greatest

concentration ol wildlife anywhere The Kalahari

oilers wildlile plus an opportunity to encounter Ihe

tabled Kalahari bushmen See spectacular Victoria

Falls at I ivingstone Brochure Irom Zambia Airways.

One Rockelollei Plaza New York NY 10020

MEXICANS CENTRAL AMFRICANEXPEDITIONSby
Wayno Hussmg Whilowatoi Ratling, Horse Packing,

Backpacking, Ovfirland Drives September Ihtoudh

May 1 1 120 Raphci Road Upper Falls. MD 21 156
Phone (301)592 7247

NATURE TOURS omphasi/mg birds, mammals, wild

flowers Seventeen 1979 tours m North and South
America. Caribtiean. Hawaii. Europe. Alrica Wo(ld
Nature Tours. Box 693a. Silver Spring. MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND EXPEDITION Leave January 12 lor

3 or 4 weeks Fabulous adventure Sightseeing
and/or hiking and/or major climbing Divided interest

groups Inquire Iowa Mountaineers. Box 163. Iowa
City, lA 52240

PERUVIAN JUNGLE EXPEDITION August 4-28,

1979 Extraordinary journey by dugout canoe to ex-

perience the wildlife and peoples ol the most
unspoiled region ol the Amazon basin m and around
Manu National Park Write South American Wilder-

ness Adventures, 1760-NP Solano Ave, Berkeley,

CA 94707

Dode Hershey Outfitters

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home' TravLtips.

163-09B595 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushllying-^eeping—Rati-

ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re-

mole southwestern Ironliers, Geol-
ogy/Archeologv/Botany Brochure P.O Box
945(NH), Santa Fe, NM 87501

SUMMER AND FALL TOURS TO KASHMIR VALLEY
and to the mountains ol ShangnLa in the Buddhist
kingdoms ol Bhutan and Nepal Joumeyworid Inter-

national, 527 Madison Avenue. New York, NY 10022
(212)752 8308

SUMMER PROGRAMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL stu-

dents ollering opportunities to live with Navaio lami-

lies. French villagers. Norwegian lishermen. Bedouin
tribesmen, gam mountaineering experience in Ihe
Rockies and Alps environmental study mthe Tetons.
cycle in Britain. Nova Scotia. Pacific Northwest Small
coed groups Crossroads. Hillsborough. NH 03244
(603)478-5251

UNIQUE GREEK EDUCATIONAL TOUR in October
15days Popular price Socrates Club. 2801 Far Hills

Ave .Dayton. OH 45419

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY EXPEDITION with re

nowned wildlile photographer David Newman See-
nics. primitive peoples, plants, animals, caves, light-

ing techniques, macro, and instruction 3 weeks/Au-
gust Belize. Gautemala, Mexico, $789 IZE. 59 Bea-
con St . Boslon. MA 02108

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 50 per word, 16 word ii.
'
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At the Museum

The first time we were really moved
by Pompeii's dreadful end was not at

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory's opening of "Pompeii AD 79"

but at a screening of a 1935 film, The

Last Days of Pompeii. Among the

guests was Amanda Claridge, a young
art historian who helped British classi-

cist John Ward-Perkins put together

the original exhibition of objects from

Pompeii that opened at London's

Royal Academy in 1977.

Claridge had come to the screening

from Princeton, where she now
teaches, and had spent an enjoyable

morning casing a New York art

dealer's classical wares and weeding

out the fakes. She pronounced the sets

of Last Days impressive and—except-

ing a "fascistic" colossus in the am-

phitheater—generally authentic. In-

deed, Pompeii's paved streets, ban-

quets, wineshops, gladiatorial gear,

and buildings seemed as they should

have been, and the movie captured for

us the splendor of Pompeii's buildings

and the blood lust of the crowd in the

arena.

The film's historical accuracy was

no accident, according to Eugene B.

Stavis, director of the American Cine-

matheque at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. Stavis will screen and comment
on this 1935 film on Wednesday May
2 and May 30 at 7:30 P. M. in the Audi-

torium; on June 6, he will present an

early, 1913 Italian silent version of the

Last Days, which carried accuracy toj

the point of actually filming at Pom-

peii. "In their early days," explained!

Stavis, "movies were continuall)

under attack for moral turpitude. His^

torical accuracy was easy— it was!

something money could buy. D. W.j

Griffith was obsessed by it; he would

put footnotes on his silents' dialogue.



Within five years of the appearance

of commercial moving pictures in

1895, there was an English Last Days

of Pompeii, based on Edward Bulwer-

Lytton's romantic historical novel of

1834. (A beautifully illustrated edition

is available in the Museum Shop for

$7.95. ) in 1833, during travels through

Italy, Buiwer-Lylton, an impover-

ished English aristocrat who supported

himself with his writing, saw the Rus-

sian painter Brioullov's picture of

Pompeii's final moments. Bulwer-Lyt-

lon pronounced the canvas "full of ge-

nius, imagination, and nature." Pom-
peii, rediscovered in 1748, was being

carefully excavated. Fascinated by the

reappearing city, Bulwer-Eytton set

out to write a novel that would accu-

rately report the costume, architecture,

and customs of the ancient inhabitants.

Corpses found in the ash that had

buried the city became the models for

his characters. A friend's remark that

a blind person would have been best

equipped to escape from ash-darkened

Pompeii gave Bulwer-I,ylton his

heroine, a blind (ireek slave girl who
guides a pair of lovers to safely.

In many respects, Bulwer-Lyllon's

tale of requited and unrequited love,

jealousy, and magic m the humid
southern Italian nights, accurately cap-

lures Pompeii's exotic mixture of

Roman. Cireek. and Egyptian culture.

Some of the several silent tilm versions

/ Classic jewelry

.

timeless art . .

.

an incomparable

gift of love

The Golden Cupid Pendant

Inspired by the great art of the lost city of Pompeii, and available

only until the last day of 1979 -the Year of Pompeii.

"Love IS eternal." so they say. And the little cupid whose portrait appears on

our pendant is nearly two thousand years old — so he should know'

Inspired by a priceless sculpture buried in the eruption of Mount Vesuvius

so many centuries ago. this lively fellow from ancient Pompeii is abiding

evidence that "Love endures
'

And whether the one you love Is fascinated by the magic of the past, or

lives only for tomorrow, this beautiful pendant is the perfect gill With its

simple message; "I love you— always
"

Elegantly oval in shape, and sculpted in the classical style, the pendant

portrays Cupid merrily seated astride a dolphin. And resplendent in rich

gold vermeil pure 24 karat gold electroplate on slerlmg silver

The Golden Cupid Pendant is not only a fine example of the jeweler's craft.

It IS a lasting memento of the wonderful art miraculously preserved at

Pompeii —created in reverence lor the love of beauty which gave biMh to

that art But most of all. it is a tribute lo Love itsell — exuberant alive

unchanging down the centuries, as symbolized by this irrepressible

little Cupid Just $29 A gilt ol enduring love.

The fompeii. AD 79 exhibit is now on display at the American Museum ol Natural History

A limited edition in 24 karat gold on sterling silver.

r ORDER FORM

The Golden Cupid Pendant
Limited Edition

The FfanHlin Mint

Ffanklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Send me. in a presentation box. The Golden
Cupid Pendant m gold vermeil (24 karat gold

niectropiale on sterling silver), complete with

lis own matching goldlilled necKchain

I prefer lo pay as follows

1 1 enclose my remittance lor $29
'

I Charge $29 ", alter shipnDeni to my credit

card

Valid only during 1979-

the Year ol Pompeii

Limit One per purchaser

Signature

Mr
Mrs
Miss

( ) Master Charge

( ) Diners Ci'th

Account No

Expires

( ) VISA Addic

City

Stale, Zip

FOfl FASTEST SERVICE on chaig* ca>d o«l»'» ru» "« lh» TCXLFBEE NUMBER 8<»M3^'W?
Iran anywrw* in I'w coniin«filai Unalw) SlAItt (In PtnniytvanK Ofi TOIL FREE I 800 067 51801



CATCH INVADING CHIPMUNKS

Take them alive, unhurtl

Safe HAVAHART traps capture invading chipn
squirrels, ra" ^ - -*^-

skunks. Take
rabbits. nice, rats, sparrows, opo

ogn without injury. Fully
bled. Sizes for all needs. Easy 1

, „
animal confidence. Galvanized. Straying pets, poultry
released unhurt. Send $1.00 for guide with trapping
secrets.

WOODSTREAM CORP. Dept 1S8

Box 3016, Lancaster. PA 17604

us on another carefully surveyed to

River Safari

in Borneo
wiih visits to wildhte reserves c

archaeological sites in Java and E

SEPTEMBER 2 TO 24. 1979

Nine days are spent touring West ;

Central Java, including a three-i

visit to the splendid Ujung Ku
Nature Reserve, followed by a tr

journey to the Borobudur. the wor

We then fly to Borneo, lo cruise for

one week on the Mahakam river and

its tfibularies, striking deep into the

Dayak country with its remarkable

wildlife, where we attend village cer-

by an accomplished leader.

Detailed brochure available from

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

Treasures

\From The Earth
Water Agate $25. This

, specimen is just one of the

beauties from our illustra-

ted Catalog of Minerals,

, Display Stands, Books and
Natural Jewelry. Catalog and

Color Portfolio $2.

Dover Scientific
3x60110 LonglsiandCity.N.Y. 11106

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS
|

Wa led Book manuscripts in all lelds Expert

edi ng. design . man laclu re. and marketing— |

all under one roof Two FREE book B (over

270 pages) gi ye connplele detail

Wri e or phone Depl 779D
EXPOSITION PRESS , Hie ksville. N.Y 11801

(516) 822-5700

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
virtually »ny book located—no matter how
old or long out-ofprinL Fiction, nonflctlon.

All authors, sublecti. Name the book—we'll

find Itl (Title alone Is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 69

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

of the novel must have been inspired

by Vesuvius's activity in 1903, 1904,

and 1906. But there were other reasons

for the story's popularity. "As far as

early filmmakers were concerned,"

said Eugene Stavis, "Bulwer-Lytton's

novel had great visual possibilities and

the inestimable value of being in the

public domain."

The 1913 film, which closely fol-

lowed Bulwer-Lytton's novel, was the

first Italian version. Its director, Arturo

Ambrosio, specialized, as did the en-

tire contemporary Italian film industry,

in spectacular epics that relied on natu-

ral disasters, hundreds of elephants,

thousands of extras. D. W. Griffith's

Intolerance (1915), for example, has a

Babylonian sequence whose huge

temples and milling crowds have many
precedents in Italian silent epics. By
1935, American spectacles were as

splashy as Italian ones, but they clung

to historical accuracy.

The 1935 Hollywood version of

Last Days of Pompeii had an original

story, but its sets closely followed

Bulwer-Lytton's descriptions. The
directors, Merian C. Cooper and Er-

nest B. Schoedsack, came to films from

adventurous careers as professional

soldiers , newsreel cameramen , and ex-

plorers. In the mid- 1920s, they made
two well-received documentaries, one

of which. Grass (.1926), on nomads in

Turkey and Persia, still crops up at an-

thropological film festivals. By 1935,

Cooper and Schoedsack had already

achieved a solid Hollywood special ef-

fects success with King Kong ( 1933);

the pair went on to make a science-fic-

tion classic. Dr. Cyclops (1940), and

a King Kong oflfshoot. Mighty Joe

Young (1949).

The hero of Cooper and Schoed-

sack 's Pompeii is Marcus (Preston Fos-

ter), a blacksmith turned gladiator,

whom hard times have taught that

money is all that counts. He adopts Fla-

vius, son of a gladiator he has slain,

and to insure the child's well-being de-

votes himself to moneymaking. His

business takes them both to "the most

important man in Judea." whom
Marcus mistakenly thinks is the

Roman procurator Pontius Pilate (Basil

Rathbone, not due to play Sherlock

Holmes for another four years). An-

other important Judean (who never ap-

pears on screen) miraculously heals the

injured Flavins.

Marcus returns home to become a

rich man, manager of Pompeii's glad-

iatorial games and owner of the city's

finest house. But his permissive child-

rearing backfires; Flavius dedicates

himself to the runaway slaves his father

regularly sends to their death in the

arena and is not interested in a career

as Pilate's protege in Rome. The film's

special effects interrupt this clash be-

tween generations by combining the

earthquake of a . D . 62 with Vesuvius's

eruption in 79; as temple columns and

Marcus's mansion crumble, lava

—

closely resembling eggplant parmi-

giana—drives a crowd of Pompeians

into the sea.

There were more sophisticated ef-

fects in yet another Italian version,

made in 1959, that starred Steve

Reeves and returned to Bulwer-Lyt-

ton's plot. The English author who
inspired all these films had gone to

Pompeii because of a painting. His

novel, in turn, gave rise to other can-

vases. Beginning in the third quarter of

the eighteenth century, excavations at

Pompeii and new eruptions of Vesu-

vius fired painters' imaginations.

On Wednesday evening May 9, at

7:30, Robert Rosenblum, professor of

fine arts at New York University, will

present a slide lecture in the Audito-

rium about some of these pictures enti-

tled "Vesuvius to Apocalypse in Ro-

mantic Art. 1760-1914." Rosenblum

will include French neoclassicist

Pierre-Henry de Valenciennes's "The

Eruption of Vesuvius and the Death of

Pliny," which appeared in Natural

History's Pompeii supplement last

month, and the Brioullov painting that

so impressed Bulwer-Lytton. The Eng-

lishman particularly liked one detail, a

child who, unlike its terror-stricken

mother, is reaching for "a bird of gay

plumage that lies upon the ground

struggling in death, and all the child's

gay delighted wonder is pictured in its

face. This exception to the general hor-

ror of the scene is full of pathos, and

in the true context of fine thought."

For information about the Wednes-

day evening programs, call (212) 873-

7507.

May Events

This month's Family Membership

Program, The Vanishing Kingdom,

takes place on Saturday May 12, at

2;00 P.M. in Education Hall, when

Jean Augustin of the Mammalogy
Department will discuss endangered

mammals. He will also show two films

that present African mammals in their

habitats and use sound tracks of only

natural sounds. The program is free to

members, 50<f for the general public.

Ann Marie Cunningham

t
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raNTAX SYSTEM 10.

THE FIRST 110SLRAS PRECISE
ASA FINEWATCH

ANDALMOSTAS SMALL.
It might make you feel good

to know that if you sometimes

think you are hard to satisfy, we

believe we are almost impossible

to satisfy. Ever.

This attitude was the reason

we spent years and millions of

dollars seeking a way to dras-

tically improve the HO camera.

And we have succeeded.

Almost beyond our own
expectations. And certainly far

beyond the expectations of the

photographic press.

The new Pentax System 10

is the first 110 SLR (single lens

reflex) with interchangeable

lenses, a power winder, a

dedicated auto flash and a host

of accessory close-up lenses,

filters, lens shades and carrying

case.

We've overcome the limit-

ation of the fuzzy 110 picture.

In fact, this unretouched

enlargement was actually taken

with the Pentax System 10

camera, using its telephoto lens

The image is razor sharp

and free of perceptible grain.

I
auxonO}

r;

What also makes System IC

unique and so astonishing is its

incredible lack of size and

weight, coupled with the most

sophisticated SLR technology.

It measures Z'5X jfox 11

and weighs less than 6 oz.

System 10 is designed to be

the ideal complement to your

35mm SLR. The whole system

can fit in a small

area of your

current camera

case, in place of

a zoom lens (but

your pocket will

do in a pinch)

.

And frankly,

there are times

when you just don't want to

carry a 35mm SLR around. Bi

up to now, everything else has

been a compromise.

Now, with the Pentax

System 10, you'll never again

have to say "I wish I had my
camera with me."

Pentax System 10. Availal

in limited quantities only at

select fine photographic store;

TECHNICAL DATA
Type TTL metering 1 10 SLR camera, bayonet mount (80-degree setting angle!

Film Cartridge 1 10 fi Im format ; ASA set automatically for film in use.

Lenses Ffentax-110 24mm f/2.8i Focusing range: 0,35m to ^. Pentax-110 50m

f/2.8 telephoto; focusing range: .9m to «>. Fentax-110 18mm f/2.8 wide angle;

range; .25m to «.

Viewfinder Eye-level pentaprism finder with instant-return mirror; green or

yellow LEDs indicates correct handheld exposure, or need for tlash/mpod.

Exposure Metering Center-weighted, TTL metering at full aperture via SPD

cell; EV Range; 3-17 (24mm F 2.8 lens; ASA 100).

Shutter/Automatic Diaphragm Programmed electronic shutter with

programmed body diaphragm; Range; F 2.8 to f/13. 5 .

Other Features Two-stroke film advance levet, synch terminal for automatic (1

synch with AF 130P auto flash; tripod socket, lens bayonet release button, bat

holder tray; exposure count via back cover window, winder capability.

Rjwer Source: Two 1.5V silver-oxide batteries.

Weight 172 grams (6.1 o;s) w/lens. Size (Z.2"x 3.9"x 1.8")
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YOU KNOWOUR PICTURES.

NOWYOU KNOWOlffiNAME
They've grabbed you. They've gripped you. They've

gotten to you. They're the photographs taken by Olympus
cameras. ;

At this very moment, gut

Olympus cameras are toughing i

on assignment around the i.^

world -with press photog- ^v v
raphers and photojour-
na lists. Now nonprofes-'J

sionals are realizin

plucky Olympus ca

are the ideal choiv

themselves.

We downsized t

35mm SLR. Olympus
the first to cut the bulky, I

SLR down to size.

The OM cameras are ;

full third smaller and light

than their ancestors.

The cameras that pass
stress tests. Olympus camer
built to take an incredible affi^

of punishment.
Random samples from the C

OM-2 production line are brutalized wii

100,000 life-cycle test at temperatures fro.

to 122F. That's equal to 100 years of use.

You can't beat our system. It's the

compact SLR system in the world, with over";

components. And it's still growing.

The system includes 14 focusing screens,'L_..,

lenses from 8mm to 1000mm, as well as equipment for

photomicro and macro photography.
* ~mera for every need. As simple as 1, 2, 10. The

.—~,^^ OM-10 is the newest OM camera. It is

^ fully automatic and it offers the

\^ # Jjte features and ruggedness Olympus is

^^^ m famous for. For less.

'*": The OM-l has sold more than

any other compact SLR, and for good

treason. It was the first and is still the

\last word in providing full exposure

control.— The OM-2 is the fully au-

tomatic camera that has the
• photographer's future in focus.

; It offers greater accuracy in

light measurement because
'^'internal sensors measure the light

I
that's reflected off the film during

A' actual exposure of up to 2 minutes.

£ By also incorporating the full expo-

surecontrolof the OM-l, the OM-2
becomes the ultimate SLR.

For a detailed brochure, write

to Olympus, Woodbury, NY 11797.

Afterall,sinceyou're familiar

i so many of our pictures,
""««»'-«'»""

it's time you became
ttle more familiar with us. mi;^
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They've grabbed you. They've gripped you. They've

gotten to you. They're the photographs taken by Olympus
cameras.

At this very moment, gutsj

Olympus cameras are toughing ij
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"I didn't know I had curly hair until

I was a teen-ager," says Erik Eck-

holm, who spent a crew-cut youth.

Now a senior researcher with the

WorldWatch Institute, a Washing-

ton-based nonprofit organization con-

cerned with global problems, Eckholm
travels the world to gather material for

books and articles on environmental

subjects. Of his work he writes: "I

have tried over the last few years to

forge a new synthesis between con-

cerns for environmental quality and

concerns for economic development.

Environmentalists and developers

need each other if the goals of either

are to be met." Eckholm is a graduate

of Occidental College in Los Angeles

and the School of Advanced Interna-

tional Studies at Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity. His current article marks his

third appearance in this magazine (see

"The Firewood Crisis," October

1975, and "The Unnatural History of

Tobacco," April 1977).

Last fall, Jon Lien came across two

humpback whales that had been en-

snared by cod-fishing gear for three

months in Trinity Bay, Newfoundland.

No action had been taken because there

was no established technique to free

the whales, and the endangered status

of the humpbacks made would-be res-

cuers wary. Nevertheless, Lien and his

colleagues at Memorial University in

Saint John's devised an apparatus to

free the whales, which survived the or-

deal. An associate professor of psy-

chology at the university. Lien had

done most of his work on com-
munication and navigation in sea birds.

He has now switched his attention to

the problem of humpback whales and

cod-fishing gear.

Coauthor Bora Merdsoy, a native

of Turkey, is also connected with Me-
morial University's psychology
department. A marine biologist, ar-

cheologist, and photographer, he is

working with Lien to devise a means

of making cod traps more readily dis-

cernible to whales. His other research

interest is the natural history of the

giant squid.



Put a little Englishon your
next spin about the globe.

Simply choose one ofour exotic British Airways tours and you've done it. Unfortunately I haven't the room
here to tell you about the wide range of tours we have for you (with my waist line, space always seems a prob-

lem). But I can give you a few tasty morsels to whet your appetite.

'Rmples and TigersTour from $2,555. n das n ind.a and
Nepal. All meals included. Visit unforgettable places like Delhi, Kalhmandu, Jaipur and the Himalayas. See

temples and palaces like the Red Fon and Taj Mahal. Then it's on to a wild time at game sanctuaries where
you'll see leopard, rhino, crocodile and, of course, tiger.
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do hope you give your next go round

an English accent.
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Paul W. Sherman claims that a pet

turtle by the name of George turned

him on to animal behavior at the age

of four. His interest in pets became a

profession, and he went on to study

caterpillars in Colorado, bank swal-

lows in Michigan, honey guides in

Nepal, and ground squirrels in Califor-

nia. For the past five summers, he has

observed a population of Belding's

ground squirrels at Tioga Pass. This

summer he is at it again. Sherman is

in his first year as an assistant professor

of psychology at the University of Cal-

ifornia, Berkeley. He writes, "I dream

of being a really good skier and poker

player, but realize that fishing and

backgammon are more my speed."

Martin L. Morton, a professor of

biology at Occidental College and co-

author of "Four Months of the Ground
Squirrel," has been involved with

ground squirrels longer than Sherman.

He was studying the reproductive biol-

ogy of migratory birds at high altitude

(in the Sierras) in the late 1960s when
he became interested in the rodents be-

cause they were numerous, conspic-

uous, and aroused his curiosity. Mor-

ton has also studied the ecology of al-

pine amphibians. Both authors spend

a lot of time in the mountains.

Daniel H. Janzen's investigations

of why seeds mold, fruits rot, and meat

spoils were "inspired by paying 950
for a rotten avocado." His article for

this issue of Natural History was trig-

gered by a slide of a moldy strawberry,

which he screened at the 1977 meeting

of the American Institute of Biological

Sciences. Professor of biology at the

University of Pennsylvania, Janzen

now spends four to six months a year

in Costa Rica, where he studies the

ecological relationships between tropi-

cal animals and plants. Some of his

conclusions about what goes on in nat-

ural and disturbed habitats have ap-

peared previously in Natural History,

in "The Deflowering of Central

America" (April 1974), and "The Un-

certain Future of the Tropics" (No-

vember 1972).

Bees play a large part in the life of

James L. Gould. While still a student,

he settled the question of whether this

insect's dance language communicates

anything by "gettingbees to 'lie' about

the location of food and then demon-
strating that bees recruited by those

dances were misled by the lies." As
an assistant professor of biology at

Princeton University, Gould spends a

considerable amount of time experi-

menting with bees in an old barn. In

addition to his regular teaching, he also

gives a summer lab in bee behavior at

the Marine Biological Laboratory at

Woods Hole, Massachusetts. At pres-

ent, Gould is writing a book on animal

behavior for W.W. Norton and Co.,

"revamping a beat-up house, and

studying the behavior of that most in-

teresting of animals—a two-year-old

child." Among future projects is an

investigation of seemingly different

"dialects" in bee language.

While investigating pioneer Plains

cookery, Roger L. Welsch realized

that he had to deal with the kitchen as

the main access to the household.

Thoroughly enchanted with folklore,

he is studying tales of pioneer horse-

trading and plans to research the mean-

ing of the harvest, the form of obscene

post cards, and a Willa Gather cook-

book. An associate professor of Eng-

lish and anthropology at the University

of Nebraska in Lincoln, Welsch spends

his spare time at his 1872 log house on

the banks of the Loup River in the cen-

tral region of the state. Appropriately

enough, he enters his house through

the back door.
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At last, CLUB
a club custom-designed for

people who want to explore and enjoy
the natural world, in books of

rare beauty at exceptional savings.

As your introduction to Nature Book Club...

Take these 2 new

AUDUBON BIRD GUIDES
with matching snap case

for only$1195
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$19.90)

You'd never des to show up on
The New York Times ocoi seller list. Yet tliese
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beautiful, so useful. And absolutely unique, in two
essential ways.
Ordinary guides arrange birds by ornithological

family. Without prior knowledge of bird families and
species, you're left pretty much in the dark when it

comes to identification. But these Audubon Society
Guides arrange bird pictures in groups by
appearance. So you simply check what you've seen—
and find your bird fast.

Another thing. These are the first and only guides
to show birds in superb full-color photographs rather
than conventional paintings. The camera sees
exactly what you would see in the field: the natural
color and stance of the bird in its natural habitat.
You'll find a total of 1,211 spectacular full-color pho-
tographs in the two volumes, and they make iden-
tification wonderfully easy. But even if you never go
birdwatching, these books are destined to be among
the most treasured in your nature library.

Enjoy Substantial Savings

The two Audubon Society North American Bird
Guides were published at S19.90. Yet both— with
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don't, and you roreivoan unwuntod Boloction. you may
return it at tho Club b f>xponBo Your only obligation
IB to buy two more tKX)kB within the coming year and
you may cancel your membership any lime alter
that, il you wish To retain all membership benelitB.

Cneed take only one book a year thereollet 'all

ks are olierod at low member prices plus a
modesi charge lor delivery and hondlinol

matching snap case-are now yours for only $2.95, to

introduce you to Nature Book Club. As a member,
you'll be offered a varied selection of important new
books covering all aspects of nature: animals, birds,

plants, fish, minerals, wilderness places, camping,
exploration, natural history, science— intriguing sub-
jects of timely and enduring interest. . .colorful, in-

formative books you'll turn to again and again, and
be proud to own.
As a Nature Book Club member, you'll be able to

buy all Club books at discounts of up to 5CI°o and
sometimes even more. Yet in virtually every case.
Club books are identical to publishers' editions-
same jacket, binding, cover, paper, printing— same
everything except price. So join us now while our
generous introductory offer is still in effect. Mail the
postpaid card todayl

SEND NO MONEY NOW To receive your 2 volume Audubon Bird

Guide set with matching snap case, mail po&tage -paid card
today II card is missing, write to: NATURE BOOK CLUB.
PO RoxSnzf. Liiham N Y 12111

In the months ahead, you'll be oifered a choice ol line

nature books like these— all at member discounts

as high as 50% i sometimes more).
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MASTERPIECES OF
AMERICAN LITERATURE
• 50 great books by the giants of our literature, in volumes so

beautifully designed and bound that your family will cherish them for generations.

• A major publishing breakthrough at the remarkably low price ofjust $19.30 per volume!

Xf you have ever dreamed of owning beautiful custom- and decorated with graceful golden accents. Comparable in

bound books, but have hesitated to pay the very high appearance to volumes priced at $40 to $50 apiece. Ve/^Aey are

prices asked for such books . . . here is wonderful news. Tlie being offered to you for the low price of just $19.50 per

Easton Press is proud to announce a major publishing event: volume!

Masterpieces of American literature. Here is luxury once enjoyed only by individuals of great

This magnificent heirloom library will consist of 50 great wealth and leisure, with access to the world's rare book dealers,

books by the giants of American literature. The books will be But now you, too, can be a connoisseur and a collector of su-

impeccably crafted. Beautifully designed. Sumptuously bound perbly crafted books.
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Tic entire sweep of American literature

will be yours to experience and enjoy!

These arc the very txxjks you would want in a library that you

will enjoy for a lifetime and hand down to future generations.

You and your family will lau>{h, cry, wonder, marvel, remi-

nisce, learn, ^row — in the company of the greatest men of

letters our nation has ever known.

Blaze frails in the virgin wilderness with James Fenimore
Gxjpcr Clbc Divnlayer). Sail the high scius with Herman
Melville (/<///) liiiiiJ) Pilot your way clown the Mississippi

with Mark Twain {Ufc on the Miuiuippi). Find solace m
nature with Henry David Tlioreau {Clupc Cod).

liscape from slavery with B<K)kcr T Washington (Up /row
S/jicry). Follow the pioneers with Francis Parkman (The
Orci;on Trail) Prospect for gold with Bret Harte ( TMes of the
Gold Ruth) (ilory in the [loetry of l>ongfellow, Poe, Whittier,

Jimerson, and Bryant Savor the wisdom of Benjamin Frank-
lin, Tliomas Jefferson, and Abraham Lincoln.

Volumes of incomparable beauty and value.

The volumes in this collection look the same as luxury

editions costing twice the price. In fact, when placx-d next to

one of the higher-priced b(x>ks, it is virtually impossible to tell

which is which.

Kach volume will be designed hy a master btxik designer

expressly for this private collection Fach will vary in size,

color, and appearance— for diversity is the hallmark of a great

library liach binding will have its own distinct texture and

rich, warm color . . . and its own unique design inlaid in

graceful golden accents Yet the books blend in total

harmony!

Tlie great beauty of these classic works on your f^ookshelf is

achieveii by binding e.ich b«M)k with a beautiful material made
of bondc-d-leather-fibers . . .achieving the lixik, smell, and

feel which can come only from the (nire leather filxTs which

arc its principal ingrcxiieni lliis luxurious material effectively

achieves the prizc\l qualities of the most expensive top grain

cowhide (but at a dramatically lower prici'!)

(ConlmutJ on ntxl pdiin



MASTERPIECES OF AMERICAN LITERATURE

Elegant finishing touches will abound. The page ends will

be gilded with a tarnish-free protective and decorative finish-

ing along all three sides. The spine of each book will be

"hubbed" with raised bands, in the classic tradition of the book-

binder's art. Each volume will have beautifully printed marble-

like end-papers, a frontispiece portrait of each great author,

and a permanently sewn ribbon page marker Nameplates will

be furnished, too— so that you may personalize each volume,

as is customary when collecting books of this quality.

Illustrations of great artistic merit.

Each volume will be illustrated with beautiful art by the lead-

ing artists of our time. Some will be illustrated with vivid full-

color paintings, others with evocative woodcuts or exquisite

steel engravings — to match the tone and mood of the literary

work. Each book will be a treat for the eye as well as the mind!

Fine books have never been easier to acquire.

Masterptecer of Atnerican Literature will be privately printed

and custom-bound for subscribers. And volumes will be

issued at the rate of one per month. Thus, you may pay for one

book at a time — while having a full month to enjoy each book

before the next one arrives.

If you subscribe promptly, you will be guaranteed the current

remarkably low price of just $19.50 per volume for a full two

years. Funire volumes will be similarly priced — subject only

to minor periodic adjustment to reflect varying material costs.

No obligations.

As a subscriber, you need never buy a book you do not want. A
list of all 50 titles will be sent to you at the outset. You may tell

us in advance which titles, if any, you do not wish to receive.

Furthermore, you may feturn any book you do receive, for

any reason, within 30 days for a credit or a full refund of your

purchase price. And you may cancel your subscription at any

time you wish.

R.S.V.P.

To subscribe, send no money now. You will be billed prior to

your first shipment.

Make your dream of building a magnificent heirloom li-

brary come true! It will be a source of great pride and pleasure

... the foundation for a lifelong appreciation of great litera-

ture for your entire family ... a magnificent heirloom for every

generation that follows. And now, at last, price is no longeran

obstacle! Return your subscription reservation today!
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Forest Renewal in India

Although firewood and timber are scarce throughout the

subcontinent, one state at least is alleviating its wood shortage

by Erik Eckholm

Of the world's most desperately de-

prived people, the 800 million or so

living in what has been termed "abso-

lute poverty," one-third are in India.

Likewise, a good share of those suffer-

ing the effects of severe firewood and

timber scarcity and of land degradation

live in India. What happens with In-

dian forestry, while of interest and rel-

evance to outsiders, is important above

all in its own right, for as India's land-

scape goes, so goes the welfare of hun-

dreds of millions of people.

Within the last decade, the need for

radical shifts in forestry practices has

been widely recognized in India. The

country's technically skilled, highly

professional forest service has, it is

now apparent , been both a blessing and

a curse. Its patient, conservative man-

agement of those forest reserves it

could protect from the encroachment

of farmers has prevented the sort of

rapacious, shortsighted commercial

logging that is depleting forests in

many third world countries. But in the

face of steadily growing demand, the

extremely low wood output from

India's reserves has resulted in soaring

lumber prices and a critical shortage of

pulp. Meanwhile, the scattered trees of

Trees are vanishing from the

Indian countryside. Even in the

state of Madhya Pradesh, known

for its forests, some areas are

denuded. In the state's Chambral

Valley, village women carry off

all the firewood they can find.
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Wood is a basic need in rural

India, along with food, clothing.

and shelter. Wherever it is

available, wood is the prime

fuel source for cooking food.

the Indian countryside, which supply

the daily forest-product needs of most

of India's 650 million people, are van-

ishing. Firewood, fodder, and small

timber are becoming ever more scarce

and expensive, dung burning is more

prevalent, and the environmental prob-

lems associated with land denudation

are becoming more acute. At the same

time, the forest reserves themselves are

being depleted by the spillover effects

of the spreading rural wood famine.

The urgent need for the reform of

Indian forestry was spelled out in na-

tional policy documents in 1972 and

1973. Culminating years of study, the

reports of the National Commission on

Agriculture called for new programs of

"production forestry"—the applica-

tion of modern, intensive timber man-

agement in forest reserves to boost

commercial timber output—and "so-

cial forestry"—the growing of trees

outside the reserves to meet the small-

scale needs of the people, to enhance

the environment, and to provide aes-

thetic improvements and recreation.

As with much government business in

India, the national government could

lay out policy directions and promise

financial assistance to the states, but it

was up to the twenty-one individual

state governments to implement the

new strategies.

In the last half decade, production

forestry has, in fact, gotten off to a

fairly good start in many parts of the

country. While requiring far-reaching

changes in timber-management prac-

tices, production forestry, unlike so-

cial forestry, has not required major

reforms in the nature of the forester's

role and relations with people. Not sur-

prisingly, the social forestry program

is, by comparison, still fumbling on a

nationwide basis. Many of India's

states have done precious little to carry

out the ambitious community forestry

plans described in 1973.

Official perception of the importance

of the activities now labeled social for-

estry is by no means new in India. Back

in 1952, the young nation devised a

national forest policy that stressed the

need to promote village forestry. To

instill a "tree-consciousness" among
people, an annual festival of trees

called Vanamahotsava was en-

couraged. Subsequent five-year plans

have invariably called for the spread of

village woodlots and the planting of

trees among farm fields. Yet "unfortu-

nately, even after a lapse of twenty-six

years, the desired objectives have not

been achieved
, "

' observes a leading In-

dian forester. "The natural resources

needed for the practice of social for-

estry—land and manpower—are avail-

able in adequate quantities. What is

lacking is the mechanism and the meth-

odology to marry the two."

Social forestry has never received

the funding necessary to get it off to a

strong start, but lack of money has not

been the chief obstacle to success. Nor

have suitable technologies been ab-

sent. If there is one thing Indian forest-

ers know how to do well, it is how to

raise trees. But institutions have not

been created to encourage foresters to

transcend their traditionally limited

role as guardians of the reserves, and

means have not been established to se-

cure the cooperation of the people in

solving what all recognize as critical

problems. The constraints on commu-

nity forestry in India have been less

technological and economic than so-

ciological and bureaucratic.

The nature and consequences of

these institutional failures are readily

apparent in Madhya Pradesh, a large

state in the country's central highlands.

Madhya Pradesh is known for its rich

forests and for its high proportion of

people called tribals—economically

backward, frequently exploited ethnic
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Take Rollei on your next adventure.
Catch the action—on a river, down
mountain— with a compact Rollei 35S
Take them places you'd never

take an SLR. Yet bring back
full-frame, SLR-quality slides

and prints.

For example, if ruggedness,
precision craftsmanship and com-
pact size are important to you,
the Rollei 35S is only 4 inches
long, and weighs only 13 ounces
its five-element, multi-coated,
40mm Sonnar f/2 8 lens is Zeiss-

designed" for brilliant color and
flare-free photos And the 35S's
shutter speeds— to 1/500-second
— help you freeze action m
its tracks.

a slope, up a

or 35LED.

<Rollel

Or, for an even lighter and lower priced camera,
try the Rollei 35LED. It's simple to operate and weighs

only about half as much as the 35S,

yet consistently delivers good pic-

tures A Zeiss-designed lens' and
Rollei precision add the quality

Take a Rollei 35S or 35LED on
your next adventure for memories
that rival the experience Rollei

can take it See either of these
great cameras at any fine photo
store. Or, for a free brochure, write:

Rollei of America, PO Box 1010,

Littleton, CO 80160 In Canada
write Rollei Canada Limited.

Downsview, Ontario
' Mads by Row unoc icanM "om Car Imm Oockocnan
WMlQaimtny



"13YEARSAGO I BOUGHT
THIS VOUra BECAUSE IT

WAS ADVERTISED AS THE
11 YEAR CART William Stiles, Bronx, New York

13 years ago, William Stiles, an expert in American

Indian history and artifacts, discovered the treasure you

see here: a 1966 Volvo.

He bought it because ads of the time said Volvos were

so durable they lasted an average of 11 years in Sweden.

As Mr. Stiles recalls: "One ad said that a Volvo was so

tough, you could 'Drive it like you hate it! I did exactly that

.

In my field work I've driven this car 295,000 hard miles,

much of it through former Indian territory. It's held up

even better than promised. Driving it like I hated it made

me love it!'

Expressions of love are not uncommon among Volvo

owners. In fact, 9 out of 10 peoplewho have bought new

Volvos are happy.

So if you're unhappy with your current car, do what

Mr. Stiles once did after reading one of "VOIj'VO
our ads. Buy one of our cars. A car you can believe in.



iroups that make up a tifth of the

itatewide population. The tribals share

:he lowest rungs of the socioeconomic

ladder with the untouchables, who
:onstitule 1 5 percent of the state's resi-

Jents. With a total population of close

o fifty million, Madhya Pradesh

;ould, like several of India's states.

iiand alone as one of the world's

wenty most populous countries.

Thirty-six percent of Madhya Pra-

Jesh's area is labeled forest reserve:

A'ith more trees than any other state.

Vladhya Pradesh exports considerable

imber to less fortunate regions. Mad-
lya Pradesh's forests serve the neigh-

X)ring states in more subtle ways. too.

or they protect the headwaters of five

Tiajor river systems. A colonial inspec-

or general of forests once remarked

hat if Madhya Pradesh were to cut

These pili^rims gathered for a

religious ceremony use the

scarce supply of wood not only

as fuel to cook their food
but also to warm themselves

around a make-do fire.

down its strategic forests "it would ac-

tually do more harm to other states than

to its own."
Because the state has not been able

to organize its bureaucracy and people

to halt the timber losses, its natural

forest endowment is being steadily

eaten awas as human and equally large

livestock populations climb. Alread> .

according to a recent field survey, the

annual cutting of firewood and timber

exceeds new growth in twenty-six of

the state's forty-five districts. If current

trends persist, sixteen of these deficit

districts will be virtually bereft of trees

within twenty years; more than half the

state will be devoid of trees within fifty

years.

These statistics of emerging scarcity

take on meaning in light of the perva-

sive roles that wood and other forest

products play in the daily lives of Mad-
hya Pradesh's residents. A thoughtful

forester, who has been waging a rather

lonely struggle to get social forestry

under way in Madhya Pradesh, writes:

"It is often said that the three basic

human needs are food, clothing, and

shelter. One cannot think of food and

shelter without wood, which is a more

basic need. In fact, it may be truthfully

said of an average villager of the state

that he is still in the "wood age.""

Cultivation in the state relies mainly

on wooden plows, and produce is

transported in wooden bullock carts.

Houses are built of wood and mud or

bamboo and thatch. Wood is required

for a host of other purposes—fencing,

furniture, implements and utensils,

handicrafts. Above all. as the forester

put it. "wood, a marvelous, God-
given means of storing solar energy, is

also required to cook food with. . . .

The production of food grains w ithout

the means to cook them and make them
edible would appear to be a halfhearted

attempt at achieving freedom from
hunger."

Nonwood forest products also con-

tribute to village life. Perhaps most im-

portant of these are the grass and leaves

that help sustain the state's cattle,

which in turn pull plows and carts, sup-

ply milk and fertilizer, and supply

cooking fuel where wood is not avail-

able. Traditional medicines, foods,

and assorted barks and leaves are also

extracted from the forests. And then

there are the environmental services

that the forests provide free of

charge—enhancing agricultural pro-

duction and the general qualitv of life.

Even in urban areas, some of them



A tree plantotion in the state

of Gujarat is symbolic of the

forest department 's program to

encourage private individuals

to plant trees in addition to

crops on their own land.

far from any forests worthy of the

name, the social importance of trees

intrudes on one's consciousness. By
truck, by bullock cart, by bicycle, by

human head, loads of firewood and

poles—used for construction—con-

stantly stream into the state's capital

city, Bhopal. Dotted all about the city

are dealers selling poles, sawed

lumber, and firewood; stacks of wood

are ubiquitous. No splinter or scrap of

bark is left unused; whole businesses

are founded on sawdust or on dust gen-

erated by charcoal handling, both of

which are compressed into valuable

pellets. One enterprising man, having

noticed that discarded batteries burn

well, makes a living selling a mixture

of corroded, crushed batteries and saw-

dust, which is used for cooking.

A few years ago, as wood gathering

nearby became more difficult,

firewood prices in Bhopal began to

climb steeply, so here, as in many
other Indian cities, the government it-

self entered the firewood trade. The

state forest department hauls in wood,

often over long distances, and markets

it through a network of dealers with the

price set to cover only operating ex-

penses. Five years ago, 220 pounds

(100 kilograms) of wood—at most

twenty days' worth for a family of

five—sold in private shops for about

seven rupees (a little under a dollar).

As the price rose into the teens, the

burden on the poor—some of whom
must get by on a few hundred rupees

a year—became unbearable, and ille-

gal tree cutting, already widespread,

reached epidemic proportions. As of

late 1978, the government-supplied

shops were selling wood at twelve

rupees per 220 pounds, and because of

the competition, private shops were

selling it at fourteen rupees. Forest of-

ficials figure the price would have risen

above twenty rupees had their opera-

tion not been established.

Long ago, the Indian government , to

prevent widespread starvation, set up

"fair-price shops" that sell food at

subsidized rates to the poorest of the

poor. Now the government is being

forced in many areas to supply subsi-

dized firewood so that people will be

able to cook their food. Clearly the

government's entry into the firewood

business has helped relieve immediate

economic distress, but unless the dis-

tribution of firewood is linked with

commensurate reforestation efforts,

the government's policy is a sure for-

mula for even greater future distress.

"We're drawing on our forest capital

in order to meet today's needs. This

can't go on forever," warns a forest

officer of the Bhopal district.

The fuel, small timber, and other

forest products collected on a day-to-

day basis by villagers have a collective

name, nistar. An individual's access to

forestlands for nistar collection is a

hallowed right that no government

could remove. Unfortunately, this

right is not accompanied by a sense of

obligation to raise new trees. The con-

sequences are not hard to guess. Origi-

nally each village had specific areas al-

lotted for nistar requirements and

livestock grazing; forest reserves were

to be off-limits. But overuse has gradu-

ally reduced the productive nistar

forest areas to scrubland. Soil erosion

has set in, the topsoil has washed off,

and in many parts of the state a point

of no return has been reached. As vil-

lage lands become useless, the forest

department inevitably has to relent and

allow nistar collection in the forest re-

serves.

In theory, small-scale wood gather-

ing could be compatible with healthy

forest growth. Villagers are supposed

to gather only deadwood, and only a

headload at a time, for personal use.
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How much energycan the nation

afford to put off limits?

One third of all land in the United

States, and most of the undersea con-

tinental shelf, is owned by the federal

government.

Millions of acres of this land, in-

cluding vast areas that have great

potential for energy development,

have been placed off limits by the

government for environmental

reasons.

It is ironic that, at a time when our

country is dangerously dependent

on foreign oil, there are efforts to put

even more federal land off limits.

It is ironic—and its unwise. The
record shows that energy develop-

ment and environmental protection

are compatible.

For example, more fish are being

caught in the Gulf of Mexico today

than before the Gulf became the

most drilled body of water in the

world. And at the Aransas National

Wildlife Refuge in Texas, where

Conoco has been producing oil and
natural gas for 35 years, there are

more rare whooping cranes than

when we started.

America's land can be put to a

variety of compatible uses, including

the development of energy the nation

badly needs.

(conoco)
Doing more with energy.

Conoco, Stamford CT 06904. © 1979



Here and there in the reserves, how-

ever, are signs that "deadwood'" is

being actively manufactured: trees

with their bark girdled and trees axed

outright, drying for later collection.

Live trees are transformed into 'per-

sonal" headloads of deadwood, which

then end up being sold in a nearby

town. Large regions of forest reserve

in the more densely populated parts of

Madhya Pradesh, and particularly near

towns where commercial wood mar-

kets exist, are thus, like the nistar

areas, h)eing reduced to scrubland.

Forest officers and guards in the field

are fighting a losing battle to enforce

the law. The frustration built into their

jobs shows on their faces as they talk.

"You can't spend all your time arrest-

ing and fining every petty offender cut-

ting green wood, especially when you

.see they're just trying to keep their

families alive. But you can't sit idly by

while the forest for which you are

responsible is destroyed," lamented

one forest official as we drove near

Bhopal.

We were in a skeletal landscape of

hacked and felled trees. We had earlier

passed by several wood pilferers with-

out stopping, but this scene, a few hec-

tares of woodland almost totally cut

over, was too much for the forester to

ignore. Some stick huts in the center

of the devastation held the culprits, a

few destitute tribal families. Their cul-

ling had been so concentrated and bra-

zen, the forester said, because they

hoped to plant cr(»ps on this land.

When such encroachers get crops into

the ground and homes built, they can

appeal to politicians for sympathy and

sometimes get permission to stay.

Other squatters, caught by foresters be-

fore they have a chance to sink roots,

are arrested or evicted.

The foresters are caught in the mid-

dle of this sad melodrama. To fulfill

their responsibilities as foresters they

must eject all encroachers, but political

pressures from above often argue oth-

erwise Aiul then there are the "of-

fenders." pitifully poor people who
are there not out of evil intent but be-

cause the system oilers them no legal

way to make a ilecent living. The otli-

cial with whom I was riiliiig had been

compassionatel> describing the plight

of the poor as we drove up to the devas-

tated area. I'his lime his features hard

ened as he accosted the landless en-

croachers and questioned them about

their activities. Later he sent out a

squad of rangers to drive them out of

the reserve.

Stick by stick, Madhya Pradesh's

forest wealth is dissipating. But the

continued degradation of the state's

land, and hence of its people, is not

inevitable. Although the current losses

are striking, the potential for building

a sustainable forestry system in the

state is equally striking. Around every

village lie extensive grazing grounds

that have no chance to grow grass and

sizable, currently useless areas unfor-

tunately labeled "wastelands" in gov-

ernment statistics. Properly protected,

such areas could support thick stands

of fast-growing trees and grasses.

Traces of the social cooperation that is

the prerequisite of successful woodlots

are also visible. Near some villages

stand patches of high grass, unpro-

tected by any fence, yet left ungrazed

by mutual consent in order to keep a

fodder reserve for the dry season. The
land is there and the foresters know the

needed planting techniques; once a

constellation of forces appears that can

break the current immobility, village

forestry may catch on fast. The same
social organization that could bring

about reforestation could also facilitate

introduction of more efficient cooking

stoves and the replacement of free

grazing with stall feeding.

Right next door and to the southwest

of Madhya Pradesh, the state of Gu-
jarat, facing the same problems, is

proving that community forestry can

work in India. In Gujarat new forestry

institutions and attitudes are being

hammered out and some progress can

be seen. The state is one of the most

tree-poor regions in India—indeed, in

the world. Less than 10 percent of Ciu-

jarat is labeled forest reserve, and onl\

half that area contains commercial l\

exploitable timber. Mainly semiarid.

the state includes just 0.06 hectares of

forest reserve for each of its .^ 1 million

residents, less than half of India's ex-

tremely low national average. Never-

theless, the state from which Mahatma
Gandhi emerged to lead India to inde-

pendence is now providing national

leadership in social forestry.

I'uel-wood consumption in Gujarat

in l*->7.S was 4.8 million Ions, but only

2(M).(KK) tons were officially cMracted

from reser\es; the rem.uiuler was ci

ther imporietl from other slates ( incluil

ing Madhya Pradesh), gleaned from in-

creasingly barren comnuinity lands, or

poached from reserves. During the last

fifteen years, the market price ot

firewood in Gujarat has climbed faster

than the market prices of electricity and

oil. Scvcial government depots sell

firewood cheaply to the poorest of the

poor, but dung burning is also wide-

spread. So costly are poles and
firewood in Gujarat that, according to

the forest department, "fruit and fod-

der trees . . . are cut down in the prime
of life from agricultural lands to make
easy and quick money." Fodder—the

production and use of which are inte-

Where longstanding land abuse
and rapid population growth
have rendered districts bereft

of trees, villagers must resort to

dried cow dung for their

cooking fuel.

<2^<^\



grally related to forestry problems in

India— is also incredibly scarce. When
drought grips Gujarat, as it often does,

the always sparse grasslands become
totally inadequate to sustain the live-

stock population, and the state govern-

ment must import thousands of tons of

grass.

Bleak as Gujarat's forestry outlook

is, the state does have certain advan-

tages. Although 40 percent of its rural

population scratches by below the offi-

cial "poverty line," which is calcu-

lated to provide only bare subsistence,

the state's literacy rate of 36 percent

is one of India's highest. And its gov-

ernment is reputed to be one of the

most efficiently administered in India.

Acutely disadvantaged groups, tribals

and untouchables, make up one-fourth

of the total population, and one-fifth of

all rural households are headed by

landless farm laborers. But the state is

renowned for its successful coopera-

tive movements—especially the huge
Amul dairy cooperative, which has im-

proved the lot of poorer farmers in par-

ticular, and the forest laborers coopera-

tive societies, which have bettered the

position of what had been some of the

world's worst-oft workers. In general,

Gujarat's population displays a wide-

spread civic spirit; pride in the state's

role as the birthplace of the Gandhian
movement is deeply felt.

Latent advantages are, however, not

transformed into concrete results with-

out imaginative people who are able to

break with the ways of the past. In Gu-
jarati forestry, this critical leadership

was provided by M.K. Dalvi, the

former state chief conservator of

forests, whom many now call "the fa-

ther of social forestry in Gujarat." In

1969, Dalvi recalls, the state forest

service decided to try a new approach

that depended on personal involvement

and education of the public on the im-

portance of forestry.

The first part of what has evolved

into a many-dimensioned program was
the establishment of plantations along-

side roads and canal banks. The state

owns these strips of land and has car-

ried out the planting on them, but each

stretch of plantation is linked to a

nearby community that has grass-cut-

ting rights among the trees, helps pro-

tect the saplings, and shares in the prof-

its of the operation. This plantation

program marked a critical psycho-

logical turning point; it demonstrated

that trees could grow on what had been
desolate land and that the activities of

the forest department, long perceived

as primarily a policing agency, could

benefit the public. By 1978, more than

3,500 of the state's 10,500 miles of

roads and canals were lined with new
forests, and each year trees are planted

along another 950 miles.

A second important goal of the Gu-
jarati forest department is to encourage

private groups and individuals in the

cities, and farmers in the countryside,

to plant trees on available lands. So
anxious is the department to make Gu-
jarat green—for aesthetic and environ-

mental as well as economic reasons

—

that it provides seedlings and advice

free of charge to anyone who will take

them. Students in particular have been

mobilized to plant seedlings, and the

state's cities are becoming more pleas-

ant as trees spring up around schools,

government agencies, and stores. But

the really big potential for private com-
mercial forestry exists on farms.

So far, commercial forestry has been

integrated into farming mainly among
richer farmers with larger landhold-

ings. Some of these farmers have aban-

doned traditional crops altogether to

grow trees, usually fast-growing euca-

lyptus hybrids, on their lands. One has

planted seventy-three of the seventy-

seven hectares of irrigated land under

his control with eucalyptus trees. Wa-
tered and fertilized, the trees grow in-

credibly fast; his best specimen
reached a height of eighty-two feet in

four and a half years.

Harvested at five years, the trees im-

mediately send up shoots from their

stumps, so that several consecutive

harvests are possible before replanting

is necessary. The trunks of the trees are

sold for construction, while the

branches, bark, and leaves are sold for

fuel. Grass fodder and date palms are

sometimes planted between the rows.

The above-mentioned farmer is mak-
ing more profit per hectare growing

trees than he previously did growing

long-staple cotton, and he claims to be

hiring more labor, with the work
spread throughout the year rather than

concentrated during the frenetic agri-

cultural harvest period.

Farms of this sort have amply dem-
onstrated the biological and commer-
cial potentials of tree farming in Gu-
jarat, but they hardly constitute social

forestry. The forest department is now
considering a program of subsidies to

help smaller farmers plant trees on the

eroding, marginal portions of their

farms. Many farmers could raise their

incomes and better protect soil quality

through forestry, but they are too poor

to wait even a few years for the cash

returns on such an investment. Special

credit and aid measures will be neces-

sary to tide them over the initial years

if private tree growing is to spread

among poorer farmers.

The core of social forestry in Gujarat

is the village plantation scheme. Back
in 1973, following the initial success

of the roadside and canal-bank pro-

grams, foresters began visiting villages

to discuss the possible establishment of

plantations on some of their communal
lands. The foresters proposed to the

panchayats, the elected councils that

govern each village, that they set aside

a minimum of four hectares for this

purpose . The department would supply

seedlings and pay poorer villagers to

do the land preparation and planting;

in turn, the villages would guarantee to

protect the areas from grazing and un-

authorized wood gathering. The vil-

lages would have the right to harvest

grass and fruit from the plantations free

of charge. When it came time to har-

vest the trees, the councils and forest

department would split the proceeds.

Harvested firewood and timber would
be sold through government-run
depots at prices well below those of the

marketplace.

By 1978, after several years spent in

convincing initially suspicious coun-

cils that the proposed plantation plan

would be of benefit, nearly 3,000 of the

state's 18,000 villages had established

woodlots through the program. Each

year more agree to enter the scheme,

and many have decided to devote more
than the minimum four hectares to for-

estry. Some villages have even given

precious irrigation water over to tree

growing.

One reason for the spreading popu
larity of this village program is th{

quick return it generates. It is com-

monly thought that forestry takes too

long to be attractive to, or feasible for^

poor villagers, but this notion has been

disproved in Gujarat. After one year ol

protection from livestock, grass that

can be harvested by hand usually

springs up on the plantation lands

Suddenly the villagers begin to receive

economic benefits from an area that

was formerly worthless. In the second

year, some fruit trees begin to produce

as well. And even in the absence of

irrigation, most of the tree species

planted grow quickly enough to con-

vey an obvious economic message to

nearby residents.

Another potentially significant com-

ponent of the state's social forestry
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program is just now getting under way.

Large reserve forest areas have been

severely degraded by pilferage and the

encroachment of landless drifters,

much like those I had seen being

evicted from the forest in Madhya Pra-

desh. Efforts to establish plantations in

these reserve areas have been consist-

ently frustrated. The state is now plan-

ning an innovative measure that may
provide a secure and reasonable in-

come to those now undermining refor-

estation and at the same time create

forest resources. Through what forest-

ers are calling the "social security"

program, landless families will be

placed in charge of an area, initially

2.5 hectares, and paid year-round

wages to plant seedlings and protect

them to maturity. The family will be

assigned an additional area for planting

each year until the first year's trees are

ready for harvest—a period of ten or

more years—at which time the family

will receive 20 percent of the proceeds

from the sale of the timber. Thus cur-

rently rootless people will receive a

steady income and have a personal

stake in the quality of the forests they

tend.

As practiced to date, social forestry

in Gujarat has led to neither the self-

sustaining community involvement

nor the transformation of social rela-

tions that it can, in theory, entail. The
village woodlot program is clearly an

operation of the state forest service,

rather than a self-help scheme. The use

of elected councils as the main filters

through which village opinions are ex-

pressed and benefits are distributed is

enough in itself to keep the program

from rocking the socioeconomic boat;

the tendency of these bodies to be dom-

inated by economic elites and political

factions is legendary. Nevertheless, as

the local forestry program continues,

the villagers are gaining experience in

its management, and officials hope

eventually to give village institutions

more control over its operations. Anc

to the extent that procedures are set up

whereby new wealth is created on com^

munal lands and shared equitably

among villagers, the absolute well

being of the poor will be improved

The proposed social security program

in particular, will help some landless

people accumulate assets and gaii

more control over their lives.

Even under existing conditions, th(

degree of cooperation by Gujarat's vil

lagers has been phenomenal . The bes

evidence of this lies in the absence oi

strong fencing around both roadsid(



and village woodlots. The trenches,

live cactuses, or thorny shrubs now
used to demarcate the forests would

scarcely slow down a person intent on

stealing some fodder or fuel. "These

barriers are there more for psycho-

logical than for physical reasons,"

says one official, "and the amazing

lack of stealing is an indication of the

people's support for the social forestry

program." The barbed wire often

deemed essential by foresters working

in less cooperative environments

would be prohibitively expensive in

India—and in most developing coun-

tries, for that matter. Its absence in Gu-

jarat bodes well for the future of com-

munity forestry.

Despite its successes, Gujarat's so-

cial forestry program would be further

enhanced by a broader approach to the

problems it is addressing. The state's

firewood supplies are so inadequate,

and unused land of decent quality is so

rare, that fuel scarcity will never be

eliminated by tree planting alone. Al-

ternative energy sources and wood
conservation are also needed; ideally,

those introducing forestry to a village

would simultaneously promote these.

As the program is expanded with

World Bank assistance, Gujarat offi-

cials plan to integrate household dem-

onstrations of efficient cooking stoves

into the village forestry program, but

in general wood conservation has not

received anything approaching the pri-

ority attention the situation demands.

(A more efficient means of cremation,

which reduces the wood used in funer-

als from the usual y(K) to 1 , l(X) pounds

to just about 350 pounds is already

being pushed by foresters and a private

iMicial organization in Ciujarat. In a

country of 650 million, where virtually

all the dead are cremated, the new cre-

matorium could save a significant

amount of wood and also reduce family

funeral expenses.)

Whatever the Haws of social forestry

in Gujarat, they do not negate the cen-

tral fact thai this stale has reversed the

tide of forest depletion. In forestry,

things are improving rather than slid-

ing downhill. Success, of course,

breeds more success. Far from being

dispirited, as are those lighting land

degradation in so many places, (iu-

jaral's foresters seem imbued with a

spirit of achievement ami hope If the

pride and pleasure with which they

descrilx" their programs is any meas-

ure, the practice of successful commu
nity forestry must be one of the world's

more satisfying occupations. D
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Beethoven

Romantics
243626. Berlioz: Symphonic
Fantastique — Solti and the
Chicago Symphony (London)

283846. Bizet: Symphony
in C; Mendelssohn: Sym-
phony No. 4 (Italian) —
Stokowski, National Sym
Orchestra (Columbia)

240960. Borodin: Polovetslan
Dances—and other Russian
favorites (Night On Bald
Mountain, etc 1 Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

276808. Dvorak: Symphony
No. 7— Giullni conducting
London Symphony (Angel)

230433 Dvorak: Symphony
No. 9 (New World)

-

Bernstein conducts New
York Phil (Columbia)

262337 Elgar: Symphony
No. 2— Solti and the London
Philharmonic (London):*:

230417. Franck: Symphony
in D Minor — Bernstein,
New York Phil (Columbia) :(:

277392. Granados: Goyescas
— scintillating brilliance
. . astonishing'' —N Y Times
Alicia de Larrocha (London)

230391. Grieg: Piano
Concerto: Rachmaninoff:
Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini — P Entremont,
Ormandy cond (Columbia)

228684 Grieg: PeerGynt
Suites 1 and 2: Bizet:
Carmen Suites — Bernstein.
N Y Phil (Columbia)

237743. Liszt: Hungarian
Rhapsodies 1 ,2; Enesco:
Roumanian Rhapsodies
1, 2— Eugene Ormandy and
Phila Orch (Columbia)

289892-289893. Liszt:

Piano Music — fantastic
performances by the leg-
endary Erwin Nyiregyhazi
(Counts as 2 — Columbia):;:

278564. Mendelssohn: A
Midsummer Nights Dream
(complete)— Andre Prevm,
London Symphony (Angel)

232504 Mussorgsky:
Pictures At An Exhibition;
Night On Bald Mountain—
Ormandy, Phila (Columbia)

213330. Offenbach: Galte
Parisienne- Bernstein.
N Y Phil (Columbia!

176578 Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 2; etc
— Gary Graffman, Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

277038. Rachmaninoff:
Piano Concerto No. 3—
Lazar Berman; Abbado cond
London Sym (Columbia)

203745 Rachmaninoff:
Piano Sonata in B-Flat
Minor; Three Etudes-
Tableaux; Prelude in G
Sharp; etc. —Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia):!:

230409. Rimsky-Korsakov:
Scheherazade — Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

232116. Rossini: William
Tell Overture— plus works
by Herold, Suppe, Thomas
-Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)

274001. Saint-Saens: Piano
Concertos Nos. 1 and 5
(Egyptian) — P Entremont;
Plasson, LOrch de Capitole
de Toulouse (Columbia)

285411 Saint-Saens:
Symphony No. 3 (Organ)—
Raver (organ), Bernstein,
New York Phil (Columbia)

234237 Schumann: Piano
Concerto; Mendelssohn:
Piano Concerto No. 1

—
Serkin; Ormandy and the
Phila. Orch, (Columbia)

276279 Schumann: Piano
Sonatas No. 1.2 — Lazar
Berman [Col /Melodiya)

278499. Sibelius: Symphony
No. 1 ; Swan Of Tuonela —
Stokowski, National Phil-

harmonic Orch (Columbia)

250795. Sibelius; Symphony
No. 2 — Tauno Hannikainen,
The Smfonia of London
(Columbia Musical Trees )

191007 Sibelius: Finlandia;
Karelia Suite— also works
by Grieg. Alfven Ormandy,
Phila Orch (Columbia)

225888. Smetana: Moldau;
Bartered Bride Overture,
Dances; Dvorak: Carnival
Overture — Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

268482 Johann Strauss:
Tales From Vienna Woods;
Die Fledermaus Overture;
others Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

275628 Richard Strauss:
Also Sprach Zarathustra:
Till Eulenspiegel; Don
Juan — Solti conducting
Chicago Sym (London)

255620. Wagner: Organ Orgy
—opera excerpts tran-

scribed for organ' Anthony
Newman (Columbia)

Chopin
216036. Chopin: Piano
Concerto No. 2; DeFalla:
Nights In the Gardensof
Spain — Alicia de Larrocha,
pianist (London)

246843. Chopin: Mazurkas.
Etudes, and more— new
recordings by Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)

208934. Chopin: Polonaise
Fantaisie; Introduction and
Rondo; many more— Vladimir
Horowitz (Columbia)

280750. Chopin: Three
Waltzes: Two Nocturnes;
Polonaise-Fantaisie; Six
Mazurkas; Barcarolle.
V Ashkenazy (London)

Haydn
257956. Hayan: Symphonies
101 (Clock! and 103 (Drum
RoM)-Bernstemandthe
N Y Phil (Columbia!
218099. Haydn: Symphonies
No. 94 (Surprise! and 95
—Casals, Marlboro Fest-
ival Orch (Columbia!*

229658 Beethoven: Pianc
Concerto No. 5 (Emperor!
— Serkin, Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

230425. Beethoven:
Violin Concerto— Isaac
Stern: Bernstein, New
York Phil (Columbia)

Brahnij
267963 Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 1 — Artur
Rubinstein: Zubin Mehta.
Israel Phil (London)

238436. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 2— Rudolf
Serkin; Szell, Cleveland
Orchestra (Columbia)

233130. Brahms: Sympho
No. 1 —Ormandy and the
Phila Orch (Columbia)

283788. Brahms: Tragic
Overture: Variations On
A Theme By Haydn: Aca-
demic Festival Overture
— Bernstein and the New
York Phil (Columbia)

236810. Brahms: Violin

Concerto— Isaac Stern;
Eugene Ormandy and the
Phila Orch (Columbia)

Mahler "fchaikovsky
237024 Mahler: Symphony
No. 1 (Titan)— Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

239046-239047 Mahler:
Symphony No. 2 (Resur-
rection)— Bernstein
and the London Symphony
(Counts as 2-Columbia)4:

279190-279191. Mahler:
Symphony No. 5—Zubin
Mehta, Los Angeles Phil

(Counts as 2— London)

250845 Tchaikovsky:
Piano Concerto No. 1 —
Watts, piano, Bernstein,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

201129 Tchaikovsky:
1812 Overture: Serenade
for Strings — Ormandy
Phila Orch (Columbia)

231563. Tchaikovsky: Swan
Lake and Sleeping Beauty
Ballet Suites — stunning
performances by Ormandy.
Phila Orch (Columbia)

281550. Tchaikovsky:
Symphony No. 6 (Pathe-
tique) — Solti. Chicago
Symphony (London)

242750. Tchaikovsky and
Mendelssohn Violin Con-
certos—Stern, violin;

Ormandy, cond (ColumbI*

289207-289208 TchaikOV
sky: The Nutcracker
(complete! —The Americai
Ballet Theatre Production
directed by Baryshnikov
(Counts as 2 — Columbia^

\\/^herever you are in your classical collection,

" you've probably been adding to it one at a

time. Now, here's a marvelous opportunity to

add 11 albums all at once. Maybe aimplete your

Beethoven symphonies. Round out your Bach.

Or take your fascination with Mahler a little

further. Even experiment a bit in areas you've

hea.rd about, but haven't heard yet.

To lake advantage of this unique opportunity,

simply tell us on tne application which 11 selec-

tions you'd like to add to your collection right

now. The 11 tapes or records you choose will be

sent to you at once -all 11 for only $1.00, plus

shipping and handling.

Your only membership obligation is to buy
just eight more selections in the coming three

years, at the regular Club prices (which cur-

rently are $7.98 or $8.98, plus shipping and han-

dling. Mulli-unil sets and Double Selections

may be somewhat higher).

Think of it. ..you need buy just two or three

records or tapes a year. .and you won't have any

difficulty in selecting them, because you'll

receive our Classical Bulletin regularly every

four weeks (13 times a year). And we'll also send

you the regular Club Magazine, which contains

additional classical recordings, as well as hun-
dreds of selections from every field of music. In

addition, up to six times a year we may send

some special issue of the Bulletin, offering

extra-special savings.

This Bulletin will lell you about many of the

newest classical releases and we'll even select

one as "The Selection of the Month"-but there

Ls no obligation lo accept it. ..order only those

you want when voii wiwl Ihem!

A special response card will be enclosed with

each Bulletin, .and you may use it to order or

reject any selections offered simply by mailing it

by the date specified. And if you want only The
Selection of the Month, you need do nothing-it

will be shipped to you automatically. What's

more, you'll have at least ten full days in which

to make your decision -if you ever have less

time than that, just return The Selection of the

Month at our expense, for full credit.

You may cancel membership at any time after

you've purchased eight selections—or continue

under our special bonus plan, which offers you
substantial savings on all future purchases.

Here, indeed, is the most convenient way possi-

ble of acquiring the classical library you want-
<il the greatest savings possible! Furthermore, if

you are not satisfied for any reason, just return

your introductory shipment within 10 days-
your membership will tie cancelled and you will

owe nothing. So you risk absolutely nothing by

filling In and mailing the application today!

All applications are subject lo review and Columbia
House reserves the right lo reject any application

Note: scleclions with iwo numbers are 2-rt'i.-

iird sets or double-lengtfi tapes. Each of these

"double selections" counts as 2 — so please

\\rite in both numbers.

Columbia
House



missinsl
273409 Beelhoven: Three ^H ^^F
Favorile Piano Sonatas 171S04 Swilched-On-Bach ^^k^^^^

\bcal/Instrumental

Collections

273409 Beelhoven: Three
Favorile Piano Sonatas
Moonlight Palhetique
Appassionaia, -Vladimir
HorowiU Columbia)

273334 Beelhoven:
Symphony No. 3 fEroicai

Soil! and the Chicago
Symphony iLondoni

225904 Beelhoven:
Symphonies No. 5 and 8 —
Orm.indy Phila 'Columbia)

270702 Beelhoven:
Symphony No. 7: Egmont
Overture — Stokowski, New
Philharmonia (London)

252874 Beethoveo:
Symphony No. 9 (Chorale]
—Ormandy and the Phila-

delphia Orch (Columbia)

262493-262494 Bach:
Suites 1-4 and more lute

music played by John
Williamson the guitar

Counts as 2-Columbia)

246355 Bach: The Four
Great' Toccatas and
Fugues~E Power Biggs
organ (Columbia!

235150. Best Of Bach

-

Toccata & Fugue in D Minor,
Fugue in G Minor others
E Power Biggs (Columbiai

231134 Bach: Goldberg
Variations — Glenn Gould
piano (Columbia)

171504. SvKitched-On-Bach
-classical besl-seiler of

the decade' Moog versions
oi Air On A G String:
Wachet Aut: etc —played
by Walter Carlos (Columbia)

Bach
Mozart
Moderns
237768 Banok: Concerto
For Orchestra Boule;
N Y Phil iColumbiai

263293 Claude Boiling:
Suite for Flute & Jazz
Piano Jean Pierre
Rampal flute, BoHinq
piano fColumbiai

231 142 Copland Billy The
Kid; Rodeo- Bernstein
N Y Phil iColumbiai

240473. Copland; Appalachian
Spring (Original version;
Copland cond iColumbiaj

264341 Falla: The Three-
Corcwred Hat Ballet;

Harpsichord Concerto
Igor Kipnis. Boule^ and
N Y Phil (Columbia

269183 Oershwin: Rhapsody
In Blue (with Gershwin s

1925 piano roll ). American
In Paris - Michael Tilson
Thomas N Y Phil (Columbia)

201665 Orole; Orand Canyon
Suite Ormandy Philadel-
Rhi.iOrch (Columbia!

218107. Hoist: The Planets
Bernstein and Now York

PhilharrTwnic (Columbia)

2S2SSI Ort): Carmlna
Burana - Michael Tilson
Thomas. Cleveland Orch
and Chorus (Columbia)

)|( Selecllont marked with a star

THE CLASSICAL DIVISION OF COLUMBIA
MUSIC CLUB INVITES YOU TO TAKE

233718 Mozart: Symphonies
No 40ar>d 41 iJupiter
- Bernstein and New York
Philharmonic iColumbia

269S5S Mozart; Piano
Concertos No. 14 and 24
- M Perahia English
Chamber Orch ((Solumbia)--!:

286252 Mostly Mozart.
Volume 3 — pianist Alicia
deLarrocha plays three
charming sonatas, and
some Bach too I London

)

Baroque Schubert
283796 Ravel: Bolero:
Alborado Del Gracioso;
La Valse. Bernstein and
L Orchestre National de
France (Columbia)

283101 Respighl; Pines
01 Rome; Feste Romane
(Roman Festivals) Maazel.
Cleveland Orch (London)

250761 Rodrigo; Concierto
De Aranjuez; Villa-Lobos;
Concerto For Guitar
John Williams, Barentxiim
Eng Chamber (Columbia)

281493. Stravinsky; Rile
Ol Spring. Stunning new
recording' Zubin Mehta,
N Y Phil (Columbia)

1S5309 Stravinsky:
Firebird and Pelrushka
Ballet Suites Columbia
Symphony conducted by
Stravinsky (Columbia)
267427 Weill; "Threepenny
Opera" (original 1976castl
- Electnlying Steroo
Review (Columbia)

281287 John Williams;
Suites From "Star Wars"
and "Close Encounters
Ol The Third Kind
Zubin Mehta Los Angeles
Philharmonic (London)

282582 Greatest Hits Ol
1720 Includes Pachelbel
Canon. Mouret Rondo
(Theme Irom Masterpiece
Theater"): elc Richard
Kapp Philharmonia Vir-

tuosi ol N Y (Columbia)

256503. Handel; Water
Music (complete)- Boulez
N Y Phil iColumbia)*

288704 Telemann: Suite
in A Minor: Vivaldi:

Double Concertos —
Isaac Str-rri ji-an-Pierre
Rampal ioin the Jerusalem
Music Center Chamber
Orch in these delightful

works (Columbia)

227561 Vivaldi: The Four
Seasons violinist Pinchas
Zukerman and the English
Ch.imhi'r Orrh irnliimhial

TAKE YOUR PICK

285361 Schubert: Symphony
No 9inC The Great -

Zubin Mehta and the Israel

Philharmonic iLondoni

263210 Schubert: Sonata
inB-llatiOp Poslh D9601
— Serkin piano (Columbiai 5i<

231126 Schubert: Symphony
No 8 lUnlinished). Mendel-
ssohn; Symphony No 4
(Italianl - Bernstein and
N Y Phil (Columbia)

289520 Vladimir Horowitz
Encores — virtuoso fire-

works as he plays Chopin
Liszt Rachmaninoff
Debussy etc Columbia

207357. Mormon Tat>ernacle
Choir; Climb Every Mountain
- also The Sound Of Music.
Sunrise Sunset Lost In

The Stars etc ((Columbia!

288720 Luciano Pavarotti
Hits Irom Lincoln Center:
anas sung on his historic

telecast —Verdi Puccini
Donizetti etc London

280602 Jean-Pierre Rampal
Plays His Favorite Encores
- Bach Airi On TheG
Sifng

. etc Columbiai

280610 Jean-Pierre Rampal

-

Greatest Hits Fulabu
Inoue piano Co(umbia

282574 Jean-Pierre Rampal
and Lily Laskine — Sakura.
Favorite Japanese melodies
transcribed tor flute and
harp Unique' (Columbia)

283S07-2B3508. Rudoll
Serkin On Television —
75th Birthday Concert:
great works by Beethoven
Haydn Schut>en Mozart
(Counts as 2-Columbia)5it

264663. Beverly Sills and
Andre Kostelanetz —
Plaisird'Amour Songs by
Delibes Poulenc Bizet.
Martini etc Columbia)

280016 Beverly Sills

-

Opera Arias. Favorite
anas by Rossini Verdi.
Bellini lAngel)

223818. Isaac Stern -
Romance. Favorite melodies
for quiet hours — Rachma-
ninoff Vocalise. Borodin
Nocturne, etc (Columbia)

276345 Leopold Stokowski
- his own transcriptions of
Flight ol the Bumblebee:
Clair de Lune: Perpetuum
Mobile: e\c ^Columbia)

219881 John Williams

-

Guitar's Greatest Hits.

Sor Variations On A
Theme By Mozart. Bach;
Gavoffe:elc (Columbia)
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The Glorious Bird
A bald eagle named Old Abe was carried

into battle during the Civil War

by Gerald Carson

From time immemorial, birds have

been held in particular esteem as

omens and as totems, especially the

eagle, whose soaring flights were inter-

preted in Homer's Odyssey as signs of

events yet to come in human affairs

.

And the eagle has been the symbol of

Saint John the Evangelist, of imperial

Rome, and of other proud empires that

have since risen and passed away.

In our own American annals, no in-

dividual member of the zoological

world can rival Old Abe, the Wiscon-

sin Civil War eagle, in the nation's af-

fections, although one might get an ar-

gument in favor of Jumbo, P.T. Bar-

num's celebrated elephant, or of a

magnificent, shaggy, American bull

bison whose name may or may not

have been Black Diamond and whose
home was probably, but not certainly.

New York's Central Park Zoo. The
bison was real, all right, but the high

regard in which he was held was due

in part to an unfair advantage: he repre-

sented money since his profile ap-

peared on the reverse of the "buffalo"

nickel.

But on to our eagle, who was, after

all, designated our national bird in

1782. Early in 1861, at sugar-making

time, a Chippewa Indian called Chief

Sky captured a young bald eagle (Ha-

liaeetus leucocephalus) at the head-

waters of the Flambeau River near the

line between Wisconsin's Ashland and

Pierce counties. Finding a large, tub-

like nest of mud and sticks in a tall

pine, the Indian felled the tree amid the

screams and menaces of the parent

birds. A few weeks later, when the

Flambeau band moved south to dispose

of baskets, furs, and moccasins. Chief

Sky carried the young bird to Eagle

Point. There a farmer named Dan Mc-
Cann acquired the bird, now nearly

grown and handsome, for a bushel of

corn. McCann, in turn, took the eagle

to Eau Claire, where members of the

Eau Claire Badgers, later Company C
of the Eighth Wisconsin Volunteer In-

fantry, chipped in to buy the appealing

raptor for $5.00, although a variant ac-

count says the price was $2.50. The

captain of the company gave the bird

the felicitous name Old Abe in compli-

ment to President Abraham Lincoln.

Old Abe was formally sworn into the

service of the United States in a cere-

mony that included placing red, white,

and blue ribbons around his graceful

neck and a rosette of the same colors

on his breast. A new rank, eagle

bearer, was created, and a soldier was
detailed to carry the eagle beside the

regimental colors on a special perch.

Little flags made by two patriotic ladies

were placed on each side when the reg-

iment was on the march. The bearer

wore a belt with a socket to receive the

butt end of the staff. The pole was

about five feet long, which made it pos-

sible to carry the eagle three feet above

the heads of the men. This, a member
of Company C recalled, "made him

quite conspicuous."

Early in September 1861, the Eau
Claire Eagles (formerly Badgers)

boarded the steamer Stella Whipple

with banners flying. People shouted

and wept, as they said farewell to the

young recruits departing for the war.

The little steamer carried the soldiers

downriver to the Mississippi where it

was made fast to the levee at La
Crosse. There the First Wisconsin Bat-

tery boomed a salute. As the spectators

shouted greetings, the war eagle was

state Historical Society of
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carried proudly above the line of

march, the color bearer and the eagle

bearer heading the column—the colors

on the right, eagle on the left. At this

lime an offer for Old Abe, the first of

many, was made and refused. The bird

could not be bought, even for $200 on

the barrelhead.

The company traveled by rail from

La Crosse to Madison, to join the regi-

ment forming at Camp Randall, mov-

ing briskly at the quickstep past the

capitol building to the gates of the

camp. At that moment Old Abe be-

came a celebrity. As the men of the

Seventh Wisconsin lined up on each

side of the entrance to greet the new
men of the Eighth, and the band played

"Yankee Doodle."" the majestic bird

cast an eye on the American flag float-

ing above him, seized its starry folds

in his beak, and spread his wings to

their full extent—six and a half feet.

It was an irresistible lahleaii vivanl.

The crowds went wild when they

grasped the symbolism—our national

bird, the bird of freedom, aligning the

natural world with the Union cau.se.

Omen indeed!

At the time. Old Abe weighed about

ten and a half pounds. His breast was

broad and heavy; his body symmetrical

with a white tail, well rounded. He had

a large, well-developed head, bright

yellow legs, and talons sharp as grap-

pling irons. The plumage was brown
with hints of gold, ihe greater part of

the neck a snowy while, the iris of the

eyes a brilliant straw color, the pupils

a piercing black. For this splendid

creature a new, more elaborate, round

wooden perch was designed. At each

end were clusters of gi>lden arrows,

and underneath Ihe crossbar, a shield

with paintcil stars antl stripes was at-

tached and slightly slanted in recogni-

tion t)f the biological necessities of

eagles (and for the comfort of eagle

bearers) Below, there appeared the

legend. 'Kth Reg.W.V.'" A leather

ring was attached to one of the eagle's

legs, with a stout cord ab4)ut twenty

feel long. On a march or during a bat-

tle, the eagle bearer look in the slack.

Get the lowdown on
Down Under.

Come to Australia—and get it first hand. Everything you've read

about, heard about—and couldn't really believe. (Some of it, even after

you've seen it, you won't believe!) The only-in-Australia spectaculars

—

the Outback, Great Barrier Reef, the Sydney Opera House. Koala bears,

fairy penguins, platypuses. Fossicking for gemstones. Game-fishing,

horse-racing, reef-walking (even a train ride on the Puffing Billy!). Not the

energetic type?Relax on one of many easy-going sightseeing tours. Send
for our free 80-page full-color Travel Planner—or get it from your Travel

Agent. But for all the lowdown, come to Australia. It's even better than

*''"' New lowdown fares!
Lowest ever—some 66% off! Call your Travel Agent for the new

airfares. Bargain tickets for vacationers, business travelers, visiting

relatives, or just plain'Australia or busf'people. Whichever ^ncci
you are, there was never a better time to come. .«--»^ iritt.
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giving the bird a free play of about

three feet.

At Saint Louis, where the Eighth ar-

rived on the 14th of October, the

boys—and they were boys—were ad-

dressed by dignitaries including Sim-

eon Cameron, secretary of war, and

General George H. Thomas. The

Union ladies gave the handkerchief sa-

lute, the crowds were enthusiastic. In

the excitement of the day. Old Abe
broke loose from his moorings and had

to be coaxed back to his perch. And the

ottering price for him rose to $500,

without response. Incidentally, the war

eagle, who could easily have returned

to his wild state on numerous occa-

sions, never failed to come back after

being at liberty, although often at a

time of his own choosing.

The Eighth Wisconsin was assigned

to the western theater of war, where it

did railroad guard duty, manned rifle

pits, and engaged in a number of skir-

mishes. On various occasions it took

heavy casualties, being under heavy

Members of the color guard of the

Eighth Wisconsin Volunteer Infantry

pose with Old Abe in Vicksburg,

Mississippi, July 1863.

fire at the battles of Farmington and

Corinth; the capture of Island No. 10;

the assault on Jackson, Mississippi ; the

siege of Vicksburg. It took part in the

Red River expedition, and later,

toward the end of its period of enlist-

ment, in the two-day battle at Nashville

in 1864. The eagle was in the thick of

it all, carried high on all marches, pres-

ent at every battle in which the Eighth

was engaged, spreading his wings

when he heard the bugle calls, and

screaming through the smoke and roar

of battle. At Corinth, according to one

version of the story. Old Abe's cord

was cut by a bullet and the war eagle

soared high above the battle, even

dropping rocks upon the rebel forces.

This may be carrying anthropomor-

phism pretty far, but it is a fact that the

phenomena of war—the drums and rat-

tle of musketry and the roar of can-

non—did excite the bird, and the rest

is, well, a matter of the will to believe.

At any rate, the eagle undoubtedly

lifted up the spirits of a whole regi-

ment. And he survived. Once he wa-

vered in the sky, but a solicitous exam-

ination showed that only a few tail

feathers had been shot away.

Like all soldiers. Old Abe found that

in war there is more waiting than fight-

ing. When in quarters, Abe was al-

lowed a good deal of freedom. He
amused himself catching bugs, fishing

in a creek, tipping over water pails,

stealing baseballs, sneaking into the

sutler's tent for dainties. Old Abe
never forgot a grudge and punished any

soldier foolish enough to "get fresh"

with him. In general he was as inde-

pendent as a hog on ice. Abe disliked

dogs, except for Frank, the regimental

dog, who brought in rabbits, squirrels,

rats, and mice; as a gourmet, however,

his preference was for Confederate

chicken, which seemed to agree with

his constitution remarkably well. Once
Abe discovered a cup of peach brandy

and swallowed it, thus rounding out his

military experience by finding out what

it was like to be drunk.

As his fame spread, tributes to Old

Abe came from high personages. On
one occasion a group of generals

dashed past , among them General U.S.

Grant, who doffed his hat in salute to

the eagle; on another. General William

T. Sherman, noticing the elan of the

Eighth Wisconsin, remarked: "'You

are worthy to carry the American

eagle." Once the Eighth got into trou-

ble over the eagle; an entire line of

march was held up when Old Abe
could not be found. The Eighth had

been ordered to report at once to bri-

gade headquarters on the Memphis
road. The bugler sounded the assem-

bly; officers barked "fall in." But the

boys did not march. An aide-de-camp

came to repeat the order. Still the regi-

ment did not move. The ranks were

watching the eagle keeper out in a field

trying to get Old Abe to come down
out of the sky. After this was accom-

plished, the formation moved off

smartly with the long, swinging stride

characteristic of western men. Before

they appeared at headquarters, how-

ever, a third peremptory order had

gone out from the general of brigade.

Then the following colloquoy took

place between the general and the reg^
mental commander.

"Colonel, did you not receive"

orders to report here with your com-

mand some time ago?"
"Yes, sir," replied the colonel.

"Then why did you not repo#

promptly—you have kept the column

waiting nearly an hour."

"General," said the colonel, "Old

Abe was off when your unexpected

orders were received, and the boys of

the Eighth would not march without

their eagle."

"I don't blame them. Under the cir-

cumstances," said the old general,

"damned if I would have marched ei-

ther."
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As your introduction to

Astronomy BookClub
Choose either

this $69.35
Basic Astronomy
Library for

only $3.00
35563-3. Hires ekvicd SCI of five books thai will

pn>\idc you with a basic. ucll-rv>undcd asimnomy library. Firsl

Henry L. Ship
verSe-

ulsianding THE RESYLESS IM-
a- than 4?(>-page lour of ihe ideas, pnnciples. and

ppnccsscs ot modern asln>nom\. Lonlamin^ moa- than ^.M) iMusira-

lions and tables Then, a mar^elousK readable overview oi ihe

latest advances m Ihe "new asm>nonn," Shipmans BL.4tK
HOLES. Ql A.S.AR.S. AM) THE IMVKRSE. Ncm Richard S
Lewis's sweepini; sursev ol mans pla^c in space. KROM VIN-
LANDTO .VIARS. Then, an unequalcd lield t:uidc i.uhc heavens.
WHITNEY'S STAR KINDER. Finallv. a |usi-published rvtercnce

that's going to become a "musl" tor an\ aslronomv a-ader. Ihe

ILLtSTRATEI) ENC VCT.OPEDIA OF ASTROSO.MV AND
SmC'E. Publishers' price for ."ibiM.k set S.^'' '5 Cwus as .( ./
your J hooks. To order check BASIC A.STRONONn LIBRARY
on your coupon

any other 3 books for only $1.00 each
o-A for a Inal period and agr< discounts— over the next 12 rrKM>i'-

J.mf
17.50

45050.THE ENDS OE KHE EARTH, htw,
Afimov Evcrylhin(! about the fm/en polar wastes,

fn«n Ihcir exciting! discovery to their effect on world
climate $15.00

43217. MURMURS OE THE EARTH. (.jW.S<iku/i
rl al The story of the a'cttaled messages canir-d

h> the ^^o\llHl•r space pnibc. man's first attempt at

interstellar communication $15.00

79735. Sm( ESHIPS OE THE MIND. VivW Cal
Jrr Scientifically plausible pmposals for man's
self dia-ctcd evolution, his coloni/alion of space,
ind the restoration of the eanh to a moa- natural

state $14.95

$71133. THE LAROUSSE ClIDE TO ASTRON-
OMY, thnii/ Hukfr A thofinigh summarv ol the uni-

verse Pocked with I. 'lor phiti-sand illust'ralnms

$15.95

1102.55. SI'ARS AND NEBULAS. ItiHi.im J K.iuf
munn III (overs evervthing from radio signals in

vp.ive lo time as ihc louiih dimension $13.00

rNIVERSE.//i;in / Shipman An absorbine ev
plot 'n ol Ihe Inmtiers ol aslnmoiin $15. .50

.5%»0. MAN AND THE STARS. Hanhun Hr„»n
Complete and thoroughly entenaintng history o(

mans constant fascination with the sccats of Ihc
heavens $14.95

79725. SB\( E FREK; Tht Endlru Mlgrallnn.
(ilrnn iiiiil Ki'hitnon Pa-scnts the cconoini. polm
val and philosophical effcvts ol sp.uc coloni/alion

$9.95

.'5000. THE ILL! STRATED EN( Y( LOPEDIA
OE \^^K()\()M^ vvDspvtK $ift.95

(values to $58.95)

58585. I.IEE ON MARS. Ihiu.l I Chan.llir
Speculates that life iiiav indeed be pa-sent $9.95

73939-2. THE RESTLESS I NIVERSE/
WHITNEY'S .STAR EINDER. S,i ,ouiiiyir. m : of

$21.90

40685. THE COSMU ERONTIERS OE GEN-
ERAL RELATIVITY. li//;..i.« J Koufmwn III

Nontechnical introduction to posilunstcinian
physics $12.95

80585. STELLAR EVOLUTION. /4 7 MraJowy
Ihc modern theories of the oricin and evolution of

stars explained in Mndcrstandabic language $16.50

53015. THE HISTORK AL SUPERNOVAE.
( liiri iinJ Slrphrnwn Eirsi detailed study ol super

ni>va a'mnanis based on historical observations,

particularly far Eastern $16.50

R.546I. UNTIL THE SUN DIES. I>r Kohrri Jm
Iron Account of the crration of the universe and the

evolution of life as uncoveird b\ twentieih-ccnlury

science $8.95

69.M3. PLANETARY ENCOUNTERS. Rohm »
Ponrr\ The case lor all out exploration ol our solar

system in this century $13.95

49240. EROM VINI.AND TO MARS. Ri. hanl .S

/ciiii A sweeping historv ol a Ih.Hisand vcars i>l

cspl..i n $15.00

.M678. ASTRONOMY DAIA B(M)k./;.>/'i'i.o>i .<

Muiiilrn (iuide ti> technical nitormaiion list ol con
stellalions. laws ol planclarv motion, magnitude,
telescope tvpes. much mon- \Wrll illustrated with
..ver Vl pages of tables and charts $12.95

(Publishers' Pnces sho >n)

3S740. THE BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO THE
SKIES. ( /iir./i. . // ( /.mi/ivAoi. Illustrated trfcr
ence covering planet positii>ns. constellations, paths
ol the sun. moon and stars $7.95

.^»585. A H«)l SE IN SWCE. Hrnr\ S F Cintptr.

Jr Skylab's unique experiments and observations Ms

well as a hehindthescenes look at the astninaul\
experiences $8.9$

64157-2. THE RAND-McNALLY NEW CON-
CISE ATLAS OE THE I NIVER.SE. P.iiriik

Moorr Nearlv I.INId illustrations with 41X1 in spec,

tacularcolor Si/e IIIVl x U'l I ounl\.n : olumr .<

K.o*. $29.95

66275-2. THE ORKilN OE THE -SOLAR SYS-
TEM. /./i(r./ hi .S f Itrrmoii Exceptional a-lea-nce

on such aa-as as planet livnnation. galactic panes-
ses. gravitational eltects. and much nuHv Couniftt\
Jo/vour l/>,«>i< $39.00

84353. TOTHEREDPI.ANET./M. flnoff" Vili

ing expedition illustrated ihmughoul with NASA
photographs ln>m the missi.in. with diagrams, and
with pictua's ol Ihe people and euuipmcnl in

c.lvcO $19.9$

•S9800. MAN DISCOVERS THE GALAXIES.
Kfhoiill R,r,n,l:rnri,il 'V siudv ol whol is known
about ihe galaxies, and how we ^ame to know it

$15.9$
about ihe galaxies, an
Over :illlinusiralionv

II the irplv cani has been iriii.wrd niease wril

A«ln)iHimv Bmik Club
Drpl. I -A5E RIvrrxidr. N.J. 08370

lo obtain membership inloniulii>n and an applu



A furlough home enabled the war

eagle to celebrate the Fourth of July,

1864, in Chippewa Falls, and the Wis-

consin State Journal noticed that he

had put on weight and "acquired dig-

nity and ease of bearing ... the imper-

sonation of haughty defiance." The
eagle participated in his final battle at

Hurricane Creek, Mississippi, in the

late summer of 1864. At the time he

was mustered out of service, P.T. Bar-

num, the great showman of the age,

made an unsuccessful bid of $20,000

for the sacred bird. Governor Lewis
received the bald eagle as an honored

charge of the state. A large, airy cage

in a special room was prepared for Old
Abe in the capitol building, and he was
given life tenancy in his quarters and

the right to draw rations in perpetuity.

On nice summer days, Abe, with his

attendant, enjoyed the freedom of the

capitol grounds under the shade of ven-

erable oak trees.

But Old Abe's career was not over;

he still had public duties to perform as

a civilian. He was in demand as a star

feature of sanitary fairs (to raise money
for medical care for soldiers) and en-

campments of the Grand Army of the

Republic, where the boys cheered,

marched, ate hardtack and sowbelly,

sang Civil War marching songs, and

cheered for Old Abe—while he
cheered back, after his fashion. On
these occasions, devoted to nostalgia

and charity, Abe lent a photograph or

atail feather (worth $10) to raise funds

for sick and wounded veterans. At a

great fair in Chicago, for example, in

1865, the eagle raised about $16,000.

In fact, in a souvenir book written

about Old Abe, the author explained in

a note that the volume was "prepared

to furnish a means whereby a few vet-

erans, maimed in the service of their

country, might turn an honest penny."
When the Republican Party nomi-

nated No-Surrender Grant for presi-

dent in 1 868 , the Chicago Tribune said

that the veteran eagle flapped his wings
in approbation, which caused the en-

thusiastic eagle-biographer to head a

chapter ' 'Old Abe Nominates Grant for

President." With fame came portrai-

ture, not only by the camera but also

in sculpture. Abe sat (or perched?) for

Leonard W. Volk, the sculptor who
preserved Lincoln and Stephen A.

Douglas in marble. Working the clay

in life-size form, Volk approximated
Old Abe ' s famous pose of 1 86 1 , wings
partly spread, holding the folds of the

flag in his beak. Unfortunately, we
know this work of art only by inade-

quate description; the plaster mold
perished in the great Chicago fire of

1871.

Eighteen-hundred and seventy-

six—the centennial of American inde-

pendence. It goes without saying that

Old Abe attended the great Centennial

Exhibition in Philadelphia, the first of

our great World's Fairs in the United

States. Abe was one of the chief attrac-

tions during that centennial summer,
feted especially on Wisconsin Day.

Standing on the national escutcheon,

supported on a lofty pole, he behaved

with the dignity of a hero of some
forty-two battles and skirmishes.

Crowds were always at hand, and the

bird surveyed the animated scene

around him, a historian of the exposi-

tion wrote, "with an air of royal ma-
jesty."

Old Abe's death and apotheosis

were spectacular, not to say, Wag-
nerian , and fully consistent with his ex-

traordinary life. He didn't peg out until

March 1881, when a paint-and-oil

smudge fire in the capitol basement

created a suITocating volume of oily

smoke. The eagle was rescued but

never recovered from smoke inhala-

tion, refused all food, and died on
March 26 in the arms of his keeper. A
gracefully posed image of the bird was
preserved by the art of taxidermy and

displayed in the Capitol War Museum
until February 1904. Then another fire

swept through much of the museum,
this time destroying all that remained

of Old Abe. "The vision ends," wrote

an amateur poet, "and we will leave

him there,/And trust in God with faith

and earnest prayer/That Victory's

dream be fully realized,/And all the

world be nobly eagleized!"

Old Abe's memory endures. Today
on state highway 178, approximately

eight miles northeast of Chippewa
Falls and the Chippewa River, a histor-

ical marker commemorates the

"glorious bird" at a wayside that is

part of the old McCann farm, and an

oil portrait by an unknown artist hangs
in the state capitol in Madison, Wis-

consin. It perpetuates a legend, yes,

not of the Paul Bunyan school of unnat-

ural natural history, such as the Black

Hodag, Bovinis spiritualis, subject of

many tall tales, but an affectionate leg-

end, mostly true, based upon verifiable

fact.

Gerald Carson is author of the book
Men, Beasts and Gods: A History of

Cruelty and Kindness to Animals
(Scribner paperback).

Where to buy
ZEISS
Binoculars

ALABAMA, Gadsen: Hamnck Gun Shop Mobile: McCoy
Outdoor Co Opelika: Story's. Inc

ALASKA, Anchorage: Howard s Gun Shop

ARIZONA, DeWilt: Ferguson Wholesale Mesa: Card &
Camera Corral, Card & Camera Shop Page: Page Photo &
Gift Phoenix: Bob s Camera Shop, Guild Camera Shop.
Wilson Camera Shop Scotlsdaie: Dons Sport Shop. Inc.,

Mandall Shooting Supplies Tempe: Sportsman Clearing

House, tnc Tucson: Jensens Custom Ammunition, Univer-

sal Archery Sporting Goods

ARKANSAS. Fayelteville: Parks Place Gravelte: Flower
Valley Photo Little Rock: The Orvis Shop Searcy: James
tor Guns

CALIFORNIA, Alameda: Alameda Camera Berkeley: The
Nature Company, Recreational Equipment, Inc Beverly

Hills: Beverly Hills Camera Shop Kerrs. Carmel: Adam
Fox, Inc , Carmel Camera Center Carson: Rei Co-op.

Costa Mesa: Pelex Camera El Centro: Yellow Mart Store.

Encino: Pony Express Sport Shop. Inc. Glendale: Ernie's

Camera Hayward: Franklin Optical Co Hollywood: Mel
Pierce Camera Inglewodd: Cole's Sporting Goods Long
Beach: Sight Instruments Los Angeles: Bob Gambles
Photo Supply, Earl V Lewis Cameras, Martmel Co..

Simon's Camera. Wilshire Center Camera Malibu: Malibu

An & Design Mountain View: Crick Photo National City:

Weisser Sporting Goods. Newport Beach: Blackman Lid.

Jewelers Oroville: Huntington's Pacific Grove: Bugaboo
Mountaineering Pasadena: Alvin's Photo. Heimann Opti-

cians. Lee Mac Camera Sacramento: Newbert Hardware
Co San. Diego: Stanley Andrews, California Camera, In-

dustrial Photo Supply. San Diego Marine Exchange San
Francisco: George E Butler Co . Cable Car Clothiers-

Robert Kirk. Ltd
,
Pacific Camera, Inc . San Francisco Gun

Exchange San Jose: Reed's Sport Shop San Rafael: The
Photo Shop Santa Barbara: Douglas Telescope Santa

Maria: Village Camera South Gate: Weatherbys Inc Thou-
sand Oaks: Sports Showcase

COLORADO. Aspen: Optical Shop ot Aspen Boulder:

Mikes Camera Denver: Eastern Mountain Sports, R&D
Enterprises Grand Junction: Monument Camera. Tim-

berline Sporting Goods

CONNECTICUT, Greenwich: Valhar Chemical Corp.

Hartford: Eastern Mountain Sports

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA (Wash., D.C.): Opiique Gallery,

Inc , Penn Camera

FLORIDA, Deerfield Beach: Conklln Marine Ft. Lauder-

dale: Bahia Mar Marme. Inc , Clik Camera Miami: Cam-
per's Paradise, Coconut Grove Camera, L B Harvey

Marine, Inc
,
Ritz Shop D/B/A, Tamiami Distributors, Inc.,

The Gun Shop Orlando: Eyeglass Boutique and Optical

Shop No. Palm Beach: Burton's Camera Shop, The
Camera Shop Panama City: Dixie Gun Shop Pompano
Beach: Camera Bazaar South Miami: Zipp Sporting

Goods Tampa: Pioneer Tire Co . Inc Winter Haven:

Cypress Shooters. Inc Winter Park: Rod & Guns of Central

Florida

GEORGIA, Athens: Franklin Gun Shop Atlanta: Chucks
Firearms, Inc Columbus: Ranger Joe's

HAWAII, Honolulu: Andersons Camera House.

Francis Camera Shop, Inc.

IDAHO, Boise: Sunset Sports Center Moscow: Husky

Sport Shop

ILLINOIS, Chicago: Alpine Camera Co , Camera
change. Camping Unlimited, Charles W Mayher & Son.

Tele-Optics, Optical Shop. Wolk Camera, Inc Des Plainei:

Erewhon Mountain Supply Evanston: Jeron Camera
Lawn: L S J Sporting Goods, Inc Peoria: Bob Hinman
fitters Wilmetle: A.J. Burrows Trout & Grouse

INDIANA: Fort Wayne: Jorgensen s. Inc W. Lafayette: M.

P Thiel Co D/B/A.

IOWA, Ames: Nim's Sportsman's of Ames Des Moines: Ivy

Camera Shop Dubuque: Palmer Drug Waterloo: Lippert

Can i Co

KANSAS, Manhattan: The Pathfinder

KENTUCKY, Lexington: Phiirp Gall & Son Louisville:

Lipscomb. Inc . Southern Optical Co

LOUISIANA, Baton Rouge: Sports Shop. Steinberg's

Sports Center, Inc Lafayette: Lafayette Shooters Supply.

Metairie: Ep Roberts Instruments. Inc Monroe: Gene's

Sporting Goods New Orleans: Baker, Lyman & Co . Inc..

Sea-Trac Corp Shreveport: Lorants Sporting Goods. Red

River Custom Rifles Winnsboro: McLemore Wholesale &

Retail Stores ,

MARYLAND. Annapolis: William E Aherne. Jr. M.D. PM
Eastern: Cherry s Glen Burnie: Hilton Boat Sales. ROM
Oak: Recreational Diving J
MASSACHUSETTS, Amherst: Eastern Mountain Sporffl

Boston: Eastern Mountain Sports. F C Meichsner Co ,
Ino

S. Weymouth: Frank Krauth Co

MICHIGAN, Ada: Thornapple Orvis Shop Algonac: Chri^

Craft Corp Birmingham: The Sportsman. World Camera.

Dearborn: Nichols Sports & Marine Grand Rapids: Bill &

Paul's Sporthaus Houghton: Wilcox Camera Saginaw:

The Stable of Saginaw Traverse City: Hampers Gun Shop.

MINNESOTA. Edina: Dayton s Duluth: Security Jewelers.

Hopkins: Ammocrall Mankato: Scheels Hardware

Sporting Goods Marshall: Poor Borch s Minneapolis:

Century Camera Dayton s Moorhead: Moorhead Scheels-

Mo
Photography St. Cloud: St Cloud Scheels Wayzata: BellS-

MISSOURI, Meridian: Southern Sportsman Royal Oak:-

Recreational Diving Systems. Inc



ONTANA. Billings: Odegaard's Missoula: Haugens

. ..•i Townssnd: Dave's Gun & Tac»(ie

EBRASKA. CsrMCo: Paul s Cartridge Corner Sswsrd:

jm Ce*^*" Gun Shop, inc Sidney: CaDela s inc

EVADA. Las Vegas: Adams Feed Co & Western Wear.

Camera The Phoio Shop Rano: Johnson

.<ofia Silver State Camera Sparki: Guns Etc

- H HAMPSHIRE. Manchasler: Tarreni Cutlery. Inc No.

m-,, Eastern Mountain Sports Peterborough: Eastern^
sev, Barrington: Edmund Scientttic Bound
gef Sporting Goods East Brunswick: National

a»l Orange: East Orange Camera Exchange

Mettier & Sons Hackensack: Eastern Moun-

Northflsld: Corral Camera Lounge Palerson:

M MEXICO. Albuquarque: Charles Sponmg Goods
:n Guns Inc

VRK. Albany: Berns Camera Store AmtlyYilla:

_.s Camera Amstsrdani: Custom Gunshop
;»!-. r. J stern Mountain SpO'ts BsWwin: Camera fair

ffllmore: Saber Sales mc Santmi Opticians inc Carle

Eastern Mountain Sports Farmingdale: Leslie

Mlnan. inc Hemlock: Curtis Enterprises Lake Placid:

Mountain Sports Mt. Vernon: Mt Vernon Shooting

anMr. Inc N«w Hyde Park: Leslie Edeinian. inc New York

ily: Alkil Camera Shops Camera Land Ciairmont Nichols

risen Photography Mtrsch Pnoto Jaydee

UTMra Enchange Lugene inc The Met My Mail E B

«yrowit2 Inc N Y Nautical instrument & Service Corp

Purdy Inc Rensay Trading Corp. Willoughbys

Shumway Marme TonawarKJa: Eastern Moun-

•n Sports White Platna: Male-Town inc

aUTH CAROLINA, Aahavitle: Genco Charlotte: Albany

Bu lae's Hardware Camera World CoM-as-Lawmg &

, Fsyettevllle Ace Pawn Shop, Jims Pawn Shop

ckorr 0« Shell-Gunsmith Klnston: Georges Spori

Rslolgh: Wild Bill s Backpacking Shop Wlnston-

jCk & Stroud

DAKOTA, Fargo: Mountain SpeciaMies Grand

HlO. Cincinnati: Line & Shot Inc Spencer s Sports Cen-

Cleveland: Angcep inc Lima: Dean s C B Sales

umllown E Chnsiopher Firearms Co MMford: E
r.-.^'n-s Co Northwood: Kowaiha Gun &

Palnesvllle: Atweils Sporting Goods
I't. Vsndalia: Miami valley Shooting

•^A Oklahoma City: D<ck Story Optical Tulaa:

4 Beavarlon: Suburban Photo Portland: Folo

>-op Norm Thompson ZoH Brothers

.H.'i:»lLVANIA. AII«nlown: Leslie Edelman inc Bed-

,
rd; Laurel Sports Shop Bonlloyvllle: Trew 9 Sport Shop

[iffcll B*fnies Warehouse Distribution Center Bethel

IiiIk Bathei Park Optigue inc Broomall: Tne Camera

Im)P. Inc . Lawrence Park industrial Center Eynon: Marry

Lgtfmsn inc Falrlass Hills: Leslie Edelman inc Jenkin-

Ian: Paul Jaeger mc Lock Haven: Fm Fur and Feather

M NaN: Millers Gun Shop MontoonMryvllte: Leslie

I Mlfnar^ inc NOW Hotland: The Sportsmens Shop New
iwn tquaro: Leslie Edelman inc Philadelphia: Rosen-

<i Ph-.to Supply Inc Phlll^burg: Belding A Mull Inc

>ufhsmpton: Nationwide Sports Distributors >nc

--''—iburg; Joe Riggs Sporting Goods Whitehall:

sorting Goods Inc Wllkes Barra: Oanolt s

, rods Wllllamsport: E L Blair & Son

AROLINA. Clomaon: Die Norms mc Florence:

Greenville: Wilderness World

JAKOTA. MHchOll: Mabee CUmc Sloui Falls: I

.'dwnrf> & Sport Shop Inc Wall: Wall Drug

Watartown: Roys Sport Shop Yankton: Thf<

AmarHIo: Hunters Hut inc Arlington: Outdoors

Auann: Capdoi Camera McBndesGuns J Rich

)ie Earth Provision Co Clute: Palmer Sporting

orpva Chrlsfl: Connallys Shooting Splys Te>as

Dattaa: Buckhoms Trading Post Farmers In

"c Rays Hardware & Sporting Goods Fort

<«rt>ee Knives Houston: Baker Lyman & Co
jr Opticians. C 8 Oelhomma Sporting Goods

io Supply Co Hook s Shooting Supplies Os
;,'oriing Goods Inc J Rich Sports Ltd

s*- If Gabbas Gun Shop Larodo: Border Spu'tir^u
I

r>c El Centro Sporting Goods Oslo ft Lubbock
The Hour Glass Lufliln: Angelina Afm% ^

traunlala: Mitler Adventure Inc Odessa
M, Kanr>er a Sand Ban Anlonlo: Army a Nov,

M'S0un5alas NE Inc Sportsman s BaHfwick Tyler

'^ tponsiar Inc VIClorIa: Victoria Army Sales Waco
ogatWs Wostvtew Inc

I

TAN, MMfala: Sunset Sports Center Ogdan w '•

'VtftOwse Ml Lake City: Sunset Sports Centvr .-.

B. Burlington: Eastern Mountain'

Cantar: S'omley inc Bwanton: Swnm.
Orvgi

IMCNHA. iUaiandria: Britches of Oeorgeiowne Potomac '

'ma ChaflaHaavilla: Blue Ridge Mountain Sports

Blue Ridge Mountain Spons Nortolk

n 4 Reich Blue Ridge Mountain Sports D^

Bartiey ft Assoc inc Occaquan: Lynns Store

'AtMINOTON, Auburn: R A K Photo Enterprises

: Kesseiring Uun Shop Oayion: Bernard s Baal-
*t Ch9<>* Camera Stores inc Early Winters Ltd

Equipment mc Hei Coop Spoliarta: Thr

The Huppins Hi ti Sleroo Tukwila: R«crealiona<

QMomant inc Wanatefiaa: Weils ft Wade Haidware

'ItCONBIN. AppMon: Cameia Eichange Janus int

1 9 End Vachi Stores Madlaon: Bvrg
'Sporting Eclipsa Inc Mlhaaukaa: Cas«nuv.i

">' • ft Joys Co R«b Manulacturing ft H

Q. Buffalo: Sports Lure Rack Bprmgs
't»f Store

Buy a Zeiss binocular
and see a rare bird.

A lifetinie guarantee.
Rare birds aren't very enduring.
That's why they're rare. This one's

the exception. It lasts a lifetime.

Or, to put a fine point on it,

forever. Because it applies as long
as the binoculars exist. Lifetime

guarantees are rare for any
product. But for binoculars, ours
is the only one, a truly "rare bird."

Can our confidence be exces-

sive in guaranteeing against faulty

workmanship and material for a

whole lifetime? Not the way Zeiss

manufactures. Not with the mate-
rials Zeiss uses. And above ail, not

with the inspections and reinspec-

trons— 1 800 of them— one after

each manufacturing operation.

So, no matter how many
different generations of users
pick up a Zeiss binocular, it will

still transmit more light than any
other binocular, revealing more at

dusk and dawn with more color

trueness. And still offer

incomparable edge to edge
image quality and resolution.

You don't even have to hunt for

this rare bird. It nests at any of

the dealers listed here.

West Germany





One ofthe b^^gest
gold strikes

since Sutter's ^'

The yield: 3,000 pounds of

pure gold.

But it didn't come from a mine.

It came from a Western Electric

factory.

A new kind of Midas Touch

That's where Western HIectric's

new process for plating gold is

coitscrrinf^ the precious metal,

through increased efficiency and
precision, it's producing better

switching components for the Bell

System, to make your phone service

clearer and more reliable than ever.

It must be gold that's plated to

the switching components you see

glittering in the photograph, because
no other metal can provide the same
kind of efficient, reliable, durable.

and clear telephone transmission.

But until now, gold plating had
always been a messy and imprecise

process. There had been no way to

control it accurately. No way to avoid

depositing excess gold on the places

it was intended to go. And on the

places it wasn't.

So Western Klectric, working

with Bell Labs, designed a totally

new system to do the job. Combining
the best of electro chemical and
programmed logic control technol-

ogies, the new system can plate gold

with hair thin precision. Depositing

only the desiri'd amount, only on the

designated spot. With no waste

what SOI' vei.

Gilt-edged savings

Besides producing a nuich

belter i)roduct. Western Klectric has

mined a savings of .$i> million from

the process. And that's another

way we're helping your Bell

Telephone Comi)any

hold down the cost of your phone
siTvice.

Even bigger benefits

And since liie ni'u process uses

55"i> less gold than the old one, we
could more than double production of

our improved switching component.
Without consuming any more of the

shiny natural resomce.

But there are more environ-

mental plusses. The new picK'ess

has almost completely eliminated the

gaseous wastes plating used to

produce. It's cut the licjuid wastes by
90"". .And it i uns on Cm'\> less power.

This improved gold plating

techni(|ue is another way Western
Klectric is working to hold down the

ctist, while continually raising the

(|ualily of your phone service.

hirrfiiiin ymii riiiiiniiiiiiriitiiiiis

sv^tnii thi lust ill llu winli/.

Western Electric



This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Our Greatest Evolutionary Step
It happened some five million years ago,

before the human brain enlarged

May I quote from my April 1976

column in order to recant an argument
advanced in the same article:

New and significant prehuman fossils have

been unearthed with such unrelenting fre-

quency in recent years that the fate of any

lecture notes can only be described with the

watchword of a fundamentally irrational

economy—planned obsolescence . Each year

,

when the topic comes up in my courses, I

simply open my old folder and dump the con-

tents into the nearest circular file. And here

we go again.

In that column I reported Mary Lea-

key's discovery (at Laetoli, thirty

miles south of Olduvai Gorge in Tan-

zania) of the oldest known hominid

fossils—teeth and jaws 3.35 to 3.75

million years old. Mary Leakey sug-

gested (and so far as I know, still be-

lieves) that these remains should be

classified in our genus. Homo. I there-

fore argued that the conventional evo-

lutionary sequence leading from small-

brained but fully erect Australopith-

ecus to larger-brained Homo might

have to be reassessed, and that the aus-

tralopithecines might represent a side

branch of the human evolutionary tree.

Early this year, newspapers blazed

with reports of a new species—more
ancient in time and more primitive in

appearance than any other hominid
fossil

—

Australopithecus afarensis, so

named by Don Johanson and Tim
White. Could any two claims possibly

be more different—Mary Leakey's ar-

gument that the oldest hominids belong

to our own genus. Homo, and Johan-

son and White's decision to name a

new species because the oldest hom-
inids possess a set of apelike features

that are shared by no other fossil hom-
inid. Johanson and White must have

discovered some new and fundamen-
tally di iferent bones. Not at all. Leakey
and Johanson and White are arguing

about the same bones. We are witness-

ing a debate about the interpretation of

specimens, not a new discovery.

Johanson worked in the Afar region

of Ethiopia from 1972 to 1977 and un-

earthed an outstanding series of hom-
inid remains. The Afar specimens are

2.9 to 3.3 million years old. Premier

among them is the skeleton of an aus-

tralopithecine named Lucy. She is

nearly 40 percent complete—much
more than we have ever possessed for

any individual from these early days of

our history. (Most hominid fossils,

even though they serve as a basis for

endless speculation and elaborate

storytelling, are fragments of jaws and

scraps of skulls.)

Johanson and White argue that the

Afar specimens and Mary Leakey's

Laetoli fossils are identical in form and

belong to the same species. They also

point out that the Afar and Laetoli

bones and teeth represent everything

we know about hominids exceeding

2.5 million years in age—all the other

African specimens are younger. Fi-

nally, they claim that the teeth and

skull pieces of these old remains share

a set of features absent in later fossils

and reminiscent of apes . Thus , they as-

sign the Laetoli and Afar remains to a

new species, A. afarensis.

The debate is just beginning to warm
up, but three opinions have already

been vented. Some anthropologists,

pointing to different features, regard

the Afar and Laetoli specimens as

members of our own genus. Homo.
Others accept Johanson and White's

conclusion that these older fossils are

closer to the later south and east Afri-

can Australopithecus than to Homo.
But they deny a difference sufficient to

warrant a new species and prefer to in-

clude the Afar and Laetoli fossils

within the species A. africanus, origi-

nally named for south African speci-

mens in the 1920s. Still others agree

with Johanson and White that the Afar

and Laetoli fossils deserve a new
name.

As a rank anatomical amateur, my
opinion is worth next to nothing. Yet

I must say that if a picture is worth all

the words of this column (or only half

of them if you follow the traditional

equation of 1 for 1 ,000), the palate of

the Afar hominid certainly says "ape"
to me. (I must also confess that the

designation of A. afarensis supports

several of my favorite prejudices. Jo-

hanson and White emphasize that the

Afar and Laetoli specimens span a mil-

lion years but are virtually identical. I

have often defended a belief that spe-

cies do not alter much during the

lengthy period of their success and that

most evolutionary change accumulates

during very rapid events of splitting

from ancestral stocks. Moreover, since

I depicted human evolution as a bush

rather than a ladder in the April 1976

column, the more species the merrier.

Johanson and White do, however, ac-

cept far more gradualism than I would

support for later human evolution.)

Amidst all this argument about

skulls, teeth, and taxonomic place

ment, another and far more interesting

feature of the Afar remains has not

been disputed. Lucy's pelvis and leg

bones clearly show that A. afarensis

walked as erect as you or L This fact

has been prominently reported by the

press, but in a very misleading way.

The newspapers have conveyed, al-

most unanimously, the idea that pre-

vious orthodoxy had viewed the evolu-

tion of larger brains and upright- pos-

tures as a gradual transition in tandem

perhaps with brains leading the way,

from pea-brained quadrupeds to stoop-

ing half brains to fully erect, big-

brained Homo. The New York Times

writes (January 1979): "The evolution

of bipedalism was thought to have been

a gradual process involving interme-

diate forerunners of modern human
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beings that were stooped, shuffle-

gaited 'ape-men,' creatures more intel-

ligent than apes but not as intelligent

as modern human beings." Absolutely

false, at least for the past fifty years of

our knowledge.

We have known since australopithe-

cines were discovered in the 1920s that

these hominids had relatively small

brains and fully erect posture. (A. afri-

canus has a brain about one-third the

volume of ours and a completely

upright gait. A correction for its small

body size does not remove the large

discrepancy between its brain and

ours.) This anomaly of small brain and

upright posture has been a major issue

in the literature for decades and wins

a prominent place in all important

texts.

Thus, the designation of A. afar-

ensis does not establish the historical

primacy of upright posture over large

brains. But it does, in conjunction with

two other ideas, suggest something

very novel and exciting, something

curiously missing from the press re-

ports or buried amidst misinformation

about the primacy of upright posture.

A. afarensis is important because it

teaches us that perfected upright gait

had already been achieved nearly four

million years ago. Lucy's pelvic struc-

ture indicates bipedal posture for the

Afar remains, while the remarkable

footprints just discovered at Laetoli

provide another kind of more direct ev-

idence. The later south and east Afri-

can australopithecines do not extend

back much further than two and a half

million years. We have thus added

nearly one and a half million years to

the history of fully upright posture.

To explain why this addition is so

important, I must break the narrative

and move to the opposite end of biol-

ogy—from fossils of whole animals to

molecules. During the past fifteen

years, students of molecular evolution

have accumulated a storehouse of data

on the amino acid sequences of similar

enzymes and proteins in a wide variety

of organisms. This information has

generated a surprising result. If we take

pairs of species with securely dated

times of divergence from a common
ancestor in the fossil record, we find

that the number of amino acid dif-

ferences correlates remarkably well

with time since the split—the longer

that two lineages have been separate,

the more the molecular diflerence.

This regularity has led to the establish-

ment of a molecular clock to predict

times of divergence for pairs of species

without good fossil evidence of an-

cestry. To be sure, the clock does not

beat with the regularity of an expensive

watch—it has been called a "sloppy

clock" by one of its leading support-

ers—but it has rarely gone completely

haywire.

Darwinians were generally sur-

prised by the clock's regularity be-

cause natural selection should work at

markedly varying rates in different lin-

eages at different times: very rapidly in

complex forms adapting to rapidly

changing environments, very slowly in

stable, well-adapted populations. If

natural selection is the primary cause

of genetic change in populations, then

we should not expect a good correla-

tion between genetic change and time

unless rates of selection remain fairly

constant—as they should not by the ar-

gument stated above. Darwinians have

escaped the anomaly by arguing that

irregularities in the rate of selection

smooth out over long periods of time.

Selection might be intense for a few

generations and virtually absent for a

time thereafter, but the net change

averaged over long periods could still

be regular. But Darwinians have also

been forced to face the possibility that

regularity of the molecular clock re-

flects an evolutionary process not me-
diated by natural selection, the random
fixation of neutral mutations. (I must

defer this "hot" topic to another time

and more space.)

In any case, the measurement of

amino acid differences between
humans and living African great apes

(gorillas and chimpanzees) led to the

most surprising result of all. We are

virtually identical for genes that have

been studied despite our pronounced

morphological differences. The
average difference in amino acid se-

quences between humans and African

apes is less than one percent (0.8 per-

cent to be precise)—corresponding to

a mere five million years since diver-

gence from a common ancestor on the

molecular clock. Allowing for the

slop, Allan Wilson and Vincent

Sarich , the Berkeley scientists who un-

covered this anomaly, will accept six

million years, but not much more. In

short, if the clock is valid, A. afarensis

is pushing very hard at the theoretical

limit of hominid ancestry.

Until recently, anthropologists

tended to dismiss the clock, arguin

that hominids provided a genuine ex

ception to an admitted rule . They based

their skepticism about the molecular

clock upon an animal called Ramapith

d^
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ecus, an African and Asian fossil

known mainly from jaw fragments and

ranging back to fourteen million years

in age. Many anthropologists claimed

that Ramapithecus could be placed on
our side of the ape-human split—that,

in other words, the divergence between
hominids and apes occurred more than

fourteen million years ago. But this

view, based on a series of technical

arguments about teeth and their

proportions, has been weakening of

late. Some of the strongest supporters

of Ramapithecus as a hominid are now
prepared to reassess it as an ape or as

a creature near to the common ancestry

of ape and human but still before the

actual split. The molecular clock has

been right too often to cast it aside for

some tentative arguments about frag-

ments of jaws. (I now expect to lose

a $10 bet I made with Allan Wilson a

few years back. He generously gave

me seven million years as a maximum
for the oldest ape-human common an-

cestor, but I held out for more. And
while I'm not shelling out yet, I don't

really expect to collect.)

We may now put together three

points to suggest a major reorientation

in views about human evolution: the

age and upright posture of A. afarensis,

the ape-human split on the molecular
clock, and the dethroning of Rama-
pithecus as a hominid.

We have never been able to get away
from a brain-centered view of human
evolution, although it has never repre-

sented more than a powerful cultural

prejudice imposed upon nature. Early

evolutionists argued that enlargement

of the brain must have preceded any

major alteration of our bodily frame.

But A. africanus, upright and small

brained, ended that conceit in the

1920s, as predicted by a number of as-

tute evolutionists and philosophers,

from Ernst Haeckel to Friedrich
Engels. Nevertheless, "cerebral pri-

macy," as I like to call it, still held on
in altered form. Evolutionists granted

the historical primacy of upright pos-

ture but conjectured that it arose at a

leisurely pace and that the real discon-

tinuity—the leap that made us fully

human—occurred much later when, in

an unprecedented burst of evolutionary

speed, our brains tripled in size within

a million years or so.

Consider the following, written ten

years ago by a leading expert: "The
great leap in cephalization of genus
Homo took place within the past two
million years, after some ten million

years of preparatory evolution toward

bipedalism, the tool-using hand, etc."

Arthur Koestler has taken this view of

a cerebral leap toward humanity to an

unexcelled height of invalid specula-

tion in his latest book, Janus. Our brain

grew so fast, he argues, that the outer

cerebral cortex, seat of smarts and ra-

tionality, lost control over emotive, an-

imal centers deep within our brains.

This primitive bestiality surfaces in

war, murder, and other forms of may-
hem.

I believe that we must reassess fun-

damentally the relative importance we
have assigned to upright posture and
increase in brain size as determinants

of human evolution. We have viewed
upright posture as an easily accom-
plished, gradual trend and increase in

brain size as a surprisingly rapid dis-

continuity—something special both in

its evolutionary mode and the magni-

tude of its effect. I wish to suggest a

diametrically opposite view. Upright

posture is the surprise, the difficult

event, the rapid and fundamental re-

construction of our anatomy. The sub-

sequent enlargement of our brain is, in

anatomical terms, a secondary epi-

phenomenon, an easy transformation

embedded in a general pattern of

human evolution.

Six million years ago at most, if the

molecular clock runs true (and Wilson

and Sarich would prefer five), we
shared our last common ancestor with

gorillas and chimps. Presumably, this

creature walked primarily on all fours,

although it may have moved about on
two legs as well, as apes and many
monkeys do today. Little more than a

million years later, our ancestors were

as bipedal as you or I. This, not later

enlargement of the brain, was the great

punctuation in human evolution.

Bipedalism is no easy accomplish-

ment. It requires a fundamental recon-

struction, of our anatomy, particularly

of the foot and pelvis. Moreover, it

represents an anatomical reconstruc-

tion outside the general pattern of

human evolution. As I argued last

month, through the agency of Mickey
Mouse, humans are neotenic, that is,

we have evolved by retaining juvenile

features of our ancestors. Our large

brains, small jaws, and a host of other

features, ranging from distribution of

bodily hair to ventral pointing of the

vaginal canal, are consequences of

eternal youth. But upright posture is a

different phenomenon. It cannot be

achieved by the "easy" route of retain-

ing a feature already present in juvenile

stages. For a baby's legs are relatively

small and weak, while bipedal posture

requires enlargement and strengthen-

ing of the legs.

By the time we became upright as

A. afarensis. the game was largely

over, the major alteration of archi-

tecture accomplished, the trigger of fu-

ture change already set. The later en-

largement of our brain was anatomi-

cally easy. We read our larger brain out

of the program of our own growth, by

prolonging rapid fetal growth rates to

later times and preserving, as adults,

the characteristic proportions of a juve-

nile primate skull. And we evolved this

brain in concert with a host of other

neotenic features, all part of a general

pattern.

Yet I must end by pulling back and

avoiding a fallacy of reasoning—the

false equation between magnitude of

effect and intensity of cause. As a pure

problem in architectural reconstruc-

tion, upright posture is far-reaching

and fundamental, an enlarged brain su-

perficial and secondary. But the effect

of our large brain has far outstripped

the relative ease of its construction.

Perhaps the most amazing thing of all

is a general property of complex sys-

tems—our brain prominent among
them—their capacity to translate

merely quantitative changes in struc-

ture into wondrously different qualities

of function.

It is now two in the morning and I'm

finished. I think I'll walk over to the

refrigerator and get a beer; then I'll go

to sleep. Culture-bound creature that I

am. the dream I will have in an hour

or so when I'm supine astounds me
ever so much more than the stroll I will

now perform perpendicular to the

floor.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science a

Harvard University.

Note: Like the stereotypic academic

who revels in flights of abstract fantasy

but cannot balance his checkbook, .

mixed up numerator and denominate

in my April column, and reporte<

wrongly the yearly rate of a slowdowi

in the earth's rotation. Two millisec

onds per century is not 1/200,000 seo

ond per year, but 2/1 ,000 per century

or 2/100,000 per year, that is, 1/50,-

000 second per year, or four times

faster than I reported. Nonetheless, I

trust my point stands undiminished in

force. Tiny effects extended through

the vastness of time have enormous ac-

cumulated impact. S.J.G.
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The Humpback Is Not Over the Hump
The ensnaring lines of fishing gear, and the thinning patience of cod fishermen,
are posing new problems for the recovery of this endangered species

by Jon Lien and Bora Merdsoy

The North Atlantic stock of hump-
back whales overwinters in the Carib-

bean, concentrating near Silver and

Navidad banks, northeast of the Do-

minican Republic. Here they court,

mate, and calve. Because tropical

waters offer little food, the whales mi-

grate northward to the Grand Banks
and coastal Newfoundland waters in

early summer. In the highly productive

cold water, the humpbacks feed on her-

ring, squid, other nekton, and krill.

Their main fare, however, is spawning

concentrations of capelin, a small,

smeltlike fish, which is also a main die-

tary item for codfish. The critical sea-

sonal cycle of capelin determines the

distribution and density of codfish,

whales, and fishermen in Newfound-
land waters. This intricate relationship

between fishes, marine mammals, and

humans has woven a web of trouble for

the endangered humpback.
Overharvesting had brought hump-

back whales in the North Atlantic to the

edge of extinction over half a century

ago. Commercial whaling was estab-

lished in Newfoundland in 1898, and

by 1916 the number of humpbacks
had been reduced to a few dozen ani-

mals. During the next three decades,

whalers hunted other rorquals, such as

fin, minke, and blue whales, with

humpbacks taken only occasionally.

The humpback population recovered

somewhat during this period, until har-

veslable numbers were again reached

in the late 1940s. By 1952. however,

renewed whaling activity had again

drastically reduced the population until

only some 800 animals remained.

In 1970, worldwide stocks of hump-
back whales were listed as endangered,

and placed under the protection of the

International Whaling Commission.

At present, in the North Atlantic, only

a few humpbacks are taken annually by
native whalers in the Caribbean and

West Greenland. The last census of

this population, taken in 1972, resulted

in an estimate of 1 ,000 to 1 ,500 ani-

mals. Assuming a steady growth rate

of 5 to 7 percent , the 1 979 North Atlan-

tic stock should consist of 1 ,600 to

2,400 whales. Even such a population

size is by no means large enough to

provide a sustainable yield adequate to

warrant commercial whaling.

Over the past four years, however,

there has been a substantial increase in

the number of whale sightings, mostly

humpbacks, off Newfoundland. These

coincide with increased reports of

whale-caused damage to inshore fish-

ing gear. Cod fishing has also increased

over this period; consequently, there is

more gear in the water than ever be-

fore. Newfoundland's inshore fisher-

men are economically hard pressed by

the gear damage caused by whales. In

Saint Mary's Bay, on the south shore

of the Avalon Peninsula, fishermen es-

timate that humpbacks damage 90 per-

cent of their cod traps.

A cod trap is essentially a box whose
walls and bottom are made of nets. It

is supported and held stationary in the

nearshore water by floats and anchors.

The trap is approximately seventy-five

feet in each dimension, although it may
not be cubic in shape. A leader, made
of netting and lines, serves to guide

fish into the trap through a funnel-

shaped door. The leader's dimensions

depend on local bottom topography.

Twice daily, fishermen empty the trap

by hauling its bottom close to the sur-

face of the water and dip-netting the

fish into skiffs.

The cost of whale damage to a trap

averages roughly $2,000, not includ-

ing labor. One reason for this high cost

is that the fishermen must remove their

gear from the water during peak fishing

periods for repair. Repairing a cod trap

can take anywhere from one day to a

week. At the peak of the cod fishing

season a trap can easily catch $1,000

to $2 .000 worth of fish a day. In Trinity

Bay. fishermen estimate direct repair

costs to gear in the summer of 1978 at

$500,000. Costs of whale-caused gear

damage due to downtime would be

many times that figure.

The manner in which whales collide

with the gear suggests that they are not

attempting to get fish or bait in the trap.

Typically the whales get entangled in

the leader, which does not hold fish,

indicating that they run into the gear

accidentally. The whales' sensory ca-

pability may be inadequate to detect

the leaders at sufficient distances to

avoid them.

Toothed whales (odontocetes), such

as porpoises, killer whales, and sperm

whales, hunt and swallow prey one at

a time, whereas baleen whales (mysti-

cetes) are able to capture large numbersj

of prey at one time. Laboratory experi-

ments on odontocetes, whose mode ofj

feeding permits holding them in cap-

tivity, have determined the animals'!

sensory capabilities, the most sophistic

cated of which seems to be echoloca-j

tion. Similar experiments on mysti-1

cetes are very few and results inconclu-

Entangled in the leader lines of a cod

trap, a humpback may tow the gear

for months. Such incidents can harm

the whale and. by damaging traps.

cause severe financial problems

for Newfoundland fishermen.
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sive. Although it is a mysticete, the

humpback could possess some echolo-

cation or sensitive auditory capacities.

The possibility of collisions may there-

fore be minimized by enhancing the

acoustic properties of fishing gear with

noisemakers or sound reflecting de-

vices. Such devices, while improving

detectability by the whale, must not

drive commercial fish away.

The humpbacks" increased inshore

activity has greatly multiplied the usual

number of collisions with fishing gear.

Whales injured in such collisions fre-

quently tow entangled gear for months,

and some of the injuries are fatal.

Endangered or not, the humpback

has seriously taxed the goodwill of the

fishermen. The increase in sightings

has led some of them to conclude that

the whale population has risen substan-

tially and that whaling for this species

should be renewed . But before whaling

is resumed, an understanding of the re-

cent inshore increase of humpbacks is

essential.

One explanation is that overfishing

(by Soviet and Norwegian fleets) of the

capelin, its major food species, has

driven the humpback inshore in pursuit

of food. In the summer of 1978 capelin

were totally absent off the south coast

of Newfoundland; because of the lack

of capelin. codfish catches declined

and humpbacks were less common.
Canadian government scientists and

foreign fishermen were unable to find

even the previously well-defined

Southeast Shoal capelin stock. In the

fall of 1978 the capelin fishery con-

ducted by the USSR deep-sea trawler

fleet on and near Grey Island Bank,

northeast of Newfoundland, was dis-

continued because of the small size of

individual capelin in the catch, an indi-

cation of immaturity and excessive

fishing pressure.

Fishermen and whales compete for

the same resource, the capelin. When
foreign nations are granted licenses to

catch capelin in Canada's 200-mile ec-

onomic zone, they must fish at least 25

miles offshore. Although there is a Ca-

nadian inshore fishery for export to

Japan, it has only recently become im-

portant and does not take nearly the

same magnitude of capelin as the off-

shore foreign fleet. The humpback, not

subject to government restrictions,

simply fishes where the best catches are

obtained . Lack of capelin on the Grand

Banks induces whales to feed inshore.

Not only have whale sightings in-

creased during the last three years,

local mackerel stock cycles have

peaked as well, and squid have been

unusually abundant in inshore waters.

These fish species may also serve to

attract whales. Fin and minke whale

populations are believed to be in better

condition than the humpbacks and in-

creased sightings of these whales add

credibility to this argument.

Fishermen point out the cessation of

whaling by Canada in 1972 has made

whales less timid of boats and fishing

gear. Backed by evidence that a num-
ber of minor collisions with manned
skiffs occurred in recent years, they are

of the opinion that whales are much
less fearful of, and bolder in and

around, man's devices and activities.

Thus, the depletion of offshore cape-

lin, the increase in inshore mackerel

and squid, and the unusual boldness of



the whales may synergistically account

for the recent troublesome whale pres-

ence in inshore waters. Another possi-

bility accounting for increased whale

sightings is that there may indeed be

an unexpected increase in the North

Atlantic humpback population, due to

increased fecundity or to immigration

from other humpback stocks, say from

the South Atlantic. Evidence indicates.

however, that this is a highly improba-

ble theory.

Whatever the explanation, the unig-

norable increase in gear and whale col-

lisions in recent years poses a new
threat to the humpback. Fishermen are

being asked to bear the financial burden

of a conservation policy with which

they have so far concurred, but many
find this situation intolerable and may

unilaterally take steps to remedy it.

Since the humpback is protected for the

benefit of all of us, it is not unrea-

sonable to expect that financing such

protection be shared by all. Until we
take steps to minimize the damage
caused by whales and to insure that the

costs of the damage do not rest only on

the fishermen, the humpback faces a

pressing threat to its existence. D



Four Months of the Ground Squirrel

After emerging from their long hibernation, these high-altitude rodents use their

brief time in the sun to practice infanticide, cannibalism, and altruism

by Paul W. Sherman and Martin L. Morton

photographs by George Lepp

Scene 1. spring. Snow still mantles

the High Sierra of California in early

May. At the summit of Tioga Pass,

drifts are twelve feet deep. Suddenly,

the pristine white expanse is disrupted

by the appearance of a brown ground

squirrel with short ears and tail. He sits

quietly in the warm, dazzling sunlight,

the first he has felt in eight months. In

the next few days more males appear;

they sit alertly near their burrows,

paws folded on their chests, waiting

and watching.

Scene 2. early summer. A ground

squirrel creeps stealthily through

meadow grasses and enters another

squirrel's burrow. In seconds it

emerges with a newborn pup, pink and

hairless, hanging helplessly in its jaws.

A quick bite to the head kills the

youngster. Too late to save her off-

spring the mother arrives, attacks, and

chases the killer away.

Scene 3, late summer. Staccato

shrieks break the morning silence.

Calling ground squirrels are standing

on tiptoes, mouths gaping, chests

heaving, and whiskers twitching. Not

every individual calls, but every eye is

riveted on a coyote that has just cap-

tured a mountain vole. As the predator

departs, the calls die out, but the

ground squirrels remain watchful, sit-

ting stiffly at attention.

The performers in these intriguing

dramas are Belding's ground squirrels

(Spermophilus beldingi). For the last

ten summers, 1969 through 1978, we
and our field assistants have studied the

ecology, physiology, and behavior of

these animals. Now we are beginning

to understand the biological signifi-

cance of the scenes described above.

Belding's ground squirrels were

named in 1888 by C. Hart Merriam,

who received the first specimens from

California ornithologist Lyman Beld-

ing. Today three subspecies are recog-

nized. Collectively their range extends

from central California north to Wash-
ington and east to central Nevada and

Idaho. Historically they have been re-

garded mainly as agricultural pests,

and until we began our studies, little
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was known about their natural history.

These ground squirrels are ideal

study subjects for several reasons.

They are large enough (eight to ten

inches long and weighing seven to ten

ounces) to be seen easily and they ha-

bituate readily to observers. Because

they are diurnal, it is possible to ob-

serve all their aboveground activities.

Finally, they are easily livetrapped and

handled.

No physical features distinguish in-

dividuals, so we give ground squirrels

permanent identities by attaching a tiny

numbered tag to each ear. Since 1969

we have tagged 2,68 1 animals, includ-

ing all 747 young from 162 litters. We
also mark ground squirrels for easy vis-

ual identification by applying hair dye

to both sides of their bodies in unique

combinations of letters, numbers, and

symbols. These marks do not seem to

affect the animals" behavior. From
1974 to the present, we have spent

4,151 hours observing the behavior of

our marked population.

Our research site is on top of Tioga

Two weaned juveniles, right, part

of a larger liner, forage on the

grasses around their natal burrow
at Tioga Pass. Because they do
not emerge until July or August
(depending on spring weather

conditions, which control the

timing of mating), they get a late

start on building up the fat

deposits needed to carry them

through the coming winter.

As a result, they begin hibernation

later than the adults. A male

and female, left, engage in some
precopulatory tussling. (Mature

animals have been marked with

hair dye to aid in identification.)
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Pass, which at 9,941 feet is the highest

highway pass in California. The study

meadow, about a half mile long and a

quarter mile wide, forms the bottom of

a glacial valley: Pleistocene boulders

and polished granitic outcrops give it

relief. It is bordered on two sides by

moraines and at the ends by Tioga Lake

and Yosemite National Park. Between

250 and 300 Belding's ground squir-

rels live there each year. Individuals

are active only during the summer, hi-

bernating for the rest of the year (one

of the longest hibernation periods of

North American mammals).
Calendar dates of the ground squir-

rels' annual cycle vary with the dura-

tion of the winter. From 1969 to 1978,

dates of spring emergence varied over

six weeks, with animals emerging ear-

liest in years of warm springs and light

snowpacks. Each year adult males

emerge first, tunneling through deep
snow to appear one to two weeks be-

fore the females. As in scene 1, males

remain near their snow holes, waiting

and watching for females. They cannot

feed because no vegetation is avail-

able. Females do not emerge until

snow has melted oil the tops of the low

rises beneath which they hibernate. In

contrast to males, which usually hiber-

nate alone, females frequently over-

winter in groups; often such groups are

composed of close relatives. In further

contrast to males, which emerge physi-

ologically ready to reproduce, females

do not become sexually receptive until

four to six days after emergence and

they are receptive for only three to six

hours on one day each year.

Belding's ground squirrels are un-

usual among terrestrial sciurids in that

most preccjpulatory behavior and copu-

lations occur above ground. When a

female comes into estrus, males con-

gregate near her. They do not defend

territories or resources of value lo fe-

males; instead they follow cstrous fe-

males, allcmpling to mate and lo

thwart mating attempts of rival males.

Each year some males arc highly po-

lygynous, but many seldom or never

male. In 1978 for example, of twelve

.•\ prfi;iuini female carries a
mouthful of yrass lo her nesliny

burrow, liuihlini; a nesi

involves dozens of trips, which
are repealed if the fenude needs
lo change the site of her burrow.

males under observation, three never

mated and three more mated only once.

The most polygynous three performed

forty-six of sixty-live copulations, and

the most successful male mated eight-

een limes with eleven ditlereni females

(he alone accounted for 2S percent of

all observed copulations). Heavy, old

males (three or four years) win the

most fights and so remain nearest lo

csirous females, enabling them to mate

most often.

Completed copulations last ten to

twelve minutes, but more than half the

malings we observed were prematurely

terminated by rival males Perhaps

partly as a result, most females male

more than once. Multiple m.tling ma\
also enhance a females reproducli\e

success by assuring pregnancy and in-

creasing the genetic diversity of her lit-

ter. Females male an average of ftiur

limes with three ».litlerent males; one

particularly promiscuous female copu-

lated eleven limes with eight dilfercni

males. To determine which males sire

litters we performed 'paternity exclu-

sion" analyses, using electrophoresis

to identify polymorphic blood proteins

of females, their mates, and otfspring.

We discovered thai the majority of lit-

ters are muliipl\ sired, that is, a mix-

ture of full and half siblings, and thai

a female's lirsi or first and second

males father most of ihe yt>ung.

After mating, females dig burrows

and build grass-lined nests in them.

Most nesting burrows arc ten lo fifteen

feet long, one to two feel below
ground, and have at least two surface

openings Females often change bur-

rows, usuall) foll(>wing fliM)ding, in-

festations of ectoparasites, or preda-

tors' attempts lo dig them out. One fe-

male changed burrows live limes in a

single summer .She dug three of the

burrows herself ;ind iiHik i>ver gopher

burrows the other two times; each lime

she built a new nest, and in the prtKcss

gathered .^74 mouihfuls of dry grass.
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Gestation lasts twenty-three to

twenty-five days and the young are

born in late June or early July. Each
female has only one litter per season,

and its size depends on maternal age:

yearlings have three to four offspring;

two- to five-year-olds have six to eight;

and six- to eight-year-olds have three

to four. Lactation lasts twenty-five to

twenty-eight days, so juveniles do not

appear above ground until late July or

early August. Weaning occurs coinci-

dent with, or soon after, emergence
from the natal burrow. By the time ju-

veniles appear, some males have al-

ready hibernated. They are followed

by females in late September. Finally,

when it begins to snow, young of the

year begin their first eight-month pe-

riod of dormancy.

Although primarily vegetarians,

Belding's ground squirrels occasion-

ally eat insects, birds' eggs, small

mammals, and carrion. They are espe-

cially fond of flower heads and seeds;

indeed, the generic name for ground

squirrels, Spermophilus, means "seed
loving." Sometimes their contortions

to obtain seeds are comical. When har-

vesting grasses many times taller than

they, the animals pull the stems down
paw over paw, until the prize is

reached. Then they feast, lying upside

down, with all four paws clutching the

stalk.

As fall approaches, the animals"

consumption of vegetation and seeds

increases dramatically. Unlike some
hibernating sciurids, Belding's ground
squirrels do not cache food for the

winter. Instead they store energy as fat,

and before hibernation their body
weight nearly doubles. At the same
time, the lipid content of their bodies

increases approximately fifteenfold.

During hibernation they use up about

three-quarters of the stored fat, leaving

a small reserve, which is used after

spring emergence. Thus, extensive

overeating, leading to obesity, and the

ability to metabolize fat during dor-

mancy are adaptations for lengthy hi-

bernation.

There is a sexual inequality in sur-

vivorship and longevity among Tioga

Pass ground squirrels. Females usually

live four to six years; at least four lived

to be ten and two to be eleven. Males
usually live only three to four years;

the oldest male we saw was six. In ad-

dition to sexual difference in rates of

senescence among polygamous crea-

tures generally (members of the more
polygamous sex die younger), injuries

incurred during sexual combat contrib-

ute to differential male mortality.

Fights over estrous females involve

kicking, scratching, and biting and fre-

quently result in lacerated throats,

chests, and ears; broken toes, teeth,

and tails; and dislocated shoulders. By
the end of the mating period most
males are hairless from mid-chest to

mid-chin. Sometimes males are killed

in fights; infected wounds hasten

the demise of many more.

There are four additional mortality

sources for Tioga Pass ground squir-

rels: weather, predators, infanticide,

and automobiles (uncounted). Harsh
winters are the major cause of death,

with 54 to 93 percent of juveniles and
23 to 68 percent of adults perishing

during hibernation. Adverse weather

also causes mortality during the active

season. For example, in April and May
1977 a 27-day-long storm occurred; it

snowed every day and temperatures

averaged well below freezing. About
60 percent of the animals active when
the storm began died. They did not

reenter hibernation and most presum-

ably starved or froze after their fat re-

serves were exhausted.

The effects of the snowstorm illus-

trate dramatically the opposing selec-

tive forces that mold the ground squir-

rels' emergence and breeding sched-

ule. Like other animals inhabiting re-

gions with short and sharply defined

growing seasons, they must emerge
early and reproduce rapidly to insure

that their young reach appropriate body
size before winter. But they must also

remain in hibernation long enough to

avoid spring storms and food short-

ages. In 1976, the snowpack was light

and the spring weather temperate.

Early emergers had plenty to eat, and
their young were unusually large when
they hibernated; many of them sur-

vived their first winter. Just a year

later, due to the snowstorm, late

emergers were favored.

The second mortality source is pre-

dation. Each year predators kill 4 to 11

percent of our study animals. Most
deaths occur at night, when coyotes,

badgers, or bears dig the ground squir-

rels out of their burrows. Weasels and
coyotes are the major diurnal preda-

tors. Cooper's hawks, red-tailed

hawks, and occasionally peregrine fal-

cons, prairie falcons, and Clark's nut-

crackers also attack ground squirrels,

especially the young.

Infanticide, described in scene 2, is

the major cause of mortality for nurs-

ing young and is perhaps the most in-

triguing. From 1974to 1978, Spercent

Two males fight for sexual

dominance. The combat is serious,

sometimes ending in death for the

loser, either directly or through

the effects of injury. Winners
are usually older and heavier.

of all unweaned juveniles were carried

out of their burrows and killed by other

ground squirrels. Adult females and
yearling males are the most frequent

killers. We did not see females kill

their offspring or those of neighbors or

close relatives, and females seldom ate

their victims. When all their own
young are lost to predators, females

often migrate to safer sites and attempt

to kill young there. If successful, they

settle near their victims' burrows. Kill-

ing those juveniles likely to remain in

preferred areas probably reduces future

nest site competition for infanticidal

females.

Like females, yearling males do not

kill offspring of relatives. Unlike fe-

males, however, yearling males usu-

ally eat their victims and seldom settle

near their victims' burrows. Yearling

males also kill and eat mice, voles, and

arthropods and feed more extensively

on carrion than other age and sex

classes, suggesting that meat is partic-

ularly important to them. Carnivory

probably enhances the growth of year-

ling males, thereby increasing the like-

lihood of overwinter survival and

copulatory success in their first mating

attempts as two-year-olds. Overwinter

survival for yearling males and copula-

tory success as two-year-olds are

strongly dependent on body size. We
suggest that the most likely factors un-

derlying infanticide are competition

for safe breeding places (females) and

competition for mates (males).

Lactating females protect their

young by defending territories sur-

rounding their burrows against intru-

sions by unrelated conspecifics. They

A female, probably with young

in the burrow, barks out an

alarm call. While more callers

than noncallers are killed

by predators, the alarm may give

the caller's close relatives

a better chance of survival.
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chase nonresident females and yearling

males with particular vigor. The
hypothesis that thwarting infanticide is

the major function of territoriality is

supported by three observations: (1)

territorial defense ceases when young

become capable of defending them-

selves against conspecifics (about the

time they are weaned); (2) females that

lose all their young to coyotes,

badgers, or bears cease defense within

a few days of the loss; and (3) females

with the largest territories (those able

to keep marauders farthest away from

their burrows) suffer the fewest losses

to intraspecific predators.

Perhaps the most interesting aspect

of Belding's ground squirrel demog-
raphy is their pattern of dispersal,

which is also asymmetric by sex. Most
females are sedentary from birth,

spending their lives among near and

distant female relatives. Today, grand-

daughters and great-granddaughters of

females marked when our studies

began still occupy ancestral homesites.

In contrast, juvenile males permanent-

ly disperse soon after weaning and es-

tablish burrows ten to twenty times far-

ther from their natal burrows than their

sisters (usually several hundred feet

away). Subsequent to mating, adult

males also disper.se, with the most po-

lygynous moving farthest, sometimes

as far as a quarter-mile. They remain

in the area to which they immigrate and

attempt to mate there the following

spring. Thus males seldom interact

with mates or mates" oil spring and they

do not behave parentally; as noted ear-

lier, they often hibernate before the

young appear ab<ivc ground. Post-

wcaning dispersal by juvenile males
and poslmating dispersal by adult

males preclude incestuous inalings.

Advantages of avoiding consanguin-

eous iTiatings may have favored the

sexual ditlercnces in dispersal.

The malrilocal population structure

thai results from a lack of female dis-

persal has led to nepolism. Because we
have accurate genealogical records, we
can compare competition and coopera-

tion between mothers and daughters.

Standiiifi f(uurd as her voting

emeryc front their burrow, a mother
is alert to siicli predtttors as

coyotes and hawks, the juveniles

are now fairly safe from i;round

squirrels hent on infanticide.

littermale sisters, nonlittermate sisters

(offspring of the same mother but dif-

ferent fathers, born in different years),

aunts and nieces, first cousins, and

grandmothers and granddaughters. We
have discovered that the first three kin

pairs are highly cooperative, and that

cooperation among them decreases

with decreasing genetic relationship.

There are four major manifestations

of nepotism among females. First, they

seldom chase or fight with their close

kin when establishing nest burrows, so

that among close relatives, females ob-

tain residences with a minimum expen-

diture of energy and little danger of

injury. Second, close relatives share

portions of their territories and also

join together in attacking potentially

predatory conspecifics. They fre-

quently chase trespassers away from

temporarily unguarded burrows of

close kin. Thereft)re, females with

close relatives as neighbors lose fewer

young to infanticide than females with-

out kin. Ttiird, females allow close rel-

atives access to food and shelter within

their territories; distant kin and non-

relatives are never permitted such

trespassing liberties.

Finally, when predators approach,

some ground squirrels give alarm calls.

Calling is dangerous; we have .seen

more callers than noncallers attacked

and killed by predators. Thus calling

might be termed an "'altruistic'" behav-

ior. From 1974 to 1978 we witnessed

119 natural interactions between
ground squirrels and terrestrial preda-

tors, as described in scene ^. On these

occasions individuals risking detection

and capture by calling were usually old

(4 to 8-(- years), lactating, resident fe-

males with living offspring and sisters.

Noncallers by contrast were inostly

males, nonlactating, nonresident fe-

males, and feinales without li\ ing rela-

tives. These age, sex. anil kinship re-

lated ditlercnces in calling tcmlencies,

coupled with the malrilocal populatii)n

structure, suggest that alarm calls func-

tion to alert relatives. Under this

hypothesis, callers are trading the risk

of exposure to predators for the safely

and survival of dependent kin.

Belding's ground squirrels ap-

parently recognize close relatives, and

juveniles seem to learn who their kin

are. Such learning lakes place during

social play near the natal burrow in the

lirsi few da\\ the young are above

grouml (just before the litters begin to

mingle). We know this because recog-

nition "errors" occasionally occurred.

At nightfall on their lirsi day abt>ve

ground, some ju\eniles entered a bur-

row other than their mother's (only one
percent of youngsters made this mis-

take). The misplaced young remained

in the nonfamilial burrows until their

foster siblings came above ground;

then they reemerged and played with

the nonrelatives. The following year

the misplaced youngsters cooperated

with their foster mothers and sisters,

with whom they had been socialized,

but chased and fought with genetic kin

as if they were unrelated.

Studiesof the behavior of distant rel-

atives suggest that there are limits to

ground squirrel nepotism. Preliminary

data indicate that aunts and nieces, first

cousins, and grandmothers and grand-

daughters are uncooperative. They fre-

quently chase and fight, eject each

other from territories, fail to share ter-

ritories or assist each other in territory

defense, and refrain from giving alarm

calls when they are solely in each

other's presence. In short, distant rela-

tives behave as if unrelated, and fe-

males with only distant kin as neigh-

bors are no more successful in rearing

young than females living among
nonrelatives.

Why nepotism is limited to off-

spring, littermate sisters, and nonlitter-

mate si-sters is one of the enigmas that

draws us back to Tioga Pass each

spring. Perhaps distant kin cannot be

recognized or else they are so rarely

simultaneously alive that their cooper-

ation has seldom been favored. In the

next few years we hope to lind out.

Our ten summers with Belding's

ground squirrels have taught us that to

begin understanding the adaptive sig-

niticance of behavior, long-term stud-

ies of individuals' ec<ilogical and so-

cial environments are necessary. We
are struck by the relentlessness of re-

pri>ducti\ c competition among our ani-

mals, especially the males. At the same
lime we arc fascinated bv the degree

of cooperation among close female rel-

atives. Studies of iiuliv iduallv marked
animals throughout ilicir lifetimes are

being actively pursued around the

world, and important new information

ab«>ut the natural history of insects,

fishes, amphibians, birds, and mam-
mals is emerging. We hope such work
will proliferate and receive the level of

acceptance anil support we have expe-

rienced Bv illumniaiing the signifi-

cance of age and kwiship in particular,

studies such as ours contribute to an

understanding not only of ground
squirrels but of the fundamental bases

of sixial structure. D
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun, in the constellation Taurus on June 1. moves
into Gemini on June 21 , and into Cancer on July 20. The earliest sunrise

of the year occurs on June 13 and the latest sunset on June 27. The
sun arrives at the summer solstice at 6: 56 P.M., EST, June 21 , the longest

day of the year and the first day of the Northern Hemisphere summer.

On July 3, the earth reaches aphelion (Greek apo, "from," and helios,

"sun"), where it will be farthest from the sun for the year—94.5 million

miles.

We can expect bright moonlight during the evenings for the first third

of June and July. Thereafter, the moon rises after dark, progressively

later each night, and wanes. It will be seen mostly as a morning moon
for about a week after midmonth. The evening moon returns as a crescent

for several days at month's end. First-quarter occurs on June 2, full moon
on the 10th, last-quarter on the 17th, and new moon on the 24th. In

July, first-quarter is on the 2nd, full moon on the 9th, last-quarter on

the 16th, and new moon on the 23rd. Apogee (moon farthest from the

earth) is on June 1 and 29, July 27; perigee (moon nearest to the earth)

is on June 13 and July 1 1

.

Stars and Planets Jupiter and Saturn are still prominent evening ob-

jects during June and in early July, but both are coming to the end of

their cycles. Jupiter and Mercury will be an interesting pair low in the

west after sundown for three or four days before and after July 3. By
mid-July, Jupiter is too low at sundown to be seen, and Saturn—though

higher—is quite inconspicuous. The evening crescent moon will be near

them on June 26 and 27. In the morning, Venus is still visible in June,

low in the east after dawn and quite bright. But it rises too late in July.

Mars, on the other hand, rises earlier each morning. Although not very

bright, it improves its position daily in the morning sky. It will make
an interesting group with the star Aldebaran and the crescent moon in

the morning sky of July 20.

June 1-2: The moon is near Regulus and Saturn.

June 20: Venus, low in the east at dawn, is in conjunction with

Aldebaran. Mars is higher to the right.

June 22: The moon occults Aldebaran in daylight.

June 26: The crescent moon is between Jupiter (higher and to the

left) and Mercury (dimmer and to the right) this evening.

June 27: Jupiter and Mercury are to the right and below the moon.
June 29: Saturn is above the moon in the southwest this evening.

July 3: Mercury is at greatest easterly (to the sun's left) elongation,

well placed for viewing in the west after sundown for several days.

July 10: Mars is in conjunction with Aldebaran in Taurus. The planet

can easily be recognized in the familiar sky around the Pleiades.

July 16: Mercury begins retrograde (westerly) motion that takes it

rapidly out of the evening sky.

July 19: Aldebaran is covered by the moon (an occultation) but below

our horizon. The object to the moon's left is Mars.

July 27: The bright object near the moon tonight is Saturn.

July 29: The Delta Aquarid meteor shower (20 per hour) reaches its

ill-defined and broad maximum.
July 31 : Mercury is at inferior conjunction, passing the sun from left

to right, and enters the morning sky.

if Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 12:25 a.m. on June 15; 11:25 p.m. on June 30; 10:25 p.m.

on July 15; 9:25 p.m. on July 31 ; and 8:25 p.m. on August 15; but it can also

be used for an hour before and after those times.
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Why Food Rots
When something spoils, microbes hove won out in

a contest with vertebrates for food both crave

by Daniel H. Janzen

The blissful microbe that has just

found a cut in a ripe strawberry has

three tasks in life: first, to convert the

strawberry into more of itself, that is,

to propagate and increase its popula-

tion; second, to convert the strawberry

into compounds that will be antibiotic

to other microbes; and third, to con-

vert the strawberry into an object of

disgust to the passing bird or mammal,
thereby defending its food supply

against competitors. In other words,

spoil the strawberry. Put in difTerent

terms, you are a youngster left alone

in the kitchen for fifteen seconds before

your mother returns, and there are two
strawberries, one fresh and one moldy,

on the counter. If you pop the fresh

fruit in your mouth, the microbe has

won.

Ecological tradition has it that the

most intense competition for anything,

including food, occurs among closely

related species living in the same habi-

tat. We assume that closely related spe-

cies are likely to have similar needs.

But there are cases of grossly dissimi-

lar organisms eating the same kind of

food. Perhaps the most dramatic ex-

ample is the competition between mi-

crobes and animals over very concen-

trated food sources such as ripe fruit,

caches of grain, and fresh carcasses.

According to the classic explana-

tion, putrefaction, the so-called rotting

of highly desirable foods by microbes,

is the battlefield that remains after com-
petition between different species of

microbes or is a spinoff of microbial

extracellular digestion, during which
microbes release enzymes outside their

cells and then take in the results of this

chemical action. Indeed, putrefaction

could be both these things; in either

case I believe that it is also the result

of microbes' explicit efforts to render

food unattractive to higher animals.

This is not a simple area of study.

One beast's poison is another beast's

drink, and the ecology of rotting food

consumption ofTers some of the very

best examples: wine, penicillin, and
the feeding habits of vultures. Humans

call a fruit spoiled if it appears unat-

tractive; fermented if it looks agree-

able. Every human culture knows an

intoxicant; drinking alcohol (ethanol)

is the driving ingredient of more
human drink, water and milk excepted,

than any other single compound. Why
do yeasts make and then discard that

marvelously simple little molecule, lit-

erally excreted from yeast into fruit,

that has such a strong disequilibrating

effect on animals? My hypothesis is

that yeasts discard the molecule as sol-

diers "discard" bullets. A primary

adaptive reason why yeasts manufac-

ture alcohol is to render ripe fruits dis-

tasteful or unacceptable to wild verte-

brates, thereby maximizing the chance

that a fruit will be ignored by the very

animal for which natural selection pro-

duced the fruit in the first place.

The test of this hypothesis lies in ob-

servation of the choices wild animals

make when presented with naturally

rotting fruits. Unfortunately, no such

observations have been published. We
do know that long-term alcohol con-

sumption, in the absence of malnutri-

tion, can produce morphological dam-

age to the central nervous system of

mice. We also know that wild animals

become stupefied, perhaps drunk, after

feeding on partly spoiled fruit, as in

this newspaper account from Redwood
City, California (February 1978).

Drunks are being slaughtered and maimed
on the Central Expressway in Mountain

View in record numbers, but city and Santa

Clara County road officials say they have

more important things to worry about. The
official disinterest is because the drunks are

birds, mainly robins. The birds are eating

[fermented] pyracantha berries on bushes

growing along the expressway. And after

a morning or afternoon of imbibing, they

fly into the path of irucks and cars or right

into the sides of vehicles. There are times

when dead and dying birds dot the land-

scape . Motorists say it is almost impossible

to pass the pyracantha bushes without hit-

ting at least one bird.

Cars are not the normal predators of

drunk birds, but we can reasonably as-

sume that a wild animal with a gut full

of alcohol-rich fruits is more likely to

make a mistake in the face of a preda-

tor, break a limb in a fall, or fail to find

a cozy place in a storm than a sharp-

eyed, if hungry, animal that has passed

up a dinner of fermenting fruit.

But we don't know how often birds

or other vertebrate frugivores reject

spoiling or fermenting fruit in the wild

or even whether animals reject rotten

fruit because of the taste of ethanol or

of the multitude of other nasty chemi-

cal compounds made by microbes.

Pyracantha berries are very small

fruits; when fermented, each one con-

tains a very small amount of alcohol,

which may be too dilute for a bird to

detect. Only the cumulative effect of

eating many berries intoxicates a bird.

In other rotting foods, the animal may
be insensitive to the taste, there may
be no signal of rottenness, or there may
be other cues still unfamiliar to us.

A bird's hangover from eating rotten

fruit may be due to other compounds
besides ethanol and could be as danger-

ous as the drunken state—but do other

animals suffer hangovers? We do

know that crops of rotting fruits often

remain untouched on the ground be-

neath fruiting trees, apparently ignored

by the animals that normally eat them,

and become dispersal agents of the

trees' seeds. Despite our own fondness

for alcoholic beverages, we usually

drink them under protected circum-

stances—they lower our physical fit-

ness in many ways, and we are fussy

about which rotten fruits we eat.

Humans appear to be the vultures of

the world of spoiling fruits; I know of

The sight of mold on a strawberry

is usually enough to turn away a

hungry human, and probably many
birds and animals, leaving the

microbe to contend with insects

and other microbes for the fruit.
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Partly decomposed fruit does not

necessarily repel birds.

Every year in California, scores

of birds, mainly robins, feed on

fermented pyracantha berries.

But. . .

no other vertebrate animal that regu-

larly specializes in eating fermenting

fruits. However, a number of insects

feed on spoiling or fermenting fruits

before they fall or as they lie on the

ground beneath the tree. Some types of

beetles and fruit flies (Drosophila) are

the best-known examples. Resistant to

alcohol, they burrow through ferment-

ing fruits, eating the yeast. A microbe

is rarely so toxic that it keeps all insects

out, and besides, these insects present

much less of a threat to the microbe

than does a vertebrate. First, insects

often just take some juices, rather than

consuming the entire fruit. Second,

they may be primary dispersal agents,

enabling microbes to travel from rot-

ling to uncolonized fruits. Third, their

feeding activity, which makes holes

and burrows in the fruit, may break

down its physical structure and thereby

make it a more attractive food for a

microb^e. The work of these insects is

directly analogous to the importance of

carrion-feeding insects, which break

down a carcass for invading microbes.

For these reasons I suspect there is

great heterogeneity in the degree to

which the contents of rotting fruit are

toxic or repugnant to the ditTcrcni spe-

cies of insects that feed on ripe fruit.

Some microbes will repulse all; others

will not discourage some. Some in-

sects specialize in consuming micro-

bial products; others turn away.

The function of a ripe, juicy fruil is

to propagate its parent plant by enticing

vertebrates thai will eat il and eventu-

ally defecate, spit, or regurgitate the

seeds it contains in places where new
adult plants will grow. Evolution has

engineered fruit color, consistency.

. . . once the berries are digested,

the microbes strike back. This

robin is one of many inebriated

birds that are killed when ihey

fly into the path of. or collide with,

oncominfi ichicles.

taste, and nutrient content to be attrac-

tive, in certain amounts, to certain ani-

mals and repulsive to others. In the

light of microbial consumers of ripe

fruits, we have to add another dimen-

sion to the adaptive significance of a

fruit's chemical traits. Theoretically, a

fruit should evolve in a manner that

will reduce the chances of its being so

modified by microbes that it becomes
unacceptable to those vertebrates that

raise the parent plant species' chances

of survival by dispersing seeds to ap-

propriate places. Why do many juicy

fruits have a tough skin? Why do
grapes have ail that tannin in their

skins? Many ripe wild fruits are astrin-

gent or rich in other antimicrobial com-
pounds. Until the 1960s, a major

source of vegetable tannin for India's

leather trade was the ripe fruit of Ter-

minalia chebula, an Indian tree whose

fallen fruits are eaten by deer, por-

cupines, .squirrels, and other animals.

High citric acid content, which renders

many ripe wild fruits sour, is probably

of similar biological significance. In

short, odd flavors may discourage mi-

crobes but not all members of a plant's

disperser coterie.

The natural food of black bread

mold is not old slices of bread. Asper-

gillus. Penicillium. .Atternaria. Fu-

sarium. and the other genera of fungi

that grow so readily on stored grain and

grain products are likely professional

colonists of rodents' grain caches and

of ungerminated seeds and fruits in the

wild. In harvesting both kinds of re-

source, these fungi arc in intense com-

fjetition with granivorous birds, ro-

dents, and insects; not surprisingly,

they arc the only known species of

fungi whose hyphae, a kind of rtnillike

structure, produce compounds that are

extremely toxic lo higher animals.

Aflaloxins arc the compounds ihal

receive the most attentitin in contem-

porary nutritional literature. Made by

many species of /\,v/)<'rvi//i<.v and other

grain-inhabiting fungi, ihey are among
the most poieni carcinogens known.

Only 15 parts per billion of aflatoxin

B, in ral diets produces a high inci-

dence of liver tumors. A major prob-

lem for turkey farmers is contami-

nation of feed by aflatoxin producing

fungi. Peanut farmers fiml ihal imhar-

vesled crops left ni the ground for more

than a month run a high risk of afla

toxin conlaminalion However, fungi

Ihal inhabit grain make many other ob-

jeclit>nable compounds, l-rgoiism,

also known as Saint Vitus' dance, is

caused by alkaloids from Claviceps

purpurea on field grains. During
World War II, grains left standing in

fields in central Europe over a moist

winter were harvested with disastrous

results for livestock and human beings;

the grains had been poisoned by cla-

dosporin and fusarigenin produced by

seven species of grain-inhabiting Fu-

sarium fungi. The toxins were still in

the grain seven years later. From a

1976 Costa Rican newspaper comes
the following report:

More than 29,000 ions of coniaminaied

corn were finally incinerated this week,

after a long and hopeless battle to use il

productively. The corn was first purchased

in 1 974 by the National Production Council

(CNP). and upon discovery that it con-

tained dangerous toxins, alternate uses

other than sale to the public were sought.

After last attempts to resell it to another

country, the decision to burn the corn was
finally reached several months ago.

Pharmacological literature abounds

with grim tales of spoilage fungi:

Moldy [with Penicillium nihrum] field corn

was shelled and fed to five pigs, each

weighing approximately foriy pounds.

Two died within four days, showing typi-

cal manifcsiaiions of the field toxicosis.

The remaining three pigs refused to eat the

moldy corn and subsequenily were sacri-

liced; necropsy indicated siarvaiion. . . .

Two additional pigs were force-fed, by

stomach lube, milled moldy field corn. One
perished in ihrec days, and ihe other in

eighida\s: necropsy findings were indica-

live of ihe acute field toxicosis. ... A
280-pound calf was force-fed daily six

pounds of milled moldy field corn The ani-

mal developed depression, weakness, ex-

cessive salivation, and became bloated. In

addition. Ihe animal ran short distances,

would iwisi and turn, and work lis iiuiulh

vigorously during the exertion The animal

perished on ihc ihird day during one of the

seizures.

Small wonder ihat many farm ani-

mals will starve lo death bef«ire eating

moldy feed or grain Of course, not all

molds on grains produce poisonous

compounds. In a test of 247 cultures

of 6.^ .-Xspergillus species on chicks and

mice, 74 cultures killed the chicks or

mice and .52 more stunted the growth

of one or bt>lh animals when 50 percent

of Ihe diet was moldy wheat or soy-

beans.

Although grain-consuming fungi

make c«>mplex compounds that are

very toxic lo vertebrates, most bacte-

ria, fungi, and algae are insensitive lo

these poisons. Ilierefore, these com-
p*>unds probably did not evolve as a

weapon in the warfare ihai fungi and

microbes wage over high quality foods
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such as grain. Nevertheless, even po-

tent antimicrobial chemicals may be

valuable to their parent fungus partly

because of their effects on vertebrates.

To digest food, most vertebrates re-

quire aid from microflora dwelling in

their guts. Hence, a potent antibiotic

may be just as dangerous to a verte-

brate as a compound that attacks the

animal's more personal , cellular physi-

ology. Not only compounds such as

citreoviridin but also penicillin made
by Penicillium may protect the

fungus's food. A guinea pig will die if

fed too much tetracycline.

In nature, a rodent cannot store a

grain cache in the ground or in a rotting

log without risking its contamination

by spores of toxin-producing fungi. To
protect its investment, the animal

depends on cold or dry weather. Desert

rodents probably make well-drained

burrows, as much to keep their cached

seeds dry and, therefore, mold free, as

to keep the seeds from germinating. In

the wet tropics, very few rodents make
seed caches. When they do, they lose

many to fungi; they often cache only

large single seeds that have coats im-

penetrable or otherwise resistant to

fungi during the normal length of time

when seeds are cached. Another way
in which rodents could protect caches

would be to develop their own resist-

ance to the metabolites that grain-

inhabiting fungi manufacture. Com-
pared with other animals, mice are ex-

tremely resistant to aflatoxins, al-

though they are by no means immune.
Their sensitivity to corn moldy with

Penicillium varies widely, and natural

selection could change this variation in

habitats where mice have regular

access to grain stores. Of the few birds

that have been tested, the highly

granivorous quail are the least suscep-

tible to aflatoxins. They certainly must

consume some moldy seeds in nature.

The bacterium that has found a dead

mouse has much the same problem as

does the yeast with its plum or a fungus

with its grain cache. Putrefaction is no
simple biochemical accident. The
more rapidly and intensively a bacte-

rial clone can fill a carcass with noxious

compounds, the less chance that a ver-

tebrate carnivore will take it away . The
bacterial game is certainly played with

compounds called amines, perhaps

with other substances as well. Bacteria

inside a carcass are presented with a

great deal of protein. Proteins are long

chains of amino acids; an amino acid

with its carboxyl (-COOH) group

(which makes it an acid) stripped off

is an amine. Bacteria produce amines

in great quantity but apparently do not

use them for anything in their own me-
tabolism. I would interpret amines as

possible preemptive toxicants to verte-

brates and as warning signals that there

are other, less volatile toxicants in the

carcass. Putrescine and cadaverine are

well-known examples of the former;

isoamyline and p-hydroxyphenylethyl-

amine are examples of the latter.

There is another reason why the ad-

vertised presence of bacteria in a

carcass may keep most vetebrates

away. Diseases such as salmonellosis,

botulism, and avian cholera that may
have killed the animal could still infect

carnivores that devour the carcass.

The system I have postulated above

calls for the evolution of vertebrates

able to effectively recognize either mi-

crobial toxins or signs of dangerous

bacteria in carcasses. For example,

human revulsion to microbial pres-

ence, either natural or learned, is

strong. When single cell protein (bac-

terial cell protein) is added to human
food in amounts greater than about

15-25 grams per day, it generates gas-

trointestinal upsets. On the other hand,

I would expect certain animals to be-

come adept at recognizing physio-

logically acceptable bacterial levels

even when the bacteria are generating

some pretty fierce signals. Some of the

more fragrant cheeses are a familiar ex-

ample; the animal registers the bacte-

ria's presence , but realizes that they are

not producing too much poison.

Given that bacteria frequently win
their contests with ordinary carnivores

for food supplies, a few exceptional

carnivores have specialized in capital-

izing on microbe-infected carcasses,

making them their major source of

food. Vultures, crows, marabou
storks, hyenas, and carrion-feeding in-

sects come immediately to mind. To
feed on carrion, these animals must

have an incredible gut chemistry, but

it remains unstudied. Olfactory prefer-

ences are not the physiological mystery

of prime interest when a hyena pulls a

putrefied eland carcass out of the water

and makes a meal. On the other hand,

why don't the putrefaction bacteria

come up with some really potent afla-

toxinlike compounds that will be-

queath the carcass completely to the

microbial world? I suspect the answer

lies in the importance of scavengers in

moving putrefaction bacteria around in

the world and in the importance of car-

rion-feeding insects in mechanically

breaking down carcasses, thereby

Hans D Dossenbach

There are a few exceptional

animals whose intestinal chemistry

is mysteriously resistant to

putrefaction microbes, so that they

can feed on rotting flesh. At right,

hyenas and vultures divide spoils.

helping microbes to enter. If carcasses

are protected from all multicellular

consumers by fine screen cages, they

decompose slowly and form mummies
even in July-August temperatures in

midwestern latitudes.

There are numerous times when
humans—and, I suspect, other ani-

mals—hold their noses or put on spices

and take a bite, either because the par-

ticular spoiled food is known to contain

harmless mimic microbes, because

humans are immune to that particular

toxin, because the concentration of

toxins is low, or because intoxication

is desired. Ignoring signals of the re-

mains of the microbes' presence can

backfire at New Year's Eve parties or

other occasions where too much booze

or cheese is consumed or when unex-

pected microbes get into the brew; for

example, Clostridium botulinum is a

lethal contaminant of Japanese izushi,

a fermented fish and vegetable dish. A
lot of drunks and antibiotics users are

happy that microbes fight back and pro-

duce useful materials, but the battle-

ground is littered with chemical booby

traps.

When an animal eats putrefied food

of any kind, it usually risks poor nutri-

tion, microbial infection, or injury

from toxins or microbe-produced anti-

biotics. Of course, all these conse-

quences may simply be the byproduct

of microbes interacting with each

other. But I suspect that microbes pu-

trefy food to avoid the generally mala-

daptive event of having themselves and

their resources eaten by larger animals.

Fruits, seeds, and meat spoil because

that is the way microbes compete with

bigger organisms for food. D

By eating microbe-infestedl

carcasses and excreting thet

remains, vultures and otherl

scavengers play an important role}

in distributing putrefaction

microbes around their habitat.
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Do Honeybees Know What
They Are Doing?
Some evidence suggests that these extremely clever insects learn on the job,

yet they may merely be exquisitely programmed robots

by James L. Gould

The sources of the "knowledge""

behind the behavior of animals have

been both a fascinating question and

the crux of an often bitter controversy

between the two disciplines that study

the subject—ethology and psychol-

ogy. Ethologists have traditionally

considered animals to be creatures of

instinct, robots programmed by their

genes, while classical psychologists

envision animals as coming into the

world with blank mental slates, infi-

nitely malleable, their behavior to be

shaped and directed by their environ-

ments into the most adaptive form. No-

where is this traditional dichotomy be-

tween learning and instinct better illus-

trated than in the analysis of the behav-

ior of that supremely clever animal

—

the honeybee.

When a forager bee leaves the hive

in search of food, for example, it may
fly hundreds of feet this way and that

before finding a suitable patch of flow-

ers. During the flight, it will probably

have had to aim itself into the wind

—

perhaps considerably off its true

course—to maintain a consistent flight

direction. The sun, which is the bee's

usual compass, may have been hidden

behind a cloud or a line of trees for all

or part of the bee's flight, and its posi-

tion in the sky will have changed mark-

edly over the course of the search.

And yet, when the bee arrives at a

food source, it is able to calculate a

true compass direction and the distance

back to the hive. The forager has al-

lowed for the effect of the ever chang-

ing wind on its path; it has calculated

Sterling DimmiH, National Audubon Society Collechon/PR
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the sun's position when it was not vis-

ible and compensated for its predeter-

mined but variable movement to the

west. What is more, back at the hive

the forager will translate all these com-
putations by means of specific linguis-

ticlike conventions into a dance that

will "tell" other bees the distance and

direction of the newly discovered food.

Willing recruits attend these dances,

then use information gained from

them to find the food for themselves.

Are honeybees creatures of instinct

or learning? Ethologists can point to

the bees" almost magical feats of navi-

gation and communication as being far

too complex to be learned during their

short lifetimes. Yet, when examined

more closely, much of this complexity

disappears. Research in my laboratory

at Princeton University has revealed,

for example, that rather than being able

to calculate the intricate motions of

the sun, as had been thought, bees rely

on a simple extrapolation: they expect

the sun to have progressed at the same
rate as the last time they checked it.

When the sun disappears, bees fall

back on the patterns of polarized light

in the sky, which are invisible to us but

Honeybees learn the color of

a flower only during the final

two seconds before landing on

it: the odor only while actually

on the flower: and the landmarks

around it only as they fly

away after feeding.

Stephen Dalton. National Audubon Society Collection/Pfl
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which create for them a gigantic

compass of rays.

Although the sun's location can be

calculated from the information in only

a small patch of blue sky, my colleague

Michael Brines of Rockefeller Univer-

sity and I see nothing in the behavior

of bees that indicates they know any-

thing about the regular geometry of

those patterns. Instead, bees seem to

use a very simple system of arbitrary

rules. Their ability to navigate when
even the polarization patterns are ob-

scured is a greater mystery, but it may
be explained by nothing more compli-

cated than the small magnets that

my colleagues and I have recently

found bees (and other animals such as

homing pigeons) carry with them.

Although they may not be as compli-

cated as they look at first, bees are still

able to outperform all but very well-

trained and superbly equipped human
navigators, and to the best of our

knowledge, their symbolic language is

second only to ours in complexity. Un-

like humans, bees can navigate and

communicate without prior experi-

ence—those abilities are truly innate in

them. Nevertheless, at every stage in

their behavior, learning is essential.

Foragers may calculate, substitute, and

average their information in the man-

ner of small computers, but they must

learn that the sun moves (and which

way), how flowers look and smell,

what the hive looks like, and so on.

And bees are not unique in this regard.

Indeed, both instinct and learning are

crucial to most insects, but even at first

glance, their learning seems to be of a

peculiar sort.

How well and how much do insects

learn, and how dix's the process relate

to learning in higher animals, such as

birds and mammals? Insect learning

seems curiously constrained and ma-
chinelikc. and despite the traditional

split between learning and instinct, one

is templed to call it '"insiinctivc

learning." Again the honeybee pro-

vides a compelling illustration.

More than 2,(KK) years ago, Aris

Despite thfir M<;rn,'<//(V);i<i/ fc(it\.

bees ore myopic: objects tippear

bhtrreil to them except when very

near, lop photoi^raph shows how a

flower hioks to us: simiiliition <it

bottom shows how the some flower

muy hioi^ in cli)seiip to ii bee.

«l Oo*)

totle noticed that on any particular

foraging flight, a bee will gather food

from a single kind of flower and bypass

others. Clearly the bee must have

learned to distinguish that one species

of flower from all others. Aristotle

seems not to have wondered how these

diminutive creatures could do that.

Early in this century, though, Nobel

laureate Karl von Frisch raised the

question when he upset the prevailing

view that animals in general, and in-

spects in particular, were deaf. dumb,
and virtually blind. Von Frisch rea-

soned that since flowers have so much
to gain from bees if the insects remain

faithful to one flower species, cross-

pollinating the plants on each stop,

and so much to lose if bees are fickle,

that the colors and odors of flowers

probably evolved as alluring signals

for the bees to learn. Bees, von Frisch

theorized, must therefore have good
color vision and excellent "noses."

Indeed, he was able to show that bees

are able to distinguish one floral odor

from among some seven hundred

others and can learn any color from

yellow through the greens and blues

on into the ultraviolet.

So far, so good. Bees are smart

enough to learn the particular colors

and odors of flowers. About 1930,

however, one of von Frisch's students,

Elizabeth Opfinger, made the disturb-

ing discovery that bees can learn a

flower's color only as they approach

the plant. This is a striking phenome-
non to watch. For example, we often

train bees to a feeder by catching ihcm

as they fly from the hive and then carry-

ing them to the food. When the bees

leave the food, they circle the feeder

again and again as if "studying" it be-

fore flying back to the hive. Yel when
they return to the feeder on their own.
they have no idea of what the feeding

station looks like. They search the

feeder everywhere for the food, often

to the great discomfort of those con-

ducting the experiment. But after Ihey

have landed on the foinl only once of

their own accord, they display no hesi-

tation in finding it again.

RandoM Mcn/el of the Free L'ni\er-

sity of Berlin has investigated in mi>re

detail how bees learn food-source

color. He changed the colors of an arti-

ficial flower during the approach, land-

ing, feeding, and departing flights of

foragers and found that bees remember
only the color lhc\ have seen during

the final two seconds before lamling.

On the other haml. the bee learns the

laiulinarks arouiul the food onl\ as it

flies away. Indeed, if we carry a feed-

ing bee back to the hive, it will have

no recollection of the landmarks it

must have seen but did not learn when
approaching the feeder. It is as if bees

possess a set of switches that turn color

and landmark learning on and off at

certain times and in certain situations.

There must also be still another switch

for odor, since the bee learns that only

while actually on the flower.

The same pattern of constraints ap-

pears uhen foragers try to get home.
On their return trip they depend on
their elegant navigation systems to get

close to the hive, but bees are too my-
opic to find the tiny hive entrance di-

rectly. For an animal whose \ision is

so fuzzy that a daisy more than three

feet away is a formless blur, and the

distance to an object can be judged

only if it is no farther than six inches

away, there is no choice but to depend

on large landmarks near the colony.

As a result, bees have evolved a

built-in program by which they learn

what the hive entrance and its sur-

rounding landmarks look like. But

since the appearance of the hive and the

nearby vegetation necessarily changes

with time and with the seasons, bees

are programmed to relearn what the

hive and its environs look like on the

first flight out each da> . Thus a colony

can be moved several miles overnight

without causing any difficulty for the

bees, but moving it even a few feet at

midday inevitably produces swarms of

confused and disoriented foragers

searching franticall> in the old ItKa-

lion. even (hough they had flown out

only a few minutes earlier from the

new pi)siiion.

Learning, for bees, has thus become
specialized to the extent that specific

cues are learned only at specific

limes—and then only in specific con-

texts. In fact, the learning programs of

bees are even more specialized than

that: although the insects acquire each

bit of kno\\leilge separatch and al a

different rale, once acquired, their

knowledge forms a pari of a coherent

and holistic set, that is. a unit that can-

not be reduced to discrete component
elements.

Ihc first hint of this pi)ssibilii\ came
about ly.^O when von Frisch followed

up an observation b\ Augusie Forel, a

well-known Fluropean psychiatrist and

entomologist, that the bees sharing his

tea did not show up al the table until

fifteen minutes or so before the sched-

uled hour. \'on Frisch quickl> ci>n-

firmed I'orel's guess that bees learn to
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associate a time of day with a particular

food source. Since many flowers pro-

duce nectar only during specific parts

of the day, bees would waste a great

deal of time and energy if they did not

learn this. The strategy that underlies

this ability, however, can lead to some
odd behavior. For example, Martin

Lindauer, an ethologist at the Univer-

sity of Wiirzburg, and his students

trained bees to a feeding station that

contained unscented food. During one

specific half hour, however, the re-

searchers added a scent. Given a

choice on subsequent days, the bees

steadfastly chose unscented over

scented food except immediately be-

fore and during that half hour. The
bees, the feeding station, and the food

remained the same, but the preference

or expectation of the foragers had

switched. Similar experiments have

shown that time, odor, color, shape,

landmarks, and location are all learned

as a "set," and that if one component

in the set is changed, the bee must learn

the whole set all over again.

In a very real sense, then, honey-

bees are carefully tuned "learning

machines." They learn just what they

are programmed to learn, exactly

when they are programmed to learn

it. This seems fundamentally dif-

ferent from our usual view of learn-

ing in higher animals, especially in

humans. We tend to suppose that the

difference that we feel sets us apart

from the insects is one of kind rather

than degree, and that we are so dif-

ferent that the basic processes of bird

and mammalian learning are unique.

The facts, unfortunately, do not sup-

port this hope.

One of the most characteristic proc-

esses underlying mammalian learn-

ing, for example, is a phenomenon
known as short-term memory. Learn-

ing is our word for what happens be-

tween the perception of information by
our sense organs and the ultimate

storage of that bit of information in our

brains. There is no direct line between
the two. Our minds first sort and filter

the information. During this "short-

term" phase, any shock or disturbance

Bees learn to associate a given food

source with a particular time of

day. This skill leads to efficient

feeding since many flowers produce

nectar only at specific times.

is likely to cause us to forget what we
have just experienced. A disruption

only a few minutes later, however, will

have no effect. This is the source of the

amnesia an accident victim experi-

ences when he or she has no recol-

lection of the accident or the events

immediately preceding it.

Menzel has shown that bees possess

the same short-term memory phase. If

we shock or chill a forager within five

minutes of its finding a new source of

food, the bee will forget all about the

food. But if we wait until ten minutes

after the discovery , the knowledge will

have passed into a "long-term" form
and cannot easily be eradicated.

Experiments of behavioral geneti-

cists have turned up other similarities

between insect and mammalian learn-

ing, leading us to infer that learning

involves a single set of basic processes

that are shared throughout the animal

kingdom, from Drosophila to humans.

If this is the case, then the difference

in kind that we sense separating insects

from the higher animals must lie in-

stead in the way learning is organized.

Insect learning may be rigidly con-

strained, while learning in birds and

mammals appears flexible. Again,

however, the facts fail to support such

a basic difference. Examples of tightly

programmed learning in birds and

mammals are becoming the rule rather

than the exception. One simple and

fascinating example is "rapid food-

avoidance conditioning."

Many animals, from blue jays to

garden slugs, are programmed to wait

a specific length of time, which varies

from species to species, after eating a



new food to see if they become ill. If

they do—even if the sickness arose

from a completely independent

cause—they will never eat that food

again. Even more curious, each spe-

cies is programmed to identify the for-

bidden food in the future by its own set

of cues. For example, rats remember

a suspect food by odor, while quail re-

call its color. Even though the animal

can sense and, in other contexts, re-

member a far wider range of stimuli,

it recognizes only the one or two se-

lected by evolution as salient in this

situation and studiously ignores the

others.

A more complicated example of the

programmed learning common to

higher animals is "imprinting," aterm

that calls to mind a picture of Konrad

Lorenz, the well-known Austrian ethol-

ogist, leading a long line of baby geese

across a meadow. Young animals that

have to keep up with their ever moving
parents—for instance, antelope and

sheep—must quickly learn to recog-

nize those parents as individuals if they

are to survive. To accomplish this,

these creatures have evolved an elegant

learning routine. The first task for a

newborn duckling or calf is to stay with

its mother in order to learn her individ-

ual appearance. To do this, ducklings

are programmed to follow the first ob-

ject they see moving away from them.

When the object stops moving, the

duckling stops too. If the object pro-

duces the call specific to the species,

so much the better.

While the sight of an object moving
away triggers the ""following re-

sponse," it is the physical act of fol-

lowing that starts the learning. We
know this because a chick carried pas-

sively behind its mother, like a bee fer-

ried to and from a feeder, fails to learn.

In this case, the learning is further con-

fined to a brief, species-specific " "criti-

cal period" of about a day. Whatever
the chick sees later is irrelevant, so that

hand-reared ducklings steadfastly ig-

nore real ducks. More recently, how-
ever, we have learned that animals

with imprinting programs are not com-
pletely naive about what their parents

should look like. They are born with

one or two general clues that they use

if a decision between two moving ob-

jects becomes necessary—a contin-

gency that must be very common in our

crowded world. Hence, given a choice

between, say, geese and people during

its critical peri(xl, a duckling is pro-

grammed to pay attention to the more
duck like object.

For those of us who like to believe

that nature is simple at heart, a com-
mon theme runs through these learning

processes, namely, that learning is

adaptively programmed so that spe-

cific contexts, recognized by an ani-

mal's neural circuitry on the basis of

one or more special cues, trigger spe-

cific learning programs. The programs

themselves are confined to particular

critical periods—the two seconds be-

fore landing on a feeding source in the

case of the bee—and to a particular

subset of possible cues. Nothing is left

to chance, yet all of the behavioral

flexibility that learning makes possible

is preserved.

To a large extent, this modified pic-

ture of ""instinciJNc learning" is help-

ing to bring a consiructi\c end to the

ccniury-old debate about whether na-

ture or nurture is the source of the adap-

tive bchasior of animals. In general, I

am inclined to conclude that animals

probably arc largely the prepro-

grammeil robots imagined by classical

cthologisis, but now wc know that iheir

programming is far more elaborate

than had been im.igined. and thai the

elaborations enable them to sample

their environmenis in particular con-

texts and to nu>dify their beha\ior ac-

ct)rdingly. .^nilnal^ are indeed molded

and shaped by iheir environments, but

within a set of complex constraints that

do not quite fit (he mmlel that classical

psychologists have alwa\ s maintained.

And yet, I wonder whether a theory

based on a robot programmed to pro-

gram itself can adei.|ualel\ explain all

the behavior lakntg place around us.

What about the re.ills llexible learning
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we see going on: the mastering of

chance variations of enxironment. the

solving of new problems' Could this

apparent intellectual ""free will"" on the

part of higher animals simply be an il-

lusion created by our ignorance of how
the programming has evolved to deal

with complicated situations? Even
with honeybees I am often tempted to

explain some subtle behavior by the

supposition that they know what they

are doing.

For example, honeybee colonies di-

vide every spring, and half the bees and

the old queen leave to form a swarm
in a nearby tree. .Sct)uts fly out in search

of suitable cavities in which to estab-

lish a new hive. The cavity must be

chosen with great care since its ability

to keep its occupants warm and dry

during the long, cold winter is crucial

to the colony's survival. Scouts return

and advertise what they have found by

means of the same dance u.sed to com-
municate food location. At first, sev-

eral potential sites may be reported, but

soon, usually within a day or two, all

the dances will indicate just one IcKa-

lion. Shortly thereafter, the swarm will

depart to the chosen site and set up

housekeeping.

How is this important decision

reached? By inarking individual bees

and monitoring empty hive boxes set

out as "bait," [Jndauer and, later, a

graduate student at Harvard have been

able to show that each scout makes its

own evaluation based on the cavity's

size, exposure to sun, dryness, free-

dom from drafts, and soon. Each scout

advertises its find with a degree of en-

thusiasm that rctlecls the site's quality

as a potential dwelling. So far. this

may sound like a forager bee reporting

a flower patch, but now the scout will

slop and watch dances indicating other

sites. It will then fly out and visit them,

perhaps also rcinspecting its own dis-

covery, then return to the swarm and

dance for the best one. The bee has

sampled the available locations, com-
pared them, and come to a decision.

When virtually all the scouts agree

— that is. when all »)f the dancing

indicates the same sp<il—the swarm

In the sprii\)i. bee colonics

divide I he old queen and half

the hees leave to form a swarm,
like the one shown here, prior

to e.stahlishin;,; a new hive.

will then be roused and led to the

chosen cavity.

Are these bees being uncharacteris-

tically clever or is the programming

simply too subtle for us to decipher

easily? The small size, too numerous

legs, and phylogenetic remoteness of

bees from humans strongly incline me
to the view that the decision-making

behavior of swarm scouts could be ex-

plained as programming if we could be

imaginative enough to find the clues.

If the above story had been about

humans or chimpanzees, however, I

doubt that computerlike preprogram-

ming would be seriously considered.

But after all , bees have swarmed nearly

every year for millenniums and must

face this general set of problems an-

nually.

Other examples of bee behavior are

less easily explained. Honeybees, for

instance, hate alfalfa because its flow-

ers come equipped with a spring-

loaded anther that when tripped gives

them a nasty blow. Bumblebees,
which evolved along with this flower,

do not seem to mind, but once honey-

bees have been hit, they will assid-

uously avoid alfalfa. When forced to

it by being put into the middle of acres

of solid alfalfa—a situation that is

created only by modern agricul-

ture—individual honeybees solve the

problem in the face of potential starva-

tion by adopting one of two strategies.

Either they learn to recognize tripped

from untripped flowers and only visit

the former, or they learn to chew
through the flower from the side, tak-

ing the nectar without venturing inside

and tripping the anther.

Has e\olution provided bees with

two contingency plans for dealing with

American agriculture or have these di-

minutive creatures reasoned out the

problem on their own? Perhaps the

eeriest example that argues against

bees being nothing more than elegant

pieces of clockwork is what happens

when we try to train them for an experi-

ment. We Ivgin by letting the becslind

tlrops of sugar solution in a ilish near

the hive entrance. Then every few min-

utes, we mo\e the dish about 2f> per-

cent farther from the hive. Ai the be-

ginning, we may move the food only

an inch when the distance from the hive

is four inches, but later the food is

transported a hundred feet or more in

a single jump. Virtually every student

t>f bees, from von l-risch on, has n«i-

liced that a time comes during training

when the bees will begin to "catch

on," to anticipate where the lotul will

be next, fly that distance, and wait. I

can imagine nothing about flowers that

could provide a reason for evolving

such a behavioral program.

Either the bees are \er\ smart or

they have been programmed w ith such

exquisite finesse as to leave us in doubt

about the source of their abilities. Don-
ald Griflin. a distinguished zoologist at

RcK-kefeller University, suggests in his

book The Question of Animal Aware-
ness that much of bee behavior is most

easily explained if we assume that they

are conscious beings like ourselves, al-

though infinitely less intelligent. Expe-

rience and my anthropocentric view-

point prejudice me against the idea that

creatures so small could possibly

"know" what they are doing. And yet.

if we concede that e\en the program-

ming of a one-milligram honeybee

brain is too intricate to be distinguished

easily from some sort of insect "free

will." where does this leave us with

regard to analyzing the sources of our

own incredibly subtle and complex
species-specific human behavior?

When I read that human infants

emerge from the womb able to recog-

nize and respond to human faces and

to distinguish the consiinant sounds of

human speech: that Jean Piaget. lead-

ing authority on childhiHid develop-

ment, has found a fixed series of cul-

turally independent "intellectual"

stages that unftild in children the world

over; that Maria Moniessori. pioneer

in early childhood education, has iden-

tified a critical period for man\ types

of learning in humans; and that linguist

Ni)am Chomsky has found ;i common
"deep structure" to ;ill human lan-

guage. I sense elements of the same
pattern that has emerged in the

"lower" animals, altht>ugh one that is

far more difficult to dissect.

What instinctual chains shackle our

minds to the now irrelevant necessities

of our once natural \sorld',' How do pal-

terns of "triggers ' and "critical pc-

riiKls" —so ob\ ious in bees and ni>w

being found, wonderfulh elaborated,

all along thee\olulion;ir\ continuum to

humans-restrict or predispose ourdc-

\elopment' What problems in educa-

tion or beha\ ior are we failing to solve

by using pre-Darwinian models that

suppose that we are infiiiilel> flexible

and that our pliancy in all things per-

sists throughout our lives? The melan-

choly truth is thai we are blind to our

own blindnesses and will continue to

be so until science forges a positive

link between humans and the rest of

the ;mim;il world. D



Front Door, Back Door
Despite the best-laid plans of their Victorian ancestors,

Americans have taken charge of their own comings and goings

by Roger L. Welsch

There was a time—as little as sev-

enty-five years ago—when the lane of

the American farm led boldly to an

open front gate, an ample front porch

that virtually shouted "Welcome!"
and a richly embellished front door (or

even two front doors). Cedar or syca-

more trees framed the straightforward

approach to the farmstead; the house

seemed to look out on the countryside

before it, the outbuildings arrayed be-

hind it like architectural lieutenants. Of
the double doors, be they side by side

or at right angles to each other, the one

opened into the formal parlor, the fan-

ciest room of the house, meant only for

visiting dignitaries: the minister, the

banker perhaps, or the Angel of Death,

for it was here that funerals and wakes
were held. The other door led into the

family's front room, or living room as

it was also called, where father read his

farm journals, mother tatted, and the

children recited their lessons. Here,

too, less consequential but nonetheless

honored guests were received, where
they could be greeted with the studied

elegance of the ideal Victorian home.
The intention was that visitors

would see the family and house only

in repose: the workings and processes

of the unit were concealed, like those

of a clock. For example, it was gener-

ally understood that the operation of

cooking was to be hidden away from
all guests, even those invited to dine

(the kitchen might even be separate

from the main building). The reluc-

tance to share intimacy was not simply

a feature of a society still characterized

by a servant class; even where the wife

did the cooking, people seated in the

dining room did not see the steam,

bustle, and clutter. A wall cabinet with

doors opening into both the kitchen and

the dining room permitted the fashion-

able housewife to place the food from

In 1903. a Nebraska farmhouse,

right, boasted double front

doors and an ornate porch-balcony.

Deprived of a front porch and
steps, a door, below, loses

its intended function.

%

D Murphy. Lincoln. Nebraska

Courlesy ol Nebraska Stale Historical Society
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the kitchen into the wall shelves, close

the kitchen side, remove her apron,

enter the dining room, open the cabi-

net's dining room doors, and serve the

food as if it had appeared magically.

But all that has changed. Front doors

of old houses are often nailed or

painted shut or heavy furniture has

been placed in front of them, barring

entrance or exit. And with good rea-

son. In many cases, should innocent

visitors try to leave by way of the front

door, they would find themselves lying

on the front lawn, for the porch has

fallen away or been removed, leaving

the front door (or doors) hanging use-

lessly a few feet above the ground. The
front gate has rusted shut, and lilacs

grow solidly across the front of the

house, barring access to the yard.

The front porch, where it remains,

is now regarded as an outside room of

the house, where the men can retire

after supper to smoke a cigar or watch

the approaching storm; where children

at play can escape the summer sun. It

is rarely an approach to the house; a

knock at a farmhouse's front door will

set the dogs to barking madly and bring

worried looks to the faces of the

occupants.

The back door of the rural home has

become so dominant as the principal

entrance that in some areas of the

country it has come to be called the

frontdoor. Many of my students, when
asked about the abandonment of the

front door, were startled to find that in

their own minds they had not even no-

ticed the inside of the front door of their

own homes throughout the years they

had lived in them. One student com-
mented, "When I was little I always

wanted to go out the front doors. I

thought I was going to be killed when
I tried it. My mother actually spanked

me a couple of times. To this day I

don't know what it was that was wrong

with going out the front doors." In My
Antonia. Willa Gather writes, "The

boys escorted us to the front of the

house, which I hadn't seen; in farm

houses, somehow, life comes and goes

by the back door."

The family enters through the

kitchen door, typically by way of a

small, unheated "mud porch," where

work clothes, boots, tools, and guns

accumulate. Farmers usually explain

that the back door is more convenient

to the lane road, overlooking what is

often the case—the original lane has

been diverted behind the house to be

convenient to the back door! Some
suggest that the use of the back en-

trance keeps mud and manure from

being tracked through the front room,

but this leaves the unattractive prospect

of their being tracked through the

kitchen. The argument that the mud
room, or mud porch, was added to

circumvent such problems does not

4
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Moreover. I speculated, the tradi-

tional mode of proffering friendship

was to offer food, to demonstrate trust

by sharing this most vulnerable of

life's activities. The symbolic function

of food still pervades societies all

around the world, including our own.
Business is conducted over food when
it might be more efficiently (but not

more effectively) pursued at a desk: no
major professional or social gathering

is complete without a banquet where
nothing happens—on the surface

—

that could not be accomplished more
easily, quickly, and cheaply without

the food; courtship invariably proceeds

at the table before it advances to the

couch. Ethnologists have come to

agree that food frequently has far less

to do with nourishment than with cul-

tural attitudes. So I have reasoned

that the opening of the kitchen to all

visitors was an expression of the same

The automobile may have

contributed to the eventual

decline of the traditional

house orientation (even for

courting, it rivaled the front

porch). Early vehicles can be

seen at the Charles farmstead,

left, which straddled the

stale line between New Hampshire
and Maine. Below: The typical

mud porch probably is the

usual access to this house.

stand up because the same function

could have been assigned to the front

porch, had that portal been maintained

as the primary entrance to the house.

Most important, if the back entrance is

used to accommodate the family's ev-

eryday din anil clutter, why should

guests then have lo be exposed to that

dirt and clutter? Why are they no

longer graciously welcomed through

the front door, as was clearly intended

by the standard design'.'

In a paper delivered at the Third In-

lernational Congress for Kthnographic

Fot)dways Research in C'ardiil, Wales
(August 1477), I suggested thai the

change in diM)r usage rellecied the futil

ily of elforls to maintain elegance in

America's severe hcarllanil a reali/a-

lion thai the days of servants and
repose were over, that the minister w.is

never going to come visiting, thai the

hope fordigniiN hail lost out to the real-

ities of isolation and humility.



This glass plate photograph

(slightly damaged in lower right

corner) was taken in Maine
about 1900. It shows that there

was less separation then

between homes and community

space, such as thoroughfares.

kind of trust as sharing the food itself.

Indeed, the very rhetoric of back-

door greetings supports that conten-

tion. Upon opening the back door to

greet guests, the woman (but never the

man) will recite a well-practiced lit-

any: "Excuse the mess in the kitchen.

I am just in the process of [choose one

or several] canning/cooking/clean-

ing/baking/washing dishes," all of

which is evident to the visitor. The

words, however, are intended not to

extract indulgence from the visitor but

rather to call attention to the implicit

trust, not to apologize for the activities

of the kitchen but to make them ex-

plicit. The hostess is saying that she

shares the intimacy of food preparation

with the visitor and assumes that he or

she is friendly enough to accept this

The Betlmann Archive
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vulnerability without taking advantage

of it—criticizing, laughing, or gossip-

ing to others about the household, for

example.

Increasingly, however, 1 feel that

while the above arguments are still

valid, there may be yet another basis

for the reorientation of the American

farmhouse. Amos Rapoport notes in

his fine study House Form and Culture

that "'there have generally been two

traditions of concentrated settlement.

In one the whole settlement has been

considered as the setting for life and the

dwelling merely as a more private, en-

closed and sheltered part of the living

realm. In the other the dwelling has

essentially been regarded as the total

setting for life, and the settlement,

whether village or city, as connective

tissue, almost "waste" space to be tra-

versed and secondary in nature."

Rapoport's concept can be easily e,\-

panded to describe the settlement or

shelter within the fabric of the country-

side rather than of the village . It is pos-

sible that intervening space has come
to be regarded as something apart from

the farmstead, and that this has af-

fected door-usage patterns in America.

Moreover, a good part of the reason for

this change in attitude may have been

the rise of the automobile.

Even as it made travel faster and eas-

ier, the automobile transformed our

view of the countryside between towns

and farmsteads from that of a pleasant

and interesting space, where contem-

plation was as important as it was at

the beginning and ending poles of

travel . to that of a barrier separating the

settlements, to be conquered or at least

endured. Once the noveltv of motoring

wore off for all but a determined few,

the car. it turned out. did not enhance

day-to-day travel but made it a painful

bore. The car goes too fast (even at

twenty-five miles per hour) to permit

careful and leisurely observation of the

details that make travel by horse or foot

pleasureful. The noises of the machine

drown out whatever few sounds of the

countryside manage to penetrate the

glass and steel, and even smells are

overwhelmed or screened. Even while

moving, the wagon traveler had been

able to exchange words of greeting

with the driver of another wagon en-

countered on the road. But in the early

days of the automobile, the bone-

jarring velocity demanded everyone's

full attention, and lixlay's high speeds

forbid all amenities.

So it was. I believe, that we lost our

contact with the fabric of the country-

side and transformed our farmsteads

into inlrt>vcried foriresscs The farm-

stead no longer expresses an outward

relationship lo the countryside but

turns its back lo the road, sii that the

house and ilsi>ulbuildings now huddle

in a closed circle, only rarely present-

ing a p*>rtal to the outside. Passers-by

on the nearb> ri>ad see only hedges,

sealed doors, abandoned gales, and

windows lo riH>ius ihal can only be

reached Uom ihe back of the house.

Ihe case is most vivid wilh rural

housing, where there i\ ihe llexibility

lo change coinplelely and ai will access

lo Ihe home the roads, paths, and

doors. What of ihe urban house .* Here

Ihe problem is more complex because

it is rarely ptissibic for a suburban or

urban house lo abandon ihc front dmir



The driveways of suburban

California homes, above and right,

serve both pedestrians and
vehicles. The principal

entry-way is often through the

garage, which may be left open.

so completely. And yet the same cul-

tural factors—an increasing emphasis

on the kitchen as a social area and a

growing aversion to the open spaces

confronting the house—have affected

the free-standing town or city home as

much as the rural farmstead. For the

older urban hou.se, in which the kitchen

was originally hidden at the rear of the

floor plan, the same inversion has oc-

curred. Salesmen, mailmen, and all

strangers go to the front door, but the

familiar visitor or member of the fam-

ily will use the back door, which inevi-

tably leads into the kitchen.

Indeed, my own experience has

been that there is a detectable transition

when the visitor knows that he or she

has attained whatever degree of famil-

iarity it is that permits entrance through

the back door of a house. I have sensed

myself that moment when I drive up to

a house and feel that it is "time" to

enter by way of the back door rather

than the front. (On the other hand, for

a party or more formal occasion people

may well revert to using the front door,

and in the event of a profoundly formal

occasion, such as a funeral or wedding,

almost everyone who would otherwise

use the back door will instead approach

the front of the house.)

New buildings may not lend them-

selves to the current pattern: many
urban building lots are too long and

narrow, and a one-story suburban

house may present a two-story back

with a walk-in basement. In the latter

case, the back door leads not into the

house proper but into the basement;

few visitors would assume the famil-

iarity of entering the house through the

basement (that would be like entering

through the bedroom). In the suburbs,

new construction and house design

have therefore responded to the con-

temporary preference by reversing the

floor plan of the house itself. The
kitchen is placed to the front so that

visitors must pass by or through it to

reach the more formal area of the fam-

ily, or living, room, which has been

pushed back into the house pattern.

As there are few designs developed

nowadays specifically for rural con-

struction, in most cases new farm-

houses are simply homes designed for

suburban construction but located in

the countryside. The house, with its

front door facing forward, usually

boasts a picture window, and the

kitchen is located at or near the en-

trance. Thus the visitor accustomed to

the older farmhouses approaches the

back of the house only to find there is

no door there or that there is a dou-

ble French door opening, not into the

kitchen, but into a living room; that

there is no mud room here, but a patio

and barbecue grill.

Cultural pressures, however, have

already begun to mold this impossible

imposition of a contrary architectural

structure. Increasingly, suburban
houses built in the countryside are seen

with the overhead doors of the attached

garage wide open: the garage is be-

coming the mud porch, and the house

door leading from the garage—usually

into the kitchen— is becoming the

principal access to the household.

While the elegant front walk grows up

in weeds, neglected, the garage en-

trance is used in an effort to reconstruct

the desired and customary pattern. D
Joe Munroe, Photo Researcher





A Naturalist at Large by Milton Love

Guests and Hosts
You can dress a biologist up. but you can 't take him out

I have reluctantly come to the con-

clusion, after much soul-searching and

not a little pain, that biologists make
poor dinner guests. Not that we eat

with our hands, fail to bathe, or lack

other social graces. The problem is

that our conversations tend to en-

compass topics not usually included in

dinner-table repartee. Just as lawyers

may animatedly discuss a particularly

interesting case , biologists can wax po-

etic about cockroaches, cannibalism,

and the like.

My wife has become more or less

resigned to such behavior. She was in-

troduced to it when, in a fit of romanti-

cism, I named a parasite after her. She

had her choice of organisms: one para-

sitized the gall bladders of certain

fishes; the other, their urinary blad-

ders. (She picked the urinary bladder

parasite

—

Davisia reginae.)

Even she, however, eventually drew

the line. During dinner one night, after

discoursing on kiiru (a viral disease

found among New Guineans, caused

by ritual brain cannibalism) and the

pearlfish (which lives in the anus of sea

cucumbers) , I happened to mention Oi-

kopleura, a small planktonic animal

that lives in mucus "houses," which

also serve as filters of food material.

"That's it!" she declared. "There

will be no discussion of mucus at the

dinner table." Even thoroughly inured

nonbiologists have their limits.

The real problem arises when we are

invited to gatherings. This was made
abundantly clear during a Passover

Seder my wife and I recently attended.

A Seder is a ceremonial dinner cele-

brating the escape of Moses and his

flock from Egypt. I often find the con-

versations at these alTairs to be dull,

and consequently, I spend much of

these evenings in a sort of stupor.

On this occasion, the conversation

swung around to the kosher dietary

laws. Perking up, I pointed out that the

biblical prohibition against eating pork

was probably not based on the preven-

tion of trichinosis (as is commonly be-

lieved), for trichinosis, a parasitic dis-

ease contracted by eating nematode-in-

fected pork, is only rarely found in the

Middle East.

"Trichinosis," I reflected, warming

to my subject, "is an interesting dis-

ease. Infected sausage, for instance,

may contain as many as one hundred

thousand larval worms per ounce. A
million larvae could easily be ingested

during a meal."

Shamelessly, my wife (who rather

enjoys these performances) egged me
on: "Are the worms particularly dan-

gerous?"

"Yes, indeed," I replied, with

somewhat more enthusiasm than was

perhaps warranted. "The worms bur-

row through the intestine and travel

throughout the body, boring into

muscles, brains, et cetera. There is no

good cure, and in Europe of the Middle

Ages, whole villages might become in-

fected—many people dying horribly
. '

'

I vaguely noticed that the gentleman

across the table had stopped eating, a

gefilte-fish ball poised precariously be-

tween bowl and mouth. There was no

stopping me now, however. I had their

attention, and I was going to keep it.

"The whole topic of parasitism is a

fascinating one. Most human parasites

are very well adapted to their hosts,

causing few problems. Often we never

know we have them., For instance,

humans can have fifty-foot-long tape-

worms and have few or no symptoms.

You know, Jewish women were once

known as a primary host for Diphyllo-

bothrium latum, the 'fish tapeworm.'

The larvae are found in the muscles of

fish, particularly pike, which is a major

constituent of gefilte fish. Women
would taste partially cooked gefilte fish

before the larvae had been killed,

thereby becoming infected."

The man across the table slowly

pushed his untouched fish aside.

My blood surging with excitement,

I continued. "However, not all tape-

worms are relatively innocuous.

Echinococcits granulosus is a species

that causes very large cysts, containing

ten or fifteen quarts of fluid. Humans
catch the worms by swallowing their

eggs, which they can get from dogs.

The adult worms live in the dogs' intes-

tines, the eggs are expelled in the

feces, and the dogs often have them on

their tongues after licking their rear

ends. People become infected when
they allow dogs to kiss them."

As one, all at the table turned toward

the family schnauzer, who slunk off

guiltily.

The host made a game efi^ort to re-

channel the conversation, remarking

on how warm the room seemed to be.

But I was unstoppable.

"Americans are just not used to

thinking about parasites. We don't be-

lieve we have them. Actually, there are

several types that commonly infect us.

For instance, some of us here have an

amoeba. Entamoeba gingivalis, in our

mouths. It does not seem to do any

harm, just sort of sits about on our

gumlines, waiting for an occasional

white blood cell to pop out."

At the end of the table, a woman
absently poured wine on the tablecloth.

"When I taught the parasitology

lab," I said, savoring the memory,

"the last laboratory session was feces

day, when everyone brought in their

own specimens. We would find various

amoebae and once in a while a worm
egg. People really got into it. A womaUj
I know had contracted amoebic dysen-

tery in Mexico. She went ofl the anti-

amoebic drugs she was taking, just to

build up a large enough population to

show the class."

Here I was shaken from my reverie

by the white faces of my companions.

The conversation soon returned (on

a somewhat subdued note) to the rela-

tive merits of chicken versus beef bris-

ket as a main dish, but for the rest oJ

the evening the group's enthusiasm foi

such topics flagged.

I, on the other hand, remained jo-

vial. I had engaged in a brilliant dis-

course and broadened the horizons o\

my companions, while never once

mentioning mucus at the dinner table,

Milton Love is a research associate ii

the Department of Biology at Occiden-

tal College. Los Angeles.
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Sky Reporter

The Star Clouds of Magellan
Research on these two nearby celestial objects

is adding to our information on the birth

and evolution of stars

The Southern Hemisphere is far

richer than the Northern Hemisphere in

celestial objects of great beauty. The
band of the Milky Way to the south of

the celestial equator is broader, more
varied, and more star studded than its

northern counterpart. This is not sur-

prising since the center of our galaxy,

the Milky Way—in which our sun is

but an inconspicuous star 26,000 light-

years ort-center—lies in the direction

of the constellation of Sagittarius, next

to the fine curved arch of Scorpius,

well to the south of the celestial equa-

tor. The center passes overhead at lati-

tude 30°S in Chile, Australia, and in

southern Africa—all parts of the world

with lovely clear night skies to tempt

the astronomer.

The southernmost part of the Milky

Way in the constellations of Carina,

the Southern Cross, and Centaurus is

especially rich and varied. Here are

found the Great Nebula of Carina, the

Southern Coal Sack, and the finest

globular star cluster of all—Omega
Centauri. Along the southern Milky

Way there are many places where star

birth from the interstellar medium can

be seen at work. All these sights can

be observed at declinations of 30° to

60° to the south of the celestial equator

.

Even farther to the south are the Large

and Small Star Clouds of Magellan,

named after the great navigator who
first recorded them on his expedition

around the world in 1520. These two

nearby galaxies are not within reach of

the major observatories of the Northern

Hemisphere; they are barely visible

from Hawaii. But the native popula-

tions of Australia, New Zealand, and

southern Africa had noted them long

before Magellan entered the picture.

The two Magellanic Clouds are

glorious to behold on a clear and

moonless night from a mountaintop in

Chile, Australia, New Zealand, or

southern Africa. They become visible

to the naked eye about thirty to forty-

five minutes after sunset, looking like

little pieces of the Milky Way that

escaped from the mainstream. The
Large Cloud of Magellan is about

160,000 light-years from the sun and

has an apparent diameter of 6°. Thej

Small Cloud, some 20° to its west, is!

ind Frontiers by fl Jastrc
Viley & Sons, Publishers
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about 200.000 light-years from the

sun. and measures approximately 2.5°

across. (For reference, the apparent di-

ameter of the moon is only half a de-

gree.) The above distance estimates,

with a possible error of the order of

± 10 percent, place the Magellanic

Clouds at about one-tenth the distance

from the sun and earth to the An-

dromeda Galaxy—the most distant

object visible to the naked eye.

Astronomers in the .Southern Heini-

sphere are in a very favorable position

to study these clouds as ihey accom-

pany our Milky Way, like a pair of

satellites, on its travels through the uni-

verse, much as our moon travels with

the earth. Both clouds are in relatively

empty parts of the heavens, so ob-

servers are not distracted by excessive

numbers of Milky Way foreground

stars. The Large Cloud lies 33° to the

south of the band of the Milky Way.
the .Small Cloud is 4X° south of the

Milky Way. Many parts of the sky are

obscured by conglomerations of cos-

mic dusl. but forlunaiely such "'dark

nebulae"' are not founti in ihc direction

of the Clouds of Magellan. A clear

view of both ol them is thus available.

These satellite galaxies were proba-

bly formed at the same lime as the

In this edfie-on view of the

Milky Way. the Maiiclliinic Clouds

are the two hri\;lii spots in the

lower rii;)!! reiL;ion. The L(iri;e

Cloud is about l(U).(HH)

li/fht-vears from our sun: the

Small Cloud about 2(M).<XX).
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Milky Way or shortly after it. But, as

we shall see, there are many indica-

tions that their stars did not develop

from the available interstellar gas and

dust as rapidly as did the stars in our

galaxy. However, the clouds are now
doing quite well in the star-building

business and on a percentage basis,

there are more young stars in the Ma-
gellanic Clouds than in the Milky Way.
Some of the most luminous supergiant

stars—outshining our sun by factors of

more than 100,000 and mainly in the

age range of one to ten million years

—

are found in these clouds.

What are some of the things that we
have learned about the Magellanic

Clouds in recent years? What are the

prospects for the future? The most

basic properties of the two clouds are

that they are intrinsically bluish rather

than red, owing to the large number of

young, bright stars, and that much of

the material they contain is interstellar

gas, mostly hydrogen, not yet con-

densed into stars. According to the best

estimates, 9 percent of the total mass

of the Large Cloud and 25 percent of

that of the Small Cloud is in the form

of interstellar hydrogen atoms; 3 to 4

percent is a comparable estimate for

the nearer parts of our Milky Way. It

is therefore not surprising that the

clouds possess so many cosmically

young stars that are less than twenty

million years old (the sun, our star, in

comparison is roughly five billion

years old). However, the Large Cloud

has a densely populated "axis," a

large bar-shaped structure, which is

full of faint reddish stars, most of

which are in all probability reasonably

old. In addition, quite a few young red

supergiant stars are strewn among their

blue brother and sister stars of compa-
rable ages.

The two clouds have a common en-

velope of atomic hydrogen gas, which
ties them firmly together. There is also

evidence of a bridge of the same gas

—

something like an umbilical cord left

over from the birth of the Magellanic

"stream"—connecting our Milky

Way with the system of the Magellanic

Clouds. Some young and some older

groupings of stars in the form of clus-

ters and associations are found in a

bridge between the clouds. All these

facts support the belief that the Magel-

lanic Clouds are genuinely associated

with our galaxy and are not unrelated

galaxies sailing by the Milky Way like

"ships that pass in the night."

Because the Magellanic Clouds are

so close to the Milky Way, they are

ideal subjects for studying the proper-

ties of intrinsically very luminous

supergiant stars. The Large Cloud has

been the focus of much research of this

kind. Whereas there is still doubt about

the precise form of the Small Cloud,

the Large Cloud appears to be mostly

a flat disk in which the axis perpen-

dicular to the central plane is tilted ap-

proximately 30° with respect to the line

of sight. In other words, we see the

Large Cloud almost face-on.

Supergiant stars are the easiest stars

to locate and study in the Large Cloud

since they are so very bright. Their

presence in the Large Cloud can be

checked by the fact that any cloud Mji

member has a velocity of recession of
^J'

about 170 miles per second, the

average velocity by which the Large

Cloud is receding from the section of

the Milky Way that contains the sun

and our planet. The few local stars be-

longing to our galaxy that are seen pro-

jected against the cloud hardly ever

have such high velocities of recession.

Once a star's presence is estab-

lished, we can determine its intrinsic

brightness—as opposed to its apparent

brightness—since we know that any

cloud member must be about 160,000

light-years from the sun. We can then

ascertain with high precision how
many times brighter than our sun that

star is. The most interesting supergiant

stars in the Large Cloud are observed

at apparent magnitudes of between 10

and 14 (apparent magnitude is the unit

used for measuring the brightness of

stars, with smaller numbers repre-

senting brighter stars), bright enough

to enable us to obtain spectra of high

quality for them and study what sorts

of atoms and molecules, and in what

relative abundances, are present in

their atmospheres.

The most important results of such

abundance studies to date are the fol-

lowing: Oxygen, nitrogen, and other

heavier chemical elements are gener-

ally underabundant in the clouds as

compared with hydrogen and carbon—
a result that is shown not only by the

stars but also by the gas in the nebulae.]

of the Magellanic Clouds. And,

J

The Royal Observalory, Edinburgh
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whereas in most spiral galaxies there

are marked abundance gradients,

depending upon position with respect

to the galactic center, similar clear gra-

dients are absent in the Magellanic

Clouds.

These observations of the abun-

dance gradients of the elements in

spiral and related galaxies indicate that

more "atom-cooking," meaning the

creation of heavier elements from hy-

drogen by atomic transformation in the

deep interiors of stars, has gone on in

the central regions of such galaxies

than in their thinner outer parts. The
observations of atomic abundances in

the Magellanic Clouds suggest that

there has been relatively little atom-

cooking in the clouds, and that the little

that has taken place has proceeded at

about the same rates in the inner and

outer parts of the clouds. These results

seem to support the suggestion that the

Magellanic Clouds have been a bit

slower than our galaxy in creating stars

from the interstellar medium. Never-

theless, the clouds as now observed are

building clusters and associations of

stars literally before our eyes.

How does this take place? Are the

processes of star formation in the two

Magellanic Clouds similar to those in

the nearer parts of the Milky Way?
Based on current knowledge, my an-

swer is a hrm niv Some quite different

processes seem to be at work in the

Magellanic Clouds, l-ct me give two

examples of the ditference.

Our galaxy is rich in globular clus-

ters, which^nJespitc minor ditlcrcnccs

in composition—are all fairly alike.

They contain many red giant stars,

some faint bluish stars, especially the

so-called RR l.yrae variables (used to

determine the distances of star clusters

from the sun), and a well-populated

main sequence of reddish stars. These

globular clusters are recognized as

being among the oldest objects in the

Milky Way; several have probable

ages of ten billion years or more, at

least twice the age of the sun.

Globular clusters of similar proper

tics exist m the Magellanic Clouds,

The l.(ir\;c Mdi^flUiiiic C'luud.

whose central section i.v shown
here, contains manv luminous

superi;iant stars. I'he phoio\iroph

H'o.v taken at Sidini; Sprini;

Ohservatory. Australia.
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particularly in the Large Cloud. But the

clouds also contain a second variety of

globularlike cluster, known as blue

globulars, not found in the Milky Way.
These latter clusters, often located in

empty, dust-free parts of the Large

Cloud, each contain about ten thou-

sand stars and have estimated ages of

a mere fifty million years or so—

a

small fraction of the age of the sun.

Some of my colleagues who are work-

ing on Magellanic Cloud problems are

zeroing in on these new types of clus-

ter, hoping to answer questions con-

cerning their evolution and probable

future. One suggestion is that in about

one hundred million years, a short cos-

mic time span, the blue globulars may
dwindle and become inconspicuous

star clusters of a variety not yet de-
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tected in the clouds or obviously pres-

ent in the Milky Way. It is also sug-

gested that the processes of star and

cluster formation and evolution in our

galaxy and in the clouds may be quite

dissimilar.

There is strong evidence for the lat-

ter proposition in the conditions that

prevail in and near the associations of

young, hot, blue-white stars—classi-

fied as O and B stars—which are the

most spectacular groupings on wide-

angle photographs of the Large Cloud

taken in blue and ultraviolet light.

Many OB associations also exist in

the Milky Way. They are generally

found near or inside large interstellar

clouds of cosmic dust and molecular

hydrogen. We reason that for the

nearer parts of our galaxy, conditions

inside these cloud complexes are espe-

cially favorable for the formation of

groupings of hot stars. Inside the dust

clouds, temperatures are often as low

as 20°K. This implies that the particles

and their component molecules and

atoms are not in rapid motion. A clump

of cosmic dust and molecules having

such a low temperature can do little

else but collapse under its own gravity

to become a protostar embedded in the

cold surrounding medium. When the

cold, nonluminous protostar is in the

first stages of formation, its molecules

are protected by the screening action of

the cosmic dust from disruption by ul-

traviolet radiation. But as the protostar

continues to collapse, temperatures in

its deep interior rise sufficiently to initi-

ate the process of atom-cooking, and

a real star emerges.

In the Magellanic Clouds the whole

process of the formation of OB associi

ations must be quite different. For ona

thing, these hot stars are found in rej

gions where very little cosmic dust

present. In the Large Cloud, for ex?

ample, the Shapley Constellation I, a

spectacular grouping of fifty O and B

giant and supergiant stars, is situated

in a section that is remarkably free of

cosmic dust. The absence of a concen-

tration of cosmic dust indicates that

there is probably only a small amount

of molecular hydrogen present. But

when we look more closely, we find

that the whole grouping is embedded

in a vast complex of atomic hydrogen

whose presence is established by radio

observations of the 21 -centimeter

spectral line of neutral atomic hydro^

gen.

Optical and radioastronomy studies

have shown that the youngest stars in

Constellation I, the blue-white giant O



and B stars, probably have a total mass

of 5,000 solar masses. There is as yet

little evidence for the presence of in-

trinsically fainter stars, but there ought

to be some of these stars too. The mass

of the neutral hydrogen cloud, how-

ever, is surprisingly large, about 5.-

000.000 .solar masses, a thousand

times the mass of all the OB stars to-

gether.

There is some further useful infor-

mation that should be considered. Each

of the fifty O and B stars in Constella-

tion I emits one thousand to ten thou-

sand times as much radiation as our sun

pours into space. Astrophysicists

versed in the theory of star formation

have found that the ages of these stars

are about twenty million years or less.

Radial velocity measurements show

that these stars move with respect to

each other at rales of the order of about

five miles per second, which means

that at most they can have traveled only

600 light-years since they were

formed. Since we know the distance to

the Large Magellanic Cloud quite pre-

cisely, we deduce that these O and B
stars can now be seen at positions that

are no more than twelve arc minutes

away (less than half the apparent diam-

eter of the moon) from the place where

ihey were born. They must therefore

have been born within, or very close

to, the (luter b(iundaries of the gas

clouds associated with Constellation I.

By contrast, star birth in the Milky

Way is basically associated with the

presence of cosmic dust and molecular

hydrogen. .Since no such dust is present

in the required concentration in or near

Constellation 1. star birth in the Magel-

lanic Clouds must take place according

to processes that ilitler from those ob-

served in the Milk\ Way.
In addition to the inferred ditlerence

in star evolution between our galaxy

and the Magellanic Clouds, optical as-

tronomers ami X-ray astrophysicists

arc researching other aspects of these

neighbor galaxies. Their value for as-

Irophysical research depends basically

on their being the closest external ga-

laxies to the Milky Way, yet neatly

separated from it Their study is still

in its infancy, however, because the

equipment needeil for their proper in-

vestigation has only recently become
available Hut surely they must and
will be studied further.

An tiuili<>rii\ on f^almiir \inittiirr and
dymimiis. Hart J. link is professor

emeritus of astronomy at the Univer-

sity of Arizona.
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Cheddar

This kind of Cheddar is almost

extinct. Aged slow. Cured

sharp. Mellow and mouthfill- ^ j d i

n i ..... -I
Oerard Paul

mg. Bursting with buttery fla- Director
uor. Not orange inside like

commercial Cheddar, but snowy white— because

no coloring, no chemicals, no preservatives are

added. For half price I will ship you the entire

virgin 3-lb. wheel. Nibble as much as you like

without obligation. If not the best Cheddar of your

life simply return what is left and I will refund all

your money plus the cost of return postage.

Whyu this half price offer?

We are gambling that you will like our Cheddar

enough to order again. ..at full price. And then

again and again after that. However, only a few

prize Cheddars are being allotted for this sampling

offer Therefore please respond promptly. We
suggest you use our toll free phone number below

to avoid disappointment. Thank you—Gerard Paul

you make your Cheddar request within the next 7

days, we will include (free) the CHEDDAR
CLEAVER shown above. It is razor-sharp, half-a-

foot long, and regularly sells for $4.00.

I
— CHEDDAR REQUEST

1

if

Uaii »'- -^^ Gerard Paul. Dept. 333-4

,„ W? Cheeselovers BIdg Box 1200
to. ^x:Z5? Weslbury. New York 11590

Yes. Mr Paul Please ship me your 3-lb wheel of

Sharp Aged Farm Cheddar for hall price—only 7 49
(reg $15 00) I may sample as much as I wish— free

of obligation If it is not the best Cheddar of my lite. I

may return what is lell lor a full refund plus the cost

of return postage LIMIT 1 CHEDDAR TO ANY
ADDRESS-NO EXCEPTIONS (#50008)

Enclosed is 7.49 plus 2.00 shipping & handling.

Or charge to my D VISA D MASTER CHARGE.

Card #

Exp.

date.

Apt #

City State Zip.

SAVE TIME-PHONE
YOUR ORDER TOLL-FREE
Call anytime. 24 hours a day. 7 days a week-
even Sat. & Sun. Phone 1-800-327-2777. (In

Florida. 1-800-432-2766). VISA or MASTER
CHARGE card required.

A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

Lickerish Delights

The distinctive taste of licorice is

found in four different plants

The first time I tasted it, in a charcoal

gray, chewy candy, I didn't like it at

all. But people change and so do their

palates. And a couple of decades later,

I began to notice the distinctive taste

of licorice sneaking up on me in such

unexpected and appetizing dishes as

braised fennel, Chinese anise ham,

loup aufenouil, and those brittle white

cookies called Pfefferniisse.

I had come a long way from
Chuckles and Black Cat gum, but the

taste of all those exotic dishes was basi-

cally the same, a complicated but not

at all subtle flavor that occurs in four

quite different plants for two different

chemical reasons. The unaided palate

easily detects taste similarities between

licorice, fennel, anise, and star anise.

But it took most of human history be-

fore it was possible to say what was the

cause of the common flavor locked up

in such unlikely a set of plant sources

as licorice roots, fennel bulbs, anise

seeds, and the whorled, woody carpels

of the star anise.

Licorice, in fact, stands alone. An
herb of the legume family, licorice is

botanically unrelated to the other three

plants. Pieces of its root were found in

Tut's tomb. Decoctions and pasty ex-

tracts of licorice contain a glucoside

called glycyrrhizin (from the Linnaean

genus name, Glycyrrhiza. or "sweet

root"), which is fifty times as sweet as

cane sugar and can be detected even

when it has been diluted in 20,000

times its volume of water. (The com-
mon name licorice is a corruption of

the Latin name liquiritia, which is it-

self a corruption of the Greek glycyr-

rhiza. The French word reglisse and

the German Lakritze are other ex-

amples of how the liquid sounds of the

original word have been sloshed about

on the tongues of speakers of various

languages. The correct English pro-

nunciation rhymes with miss. We do

have a perfectly good word, lickerish,

but it comes from lecherous and can

mean either lustful or appetizing.

Most commercial licorice extract

—

90 percent of it—goes into tobacco

products, especially snuff and chewing

tobacco, as a sweetener and mois-

turizer.

The active ingredient in licorice, by

any common-sense guess, ought to be

the same chemical that gives anise and

fennel and star anise a "licorice" taste..

In fact, the common factor in the tast<

of those three plants is anethole, an es

sential oil in the family of those othei

aromatic oils—menthol, limonene

camphor, and pinene. Anethole is th«

only real connection between anis<

(Piinpinella anisum). an annual herl

known in the ancient Mediterranean

and star anise (Illicium verum), at

Asian tree of the magnolia family.

Both anise and star anise are ev

ploited primarily for their oil-bearin|

seeds, but fennel (Foeniciiliim vulgare]

contributes not only useful seeds bu

also edible leaf bases that grow in i

bulb and, in its wild form, in stalks tha

give flavor to grilled fish.

Fennel and anise are both Umbellif-'"

erae, that is, members of the carrot

family, which includes many plants

rich in essential oils: dill, parsley, cel-

ery, coriander, and caraway. Partly be-
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and illustrates an outstanding selection ol telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc., plus valuable information on how to properly select

them Write for it today.

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXVILLE, ILL. 61448

BAUSCH a LOMB (^

SPORTS
OPTICS

^ When It comes to op-

tics, the Bausch &. Lomb
name has had no peers

for over 100 years. Their

binoculars, riflescopeij

and telescopes remain
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lence against which
all others are judged.

Invest in a Bausch &
Lomb. and you've made
the buy of a lifetime.

Danleys

This beautifully written

account of a patient study

of predator/prey

relations will take

its place as a classic

in wildlife literature.
—A. STARKER LEOPOLD,

Professor of Zoology and Forestry,

University of California, Berkeley

WOLVES <|l

MINONG
Their Vital Role in « WUd'Coinmuiiity

by DURWARmi. ALLEN

"Fresh and fascinating...

the best account to date of

the wolves (of Isle Roy-

al) responding to the

changing pressures of an

unpredictable habitat,

sometimes prospering,

sometimes starving . . . The
glimpses of their fellow

travelers and sometime
snacks make equally fas-

cinating reading."

—IAN McTAGGART COWAN.
Professor Emeritus of Zoology,

University of Britisfi Columbia

Bibliography Index Map
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Fennel (Foeniculum vulgare)
Ttie Metropolitan Museum of Art. Hams Brisbane Dick Fund. 1944

cause of this family resemblance, tfie

name of their characteristic oil, ane-

thole , is derived from dill , whose Latin

name, anethum. was confused with

anise (the two words in Greek are even

closer in appearance).

Out of such nomenclatural chaos,

order ought to arise now that organic

chemistry has given us the unifying no-

tion of anethole. We should, you

would think, be able to go back and

look at all the various recipes involving

fennel and anise and star anise and

come up with a coherent notion of what

might be called anethole cuisine. In

fact, the only area where there is any

notable pattern is beverages. Both fen-

nel and anise have been used in flavor-

ing grain alcohol to produce the ape-

ritifs known variously as ouzo, ani-

sette, pastis, and Pernod. They came

into their own after the turn of the cen

tury when absinthe was banned be

cause of its toxicity. Absinthe's of

fending ingredient, oil of wormwood
(from Artemisia absinthium), evi-

dently tasted something like anethole

so that anise and fennel made conveni-

ent surrogates (see recipe).

Otherwise, la cuisine d'anethol is

grab bag of culturally determined reci-

pes, without rhyme, but with plenty of

individual reasons.

Original geographical distributioi

of the primeval wild plants has played

the most important part in forming th

edible legacy we have received frorti

the past. Star anise plays no great role

in European cuisines because it did not

get to Europe until the end of the six-

teenth century, brought there by a Brit-

ish sailor. Its fruit, sometimes called



badian, has since been used as a car-

minative and as a flavoring element in

anisette and in candy making. But in

China, the badian is the main source

of anise flavor. It gives its distinctive

character to chicken, ham, beef, anise-

flavored cold cuts, and even nuts (see

recifje). Indeed, anise-flavored foods

form a major category in northern Chi-

nese meal planning. Because star anise

is always the source—and because its

anise flavor is stronger than P. iini-

sum's—Chinese anise dishes may ex-

hibit this taste more forcefully than Eu-

ropean anise dishes. But it seems more

likely that the entirely different role of

anise flavor in Europe springs from a

widespread historical custom of rele-

gating anise to medicinal decoctions

and sweets.

In Britain, aniseeds were most com-

monly found in the center of tiny sugar

candies called comfits. Anise bread

and aniseed c(X)kies crop up all over

continental Europe. Even anisette is

essentially a carminative drink, offi-

cially intended to settle the stomach

and improve the appetite, like other

bitter aperitifs. The drinks themselves

are used sometimes in fish sauces, but

they are mostly taken by the glass, the

last of the elixirs of premodcrn medi-

cine and a crucial feature of Mediter-

ranean cafe life.

Mediterranean countries are also the

home of fennel cookery. In those warm
places, the bulb fennel is easily culti-

vated and prized as a vegetable, dipped

raw into condiments (see recipe), in

salads, or in a variety of cooked dishes.

CAYMAN BRAC
BRmSH WEST INDIES

The island that time forgot . .

.

The Cayman Islands are booming these days, but Cayman Brae is

still the way it used to be; miles ofwild iron shore; tropic birds and
boobies soaring over the sea cliffs; and unspoiled coral reefs. A 2.5

acre homesite with 200 feet of frontage on the blue Caribbean is

offered for sale at $20, OCX). Mortgage terms available. This is not

sandy beach but rough rocky coast. For further details please

write, via air mail, to: CBI, PO Box 1043, Grand Cayman, BWl.

My FeetWere Killing Me...Until

I Discovered the Miracle in Germany!

Anise (Pimpiiicll.i aiusum)
1>« MvtrtXKlMtAri Mt,^u"> . ,1 Art M.,r<r.i (l< •.tr.irw CVh fund 1»44

It was the European
trip I had always
dreamed about. I

had the lime and
money to go where
1 wanted—see what
I wanted. But I

soon learned that

money and time
don't mean much
when your feet hurt

too much to walk.

After a few days of

sightseeing my feet

were killing me
Oh, I tried to

keep going. In Paris [ limped through

Notre Dame and along the Champs-Elysces.
And 1 went up in the Eiffel Tower although

I can't honestly say I remember the view.

My feel were so tired and sore my whole
body ached. While everbody else was having

a great time. I was in my hotel room 1

didn't even feel like sitting in a sidewalk

cafe.

The whole trip was like thai until I got

to Hamburg, Germany. There, by accident.

I happened to hear about an exciiing break-

ihroiiitli for anyone who suffers from sore,

achini! feel and lefts.

This wonderful invention was a custom-

made foot support called Flexible l-'eathcr-

spring. When I got a pair and slipped them
into my shoes my pain disappeared almost
insianlly. The flexible shock absorbing sup-

piirt Ihcy gave my feel was like cradling

ihem on a cushion of air. I could walk,

stand even run. The relief was truly a

miracle.

And just one pair was all I needed I

learned that women also can wear Ihem—
even with sandals and open backed shoes.

They're completely invisible.

Imagine hovi dumbfounded I v^as to dis-

cover thai these miraculous devices were
sold imly in I iirope Right then I delct

mined ih.il I would sh.ire the miracle I dis

covered in (iermany with my own conn
Hymen

lodav thousands of Americans including

those who have retired—many with foot

problems far more severe than mine—have

expeiienced this blessed relief for them-

selves

Here's why feathcrsntings work for them
and m/i) ihev can Hurk for you These sup-

ports are like nothing you've ever seen be-

fore. They are custom filled and made for

i«i(f feel alone' Unlike conventional de-

vices. Ihey aclually imitate the youthful

elastic supp«>rl thai Nature originally in-

tended your feel lo have
Whatever your problem—corns, calluses,

pain in the balls of your feel, burning nerve

ends, painful ankles, old injuries, backaches
or jusi generally sore, aching feet. Flexible

Feathersprings will bring you guaranteed
relief with every step you take.

Don't sufTiT pain and discomfort
ne«llfs.sly. If yourfcfl hurt, thi- niirai-li-

of (fcrmany can help you. \\ rilf for

more dflaik'd information. Thcri' is no
oblJKalion Mhatsot-ver. .lust Till out the

coupon l>i-loH and mall it today.

WHAT PEOPLE SAY ABOUT THE MIRACLE:

'Wci .11.1/ m\ Hili'\ liiilhir\iirinn\ (no
days iiyo. They are siii>cr -neither ofus 1 an
helieye the results. She has had terriblefeel

for yeiirs: already no pain. Imidenlally.

her sore knee is much better . . . .A.v li re-

tired physician, this result is amazinn."
C.O.C M D/Tucson. Arizona.

"My husband fell a ureal relief and no
more pain. They are truly an answer to our

prayers. Only wish that he had heard of
them iMcnty years <U'"- Mrs. F.S
Melainc. I.ouisiiinu

/ A</i < ( hei ked ymir t orporation with iA
(,in\umer I'rotet lion Aiirmyl. and re-

I. (Hi/ iin eit client report." H.S.H.
I oiiisville. Kcnliicky
( l«ot^*,lt"^ k,t*«na*>onol (o'ii 197^

iUNI 13ll^,S«rll• W(nh«fltoii 9BI;S

FEAIHERSPIIINt INTCRNtllONAl CORPORAtlON

SM N E 174th. Dapt NHOaS
Sialtle. Withinilon 911 2S

\ I S' I \>.iiii 1.. Ii.iiii in,.u .iKiui Ihe relief Hcxihlr

l-c.ilhcrspnn|i I i"«il Su|>p\HlMun give P1c.i« vemi

inc vour free hrovhuic I iinJcrsunJ lh,ii Iheie is no

iihlig.ilion .in.l Ihiil mi \.ileMiian will <.M
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Simple braising occurs nearly every-

where, with the characteristic spices of

each region. In the south of France,

garlic, in abundance, and olive oil are

added to the braising water. Italians

often use only olive oil. But they have

earned the right to simplicity with bulb

fennel, since they have evolved more

ways of using it than any other people.

Italians put fennel seeds in salami.

In Perugia, they take almost any part

of the plant and use it to flavor pork

roasts or suckling pig. They fry it in

egg and bread crumbs. They bake it

with Parmesan cheese. They stuff a

roasting chicken with fennel and ham.

They flavor dried figs with the seeds.

And they puree them for a soufflelike

pudding called sfonnato.

Italians are so familiar with fennel

that their word for it, finocchio (which

comes quite straightforwardly from the

Latin foeniculum. meaning '

"little

hay," and referring to the delicate tops

of the plant) has taken on a slang mean-
ing. Because it sounds like fino occhio,

a "fine" or "delicate eye," finocchio

has come to mean a male homosexual.

Still, Italians have not completely

monopolized creative thinking about

the cultivated fennel. Tunisians

learned about fennel in their long con-

tact with Italians and improved on

finocchio parmigiona by stuffing the

bulbs with ground meat flavored with

tabil, a piquant local spice mixture.

Cooks of many cultures have learned

to use fennel to flavor fat fishes such

as mullet, mackerel, and loiip. Jews

put fennel into a standard white sauce

for fish. And, at the cutting edge of

culinary invention, the brothers Trois-

gros of Roanne have refined this idea

with their Sauce Albert Prost, essen-

tially a cream sauce with fennel and

parsley.

As for licorice, it is rarely, if ever,

used in domestic cookery. But in com-
mercial candy making, it continues to

hold its own, as it has since time imme-
morial. Chaucer knew it as a proto-

Binaca that people chewed
'

' to smellen

swete." In Elizabethan times, it was

cultivated in the neighborhood of Pon-

tefract Castle in Yorkshire. Pontefract

is still the center of the British licorice

industry and Pontefract cakes are a

well-known confection. I have never

eaten any, but I think I am now mature

enough to like them.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.

Cuori di Finocchio in Pinzimonio
(Marinated Fennel Hearts)

2 fennels

V2 cup olive oil

Salt

Freshly ground black pepper

1

.

Cut olT the tops of the fennel. Re-

move the outer leaves and discard.

Cut the bulbs in quarters, wash

carefully, and then dry them.

2. Put the olive oil in a bowl. Season

with salt and pepper, abundantly.

3. Dippiecesof fennel in the oil mix-

ture (pinzimonio) and eat them.

This Roman specialty can also be

prepared with hearts of celery.

Yield: Approximately four servings

Szecliuan Cashews
(with thanks to Chiang Jung-feng

and Ellen Schrecker)

2 cups raw cashews

5 pieces star anise

4 teaspoons Szechuan pepper-

corns

3 tablespoons soy sauce

1 teaspoon salt

1 teaspoon sesame oil

I piece of fresh ginger, about 2-

inches long, unpeeled, and cut

into 4 chunks

(Note: All of the above ingredients are

available in Chinese markets.)

1

.

Put all the ingredients in a sauce-

pan with 3'/2 cups water. Bring to

a boil, lower heat, and simmer for

1 'A hours or until most of the liq-

uid has been absorbed. Toward
the end of the process, stir often.

2. Let cool. Add more salt if neces-

sary. Refrigerate until ready to

serve as a snack or with cocktails.

Anisette

1 quart vodka

3 tablespoons aniseed, crushed

1 pinch ground cinnamon

1 V2 tablespoons ground coriander

2'/2 cups sugar

1. Into the vodka, pour the aniseed,

cinnamon, and coriander. Let in-

fuse in a closed glass container for

one month.

2. Melt the sugar in a small amount

of water. Mix together with the

vodka mixture. Strain through

several layers of cheesecloth or

through coffee filter paper. Pour

into bottles.

Yield: About 7 cups anisette
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Introducing Symbio Systems. Precision
controlled environments of unprecedented
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way to explore nature's wondrous underworld of

Marine. Freshwater, and Terrestrial Life.

Each system is complete. Progressive, museum
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Books in Review by Spencer Klaw

A Celebrant

of Life on Earth

The Medusa and the Snail, by

Lewis Thomas. The Viking Press,

S8.95; 175 pp.

In 1974 the Viking Press published

a slim collection of essays titled The
Lives of a Cell. The author was Lewis

Thomas, then sixty-one years old, a

prolific and distinguished biomedical

scientist who was—and still is—pres-

ident and chief executive officer of the

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer

Center in New York. The essays were

not altogether easy reading. They had

originally appeared in the New Eng-

land Journal of Medicine under the

heading ''Notes of a Biology
Watcher," and Thomas had not felt it

necessary to define for his readers such

terms as mycetocyte or prokaryotic or

to explain how mitochondria convert

food into usable energy. The book,

Thomas's first, was nevertheless a

smash hit. Scientists and nonscientists

alike were enthusiastic in their praise,

and in 1975 it won a National Book
Award after two panels of judges had

vied for the privilege of honoring its

author. (In the end the arts and letters

panel won out over the science panel.)

The Lives of a Cell has now sold more
than 250,000 copies in the United

States alone and has been translated

into eleven languages.

Thomas's essays were classified by

his publishers as biology/philosophy.

But, given the nature of his literary

gifts, they might as well, or better,

have been classified as poetry. One
does not need to know much about the

evolution of the biosphere, for in-

stance, or even to care much about it,

in order to respond with wonder and

delight to the passage that brings The

Lives of a Celt to a close. It comes at

the end of an essay
,

' 'The World' s Big-

gest Membrane," in which Thomas
explains how the atmosphere, the sky,

makes life possible on earth, and why
"for sheer size and perfection of func-

tion, it is far and away the grandest

product of collaboration in all of na-

ture." He writes:

It breathes for us. and it does another thing

for our pleasure. Each day, millions of me-

teorites fall against the outer limits of the

membrane and are burned to nothing by the

friction. Without this shelter, our surface

would long since have become the pounded

powder of the moon. Even though our re-

ceptors are not sensitive enough to hear it,

there is comfort in knowing that the sound

is there overhead, like the random noise of

rain on the roof at night.

A new collection of essays by

Thomas, which display the same per-

fectly controlled fusion of metaphor

and scientific fact that distinguished

The Lives of a Cell, has now been pub-

lished under the title The Medusa and

the Snail. In many of the pieces, most

of which were also originally written

for the New England Journal of Med-
icine, the author returns to themes that

he sounded in his earlier book. Thus

again and again he describes and mar-

vels at the intricate ways in which liv-

ing organisms are linked together and,

as in the creation of the sky, collabo-

rate with one another. In the essay from

which the book takes its title, for ex-

ample, Thomas writes of a sea slug liv-

ing in the Bay of Naples that becomes

entrapped within the body of a medusa,

or jellyfish. There it nibbles away at its

captor until, in time, the jellyfish is re-

duced to a tiny vestige of itself that

lives on as a parasite attached to the

skin of the slug. Contemplating this ar-

rangement, Thomas finds himself at a

loss for a moral but not for words.

"The thought of these creatures gives

me an odd feeling," he writes. "They
do not remind me of anything, really.

I've never heard of such a cycle before.

They are bizarre, that's it, unique. And
at the same time, like a vaguely re-

membered dream, they remind me of

the whole earth at once. I cannot get

my mind to stay still and think it

through."

Thomas finds the workings of his
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gas/ solar system is a relatively new idea. But over 50

gas utilities are investigating the possibilities
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EDMUND HILLARY

ithe

The man who climbed Everest now de-

scribes an adventure to match it—

a

1,500-mile expedition by jetboat up the

Ganges and then on by foot into the

brooding Himalayas. Truly thrilling read-

ing. "Hillary has the rare talent of making
people, landscape and hairbreadth ad-

venture come alive on the page,"
— * Publishers Weekly

13 color, 49 black and white illustrations,

maps, drawings.

At booksellers or from

THE VIKING PRESS, Dept ATE-NH
625 Madison Avenue. New York. N Y 10022

Please send copies of From The
Ocean To The Sky i<i $12 95 ea I enclose

$ total. (Add sales tax wliere applica-

ble plus $1 00 for postage and handling.)

own unconscious as puzzling as the be-

havior of the slug and the jellyfish.

Noting that warts can be removed by

hypnotic suggestion, which means by

some unconscious process, he wonders

how this can be. "This is not the sort

of confused, disordered process you'd

expect at the hands of the kind of Un-

conscious you read about in books, out

at the edge of things making up dreams

or getting mixed up on words or having

hysterics," he writes. "Whatever, or

whoever, is responsible for this has the

accuracy and precision of a surgeon."

This unknown remover of warts,

Thomas observes admiringly, "must

be a cell biologist of world class, cap-

able of sorting through the various

classes of one's lymphocytes, all with

quite different functions which I do not

understand, in order to mobilize the

right ones and exclude the wrong ones

for the task of tissue rejection." He
adds ruefully, "If it were left to me,

and I were somehow empowered to

call up lymphocytes and direct them to

the vicinity of my wart (assuming that

I could learn to do such a thing), mine

would come tumbling in all unsorted,

B cells and T cells, suppressor cells

and killer cells, and no doubt other

cells whose names I have not learned,

incapable of getting anything useful

done."

Although Thomas's new book is

subtitled More Notes of a Biology

Watcher, his attention turns from time

to time to matters that do not ordinarily

concern biologists as they go about

their business. For young people who
want to become doctors, he prescribes

an undergraduate course of studies

consisting mainly of classical Greek,

English, history, and the literature of

at least two foreign languages. He
speculates about the nature of human
selfness and about the relationship be-

tween thought and music. He explains

why he gets so much pleasure out of

reading Montaigne. He writes an essay

on punctuation, noting that what he

likes best in T.S. Eliot's poetry are the

semicolons: "You cannot hear them,

but they are there, laying out the con-

nections between the images and the

ideas. . . . Sometimes you get a

glimpse of a semicolon coming, a few

lines farther on, and it is like climbing

a steep path through the woods and see-

ing a wooden bench just at a bend in

the road ahead, a place where you can

expect to sit for a moment, catching

your breath."

Thomas is, or so he appears in his

essays, a man of sunny temperament.

After reading him we feel better about

ourselves and the world. Without

mawkishness, but with a reassuring

graininess and specificity, he cele-

brates life as it has evolved on earth,

and he cannot find it in himself to deni-

grate a species, man, that has produced

the music of Bach. He rejects the exis-

tentialist notion that the universe is ' 'an

insensate contraption" in which "we
have no obligation except to our indi-

vidual selves and to the genes that in-

vent those selves."

Indeed, in one of the most engaging

and joyous essays in his new book,

Thomas even takes the unfashionable

position that man is innately, that is,

genetically, good. He recalls how, on

a visit to a zoo in Tucson, he stood

between two artificial ponds with clear

glass walls. By turning his head one

way he could watch a family of beavers

at play; by turning it the other way he

could watch a family of otters. He
writes:

I was transfixed. As I now recall it, there

was only one sensation in my head: pure

elation mixed with amazement at such per-

fection. Swept off my feet, I floated from

one side to the other, swiveling my brain,

staring astounded at the beavers, then at the

otters. I could hear shouts across my corpus

callosum, from one hemisphere to the

other. I remember thinking, with what was

left in charge of my consciousness, that I

wanted no part of the science of beavers

and otters. ... All I asked for was the full

hairy complexity, then in front of my eyes,

of whole, intact beavers and otters in mo-

tion.

Unlike the sea slug and the jellyfish,

the beavers and the otters taught

Thomas something:

I came away from the zoo with ... a piece

of news about myself; I am coded, some-

how, for otters and beavers. I exhibit in-

stinctive behavior in their presence, when

they are displayed close at hand behind

glass, simultaneously below water and at

the surface. 1 have receptors for this dis-

play. Beavers and otters possess a "re-

leaser" for me , in the terminology of ethol-

ogy, and the releasing was my experience.

What was released? Behavior. What be-

havior? Standing, swiveling flabber-

gasted, feeling exultation and a rush of

friendship.

Thomas goes on to speculate that we

are all endowed with genes that deter-

mine our reactions to beavers and

otters—and perhaps to humans as well.

"We are stamped with stereotyped,

unalterable patterns of response, ready

to be released," he writes. "And the

behavior released in us, by such con-

frontations, is, essentially, a surprised
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aflection Left to ourselves mech
anistic and autonomic, we hanker for

friends."

Reflecting furtiier on the emotions

that overwhelmed him at the Tucson

zoo, Thomas concludes that altru-

ism
—"a jargon word for what used to

be called love"—may be our most

primitive attribute.

Or perhaps |he acJds] it is imine(Jiately at

hand, wailing to he released, disguised

now, in our kind of civilization, as afFee-

lion or friendship or attachment. I don't see

why it should be unreasonable for all

human beings to have strands of DNA
coiled up in chromosomes, coding out in-

I

siincts for usefulness tndhelptulness Use

fulness may turn out to be the hardest tesi

of fitness for survival, more important thai

aggression, more effective, in the longrui

than grabbiness.

It is an idea as comforting as the

thought of all those meteorites falling

on the sky with the unheard sound of

rain on the roof.

Spencer Klaw teaches at Columbia's

Graduate School of Journalism and is

at work on a book about John Hum-

phrey Noyes, the nineteenth-century

reformer who established the Utopian

community at Oneida. New York.
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Announcing

The Garden Birds
THIMBLE COLLECTION

by Peter Barrett

For just $9.75 each— a complete collection of 25 exquisite collector's thimbles in fine bone china,

hand-decorated in 24ktgold. and portraying the world's best-loved garden birds.

A limited edition

Advance subscription deadline:

July 31, 1979.

THE BIRDS that visit us in our gardens are

among the most delightful of all the crea-

tures of nature. Soaring gracefully among
the trees and flowers, they provide untold

pleasure and inspiration with the richness

of their color and the melody of their song.

Now, to remind us of the great joy birds

bring into our lives, Franklin Porcelain will

create The Garden Birds Thimble Collec-

tion. Delicate collector's thimbles in fine

bone china designed by Peter Barrett, one

of the world's most outstanding and gifted

nature artists.

The beauty of birds— captured in

remarkably detailed miniatures

Each individual thimble is small and del-

icate. Yet, every feature of each bird is accu-

rately portrayed — in rich, natural color

This is the remarkable art of miniaturiza-

tion, and Peter Barrett is a master of this

most demanding art.

The garden birds he depicts are among
the loveliest in the world: the stately Car-

dinal, the charming Nightingale, the

flame-colored Scarlet Tanager, the Black-

capped Chickadee, the elegant Blue lay,

the Chaffinch, the Robin... 2S of the

world's favorite garden birds, each por-

trayed in a natural setting.

The scientific name of the bird — in a

graceful script — will be a part of the design

of each thimble. And the finishing touch

will be a pure 24kt gold border, skillfully

applied to the thimble by hand.

One of the greatest pleasures of owning
this collection is to display the thimbles

in your home. And, to enable you tt) do so,

a handsome, hardwuxJ wall frame will Ix-

provided at no additional charge.

Available only for a limited time

These fine bone china thimbles will In-

made available for a single year only Iluis,

the collection will be offered sn/c/v dunny;
1979 and will Ix- permanently withdrawn
at the end of the year The original designs

for the thimbles will then be retired, and

this collection will never be offered again.

A Certificate of Authenticity, attesting

to the limited nature of the thimbles, will

be provided. And an informative folder

about the bird depicted will be included

with each thimble. The price for each
thimble is $9.75, and the collection will be

issued at the rate of one per month.
Since it will take time to ^^^^^

craft these bone china

thimbles, it is impor-

tant that the advance
subscription appli-

cation below be

mailed no later than

luly i\, 1979.
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This elegant wall frame
wtll be provided to

every subscribeL "^^^^^^^
e

ADVANCE SUBSCRlimON APPLICATION--

^ The Ccirden Birds

^-\^ J THIMBLE COLLECTION
by Peter Barrett

Must be postmarked by luly 31. 1979

Limit Oite subscription per person

Franklin Porcelain

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania \9W\

Enter my subscription lor The tlarden Birds

Thimble Collection, consisting ol 1> tine

Nine china thimbles. handtiecorateU in

24kt Kold Mv thimbles will be sent ai the

rale ot one per month and a custom

designed hjidwotnl display liame will also

be sent to me wiihoui additional charge

I need send no money now Bill mc S9 7>-

lot each thimble in advance ot us shipment.

'Plui mv tliilc \alei (ax

Signature

Mr
Mrs
MiM

AddrcM

City
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Arts

AUDUBON PRINTS. 20 different species. Write tor list

and prices Box 3006, Yountville, CA 94599

CIGAR STORE INDIANS—Totem Poles—Busts—All

Sizes Write for full-color broctiure. Grey Owl, Box
86. Jamaica, NY 11433

GUARDIAN SIZE GAJESA (cornhusk) mask. Iro-

quois, 5", $13. Send for photo. McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

"I LIKE IT WILD® " Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers Send stamped envelope. Wilderness
Dreams®, Box 4455-N. Shawnee Mission. KS
66204

LEARN TO DRAW CARICATURES for fun and profit

Only $5 Paul Reich Productions. Box 384. Peconic,

NY 11958

LOST ART REVISITED Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue. $2 Nervo Distributors. Dept. H. 650 Univer-

sity. Berkeley. CA 94710

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS. Color catalogue $2
(refundable first purchase), Bernardo. 2400 West-
heimer #108W(NH). Houston. TX 77098

Egyptian Cat Goddess.

i & Ho i ProtectoB>>Sr-Joy Godde
Solid— 1 V," eat sealed on ogale Dase.

Gift— Disploy Piece or Fine Jewelry.
Bronie-$19.50. Sterling Sil. $49.50.
MK Gold— $675. Chain: SS $8.GF$10.

FREE CATALOG: Replico Jewelry

aladdin bocjse, ltd.
NT • 654 Ninth Ave. • N. Y. 10036

Astronomy

SOLAR ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS—February 16.

1980 to Kenya. Tanzania and India, 18-day wildlife

safari included to make it a perfect experience
Limited space (Other African safaris also available

)

Contact the eclipse experts: East African Travel

Consultants Inc.. 33 Bloor St. East. Suite 206.

Toronto. Ontario. Canada M4W 3H1 Tel: (416) 967-

0067

SUNLIGHT SUMMARY completely explains astro-

nomical basis for sunrise, sunset, and twilight events

you observe daily Includes 12 pages of event times

generated by computer for your latitude and longi-

tude Personalized with your name, good for any
year Appendices on Gregorian calendar, astro-

nomical theory of the ice ages, 105 pages, soft-

bound. To order, send $12 to Astronomical Data
Service. 3922 Leisure Lane. Colorado Springs, CO
80917

Back Issues

•NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS." 1888-1979. Any
issue, map. send wants Buxbaum Geographies.
Box 465-NH. Wilmington. DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fiction, nonfiction and poetry Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication " Write: Dorrance & Company.
Dept AA. 35 Cricket Terrace. Ardmore. PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful au-

thors Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All

subjects invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free

manuscript report Carlton Press. Dept NHF, 84
Fifth Avenue. New York 10011

Books

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search world-

wide titles or subiects plus 150.000 indexed stock

PAB. 2918 Atlantic. Atlantic City. NJ 08401 (609)
344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY. BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Pnnt.

Rare Catalogues $1 Search Service. Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller. Box 46. Buckfield. ME 04220 (207)

336-2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS Over 4.000 bargain

books, all subjects Free catalogue, Hamilton. 98-55
Clapboard. Danbury. CT 06810

"To read letters from a friend

in the field when that friend

is Margaret Mead is a

unique experience."— Natural History

Margaret
Mead

LETTERS FROM
THE FIELD

1925-1975

$4 95 paperback, now at your bookstore

S^Harpere^Row
J_J.Of SJ^Sr wwvo.woojj

Coins

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS. 1883-1949. 33
different—$2,99 Silver "Ike" dollar—$4.50, Cata-

logue 25« Edel's. Carlyle. IL 62231

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag. Box 110660/NH, D-1 000 Berlin 11. Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship

Asian Exchange, Stehekin. WA 98852

Education

DELPHI
INDIVIDUAL CURRICULUM : ENROLLMENT ANY TIME

Hi-standard. Gr, K-12 coed boarding school on 1 300 acres in

coastal Oregon, Comprehensive academic pgms, using L, Ron
HubbarJs study methods. Proven success in basics, human-
ities, sciences. Summer. 9 & 1 2 mo. pgms. Non-discrim, Dean,

DclphUn School P5, Sheridan OR 97378 / (503) 843-3521.

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY college and high

school accredited, small, self-regulated travel ex-

peditions for intensive study of nature, ecology,

society, and sell Full year, semester, or summer
Internships available, Audubon Institute. 950 Third

Ave.. NY. NY 10022

Employment Opportunities

JUST PUBLISHED! Inside tips on overseas and
domestic employment, plus specific directory of

thousands of jobs now available USA and world-

wide. Year-round permanent positions or summer
work "Global Employment Guide"—$8 95 postpaid

Farnsworth Publishing Co. Box 710. Rockville

Centre. NY 11570

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2 International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RS. Washington. DC
20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho. Montana. Wyoming! Current
openings—all occupations! Free details , , Inter-

mountain-4Y. 3506 Birch. Cheyenne. WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS Current school,

college openings—US A $5,95. abroad $5,95.

Leading placement sources—USA, $3 95. abroad
$4 95 EISF. Box 662. Newton. MA 02162

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as

teachers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental

projects in Africa, Latin America. Asia, and the

Pacific Your expenses paid. U,S citizens only;

singles & couples An Equal Opportunity Program.
Information Linda Fnedman. Peace Corps T-36,

Washington. DC 20525

WORK IN JAPAN! No experience, degree, or Japa-
nese required. Teach English conversation. Send

long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for details.

Japan-10. P.O, Box 336. Centralia. WA 98531

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 coun-

tries! Sampler Five countries—$2,98, Free bro-

chure Muitinewspapers. Box DE-206. Dana Point,

CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

CHATTERING RECIPES Cassette filled with tanta-

lizing tuna recipes Narrated by entertaining chef.

Easy listening music background Now you can be
entertained while preparing exciting meals. $4,50.

Steve Berent. P O Box 26528. Richmond. VA 23261

RECIPES For a Complete Gourmet Meal. $3. Calli-

graphic Menu. $2 B B . Box 895. Miller Place. NY
11764

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY," Buy

500.000 items (including Jeeps) .low as 2( on

dollar! Most complete information available—$2.

Surplus Disposal. Box 19107-RS. Washington. DC
20036

J-E-E-P-S . ! $59 30! , C-A-R-S , ,. ! $33,50!

450.000 Items! Government Surplus! Most compre-
hensive directory available tells how. where to buy!

Your area! $2 00! Moneyback guarantee! "DP/DS
Surplus Disposal." Box 99249-DC/6. San Francisco,

CA 94109

Health

FREE MAGAZINE featuring 500 books ,
natural

health, gardening, occult, other interesting subjects.

Provoker Press, St Catharines-568, Ontario L2R

7C9

WALK. DON'T RUN! Learn techniques of Pace

Walking, Strengthen heart, lungs; increase endur-

ance; control weight; improve appearance—safely,

sensiblyi "The Complete Book of Walking—For
Slimming Down. Shaping Up and Feeling Great"—
$10,95 postpaid, Farnsworth Publishing Company,
Box 710. Rockville Centre. NY 11570

Merchandise

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES, Free col^
brochure. Marchele Co . Dept. NH. 720 Fort WastT
ington Ave . New York. NY 10040

HARP SEAL silkscreened in blue on white 10091

cotton T-shirt Adults' S. M. L. XL—$6, Children:

4-20—$4 Add $1 postage California residents add

6% tax Endangered Species NH. P O Box 49194.

Los Angeles. CA 90049

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, totebags,

aprons, potholders. shower curtains, bath sheets

Free catalogue, swatches. Clothcrafters NH,

Elkhart Lake, Wl 53020



Minerals

EARTH TREASURES Gem Collectors Group oilers

gem investmeni plan at savings Information, large

SaSE Earth Treasures. Box 270341. Tampa. FL
33688

Music

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins, banjos From $2 95 Finished dulcimers
(rom $23 95 Free catalogue 4419 W Colfax-NH.
Denver. CO 80204

RECORDS—TAPES! Discounts to 73%, all labels.

no purchase obligations, newsletter, discount divi-

dend certificates, 100% guarantees Free details

Discount Music Club, 650 Ivlain St . Dept 25-0679,
New Rochelle, NY 10801

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng bin-

oculars since 1923 Alignment performed on our

U S Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon
Magazine Mirakel Optical Co , Inc . 331 Mansion
St , West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars, Spotting

Scopes Free price lists Orders shipped prepaid
Sandan Associates. PO Box 1925. West Palm
Beach. FL 33402

FREE INFORMATION on the world's nnosl versatile

telescope Priced under $200 Coulter Optical, Box
K3, Idyllwild, CA 92349

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, BUSHNELL, SWIFT binoculars.
telescopes, and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large slock
Orders filled postpaid day received Birding. Box
5N. Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Tom Manetla. 61 Hoffman
Ave Elmonl. NY 11003

Real Estate

CANADIAN WILDERNESS PROPERTIES in Ontario
and Quebec Fishing for pike, trout, walleyes Air-

strip for fly-in fishing Large tract for your garden
and tennis court Four-season home only $14,772
Three-bedfoom Muskoka collage only $9,700
Terms Free "Canadian Property Buyer s Guide

"

Write Canadian Lakeshore Estates. Dept NH. P
Box 963. Kingston. Ontario K7L 4X8

FRFF 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
"S over 2,600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

. and town and country homes from coast to

United Farm Agency. Inc
, 2045-U Railway

r». M.ingeBldg ,611 CJiiveSt, St Louis, MO 63101
Pti Toll Free 1-800-821-2599; l»to res ph Toll-

Free l 800 892 5785

• HNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACREi
tes larming, vacalionirig. investment oppof-

' Government Land buyer's Guide plus
• •AidP listings $2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-

HS Wiistnncjlon. DC 2(X)38

Nrw HOMfS ON 2 ACRES in Lloyd Hartxx. L I

.mgiy iillordabie To see nvodel. call Mr
in (!,16) 626 1211

t ISLAND WATERFRONT LOT Two high
?00 feel waterfront on salt pond Near PI

view of Block Island Town water Asking
'!(> Call owner (212)924-8058

Rentals

AniRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake
Available lor two weeks or a rTX)nlh. July through
September Everything provided lor comfortable liv-

ing in the quiel woods Please write Bartlett Carry
Club. RFD 3. Tupper Lake NY 12986

OLD SAN JUAN EFFICIENCIES Heart ol historic
xone Charmina air conditioned $200/week dou-
ble Brochure Eugene Brown. #53 Calle Cnslo. San
Juan. Puerto Rico 00901 (809) 725-3960

ST JOHN, US VIRGIN ISLANDS—Nature lovers
retreat, romantic clilfside luxury villa, 2 bdrms

, 2
baths, colossal sea views Olf-Season Rates Tam-
arind. 67 Tweed Blvd . Nyack. NY 10960 Phone
(914) 359-9234 Eves

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, horses, family

rates American Plan Timberlock. Box NH, Indian
Lake, NY 12864

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is

secluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding
Excellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilder-

ness for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild
Chincahua Mountain climate year round Cottages,
apanments, pool Free brochure, birdlist Cave
Creek Ranch, Box F, Ponal, AZ 85632

Tours/Trips

ACTIVE PEOPLE—RELAXED LEARNING! Nalural-
isl-led expeditions include Bartram's Travels Revis-
ited (coastal Georgia), Incredible Edibles ol the
Coast Free schedule Wilderness Southeast. Rie
3 Box 619-N, Savannah, GA 31406

ADVENTURES m natural history and photography
to the earths wild places Whales in Baja, hump-
backs in Hawaii, wildlife safaris in Kenya. Rwanda.
Zaire Adventures International, Dept, N. 4421 Al-

bert. Oakland. CA 94619

CHINA- -Prolessional lours to Peking. Shanghai.
Sian. Canton and more China Touring Center, Div
Simone Travel Bureau, 200 W 57th St , New York,
NY 10019 (212) 541-9690

DISCOVER THE YUKON "Gentle Adventure'i Drift

with us on a 10-day raft or boat trip along 220 miles
of untouched river wilderness Contemplate the un-
forgettable beauty ol the Canadian North with a
seasoned naturalist Personally guided by John
Lammers, President, Yukon Conservation Society
Maximum 6-8 persons Call lor brochure (212)
682-0480 (NYC) or write Yukon Wilderness Unlim-
ited, Box 4126, Whitehorse, Yukon. Canada. (403)
633-5250

ECUADOR NATURE EXPEDITION August 7-29.

1979 Extraordinary naturalist-led tour includes 1

week in ihe Galapagos Islands. 1 week in the An-
dean highlands and 1 week in the Amazon (ungle
Write South American Wilderness Adventures,
1760-NE Solano Ave, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)
524-5111

80 EXPEDITIONS AND OUTINGS to remote wilder-

ness areas ol the world Wriie for 64-page illustrated

catalogue (enclose $1 lor First Class mail) Mountain
Travel, 1398-NH Solano, Albany CA 94706

EXPEDITIONS are searching lor team members
Regislet with ERI to make your experience available
to expedition leaders Archeology. Geology. Moun-
taineering. Oceanography. Ornithology. Paleontol-

ogy. Sailing. SpelecJogy Zoology Professors, msli

tulions. expeditions, others use our research serv-

ices lor locating personnel and information on
countries, permits, maps, equipment discounts,
funding and more Write Expedition Research. Inc .

Box 467N. Annapolis. MD 21404

FREE COPY OF "GO " the world-travel, what's-
happenino adventure newsletter lealu'ing six pages
ol unusual travel ideas Write or send $10 tor year's
subscription ol 10 issues Moneyback guarantee
GO. Box 571B. Barringion. IL 60010

GOING NORTH THIS SUMMER'' Why not try a sail

ing charter on the Beaufort Sea m Ihe western
Canadian arctic'' Single day or longer trips avail

able A unique experience in North America Write
Herschel Island Transport Ltd . c/o Earl Bachelder.
Apt A304. 3805 Marlboro Drive N E . Calgary. Al-

berta. Canada T2P 5M1

GUATEMALAN STUDY GROUP—Small group will

be led by cdleclor and guide Gordon Frost to

explore seldom-visiled yet key centers o> weaving
and pottery Send lor brochure Gordon Frosl. P.o
Box 471-NH. Newhall. CA 91322

HIMALAYAN HORIZON Trekking expeditions in

Nepal For brochure write Himalayan Horizon. Box
452N. Bloomtield. CT 06002

HIMALAYAS TO INDIAN OCEAN TOUR—Birds,
mammals, plants. January 1980 Led by Himalayas'
foremost naturalist. Bob Fleming. Jr . of Kathmandu,
Nonh India, Nepal, Assam, Sn Lanka. Group limit

eight Write Robert Schick, 175 Riverside Drive, New
York, NY 10024

JAMES HENRY RIVER JOURNEYS Share in the
beauty and ecstasy ol participatory whilewaler ex-
periences Paddle tor Ihe guslo on rivers of Califor-
nia, Oregon, Idaho, Alaska Accredited natural his-

tory river & backpacking expeditions Baja & Alaska
sea kayaking Whitewater school 1078 Keilh-NH
Berkelev CA 94^08 (415) 525-6578

PERUVIAN JUNGLE
EXPEDITION

ns "f

Experience the fascinating
wildlife and Indian tribes ol
one of the most unspoiled regions
of the Amazon Basin. Trip includes
Lake Tilicaca and (Vlachu Picchu. A"fl<-'8

wr/re Soulh American Wilderness Adventures
1760- N J SoUno Ave BerHUy. CA 94707(41 5 i 524-51 1

1

PROFESSIONALLY-GUIDED BACKPACKING TRIPS
to Guatemala Explore Mayan rums of Tikal. hike

Lake Alitlan. climb volcanoes, more Superb food!
Information Happy Trails. 518 W Arlington Rd

.

Erie. PA 16509

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe ac-
commodations Cheaper than staying home! TravL-
tips. 163-09B596 Depot. Flushing. NY 11358

SOUTH AMERICAN WILDLIFE ODYSSEY January
1—February 2. 1980 Journey from Ihe magnificent
penguin rookeries of Ihe Falkland Islands to Tierra

del Fuego. Peninsula Valdez and Ihe incomparable
Galapagos islands Expen naturalist guide Write

South American Wilderness Adventures, 1760-NW
Solano Ave , Berkeley, CA 94707 (415) 524-51 1

1

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflying^Jeeping—
Ratting— Hiking Natural history expeditions explore
remote southwestern frontiers Geol-
ogy/Archeolqgy/Bolany Brochure PO Box 945
(NH), Santa Fe, NM 87501

TROPICAL ECOLOGY EXPEDITION Belize/Guate-
mala Study marine biology, remote Kekchi Indians,

rainforests, Mayan rums, caves coral reels, skin

diving, lungle exploration, wildlife photography,
much more $789 lor 3 weeks July/August Grants,

credits IZE. 59 Beacon St . Boston. MA 02108

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 50 per word. Ifi

classified is$l50pt"
lor agency and Ifonu' .

advorlisemenis are ji .,i.(iic.l .ii NAiuHAL lUo
TORY s discretion <ili musi tH> piepaid Send
CtlOck;m.,n.., ..r.1,T r,,,.ili"f '. •JATlin.M MISTOnV
to Km " "
iral I'
Ple.i

niiml

ing ,,

Box numho'! ipipptiono m irT>h«'r«i and fiyphenated
word-: • ' '• • itions and Zip

code ire shown m
two I' iophone(wilh
area > IB Mam St

counts ui ihict; auU^ iJi-Ljiionaily. slight editing

(or claiily is required Thank yoo"
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Additional Reading

Whales (p. 46)

Whales. Dolphins, and Porpoises.

edited by Kenneth Norris (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1977),

is a comprehensive survey of cetology

available in most libraries. Edited by

William E. Schevill, The Whale Prob-

lem: A Status Report (Cambridge:

Harvard University Press, 1974) in-

cludes discussions of the distribution,

numbers, and management of whales

from all over the world. This book is

the result of a conference sponsored by

the U.S. Department of the Interior and

others. The January 1979 issue of Na-

tional Geographic has two articles il-

lustrated with photographs by Al Gid-

dings: "Humpbacks: The Gentle

Whales," by Sylvia A. Earle (pp.

2-17), and "Humpbacks: Their Mys-
terious Songs," by Roger Payne (pp.

18-25). "Songs of the Humpback
Whale," a recording of whale songs,

is bound into the issue. The Year of the

Whale, by Victor B. Schefier (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1969),

a documented natural history of the

sperm whale, includes an annotated

bibliography of seven whaling clas-

sics. Faith McNully writes of her expe-

riences observing and recording

whales in The Great Whales (Garden

City: Doubleday and Co., 1974).

Another general book is The Whale:

Mighty Monarch of the Sea. written by

Jacques-Yves Cousteau and Philippe

Diole (Garden City: Doubleday and

Co., 1972).

Ground Squirrels (p. 50)

The ecology and physiology of

Tioga Pass ground squirrels are de-

scribed by M. L. Morton in "Seasonal

Cycles of Body Weights and Lipids in

Belding Ground Squirrels (.Bulletin of

the Southern California Academy of

Sciences, vol. 74, no. 3, pp. 128-43)

and by M. L. Morton, C. S. Maxwell,

andC. E. Wade in "Body Size, Body
Composition, and Behavior of Juve-

nile Belding Ground Squirrels" (The

Great Basin Naturalist, June 30,

1974, pp. 121-34). Paul W. Sherman
discusses the adaptive significance of

alarm calling in "Nepotism and the

Evolution of Alarm Calls" (Science.

vol. 197, no. 4310, pp. 1246-53). The
behavior of other group-living ground

squirrels is the subject of two papers

by Christopher Dunford, "Social Sys-

tem of Round-tailed Ground Squir-

rels" (Animal Behaviour, vol. 25, no.

4, pp. 885-906) and "Behavioral Lim-

itations of Round-tailed Ground Squir-

rel Density" (Ecology, vol. 58, no. 6,

pp. 1254—68). Two general books are

Adaptation and Natural Selection: A
Critique ofSome Current Evolutionary

Thought, by George C. Williams

(Princeton: Princeton University

Press, 1966), and Behavioural Ecol-

ogy, edited by John R. Krebs and Ni-

cholas B. Davies (Sunderland: Sinauer

Associates, 1978). Reproductive and

Social Behavior of Belding's Ground
Squirrels, a narrated, 16-mm color

film recently produced by Paul W.
Sherman and George A. Bartholo-

mew, can be rented or purchased from

the University of California Extension

Media Center, Berkeley. California

94720.

Rot (p. 60)

Many foods naturally contain small

amounts of toxins and, when eaten in

sufficient quantity, can have adverse

eftects on people. This subject is

thoroughly covered in To.xicants Oc-

curring Naturally in Foods. 2nd. ed.

rev., edited by the Food and Nutrition

Board (Washington: National Acad-

emy of Sciences, 1973). Daniel H.

Janzen's original article, "Why Fruits

Rot, Seeds Mold, and Meat Spoils,"

appeared in The American Naturalist,

vol. Ill, no. 980, pp. 691-713. The

efiects of a bacterial toxin are dis-

cussed in "Clostridium perfringens

Food Poisoning," by M. Nakamura

and J. A. Schulze (Annual Review of

Entomology, vol. 24, 1970, pp.

359-72); fungal effects are described

in "Fungus Toxins Affecting Mam-
mals," by P. J. Brook and E. P. White

(Annual Review of Phytopathology,

vol. 4, 1966, pp. 171-94). A more

general work is "Implications of My-
coloxinsfor Human Health," by T. C.

Campbell and L. Stolott (Journal of

Agricultural and Food Chemistry, vol.

22, 1974, pp. 1006-15). Ways to save

foods from spoilage are presented in

R. G. Tomkins's "The Microbiologi-

cal Problems in the Preservation of

Fresh Fruit and Vegetables" (Journal

of the Science of Food and Agricul-

ture, vol. 2, 1951, pp. 381-86). Not

all microbial byproducts are disadvan-

tageous; for these see "Biogenesis of

Cheese Flavor," by T. Kristoflersen

(Journal of Agricultural and Food

Chemistry. vol^2\. 1973, pp. 573-75)

and "Alcohol, Beer, and Wine as

Foods," by C. P. Richter (Quarterly

Journal of Studies on Alcohol, vol. 14,

1953, pp. 525-39).

I
Bees (p. 66)

Karl von Frisch's The Dancin,

Bees: An Account of the Life and

Senses of the Honey Bee (New Yorkj
Harcourt Brace and JovanovichJ
1961) is an introduction to the au-

thor's work. "Learning and Memory
in Bees," by Randolf Menzel and Jo-

chen Erber (Scientific American. July

1978, pp. 102-10), discusses the

neural basis of programmed flower

identification behavior in bees. The

Selfish Gene, by Richard Dawkins



(New York: Oxford University Press,

1976), is a popularization of a new so-

cial theory. Dawkins argues that our

behavior has evolved to suit the pur-

poses of the gene and that natural selec-

tion works on individual genes rather

than on whole species. Bees are an ex-

ample of an animal whose behavior is

mostly of genetic origin. Donald R.

Griffin's The Question of Animal
Awareness: Evolutionary Continuity

of Mental Experience (New York:

RiKkefeller University Press. 1976)

addresses the difficulties involved in

scientific efforts to understand the na-

ture of animal communication. For a

charming book, written at the turn of

the century, sec The Life of the Bee.

by Maurice Maeterlinck (New York:

D(xJd, Mead and Co., 1970).

Doors (p. 76)

in The Poetics of Space (Boston:

Beacon Press, 1969), Cjaston Fiuchc-

lard discusses the relation between lit-

erature and the contained spaces of ar-

chitecture. Bachclard argues ihai an

understanding of the phenomenology
of architecture can be reached through

.subjective artistic expression. A psy-

chological-sociological analysis of

people's concepts of architecture and

space can be found in Psvcholotiv of the

House, by Olivier Marc (London:

Thames and Hudson, 1977). Amos
Rapoporl's House Eorm and Culture

(Hnglcwood (litis; Prentice Hall,

1969) concerns the relation of archi

lecture to patterns of society

Katharine I) 'A^osta

Erkmi m: The credit for the photo

graph on pages }(> M of the March
1979 issue should have read Rolx-ri

Leopold. Bell Laboratories. The pho-

tograph was taken oil Saint John's,

Newfoundlaikl.

Introducing...

The Solar Alarm
Chronometer
• Light Energized
• Electronic Quartz Accuracy
• 24 hour alarm i.

A personal alarm
and time system
powered by light. »49.95

You can't wear a more accurate watch.

Plus this new LCD chronometer has a built

in 24-hour alarm and personal reminder

system And you no longer have to worry

about batteries failing because this watch
is constantly being recharged by light A
true scientific break thru

Forget about losing time

The time base is a finely tuned quartz crys-

tal, trimmed by the manufacturer electron-

ically to an accuracy of 5 seconds per

month And the manufacturer stands
behind this accuracy with a one year lim-

ited warranty plus a 5 year replacement

warrant on the micro-rechargeable energy
cells

Who Is the Manufacturer

U.I.T. has been the innovator in the digital

watch industry for years U I T is the prime

manufacturer, assembler and importer of

LCD watches U I T has been the
pioneers of solar powered watches where
"liaht energy" recharges micro-energy
cells contained in the watch A system so
efficient they are able to offer the unheard
of 5 year warranty

Forget about batteries

The new solar-alarm is p)0wered by micro-

energy cells which are constantly being
recharged from available light fslot )ust

solar light but ordinary room light You
never need to worry about batteries

Forget about changing technology

This solar-alarm walch uses all of the

CICAMBRDGE
llfTlRNATIONAtlnc.

6700 Waukegan Road. Morton Grove. Illinois 60053 (312) 966-5510

CradH card customers call operator #219 toll free

800-241-8444 (In Ga. call 1-800-323-9123)

Clip & mill to Cjmbndor Inleinaliondl Inc OepI UK.
8700 Wluhegan Rd Morton Gfove III b00b3

G Pleise send me SoUr Alirm Witches it $49 95 each plus $2 SO stepping & handling I understand

that I may return my purchase within 30 days for full refund

D sl^et lone U gold lone

D Check or MO enclosed Change to O Vlu O Mister Charge

Account # £«» Oil*

Nimi ^_^^__^^^^___^___^_^_^_—^———^—^—^—.^—^-^^^—-^^—
Addreii ^___^^^^^__^-^_^—^^^—^.^-^—^-^——^-^—^—^^—^——

—

City MM 1*

Signaturt ___ f C«mbrK»9« mtunaiionil. Inc 2t>»_ ~^~ ~

latest technology in electronics and
engineering The programmed time meas-
uring features include hours, minutes, and
pulsating seconds plus the month and
date displayed instantly with the touch of a
button The large liquid crystal display

constantly shows the time in large easy to

read numerals A special night Tight com-
mand button illuminates the dial for night

viewing

Forget about being late

The most unique function of this solar

chronometer is the alarm system. The 24
hour alarm system is easy to set without

disturbing the time function And it sounds
with a pleasant electronic beep precisely

at the pre-sel time Your own personal
alarm system will automatically beep you
at the right time for on-time ' punctuality,

so important with todays busy schedules
You may never be late again

Test It for 2,592.000 seconds

Take 30 full days (2.592.000 seconds) to

confirm the accuracy and utility of this fine

timepiece If you doubt the quality, merely
return it for a full refund

If you have been looking for that special

opportunity to own a chronometer of the

future here is your chance' Available in

silver or gold tone with fashion flex band
All U I T timepieces feature ultra-thin

design, rugged shock proof engineering

and water resistant construction The
solar-alarm walch is priced al $49 95 each
plus $2 50 shipping & handling (IL resi-

dents add 5°'o sales tax)
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At the Museum

^
Just as anthropologists talk end-

lessly of "their" people, archeologists

never tire of "their" city. The fascina-

tion of Roman specialists with Pompeii

becomes easier to grasp if visitors to

"Pompeii AD 79," which will remain

at the American Museum of Natural

History through July, first attend the

Film Program in the Auditorium.

Two free films will be shown four

times daily Monday through Friday,

and five times daily on Saturday and

Sunday.

This program works hand in hand

with the exhibition by placing viewers

on the spot at Vesuvius and Pompeii.

The first film. Volcanoes: Exploring

the Restless Earth, clarifies what hap-

£4

t:-A

f^\

If hni ii'gni'it;'

pened on August 24 , a . D . 79 , by pro-

viding clear and colorful explanations

of continental drift and the formation

of volcanoes. Active volcanoes are

steam valves for the molten forces in-

side the earth; all the water found on

the earth's surface condensed from

steam released from volcanoes . Recent

photographs taken by the satellite

Voyager I have revealed that there is

plenty of volcanic activity on lo, a

moon of Jupiter. This may mean that

lo resembles the earth during its earli-

est history.

Of the earth's more than five hun-

dred volcanoes, the film shows Surt-

sey, which has built a new island off

the coast of Iceland; Kilauea, an active

volcano on the big island of Hawaii;

Paricutin in Mexico, which left only

the church tower of an Indian village

poking above its lava; and another vol-

cano near Iceland that within one week
^

wiped away all traces of civilization on

its island. Here, as in Pompeii, houses

were buried in ash. This film includes

some spectacular photography of

orange lava fountains 300 feet high,

and of the bluish, partially hardened

surface of a lava lake, through which

orange veins of molten lava break un-

ceasingly. On Hawaii, slow-moving

lava advances on molten toes under

black crust, crawling over the land to

the sea. There, as it hardens amid

clouds of steam, the lava extends the

boundaries of the island.

The program's second film, The

Buried Cities: Pompeii and Hercula-



neum. gives an impression of the

surrounding Campanian countryside,

which heaves and bubbles at about sev-

enty sites of varying degrees of vol-

canic activity. The camera then moves

through the empty streets of Pompeii,

showing plaster casts of bodies lying

where the original impressions were

first found. But counteracting this pow-

erful vision of a city of the dead are

signs of lively daily activity—

a

glimpse of the bar at an inn. a baker's

oven, presses that extracted oil from

olives picked on Vesuvius. Sights such

as have ("welcome") traced in pave-

ment at the entrance to the House of

the Faun bring to life house plans,

street maps, and the cork model of

Pompeii on display in the Roosevelt

Rotunda. The camera shows Vesuvius

in the distance as mild mannered and

forest covered, then rides a funicular

railway to the summit, enabling us to

look down the crater's cindery slopes.

The special Wednesday F'veninj;

Programs accompanying "Pompeii
AD 79" will lake place at 7;3() p.m.

in the Auditorium, through June. Ad-
mission for each program is S.'> per per-

son. S4 for Participating. Donor, and

Elected Mctiibers.

On Wednesday June 6. Eugene B.

Stavis. director of the American Cine-

malheque at the Metropolitan Museum
of Art. will introduce and comment on
a silent version of YVic lust Dins of

Pompeii, made in I9I.V This Italian

film closely follows Bulwer-Lytton's

SPECIALINTRODUCTORYOFFER
ONAVERYSPECIALGIFX

Now, it's easier than ever to jjive a loved one, valued business

associate— or yourself— the kind of gift that creates truly memorable
dining ... a gift of Pfaelzer

gounnet meat.

Its mouthwatering taste

and te.xture is legend among
gourmets everywhere.

And it is now available at

the special introdnctoiy price

of $27.95 for six of the six-ounce

Filet Mignon with a stick of

Pfaelzer Seasoned Steak Butter

pictured here. (Introductory

offer is limited to one order per

customer of up to two cartons.

Must be shipped to same address.) Additional gifts can be shipped at

our regulai' price of $34.95.

Carefully boxed and packed with plenty of dry* ice, it's

unconditionally guaranteed to arrive in perfect condition.

For more goumiet selections send for our full-color, 40-page
catalog. Just $1, refundable with your w.r/ order R^S^^S

We accept Visa, Master Charge, Diners Club wtsSSSBM
and American Express, and you may place your order by phone.

Pfaelzer Brothers, 4501 West District Boulevard, Chicago,

Illinois 60632.

TO ORDER A PFAELZER GOURMET GIFT
CALL, TOLL FREE, 800-621-0226, ANYTIME.

(Continental U.S.onlv) Illinois residents call collect (312l 927-7100.

A stunningly illustrated book
about naturalists and their world

The Magnificent

a Foragers
^

I
Smithsonian Explorations

^. \ in the

Natural Sciences

Written by prominent natur.ilists

and staff of the Smithsom.in Insii-

lution, this volume of high adven-

ture and discovery takes vou into

the field with scientists as they
study life, probe, and piece to-

gether the puzzles of our earth.

I'rom Hawaii to Bhutan, Hcuador
to Jordan, these explorations are

documented .ind enhanced bv
more than .^00 daz/ling photo-
graphs in color and black and
while.

$16.95 at all bookstores

.1 Smiihu'iihiii lihuiuiu'ii Ihh'k

yMyJ'^v^J'^'•^^'^"^v^^J'M^v^M^'M^'M^y•^^lS'M}WMX!^s^
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CATCH THEM ALIVE AND UNHURT!

WOODSTREAM CORP. Dept. 158
Box 3016, Lancaster, PA 17604

Up from the Sunbelt -
Just Back from California I

SEERSUCKER
SLACKS

in the Coolest Looking, Coolest

Wearing executive quality

SUMMER SLACKS imaginable!

All polyester DoubleKnit means
they simply won't wrinkle ,

ever! And they'll stay looking /
smooth, cool, and neat thru

your busiest, most active

and enjoyable days of /

the year! ^

The Peak of Fashion

You will see Doctor
Lawyers, Banker;
and Executives of

all kinds wearing
them. Women lovf

the clean, dashing
masculine good
looks, & you will

find them just a;

nice for business a-j

they are for classic

cool Casual Wear
Plus, you get
Absolute Perfection
NO-IRON Wash & Wear"

lA/hat a fabulous treat for

Summer! A quick spin tfiru

any wasfi macfiine is all

you rieed for instant
j

restoration of ttieir just- f

back-from-the-cleaners ,-

Permanent Prass. Easy ,

Care at its Very Best -

Summer Seersucker/
when you need it most!

/

We will be glad to show/
you on an absolutely /

NO-RISK, AT-HOME^'
ON APPROVAL
INSPECTION^---
Mail your
order today

""00%^ IRON

Seersucker
Slacks

HABAND COMPANY
265 North 9th Street
Peterson, N.J. 07530
Gentlemen: Please send

pairs, for which I

enclose S plus

SI .10 toward shipping.

GUARANTEE: If on
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1834 novel, whose plot and scenery

drew heavily on contemporary archeo-

logical reports.

On Wednesday June 13, the pro-

gram, "Volcano!" will consist of

three films about volcanoes, the first of

which is German filmmaker Werner

Herzog's La Soufriere. In 1976, La
Soufriere, a volcano on the island of

Guadeloupe, gave every indication of

exploding "with a force equal to five

atomic bombs
. "

' Herzog , fascinated by

the impending disaster, arrived on the

evacuated island with a film crew after

the last team of scientific observers had

left. The filmmakers found and inter-

viewed a couple of hangers-on, who
had placed themselves in God's hands

and claimed no fear of the coming ca-

tastrophe, predicted to resemble the

eruption of Mount Pelee, which de-

stroyed the town of Saint Pierre on

Martinique, in 1902—an eruption Her-

zog recalls in stills. In his film, the si-

lent streets of Guadeloupe's main port,

hastily emptied of its 75,000 inhabit-

ants, eerily recall Pompeii. The film

crew found air conditioners and refrig-

erators left running, a television still

blaring.

The other two films in the "Vol-

cano !
'

" program present artistic studies

of hidden forces that shape the earth.

Face of the Earth, a Canadian film by

Bill Mason, posits that "when we look

at the face of the earth, we see a mys-

tery." Shots of snow-covered moun-
tains that once lay flat are accompanied

by portions of Haydn's Creation. Hot

Spot is Robin Lehman's version of

every child's favorite, the Stravinsky

sequence from Fantasia. Using a

sound track composed only of organ

music, Lehman has filmed Nyiran-

gongo, an active volcano in Zaire. The
beauty of clouds of orange lava and

masses of steam lulls viewers, making

them temporarily oblivious to the vol-

cano's destructive possibilities.

On June 20, Richard Brilliant, pro-

fessor of art history and archeology at

Columbia University, will present a

slide lecture entitled "Pompeii; Redis-

covery and Reinvention 1748-1979."

Brilliant sees "Pompeii AD 79'
' as the

latest wave of the Western world's in-

terest in the buried city, which has

ebbed and flowed continually since

Pompeii was rediscovered. Besides

beautifully illustrated archeological re-

ports and paintings full of thunder-

clouds and teetering statuary, Pompeii

has inspired several operas and recon-

structions of villas in places as far from

Italy as Paris, Bavaria, and California.

An American epic poem compared
Pompeii to Chicago. Goethe, Mme de

Stael, Gautier, Malcolm Lowry, and

many other novelists felt their inspira-

tion rise in Pompeii. One German
novel—in which the archeologist-hero

falls in love with a woman's foot after

glimpsing it on a Roman bas-relief,

looks for traces of the original in Pom-
peii, and finds a contemporary flesh-

and-blood facsimile—greatly im-

pressed Sigmund Freud. He likened

the rediscovery and reconstruction of

Pompeii to the way a psychoanalyst

helps a patient retrieve repressed mem-
ories. In his talk. Brilliant will cover

this and other artistic and literary

ground and will also discuss the future

of the 40 percent of the city that re-

mains unexcavated. Buckminster
Fuller once suggested that the entire

city be covered with a geodesic dome
and preserved as a museum in situ.

Finally, on Wednesday June 27,

Hetty Joyce, curatorial consultant to

the American Museum for "Pompeii

AD 79," will give a slide lecture enti-

tled "A Place in the Country: Life in

a Roman Villa." Like modern city

dwellers, Romans liked a little country

or sea air away from their Forum's

hustle and bustle. To illustrate how
wealthy Romans spent their off-hours,

Joyce will examine archeological and

literary evidence. She will begin with

Pliny the Younger' s vivid record of the

life of a Roman country gentleman and

go on to Tacitus's and Suetonius's de-

tailed reports of the emperor Tiberius's

scandalous activities at his villa on

Capri. Illustrations of Campanian vil-

las and several grander examples will

accompany the lecture.

Museum Events

During June and July, the Museuni

will open at 9:00 a.m. and close at

5:00 P.M. Mondays, Tuesdays, and

Thursdays; on Wednesdays and Fri-

days it will remain open until 9:00

P.M. Hours for "Pompeii AD 79" are

different; on Mondays, Tuesdays, and

Thursdays, the exhibition will be open

noon to 5 :00 p . M . until June 15; 1 1 :00

A.M. to 5:00 P.M. after June 15. On
Wednesdays and Fridays, exhibition

hours are noon to 9:00 p. m. until June

15; 11:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. aftei

June 15. The Pompeii Hot Line will

operate for the remainder of the exhibi-

tion. For ticket information, Museur

members and the public may call (212]

999-7777.

Ann Marie Cunningharn
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For almost half of his life, Irving

Yall has given his attention to microor-

ganisms, first as a bacteriology stu-

dent, then as a research associate at

Argonne National Laboratory, and for

the past twenty years as professor of

microbiology at the University of Ari-

zona. During that long span he has

logged countless hours in the labora-

tory investigating the metabolism of

microorganisms. It was while doing re-

search on phosphorus metabolism in

waste waters that he learned about the

hydrocarbon-ingesting capability of

the bacterium on which his article in

this issue of Natural History is based.

Yall is a member of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of

Science, the American S(Kiely for Mi-

crobiology, and the American Chemi-
cal SiKiety

students' Halloween celebrations,

which "have grown more and more
elaborate since the late 1960s. Now
they're the nearest parallel around here

lo Carnival."

Before moving to Oneonta in 1978,

Hill taught at Hunter College, where he

hired as his graduate assistant Robert

Abramson. A native of New York

City's borough of Queens, Abramson,

who had previously concentrated on

African studies, became increasingly

interested in Brooklyn's ethnic diver-

sity. Now a graduate student in anthro-

ptilogy at the University of Penns_\l-

vania, he plans to return to Brooklyn

to research his thesis on the West In-

dian community and Carnival's sym-

bolism.

Donald R. Flill lirsl saw Carnival

—

ihe annual West Indian festival—in the

early I97()s during field trips to the is«

lands of Carriacou and Trinidad. In

1973, when he became assistant cura-

tor of education al the American Mu
scum of Natural History, he was de-

lighted lo discover Carnival was being

hekl in Rrookl\n Al about the same

lime, he began amassing a si/able col

leclion ot recorded ami taped Carih

bean music mostly calypso, but also

salsa ami reggae. Hill is also not a\erse

lo bluegrass and string quartets. No\\

assistant professor of anthropolog> al

Stale Universit) College. Oneonla.

New York, Hill has been Uniking into



Pygmy chimpanzees are similar to

the common ancestor of humans and

African apes, according to Adrienne

L. Zihlman. This view is consistent

with protein biochemical evidence of

a recent divergence—evidence used in

the article in this issue to show that

Ramapithecus is odd ape out. Since

earning her Ph.D. in 1967, Zihlman

has been associate professor of anthro-

pology at the University of California,

Santa Cruz, with "no relief in sight."

She has written extensively on the evo-

lution of bipedalism and on the role of

women in evolution. Gardening and

wildlife photography are things she

enjoys, and like her coauthor she loves

opera and Scrabble.

The split between biochemical and

paleontological evidence was what

first drew Jerold M. Lowenstein to the

/?awapir/iecM5 controversy. As a result

of his interest, he has developed a ra-

dioimmunoassay with which he hopes

to throw some light on the relations of

fossil species to each other and to liv-

ing species. An M.D. (Columbia,

1953), Lowenstein is chairman of nu-

clear medicine at the Pacific Medical

Center and associate clinical professor

of medicine at the University of Cali-

fornia, San Francisco. His research on

the evolution of the thyroid led him to

do field studies of radioactive iodine

uptake in Galapagos Islands reptiles.

Founder of the Oceanic Society, he has

"sailed several of the seven seas in

small boats."

A Ph.D. candidate in the Depart-

ment of Zoology at the University of

Washington, Paul W. Ewald began

his work with hummingbirds while still

an undergraduate at the University of

California, Irvine. He writes that his

curiosity about hummingbirds is "per-

petually rekindled because they offer

one of the finest opportunities for test-

ing current theories of animal behav-

ior. The variables influencing behavior

can be accurately quantified and ma-
nipulated. Besides, they are fun to

watch." Known to his colleagues as

"Birdman," Ewald plans to continue

studying avian behavior. Another proj-

ect on the burner involves the interac-

tion between genes and culture, and

how this interaction can help in the un-

derstanding of cultural beliefs.
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Early Patterns

of Perception
A biological perspective on infant

learning and development may solve

''the slippery issue of innate knowledge'

by Peter Marler

The moment of birth is a time of

bewilderment as well as discovery.

Deprived of the insulation that the egg

or womb is so well designed to pro-

vide, a newborn's sensibilities are as-

saulted by a barrage of messages from

the external environment. The task of

sorting out the important cues from the

meaningless ones cannot be put off for

long if the infant is to cope with the

world's frightening complexities. By
means that are still mysterious, human
and other young somehow learn to

make sense of what is happening

around them. Most astonishing of all

is their apparent ability, while besieged

by a plethora of distractions, to chiK)se

courses of action that enable them to

survive without getting lost in an end-

less number of unproductive or even

hazardous blind alleys.

This selective sense is the essence of

perception in a living being, implying

not only the ability to apprehend

changes in the environment but also a

capacity l»» organi/c and interpret what
is happening. 'I'hus, the process of per-

ception involves both the sense organs

and the brain. I believe thai organisms

could not possibly learn lo perceive the

external world with any reasona-

ble—not to mention remarkable

—

speed without instructions about how
best to do so. Beyond ptissession of the

necessary sensory eijuipinent to take in

the world, the brain must also sort out

relevant information and abstract key
ilcnis from a myriad of stimuli that im-

pinge on its receptors It must organize

and classify events accoriling to inter-

pretations thai permit the organism to

obtain food, avoid danger, and negoti-

ate obstacles, to say nothing of the

complexities of socializing with other

organisms. Thinking about such

issues, the contemporary British phi-

losopher of science Karl Popper opined

that "our sense organs should be re-

garded as auxiliaries to our brain. The

brain in turn is programmed to select

a fitting and relevant model (or theory

or hypothesis) of our environment as

we move along, to be interpreted by the

mind." The more elabtirate the orga-

nism and its behavior, the more intri-

cate and pervasive must be its innate

instructions for the development of

such perceptions.

Popper's viewpoint is shared by

many contemporary psychologists and

neurobioh>gisls, whether they are con-

cerned with perceptual ontogeny in

octopuses, rats, or cats, or the develop-

ment of language in children. Popper

makes no bones about including

human behavior in his generalizations.

Linguist Noam Chomsky argues com-
pellingly for the existence of a "gen-

erative grammar" at the heart of all

human languages, implying an innate

human ability to master gramnuitical

structure. When we "learn" a lan-

guage, he says, we exploit a s|Kcial

ability to form and understand all si>rts

of sentences that we have never heard

before. Nevertheless. I find that lo

most researchers the exact nature and

extent of the innate compi>nents of per-

ception and language are rarely clear.

There is remarkably little hard evi-

dence of the specific kinds of innate

inffuences that bear on the develop-

ment of perception. Ironically, al-

though ethologists have long stressed

innate genetic contributions to human
and animal behavior, some of the most

compellingcluescome, not from ethol-

ogy, but from psychologists' studies

of the process by which human infants

learn to understand speech. Infants

seem to share with adults an inclination

to process sf>eech by dividing its flow

intosyllabic "compartments" andpay-

ing little attention to variations within

the coinpartments. Recent research

suggests that even very young children

who have not yet learned to talk can

recognize ditTerences in the nature of

speech sounds. Infants only one nu>nth

old seem able to distinguish between

pairs of sounds that linguists call

voiced and unvoiced con.sonants.

These are articulated from different

pt>ints in the mouth, the |gal-|kal pair

from the back, the [ra|-|la| and |dal-

|ta| pairs from the back of the teeth,

and the plosive |bal-|pa| pair from the

front, using the lips. In all pairs, the

consonants are voiced by the larynx,

but the voicing is released at a different

time, resulting in a ilillcrcnce in sound

that infants apparenll) notice. Cross-

cultural studies reinforce the conclu-

sion that responsi\eness lo some of

these voice properties is innate. Infants

behave similarly even if the s|K"ech pat-

terns they have heard do not include

these particular consonants. For ex-

ample, infants can distinguish the |ra)-

|la| sounds that Japanese adults find so

difficult .Since there is no distinction

between this pair of souiuls in the Japa-

nese language, Japanese children prob-
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ably lose the capacity to tell the dif-

ference as they grow older, and the nat-

ural ability falls into disuse.

Obviously, the subtleties of speech

that adults process so rapidly and ef-

fortlessly are much more complex than

those that infants respond to. By the

time we are adults, our perception of

speech has been so enriched and trans-

formed by cultural influences that in-

fant predispositions, such as the ability

to distinguish certain consonants, may
no longer be obvious. However, such

predispositions surely play a role in de-

veloping adult understanding of

speech. If the brain has rules for guid-

ing the development of perception and

the genesis of language, how are they

formulated and how does the brain use

them? Answers to these questions

would illustrate how innate knowledge

is manifest.

Studies of the way monkeys per-

ceive their own vtKal sounds reveal

some interesting parallels with the spye-

cial, innate character of human speech

f)erception. Steven Green of Rocke-

feller University found that, as in hu-

man speech, wild Japanese macaques
use systems of sound patterns that con-

vey valuable information to their com-
panions. One such system consists of

a variety of c(h>s.

Green noticed that a feature of these

sounds that seems to have a special

meaning for the macaques is the liming

of a frequency inflection, or peak, that

may occur at any point in the coo. The
macaques seem attuned to messages

conveyed by the position of the fre-

quency peak; wc have been able to de-

duce only part of its meaning from the

callers' situations. High, smooth peaks

thai (K'cur early are contact cik)s—the

calls of isolated animals, of individuals

in subgroups separated from the main
troop, or of young animals separated

from regular companions within the

group. These callers are usually rela-

tively calm; smooth early highs seem
to maintain group cohesion.

Animals prinlucing high peaks late

inihec(H) are more aroused. The vocal-

izer is actively soliciting contact; es-

Irous females use these calls during

early stages of consortship for sexual

solicitation. I'ypically, a subordinate

animal gives this call to appease a dom-
inant animal. A careful analysis j)f the

position of peaks in natural usage re-

veals a distribution of continuously in-

lergrailing sound patterns reminisceni

of those that show up in studies of

human s|x.'ech. As people talk, ihey

otii-ii produce quite imprecise sounds.

relying on the listener's ability to

"compartmentalize" variations. With

an animal, we need similar appreci-

ation of how it hears vocal sounds be-

fore we can fully comprehend its com-
municative interactions.

In order to gain some understanding

of monkeys' perceptions of these coo

calls, which vary not only in the posi-

tion of frequency peak but also in other

features, a University of Michigan

team set out to determine whether the

animals could extract one vocal cue

while ignoring another. In the labora-

tory, the group trained Japanese ma-
caques and other monkeys to discrim-

inate between playbacks of field re-

cordings of different classes of coo

calls. The animals were required to

move a hand in response to sound of

one class but not to the other. Dif-

ferences among species in ability to

grasp the distinction between the

classes of smooth early and smooth late

highs tell us something about percep-

tual predispositions that an animal uses

in learning to respond to biologically

important stimuli.

Like human speech, these monkey
sounds vary greatly in physical fea-

tures, such as starling pitch and har-

monic structure, from caller to caller

and from one rendition to another. This

variation seems to slow down the rate

at which monkeys learn to classify new
calls into the two classes, based on
peak position. Nevertheless, Japanese

macaques learn quite rapidly. The re-

searchers' next step was to compare the

macaques' success with the perform-

ance of other species of nK)nkeys pre-

sented with the same sounds. One, the

vervet monkey, does not use coos. The
others, pig-tailed and bonnet ma-

caques, have ct)o-type calls, but we do
not know how or why they use thein.

Members of these three species had

enormous ditliculty distinguishing new
calls in the two coo classes—smooth

early highs and smooth late highs. The
Japanese macaque seems to be pre-

disposed to make the dislmclion with

relative ease, while (he other species

have more trouble. Nevertheless, by

dint of exhaustive training, the other

species were eventually coaxed into a

level of performance similar to that »>f

the Japanese macaques, showing that

the task is not impossible for these

monkeys—just harder, fividently an

organism is plastic and can develop

ways of coping with an unfamiliar situ-

ation, but the right instructions greatly

speed and ease learning.

Subsequent experunenls compared

the ability of Japanese macaques and
control species to classify coo calls on
the basis of either high position or

pitch. Two groups of coos, smooth
early and smooth late highs, were care-

fully counterbalanced for other acous-

tic variables such as pitch and duration.

In this experiment, three Japanese ma-
caques acquired the abilit> to classify

the sounds faster than did members of

another species. In the next experiment

we used the same coos, sorted this time

on the basis of pitch. The animals had
to distinguish high- and low-pitched

calls and to ignore the position of the

frequency peak. Each group of sounds

contained both smooth early and
smooth late highs, so the position of

the peak was not relevant to the solu-

tion of this particular task. The result

was in complete contrast to the pre-

vious experiment. Japanese macaques
acquired the ability to discriminate

more slowly than the other species.

While Japanese macaques are better

able to classify groups of coos when
they are sorted by peak position, other

monkeys can classify better by pitch.

Learning proceeds fastest when the

stimuli that enable the animal to dis-

criminate differ consistently along

lines that mean something special to

the learner. The Japanese macaques'

ability to classify ccxi calls by the posi-

tion of the peak, more easily than by

starting pitch, reflects an inclination to

process the ctnis in a way that parallels

their apparent meanings. As yet. we do

not know whether the macaques' per-

ceptual mechanisms are innate. .Ml the

macaques we have studied grew up in

social groups, mostly in the wild,

where they must have received and

produced many ciHi sounds. The con-

trol sf)ecies would have had different

viK'al experience. Whatever the onto-

genetic basis, the stimuli clearly do not

mean the same thing to adult monkeys
of dilferent species. We still have to

lind out whether monkeys can divide

these acoustic conimii.i into categories,

as we can speech, and whether we can

ask similar questions of infant mon-

keys. 'I"hal we are catching glimpses of

aprtKess with unusual biological inter-

est— that there is something special

about perception of calls or speech—is

indicated by the revelation that Japa-

nese macaques could distinguish heller

with the right ear than with the left dur-

ing the peak-relevant lask litis right-

ear dominance echiK's the relationship

between the human righi ear and the

left hemisphere of the bram ihat shows

up in response to sounds of speech.
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While the question of the Japanese

macaque's innate auditory proclivities

is still open, we have new evidence of

similar predispositions in songbirds.

Even though most bird songs are

learned, some birds are innately

responsive to the sounds of their own
species.

Bird songs are generated by patterns

of action that are by far the most com-
plex known from observations of ani-

mals' natural behavior. The various

meanings of a bird song are presented

in parallel, embedded in a single string

of sounds, much as a spoken sentence

of speech may carry not only a linguis-

tic message but also information about

the speaker's personality, emotional

state, personal identity, dialect, sex,

and so on. Both bird and human must
sort out these different kinds of infor-

mation quickly and accurately without

confusing one level with another.

Song sparrows and swamp sparrows

are closely related species of the same
genus. The swamp sparrow lives in

marshy bottomlands of the northeast

United States, and the ubiquitous song

sparrow is often nearby. Although the

male songs of the two species are simi-

lar in duration, their structure is very

different. The simple song of the

swamp sparrow consists of a slow trill

of similar slurred, liquid notes. The
song sparrow has a much more
sprightly, complex song, with alter-

nating trills and phrases that consist of

many short, diverse notes. Within each

species' different, relatively stable

syntactical pattern, the so-called syl-

lables from which the songs are con-

structed vary greatly in individual

acoustic structure, offering tokens of

the singer's personal identity.

Although the two species prefer dif-

ferent habitats, they are often within

earshot of each other. The young of

both species need song instruction

from adults; the songs of males reared

in social isolation are deficient in

various ways. The first stage of the

bird's song learning is perception of

the particular song patterns to be

learned. Aside from mimics such as

mockingbirds, most birds have songs

that remain within species boundaries,

staying true to type. This poses some-

thing of a paradox, given that most

birds have to learn to sing. We wanted

to find out whether the learning is se-

lective, whether the birds have innate

knowledge of what to imitate.

Our aim was to present young male

swamp sparrows with both swamp and

song sparrow songs to see if they

learned selectively. If they did, we also

wanted to distinguish some of the

acoustic properties by which the birds

decide whether to learn a song. To this

end, we created a series of artificial

songs by editing out distinctly different

"syllables" from tape recordings of

the two species' normal local songs,

and then splicing them together in a

variety of simple, but artificial, syntac-

tical patterns. We hoped to discover

the meaning of some of the structural

differences between the normal songs

of the two species. Our artificial

swamp sparrow tapes resembled real

song in that they included sequences of

identical syllables occurring at various

steady rates. On the other hand, our

song sparrow tapes mimicked real song
by including variable rates of delivery

of syllable sequences—some acceler-

ating, some decelerating—and a two-

part structure.

We created ten different patterns

from song sparrow syllables, and an

equivalent set from swamp sparrow

syllables. The syllable types were suf-

ficiently distinct that if the birds imi-

tated them, we would be able to tell

from which set of patterns they had

chosen. The results of our experiments

were striking and unexpected.

In the first experiment, we took eight

male swamp sparrows from wild nests

and reared small groups of them by

hand in acoustically shielded
chambers. We also reared song spar-

rows of similar age in the same cages,

so that both species were exposed to

each other's juvenile calls. When the

birds were between twenty and fifty

days old—the sensitive period for

vocal learning in these species—we
trained them for thirty days. Each spe-

cies heard a set of the twenty synthetic

songs arranged in bouts that occur in

normal singing, with fifty-two repeti-

tions per day of each song type. Thus,

a young bird heard altogether a total of

about a thousand songs per day,

roughly what it might hear in nature.

Like many other songbirds, our

male swamp sparrows learned to sing

from memory, coming into full song<

some months after training. When their

ability to sing had crystallized, we dis-

covered that two-thirds of the syllable

types they produced were imitations,

and that every one was a copy of a

swamp sparrow syllable. Thus, the

male swamp sparrow learns to sing in

an extremely selective manner, imitat-

ing the syllables of its own species and

rejecting song sparrow syllables. It

made no difference at this age whether
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the syllables were presented in swamp-
sparrow-like or song-sparrow-like pat-

terns.

The birds seem to choose from the

components or syllables out of which

the song is constructed and not from its

overall pattern. Whereas our birds ex-

tracted four of the syllables they

learned from one-part songs, which is

the normal swamp sparrow pattern,

they also extracted eight from two-part

models, closer to the typical song spar-

row pattern. Five of the songs the birds

accepted were in series with a steady

rate, normal for swamp sparrows, but

seven came from a series with a vari-

able rate, more typical of song sparrow

patterns. Although swamp sparrows

rejected the song syllables of song

sparrows as a basis for learning to sing,

they seem to be oblivious at this age

to species differences in the temporal

patterning of the song.

This experiment still leaves in ques-

tion the degree to which the birds' se-

lection of particular stimuli to imitate

is innate. Their few days of life in nests

in the wild might have given the birds

enough lime to learn to sing. To test

this possibility, we removed wild

swamp sparrow eggs from nests early

in incubation. The eggs were hatched

under canaries, and the nestlings

reared in the laboratory. We then

trained these birds for between twenty

and fifty days with synthetic songs, like

those used in the previous experiment.

Once again, all the young birds chose

to imitate only swamp sparrow syl-

lables, showing that an innate pre-

disposition is at work.

Hence, some young songbirds re-

spond to song features peculiar lo Iheir

species before they themselves begin

to sing, just as young of our own spe-

cies respond lo particular aspects of

speech sounds before Ihey ihemselvcs

begin to speak. In both cases, the

young initially respond lo relatively

simple, clemoniary properiies. Full ap-

preciation of more complex aspects of

adult sounds comes only as the young
mature

.

Such predispositions constitute

valuable biological constraints on the

perceptual learning pri^ess. ITiey

focus the young organism's attention

on an appropriate set of complex
sounds and on particular properties that

they exhibit . The birds" predisposi-

tions guide them to a set of models par

ticular lo iheir species anil focus alien

lion on properiies ihai reduce Ihe po
tenlial ha/anl of learning Ihe wrong
song Al Ihe same lime. Ihe young sac

rifice none of their ability to learn more
complex features of natural song.

Human infants benefit not only from

innate encouragement to attend closely

to sounds of speech but also from guid-

ance by their natural predispositions in

embarking on its perceptual analysis.

Speech sounds are enormously com-
plex, and there is still controversy

about which ones are, in fact, the best

conveyors of meaning.

At this point, we have established

that animals possess innate perceptual

knowledge. Now we must find out

what it is like and how it helps impose

order on the process of fierceptual de-

velopment, without constraining free

choice so much that the benefits of

learning are limited. I am increasingly

convinced that in song and swamp
sparrows the development of vocal

perception proceeds in stages; at each

step, different items of innate informa-

tion blend with different kinds of

learned information. A similar innate

hierarchical program may enable a

human infant to proceed quickly and

surely through the complicated process

of learning to understand and respond

to speech. The existence of such stages

of development would increase the

likelihood that all human infants tackle

the problem in roughly the same way,

thus reducing the possibility of private

solutions lo perceptual problems

—

solutions that could only hinder effi-

cient use of speaking and speech per-

ception for purposes of social com-
munication, which is. after all. what

speech behavior is all about.

I see great promise in using b<ith eth-

ological and psychological approaches

to problems of perceptual develop-

ment. Such a union will go far toward

establishing a proper biological view-

point on Ihe slippery issue of innate

knowledge. A young organism's in-

nate responsiveness to certain stimuli

by no means commits it lo Ihe life of

a behavioral automaton On Ihe con-

trary, in infant animals, including

humans, innate responsiveness may
become heavily overlain and trans-

formed by learnmg during the passage

to adullh<M>d Yet. in subtle ways, it

must guide the young organism along

certain ilevelopmental paths particular

to its species without necessarily sacri-

ticing Ihe many advantages of behav-

ioral plasticity.

I'llcr Miirler is professor of animal be-

havior of Rockefeller Universiiy. anil

tlireeior of ihe uniicrsiiv's l-'ield Re-

search Center. Millbrook. New York.
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

A Quahog Is a Quahog
Whether in New England or New Guinea, folk

taxonomies accurately describe nature

Thomas Henry Huxley once defined

science as "organized common
sense." Other contemporaries, includ-

ing the great geologist Charles Lyell,

urged an opposing view—science,

they said, must probe behind appear-

ance, often to combat the "obvious"

interpretation of phenomena.

I cannot offer any general rules for

the resolution of conflicts between

common sense and the dictates of a fa-

vored theory. Each camp has won its

battles and received its lumps. But I do

want to tell a story of common sense

triumphant—an interesting story be-

cause the theory that seemed to oppose

ordinary observation is also correct,

for it is the theory of evolution itself.

The error that brought evolution into

conflict with common sense lies in

a false implication commonly drawn

from evolutionary theory, not with the

theory itself.

Common sense dictates that the

world of familiar, macroscopic organ-

isms presents itself to us in "pack-

ages" called species. All bird watchers

and butterfly netters know that they can

divide the specimens of any local area

into discrete units blessed with those

Latin binomials that befuddle the unin-

itiated. Occasionally, to be sure, a

package may become unraveled and

even seem to coalesce with another.

But such cases are noted for their rar-

ity. The birds of Massachusetts and the

bugs in my backyard are unambiguous

members of species recognized in the

same way by all experienced ob-

servers.

This notion of species as "natural

kinds" fit splendidly with creationist

tenets of a pre-Darwinian age. Louis

Agassiz even argued that species are

God's individual thoughts, made in-

carnate so that we might perceive both

His majesty and His message. Species,

Agassiz wrote, are "instituted by the

Divine Intelligence as the categories of

his mode of thinking."

But how could a division of the or-

ganic world into discrete entities be

justified by an evolutionary theory that

proclaimed ceaseless change as the

fundamental fact of nature? Both Dar-

win and Lamarck struggled with this

question and did not resolve it to their

satisfaction. Both denied to the species

any status as a natural kind.

Darwin lamented: "We shall have

to treat species as . . . merely artificial

combinations made for convenience.

This may not be a cheering prospect;

but we shall at least be freed from the

vain search for the undiscovered and

undiscoverable essence of the term

species." Lamarck complained: "In

vain do naturalists consume their time

in describing new species, in seizing

upon every nuance and slight peculi-

arity to enlarge the immense list of de-

scribed species."

Yet—and this is the irony—both

Darwin and Lamarck were respected

systematists who named hundreds of

species. Darwin wrote a four-volume

taxonomic treatise on barnacles, while

Lamarck produced more than three

times as many volumes on fossil inver-

tebrates. Faced with the practicum of

their daily work, both recognized enti-

ties where theory denied their reality.

There is a traditional escape from

this dilemma: one can argue that our

world of ceaseless flux alters so slowly

that configurations of the moment may

be treated as static. The coherence of

modern species disappears through

time as they transform slowly into their

descendants. One can only remember
Job's lament about "man that is born

of a woman"—"He cometh forth like

a flower ... he fleeth also as a shadow,

and continueth not." But Lamarck and

Darwin could not even enjoy this reso-

lution, for they both worked exten-

sively with fossils and were as success-

ful in dividing evolving sequences into

species as they were in parsing the

modern world.

Other biologists have even forsworn

this traditional escape and denied the

reality of species in any context. J.B.S.

Haldane, perhaps the most brilliant

evolutionist of this century, wrote:

"The concept of a species is a conces-

sion to our linguistic habits and neuro-

logical mechanisms." A paleontologi*

cal colleague proclaimed in 1949 tha™

"a species ... is a fiction, a mental

construct without objective exist-

ence."

Yet common sense continues to pro

claim that, with few exceptions, spe

cies can be clearly identified in loca

areas of our modern world. Most biolo

gists, although they may deny the real

ity of species through geologic time

do affirm their status for the moderi

moment. As Ernst Mayr, our leadinj

student of species and speciation

writes: "Species are the product o;

evolution and not of the human mind.

'

Mayr argues that species are "real"

units in nature both as a result of their

history and the current interaction

among their members.

Species branch off from ancestral

stocks, usually as small, distinct popu-
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lations inhabiting a definite geo-

graphical area, generally at the periph-

ery of a parental species' range. They
establish their uniqueness by evolving

a genetic program suflScienlly distinct

that members of the species breed with

each other, but not with members of

other species. Their members share a

common ecological niche and continue

to interact through interbreeding.

Higher units of the Linnaean hier-

archy cannot be objectively defined,

for they are collections of species and

have no separate existence in nature

—

they neither interbreed nor necessarily

interact at all. These higher units

—

genera, families, orders, and so on

—

are not arbitrary. They must not be in-

consistent with evolutionary geneal-

ogy (you cannot put people and dol-

phins in one order and chimps in an-

other). But ranking is, in part, a matter

of custom with no "correct" solution.

Chimps are our closest relatives by ge-

nealogy, but do we belong in the same
genus or in different genera within the

same family? Species are nature's only

objective taxonomic units.

Shall we then follow Mayr or Hal-

dane? I am a partisan of Mayr's view

and I wish to defend it with an offbeat

but, to my mind, persuasive line of evi-

dence. The repeated experiment is a

cornerstone of scientific methods—al-

though evolutionists, dealing with na-

ture's uniqueness through history, do
not often have an opportunity to prac-

tice it. But in this case, we have a way
to obtain valuable information about

whether species are mental abstrac-

tions embedded in cultural practice or

packages in nature. We can study how
different peoples, in complete inde-

pendence, divide the organisms of

their local areas into units. We can con-

trast Western classifications into Lin-

naean species with the "folk taxono-

mies" of non-Western peoples.

The literature on non-Western tax-

onomies is not extensive, but it is per-

suasive. We usually find a remarkable

correspondence between Linnaean

species and non-Western plant and ani-

mal names. In short, the same pack-

ages are recognized by independent

cultures. I do not argue that folk taxon-

omies invariably include the entire

Linnaean catalog. People usually do

not classify exhaustively unless orga-

nisms are important or conspicuous.

The Fore of New Guinea have a single

word for all butterflies, although spe-

cies are as distinct as the birds they do

classify in Linnaean detail. Similarly,

most of the bugs in my backyard have

no common name in our folk taxon-

omy , but all the birds in Massachusetts

do. The Linnaean correspondences

only arise when folk taxonomies at-

tempt an exhaustive division.

Several biologists have noted these

remarkable correspondences in the

course of their fieldwork. Ernst Mayr
himself describes his experience in

New Guinea: "Forty years ago, I lived

all alone with a tribe of Papuans in the

mountains of New Guinea. These

superb woodsmen had 136 names for

the 137 species of birds I distinguished

(confusing only two nondescript spe-

cies of warblers). That . . . Stone Age
man recognizes the same entitites of

nature as Western university-trained

scientists refutes rather decisively the

claim that species are nothing but a

product of the human imagination
.

" In

1966, Jared Diamond published a more
extensive study on the Fore people of

New Guinea. They have names for all

the Linnaean bird species in their area.

Moreover, when Diamond brought

seven Fore men into a new area popu-

lated by birds they had never seen, and

asked them to give the closest Fore

equivalent for each new bird, they

placed 91 of 103 species into the Fore

group closest to the new species in our

Western Linnaean classification. Dia-

mond relates an interesting tale:

One of my Fore assistants collected a huge,

black, short-winged, ground-dwelling

bird, which neither he nor I had seen be-

fore. While I was puzzled by its affinities,

the Fore man promptly proclaimed it to be

a peteobeye. the name for a graceful little

brown cuckoo which frequents trees in

Fore gardens. The new bird eventually

proved to be Menbek's coucal, an aberrant

member of the cuckoo family, to which

some features of body form and leg and bill

shape betray its affinity.

These informal studies by biologists

have been supplemented in recent

years with two exhaustive treatments

by anthropologists who are also com-

petent natural historians—Ralph

Bulmer's work on vertebrate taxono-

mies of the Kalam people of New
Guinea, and Brent Berlin's study (with

botanists Dennis Breedlove and Peter

Raven) of plant classification by th^

Tzeltal Indians of highland Chiapa^

Mexico. (I thank Ernst Mayr for intro

ducing me to Bulmer's work and fc

urging this line of argument for manj

years.)

The Kalam people, for example, u^

frogs extensively as food and have d?

vided them into names corresponding

with Western species. Most of their
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names have a one-to-one relationship

with Linnaean species. In some cases

they apply the same name to more than

one species, but still recognize the dif-

ference: Kalam informants could read-

ily say that there were at least two dif-

ferent kinds of gunm, distinguished

both by appearance and habitat, even
though they had no standard names for

them. Sometimes, the Kalam do better

than we. They recognize, as kasoj znd
wyt, two species that had been lumped
incorrectly under the single Western
name Hyla becki.

Bulmer has recently teamed up with

Ian Saem Majnep. a Kalam, to produce

a remarkable book (Birds ofMy Kalam
Country, Oxford University Press,

1977). More than 70 percent of Saem'

s

names have one-to-one correspon-

dence with Western species. In most
other cases, he either lumps two or

more Linnaean species under the same
Kalam name but recognizes the West-
ern distinction, or else he makes divi-

sions within a Western species but rec-

ognizes the unity (in some birds of par-

adise, for example, he names the sexes

separately because only males carry

the prized plumage). In only one case

does Saem follow a practice that is in-

consistent with Linnaean nomencla-

ture—he includes the drab females of

two birds of paradise under the same
name but uses a different name for the

showy males of each species. In fact,

Bulmer could only find four cases (2

percent) of inconsistency in the entire

catalog of 174 vertebrate species,

spanning mammals, birds, reptiles,

frogs, and fishes.

Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven pub-

lished their first study in 1966 expli-

citly to challenge Diamond's claim for

the generality of extensive one-to-one

correspondence between folk names
and Linnaean species. They held ini-

tially that only 34 percent of Tzeltal

plant names matched Linnaean species

and that a large variety of "misclassifi-

cations" reflected cultural uses and

practices. But a few years later, in a

frank article, they reversed their opin-

ion and affirmed the uncannily close

correspondence of folk and Linnaean

names. They had, in the earlier study,

not fully understood the Tzeltal system

of hierarchical naming and had mixed
names from several levels in establish-

ing the basic folk groups. In addition,

Berlin admitted he had been led astray

by a standard anthropological bias for

cultural relativism. I cite his recanta-

tion , not to show him up , but as a token

of my admiration for an act all too

rarely performed by scientists (al-

though any scientist worth his salt has

changed his mind about fundamental

issues):

Many anthropologists, whose traditional

bias is to see the total relativity of man's

variant classifications of reality, have gen-

erally been hesitant to accept such find-

ings. . . . My colleagues and I, in an earlier

paper, have presented arguments in favor

of the "relativist" view. Since the publica-

tion of that report more data have been

made available , and it now appears that this

position must be seriously reconsidered.

There is at present a growing body of evi-

dence that suggests that the fundamental

taxa recognized in folk systemalics corre-

spond fairly closely with scientifically

known species.

Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven have

now published an exhaustive book on

Tzeltal taxonomy (Principles of Tzeltal

Plant Classification. Academic Press,

1974). Their complete catalog contains

471 Tzeltal names. Of these, 281, or

61 percent, stand in one-to-one corre-

spondence with Linnaean names. All

but 17 of the rest are, in the authors'

terms, "underdifferentiated"—that is,

the Tzeltal names refer to more than

one Linnaean species. But, in more
than two-thirds of these cases, the

Tzeltal use a subsidiary system of nam-
ing to make distinctions within the pri-

mary groups, and all these subsidiaries

correspond with Linnaean species.

Only 17 names, or 3.6 percent, are

"overdifferentiated" by referring to

part of a Linnaean species. Seven Lin-

naean species have two Tzeltal names,

and only one has three—the bottle

gourd Lagenaria siceraria. The Tzel-

tal distinguish bottle gourd plants by

the utility of their fruits—one name for

large, round fruits used as containers

for tortillas; another for long-neckec

gourds well suited for carrying liquids;

and a third for small, oval fruits thai

are not used at all.

A second, equally interesting gener

ality emerges from studies of folk claS'

sification. Biologists argue that only

species are real units in nature , and thai

names at higher levels of classificatioB

represent human decisions about how

these packages should be groupeC

(under the constraint, of course, thai

such grouping be consistent with evO'

lutionary genealogy). Thus, for names

applied to groups of species, we should

not expect one-to-one correspondence'

with Linnaean designations but should

anticipate a variety of schemes
matched with local uses and culture.

Such variety has been a consistent find-
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ing in studies of folk taxonomy.
Groups of species are often designated

by basic forms attained independently

by several evolutionary lines. The
Tzeltal, for example, have four

broader names for groups of species,

roughly corresponding to trees, vines,

grasses, and broad-leafed herbaceous

plants. These names apply to about 75

percent of their plant species, while

others, like corn, bamboo, and agave,

are "unaffiliated."

Often, the grouping of species re-

flects more subtle and pervasive

aspects of culture. The Kalam of New
Guinea, for example, divide their

nonreptilian four-footed vertebrates

into three classes: kopyak, or rats; kmn
for an evolutionarily heterogeneous

collection of larger game mammals,
mostly marsupials and rodents; and as

for an even more heterogeneous collec-

tion of frogs and small rodents. (Under

repeated questioning by Bulmer, the

Kalam deny any subdivision between

frogs and rodents within as, although

they do acknowledge [and dismiss as

unimportant] the morphological simi-

larity between small furry as and ro-

dents among kmn. They also recognize

that some kmn have pouches and others

do not.) The divisions reflect funda-

mental facts of Kalam culture. Kop-

yak, associated with excrement and un-

clean food around homesteads, are not

eaten at all. As are collected primarily

by women and children and, although

eaten by most men and collected by

some, are forbidden foods for boys

during their rites of passage and for

adult men who practice sorcery. Kmn
are hunted primarily by men.

Likewise, birds and bats are all yakt,

with the single exception of the large,

flightless cassowary called kobty. The

distinction is made for deeper and more

complex reasons than mere appear-

ance—for the Kalam do recognize

avian characters in kobty. Casso-

waries, Bulmer argues, are the pri

game of the forest and the Kalam mai

tain an elaborate cultural antithesis

tween cultivation (represented by taro

and pigs) and the forest (represented bi

pandanus nuts and cassowaries). C
sowaries are also the mythological sii

ters of men.

We maintain similar practices in oi

own folk taxonomy. Edible mollusks

are "shellfish," but Linnaean species

all have common names. I well re-

member the reprimand I received from

a New England shipmate when I ap-

plied the informal scientific term

"clam" to all bivalved mollusks (to
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him a clam is only the steamer, Mya
arenaria): "A quahog is a quahog, a

clam is a clam, and a scallop is a scal-

lop."

The evidence of folk taxonomy is

persuasive for the modern world.

Unless the tendency to divide organ-

isms into Linnaean species reflects a

neurological style wired into all of us

(an interesting proposition, but one

that I doubt), the world of nature is, in

some fundamental sense, really di-

vided into reasonably discrete pack-

ages of creatures as a result of evolu-

tion. (I do not, of course, deny that our

propensity for classifying in the first

place reflects something about our

brains, their inherited capacities, and

the limited ways in which complexity

may be ordered and made sensible. I

merely doubt that such a definite mode
as classification into Linnaean species

could reflect the constraints of our

mind alone, and not of nature.)

But are these Linnaean species,

recognized by independent cultures,

merely temporary configurations of the

moment, mere way stations on evolu-

tionary lineages in continual flux. I

have argued in several columns (Au-

gust-September 1975, May and

June-July 1977) that, contrary to pop-

ular belief, evolution does not work

this way, and that species have a "real-

ity" through time to match their dis-

tinctness at a moment. An average spe-

cies of fossil invertebrates lives five to

ten million years (terrestrial verte-

brates have shorter average durations).

During this time, they rarely change in

any fundamental way. They become
extinct, without issue, looking much as

they did when they first appeared.

New species usually arise, not by the

slow and steady transformation of en-

tire ancestral populations, but by the

splitting off of small populations from

an unaltered ancestral stock. The fre-

quency and speed of such speciation is

among the hottest topics in evolution-

ary theory today, but I think that most

of my colleagues would advocate

ranges of hundreds or thousands of

years for the origin of most species by

splitting. This may seem like a long

time in the framework of our lives, but

it is a geologic instant, usually repre-

sented in the fossil record by a single

bedding plane, not a long stratigraphic

sequence. If species arise in hundreds

or thousands of years and then persist,

largely unchanged, for several million,

the period of their origin is but a tiny

fraction of one percent of their total

duration. Therefore, they may be

treated as discrete entities even through

time. Evolution, at higher levels, is

fundamentally a story of the differen-

tial success of species, not the slow

transformation of lineages.

Of course , if we happen to encounter

a species during the geologic microsec-

ond of its origin, we will not be able

to make clear distinctions. But our

chances of finding a species in this state

are small indeed. Species are stable en-

tities with very brief periods of fuz-

ziness at their origin (although not at

their demise because most species dis-

appear cleanly without changing into

anything else). As Edmund Burke said

in another context: "Though no man
can draw a stroke between the confines

of day and night, yet light and darkness

are upon the whole tolerably distin-

guishable."

Evolution is a theory of organic

change, but it does not imply, as many
people assume, that ceaseless flux is

the irreducible state of nature and that

structure is but a temporary incarnation

of the moment. Change is more often

a rapid transition between stable states

than a continuous transformation at

slow and steady rates. We live in a

world of structure and legitimate dis-

tinction. Species are the units of na-

ture's morphology.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

Our Pound of Flesh
Human populations that are conditioned to prefer animal sources of protein

are better prepared for the inevitable and unexpected stresses of life

With the price of meat, fish, cheese,

and milk setting records at the super-

market, there is reason to question our

penchant for consuming robust quanti-

ties of protein derived from animals. In

the short run, these rising prices can be

met by shifting from choice cuts to

hamburgers, hot dogs, and poultry. In-

creasingly, however. Americans and

other affluent peoples may have to fall

back upon vegetable sources of protein

such as peas and beans, relied upon

throughout much of the world. Is this

trend something to be alarmed about?

Does it represent a lowering of nutri-

tional standards or is it merely an over-

due correction of an arbitrary prefer-

ence—a change for the better, as vege-

tarian enthusiasts would claim?

Anthropologists are of dilTerent

minds concerning the significance of

the human quest for animal protein and

the development of enforced vege-

tarian diets as a result of population

growth and the scarcity of wild or do-

mesticated animals. Some see the de-

mand for animal protein as a factor that

has shaped the course of cultural evolu-

tion. Others insist that plant protein has

seldom been in critically short supply;

that a switch from animal to vegetable

sources of protein does not threaten

human health and well-being but

merely requires people to change their

tastes.

Several anthropologists have re-

cently advanced theories explaining

important cultural phenomena as adap-

tive responses to the quest for animal

protein. Daniel Gross of the City Uni-

versity of New York has tried to show
that there is a scarcity of harvestable

wild game and fish in the Amazon
Basin, and that the Amazon's low

human population density—less than

one person per square mile— is an ad-

aptation to the level of fish and game
production that can be sustained with-

out degrading the forest's faunal re-

sources. I have proposed that the in-

tense warfare characteristic of many
aboriginal Amazonian village peoples

was required to slow down population

growth, disperse settlements in rela-

tion to faunal resources, and create no

man's lands that could function as

game preserves. And Michael Harner

has stirred up an international contro-

versy by maintaining that the Aztecs

practiced human sacrifice on a large

scale because domesticated herbivores

were absent in pre-Columbian Mexico.

According to Harner, the Aztecs
sought to overcome the depletion of

faunal resources by consuming the

flesh of enemy soldiers ostensibly sac-

rificed to appease the gods. All these

theories have been the subject of de-

bate.

Gross's view has been challenged by

Stephen Beckerman of the University

of California at Berkeley, who claims

that the combined plant and animal

protein potential of the Amazonian
habitat far exceeds any possible de-

mands of the sparse American Indian

populations. He is critical of Gross for

failing to include invertebrate animal

sources in his estimates of protein pro-

ductivity. Ants, grubs, caterpillars,

and snails are all eaten with gusto by

contemporary Indian groups who
dwell in Amazonia. Even without

sources of animal protein, argues

Beckerman, larger populations could

have been supported by the numerous

protein-rich plants belonging to both

domesticated and wild species. Indig-

enous tropical forest peoples cultivated

peanuts and three different kinds of

beans—crops whose dry-weight pro-

tein content is about the same as that

of powdered cow's milk (28 percent).

In addition, they could collect Brazil

nuts (13.6 percent protein), cashews

(15.6 percent), palm fruits (5.3 to II

percent), and palm hearts (19.4 to 27.

1

percent). Several of these plant foods,

especially peanuts, kidney beans, Bra-

zil nuts, and cashews, contain all the

essential amino acids in proportions

that compare favorably with hens'

eggs, the standard measure of protein

quality.

My own attempt to relate Amazon-
ian warfare to the need to protect faunal

resources has been challenged by an-

thropologists Napoleon Chagnon of

Pennsylvania State University and

Raymond Hames of the University of

California at Santa Barbara. Chagnon
and Hames report that the thirty-fivi

members of the warlike settlement of

Toropo-teri, a Yanomamo village lo

cated on an affluent of the Upper Orin

oco River in Venezuela, consume an

average of 52 grams of animal and fish

protein per capita per day. This total

does not include the contribution of

caterpillars, grubs, termites, ants,

bees, larvae, and crustaceans, which

are also consumed by the Yanomamo
Since the average per capita consump-

tion of all forms of animal protein in

the United States is only about 6:

grams per day, Chagnon and Hamei

conclude that Yanomamo warfare hasl

nothing to do with the problem of pro-

tein production. Moreover, they point

out that the Yanomamo are not the only

warlike groups in the Amazon who

consume large quantities of animal



On Photographing a Small Step

IT
is unearthly. The landscape

underfoot. It is soft and powdery.

A silver beast stands there. His

head is a shiny globe. His huge
frankfurter fingers hold a small box
that talks.

Click. Whir. Click. Whir.

A man is taking the first pictures

on the moon. He takes them with a

camera that gives him startling detail.

It is a Hasselblad.

It is the first of twelve taken

to the moon on six landmgs. And it

IS still there tiidav

l%K„^'7al,h h, //usvlRiJ,.-,.

Hasselblads have taken tens of

thousands of photographs during

millions of miles of travel in space.

in all, 60 Hasselblads on 27
flights with 67 astronauts have com-
pleted .^.'>66 orbits of earth and .563

"t the moon.

Every Hasselblad proved reliable

n every (light under every
nmdition.

Today, 10 years after, Hasselblad

celebrates mankind's giant leap with

a commemorative issue of a limited

edition (earth version) of the
5(X1E1./M niott)r driw (..inier.i that

f<H>k those historic photographs.

Hie only medium format cam-
• r.i on earth or in space that can
ii.|ual it, is another Hasselblad.

For even in an age cif space,

much of a year goes into building

each Hasselblad; much of it crafted

by hand.

100 Has-solbhuls from t>nc

No Hasselblad can be any better

than any other Hasselblad; only

more suited to your purposes.

Hasselblad is a prodigious sys-

tem of 4 cameras, 22 lenses, 8 view-

finders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. And there

is no obsolescence.

Simply by choosing the right

pieces, you can citstom huiki over 100

distinct Hasselblad cameras for

almost any photographic application.

From a man's first steps on the

moon to a child's first steps on earth.

An incredible motor drive

The 500 EL M is the only hand held

medium format camera with an inte-

grated motor unit.

So unlike cameras with optional

motor drive attachments, it is built

to withstand the punishing demands
of motoriied operation.

And the possibilities are infinite.

There is a dial set in the body
that will order the camera to fire in

any of five different ways.

From single shot to speeded up
continuous firing at the rate of one
shot every 8/lOth of a second.

That means you can walk away
from the camera, devoting all your

concentration to your subject, while

firing with a remote cable.

Plug in the intervalometer, for

instance, and you can trigger the

camera automatically. At any
moment you want, from 2 seconds

to 14 minutes.

Or trigger up to ftxir cameras
simultaneously w'ith a command
unit.

Or, fitted for remote radio con-

trol, fire from a half mile away.

.Ant,! the standard film frame on
a Hasselblad is 2'A inches st^uare,

almost 4 times t/u- men of a J5mm
frame. So the ability to hold sharp-

ness and contrast is phenomenal.
(For actual sue of dim frame, see box
at kiwer right.)

The eyes oi a Ha.s.solhlad

A Hasselblad can see with any one ot

22 lenses; all multi-coateil (except (or

twt) special purp<ise lenses) in fiKal

lengths from 30nim to SOOnim with

atfgular fields from IfSO degrees to ^

degrees.

There are lenses for sports,

aerial, architectural, and fashion

photography. Portrait, landscape,

medical, underwater and news pho-
tography. Wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial and child photography.

A laush brochure on the 500 EL/.VI
and other Hasselblad cameras is

available free if you u-nte: Braun Sonh
America. Dept. \n.iH. 55 Cambridge
Parkuay. Comlrndge. .VIA 02l42-a
division of The Gillette Company atvi

exclusii-e marketer of Hasseiblad in the

L'S.

There is even the 105mm Zeiss

UV'-Sonnar f4.3 which can photo-

graph the ultraviolet portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum with costly

quart: elements that can detect radi-

ations unseeable by the human eye.

There are also lenses that adjust

the apenure fully automatically as

the light changes.

Even if you are not yet into

these more exotic applications but

simply recording travel and everyday

happenings, it's nice to know that

your camera produces the very best

images in the medium format.

So, in effect, there is nothing

you can't see with a Hasselblad. And
photograph. From what is invisible

to the naked eye to all that is visible

in the universe.

Is it any wonder then that

N.ASA came to Hasselblad for the

camera which was to photograph

space? And that top professional and
serious amateur photographers still

rely on Hasselblad.

HASSELBLAD'

111.- M...,.r ni.V. H..^^.I^-I.Ki VX-' H M. HLkIc

;>»i\lci> Hk- mjiuXjiJ 111" '- MM.It. ..Mi,>) A-

Pl.m»r XOmm f- 2 KF •
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protein. Eric Ross of the University of

Michigan, for example, found that the

warlike Achuara, who live along the

Peru-Ecuador border, eat more than

100 grams of animal protein per capita

per day.

Finally, Harner's theory of Aztec

cannibalism has been severely criti-

cized by Bernard R. Ortiz de Montel-

lano in the pages of Science. "To as-

sume that a diet requires protein from

domesticable herbivores just because

that is the usual American and Euro-

pean diet is quite ethnocentric," com-
ments Ortiz de Montellano. There was
no urgent nutritional reason for Aztecs

to eat people, he argues, because they

could satisfy their protein and other nu-

tritional requirements entirely by eat-

ing 400 grams of corn, 100 grams of

beans and 200 grams of native grains

ichiaand amaranth) per day. This veg-

etarian diet alone yields 78 grams of

protein with an acceptable balance of

essential amino acids. In addition, the

Aztecs ate forty different kinds of wa-

terfowl, plus armadillos, gophers,

weasels, rattlesnakes, mice, iguanas,

deer, turkeys, dogs, a large variety of

fish, frogs, salamanders, fish eggs,

water flies, water beetles, dragonfly

larvae, grasshoppers, ants, and
worms. (Harner himself acknowledges

that Aztec commoners skimmed off the

protein-rich algae that floated on the

surface of Lake Texcoco and ate that

too.)

I think these criticisms are based on

a fundamental misconception about the

need of human populations for protein.

Nutritionists have mainly argued about

what is the minimal "safe" level of

protein intake, basing their estimates

on the requirements for "normal,

healthy individuals." What they fail to

realize is that in cultural evolution, as

in biological evolution, populations

survive by being able to cope, not with

what is normal and safe, but with what

is extraordinary and dangerous.

The body's need for protein rises

rather sharply after it has been trauma-

tized or debilitated by infections or

wounds. As explained by nutritionist

Nevin Scrimshaw, chairman of the

Department of Nutrition and Food

Science at MIT, infections result in in-

creased metabolic loss of nitrogen as

part of a stress response: amino acids

are mobilized from peripheral tissues,

especially from skeletal muscles, and

converted into glucose by the liver for

extra energy. In addition, amino acids

are sequestered for the synthesis of the

antigens that provide for the body's im-

munological defense. "The net result

of the multiple effects of infections is

the need for a margin above normal

protein requirements to allow for rapid

repletion before the next acute episode

worsens the degree of depletion,"

writes Scrimshaw. The need for a mar-

gin above normal is especially acute in

the young, who after disease episodes

may exhibit catch-up rates of growth

that are sometimes five times higher

than the average normal weight and

height increase per day.

Since extra amounts of protein are

needed for recovery from stress situa-

tions, such as those associated with

illness and battle wounds, it is difficult

to say what is a "safe" lower limit for

a whole population. Provided that

other nutritional needs are met, extra

high levels of protein consumption

pose no threat to health (although exces-

sive amounts of animal fats may be un-

desirable). Certainly, throughout most

of history and prehistory, and among
the less developed countries today, the

problem has always been that of too

little, rather than too much, protein.

Individuals and populations are there-

fore well advised to pursue a produc-

tion strategy aimed at maximizing pro-

tein intake and at resisting any lower-

ing of per capita norms. When one

does not know what is a safe minimum,
it is best to strive for the highest sus-

tainable rate of consumption possible

under given ecological circumstances.

For populations subject to periodic

crises of war, epidemics, and other ca-

lamities, such as storms and floods,

there really is no minimum safe protein

ration.

Both plants and animals contain the

essential amino acids, but any specific

animal food generally has more of

them and in nutritionally better bal-

ance. I think this explains why there is

a universal preference for animal

foods—fish, meat, eggs, or dairy prod-

ucts—and why so many cultures do not

consider a well-balanced but purely

vegetarian dish to be a satisfactory

meal . By insisting that at least some bit

of animal protein be served along with

plant foods, individuals and cultures

increase the probability that protein in-

take will be suflScient to cope with the

inevitable but unpredictable stresses of

human life. Thus, the preference for

animal protein is not merely a matter

of arbitrary cultural taste, but a funda-

mental biocultural adaptation that can

be surrendered only at great risk to the

population concerned. We do not in-

stinctually crave meat, but we are bio-
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logically and culturally conditioned to

prefer animal sources of protein.

The proposal is not that the Aztec

started to eat their enemies or that the

Yanomamo begin to raid their neigh-

bors" villages as soon as the per capita

consumption of animal protein falls

below 35 grams per day, or some such

figure. Rather, what seems likely is

that human populations universally

strive to obtain a maximum proportion

of their protein from animal sources;

that they perceive a reduction in the

size of their animal protein ration as a

lowering of the quality of life; and that

they are likely to react rather drasti-

cally in order to prevent the lowering

of the animal protein ration even if it

starts out as high as 100 grams per day.

While the preference for animal pro-

tein dominates the human quest for

food, the proportions of animals and

plants exploited and the actual animal

species utilized depend on a complex

balance of costs and benefits associated

with food production in particular hab-

itats. Costs in this context include how
far one must walk or run to find the

animals, how many men, women, and

children must devote how many hours

or days to hunting or taking care of

them, and also any adverse effects the

exploitation of a particular species may
have upon other resources. Benefits

consist of the net output of protein and

other valuable products, as well as any

secondary beneficial effects that may
result from exploiting a particular spe-

cies (such as protecting one's gardens

from rabbits or deer).

Among hunted species, medium- to

large-size animals, especially those

that are gregarious, generally yield bet-

ter cost/benefit ratios than small or soli-

tary creatures. In Eric Ross's estima-

tion , herds of peccaries , flocks of birds

,

troops of monkeys, and schools of fish

are probably the "cheapest" sources

of animal protein in the tropical forest.

Carnivores such as jaguars and foxes

are harder to hunt and less abundant

than herbivores or insectivores and

therefore more expensive.

I think this type of consideration

may explain why insects, grubs,

worms, caterpillars, and other small

invertebrate creatures seldom, if ever,

constitute the principal preferred

source of animal protein for human

groups. Small invertebrates are poor

cost/benefit bargains because their pro-

tein comes in tiny packages, their dis-

tribution tends to be patchy, and their

availability in large numbers tends to

be seasonal. Moreover, small inverte-



brates are the basic food supply for

many of the larger vertebrates—birds,

reptiles, and fish—that provide larger

packages of protein and that are better

cost/benefit bargains. If larger verte-

brate species are available, it makes
little economic t)r ecological sense for

inhabitants of tropical forest villages to

exploit only the lowest levels of the

food chain. Better to let the birds, fish,

reptiles, and insectivores concentrate

the protein from these tiny morsels

than to do it oneself. Thus, where there

is a high proportion of small inverte-

brates in the diet of a human group, one

may reasonably conclude that it results

from the depletion of large faunal re-

sources in the habitat.

Unfortunately, there is a dearth of

research on the changing proportions

of species in the diet of tropical forest

peoples in relationship to the size and

permanency of village habitations and

the intensity of faunal exploitation.

The role of animal protein as a factor

limiting population growth cannot be

decided merely by listing alternative

species. One must know how much it

would cost to exploit these alternatives

and whether their availability is subject

to seasonal variations or to longer-term

cyclical fluctuations. Even more cru-

cial is the question of how the abun-

dance of faunal resources is affected by

long-term human prcdation. The law

of diminishing returns preilicts that ex-

ploitation of any resource cannot be in-

creased indefinitely at the same level of

efficiency. Sooner or later, each extra

bit of effort will result in proportion-

ately less output. If a group persists in

intensifying its preilaiion of lish and

game bcNoml the pt)inl of diminishing

returns, it runs the risk of perinanently

depleting its habitat.

All this may lend support to

Harner's theory of A/tec cannibalism

In Hurope and Asia the domestication

of such ruminant species as cattle,

sheep, and goals paril\ maile up tor the

depletion and extinction of other faunal

resources. In Mexico and Central

America, however, the extinction of

the horse, antelope, giant turtle, mam-
moth, large lackrahbils. and large ro-

dents look place wiilioui other herbi-

vores being conserveil h\ means of do-

mestication The ,'\/lecs even lacked

domeslicaleil guinea pigs, llamas, and
alpacas, which provideil significant

amounts ot animal protein for the high-

density populations ol Peru and Ecua-

dor during Inca times Ortiz ile Montel
iano's long list of wild animals, birds,

and lish ealen bv the A/iecs c.irnes III
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A PRACTICAL GUIDE

By LEONARD J. WARNER

Leonard Warner, who has himself

won the ' Wildlife Cameraman of

the Year ' award, has broken new

ground with this fascinating, prac-

tical guide to the observation and

photographing of mammals. The

book is based on personal experi-

ence and is designed to help the

amateur overcome the initial ob-

stacles that can make mammal
photography appear so difficult. To

this end, the first part of the book

deals with the techniques of ani-

mal observation: nocturnal watch-

ing, stalking, hides and the use of

natural cover, suitable clothing and

binoculars. Part two-the major

part of the book-Includes chapters

on most of the common British and

European species, with extended

sections on badgers, foxes and deer.

The book is illustrated with 130

photographs by the author and con-

tains numerous field observations

by him.

(979, 266 pp., $10.25
ISBN 0-12-735650-9

Send payment with order and save post-

age and handling charge. Prices are

subject to change without notice.

Academic Press, Inc.
A Subsidiary of

Karcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
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tie weight against Harner's theory. The
list merely shows that the Aztecs were

willing to eat anything that swam,
crawled, flew, or walked. Fish and

game could not have provided signifi-

cant daily amounts of animal protein to

the million or more people who lived

around the shores of Lake Texcoco,

any more than venison can provide the

principal ingredient in today's fast-

food hamburgers.

What is most remarkable about the

uproar that has greeted Harner's theory

is the refusal to believe that the Aztecs

ate people for nutritional as well as for

spiritual reasons. Ortiz de Montellano

and others do not perceive that the fail-

ure of most state-level societies to eat

their slain enemies and prisoners of

war is what needs to be explained.

Surely there can be no special pride in

the practice of letting millions of sol-

diers rot on the battlefield because of

a taboo against cannibalism. One can

even argue that, nutritionally, the best

source of protein for human beings is

human flesh because the balance of

amino acids is precisely that which the

body requires for its own proper func-

tioning.

Also, in view of the law of diminish-

ing returns, it is not surprising that the

small settlements studied by Chagnon
and Hames enjoy high per capita fish-

and game-protein levels. This finding

is consistent with the theory that such

villages tend to break apart when their

growth results in the deterioration of

the quantity and quality of fish and

game and in an increase in the cost of

obtaining preferred species. To test

this theory, one needs to be able to

study the activities and daily diet of a

village as its population grows and as

it intensifies its production of animal

proteins. Similarly, the relationship

between diminishing returns and war-

fare cannot be tested by comparing the

rates of hostility of small and large vil-

lages. (Small villages, threatened by

large ones, must also be warlike.) To
test this relationship, regional levels of

population density must be studied in

relationship to changes in regional

levels of hostilities.

If any doubt remains as to the vul-

nerability of wild protein resources,

one has merely to take a closer look at

the rising price of fish mentioned at the

beginning of this article. Despite in-

creasingly sophisticated fishing tech-

nologies, world per capita ocean fish

production has suddenly begun to de-

cline. From 1970 to 1975 the total

gross tonnage of the ocean fishing fleet

of large vessels (over 100 tons) grew

by more than 50 percent, but during the

same period the world catch did not

increase at all. As Lester R. Brown of

the WorldWatch Institute points out,

this means that the catch per dollar in-

vested is falling precipitously, a classic

instance of passing the point of dimin-

ishing returns as a result of overkill.

Essentially the same story lies be-

hind the rising price of meat and other

foods. During the past one hundred

years or so, agronomists and agricul-

tural economists were confident that

the law of diminishing returns could be

beaten by introducing ever more effi-

cient technologies to cope with the re-

source depletions caused by intensive

forms of agriculture and stock raising.

Dramatic increases in yields per acre,

for example, can be obtained by apply-

ing chemical fertilizer, and this has

been the basis for much of the increase

in world food output since mid-cen-

tury. Yet on a worldwide basis, the

amount of extra production per unit of

fertilizer has been declining steadily

ever since 1950. During the fifties,

each additional ton of fertilizer was as-

sociated with a 10-ton increase in the

world grain harvest. During the early

sixties, the increase fell to 8.2 tons; the

late sixties, 7.2 tons; and the early

seventies, 5.8 tons. This decline has

persisted right through the "green rev-

olution," despite the introduction of

new varieties of wheat and rice geneti-

cally engineered to respond to fertilizer

inputs. The reason for these diminish-

ing returns is quite obvious: the fertil-

izer is being applied to lands that are

too arid, too steep, too stony, or in

other ways ill-suited for agriculture.

Farmers might overcome the declining

fertilizer response curve if the cost of

chemical fertilizer could be brought

down proportionately. But owing to

the surge in petrochemical prices, there

is little prospect for such a reprieve.

We have thus already entered an era

of continuously rising food prices in

which animal flesh may soon become
as much of a luxury for us as it was

for the Aztecs. In the short run, afflu-

ent nations and classes may actually

benefit from diets less rich in animal

fats. But the decline in the availability

of animal proteins constitutes yet an-

other threat to the health and well

being of future generations and is ceq

tain to provoke strong and justified puh

lie reaction.

Marvin Harris teaches anthropo^

ogy at Columbia University.
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Announcing a remarkable series of

twelve collector's plates by the Orient's outstanding artist in the classic Rimpa style

. . . her first works of art in porcelain

Birds and Flowers of the Orient
BY MAOKA nOBATA

The Peacock and the Peoi



Each plate bears an original work of art created by Piaoka Piobata

exclusively for this limited edition.

Exclusive Signature Edition.

Available by subscription only.

Advance deadline: September 30, 1979.

THE ARTIST. Maoka Hobata is one of the

most brilliant and imaginative of todays
painters in the traditional Oriental style. She
is celebrated throughout her native land

both for her exceptional talent and the sen-

sitivity of her technique. Indeed, Mme.
Hobata is today's foremost exp)onent of the

classic "Rimpa" tradition of Oriental art-

which marvelously intertwines the real and
the imaginary.

The works of Maoka Mobata have been
shown at important art exhibitions through-

out Japan, including the first Sogakai Ex-

hibition, and she has been honored with a

one-woman show at the distinguished
Shirota Gallery. In addition, her paintings

have t>een exhibited In the Tokyo Central Art

Gallery and the Miyuki Gallery and her work
has been acquired by many prominent col-

lectors including the leadingart critic Tetsuji

Takechi for his own private collection.

And now. at the pinnacle of her career,

Haoka Hobata has created her very first

works of art in porcelain: 6irf/.s and Flowers

of the Orient. A series of twelve collectors

plates portraying exquisite flowers of Orien-

tal lore and legend - and the exotic birds as-

sociated with them.
Each plate is a distinctive work of art. To-

gether, they form a collection that will en-

hance the beauty of any home. Rich in the

symtx)lism of the Orient. .. imbued with its

meaning. . . touched with its mystery. . . this is

a collection that will provide endless hours
ofjoy and inspiration.

BIRDS Ann FLOWERS OE THE ORIENT
PLATES. Each plate represents a different

month of the Oriental year and combines
the flower and bird symboli/ing llial month.
Ocep green pine tu.itx lies and the stately

white crane for January .. .the Japanese iris

and the Mandarin duck f<ir May. . . the languid
water Illy and the exotic egret for August

the tuillianlly colored <hrysanlhc

llic hush W,itl>l(-i .iiulllH' A|>iitiii

The Water Lily and the Egi

mum and the tree sparrow for October
...the yellow narcissus and the graceful

wren for December. ..TWelve flowers and
birds of the Orient brought together in

works of extraordinary beauty.

These collector plates will be exception-

ally large- 10-1 4 inches in diameter-to
provide full scope for the artists imaginative

portrayals. And, as a finishing touch for

riaoka riobatas lovely designs, each plate

will behancl-dccorated with a tKjrder of pure
24 /carat gold.

Moreover, each plate will be produced in

the finest Japanese porcelain - highl>

prized for its translucence and strength. And
the delicate, sensitive quality of the artist s

work will be meticulously captured in cver\

detail, every nuance, every line.

A wide variety of colors will t>e used in the

creation of these designs. Rrilliant reds and
oranges contrasting with pale yellows, s<jft

greens and cool acjuas Rich browns and
ambers mingled with bright blues, subtle

violets and magentas. All the lovely shades
one might see in an Oriental garden. And to

add to the uniqueness of the plates, ele

merits ol the design will form a charming
floral t«)fder on the reverse.

LIMITED SIGNATURE EDITION. The first edi

lion of the Hirc/s ,in<l flowers of the Orient

plates will be a s|h-c iai limited Signature Edi-

tion. This edition will Im- distinctive because
it is the ofifi/ edition in wliiih the artists

hanko" (personal signature mark) will Ix-

im^nessed hi/ hand on the reverse of each
plate.

The plates in this desirable Signature EdI

tion will be crafted In .lapan solely and ex-

( lusively tot Individual sut>s( rlln-ts. .ind the

limit ol one iiilleclion |h'I (Hison will Im-

strldly eiiloKed lluis. the lot,)! numln-i ol

sets to tie Issued In tills ediliiin will l«

loievei limited lo the e\.i< I nunitier ol <<ii>|i

iial subscriptions entered during a r.ilher

briel ollerlng periocL plusonc- s«-l lor the art

1st and one (or the archives o( Eranklln

Porcelain, whic h Is Issiilnt) the c oilec tloii

Because the pl.iles ( omprlsiiui llie Mgna
ttire Edition will not Ih- .uall.itile Ihrnugh
dealers or stores, siibsc riln-rs will tx- the

onlii |H-ople who will !« .ible to ac quite

lliem. Anyone who wishes lo obtain tin-

plates in this edition later on can only hope
to do so by purchasing them from an origi

nal subscriber.

ADVANCE DEADLINE: September 30. 1979
The collection of twelve plates will be sent to

subscribers at the rate of one every other

month, and the issue price for each porce

lain plate is just $55. Included will be fas

cinating reference information and twelve

individual wall brackets for display of all the

plates.

To enter your subscription for the Signa
ture Edition of Birds and Flowers of the

Orient, you must mail the application below
by September 30, 1979. A Einal announce
ment will be made in November, and then

the subscription rolls for the Signature Edi

tion will be closed forever.

It is not necessary to send any payment al

this time. However your application musl
be mailed to Eranklin Porcelain, Franklin

Center, Pennsylvania, by Seplemt)er 30th.

Efflr^j^on

r"
-ADVxrui MnvRinn>r> mtiicaiio''
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BY rtAOI\A MORATA
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A Petroleum-eating Bacterium
While searching for microorganisms to control pollution, investigators

have found one that may be useful in cleaning up oil spills

by Irving Yall

Petroleum products are all but indis-

pensable to our way of life. They
power our vehicles, heat our homes,
provide sources of protein, and furnish

derivatives for the manufacture of

chemicals, plastics, and fertilizer. But

when they are in the wrong place—as

in an oil spill—they can cause environ-

mental damage ranging from a minor
nuisance to a major disaster. A large

oil spill usually gets widespread pub-

licity. Many thousands of man-hours

and millions of dollars may be spent

cleaning up the results of an oil tanker

accident, but the damage to the ecol-

ogy of the affected area may be incal-

culable. Large numbers of fishes and

birds may die of suffocation. Beaches
may be covered with oil and tar.

Cleanup usually is accomplished by
pumping the oil layer into receptacles.

Contrary to popular belief, however, a

substantial and troublesome portion of

the oil mixes with the water. The oil-

water mixture may be allowed to

disperse, but many investigators are

considering application of oil-consum-

ing microorganisms to cope with this

aspect of the problem. Most microor-

ganisms cannot utilize hydrocarbons at

all. Others only utilize them slowly or

are very limited in the type of hydro-

carbon that they attack. Several types

of naturally occurring bacteria, yeasts,

and molds, including one product of

biological engineering by industrial re-

searchers, have shown promise in

clearing up oil spills. The microor-

ganism I have investigated is a member
of the bacterial genus Acinetobacter.

My research group's involvement

with this organism resulted from work

done on another aspect of pollution. In

the 1950s and 1960s many of our lakes

and inland waterways were rapidly de-

teriorating. They were undergoing eu-

trophication—a natural process that re-

sults in a lake being converted first into

a swamp and eventually into dry land.

In nature, these events would take at

least 100,000 years to complete. Lakes
such as Lake Erie, however, showed
signs of going through this transforma-

tion within the next few human genera-

tions (see "The Enduring Great

Lakes
,

" a Natural History special sup-

plement, August-September 1978).

Eutrophication was being acceler-

ated by tremendous proliferations of

algae caused by an excess of nutrients

in the water. Two of the most impor-

tant nutrients, nitrogen-containing

compounds and phosphorus, came
largely from man-made fertilizers and

detergents. Because many of the algae

involved could fix nitrogen from the

atmosphere, it was useless to attempt

to regulate the amount of this element

entering the lakes. Phosphorus conse-

quently became the target nutrient. Re-

searchers felt that if the amount of

phosphorus in the water could be re-

duced to less than one part per million,

algal growth would be diminished or

even completely eliminated.

Most large sewage-treatment plants

in the United States depend on the use

of activated sludge. In this process raw

sewage is aerated in the presence of

sludge containing a variety of microor-

ganisms that hasten decomposition.

The treatment should remove most dis-

ease-causing microorganisms that may
be present, as well as organic matter

and many inorganic substances. The
effluent liquid emerging from the

sludge process may be further treated

with various chemicals or be diverted

directly into a stream, lake, or ocean,

depending upon the location of the

plant.

Most activated sludge plants, how-
ever, are inefficient in removing phos-

phorus from sewage and so they may
inadvertently contribute to the pollu-

tion of lakes and streams. To com-

pound the problem, the use of phos-

phorus-containing detergents and fer-

tilizer increased tremendously after

World War II. Since the early 1970s

the Federal Environmental Protection

Agency has required cities in the Great

Lakes region to reduce the phosphorus

in their sewage effluents to acceptable

levels by means of chemicals. A num-
ber of states and municipalities subse-

quently adopted regulations governing

the use of phosphorus in detergents.

In 1969 five sewage-treatment plants

located in various regions of the United

States were reported to have excep-

tional phosphorus-removing abilities.

That information immediately sparked

a controversy as to whether the in-

creased efficiency resulted from bio-

logical processes or chemical precipi-

tation. I became principal investigator,

of a project at the University of Ari-

zona (sponsored by the Federal Water

Pollution Control Administration, the

forerunner of the Environmental Pro-

tection Agency) that attempted to re-

solve the issue.

We decided to study the activated i

sludge from one of the above-men

tioned plants—the Rilling Road Plant i
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The white areas inside these

Acinetobacter phosphadevorus cells

are hydrocarbon inclusions.

in San Antonio, Texas—and compare

that plant's ability to remove phos-

phorus from sewage with that of the

Tucson sewage-treatment plant. We
found that the Rilling Road sludge re-

moved phosphorus very effectively

from Tucson sewage and concluded

that the removal was biological in na-

ture. The next step was to isolate the

one or more organisms responsible.

Our first attempts involved "shot-

gunning," that is, isolating as many
different types of microorganisms as

possible from the Rilling sludge and

testing their individual abilities to take

up phosphorus. None of the hundred or

so species of bacteria and other micro-

organisms tested, either singly or in

combination, accounted satisfactorily

for the superior phosphorus-removing

ability of the Rilling sludge. We then

tried another approach, an attempt to

localize the phosphorus taken up by the

sludge mass.

First, we looked within the cells of

algae and other microorganisms for a

granular, phosphorus-containing sub-

stance named volutin. Microorganisms

that accumulate phosphorus in excess

of their metabolic needs frequently in-

corporate it into volutin. When appro-

priately stained, volutin granules ap-

pear violet or blue under a bright-field

compound microscope. Examined in

this fashion, the stained Rilling sludge

showed clusters of bacterial cells of a

distinct morphology containing nu-

merous volutin granules.

Next we had to show that these volu-

tin-staining regions did indeed contain

phosphorus from the sewage. We al-

lowed the sludge mass to take up phos-

phorus-33, a radioactive isotope, then

placed the radioactive particles on mi-

croscope slides and covered them with

a liquid photographic emulsion. After

exposure of approximately one month,

we developed the emulsion and looked

for fogging. Fogging in localized areas

of the sludge mass would indicate a

concentration of the radioactive phos-

phorus. We were pleased to find that

phosphorus-33 was present primarily

in the sludge areas that were volutin

positive.

We knew now that the phosphorus

in the sludge was localized in a spheri-

cal bacterium about one micrometer in

diameter that seemed to occur in grape-

like clusters. One of our staff under-

took to isolate an organism of that de-

scription. It took him six months be-

fore he succeeded in obtaining a pure

culture that we referred to as isolate P

7 and subsequently placed in the genus

Acinetobacter.

P 7 was unusual in that it synthe-

sized volutin early in its life. Most bac-

teria that form volutin do so in old cul-

tures that have a nutritional deficiency.

By contrast, P 7 formed volutin gran-

ules almost immediately upon transfer

from an old to a new culture. When the

microorganism was added to Tucson

sludge, it increased the ability of the

sludge to remove phosphorus from

sewage by a factor of approximately

16. In view of its phosphorus uptake

ability, P 7 was unofficially named
Acinetobacter phosphadevorus.

Further investigation disclosed other

interesting metabolic characteristics of

P 7. It could use a wide range of hydro-

carbon compounds as sources of car-

bon for growth. In sewage, it seemed

to live on such volatile acid hydrocar-

bon fractions as acetate. However, it

could utilize carbon compounds with

chain lengths that ranged from the

shortest, C- 1—containing a single car-

bon atom—to at least C-40, the very

long, containing forty carbon atoms. It

could use many of the common alco-

hols, acids, and amino acids, but could

not grow on such alcohols as the

sugars. It grew especially well on satu-

rated hydrocarbons.

We tested various mixtures of pure

hydrocarbons, ranging in chain length

from C-12 to C-40; P 7 seemed to

prefer compounds of C- 1 2 length when
they were present. Otherwise, the mi-

croorganism did not discriminate

among chain lengths but accepted

whatever was offered, accumulating

the hydrocarbon in droplets within its

cells.

The ability to utilize a wide range oi

hydrocarbons makes P 7 a unique orga-j

nism. The metabolism of most bacteria

of this type is confined to a relativelj

restricted range of hydrocarbon chaid

lengths. Because of P 7's special ca-^

pacity, we decided to investigate the

organism's power to clean up the hy-'
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drocarbons that are associated with oil

pollution.

Our first series of experiments ex-

posed Tucson sewage containing

motor oil to Tucson sludge seeded with

P 7. Most sludges cannot cope with an

influx of oil or similar products. When
oil or kerosene is introduced into a

sewage system, it inactivates the

sludge plant if it reaches it. Our system

started to break down the oil immedi-

ately. The bacterial cell mass in the

seeded sludge grew to about ten times

the amount obtained from sludge treat-

ing sewage without the oil. The in-

crease in mass was due to the prolif-

eration of P 7.

Within three days, the amount of oil

present in the sewage dropped below

the level of detection by the analytical

methods employed. Disappearance of

the oil was found to be dependent on

the amount of inorganic substances

present, especially nitrogen and phos-

phorus. As the oil level dropped, so did

the amount of phosphorus. Oil uptake

stopped when the amount of phos-

phorus dropped below detection

levels. When oil was completely re-

moved from the system, the sewage

alone was unable to support the large

cell population. As a result many cells

underwent destruction and released

relatively large amounts of phosphorus

into their environment. Our experi-

mental system using P 7 can apparently

cope with daily influxes of oil and sew-

age. That should make the organism

serviceable in situations where oil or

grease is introduced periodically into

wastewater.

We decided to investigate the possi-

ble application of P 7 to a marine envi-

ronment. The organism can grow in

synthetic, laboratory-produced sea-

water but does so more slowly than in

a freshwater environment. It was able

to utilize 80 percent of a hydrocarbon

of the paraffin series in synthetic

seawater with a concomitant reduction

of phosphorus in approximately ten

days. The main problem as far as the

marine environment is concerned

seems to be a lack of adequate amounts

of phosphorus, and possibly nitrogen,

which P 7, like all microorganisms,

needs to grow on.

We are currently investigating the

ability of P 7 to cope with Texas crude

oil in both freshwater and saltwater en-

vironments. P 7 can grow in both envi-

ronments when crude oil is the sole

source of carbon; however, additional

sources of nitrogen and phosphorus

have to be provided.

Our early results with Texas crude

oil in freshwater have been very en-

couraging. When nine grams of crude

are placed in 6-liter { 1 .6 gallon) reac-

tors containing P 7, the oil is rendered

completely soluble in one day. Sixty

percent of it is removed within three

days, and 85 percent is gone by six

days. The only material readily appar-

ent after this time is cells and cell

debris. We are experimenting with the

amounts and sources of nitrogen and

phosphorus to be added to the oil in the

belief that the proper inorganic balance

will lead to faster oil removal.

Much of our activity during the past

year has concentrated on the effects of

P 7 on animals and plants that may be

present when the microorganism is re-

leased into an environment containing

a hydrocarbon. We were especially

concerned with the effects on brine

shrimp, other filter feeders, and fish

that might ingest the organism when it

contained hydrocarbon inclusions. We
have now completed our study on

marine life and found no deaths or dis-

eases that could be attributed to the P
7, even though its cells could be iso-

lated from the gut of the various ani-

mals. Studies on freshwater organisms

currently under way show similar re-

sults.

Many bacteria that exhibit a pro-

nounced ability to utilize oil and other

hydrocarbons possess particles within

their cells called plasmids. Plasmids

contain genetic material that endows
the cells with abilities they would not

otherwise have. Some plasmids can be

transmitted from one cell to another

and can thus be used in genetic engi-

neering to modify various organisms.

One of the projects currently under

way in our laboratory is a genetic study

of P 7 to determine whether or not plas-

mids are present. We hope eventually

to obtain an organism that has im-

proved ability to utilize oil and phos-

phorus and that can function at 60°F

instead of the approximately 80°F tem-

perature range of the present organism.

An organism that can utilize oil at

lower temperatures could be very use-

ful since many spills occur in cold

waters, such as those off the coasts of

Nova Scotia and Alaska.

All the results mentioned in this ar-

ticle were obtained under laboratory

conditions. Further tests, on a larger

scale and under field conditions, are

necessary before P 7

—

Acinetobacter

phosphadevorus—can be regarded as

anything more than a laboratory phe-

nomenon, n
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Airs, Waters, and Places by Robert S. Desowitz

River Blindness
Some fifty million people suffer

from this horrendous disease

Information has reached me that the village

of St. Pierre has disappeared; all that is

known of it is that the houses are com-
pletely deserted and broken down.

A. Rolland, 1972

In 1963 a small band of settlers,

driven by hunger, left their overpopu-

lated and infertile land in the savanna

of West Africa and migrated to the

banks of the Keralie River, a tributary

of the Black Volta. There, they built

the village of Saint Pierre and began to

farm the rich valley land.

Five years later, 75 percent of these

pioneers had developed ocular lesions.

Some were already functionally blind.

Finally, life and sight became too pre-

carious and they fled. By the time epi-

demiologist A. Rolland made his re-

port. Saint Pierre had become still one

more ghost town of the West African

savanna: another community crumbled

by the parasitic filarial worm Oncho-
cerca volvulus and its vector, the

blackfly Simulium damnosum.
The disease onchocerciasis, famil-

iarly known in Africa as river

blindness, has a quality of Gothic hor-

ror not shared by other tropical infec-

tions. Malaria decimates the young but

usually leaves the survivors suffi-

ciently immune to be a productive sup-

port of their community. Trypanoso-

miasis denies vast areas of Africa the

benefits of mixed farming and the pro-

tein that could be provided by domestic

animals, but basic agriculture is rarely

disrupted, and except for sporadic out-

breaks, the prevalence of human sleep-

ing sickness is now low. Onchocer-

ciasis, in contrast, dispossesses man
from the most fertile agricultural land

and blinds those who would dare tenant

its dominion.

The victims are rural peasants, too

often neglected by the political, medi-

cal, and technological panjandrums

concentrated in the great cities. Ther-

apy by the few effective drugs avail-

able can be worse than the disease.

Control of the blackfly vector is so

costly and demanding that it is beyond
the capabilities of most of the affected

third world nations. The disease af-

flicts at least fifty million people; yet

since it doesn't kill, only a handful of

scientists have pursued research into

combating the parasite and its vector.

The major storm center of onchocer-

ciasis is West Africa, but pockets of

infection also exist in East Africa,

Yemen, and in the New World from

Mexico to Brazil. Infected West Afri-

can slaves, met on arrival by indige-

nous species of blackfly, probably in-

troduced the disease into the Americas.

As early as 1 590, more than a thousand

slaves were imported annually from

endemic areas of West Africa to work
the placer gold mining operations in

Colombia and Venezuela. The allu-

vial-bedded streams carrying gold

were also ideal breeding habitats for

the blackfly, and the infection, estab-

lished almost 400 years ago, persists in

these remote areas.

The final import into Mexico was not

by slaves but through a French military

adventure. In 1862 Napoleon III sent

Sudanese troops to Oaxaca to assist the

French invasion forces. These Sudan-

ese came from an area where onchocer-

ciasis is still prevalent, and according

to Mexican historians, signs of infec-

tion turned up not long after the troops

arrived. These focuses of disease exist

today in the Mexican and Guatemalan

highlands at an altitude of 1,600 to

5,000 feet, where the main blackfly

vector, Simulium ochracaeum, breeds

in the mountain streams. This is also

the altitude where the coffee planta-

tions are situated, and the bitterness of

that epidemiological brew is that 30 to

75 percent of the plantation workers

are infected with the parasite. The cur-

rent cost of some of our favorite

"mountain-grown" coffee is indeed

high; not only in dollars per pound but

also in atrophied skin, itching erup-

tions, eye disorders, and blindness.

The filarial nematode that causes

river blindness is a first cousin to the

filaria parasites that produce the no-

torious elephantiasis with its grotesque

disfigurements of limbs and genitalia.

The adult worms are threadlike crea-

tures that live encapsulated within fi-

brous nodules beneath the human skin.

In common with all filarial worms, the

eggs hatch before they depart the

uterus as microscopic, snakelike lar-

vae, the microfilariae. Each female

worm can birth 2,000 or more microfi-

lariae every day of the fifteen to twenty

years of her life within a human. Upon
leaving the mother, the microfilariae

disperse to the upper layers of the skin

and other parts of the body, including

the eye.

The next act in the biological sce-

nario takes place when the biting

blackfly ingests microfilariae while

feeding. Within the blackfly, the para-

site passes through a series of transfor-

mations, first within the gut, then in the

muscles of the thorax. After a final

metamorphosis into a slender, filarir

form larva (the infective stage), it mi-

grates to the head and mouth parts.

This cycle takes about two weeks. The

filariform larvae escape when the

blackfly bites a human; they enter the

subcutaneous tissues, grow to adults,

and mate. About nine months later the

females begin shedding the microfi-

lariae.

When I was what now seems a very

young junior officer in the then Ni-

gerian Colonial Medical Research

Service, I used to spend my local

leaves fishing for the tiger fish, thatj

splendid warrior of the African rivers, I

and the "elephant of the waters," the!

Niger perch, on the Gurara and Benuej

rivers. I recall wondering—with the in-|

nocence and narrow interest of youth

(I was "into" sleeping sickness inl

those days)—why so many of the!

locals who accompanied us on those'
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trips looked so old. It seemed a cruelty

that the chiefs would send these an-

cients to bear our loads.

I realize now that most of these "an-

cients" were probably not much older

than I and had been propelled into pre-

mature senility by the Onchocerca mi-

crofilariae in their skin. Some fifty

years ago, a physician working in the

Sudan commented that "onchocer-

ciasis makes young people look old

and old people look like lizards."

The microfilariae incite a chronic in-

flammation of the skin tissues, accom-

panied by an itching so intense that

some of the afflicted have been driven

to suicide. In time, the normal archi-

tecture of the skin vanishes, replaced

by a toneless, thickened, depigmented

covering—the pachyderm skin. The
skin over the groin may become so

loose as to hang down as a kind of bi-

zarre apron. The lesions in the eye,

however, produce the most serious

consequences of onchocerciasis. As
the microfilariae invade the cornea, an-

terior chamber, retina, and even the

optic nerve, the mechanical damage
and inflammatory response of the im-

munologically "outraged" host can

lead to partial loss of sight and, eventu-

ally, total blindness.

The clinical end products of infec-

tion have been well characterized, but

the mechanisms underlying their path-

ogenesis are dimly understood. They
apparently involve the human immune
system. The level of functional immu-
nity is relatively low despite the pro-

duction of high levels of antibody. The
host's cellular reaction to the dying mi-

crofilaria is more severe than to the liv-

ing one (possibly, like some other par-

asites, the living microfilaria is mas-

querading, antigenically, as a human).

We have a glimmer that in the worst

cases part of the immune system may
be depressed, and this has led to the

suggestion that the pathological "en-

tity" may be a conjugate of the human
antibody and antigen released by the

dying worms.
One reason why we have little more

than glimmers, suggestions, and hy-

potheses surrounding pathogenesis and

immunity is the absence of a satis-

factory experimental model. The para-

sitic worm is steadfastly devoted to its

human host and refuses to infect any

conventional laboratory animal.

Humans in endemic areas are generally

inaccessible and naturally cannot, or

should not, be manipulated for experi-

mental purposes. A related species of

nematode. Onchocerca gutturosa, in-

fects cattle. The pathologic picture

differs from that in man, however, and

at any rate, the cow is not exactly the

most available animal for labora-

tory-based scientists, especially those

working within the limitations of cur-

rent research budgets.

Different ecosystems have sibling

species of different character, of both

parasite and blackfly vector. For the

biologist, the observation of these fas-

cinating variations is like being a spec-

tator at a game of evolution played out

on a gigantic scale. For the clinician

and epidemiologist, this incipient spe-

ciation has considerable practical im-

portance.

Variations in the clinical expression

of infection in humans raised the first

suspicions that the parasites of the

humid forest and the savanna might be

different, despite their identical mor-

phology. Infection rates are generally

very high among forest dwellers, in

many instances higher than among
people living in savanna communities,

yet severe optic pathology is unusual.

One study showed that in forest people

the rate of eye disease was 4 percent,

while it was 34 percent in the savanna

village examined, despite a similarity

in infection rates. Infected forest peo-

ple do not escape unaffected; the other

manifestations, such as skin lesions

and thickening, are all there.

Two English workers, B.O.L. Duke
and J. Anderson, have provided a de-

gree of experimental confirmation that

the forest and savanna parasites differ in

their virulence. Microfilariae obtained

from savanna patients were more inva-

sive and produced more severe optic le-

sions in rabbits than did microfilariae

obtained from forest patients. More re-

cently, another English group, led by

Anthony Bryceson, found distinct dif-

ferences in antigenic composition be-

tween parasites of forest and savanna

origins.

The major African blackfly vector,

Simuliumdanmosum, has also evolved

separate ways in the forest and sa-

vanna. Again, behavioral difTerences

were the first clues of incipient specia-

tion. For example, the smell of humans
primarily attracts the forest blackfly,

while the sight of humans, rather than

odor, impels the savanna blackfly to

feed. By classic morphological cri-

teria, all S. damnosum are identical,

but an elegant new technique, cytotax-

onomy, has revealed that, in fact, this

blackfly has evolved to a complex of

species. An examination of the giant

polytene chromosomes in the salivary

glands—by experts who can read their

distinctive pattern of bands like a road

map—revealed that forest and savanna

blackflies were two separate species.

This speciation of both parasite and

vector within the two ecosystems has

also led to a lack of reciprocity in vec-

tor-parasite relationships. When
blackflies captured in the forest were
fed on onchocerciasis patients from the

savanna, no infection developed in the

blackfly. Nearly all the microfilariae

were rapidly destroyed while still in-

side the blackfly 's gut.

For the human voyager, "getting

there" may be half the fun if one can

believe the blandishments of the travel

industry, but for the vector-borne para-

site, getting there is essential for sur-

vival. The habitat and behavior of the

vector largely determine if the parasite

will successfully make the crucial jour-

ney from host to host. In common with

most insect vectors, blackflies are

highly selective in their breeding habi-

tat; this restriction is fundamental to

the epidemiology of onchocerciasis.

The female blackfly deposits her

eggs only in fast-flowing, well-oxy-

genated water containing sufficient or-

ganic debris to nourish the filter-feed-

ing larvae. These larvae attach to

stones, aquatic vegetation, or limbs of

trees dipping into the water (one East

African species has developed the

curious habit of attaching to the back

of freshwater crabs). From these

breeding sites, the emergent adult

blackflies disperse for many miles into

the surrounding bush, where they

make a formidable barrier, denying the

fertile river valley to human settlement

and agriculture. In endemic areas, in-

fection rates begin to decline only

beyond a distance of up to ten miles

from the river.

Unfortunately, human attempts ti

exploit the riverine land often initiate

a tragic cycle. Before human settle-

ment, the rivers and streams usually

run clear, providing an insufl[icient

amount of suspended organic matter to

maintain a large population of blackfly

larvae. Where adult blackfly density is,

low, human population increase!

through normal growth and immigra

tion into the sparsely inhabited riverine

bush. Land use intensifies deforesta

tion. In these highly cultivated water-

sheds, soil erodes and the land loses its

ability to hold rainfall. River courses

and flow patterns change. During the

wet seasons, the once clear rivers carry

enormous amounts of suspended or-

ganic matter—creating ideal condi-

;s
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tions for the prolific breeding of black-

flies.

Biting increases to such a degree that

each person may receive 50,000 infec-

tive-stage larvae each year. The attack

of flies alone is almost unbearable

(readers who have suffered blackfly

bites while flogging our northern trout

streams can sympathize with the plight

of the African). The onset of eye le-

sions finally destroys the community.

In time the people abandon the village

and retreat to the arid savanna or the

equally arid fly-free highlands. There

they rapidly deplete the soil in a futile

attempt to feed themselves. Starvation

drives them back to the river, and gen-

eration after generation is yo-yoed be-

tween hunger and blindness.

Grandiose hydroelectric schemes

have had both a beneficial and a harm-

ful effect on onchocercal endemicity.

To be charitable to the master builders,

the lakes they have created behind the

dams obliterated stretches of river

where blackflies formerly bred. The
huge, man-made Lake Volta in Ghana
relieved an area 200 miles long of the

fly. (Unfortunately, charity must end

with onchocerciasis. This same lake

created a marvelous 4,(XX)-mile shore-

line to contract the blood fluke Schisto-

soma hematobium, and as the lake

filled, the prevalence of this parasite in

the schoolchildren of some lakeside

villages soared from one percent to 100

percent.)

Below the dams, the transmission of

river blindness often intensified. The
kilowatts that lit the cities extinguished

the light for thousands of rural inhabit-

ants. The largest dams with the largest

lakes, such as the Volta scheme, have

a constant flow of water over the spill-

ways. Not only does the blackfly breed

in the courses below the spillways, but

now continuous water flow permits pe-

rennial breeding and causes perennial

transmission of the disease. The natu-

ral cessation of river flow in the dry

season, which once brought about a

drastic diminution of the vector popu-

lation, no longer occurs.

The remedy for onchocerciasis may
perpetuate ecological imbalance. The
obvious solution to the problem is to

eliminate either the vector or the para-

site. The main effort has been to reduce

blackfly breeding to a level where little

or no transmission occurs. Alarmed by
the havoc of onchocerciasis in the

Volta River basin, an international

consortium led by the World Health

Organization, and bankrolled by the

United Nations Development Program

to the tune of $120 million over a 20-

year period, is trying to do just that.

The method of control has been to

apply DDT and other insecticides to

the breeding waters. However, the par-

asite is long-lived in humans, fifteen to

twenty years, and to eradicate the in-

fection, long-term application is re-

quired , until all the microfilaria carriers

become "burnt-out" cases. This strat-

egy requires that insecticides be in-

fused into the water for twenty years.

The insecticides kill not only the

blackfly larvae but also their natural

predators. If control measures are

halted prematurely, unrestrained re-

colonization may occur, followed by
even more intensified transmission.

This has, in fact, happened at least

once, in the Ivory Coast.

The option of mass drug administra-

tion against the parasite is also fore-

closed because the sole microfilarici-

dal agent available, diethylcarbama-

zine, produces adverse reactions so se-

vere as to preclude its use except under

careful medical supervision. Diethyl-

carbamazine, or DEC as it is known in

the trade, is the workhorse of antifi-

larial compounds. Despite its usage for

forty years, virtually nothing is known
about how it acts on the parasite. One
can take microfilariae, put them in a

test tube containing a solution of DEC
at high concentration, and watch them
continue to wiggle about in lively fash-

ion. Yet the microfilariae die quickly

in the treated patient.

The current theory holds that the

drug changes the parasite in some un-

known way to allow the host's immu-
nologic system to destroy it. Whatever
its mode of action, DEC is effective.

It is also cheap. It is also damnably
toxic, and this too has remained an un-

solved mystery. DEC is perfectly safe

and nontoxic when given to an unin-

fected person. When an individual

with filariasis takes the drug, however,

an adverse reaction develops, ranging

in severity from headache and fever to

death from an allergiclike shock syn-

drome. DEC treatment of the other

forms of filariasis, such as theBancrof-

tian and Malayan lymphatic types,

rarely produces severe adverse reac-

tions. But in posttreatment onchocer-

ciasis, a pruritic rash will occur, ac-

companied by a fall in blood pressure

and occasionally the collapse of the pa-

tient. While the symptoms may seem
like the result of a giant bee sting in

a hypersensitive individual, the reac-

tion is not a typically allergic one

because antihistamines fail to block it.

My colleagues and 1, intrigued by
this phenomenon, have been experi-

mentally chipping away for the past

several years in an effort to understand

the underlying cause of the reaction

and to acquire a means to prevent it.

We have used, as a model, the only

form of animal filariasis in which DEC
may initiate a side reaction so un-

toward as to be fatal—the dog infected

with the dog heartworm. So far we
have only bits and pieces of small, tan-

talizing insights. When the infected

dog becomes distressed an hour or two

after being given DEC, the antibody in

its blood disappears almost com-
pletely. In some dogs the IgE "aller-

gic" antibody goes, while in other

dogs the IgG precipitating antibody

disappears. The dog's temperature

rises, blood pressure falls, the liver has

a crise defois, and the number of plate-

lets, those small, round cells in the

blood intimately involved in the coagu-

lation process, plummets. The sub-

stance or substances responsible for

this pathologic cascade have defied iso-

lation so far.

One hypothesis is that the reaction

somehow arises from the complexing

of antibody with the worm antigen. A
blackboard in my laboratory has lists

of all these findings and arrows that

show the possible pathways and rela-

tionships. From time to time a graduate

student or visitor will contemplate this

Gemisch of data and draw in another

line. The blackboard has begun to look

like a Jackson Pollock painting. Mean-
while we are exjierimenting empirically

with known blocking agents that act on

certain pathways, hoping that chance

will favor our prepared minds. We are

not even certain the events that occur ii

the dog also occur in the treated human
But at least we have some idea as to what

to look for when we move from the labO'

ratory to field and stream.

In one of his more enlightened mani

festos, Lenin once exhorted Devastate

the Worms! But the revolution, in the

form of more effective and safer drugs

and larvicides, is yet to come for the

tropical proletariat under the yoke of

onchocerciasis. Until that jubilee day,

means will have to be found to imple-

ment the measures now available, and

the planners of great schemes will have

to adopt the physician's guiding princi-

ple: first do no harm.

Robert S. Desowitz teaches tropi-

cal medicine at the University of

Hawaii atManoa.
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Owning a Rollei says something about you.
You leave the beaten path to others while you go to

great lengths to get the photographs you want Rollei

owners are like that— active people who make photo-

graphy an innportant part of their lifestyle Some have

owned other SLRs, some are new to photography, but

all are serious about taking good pictures

Good pictures— even great pictures

come easy with the Rolleifiex

SL35E Compact and easy
to handle, the SL35E lets you
make one simple lens setting,

focus on your subject and shoot

You'll get good results the

first time you use your SL35E in

the automatic mode Then, as you
become more experienced, you
can use this Rollei manually

for full control of lighting and for special effects such

as multiple exposure
The Rolleifiex SL35E comes with a superb 50mm f/1 8

Zeiss-designed Planar lens* For added versatility, you

can choose from an assortment of Rollei interchangeable

lenses and other useful accessories

Outstanding German design, the Rollei tradition

of quality and a reasonable price make the

SL35E one of today's great camera values.

See It at your photo dealer's soon, or

write for a free brochure to Rollei of

America, PO Box 1010, Littleton.

Colorado 80160 In Canada,
Rollei Canada Ltd ,

Downsview, Ontario
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OF THE
1979
IVATIHAL IIISTOKY
PHOTOCJR \I»HR
COMPETITKM
"How fleeting are the wishes and efi^orts of man! how

short his time ! and consequently how poor will his products

be, compared with those accumulated by nature during

whole geological periods." To Darwin, at least, natural

selection was a mechanism more wonderful than human
choice. But both are essential to our Photographic Competi-

tion. Although nature may propose the subject matter, pho-

tographers compose, and judges dispose.

The variety of entries submitted in each of our four cate-

gories—The Natural World, A Sequence of an Event in

Nature, Photomicrography, and The Human Environ-

ment—gave evidence of the creative choices made by our

contestants. Some were determined to wrestle with volatile

or intractable material and must have been glad finally to

achieve one usable photograph. Others, blessed by oppor-

tunities, no doubt found that the toughest decisions came

in staying within our limit of three entries per category.

Of the many photographs screened, approximately four

hundred survived to become finalists in the formal judging.

Presiding this year were three experienced photographers:

John Dominis, former staff photographer at Life and cur-

rently the picture editor of Sports Illustrated; Burt Glinn,

a photographer with Magnum, the international photo co-

operative, and a member of the executive committee of the

American Society of Magazine Photographers; and Arthur

Rothstein, director of photography for Parade, the Sunday

newspaper magazine, whose most recent book. The De-

pression Years, was published in 1978. Balancing various

criteria—technique, originality, subject interest, artistic

merit—our judges reached consensus on the winners,

awarding this year's Grand Prize to a photograph with

human content. A First Prize was given in each of the four

categories; there were, as well, a total of ten Honorable

Mentions and one Special Award for Humor in Nature.

In terms of numbers of finalists, competition was greatest

in the broad Natural World category, whereas relatively

few photo sequences were considered. And no entry was

found to merit a Special Award for Urban Wildlife. En-

trants in next year's contest may want to keep these facts

in mind; the rules and deadline for participation will be

announced in a future issue of Natural History. Mean-
while, we hope you enjoy viewing the 1979 contest win-

ners, which will also be exhibited at the Museum this fall.

Vittorio Maestro

r

GRAND PRIZE

Shelley Rotner

While traveling for pleasure and

photography in the fall of 1 977,

Shelley Rotner passed through the

Guatemalan town of San Pedro

on Lake Atitldn. There she met

some people weaving and. with

permission, photographed three

children on an unusually colored,

semienclosed porch. Rotner

recently received a master's

degree in elementary education

and museum education from the

Bank Street College of Education

in New York City.
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FIRST PRIZE
11)0 Hiinian linvironincnl

.]ytv I). Nu HOI AS

//lis ij/io.vf/y. junked car. rcsling

on the coastal rocks of Pacifxca.

California, was photographed late

in the afternoon of a fonay day.

Whtit appears to he mist, however,

is aciiially the ocean and ocean

sprav recorded usinii a /o/i.vj

(Ssecond) exposure. Jeff D.

Nicholas, who lives in Palo Alto.

California, manai^es a retail

\iore for natural history related

objects and materials.
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FIRST PRIZE
A Sequence of an Event in Nature
Alex Kerstitch

Alex Kerstitch was photographing
the territorial behavior of a goby
when it jell victim to the appetite

of a cone shell snail. The initial

reluctance of the fish to flee

suggests it may have been
a male guarding eggs. In the

sequence, the cone shell first

locates its prey by smell, using
its proboscis (the orange tube).

Then it shoots a small, poison-filled

arrow (invisible to the naked eye)

through the proboscis, paralyzing
the fish. In a few minutes, the

snail's distended mouth envelops
the meal. Digestion may take

twenty hours; indigestible material
is then released. The photographs
were taken in the Gulf of California,

western Mexico, using a Canon F-l
camera equipped with a macrozoom lens

and a Plexiglas case. The strobe

was a Subsea 150, one foot away;
the film, Kodachrome ASA 64;

the exposure, f-22 at 1/125 second.

Alex Kerstitch is a research

associate in the Department

of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
at the University of Arizona. Tucson, and
teaches high school art and science.
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nRST PRIZE
The Natural World
Robert Bfxker

Having spotted this lone tree in the pink sand. Robert Becker circled

it carefully so that his footprints would not intrude. The photograph

was taken in Utah's Coral Pink Sand Dunes State Reserve, August 1978.

Becker, an engineering manager in electronics manufacturing,

lives in Northridge, California.

^ i

FIRST PRIZE
Photoniicrography

Jamks Hankk.n

A human resemblance is apimrcnt in f/iis three quarters developed embryo of a long-legged

bat rMacrophylluni inacrophyllum;. To show ossificatiim. bone is stained red. cartilage

blue, undigested \<>lk in the betlv area is an opaque yellow The 2()\ photomicrograph

was made with a Wild -oom siereomicroscope . James Hanken. who is a graduate

student in the Department of /.oology at the I 'niversity of California.

Herkelev. speciidizes in evolutionarv biologv and salamanders.
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SPECIAL AWARD
Humor in Nature

Gene Burnett

These African dwarf chameleon

babies were two of more than a

dozen unexpected bonuses that Gene
Burnett got when he bought an

adult pair as pets. The photographer,

a resident of Evanston, Illinois,

works in a pet store; he cautions

that these creatures are rarely

raised successfully in captivity.

Honorable Mention
A Sequence of an Event in Nature

WiLLARD COLBURN

Hoping to observe the butting that

characterizes the sheep mating

season, Willard Colburn traveled

to a chilly Yellowstone National

Park (Montana) in November of 1978.

Although not keen on butting, the

sheep did provide him with this

sequence, photographedfrom 100 feet

away with a 500-mm lens. Colburn is

a house-painting contractor in

Eugene, Oregon.
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Honorable Mention
ITic Nalural World
LaWRKM K S( HAIKU KR

Lust autumn's leaves stood out

brifihtly on the photographer's

blacktop driveway in Fredonia,

New )'ork. Retired as chairman

of piano in the music department

of I'redonid Slate I'eacher's

((>//(•>:<'. Sh-year-old [.awrence

Schauflier is also accomplished in

photomicroyraphw
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Honorable Mention
Photomicrography

Suzanne Groet

Photomicrography is a hobby for Suzanne Groet, a botanist from

Lincoln, Massachusetts. Pictured here is a urea "melt crystal.
"

formed when a crystal is melted and allowed to recrystallize on

the slide. A Leitz Ortholux microscope provided 20X magnification,

and polarized light was used.

HoNORAHi.K Mkniion
Ilic Natural World
Mkhaki. J. Ni<;r«>

Living in Gustavus. Alaska. Michael J. Nigro
is a free-lance photographer as well as a park

ranger at Glacier Hay National Munument.
He found this stranded suhlidal starfish on
the shore of l.iluya lia\ on the Gulf of Alaska
This one measured alnntl one foot across, hut

specimens more than a vard wide

have been recorded.

Honor Mill Mkniion
l'hoiomicri>j;raph\

Pkh Haa( k Kjki.dskn

Althinigh it was peripheral to his work, this specimen of

the bony Itihvrinlh of the human inner ear fascinated

Per Ihuick Kjeldsen. a biomedical photographer

at the I 'niversiiv of Michigan School of Dentistry. A
lens with (J luminar-iype microoptic enlarged the

subject about two and a half limes. The color came
from red and blue gels on the two strobes, which were

flashed eight times whdc the shutter was left open
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Honorable Mention

The Natural World
Tom Duerst

High school teacher Tom Duerst, with his brother's help, started

seven years ago to develop a system to photograph hummingbirds.

Flies proved easier to attract to his backyard in Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

In this photograph, the subject was pinpointed by a photoelectric trigger consisting

of two intersecting light beams. Duerst used an external shutter with

the camera's own shutter left open, Kodachrome 64 film exposed at 1/25,000 second,

and four flash units, three on the fly, and one on the background.



Honorable Mention
The Natural World
Mary Koga

This wildflower, an orchid called lady's slipper, or moccasin flower,

was bathed in the diffused light of a window. Mary Koga.
a free-lance photographer, currently teaches part-time in the

photography department of Chicago's Columbia College.



Honorable Mention

The Natural World

John D. Harford

On a dark winter's day in upstate

New York, this titmouse was caught

in flight near the photographer's

garden bird feeder. Although

Harford realizes "there are better

ways"—with fancier equipment—he

persisted with his prefocused Canon

AE- 1 camera and flash until he got

lucky. A professor of economics,

Harford willingly concedes he did not

economize on film.

Honorable Mentioi

The Human Environment

Don Gawronski

The colors of this setting

impressed free-lance photographer

Don Gawronski of Milwaukee

Wisconsin. The picture was taker

on a cold winter's morning ir

1976, on the city's south sidi

where Gawronski grew up
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West Indian Carnival in Brooklyn
by Donald R. Hill and Robert Abramson

On l.dhor Daw Wcsi l)uti<in\ in

Brooklyn iclchnitc C'arniutl l>)

panidini^ in costumes. Some
masqiwraders. costumed to portray

a theme, form i^roups called

mas hands. At left is (me

of the principal costumes from
"Exotics of Africa. " a l^7S mas hand.

Steel hands and sinyers. ahove,

often (u company mas hands in the

Carni\(d parade.

You could be from Saint Cleo or Jun Jun

In New York all that done

They haven't know who is who
New York equalize you
Bajan, Grenadian, Jamaican, tut mun [everybody]

Drinking they rum
Beating they bottle and spoon

Nobody could watch me and honestly say

They don't like to be in Brooklyn on Labor Day.

The Mighty Sparrow Mas in BrooKtyn. R«o(xding Ansts Productwna

On Labor Day, huge numbers of West Indians will gather

on Eastern Parkway in New York City's borough of Brook-

lyn to celebrate Carnival. The informal line of steel bands,

costumed masqueraders, and spectators will play, dance,

eat, and carouse over the spacious parkway's ten traffic

lanes, four sidewalks, and two grassy verges. The forceful

rhythms of steel bands will compel marchers and spectators

to "jump up," to dance "road march" steps individually

or in lines. Amplified recorded disco. Jamaican reggae.

Bajan (Barbadian) spouge, Haitian mcrcngue. and Trini-

dadian soca and calypso will blare from buildings. AH
along the parkway there will be vendors of Trinidadian roti

(Hast Indian curried chicken wrapped in a soft, flat bread).

Jamaican beef patties, shark steak, and iilher island dishes.

Malt liquor—very popular in the West Indies— will emerge

from ice buckets; so much alcohol is consumed at Carnival

that New York City police do not enforce the laws against

public intoxication.

Ihcrc will be individual costumes: some traditional;

others social commentaries or burlesques. (Last year, there

was a "hab\" in a carriage nursing a KmiIc of rum, and

a sorceress oul of I'he Wi: trailing a train sporting a slutled

crociKlile.) There will also be scores of mas (masquerade)

bands, with live or recorded musical accompaniment Each

mas band consists of a king, a queen, and several other

important ligures—all in elaborate individual costumes

—

and any number of lesser male and female attendants in

uniform costumes, depending on the baiul's theme, which

may be drawn from histtny or current headlines, mythology

or nature, folklore or p»>piilar culture. Huge ornamental

floats, such as last year's pirate ship surrounded by bucca-

neers and dancing girls in grass skirts, will be rolled from

side streets to the parkway .
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The parade will begin in the West Indian neighborhoods

of south-central Brooklyn, and proceed roughly two miles

northwest to Grand Army Plaza . There the larger bands will

dissolve into smaller sections, which will keep on merry-

making as long as Carnival lasts. At 11:00 p.m. , Eastern

Parkway will reopen to traffic, but groups of masqueraders,

following any band that happens by, will continue their

revelry en route to their homes nearby.

One of the largest folk festivals in the United States,

Brooklyn Carnival is also among the world's premier pan-

Caribbean celebrations. It may have begun as a substitute

for similar celebrations in the home islands, but the West

Indian population of New York, which surged in the mid-

1960s because of liberalized United States immigration

policies, considers the festival its own. In the West Indian

cultural archipelago, Brooklyn is the major island, with a

larger mixed West Indian population than any Caribbean

country. More than half a million West Indians live in

Brooklyn; about 30 percent, a plurality, are Jamaicans. The
remaining 70 percent includes Trinidadians—whose Carni-

val back home serves as a model for Brooklyn Carnival

—

Virgin Islanders, Haitians, Barbadians, and a miscellany

of other islanders.

Many West Indians belong to social clubs, benevolent

associations, and friendly societies restricted to immi-
grants from their particular Caribbean country. But almost

all the islands celebrate a community festival at Christmas,

Mardi Gras, or Emancipation Day (August 1), which falls

close to Labor Day. And so, on Labor Day in Brooklyn,

allegiances to specific islands subtly shift to a new feeling

of West Indian solidarity:

Even though we tired and homesick
Even though we want to roam
Just give me my calypso music

Brooklyn is my home.

The Mighty Sparrow, "Mas in Brooklyn. " Recording Arlists Productions.

Brooklyn Carnival's historical roots date back some
three hundred years, to the West Indian festivals of French

and British planters and their slaves. French colonists

brought a Latin Carnival that preceded Lent and originated

partly in Europe's pagan past. The high point of colonial

For several months before Labor
Day, mas band designers rent

Brooklyn storefronts, where
relatives and friends help make

costumes. Last year, one
designer used American Indian

costumes, below, an omnipresent

theme at Carnival celebrations

from New Orleans to Rio.

Metalworkers and carpenters,

right, work on a chariot, part of a

historical theme. On the walls

hang sketches of the designer's

ideas, from which paraders

can order costumes.



British festivities was Christmastime serenading and mum-
ming. One kind of masquerade that has been transplanted

to Brooklyn in diluted form, without traditional mumming,
is John Canoe (see ""Slaves' Holiday," by Robert Dirks,

Natural History, December 1975). This Jamaican mum-
ming included scenes from Shakespeare's Richard ///per-

formed to fife and drum and slaves in whiteface dressed

in British regimental uniforms.

In urban Trinidad of the 1890s, Christmas serenading

began to show the influence of military musters that whites

and free '"coloreds" were obliged to attend. During seren-

ading, ex-slaves began to copy and parody the drills. Mili-

tary costumes are still seen in some traditional masquer-

ades, even though younger participants usually do not

know whom they are mimicking.

Slaves' celebrations at Christmas and other times of year

combined entertainment, religion, and periodically, rebel-

lion. In 1798, a few years after a slave revolt was bloodily

crushed, one Grenadian planter wrote:

At different times when the Runaway Slaves were numerous

and troublesome they were in the habit of coming down from
the Woods to mingle in the dance on Estates where the drum was
permitted, and at such meetings concerted measures with the

negroes on the Estate for plundering their master's property.

But the advocates of this dangerous custom generally permit

it under the cloak of good nature.

St. George 's Chronicle and Grenada Gazette,

November 13, 1798.

The planter probably is referring to an early version of

the Big Drum Dance, which planters once sponsored for

their own and their slaves' amusement. An important part

of the Big Drum Dance was kalinda, a ritual stick fight

in which slaves—and after emancipation in 1833, ex-

slaves—often representing dilTerent neighborhoods or vil-

lages, were pitted against each other. Kalinda used to be

part of Canboulay, a defunct festival, whose name comes
from Trinidad where slaves from many plantations used to

be called together to put out cane fires—Cannes brulees.

After emancipation, ex-slaves began to mockingly reen-

act these gatherings every Emancipation Day (August I)

at Canboulay. Later, Canboulay was shifted to the day
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before Carnival, and it was the center of Trinidad's Carni-

val until the Canboulay riots of the 1880s. Suppressed by

the British, the festival continued in the slums, embodying

rebellion against colonial and modern metropolitan society

and preserving elements of African folk culture.

While early forms of Carnival were for colonial planters

only, Canboulay fetes after emancipation were dominated

by former slaves, the lower classes. Carnival became a fete

for the general public in the 1900s, but it did not become

an official national celebration until Trinidad achieved full

independence from Britain in 1962 and Creoles rapidly rose

to political power.

In Trinidad , Carnival activities begin on Dimanche Gras

,

the Sunday before Lent. Carnival itself starts the following

Monday, Jouvay Morning (from the French jour ouvert),

a time for some masquerading and spontaneous dancing in

the streets. Parades and band and costume competitions

begin later that day and continue on Shrove Tuesday. Com-

mercialism arrived in the nineteenth century in the form

of calypso tents where entrepreneurs sponsored pre-Carni-

val shows. Increased commercialization came with the ad-

vent of twentieth-century tourism, the emergence of a

Creole middle class, which organized competitions for mas

band characters and calypsonians, and the development of

large mas bands organized around themes.

In New York, several weeks before Carnival, commer-

cial dance and band concerts of humorous calypso and

rebellious reggae—which often expresses the "back to

Africa" philosophy of the Jamaica-based Rastafarian

cult—take place in all boroughs except Staten Island,

which has no West Indian community. Some are elimina-

tion contests—preliminaries to competitions at the Brook-

lyn Museum, which the West Indian-American Carnival

Association sponsors on the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday

evenings preceding Labor Day, following the Trinidadian

custom of holding concerts in the capital city, Port-of-

Spain. Many West Indians from the home islands or from

other east coast cities spend their vacation at Carnival,

coming to Brooklyn to renew old acquaintances and settle

personal affairs. In turn, many Brooklynites return to Trim-

dad Carnival, or travel to fetes in Boston, Toronto, Mon-

treal, Washington, and London.



The ihrcc mosi obvious components of Brooklyn Carni-

val—calypso music, sleel bands, and mas bands—are tra-

ditions belonging lo older fetes in the islands. Part of a long

tradition of topical Caribbean song, Hnglish-lyric calypso

was first heard in Trinidad in the 189{)s. Trinidadian legenil

talks about (iros Jean, Soso, and Papa Cochon, early mas-

ters of calypso, who iTKHieleil themselves after the African

ftrioi, or praise singer, and the Ivuropean court minstrel.

Lionel (""Lanky") Belasco, a famous Trinidadian com
poser, musician, and orchestra leader, first recorded ca

lypso during World War I. and inlrtxJuccd it into the United

Slates about 1414, when the first wave of West Indian

immigrants arrived in New York in search of work. The

calypso of Belasco, and other musicians who followed him
lo New York in the iy2()s, was topical music, recordeil

in New York—and occasionally in 'Trinidad—for a mainh
Trinidadian audience. It usually concerned events at home,
but sometimes considered immigrants' didiculties:

When I first landed in the U.S.A.
Listen how 1 got lost on the subway.

In Trinidad, steel-band members
used to be young toughs: in Brooklyn,

they are more likely to have a

sponsor and to include women and
musicians from different social

classes. At left, the Sonatas Steel

Orchestra, underwritten by an airline,

plays at Carnival and church events.

Metalworkers, below, make iron

frames on which a steel band's

drums can be rolled through

Brooklyn's streets on Labor Day.
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Rufus Gorin. below, the first mas band leader

to march his bands in Brooklyn for Carnival,

displays an award (on which his name is

misspelled) from the present Carnival's

umbrella organization. At right, the Big Drum
Nation Dance Company practices for Carnival

in a Brooklyn basement. In Carriacou, in

the Grenadines, the Big Drum Dance, which

probably originated among slaves, is still

part of some religious ceremonies.

I had a date with a chick and I went to Brooklyn,

But I couldn't find my way back the following morning.

I had money yet I had to roam,

And still I couldn't get a cab to drop me back home.

I met a cop and told him I'm a stranger.

Lord Invader, a calypso singer.

I live in Harlem, I came yesterday.

Now I want to go home and I can't find my way.

He told me walk back three blocks and he further explain.

Go to the subway and take the uptown train.

I got confused, I was in a heat,

I couldn't find my way to 125th Street.

Lord Invader, "Yankee Subway," ic} 1955 Folkways Records and Sen/ice Corp,

Today, at Brooklyn Carnival most "road marches" and

calypsos are entirely new or reformulated, although some

tunes are very old. Carnival-goers dance to calypso from

steel bands with as many as thirty separate "pans," or

percussion instruments.

Steel bands superseded earlier percussion bands in Trini-

dad shortly before World War II. During the war, most

Carnival participation halted; at the same time United

States naval bases and storage dumps on the island were

discarding large quantities of fifty-five gallon metal drums.

Bright, young, unemployed Trinidadians created a new

instrument from the drums. Instead of playing one note by

hitting a stick against the side or top of a drum, they tuned

it so that they could play more than an octave.

On V-J (Victory in Japan) Day, 1945, this new instruj

ment, the solo pan, came out into the streets of Port-ofl

Spain, in a new Carnival-like celebration that set the ton^

for the following decades:

V-J was a holiday

Black and white start to breakaway

Everybody join in the bacchanal

Getting ready for the Carnival.

Lord Invader. "Mary Ann " © 1955 Folkways Records and Service Corp»

Steel bands initially flourished among the urban poor in

Port-of-Spain's barrack yards—back alleys and courts be-

hind middle-class housing. With the advent of the steel

band, mas bands grew larger and more elaborate, some-

times numbering more than a thousand participants. Today

in Trinidad, and wherever Trinidad-style Carnival is held,



there are competitions between instrumentalists; like the

older practices of slick fighters, these contests reflect neigh-

borhoixl rivalries. Confrontations between rival bands have

led to Carnival rioting in the islands and elsewhere.

Trinidad-style Carnival usually includes ole mas, liter-

ally old masquerade, a form of social commentary that is

really visual calypso. A participant uses old clothes or cast-

offs to make a costume with a message—usually humorous
but s»)metimes biting or shocking. Honed by the strains that

colonialism imposed on West Indians, ole mas often makes
its point through reversals of role or p<iwer; a young mid-

dle-class woman may dress as a prostitute; a group of un-

employed men may portray a prison gang. In Brooklyn two

years ago, one ghastly figure depicteil Son of Sam, a re-

cently apprehendeil murderer. A middle class Hrooklynite

disguised as a prostitute is acting not unlike the late eight-

centh-century colonial islaml gentry, who maMjuerailed as

slaves at balls. Jobless, working-class tnen take delight in

playacting as manipulators of society—people at the top

of the heap or criminals whi> have broken all the rules.

Even as ole mas points up social divisions—class, status.

and ethnicity—Carnival blurs and suspends them for the

duration of the festivities, effectively working as a safety

valve, f-'or some participants. Carni\al is a bacchanal, a

time for sexual license; for others it is a time to express

and enjoy a feeling of egalitarian communitas, fellowship.

When you talk about bacchanal

Sec Trinidad ('arnivai.

GixhI Lord I The biggest bacchanal

Visit Trinidad C'aniival.

All you gotta do when the music play

Take your man and break away
Regardless of color, creed, or race

Jump up and shake >our waist.
TTw M^ify Spamm TnrUad C«/Twv« r 1979 by DuchMa l*«c C<vp Al n^tt f«Mrv*d

Some Carnival masquerade traditions date back cen

tunes to African and luiri>pe.m sources, and ha\e rich hid

den meanings. On the other hand, some Carnival costume:

and musical themes are only as profound and lasting as

contemporary urban fashions. At BriM)klyn Carnival, musi

cal and masquerade [vrformances are undergoing change

also evident to a lesser degree at Caribbean carnivals, llicrc
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On Dimanche Gras, the day

before Labor Day, the West Indian-

American Day Carnival Association

holds a variety of contests. Near

right: Beauty queens, sponsored

by expatriates from certain

Caribbean islands, spend long,

unlovely hours awaiting judging.

Far right: a dancer representing a Sioux

Indian competes for a cash prize

for best costume. Below: Steel

band drums line up on their

mobile racks for a battle of bands.







Left: Last year, two members of a "Star Wars"
mas hand danced disco style in the

Carnival parade. Above: During the

parade, one woman sold food cooked on

the spot. Other vendors hroui^ht snacks

cooked at home and sold them, wrapped

in foil, from car trunks.

arc fewer traditional skits and more contemporary pageants

made up of floats, costumes, and dance. Before the days

of steel bands, amplified music, and large organized mas
bands, much of Carnival in the Caribbean consisted of

performances by individuals or small groups. For instance,

small groups of "Wild Indian" masqueraders would do a

serpentine dance and sing in a language no one else could

Ci)mprehend.

In Brt)oklyn. the traditional masquerade designs can still

be distinguished, but the speeches and string band perform-

ances that often accompanied them have disappeared Back

home, each small performance in the little villages or the

back alleys of larger towns meant sinnething to the neigh-

bors. Transplanted to Brooklyn, the great variety of dances

seen in island performances has dwindled to two or three

steps suitable for moving up {^astern F'arkway in huge

crowds. In New \'ork City, the local \illager has a new
identity: he or she is not just an islamlcr but a West Imlian.

Carnival began in New ^'ork in the \^)20s in Harlem's

West Indian neighborhtM)ds. where orchestra leaders and

entrepreneurs began sponsoring masqueraders and res lews

of calypso singing just before festivities began in the is-

lands. In 1947, Jessie Wattle, a Trinidadian woman who
wanted a summer festival in New York to remind her of

Carnival before Lent back home, organized a parade

through the streets of Harlem on Labor Day:

Labor Day I felt happy

Because I played Carnival in New York City

Seventh Avenue was jumpin'

Everybody was shakin'

From 110th to 142nd

We had bands of all description . . .

This is the first time New York ever had

Carnival on the streets like Trinidad.

Lord Invader. Labor Day ' c: 19SS Follrways Records and Servm Corp.

Harlem Carnival lasted until 1964, when a small riot

disrupted the parade . The following year, the police refused

to grant a permit. Meanwhile, a second wave of West In-

dian immigrants began arriving in New York. Many settled

in Brooklyn, where in the mid-1960s, mas band leader

RufusGorin, who had marched with Jessie Wattle in 1947,

secured a permit to bring Carnival mas bands out on the

narrow residential streets. Although Gorin still brings out

his band and rides on its float, Brooklyn is no longer his

Carnival.

In 1969, Carlos Lezama, a Trinidadian who works for

the New York City Transit Authority, was able to secure

a police permit for Carnival on Eastern Parkway , where

it expanded to its present size and pan-Caribbean form,

preserving mas bands, calypso, ole mas, steel bands, and

the idea of kalinda in the form of band contests. Lezama
is now president of the Carnival Association; like its other

officials, he is unsalaried. The Association deals with the

city government and police, smtx)ths fractious islanders

into a semblance of cooperation, and raises substantial

sums from pre-Carnival performances and sponsors, but

not enough to support mas and steel bands.

Of the Carnival principals only steel band leaders, pan

tuners, and masquerade designers work year-round, albeit

part-time, at these vocations, and most are not Association

members. For these specialists, Carni\al is an artistic ex-

pression and a demonstration of their ability to direct a large

cast. Nevertheless, they often feel unrewarded, unrecog-

nized.

Clement .Samuels, pseudonym of a Trinidadian leader

of a banil that plays both soul and calypso, has participated

in two Brooklyn Carnivals. A designer and trained musi-

cian, .Samuels says, "the art of the masquerade and the

friends that give me encouragement" are what make pro-

ducing a mas band worthwhile. However, renting a store-

front in Brooklyn—where Samuels, his relatives, and any-

one else he can [vrsuaile lo uork vsithoul pa\ will make
and sell costumes— is more exix'iisivc than setting up camp
ui a yaril in Pi>rt-of-Spain Samuels must also hire musi-

cians to play on the parkwas ; this can cost him several

hundred dollars. The costumes i>f the mas band's allcn-

ilants, orilered and paid for by their wearers, usually cost

less than $I(X) each. But each of the principal costumes

may cost the designer Sl.tXX) Samueiss spt»nsor. a U>cal

car rental agency, gives him only minimal support. He
complains, "The Association is having the bread and butter

and we're having the crumbs outside here"
In July 1977, several weeks eailier than most designers.

Samuels opened his Nostrand .Avenue mas camp. As Carni-

\al a|ipro.iched, customers came in to order costumes and

Iricnds dropped by. The radio was lixed on a Caribbean-
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Ronnie Ginntver

music station. Samuels, showing little concern for sleep

or nourishment, put in long hours painting and pasting,

cutting cardboard, covering costumes with tinsellike fab-

rics and glitter, and stringing dozens of masquerade hats

up near the ceiling. One of the large characters was a Min-
strel Man; the themes of the attendants' costumes were the

Showgirl and the Hustler. Samuels thought sexy designs

would draw women buyers.

But fewer members joined the mas band than he had

expected, and fewer bands marched on the Parkway than

the year before. His designer brother, whom he had ex-

pected to help, never arrived, and the musicians could not

be hired. Nonetheless, Samuels participates in Carnival not

only for monetary reward or professional success. Through
the band, he seems to be trying to bring Trinidad closer:

"Being here is not Trinidad, but I still feel at home with

the people I have around me .

" Carnival remains
'

' the spirit

in my mind that turns me on to home. Keeping my country

together, this is really what it comes out to here."

Samuels's difficulties illustrate the contradictions inher-

ent in adapting a folk institution to an alien urban setting.

Above: In the "Exotics of Africa" ^^^^^K-ii t ^
mas band, two guards, wearing ^^^^^^^^^^^|p9 >' 1

'^^H
Rastafarian hair styles, marched H^^^H^' ^-

with the queen. Celebrating carnival ^^^^^L*
'

J*'
brings moments of strain. Right: a ^^^^^^B>a~'v »

mas band designer's daughter ^^^^^»^^ M.
staggers under the unwieldy ^Hfl^pifl '

—
-

-
^
^JW

frame that complements her ^^B^Bki^M ^Jjip} „

»

MK(
headdress and costume.

i^B^K *

^'j»"

•^••^

James Joern b^^HhBU
ma: '^

I'iii^
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Although the ethos of Carnival is play and enjoyment, the

preparations entail much hard work and expenditures that

defy economic logic. In Brooklyn, steel bands can exp)ect

to break even, but for most masquerade designers the finan-

cial returns are disappointing year after year.

Although there were fewer masquerades in 1977, they

are by no means disappearing. Rufus Gorin thinks "bring-

ing out Carnival is bringing out the art ; without the art there

would be no Carnival." Every year the evanescent "art"

—

the costumes and floats that are discarded as quickly as the

fete is ended—must be put together again, but people re-

member and anticipate Carnival, which may provide what

patriotism, church affiliation, and cultural institutions

might otherwise give.

On the other hand. Carnival, in Brooklyn and elsewhere,

is not entirely unifying warmth; a ritual of the dispossessed,

like the Big Drum Dance of Caribbean slaves, it helps

maintain the status quo. The greater the inequalities in the

society that is host to creole Carnival, the more spectacular

the festival. As long as these inequalities are parodied in

an orderly way through performances that are encouraged

by the surrounding society. Carnival remains frivolous.

But when f)eople sufTer economic deprivations and no
longer accept their low status in a polyethnic Western soci-

ety. Carnival's mock battles and power reversals may be-

come genuine revolt. Such was the case after emancipation
when Canboulay, the Carnival of the ex-slaves, replaced

the fancy dress ball Carnival of their former owners, and
again in the 1880s, when riots marked the decline of Can-
boulay. After World War II, widespread unemployment in

Trinidad led to steel band riots in the late 1940s and early

1950s. Racism may have been a factor behind the 1964

Harlem riot, which occurred during widespread disturb-

ances over civil rights in the United States. Unemployment
and racism in England sparked the Notting Hill riots during

London Carnival in 1976.

Carnival, then, is an accurate gauge of strain in the host

society. At present, Carnival in Brooklyn is a huge party

where guests indulge themselves with food, liquor, music,

and camaraderie. But, in the light of its history. Carnival's

spectacle must be regarded as potential rebellion, the other

face of communitas. D



False Start of the Human Parade
Once reconstructed as an upright ancestral human,

Ramapithecus must bend before the evidence of molecular anthropology

by Adrienne L. Zihlman and Jerold M. Lowenstein

Books on human evolution often

feature an artist's conception of our an-

cestry as being a kind of parade led by

a contemporary man, with Neanderthal

man, Homo erectus, Australopith-

ecus, and others following in their

proper places. Near the end of the line,

but walking upright, is the creature

called Ramapithecus, no doubt re-

lieved not to be a mere ape like

Dryopithecus, who trails on all fours.

There is unequivocal evidence from

pelvic, leg, and foot bones that all spe-

cies of the genera Homo and Aus-

tralopithecus v/txe. in fact bipedal. But

how did Ramapithecus, a fossil "hom-
inoid" reconstructed only from teeth

and jaws—without a known pelvis,

limb bones, or skull—sneak into this

manward-marching procession?

Human nature abhors a vacuum,

particularly a genealogical one. There

have always been gaps in the fossil rec-

ord of human evolution but never a

shortage of speculative "missing

links." So convinced were anthro-

pologists of the early twentieth century

that the ancestral human was a large-

brained half-ape, that Piltdown man, a

hoax consisting of a human skull and

Entire animals are reconstructed

from the parts of their siceletons

known from the fossil record

(emphasized in these drawings).

There is little dispute among
anthropologists about the human
lineage from Australopithecus

forward, but there is debate

concerning the hominid status

o/ Ramapithecus, reconstructed

as a biped on the basis of
teeth and jaws alone. The ape
Dryopithecus was probably
not a knuckle walker, as

traditionally depicted here.

Dryopithecus Ramapithecus Australopithecus

20 million years ago 10 million l.Smillii



Illustrations by Douglas Cramer

Homo erectus Homo sapiens neanderthalensis
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Homo sapiens sapiens
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an orangutan jaw with the teeth filed

down, was not only accepted but em-

braced by all but a few skeptics for

nearly forty years.

At about the same time that Piltdown

man was being enshrined in textbooks,

a real "missing link," recognized by

Raymond Dart in South Africa in

1924, was almost universally rejected

by the scientific establishment. An-

thropologists expected a large-brained

ancestor, but what Dart and Robert

Broom, and later Louis and Mary Lea-

key, found was a small-brained ape-

man, with undeniably bipedal pelvic

and lower limb bones. But before Aus-

tralopithecus could be accepted as root

to humans, Piltdown had to be eradi-

cated from the family tree. After

fluorine chemistry and other evidence

accomplished that, the increasing

number of hominid finds from Africa

could be given their rightful signifi-

cance.

By 1960 a series of fossils had been

discovered, going back in time from

modern man. Homo sapiens sapiens,

(to 30,000 years ago) and the subspe-

cies H. s. neanderthalensis (70,000
years) through H. erectus (more than

a million years ago) and Australopith-

ecus (now as old as 3.5 million years).

This of course left the question, what

came before the australopithecines?

Unfortunately, the fossil record for

hominids (the human family) and
pongids (the ape family) is almost to-

tally blank between four and eight mil-

lion years ago—an irresistible tabula

Although Australopithecus was

similar in size to chimpanzees,

its pelvis and femur were more

like those of modern humans and

indicate an upright bipedal

form of locomotion.

V ^^M)i:^^^9

Chimpanzee Australopithecus Modern human



rasa on which to inscribe belief, pre-

conception, and personal opinion.

For many contemporary anthro-

pologists, the ancestor-nominee for

this dark age is the Miocene primate

Ramapithecus. In contrast to the bare

upper Miocene-Pliocene cupboard, the

middle to lower Miocene (15 to 25 mil-

lion years ago) offers a rich fossil pri-

mate record of worldwide distribution,

which includes several genera and spe-

cies of extinct apes and a few monkeys;

significant for this account are two

groups of apes

—

Dryopithecus and

Ramapithecus.

Jaws and teeth of Dryopithecus

("oak ape") were first found in France

more than a hundred years ago, and

before the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury they had been recognized as pos-

sible remains of ape and human ances-

tors. Since that time, a large variety of

dryopithecines have been unearthed in

Asia and Africa, as well as Europe.

They are, as Sherwood L. Washburn
dubbed them, "dental apes"; their

teeth resemble those of modern apes

but their monkeylike limb bones sug-

gest four-legged locomotion. Their

shoulder, elbow, and wrist joints lack

the specialized adaptation for hanging

and swinging through trees (brachia-

tion) that characterizes all modern

apes—gibbons, orangutans, chimpan-

zees, and gorillas (this lack should sug-

gest they were not knuckle walkers,

although that is how they are com-
monly depicted). The pelvis, so critical

for interpreting locomotion, remains

unknown; not a single specimen has

been unct)vercd.

The genus Ramapithecus was
named by George E. Eewis in 1934

after the mythic Hindu prince Rama,
hence "Rama's ape." The few teeth

and jaw fragments found in India in

1932 suggested to Ecwis the possibility

that the genus might be hominid. Sub-

sequent specimens have been found in

East Africa, Pakistan, and Hungary.

The only firm date, established by the

radioactive potassium-argon method,

is for Louis Leakey's find at Fort Ter-

nan, Kenya -14 million years ago;

launal dating would make the Pakis-

tani, Indian, and Hungarian fossils be-

tween 8 and 12 million years old. We
thus have at least a 4-million-year gap
between the youngest known rama-

pilhecine and the oldest known aus-

Iralopithecine.

Most researchers regarded the crea-

ture as a type of Drsopithecus until

19h| , when I-'lwyn Simons raised it to

hominid status in his article "The Phy
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letic Position of Ramapithecus." He
stated that it "can be defended as being

within or near the population ancestral

to Pleistocene and subsequent hom-
inids." Louis Leakey drew similar

conclusions from the Fort Ternan spec-

imen. In 1964, with no new evidence,

Simons proclaimed that Ramapithecus

was "the earliest known human ances-

tor," a claim that he and others have

vigorously defended since then.

The evidence for hominid status, as

Lewis and later Simons saw it, was the

supposed parabolic shape of the dental

arcade (as reconstructed from jaw frag-

ments), a characteristic of hominid

jaws that contrasts with the parallel

dental arcade in apes. The upper ca-

nines were said to be too small for an

ape (although they are no smaller than

those of the living pygmy chimpan-

zees). EnaiTiel thickness and cusp pat-

terns were also interpreted as being

more ht)minid than apelike. In 1964

Simons concluded that "dental and fa-

cial characters are so close to Aus-

tralopithecus africanus as to make dif-

ticull the drawing of generic distinc-

tions between the two species on the

basis of present material."

Now, fifteen years later, we have

more teeth and some complete jaws,

which prove to be V shaped rather than

parabolic, but never mind —Simons
proves in a 1977 Scientific American
article that the V shape is more hom-
inid than apelike. There are still no

skulls, no pelvic or limb bones un

equiviK'ally associatcil with the leeth to

show whether Rdmiipilhnus had a

brain like a hominid. swung through

the trees like an ape, or walked upright

like a human.

Almost two hundred years ago Cu-
vier boasted, "Give me a tooth and I'll

reconstruct the animal
, '

' but paleontol-

ogists have learned the hard way that

limbs of an extinct species cannot

always be presumed from the teeth

alone. A famous example of the unex-

pected is the chalicothere, an animal

with teeth and skull like a horse's, but

with claws instead of hoofs. For a long

time, its teeth and claws were thought

to be from two different species, until

the discovery of an entire skeleton

proved they belonged together.

The pelvis is probably the most diag-

nostic bone of the human line. {Aus-

tralopithecus, although its brain was

not much larger than an ape's, had a

pelvis more human than apelike.) Yet

an entire Ramapithecus. walking
upright, has been "reconstructed

"

fri>m i>nly jaws and teeth. In 1961 an

ancestral human was badly wanted.

The prince's ape latched onto the posi-

tion by his teeth and has Ix'cn hanging

on ever since, his legitimacy sanctified

by millions of textbooks and Time-Life

volumes on human e\olulion.

There are no coiumcmg new pre-

tenders to the ancestral throne, but

something has hap[XMied in the inter-

vening years ti> make Ramapithecus'

s

claim more dubious A new held called

molecular anthropology has come of

age. and the tindings of researchers,

es|>ccially Vincent Sarich and Allan

Wilson at the University of California,

Berkeley, make it e\tremcl> improb-

able that there were any ancestral

humans, m ihc strict sense, longer than

six million sears agtv

Molecular anthroi^ologists study the

similarities and differences in the pro-
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teins of living species and deduce how
long ago they diverged from a common
ancestor. Proteins are made up of

various combinations of the basic

twenty amino acids, arranged in defi-

nite sequences. A given protein may
include hundreds or thousands of

amino acids. The proteins of closely

related species, such as horse and

donkey or dog and fox, are nearly

identical, whereas species that di-

verged more than a hundred million

years ago, such as shrew and opos-

sum, have many sequence dif-

ferences. These differences can be

measured precisely, and their number

is approximately proportional to the

divergence time. Such "molecular

clocks" are particularly valuable for

evolutionary study because results can

be, and have been, replicated in dif-

ferent laboratories, whereas the anal-

ysis of fossil bones and teeth is much
more subjective.

The most startling discovery of mo-
lecular anthropology for those trained

in the older tradition is the close, even

intimate, relationship of man and the

African apes. Comparison of blood

proteins (albumins, transferrins, he-

moglobins) and the genetic material it-

self, DNA, has shown about 99 percent

sequence similarity for humans, chim-

panzees, and gorillas. This makes
them as similar as such closely related

species as horse and zebra or grizzly

bear and polar bear. These studies have

been extended to more than forty dif-

ferent proteins, tested independently

by dozens of researchers. The results

are remarkably consistent and support

the conclusion that humans, chimpan-

zees, and gorillas diverged from a

common ancestor between four and six

million years ago.

That common ancestor was almost

certainly some kind of ape. Even al-

lowing for statistical error, one should

not expect to find a fossil human that

existed eight million years ago. Sarich

in 1971 concluded that "one no longer

has the option of considering a fossil

specimen older than about eight mil-

lion years as a hominid no matter what

it looks like." This "overenthusiasm

for a new technique" was ridiculed by

Glenn Conroy and David Pilbeam in a

1975 review of the hominid status of

Ramapithecus. Elwyn Simons has

flatly stated that "the molecular clock

does not keep good time."

To consider Ramapithecus a hom-
inid, however, one would have to as-

sume that primate proteins have

evolved at half the rate of shark, fish,

frog, snake, kangaroo, mouse, and ele-

phant proteins. Although this consti-

tutes a kind of "special creation" hy-

pothesis, it is accepted by some of the

strongest defenders of Darwinian evo-

lution—so convinced are they that

Ramapithecus is an early hominid.

They have argued that proteins evolve

more slowly in animals with longer

generation times—a presumption re-

futed by the evidence that mouse and

elephant proteins have evolved at the

same rate, as have lemur and human
proteins. This external check on the

constancy of the molecular clock is fur-

ther supported by internal evidence:

numerous proteins with different rates

of change (cytochrome c, albumin,

transferrin, hemoglobin) indicate the

same divergence times. That is like

timing the same event with an hour

hand, minute hand, and second hand,

and finding out that the times come out

the same. As Sarich has repeatedly

pointed out, the statistical constancy of

the molecular clock is not an assump-

tion but an observation based on an

enormous amount of data.

The change in living proteins with

time and speciation is analogous to the

radioactive decay of isotopes such as



carbon- 14 and potassium-40. Both are

statistical processes wherein long-term

changes are predictably constant, even

though short intervals may show wide,

random fluctuations. Most anthropol-

ogists and paleontologists welcome ra-

dioactive dating as a scientific time

scale, where previously there was

much guesswork and confusion about

the age of fossils. But these same
scholars have almost universally, and

sometimes emotionally, rejected the

findings of molecular evolution, pri-

marily because these challenge, indeed

refute, the claim that Ramapithecus

was the ancestral human.

The molecular findings not only rule

out middle Miocene hominids, they

also spoil the popular anthropological

game of looking for separate Miocene
orOligocene ancestors for all the mod-
ern apes. Over the years, many fossil

apes have been nominated as the "an-

cestral gorilla" or "ancestral chimpan-

zee" or "ancestral gibbon," on the as-

sumption that these genera, like the

human ones, had been distinct for 15

to 30 million years. From their mole-

cules, the Asian apes (orangutan and

gibbon) split from our common ances-

tor about 10 million years ago. And,
from the bicKhemical evidence, there

was but one ancestor—not three dif-

ferent ones—for man and the African

apes. No known fossil ape or human
remains contradict this chronology.

It seems that the biochemical evi-

dence is, directly or indirectly, having

an influence on what people "see" in

fossils. In a recent article David Pil-

beam, long an advocate of the hominid

status of Ramapithecus. recants his

view, basing his conclusions on

—

guess what—the V-shaped character of

the ramapithecine jaw! Without men-
tioning the biochemistry, Pilbeam

states: "As I now realize, extinct hom-
inoids were not particularly modern.

They were not like either living apes

or human beings, but instead were

unique, distinct animal species. . . .

Consequently, Ramapithecus is still

important in the story, but it is not the

star. . . . The first hominid was proba-

bly a species of Australopithecus."

A just announced candidate for the

ancestral hominid is Australopithecus

afarensis. .so named by Donald Johan-

son and Tim White in a recent issue of

Science. Some of this material from

East Africa has been known for more
than four years and is very similar mor-

phologically to fossils from Sterkfon-

tein Cave in South Africa known for

over thirty years; that is, the finds indi-

cate small creatures, chimplike in body
size and skull shape, but bipedal like

humans. Johanson and White discuss

the apelike features of the skull and

teeth and—again, without mentioning

the molecular evidence—state that this

implies a relatively recent divergence

of man from the African af)es. One be-

gins to detect a groundswell among an-

thropologists for reversing the molecu-

lar argument by claiming that the fossil

finds now so strongly suggest a recent

divergence that the despised biochem-

istry may turn out to be right after all.

What, finally, can we say about the

position of Ramapithecus in primate

evolution? One of several kinds of apes

that lived during the Miocene, it may
have fed in open country, developing

jaws and teeth for chewing tough roots

and fibers. Such an adaptation would
have been parallel, not ancestral, to the

one evolved millions of years later in

Australopithecus. Or possibly, a

ramapithecine was the common ances-

tor to both mixlern apes and humans,
and not to humans alone. Without

more parts of the animal, these are still

matters for speculation. But whatever

the conclusion, theories of ape and

human evolution must be compatible

with the fossil e\ idence, with compar-

ative anatomy, and with established

rates of protein evolution.

The case for Ramapithecus as an an-

cestral human has been weak from the

start and has not strengthened with the

passage of time. Now that the molecu-

lar data are in, the mythical prince's

ape, who would be man, has faded

until nothing is left but his smile. D

In the standard reconstruction of

the Ramapithecus upper jaw (A),

made without benefit of a midline

contact point, the contour was

presented as parabolic, like

that of Homo sapiens (li) However,

when a complete Ramapithecus

lower jaw was found, it proved to

he V-shaped (D). not /Hirabolic.

like a human jaw (C). or parallel,

like a chimpanzee jaw {E).
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The Hummingbird and the Calorie
Sometimes it pays to fight for your nectar

and sometimes it doesn 't

by Paul W. Ewald
photographs by Robert A. Tyrrell

V
Summer brings dry heat to the hills

of southern California, baking the

moisture from the surface layers of

soil. As the moisture vanishes in this

chaparral community, so do most of

the nectar-rich flowers so important to

the survival and procreation of hum-
mingbirds during winter and spring.

During the summer months, only

plants specially adapted for coping

with the water shortage will bloom:

scarlet monkey flowers cling to banks

of receding rivulets and the drought-

hardy tree tobacco blots up scanty

pockets of underground moisture. But

these flowers are insuflicient to support

large summer populations of hum-
mingbirds—populations swollen with

the year's crop of immatures, newly

fledged from their nests.

Many hummingbirds abandon the

chaparral as temperatures climb and

supplies of nectar diminish. They mi-

grate to higher elevations where wild-

flowers still bloom abundantly or

to developed areas, where they can

The summer heat of the chaparral

drives a male Anna's hummini;hirtl

to a California liie oak i-rowini^

in a canyon. When the temperature

goes above S()"h'. the small

birds need the shade of
trees to survive.

feed on cultivated flowers and at arti-

ficial feeders filled with sugar water.

Of the hummingbirds that remain in

the chaparral many make local excur-

sions to stands of California live oak

and western sycamore that rise from

canyon bottoms. Here hummingbirds

can move from sunny to shady perches

with little effort. Such easy access to

a variety of microhabitats is especially

important for the birds because their

small size makes them particularly vul-

nerable to extreme temperatures.

Even in midsummer, early mornings

are cool in the chaparral. Humming-
birds spend much of this time on sunny

perches to reduce the high rate of heat

loss caused by their small b(xly size

and high, constant body temperature.

By reducing heat loss they can save

valuable energy for other purposes.

When insolation is strong and air tem-

perature high, their body temperatures

can rise quickly to lethal levels. So, as

temperatures of sunny perches rise into

the eighties, hummingbirds move to

shady perches.

Chilling and overheating arc not the

only concerns of the hummingbirds.

The limited supplies of nectar force

them into keen competition for food.

If flowers are sufliciently clustered and

nectar rich, the rewards of evicting

competing hummingbirds Uom these

clusters may exceed the costs of de-

fense, and certain hummingbirds will

establish themselves ;i\ the "owners"

of floral patches Hummiiigbirds with-

out such territories harvest nectar by

intruding on owned floral patches or by

feeding on flowers too sparsely distrib-

uted to be incorporated into a territory.

One denizen of the chaparral, the

Anna's hummingbird (Calypte anna),

defends its territory by Ixith ritualized

communication and aerial attacks. The

rituals are vocal or visual and fall into

two major categories: announcement

and threat. When food in a territory is

not in immediate danger of being sto-

len, territorial males often become en-

grossed in "announcement song"—

a

recurring sequence of raspy triplets, a

drawn-out creak, and two staccato

chirps. The song broadcasts two mes-

sages: "I am present on this piece of

property"and "lown it." While sing-

ing, the owner shifts its head from side

to side, visually reinforcing its song

with iridescent flashes of crimson.

The announcement song seems to

function as a deterrent After noticing

the presence of an owner, intruders fre-

quently avoid the territor\ without

even attempting to steal f(H>d Ap-

parently, their foraging success is

greater if they move on to undefended

fiHxl sources or to territories wht>se

owners arc temporarily absent.

An intrusion on the territory, or the

close approach of a would-be intruder,

elicits a "chatter " from the owner.

I. ike the hu// of a rattlesnake, the

sound and meaning of the call threaten

an attack.

A third line of defense—the gorget
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display—acts as a close-range threat.

The resident bird fluffs up its feathers,

creating an illusion of larger size, re-

leases a barely audible, high-pitched

peep, and vigorously throws its head

from side to side. The neonlike flashes

from the gorget are further accentuated

by erection of the peripheral gorget

feathers.

If these ritualized methods of de-

fense fail to deter an invader, an aerial

attack will usually ensue. If the in-

truder sees this approaching assault, it

nearly always flees from the territory.

However, if it does not see an attacking

owner, actual contact may take place.

When territorial ownership is at stake,

such encounters will occasionally

escalate into fierce combat: the contes-

tants face off in midair, lunging with

their bills and pummeling with their

wings. Sometimes the pair may even

fall to the ground during the tussle. I

have never observed serious injury

from such conflicts, but when I once

mounted a deceased hummingbird in a

perched position and placed it on a ter-

ritory, the owner of the territory flew

over for a closer look and then stabbed

at the eyes of the mount with its bill.

When nectar is at stake, territorial

conflicts are not restricted to competi-

tors of the same species. Aerial attacks

occur frequently between different spe-

cies of hummingbirds and, occasion-

ally, between entirely different phyla

of animals. I once observed a territorial

Anna's hummingbird unable to feed

because it was repeatedly beaten back

from its feeder by a paper wasp that

was using it. However, hummingbirds

are not always destined to defeat in

such encounters; they occasionally at-

tack and drive away bees that attempt

to feed at their flowers.

Do hummingbirds use their reper-

toire of fighting skills selectively

depending on the caloric gains and

losses associated with each type of be-

havior? This question was investigated

by reducing the amount of food in

hummingbird territories on successive

days. The technique was to provide a

territory with a single food source—

a

specially designed feeder containing a

specific concentration of sugar water.

The amount of food available to the

owner was reduced by adjusting a

valve near the tip of the feeder. The
results of this experiment showed that

Anna's hummingbirds alter their de-

fense tactics when the amount of food

on the territory is reduced. Owners of

rich territories streak from their

perches like antimissile missiles to in-

tercept invading hummingbirds. In

such an encounter, the owner will fre-

quently pursue a fleeing invader far

beyond the territorial boundary.

In contrast, when territories are

poor, owners shift from actual attacks

to ritualized defense, using both chat-

ter and gorget displays to a greater ex-

tent. Even the characteristics of actual

attacks change; owners fly more slowly

and attacks are of shorter duration,

usually not continuing beyond the ter-

ritorial boundary.

These alterations of defense tactics

seem to be strategic modifications that

increase an owner's prospects for sur-

vival. Actual attacks are more effective

than rituals for expelling invaders, but

they are more expensive energetically.

Attacks are also probably associated

with greater risks of injury. When terri-

tories are rich these costs are ap-

parently offset by more exclusive con-

trol of food.

In poor territories, however, resi-

dents can keep the food sources well

drained by frequent visits. If an in-

truder feeds, not only will it obtain lit-

tle food but it should also be less in-

clined to return to that poor foraging

spot. Under these conditions the best

strategy appears to be ritualized de-

fense against most intruders, and short

chases when resources are in immedi-

ate peril—vigorous attacks being pro-

hibitively costly for the meager bene-

fits derived.

One purpose of this experiment was

to discover the point at which a terri-

tory becomes so poor that an owner

abandons defense completely. As the

availability of food was reduced,

owners left their territories more fre-

quently and for greater lengths of time.

Presumably, these departures were

"grocery runs" through which owners

fend off starvation by feeding on unde-

fended food sources or by stealing

drinks from other territories. Surpris-

ingly, territories were defended even

when the feeders provided no food.

This result suggests that territorial

hummingbirds integrate both past and

present information about territory

quality when deciding whether to de-

fend an area. This seems logical be-

cause energy obtained from a patch of

flowers can fluctuate substantially even

within a period of hours—some knowl-

edge of how rich an area has been in

the past could be helpful in deciding

whether the area will be worth reserv-

ing for the future.

If this explanation is correct, areas

that have always contained little or no

food should not be defended. To test

this hypothesis, feeders were placed on

areas that had not previously contained

any nectar-type food. As predicted,

feeders of very low quality were not

defended. Defense occurred only when
the daily allowance of food from the

feeders was more than about one-tenth

of an owner's daily requirement.

In combination, these experiments

show that hummingbirds are more
likely to defend an extremely poor ter-

ritory if it had previously been of high

quality. But how much of the past in-

fluences the decision to defend a terri-

tory? A resident might need many days

to determine how the overall produc-

tivity of a flower patch is changing. To
gain insight into a territory owner's

ability to incorporate information from

the past, I conducted another experi-

ment. Individuals were allowed to es-

tablish territories at feeders that pro-

vided unrestricted amounts of food for

periods of one day to over a month.

These feeders were then replaced with

sham feeders that provided only water.

When hummingbirds were allowed to

use the rich feeders for one day, they

abandoned defense of the sham feeders

after approximately one hour. How-
ever, they defended shams for as long

as two days when their prior ownership

of rich feeders was increased to two

weeks. Increasing their exposure to

rich feeders beyond two weeks did not

increase the subsequent defense of

sham feeders. Thus, owners incorpo-

rate at least two weeks of past informa-

tion in their decision to defend or aban-

don a territory . The biological mecha-

nism could be one of evaluation and

memory or simply habit; determining

which one remains to be solved.

These findings show how humming-
birds alter their defensive behavior as

resources vary on a day-to-day time

scale. But the dynamics of their territo-

rial behavior are even more complex;

minute-to-minute adjustments also

occur. Owners are more likely to feed

immediately before departing from the

territory than at other times. These

feedings reduce nectar loss to competi-

\
The feathering of a female Anna 's

hummingbird may serve as

an antipredator device, especially

during the nesting period. Brighter

coloration would draw attention to

her and the vulnerable nestlings.





During dry periods when flowers

are scarce in the chaparral,

Anna's hummingbirds will imbibe

nectar from such poor nectar

producers as Dudleya and

other drought-resistant species.

tors that intrude on the territory during

the owners' absence.

In addition, intruders encountered

within the first few minutes after the

owner has fed are less likely to be

chased than those encountered later.

By reducing the intensity of defense

shortly after feeding, owners save on

energetic expenditures and reduce their

risk of sustaining injury from combat.

Furthermore, little food is lost to in-

truders—even if an intruder feeds, it

harvests little from the recently drained

food sources.

These short-term modifications of

territorial behavior are tinged with de-

ception—they mimic the defense of

poor-quality territories. An intruder

encountering low food abundance on a

territory and a passive (or absent)

owner would not know whether this

situation resulted from low produc-

tivity or a recent feeding by the owner.

If the intruder knew that a recent forag-

ing bout was the cause, its assessment

of territory quality should be higher,

and it should be more likely to return.

The result for the owner would be in-

creased costs of defense or losses of

food.

These discoveries show that the rep-

ertoire of territorial behavior exhibited

by the Anna's hummingbird is not

merely a conglomerate of redundant

messages. Rather, like a seasoned

boxer, it uses its fighting skills selec-

tively. "Knockout punches" are

thrown when the expected gains out-

weigh the cost of escalation. But at

other times, energy is conserved while

the opponent wears itself down in its

attempts to break through the owner's

defenses. For hummingbirds, the

reward is the elusive calorie, a key req-

uisite for their survival

.

Hummingbirds are brightly colored,

and coloration is often used as a means

of communication in animal societies.

After a century of scientific debate, the

exact information that is com-
municated by patterns of coloration re-

mains enigmatic. Several social func-

tions have been proposed: to attract

sexual partners, to allow individuals to
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distinguish their species from other

species, to aid in defense of resources,

and to signal social status. The exag-

gerated gorget display used by Anna's

hummingbirds is a clue that in this spe-

cies bright color communicates infor-

mation important for defense of re-

sources .

Understanding the significance of

such chromatic communication is

especially challenging in hummingbird

societies because many individuals do

not possess a complete gorget. Anna's

hummingbirds offer a typical example.

When immature males fledge from the

nest, they possess pallid throats and

foreheads, entirely devoid of red

feathers. These iridescent feathers then

appear sporadically until approxi-

mately seven months after fledging. At

this time a dramatic alteration in the

gorget region marks the entrance into

adulthood: all feathers on the throat

and forehead are replaced, transform-

ing the patchy iridescence of imma-
tures into the immaculate gorget of the

adult.

If bright coloration aids in territorial

defense, bright individuals should re-

quire less effort than dull individuals to

defend a territory. This idea was tested

on Anna's and black-chinned hum-
mingbirds by simultaneously observ-

ing owners of adjacent territories. Each
of these "next-door neighbors" were

provided with identical feeders, but the

owners differed in the amount of bright

feathering in their gorgets.

Although artificial, such controlled

techniques are important for field ex-

periments because territorial behavior

is strongly affected by the distribution

and abundance of food, structure of

vegetation, and time of day. Without

this artificial control an experimenter

would not know whether observed dif-

ferences in territorial behavior were

caused by differences between the

owners or by differences in environ-

mental variables.

In both species, bright owners spent

less time and energy in aerial defense

than dull owners, adults spent less than

immatures, and bright immatures spent

less than dull immatures. This result

occurs because chases by bright

owners are shorter and less frequent

than those of dull owners. Since in-

truders frequently avoid a territory

upon noticing the presence of an

owner, bright coloration could de-

crease both the frequency and duration

of chases simply by making owners
more visible. Of course, the positive

correlation between age and coloration

yields an alternative explanation: the

decreased defense expenditures could

be caused entirely by increased experi-

ence.

If bright coloration is an asset for

defending resources, another key ques-

tion arises concerning patterns of col-

oration in hummingbird societies.

Why do females and immature males

usually possess little or no bright feath-

ering on their throats and foreheads?

There must be some compensating ad-

vantages to being dull.

One possibility is that dull individ-

uals suffer less pressure from preda-

tors. Nesting females seem especially

vulnerable; visual broadcasts from the

mother during incubation and care of

young could increase the risk of preda-

tion not only on the mother but also on
the offspring. In most species of hum-
mingbirds, these risks would influence

only female coloration because males

do not aid in incubation or raising of

young.

Not surprisingly, females typically

possess only a small patch of iridescent

red feathers on their throats and none
on their foreheads. In accordance with

their less extensive coloration, females

are territorial far less often than males.

Female territoriality often occurs dur-

ing the breeding season, but is usually

limited to short chases at floral patches

near the nest.

Anecdotal accounts yield a rather bi-

zarre list of occasional predators on
nonnesting hummingbirds: leopard

frogs, bass, road runners, kestrels, and

merlins. If brighter individuals suf-

fered higher predation, bright colora-

tion could be especially disadvanta-

geous for immature birds. Their inex-

perience could make them not only

more susceptible to predators but also

less able to establish and maintain a

territory. In this case, increased sus-

ceptibility to predators could offset the

meager advantages of brightness

gained through aggressive control of

resources. The major weakness of this

argument, however, is that predation

on nonnesting hummingbirds seems to

be extremely rare.

Another possible advantage of dull

coloration is greater success at stealing

drinks from territory owners. Quanti-

fied observations support this idea.

When owners are present, dull in-

truders gain energy at a greater rate

than bright intruders. When owners are

absent, there is no significant dif-

ference between the success of dull and

bright intruders. Again, bright colora-

tion may be causing these results by

increasing the visibility of individuals.

Bright intruders, being easier to detect,

would not be able to feed as long before

being expelled by an owner.

These results help explain why im-

matures are less brightly colored than

adults. If the inexperience of imma-
tures decreases their chances of own-
ing a territory, they would benefit more
than adults from the increased intru-

sion success that is associated with dull

coloration. Not surprisingly, social

structure during the nonbreeding sea-

son is related to age and sex; adult

males tend to monopolize the best

floral patches through territorial behav-

ior. Females and immature males occa-

sionally obtain territories, usually of

low quality. More often, they survive

on undefended resources or by stealing

food from territory owners.

The explanations of dull immature

plumage assume that the inexperience

of immatures adversely affects their

ability to defend territories and avoid

predators. The gradual addition of

bright feathers by immature males is

consistent with this assumption; as im-

mature males become more experi-

enced, their chances of obtaining a ter-

ritory and their ability to avoid preda-

tors should increase. Hence the net

benefit of bright coloration should in-

crease with age.

Viewing animals under natural con-

ditions can be crucial for understand-

ing the importance of bright colora-

tion. For example, the bright green

plumage on the back of Anna's hum-
mingbirds seems to function in a man-

ner exactly opposite to the bright feath-

ering in the gorget region. Rather than

announcing the bird's presence, it

tends to conceal a bird perching amidst

green foliage. Such concealment could

be important for avoiding predation or

for allowing territorial intruders to

avoid detection by owners.

The high energy existence of hum-

mingbirds and the patchy distribution

of their floral food sources lead to a

social system centered around aggres-

sive interactions. Our present knowl-

edge provides a glimpse of how envi-

ronmental conditions and antagonistic

behavior shape the structure of this

simple society. We do not yet fully un-

derstand these relationships for hum-
mingbirds, yet the unknown answers

and alternative explanations are far

from discouraging. They generate the

excitement that causes periodic migra-

tions of curious scientists back to their

field sites, while providing the blue-

prints for future research. D
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Words of praise from Modern
Photography magazine typify the

critical reception of tfie world's

first multi-mode automatic 35mm
reflex camera, tfie Minolta XD-1

1

Experience the Minolta XD-11

and you'll agree with the experts-

It does set a new standard. Multi-

ple modes of automatic exposure
mean unprecedented creative

versatility An incredibly bright

viewfinder makes focusing effort-

less And Its advanced electronics

give you professional-quality pic-

tures with point-focus-shoot ease.

The Minolta XD-11 can be the

start of your personal Minolta

system Choose from optional

Minolta electronic flashes, an auto

winder to advance the film for you
at about two frames per second,
or any of more than forty Minolta

interchangeable lenses

Your photo dealer will be glad

to demonstrate the camera that

Modern Photography called

incredible" The Minolta XD-11

Minolta XD-11.
The automatic choice
of people who know
photography.
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Books in Review by Scott Nearing

Back to the Land

Living on a Few Acres: The Year-
book OF Agriculture 1978. Su-

perintendent of Documents, U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, Washington,

D.C. 20402. $7.00; 432 pp., illus.

The United States Department of

Agriculture has devoted its latest Year-

book to the problems faced by the very

large number of Americans who live in

towns or cities but spend a substantial

part of each year on the land.

"Americans keep going back to the

land," Secretary of Agriculture Bob
Bergland writes in his foreword to Liv-

ing on a Few Acres. "It is apilgrimage

that makes more sense to a lot of people

than living in cities, enticing us with

the promise of escape from freeways,

assembly lines and crowds. The land

offers freedom, a chance to test your

mettle against nature's challenges.

"Now the tide of Americans that

swept to the cities after World War II

has ebbed. People are populating the

countryside faster than they are cities.

I know their motives. I am a farmer.

"This book ... is a practical guide

for those who make the journey back

to the countryside and for some of you

who are already there. It is mainly for

those who intend not to gain their

principal income from the land, but

rather to have a job in town or live on

a pension or some other source of in-

come.

'^Living on a Few Acres describes

both the pitfalls and the satisfactions of

country life. There are plenty of both.

And there is nothing quite like country

living."

Jack Hayes, editor of the present

Yearbook, adds: "We have seen a

great exodus from the land, and now
we are beginning to see a substantial

return. . . . Nonmetropolitan counties

lost 3 million people through out-mi-

gration in the 1960s. But between 1970

and 1976, rural areas and small towns

grew by 4.3 million."

Living on a Few Acres has 32 pages

of excellent color photographs depict-

ing various aspects of life in the

country. The 432 pages of letterpress



''Where's the best fishing in the
Guitof Mexico? Just look
foran offshore oil platform." "If you have any doubts, ask

one of the men who mn sports

fishing boats in the Gulf," says

H. E. Braunig, a Manager of En-

vironmental Affairs at Gulf Oil.

"When they want to guarantee

their customers a good dav's fish-

ing, they head straight tor the oil

platforms. ^^

"Tuenty universines

and thousands i >/

jiihsay oil pill

-

/imns dim'l hurt

the environmcni."

"What happens art)und the

bottom ot the oil platforms is

ecologically identical to what
happens around any natural reef.

"A ftx)d chain starts. Mussels,

anemones, starfish, anything

that likes to live on a solid under-

water surface, all come first. Tlien

the tish that feed on them; and
so on, until a whole ecosystem

builds up.

"Even with the oil platforms,

it's life as usual in the Gult o\

Mexico — even tor the commer-
cial shrimp and clyster fishermen,

whose livelihood depends on
clean water.

"That's living proof that

offshore platforms aren't ecologi-

cally dcstmctive. A two-year

study by t\vcnt>' Gult Goast uni-

versities, concluded in 1974, says

the same thing.

"Gult people arc meeting a lot

ot challenges in getting the oil

out while preserving the environ-

ment. Tliis problem just .seemed

to .solve itself; and with continual

environmental monitoring and
sampling, on all current and
future offshore sites, we intend to

make sure it stays solved."

GuH people:
meeting the challenge.

dull Oil (..ii|>>u.iluin
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and accompanying black-and-white il-

lustrations that follow are divided into

five helpful sections.

The book begins with a survey of the

pros and cons of country living, of a

distinctive life style with which the en-

tire family should be in agreement.

TTiose who go to the country must

forgo many of the conveniences and

facilities provided by the city and

prepare to exchange multiplicity for

elbow room. In each day of city living,

more things are going on. But life in

the countryside gives country dwellers

a wider range of opportunity to do

things in a manner and on a timetable

they themselves can decide. Basic

needs—food, shelter, clothing, per-

sonal services—most of which country

dwellers can provide for themselves,

are handled for urban dwellers by gov-

ernment agencies or by commercial es-

tablishments as impersonal as super-

markets and laundromats. In the city

these basics are paid for by taxes,

rents, and high prices, which a country

dweller can avoid or lessen by doing

his or her own work.

The Yearbook offers sage advice

about purchasing or otherwise getting

possession of a few acres. In the face

of current inflation, land prices have

gone up sharply in the countryside. I

have been watching this development

with much concern during the past few

years and feeling thankful that I am
under no compulsion to buy attractive

farmland at present price levels.

Many people, privately and in pub-

lic, have asked for advice on where to

go for " a few acres
.

" Here is my stock

answer: Don't hurry. Take your time.

Pick out a likely part of the country;

go there and check on the spot. If you

can afford a vacation, stay in your cho-

sen locality for at least a few months.

Note the weather; get the lay of the

land. Talk with the people; get an idea

of what neighbors you will have. Visit

with real estate dealers; see what they

have to offer. Attend farm sales. Read
the local papers. When someone dies

or moves away or offers land for quick

sale or rent, get there fast and see for

yourself whether you should buy or

wait for something more desirable. If

you are pressed for funds, do odd jobs.

Offer to help or work as an apprentice

to some knowledgeable farmer.

If you already have a few acres, add

something to them with each passing

month. Have a list of priorities. Im-
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George A Robinson

prove your buildings, if any, and the

land itself. If you choose wisely and

persist in making obviously desirable

improvements, the time will soon

come when your land-strip will not

only pay your annual tax bill but also

contribute to your income.

A section on making the most of

your land gives a wealth of suggestions

worth studying and putting into prac-

tice. Its 242 pages are given over

largely to concrete examples of

country life, written in many cases by

the participants—an actual how-to-do-

it survey of experiences—well illus-

trated with black-and-white photo-

graphs, charts, tables, and detailed me-

chanical drawings. Unless you are an

inveterate bungler or lazy half-wit, you

will find many suggestions in this sec-

tion of the book that will give first-

class guidance and inspiration. You
can hardly go wrong following one or

another of the thirty tips on living on

and working a small farm.

The last topic to be taken up is the

disposal of property, which contains

good legal and practical advice.

An important addition at the end of

the Yearbook lists the various types of

loans, grants, and other forms of assist-
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that all income divi-

dends from the Dreyfus
Tax Exempt Bond Fund are
and have been ioo% free of
Federal income tax. Not all

tax exempt bond funds have
had totally tax exempt income.

Send for our free chart and learn

how your money mounts up when you
compound these tax free dividends.

(Of course, some income may be subject

to local taxes in certain states.)
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of only $2500-frce telephone transfer.
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iSpeak Spanish
like a diplomat!

What sort ot people need to learn a

foreign language as quickly and effec-

tively as possible? Foreign Service per-

sonnel, tfiat's Viitio. IVIembers of Amer-

icas diplomatic corps are assigned to

US, embassies abroad, wtiere tfiey

must be able to converse fluently in

every situation.

Now, you can learn to sp'eaK Spanisti

)ust like these diplomatic personnel

do— with the Foreign Service Insti-

tute's Programmatic Spanish Course.

The U.S. Department of State has

spent tens of thousands of dollars de-

veloping this course. If s by far the most
effective way to learn Spanish imme
diately

The Programmatic Spanish Course

consists of a series of tape cassettes

and an accompanying textbook. You

simply follow the spoken and written in-

structions, listening and repeating. The
course begins entirely in English. But

by Its end, you'll find yourself learning

and speaking entirely in Spanish'

This course turns your cassette

player into a "teaching machine." With

Its unique "programmatic " learning

method, you set your own pace— test-

ing yourself, correcting errors, reinforc-

ing accurate responses.

i^auDiofaMjnf

The FSI's Programmatic Spanish

Course comes in two volumes. You may
order one or both courses:

dl Volume I, Basic.

1 I cassettes. 16 hours), instructor's

manual and 464-page text, $115

CJ Volume II. Advanced.

(8 cassettes, 1 1 Vi hours), instructor's

manual and 614 page text. $98

(New York State residents add
appropriate sales tax.)

Your cassettes are shipped to you in

handsome library binders.

TO ORDER, JUST CLIP THIS AD and

mail with your name and address, and a

check or money order. Or. charge to

your credit card (American Express.

VISA. Master Charge. Diners Club) by en-

closing card number, expiration date,

and your signature

The Foreign Service Institute's Span-

ish course is unconditionally guaran-

teed. Try It for three weeks. If you're not

convinced it's the fastest, easiest, most
painless way to learn Spanish, return it

and we'll refund every penny you paid!

Order today!

Audio Forum
Dept. 109
145 East 49th St.

New York, N.Y. 10017

(212)753-1783

CAYMAN BRAC
BRmSH WEST INDIES

The island that time forgot . .

.

The Cayman Islands are booming these days, but Cayman Brae is

still the way it used to be: miles ofwild iron shore; tropic birds and

boobies soaring over the sea cliffs; and unspoiled coral reefs. A 2.5

acre homesite with 200 feet of frontage on the blue Cariobean is

offered for sale at $20,000. Mortgage terms available. This is not

sandy beach but rough rocky coast. For further details please

write, via air mail, to; CBI, PO Box 1043, Grand Caymari, BVVI.

W/M/M/M/M/M
SENDS
POSTAGE
STAMPS...
(or $1 bill) to receive half-a-foot long "Scie-a-

Fromage" (French Bartender's Cheese
Saw— reg. $5) plus complimentary issue of

International Cheese Reporter (cover price

$2) which is trying to attract new readers via

this special offer. No obligation. Send to:

Cheese Saw Offer. Dept. 333-5. Cheese-
lovers BIdg/Box 1200. Westbury, NY. 11590.

W/M/M/M/M/m

BUSHNELL 7x35 CUSTOM
Mfg. List $265.00 Postpaid $159.50

This IS an example ol Itie deep discount prices on riigr> quality

optics that is found in out FREE catalog. This catalog lists

and illustrates an outstanding selection of telescopes, binoc-

ulars etc .
plus valuable Inlormatlon on how to properly select

them Write for II today

GIL HEBARD OPTICS
COURTHOUSE SQ., KNOXViLLE, ILL. 61448

ance that the Department of Agricul-

ture is prepared to extend to prospec-

tive country dwellers, especially those

on low income levels. I have never

tested out the possibilities under this

heading: "How to Get Help from the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture . " I never spend money until I have

it: no borrowing, no interest payments,

no brokers' fees. But after reading

through this section of generous offers,

if I needed the help, I would certainly

apply to Bob Bergland, Secretary of

Agriculture, for necessary financing

toward the acquisition of a place in the

country.

I have been living on a few acres for

a long time—almost three-quarters of

a century. I began in a Single Tax col-

ony in Arden, Delaware, in 1906, and

after a lapse into city life, I continued



for two decades in Jamaica, Vermont
(from 1932 to 1951). and in Harbor-

side, Maine, from 1952 to the present

day. Some of my experiences have

been difficult and exacting; but most

have been wonderfully satisfying. On
balance, if I had it to do over again,

I would follow much the same course

and advise others to try it out. Life on

aself-subsistent homestead can be ex-

citing, rewarding, productive, educa-

tional. It is never boring.

Scott Nearing and his wife. Helen, have
just published Continuing the G(xid

Life: Half a Century of Homesteading
(Schocken Books). Nearing has been
living off the land for almost three-

quarters of a century. A dedicated

educator, gardener, andfarmer, he has
written more than fifty books.

Introducing. .

.

The Solar Alarm
Chronometer
• Light Energized
• Electronic Quartz Accuracy
• 24 hour alarm

A personal alarm
and time system
powered by light.

Only

*49.95

You can't wear a more accurate watch.
Plus this new LCD chronometer has a built

in 24-hour alarm and personal reminder
system And you no longer have to worrv
about batteries failing because this watch
is constantly being recharged by light. A
true scientific break thru

Forget about losing time

The time base is a finely tuned quartz crys-

tal, trimmed by the manufacturer electron-

ically to an accuracy of 5 seconds per

month And the manufacturer stands
behind this accuracy with a one year lim-

ited warranty plus a 5 year replacement
warrant on the micro-rechargeable energy
cells

Who Is the Manufacturer

U.I.T. has been the innovator in the digital

watch industry for years. U.I T is the prime
manufacturer, assembler and importer of

LCD watches U I T has been the
pioneers of solar powered watches where
"light energy" recharges micro-energy
cells contained in the watch A system so
efficient they are able to offer the unheard
of 5 year warranty

Forget about batteries

The new solar-alarm is powered by micro-

energy cells which are constantly being
recharged from available light Not just

solar light but ordinary room light "Vou

never need to worry at)out batteries

Forget about changing technology

This solar-alarm watch uses all of the

<ICAMBRDGE
HfTERNATIONALbic. oept.Hs

8700 WauKegan Road. Morton Grove. Illinois 60053 (312) 966-5510

Credit card customers call op«rator #219 toll tree

800-241-8444 (In Qa. call 1-800-323-9123)

Clip & mail to Cambridge Inleinilionil Inc Dept nhh
B700 Waukegm Rd Morton Grove III 60053

( ] Please send me SolarAlaim Watches at S49 95 eacri plus $2 SO shipping i handling I understand

that I may return my purchase within 30 days for lull refund

D stiver lone [ J gold tone

D Check or MO enclosed Change to t J Visa D Master Charge

Accouni « E«p Date

latest technology in electronics and
engineering. The programmed time meas-
uring features include hours, minutes, ant

pulsating seconds plus the month and
date displayed instantly with the touch of a
button. The large liquid crystal display

constantly shows the time in large easy to

read numerals A special night light com-
mand button illuminates the dial for night

viewing.

Forget atxiut being late

The most unique function of this solar

chronometer is the alarm system The 24
hour alarm system is easy to set without

disturbing the time function. And it sounds
with a pleasant electronic beep precisely

at the pre-set time Your own personal
alarm system will automatically beep you
at the right time for "on-time" punctuality,

so important with todays busy schedules
You may never be late again

Test It for 2,592,000 seconds

Take 30 full days (2,592,000 seconds) to

confirm the accuracy and utility of this fine

timepiece If you doubt the quality, merely
return it for a full refund

If you have been looking for that special

opportunity to own a chronometer of the

future here is your chance! Available in

silver or gold tone with fashion flex band
All U I T timepieces feature ullra-thin

design, rugged shock proof engineering
and water resistant construction The
solar-alarm watch is priced at $49 95 each
plus $2 50 shipping & handling (IL resi-

dents add 5% sales tax)

-J*-

CiCamtrNIg* Intamallonal. Ine I97S
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon Days begin to grow noticeably shorter in August as

the sun shifts southward while moving east through the constellations

Cancer and Leo, and then into Virgo in mid-September. Sunset will

occur twelve hours after sunrise (the effective "equinox") by August

29 in Florida, by September 3 in New York and San Francisco, and

by September 6 in Montreal.

The moon will brighten the evening sky for the first week in August

and September, then gradually wane and move into the morning sky,

emerging again as an evening object in the last week of each month.

Phases in August are first-quarter on the 1st, full on the 7th, last-quarter

on the 14th, new on the 22nd, and first-quarter again on the 30th. In

September, full moon will be on the 6th, last-quarter on the 13th, new

on the 21st, and first-quarter on the 28th.

Stars and Planets Jupiter and Saturn leave the evening sky in August

and September and Venus and Mercury enter it. But only Saturn, in

early August, is well placed for viewing. In the morning, you may find

Mars easily, not very bright but rising early enough to be quite high

before dawn. It will be an interesting object along with the crescent moon

and Mercury from August 18 through the 22nd. Look for Mars near

Pollux and Castor, the "twin" stars in Gemini, during the entire month

of September, and near the crescent moon on the 15th and 16th. Jupiter,

much brighter than Mars, will quickly become a prominent morning

star the last week of September. Look for it near Regulus in Leo.

August 8: The perigee moon occurs 16 hours after full. Tonight's

tides will be stronger than normal.

August 10: Mercury resumes its direct (easterly) motion.

August 11-12: The Perseid meteor shower (up to 50 per hour) will

be best after midnight on these two days.

August 13: Jupiter is in conjunction with the sun and becomes a

morning star.

August 16: The star close to the moon this mornmg is Aldebaran.

August 18-21: The crescent moon can help you see Mars and Mercury

on these mornings. On the 18th, the moon will be near Mars, on the

19th between Mars (above) and Mercury (below), on the 20th above

Mercury, and on the 21st below it.

August 25: Venus, at superior conjunction, becomes an evening star.

September 6: Today's full moon passes through the earth's shadow,

producing a total lunar eclipse, visible in whole or in part throughout

North America. The eclipse begins at 4: 18 a . m . , EST, and ends at 7:30

A.M. , EST. The total eclipse begins at 5:31 a.m. ,
EST, and ends at

6:17 A.M., EST.
September 10: Saturn, in conjunction with the sun, becomes a morn-

ing star.

September 12: An occultation of Aldebaran by the moon will occur

over the eastern, central, southern, and southwestern United States from

about 6:00 to 7:00 A.M., EST.

September 13: Mercury enters the evening sky.

September 16: The crescent moon is near Mars, Pollux, and Castor

in the postmidnight sky.

September 18: The bright object near the moon this morning is

Jupiter.

September 23: Autumn begins at 10: 17 a.m., EST.

•* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon

.

The map is for 12:25 a.m. on August 15; 11:20 p.m. on August 31; 10:20

p . M , on September 1 5 ; 9 : 20 p . m . on September 30 ; and 8 : 20 P .
M

.
on October

15; but it can also be used for an hour before and after those times.
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Pho OS-Mar lyn Bridges

Why do people do such things?.

Why do people read Harper's? |

What motivates a people to

create a message that cannot be

grasped, cannot even be seen,

except from a flying machine, an

innovation which probably could

not be foreseen and did not occur

until 2000 years later?

The answer is this: certain

people cannot wait for reality to

catch up with truth.

For the same reason there are

people who read Harper's

Magazine.

Since 1850. Harper s has been

exclusively interested in the

exploration of new intellectual

terrain. Wherever that might lead.

Today, Harper s is the

battlefield of the mind. Literate.

But merciless. Stopping nowhere:

geo-politics, medicine, literature,

education, bio-ethics, religion,

economics, life itself.

Harper's (the unfashionable

Harper's, that is) will never be a

popular, mass magazine. In fact,

out of 200 million Americans,

fewer than 1 million read it.

But for those who do. Harper's

is a unique source of intellectual

refreshment, analysis,

companionship and laughter.

If you're not reading Harper's

Magazine, a trial subscription,

adjacent, will remedy that

situation immediately.

For immediate semce. call free 800-247-2160 or mail to

Harper's. 12.5.5 Portland Place. Boulder, Colorado 80323.

D 8 ISSUES-$6.00 D ftvment enclosed

D 16 ISSIJES-$12.00 D Bill me

D LIFETIME SUBSCRIPTION-$500.00

Harperls.

The battlefield of the
mind. Since 1850.

^ Hjrp-r's M,iga.iinc. 1979



Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Maran

Counting the Sunspots
Despite different estimates of how many spots will appear, there

is general agreement that the approaching maximum will be large

Despite at least six earlier forecasts

of a weak sunspot maximum, it now
seems likely that the sunspot cycle will

reach a high peak this fall or winter.

There already is much solar activity

and the first major etfects of the current

cycle have been felt on the earjh.

Solar activity comprises sunspots,

solar flare explosions, and other dis-

turbances on the sun. It increases and

decreases cyclically, reaching maxi-

mum roughly once every eleven years.

The spots are magnetically enhanced

regions on the sun. Indeed, all forms

of solar activity are probably related to

distortions of one kind or another in the

solar magnetic field.

Solar activity is associated with in-

creased levels of X-rays and ultraviolet

light from the sun, as well as with occa-

sional intense bursts of these emissions

and with streams of fast-moving

atomic panicles. The radiation and

panicles can reach the earth, where

Ihey affect the upper atmosphere and

the earth's magnetic field. Among the

principal effects is (he heating of the

upper atmosphere, which can. in turn,

influence the motion of satellites such

as Skylaf).

Predicting solar activity, like fore-

casting the weather, is fairly successful

only over periods of a few days. Long-

range predictions are less reliable, and

forecasts of the sunspot maximum
maile years in advance are particularly

uncertain |{x[X'rIs dilfer in iheir esli-

maiing icchnii|ues but nearly all the

methods are statistical, rather than

based on reasoning from physical

theories.

As of late 1477, at least tiftcen pre-

dicti<ins of the forthcoming sunspot

maximum had appearetl. A summary
prepared al the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration's Space

Environment Ser\ices Center in

Boulder. Colorado, shows that the pre-

dicted maximum dates ranged from

1978 to 1984. A half dozen forecasts

looked for a very low sunspot maxi-

mum, with a sunspot number of only

50 to 60, but four predictions were for

a rather high sunspot number of 130 or

more. Since 1848, when sunspot

counts became much more reliable

than they previously were, the lowest

sunspot maximum has been 64 {in

1907); the highest, 201 (in late 1957).

In addition to contradictory predic-

tions, the terms used by sunspot

counters are themselves confusing. For

example, the sunspot maximum is de-

fined by a mathematical procedure that

averages the monthly sunspot number

(itself an average of the numbers for

each day of the month) over a period

from six months before to six months

after the month of interest. The month

in which the highest sunspot number

iKCurs is therefore not necessarily the

peak month of the cycle. But this nu-

merical procedure, which computes

the so-called smoothed sunspot num-

ber, helps to avoid mistaking a brief

episode of anomalously high sunspot

activity—a solar flash in the pan, so to

speak—for the actual maximum.
Predictions and comparisons with

past sunspot cycles are made in terms

of smoothed numbers. Many publica-

tions, however, list or use the daily and

monthly sunspot numbers. Andadiling

to the confusion, the daily sunspot

number is not the number of sunspots

seen on a given day. It is calculated

from the number of spots, the number

of groups of spots, and the reconl of

each observer making a report that day.

(Some astronomers have belter view-

ing conditions and equipment and per-

haps more imagination than others and

thus tenil to report more sunspots.

while other observers seem to underes-

timate Iheir sunspot ct)unls )

Three recent predictions of suns|ioi

maximum are of particular interest.

One, by a group of Stanford University

astronomers led by Kenneth Schatten,

is directly based on a physical theory

of the sunspot cycle. According to this

theory, called the Babcock McxJel for

the Hale Observatories scientist who
proposed it, there is a weak solar mag-
netic field at sunspot minimum, in

which the magnetic lines of force run

from pole to pole on the sun, making
a pattern like the meridians of longi-

tude on a globe. The differential rota-

tion of the sun (surface features near

the equator rotate more rapidly than re-

gions at higher latitudes) gradually

pulls the lines of force parallel to the

solar equator, winding ihem up. Dis-

tortions of the lines of force then pop

out in the form of small loops, much
like the knots that appear as you wind

up the rubber band in a model airplane.

Sunspots form al the loops.

The Stanford astronomers note that

since sunspots al maximum are derived

from the magnetic field that was pres-

ent at minimum, the intensities of the

two phenomena may be directly re

laled; that is, the stronger the solar

magnetic field at sunspoi minimum,
the greater ihe number of sunspots that

will form at maximum. Irom these

iileas, they predict that the sinotilhed

suns|iot number al m.iximum will be

140 By separate means, they calculate

that maximum will occur in IX'cember

l'»79.

Ihe other two predictions of special

interest emanate from the .Space Hnvi-

ronmenl Services Center. One of the

Center's methtKis involves a compari-

son of smoothed sunspt)i numbers of

the current cycle with Ihe average be-

havior of manv previous cycles. This

methtK! prov ides a new predict ion each

month as the latest observations are re-

ceiveil llius it is remimsceni of the

vvav in vvliich ihc ikUIs at a horse race



I am D am not D a Museum member (check one)

UNSPOILEDi
There are few places left on earth that are

unspoiled. Sri Lanka is one of them. Once

known as Ceylon, Sri Lanka has Asia's best

game preserves. 200 species of animals, 425

kinds of birds and hundreds of square miles of

leopard, elephant and sambur.

The wild flowers of Sri Lanka include a

dazzling display of orchids. And where else

could you find 600,000 acres of tea gardens

on misty mountains?

There are 75 ways you can tour Sri Lanka.

Ranging from 3 to 21 days. Accommodations

begin at $5. Deluxe sells for $25. Never has

your dollar worked harder From shopping to

sightseeing.

In our ancient cities, you can enjoy frenetic

festivals that reflect the unspoiled nature of a

culture which dates back 3,000 years.

Whether your visit is pleasure, business or

a convention, our unspoiled country will spoil

you. Just one hour from India, three hours y-

from Katmandu, Bangkok and Singapore.

Write for a color flyer and tour digest that

includes special airfare.

sri LonKQ
Peurl ojihe Indian Oiean

keep changing until post {ime. At last

word, this technique predicted a

smoothed sunspot number of 151 at

maximum, to occur in November.

The final prediction method,
espoused by SESC chief forecaster

Howard H. Sargent III, depends on an

apparent correlation of magnetic activ-

ity on the earth during sunspot mini-

mum with the sunspot number at the

next sunspot maximum. Therefore,

like the Stanford astronomers" fore-

cast, Sargent's prediction remains

fixed once it is made. For the current

cycle, he estimates a maximum num-

ber of 154, which he wrote me "will

occur no earlier than November 1979

and probably no later than March
1980."

According to these three forecasts,

which are consistent with the high de-

gree of solar activity that has recently

occurred, we are about to experience

a very strong sunspot maximum. A
smoothed sunspot number at maxi-

mum that exceeds 152 (the value for

the maximum of mid- 1947) would be

the second highest in the systematic

records kept since 1848. Thanks to the

enormous recent growth in the use of

citizens' band radios, effects of this

sunspot maximum may be noticed by

more people than any previous one.

The enhanced ultraviolet radiation that

accompanies solar activity increases

the radio-reflecting power of the

earth's ionosphere, thus extending the

effective ranges of many kinds of radio

transmissions. According to Sargent,

who cites a study by the OflSce of Tele-

communications of the U.S. Depart-

ment of Commerce, "long-range inter-

ference from other citizens' band sta-

tions may severely limit the useful

ground-wave range for citizens' band

users."

Many other effects have occurred on

the earth as solar activity has built up

over the last two years. These include

brilliant auroras over North America in

late April and early May of 1978 after

a large solar flare. One was so intense

that a viewer in uptown Manhattan

mistook an auroral ray for a searchlight

beam. At about the same time, the Fed-

eral Aviation Administration was in-

vestigating the effects of solar activity

on the navigation systems of aircraft

flying international routes. Appar-

ently , the FAA did not find a significant

effect , but both Pan American and Trans

World Airways had sunspot-related

difficulties with high-frequency radio

communications.

After a particularly large solar flare
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DISCOVERY TOURS

1980
You are invited to choose

among extraordinary travel

experiences, each of which

blends a memorable holiday

with a unique opportunity to

learn and grow. All trips are led

by distinguished museum
scientists and scholars.

American
Museum of

N.itur.-il

MistMry

Discovery Tours
CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79Ih STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024
TELEPHONE 212 873-1440

Please send me Information about 1980 Discovery Tours

n Red Sea Cruise February 20 to March 6

G Nile Cruise February 17 to March 8

n Galapagos Cruise April 11 to April 23

G Mongolia May 31 to June 21

Alaska Wildlife June 20 to July 6
Around Great Britain &

Ireland Cruise July 2 to July 17

New Guinea &
New Zealand September 7 to September 26

NAME _ „.„

ADDRESS ™ „...„,

CITY STATE ZIP..



' All AlternativeTo ^
The $21 Button Down

Ours...$14

- 100% COMBED
COTTON OXFORD
BUTTON DOWN

Finest traditional design and tailoring Seven
button front, placket sleeve, left breast pocket,
double reinforced side seams and sleeves

Your satisfaction guaranteed
BlueorWfiite Sizes 14'/?17'/2/32-35

ilitnttn$t0tt oiiotbtprB
2206 BBYDEN RD -COLUMBUS, OHIO 43209

Please send me 100% cotton stiirt(s) @ $14.00 ea.

Add $1.75 for stiip & Ins. regardless of quantity
Ofiio Res, add 4% sales tax

Size Wtiite Blui

a Pers. Ck.

Card No

Dl^str, Chg, nvisa Am. Exp

Exp. Date_

Signature.

Name

-fwlstr, Cfig. Bank No.,

Address.

V

TRINOVID
World's best

L» binoculars?
We tfiink so Crisp,

brilliant optics let you view
comfortably for long periods
Without eye fatigue And
Leitz^ Trinovid binoculars
are botti extremely thin

and unusually durable
For literature and

discount list, write to

the "optics headquarters
for the bird watcher

"

BIRDING

HUMMINGBIRD FEEDER

Model LF has 3

feeding stations, 3

year guarantee, easy

to clean. $9.50 PPD.
Other feeders and
seeds available.

Stamped addressed
.41 business size

envelope for price

list. Send check or

M.O. or charge to

VISA-M/C - AE

NORSHORE PETS
Marengo, III. 60152

PHONE 815-568-6732

H Zirin, Big Bear Solar Observalory

On January 29. 1976, a minimal

number of "active" solar

regions, where sunspots develop,

was visible from the Big Bear
Solar Observatory in California.

in July 1978, it was feared that atomic

particles might reach the earth and en-

danger two Soviet cosmonauts aboard

the space station Salyut 6. A warning

was relayed over a direct line from the

NOAA establishment in Boulder to the

Soviet Union, and air controllers in

New York were advised of a similar

potential hazard to Concorde passen-

gers. The high-flying supersonic air-

craft carries automatic sensors and is

therefore not wholly dependent on
forecasts. When the sensors encounter

excess radiation, an alarm is sounded

and the pilot can direct the craft to

lower altitudes where the atmosphere

provides additional shielding.

In August 1978, geophysicists at the

University of Alaska reported that they

were developing ways to use NASA
satellite measurements to provide a

two-hour advance warning of auroras

and related geomagnetic storms when
substantial fluctuations occur in the

earth's magnetic field. This ability may

help the operators of radar, radio com-

munications, and long-distance power-

line facilities cope with the resultant

interference. According to Louis Lan-

zerotti, a geophysicist at the Bell La-

boratories in Murray Hill, New Jersey,

when geomagnetic disturbances inter-

fere with a transatlantic telephone

cable, the operators can switch the traf-

fic to a lower-latitude cable, which may
be less affected, or to a communi-
cations satellite link. In addition to

powerline disturbances and a blackout,

which occurred in Canada as a result

of solar-induced geomagnetic storms.

Lanzerotti says that the storms induce

electrical currents in the Alaska pipe-

line that sometimes knock out control

electronics.

Other potentially serious effects of

the current high solar activity were re-

vealed in a syndicated article that ap-

peared last September in the Los An-

geles Times. The article said that the

SESC is providing data on severe solar

flares "by hot line" to the U.S. Air

Force because of the possibility of

solar-induced interference with vital

over-the-horizon radar and spy satel-

lites. On February 13, 1979, the same

newspaper reported that emergency

radio channels in southern California

were being jammed by transmissions

from distant points. In one case, a call

was received for emergency aid at the



The underwater wilderness . . . nriysteries of the past . .

.

backpacking . . . archaeology. . . the world of dinosaurs . .

.

sooner or later, all of the secrets of the natural world are revealed in the

Explorers BookClub
iPuhlishcrs' PrKcssh(mni

41605. DARWIN'S FORGOTTEN WORLD. Inir,,-

(luaiiin h\ Roxtr Lewin PhoKigraphs h\ Sally Annr
Thompson A spectacular pholographic journc> lo ihc

Galapagos Islands Mure than 2(X) color phoio'granhs

t33S0. MYSTERIES OE THE MEXICAN
PYRAMIDS. Prirr Tompkins SlunninB arras of 5(XI

photos. Jravsings and maps illustrates inc fascinating

Mcsoamertcan pyramids \shich have nnstifieJ jr

chaeologistsand lasmen for centuries S20.00

55000. THE ILI-L.STRATED ENCYC LOPEDIA OK
ASTRONOMY AND SPACE. $16.95

rn50. THE WORLD OF DINOSAURS. Muhml
Tner.hr SI4.95

74590. THE R(K)TS OF CIVILIZATION./(/,ium/<r
Marshal k A rcmarkahle re creation of Ihc life of pre

historic man Illustrated $17.50

45050. THE ENDS OF THE EARTH. /luu. Asimnv
Eversthine ahout the fro/en polar wastes, from their

eiciimg discovers to their effect on world climate

$15.00

• 7(190-2. WORLD PREHISTORY IN NEW
Pt;RSPECTlVE. (irahamr Clark F.normous, global

turvc> of all civili/alions from the first palaeolithic

uthenngs to Ihc Aztecs Counts as 2 of sour .< hooks
$29.95

36205. THE BIG DROPS. Rohrn O Collins ami
Kmlrriik .'Vash A hcJutifulU illustrated handNnik
whkh e^pcrtls captures the thrilling experience of

running a river $18.50

15095-2. UNDERWATER WILDERNE.SS. Carl
Rorssirr A breathtaking collectiim of full color pho
logrjphs. plus excellent text on life around the world's

|rcji coral reefs ( iiu/iri cii .' <i/>i>Mr .) /iculi $35.00

32515. ALL ABOUT (;ORILLAS. /)i(ii./ P WW
toufihhs A compelling portrait of the gorilla as we
know him- both in the wild and incapliviis $19.95

36S00. THE BRENDAN VOYAGE. Tim Srsrrin The
spellbinding account ol j perilous iKean |i>urne>

$12.95

31900. A CUISER L<K)K. Ktuharl A (iinl/rrs

DiNirstep ecology those remarkable life processes
cnnsianllv taking place near at hand, but usualls escap
mg the eye $14.95

S4050. HI MANKIND. Prtrr farh An exciting )(«ir

ne\ showing how our species has evolved phssicalls,
hehasiorjily and vKially $15.45

40695. COSMOS, EAKrH AND MAN: A .Short HU-
tory of Ihr 1 nlv»r». Prrsion < lou.l $14.95

63217. MURMUR.S OF THE EARTH. («rf Sagan ri
ol I he siorv ol the rcconled mess.iges carried ny the
^iuiurr spaie probe, man's first attempt at inlerMellar

communication $15.00

SS900. I.(M>KIN<; AT ANIMALS. Hugh A Con
Explores through word and picture the world's richest

wifdhlearea 1 asi Alruj $15.00

32900-2. AMERU AN RIVERS. Bill Thomas An ex
cfling textual and magnificent photographical explora
lion Counts as 2 of sour .1 hi>oks $30.00

Take any 3 books
(values to $59^5)
for only $1.00 each

il you will |Oin now tor a trial period and
agree to accept only 3 more books— at tiandson

discounts— within tfie next 12 months

44330. THE EMERGENCE OV S(){ IKTN. J,'h„

Pfeiffer Offers a fascinating accouni ol nun s catlicsl

religions, hierarchies, and cities Profusely illustrated

with I7l)illusiralinns and drawings $15.00

41510-2. THE DANCE, ART, AND RITUAL OF
AFRICA. W/i7i<-/ Hurt it al A spectacular, outsi/c

volume which records the pageants and rituals of Af
rica in more than i.'^tt magnificent photographs Counts

as:ofu,ur.<hooks $35.00

82771-2. TEMPLES. TOMBS AND HIERO-
C.LYPH.VRED LAND, BLACK LAND. An excellent

intrtHluction to the complex and fascinating subject of

f-.gyniian history, plus an absorbing liMik at me customs
and nabits ot everyday life in ancient Hgvpl Counts as

: o) sour .I hooks ' $25.90

63340-2. MYSTERIES OF THE PAST. Captivating
investigation of prehistory and great nddles ()utsi/ed

Sumptuously illustrated ( ounts us 2 of sour .1 Mxiti
$.M.95

4 Good Reasons to Join
1. The Finest Books. ( it ihc liundroK .md hundreds
ol hooks submitted louscich year, only the very linesi

are selected and oltcrcd Moreover, our tstniks are

always of etjual quality to publishers' editions, nrsrr

economy editiims

2. Big Saving*. In addition to getting < books for

only S\ iHi each when you loin. you keep saving sub-

stantially up to Wi' and iKcasionalls even more
f hor example, your total savings as a trial iiKinlycr-

including this introduchirv offer— can easily be over
Vini'i

3. Bonus Boolct. Also, you will immediately be

come eligible to pariuipale in out Bonus Rook Plan,

with savings ol ji least fin off the publishers' pnces
on any hoo\ ollcied in ihe Club
4. Cbnv«nl«nt S«rvlc«. At V4 week intervals t Ih

limes per searl sou will receive the Hook Club News,
descrihing Ihe Vlain Selection and Alternate Selei

tions. together with adated reply said In addition, up
111 ' tunes a year, you may receive offers ot special

leleclions. always at substantial discounts II you want
the Vlam Selection, or Ihe spec lal selection, do niMhing

and It will be sent to you automatic ally If you prefer

another selection, or no book at all. simply indicate

sour choice on the card, and return it ny the date

specified You will have at least Ml days to decide II.

fsecause of late mail delivery of ttK Sews you shouKI

receive a book you do niH want, we guarantee return

postage

34210. THE ARCHAEOLOGY OF NORTH
AMERICA. Dean Snow Prehisionc Indian cultures.

from the first crossings into this continent to the 20(h

century 19."; photos, charts and maps $18.95

59885-2. MAN'S CONQUEST OF THE PACIFIC:
The Prehistory of .Southeast Asia and Oceania. Peter
Hi ll\s,;'J t oy'crs in lascinaimg deijil the achieyemcnls

and arliljcis ol human culture in this yyidc spread iKXan
domain More than U(l black-and-white and color

photographs C.uriii as 2 of sour .1 hooks $29.95

35506 BA( KPACKING EQUIPMENT BUYER'S
C,\ IDK UM KING SOFTIA IN THE WILDER-
SI- s^: I hi sierra Club (;uide to Backpacking/
SIMPIt HH)l)SFOR THE PACK. 5.'/(covrr The .<

.ountasonehook $19.85

34730. THE ATLAS OF EARLY MAN. Jacqueita
Hawkes A panoramic overview of concurrent events
in history through charts, graphs, and illustrations,

from prehistory to the Roman hmpire $20.00

54995. THE ILLl'STRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ARCHAEOLOGY G/y<i Daniel $17.95

I
Explorers Book Club a A9t |

I Riverside. .\cw Jcrsc-\ 08370 I

I Please accept my application for trial member I

I ship and send me the three volumes indicated. I

I billing me only <.| each I agree to purchase at
J

I least three additional hooks during Ihe titsi I :
J

• months I am a member, under Ihe club plan '

5 descnhed in this ad Say ings range up to lin '

i and iK'casionally even more My membership !

J
IS cancelable aiiy time after I biiy these three

J
! bo»iks A shipping and hanilting thaiee is

|

I
added to all shipments |

I
3 books for $1 each.

I Indicate by number Ihe books you want

A few expensive Kwiks t noted in b*M»k descrip-

tions) count ax nuirc than utK choice

City

State _
lOffer lood in ContinenI
only Prues slightly highe

al ifS and Canada



The splendors
of Pompeii

as seen at the exhibition at

The American Museum of

Natural History — now cap-

tured in this big (10^4 x 12'/4),

305-page book. With 178

full-color, 66 black-and-
white illustrations. Text by
Richard Brilliant. $25, now
at vour bookstore.

Clarkson N. Potter, Inc.

Crown Publishers, Depl. 610
34 Engelhard Ave ,

Avenel, NJ U7001

Please send me POMPEII—AD 79 En-
closed is mv check for $25 plus $1.75

postage and nandling charge If not com-
pletely satisfied. I may return book post-

paid within 10 days for full refund.

I Citv Stale Zip _
'

N,Y. and N.J residents, add sales tax I

Mind Tickling Brain

Teasers •»«••«•"«*«

For the novice who finds fun and
satisfaction in solving problems of

logic. This is a marvelous book to en-

trap the beginner in the llfe>long

pteasuret of problem solving. It pro-

vides exercise tor the mind, develops
the ability to think logically and
reason enectively. As the book prO'

grosses the degree of difficulty in

creases and upon completion the be
ginner is prepared to tackle the nexl

of Mr. Emmet's books. No special

knowledge of mathematics is required. Answers and fuH

explanations to each puzzle are provided at the end of the

t)ook.

Order Now! S7 95 plus 95c handling

Brain Puzzler's
Delight By E. R. Emmat

A treasury of unique mind-stretching

puzzles that can be solved by straight,

logical thinking and reasoning. No
specialized math. Offer the pleasures

of discovering solutions through use
of ingenuity, imagination, insight, and
logic. Stimulates and refreshes the

mind. Fascinating, entertaining puz-

zles, arranged in order of difficulty,

with (some amazing!) solutions and
full explanations at end of book. IL-

LUSTRATED

ORDER NOW: S7.95 plus 95C handling

For the genlui. PUZZLBS FOR PLtASUM offer*

the uttimsta challenge In logical thinking.

•8.9S pks 9Sc handling By E. R. Emmet

EMERSON BOOKS, 0EPT383-E
BUCHANAN, NY 10511

No handling on orders of 3 or more books!

lO-^lay Money-Back Guarantee

H Zirin. Big Bear Solar Observalory

By January 26, 1979, the number

of active solar regions had
greatly increased. The

current sunspot cycle would

apparently reach a high peak.

scene of a commuter airline crash. The
crash took place in Bridgeport, West

Virginia, but the call was received by

a fire department dispatcher in Orange

County, California. A spokesman for

the Los Angeles County Sheriff's

Department said that patrolmen in the

field were sometimes unable to get

their own emergency calls through be-

cause of solar-induced interference.

In addition to the obvious effects of

solar activity on the upper atmosphere,

some scientists contend that it also af-

fects the weather. These contentions,

however, are for the most part uncon-

firmed and some are very dubious.

Even further afield, a British researcher

on epidemiology claimed last year that

"the periods of world dominance of

successive major subtypes of influenza

A virus have synchronized closely with

the periodicity of sunspots." Correla-

tions of biomedical phenomena with

solar activity, such as this one, are gen-

erally not taken seriously by most

Western scientists. Many researchers

in the Soviet Union, however, do be-

lieve in such possibilities, including

even a correlation of sunspots with out-

breaks of plague-spreading rodents in

central Asia.

For the immediate future, investiga-

tors are concentrating on learning more

about solar activity and how the asso-

ciated radiation interacts with the

earth's environment. A Solar Maxi-

mum Year of worldwide coordinated

studies, running from August 1979

through February 1981, has been ar-

ranged. Numerous ground-based opti-^

cal and radio telescopes and satelliti

observatories are involved in the re-

search. In October 1979, NASA will

launch the largest unmanned solar re-

search satellite yet built, the Solai

Maximum Mission, and from a control

facility at the Goddard Space Flighl

Center, scientists from several nations

will direct its battery of instruments al

disturbed regions on the sun. Thus,

whether or not the sunspots behave as

predicted, the coming maximum will

be the best-studied solar maximum ii

history.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien

tist in the Laboratory for Astronomy

and Solar Physics atNASA 's Goddard
Space Flight Center in Greenbelt,

Maryland.



^^Harry caught me and
that hammer^headed horse

ofmine just right?
JOHN WAYNE, THE MARSHAL

In 1969, Time magazine commissioned Harry Jackson, the Master
artist of The American West, to do a cover portrait of John Wayne as

Rooster Cogburn in True Grit.

The resuhing bronze sculpture, titled The Marshal, was
acquired by John Wayne. Since then he has added six other Harry
Jackson bronzes to his collection, joining a growing list of well-known
Jackson collectors*

Worth $5,00() in 1970, The Marshal is valued at $45,000 today
Now, Harry Jackson's The Marshal III, a smaller version of the

original, is being oflcred in a signed, numbered and dated edition of

1,000 patinaed bronzes. Each will be an original work of art, cast in its

own mold. Each will have a pre-casting price of $2,000.

lb reserve your casting of The Marshal III, please

till out the coupon below or call, toll-free,

800-443-4905. You'll be notified

of the number of your casting

on receipt of your deposit.

K^
L'TlmiK ll'p."l,n;l

r
,^. \\ nil-, MM .1 lust- tloMjiiut! In I |jrr\ Ijckvon (mtl shewn")

rHE MARSHAL III by Harry Jackson
iinii 1
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CIGAR STORE INDIANS—Totem Poles—Busts—All

Sizes Write for full-color brochure. Grey Owl, Box 86,

Jamaica, NY 11433

Books

Egyptian Cat Goddess.

B4ST_Joy Goddess & Home Prolecto

Solid— IV," cot seoted on ogole bos
Girt— Display Piece or Fine Jewelr.
Bronie— $19.50. Sterling Sil. $49.50.
MK Go/d— $675. Chain: SS $8.GF$10.

FREE CATALOG: Replico Jewelry

aladd\n bocise, Ltd.
NT • 654 Ninth Ave. • N. Y. 10036

k
GOLD NUGGET EARRINGS. $50/pair Nuggets are

50 million years old Gold Authentics. Box 147. La-

Salle, CO 80645

"I LIKE IT WILD® "Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers. Send stamped envelope Wilderness
DreamsO ,

Box 4455-N. Shawnee Mission, KB
66204

LOST ART REVISITED Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue, $2 Nervo Distributors, Dept H, 650 Univer-

sity, Berkeley, CA 94710

IvlASKS AND FIGURES from the Solomon Islands,

$60-$175. Request photos McCoy Imports, Liberty

NY 12754

MAYAN ART, Handcarved in wood, $25 to $500, De-
tails 50J (refundable), Mexart Imports, PO Box
650336, Miami, PL 33165

ROSEWOOD ELEPHANT BOOKENDS, Handcarved.
6" high. $14 95/pair Catalogue 25e Joe's Gifts,

3233D Norfolk, Houston, TX 77098

WILDLIFE ARTIST TIM BOWLES' NOTE CARDS Five

outstanding drawings of birds 10 notes $2 75 ppd,

(Calif add tax ) The perfect gift Napa Limited Edi-

tions, Box 3006, Yountville, CA 94599

WILDLIFE BRONZES Purchase directly from famous
sculptor Brochure $2 J Bronson, 293N 100W,
Pleasant Grove. UT 84062 (801 ) 785-4939

Astronomy

SUNLIGHT SUMMARY completely explains astro-

nomical basis for sunrise, sunset, and twilight events

you observe daily Includes 12 pages of event times

generated by computer for your latitude and longi-

tude Personalized with your name, good for any

year Appendices on Gregorian calendar, astro-

nomical theory of the ice ages 105 pages, soft-

bound To order, send $12 to Astronomical Data

Service, 3922 Leisure Lane, Colorado Springs. CO
80917

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS," 1888-1979 Any
issue, map, send wants Buxbaum Geographies, Box
465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fiction, nonfiction and poetry Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication" Write; Dorrance & Company,
Dept AA, 35 Cricket Terrace, Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects

invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report Carlton Press, Dept NHG, 84 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York 10011

WANTED: Unpublished book manuscripts Also

poems for anthology. Free evaluation Literati Press,

PO Box 153NH, Freeport. NY 11520

WRITERS! Literary agency needs articles, stones,

books Saleable manuscripts bring $100-$5,000
Requirement brochure 25e, Meyer, 615 Benton

(#36), Aurora, IL 60505

"EIGHT FISH STORIES," Diving, Fishing, Natural His-

tory 75 pages $3 postpaid Littoral Society, High-

lands, NJ 07732

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock

PAB, 291 8 Atlantic. Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS, Out-of-Print,

Rare Catalogues $1 Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS—Used and op. Cata-

logue $1 B, Zaremba, 3 Livermore Pi,, Cambridge,
MA 02141

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS Over 3,000 bargain

books, all subjects Free catalogue Hamilton, 98-55

Clapboard, Danbury. CT 06810

YOUR OWN FAMILY HISTORY in a beautiful hand-

bound book "Living Legacy" program captures life's

essence in a narrative of family member who recalls

treasured experiences, bound in a fine quality vol-

ume For your free brochure, write Urban Ventures,

350 West 24lh Street, NY, NY 10011 or call (212)
662-1234

Collectors' Items

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS: Colorful

collectibles Samples, approvals $1, MilMed, Box
297NH, Aurora, CO 80040

ODESSA METEORITE—Specimens available from

an ounce to over a pound at $5/ounce for the smaller

sizes and $40/pound for the larger sizes Special

large sizes up to 20 lbs are available (please in-

quire) Send check or money order to. University

GemsS Minerals, Box 5031, Newcastle, PA 16105
Phone: (412)652-9303

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free! Hermes-
Verlag, Box 1 10660/NH, Berlin 1 1 ,

West Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, fnendship

Asian Exchange, Stehekin, WA 98852

Education

le SALE Get $299.95 programmable calculator for

|ust Iff (in effect) Buy international classics, instruc-

tional games and get discounts on Tl Programmable
59 Write WFF'N PROOF, 1490-XH South Blvd. Ann
Arbor, Ml 48104

WALDORF INSTITUTE OF MERCY COLLEGE relo-

cates to Woodland campus! Anthroposophical Stud-

ies, Waldorf (Steiner) Education, Biodynamic Gar-

dening Accredited Financial assistance. 23399
Evergreen. Southfield, Ml 48075

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 60,000

|0bs! Big pay Transportation, Terrific opportunities

Guidebook, latest listings $2, Austco, Box 4116-NH,

Hayward, CA 94540

BE A TRAVEL AGENT, guide, escort. Free report re-

veals current opportunities Qualify for free trips

Learn at home Send for report, sample lesson from

our home study program Travel Institute, 41 2 S. Lyon

St .
Dept, HBG. Santa Ana, CA 92701

BELL MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY seeks Mu-

seum Preparator Experience constructing partici-

patory science exhibits desired Skills in museum ex-

hibit techniques required Send resume to Bell Mu-

seum of Natural History, 10 Church St S E,, Univer-

sity of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455

ENVIRONMENTAL JOBS—Where they are, how to

get them. Free information Environmental Asso-

ciates, Box 34465-NH, Washington, DC 20034

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information^-$2 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC
20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now hinng! 68 countries All

occupations. Big pay Free transportation Tax bene-
fits Latest computerized reports $1 Jobworld. Box
645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERI
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations' Free details , Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

VOLUNTEER PEACE CORPS: Peace Corps needs
science majors for a two-year commitment as teach-

ers or in forestry, fisheries & environmental projects

in Africa, Latin America. Asia, and the Pacific Your

expenses paid, U S citizens only; singles & couples
An Equal Opportunity Program Information Linda

Fnedman, Peace Corps T-36, Washington, DC 20525

WORK IN JAPAN! No experience, degree, or Japa-

nese required Teach English conversation Send
long, stamped, self-addressed envelope for details.

Japan-10. PO Box 336, Centralia, WA 98531

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS 65 coun-

tnesi Sampler: Five countries—$2,98, Free brochure

Multinewspapers, Box DE-208, Dana Point, CA
92629

Gourmet Interests

BEST ITALIAN VEGETARIAN RECIPES, Ten low-fat

gourmet delights, $2 Cuisine Masters, P.O. Box
41502. Tucson, AZ 85717

COLONIAL BREAKFAST TREATS. Authentic re-

ceipts for modern kitchens $2 50 Belfrank, 19345

Murray Hill, Detroit, Ml 48235

ORIGINAL SWISS RECIPE for a fruit treat Send $2

and SASE to: Recipebox, 275 W, Richards, Fallon,

NV 89406

THREE HISTORIC CAKE RECIPES, including unique

cornstarch cake $2, Devereaux Press, Box 393,

Chappaqua, NY 10514

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY," Buy 500,-

000 Items (including Jeeps) low as 2e on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 Surplus

Disposal, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

J-E-E-P-S I $59,30! , C-A-R-S , , I $33,50!

450,000 Items' Government Surplus! Most compre-

hensive directory available tells how, where to buy!

Your area' $2' Moneyback guarantee! DP/DS Sur-

plus Disposal, Box 99249-DC/7, San Francisco, CA
94109

Maps

MAPS TO ANYWHERE! Beautiful color maps and

guides to cities and countries all around the world

Complete 10,000 Map and Travel Guide Catalogue

$12 95 Travel Centers of the World, Dept NH, 631

1

Yucca Street, Hollywood, CA 90028

Merchandise 4
FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES, Free color bro-

chure, Marchele Co ,
Dept NHA, 720 Fort Washing-

ton Ave,, New York, NY 10040

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, totebags,

aprons, potholders. shower curtains, bath sheets . .

.

Free catalogue, swatches, Clothcrafters NH, Elkhart

Lake, Wl 53020 _^
MARINE SALVAGE CATALOGUE, Hundreds of au-

thentic brass and teak marine accessories: Lifeboat

Compasses, Portholes, Telegraphs, Lanterns, Fog-

horns, Bells, and much more 24 illustrated pages.

Send $1 to Marine Salvage & Antiques, Dept, NH.

P O Box 782, Lake Forest, IL 60045



NATURAL CYPRESS WOOD FURNISHINGS, clocks,

gifts Free brochure Natural Forest, 1815 South Fed-
eral Highway, Boynlon Beach, FL 33435

THE LONG-FORGOTTEN CEILING FAN IS BACK
48" tan five-speed regulator, while or coppertone,

$89 Other sizes and integral light fixtures available

Pan Imports, Box 235, Keene. NH 03431

Music

KITS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps.

mandolins, banps From $2 95 Finished dulcimers
from $23 95 Free catalogue 4419 W Colfax-NH.

Denver CO 80204

RECORDS—TAPES' Discounts to 73%, all labels, no
purchase obligations, newsletter, discount dividend
certificates. 100% guarantees Free details Discount

Music Club, 650 Mam St . Dept 25-0879. New Ro-
chelle NY 10801

FREE INFORMATION on the world's most versatile

telescope Priced under $200 Coulter Optical, Box
K3, Idyllwild, CA 92349

LEITZ, ZEISS. B&L, BUSHNELL, SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large stock

Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N,

Amsterdam, NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Thos Manetta, 61 Hoffman
Ave, Elmonl. NY 11003

Photography

IDENTIFY YOUR SLIDES, PRINTS with my custom
labels 'Photography by (your name) " pnnted in

sharp black on white Self-stick labels exactly fit the

margin of 35mm slides © symbol available on re-

quest 100 labels tor $1 50, 300 for $3 Greg
Houghton, 665 W Barry, Chicago. IL 60657

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng bin-

oculars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U S
Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars. ' published in Audubon Mag-
azine Mirakei Optical Co . Inc . 331 Mansion St

.

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars. Spotting

Scopes Free price lists Orders shipped prepaid
Sandan Associates. PO Box 848. Boynton Beach,
FL 33435

Real Estate

CANADIAN WILDERNESS PROPERTIES in Ontario

and Quebec Fishmgtor pike, trout, walleyes Airstrip

for fly-in fishing Large tract tor your garden and
tennis court Four-season home only $14, 772 Three-

bedroom Muskoka cottage only $9,700 Terms Free
"Canadian Property Buyer's Guide " Write Canadian
Lakeshore Estates, Dept NH, PO Box 963, Kings-

ton, Ontario K7L 4X8

FREE' Big Fall Catalogue' Over 5,400 counliv
properties described, pictured Land. Farms.
Homes, Businesses, Recreation, Retirement buys
Selected best throughout the U S ' Over 700 offices,

43 slates all across America' Yours free from the

worlds largest' Slroul Really Inc
, 60 E 42nd St ,

Dept 5390, New York, NY 10017

FREE 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2,600 farms, ranches acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency. Inc . 2045-U Railway Ex-

change Bidg. 61 1 Olive St St Louis. MO63101 Pti

Toll-Free 1-800-821-2599. Mo res ph Toil-Free 1-

800-892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 SO/ACREI
Homesiles. farming, vacationing, investment oppor-
tunities' "Governmeni Land Buyer s Guide' plus na-

tionwide listings—$2 Surplus Lands, Box 19107-RV,
Washington, DC 20036

NINE ACRES Green Brier County, W Va Small log

house, water, utilities Rural area $22,500 A Rudley,
Renick, WV 24966

OPEN OCEANFRONT, Maine 40 acres, 500 te«l

fronting on open sea Remote, powerful, dramatic,

protected Owner, terms $56,000 (518)946-7010

WANTED—FOUR FAMILIES Share purchase live on
160 acres of beautiful virgin land totally enclosed
wiihin Dixie National Forest, 25 miles from Cedar City

Utah Have option lo purchase but can't swing il

alone Year-round stream, ideal solar heating, gar-

dening $30,000 on lime plus $5000 max share for

developing C H Maak, Engineer 2708 Tennessee
St N E Albuquerque, NM87110

ll«»



Rentals

ADIRONDACK LODGES on Upper Saranac Lake.

Available for two weeks or a monlh, July through Sep-

tember Everything provided for comfortable living in

the quiet woods Please write Bartlett Carry Club,

RFD 3. Tupper Lake, NY 12986

RENT WILDERNESS FARIvl FOR $65/WEEKi Rustic

cabin without conveniences Clean, comfortable,

160 acres of beautiful fall foliage, streams Sep-

tember-October. Santa Claus Lake, Temple, I^E

04984

TRANQUIL LAKESIDE LODGE. Beautiful fall foliage,

fireplace modern, canoe $165/week September-

October. Santa Claus Lake, Temple, fylE 04984

Resorts

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is se-

cluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding Ex-

cellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness

for hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild Chiri-

cahua lyiountain climate year round Cottages, apart-

ments pool Free brochure, birdlist Cave Creek

Ranch, Box F, Portal, AZ 85632

NEW IVIEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers. birds,

prehistoric dwellings Bear lyiountain Ranch. Silver

City. Nfyl 88061 (505) 538-2538

SANIBEL ISLAND: Shelling and Wildlife Paradise

Deluxe 2-bdr condominiums Pool, golf, tennis. Spe-

cial summer rates Sanibel Siesta, 1 246 Fulger Street,

Sanibel, FL 33957 (813) 472-41 17

VIRGIN ISLANDS—Efficiencies Off-season $24.

double occupancy Superb service and view Lime-

stone Reef Terraces. Water Island, St Thomas. VI.

00801 (809) 774-2148

Tours/Trips

DETAILS ON 1 81 BIRDING EXPEDITIONS is lust one

chapter of "The Complete Source Book for Bird

Watching." $6 95 Satisfaction guaranteed. Great

Outdoors, 24759-N Shoreline Hw/y., lylarshall, CA
94940

HllvlALAYAS TO INDIAN OCEAN TOUR—Birds,

mammals, plants, January 1980 Led by Himalayas'

foremost naturalist. Bob Fleming, Jr
,
of Kathmandu

North India, Nepal, Assam, Sri Lanka Group limit

eight Write Robert Schick. 1 75 Riverside Drive. New
York. NY 10024

tyiEXICAN& CENTRAL AIVIERICAN EXPEDITIONS by

Wayne Hussing Whitewater Rafting. Horse Packing,

Backpacking, Overland Drives September through

lyiay 11120 Raphel Road, Upper Falls, MD 21156

Phone (
301)592-7247

NEPAL, PERU, PAKISTAN, AFRICA—hiking, nature

and mountain expeditions all over the world 64-page

1 979/80 catalogue available. Include $1 for postage.

tvlountain Travel, 1398-NH Solano Avenue, Albany.

CA 94706

OBSERVE gray whales, marine mammals—San Ig-

nacio Lagoon, lylagdalena Bay, offshore islands o!

Baia Weekly, January-I^ay. 1980 Sail with hump-

backs-Hawaii April. 1980 Adventures International.

Dept N. 4421 Albert Street. Oakland, CA 94619

PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI Luangwa Valley and the

Kalahari Desert The Luangwa holds the greatest

concentration of wildlife anywhere The Kalahari

offers wildlife plus an opportunity to encounter the

fabled Kalahari bushmen See spectacular Victoria

Falls at Livingstone Brochure from Zambia Airways.

One Rockefeller Plaza. New York. NY 10020

PROFESSIONALLY-GUIDED BACKPACKING TRIPS

to Guatemala Explore IVlayan ruins of Tikal .hike Lake

Atitlan climb volcanoes, more Superb food' Infor-

mation happytrails, 518 W Arlington Rd
,
Ene, PA

1 6509

ROAIVl THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-

modations Cheaper than staying home' TravLtips,

163-09B597 Depot, Flushing, NY 11358

SHAtyiANS & HEALERS OF ECUADOR A unique

journey through the mountains and |ungles of Ecua-

dor to study the healing ceremonies and magic ritu-

als of four Indian tribes Guided by an experienced

anthropologist January 2 - 24, 1980 Write South

American Wilderness Adventures, 1760-NS Solano

Ave ,
Berkeley, CA 94707 (415) 524-5111

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS, Bushflying—leeping—Raft-

ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re-

mote southwestern frontiers. Geology/Arche-

ology/Bolany Brochure: P O Box 945(NH), Santa

Fe, NM 87501

TROPICAL ECOLOGY EXPEDITION Belize/Guate-

mala Study marine biology, remote Kekchi Indians,

rainforests, IVlayan ruins, caves, coral reefs, skin div-

ing lungle exploration, wildlife photography, much
more $789for 3 weeks July/August Grants, credits

IZE 59 Beacon St , Boston, lylA 02108

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum Display

classified is $150 per inch All advertisements must

be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-

cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion Send

check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY

to The lyiarket, NATURAL HISTORY Ivlagazine. Cen-

tral Park West at 79th St
,
New York. NY 10024.

Please include your personal address and telephone

number, issue preferred, and suggested heading.

Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover

date (the January issue closes Nov 8) Camera-

ready art IS required for display ads A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated

words count as two words, abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip. then telephone (with

area code), if desired Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clanty Thank you!



American
Museum of

Natural
History

Evening Lecture Series

for Adults

starting October, 1979
ANCIENT MAYA CITIES: PreColumbian
Civilization of the Classic Maya
7 Tuesdays starting October 1 6,

7:30-9:00 p.m. Fee $35.

The imposing ruins of Maya cities stand as reminders of a

great civilization that flourished on the American continent

one thousand years before the Spanish conquest. Using slides

taken on field trips over a twenty-year period, C. Bruce Hunter,

Lecturer in PreColumbian Archaeology at the Museurrl, leader

of the Museum's Discovery Tours to the Maya area, and author

of the v^'ell-known GUIDE TO ANCIENT MAYA RUINS, covers
development of the civilization, the magnificent palaces, tem-
ples and pyramids, the importance of trade, and the collapse

of the Maya.
1. Tikal; 2. Copan and Quirigua; 3. Palenque; 4. Edzna, Yax-
chilan and Bonampak; 5. Uxmal; 6. Chichen Itza; 7. Tulum,

Cobaand Seibal.

CENTRAL PARK: New York's Remarkable Back Yard
4 Mondays starting October 15,

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $20.

Author Elizabeth Barlow, Administrator of Central Park, takes you on a slide

tour of Central Park's history and natural history. Learn how America's first

public park was conceived as a masterpiece of landscape art in the ro-

mantic English garden tradition, how to read New York City's geology in its

rocks, how to enjoy its diverse ornamental and edible plants and how to

appreciate its role as an urban oasis for wildlife.

PLANT LIFE AT THE EDGE OF THE SEA
5 Thursdays starting October 18,

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $25.

n this slide-illustrated lecture series, Helmut W. Schiller, Lecturer in Botany
at the Museum, explores the tide pools, wind-swept scrub, and the rocky

and sandy beaches of the Atlantic Coast. Become acquainted with the

succulent plants of the sand, algae of the tide pools, marsh plants, and edi-

ble wild fruits and vegetables along the shore and woodland border.

INSECTS: Earth's Most Successful Animals
6 Tuesdays starting October 16.

7:00-8 30 p m Fee $30

Alice Gray of the Museum's Entomology Department gives an informal

series of slide-illustrated talks on some of the fascinating aspects of

the world of insects, including structure, life-histories, environmental
relationships, and the significance of insects to man.

THE WORLD OF BIRDS
6 Thursdays starting October 18,

7:00-8:30 p.m. Fee: $30.

n this series illustrated with color slides and study skins from the

Museum collections, Kenneth A. Chambers, Lecturer in Zoology at the

Museum, introduces the history of birds, their classification, structure

and other aspects such as reproduction, display, and migration.

please print

Advance Reglalratlon is requested but
registration will be accepted on ttie open-
ing night it the course is not tilled No
tingle admlealon tlckelt will be aold.

NOTE Participating and Donor members
may take a 10% discount on open enroll-

ment courses. Associate Members are not
eligible lor the discour)! For further mem-
bership inlormation, contact the Member-
ship Secretary, 873-1327.

Register Now!
> OeparlmenI ol Education
American Museum ol Natural History

Central Park West at 79 Street

New York. NY 10024

I enclose a stamped, sett-addressed enve-
lope together with a check (or money order),

payable lo the American Museum of Nat-

ural History, tor $

SirMI Addrcu

Cily Zip



CATCH ANIMAI- RAIDERSI

. Straying pets, poultry released unhur
sembled. Galvanizea. Open ends give animal C(

dence. Sizes for all needs. Send $1.00 for valuable i

trated guide and price list.

WOODSTREAM CORP. Dept, 158

Box 3016, Lancaster, PA 17604

\vho needs

GAS?
Not you! Shop at home
with THE catalog of unique

gifts. 100-plus color pages of fabulous

finds—many imported, many exclusively ours,

many personalized just for you. Send today!

Box LV, 510 S.Fulton Ave. Mt. Vernon, NY 10551

Address.

City .Apt.

or for faster service call: (914) 699-4131

Stark Bro s Fruit Trees and
Garden Catalog FREE!

Dwarf Fruit Trees, shade and nut trees,

shrubs, berries, vines, bulbs, award-

winning roses, and ornamentals.

stark Bro s Nurseries & Orchards Co.

BoK A32089
Louisiana, Missouri 63353

|starl< Bro s. Box A32089 . Louisiana, Mo 63353 |

I
n Rush Color Catalog FREE'

|

(Please Print) '

PRE-COLUMBIAN RUBBINGS
Goddess of tfie new moon Xt'actani,
outstanding example of Guatemala's
Mayan culture! Handrubbed/signed
by famed artist Patric. Multicolored.

_ 17"x30". Guaranteed. $25 ppd.
•S*j Check/Visa/MC.
^, Othiers $3.75 to $70. Full color

S^' catalog $2 (refundable 1st order).- BERNARDO
2400 Westheimer, Suite 108West-N

Houston, Texas 77098

Wooden Toy
Patterns Catalog

OVER 200 DESIGNS
FREE pnnERNS & wheels
WITH CRTfilOC PURCHASE

ONLV II OO dEFUNDRBlE

^oof-Built Toys i Cratm

290r Lake Fof»»t Rd.

y.O. Box S459-1 83 Tahoe City, Co. 95730^

Additional Reading

Oil-eating Bacteria (p. 42)

"Phosphate Replacements: Prob-

lems with the Washday Miracle," by

A.L. Hammond (Science, vol. 172,

1971, pp. 361-63), explains how

phosphates in detergents cause water

pollution. How bacteria can be used to

fight the ecological ill-efTects of oil

spills is the subject of "Sequential

Growth of Bacteria on Crude Oil," by

A. Horowitz, D. Gutnick, and E. Ro-

senberg (Applied Microbiology, vol.

Immature male black-chinned hummingbird



30, 1975, pp. 10-19). Petroleum Mi-

crohiolofiy, by John B. Davis (New
York: Elsevier, 1967), is a more exten-

sive general discussion of the same
subject and includes an extensive bibli-

ography.

Carnival (p. 72)

A collection of short stories and ex-

cerpts from the works of West Indian

writers can be found in Caribbean
Rhythms: The Emerging English Liter-

ature of the West Indies, edited by
James T. Livingston (New York:

Washington Square Press, 1974). Peo-

ples and Cultures of the Caribbean: An
Anthropological Reader (Garden
City: Natural History Press. 1971 ) has

a chapter entitled "Carnival in Nine-

teenth Century," by Andrew Pearse

(pp. 528-52). "Slaves" Holiday," by
Robert Dirks (Natural History. De-
cember 1975, pp. «2-9()). discussesihe

threat of rebellion that lurked behind

Jamaican slaves" New Year's celebra-

tions in the nineteenth century.

Ramapilhecu.s (p. X6)

Ikhavior and Human Evolution,"

a chapter in Classification and Human
Evolution, edited by Sherwood 1..

Washburn (C"hicago: Aldine Publish-

ing Co.. 196.^. pp. \<-H) 20.1). de-

scribes the structural bases for motions
and postures shared by man and ajxv

Writing bc-fore much biochemical data

were available, the auth(»r suggests a

lale. rather than early, separation of

ape and man Molecular evidence for

determining relationships of living pri-

mates and for estimating limes of di-

vergence is discussed in "Molecular
Sysiemalics of the Primates."" an ar

w
The Audubon

Society Field Guide

to North American
V-. _ h^i'ern Region

Wildflowers

I..-..

The Audubon

Society Field Guide

to North American

Rocks and PHinerais

New!
The spectacular Audubon
Society series of Field

Guides that began with

Birds now adds 3 new

all photographic

all full color

books in the same unique

and beautiful format.

WILDFLOWERS
Two guides.

Eastern and Western

ROCKS &
MINERALS

One guide covers North America

*Each of the new guides has

between 658 and 794 full color

photographs.

* Each is organized visually

for quick identification!

*Thcrichncss of information

(more than 480 pages of text

alone in each book) is un-

rivaled.

* Each is pocket size (with

more than 850 pages!)

The Audubon Society

field Guides

to North American

BIRDS
"Thebcst fieldguides 1 have

yet struck" — Hal Borland

...Two guides (Eastern &
Western) cover the iountr>'

. . . each with more than 580

tuii-color photographs and

480 pages ot text. Over 770

pages each. Pocket size.

$9.95 each, at all bookstores

Alfred- A- Knopf><

123



The nicest little clock radio

available anywhere . . . that

goes anywhere.

CALL 800-621-5554
Illinois Residents call 800-972-5858

It's light. Small. Extremely practical. With all the

features and conveniences of the clock radio

by your bed—shuts itself off so you can fall

asleep to your favorite music. ..wakes you to

music or buzzer tone alarm . . . with snooze but-

ton and night light.

Try it on 15 day money back guarantee. Call

toll-free to charge it to your national credit card

or send just S39.95 plus $3.00 for shipping to

Douglas Dunhill. (III. add sales tax.) In rich black

and anodized silver Complete with penlight

batteries and carrying case. You'll never worry

about or miss a wake up call again.

DaualasDunhill
DEPT, ^1-?678

TEN DOUGLAS DUNHILL DR., OAK FOREST. ILL, 60452

ci Douglas Dunhill Inc 1979

WEWROTETHEBOOK
ONFALLmCATIONS.

Kiavvah (pronounced

Kee-alvwah). It's a

book. And it's an island

off the coast of historic

Charleston. They're

both destined to

become classics. We've

packed more into the

book than you've ever

unpacked in a fall

vacation before: golf,

tennis, beachcombing,

jeep safaris, family

KIAWAH
things, romantic flings,

even a recipe for She-

Crab soup! So hurry!

Call or write for your

free copy plus informa-

tion about our sports

vacation plans. And
read about our unique

solution to the energy

crisis, a walk-to-

everything resort

named Kiawah. On this

fall's best seller list.

IT'S FREE. SENDFOR IT.

Kiawah Island Company
P.O. Box 12910

Dept.VMNHl
Charleston, S.C. 29412

Name—
Address

.

City

State— .Zip.

CALLTOLLFREE 800-845-247L
lln South Carol,na.80V554-5571)

tide by Sarich and Cronin in Molecu-

lar Anthropology: Genes and Proteins

in the Evolutionary Ascent of the Pri-

mates, edited by M. Goodman and R.

Tashian (New York: Plenum Publish-

ing Corp., 1976, pp. 141-70). Two ar-

ticles by Elwyn Simons are of interest.

"On the Mandible of Ramapithecus"

(Proceedings of the National Academy

of Sciences, vol. 51, no. 3, pp.

528-35) points out the difficulty in dis-

tinguishing Ramapithecus from Aus-

tralopithecus. In "'Ramapithecus''

(Scientific American, May 1977, pp.

28-35), Simons reaffirms that

Ramapithecus is a member of man's

family tree, based on the finding of

many new specimens. Paleoanthro-

pology: Morphology and Paleoecol-

ogy (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co.,

1975), edited by R. H. Tuttle, includes

an article by G. Conroy and D. Pil-

beam: '"Ramapithecus: A Review of

Its Hominid Status" (pp. 59-86). The

authors maintain that Ramapithecus is

a hominid, the biochemistry notwith-

standing.

Hummingbirds (p. 92)

"Food Supply and the Annual Cycle

of the Anna Hummingbird," by F. G.

Stiles (University of California Publi-

cations in Zoology, vol. 97, 1973, pp.

1-109), presents the results of a three-

year study of the role of food supply

in hummingbird territorial behavior,

breeding, and seasonal movements.

Carried out in the Santa Monica Moun-

tains of California, the study encom-

passes both natural and man-altered

habitats. In "Aggressive Social Orga-

nization in Nectarivorous Birds," L.

L . Wolf suggests a model , based on the

net benefits of one behavioral form

over another, for determining whether

an organism should be territorial or not

(American Zoologist, vol. 18, no. 4,

pp. 765-78). The ability of humming-

birds to regulate their metabolism for

survival is discussed in "Energy Crisis

of the Hummingbird," by William A.

Calder III (Natural History, May

1976, pp. 24-29). Hummingbirds and

Their Flowers, by Karen A. Grant and

Verne Grant (New York: Columbia

University Press, 1968), is about pol-

lination of flowers by hummingbirds.

Hummingbirds, by W. Scheithauer

(New York: T. Y. Crowell Co., 1967),

offers tips on photography, advice on

keeping hummingbirds, information

on flight, feeding, breeding, and nest-

ing, and is illustrated with seventy-six

color photographs.
Katharine D'Agosta



The Newest Magazine Of Today's Astronomy Enthusiast

^TAR ^<5KKBecome a CharterSubscriber
pfilal Charter Subscrtplton 0[ter bt-low)

YOU GET INFORMATION...
probing artuifs by astronomers and
astronomy journaJIsls. accompanied by
photoj^raplis of all the wonders of deep
space.

Thouf<ht-provoklnH articles by such
noted authorities as Patrick Mfxjre. John
Grlbbln. Stewart Sharpless and Wallace
Tucker. ..by astronomy writers like Robert
Shealfer. Julius Denton. Kay Moses. ..by

anuitcur correspondents Jay Gunter. Joe
Kao and Hen Mayer...

YOV GET NEWS...
Ill depth reports on the whole range of

exciting discoveries taking place Iti such
diverse fields as:

• black holes #()u,tsars
#'rlng" giilaxles #l)uls.irs

#space exploration #(()Mn()l<)g\'

• siKtlros<-opy • planetologv

• tin- s<'arch for tsttratenrstrlal liilelllg»-nce

Monthly departments like Astronomy
Update. whl( h keep yon In touch with
the iiiomcnl lo moment, fast breaking
developijK-nIs In aslronrimy and the space
Silences, and Event Horizon, which
ke«-ps yon cnncnt with Ihc acllvlllrs of

amateur aslronnmcrs

you GET FACTS...
vou'll read alxiui • TTie Solar Connection

— the link Ix-tween sunspol activity and
the Karths changing climate. • The Gas
Clouds of Orion — birthplace of stars.

#The Beta Lyrae Star System— a unique
binar\- system. • TelescopesJor Amateur
Astronomers — a guide to purchasing
the right scope for your individual re

uulrcments • The Death oj Massive
Stars —a study of stellar evolution. ©The
VeJa-X Pulsar — a detailed kxjk at this

supernova remnant. • Observing Saturn:
Visual Photometry and Colorimetry —
an examination of the variation in inten
sitles of the lx"lts and zones of Satuni...

and much, much more...

YOU GET TIPS ON
ASTROPHOTOGRAPHY. .

.

every month you'll get into such depart

ments as the Astrophoto Gallery, which
showcases — In brilliani lolor and black

ami white — s<'veral pag<-s of an Individ

Uiil anialeur's sky photographs. Prize

winners like John Siinlord. W;iller llamler.

David llciily and Kick Dilsizian. ..iuid sfiow

ings (il the work of profu lent newcomers
In conjun( lion Willi Ihls is the new

addition. Astrophotographer's Notebook
— an ongoing s<-rles of lessons on film,

lenses. Itwales. te<hnl(|ues and more, by
veteran astropholognipher John .SanlonI

YOU GET UNIQUE DEPARTMENTS...

"Who's Who" inAstronomy Is our monthly
column about the prominent figures In
the astronomical world and an In-depth
examination of the work they are invTiK-ed
In. Articles on such people as Amo
Penzlas and Kobert Wilson In Listening
Jor the Echo of the Big Bang...Raymond
Davis who Is Puzzling Over Missing
Neufr(nos...EJeatr1ce Tinsley and her con-
tribution to cosmology in Brightness
Coui\ts...

Asteroid of the Month Is a column
which features a minor planet for each
month of the year, complete with tracking
charts to help you find them.

Lee's Forum is an innovative. Inform-
ative question-and-answer page. Associ-
ate Editor and experienced amateur. Lee
Najman. fields questions about all aspects
of observing, and promotes a dialogue —
of a "hands-on " nature — In which ob-
servers relate their problems and share
their successes.

YOU GET TIPS ON OBSERVING...
Deep Sky Vistas Is a monthly guide to

the various deep sky phenomena. Ama-
teur and writer. Ron Morales describes In

detail how to hunt for and find gjilaxles,

open clusters, diffuse and planetary
nebulae, vjirlable stsirs. and other Inter-

esting objects.

Cosmic Frontiers explores the different

attractions In. jmd aspects of the current
evening skv with details on the back-
grounds of the phenomena being ohserved.

Skywatch gives you planet Informa-
tion for each month, moon data, ac-

counts of variable stars. I.e. which ones
will be visible In that month and their

brightness. ..what meteor showers will

oi-cur... special events like occultatlons...

You also get a v-arlety of easy-toread
charts, maps and timetables to help you
follow the ever changing spi-ctacle ofthe
nighttime sky. ..to let you know what and
when to ob-serve

From planetary appcLritions to periodic
comets... meteor showers to moonrise...
solar eclipses to supernovas. ..WE COVER
IT ALL!

He ;ui active observer or an 'aniichalr"

astronomer, but whatevt-r your levrl of

Interest, let STAR &. SKY tixm youon to the
Universe/

So don't delay, the scxineryou iietum

your Charter Subs<rli)lloii Order Form, the

faster v'(>u enter the dramatic world of

dark sides...

CllAKANriCK II you Ixtome dls-satlsffcd

with STAR &. SKV, tell us why. and get a
relund on .ill unmalli'd issues.

Free...
Get your Kdipse/Voyagcr Special

Is.sue (a 82.00 value) FREE... simply
enclose payment with your order.
A fabuknis volume. overUiiided with

color pictures, recording every thiill

Ing aspect of these two historic Sup«T
Eufnts...pre totiility atmospheric
cluinges. coroiuLs, pnnnineiiccs. "dia

mond rings." Haillv's l)c,i(ls...by such
noted astrophotogi.iplKTs its Rotxrt T.

Little. Dr. .lay Pavu liofl. John Sjuiford.

luid Hen Mayer who ( overetl the
event at ;V2.(XX) feet alxive the eiirtli

in a j«-t

!

In the simie viiIuiim- is ciimpletr (tivrr

age of the V<>yag«-r 1 Mission...cJos<' up
photos of .Jupiter's surfi«-»v imions. luid

satellites all in big. Ix-aiititiil. brilliant

color with accoinpiuiying tejtt Ijy astron
oiiiy writer. Tcrrncc Uicidii.son.



At the Museum

In the closing frames of Jean

Rouch's affectionate film tribute Mar-
garet Mead: Portrait of a Friend, the

late anthropologist, walking stick in

hand, stands waving farewell to the

departing camera. At the third annual

Margaret Mead Film Festival, to be

held at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History from September 1 3 through

16, Mead will again salute us from the

screen—in Rouch's work and other

films, including some she made her-

self. Her former students and her con-

cerns will shape the program. The

filmmaker to be honored this year is

Asen Balikci, professor of anthro-

pology at the University of Montreal,

whom Mead helped train. On Saturday

and Sunday, September 15 and 16, an

exultation of anthropological films or-

ganized by Mead's former colleagues

will be shown in nine sections whose

titles reflect her particular interests:

Childhood, The Family, Cultural

Change, The Spirit World, Oceania,

Urban Life, American Culture, Early

Ethnographic Film, and New Films.

The Festival annually commem-
orates Mead's pioneering use of film

in fieldwork and the support she gave

younger anthropologists and film-

makers who wanted to do likewise. A
lifelong moviegoer, especially fond of

films about family generations, she

began making films in the 1930s, when

she and Gregory Bateson were work-

ing in New Guinea and Bali. (He held

the camera; she took accompanying

notes and occasionally made an ap-

pearance.) In its various sections, the

Festival program will show almost the

complete oeuvre of Mead and Bateson

,

as well as Margaret Mead's New
Guinea Journal, which records her re-

turn visit in 1967.

In spite of Mead's sterling contribu-

tions, until recently women have made

surprisingly few anthropological

films. This year's Festival will present

many female filmmakers, and a good

number of films, by directors of either

sex, that concentrate on women,
whose stories. Mead always reminded

her audiences, are as important as othei

aspects of a society. The Family sec

f^C



tion includes the first home movie, by

one of the earliest cineastes, Louis Lu-

miere. Le dejeuner du bebe. featuring

Lumiere's own child, demonstrates

that the family is perhaps the oldest

cinematic subject. In Growing Up in

Paradise, also part of the Family pro-

gram, Canadian-born Sandy Wilson

edited her family's home movies and

used their comments on the sound

track. Other filmmakers' versions of

life in the bosom of the family appear

in Hollywood director Martin Scor-

sese's Italian American, a gentle, hu-

morous portrait of his parents, which

concludes with his mother's recipe for

spaghetti sauce, and in one segment of

"An American Family," a television

documentary about the Louds of Santa

Barbara, which Mead greatly admired.

While planning the American Cul-

ture section. Malcolm Arlh. the Mu-
seum's curator of education, found that

"anthropologists seldom had made
films about the United Stales; with few

exceptions, they concentrated on re-

mote parts of the world." To fill the

gap. he chose lilmmakers" contribu-

lit)ns that would be useful \o anthro-

pologists. The most moving is prob-

ably A i:>ay in the Life of Betty Con-
solo, n 1^)76 Academy Award nominee
about a woman, now a wife and
mother, born with no arms. Thanks to

her almost boundless goiKl humor anil

courage not to mention dexterous

feel—she manages to market, ilrive.

FOLKS who tour the Jack Daniel Distiller)-

say there's no other tour quite like it.

No loudspeakers. Nt) standing in line. No
concession stands. And no charge. But

unfortunately, no tree samples ot whiskey.

(You see, the very count>' in which we make

Jack Daniel's is dry.) Still, we think

yiui'll enjoy a leisurely stroll through

the huildings and grounds of our

[ lollow. And we're certain \'ou'll

enjoy a sip of Jack Daniel's, in

ccnmtless counties where the law

\^ allowmg.

Tennessee Whiskey • 90 Prool • Distilled and Boltlcd by )acK Daniel Dislillery.

Lem Mollow. Prop Inc . Route 1, Lynchburg (Pop 361), Tennessee 37352

Placed in the National Register of Historic Places by the United States Government
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i Wl ) ere's the heavyweight savings champion

, J
'::

- of the century ... a ponderous porlier
•"."""

'I you can really bank on to increase your

wealth. This genuine cast iron piggy bank is made

in authentic antique-tradition foundry molds.

Friendly faced sow is a huge one foot long from

her routing snout to curly tail (Any bigger she'd

have to tie in the barnyard!) . . . weighs a hefty

6 lbs. Extra-large interior holds over $1 00 in

assorted coins when full. (Imagine what you could

buy with that!) Fills up quicker than you think.

An impressive and fun way to teach kids the

importance of saving. A superb decorator piece

that doubles as a super-doorstop! Durable ma-

terials and beautiful craftsmanship make it a

lasting heirloom to be handed down through

generations. Order now for quick delivery.

Piggy Bank (Z610386) Only $19.95

SAVEIVIORE!
2 Banks (Make great bookends) . . Only $38.00

VOU MUST BE SATISFIED!

The best merchandise at a low price delivered in

a hurry . . . that's real VALUE. You must be de-

lighted with your purchase always, or we'll re-

fund your money FASTI ... no questions asked.

We guarantee it ... in writing!

%
340 Poplar St., Hanover, Pa. 17331

.SATISFACTION GUARANTEED , ORDER NOWii

New Hampton General Store,
340 Poplar Street, Hanover. PA 17331

Please rush genuine cast iron Piggy Bank(s)

(Z610386) for the low, direct-to-consumer price of

only J19.95 plus $2,75 heavyweight shipping and

handling on Full MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

QSAVEI Order TWO (one as a super-gift), iust

$38.00 plus 54,95 postage and handling.

Enclosed is $ (PA residents add sales tax)

CHARGE IT:

American Express Diners Club

VISA/BankAmericard D Carte Blanche

Master Charge Interbank No,

Acc't No Exp, Date

STATE- . ZIP-

n Ctieck here and send 50c lor year's sutKcriptio

catalog ol fine gilts, (Z6183t4XI. We sliip mil

hours; delays notified promptly. Delivery guar

sixty days or your purchase price retunded

enerol Store 19?

talk on the phone, and keep house as

well as any person without handicaps.

This year, as always, we anticipate

much comparison, argument, and lines

drawn over the relative merits of films -i

by anthropologists and those of film-

makers. The Early Ethnographic Film

program will present an example of the

work of Hungarian-born Paul Fejos,

the only commercial filmmaker, with

Hollywood credentials, who ever be-

came an anthropologist. The Festival

luminary, Asen Balikci, is one of the

few well-known contemporary ethno-

graphic filmmakers who are trained an-

thropologists. He will present some of

his films on September 13 and 14 at

7:30 p. M. in the Auditorium.

Born in Istanbul of Slavic Macedon-

ian parents, Balikci emigrated to Can-

ada in 1954. As an anthropology stu-

dent at Columbia University, he took

Mead's course in field methods in

1959. "We didn't use video then," he

recalled, "but she encouraged us to

work with a 16-mm camera." She was

in favor of filming continuously,

avoiding cuts, in order to record whole

sequences of behavior. She also ad-

monished her students to step back

from the action, to photograph a per-

son's whole body, not just the face.

Balikci and his fellow students filmed

at a sand pit near Columbia frequented

by mothers and children from the mul-

tiethnic community of New York's

Upper West Side. "We made running

records, minute-by-minute descrip-

tions of behavior. One student held a



16-mm camera, one a still camera, a

third a tape recorder. Later, we would

abstract patterns of behavior from what

we recorded."

From 1963 to 1965. Balikci made a

series of nine films on the Netsilik Es-

kimo, who survive by fishing and hunt-

ing seals along the Arctic coast north-

west of Hudson Bay. The Netsilik

films have been used in "'Man: A
Course of Study," an ambitious year-

long curriculum that intrcxluces anthro-

pology to elementary sch(H)l students.

On the evening of September 13, Ba-

likci will show two parts from this

series, about life at the Netsilik winter

camp on the sea ice, where families

hunt for seals' breathing holes and cut

blocks to construct igloos. By the mid-

1960s, the Eskimo had largely aban-

doned traditional life, but Balikci and

his film crew managed to jjersuade

them to reenact their old ways. This

program will conclude with a brief film

on their present condition, in which
former customs have been replaced by

while bread and snowmobiles.

Seeking a contrast to the gentle Net-

silik, Balikci found the Pashtoon, the

tough, independent, pastoral nomads
of Afghanistan, Kipling's "wily
Pathans." On September 14, he will

screen and discuss Sons of Haji Omar,
which he and Timothy Asch completed

this year. Besides taking into account

Pashtoon children f>ather for the

camera in Sons of Haji Omar.

The Amazing

Stirling Cycle Hot Air Engine
^ Heat is the only fuel^^requiredl

A marvelous opportunity to acquire an early
model Stirling Cycle Engine and acquaint
yourself with little known facts about a prod-
uct of the past that may well hold promise
for the future.
The average person has never heard of the

Stirling engine, so the sight of one quietly
running with heat as its only fuel will at first

amaze them and then excite their imagina-
tion. This is the first in a family of six differ-
ent desk-top model hot air engines to be
issued during the next three years.

Experimenters • Hobbyists' Power Source
Students • Collectors • Model Engineers

An easily read, lavishly illustrated. 128-

page book accompanies each engine or
may be purchased separately. This pub-
lication, the first of its kind, takes the
reader on a 160-year tour through the
world of Stirling Cycle Engines. Illus-

trations include the Stirling, Roper.
Heinrici and the amazing new Stirling-

jwwered Ford Torino!

L METAL
000 RPM
BURNER

Solar Engines • 2937 W INDIAN SCHOOL RD . PHOENIX. AZ 85017 USA. (602) 274-3541

Please send n
enclosed

n Check n Money Order
Charge My

B
American Express nviSA
Diners O Master Charge

TOTAL $_

EXPIRATION DATE

Engine and Book @ $36.00
Book (separately) @ $ 5.50

(Domestic shipments sent postpaid,
international fairnialt) please add:
SI I 00 for Engine: $2 00 lor Book o

SIGNATURE

NAME I PLEASE PRINT)

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP '

• CREDIT CARD BUYERS DIAL (8O01 'iSS-eOUS I

The stirring excitement off

CHINA
Throughout 19SI) Lindblad Travel zitll have truny zicckly departures to

China. The ever increasing interest in the "neuly-opened ' world of
tourism has prompted us to offer these exciting China programs.

1. Classical China. 2. Ancient Cities of China. 3. The Outer Edges of
China. 4. Winter in China's Southern Provinces. 5. With Mi S Lindblad

Explorer* in China. All tours are escorted by expert guides and some by

tvell knoun sinologists. China is the ultimate travel experience. Don't miss

It. Our all inclusive prices start at 52,40^,** plus airfare.

'Panamanian rcgntry "Subjnt tt'i:hangi-

LINDBLAD TRAVEL. INC.

8 Wrighl Street

Westport Conn 06880
(203)226-8506



Exquisite Collector's Item

AUDUBON
Select Bird Prints

Two 14 X 17 prints, plusa Keepsake

Portfolio, $50 Every two months,

thereafter, one print will be issued

to Charter Members at $25 Total

of 24 carefully selected prints

Send check for $50 plus $2 50 for mail-

ing, (Calif residents add 0% taxi to:

Napa Limited Editions

P.O. Box 3006
Yountville, CA 94599

0<K>0<><KK><><><>O<><><><><K><K>O<><KH>Q

oneness I

ubtle linking ot

:ligious symbols

Created by the

o symbolize the

spirit of mutual respect,

harmony and lo

h illustrated descriptive booklet

ham . . $45 00

§ ISAAC SOLTES DESIGN NH
9 a , ,A 1 192 J S. McPherrin Ave, .. . , .

X Bnk/AmcJ Monterey Park. Cal.f. 9nM Mstr/chg

I Catitornia Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
? Check or Monty Ordcr/Moncy-back Guai

% Full color brochure 50<. Applies lo pur

^10H>0-0-tM><>CK>-CH>0<M>0<l <J

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, lublects. Name the book—we'll

find Itl CTitle alone is tufflclent) Inquire,

please. Write: Dept. 69

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

NOW! GET 4 REAL OLD
BUFFALO NICKELS
ONLY $1
Send $1 lor 4 old BuHalo nickels issued

belore 1938 (One set to a customer ) Plus

ttie rnosi wonderlul price lists ol U S and
loreign coins & paper money ADULTS ONLY
LITTLETON COIN CO .DEPT F-63
Littleton. New Hampshire 03561

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading book publisher seeks manuscripts of all

typea: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly and
juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed. For
complete information, send for free booklet W-82.
Vantage Press. 516 W. 34 St.. New York 10001

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK IN 30 TO 90 DAYS
|

Wanted Book manuscripts in all lelds. Expert

editing, design manL laclu e. and marketing

—

all under one rool Two FREE books (over

270 pages) gi «e con- plete detail

Write or phone DepI 7790.
EXPOSITION PRESS Hie ksville, N.Y. 11801

(516) 822-5700

NEW ZEALAND
Natural History
Explore tine world of nature on
our unique escorted tours to this

unspoiled island country. Day and
overnight excursions in National

Parks, plus Farm Holiday stay

PACIFIC EXPLORATION CO.
Box 3042- N Santa Barbara. CalK. 93105

Asen Balikci's new film, Sons of Haji

Omar, describes the nomadic life of

the Pashtoon of Afghanistan.

the best ways to teach anthropology,

Balikci concentrates on how a people

organize themselves to survive in a cer-

tain environment. What he calls "basic

adaptive strategies" are those activi-

ties that can be easily translated to film,

unlike more esoteric concerns such as

religion.

Tickets for both evenings with Asen

Balikci cost $8 for Participating and

Donor Members, $10 for the general

public. Complete Festival programs

will be available at Museum informa-

tion desks as of the first week in Au-

gust. For further information about the

Festival call (212) 873-4737.

Museum Events

On August 1 , the Membership Pro-

gram will be a 1928 silent film that is

a grandparent of Balikci's accomplish-

"v&-'-k",%S..

ment among the Netsilik. The Silent

Enemy, directed and produced by the

late W. Douglas Burden, a former

trustee of the American Museum, re-

constructs the Ojibway Indians' trek

west of Hudson Bay to the "barren

lands" where herds of caribou were

plentiful. En route, the film attempts to

depict the traditional life that the Ojib-

way, whose members were being deci-

mated by flu and pneumonia, had

largely abandoned. Burden used In-

dian actors; only a few of them had

ever seen a film or could speak fluen!

English. The producer chanced upon

his star, Chauncey Yellow Robe

striking full-blooded Lakota chief, ad

he browsed among the Indian exhibil

cases in the Museum. Children's book

author Rosebud Yellow Robe, the

star's daughter, will be on hand to

discuss the film when The Silent

Enemy is shown in the Auditorium at

7:30 P.M. Public admission is $2.00.

Ann Marie Cunningham
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ss by rail"

Take in the terrific terrain fronn the civilized comfort of one of our wilderness

rail excursions. Pack up a picnic lunch and treat the family to a unique dav-tnp adventure

For all you need to plan your vacation, call us COLLECT (416) 965-4008, or write

Ontario Travel, Dept. W.R., Queen's Park. Toronto, M7A 2E5.

Ontariowcanada
We treat you royally
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A Matter of Taste by Raymond Sokolov

Living High off the Hog
Smithfield, Viri^inia, is still the

source of fine old-style country hams

Parke Griffin passes the shaft of an

ice pick slowly under his nose. He in-

hales gently, concentrating as he

snitTs. Then he smiles. Griffin is not a

homicidal maniac savoring his murder

weapon; he is a 61 -year-old, tobacco-

chewing Virginia farmer testing a

country ham. Like his "one-horse"

farmer father and generations of other

rural folk in the American South, Grif-

fin cures his own hams, smokes them,

and then ages them over the summer
until they turn dark red and take on a

virile tang. The process is crude, d»K's

not involve refrigeration, and has been

part of human life for as long as there

have been hogs and salt. But it is also

a subtle method, a gamble against

weather, a matter of intuition and expe-

rience, a canny tight with bacteria.

Parke Griffin is smiling because he is

winning his bet.

The ice pick is his "lest instru-

ment " He hones it and probes deep

into the ham where it was cut from the

haunch of a hog back in January. After

a lifetime of testing country hams, he

can ticlect spoilage as easily as a Bor-

dcau.x ship|K-r can spot a bad vintage.

The long. Hal. streamlined, [X-pjx'r-

coaled ham he has taken down from the

rafters of his smokehouse is doing tine.

Hams llml have been cured and
snuikfd arc hunfi from ilic rafters

of a I'tdcwalcr Virginia smokehouse
until thcv acquire a dark red

color and a stroiif;. tanf;y taste.

By Thanksgiving, it will be perfect.

With 1 ,200 mandolin-shaped hams
hanging in several aromatic tiers in two

smokehouses behind his spruce- and

myrtle-shaded house. Griffin is the

very picture of a successful small en-

trepreneur. He will gross roughly $30,-

0(X) from this sideline, but he thinks of

himself, correctly, as one of a vanish-

ing breed of old-time ham men. Very

few farmers in tcxlay's mechanized,

ct)mpetitive agricultural market have

the time or the knowledge to cure

country hams themselves. And those

who do are hemmed in by official regu-

lations that, in elfect. keep them from

competing with the four packing

houses in Smithfield, Virginia, or with

other big commercial packers that

mass-produce old-fashioned ct)untry

hams. Griflin himself buys "green"

(fresh) hams from the packers in

Smithfield, the ctiunlry ham center, a

few miles from his house. It wi)uldn"i

pay him to comply with federal ins|x:c-

tion rules so that he ct>uld sell pork he

had slaughtered himself. As it is. he

can sell his hams onl\ in Virginia, not

through the mails or any other avenue

of mterstate commerce Indeed, he

cannot even sell his hams in li>cal

stores or have them sliced t>n another

retail merchant's slicing nuichine.

None of these restrictions keep Griflin

from selling out his slock, but ihey

have lendeil to discourage most farm-

ers from putting money into hams,

es|x:cially mto hams that must hang for

a ininMnum of six inonihs while infia

lion erodes their value.

Curing hams the old way is also a

lot of work. Griflin begins in January.

He sets out scalded wood salting racks

on the floor of his smokehouse. On
these racks he lays out one hundred

hams at a time, lays them out flat, with

the "face" (the cut side) up, then

sprinkles on a small amount of salt-

peter. Griffin says he uses only four

ounces of saltpeter per hundredweight

of ham and lets it soak in all day "until

dinner." (Saltpeter colors ham, bacon,

and other prepared meats red. It is

under heavy attack as a cancer agent,

but pi>rk producers, who defend it as

a protection against botulism, argue

that it has been in common use for cen-

turies, does not present a provable

threat to health in normal use, and

should not be banned.)

Next, Griflin packs his ham in sail,

ordinary table salt thai he buys in

eighty -pound bags. Some people use

flake salt, which d»K's not roll off the

ham. In either case, the meihixJ is the

same, a dry cure.

Old-style country hams, and also

Italian prosciulto, are not soaked in

brine (salt dissolved in water). 'ITiey

undergo a slower cure with dry salt,

which has toilissolve in the ham's nat-

ural moisture and therefore penetrates

fH)rk more slowly than brine. The dry

cure is alst> riskier because it gives

bacteria a better chance of acting if the

weather turns suildenly warm. But pro-

|-Hinents of .Smiihfield-style hams and

of prosciuttobolh assert that dry curing

is a more refined method that yields a

ham of supreme character Prosciutio

is. howcNcr, much more lightly salted

than Smithfield h.im; it is cured in the

mountains ouiside Parma where the

consiani n»>l we.iiher aiul alliluile co-



Until the 1950s, hog slaughtering

at Berry Hill Farm was a communal
ritual. The freshly killed hogs

were hung on the gallows overnight

to chill and remove animal heat

before being butchered and trimmed.

Nancy Warnef Dashie!

operate in lowering the level of natural

bacterial activity.

In Smithfield, once a prospering

port, the warm climate and low altitude

oblige heavier salting. All Smithfield

country hams are liberally covered

with salt and left to cure for a few days.

Parke Griffin generally waits five days.

Nancy Warner Dashiell, whose brick

smokehouse at nearby Berry Hill Farm
is more than two hundred years old,

waits only four days. At any rate, dur-

ing that time, the hams "drink" most
of the salt. The floor of the smokehouse
fills with natural brine that drips down
from the hams.

After this first salting, the hams are

salted again and left for three to five

weeks, depending on the weather. In

warm weather, the hams take the salt

faster and are cured for a shorter pe-

riod. Obviously, longer salting gives a

saltier final taste. Different palates

prefer different degrees of saltiness. In

any case, all American country hams
are salty, much saltier than prosciutto.

But this is only part of the difference

between these hams. After it has fin-

ished curing, prosciutto is simply hung
to dry for six months in the mountain

air and then eaten raw.

American country hams, which are

normally eaten fully cooked, are much
more thoroughly treated than pro-

sciutto. After the curing period ends,

the hams are washed off with hot water

to remove the salt, then pepper is

rubbed into the faces of the hams to

seal them off from infection and insect

infestation. Finally, they are hung high

in the smokehouse, hung carefully so

that ihey do not touch each other,

which would cause "bad spots."

When the hams have dried for a few
days, smoking begins.

The various ham experts I talked to

in and around Smithfield each had a

different, personal approach to smok-
ing, but they all burned some kind of

hardwood—apple, red oak, or even

fallen pecan boughs—smothering the

fire with wet sawdust and taking their

own good time about it. Nancy Da-
shiell says, "I smoke the meat three

times a week, alternating days, for two
weeks, then twice a week for a month
until it has a good brown color."

Davis Lee Godwin and Tip Spivey,

two old farm boys who cure hams in

Windsor, Virginia, as a hobby—and a

memorial to their youth, when they

would trade home-cured hams for gro-

ceries during the cash drought of sum-
mer—both think that the slow smoking
and "individual handling" they give

their hams makes them superior to

packers' hams. They also favor ex-

tremely long hanging, one and a half

years or longer, so that the meat ages

to an extreme density, turns very red,

"marbleizes," and acquires a strong

tang.

I was able to buy the last of their

1978 hams, an eighteen-month-old

beauty. It was coated with a patina of

green mold, a harmless badge of ven-

erability that sometimes fools ham
neophytes into throwing out a precious

old treasure. I soaked mine longer than

standard directions call for (see recipe

below), for a day and a half. Because

Smithfield hams are long and flat, it

took a very large pot to facilitate the

cure. They also come with the hock,

the long narrow bone just above the

foot, still attached. I cut off the hock

and used it in pea soup so that I coulc

fit the main part of the ham into m>
biggest pot. Soaked and slowlj

cooked, the ham emerged beautifull)

tender, deep red, and with a taste ol

powerful sophistication. Was it bettei

than the packers' ham I had tasted a;

the Wakefield Virginia Diner in Wake
field, a twenty-minute drive frorr

Smithfield? Or the razor-thin slices ol

estimable ham they serve at the charm
ing old Smithfield Inn, that shrine ol

Tidewater Virginia cuisine? This is ob

viously a matter of taste. Perhaps

have not been eating country hams fre

quently enough or long enough to havt

formed a clear bias. I liked all thos<

hams. Each one had the flavor impac

and directness of a young, rural, pio

neer country. Moreover, they all hat

the paradoxical combination of inno

cence and refinement that comes fron

two centuries of practice with an in

herently primitive technique. It did

nevertheless, seem to me that the ok

ham from Godwin and Spivey'

smokehouse had something extra, thi

complexity of taste that, in its entirel;

different way, a carefully handled grea

wine can display.

This is certainly the feeling of old

time farmers around Smithfield, whi

have watched their way of life erodi

over the last fifty years, while the pack

ing houses grew into big business. A
Berry Hill Farm, which adjoins tb

Gwaltney packing house, the 300

year-old communal ritual of hog kill

ing continued in the old way until th

1950s. Hogs were slaughtered, hun

on gallows to cool, then butchered an^

trimmed. Lard was rendered in bi

pots. Nothing was thrown away, fror
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r/if Berry Hill Farm smokehouse,

left, is more than two hundred years old.

The farm now adjoins a modern
packing house, but the smokehouse
stilt has hams for the family's use.

Since dry curing hams is a slower

and much riskier process than

curing them in brine. Parke Griffin

must continually probe his pepper-

coated hams with an ice pick to

check for any signs of spoilage.

snout to tail. Nancy Dashicll still

sufjervises hog slaughtering for family

use, and in her smokehouse, you see

not only hams and sides of bacon but

also jowls (pronounced "joels" lo-

cally) hung by the tongue with the teeth

gleaming in the half dark. But the al-

most tribal ceremony of hog slaughter-

ing is now only a memory from the

recent past.

"Then," writes another Smithfield

woman, Mrs. Dcwitt Griffin, "people

worked by the sun and not by the clock

and they worked hard so by the time

they could eat, they were really

hungry. 1 baked my pies beforehand,

and then each day I inade large pans

of potato pudding, cooked beans, cab-

bage, and snaps and made cornbread

and biscuits to serve with the fresh

pork. Hverything was eaten, which

made mc feel g(H)d."

Until the twenties, Smithfield was
n»)t a major packing center. Il was the

national peanut capital. But the peanut

warehouses burned in 1921, and
nearby .Sutfolk, with its belter rail con-

nections, forged ahead as a fKanut

entrepot. Smithfield then fell into the

big-time ham business almost by de-

fault. By iy.^^>, the (Jwallney family

and other packers had developed a

modern meal-packing industry with

dry -cure, aged ham as its emblem.
In the carl\ days of the Smithtielil

packing nulusiry. farrjiers would
slaughter ihcir own hogs and bring

Ihem to Siniihlield on Mai wagons, turn

dreds of carcass-laden wagons waiting

in line. Federal meal regulations have

ended all that, and the packing houses
now do their own slaughtering, l-ach

Week 'K).(XK) hogs are turned into pork



at the two largest packing plants.

Very little of this meat is made into

traditional Smithfield hams. At Gwalt-

ney's, now a subsidiary of ITT, only

about 50,000 of the company's annual

total of more than two million hams are

prepared in the canonical way. The

Smithfield ham market is a special mar-

ket. But it is to the Gwaltney com-

pany's credit that it persists with its

country ham operation in a special

building with a gigantic internal wood

smokehouse. The old methods are fol-

lowed with religious devotion and

supervised by a Smithfield veteran who

has a testing ice pick in his office and

who has insisted on traditional tech-

niques despite some initial meddling

from the corporate headquarters in

Rye, New York.

Have precise temperature controls

and mass production in the packing

plants cut into the quality of Smithfield

hams? Not as far as I could tell. More

pertinently, in the opinion of the white-

haired butcher who runs the folkloric

meat department of West's Supermar-

ket at the end of Smithfield 's Victorian

main street, packers' old-cure hams are

just fine. Although he sells hams he

cures himself (as well as cured jowls

and tails), the butcher also sells

packers' hams and doesn't have a bad

word to say about them.

If the country ham is an endangered

species, it is not the fault of anyone in

Smithfield. It is the result of changes

in the outside world, of a new national

taste formed by square, water-cured

hams in cans, and of naive people who
throw away gift Smithfield hams be-

cause they find them too salty. Mean-

while, the old rural life around Smith-

field may be vanishing. A newly wid-

ened highway will soon bring more

commuters from Newport News
twenty miles away. Despite these men-

aces, the Smithfield ham still hangs on

as a savory relic of America's early

days. Parke Griffin is still spry enough

to perch in his smokehouse rafters in

a cloud of pepper babying his hams.

And at least one old-fashioned Smith-

field ham will probably survive into the

age of fusion. It is seventy-seven years

old, woody and inedible, but still in-

tact. One of the Gwaltneys took it with

him when ITT bought him out. It is

now installed in the office at his

Chevrolet dealership, a wizened sym-

bol of the world we are losing.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.

Adelaide de Meml

Mrs. Syke's Smithfield Ham

"Wash a Smithfield Ham in hot

water with a stiff brush. Soak over-

night in cold water. Put in a boiler 1.

of water large enough for ham to 2

float. When it gets to the boiling

point, turn flame low, so it won't

even bubble. Cook until bone on 3

large end leaves ham (about one

inch). Then take out of the boiler. 4

Don't leave it in the water to cool.

When cool , skin and trim off some 5

of the fat. Put in hot oven so it will

brown in 10 minutes."

(Recipes reprinted from The Smithfield Cookbook, published by the Junior

Woman's Club of Smithfield, Smithfield, Virginia)

Howard Gwaltney's

Smithfield Ham and
Crabmeat Casserole

Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

Cover the bottom of an oven

proof dish with a layer o;

cooked, thin ham slices.

Cover with about one inch ol

cooked crabmeat.

Add a top layer of ham slices am
place in oven.

Cook for about 20 minutes, until

the ham juices mix thoroughly

with the crabmeat. Serve hot
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Tooprettytoget its feetwet.
Shaving by shaving, feather by feather, a wood
bloci< takes on iife.The shaping of decoys has

beena skill in Louisiana for asTongas Cajun has

been spoken. But this beauty will never flirt

with a duck.Her charms are saved for the.

artistic, the art

^collector, for all

the admirers

.of things

?lSiSiiiC^#Vcarved by
V4C^«^.W% hand.We

!•»'^ at Phillipsl

Petroleum are

Captivated, too.

try to take as

much carewhen
"5^ ^\^ the work we do touches the

habitats of , -^wildfowl, as ^ •* these artists

take with their birds. To every last feather.©
Aff.Ni/ ill, l.ouisiarui \X'ildfiml Canm Fisiival, Sepninhtr 29-30. 1979 tii thi- Grand Houl, New Orleans, Louisiiina
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Yet the unblended character of
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alone. In this distinctive Scotch whisky

you'll experience an exceptional smc»tl"

ness and full-bodied richness, unmatche

in all other premium Scotch.
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Tliefe is (only
one real pioneei

ItlsSony.
In 1954, a fledgling Japanese

tgvj^ tape recorder manufacturer visited

The worid-s 'first Amcrica to investigate a new device

company that virtually founded the era of transis.

torized high fidelity-is still at its very forefront.

pocke^^nsistor
^^^^^ ^^^ transistor.

At first, things were less than encouraging

"Transistors are only good
^

1954:
The first

for hearing aids," they were told

"And besides, they can't be

massproduced."
Undeterred, the Japanese

representatives returned H^
toTokyo. TT

Tnirty-six months ^

later, the world saw its

first pocket transistor
j

;

radio.

Followed by the

world's first all-tran-

sistor FM radio.

And, partiaUy as a ^-_
sign of their continuing

dedication to audio, the Tokyo
Telecommunications Engineer-

ing Corporation adaptedthe

Latin word for sound— sonus"—
and changed its name to Sony

In the years that have

followed, Sony has never falter-

ed in its dedication to techno-

logical irmovation. And we'd be

loathe to estimate how often our advances have

ended up on the circuit boards and front panels

jmir^m , of our competitors' equipment as

'Jpf"^^!g^^^"technological breakthroughs
^ " But enough of the past.

The hi-fi components
featured here stand as elo-

quent proof that Sony—the

tncn. Japan's first tape recorder,

IV3U: the "Type G."

TheV5 receivers

tTo this day,only Sony offers Sony qualit^v

—<j^TTr.i;Vp hi-fi receivers designed

to impress you with a facade ol
A few SonyAudio firsts:

1949: Obtained patent on the basic magnetic

tape-recording system.

1952: Developed stereo broadcasting in Japan

1954: Introduced condenser microphone.

1955: First consumer stereo tape recorder

in Japan.

1959: Invented "Tunnel Diode"; basis of

all high-speed, low-distortion semi-

conductors.

1965: First all-silicon sohd state amplifier.

1966:The first servo-controlled turntable.

Forerunner of quartz-locked turntables.

1968: First electronic end of record sensor.

1969: First digital-synthesized FM tuner.

1969: Invented the ferrite tape head.

1973: Invented the V-FET: Opened era of

high-speed transistors.

1973: First to manufacture ferrichrome tape.

1973: Dr. Esaki wins Nobel Prize in Physics

for "Tunnel Diode."

1975: First turntable with carbon-fiber tone arm

1977: The world's fu^t consumer digital audio

processor.

1977: First consumer amplifier with pulse

power supply

1978: Patented Uquid crystal recording meters.

«=*?=*=

magic buttons and switches,

Sony receivers are designed to

impress you with rich sound.

Case in point: the V5.

In techmcal terms, the V5

f^ delivers 85 watts per channel a^ 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 hert:

with no more than 0.07% total

harmonic distortion.

In human terms, this mea
the receiver can reproduce eve

note of music any mstrument

can play with no audible dis-

tortion. And it can power two i

of speakers without strainingJ

But that's only the

begirming.

Instead of using the mur
dane power transformers foun

in competitors' products, the V
utilizes more expensive toroidi

core transformers that provide

richer bass.

I
The V5 receiver: Designed for people who appreciate

, value as much as they appreciate sound.



in high fidelity.

Instead of cutting corners by using a flimsy

pressboard bottom, we've cut interference by
encasing the entire receiver in metal.

And for better FM reception, instead of

using the standard three- or four-gang variable-

tuning capacitor, we've opted for a higher quality

five-gang model.

All of which explains why if you pay a few

dollars less for one of our competitors receivers,

it's probably because you're getting less receiver.

The nen Scmycassette decks:
The state of the art, from the

people who invented it.

Since we introduced

tape recording to Japan in 1950,

Sony has soldmil lions of
tape decks.

A quick look at our new
TC-K65 ca,ssette deck will 1979:

explain why.

Like all two-motor cassette decks, the

TC-K65 is designed for low wow and flutter.

Unlike others, however, we feature

brushless and slotless" motors that

reduce this problem to the point

of being inaudible.

Instead of using just any
tape head material. theTC"-l<.65

features Sony "Sendust and
Ferrite" heads that ci>mbine wide
response with extreme durability

Instead of using an ordinary

metering system, we ve developed a

16-segment 1. 1-1) meter whose life ex-

pectancy far exceeds the fancy blue fluorescent

models other companies are currently touting.

And there's also a "Random Music Sen.sor"

for prepnigramming tapes, settings for metal

1979
The new 1

integrated i

and ST-J60 digital s>nihesi2ed FM tunef. Separate components that souad u
sophisticated as lhe> look.

tape, remote control and timer capabilities, and
the kind of high-quality D.C.tape head amplifier

you'll find in almost no one else's tape decks.

But you really haven^t heard anything yet.

Unfortunately, we don't have enough space

here to tell you the complete Sony hi-fi story.

Like the way a recent dealer survey rated our
turntables # I in value

and performance.

Or the way our
—dl5 ^% pigy^. separate tuners

and amplifiers (not to

mention micro compo
nents) utilize highly

advanced light-weight

pulse power supplies, K K6S.
.S«o> remitins one (»f Ih*' onK hi-fi i-ompunics In priiduci- our / . • . r 4'^ '•

(mn lapr Imnspiirls, nx.lorv riKUrs. Iwads-cun Iht- lape ilwlf. WllOSe ICVClS Ol (JlStOrtlOn

1979: (

CH7SS.>mlndu«lricv«l)iv 1

Sony n t rrguicrcd iraUcmark of ^>ny rofp»»«iRMi

ticp n

irCon

M AmcrKJ. t WcM >'lh Si N V N > KNIIO

are virtually unmeasurable.

Or how they use a NA^A developed'Thermo-

Dynamic Cooling System" that eliminates heat,

excess wire and the distortion

and interference that normally

accompan\ them.

If vou'd like u> hear more
about (he complete line of Sony
hi-li components (or if you need
the name of voiir nearest dealer)

write to .Sonv H( ).Bi>x C"N 040.^0,

Irenton. New .Icrse\ 0X650.

In the meantuiie. ifsomekKK
makes noise about innovations

111 high t'ldelilN. think of the biugcsi piDiieer in audit>.

And remember S<mi\

SONYAUDIO
We've nc\er put our name on anything

that wasn't the best.

a^aiiahtr invaldllfrv



Authors

The Pakhtun people are eager to be

generous and kind toward guests, but

their households are torn by strife. This

contrast struck Charles and Cherry

Lindholm when they were doing field-

work in the Swat Valley of Pakistan.

Living there as a family with their

twelve-year-old daughter, the authors

were able to get close to Pakhtun do-

mestic life and were allowed for the

first time to take photographs inside the

purdah households of Swat. Charles

Lindholm, who received his Ph.D. in

cultural anthropology from Columbia

University, is a lecturer at Barnard

College. He is also a graphic artist and

has published some fiction. Cherry

Lindholm, born in Hull, England, has

a master's degree in psychology from

Columbia University Teachers Col-

lege. She is a part-time researcher and

free-lance writer and photographer.

Since receiving his Ph.D. from

Michigan State University in 1978,

Dietrich Schaaf has been a free-lance

environmental consultant. His work on

barasingha, or swamp deer, was done

from 1974 to 1976 on the Royal Sukla

Phanta Wildlife preserve in south-

western Nepal. Schaaf writes that

seven months after the project began,

his fiancee joined him and "we were

married in Katmandu, about 300 miles

as the crow flies from our work area.

We lived in the field in a small thatched

house on stilts, which I built with help

from local villagers. We often

depended on a rented domestic ele-

phant for transport and fieldwork,

especially during the monsoon rains."

At this point, Schaaf's prime research

interest is the ecology and behavior of

ungulates and birds.
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When a swarm of wasps drove

prospective customers away from a

Georgia condominium development,

entomologist Robert W. Matthews

was called in to help. The experience

sparked his interest in yellow jackets

and eventually led to his unraveling the

ecological tale of why the queens of

some species often fight to the death.

A professor of entomology at the Uni-

versity of Georgia, Matthews has done

fieldwork in the Americas and Austra-

lia.

Coauthor with her husband of a text-

book, Insect Behavior, Janice R.

Matthews collaborates with him in re-

searching parasitic, solitary, and social

wasps. She is a free-lance science

writer and part-time student. Between

the two of them, they enjoy a variety

of activities: beekeeping, gardening,

home brewing, and raising bantam

chickens, tropical fish, and four chil-

dren.

Born in Iceland and educated in Ire-

land and England, Haraldur Sigurds-

son has settled in the United States.

Since 1974 he has been associate pro-

fessor at the Graduate School of

Oceanography at the University of

Rhode Island. A specialist in volcanol-

ogy, Sigurdsson has done fieldwork

for thirteen years in his native country,

as well as on the Greek island of San-

torini and in the Lesser Antilles. One

of his future research projects is the

examination of deep-sea drill cores

from the North Atlantic to learn about

explosive volcanism in that region dur-

ing the past 50 million years.

British coauthor Stephen Sparks

spent two years at the University of

Rhode Island Graduate School of

Oceanography as a NATO research

fellow and has since taken up the post

of lecturer in geology at Cambridge

University in England. Their article in

this issue is the second time the team

of Sparks and Sigurdsson has written

for Natural History (see "The Big

Blast at Santorini," April 1978).
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The ancient deities must have no-

ticed that an exhibit of Huichol art was
in preparation at the Fine Arts Muse-
ums of San Francisco—how else to ex-

plain the timely arrival of Mariano Va-

ladez, a Huichol Indian who could

guide the effort to assemble the exhibit.

The story of the collaboration that fol-

lowed is related by Kathleen Berrin,

the museum's associate curator of

Africa, Oceania, and the Americas.

Berrin is interested in what members
of native populations think and feel

about their own art. She has focused

as well on "activating the art museum
experience"—using computers and

manipulative games to provide infor-

mation to museum visitors and to

assess their aesthetic responses to ex-

hibits. A graduate student in cultural

anthropology at the University of

Washington, Berrin plans to do field-

work in Melanesia for her doctoral dis-

sertation.

Primate evolution has been the re-

search focus for Robert D. Martin
since 1964, when he began his post-

doctoral work with Niko Tinbergen

and Konrad Lorenz. A number of field

studies in Madagascar and South

Africa followed, with Martin concen-

trating on the behavior and ecology of

such prosimians as lemurs and bush

babies. At present he is investigating

the methods used in reconstructing the

evolutionary relationships of primates.

Possibly his most ambitious project is

a long-term study of the behavioral

ecology of different primate species in

a given ecosystem, with a hard look at

the energy flows involved. "Radio
Bush Baby" is his third article on pri-

mates for Natural History. When at

home in London, where he is a reader

in physical anthropology at University

College, Martin enthusiastically pur-

sues a mediocre squash game.

Coauthor Simon K. Bearder began

doing fieldwork on the lesser bush baby

in 1968. His study area was "Mos-
dene," a farm in the northern Trans-

vaal and the site of his later collabo-

ration with Martin on this nocturnal

prosimian. Bearder has also studied the

thick-tailed bush baby in the northeast

Transvaal; Zululand; and Umtali,

Rhodesia. Two years were given to re-

searching the feeding habits and social

behavior of spotted hyenas. A research

fellow at the Wellcome Laboratories of

the Zoological Society of London, he

took up an appointment in September

as lecturer in physical anthropology at

the Oxford Polytechnic. Cuvier, a small island off the north-

east coast of New Zealand, is the site

of the recovery of a bird that is slowly

flapping its way upward from near ex-

tinction. On a research trip there, Phil-

ip Zeigler, in cooperation with the

New Zealand Wildlife Service, helped

band more than thirty saddlebacks, and

otherwise chart the species' comeback

and its remarkable behavioral ecology.

A professor of psychology at Hunter

College and a research associate in the

Department of Animal Behavior at the

American Museum of Natural History.

Zeigler is occupied with learning the

ways in which birds and mammals eat

and drink. He has done much work on

the way the brain controls feeding be-

havior in pigeons.
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Marriage as Warfare
For a Pakhtun. whose home is a battlefield,

friendship is only a fantasy

by Charles Lindholm and Cherry Lindholm

The rapid beating of the war drums
reverberates along the narrow winding

streets of a Pakhtun village, isolated in

the remote mountain valley of Swat in

northwestern Pakistan. However, it is

not a battle that the drums are herald-

ing. It is a marriage.

The Yusuf/.ai Pakhtun of Swat are

members of the great Pakhtun (or

Palhan) trib>e. which dominates Af-

ghanistan and northern Pakistan. They
have long been famous for their ag-

gressive daring and bravery in warfare,

their fiery pride and individualism, and
their refusal to accept defeat or domi-

nation. Historically, they have always

been the conquerors, never the con-

quered.

The nomadic Yusufzai migrated to

the fertile valley of Swat from Kabul

in the early sixteenth century. After

defeating the local population and re-

ducing them to landless servants, the

Yusuf/ai settled down and became
small farmers (any Yusuf/ai Pakhtun
who lost his land joined the despised

servant class and was stripped of his

rights and his honor as a Pakhtun). In

the nineteenth century the Swat Pakh-
tun won the admiration of the British

for their successful resistance to colo-

nial invasion, and they acceded to Pa-

kistan only when assured of local au-

tonomy, liven today, the valley of

Swat is relatively free from the influ-

ence of the stale, and order is main-
tained by personal strength anil the

force t)f custom.

Swat's climate is suitable for double
cropping (wheat and clover in the

spring, rice and corn in the fall), and
the sparkling Swat River, which bi-

sects the \ alley, provides an .idequale

water suppK . Ihcre is an cMcnsne ir-

rigation system, and the hillsides are

well terraced. But despite the lush ap-

pearance of the valley, overpopulation

has placed a terrible strain on the re-

source base, and competition for con-
trol of land is fierce and sometimes
deadly. Innumerable bloody battles

have been waged since the Yusufzai

established their rule in Swat.

Inside her house, a girl of twelve,

hearing the war drums" energetic tat-

too, cowers in fear on a string cot. She

cries silently behind the folds of her

voluminous embroidered shawl, while

her relatives gather about her, their

faces long and mournful. Even the

bright luster of the girl's golden jew-

elry does little to alleviate the atmos-

phere of tension and distress in the

household.

The girl on the col is the new bride,

and she and her family are waiting for

the moment when she must leave her

natal home forever and lake up resi-

dence in her husband's house. The use

of the war drums for a wedding is actu-

ally far from ludicrous, for marriage in

Swat is very much like a prt)longed

combat and is recognized as such by

both men and women. The relationship

resembles that between two opposing

countries where an ever present cold

war frei|uenily erupts into skirmishes

and open conllici

During our nine inoiith sla\ in a

Swat village in l'^77. we witnessed

such relationships firsthand XS'ith our

twelve-year-old daughter, we lived

with a Pakhtun family in three small

rooms that had been constructed on the

rt)of of their house As friends, guests,

and adopted relaii\es, we were ac-

cepted into the life of the village with

the warmhearted generosiiN and hospi-

talit) for which the Pakhtun are deserv-

edly renowned.

This remarkable hospitality, com-

bined with an idealized notion of male
friendship, is one of the three corner-

stones of Pakhitinwali. the Pakhtun

code of honor, the other two being ref-

uge and blood revenge. This ct>de is

older than Islam and often supersedes

Islamic tenets. For example. Islam

allows divorce. Pakhtiinwali diKs not;

also, sometimes a man will swear

falsely, his hand on the Holy Koran,

in order to save a friend.

Although the Pakhtun are strict

Sunni Muslims, they derive their iden-

tity and self-respect from the zealous

observance of Pakhtuinuili. land own-
ership, and light control over women
by means of a rigorous system i>f pur-

dah (female seclusion). The worst in-

sult one can otTer a man is to call him

hciiluTdtd. man without honor. This

pejorative has three meanings: some-

one who is laz> and weak, st>meone

who has lost his land, and someone

who has no control over his women.
To the proud Pakhtun. loss of hi>nor is

worse than death, since it renders him
uiuvorths of the name " Pakhtun."

The Pakhiun's liberal hospitality is

generally demonstrated i>n the stage of

the htijcni. or men's house, where ihe

guest is enlluisiaslically vvelc<Mned,

made comfortable on a col with fat

cushions behind his head, served tea

and Ihe best (ihkI available, and show-

ered with his proud host's unstinting

attentions, Vo enlertain a guest is a

great honor, and the hi>si will spare no
elTori to make the tKcasi»>n as lavish

and enjoyable as |>«>ssible. Nor is this

ritualized hospital it\ mere etiijuetie or

a means of swelling the host's self-es-

teem l"he \sarm friendliness that ac-

companies the ritual is genuine, lieeply

felt, and e\iremel> moving. In the /ii«-
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jera, the violent Pakhtun of the battle-

field, who will fight to the death for his

land, for someone else's land, or to

avenge any slight on his honor, be-

comes the epitome of cordiality, gentle

dignity, and brotherly affection.

This metamorphosis is not alto-

gether surprising. In a society where
survival depends upon a man's physi-

cal and psychological toughness, there

is little chance to express such emo-
tions as affection and tenderness. The
guest in the hujera fulfills in ritual fash-

ion the role of the idealized friend who,
according to one Pakhtun proverb,

"without invitation, will assure me of

his love." This dream of the perfect

friend, always a man, which has been

honored in countless proverbs and

poems over the centuries, is the be-

loved fantasy of every Pakhtun male.

The friend, however, must necessarily

photographs by Cherry Undholm

be a stranger, for all Swat Pakhtun are,

by the very nature of their harsh and
competitive society, rivals and poten-

tial enemies. Naturally, given these

qualifications, friendship in Swat is

very rare indeed. Yet the dream per-

sists and is acted out in the rite of hospi-

tality whenever the opportunity arises.

In sharp contrast to the romantic

image of the friend and public display

of hospitality, the Pakhtun's domestic

arena, concealed behind the impene-
trable walls of the purdah household,

is the site of confrontations more akin

to those of the battlefield.

As the drumming grows louder, the

trembling bride remembers her

mother's advice for a successful mar-

riage: "You must keep power over

your husband. Always speak first when
he enters, even if only to cough. Sleep

with your hand behind his head. Then

In a Swat village, a palanquin transports a bride to her new home
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he will miss you and never be satisfied

with any other."

The girl prays that her husband will

like her and that he will not humiliate

her and her family by taking a second

wife. Tha; would be the worst possible

catastrophe. She is of a good family

and her family pride is strong.

Now the time has come for her to

leave. She clutches at the cot, but her

elder brother pulls her hands free and

lifts her onto the palanquin that will

carry her to her husband's house. The
embroidered cover is dropped into

place, and the girl is carried into the

narrow street. Men of the husband's

house are waiting to join the proces-

sion. They help with the palanquin and

triumphantly bounce it about. Village

boys line the route and throw stones,

hoping to overturn the bride into the

muddy alley. In the past, serious fights

sometimes erupted because of injuries

caused by this ritual stoning, but in re-

cent years the violence has lessened.

The procession continues through

the village, led by the men carrying the

bride and followed by a supply of

household goods from her father's

house. The drums of the groom are

now heard as the procession ap-

proaches his compound. Men of his

family gleefully fire their rifles, and

small boys toss sweets to the crowd

from the low rooftops. The drumming
reaches a crescendo as the party enters

the groom's house. This is a tense mo-
ment. Sometimes, the groom's family

tries to deny entry to the men of the

bride's party, and a fight breaks out.

But today everything goes smoothly,

and men of both houses carry the pa-

lanquin into the inner courtyard.

Strong hands lift the bride onto a cot

in the corner of the single room where

she will live with her husband. The
men then leave the house to begin

feasting in the hiijera. Totally enclosed

in her shawl, the new bride presses

tightly to her chest the Koran her father

has given her. The women of the

household surround her, talking inces-

santly and cajoling her to show her

face. A young girl begins the drumbeat

for women, and the groom's female

relatives start dancing in the courtyard,

celebrating the newcomer's arrival.

Later, they will give her money, and

in return, she will bow before them and

touch their feet in token of future sub-

servience. But, for the moment, the

bride remains motionless on the cot.

She will stay in this position for three

days, rising only to relieve herself. On
the third night her husband will creep

into the house to consummate the mar-

riage.

While the bride huddles nervously in

her new home, the groom, a green-

eyed man of twenty-five, is fingering

his mustache in the hujera of a rela-

tive, a different hujera from the one

where the feasting is taking place. He
is not permitted to join in the festivities

of the marriage but must hide in shame
at losing his bachelor status. Twenty

years ago, young grooms sometimes

ran away from their home villages and

had to be coaxed back to their wives.

But men's shame is no longer so acute.

In those days, all men slept in the hu-

jera and only slipped out to visit their

wives secretly at night. Women also

were shyer then, and a man might not

see his wife's face for a year or more.

But nowadays, with the curtailment of

Men of a marriage parly assemble for a feast in the hujera, or men 's house.

warfare and the weakening of the vil-

lage khans, or leaders, most men sleep

at home with their wives.

The groom is speculating about his

new wife's appearance. He has never

seen her, but he has heard reports that

she is light skinned and fat—an ideal

beauty. His own sexual experience has

been with boys his own age who played

the passive role and with girls of the

servant class. For him, sexual domi-

nance is an expression of power. He
hopes that the youth and innocence of

his bride will render her docile and re-

spectful. However, he fears that the

marriage will be a contentious one.

That is how all marriages end up. "It

is because our women are no good,"

he muses.

For two more nights the groom stays

in the hujera. pretending indifference

to his marriage. Then, on the third

night, he steals into his family's com-

pound and opens the door of the room
where his bride is waiting. He is

slightly inebriated from smoking hash-

ish. She is unveiled and afraid to look

at him. Sometimes, the groom finds his

bride repulsive and cannot have sex

with her. Or he may have been en-

chanted by a male lover and rendered

incapable of heterosexual intercourse.

The bride has no recourse, foi Pakhtun

marriage is a lifetime contract. More-

over, the wife even follows her hus-

band to heaven or hell, so that they are

united for eternity.

In the room adjoining the nuptial

chamber, the groom's sisters have

bored a hole in the wall and are spying

on the couple. The groom gives the girl

a gold watch and some sweets. He be-

gins to caress and tease her, but she is

too terrified to respond, and the sexual

act is rough and hasty. Thus the couple

enter into married life.

The giving of a woman in marriage

is a touchy business for the Swat Pakh-

tun. Historically, a weak lineage gave

women to its stronger neighbors in

order to form alliances, and victors in

war expressed their triumph by taking

women from the conquered. As a re-

sult, there is the suggestion that the

wife givers are inferior to the wife

takers—and any hint of inferiority is

intolerable to a Pakhtun. Hostility

toward marriage as an institution is

seen in the ritual stoning of the bride's

palanquin and in the fights between the

bride's party and the groom's party. If

divorce were allowed, no marriage

would last for long.

The groom feels shame at his mar-

riage because every Pakhtun man, not
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unlike the mythical American cowboy,
seeks to present himself as completely
self-reliant, independent, and free of

obligation. But the cowboy can always
reject home and family and ride away
into the sunset—an option the Pakhtun
man does not have. Instead, he effec-

tively hides his wife inside the privacy
of the purdah household. Her presence

is known to an outsider only through
the tea she prepares. The Pakhtun
woman must never be seen by men
who are not close family members. She
must never leave the compound walls

without her husband's permission. By
remaining a virtual prisoner inside her

husband's house, she helps to uphold
his honor, for she is a part of all he
possesses and her behavior is a direct

reflection of his power and control

.

Years ago, if a Pakhtun woman was
seen by a man who was not her rela-

tive, her enraged husband would cut

off her nose as a punishment and as a

means of cleansing his family honor,
which her carelessness had sullied.

While this custom has been aban-

doned, severe beatings are common.
And a woman found alone with a man
who is not a relative has committed a

killing offense, for it will be assumed
that the liaison is sexual. In such a

case, although the husband may not ac-

tually desire her death, the pressure of

public opinion, the code of Pakhtun-
wali, which demands vengeance, and
his own sense of acute shame, would
all push him to take action.

Because they are able to dishonor
men, women are feared. On the other

hand, the woman has only physical vi-

olence to fear from her husband. Even
more than the male, she is accustomed
to violence from childhood. Her per-

sonal pride is far more powerful than

her fear of a beating. Although she is

a prisoner in her husband's house, her

position is in some ways stronger than

his, for she holds the weaponry for his

dishonoring, whereas he holds merely
a stick with which to beat her. While
the wife must live with her jailer, the

husband is obliged to share his house
with an enemy—and an extremely te-

nacious and able one.

Marriage thus begins as a hostile re-

lationship. The young bride's appre-

hension and the groom's shame ac-

company the determination of each to

dominate the other. Pakhtun marriage

demands a precarious balance of

power, and the young partners are

ready from the start to fight each other

to avoid being dominated and shamed.
It is now a year after the marriage

—

the bride has her place within her hus-
band's household. In her eyes, she is

treated like a slave. Her mother-in-law
is impossibly demanding; the girl can
do nothing right. Her husband takes no
notice of her beyond the servicing of
his sexual needs. Recently, she has
begun having fits in which she is pos-
sessed by demons. During these fits,

she rolls in the dirt and must be re-

strained from throwing herself into the
well or the fire. From her mouth, de-

monic voices hurl abuse at her husband
and his family. Exorcisms by a holy
man, who puts sticks between her
fingers and squeezes her hand pain-

fully, are only temporarily effective.

Finally, her father is asked to inter-

vene. "If this happens again," he
warns her, "I'll shoot you." The
demons stop appearing.

Shortly afterward, she gives birth to

a son, and her position in her husband's
household improves. She is now
respected, for she has contributed to

perpetuating her husband's line. But
her relations with her mother-in-law
continue to be as unpleasant as ever.

As time goes by, the marriage
proves to be as difficult as the young
groom feared. Fighting goes on daily,

over the wife's poorly made milk curd
or over a piece of rotten meat the hus-

band has foolishly purchased. The hus-
band may strike out because his wife
is nagging him to buy another piece of

jewelry that she can show off to her

neighbor; the wife may be irate be-

cause the husband, in a display of gen-
erosity, has depleted the family larder.

Anything can cause a serious fight, and
several times the bruised wife returns,

with injured pride, to her father's

house. There she is pampered by her

relatives for a time, but she must go
back to her husband upon his demand.
She returns, and the fights continue.

Like all Pakhtun husbands, he se-

verely beats his wife to break her of bad
habits and make her submissive. The
young woman nonetheless remains
proud and fearless; far from becoming
meek, she defends herself aggres-

sively, clawing at her husband's face

and tearing the shirt from his back. He
strikes out, especially at her face, and
sometimes uses a club or throws a

stone at her. This is considered per-

fectly normal, and the wife is even
somewhat proud of her battle scars.

She abuses her elder sister's husband,
who rarely hits his wife, as "a man
with no penis." Yet her own husband
fares no better, as she frequently calls

curses down upon him and abuses his
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lineage: "Your ancestor was nothing

and my ancestor was great!"

The husband, becoming wearied

with the constant effort to subdue and

control his defiant female adversary,

dreams of defeating her once and for

all by bringing in another, more tract-

able wife. He frequently threatens her

with this ultimate humiliation, but is

unable to implement his plan because

he lacks funds. Despite the proverb

that "a fool can be recognized by his

two wives," most men dream of a sec-

ond marriage. Those few who can af-

ford it, however, inevitably regret it,

for with the arrival of a second wife,

warfare begins in earnest. Each woman
seeks, with magical spells and sheer

contentiousness, to drive the other out.

Sometimes, one wife will poison the

other or, more commonly, the hus-

band; sometimes the husband's throat

is slit while he sleeps. The first wife

continually badgers the husband to

bring in yet a third wife, in order to

humiliate the second wife as she has

been humiliated. The besieged hus-

band, who has found the second wife

as irritating as the first, futilely wishes

he could turn back the clock.

Although they continue to squabble,

the husband and wife are actually quite

fond of each other. Each admires the

other's resolute pride and fighting abil-

ity. But the man cannot show his affec-

tion, for to do so would give the wife

courage to dishonor him. A man who
displays aflfeciion to his wife is indicat-

ing weakness, which the woman will

immediately exploit in the battle for

domination. .She ma> begin leaving the

house without permission, confident

that the loving husband will not punish

her. Then she will start having affairs

with other men, thoroughly dishonor-

ing her weakling spouse. Therefore, a

man must avoid laughing with his wife

or showing her any tenderness, in spite

of his feelings for her. "Instead of a

kiss, he gives me a bite," says the

wife, baring her teeth. But if he did

give her a kiss, she would begin to feel

he had become emasculated.

The husband carries his feigned in-

difference to his wife into public life,

never mentioning her to his friends.

Nor do they inquire after her; to do so

would be a breach of etiquette. Instead,

they merely ask him, "How is your

house?"
The wife is not so constrained. Con-

fined to the compound, she spends

much of her time complaining to visi-

tors, to servants, and even to her chil-

dren about the activities of her hus-

band. Gossip about the wrongdoings of

their men is the major subject of

women's conversations. "All Swat
men are rotten," they say. That is the

nature of men. The wife's solace is

hearing the tribulations of other

women and anticipating the power she

will wield in her later years. By that

time, her husband will be a tired old

man, without the energy for fighting,

her sons will be grown, and their wives

will be living in her hou.se under her

rule. She will control her domestic

sphere like a real matriarch, and the

purdah compound, her former prison,

will become her court. Indeed, the

Western image of the docile purdah fe-

male is an inaccurate picture of the

Pakhtun woman of Swat.

This story is representative of the

marriajie relations among the Yusufzai
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Pakhtun. Perhaps a particular couple

will fight less than usual because of ex-

traordinary meekness or compatibility.

Fortunate couples may reach a sort of

wary, joking understanding in old age.

But, in general, the marriage relation

is one of strife, violence, and struggle.

This pattern of hostility and rivalry

derives from the social model of the

society, which is technically termed a

segmentary lineage system. This

means that the Yusufzai Pakhtun trace

themselves, through the male line, to

a common ancestor, Yusuf, the pro-

genitor of the entire clan. All consider

themselves equal, and all have rights

in the family land. Despite this ide-

ology of equality, however, those who
are strong force the weak from their

land. To be a landless Pakhtun is to

lose one's birthright and become a

member of the servant class. Thus,

each family seeks to protect itself and

subordinate others.

Life in the Yusufzai village is

largely a contest to determine domi-

nance. A man's chief rival is his fa-

ther's brother's son, who has a claim

on the land of the common grandfa-

ther. This cousin is often one's in-law

as well, since marriage with the fa-

ther's brother's daughter is greatly fa-

vored in Swat. By marrying their fe-

male patrilineal cousin, the Yusufzai

hope to gain control over their main

political rival, but to no avail, since

such marriages are notoriously hostile.

The term for the father's brother's

son is tarbur, a word that means

enemy. But the tarbur is also an ally,

for only he can be counted upon to

come to one's aid in case of an attack

by a more genealogically distant adver-

sary. Groupings occur on the basis of

patrilineal kinship and only take place

when there is an external threat. When
the British attacked them, the Yusufzai

Pakhtun forgot their internal enmities

and united to expel the invader.

In this system, men constantly ma-

neuver for power and honor. Loyalties

shift easily. As one family becomes

strong, others unite against it. Some
families rise, but are soon torn apart by

internal dissension. As the modern

Pakhtun writer Ghani Khan has ob-

served, "The Pakhtun have not be-

come a great nation because a man
would rather burn his house than see

his elder brother rule it."

In such an environment , a martial air

and genuine willingness to fight are ab-

solute necessities for survival. Even

hospitality, the most loving relation-

ship found in the society , is tinged with

rivalry, as hosts express their strength

and dominance through lavish enter-

tainment. The assertion of one's own
pride and the denigration of other lin-

eages is therefore the primary emo-
tional stance of the Pakhtun. This

stance is not confined to men. The
women also consider all men not of

their patrilineage to be of inferior qual-

ity. Every marriage is thus with an in-

ferior, and the partners are well

prepared to fight each other to uphold

the honor of their respective houses.

Although the husband tries to ignore

his wife, she refuses to be overlooked.

Her own pride, instilled by her lineage,

demands that she assert herself. The

woman's place is in the house, how-

ever—patrilineal descent prevents her

from inheriting land or from partici-

pating in struggles over land. Where a

man's pride and identity rest in his

landholdings, her honor is found in

vindicating her superiority in the

household. The bruises that inevitably

result she regards as marks of honor.

If her health is good, if she can avoid

being expelled by another wife, and if

she has sons, her struggle is likely to

end in victory. The aging husband,

beset by rivals on all sides, and even

besieged by his own sons demanding

their share of his land, will accept his

wife's rule in exchange for relative

peace in the compound.
Small wonder that the Pakhtun man

dreams of the mythical friend. This

dream, and the ritual of hospitality in

which it finds expression, derives from

the stern social order, which sets every

man against every other, and which

prevents any amicable relationship

within the family. Deprived of any real

opportunity to be affectionate and gen-

erous, the Pakhtun male releases these

suppressed feelings in the rite of hospi-

tality.

Women, on the other hand, have no

great interest in hospitality, although

they cook for guests for the sake of

their own pride. Unlike the man, who
seeks to dominate in a world of oppo-

nents, the woman strives only to domi-

nate in the house. The man's goal is

impossible, but the woman's is fairly

attainable. Women are also united in

a community of complaint against their

husbands. They do not engage in life

and death struggles over land, and in

consequence, their enmities are less

deep than the men's. Despite the tra-

vails and bruises of marriage, women
tend to succeed in their goals, while

men spend their time pursuing a chi-

mera of friendship. D
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Shades of Lamarck
Lamarckian evolution helps explain
' 'our current, maddening acceleration

toward something new and liberating—
or toward the abyss"

The world, unfortunately, rarely

matches our hopes and consistently

refuses to behave in a reasonable man-
ner. The psalmist did not distinguish

himself as an acute observer when he

wrote: "I have been young, and now
am old; yet have I not seen the right-

eous forsaken, nor his seed begging

bread." The tyranny of what seems

reasonable often impedes science.

Who before Einstein would have be-

lieved that the mass and aging of an

object could be affected by its velocity

near the speed of light?

Since the living world is a product

of evolution, why not suppose that it

arose in the simplest and most direct

way? Why not argue that organisms

improve themselves by their own ef-

forts and pass these advantages to their

offspring in the form of altered genes

—

a process that has long been called, in

technical parlance, the "inheritance of

acquired characters." This idea ap-

peals to common sense not only for its

simplicity but perhaps even more for

its happy implication that evolution

travels an inherently progressive path,

propelled by the hard work of orga-

nisms themselves. But, just as we all

must die, and just as we do not inhabit

the central body of a restricted uni-

verse, so the inheritance of acquired

characters represents another human
hope scorned by nature.

The inheritance of acquired charac-

ters usually goes by the shorter, al-

though historically inaccurate, name of

Lamarckism. Jean Baptiste Lamarck
(1744-1829), the great French biolo-

gist and early evolutionist, believed in

the inheritance of acquired characters,

but it was not the centerpiece of his

evolutionary theory and was certainly

not original with him. Entire volumes

have been written to trace its pre-

Lamarckian pedigree. Lamarck argued

that life is generated, continuously and
spontaneously, in very simple form. It

then climbs a ladder of complexity,

motivated by a "force that tends inces-

santly to complicate organization."

This force operates through the cre-

ative response of organisms to "felt

needs." But life cannot be organized

as a ladder because the upward path is

often diverted by requirements of local

environments; thus, giraffes acquire

long necks and wading birds webbed
feet, while moles and cave fishes lose

their eyes. Inheritance of acquired

characters does play an important part

in this scheme, but not the central role.

It is the mechanism for assuring that

offspring benefit from their parents' ef-

forts, but it does not propel evolution

up the ladder.

In the late nineteenth century, many
evolutionists sought an alternative to

Darwin's theory of natural selection.

They reread Lamarck, cast aside the

guts of it (continuous generation and

complicating forces), and elevated one

aspect of the mechanics—inheritance

of acquired characters—to a central

focus it never had for Lamarck him-

self. Moreover, many of these self-

styled "neo-Lamarckians" abandoned

Lamarck's cardinal idea that evolution

is an active, creative response by orga-

nisms to their felt needs. They pre-

served the inheritance of acquired

characters but viewed the acquisitions

as direct impositions by impressing en-

vironments upon passive organisms.

Although I will bow to contem-

porary usage and define Lamarckism
as the notion that organisms evolve by

acquiring adaptive characters and pass-

ing them on to offspring in the form of

altered genetic information, I do wish

to record how poorly this name honors

a very fine scientist who died just 150

years ago. Subtlety and richness are so
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often degraded in our world. Marx felt

compelled to deny that he was a Marx-
ist. And consider the poor marshmal-

low—the plant, that is. Its roots once

made a fine candy; now its name ad-

heres to that miserable ersatz of sugar,

gelatine, and corn syrup.

Lamarckism, in this sense, re-

mained a popular evolutionary theory

well into our century. Darwin won the

battle for evolution as a fact, but his

own theory for its mechanism—natural

selection—did not win wide popularity

until the traditions of natural history

and Mendelian genetics were fused

during the 1930s. Moreover, Darwin
himself did not deny Lamarckism, al-

though he regarded it as subsidiary to

natural selection as an evolutionary

mechanism. As late as 1938, for ex-

ample. Harvard paleontologist Percy

Raymond, writing (I suspect) at the

very desk I am now using, said of his

colleagues: "Probably most are La-

marckians of some shade; to the un-

charitable critic it might seem that

many out-Lamarck Lamarck." We
must recognize the continuing influ-

ence of Lamarckism in order to under-

stand much social theory of the time

—

ideas that become incomprehensible if

forced into the Darwinian framework

we often assume for them. When re-

formers spoke of the "taint" of pov-

erty, alcoholism, or criminality, they

usually thought in quite literal terms

—

the sins of the father would extend in

hard heredity far beyond the third gen-

eration. When Lysenko began to advo-

cate Lamarckian cures for the ills of

Soviet agriculture during the 1930s, he

had not resuscitated a bit of early nine-

teenth-century nonsense, but a still re-

spectable, if fast fading, theory. Al-

though this tidbit of historical informa-

tion does not make his hegemony, or

the methods he used to retain it, any

less appalling, it does render the tale

a bit less mysterious. His debate with

the Russian Mendelians was, at the

outset, a legitimate scientific argu-

ment. Later, he held on through fraud,

deception, manipulation, and mur-

der—that is the tragedy.

Darwin's theory of natural selection

is more complex than Lamarckism be-

cause it requires two separate proc-

esses, rather than a single force. Both

theories are rooted in the concept of

adaptation—the idea that organisms

respond to changing environments by

evolving a form, function, or behavior

better suited to these new circum-

stances. Thus, in both theories, infor-

mation from the environment must be

transmitted to organisms. In Lamarck-
ism, the transmission is direct. An or-

ganism perceives the environmental

change, responds in the "right" way,

and passes its appropriate reaction di-

rectly to its offspring.

Darwinism, on the other hand, is a

two-step process, with different forces

responsible for variation and direction.

Darwinians speak of genetic variation,

the first step, as "random." This is an

unfortunate term because we do not

mean random in the mathematical

sense of equally likely in all directions.

We simply mean that variation occurs

with no preferred orientation in adap-

tive directions. If temperatures are

dropping and a hairier coat would aid

survival, genetic variation for greater

hairiness does not begin to arise with

increased frequency. Selection, the

second step, works upon unoriented

variation and changes a population by
conferring greater reproductive suc-

cess upon advantageous variants.

This is the essential difference be-

tween Lamarckism and Darwinism

—

for Lamarckism is, fundamentally, a

theory of directed variation. If hairy

coats are better, animals perceive the

need, grow them, and pass the poten-

tial to offspring. Thus, variation is

directed automatically toward adapta-

tion and no second force, such as natu-

ral selection, is needed. Many people

do not understand the essential role of

directed variation in Lamarckism.

They often argue: isn't Lamarckism
true because enviroimient does influ-

ence heredity—chemical and radioac-

tive mutagens increase the mutation

rate and enlarge a population's pool of

genetic variation. This mechanism in-

creases the amount of variation but

does not propel it in favored directions.

Lamarckism holds that genetic varia-

tion originates preferentially in adap-

tive directions.

In the June 2, 1979, issue of Lancet,

the leading British medical journal, for

example. Dr. Paul E. M. Fine argues

for what he calls "Lamarckism" by

discussing a variety of biochemical

paths for the inheritance of acquired,

but nondirected, genetic variation.

Viruses, essentially naked bits of

DNA, may insert themselves into the

genetic material of a bacterium and be

passed along to offspring as part of the

bacterial chromosome. An enzyme
called "reverse transcriptase" can me-

diate the reading of information from

cellular RNA "back" into nuclear

DNA. The old idea of a single, irre-

versible flow of information from nu-
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clear DNA through intermediary RNA
to proteins that build the body does not

hold in all cases—even though Watson
himself had once sanctified it as the

"central dogma" of molecular biol-

ogy: DNA makes RNA makes protein.

Since an inserted virus is an "acquired

character" that can be passed along to

offspring. Fine argues that Lamarck-

ism holds in some cases. But Fine has

misunderstood the Lamarckian re-

quirement that characters be acquired

for adaptive reasons—for Lamarckism
is a theory of directed variation. I have

heard no evidence that any of these bio-

chemical mechanisms leads to the pref-

erential incorporation of favorable

genetic information. Perhaps this is

possible; perhaps it even happens. If

so, it would be an exciting new devel-

opment, and truly Lamarckian.

But so far, we have found nothing

in the workings of Mendelism or in the

biochemistry of DNA to encourage a

belief that environments or acquired

adaptations can direct sex cells to mu-
tate in specific directions. How could

colder weather "tell" the chromo-

somes of a sperm or egg to produce

mutations for longer hair? How could

Pete Rose transfer hustle to his ga-

metes? It would be nice. It would be

simple. It would propel evolution at

much faster rates than Darwinian proc-

esses allow. But it is not nature's way,

so far as we know.

Yet Lamarckism holds on, at least

in popular imagination, and we must

ask why? Arthur Koestler, in particu-

lar, has vigorously defended it in sev-

eral books, including The Case of the

Midwife Toad, a full-length attempt to

vindicate the Austrian Lamarckian

Paul Kammerer, who shot himself in

1926 (although largely for other rea-

sons) after the discovery that his prize

specimen had been doctored by an in-

jection of India ink. Koestler hopes to

establish at least a "mini-Lamarckian-

ism" to prick the orthodoxy of what he

views as a heartless and mechanistic

Darwinism. I think that Lamarckism
retains its appeal for two major rea-

sons.

First, a few phenomena of evolution

do appear, superficially, to suggest La-

marckian explanations. Usually, the

Lamarckian appeal arises from a mis-

conception of Darwinism. It is often

and truly stated, for example, that

many genetic adaptations must be pre-

ceded by a shift in behavior without

genetic foundation. In a classic and

recent case, several species of tits

learned to pry the tops off English milk

bottles and drink the cream within.

One can well imagine a subsequent

evolution of bill shape to make the pil-

ferage easier (although it will probably

by nipped in the bud by paper cartons

and a cessation of home delivery). Is

this not Lamarckian in the sense that

an active, nongenetic behavioral inno-

vation sets the stage for reinforcing

evolution? Doesn't Darwinism think

of environment as a refining fire and

organisms as passive entities before it?

But Darwinism is not a mechanistic

theory of environmental determinism.

It does not view organisms as billiard

balls, buffeted about by a shaping envi-

ronment. These examples of behav-

ioral innovation are thoroughly Dar-

winian—yet we praise Lamarck for

emphasizing so strongly the active role

of organisms as creators of their envi-

ronment. The tits, in learning to invade

milk bottles, established new selective

pressures by altering their own envi-

ronment. Bills of a different shape

would now be favored by natural selec-

tion. The new environment does not

provoke the tits to manufacture genetic

variation directed toward the favored

shape. This, and only this, would be

Lamarckian.

Another phenomenon, passing

under a variety of names, including the

"Baldwin effect" and "genetic assim-

ilation," seems more Lamarckian in

character but fits just as well into a

Darwinian perspective. To choose the

classic illustration: Ostriches have cal-

losities on their legs where they often

kneel on hard ground, but the callosi-

ties develop within the egg, before they

can be used. Does this not require a

Lamarckian scenario: Ancestors with-

out callosities began to kneel and de-

veloped them as a nongenetic adapta-

tion acquired during life, just as we,

depending on our profession, grow

writer's calluses or thickened soles.

These callosities were then inherited as

genetic adaptations, now forming well

before their use.

The Darwinian explanation for

"genetic assimilation" can be illus-

trated with the midwife toad of Paul

Kammerer, Koestler's favorite ex-

ample—for Kammerer, ironically,

performed a Darwinian experiment

without recognizing it. This terrestrial

toad descended from aquatic ancestors

that develop roughened ridges on their

forefeet—the nuptial pads. Males use

these pads to hold the female while

mating in their slippery environment.

Midwife toads, copulating on terra

firma, have lost the pads, although a I



On Photographing a Small Step

TT is unearthly. The landscape

i underfoot. It is soft and powdery.

A silver beast stands there. His

head is a shiny globe. His huge

frankfurter fingers hold a small box

that talks.

Click. Whir. Click. Whir.

A man is taking the first pictures

on the moon. He takes them with a

camera that gives him startling detail.

It is a Hasselblad.

It is the first of twelve taken

to the moon on six landings. And it

IS still there today.

Phologiaph by Hautihiul ieruri»A> d/ N'A.SA

Hasselblads have taken tens of

thousands of photographs during

millions of miles of travel in space.

In all, 60 Hasselblads on 27
flights with 67 astronauts have com-
pleted -^.'>66 orbits of earth and .^6.^

of the moon.

Every Hasselblad proved reliable

on every Might under every
condition.

Today, 10 years after, Hasselblail

celebrates mankind's giant leap with

a commemorative issue ot a limited

edition (earth version) i>t the

SOOHLM motor drive camera that

tiH)k those histtiric photographs.

The only medium format cam-

em on earth or in space that can

eiiual it, is another Hasselblad.

For even in an age of space,

much of a year goes into building

each Hasselblad; much of it crafted

by hand.

100 Hasselblads frv>m unc
N»i Hasselblad can be any better

than any other Hasselblad; only

more suited to your purposes.

Hasselblad is a prodigious sys-

tem of 4 cameras, 22 lenses, 8 view-

finders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. And there

is no tibsolcscence.

Simply by choosing the right

pieces, you can otstom build o\'er 100

distinct Hasselblad cameras for

almost any photographic application.

From a man's first steps on the

moon tc^ a child's first steps on earth.

An incredible motor drive

The 500 EL M is the only hand held

medium format camera with an inte-

grated motor unit.

So unlike cameras with optional

motor drive attachments, it is built

to withstand the punishing demands
of motorized operation.

And the possibilities are infinite.

There is a dial set in the body

that will order the camera to fire in

any of five different ways.

From single shot to speeded up
continuous firing at the rate of one

shot every 8/lOth of a second.

That means you can walk away

from the camera, devciting all your

concentration to your subject, while

firing with a remote cable.

Plug in the intervalometer, for

instance, and you can trigger the

camera automatically. At any
moment you want, from 2 seconds

to 14 minutes.

Or trigger up to four cameras

simultaneously with a command
unit.

Or, fitted for remote radio con-

trol, tire from a half mile away.

And the standard film frame on
a Hasselblad is 2% inches square,

almost 4 times the area of a 35mm
frame. So the ability to hold sharp-

ness and contrast is phenomenal.

(For actu.il si:e of film frame, see box

at lower right.)

The eyes of a Ha.sselblad

A Hasselblad can see with any one of

22 lenses; all multKoated (except tor

two sjx'cial purpose lenses) in fiKal

lengths from U")mm to 500mm with

,ingular fields from 180 degrees to ^

degrees.

There are lenses for sports,

aerial, architectural, and fashion

photography. Portrait, landscape,

medical, underwater and news pho-

tography. Wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial and child photography

.A iauih frrochure on the 500 HUM
and other Hasielhlixd cameras is

availahk free if you unV: Braun \orth

.Attuticu. Dept.NHwH.55 Camhndge
Parkuay. iMinhndge. \\A 02l42-a
Jiiision of Thf Gilltftf Com/>an> ami

evclitsiit marldttr of HasselbLui in the

LS.

There is e\en the 105mm Zeiss

L'\'-Sonnar f4.3 which can photo-

graph the ultraviolet portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum with costly

ciuart: elements that can detect radi-

ations unseeable by the human eye.

There are also lenses that adjust

the aperture fully automatically as

the light changes.

Even if you are not yet into

these more exotic applications but

simply recording travel and everyday

happenings, it's nice to know that

your camera produces the very best

images in the medium format.

So, in effect, there is nothing

you can't see with a Hasselblad. .And

photograph. From what is invisible

to the naked eye to all that is visible

in the universe.

Is it any wonder then that

NASA came to Hasselblad for the

camera which was to photogr.iph

space.' And that top professional and

serious amateur photographers still

rely on Hasselblad.

HASSELBLAD*
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Cheddar

Gerard Paul

Director

This kind of Cheddar is almost

extinct. Aged slow. Cured

sharp. Mellow and mouthfil-

Img, Bursting with buttery fla-

vor. Not orange inside like

commercial Cheddar, but snowy white— because

no coloring, no chemicals, no preservatives are

added. For half price I will ship you the entire

virgin 3-lb wheel Nibble as much as you like

without obligation II not the best Cheddar of your

life simply return what is left and I will refund all

your money plus the cost of return postage

Why this half price offer?

We are gambling that you will like our Cheddar

enough to order again. ..at full price. And then

again and again after that However, only a few

prize Cheddars are being allotted lor this sampling

offer. Therefore please respond promptly. We
suggest you use our toll free phone number below

to avoid disappointment Thank you—Gerard Paul

If you make your Cheddar request within the

next 7 days, we will include (free) the CHED-
DAR CLEAVER shown above. It is razor-sharp,

half-a-foot long, and regularly sells for $4.00.

r- CHEDDAR REQUEST
1

if

u , __ Gerard Paul. Dept. 333-6

tr! \^ Cheeselovers BIdg. Box 1200
lo^JISr Wcstbury, New *ork 11590

Yes, Mr Paul Please ship me your 3-lb wheel of

Sharp Aged Farm Cheddar for half price—only 7 49

(reg. $15 00) I may sample as much as I wish— free

of obligation II it is not the best Cheddar of my life, I

may return what is left for a full refund plus the cost

of return postage (LIMIT 1 CHEDDAR TO ANY
ADDRESS-NO EXCEPTIONS (C50008)

Enclosed is 7.49 plus 2.00 shipping & handling.

Or charge to my D VISA D MASTER CHARGE.

D For RUSH shipment add $1.

Exp.

Card # date

Apt #

Address

City Zip-

SAVE TIME-PHONE
YOUR REQUEST TOLL-FREE

Call anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week-
even Sat. & Sun. Phone 1-800-327-2777. (In

Florida. 1 800-432-2766). VISA or MASTER
CHARGE card required.

© 1979 Cheeseic International
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few odd individuals do develop them

in rudimentary form—indicating that

the genetic capacity for producing

them has not been entirely lost.

Kammerer forced some midwife

toads to breed in water and raised the

next generation from the few eggs that

had survived in this inhospitable envi-

ronment. After repeating the process

for several generations, Kammerer
produced males with nuptial pads

(even though one later received an in-

jection of India ink, perhaps not by
Kammerer, to heighten the effect).

Kammerer concluded that he had dem-
onstrated a Lamarckian effect: he had

returned the midwife toad to its ances-

tral environment; it had reacquired an

ancestral adaptation and passed it on in

genetic form to offspring.

But Kammerer had really performed
a Darwinian experiment: when he

forced the toads to breed in water, only

a few eggs survived. Kammerer had

exerted a strong selection pressure for

whatever genetic variation encourages

success in water. And he reinforced

this pressure over several generations.

Kammerer's selection had gathered to-

gether the genes that favor aquatic

life—a combination that no parent of

the first generation possessed. Since

nuptial pads are an aquatic adaptation,

their expression must be tied to the set

of genes that confer success in water

—

a set enhanced in frequency by Kam-
merer's Darwinian selection. Like-

wise, the ostrich may develop callosi-

ties first as a nongenetic adaptation.

But the habit of kneeling, reinforced by
these callosities, also sets up new se-

lective pressures for the preservation of

random genetic variation that may also

code for these features. The callosities

themselves are not mysteriously trans-

ferred by inheritance of acquired char-

acters from adult to juvenile.

Secondly, and I suspect more impor-

tantly, Lamarckism seems to offer

some comfort against a universe de-

void of intrinsic meaning for our lives.

It reinforces two of our deepest preju-

dices—our belief that effort should be

rewarded and our hope for an in-

herently purposeful and progressive

world. Its appeal for Koestler and other

humanists lies more in this solace than

in any technical argument about hered-

ity. Darwinism offers no such consola-

tion for it holds only that organisms

adapt to local environments by strug-

gling to increase their own reproduc-

tive success. Darwinism compels us to

seek meaning elsewhere—and isn't

this what art, music, literature, ethical

theory, personal struggle, and Koes-
tlerian humanism are all about. Why
make demands of nature and try to re-

strict her ways when the answers (even

if they are personal and not absolute)

lie within ourselves.

Thus Lamarckism, so far as we can
judge, is false in the domain it has

always occupied—as a biological

theory of genetic inheritance. Yet, by
analogy only, it is the mode of "inheri-

tance" for another and very different

kind of "evolution"—human cultural

evolution. Homo sapiens arose at least

50,000 years ago, and we have not a

shred of evidence for any genetic im-

provement since then. I suspect that

the average Cro-Magnon, properly

trained, could have handled computers

with the best of us (for what it's worth,

they had slightly larger brains than we
do). All that we have accomplished,

for better or for worse, is a result of

cultural evolution. And we have done
it at rates unmatched by orders of mag-
nitude in all the previous history of life.

Geologists cannot measure a few hun-

dred or a few thousand years in the

context of our planet's history. Yet, in

this millimicrosecond, we have trans-

formed the surface of our planet

through the influence of one unaltered

biological invention—-self-conscious-

ness. From perhaps one hundred thou-

sand people with axes to more than

four billion people with bombs, rocket

ships, cities, televisions, and com-
puters—and all without substantial

genetic change.

Cultural evolution has progressed at

rates that Darwinian processes cannot

begin to approach. Darwinian evolu-

tion continues in Homo sapiens, but at

rates so slow that it no longer has much
impact on our history. This crux in the

earth's history has been reached be-

cause Lamarckian processes have fi-

nally been unleashed upon it. Human
cultural evolution, in strong opposition

to our biological history, is Lamarck-
ian in character. What we learn in one

generation, we transmit directly by
teaching and writing. Acquired charac-

ters are inherited in technology and

culture. Lamarckian evolution is rapid

and accumulative. It explains the car-

dinal difference between our past,

purely biological mode of change, and

our current, maddening acceleration

toward something new and liberating

—

or toward the abyss.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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It contains every kind of song for every kind of occasion Hit

songs of today sucli as Don't It Make My Brown Eyes

Blue great standards like ril See You In My Dreams the hit

show tunes like Oklahoma! songs of the Roaring 20's such as

Five Foot Two! It has Irish songs, folk songs. Italian songs.
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of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-
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pockefbook is simple when you select a
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atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
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YOURS FREE!
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Sky Reporter by Andrea K, Dupree and Lee Hartmann

Hunting for Black Holes
Evidence for the existence of these exotic objects

mounts but is necessarily indirect

The search for black holes is one of

the most interesting and publicized

topics of current astronomy. These bi-

zarre objects, predicted as a natural

consequence of Einstein's theory of

general relativity, may be responsible

for such diverse behavior as X-ray
emission from some binary stars, ex-

ceptionally strong gravitational pull

toward the centers of globular clusters,

and varieties of energetic activity in the

nuclei of many galaxies. However, the

evidence for black holes is generally

very indirect, with the possible excep-

tion of one X-ray binary star—Cygnus
X- 1 . The effort to find compelling evi-

dence for the existence of black holes

is therefore likely to occupy astron-

omers for some time to come.
Shortly after the equations of gen-

eral relativity were published by Ein-

stein in 1916, Karl Schwarzschild, a

German physicist, pointed out that

their solution for the gravitational ef-

fects around a very compact mass had
a mathematical "singularity." Theo-
retically, objects falling into this singu-

larity would disappear from the uni-

verse. Even light cannot escape from
a singularity because of its intense

gravitational forces, hence the name,
black hole. Much odd behavior has

been hypothesized for black holes, in-

cluding the suggestion that an infalling

object could "pop" out into another

universe; however, that is speculation

for it is not at all clear whether such

an effect could actually occur.

Let us imagine what would happen
as a black hole is approached. An ob-

ject falling into a black hole would
move faster and faster, until it was
moving almost at the speed of light.

Seen from the outside, the object

would take forever to fall in because
of the slowdown of time. It would also

eventually be impossible to see the ob-

ject any longer since light from it

would be shifted from the visible

toward the red region of the electro-

magnetic spectrum by the pull of grav-

ity. An observer riding on the object

would see things differently. The fall

would take a finite rather than an infi-

nite amount of time. Light rays from
the outside world could get to the ob-

server but, after passing through the

surface of the black hole, the observer

could never communicate with the out-

side.

How is a black hole made? Extreme
compression of matter is required. And
we need to realize that the force of

gravity is inversely proportional to the

square of the distance between two at-

tracting masses. Thus, by reducing an

object to a size vastly smaller than that

of its normal state, the force of gravity

on its surface can be increased so much
that other nearby objects could not

escape from it. Even particles traveling

away from it at the speed of light—the

greatest speed that any particle can

achieve—could not escape from it.

The earth would have to be compressed
into a ball less than an inch across for

this to happen; the sun, with a radius

of forty billion miles, would need to be
compressed to a radius of about one
mile. Evidently, drastic events are re-

quired to make a black hole.

For years, black holes remained a

mathematical curiosity. Then in 1939

J. Robert Oppenheimer and his student

Hartland Snyder realized that black

holes might result from the collapse of

a sufficiently massive star. Hence,

there was a real possibility that these



LIGHT UP HER LIFE--
Give her a Third Century Lantern Pendant —

an exquisite gift of rare beauty and

historic importance— with its 8 point

Diamond encased in 14 Karat Solid Gold

Idealfor Anniversaries— Perfectfor Birthdays
— ami Extraordinaryfor those ' 'Special' ' Occasions
when you wish to make an Outstanding Impression

A detailed re-creation of the historic Paul Revere -

Old North Church Lantern— the famous "light" that gave birth to America
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You are part of America's "Third Century
"

society — so is she. It is the beginning of a New Era
— a fresh start. An Era with its own new symbols.

Such a symbol was created, back on April 18,

1975, when the beginning of America's Third

Century was officially marked by former President

Gerald R. Ford. During a nationally televised cere-

mony held at Boston's famous Old North Church,

the President lighted the "Third Lantern for Amer-
ica's Third Century." It was an authentic Sterling

Silver, full-size re-creation of one of the lanterns

used back in 1775 when Paul Revere made his

famous ride.

Our organization — the Limited Editions Collec-

tors Society — made the authentic re-creation Our
artisans used finite drawings, detailed photos, and

wax impressions of the one remaining onginal

lantern because the re-creation had to be perfect.

After all, the Old North Church Lantcm is such an

important national symbol — it is the "light " that

gave birth to .^me^ca.
Wc have since sold hundreds of authentic collector

reproductions of the famous lantern, with part of the

proceeds going to the Old North Church for their

building maintenance fund

In 1978. we created and mtnxluced a small

Limited Edition of a new. beautifully crafted

"miniature" of the famous signal lantcm in the form
of an exquisite piece of jewelry our Third Century
Lantern Pendant. ELach was an extraordinary gift

item that was cast of 18 Karat Solid Gold and utilized

a beautiful 10 Point Diamond to represent the

lantern's tiamc They sold for S45() and were com-
pletely sold out in a very short penod of time

Several lower pnced Registered Edition versions

were alst) intrixiuced ranging in pnce from $95 to

$350. These are made of Solid Sterling Silver or 14

Karat Solid Gold and use a Crystal or an 8 Point

Diamond as the flame Although the molds and t<H)ls

have now been destniyed, there are still approxi-

mately 2(X) Gold ca.slings and 4<X) Silver castings

remaining to be made into finished Pendants

The pnce of Silver and (iold has increased sub-

stantially since these remaining castings were labn-

calcd; yet these Pendants are being offered at their

original pnce, but sinctly on a "lirstcome, first

served" basis Therefore, by acting pninipily, be-

fore the small remaining supply is exhausted, you

still have an opportunity to be among those colleclors who will obtain

one of these rare and unusual collector piece

INDIVIDLALLY
HANDCRAFrED

The Pendant is sturdy and solidly

conslruclcd, yel very comlDnablc lo

wear An 8 Poini Marquisc-shaped

Diamond, pemiancnlly liK'ked inio

a bliKk of crystal-clear acrylic,

rcprcsenis the Hamc It cannot be

lost and will keep its lustntus sparilc

forever This dazzling gemsumc
perfectly symbolizes the warning

iighl sent out from Bostons Old
North Church on that fateful night in

1775 marking a most cnlical

moment in Amcnca's tiistory

Twenty three separate hand
assembly operations aa* required (i>

assemble each Pcndani prior to tinal

inspection hy the master Goldsmith

A 12 Karat Gold-tilled Cham, 24

inches long, which can be easily

adjusted for casual or dress wear, is

included wiiti each Gold Pcndani.

and the .Silver Pcndanis come w ith a

Sterling Silver Chain

in America's past and confidence in its future as our

nation embarks on its Third Century. It makes a

charming and thoughtful gift. And — what plea.ses a

woman more than a gift of Gold or Silver and

Diamonds? Whether she is a wife, a mother, a sister.

or a daughter — or just a close friend, she will be

enchanted when she first sees it and delighted as she

displays her Third Century Lantern Pendant in

public It is a great con\crNation piece.

The Limited Editions Collectors Society makes all

of its exclusive offenngs directly to the public. It is a

pnvate organization founded by a group of dedicated

collectors, art lovers, and historians. The StKieiy

creates and markets authentic repnxiuctions of

historic artifacts and has received a number of

important awards for excellence. In addition to

creating the Official Old North Church Commem-
orative Lantern, used by fomier President Ford, the

.SiKiety has been commissioned by a number of

non-profit organizations, including the Winston

Churchill Foundation, the L'nited States Capitol

Histoncal Society, the Freedoms Foundation at

Valley Forge, and the John F. Kennedy Library

Fund, to create and market their official commem-
oratives to collectors.

In addition to its collector value, each "Fhird

Century Lantern Pendant is an extremely outstanding

jewelry value. If you visit any jewelry store and

examine the variety of mass-pnxluced Pendants

using similar materials, you will find that most cost

more and some much more However, none will

have our Pendant's unusual combination of hand-

craftsmanship, rare beauty, unique design, historical

significance or value as an important ComnK-morativc.

To subscnbe lo this offer, just call us toll free

- at 8()()-225-5252 - or mail the coupon below.

You may "charge" your purehase by using one of

your major credit cards.

This offer is appearing in a number of publications

which will rc.icli over 4 million readers Therefore,

lo avoid possible disappointment or needless delay,

we recommend that you place your order pnmiptly

before Itie small amount of remaining Pendants

(about WK) pieces) is completely sold out
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able wool has the longest fibres

and is the lightest in the world.

Long outer "guard-hairs" are

rain snow repellent. Soft airy

underfleece provides extra

warmth. The colours of cream,

mocha and brown are our

sheep's own. Absolutely no

dyes are used. A great value at

WM (.«:)shp). it fits all sizes.

and your satisfaction isguaran
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SHMUZZIES
Tessellation Toys

intriguing . . . Escher type figures . .

.

good for providing motivation for tfie

study of geometry . . . charming"
—Reprinted from the Mathematics
Teacher. Used by permission

* .•

patent pending

SHLAMELEONS- interlocking

lizards, 4'/2' length, 'e"ctiipboard with

durable plastic coating in 3 bright

colors with booklet on Basic, Interme-

diate, and Advanced SHMUZZLING
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Loose-packed in plain brown wrapper
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SHMACROBATS" interlocking
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on SHMACRO-STACKS, SHMACRO
BATHS and other SHMACRO-ACTS
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(50* for each additional set) to

SHMUZZLES Inc , Dept H
PO Box 8499, Chicago IL 60680
(Illinois residents add 5% sales tax)

Look for the amazing new
SHMUZZLE- PUZZLE

coming soon to fine stores nationwide

objects could actually come from the

natural course of astronomical events.

The obvious place to search for such

objects was among the luminous stars.

But there is a problem with black

holes; they cannot be seen because

they are, well, black, or almost black.

(In remarkable and important new
work the English astrophysicist Ste-

phen Hawking has recently shown that

black holes actually do radiate and will

ultimately disappear, converting all

of their mass to radiated energy. How-
ever, this radiated power is negligibly

small for black hole masses as heavy

as those of stars, and these are the only

black hole masses expected to come
from the evolution of astronomical ob-

jects in our present universe.)

The only way massive black holes

can be detected is by their influence on
neighboring objects. This realization

led two Soviet astronomers in the

early 1960s to examine binary stars in

which one of the stars was unseen and

the motion of the visible star revealed

properties of its unseen companion.

Their hope was that one of these dim
companions might be a black hole. No
conclusion was reached, despite their

efforts and those of other astronomers.

But a powerful new technique. X-ray

observation, later became available to

facilitate the search.

Observations made after the advent

of space-based X-ray astronomy in the

late 1960s and early 1970s showed that

most of the galactic X-ray sources were

binary stars, with one member unseen

in visible light. It was quickly recog-

nized that the unseen companions must
be high-gravity stars. These dense stars

wrench gas from their normal compan-
ion stars, and because of the high grav-

ity involved, the gas is accelerated to

very high speeds. These gas streams

become heated and emit X-rays as they

fall on the surface of a dense star or

crash into other streams of accreted

material.

It may be possible to detect black

holes if they are members of X-ray bi-

naries. The problem is that there are

two other kinds of stars, white dwarfs

and neutron stars, that also have suffi-

ciently high surface gravities to pro-

duce hot. X-ray-emitting gas. Thus the

search for black holes has become in

part an effort to distinguish them from
other compact stars.

Dense stars are the remnants of

much heavier stars whose lives have

ended. Because of self-gravity, stars

would collapse inward were it not for

the light and heat they generate at their

centers; this energy creates an outward
pressure that balances the gravitational

forces. When stars run out of their nu-

clear fuel, gravity is no longer bal-

anced and collapse occurs. Most stars,

such as our sun, will collapse until they

become white dwarfs, their material

compacting until it is a million times

denser than that of the earth, and the

matter resists further collapse.

If the star is a little more massive

than the sun, the gravity is sufficiently

strong to force negatively charged

electrons to combine with positively

charged protons, making the matter al-

most all neutrons, which, as the name
suggests, carry no charge. Since nor-

mal matter is mostly empty space, with

electrons orbiting the nuclear protons

and neutrons at very large distances,

the elimination of the orbiting elec-

trons means that the matter can be

greatly compressed.

A star with a core of up to about

three solar masses becomes a neutron

star, with a final diameter of about ten

miles. For a stellar core of three or

more solar masses, the force of gravity

cannot be resisted by the matter and the

core collapses into a black hole. This

scenario, obtained from careful calcu-

lations of very compressed matter, in-

dicates that the basic way to distinguish

black holes from other compact stars

is by mass.

In general, the masses of objects

held in orbit about each other by grav-

ity can be determined by observing

their orbits. Unfortunately, in the sys-

tems that have likely candidates for

black hole companions, the orbit of the

compact object cannot be observed di-

rectly. In order to estimate the mass of

the compact star, it is necessary to ob-

serve the orbit of the primary star, and

then make assumptions about the ori-

entation of the orbit in space and infer

the mass of the primary star from its

color and luminosity. These problems

can make mass estimation difficult.

The most likely example of a black

hole is found in the binary X-ray source

Cygnus X-1, already mentioned. The
best estimates at present suggest that

the mass of the compact object in

Cygnus X-1 is at least nine solar

masses. This result is not completely

certain, and alternatives have been

suggested, such as having a third, faint

star in the system; triple stars are

known to exist. Nevertheless, the case

for a black hole in Cygnus X- 1 appears

plausible at this time.

Study of the processes that produce

X-rays provides another way in which
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one might distinguish other compact
objects from black holes. For example,

isolated, rapidly spinning neutron stars

are generally pulsars, identified by the

regular, periodic bursts of energy they

emit. There may similarly be identify-

ing marks that would enable us to

single out black holes. However, the

accretion of gas into compact objects is

not well understood, so that it is not yet

possible to distinguish black holes by
this effect. Further studies of the X-ray

emission are needed if this method is

ever to work. In this regard, the new
X-ray satellite launched in November,
the Einstein Observatory, is of vast im-

portance; because of its greater sensi-

tivity, many new X-ray sources will be

discovered, enhancing our understand-

ing of the overall problem of X-ray

emission.

Important information about X-ray

sources can also be obtained from ob-

servations in spectral regions other

than X-rays. At the Center for Astro-

physics, we and our colleagues have

been studying X-ray sources with the

newly launched International Ultravi-

olet Explorer (lUE) satellite. By ob-

serving very faint sources, this satellite

has enabled astronomers to probe more
deeply into the ultraviolet region of the

spectrum. The ultraviolet region is

uniquely rich in emissions from ion

species formed at the high tempera-

tures expected in outer stellar atmos-

pheres. We have been studying the ul-

traviolet signatures of X-ray sources

such as Cygnus X- 1 as part of a collab-

oration with other American, British,

and European astronomers. These ob-

servations show details of the gas mo-
tions and temperatures in X-ray sys-

tems that are not obtainable from X-ray

data. The interpretation of these data

has just begun, but they undoubtedly

contain important clues about the na-

ture of the X-ray emission process.

For example, the appearance of the

spectrum of the Cygnus X-1 binary

varies as the two stars move around

their orbit. This variation is due to the

effects of the X-rays on the primary,

normal star. An analysis of this data

will yield information about the emis-

sion of the presumed black hole.

We have also observed "Vela X- 1

,

which has a primary star very similar

to that of the Cygnus X-1 system. The
compact object in Vela is a pulsar,

however, so we know that it is a neu-

tron star. We will be looking carefully

at a comparison of Cygnus X-1 and

Vela X- 1 to see if they exhibit different

behavior.

Turning away from binary stars, the ^
case for black holes becomes much less

certain, although more spectacular.

The discovery of X-ray sources near

the centers of some globular clusters

generated a great deal of excitement,

particularly when it was found that the

X-ray clusters had very bright, con-

densed nuclei, composed of many
closely congregated stars. A strongly

gravitating object seemed to be pulling

the stars inward. Observers hypothe-

sized that a central, massive black hole

could account for both the X-ray emis-

sion as well as the clustering of stars.

A globular cluster is a gravitation-

ally bound group of stars, usually num-
bering a few hundred thousand, dis-

tributed in a volume a few tens of light-

years across. At the center of an X-ray

cluster , the stellar distribution is partic-

ularly dense, with stars separated by
only one-hundredth the average dis-

tance between stars in the solar neigh-

borhood. The density of stars is so

great that they may actually collide, an

unthinkable prospect elsewhere in our

galaxy (except perhaps at the galactic

center). If the solar system were

transported to the center of such a clus-

ter, it would be likely that sometime
during its life, the sun would form a

binary system with another star, which

could disrupt the planetary orbits (or

incinerate the planets if the new star

happened to be a red giant).

For a black hole to be able to influ-

ence stars over distances of light-years,

it has to be very massive, nearly a thou-

sand times the mass of the sun. Such
an object could not result from stellar

evolution, as normal stars are not big-

ger than about one hundred solar

masses. It might be possible that such

black holes collapsed at the beginning

of the universe, under very different

conditions, or that stars falling into the

center of a globular cluster might coa-

lesce into something much bigger, al-

though recent calculations shed doubt

on the effectiveness of this process.

In any event, the central black hole

would have to be very massive, not

only to attract the neighboring stars but

also to pull in and accrete the gas float-

ing through the cluster to produce the

recorded X-rays. This gas, shed by

other stars as they evolve, has been

searched for by many observers with-

out success. Perhaps the missing gas

can be collected into an unobservably

small volume at the cluster's center.

However, there are alternatives to

the black hole model—the collapse of

massive stars. One is as follows: The



A Fluke of
Nature

A new grapefruit discovery may
change your concept offruit

I'm a larmer. And the story I tell you Is

the absolute truth, as Incredible as

It may seem.

It all started in a grove owned by Dr

Webb, our family doctor One of the

men who was picking fruit in the doc-

tors orchard came up to the Webb
house holding six of the strangest

grapefruit anyone had ever seen' A
single branch of an ordinary grapefruit

tree had produced these six unusual

fruit

These were big grapefruit, unusually

big, And they had a faint red blush on

their skin When Dr Webb sliced open
the grapefruit, the fruit was a brilliant

ruby red in color

Doctor Webb decided to taste this

strange new grapefruit The fruit was
perfect. |uicy and luscious it wasn't

sour like other grapefruit either — it

was naturally sweet without sugar

For some reason, we'll never know why,

nature had chosen to produce an
entirely new kind of grapefruit here in

our Magic Rio Grande Valley It was
incredible — men had labored tor years

to produce the ideal grapefruit, and

had failed But suddenly on a single

branch of one tree in one grove. Mother
Nature had done it all herself

YOU CAN IMAGINE THE EXCITEMENT
From the fruit on that one branch,

grove after grove now produces our

own Texas Ruby Red Grapefruit When
I say, not one man in a thousand has
ever tasted this grapefruit — you
can easily understand why

To begin with. Ruby Reds are rare

You can look for them in stores, but I

doubt it you'll find one You may find

pink grapefruit, but seldom if ever do
you see the genuine Ruby Reds

So you start with the rarity of Ruby
Beds, and to gel to ROYAL Ruby Reds
you have to get rarer yet Only 4 to 5

percent ot the entire crop will qualify

as a "Royal Ruby Red

Each Royal Ruby Red weighs a pound
— or more' Each has a rich red color,

flowing juices, luscious naturally sweet
flavor, and the ability to stay this way
(or many weeks

Why, we won't even consider harvesting

a grove until I've checked out the

fruit for tree-ripened maturity myself

I check for natural sugar " low acid

balance and high |uice content I check
to see that the fruit is plump and meaty,

and I even check to see that the skin is

thin Not only does each factor have to

check out. tjut all the factors have to

t>e in a proper relationship to each
other before I'll harvest a grove

And when we pick the truit we're |ust

as fussy Every one of us lakes a

"picking ring" when we harvest It the

Thi.'i IS a picture of the actual hanest ii/

this season 's first Ruby RecL^

fruit IS small enough to pass through

this ring — we don't pick it' It simply

isn't big enough to qualify as a Royal

Ruby Red'

Even after picking there are other care-

ful inspections each fruit must pass
before III accept it I size the fruit And
I grade it for beauty Sometimes the

fruit will be wind scarred I won't accept

it Or sometimes it will have a bulge

on the stem end that we call "sheep
nose "

I wont accept it You can see I

really mean it when I say I accept only

perfect Royal Ruby Reds

When I realized that the Royal Ruby
Reds were the ultimate fruit, I decided

to form a club and sell only to my club

members In this manner I can control

my production to insure that nobody
will be disappointed

But before I ask you to |Oin my club, I

want you to sample my Royal Ruby
Reds for yourself, at no cost to you
whatsoever Let me send you a box

prepaid of 16 to 20 Royal Ruby Reds
Place tour of them in your refrigerator

until they are thoroughly cool Then cut

them in hall and have your family sample
this unusual truit

^^ Here I am httlding

1 the four Royal
" ^M Ruby Reds I uant
^ M to send to you
* W free for answering

C

You decide whether or not Royal Ruby
Reds are everything I say You deter-

mine whether or not eating a Royal

Ruby Red is the fantastic taste experi-

ence I promise

You decide Im confident that you and

your family will want more of this superb

fruit -and on a regular basis loo II the

four Royal Ruby Reds make you say

yes.' then keep the remaining fruit.

Otherwise return the unused fruit (at

my expense) and you won't owe me a

single penny

But you are never going to know just

how wonderful genuine Royal Ruby
Reds are unless you place your order

right quick

This way you are sure to receive your

package containing 16 or 20 Royal

Ruby Reds for you and your family to

sample a few days before Christmas

But since the supply is strictly limited

It's important to place your order now.

SEND NO MONEY NOW
III put the bill for $11 98 for this first

shipment on the top of the box That's a

saving of $5 00 off the regular price of

$ 16 98 All delivery charges are prepaid

by me Remit only after my Ruby Reds
have proved themselves, otherwise you

don't owe a thing

Now suppose you do like Royal Ruby
Reds — suppose you love them — can

you be sure of getting more''

You surely can By saying yes' to my
first shipment you have the privilege of

automatically loining my Winter Fruit

Club Please be assured you pay notfi-

Ing In advance. But each month during

the winter I II ship you a $16 98 pack

of 16 to 20 orchard fresh, hand select-

ed, hand picked Royal Ruby Reds

Every Royal Ruby Red you receive will

pass my tough tests Each will weigh a

pound or more Safe delivery is guar-

anteed This fruit IS picked, packed and

shipped each month. December through

April

You pay only after you have received

each Shipment And you may skip or

cancel any shipment, simply by telling

me your wishes

HERE'S HOW TO ORDER
Call my toll-free number t>elow. or send

your name and address to me at the

address below

Remember it obligates you to nothing,

except making a taste test of the best

grapefruit that has ever been grown
And this taste test is on me'

Of course, as you can well imagine,

when I say supplies are limited — I'm

not kidding' There s |ust so many club

members I can accept tsefore I must

close my membership this year

So to taste this miracle " grapefruit,

and have the opportunity to savor it

each month during the growing season,

be sure to place your order at no obli-

gation today

CALL TOLL-FREE 800 + 531-7474

IN TEXAS CALL 800 + 292 5437

( /4<2^>^_/^ y-t - FA R M E R

5132 North Tower Road
ALAMO. TEXAS 78516
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telescope, see or photograph ships, planes, wild-
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stellar densities are so high that gravi-

tational interactions among the cluster

stars are important. Energy can be
transferred to more distant stars, result-

ing in a shrinking of the cluster core.

If the core shrinks enough, it can col-

lapse gravitationally, producing a

dense cluster core without an initial

central massive object.

Astronomers proposing this expla-

nation suggest that the globular cluster

X-ray sources are binaries like other

known galactic sources. Any binary

system present in the cluster will act in

many ways like a single object with a

mass equal to the sum of the two com-
ponents. In the evolution of a cluster,

heavy stars sink to the center while less

massive stars tend to be propelled far-

ther out. The binaries, being heavier

than average stars, will eventually con-

centrate at the center, and one of them
might be an X-ray source. Or, because
stars can be captured at the very dense

center. X-ray binaries might be "cap-
tured." Thus it appears possible to ex-

plain the globular cluster nuclei with-

out invoking a central black hole.

(As an example of how rapidly

theories become outdated in this area,

recent work by scientists with the Ein-

stein Observatory has shown that some
globular cluster X-ray sources are

near, but not exactly at, the clusters'

centers: this may rule out central, mas-
sive black holes, at least for producing

the X-ray emission.)

Our group at the Center for Astro-

physics has also been studying the

cores of globular clusters with the lUE
satellite. The ultraviolet data show the

tightly bound cores of stars expected to

be present in the X-ray clusters we
have observed. In most cases we see

only the hottest stars in the cluster,

which radiate most strongly at ultravi-

olet wavelengths. However, one X-ray

globular cluster, NGC 6624, is not ex-

pected to have any hot stars. Our obser-

vations of this cluster show that there

is a faint, hot object present at its exact

center. There is a strong presumption

that this hot object is the X-ray source,

which is hidden at longer wavelengths

(that is, visible light) by the multitude

of cool stars present near the cluster

center.

The X-ray binaries we have ob-

served with the lUE satellite have defi-

nite ultraviolet signatures, caused by
the X-ray emission of the compact ob-

ject. By comparing the source in NGC
6624 with our other X-ray binaries, we
should be able to see if the cluster ob-

ject defines a new class of X-ray source



or whether it is similar to other galactic

X-ray binaries. Unfortunately, the cen-

tral object is very faint, making it diffi-

cult to determine the exact nature of the

object's spectrum. In the near future

we should obtain a great deal more data

on NGC 6624, from which we may be

able to make definite statements about

the nature of the central object.

Observers have also found a bright

nucleus in the galaxy M87, which

might be the result of a large congrega-

tion of stars orbiting a very massive

black hole. Similar kinds of cores have

been suggested for the nuclei of other

galaxies. Many astronomers have sug-

gested that the accretion of matter by

extremely massive black holes could

be the energy source of active galactic

nuclei and quasars. The likelihood is,

however, that we will understand the

nature of black hole candidates closer

to home—within our own galaxy

—

much sooner than we will resolve ques-

tions about the nature of these very dis-

tant, extremely energetic objects.

Andrea K. Dupree is senior research

associate at the Harvard College Ob-

servatory. Lee Hartmann is a research

physicist at the Harvard-Smithsonian

Center for Astrophysics.
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An Active Submarine Volcano
"'Kick'em-Jenny, " in the Lesser Antilles volcanic arc, is growing
larger year by year and may someday emerge above sea level as an island

by Haraldur Sigurdsson and Stephen Sparks

On 24 September 1952, the Japa-

nese oceanographic research vessel

Kaiyo-maru and its entire crew of

twenty-nine vanished into the swirling

waters above the Myozin-syo subma-

rine volcano some 230 miles south of

Tokyo. The ship was investigating a

week-old eruption of the volcano, and

it is believed that the vessel must have

been directly above the volcano's sub-

marine vent, or crater, when a cata-

strophic explosive eruption occurred.

Ships sent to search for the Kaiyo-

maru recovered only wreckage, with

pieces of volcanic rock fragments em-

bedded in the wood.

Myozin-syo is one of a string of vol-

canoes that make up the Izu-Bonin vol-

canic arc of the western Pacific. Sev-

eral of these volcanoes have grown
from the sea floor to form islands above

sea level, while others remain entirely

submerged. Volcanic arcs of this type

are a characteristic feature of the Pa-

cific Ocean and create a nearly unbro-

ken "ring of fire" around this ocean

basin.

In the Atlantic Ocean the active

Lesser Antilles volcanic arc, a semicir-

cle of "fire," stretches about 450 miles

from the island of Grenada in the south

to the island of Saba in the north. This

submarine mountain chain, an elon-

gate volcanic barrier separating the

Caribbean Sea from the Atlantic

Ocean, is built almost entirely of vol-

canic rocks with the major peaks

emerging above sea level.

Many tourists in this region are fa-

miliar with the volcanoes above sea

level such as Martinique's notorious

Mount Pelee, which took 28,000 lives

in a 1902 eruption, and La Soufriere

on Saint Vincent, which last erupted in

April 1979. But very few are aware of

a submarine volcano known as

Kick'em-Jenny, the most active vol-

cano in the arc, whose documented

eruptions have occurred every third

year over the past sixteen years.

We have been studying Kick'em-

Jenny since 1972, monitoring its

growth and evolution during oceano-

graphic cruises in the Caribbean region.

This volcano provides a rare opportu-

nity to follow the growth process of an

undersea mountain from the sea floor

to its ultimate emergence as a new
island—expected in the near future.

(The etymology of Kick'em-Jenny

is a mystery. Ever since the Grenadians

discovered an active volcano on their

doorstep, they have called it Kick'em-

Jenny. Formerly, however, the name
was applied to a nearby pinnacle, now
more aptly named Diamond. Some
claim that local sailors used the name
to describe ripping currents in the re-

gion.)

Kick'em-Jenny is five nautical miles

north of the tropical spice island of

Grenada, in the midst of the schooner

and sailboat route through the Grena-

dines to Saint George's harbor in Gre-

nada. No one knew what lurked under

the tranquil waters there until July 24,

1939, when a black column of volcanic

ash and steam—accompanied by ex-

plosions and earthquakes—rose almost

1 ,000 feet out of a boiling sea.

Explosive eruptions are catastrophic

events by any standard. Underwater

explosions can be triggered by the ejec-

tion of molten rock, or magma, from
the crater into the overlying ocean. The
interaction of the red-hot magma, at

temperatures of more than 1,000°C,

with the seawater causes flash boiling

and generates steam. The immediate

result is a thousandfold increase in the

volume of the water vapor involved.

The ensuing explosions are therefore a

direct effect of the rapid mixing of

seawater and molten hot magma in the

crater. Submarine explosions can con-

sequently be much more intense than

comparable eruptions on land.

We now know of eight eruptions of

Kick'em-Jenny that have taken place

since 1 939 . Only one of these , in 1 974,

was directly observed on the surface;

the others were detected by earth-

quake-recording devices, or seismo-

graphs, located throughout the Carib-

bean and as far north as Puerto Rico.

Kick'em-Jenny is an actively grow-

ing volcano. Five bathymetric, or deep

sea, surveys carried out at the site show
a systematic increase in the altitude of

this approximately 4,250-foot-high

undersea mountain. In 1962 the crater

rim was 750 feet below sea level, but

by April 1978 the crater was at a 525-

foot depth. It had grown eighty feet

since 1976. A growth curve con-

structed from the bathymetric data

shows a stepwise height increase that

coincides with the main volcanic erup-

tions as new material has been added

to the crater rim and the volcanic cone.

TTie present evidence indicates a

mean growth rate of fifteen feet per

year, which could result in Kick'em-

Jenny's emergence as a new volcanic

island in about 2000. We can, how-

ever, only guess at the time of emer-

gence of this new island in the Carib-

bean, as experience from other regions

shows that volcano growth is a fitful
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affair. Thus, in 1963 the submarine

volcano Surtsey, in the North Atlantic

south of Iceland, grew overnight from

a sea-floor depth of 400 feet to above

sea level.

New volcanic islands lead a precari-

ous existence once they emerge above

sea level, and many islands formed by
submarine volcanic action have per-

formed classic disappearing acts,

much to the confusion of sailors. In

1783, for example, a Danish vessel

discovered a new and active volcanic

island, Nyey, on the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge southwest of Iceland. The Dan-

ish government promptly dispatched a

royal expedition to hoist the Danish

flag and set up a monumental stone on

the island to claim this new territory,

but the island could not be found and

has never been seen since. Like many
other young volcanic islands, its loose

volcanic ash and debris broke up and

was washed away by the ocean waves.

In 1831 a new volcanic island

formed at a depth of 650 feet in the

Mediterranean, some 30 miles south-

west of Sicily. Known as Graham Is-

land, it rose to a height of 230 feet

above sea level, but two years later it

too had vanished under the impact of

persistent wave action. The island of

Surtsey was saved from a similar fate

in 1964, when molten lava started to

flow over it, thus forming a massive

protective armor of solid rock.

Active volcanoes grow by the extru-

sion of new material from their craters

,

or vents. We first located the Kick'em-

Jenny crater in 1972 at latitude

12° 17. 96' north and longitude 61°

38.25' west, some 625 feet below sea

level. The crater was then a bowl-

shaped depression, 600 feet wide and

65 feet deep, in the volcano's summit.

From that time onward we have taken

every opportunity to visit Kick'em-

Jenny in the course of later oceano-

graphic expeditions in the region, at-

tracted by the continuing evolution of

this mysterious undersea mountain.

The first of these surveys was carried

out on board the British hydrographic

research vessel H.M.S. Hecla in 1972,

when the topography and general fea-

tures of Kick'em-Jenny were surveyed

in detail.

The volcanic cone, found to be made
up of material strikingly different from

the sediments on the adjacent sea floor,

was shown to be nestling up against the

steep western flank of the Lesser An-

tilles island arc. We lowered spring-

loaded grabs to the bottom in a number

of areas around the volcano. On touch-

ing the sea floor, a grab snaps shut,

sealing a bucket-sized sample of the

bottom sediment, which is then hauled

to the surface for study. Down to

depths of 4,250 feet, Kick'em-

Jenny 's cone turned out to be com-
posed entirely of coarse, black vol-

canic sand and fist-sized lava blocks.

In contrast, the flat sea floor surround-

ing the volcanic cone was covered by

pale-colored calcareous mud. The
freshness of the volcanic sand and the

lack of a mud sediment blanket on the

cone were clear indications of the

youth of this volcano.

In May 1976, we returned again to

Kick'em-Jenny, anxious to see what

changes might have been caused by the

major eruption of September 1974.

This time we were aboard the Univer-

sity of Miami oceanographic ship R/V
Gilliss. As soon as we arrived at a posi-

tion exactly above the crater, we
launched a temperature probe from the

ship to determine the water tempera-

ture on the crater floor, some 650 feet

below us. The probe transmitted a con-

tinuous record of water temperature as

it sank toward the crater below. All

eyes were now on the chart recorder,

as the probe descended through the

80.6°F surface waters and began its re-

cording of the depths. The temperature

of the water column above the crater

turned out to be normal for this water

depth, gradually decreasing from 77°

at a depth of 200 feet to about 55.4°

immediately above the crater at a depth

of 600 feet. But the record suddenly

jumped from 55.2° to 64°, and we
knew we had probed a hot spring near

the crater floor.

A second probe was launched into

the crater to verify these findings.

Again the probe recorded a rise in tem-

perature, from 56. 1° to 65. r near the

crater floor. These results indicate that

large volumes of seawater circulate

through the porous volcanic cone, be-

come heated on contact with hot vol-

canic rock at depths within the vol-

cano, and rise to the surface in the

crater.

On our return to Kick'em-Jenny in

April 1978, aboard the University of

Rhode Island's oceanographic ship

R/V Endeavor, we found the volcano

much changed. Its formerly bowl-

shaped crater was now distorted by a

major protuberance of lava on its

northern rim in the form of a steep

hump eighty feet above the old crater

rim. The 1977 eruption had clearly

made a sizable addition to the volcano.

Again the probes recorded elevated
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temperatures of bottom water in the

crater. Next we lowered a steel rock

dredge over the Endea\'or\ stern into

the crater in an attempt to recover

samples of the new lava.

Dredging for volcanic rocks is,

without doubt, the crudest ocean-bot-

tom sampling method employed by

oceanographers. When you are lucky,

the dredge scoops up loose blocks from

steep underwater slopes or scree on the

sea floor. On the other hand, the dredge

may "bite," that is, become snagged

on solid rock, thus anchoring the ship.

We were unlucky and had a tense tug

of war with the sea flcwr as we gradu-

ally pulled in with the ship's deep-sea

winch on the five-eighth inch steel cable

holding the dredge, hoping to ease it

loose before the cable broke, and hop-

ing also to tear otT and capture a piece

of the rock. Having lost a dredge here

on the 1976 Gilliss cruise, we knew we
could expect the worst. We gradually

drew up on the cable with the deep-sea

winch until the lensiometer registered

16,(KK)-pounds pull, the safety limit of

the cable. Suddenly the dredge broke

loose. It was rapidly hauled to the sur-

face and within minutes we had 450

pounds of glistening black volcanic

riK'ks in a pile on the afterdeck.

Laboratory investigations of the

rocks from Kick'em-Jenny have told

us much about the origin of the

magma. Mineralogical and chemical

analyses show, for example, that the

magma is of ihe alkali basalt type. And
the types of minerals present in Ihe

magma at the lime of eruption indicate

thai Ihe magma was derived from a

depth approximately len miles below

ihe volcano, or within the lower crust

of the earth.

The ultimate source of magmas, or

riKk melts, in volcanic arcs such as the

Lesser Antilles is. however, believed

to lie at a much greater depth, probably

lifly to sixty miles under the volcantK's.

The formation of these maginas has re-

cently been shown lo be intimately

connected with the desiruciion of parts

of Ihe earth's lilhosphere, Ihe lhirt\

mile thick outermost Icrrcsirial layer

characleri/ed by relaiivel> high rigid-

ity. The surface of the earth is now
kni>wn to Ix- scgmcnicd into a number
of lithospheric plates; nearly all vol-

canic and earlhijuake activity (Kcurs

along their boundaries. Processes

within the earth result in the large-scale

motion of lithospheric jilates over the

earth's surface, causing divergence or

convergence at the plate margms
Large-scale convergence of two lilh-

mx . Astronomy
p>-- of the
-^ L Ancients

The hollom of the Kick'em-Jennv

crater was last pholoi-raphecl in

April I97S. revealini^ lava blocks

measuriiii' ten to twenty-five

inches in diameter and fragments

from pillow lavas.

ospheric plates brings about a collision

and the dovvnthrusting t>f one plate

under the other, thereby creating what

is known as a subduct ion /one. .Such

downthrusting at rates of an inch per

year Icatls lo intense earllK|iiake activ-

it\ along the surface of the suKluction

ztines whenever one lithospheric plate

slips over the other. .Seismic studies

used lo help map out the contiguralion

t>f these subduclion /ones indicate that

they are generally at a slo|x- of 4.*>'' to

Ihe earth's surface.

The process of underlhrustmg, or

subtluction, in some wa\ pro\ iiles the

heal required for the generation of

magmas aU)ng ihe earth's volcanic

arcs. I-Aactly how the prtKcss works is

still uncleai , but several com|x-ting h\ -

|»lheses have been put forward. One
t)f these relates the formation of

magmas under the arcs lo frictional

healing as one plate slides over the

other, thereby melting the rtxks over-

lying the subiluction /one. A second

hypothesis attributes the melting lo Ihe

fluxing etlecl ot water, that is. walei
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The emerging submarine volcano

Jolnir. near Surtsey, Iceland,

erupted in December 1 965 and

remained active until August
1966. But by December 1966,

the island had disappeared.

lowers the melting point of the plate as

it descends.

In the Lesser Antilles in 1973 we
showed that the subduction zone lies at

a depth of fifty to sixty miles under the

volcanoes of the arc and that the zone

slopes about 40° to 50° to the west,

Volcanism in this arc is a direct conse-

quence of the gradual westward drift of

the Atlantic lithospheric plate and its

thrusting under the Caribbean plate to

the west. This process has been operat-

ing for 35 million years, resulting in

the buildup of the line of volcanic is-

lands in the region.

Our final task before leaving

Kick'em-Jenny was to lower an under-

sea camera from the ship to photograph

the sea floor in and around the vol-

cano'scrater. The underseacamerawas

housed in a cumbersome frame, which

also contained a strobe light and a sonic

device that continuously transmitted

the camera's height above the sea floor

back to the ship. The field of vision was

kept in focus by maintaining the cam-

era frame at a fixed distance of ten feet

above the sea floor.

This sounds like a simple procedure,

particularly where the sea floor is flat

and smooth, but photographing

Kick'em-Jenny turned out to be a hair-
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raising affair. How do you keep a cam-

era ten feel off the sea bottom when a

strong current causes the ship to drift

up to three knots and the bottom is a

jagged pile of rocks? Nevertheless, the

marine technicians and winch opera-

tors on the Endeavor managed this feat

and obtained excellent close-ups of the

crater area. These pictures reveal a

jumble of lava bliKks, from a few

inches to three feet in diameter, piled

up in and around the crater, as well as

massive pillow-lava flows. From the

photographs we infer that recent activ-

ity in the crater has been a combination

of quiet lava extrusion and explosive

eruptions.

As wc sailed away from Kick'em-

Jenny at the completion of our survey.

we could not help but speculate on

what lies ahead for this energetic

mountain. The likelih(M)d of another

eruption before 1980 is very high. Will

the volcano then grow to the surface

and form a new island in the young

republic of Grenada? If so, it will prob-

ably closely resemble its 1 ,(KK)-year-

old sister, the extinct volcano of Isle

de Caillc. four miles to the east. (Isle

de Caillc is a barren, dry, uninhabited

island, covered by black basalt lava

flows.)

Further growth of Kick'cm-Jcnny

will, however, make the volcano an

increasing hazard lo boat traffic in the

region. Volcanic eruptions will be

come more violent and alfecl a wider

area as Ihey (Kcur in ever shallower

water. Perhaps an increasing aware-

ness of the dangers below will per

suade sailors to steer clear of Kick"em
Jenny and avoid the fate oi the Japa-

nese vessel Kaivo-marii.
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Swamp Deer in a Human Sea
The clatter of swamp deer antlers can still be heard on a few wildlife

reserves in Nepal and India. But people, too, have an urgent need for land

by Dietrich Schaaf

The endangered barasingha, or

"swamp deer," once ranged through-

out the seasonally wet plains of the

great northern India river systems—the

Indus, the Ganges, and the Brahmapu-

tra—and roamed as far south as the Go-

davari River in the state of Madhya
Pradesh. The deer reached their great-

est abundance on the alluvial grass-

lands of north India, now the country's

most densely populated and highly

productive croplands.

Today most of the barasingha live in

a half dozen small parks and reserves,

totaling about 900 square miles, in

India and neighboring Nepal. What lit-

tle remains of their grassland habitats

outside these sanctuaries will no doubt

eventually be plowed under. The deer

seem to be holding their own, how-
ever; their numbers in some of the re-

serves are increasing, even as the few

remaining populations outside the pro-

tected areas disappear.

Barasingha are large deer: stags usu-

ally weigh between 350 and 400
pounds; hinds are about 100 pounds

lighter. Perhaps the heaviest animal on

record was a 588-pound stag reported

about the turn of the century by the

maharajah of Cooch Behar in northeast

India.

Barasingha is a Hindi term meaning

"twelve horned" and refers to the

dozen tines often found on the antlers

of mature stags. Although as many as

twenty tines, or points, are known
from exceptional or malformed
antlers, ten to fourteen is the usual

range for stags in their prime.

Two subspecies of barasingha are

recognized, based on their geo-

graphical distribution and on physical

differences first mentioned by the Brit-

ish sportsman-naturalist A. A. Dunbar-

Brander in his book Wild Animals in

Central India, published in 1927. Dun-
bar-Brander noted that deer living in

the relatively dry environment of the

central Indian highlands have hoofs

that are "hard and well knit [like those

of animals] accustomed to gallop on

hard ground," whereas their northern

cousins have splayed, spongy hoofs,

the better to support them in their wet

habitat on the alluvial plains. Northern

deer are also paler and larger than the

southern animals, even though the lat-

ter carry larger antlers. The largest pair

of antlers on record were taken in Mad-
hya Pradesh and measured 41 inches

around the outside curves of the main

beams.

One of the northern barasingha's last

strongholds is the Royal Sukla Phanta

Wildlife Reserve, a 57-square-mile

tract of forest and grassland on the

terai, or subtropical lowlands, in the

remote southwestern corner of Nepal.

That part of the country once was noted

for an abundant and varied wildlife,

but in recent years much of the forest

was cleared and peasant farmers have

occupied the land. Few still intact and

relatively unexploited areas such as

Sukla Phanta remain nowadays.

At one time a hunting preserve for

kings and prime ministers, Sukla

Phanta was elevated to the status of

wildlife reserve in 1976 and became
one of eight similar parks and reserves

administered by Nepal's recently es-

tablished Office of National Parks and

Wildlife Conservation. Sukla Phanta

harbors a number of large animals,

several of them rare or endangered spe-

cies. Tigers and leopards occur there,

as do sloth bears and wild boars, the

nilgai, or blue bull (a large antelope of

the open forests), rhesus macaques and

common langurs, and the spotted deer,

or chital, hog deer, barking deer, and

sambar. The Indian python and marsh

crocodile, or mugger, also can be seen

by a careful observer. Even a few wild,

mature bull elephants remain, but as

the land around the reserve is cleared,

there will no longer be sufficient habitat

for such wide-ranging animals, and

these survivors of a once-larger popu-

lation will disappear. Nevertheless, as

a repository of the remaining subtropi-

cal lowland flora and fauna, Sukla

Phanta must be considered a signifi-

cant addition to the world's catalog of

national parks and reserves.

Field studies in 1976 showed that,

at most, 1,300 barasingha lived in

Sukla Phanta, roughly one-quarter to

one-third of the surviving wild stock of

The grasses that sprout following

a burn set by herders and thatch

cutters attract barasingha in

large herds of mixed age and sex

groups. By this time of year

(January-March), the larger

stags have already established

their dominance and mated.
Naresh and Rajesh Bt





both subspecies. They primarily oc-

cupy the grasslands in the southern

third of the reserve, where they find the

required food and shelter, shunning for

the most part the open, grassy forests

farther north.

November through December is the

coldest period of the year on the terai,

and occasional frost is not unknown.

By December, grasses that flourished

earlier during the monsoon rains are

senescent and dry. Fires then sweep
through the open country in the re-

serve. They are set by livestock gra-

ziers and thatch cutters; the latter, hav-

ing collected the dry grass they need,

now want easy access to the tall, stout

flower stalks of certain species for use

in mud-and-wattle construction.

Shortly after the first new grass ap-

pears following the burn, barasingha

begin to congregate in large herds on

Sukla Phanta proper and on neigh-

boring Seta Khera Phanta. Together

these two phantas, or grasslands, form

the largest continuous grassy tracts in

the area. It is here that the fires are

usually set first, creating the extensive

stands of nutritious new growth attrac-

tive to all deer, except the forest-dwell-

ing barking deer and the sambar. A fac-

tor influencing congregation of bara-

singha may be the presence of nutrients

in the grasses derived from the soil of

these phantas. Visual contact between

small groups of deer previously iso-

lated by thick curtains of vegetation

may also play a role; typically, ungu-

lates of medium size form herds in

open areas as one means to escape pre-

dation. In addition, late season breed-

ing activity by young stags may, in

part, account for the herd formation.

A mixture of sex and age groups is

a characteristic of these large herds.

During this time, stags carry antlers,

which clatter together as the males spar

in the still air of the peak morning and

evening activity periods. Stags with

the largest antlers rarely engage in

these jousts and then only briefly if

challenged with an antler thrust from

a younger or smaller male. The larger

animals apparently have established

their positions in a social hierarchy,

eliminating the need for such contests.

These master stags probably accom-

plished most of the mating during the

peak of the rutting season in No-

vember, keeping the younger, weaker,

or less aggressive males away from re-

ceptive hinds. These earlier exertions

may account for their disinclination to



BARASINGHA
SANCTUARIES
A few smaller sanctuaries also

harbor minor herds of the

northern subspecies Royal Sukb Phania Wildlife Resene

Dudhwa NaHonal Park/ (^^^^^^^-^^bspeces)

(northern subspecies)

Kanha National Park

(southern subspecies)

INDIA

engage in aggressive behavior as they

rest after mating. Because the huriTHine

levels responsible for triggering the rut

decline slowly, less dominant animals,

which had little chance to mate before,

continue to challenge one another and

occasionally test the masters as they

strive for ascendancy. Indeed, a stag is

probably from three to five years old

before he can mate successfully. Such
a breeding pattern is believed to benefit

the population by insuring that only the

most fit males, juilgeil by their ability

to attain and hold dominance, pass on
their genes.

As the weather warms up during

February and March, the deer remain

grouped on the south-central grass-

lands of the reserve. The densest bara-

singha concentrations occur during

March, with the tiuijorily of the pojiu-

Hot weather arrives at the Royal
Sukla Phanta Wildlife Reserve in

April. Seasonal ponds such as the

one at left dry up rapidly, and the

barasingha begin to frequent marshy
areas for fresh grass and water.

lation frequenting only a few thousand

acres. Herds of eight or nine hundred

deer have been counted. The seasonal

formation of these herds in the same
area each year makes possible annual

counts to check population size and

trend.

Stags begin to drop their antlers in

March, the older ones being the first

to do so. Without antlers, master slags

lose dominance, indicating that the

presence of antlers, as well as their

size, is important in social organi-

zation. New antlers quickly begin to

grow, but initially they are of little use

as scxial organs since they are soft and

highly vascularized by blood vessels

for the next five months. I.aler in

March the deer begin to moll, shedding

their grayish, shaggy winter coats for

the sleek, reddish brown pelage worn

during the coming hot season and mon-
siMin.

Iruly hoi weather commences in

April. A sirong. desiccating west

wind, locally known as the loo. bK)ws

almost daily, anil se.isonal jionils on

the grassland dry rapidly. Despite a

high water table, which keeps the

grasses growing even during this driest

of seasons, the best grazing is tempo-

rarily exhausted where the deer have

congregated for the past three months,

and large herds on the south-central

grasslands decline. Barasingha now
appear more frequently in the south-

eastern portion of the reserve where an

extensive marsh provides water and

fresh grass.

Since barasingha in Sukla Phanta

avoid areas frequented by livestock

and herdsmen, cattle and domestic

water buffalo grazing in this marsh ear-

lier in the year may have kept the deer

from using it sooner. As the marsh
grasses grow tall and rank toward the

end of the dry season, livestiK'k are

gradually withdrawn to neighKiring

village grazing grounds. Barasingha

then move in, in response t<.> cither re-

newed sources of foixi and water or the

absence of livestiKk. or both. Bara-

singha are far more catholic in their

tastes than domestic cattle, and they

will consume even the coarsest grasses

as the season progresses. Tlie deer

ne\cr enlirel\ desert the south-centra!

grasslands w here they had congregated

earlier, and some animals can almost

always tx* found there, c\eii at this time

t)f year Reports from the field sa> that

livestock grazing was elnninated from

.Sukla Phanta in 1^76; observations

made there l«>day might indicate if

barasingha distribution on the southern



grasslands has changed as a conse-

quence.

By late May and early June, the sun

blazes forth more fiercely every day,

and temperatures regularly climb

above 100°F. Although occasional vio-

lent storms sweep down from the hills

to the north in the early evening, they

often bring little more than wind and

lightning. Eventually, the breezes hold

steady from the southeast, signaling

the start of the monsoon season in late

June.

When the rains arrive they are steady

and slow, unlike the gusty thunder-

storms of a few weeks earlier. Frequent

interludes of bright sunshine and the

high humidity create an enervating hot-

house atmosphere . Permanent streams

soon overflow, and others refill their

dry beds. Mud, water, and lush grass

A thatch cutter collects grass

in the Sukla Phanta Wildlife

Reserve. In Nepal, grass is used

in house construction and grass

cutting is permitted for one month,

during December and January.

dominate the countryside, and terres-

trial leeches lie in wait for warm-
blooded hosts, including field re-

searchers, in the flooded grasslands.

Yet despite the discomfort and incon-

venience caused by the rain, I find the

profusion of life engendered during the

monsoon season fascinating. Almost

every day brings its small adventures

of discovery—green and gold frogs

clinging to the wet leaves, mushrooms
with lacy curtains hanging from their

caps, a three-foot monitor lizard whose
hide in the sun looks as though it had

been decorated with maroon and yel-

low beadwork, or the cleverly stitched

leaf nest of a tailor bird.

The larger animals are scattered and

difficult to see during the rains. We
know that the barasingha are raising

the season's fawns, and sometimes

hinds can be glimpsed briefly as they

nurse their single young. The fawns are

left on their own much of the time

while their mothers graze or rest else-

where. This behavior, common to

many ungulate species, actually helps

the youngsters escape predators be-

cause they are less conspicuous in

terms of numbers, attention-getting

movements, and perhaps even scent.

After a week or two spent hiding in this

fashion, the fawns join groups of older

animals, although not always in the

company of their mothers. Hinds and
their offspring seem to meet primarily

so that the latter can nurse. Recogni-

tion, even after lengthy separation, is

by odor, but fawns do sometimes get

lost. From an early age, fawns begin

to nibble the grasses that will constitute

the bulk of their diet after weaning.

By late August, stags begin to rub

the now dead and dry skin, or velvet,

from their fully developed antlers. The
older stags again take the lead in this.

As the rutting season approaches, the

drawn-out calls of the stags resound

mournfully during the night and early

morning hours. Master stags now also

engage in challenges to renew their

dominance, which will later determine

their access to receptive hinds. Much
of their behavior is ritualized, consist-

ing of gestures and posturing, and there

are few serious fights.

When mating begins, stags fre-

quently test the hinds they encounter

by sniffing the anogenital region,

searching for those in heat. When a

likely prospect is found, a stag accom-
panies her until she will stand for copu-

lation. In this mating pattern, bara-

singha are unlike their near relatives,



the American elk and the European red

deer, which maintain harems during
the rut. For elk, keeping the harems

together and defending them against

interlopers is hard work, and master

stags enter the cold northern winters

in debilitated condition. Barasingha,

however, enjoy a milder climate, and

since stags often stop to graze and rest

even during the rut, they are better able

to keep up their strength.

Because much of it takes place at

night, rutting activity in Sukia Phanta

is infrequently observed. Also, grass-

land vegetation after the monsoon is at

the apex of its development, with pe-

rennial species sending up tall, flower-

ing stalks that further obstruct vision.

In addition to calling, or bugling, dur-

ing the rut, stags regularly wallow in

mud, using the same sites each year.

They thrash grass with their antlers and

walk about with it caught up in the

lines, carrying their heads stiffly so as

not to dislodge the fragments. The ac-

cumulated grass may make the antlers

seem even larger and nmre formidable

to potential rivals.

During the winter before grasses are

burned, barasingha remain scattered in

small groups, often hidden by the se-

nescent vegetation, which closely re-

sembles their winter coats in color.

Most sightings still occur on the south-

central grasslands, indicating that

throughout the year only about twelve

square miles support most of the popu-

lation. Once new grass grows after the

winter fires, the annual cycle of bara-

singha activities is complete, and the

animals again begin gathering in large

herds during January and February.

In most respects the yearly cycle of

activities in SukIa Phanta reflects that

of the barasingha in its other enclaves,

although the timing of events may
differ in various parts of the range,

depending on seasonality and other en-

vironmental factors. For example, in

Kanha National Park in central India,

where the last population of the south-

ern subspecies survives, seasonality

has a greater effect on distribution.

Barasingha there move several miles

between monsoon and dr\ season

ranges in response to the availability of

water and food. In SukIa Phanta, deer

movements in response to seasonal

change are much more iocali/ed.

Ilic barasingha of .SukIa Phanta

were prospering when I last observed

them in May 1476. despite poaching

and other human incursions still going

on at that lime. A nuxlest increase in

Fires sweep through the reserve

as cartloads of thatch are hauled

away. People come from as far

as thirty-five miles for the

harvest. The fires are set to

insure a plentiful supply of
grass for the next season.

deer numbers between March 1975 and

March 1476 suggested that the popula-

tii>n was indeed growing. Adult deer

were taken by tigers, and circum-

stantial evidence indicated that jackals

were presing ujxin the fawns. Such
predatii>n helps to nuxlerate piipulation

growth and removes sick and less wary

individuals. M»)reover. it provides a

livelih4H)d for the endangered tiger,

also pari of the ccosn stem that we hof>e

will be perpetuated in .SukIa Phanta Re-

serve. WoKcs. wild di>gs. and sirijied

hyenas ha\e all disappeared from the

reserve o\er the past two decades, .so

predation on deer m the area may be

less intense than it once was.

In l'^7S the Ncpalese authorities an-

nounced that .Sukla Phanta Reserve

would K" doubled in si/e and lake in



agricultural land on its eastern bound-

ary, as well as a small, nearby hunting

preserve where a few barasingha sur-

vive. Villagers now living inside this

extension will be resettled elsewhere.

In time, this enlarged habitat could

support an expanded barasingha popu-

lation, as has been the case in Kanha
National Park, where additions to the

park have led to barasingha becoming
reestablished in areas they formerly

occupied.

But despite laudable progress in pro-

tecting and expanding Sukla Phanta,

some unresolved difficulties remain to

cloud the future of the reserve and the

creatures living there. Some of these

problems are peculiar to Sukla Phanta;

others are of a more general nature.

One problem that affects the bara-

singha wherever they occur today is the

scattered distribution and small size of

the remaining populations, a condition

that can be an advantage in terms of

species survival, but a disadvantage

with respect to the welfare of the indi-

vidual populations. On the one hand,

the species is probably in less danger

of extinction than if all the remaining

deer were in one place and subject to

the same local environmental fluctua-

tions, but on the other hand, each pop-

ulation alone exists as a virtual island,

vulnerable to unfavorable circum-

stances, including the pressure that

could be exerted by surrounding
human populations.

The proposed extension of Sukla

Phanta Reserve could mitigate some-
what the dangers of this insular exist-

ence. If, as is hoped, the deer colonize

the reserve extension, they will move
away from the population center on the

south-central grasslands, and if two
herds become established, there is less

chance that all the animals will be simi-

larly aff^ected should a local disaster

occur. For instance, twice in the past

ten years devastating flash floods swept

through the southern grasslands of the

reserve, causing extensive mortality

among the wildlife. Although bara-

singha recovered each time, a herd

elsewhere in the reserve would provide

more assurance that future floods could

not reduce the entire population to such

dangerously low levels that other fac-

tors, such as disease, might lead to ex-

tinction in Sukla Phanta. To some ex-

tent this kind of discontinuous popula-

tion distribution exists in nearby
Dudhwa National Park in the Indian

state of Uttar Pradesh and is now devel-

oping in Kanha National Park. In

Dudhwa, in spite of recent additions to

the park, the yearly monsoon floods

still force the larger of two more or less

separate barasingha herds out of the

park into neighboring grasslands.

As the rutting season approaches

in the fall, stags begin their

struggle for dominance within the

male barasingha social hierarchy.

Much of their behavior at this

time consists of bugling, or

calling, and ritualized posturing

and gesturing. Fights do break out,

however, particularly between

animals of similar size. Any
edge in size of body or antler

usually determines the winner.

where for up to seven months it must
compete with settlers who are claiming

the land for agriculture. Ideally, re-

serves and parks should incorporate

sufficient habitat to meet the year-

round needs of the species they shelter

and be large enough to moderate the

undesirable effects of insularity. Sukla

Phanta appears to meet the first of these

criteria, but this is not always possible



in countries where land for human use

is a constant, urgent need.

Let us assume that the barasingha

continue to prosper. Under favorable

conditions the population is likely to

grow until it reaches a plateau corre-

sponding to the carrying capacity of the

environment for that species. Here

again, the isolation of the population

will influence what happens next.

When carrying capacity is reached, the

deer will not be able to emigrate, in-

creasing the risk of habitat overutiliza-

tion and the danger of population col-

lapse should food shortages and dis-

ease result. Since populations at carry-

ing capacity are, in a sense, living on

the razor's edge, some ecologists con-

sider it prudent to limit numbers to

lower levels. Management of this kind

may not be necessary for some years

to come in Sukla Phanta; in the mean-

time, knowledge of carrying capacity

and optimum stocking rates should be

developed so that it will be on hand

when needed.

One may ask, why bother at all?

Why not simply leave things alone and

let nature take its course? The answer

is that nature's way may be unaccept-

E Hv>tfri«i«>a noo AMd. Photo n»marc*wrt



able if barasingha are to survive. Popu-

lation ups and downs do occur natu-

rally, but their consequences may be

far more severe in a small reserve,

where there is no chance for emigration

or repopulation from adjacent areas,

than in a vast wilderness such as once

existed, incorporating thousands of

square miles and much larger stocks of

animals. The barasingha as a wild,

free-living species cannot be removed
from its environment, and for this rea-

Scattered herds of barasingha

survive in northern India and Nepal,

but, outside of sanctuaries,

their numbers are decreasing.

son the whole complex ecosystem

that is Sukla Phanta should be the

object of scientific investigations. This

is also true because we wish to preserve

not only a single species but an entire

ecosystem as a living museum. A re-

search program encompassing the

major plant and animal communities

found in the reserve might appear at

first glance to be a monumental task,

but gathering the biological data

needed to plan for the future is prob-

ably the least intractable of the prob-

lems facing conservationists in Sukla

Phanta.

By far the most difficult questions

yet to be addressed involve the human
population living in the vicinity of the

reserve. Most people in the area exist

at subsistence levels, and the popula-

tion is growing even though resources

to support it are declining. Already

Sukla Phanta is considered the only

place in a wide region where grass suit-

able for thatching houses can be found,

and people travel as much as thirty-five

miles to collect it during the month-

long grass-cutting season allowed

them each winter.

In comparison with the heavily ex-

ploited neighboring countryside, the

reserve contains a wealth of re-

sources—building materials, fuel,

food, and most important, land that

could produce crops and support live-

stock. Local people traditionally used

many products of the forests and grass-

lands, and the poor, uneducated vil-

lagers see no good reason why the re-

serve should remain inviolate. It is

always a temptation to sneak in and

take what is needed. Now some of



them will have to leave their homes and

fields to make room for an even larger

reserve. Eventually, resentment is

bound to develop, dangerously escalat-

ing tensions in the face of ever decreas-

ing resources.

One way to cope with such problems

is to provide the people with benefits

linked directly to the reserve. Parks

and reserves have been heralded else-

where as sources of revenue through

tourism. This cannot be said yet of

Sukla Phanta, and it is unlikely that the

infrastructure needed to support tour-

ism on a profitable basis will soon be

available there. Furthermore, without

a concerted effort by government and

private enterprise, the profits of tour-

ism often are not tangible at the grass-

roots level where they are needed

most.

In the case of Sukla Phanta, special

assistance to the communities sur-

rounding the reserve may be needed to

compensate the people for the exist-

ence of the reserve in their district.

Compensation might take the form of

programs to improve crops, livestock

quality, or standards of health and hy-

giene, to name but a few possibilities.

When funds and expertise for such pro-

grams are not available internally, aid

could be provided by international

agencies or the foreign assistance pro-

grams of other nations. Of course, as-

sistance to the villagers should not be

entirely in the form of handouts. Inso-

far as possible, the local citizenry must

be involved in self-help schemes for

the betterment of living standards. An
added benefit might be that such pro-

grams would eventually become

models for adjacent communities that

do not have the advantage of being

neighbors of the reserve.

While all this may look fine on
paper, the obstacles to implementation

are complex. They run the gamut from

cultural and religious biases to the

more usual bureaucratic red tape. But

in the communities surrounding Kanha
National Park, far to the south in India,

programs similar to those just sug-

gested were initiated as people moved
to new villages to make room for addi-

tions to the park. Perhaps the same can

be done for those living around Sukla

Phanta. Certainly much remains to be

done, in biological research and plan-

ning and in improving the lot of the

villagers around the reserve, before we
can say with assurance that the bara-

singha is secure in Sukla Phanta. o
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War of the

Yellow Jacket Queens
Resident and invading queen wasps battle to the death

over a nest. The loser's body is dumped on the pile of vanquished

queens, and the winner will soon face another invasion

by Robert W. Matthews and Janice R. Matthews

photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

.-p;

Their potent stings have earned yel-

low jacket wasps the respect of prudent

people. These notoriously aggressive,

common picnic spoilers, colloquially

misnamed "ground bees," occur in

great enough numbers, particularly

during late summer and early fall, to

become significant jjests. Since 1973,

we have been studying the biology of

yellow jackets in the southeastern

United States, especially the ecologi-

cal and evolutionary forces behind

their pugnacious manner. Competi-

tion, centered on nest establishment,

has played an important role in the de-

velopment of yellow jacket aggres-

sion.

Although the name "yellow jacket"

is sometimes broadly applied to

various species of hornets and wasps,

we have been concerned with yellow

jackets in the stricter scn.se, wasps of

the genus Vespula. These typically

have subterranean nests—paper-cov-

ered spheres, commonly ranging from

baseball to basketball size and enclos-

ing several roughly circular combs of

hexagonal cells, suspended in a cavity

below ground.

Yellow jackets undergo an annual

colony cycle. In the early spring, over-

wintered queens awaken from hiberna-

Two V. squamosa queens fiyhl for

possession of a nesi and colony.

The resident queen had taken the

nest from a V. niaculifrons queen,

inheriting; the smaller worker who
luis a hold on the in\<idini; queen.

tion and search out suitable nest sites,

such as old rodent burrows. Within

such a cavity the queen builds a small

cup of shallow cells upon a short pedi-

cel, providing each cell with a single

egg. This brood emerges in late spring

to become the first workers. With the

aid of this additional labor force, the

nest begins to expand rapidly, and the

colony population increases steadily

throughout the summer as new genera-

tions appear. In late summer, workers

begin constructing larger cells, within

which fully functional females (next

season's queens) are produced. These

emerge, together with males, in the

early fall and mating follows. Males

and remaining workers eventually die,

but the fertilized queens enter hiberna-

tion until the next spring, when the

cycle is repeated.

Concentrating on Vespula squa-

mosa and v. maculifrons—the two

types of yellow jackets most common
in the southeast—wc advertised for

nest U>calions in local newspapers and

were promptly overwhelmed by home-
owners eager to donate their pests to

science by having us remove nests

from Iheir yards and gardens. Kach

nesi removal meant three trips. On the

first, we located the nest and deter-

mined its actual identity (wc received

calls for everything from honeybees in

house walls lo bumblebees in hay.-

stacks). During a second, ntviurnal

trip, we killed the nesi niliabitants

while all were in residence. Iinally. we
made a daylight visit to carefully exca-

v.iie the nest and wasps, which we
bagged logelher and placed in a freezer

or frec/e-ilried for later analysis.

Upon cxca\aling early season nests



in June and July, we found to our sur-

prise that corpses of yellow jacket

queens often littered the normally fas-

tidiously clean nesting cavities and en-

trance tunnels to the nest itself. In addi-

tion to one reigning queen, we encoun-

tered as many as twenty-five other

corpses in a single nest. How they

came to be there and the cause of their

death were perplexing questions. We
reasoned that perhaps good nest loca-

tions were few, and subsequent queens
were simply rediscovering cavities in

which earlier ones had died from natu-

ral causes. But shortly, a second, unex-

pected finding led us to believe the

queens had died a more violent death.

Dissecting yellow jacket nests in the

laboratory, we found that many nests

appeared to have a history of mixed
occupancy by both V. squamosa and

V. macuUfrons. Specifically, the cells

in the core of the earliest combs were
tan and fragile like those we were ac-

customed to finding in V. macuUfrons
nests. Toward the periphery of these

combs, we could easily discern a tran-

sition to slightly larger, gray cells of

the more durable construction typical

of V. squamosa. All the more recent

cells were of this latter type. All of

these nests were occupied by V. squa-

mosa at the time of collection; nests

that were occupied by V. macuUfrons
did not show traces of mixed resi-

dency. More than 80 percent of our V.

squamosa nests showed evidence of a

V. macuUfrons heritage. Based on this

evidence, we hypothesized that queens
of V. squamosa had been taking over

nests of V. macuUfrons.

Such behavior is known as social

parasitism. (In insects, a social parasite

is a species that commandeers the nest

of another in order to use its host as a

work force rather than as a direct

source of food.) Broadly speaking, two
degrees of socially parasitic relation-

ships have been discovered among
vespine wasps. In the first, social para-

sitism is facultative, a behavioral op-

tion of the insect. Not only are the para-

site queens capable of initiating their

own colonies independently, they are

also capable of invading established

nests, eliminating the host queen, and

laying their own eggs. For a time, the

progeny of both queens toil side by
side, but as host workers die they are

replaced by workers derived from the

parasitic queen.

The second form of social parasitism

is obligatory, and the only course open
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to the insect. The parasite queen is un-

able to begin a nest of her own or to

producx" wt)rkers. Invading a host col-

ony early in its development, the para-

site queen permits the host queen to

remain alive until the latter has laid

enough eggs to produce all the workers

the colony will require. Then the host

queen is killed, and the parasite lays

the eggs that will hatch init) males and

queens.

To observe facultative stKiai parasi-

tism and other interactions between

nest inhabitants, we moved our wasps

into the laboratory. We transplanted

nests into glass-walled observation

boxes connected by plastic tubing to a

hole in a windowsill. so that workers

could travel freely hack and forth to the

outside to carry on normal foraging ac-

tivities. We could have spared our-

A V. maculifrons worker adds

paper to a yellow jacket nest, left.

A queen of this species rarely

builds more than 45 cells, and the

workers are responsible for the

cells over that number. When a

V. maculifrons nest reaches

278 cells, it becomes an

attractive target for takeover by a

V. squamosa queen. The stinger of

a queen, above, in this case a

V. maculifrons, is reserved as

a weapon against other queens.

selves the considerable effort required

to locate embryonic nests (those with

a queen but no emerged workers) in the

field had we been able to persuade a

captive queen to begin a nest in our

observation bo,\es. But so far, no one

has been able to induce a Vespula

queen to initiate construction of a nest

in captivity.

Our first transplants were disap-

["Hiinling, for most failed to Ihrisc

despite attempts to duplicate the natu-

ral setting A seemingly unimportant

detail held the key to success. Know-
ing that larger yellow jacket nests hang

securely in their soil cavities, we had

been cradling the fragile embryonic

nests in small wire hoops such as those

used to dye Master eggs. In nature,

however, queens suspend their nests

from tine root hairs so that, like a

child's tire swmg, the nest swings

freely from its att.ichment point until.

almost immediately after emerging,

the first worker offspring add paper rib-

bons to the nest stalk, strengthening it

so that it becomes more rigid. After

gluing a slender thread to the apex of

our transplanted queen nests and
suspending them in the bo.xes, we were
encouraged to see our transplant suc-

cess rate improve markedly.

Within the glass-walled bo.xes we
succeeded in staging social parasitism.

Those workers who attempted to de-

fend their queen were usually quickly

dispatched by the invader. The alien

queen, roughly three times larger than

the workers, simply bit them in two

through the abdomen or decapitated

them. When the alien and resident

queens confronted each other, the re-

sultant contest for the nest was fierce

and almost always fatal for the resident

when she lost. Occasionally, both

queens were killed in the struggle. The
death weapon was usually the stinger,

through which venom was injected into

the victim's body at some liny, vulner-

able point. The workers also attempted

to use their stingers, usually futilely.

against the tough, outer "skin" of an

invading queen.

We thought that one probable eco-

logical correlate of this warfare might

be slightly different seasonal cycles.

To determine the flight season of para-

sitic queens, we captured flying yellow

jackets with Malaise traps, unbailed

gauze tents that intercept and collect

flying insects. L'sed throughout three

seasons of queen flight activity, our

traps indicated that \'. maculifrons

queens were fl>ing at least a week be-

fore V. .squamo.sa queens. Peak num-
bers of V. .squamosa generally fol-

lowed, by a week or more, peak num-
bers of V. maculifrons queens. Fur-

thermore, the number of flying V. ma-

culifrons queens peaked sharply over

a two- to three-week poriiHi, then de-

clined abruptl\ as the queens tvgan to

establish nests On the other hand,

numlvrs of flying V squamosaquccns
remained almost constant for nearly

two months

A second ecological correlate ap-

pears to be a shift in habitat over the

nesting season llie actual distribution

of the two species changes throughout

the summer, a change that directly af-

fects beleaguered gardeners and pas-

sersby. I'arly in the season, \' maculi-

frons nests occur with about equal likc-

lihtMKl among varied h.ihii.iis Hut once
\' squamosa ^\[.\L•c^\s begin their usur-

pations, more .iiul more \' maculi-

frons nests in disturbed habitats, such

59
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Left: A V. maculifrons worker

attacks a V. squamosa queen that

has alighted on its nest. Above:

The V. squamosa queen has located

and engaged the resident V.

maculifrons queen in deadly battle.

as suburban backyards, fall prey; only

those in relatively natural settings,

such as forests, escape being taken

over. Thus V. squamosa, the species

that is most troublesome to people, is

the one they are most likely to en-

counter.

We predicted that queen nest-site

searching behavior might be largely

responsible for this pattern of nest dis-

tribution. Mature nests of both species

produce approximately equal numbers
of queens that enter hibernation in the

fall. If both species were searching in

an unbia.sed fashion for nest sites, there

would be roughly equal numbers of

both flying in any area. Perhaps V.

.v</i«im()s(i queens preferentially search

more disturbed habitats, whereas V.

maculifrons queens comb all habitats.

Analysis of the trap data by habitat type

confirmed this. Traps in relatively nat-

ural settings, such as forests that be-

long to a university botanical garden,

failed to collect a single V. squamosa
queen, whereas traps in suburban

backyards captured ab»)ut equal num-
bers of queens of both species (46 per-

cent V. maculifrons. 54 percent V.

squamo.ui). Sighting records of queens

flying in a scininatural nuinicipa! park

during the same period corroborated

the traps' evidence. Of some 346

queen sightings over two consecutive

flight seasons, only 13 percent be-

longed to V. squamosa.

To better understand queen interac-

tions, we closely monitored a portion

of the same municipal park, approxi-

mately 1,000 feet of meandering
stream bordered by a walking path. For

three years, from April to June, we
searched the stream banks daily for

new nests from which we captured

queens as they departed to forage,

marked them individually with distinc-

tive paint spots, and released them.

Thereafter, by briefly recapturing these

queens daily as they left the nest, we
were able to track the fates of individ-

uals and their nests and to estimate the

extent of queen supersedure.

We made two surprising discov-

eries. First, nestless queens were at-

tempting to take over many more es-

tablished nests than we had antici-

pated. In forty-six monitored embry-

onic nests, the annual usurpation rate

ranged from 23 to 37 percent over a

three-year period, and multiple take-

overs were common. (In l*>76. one

nest was successfully invaded on three

consecutive days.) Many allempied

usurpations failed. One embryonic

nest we excavated in 1977 contained

parts of at least six queens, none of

which bore our marks.

A second revelation was that siKial

parasitism at this early stage of the in-

sects" life cycle involved queens of the

same species. Of fourteen successful

usurpations, all but one involved two

V. maculifrons ijueens battling i>ne

another, and even in the single excep-

tion, the nest that the V squamosa

queen acquired was subsequently lost

to another V. maculifrons queen.

We felt that such conspecific warfare

might significantly afTect yellow jacket

population biology. Although the high

mortality rate of embryonic nests has

been known for some time, it is usually

ascribed to physical factors, such as the

vagaries of early spring weather. Pos-

tulating that queen usurpation might

also be a contributing cause, we again

simulated takeover attempts in labora-

tory nests.

In the field, we captured queens ex-

hibiting typical nest-searching flight

and introduced them into the entrance

tube of an established laboratory col-

ony. In the free-for-all that ensued, the

resident queen had a clear advantage,

winning nine of eleven encounters.

However, victory for either queen

sometimes had a high price. Two suc-

cessful defenders and two successful

usurpers later died of battle injuries,

leaving orphaned colonies destined to

die prematurely. In nature, where

repeated queen usurpation attempts

occur regularly, the chance of a given

nest being orphaned must be high.

Researchers working with other yel-

low jacket species are finding similar

cases of regular queen supersedures , so

that this behavior seems to be the norm
among these wasps. A shift in antago-

nists over the season probably also is

normal. Clearly, conspecific queen

combat accounts for a high percentage

t>f embryonic nest failures in the com-
mon yellow jacket species of south-

eastern North America. As a nest be-

comes larger, conspecific queen take-

over attempts become less frequent,

but interspecific attempts increase.

When V. maculifrons and V. squa-

mosacldsh. usurpations normally peak

when the host nest averages 278 cells

and already contains a significant num-

ber of workers. (A V. maculifrons

queen is able to construct about 45 cells

on her own before her first workers

emerge.) Thus, throughout the whole

process of establishing a ctilony. the

ability of a yellow jacket queen to initi-

ate and defend a nest carries a very

heavy risk. The biggest single factor

limiting yellow jacket nesting success

may not be the number of available

nest sites or favorability of hibernating

conditions or spring weather, but

rather the abundance and behavior of

other queens.

Iliesc discoveries provide support

for some hypK>thcses of considerable

current interest in evolulionar\ biol-

ogy. Borrowing from game theory.



two Englishmen, John Maynard Smith
and Geoffrey Parker, have made pre-

dictions about the outcome of contests

between two organisms competing for

specific resources, such as mates or ter-

ritories. In their terminology, the yel-

low jacket situation would be an asym-
metric contest, in that the payoff—pos-

session of an established nest—has

vastly different values for each contes-

tant. If the resident queen is defeated,

she stands to lose everything, whereas
the intruder stands to gain a great deal

by taking over, and providing she sur-

vives to try again, she will be no worse
off as a loser than if she had made no
attempt. When the payoff is so out of

balance, Maynard Smith and Parker

predict a savage, "escalated" contest

threatening serious injury and possibly

death to one or both contestants.

Two queens, a V. squamosa and a

V. maculifrons, are joined in a

battle that will end in death for

one. The combatants maneuver to

get into position to use their

stingers, the weapon that will

decide the outcome. There are a

few vulnerable chinks in the tough

"skins" of the queens, and the

contest is over when one of the

queens manages to sting the

other. The venom injected is so

powerful that death is virtually

immediate. This battle became so

fierce that both queens, locked

together, fell off the nest.

They continued the contest on the

floor of the nest chamber until

the V. squamosa queen emerged
victorious. She was then able to

claim the V. maculifrons colony.

ivjmm
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A V. squamosa queen feeds on a

liquid produced by the larvae in

a V. maculifrons nest she has

invaded. She will feed the workers

of the colony with this substance,

thereby pacifying them.

'^'^.

Game theory may help explain the

evolution of queen aggression, but

what about workers in an invaded nest?

When a queen tries to force her way
into a nest, workers avidly enter the

fray and readily attack the invader, but

being reproductively sterile, they

would seem to have little reason for

interest in a contest's outcome. At
first, we postulated that workers in or-

phaned nests might even readily accept

an invading queen since her presence

would assure the success of an other-

wise doomed nest. Experiments dem-
onstrated otherwise. Workers in or-

phaned nests remained highly aggres-

sive toward intruders. In the labora-

tory, when we introduced queens into

queenless nests, yellow jacket workers

quickly responded by mobbing the in-

truder, biting and attempting to sting,

in a battle so fearsome that the nest was
often severely damaged.
We saw a possible explanation of

this worker pugnacity when some or-

phaned nests began to produce males.

The queen's presence inhibits yellow

jacket worker ovarian development;

however, soon after the loss of the nest

queen, worker ovaries develop rapidly

and produce viable unfertilized eggs,

which in Hymenoptera result in males.

In an orphaned nest, workers have a

rare chance to contribute their genes

directly to the next generation by lay-

ing male eggs; if they accept a foreign

queen, they lose this opportunity. Even
if only a few of their own offspring live

to mate, it would be more adaptive than

continuing to toil for a totally unrelated

queen and her offspring. Hence May-
nard Smith and Parker's theory would
also account for the hostile behavior of

orphaned workers toward invading

queens.

So far, investigation of one facet of

yellow jacket life history, queen be-

havior, has provided clues to the

causes of yellow jacket aggression,

species distribution, and abundance.
Further investigation of the secretive

habits of these underground societies

will no doubt produce more insights

into their ecology and behavior. D
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The Art of Being Huichol
Presented with a disconcerting assortment

of his culture 's artifacts, a Huichol Indian

helped to design a coherent museum exhibit

by Kathleen Berrin
photographs by Jim Medley

Unlike many subjects chosen for

museum exhibits, the Huichol Indians

are not dead but emphatically alive.

Approximately 10,000 to 14,000 Hui-

chol (pronounced Wee-chol) live in

isolated mountain communities in the

rugged Sierra Madre Occidental of Ja-

lisco and Nayarit, Mexico. There they

continue a timeless and remote exist-

ence, escaping many of the pressures

and homogenizing tendencies of the

modern world. While their way of life

as subsistence agriculturists is poor and

difficult, their highly developed reli-

gious tradition and strong belief in the

sanctity of "being Huichol" give their

culture resilience and sustenance.

To be Huichol means to live a good
and devout life according to ancient

custom; to travel literally and figura-

tively on a quest for religious enlight-

enment that is considered both beauti-

ful and right. A dramatic example of

this quest on a communal level is the

pjeyote hunt, a ritual search for prime-

val origins that takes a group of pil-

grims, under the leadership of a sha-

man, on a rigorous journey through the

San Luis Potosi desert. The Huichol

are also obliged to perform religious

devotions on a private level. Personal

offerings are taken out to sacred spots

in the Huichol landscape or placed on
special family shrines as prayers or

tributes to particular deities.

As the curator responsible for devel-

oping a temporary, traveling exhibit of

Huichol art for the Fine Arts Museums
of San Francisco, I was concerned with

the Huichol regard for much of their

culture as a sacred and beautiful en-

deavor. Fortunately, I was able to re-

ceive the guidance I needed from a

Huichol informant.

At first, the conventional resources

seemed more than adequate. Two well-

documented collections had been

amassed by Carl Lumholtz and Robert

Mowry Zingg, the foremost students of

Huichol culture. In the process of col-

lecting for the American Museum of

Natural History, Lumholtz had visited

various Huichol communities on three

sepEirate occasions, beginning as early

as 1890, and had exhaustively docu-

mented his impressions of Huichol life

and material culture in several books.

Similarly, Zingg had traveled through

the area in the mid- 1930s, gathering

artifacts for the Museum of New Mex-
ico at Santa Fe. There were also other

fine public and private collections of

contemporary material. We certainly

had enough to do a comprehensive pic-

ture of Huichol Indian art from the turn

of this century to the present

.

After visiting these various collec-

tions and selecting more than two hun-

dred objects, I envisioned an exhibit ar-

ranged in three categories: costumes

and textiles , ceremonial objects and vo-

tive offerings, and yarn paintings (col-

orful yarn collages that illustrate tradi-

tional Huichol myth-histories). The
costumes and textiles lent themselves

beautifully to display, for the Huichol

are consummate weavers and embroi-

derers and their textiles bear a variety of

symbolic patterns. The yarn paintings,

a contemporary art form made pri-

marily for the tourist market, also were

visually appealing and intrinsically in-

teresting. But a challenge was pre-

sented by the ceremonial objects and

votive offerings—beaded gourd bowls,

feathered prayer arrows, shamanic

wands, round shields of yarn, sacred

boards with mirrors attached to them,

"god'seyes," unpainted incense burn-

ers, and crude stone disks with strange

symbols. These objects were inter-

esting on an anthropological level, but

not easily understandable or immedi-

ately aesthetic in Western terms.

One could hardly put a prayer arrow

on a pedestal or dramatically light an

Singly and in strings, beads were

pressed into beeswax to decorate

this wood deer and gourd bowl,

collected by Carl Lumholtz in

the 1890s. Such votive objects

accompanied prayers for

luck and well-being. '<» i-r-^wajwmisaa^irrmm
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unpainted incense burner. While the of-

ferings were enhanced when placed

out on the stark Huichol landscape or

when grouped together on a shrine, we
could not re-create such settings with

confidence. The objects came from

many different time periods and loca-

tions, and the documentation about

their meaning, although substantial,

was uneven.

As the time for the exhibition drew

near, I tcnew we should try to com-

municate The Art of Being Huichol.

but did not know how to present the

theme adequately. The Huichol have a

rich sense of aesthetics and proper or-

dering , and they extend these principles

to many aspects of ceremonial life be-

sides objects. Huichol artfulness goes

further than the Western concept of de-

sign, and this seemed to be the crux of

the problem.

It was at this point that I had the good

fortune to meet Mariano Valadez, a

Huichol Indian, who, after leaving his

village, had lived for some time in Gua-

dalajara—and in Los Angeles—but

who remained nonetheless very com-

mitted to his cultural traditions. I was

introduced to Valadez by Susan Eger, a

contributor to our exhibition catalog.

Art of the Huichol liulians. and an en-

thusiastic student of Huichol culture,

who had spent three years in the Sierra.

Although the scholarly text for the cata-

log had long been completed, meeting

Marianointime todrawi>n hisexperlise

for the exhibit was a godsend. Susan as-

sisted as interpreter, and her experience

in the Sierra and Mariano's trust in her

served as an important catalyst. We im-

mediately became a team.

For our first session together, Mar-

iano and Susan came to ihc museum's
storage area, where I had carefully laid

out all the objects in long, neal rows.

I was convinced thai our sessions

would have a sense of order about them

if we proceeded by working down the

tables, where everything was placed

according lo the organizational formal

we had used in the catalog (all the

prayer arrows were grou[X'd together,

as were all ihe boailed bowls).

The orii;iiuil i;>i<i.i,'<' "/ Cinintlmoihcr

(irowlh U(i.v lociitfd in her cmc.
near a .v/)ri/i,v where children hathed

Ihe fiyiire served (i\ </ pniser for

the health of these children and (or

the continued flow of the water

Since the focus of the exhibition, as

Susan hastened to explain in Spanish,

was to portray The Art of Being Hui-

chol from a Huichol point of view, we
were interested in capturing Mariano's

insights and hearing anything he had to

say about the objects. I set the tape

recorder going, expecting to record

several statements about each artifact,

which Susan could later translate into

English for use on the exhibition

labels. But to my dismay and flowing

adrenalin, Mariano did nothing for the

first several hours but move erratically

from one table to the next, studying the

displayed objects in a long and intense

way, looking agitated.

I asked if there was anything too

sacred to show, but he said that wasn't

the problem and would say nothing

more. In retrospect, I think he must

have experienced an enormous shock

at seeing bits and pieces of his culture,

spanning more than one hundred years

and innumerable communities. In any

case, there was not much we could do
but try to cope with an increasingly un-

comfortable situation. Finally, Mar-

iano began to talk about Ihe objects in

a very halting way. Only as we all be-

came more relaxed did a kind of work-

ing style evolve, based on a slow and

methodical pace, a sense of seriousness

or solemnity, and Mariano's concern

for giving correct information.

My categories, of course, were all

wrong, and Mariano soon began to ob-

literate them by moving objects around

in a fashion that made sense to him hut

in>t to me. Susan explained to hnn that

we needed lo organize ihe ceremonial

objects in six or seven groups, each

with a distinct theme. There could be-

any number of i>bjecls in a single

grouping, and we might think in terms

of creating ceremonial "sellings." or

scenes, if thai was appropriate.

The incompleteness of w hat was rep-

resented on ihose tables must have as-

tounded Mariano— particularly since

the objects had K-en selected according

lotyjx", mediinn. material, .ind iconog-

raphy and nol with ain Iheinalic cate-

giuies in mind. As Mariano coiiimued

to mo\e things around, he began to he

frustrated Ix'cause certain key items

were missing, such as a particular kind

of prayer arrow or a sp>ecial type of

object with a mirror. Although I askeil

Susan to explain lo him that we were

only trying to |>orlra\ Huichol culture,

not re-create it. and that there was only

so much we could do with a four- by

eight tool ilisplay case, this point of

Mcu w.is not ioiall\ acceptable loliiin.
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While some "missing" objects were

optional, others were absolutely not,

and we began to list the most critically

needed things in the hope that they

might later be obtained.

Sometimes in this process of ar-

rangement and identification, Mariano

would feel an object was tremendously

important and discuss it with far more

detail than was necessary. Other ob-

jects—particularly those collected by

Lumholtz in the 1890s—he was unsure

of, probably because they represented

communities different from his own or

an older tradition that had died out. He
refused to comment or even make an

educated guess about an object if he

was uncertain. He would simply shake

his head and say that he would like to

take pictures of it back to the Sierra to

ask his family. Even when he heard the

documentation of Lumholtz or Zingg,

he wasn't satisfied. He would listen po-

litely, then repeat that he would know
much more after showing pictures to

his family.

After several days of intense work,

we had identified a little less than half

the objects and still did not have the

groupings well defined. Mariano an-

nounced that it was now time for him

to go back to the Sierra with photo-

graphs. He had been planning a trip

back anyway to help with the planting.

When he returned in several weeks
with the information and some addi-

tional required objects, our categories

would be complete and everything

would be defined.

I nervously thought about my pro-

duction schedule, worrying that

Mariano might not return from the

Sierra in time to finish organizing the

exhibit. Bui now that 1 was familiar

with his reactions to, and attitudes

about, the objects—and his reluctance

to lake liberties in their identifica-

tion— I couldn't go back to a contrived

presentation of beaded bowls and

prayer arrows. Mariano had said that

as long as we were going to do an exhi-

bition of Huichol art, it should be a

"true" one. it should be "right."

Somehow, these simple words con-

This two-jaot-hiKh "{•od's liutir.
"

a volivi' object collccti'tl in 1066.

is made of hainhoo. h<n\k and ptirrot

feathers, fur. yarn, and pitch.

AllhotiiL;h snudler. it is similar to

the t\pe of chair used h\ a shaman

densed into practical terms an essential

part of "being Huichol."

After some weeks had passed, dur-

ing which I anxiously watched the

opening date draw near, Mariano did

indeed return from the Sierra. His fam-

ily had spent much time talking about

the photographs among themselves,

and they were pleased about the ex-

hibit. Best of all, they had reached a

consensus about the unidentified ob-

jects. 1 was surprised to learn how little

of our material pertained to the peyote

hunt, the ceremonial so well docu-

mented in the literature. Most of the

objects, although integral to 'being

Huichol." were associated with more
personal aspects of religious life.

Back in museum storage, the three

of us worked feverishly to fill in the

redefined categories. The Children's

Drum Ceremony, or Fiesta of the

Newly Sprouted Corn, would repre-

sent a child's first exposure to religious

training. In this ceremony, young par-

ticipants are magically transftirmcd

into hummingbirds by the shaman's

drum and then "flown" to sacred spots

in the Huichol universe. Time of the

Arrows would bring together objects

pertaining to a special rainy season of-

fering, which is placed inside a hut

constructcil in the corntield to insure a

successful harvest I'hc 1-amily Shrine,

an indispensable part of every Huichol

rancho. would include a multitude of

objects promoting the gtHnl luck and

well-being of individual family mem-
bers. And the linal cerenu)nial setting,

the Cave Offering of Cirandmother

(irowth. would be a deeply secluded

shrine to this all-important and aged

Huichol earth mother, so critical to

Mariano Valadez. in native dress,

discusses the exhibit with Susan

Eger. who served as interpreter

and anthropological field consultant.

The two continue to share their

interest, now as a married couple.

making crops grow and sustaining life.

After the objects had been arranged,

1 brought in our museum designer, and

we attempted to anticipate every pos-

sible installation problem. Mariano pa-

tiently answered our frantic questions:

How many dried marigolds for the

Children's Drum Ceremony? Just

dime store mirrors for the Cave Offer-

ing of Grandmother Growth? Dties this

prayer arrow stand up or lie flat? Which
direction d»>es the sacred round b<iard

with mirror face? Is Time of the

Arrows an outdixir or indmir scene?

Does the woven mat fill the entire b<ii-

tom of the case or just lie under certain

objects? What on earth sh<iuld we do
with the stuffed rat * We t»H>k photo-

graphs of ever> thing, trying to bridge

the gap between Huichol Tightness and

Western aesthetics in a museum pre-

sentation While it had been crucial to

establish which objects went together

in the presentation, once certain cri-

teria were met the actual arrangement

proved to be quite flexible.

Ihe stuffed rat mentioned abiive. an

object I ni>w privately term "Ihe great

Huichol put-on." was collected by

Zingg in the mid- |y.M)s With its asso-

ciated wosen basket, the stuffed rat

was supposedK part of the ceremonial



equipment of the peyote hunter,
prepared in commemoration of the rat

who stole the fire in the peyote, a myth
Zingg recounts at length. This infor-

mation I had faithfully reproduced in

the exhibition catalog. But to Mariano,
the stuffed rat was nothing but an ob-

ject of great hilarity. He had never

heard of any Huichol using a stuffed

rat of any kind, and neither had his

family. The fact that it had sewn bits

of red cloth for the eyes made it even
funnier. Every time the subject would
come up, we'd all break out in laugh-

ter. We finally resolved the dilemma by
installing the stuffed rat in the corner

of the children's Drum Ceremony set-

ting as a kind of a joke, just peeking
out from inside the lid of its basket. I

still do not know the truth of the ob-

ject—whether in a different Huichol
time and place it really did have some
meaning or was just a joke on ethnog-

rapher Zingg. I do know that the Hui-

chol have a marvelous sense of humor
and comic reversal, and with all due
respect to Robert Mowry Zingg, he

would not have been the first outsider

to have been fooled.

There were other discrepancies be-

tween the objects that I felt were im-

portant and those that Mariano did, and
we didn't always work in accord. Most
of our disagreements involved the old-

est material collected by Lumholtz. I

found it hard to believe that Mariano
couldn't get excited about very rare,

old front shields or the spectacular

beaded bowl and the deer figure that

were beautifully executed by the artist

Juan Antonio Minjares and carefully

documented. My surprise was even
greater when Mariano later mentioned
that one of the most important objects

in the exhibit was a single wood stick

with a red ribbon tied through it.

Clearly, there was no correlation be-

tween artistry in our culture and cul-

tural importance in theirs.

Mariano even lacked enthusiasm for

what was, to my way of thinking, one
of the most important objects in the

show—Grandmother Growth and her

accouterments. It didn't seem to matter

to him that Lumholtz had spent pages
discussing her intricate symbolism and
face paint and her significance as a cave
offering; that when Lumholtz saw the

original figure in a cave in Santa Ca-
tarina, he was so impressed by it that

he persuaded a shaman to reproduce

this example for him to take back to the

Museum. It didn't seem to matter to

Mariano that she was collected in the

1890s and that, according to Lum-

This man 's hat, made in a
traditional style, is adorned

with pigeon and hawk feathers.

holtz, there was a special, single way
she was to be displayed with all her

sticks. He kept insisting that the forked

staffs she carried ought to be tied up
into a bundle with some prayer arrows

and placed together in another ceremo-
nial setting. I stood by the historical

documentation, saying that we had it

on good authority that she did go to-

gether all in one unit and was a very

important object. Mariano, who never

did think too much of the figure any-

way, finally just shrugged, and I kept

Grandmother Growth intact.

Of course, the point of view ex-

pressed in the exhibit was largely that

of Mariano and his family, and we
could be criticized for allowing a rela-

tively small group of insiders to speak
for Huichol culture as a whole. But
then, no two Huichol could be ex-

pected to re-create the same exhibition.

Field researchers are beginning to real-

ize that Huichol culture "as a whole"
is a fiction, that there is a wealth of

local variation in what was once
thought to be a homogeneous unit. And
I feel that Mariano's very thoughtful

arrangement and resynthesis of histori-

cal material came far closer to cor-

rectness than any outsider's version

could have. While there were discrep-

ancies between Mariano's interpreta-

tions and those of Lumholtz and Zingg,

by comparison, the copious documen-
tation of the ethnographers seemed
limited and one dimensional.

When Mariano finally did come to

see the finished exhibition, I knew that

all our efforts had been worthwhile

when he remarked that it was "so
beautiful it would make a Huichol
woman cry." This shy summation
touched me in ways I cannot begin to

evaluate, but I like to think that the ex-

perience of developing the art of being

Huichol must have been as mean-
ingful for him as it was for me. D

The Art of Being Huichol will be exhib-
ited at the American Museum of Nat-

ural History from November 7, 1979,

to February 10, 1980. The exhibition

was organized by the Fine Arts Muse-
ums of San Francisco and sponsored by
the National Endowment for the Arts

and the Museum Society.
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Radio Bush Baby
Tracking a small primate by transmitter as it makes its

nightly rounds in search offood, sex. and a place to sleep

by Robert D. Martin and Simon K. Bearder

The lesser bush baby lives in

wooded savanna over vast areas to the

north, east, and south of the West Afri-

can rain forest belt—from Senegal to

Sudan and down through East Africa,

South Africa, and Angola. This dimin-

utive primate is treated as a single spe-

cies, Galago senegalensis, in all the

major textbooks, although there are

good reasons to doubt that such an

enormous range is occupied by one in-

terbreeding population. Whatever its

taxonomic status, the lesser bush baby
is certainly an adaptable creature; parts

of its range cover some of the most

extreme ecological conditions encoun-

tered by primates in Africa. For this

reason, and because bush babies retain

many characteristics of the ancestral

primates, they seemed an appropriate

subject for a long-term field study. In

the northern Transvaal region of South

Africa where this study was con-

ducted, lesser bush babies (recognized

as a liK'al subspecies. G.s. moholi) are

abundant, and laboratory studies by

Gerald Doyle and his coworkers at the

University of Ihc Witwalersrand had

already established many of the basic

behavioral and reproductive features of

this subspecies.

Vision is imporiuni to ilw lesser

t)ush hahy. despite its nocturnal

hiMts. The lightreflecting

tapetiini, loetited behind the retina,

aids the aninud visually as it

makes its way through the trees.

In recent years, field studies of pri-

mates have become increasingly quan-

titative in nature in an attempt to relate

precisely measured aspects of behavior

to ecological features . Such exact stud-

ies had hitherto been almost entirely

restricted to diurnal primates because

of the more favorable conditions for

direct daytime observation. Yet there

are good grounds for concluding that

the ancestral primates were nocturnal,

as are the majority of the most primi-

tive living primates, the prosimians

(lemurs, bush babies, pottos, lorises,

and tarsiers). A comprehensive survey

of primate behavior and ecology must

therefore include at least some noctur-

nal species.

One of us, Simon Bearder, had al-

ready done some work on the behavior

and ecology of the lesser bush baby in

the northern Transvaal. Thai study had

been conducted in a nature reserve set

aside on a farm called Mosdene, cover-

ing almost 15,(XXI acres and run by the

Galpin family for more than sixty

years. More than half of the farm has

been left virtually in ihe wild state by

the Galpins, and their rotation of graz-

ing by Bonsniara cattle has done little

more than replace ihe influence of a

number of large wild herbivores thai

have been eliminated in Ihe region.

Surviving mammals—impala, kudu,

warihog, aardvark, jackal, aardwolf,

springhaas, hare, bush squirrel, vervel

monkey, genet, and various nu)n-

gooses—are still quite abundant.

There is also a rich variety of bird spc

cies. representing the major attraction

lor the many naturalists whi> visit Mos-

dene each year, and numerous reptiles.

including monitor lizards. The Galpins

kindly agreed to a further two-year, de-

tailed study of the lesser bush babies

on their reserve, and our project subse-

quently took shape, lasting from Au-
gust 1975 to September 1977.

Already established was that the

lesser bush babies of the region forage

alone at night, although they may form

resting groups in the trees during the

daytime, and that their diet consists ex-

clusively of animal prey (largely

arthropods) and gum taken from Aca-
cia trees. From laboratory studies we
learned that each female bush baby

may produce two litters of two infants

a year, with a gestation peritxl of ap-

proximately 120 days. But in the ab-

sence of detailed quantitative studies,

their natural behavior and relationships

with specific ecological features had

not been established. In particular, no

prior study had involved systematic

following of known, marked animals.

L'sing traps at strategic positions in

Ihe main study area of 0.4 square mile,

we were able to trap the entire local

population of ihirty-fi\e bush babies

over a period of a few months; thereaf-

ter we regularl> trapped as many ani-

mals as possible once each month in

order to keep a detailed check on their

UkIv weights and reprtKluctive condi-

tion and to verify recruiimeni into, or

loss from, the study area. (One inter-

esting fact that emerged incidentally

was that the bush babies were most

likely to explore new trap sites in the

bright light of the full moon and rarely

did so under conditions of piKir illumi-

nation. This emphasizes the impot

tance of \ision to these creatures
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even though they are nocturnal.)

The key to the study lay in the use

of ready-made radio transmitters with

individual frequencies, fitted to each

bush baby prior to its release . The radio

signals, which were used to trace indi-

viduals to their sleeping trees and to

identify the composition of sleeping

groups, led to our first significant find-

ing. Although it had been widely re-

ported that lesser bush babies live in

family groups, we found that daytime

sleeping groups are extremely variable

in composition. The most frequent

links in the fluctuating sleeping associ-

ations were between mothers and off-

spring and between particular adult fe-

males. A number of adult males slept

within the associations, but only one at

a time. While some males regularly

gained prior access to any females or

young within their ranges, there was no
evidence for exclusive pair formation

among individual adult males and fe-

males.

In the northern Transvaal, identifi-

cation of lesser bush babies in sleeping

groups, even in the absence of radio

belts, was greatly facilitated because

the animals rarely use proper nests,

simply sleeping in a suitable tangle of

branches a few feet above the ground.

There was an overall preference for

sleeping in one particular tree. Acacia
tortilis. This tree, aptly named the

"wait-a-while," is densely covered

with both straight and recurved thorns.

As a sleeping refuge during the day-

time, it doubtless offers the greatest se-

curity available for a bush baby. A.

nilotica, with a thorn density second

only to that of the wait-a-while, was
also highly preferred as a sleeping site,

compared with less thorny species.

Home ranges averaged seventeen

acres for adult females and twenty-

seven acres for adult males. There was
no evidence of exclusion of subordi-

nate males to peripheral ranges, as has

been found with a number of other noc-

turnal primate species; indeed, there

was a slight excess of males over fe-

males in the study area. On close ex-

amination of the interactions between

males, we learned that social domi-

nance was related to age. With increas-

ing age and gradual replacement of the

population, there comes a time when
a male no longer meets aggressive op-

ponents within a particular home range
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where he has access to females (typi-

cally a harem of three). The male will

then tend to confine his activity to this

home range, from which he excludes

only males of similar age and behavior.

'Hius, there are two classes of adult

males: relatively young, lightweight

adults (average weight 7'/: ounces),

with extremely large ranges overlap-

ping those of numerous other males

and females of all ages; and relatively

old, heavier males (average weight S

ounces), with somewhat smaller home
ranges that exclude other socially dom-

inant males from all but small /ones of

overlap, while tolerating males that re-

main subordinate. These old males,

which invariably chased others aTuI be-

haved in an assertive fashion, were not

oiilv the heaviest intlividuals but thev

Gum exudes from an exit hole

bored by a beetle larva onto the

trunk of an Acacia karroo tree,

above. Such f^ums contain polymers

of pentose sui^ars and are vital

food sources for lesser bush

babies. The animal at left is

usin^^ its "tooth scraper" to

remove i^um adhering to the bark.

,ilso had very active marking glands on

ihe chest and ventral surface of the

scrotum, and well-developed thigh

muscles. Thus, there seems to be a so-

cial division between males, based on

age and dominance, even though no

males are completely excluded Uom
regular social contact with one or sev-

eral adult females. (Lightweight adult

males may encounter adult females

briefly during the night and they may
sleep with them in the same tree from

lime to time.)

Home ranges were fairly stable over

the two-year period. On at least two

occasions, however, subordinate

males abruptly abandotied their usual

ranges and migraleil over a tlisiance of

more than a mile in a few nights to

establish a new home range. In addi-

tion, at least six of the study animals

were killed by large-spotted genets,

which seem to be the major predators

of the bush babies in that area (ienels

were occasionally caught in the traps

set for bush babies, and one animal was

fitted with a radio, in a brief study made
by Dan l-'reeman, to reveal some de-

tails of this predator's be-havior. Ihe

animal covered a range of about one-

half square mile in the course of a few

nights, but it was remarkably consist-

ent in its pattern of movement through

its range from night to night.

Direct observaiiiMi of the bush

babies at night provided clear evidence

of the impiHiance of gums in their diet.

On most of the occasions when bush

babies were sighted, the supporting

tree was a gum source. The major spe-

cies supplying gum as food for the bush

babies was the sweet thorn, -4. karroo.

but gum was also taken from the wait-

a-while on numerous occasions. The

gums are acidic, water-soluble poly-

mers of pentose sugars that provide

\ iial food throughout the year, they are

particularly imporiani in Ihe dry

winter, when arthropod food is scarce.

Our study of gum proiluclion indicated

an increase in the number of available

gum sites in the dry .seasi>n. The bush

babies alsi> obtain calcium for bt)ne

formation fri>m the gums, a mineral

poorly represented in insects.

The priKluction i>f gums by acacias

is a fascinating stor\ in its own right

The process is initiated when wood-

boring lar\ae of cerambycid and bu-

juestid beetles and coccid moths form

galleries in the trunks and branches. At

the point of exit of Ihe mature insect,

or ai hi)les made for the disposal of

larval casts, a gallery passes through

two layers where gum is mi>bili/ed on

exposure to oxygen ITie gum subsc-

t|uenlly seeps through to the outside of

Ihe bark Certain galleries containing

liquid gum provide breeding sites for

flies aiul it apjH-ars that irritation caused

b\ their lar\ae, along with further at-

tacks trom woo(.l borers, mav also

79



stimulate the tree to produce gum.
Once a gum lick is established, bush

babies will visit it regularly and take

any fresh gum produced. In some
cases, when food is in short supply, the

bush babies will eat old, dried gum and

clear away thin films of hard gum from

the tree surface.

The bush babies were apparently

making use of their "tooth scraper,"

a special organ at the front of the lower

jaw formed by extension and forward

tilting of the four incisors and two ca-

nines. We had already noted the wide-

spread occurrence of gum feeding

among nocturnal primates possessing a

tooth scraper and the exaggerated de-

velopment of that organ in two highly

specialized gum feeders, the fork-

crowned lemur and the needle-clawed

bush baby. Gum feeding probably ex-

erted a major influence on the develop-

ment of a tooth comb in the common
ancestor of the lemurs and lorises.

Confirmation of the use of the tooth

scraper in gum feeding came from an

unexpected source. The bait used in the

bush baby traps was similar in consis-

tency to fresh gum, and when applied

to the trap baseboards, it formed a thin

layer over the surface. As the color of

the baseboards darkened through
weathering we noticed that each one

was riddled with tiny parallel scratch

marks made by tooth scrapers. Thus,

this special dental organ can definitely

be used to aid in the collection of food

substances from a wood substrate.

In the life of the lesser bush baby of

the northern Transvaal, gum feeding

—

and hence the use of the tooth

scraper—is of vital importance. In the

course of a single night, a bush baby
will visit at least 300 separate, poten-

tially gum-producing acacia trees, cov-

ering a total distance of almost a mile

along a tortuous path. Overall, the

feeding strategy seems to be centered

around the gum sites, which form the

focal points of travel. Apart from the

relatively brief periods when trees are

in flower, attracting insects in swarms,

bush babies take animal prey in an op-

portunistic fashion in the vicinity of

gum sites, or while traveling from one

site to another. In the study area, the

net result was that bush babies were

most commonly found in clumps of A.

karroo trees at night, while during the

daytime they were typically found in

patches of A. tortilis or A. nilotica.

Most of the bush babies tended to

change their sleeping sites from night

to night, and the most common pattern

was for a bush baby to leave its sleep-

ing site in a patch of vegetation domi-

nated by highly thorny acacias at dusk,

move through an area containing a fair

number of A. karroo while feeding on
gum and arthropods, and then stop at

dawn at another sleeping site in a dif-

ferent part of the feeding area.

The most striking aspect of the

whole study was the great resilience of

the lesser bush baby at this southern

limit of its geographical range. The ex-

tremes of temperature were remark-

able. During the summer months, the

bush babies were sometimes almost

completely exposed to the full glare of

the sun, with shade temperatures as

high as 100°F, while in the winter

months it was not uncommon for the

night temperatures to fall below freez-

ing. The bush babies responded to low

temperatures by becoming inactive for

long periods during the night, simply

squatting in the crotches of trees or re-

turning to a sleeping site. This indi-

cates that reduction of energy expendi-

ture is the most advantageous response

to extreme cold. The northern Trans-

vaal is also characterized by great un-

predictability of climatic conditions

(particularly rainfall and temperature)

from year to year. Rainfall is limited

to a few months of the year and varies

from a maximum of thirty-five inches

annually to a minimum of only eleven

inches under severe drought condi-

tions.

Given these unpredictable climatic

conditions, it is not surprising that

lesser bush babies are adapted for a

high breeding potential. This permits

them to respond rapidly to temporarily

favorable conditions of increased rain-

fall and/or higher winter temperatures

and to recover from catastrophic years

when adverse climatic conditions re-

sult in high mortality. A striking con-

trast is found in the closely related

Allen's bush baby (G. alleni). which
inhabits the rain forest belt of West and

Central Africa. There, climatic condi-

tions are far more stable, and Allen's

bush baby has a much lower breeding

potential. A female Allen's bush baby
can produce only one infant a year (25

percent of the lesser bush baby's poten-

tial) and has a longer gestation period

(135 days as opposed to 120 days for

the lesser bush baby).

This is a classic case of "K-selec-

tion" (Allen's bush baby) as opposed

to "r-selection" (lesser bush baby).

Under stable, predictable environ-

mental conditions, an animal popula-

tion is more likely to remain at the car-

rying capacity (K) of the habitat. K-

Roben D Martin and Simon K. Beard

Shortly after birth, an infant

bush baby can cling firmly to a

branch, such as this thorned

acacia, although it is generally

protected in a nest or tree hollow.

selection will operate under conditions

of keen competition between members
of the species and will favor efficiency

of resource use together with low re-

productive turnover. On the other

hand, where climatic conditions fluc-

tuate capriciously from year to year, an

animal species is unlikely to be at car-

rying capacity for long and there will

usually be scope for rapid population

growth. Here, r-selection (named after

the intrinsic rate of natural population

increase, or r) will favor higher repro-

ductive potential, and competition for

resources will generally be less in-

tense. Such overall adaptive responses

to climatic conditions are doubtless

connected with the difference in social

organization between G. alleni and

G.s. moholi. Whereas the lesser bush

babies in the northern Transvaal ex-

hibit relative tolerance between males,

there is fierce competition between

male Allen's bush babies. This leads

to the death or spatial exclusion of

many males and the establishment of

a more obvious harem system , with the

home range of one successful male ex-

clusively overlapping the ranges of

about half a dozen females. This is to

be expected, since competition for en-

vironmental resources is probably

fiercer for Allen's bush baby than for

the lesser bush baby.

This observation leads to a predic-

tion that we hope to test in a further

field study. Other populations of the

lesser bush baby, for example, those to

the north of the African rain forest belt,

exhibit intermediate reproductive po-

tential (single births occurring twice a

year). This, in itself, suggests that

those populations might belong to a

separate species. More important,

however, is the prediction that those

bush babies should be subject to less

variable climatic conditions than those

of the northern Transvaal, and that

their social system should exhibit an

intermediate degree of tolerance be-

tween males. This study should lead to

a more scientific examination of at least

some of the relationships between the

ecology and behavior of these noctur-

nal primates. D
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Saddleback Salvation
An island off the New Zealand coast has become a sanctuary

for a bird that flies terribly and sings in dialects

by Philip Zeigler

Part of the price that has been paid

for human development is the extinc-

tion of some plants and animals and the

addition of others to the list of endan-

gered species. The emergence of New
Zealand into a modern nation is a good
example of this process. One of the

country's native birds, the North Island

saddleback, almost became a victim of

progress; but happily, it has been saved

from extinction, thanks to an enlight-

ened conservation policy, which uses

islands as bird sanctuaries, and the te-

nacity of the New Zealand Wildlife

Service. The story of this bird's recov-

ery is fascinating; just as interesting are

some discoveries about its behavior

that have been made on the saddle-

back's island sanctuary.

When Polynesian settlers, the

Maori, first reached New Zealand in

about A.D. 800, they found that the

heavily forested land, while rich in in-

sects and birds, had only two species

of mammals, both bats. Except for

their introduction of dogs and rats and

for their extermination of that famous
flightless bird the moa, the Maori's im-

pact on wildlife was minimal. The Eu-

ropeans who settled New Zealand in

the late eighteenth century, however,

had a more disruptive eff^ect. Like colo-

nists everywhere, they viewed forests

as an obstruction to agriculture and an

inexhaustible source of timber. Within

a century. New Zealand's forested

areas had been reduced from about 70
percent of the land surface to less than

15 percent.

Taking their cue from Captain
Cook, who had haphazardly scattered

pigs and goats across the landscape,

colonists imported animals as likely as

cats and cattle and as unlikely as

hedgehogs, ferrets, opossums, walla-

bies, and weasels. Some species were

of obvious domestic or agricultural sig-

nificance; others, such as the opossum,

were imported in the hopes of creating

a fur industry. A number of species

were brought simply out of home-
sickness. Englishmen hunted for sport

in England, and they were determined

to have their pastime in New Zealand

as well. If they found no indigenous

game animals, they could at least im-

port weasels and rabbits.

The combination of deforestation

and foraging by exotic animals has,

over the past century, deprived many
native New Zealand birds of their habi-

tats. Some species, such as the kiwi,

are flightless, and many others have

poorly developed capacities for flight.

As land development continues, such

native birds have been brought to the

point of extinction. One such species

is the North Island saddleback. Known
to the Maori as the tieke, the saddle-

back is one of two extant species of

wattlebird unique to New Zealand.

Wattlebirds characteristically have

fleshy, usually orange wattles, or pen-

dants, in the corners of their beaks.

According to Maori legend, the god

Maui and his brothers once snared and

beat the sun to compel it to move more
slowly and thus provide man with a

longer day. Hot and thirsty from his

encounter with the sun, Maui told the

tieke to bring him water, but the bird

refused. The angry god seized the tieke

and flung it from him, his hot fingers

leaving scorch marks on its back.

These saddle-shaped chestnut colora-

tions give the bird its European name.

A weak flyer capable of only 150

feet of sustained flight, the saddleback

survives on insects found on the forest

floor, where it is easy prey for cats and

rats. A saddleback subspecies living on

one of New Zealand's offshore islands

was all but wiped out within a year

after the accidental introduction of a

ship's rat. Recognizing the threat to the

saddleback, the New Zealand Wildlife

Service began an urgent search for a

sanctuary for the bird.

Fortunately, New Zealand has many
potentially ideal wildlife refuges on its

numerous offshore islands. Within a

hundred miles of Auckland, there are

more than thirty islands that can be

used as refuges. Some are merely

chunks of rock suitable only for sea

birds, but others contain expanses of

native bush and forest well suited for

birds, such as the saddleback, that have

been deprived of safe, forested habitats

on the mainland.

When it chose Cuvier Island as a

sanctuary for saddlebacks, the wildlife

service reversed a trend toward extinc-

tion. In the late nineteenth century, the

saddleback flourished on Cuvier,

whose vegetation was described as "so

dense, intertwined, and matted . . . that

progress through it was difficult if not

In a painting published in

Buller's A History of the Birds

of New Zealand (1888), an

adult saddleback (top) is

shown perched next to a

specimen in immature plumage.
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impossible." Soon after, however,

goats were introduced to the island to

provide food for castaways. The grad-

ual deterioration of the bush begun by

the goats was completed by the domes-

tic cattle and sheep introduced when a

lighthouse was built. Even greater dis-

aster followed the introduction of cats

to the island by the lighthouse keeper.

Just how destructive even a single

cat can be is shown in the history of

a lighthouse keeper's cat on Stephen's

Island in 1 895—a case notorious in the

annals of the New Zealand Wildlife

Service. That cat had the dubious dis-

tinction of first discovering a new spe-

cies of wren and then exterminating it,

laying the dead birds, one at a time, on

the keeper's doorstep each morning.

The destruction by cats of Cuvier Is-

land's saddleback population took

somewhat longer, but within twenty

years the bird had vanished from the

island and was maintaining a precari-

ous existence only on nearby Hen Is-

land.

The rehabilitation of Cuvier Island

took almost a decade. The isthmus on

which the lighthouse keeper's live-

stock grazed was fenced in and five

hundred goats and many feral cats were

exterminated. Within a few years, the

keeper's pet tabby was the only cat on

the island. The keeper, however, was
reluctant to part with the animal. A
thick file of correspondence between

various governmental agencies attests

to the stubbornness of both the keeper

and the wildlife service, but the wild-

life service finally won and the cat was
removed.

With the island predator-free.

Operation Saddleback took place in

1968 with the transfer of twenty-nine

birds from Hen Island to Cuvier Island.

The birds were released at the bottom

of a deep gully near an old pumphouse,

a relic from World War II when a radar

station was manned on the island. An-

nual spot checks indicated that the spe-

cies was surviving and that pairs were

establishing territories in various parts

of Cuvier.

Two years after the settlement of the

birds, Peter Jenkins, a zoologist at the

University of Auckland, began a study

of saddleback behavior on the island.

Jenkins was immediately struck by

some unusual features of the bird's so-

cial organization, which is based on
pair bonding. Pairs of breeding adults

form lifelong bonds that are among the

strongest and most persistent reported

in the passerine order of birds, which

includes finches, robins, and sparrows.

The members of a pair forage in prox-

imity to each other all day, throughout

the year. At night, they retire sepa-

rately to roost in holes in trees, but they

re-form as a pair in the morning. Each
pair carries out all its activities

—

foraging, breeding, roosting—within

an extremely small area of the forest.

This small area of activity is undoubt-

edly related to the birds' limited flight

range.

The male defends the territory

against other males. Like other pas-

serines, the saddleback uses distinctive

calls and songs to define and maintain

the integrity of his territory. Other pas-

serine males usually conduct a kind of

border patrol by moving around the pe-

rimeter of their territories while they

sing. When these males encounter each

other during their border patrols, they

exchange the same territorial song.

Countersinging, as this is called, is an

announcement "to whom it may con-

cern" that the territories are already

occupied by males.

Jenkins was surprised to learn that,

unlike other passerines, saddleback

males sang their territorial songs from

the centers, not the borders, of their

territories, and that when two saddle-

backs engaged in countersinging, they

used two very different calls. He
hypothesized that each male saddle-

back had developed his own personal

territorial call.

To test this hypothesis, Jenkins first

captured and banded more than one

hundred birds . He then mapped the ter-

ritory of each bird by following it

through the dense bush and deep gul-

lies. Finally, he tape-recorded each

bird's territorial call. All this took sev-

eral years and a great deal of effort, but

eventually Jenkins was able to identify

different male callers on the map and

to study the differences between calls

sung by birds in various locations.

As he analyzed the territorial calls

with a sonograph, which produces a

voice print, Jenkins realized that his

hypothesis was mistaken. Saddleback

males did not appear to have unique

personal calls. Rather, he found that a

One of the New Zealand wattlebirds,

the North Island saddleback is a

denizen of the forest. The bird is

a poor flier and hops about on

the ground in search of insects,

fruits, and young leaves.
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New Zealand Wildlife Service

Saddlebacks from Hen Island

have been released in this area

of Cuvier Island by the New
Zealand Wildlife Service. The

birds have done well, and their

population has steadily increased.

small group of saddlebacks living in

the same region of the island will use

the same call; furthermore, there are

distinct geographical clusters of dif-

ferent calls. Jenkins calls such clusters

dialects because they are geographical

variants of a "language"—the basic

species-typical communication pat-

tern.

For example, saddlebacks living in

the vicinity of the old pumphouse
shared a territorial call that Jenkins

calls the "pumphouse" dialect. Some
distance away, at the top of a ridge,

another group of saddlebacks used the

"ridge" dialect, which is clearly dis-

tinguishable from the pumphouse dia-

lect. Each dialect, although obviously

a saddleback territorial call, is an audi-

bly distinct song used by only a small

cluster of birds. A saddleback whose
territory lies along the boundaries of

one or more dialects can choose which

dialect to use. Such a bird would use

•X^
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'% Pacific Ocean
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the pumphouse dialect when engaging

in a bout of countersinging with a

pumphouse bird and a ridge dialect

when responding to a ridge bird.

As he studied these dialect clusters

over a four-year period, Jenkins ob-

served that the clusters retained the

same spatial distribution. New birds

that were recruited into song groups

eventually developed songs that were

consistent with the existing song pat-

terns of their neighbors.

To see how clusters and songs devel-

oped over time, Jenkins analyzed the

songs of fathers and their sons. He dis-

covered that each son moved about as

far away from his father as possible and

sang, not the song of his father, but the

song of his immediate territorial neigh-

bor. Furthermore, when an older male

bird died, he was replaced by a young
male that acquired not only the wid-

owed female but also the dialect of the

deceased male. Such evidence led Jen-

kins to conclude that specific dialects

are passed on, not by genetic transmis-

sion or by paternal example, but by a

process of cultural transmission from
territorial neighbors.

According to Jenkins, the distri-

bution of saddleback dialects on Cu-
vier Island is probably the outcome of

a process of song learning and bird

dispersion that began with the arrival

of the transfers from Hen Island in

1968. The original Hen Island transfers

probably brought their dialects with

them. On a recent visit to Hen Island,

Jenkins recorded many of the dialects

now found on Cuvier Island. As the

descendants of the original settlers ma-
tured and established new territories,

they learned new calls that were imita-

tions of their neighbors' dialects. In

support of this hypothesis, Jenkins has

found one or more Hen Island transfers

living at the center of each dialect clus-

ter on Cuvier Island.

While the existence of song dialects

among other passerine species is well

documented, the flexibility of the sad-

dleback's song-learning capacity is ex-

traordinary, even though its functional

significance is unclear. Jenkins pro-

poses that the variety of dialects helps

to prevent inbreeding among saddle-

backs. The movement of young males

outside the parental dialect area sug-

gests that the dialects are used as a ref-

erence system to avoid mating with

close relatives.

This interesting problem was dis-

covered because of the existence of the

saddleback population on Cuvier Is-

land, where the life history of individ-

ual birds is known in detail. This is a

unique opportunity for future field

studies of the ontogeny and cultural

transmission of bird songs. But of

equal importance is that the rehabil-

itation of Cuvier Island has been ac-

complished and the saddleback trans-

fer program has been such a success.

On a recent visit to Cuvier, we had

to hack our way through bush as dense,

intertwined, and matted as it must have

been eighty years ago. Moreover, we
were able to band more than thirty new
saddlebacks and identify almost twice

as many old ones. On the basis of les-

sons learned from Cuvier Island, the

New Zealand Wildlife Service has es-

tablished saddleback colonies on sev-

eral other islands. The North Island

saddleback, endangered for almost a

century, is now secure. D
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"Chess Challenger-10 Wins Microchess Tourney"

Chess Challenger-10 did more than win the

Penrod Memorial Microchess Tournament,
it literally trounced all opponents Personal
Computing Magazine. February. 1979. re-

ports. "Chess Challenger-10 emerged as the

easy victor with ten wins, two draws and no
losses:'

All Top Name Performers
There were no amateurs in the champion-
ship playoff Every contender bore the brand
of a well-known electronic chess game, and
each was accompanied by its entourage of

coaches, programmers, and engineers After

each contestant had played all of the oppo-
nents in round robin fashion, the brilliant

Challenger-10. stood far ahead of its second
place runner-up

Nobody Knew
Unknown to the other companies, the unde-
feated tournament leader was being retired

after the contest Taking its place was a far

more powerful chess computer the Chal-
lenger "7 " This new micro-computer had
already beaten the official undefeated champ
during a series of pre-tournament warm-up
games at the factory Its engineers explain

that it is simply 14 months ahead in tech-

nology, in finer algorithm sophistication

and in its superb performance

Improve Your Game to Near Brilliant

Within Its seven different levels of play, you
can enjoy every degree of chess competi-
tion, from beginner to tournament skill Its

—Personal Computing Magazine
February. 1979

Genius
Offspring

"Its successor, the new Chess Challenger '7"

is infinitely more powerful"
— S. Samole

President, Fidelity Electronics

total flexibility lets you change games mid-
stream or switch sides with the computer to

see how it would handle your dilemna You
can add pieces to your side or take away the
computers Queen It is a superb teacher'

Touch the PV key and the "7s" total recall

memory will verify every piece position on
the board You can even set up hypothetical
encounters to test its reaction at each level

Fidelity's Challenger "7" is able to analyze
over 3,024.000 board positions It master-
fully handles over one thousand book open-
ings and will respond to any deviation.
Academic openings as Sicilian. French. Ruy
Lopez and Queen Gambit Declined, are just

some of the challenges to keep you on your
toes

It Knows Every Rule In the Book
The Challenger "7" will permit you to castle

or perform an En Passant capture or do so
itself, if that IS its best move. When your
pawn has reached the eighth rank, it will be
automatically raised to a Queen, unless you
tell the computer to promote it to another
piece It will lake on any player and sharpen
his skills considerably, but it wont permit
illegal moves,

Sound Signals
You just cannot believe the chess I Q of this

phenomenal unit The Challenger "7" has a

beep audio feedback which sounds to ac-

knowledge your move, and double beeps
when the computer has made its response
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At Level 1. its average response time is 5
seconds At Tournament Level 7. the Chal-
lenger makes championship decisions in

just 3 minutes

Unbeatable in Price As Well As Play
Best of all. the Chess Challenger "7" is the
most affordable electronic unit you can own.
It is just S89 95 complete with Staunton de-
signed pieces and UL approved 110V AC
adaptor

All pieces are magnetized, to stay where
you place them on the permanent metal
board The set is mounted in a simulated
wood-grained housing which measures
12Vi X 8" X 1" Bright, one-half inch tall LED
electronic digits, provide unmistakably clear

readout The unit is backed by a 90-day
manufacturer's limited parts and labor war-
ranty

Enjoy II for 10 Days—At Our Expense
As a gift or for yourself, the "7 " is unques-
tionably the finest chess computer you can
select but. if within 10 days, you are not
satisfied, simply return it for a prompt, no-
questions-asked refund

CREDIT CARD ORDERS CALL TOLL FREE

800-621-5809

Please send me Chess Chuiiengei

7(s) " at $89 95 plus $3 00 tor shipping and
insurance Ml residents add SS sales lax II

not satisfied I can return it within 10 days
lor a refund
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon The sun moves eastward through the stars of Virgo
in October, while shifting rapidly southward relative to the equatorial

plane. It moves into Libra about November 1 . Since September 26, when
the duration of day and night were equal, daylight has shortened notice-

ably; by the end of October, the day is only lO'/z hours long, and
sundown occurs at 5:00 p. m.

Moonlight brightens the early nighttime during the first week of both
October and November. The full moon of October 5 is the harvest moon,
that of November 4 is the hunter's moon. On each occasion, the retarda-

tion of moonrise (the delay in the time the moon rises from one night
to the next) is minimal. The result seems to make the full moon last

for three or more nights in a row. During midmonth in October and
November, the moon is in the morning sky; it returns to the evening
sky during the last week of each month. After the full moon of October
5, last-quarter is on the 12th, new moon on the 20th, and first-quarter

on the 28th. After November's full moon on the 4th, last-quarter is on
the 1 1th and new moon on the 19th.

Stars and Planets No planets appear on the Star Map this month. The
morning planets, however, are in excellent position, especially just be-
fore dawn, when Saturn, Jupiter, the bright star Regulus (in Leo), and
Mars are spread across the eastern sky in that order, from Saturn low
in the southeast to Mars high in the south. Their motion will be easy
to follow relative to the "fixed" position of Regulus and the other stars

of Leo. The moon will add to the scene from the 14th to the 18th of

October and from the 12th to the 14th of November. On each occasion,
the waning crescent in the morning sky passes Mars first, then Regulus,
Jupiter, and Saturn. In October Mercury moves from the constellation

Virgo into Libra; Venus is in Virgo in October, in Libra in November;
Mars moves from Cancer into Leo, Jupiter is in Leo, and Saturn moves
from Leo into Virgo.

October 4: Perigee moon occurs 28 hours before full moon and will

strengthen tomorrow's spring tides.

October 9: The star near the moon tonight is Aldebaran, in Taurus.
October 14-18: Watch the crescent moon in the morning sky move

past Mars, Regulus, Jupiter, and Saturn on successive days.
October 21-22: The Orionid meteor shower (up to 25 per hour) will

be best during early morning hours on the 22nd.
October 28: Communities using Daylight Time set clocks back one

hour to Standard Time.

October 29: Mercury is at greatest easterly elongation, ordinarily its

best position for viewing in the evening sky, but the planet is poorly
placed for viewing at this elongation.

November 4: The full moon will minimize chances for seeing the

Taurid meteors, which reach maximum this morning.
November 5-6: The bright star Aldebaran is covered by the moon

for about an hour this evening (an occultation), shortly after midnight
(EST, earlier in time zones to the west), throughout North America
except in northern and western Canada.
November 9: Mercury is stationary among the stars and begins to

move westerly (retrograde).

November 12-15: The waning crescent moon again moves past Mars

,

Regulus, Jupiter, and Saturn in the morning sky.

* Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then
match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.
The map is for 11:15 p.m. on October 1; 10:20 p.m. on October 15; 9:20
P.M. on October 31; and 8:20 p.m. on November 15; but it can also be used
for an hour before and after those times.
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Real Treasures from the Past

Venus Observed
Even preliminary data from the Pioneer Venus mission have led

to some unexpected inferences about our neighboring planet

by Richard Goody

A flawless spacecraft mission to

Venus, designed to measure such pa-

rameters as temperatures, pressures,

winds, cloud particles, and atmos-

pheric constituents around the planet,

took place early last December. The
project embodied an integrated ap-

proach to a number of well-formulated

problems whose solution, it was
hoped, would contribute to a general

understanding of the inner solar sys-

tem. Earth included.

A year may pass before all the data

are presented, properly interrelated,

and shown to agree or disagree with

existing theories. In the meanwhile a

preview of the data has appeared in the

February 23 issue of Science, the jour-

nal of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science. I will report

here on the current status of the infor-

mation.

First, however, I would like to give

my impression of the undertaking.

When I arrived at the mission control

center at the Ames Research Center in

California on the seventh of De-
cember, Pioneer Venus 1—the orbiter

spacecraft—had been in orbit around

the planet for three days and was func-

tioning perfectly; Pioneer Venus 2—
the multiprobe spacecraft—was due to

enter Venus 's atmosphere on the 9th.

The tricky process of bringing the or-

biter's point of closest approach to the

planet down from 125 to 95 miles was
under way. This maneuver would
allow the spacecraft to dip into an inter-

esting region of the atmosphere where

some important things happen.

Adjustment of the orbiter was cru-

cial to investigation of the Venusian

ionosphere, the planet's upper atmos-

phere, but it was not without hazard.

The lower the closest approach, the

greater the retarding atmospheric fric-

tion, incurring the possibility of orbital

decay and loss of the mission. In fact,

our early estimates of frictional loss

proved to be on the high side and the

lowering of the approach, by succes-

sive firings of retrorockets, was accom-
plished without difficulty.

At 10:00 A.M., local time, on the

ninth of December five spacecraft were

independently approaching Venus:

Bus, the transport module to which the

four probes from Pioneer Venus 2 were
attached, the Large Probe, and three

small probes, named North, Day, and

Night for the regions or times of their

intended entry points. The Large Probe

had been released from Bus on the six-

teenth of November and the three small

probes on the twentieth. All the probes

had limited battery power and cruised

without communication for nineteen

days with internal instructions to

switch on twenty-two minutes before

entry into the planet's atmosphere.

Mission controllers are accustomed to

monitoring their charges day and night

for problems, and this unusual proce-

dure created the first of a series of anx-

ious moments that followed each other

remor.selessly until the probes finally

rested on the Venusian surface.

Unlike the probes, Bus possessed

radio communications and was given

a final trim early on the morning of the

ninth. There was then nothing more to

do but wait for the probes to switch

themselves on and start transmitting at

times between 10:24:26 (hours:min-

utes:seconds) for the Large Probe and

10:34:08 for the Night Probe. Approx-

imately five minutes were allowed to

link the probes to four receivers in Cal-
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ifornia, Australia, Chile, and Guam
where data would be collected. Of this

five minutes, three were required for

the signals to travel from Venus to

Earth; the remaining two minutes were
all that was left in which to discover

whether the probes were still operat-

ing. Fortunately, they were. One at a

time their signals were reported from
the Deep Space Network at Goldstone,

California, exactly as planned.

A brief grace period of about seven-

teen minutes followed, during which
certain instrument functions could be

checked out, before facing the next set

of problems, namely, the loss of radio

signals as the probes impacted and
slowed down at altitudes of between
forty and forty-five miles. Each of the

four receiving stations had to redis-

cover all four probes , with the potential

of failure at each step. Again, and in

all subsequent events, the mission

went faultlessly, a tribute to the engi-

neers and designers from Ames Re-

search Center and the Hughes Aircraft

Company, who had worked for five

years on the project.

After reacquiring the signals, the

Large Probe was instructed first to de-

ploy and later to jettison a parachute.

This was to slow it down so that the

same time (about fifty-five minutes)

would elapse between entry into the

atmosphere and touchdown on the sur-

face for all the entry probes. Unex-
pectedly, the Day Probe operated for

more than one hour on the Venusian

surface. The probes were designed to

work down to, but not on, the surface,

and for three out of the four probes that

is exactly what happened. The impact

positions of the probes all went accord-

ing to plan: the Large and Day probes

entered in daylight; the other two on
the planet's night side. The latitude

spread was from 31°S to 60°N. The

Sunrise on Venus, top left, as seen

from the Pioneer arbiter spacecraft.

This is how the planet might look

in the early morning to the naked
eye. The light and dark markings

on the crescent Venus, top right, are

computer enhanced. The image at

left was made in the light

emitted by oxygen and hydrogen

atoms. The color represents

brightness, not what the eye would

see. Yellow denotes very bright: dark

blue means no detectable emission.
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T/if solar wind forms a shock wave,

called the bow shock, in front of

Venus as it flows by the planet.

widest possible global range of lati-

tudes was a desirable feature for the

meteorological aspect of the mission.

While this intensive activity with the

probes was under way. Bus pursued an

independent course. It had no heat

shield and burned up seventy miles

above the ground after making meas-

urements for a brief sixty-four sec-

onds. The orbiter continued with its

measurements down to the closest ap-

proach of ninety-live miles, as part t)f

a planned sequence covering one com-
plete rotation of the planet.

S(> much for the mission itself. Let

me now try to put together an overall

view of the preliminary conclusions

from the numerous instruments on the

orbiter and mulliprobc spacecrafts.

While still far from Venus, space-

craft instrumetiis measured the proper-

ties of the stream of charged, or ion-

ized, particles Mowing from the sun.

This solar wind varies greatly with the

stale of the sun. so that its inlcraclion

with the planet was also expected to

vary , and that turned out to be the case.

The tirst interaction between the

solar wind and the planet is a shock

wave called the bt)w shock, similar lo

that formed in front of a traveling bullet

or supersonic airplane. The bow shock

was found to be between .^.(KX) and

7,5(K) miles above Venus's surface.

very much closer to the planet than the

corresponding bow shock is to the

earth. The general reason for this dif-

ference was understood before the mis-

sion, namely, that Earth's magnetic

field holds ott our bow shock, but

Venus has only a very small planetary

magnetic field, if any. Instead, a mag-
netic field is created by currents made
lo flow in Venus's ionized envelope

(ionosphere) by virtue of the interac-

tion with the solar wind.

The region between the bow shock

and the start of the ionosphere (whose

outer boundary is called the ionopause)

is known as the ionoshcath. The hap-

penings in this region are complex but

important for those who study the in-

teractions of ionized gases. Data are

now pouring in from a variety of instru-

ments and should continue to do so for

the 243 days of the nominal mission.

The ionopause is also subject to

rapid changes as the solar wind
changes. It has been reported between

50 and I ,.^(X) miles above the planet's

surface. The solar wind appears lo flow

around the ionopause as if around a

blunt object, except for a small fraction

of the wind, about .5 percent, which

Hows into and strongly influences the

ionosphere.

I'he magnetic field induced in the

ion«)sheath ceases at the ionopause as

the ionization of the atmosphere in-

creases. There is, in fact, a trade-off

between the magnetic field and the ion-

ization at the boundary; forces caused

by the magnetic held are balanced by

pressure forces in the ionized atmos-

phere, and tliis balance causes the

bounilarv to he where it is.
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From that point downward we are in

the atmosphere proper. The ionization,

that is, the density of electrical charge,

increases to a minor plateau at 125
miles and to a sharp maximum at 90
miles. This trend, and particularly the

position of the maximum, seemed to

fly in the face of terrestrial experience

and caused a spirited debate some
years ago that did much to rejuvenate

an important area of study. At the time

of the mission, however, the only de-

batable questions were whether the

plateau was caused by ionized atoms
of hydrogen or of oxygen on the one
hand or by ionized molecules of oxy-
gen or of carbon dioxide on the other.

The answer is now clear: atomic oxy-

gen causes the plateau; molecular oxy-
gen, the maximum. It remains for

theorists to understand exactly why
this is so and to assimilate a vast array

of data on other charged and uncharged
atoms and molecules of this region.

The temperature of the ionosphere
turns out to be lower than all earlier

estimates: 300°K on the day side,

100°K on the night side. Here again,

there is some explaining to do, but one
conclusion can immediately be drawn,
namely, that this temperature, taken

together with the measured concentra-

tion of hydrogen atoms at 110 miles,

is too low to allow these atoms to

evaporate rapidly from the planet out

into space. "Rapidly" must be trans-

lated to mean ' 'fast enough to allow the

hydrogen from hypothesized amounts
of primordial water to have left the

planet during the age of the solar sys-

tem."

One hundred and ten miles is the al-

titude from which the evaporation of

hydrogen can take place. I discussed

the reason we anticipate evaporation of

hydrogen from Venus in "Oceans,
Glaciers, and Mists," Natural His-

tory, October 1978. The basis for the

argument is, however, challenged by
argon isotope measurements from the

Pioneer Venus mission, which I will

discuss below. Pioneer Venus has

therefore opened up a new chapter of

inquiry related to the possible exist-

ence in a prior epoch of large quantities

of water on the planet and where that

water might be now.
Below the atmospheric region into

which the orbiter spacecraft dips and
in which Bus had its brief burst of ac-

tivity is the region of the multiprobe

spacecraft, an area where the data are

of principal interest to meteorologists.

The most obvious single feature of

this region is the cloud deck, ap-



parently unbroken at all times in all

observable locations. We now have a

wealth of data on the location of the

cloud at four different places, its com-
plicated structure with at least four

layers, one over the other, the size of

its drops, the chemistry of the atmos-

phere in which the drops form, and the

fluxes of heat inward from the sun and

flowing outward from the hot Venusian

surface and lower atmosphere. Until

this mass of data is understood in terms

of plausible models it is impossible to

describe it simply, and I shall therefore

select only a few significant points.

The drop sizes carry a great deal of

information. Small drops, probably

consisting of sulfuric acid (see

"Mission to Venus," Natural History,

December 1978), are found in widely

varying concentrations from one layer

to the next between the cloud top at

forty miles and the bottom at twenty

miles. Below the latter level the atmos-

phere appears to be entirely free of dust

or cloud particles. Larger particles ap-

pear in the middle of the cloud, and the

possibility exists that we are observing

a process akin to rain from a terrestrial

cloud. If so, slow upward motions in

the cloud are probably involved.

Our ideas about the clouds will be

affected by a remarkable observation

from the orbiler. The infrared radiom-

eter—an instrument for measuring

radiant energy—on that spacecraft

reacts as if the cloud cover does not

extend over all of the approximately

ten degrees of latitude surrounding the

planet's north pole. It is possible that

there is no cloud at all in that region.

This observation suggests two par-

tially independent and equally impor-

tant matters. In "Mission to Venus"

I emphasi/ed the importance of the

global meteorology and described the

consensus that air would rise in the

tropics and sink in a narrow region near

the poles. Until now there has been no

observational evidence for this view,

but the marked difference in cloud

structure at the north pole suggests that

we are looking al that polar downdraft.

The observation simultaneously sug-

gests that motions play a role in the

formation of the cK)uds and that an up-

itrad is an essential feature of the

|irocess.

We might be further along in our

unilerslandingof the lower atmosphere

of Venus had we known that the clouds

were broken in polar regions, but ce-

lestial geometry was against us. Venus
has almost no tilt to its rotation axis and

unusual hap[X"nings near its poles have
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been outside our ability to make obser-

vations from the earth.

In the matter of cloud chemistry

there now exists a set of important

clues. There is a hint of yellow sulfur

particles in the upper levels of the

cloud. A number of gases are either

abundant below the clouds and much
less abundant above or vice versa, im-

plying that they are destroyed or

created in the clouds. Water vapor,

some sulfur compounds, and oxygen
are destroyed in the clouds and carbon

monoxide is created. At this time we
cannot describe with confidence the

events that lead to cloud formation and

dissipation except that they may have

more parallels to a terrestrial smog than

to stratus or cumulus, water or ice

clouds. We are on the threshold of a

deluge of chemical information that

should leave the matter in no further

doubt, once it is analyzed.

"Mission to Venus" described the

Pioneer chemical experiments as

"central to the Venus mission" and I

have no reason to revise that opinion.

A detailed understanding of its chemis-

try bears on many major questions

about the planet. The clouds have been

mentioned. The presence of water

vapor below the clouds has many con-
notations. One is its possible relation-

ship to the high surface temperature on

Venus and the major difference be-

tween that planet and both Earth and
Mars in this respect. The question is far

from resolution, but the existence of a

fraction of a percent of water vapor in

the lower atmosphere of Venus now
seems to be established and this is suf-

ficient to play an important role in those

thermal processes in the atmosphere
close to the surface that maintain the

planet's very high surface tempera-

tures.

The chemical data revealed, even at

first glance, an unexpected result with

respect to two argon isotopes. Some
background is, however, required be-

fore the significance of this result can

be appreciated.

This background has to do with

views about the formation of the solar

system. We believe that the planets

formed in a series of processes starting

with condensation from a disk of ion-

ized gas, or plasma, surrounding the

sun and of the same general composi-

tion as the sun. Whatever the subse-

quent processes may have been, we
consider them to be dominated by

overall thermal and chemical condi-

tions. For example, we expect to find

a planet's interior made up of those

heat-resistant substances that first con-

dense as the primitive plasma cools.

These should preserve their relative

proportions through subsequent
events. Other elements exist only as

volatile gases (that is, the noble gases),

which cannot condense at all in the

inner solar system and must be col-

lected by processes other than local

condensation.

Independently of the precise proc-

esses, we anticipate similarity be-

tween certain groups of elements based

upon their volatility. The most com-
plex (and hence the most flexible) sce-

nario so far proposed envisages six

groups of elements whose internal

proportions should be preserved
throughout the inner solar system.

The Venus results are consistent

with this picture to some extent, but

there is one important discrepancy. We
expect the ratio of the argon isotopes

^*^Ar to ^"Ar to be the same for Venus
as for the earth, but it is three hundred

times greater. There can be no mistake.

Mass spectroscopy is ideal for measur-

ing isotopic ratios, and the Pioneer re-

A snake priest— Hopi
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"I am as a stone, broken and thrown
away— onepartthrown this way, and

one part thrown that way. I am a chief no
more but that is not what grieves me— I

am grieved at the ruin of my people; they
will go back to the old road, and I must

follow them."
Kicking Bird 1873

EDWARD S. CURTIS
CALENDAR 1 980

PORTRAITS OF THE
NORTH AMERICAN INDIAN
The early North American Indian. His triumphs, his legends,

his noble life.

Thirteen historic photos tell the story of a dozen tribes and the
perseverant photographer, Edward S. Curtis. Impeccably

reproduced from original early 1900's photogravures, they're

justifiably suitable for framing.

For only $5.95 plus 950 postage, you can delight in the beautiful

and true saga of the early North American Indian, anytime
throughout the year.

Send a check or money order or Visa or Master Charge number
to: Edward Curtis Reproductions

P.O. Box 429 >>
Englewood, CO 80151 iii^^
(303)761-3855 ^^^^^l^^

Please allow 2 - 4 weeks for delivery

If you're buying the calendar as a gift for someone, send us his

or her name and address, and we'll mail them a calendar with a
card from you.

DEALER'S INQUIRY WELCOME.



Come to the British Isles and Ireland
with the American Museum of Natural History.

Conic with Dr. Tlinnias D. Nicholson, Director of the

Museum and six t>thcr scientists— all experts in their

fields.

C«ime journey July 2 to July 17, 1980 to Stone Age
sites in the K'autiful Orkney Islands, Hadrians Wall

in Yt>rk and Medieval clannish castles in Scotland and

Ireland. See the profusion of shore and land hirds, and

the m>n»eous flowers that can he nurtured only in

Britain.

Q>nie tra\el ct>mfortahly alxiard the Orpheus ; let the

ship d»> the island hopping as you relax and enjoy the

magnificent scenery.

OpiTatcd for the Museum by W.F. & R.K. Swan
Thr Orpln-u* i» ri-((i»liTi-d in Crcfcc.

IclcplioiH-;2l2-«7VI440

Discovery Tours
I il l'..ik UiM ..I 7*li St Ni-w York. N Y lOO.M

PliMsc send an itini-rarv for the British Isles and Ireland
1 ''isaiverv Tour to:

AJU'ri



Enter
the world
of Questers
nature
tours*

When you travel with Questers, you have the

advantage of our knowledge of the travel

world And our experience of the natural

world We are travel professionals And our

only tour program is Worldwide Nature

Tours, You get reliable arrangements and

expertly planned itineraries

Under the leadership of an accompany-
ing naturalist, we search out the plants and

animals, birds and flowers, ram forests,

mountains, and tundra .seashores, lakes,

and swamps of the regions we visit At the

same time, we explore the more usual

attractions in touring—the cities, archaeo-

logical sites, and people.

Where can you go with Questers? Vir-

tually anywhere in the world. The current

Directory of Worldwide Nature Tours

describes 29 tours varying from 9 to 30
days. Following is a representative listing:

Worldwide Nature Tours
1980 Departures (Partial Listing)

The Americas
Everglades 1 1 days, April 3 & Nov 6 • Hawaii

15 days, Feb. 10, April 6, July 13, Oct. 5 &
Dec, 21 • Alaska 1 7 days, June 7 & 21 , July

5, 12 & 26, & Aug. 9 • Northwest Canada 19

days, July 5 • Guatemala 19 days, Jan. 26,

Feb. 16, Nov 1 & Dec, 20 • The Amazon 16

days. Jan 24, Ivlay 15, July 10, Aug. 7, Oct.

16 & Nov 13 • Ecuador & Galapagos 15

days, Jan. 24, March 6, IVIay 8, July 10 & 31,

& Oct. 2 • Peru 23 days, Apnl 5, June 7, July

19 & Nov 1 • Trinidad & Tobago 11 days,

tVlarchlO&Nov 10,

Europe
Iceland 16 days, June 13, July 4 & Aug. 8 •

ISLji^NDS & Highlands of Scotland 23 days,

tvlay 30, July 1 1 & Aug, 22 • Greece: 23 days,

April 11 &Sept. 19-

Asia and Africa
The Himalayas 23 days, March 13 & Oct. 9
Kashmir & Ladakh 23 days, July 4 & Sept 5 •

Northern India 23 days, Feb, 23 & Nov 22 •

Sri Unka 1 8 days, Feb 22 & Nov 21 • Kenya
23 days, Jan 31, July 24 & Oct 23.

Oceania and Australasia
Australia & New Zealand 30 days, Feb 2 &
Sept. 20 • New Zealand's Milford Track &
Cook Islands 23 days, Feb 22 & Nov 14

For a complimentary copy ot the

newest Directory of Worldwide Nature Tours

outlining the entire program, write to Ques-
ters or see your Travel Agent. II you are

interested in a specific tour, request the

Detailed Itinerary Exploratory expeditions

and special tours are announced from time

to time in our newsletter Nature Tour Notes,

sent free to all on our mailing list.

QUESTERS
Questers Tours & Travel, Inc.

Dept. NH1079, 257 Park Avenue South
New York, N.Y. 10010 • (212) 673-3120

suits are confirmed by measurements
made by the Soviet Union's Venus
landers, Veneras 11 and 12. Thus, in-

stead of being able to use principles of

similarity between chemical abun-

dances as a guide to the formative proc-

esses of the solar system, we are led

into an internal contradiction.

What does this imply? Nothing too

serious, I suggest. The concordant fea-

tures of Venus's chemistry confirm that

we are reasoning in the right general

direction. The argon results show that

the path is wrong, but rethinking the

problem will doubtless lead to a better

answer.

One aspect of these events deserves

a second thought. Without the Venus
data we might have pursued indefi-

nitely a false trail in our discussion of

the earth's formation; a single meas-

urement on another planet has forced

us into a complete reassessment of the

formative processes of our own planet.

In the hot, dense lower atmosphere

of Venus the central questions concern

the nature of the global winds, the way
in which they transfer heat, and their

influence on the temperature of the at-

mosphere. To put the issue in its sim-

plest terms, without atmospheric mo-
tions Venus's poles should be ex-

tremely cold because they receive little

sunlight. Instead, every measurement
available before Pioneer showed al-

most no temperature difference be-

tween the equator and polar regions.

Many instruments on Pioneer were

designed to throw light on the motions,

temperatures, and heat balance of the

Venusian atmosphere. Heat-balance

measurements were made on the Large

and Small probes but the clouds com-
plicated the picture, and all of the data

must be digested in a theoretical frame-

work before we can say much about

their relationship to the motions. I have

mentioned the importance of motions

to cloud formation. The clouds in turn

affect the radiation balance, the atmos-

pheric temperature, and the motions

themselves. A similar relationship be-

tween many features of the terrestrial

lower atmosphere makes climate pre-

diction on the earth an extremely diffi-

cult task, and we cannot fail to learn

something useful about our own cli-

mate from understanding Venus better.

At this time we have only limited

results concerning Venusian meteor-

ology. The temperature differences

between widely separated regions are,

as expected, very small—so small that

careful calibration and reduction will

be required to sort out the differences.

A second preliminary result about

atmospheric temperatures seems to in-

dicate an important difference from the

earlier Venera results. The decrease of

temperature with height above the sur-

face may be slightly slower than that

expected from simple thermal convec-

tion from the hot surface. Venera
measurements suggested that the ex-

pected decrease did occur, meaning
that substantial amounts of heat could

be transferred upward from the surface

by this convective process. If the de-

crease is less than presumed, as Pio-

neer results suggest, convective heat

transport will be negligible and the glo-

bal winds must then be responsible for

the upward transport of heat, as well

as that from the equator to the poles.

To the layman this may not be a spec-

tacular discovery, but for the meteor-

ologist it is an observation that revolu-

tionizes the accepted view of the way
the atmosphere functions.

I have already mentioned the gap in

the clouds at the north pole, indicating

a rapid downward flow of air. What we
need now is the complete global wind
field and this we should obtain from the

radar tracking of the probes. The data

are, however, still in the computer.

The tracking results were recorded in

Chile, Australia, Guam, and Califor-

nia, and the tapes were shipped by air

to MIT where the long and complex
task of analysis will take place. We
know that the results are good. The
data are complete and their quality has

been tested. An accuracy of about one

mile per hour in the wind velocities at

all locations seems attainable, and

some features, such as the velocity

component in the direction of the earth,

will be far more accurate.

The fortuitous survival of the Day
Probe on the Venusian surface for an

hour has greatly enhanced the quality

of this work. Probe positions must be

related to a reference point since the

radar-tracking technique is only ca-

pable of measuring relative positions.

We now have such a point, which we
could not have anticipated, fixed sol-

idly on the Venusian surface.

Finally, what have we learned about

the solid planet and its surface? The
orbiter spacecraft should eventually es-

tablish Venus's intrinsic magnetic field

or a low upper limit to it, and this is

important for our views about the

planet's core. For this we must wait for

the orbit to precess until the point of

closest approach is away from the sun

and conditions are less disturbed by the

solar wind.



The orbiter will also establish the

gravitational field and its anomalies, as

Earth orbiters have done for our own
planet. Such studies can help us under-

stand Venus's crust and mantle , but the

data collection will take a long time to

complete.

The chemical results, already dis-

cussed, are important for our under-

standing of the crust, and the high sur-

face temperatures and pressures insure

a close connection between the chem-

istry of the surface and that of the at-

mosphere.

The one instrument capable of direct

measurement of the surface is the radio

altimeter on the orbiter. Eventually,

when the orbiter has precessed around

the planet, this instrument will yield

maps of altitude and of other surface

properties over the entire globe. The

resolution, or ability to separate fea-

tures, is no better than that obtained

from ground-based radiotelescopes in

those limited regions of Venus acces-

sible from the earth, but the complete

coverage afforded by the orbiter will be

a great step forward.

Tidbits of information are becoming

available. The experimenters have ten-

tatively announced the existence of a

trench, more than 620 miles long,

whose bottom in some places lies about

three miles below its rim. If this dis-

covery is confirmed by subsequent an-

alysis, it will be difficult to avoid the

conclusion thai this feature has been

caused by an extension of the crust, in

a way that may be analogous to the

formation on Earth of the eastern Afri-

can Rift Valley.

There is not much more to say about

the Pioneer Venus mission at this early

stage. The slow pace of analysis may
surprise the reader who is accustomed

to "instant science" performed before

television cameras. Most previous

space missions have been of an explor-

atory nature, made in the hope of find-

ing the unexpected. Pioneer Ventishud

adifTereni motivation. We were, in the

main. Uwiking for explanations of

known pheniimena and the mission

was designed with inlcrrclaiod instru-

ments directed toward coiniiion groups

of problems. Until ihe data are under-

stotxl as a whole, conclusions are un-

certain, and a great deal of work will

be required bef(>re the missitm's scien-

tific objectives are realized.

Ricluinl Cloody is Mallinckrotll Pro-

fessor of planetary physics at Harvard

University. He was an investifiator on

the Pioneer Venus mission.

SAMPLE AMERICffSTASTIESTALMONDS AND SAVE
MONEYM ORDER NOW. UMITED TIME OFFER.
Irnaginei Four ounces of Calilornia s

finest roasted, salted almonds lor under a
dollar! This limited lime ofter is the House
of Almonds' way of introducing you to

our superb almonds— Ihe absolute best
from California's finest orchards

Lu Jer your sample tin today, and we I

send you, Iree. our handsome, tull-coioi

catalog of tempting almond gifts We
guarantee you'll be delighted, or we'll

refund your 99 cents and the 15 cents it
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FINEST GENUINE COWHIDE •
magnldcantly tllk-tcracnad by hand

There he Is 'meditating' among the flowers. Is

he ready to puff OR TO POUNCE '7 You never
know with a cat, so it's best to warn everybody
that his eyes are upon them Beautifully de
tailed, thick genuine cowhide wall hanging cap
tures all the mystery and grace of the world's
most wonderfully wiley animal. Superbly hand
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Arts

ABORIGINAL ARTS-CRARS Australian books de-
tail Pitjantjatjara, others Order free listings Boom-
erangMan, 310-B Park, Monroe, LA 71201

A COAT OF ARMS is "Your Jewel of Hentage."
Write: Atfiol Heraldry, Box 9, Attiol. MA 01331

ANCIENT MAYAN ART REPRODUCTIONS, Hand-
carved in wood. $25 to $500 Details, Mexart Imports,

PC, Box 650336, Miami, PL 33165
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BROCHURE—

s
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ALADDIN HOUSE, LTD. • Depl. N

654 NINTH AVE. • N.Y. 10036

AUTHENTIC SPOONMOUTH FALSE FACE, 14".

handcarved by Iroquois, $80, Request pfioto. McCoy
Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

CIGAR STORE INDIANS—Totem Poles—Busts—All

Sizes, Write for full-color brochure. Grey Owl. Box 86,

Jamaica, NY 11433

GOLD NUGGET EARRINGS, $50/pair. Nuggets are

50 million years old. Gold Authentics, Box 147, La-

Salle, CO 80645

"1 LIKE IT WILD® ," Wilderness and wildlife post-

ers. Send stamped envelope: Wilderness
Dreams®, Box 4455-N, Shawnee Mission, KS
66204

LOST ART REVISITED, Stained Glass Supply Cata-

logue. $2. Nervo Distributors, Dept, H, 650 Univer-

sity. Berkeley, CA 94710

MINIATURE HAND-COLOURED ETCHINGS: Herbs,
wildflowers and more. Brochure $1 50, Little Farm
Workshop, 8208 Andrews Road, Bath, PA 18014

ORIGINAL WILDERNESS DRAWINGS, Pen & ink,

each different. $14,50, Satisfaction guaranteed or

money back. Artwork, 520 Kingsland, St, Louis, MO
63130

STAMP OUT ART. captivating animals, clever say-

ings, etc Create stationery, giftwrap, postcards. Un-
usual rubber stamps Catalogue 25? Inkydinks.

Ridge Rd . R1-419, Montgomery, NY 12549

^fl SccoWi C Certificates for
R\>pccciaticns,\lctvx-
mcnt? an6 other.^wart>s

Callorvnritc tocfx-ice brccHiLTC'.

AMES is ROLLINSON, INC.

12I5 Pa\M awA)..PcpC.Y 3 n.V.C. 10003 > 4737000 }

Back Issues

"NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS." 1888-1979. Any
issue, maps, send wants Buxbaum Geographies.
Box 465-NH, Wilmington, DE 19899

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Fict.on, nonfiction and poetry. Free "Authors'
Guide to Publication " Write: Dorrance & Company.
Dept AA 36 Cricket Terrace. Ardmore. PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All subjects
invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report Carlton Press, Dept. NHJ, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 10011

Books

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock
PAB, 2918 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS, Out-of-Print,

Rare. Catalogues $1 . Search Service, Patricia Led-
lie—Bookseller, Box 46. Buckfield. ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

NATURE, SCIENCE BOOKS AT DISCOUNT, Write for

catalogue Science Connection, 23 Grenville Rd.,

Watertown, MA 021 72

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS,
3,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalogue: Hamilton,

98-55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT 06810

"TROPICA"—Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants, 7,000
color photos, 1120 pages, $115. Request circular.

Roehrs, Box 125, E, Rutherford, NJ 07073

"WORLD ATLAS OF BIRDS," Forward—Roger Tory
Peterson, $29,95 Random House, $22 50 Ppd

—

Bookcast. Box 1156SMS. Fairfield, CT 06430

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation.

Out-of-state Book Service. Box 3253J, San Cle-

mente. CA 92672

YOUR OWN FAMILY HISTORY in a beautiful hand-
bound book "Living Legacy" program captures life's

essence in a narrative of family member who recalls

treasured experiences, bound in a fine quality vol-

ume. For your free brochure, write Urban Ventures,

322 Central Park West, NY, NY 10025 or call (212)
662-1234

Calendars

1980 CALENDAR, "TRADING POSTS on the Navajo
Resen/ation" Framable pen and ink prints of twelve
trading posts Contains religious & national holidays

and many other days of observance, space for daily

notes, flowers & sayings for the months. Also ring size

scale, binhstone & wedding anniversary information,

& 1 5-year calendar $3. 75 Tucker. Box 683. Window
Rock. AZ 86515

Collectors' Items

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS, 1 880's - 1 949, 33
different—$2 99, Catalogue 25«, Edel's. Carlyle. IL

62231

NATURAL HISTORY POSTAGE STAMPS: Colorful

collectibles. Samples, approvals $1, MilMed, Box
297NH, Aurora, CO 80040

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY!! Write

today! Free details! Mineral of the Month Club,

13057-H15 California, Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure free' Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, Berlin 11, West Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship

Asian Exchange, Stehekin, WA 98852

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 60,000
jobs! Big pay Transportation. Terrific opportunities.

Guidebook, latest listings $2. Austco, Box 41 16-NH,
Hayward, CA 94540

AUSTRALIA , , , NEW ZEALANDWANT YOU! ! 55,000
Jobs! Paid transportation! New report! $2—Money-
back guarantee! Australia Commission. Dept, 894-

C9 National Press Building, Washington, DC 20045

FREE! TRAVEL OPPORTUNITY REPORT! Reveals
current opportunities in the travel industry Includes
sample lesson from our Professional Travel Manage-
ment home study program! Write: T,l,, 412 S, Lyon
St., Dept JAM, Santa Ana, CA 92701

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information^^2. International

Opportunities. Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC
20036

OVERSEAS JOBS—Now hiring! 68 countries. All

occupations Big pay. Free transportation. Tax bene-
fits. Latest computerized reports $1 Jobworld, Box
645-NH, Union City, CA 94587

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . .

.
Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, WY 82001

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-

tnes! Sampler: Five countries—$2.98. Free brochure.

Multinewspapers, Box DE-200. Dana Point, CA
92629

Gourmet Interests

CARROT CAKE and frosting recipe. Easy, reliable,

unusually good. Send $1 50 and SASE to: Good
Taste. 606 Alto St.. Santa Fe, NM 87501

PEKING DUCK, New method for American kitchens;

faster, easier, $1 , SASE Box 37, Pleasantville, NY
10570

Kalhmandu, Nepal



Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY " Buy 500.-

000 Items (including Jeeps) low as 2* on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 Surplus
Disposal. Box 19107-RX, Washington. DC 20036

JEEPS I $59 301 CARS '$33 501 450.000
Items' Government Surplus' Most comprehensive di-

rectory available tells how. where to buy! Your area!

$2 Moneyback guarantee! DP/DS Surplus Disposal.

Box 99249-DC/8. San Francisco. CA 94109

Herpetology

INTERESTED IN AMPHIBIANS & REPTILES'' Join

400 others in the Chicago Herpetological Society

Monthly and quarterly publications Annual dues
$7 50 CHS. 2001 North Clark Street. Chicago. IL

60614

Holiday Gift*

GIFTS THAT KEEP ON GIVING Catalogue of

exciting seed sets, gift packaged, including: Wildlife

Food Mixtures. Medicinal Plants. Insect Repellent

Plants, and other unusual types 50? The Natural-

ists. Dept NH. P Box 435. Yorklown Heights. NY
10598

instructton

HEADWATERS offers courses in winter wilderness

travel in Canada's north country All programs inte-

grate practical experience in non-mechanized winter

travel and camping in Northern Ontario with aca-
demic perspectives on the North Seminars and dis-

cussion areas include the natural and human history

of the Canadian Shield Region, the native peoples
of Canada, and the art and literature of the Canadian
wilderness For details and brochure write Head-
waters. Box 288N. Temagami Ontario Canada POH
2H0

luJ^J^fc^-^^--

NEW SOFT-SHOE APPROACH to tap dancing De-
velop coordination Improve concentration Package
includes \azz rhythm analysis, terminology, practice

procedure. & adult beginners' dance, professionally

styled $10 K Kavanagh. P O Box 826. Coronado.
CA92118

THE TRACKER, Tom Brown, Inc Tracking, nature,

wilderness survival school Author of the best-selling

book and Reader's Digest article. 'The Tracker
"

Send for free school information and dates The most
unique experience of your life References available

Box 318, Milford. NJ 08848

Magazines

BECOME A WINE EXPERT, in |ust a few issues of

'Wine," the most authoritative wine magazine (64

pages with color) Send $9 for year, or $1 for sample
issue to Les Amis du Vin, 2302 Perkins Place. Silver

Spring, MD 20910

Maps

MAPS OF THE WORLD AND UNITED STATES All in

full color Send 25« for catalogue Pequoig Farm,
Dept NH, 3346 Chestnut Hill, Athol, MA 01331

Merchandise

BOOMERANGS—INCREDIBLE RETURN' Unique
§ift. fun sport Order free catalogue Fast service!

oomerangMan. 310-B Park. Monroe. LA 71201

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES Free color bro-

chure Marchele Co Dept NHB, 720 Fort Washing-
ton Ave , New York, NY 10040

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, lotebags,

aprons, polholders, shower curtains, bath sheets

Free catalogue, swatches Clolhcrafters NH, Elkhart

Lake, Wl 53020

NATURAL CYPRESSWOOD FURNISHINGS, Clocks,

Gifts Free brochure Natural Forest, 1815 S Federal

HvKy . Boynton Beach, FL 33435

SOLID BRASS CUSPIDOR Exact replica of antique

spitoon Use as planter or decorative piece
6Vi"H X 8T/V $14 95 General Marketing, Box 642
Abilene, KS 67410

MIscellaneouB

ELECTRONIC SYSTEM DESIGN to your specifi-

cations for measuremenl/conlroi/dispiay in experi-

ments or other unique applications Reasonable
Omni Systems Co , 5431 Logan Ave North. Min-

neapolis. MN 55430

EVOLUTION—Science or Religion'' Send tor free

statement by 1 76 leading scientists American Hu-

manist Association, DepI NH, Box 5. Amherst, NY
14226

Music

KITS' Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,

mandolins banjos From $2 95 Finished dulcimers

from $23 95 Free catalogue 4419 W ColfaxNH.
Denver, CO 80204

OpMct

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bin-

oculars since 1923 Alignment perlormeaonourU S
Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars ''fHiblisned in Audubon Mag-
azine Mirakel Optical Co Inc 33 1 Mansion Si

.

Wo<!t Cn.-.nrktP NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

" " N on the world's rnost versatile

cler $200 Coulter Optical Box

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, BUSHNELL, SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp for dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large stock.

Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N.
Amsterdam. NY 12010

OPTIC DISCOUNTS Binoculars—Telescopes-
Brand Names—Free List Thos Manetla. 61 Hoflman
Ave. Elmont. NY 11003

Photography

BIRDERS. NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Highest quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology Birds,

wildllowers, reptiles, amphibians Free catalogue.

Dept 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road. Ithaca. NY
14850

Post Cards

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up color photos of

birds and animals Beautiful & educational $7 for

100. all different (Not retailed to Illinois addresses.

Wholesale rates available all states ) Nature Press.

628 E 20lh St . Alton, IL 62002

Real Estate

CARIBBEAN: Choice, unspoiled, oceanlront proper-

ties Free sales packet Write Robert Allen. Broker.

Cossayuna. NY 12823

FREE' Big Fall-Holiday Catalogue' Over 5.400

country properties descritjed. pictured Land.

Farms. Homes. Businesses. Recreation. Retirement

buys Selected best throughout the U S' Over 700
offices 43 states all across America' Yours free from

the world's largest' Sirout Realty. Inc 60 E 42nd St..

Dept 5390. New York NY 10017

FREE 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2.600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency Inc 2045-U Railway Ex-

changeBldg 611 OliveSt St Louis. MO63101 Pti.

Toll-Ree 800-821-2599, Mo res ph Toll-Free 800-

892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACREI
Homesites, farming, vacationing, investment oppof-

tunities' "Government Land Buyer's Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings—$2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-RX.

Washington, DC 20036

NORTH CAROLINA rrxwntain farms, houses. Now
River mini-farms Moderate sunbelt climate arxl

prices! Write for free catalogue' Parsons Realty-NH,

West Jefferson. NC 28694 (919)246-9178

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3 50/ACREii 1979 Buyef'8

Guide sfx>ws fxwr' Vacationi investment' $2—Mon-
eyback guarantee' Surplus Lands Bureau 894-E9
National Press Building Wa'^hinglon [X 20045

Rentals

FLORIDA LUXURY GOLF CONDO $325 per monm.
four nxxilh minimum, Oct-March 2915 West 27ih Si

.

Panama City, FL 32405

ST JOHN. U S VIRGIN ISLANDS Beautiful house
overlooking harbor Two-week minimum renlal Con-

tact owner S Mornselte, 537 Broadway. Yaioo City

MS 39194

ST JOHN. VIRGIN I

beachfront house
ular view From $4i«

Seaacapo. Box33i. ivioiiin,! v.,nn-i. 3D

neaorte
ENJOY SOI I
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rollpntnaiu
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for hiking, backpacking, etc. Comfortably mild Chiri-

cahua Mountain climateyear round Cottages, apart-

ments, pool. Free broctiure. birdlist. Cave Creek
Rancti, Box F. Portal, AZ 85632

LITTLE ST, SIMONS ISLAND, Georgia Enjoy birding.

tiiking. ptiotograptiy, beachcombing or |ust relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded, 12,000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches Maximum of

10-15guests Excellentfood Professional naturalists

on staff Little St, Simons Island. Box 1096-N, St

Simons Island. GA 31522

VIRGIN ISLANDS—Efficiencies, Off-season $24,
double occupancy. Superb service and view. Lime-
stone Reef Terraces, Water Island, St. Thomas, V I

00801 (809) 774-2148

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in the
company of expert naturalist guides Each cross-
country skiing vacation is five days. Limited to eight

guests. Geared to beginners, intermediates and ex-
perts. Daily sojourns into the 18,000-acre St Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild" lakes, ponds,
forests and mountains Excellent winter birding and
chance to observe habitats of deer, beaver, bobcat,
coyote, bear, fox, otter, pine marten, fisher, mink
Evenings spent in cozy backcountry lodge Hearty
homecooked meals Fireside programs feature
noted ecologists, historians, photographers, conser-
vationists, Adirondack Ski Tours, McMaster Rd,,

Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (518) 891-1080

ADVENTURES—OBSERVE WHALES San Ignacio
Lagoon and Islands Magdalena Bay, Maui Hawaii,
and Hudson's Bay Wildlife Safaris Kenya, Zambia.
Rwanda and Zaire, New catalogue available. Adven-
tures International, Dept, N, 4421 Albert Street, Oak-
land, CA 94619

CLIMBING IN CORNWALL. Wales and Scotland, Pal-

isade School of Mountaineering offers two-week
climbing courses in the heartland of mountaineering
experience Professional instruction for winter climb-
ing in Scotland, March 1980; technical rock climbing
in Cornwall and Wales, April 1980. Write: PSOM, Box
694-N, Bishop, CA 93514

CUSTOM TOURS for your group/organization We
specialize in planning and arranging exciting itin-

eraries anywhere in the world for your group to further

pursue its special interests. Free travel benefits for

organizer with group For information write: Design
Studio Travel, 2520 Bouck Ave

,
Bronx, NY 10469

(212) 881-3647

ECLIPSE/SAFARI ADVENTURE KENYA, February
1980 The Amateur Observers' Society of New York
has arranged for a once in a lifetime adventure and
invites you to join with us and participate in our 1 980
Solar Eclipse program and African Safari Expedition,
For information write: Design Studio Travel, 2520
Bouck Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469 (212) 881-3647

EVEREST AND SIKKIM 1980 nature treks with Bob
and Linda Fleming, naturalists, authors ("Birds of

Nepal; Kathmandu Valley") Everest National Park:
April-May (23 days) Sikkim (Kangchenjunga): Oct-
Nov (25 days), Himalayan birds, mammals, plants,

peaks, Sherpas Nature Himalayas, 2726 Mocking-
bird, Kalamazoo, Ml 49008

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members-
Register with ERI to make your experience available
to expedition leaders Archeology, Geology, Moun-
taineering, Oceanography, Ornithology. Paleontol-

ogy. Sailing. Speleology, Zoology Professors, insti-

tutions, expeditions, others use our research serv-
ices for locating personnel and information on coun-
tries, permits, maps, equipment discounts, funding
and more. Wnte, Expedition Research. Inc., Box
467N, Annapolis, MD 21404

EXPLORE GUATEMAL>\/PERU Two-week hiking, ca-
noeing and backpacking lours in Guatemala and
Peru are designed to explore the natural wonders,
archaeological treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries Wnte: High Country
Passage, Box 1100-NH. Hamilton, MT 59840

GUATEMALAN STUDY GROUP—Small group will be
led by collector Gordon Frost to explore seldom-vis-
ited yet key centers of weaving and pottery Send for

brochure: Gordon Frost, P.O, Box 471-NH, Newhall,

CA 91322

HIMALAYAN HORIZON, Trekking expeditions in

Nepal For brochure write Himalayan Horizon Box
452N, Bloomfield, CT 06002

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL, INC —Trekking expeditions in

the Everest, Annapurna and Langtang areas of

Nepal Box 481, Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 329-
8013/661-4551

HH WILDERNESS TREKS
-MORE THAN MOUNTAINS -

Physical & Cultural Quests to llie Roof of tlie World

KASHMIR. LADAKH, NEPAL, BHUTAN. CHINA

N FRANCISCD. CA 94123 415/441 21

MEXICAN & CENTRAL AMERICAN EXPEDITIONS by
Wayne Hussing Whitewater Rafting, Horse Packing.
Backpacking, Overland Drives September through
May 11120 Raphel Road, Upper Falls, MD 21156
Phone: (301)592-7247

NATURALIST GUIDED TOURS, West Texas and
Mexico Rafting, hiking, backpacking, bus Univer-
sity or Continuing Education credit as appropriate
Write Education Department. Chihuahuan Desert
Research Institute. Box 1334. Alpine, TX 79830

NATURE AND CULTURAL EXPEDITIONS, Combine
adventure, discovery, learning, and vacation on ex-

peditions to Baja California, Hawaii, Kenya-Tanzania-
Seychelles, Australia-New Zealand. Mexico, and
Galapagos, Expert leadership, small groups Write:

Nature Expeditions International, Dept NC, 599 Col-
lege Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306

NEPAL,, PERU, PAKISTAN, AFRICA—hiking, nature
and mountain expeditions all over the world, 64-page
1 979/80 catalogue available. Include $1 for postage.
Mountain Travel, 1398-NH Solano Avenue, Albany,
CA 94706

NOVEMBER EXPEDITIONS. Study marine ecology
on the Palua Islands near New Guinea or tropical

ecology of lizards in the Caribbean No previous ex-
perience necessary. Contact University Research
Expeditions Program (NH). University of California.

Berkeley, CA 94720 or call (415) 642-6586

PHOTOGRAPHIC SAFARI Luangwa Valley and the
Kalahari Desert. The Luangwa holds the greatest
concentration of wildlife anywhere The Kalahari
offers wildlife plus an opportunity to encounter the

fabled Kalahan bushmen. See spectacular Victoria

Falls at Livingstone. Brochure from Zambia Airways.

One Rockefeller Plaza. New York. NY 10020

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER! Deluxe accom-
modations. Cheaper than staying home! TravLtips.

163-09B598 Depot. Flushing. NY 11358

SACRED MONKEY EXPEDITIONS international river

expedition. Mexico and Guatemala, Exploration of

the Usumacinta River & its ancient Mayan jungle
cities Bonampak, Yaxchilan, Piedras Negras. Pa-
lenque Two weeks. Feb—April. Write: Silverstar. Box
363N. Jerome. AZ 86331

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS: Bushflying^Jeeping—Raft-
ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re-

mote southwestern frontiers Geology/Archeology/
Botany. Brochure: P O Box 945 (NH), Santa Fe. NM
87501

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION

$1 75 per word; 16 word ($28) minimum. Display
classified is $150 per inch All advertisements must
be prepaid Rates are not structured for agency or

frequency discounts All advertisements are ac-
cepted at NATURAL HISTORY'S discretion. Send
check/money order payable to NATURAL HISTORY
to: The Market. NATURAL HISTORY Magazine. Cen-
tral Park West at 79th St . New York. NY 10024,
Please include your personal address and telephone
number, issue preferred, and suggested heading
Deadline—8th of month, two months prior to cover
date (the January issue closes Nov 8) Camera-
ready art IS required for display ads A tearsheet or

copy of the page with your ad will be sent upon publi-

cation

Box numbers, telephone numbers, and hyphenated
words count as two words; abbreviations and zip

codes as one word each. All states are shown in

two-letter code followed by zip, then telephone (with

area code), if desired Occasionally, slight editing is

required for clarity Thank you!

Letters

Old Abe Lives On
In concluding the story of the live

bald eagle carried through the Civil

War by the Eighth Wisconsin Volun-
teer Infantry ("The Glorious Bird,"

June-July), I suggested that the great

bird was still remembered.
Just how well remembered Old Abe

is I have subsequently learned from in-

terested readers. A letter from Oregon
reports that a tour guide at the Vicks-

burg battlefield points out the perch on
which Abe sat during that battle and
my correspondent added that the guide

said the defenders "would rather have
shot that bird than General Grant."

The 101st Airborne Division at Fort

Campbell, Kentucky, descends by
direct military genealogy from the

Wisconsin regiment, and its 18,000

men are known as Screaming Eagles,

while the annual celebration of the for-

mation of the Division is known as

Week of the Eagles. The letter column
of tbe Fort Campbell Courier is headed
"Dear Old Abe" and the memorial to

the lOlst's dead in Arlington National

Cemetery includes a marble eagle with

wings outspread.

The huge 50- by 400-foot cyclorama

at Atlanta, Georgia, depicting the Civil

War struggle for the city, shows Old
Abe soaring over the din and smoke of

battle, but Professor James Harvey
Young of Emory University points out

that the Eighth Wisconsin was never

near Atlanta. All becomes clear, how-
ever, when one learns that the scene

was painted in Milwaukee, Wiscon-
sin—by eagle loyalists!

Gerald Carson

Millerton. New York

Dinner Conversation
I thought that Milton Love's

"Guests and Hosts" (June-July) was
in abominable taste. A Seder is not a

"ceremonial dinner" or an "occasion

for conversation"; it is a religious

service conducted in the home. One



who does not respect Jewish traditions,

and who spends the Passover evening

in a stupor waiting for brilliant repar-

tee, has no business participating in a

Seder.
Stanley L. Weinberg

Ottumwa, Iowa

I was delighted to read Milton

Love's "Guests and Hosts." He has

described a rather common event for us

practicing parasitologists. His unique

description of his audience's reactions

to his persistent detailing of each para-

site's habits was fantastic. Such ex-

amples of well-done humor and satire

in our field are far and few between.

Dr. Dickson D. Despommier
Associate Professor of Health

(Parasitology). Columbia University.

New York. New York

A Bite of the Tongue
Raymond Sokolov's article "Lick-

erish Delights," in your June-July

issue, lived up to its title. However,

Pfefferniisse ("pcppcT nuts") arc ball-

shaped, dusted with confectioner's

sugar, and flavored with cinnamon,

cloves, and/or other spices that bite the

tongue. They have nothini^ in common
with anise-flavored, flat, square, cm-
b<')ssed, "brittle white" Sprini^erle.

The rumblings you hear 180 miles

southwest of New York are from my
late grandfather, a (jcrman-born baker

who baked many thousands of

Pfefferniisse and Sprini^erle. turning

over in his Baltimore grave.

Louise N. Worrell

Bethesda. Marsland

Lrratum: The Star Map in our Au-
gust-.September issue was accidentally

reversed, causing ihc constellations to

be in the wrong places and the Milky

Way to stretch in the wrong direction

Our apologies to all star ga/ers who
wonder what happtcncd to the universe.

UPTHE
ORINOCO.

180 miles -to the heart of Venezuela From
an outpost on the edge of civilization you
can take an excursion by plane to the fabu-

lous jungle resort of Canaima Here, sur-

rounded by flowers and waterfalls, you'll

truly feel like an intruder in paradise (And

our plane flies over Angel Falls - the tallest

waterfall m \Ue world.) This is |ust the high-

light of a 14-day adventure you'll have
aboard either of our almost-twin ships (the

Stella Mans and Stella Oceanis) cruising this

winter to the best (but least known) Carib-

bean Sailing out of San Juan, each has all

the comforts of a larger ship, but is small

enough to follow a yacht itinerary See your

travel agent or send for our 20-page bro-

chure or call collect (212) 397-6400

Sun Line Cruises, One Rockefeller Plaza.

NY. NY. 10020 Room 315 Greek registry

Name

Address

City -State. -^ip-

My travel agent IS-

STELLA MARIS & STELLAOCEANIS
CLASSICAL ART TREASURES i

The Gardens of Pompeii
Herculaneuni and the Villas Destroyed

by Vesuvius

H ilhflmiuii I laslu'inski

Original jrchjr»-

logical techniques

And rcnuins ncvi-r

before expldiied.

jK>ni{ with tilteen

yc4rs ol cxpjorjiion

hjvc rrtultril in this

eleicJiK jiid IjMinji-

lii): \tuily ol 4neieni

)(jrJen\.

Illu\ttjted with hundreds ol phoioKr.iph«. most ol

them published lor the lirM time

t7S lull eolor jnd I7S UmV jnd white photofirjphs

Price MSIMI ($SS Ul jiter Chrntnus 147V)

The Eternal Olympics
The Art jnd Histoid

of Sport

EJiled by N. Yahuris

A survey of the jncient

games Illustrated with

masterpieces of riassical

art.

156 full color photographs

Price: $35 00 ($40 00 after

Christmas 1070)

:,^P^

Armenian Art

Treatures of lerutalem

6. Nariin and M Slonr

The first bcK>k to present

this astonishing collection

of Mediaeval riches

104 illustrations (131 in full

color)

Price $30 50 ($45 00 after

Christmas 1070)

At all fine bookstores, or directly from the publiiher:

Caratzas Brothers, Publishers
rl \.-,s K,«l.rllr W I.'



A Country-Lover's Guide
to^]E7''|1|4|«fVk Mammals, Amphibians, and Reptile

Is
ACouittry-

of the Northeastern United States

Kenneth A. Chambers
Lecturer in Zoology. American Museum ol

Natural History

with illustrations by H. Wayne Trimm
Art director, The Consewationisi

"A book that goes beyond the what-is it? stage

...a book of enduring vaJnethat is a pleasure
to read." — Edwin Way Teale

"The next time 1 head lor the wilderness. 1 am
I

taking a companion: A Country Louer's Guide.
It is the only companion 1 would consider
taking." — Roger Caras

Can you tell a New England cottontail from an
Eastern one? A bo.x turtle from a snapper? Do
you want a book to help introduce your
children to the ways of nature? Or one that

lists the animals you can find in your own
state? A Country Lover's Guide has all this —
plus an easy-to-use text by a sharp-eyed
observer and nearly two hundred striking color
and black-and white illustrations.

Kenneth Chambers lectures on wildlife for the American Museum of
Natural History in New York City and has led field study tours to

wilderness areas all over North America. H. Wayne Trimm is art director for

the Consen'ationisl. S14.95

At your bookstore, or from

JOHNS HOPKINS
The Johns Hopkins University Press. Baltimore. Maryland 21218

"We'll show you wildest Africa
in the most civilized style."

Ji4^ I

Wings Over Africa—16 days
$2590. All of Kenya's high spots in a

safari by private twin-engine plane.

Samburu Game Reserve. Mount
Kenya. Masai Mara Game Reserve.

Safaris available from New
York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit,

Los Angeles, Miami, Philadelphia,

San Francisco, Washington, D.C.

Prices include all accommoda-
tions, transfers, fees and most
meals. Airfare additional.

At most civilized prices to boot. Feast your eyes—and
camera—on lions, gorillas, wildebeeste, gerenuk and

gazelle, lb say nothing of the snows of Kilimanjaro.

Explore with an experienced driver-guide, in sensibly

small groups. For the complete story on our safaris,

send for our brochure, or see your Travel Agent. Or
ring up British Airways at our local toll-free

number in your telephone directory.

Conservationist Safari—16 days $998.

Kenya wildlife, ecology and geography. The
Aberdares and Treetops. Masai Mara Game
Reserve. I^e Naivasha. Diani Beach.

Livingstone Safari—18 days $1790.

Tanzania, Seychelles, Kenya. The
« Ngorongoro Crater Olduvai Gorge.

Serengeti Park. Mount Kenya Safari Club.

iBntish Airwavs, Box 457, Deot. 1 5 1 -006 1Bntish Airways, Box 457, Dept. 1 51 -006

Fresh Meadows, New York li365

Please send me your "Holidays in Africa" brochure.

Name '

Address ^^^^^ |
Cit\: State Zip_

My Travel Agent is_

L

British
airways
We'll take more care of you

J
to Britain, Africa, the NX'orld. aJ

m

Books in Review

The

Structure

of Life

The Eighth Day of Creation, by

Horace Freeland Judson. Simon and
Schuster, $15.95; 686 pp., illus.

The discovery of the structure of the

DNA molecule was a unique event in

the history of biology, and this book,

which takes us from the origins of the

discovery into its wider ramifications,

is a unique book. From time to time a

reviewer will be given a book of such

magisterial proportions and quality

that it almost defies analysis and criti-

DN\ ihoUcuIls \ WOOO



by June Goodfield

cism. The Eighth Day of Creation is

such a work, a product of unrivaled

devotion to a topic, where scholarship

is happily wedded to literary skills.

Horace Freeland Judson was the Eu-

ropean arts and science correspondent

of r/me" magazine. Clearly, the discov-

ery of the structure of the gene trig-

gered a consuming passion to record

the circumstances leading to and

following that discovery, before the

people and the documents disappeared

into the bland perspective of history.

ARE YOU A SLAVE TO

STONE-AGE TECHNOLOGY?

iclw^N-

Put primitive fire-building behind

you; let the laws of physics work.

With the TEXAS FIREFRAME*
grate, you arrange logs to form a

cavity in the scientifically correct

way to start a fire and throw heat

into the room. Feel the warmth 10

to I 5 feet from the fire.

And you relax. Unsplit logs start

easily, quickly; logs last longer; no

turning. Height-adjustable arms

let you fix the burning rate. Flames

are steady, beautiful; no poking.

Hailed by TIME (12/22/75),

New York Times (12/29/77), Scien-

tific American (8/78), and by many
thousands of delighted users.

Back to wood? No! Forward with

wood and new technology:

THE TEXAS FIREFRAME"GRATE.
THE PHYSICIST S

FIRE. ^^-^ )'

"There he goes again—

a slave to his own invention"

PIm» l.nd _- . U-25 units li S42.95 (28 Ibl.)

S.25 units f(i $42.95 (24 lbs.)

__ _ U-17 units & $34.95 (20 lbs.)

U-33 units «- $54.95 (34 lbs.)

includts tai. Add 10% for shipping in U.S.

Ch«ck for $ .nclosed. No CODs.

TEXA.S HREFRAME CO.
P.O. Box .34.3.'5 AiiHliii, Tpxas 78764

Fully assembled, no fasteners, {"-deep
all.welded construction. Model U 25:

width, 21" back width. 15" high.

Model S-25: 25".2l»lb«l3. Model U 17:

.13. Model U-33: 33"»29.I5.I5.
Simple, copyrighted instructior

steel
25" front
15" deep.
I7".I3.I3

WATCH FOR OUR NEW
MUSEUM SHOP CATALOG

It's filled with

distinctive holiday

gift ideas for the

special people on

your list—chosen

with our readers in

mind. And it's free!

Members will receive a
catalog by October 15.

If you are not a member,

or wish to have an
additional copy, fill

in the coupon below.

American Museum of Natural Hislcny

Museum Shop Catalog
Central ParK West at 79lh Street

New York, N Y 10024

American
Museum of

Natural

History

Name
AcJdress

City

I am
I I am not

I

State -ap

a Museum member (check one)
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The Defiant

l^l#

Invest in a classic.

We designed the Defianl and ils smaller brother,

the Vigilant, to embody the simple grace and

functional efficiency seen in much of the Early

American architecture surrounding us here in

Vermont. We build them to continue that tradi-

tion, proving that an efficient woodstovecan be

a pleasing piece of furniture rather than an ugly

alternative to the high price of oil.

Our stoves are the first airtight, all cast iron

and thermostatically controlled woodstoves
made in America. Both are fully baffled, with

pre-heater air passages and secondary combus-
tion chambers to maximize heat output.

Both stoves will hold a fire up to 14 hours.

Both offer smokeless loading of large-size logs.

With the doors open or off, you can warm your
feet at a friendly fire.

Find out more about the lifetime investment in

fuel-saving warmth the Defiant and the Vigilant

offer you

.

D Please send your 16-piige Operation Manual and color

lilerature. lencloseSI lo cover first class poslage
and handling, I heat my home by:

a Oil DGas QEIcclficity

Vermont Castings, Inc.
749APrince Street. Randolph, Vermont 05060

Telephone: (802) 728-3111

As in 1978 and 1979. when all our expe-

dition members reached Ihe summit ol

Africa's highest mountain, we invite

twelve adventurous travelers to join us
on a unique travel experience:

The Snows
of Kilimanjano

FEBRUARY 8 TO 25, 1980

Our expedition begins with a tented
wildlife safari, during which we spend
two days under canvas in Tanzania's
Tarangire National Park, teeming with

ganne. followed by three days in Ngoro-
ngoro Crater, the Serengeti Plains and
Lake Manyara. where we undertake hikes

to prepare us for the ascent of fulounl

Kilimanjaro, on the equator but crowned
with Its permanent icecap

In order to make the six day climb
not only memorable but en;oyable, we
allow plenty of time for resting at huts
and camps to become used to Ihe
very high altitude.

Detailed brochure ol this and ot other
expeditions in the Andes and the
Himalayas are available from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC

What the author has done is to present

us not only with a superb account of

the development of the ideas and dis-

coveries before and after the model
was first proposed and with the com-
peting, and often conflicting, visions

and concepts of the scientists con-

cerned, but he has also set all this

against two essential backgrounds
often ignored by historians of science:

the social matrix against which the

ideas evolved and the vivid, delightful

(and sometimes exceedingly unappeal-

ing) personalities of the scientists in-

volved.

The structure of the gene—that is , the

nature of DNA—was bound to be a

tremendous challenge to scientists, for

whatever this structure turned out to

be, the model for it would need to be

a compelling one. This is because the

genetic material, which runs through

biological life like a fine, unambiguous
thread, has two apparently contra-

dictory properties. At one and the same
time, it has to be stable enough so that

the continuity of life forms can persist

but unstable enough to allow for those

very necessary qualities of variation

without which the evolution of organic

life would not be possible. In addition,

the genetic material has to contain

within itself an obvious mechanism for

self-replication by simple division in

such a way that its total quantity is re-

stored again in the daughter cells.

The model that Crick and Watson (if

you are British) or Watson and Crick

(if you are American) proposed ful-

filled these requirements splendidly,

although it is apparent from this book
that acceptance of the model was by no
means universal or immediate. There

are almost no instances in the history

of science where new discoveries are

warmly embraced in their entirety,

however much we might like to think

that the truth of a genuine discovery

must be clearly self-evident. But, as is

well known by now, once the model
was finally accepted, it triggered a tidal

surge of research into the finer details

of the molecular biology of cells,

which is beautifully recorded and an-

alyzed here.

Dr. James Watson in The Double
Helix gave his own personal, some-

what waspish account of his role in that

discovery and his perceived role of

others. Although it whetted the appe-

tite, the book's tone, obvious inaccura-

cies, and unkindnesses were a warning

against relying too much upon it as an

account of genuine history. But by then

enough was known to realize that the

WE'RE CELEBRATING OUR
FIRST ANNIVERSARY!

Join thousands of birders who now
subscribe to Americas fastest-grow-

ing bimonthly magazine about birds,

bird watchers and the fascinating ad-
ventures of both!

A year's subscription to Bird Watcher's
Digest is the perfect gift for birding

friends (or for yourself!).

Six big issues for only $7,501 (add
$2.00 outside U.S.)

ANNIVERSARY BONUS: Send your
subscription and check NOW and re-

ceive four miniature owl prints by Pit-

ner. Bird Watcher's Digest, Box 1 1ON,
Marietta, OH 45750.

BAUSCH S. LOMB

MM
~ When it comes to op'
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discovery had precipitated a classic

conflict between two of the protago-

nists that must rank as one of the most

famous quarrels in the history of

science: a questionable episode in

which a photograph that belonged to

one scientist. Dr. Rosalind Franklin,

was shown to a second. Dr. James

Watson, by a third. Dr. Maurice Wil-

kins, who was acting with motives that

will never be entirely known. Watson

touched on some of this, but it is Jud-

son who, in the first third of this book,

tells the entire story. One feels for the

very first time that the historical truth

is out at last and that the unhappy ghost

of Rosalind Franklin can finally rest,

for her formidable role in this story is

at last truthfully exposed.

As I read this first section I was

caught up in much more than the mere

excitement of discovery, for things I

had never known before ah)out the epi-

sode are revealed—comments, infer-

ences, experiments, anecdotes, argu-

ments, and attitudes that at times come
as a surprise. For example, it brought

me up sharply to learn that Watson,

whose best seller brought him wide

personal fame, not to mention a lot of

money, could nevertheless write to his

colleague Crick in the following terms,

objecting to the very innocent sugges-

tion that he. Crick, should give a talk

about the discovery on the BBC's
"Third Programme."

I still think a talk on the 3rd (Programme)

would be in bad taste. There are still those

who think wc pirated data and I am of the

belief thai a few enemies arc worse than

a few admirers. Judging it on a monetary

basis ($100) seems unforiunalc. Basically,

however, you are the one to suffer mosi

from your atlcmpts al self-publicity. My
main concern is nol to be dragged into it.

If you need the money thai bad. go ahead.

Needless to say I shall not think any higher

of you and shall have g(H)d reason to avoid

any further collahoralion with you.

In the knowledge of what Watson

went on t») publish and of Crick's well-

known refusal to grant interviews, that

paragraph is unbelievable, and it is a

measure of F'rancis Crick's forgiving

nature that he could finally bring him-

self lo speak to Watson again.

The remaining two-lhirds of the

IxHik lakes the story into the mid-

I97()s, and in remarkable ilelail of

persons, events, facts, meetings,

the»>ries, arguments, and scientific

papers. 'ITiere are many perceptive

comments on many asfvcis of science.

For example, on discovery and the ac

ceptance of scientific ideas: "Kxtreme
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elegance is more convincing than it

should be." And on the difficult task

of the historian of science: "Con-
fronted with this living fabric ... the

historian picks up his shears, hesitates,

and puts them down again. Whatever
he does he will be like the damned
eighteenth-century Dutchman who
made Rembrandt's Night Watch
smaller to fit a smaller room."

In reconstructing the totality of this

canvas the author had several strokes

of good fortune: Jacques Monod's
comments, which caused Judson to

change the pattern of his proposed

book; the correspondence between

Francis Crick and Sydney Brenner,

which "provided a month to month ac-

count of the science of molecular biol-

ogy as Crick saw it grow" ; and his own
imaginative empathy, which can en-

capsulate situations and people in the

most charming of phrases. It is clear

that Crick and Monod are the two
heroes of this section, and I for one

applaud this selection. It was these two
biologists above all who provided the

ever expanding theoretical thrusts of

contemporary molecular biology, and

they are skillfully portrayed as the

giants of science that they undoubtedly

are (Monod died a few years ago).

But there are minor irritations and

some major faults within this book,

which demands far too much from the

reader. No concessions are made to

those who are scientifically illiterate

and not many to those who are scien-

tifically literate. To follow the theoret-

ical ramifications and empirical detail

of the work is extremely difficult and

is not aided by the author's lack of self-

discipline when it came to editing his

own magnum opus. Judson's own
compelling internal need to do this

work is very obvious, but at times one

wonders whether he was writing as

much for himself as for any audience.

There is an abundance of unnecessary

and journalistically unprofessional

repetition. It is as if Judson, free at last

from the extremely limiting space con-

straints of a reporter for Time, went to

the other extreme and allowed himself

the luxury of saying everything that he

wished to say.

But an editorial hand is badly
needed. For example, near the begin-

ning and again near the end. Max
Perutz is made to describe the dif-

ferences between his problem—solv-

ing the structure of a protein mole-

cule—and that of solving the structure

of DNA, and does so in practically

identical sentences in both places. Yet
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again, the author's desire to cover as

much as possible of nineteenth-century

and twentieth-century history leads to

long interruptions of his train of

thought—for instance, the story of

Perutz's preoccupation with hemoglo-

bin, which began in 1937 and many
years later led to his analysis of the

structure of the molecule and finally the

Nobel Prize, is broken into near the

beginning by five closely packed pages

on the history of this blood pigment.

These are not the only examples; many
limes a fact triggers a thought in the

author's mind and off he goes into its

development, returning to the original

line many pages later. It is too much,
even for the most diligent reader.

There is also one surprising omis-

sion, although without knowing in pre-

cise detail the timetable of this writing,

it may be unfair to bring it up. Never-

theless, the glorious science of molec-

ular biology, which the author de-

velops so skillfully for us, was itself

momentarily halted in 1972 by the Asi-

lomar Conference. For the issue of re-

combinant DNA, a natural technical

development from the earlier science

of molecular biology, raised in scien-

tists' minds—and ultimately in those

of the general public—the possibility

that certain experiments might tie

risky, if not generally dangerous. Thus

recombinant DNA proved to be the oc-

casion when the nature of the social

contract between the scientific profes-

sion and society at large came up for

reexamination and renegotiation.

Unexpected, certainly unan-

ticipated, the advent of recombinant

DNA was a unique event in the history

of biology in more ways than one, and

it is surprising that nowhere in this

biMik is it mentioned. It is even more

surprising because .Sydney Brenner

—

one of Judson's main characters am)

one of the very few scientists with a

deep appreciation of the new political

dimension that had entered molecular

biology— t(M)k a leading role in the dis

eussion over the technique. There is

thus a sad paradox to the history at this

p«>int, for the success of the science

precipitated a reassessment of biol-

ogy—and this is surely worth a men-

tion.
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Gestures
The hands may be as eloquent as the tongue

by Desmond Morris

The importance of human gestures

has been greatly underestimated. Stu-

dents of linguistics are everywhere,

and the analysis of human languages is

a widely accepted scientific subject,

but the gesture specialist is a rare bird

indeed—not so much a vanishing spe-

cies, as one that has hardly begun to

evolve.

There are two reasons for this. In the

first place, gestures have quite wrongly

been considered a trivial, second-class

form of human communication. Be-

cause verbal exchanges are man's
crowning glory, all other forms of con-

tact are viewed as somehow inferior

and primitive. Yet social intercourse

depends heavily on the actions, pos-

tures, movements, and expressions of

the talking bodies. Where com-
munication of changing moods and

emotional states is concerned, we
would go so far as to claim that gestural

information is even more important

than verbal. Words are good for facts

and for ideas, but without gestures,

human social life would be a cold and

mechanical process.

If this is so, then why has the science

of gestures lagged so far behind the

science of linguistics? The second fac-

tor working against such studies is a

curious one and is difficult to express.

It is as if, by their very nature, gestures

Excerpted from (he book Gesltires. by Desmond IVIorris, PeterCollett, Peter Marsh, and Marie O'Shaugh-
nessy, published by Siein and Day Publishers. Copyright © 1979 by Desmond Morris. Peter Collett,

Peter Marsh, and Marie O'Shaughnessy.
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do not like being written about. They

resist verbal analysis. On reflection,

this is not so surprising. Gestures pro-

vide a nonverbal channel of com-

munication, and attempts to verbalize

them are bound to meet with a special

set of problems.

We use hundreds of expressive

movements every day as we pass

through the social events that engulf us

from waking to sleeping. Each of these

actions has a particular history—some-

times personal, sometimes cultural,

and sometimes more deeply biologi-

cal. By tracing the antiquity and the

geographical range of these actions we
can begin to see them more clearly as

an understandable pattern of human
behavior.

For the American reader, the ges-

tures discussed here have a special in-

terest. Most of them were already in

common use in Europe when Co-

lumbus set sail on his voyage of dis-

covery. Over the centuries, as wave

after wave of Europeans crossed the

Atlantic to take up residence in the

New World, the American gesture rep-

ertoire has been repeatedly enriched.

One European culture after another has

transported its symbtilic gestures and

incorporated them into the body lan-

guage of modern America. Traveling

around the United States tcxlay it is

possible to observe here a Roman in-

sult, there a French compliment, a Si-

cilian threat, or a Scandinavian greet-

ing. Usually their origins have been

forgotten—they have been absorbed

and integrated, a part of the American

cultural scene. So to study European

gestures is to study the roots of Ameri-

can gestural communication.
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"common superstition." Viewed in

this way, the act of crossing the fingers

was originally a cryptic version of

making the sign of the Christian cross.

Instead of crossing himself openly in

the usual way, a Christian could pro-

tect himself from the powers of evil by
making a "cross" with his fingers, an
action small enough to be easily con-
cealed from unwelcome eyes . Assum-
ing this interpretation is correct, the be-
lief of the gesturer would be that the

presence of the powerful holy cross

would ward off evil or hostile influ-

ences. Such protection would be called

upon if the gesturer was facing some
kind of risk and felt the need of God's
aid or if he was behaving badly in some
way—telling a lie, for instance—and
wanted to protect himself from retribu-

tion.

Since crossing the fingers did not
look overtly cruciform, it is easy to see

how it could drift away from its sacred
role and become a simple piece of folk-

lore, more repeated than understood.

Eventually, its origins obscured, it

could then come out into the open as

a light-hearted social gesture, per-

formed by Christians and non-Chris-

tians alike.

The Nose Thumb
Although it is known to more Euro-

peans than any other symbolic gesture

we studied, the origins of thumbing a

nose remain puzzling. Why the act of

holding the hand up to the nose in this

particular posture should be so univer-

sally insulting is not at all clear. The
clues are vague and often conflicting.

Even the antiquity of the gesture is un-
certain.

It has been suggested to us by an
informant in Germany that the gesture

may have originated specifically as a

jester's signal. It seems that a medieval
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jester named Till Eulenspiegel traveled

through Germany taunting and mock-

ing the locals as part of his act, and he

is said to have employed the nose

thumb gesture as one of his main in-

sults, making it popular over a wide

area. Whether or not this is true, it

would appear that by the sixteenth cen-

tury the gesture had become associated

with fools and jesters in a context of

light-hearted teasing.

The Hand Purse

The hand purse is a muliimessage

gesture. Many gestures have more than

one meaning, but it is unusual to find

one with such a variety of meanings,

even over a wide range of territory.

The explanation lies in the primary

source of the hand purse, as a "'baton

signal."

Baton actions occur when the hands

"beat time" to spoken words. When
a speaker emphasizes his words in this

way. he uses a variety of hand pos-

tures. ilcpt'iiiliiiL' "ii 'lio mood of his

. ^
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Statements. If he is making a fine point

or requesting greater precision or clar-

ity, he is likely to display the typical

"precision grip" so characteristic of

the human species, namely the bring-

ing together of the tips of the digits as

if holding some very small object. The
original precision message is capable

of a variety of special extensions,

evolving separately as distinct local

traditions. In one region, the primary

signal of "precise emphasis" has

changed into "please be more precise"

or "what are you trying to say?" In

this way, it can become a gestural

equivalent of a question mark. It can

either accompany a spoken query or act

as a substitute for it. When performed
silently, the gesturer simply purses his

hand at his companion, who infers

from the context why he is being ques-

tioned and answers accordingly. From
the basic statement of precise empha-
sis, the message has become trans-

formed into "this thing has preci-

sion." From there it has changed to

"this has class," to "high quality," to

"excellent," to "good." So, although

the hand purse may be a query, often

an irritable one, in one region, it can
also be a satisfied or excited signal of

excellence in another.

To confuse matters further, in a third

region the gesture implies strong criti-

cism or sarcasm, while in yet another

region, the hand purse message "be
precise" has become "be careful."

From there it has changed to "take it

slowly." In certain areas, the gesture

also means "lots." It might be "lots

of people" or "a crowd" or it might

simply mean "many," "plenty," or
' 'much.

'

' The symbolic root here is the

bringing together of all the fingers in

a clump or cluster—the combining of

individual units into a tight group.

The Forearm Jerk

The forearm jerk is a phallic gesture.

The forearm with its clenched fist rep-

resents a supernormal phallus and its

jerking movement imitates the thrust-

ing of the penis. The gesture is most
often seen in male groups, with one

man using it to insult another.

If titles can be used as a guide, it

seems possible that the forearm jerk

developed first in the French-speaking

world, because it is there that it has

been given a special name. For the

British and the Italians , it has no name

,

but almost every Frenchman knows it

as the bras d'honneur, literally, the

"arm of honor." This equates male

honor with male virility, but it is a
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curiously old-fashioned term, which

suggests that it has been in use over a

long period. Were this not the case, it

would be rather strange for a title relat-

ing to honor to be used in modern times

for a gesture that is, by common
knowledge, a gross obscenity. But the

exact date of its beginnings remains a

mystery.

Today, in addition to its role as a

sexual insult, the forearm jerk also ap-

pears as a vulgarly complimentary sex-

ual comment. In some countries this

has become the dominant theme for the

gesture, and it is employed as a signal

that a male feels sexually aroused by

a particular female.

The Nose Tap
The gesture appears to have origi-

nated as a "sniffing out" signal. By
tapping the nose we remind our com-
panions that we can smell out trouble

or that someone can sniff us out. From
this simple starting point, the gesture

has taken off in six slightly different

directions in different regions.

1

.

The nose tap as a sign of complic-

ity. The message is "It's a secret."

2. The nose lap as a friendly warning:

"Be alert!"

3. The nose tap as an accusation of

interference. Here the nosy person

is the direct recipient of the gesture,

and the message becomes "Mind
your own business."

4. The nose tap as a sign that the ges-

turer is alert.

5. The nose tap as a way of praising

cleverness. In this case the message
becomes "He is very bright,"

meaning that he is good at sniffing

out the truth.

6. The nose tap as a threat. This is a

special way of saying "I am alert."

The message becomes "I know
what you are up to, and if you don''t

stop it, I will attack you."

Clearly, all six of these meanings are

closely related to one another, and it

is tempting to lump them together

undei the general heading of
"alertness." But if they are separated

in the way we have suggested, then

gesture-mapping of the different ver-

sions reveals local biases. This then

serves to illustrate the way in which a

simple, basic action, such as touching

the nose, can begin to lead off into a

slightly different symbolic role in each

region.

The Palm-back V-Sign

Although the dominant meaning for

this gesture is "victory," we want to

consider first its role as an obscene in-

sult. This is the older meaning, and its

origin has been the subject of much
debate. The obscene interpretation of

the palm-back V-sign is confined al-

most entirely to the British Isles, where
it is known to virtually the entire popu-



lation. So we are faced with the rare

occurrence of a gesture unique to Brit-

ish culture. Why it should have failed

to travel and spread its range is not en-

tirely clear, but we can offer a partial

explanation.

Outside the English-speaking region

of Europe, the role of the "insult V"
is taken over by the forearm jerk. In

the British Isles, this usage of the

forearm jerk is not common. Instead,

it is used as a vulgar sexual compli-

ment. In other words, the rest of

Europe has a perfectly good obscene

jerk of its own—the gestural niche is

filled—and does not need ours to add

to its repertoire.

Leaving the insulting version of the

palm-back gesture, we must briefly

consider its other usages. Since it is not

known as an obscenity outside the Brit-

ish Isles, it is available for other inter-

pretations. Almost everywhere it is

commonly mistaken for the Churchil-

lian victory sign. Non-English speak-

ing communities make no distinction

between the palm-front and the palm-

back forms of the gesture. They see

both versions as meaning the same

thing: victory or f>eace. D

VictofyV

Rif^lii Shin\-|unipcr llar\c\ Smith

making his \ -sign gesture at ihc liick-

stead meeting, as seen on British

television. He is clearly using the palm-

back version of the gesture, .ihovc

iiarvcy Smith recently used the sign to

.n.i\ertisc Victory-V lo/cnges. but now
the JKiiul posiiion has been ic\crsci.l.
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At the Museum

Our large brains and upright posture

are perhaps the two characteristics that

best distinguish us from other pri-

mates. The emergence of these pecu-

liar human traits must therefore figure

prominently in any theory of human
evolution.

One theory, which prevailed until

recently, suggests that brain enlarge-

ment and bipedalism evolved together

(the "positive feedback" model). As
our posture became more erect, our

hands were freed for toolmaking and

our brains grew larger to exploit our

toolmaking ability.

The discovery in Tanzania and Ethi-

opia of three- to four-million-year-old

human footprints, together with the

fossil remains of sixty relatively small-

brained but fully bipedal hominids, has

prompted some scientists to advance a

new theory on the origin of erect pos-

ture. They believe that bipedalism oc-

curred well before brain enlargement,

perhaps in response to one partner's

need to carry food to the other. As the

period of infant dependency increased,

ancestral females had to care for more
than one infant at a time. For the spe-

cies to survive, a bond had to develop

between the father and the family so

that the father could bring back meat
from the hunt, while the mother gath-

ered vegetable food and cared for the

children. A new social system arose,

which resulted in a close, nuclear fam-

ily, increased bipedalism, sex for

"pleasure," and increased variability

in facial features so that partners could

recognize one another. All this oc-

curred, the theory suggests, without

necessarily involving brain enlarge-

ment.

These conflicting theories of human
origin are now being hotly debated.

The Department of Education of the

American Museum of Natural History,

in cooperation with the Foundation for

Research into the Origin of Man, is

sponsoring a symposium on "New Ev-

idence of Human Origins." Three sci-

entists who have been near the heart of

the debate—Eric Delson (associate

professor of anthropology, Lehman

College, and research associate at the

Museum), Timothy White (assistant

professor of anthropology. University

of California, Berkeley), and Clifford

Jolly (professor of anthropology. New
York University)—will discuss human
origins using slides and film. After the

discussion, the floor will be opened to

questions from the audience.

Symposium on "New Evidence of

Human Origins" October 24, 7:30 to

9:00 P.M. Tickets are $6.00. For fur-

ther information, call weekdays (212)

873-1300, extension 566 or 559.

The fall exhibition program is well

under way. The following temporary

exhibitions are currently on display or

due to open shortly in the Museum and

Hayden Planetarium:

• The Art of Scientific Illustration

Akeley Gallery. Through November
26. The artistic eye is said to be very

different from, and even opposed to,

the scientific eye. In viewing this ex-

hibit, however, one is reminded that

many great artists—Leonardo da Vinci

and Albrecht Diirer are just two ex-

amples—carefully studied natural his-

tory subjects. The works of thirty con-

temporary illustrators are displayed, as

well as a selection of historical illustra-

tions from 1800 to 1920. The subjects

range from fantastically intricate rendi-

tions of insects and delicate flowers to

four-color medical drawings. Al-

though they were created for scientific

purposes, the illustrations can be en-

joyed on a purely aesthetic level. This

exhibition, enriched by works from the

Museum's collection, is on loan from
the Smithsonian Institution Traveling

Exhibition Service.

• Huichol Indian Art Gallery 77.

November 7 through February 10. In

"The Art of Being Huichol," which



begins on page 68, Kathleen Berrin de-

scribes her experiences in creating this

exhibition.

• Museum Photography Exhibit

Area of the Rare Bo«lc Room. Opens

early October. While photographing

natural history, many early museum
photographers also trained their cam-

eras on each other. The staff of the

Photographic Collection has assem-

bled interesting black-and-white ex-

amples of early photography from the

Museum's vast collection.

• Building Stones Roosevelt Ro-

tunda. Through October. Builders se-

lect stones for their durability and

beauty; Sidney Horenstein, scientific

assistant in the Department of Inverte-

brates and the creator of this exhibit,

selects building stones for their scien-

tific interest. His samples of building

stones from all over the world show
sectioned and polished fossils, crystal-

line structures, and other features re-

vealed by the stonecutter's craft. The
scientist—and the visitor—can read

the history of the stones' formation on

the polished surfaces of many of New
York's buildings.

• 1979 Natural History Photo-

graphic Competition Center Gallery.

A display of prizewinning photographs

as featured in the August-September

issue of Natural History.

• Images of Earth from .Space Hay-

den Planetarium through December
16. Sometimes, scientific photography

prcxluccs images of striking abstract

beauty. This is the case with many of

the Landsat pictures taken of the earth

from low earth orbit. NASA's com-
puters assembled the images, often in

surrealistic colors, from data collected

by multispeclral scanners aboard the

satellites. Ihis exhibition, on loan

frt>m the Smithsonian Institution Trav-

eling Mxhibilion .Service, also includes

photographs taken by astronauts (sec

"LtHiking Down at Hvcrest," p. 126).

Colony in Space Haydcn Planeiarium

Sky Show. Through November 1^>

Perhaps in this century, people will

begin to live—to be born aiu! to die—
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off the planet Earth. Written by Mark
R. Chartrand III, chairman of the Plan-

etarium, the Sky Show is based on the

latest research on how humankind may
first colonize extraterrestrial environ-

ments.

Discovery Tours
Unusual and exciting trips to exotic

places are presented by the Museum's
Discovery Tours. All trips are led by
Museum scientists and associates.

Thomas D. Nicholson and Francois

Vuilleumier will lead a cruise around

the British Isles aboard the 353-foot

m.t.s. Orpheus next year from July 2

to 16. Nicholson, an astronomer and

director of the Museum, and Vuilleu-

mier, an ornithologist, will be joined

by a botanist, a classical historian, an

archeologist, and an art historian.

The early part of the tour will in-

clude Canterbury, Hadrian's Wall, and

Edinburgh, followed by island-hop-

ping through the Shetlands, the Ork-

neys, and the Hebrides. The cruise,

with lectures in between stops, will

then thread its way through the Sound
of Sleat and into Sligo Bay, where pas-

sengers will have the opportunity to

disembark and visit the lakes of three

Irish counties. The trip will conclude

with a visit to Tresco and Guernsey.

Prices range from $2,500 to $3,800,

plus air fare.

Other Discovery Tours will take the

adventurous to such places as the Red
Sea (aboard the m.t.s. Orion), New
Zealand, Mongolia, and the Ga-

lapagos. For more information, write

to Discovery Tours at the Museum.

Courses and Workshops
Most lectures, courses, and work-

shops begin in the middle of October,

so prompt registration is advised. For

more information, call (212) 873-7507

or write to the Department of Educa-

tion at the Museum.
Fall 1979 Evening Lecture Series

includes Ancient Mayan Cities; Cen-

tral Park: New York's Remarkable
Backyard; Insects: The Earth's Most
Successful Animals; Wildlife Draw-
ing; and many more.

Fall 1979 Workshops for Young
People, designed for children in grades

4 through 7, include The World of Di-

nosaurs; Exploring with the Micro-

scope; Understanding Animal Behav-

ior; and Leaping Lizards: A Look at

Reptiles and Amphibians.

Special Events and Programs
Metropolitan Singers/The Greek

Choral Society October 2 1 , 2:00 p . m .

Auditorium. Dino Anagnost, conduc-
tor and director.

The Raphael Trio October 3 1 , 7:30

P.M. Auditorium. Works by Mendels-
sohn and Beethoven.

Identification Day November 4,

1:00 to 4:30 P.M. Roosevelt Rotunda.

Museum scientists will be on hand to

identify miscellaneous natural history

objects—bones, skulls, fossils, shells,

rocks, stuffed birds, arrowheads, and

assorted oddities. Last year's Identifi-

cation Day brought out such things as

Himalayan fossils, slag, and two tuna

fish eyeballs in a can of cat food.

Gallery Talks Thursdays at 2:00

P.M. Assemble at the First Floor Infor-

mation Desk. All gallery talks are free

and last about one hour.

Slide Lectures Tuesdays at 2:00

P.M. in the People Center. All slide

lectures are free and last about one

hour.

Saturday Film Program Saturdays at

2:00 P.M. in the Auditorium. The fall

film program begins on Saturday, Oc-
tober 20; all films are free and last

about one hour.

For information on gallery talks,

slide lectures, and films, call the

Department of Education: (212) 873-

1300, extension 255 or 462.

The People Center
The Center teaches anthropology to

all members of the family through

film, dance, lectures, and workshops.

Open every Saturday and Sunday from

1:00 to 4:30 P.M. and at other, prean-

nounced times.

Weekend Highlights

Dominican Festival. October 6 and

7. 1:00 to 4:30 p.m. Dances, music,

and lecture presentations.

Visions of Grace: Chinese Dance.

October 13 and 14. 1:30, 2:30, and

3:30 P.M. The Chinese Dance Com-
pany of New York.

Woodwind Quintet. October 27 and

28. 1:00, 2:00, 3:00, and 4:00 p.m.

Queens Symphony Orchestra.

African Lecture Series

The Legacy of Weeksville. October

10. 7:00 P.M. Lecture and film.

Weeksville, in Brooklyn, was one of

the earliest black communities in New
York and is now the subject of archeo-

logical study.

The Power of Black Religious

Sounds: Origin of Gospel Music in

America. October 17. 7:00 p.m. Lec-

ture and piano demonstration with

L.D. Frazier.

Douglas J. Preston







(IRSPB
The Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

presents an original work of art in fine,

hand-painted porcelain

THE
EUROPEAN
GOLDFINCH
Inaugurating the Society's first collection of

international bird sculptures in porcelain.

Life size-in a natural setting-and in a single,

limited edition.

Intricate art of exceptional beauty, at the very

attractive price of $90.

For the first lime in its history, the Royal Society for

Ihc Protection of Birds has undertaken the creation of a

collection of iniernalional porcelain bird sculptures.

The European Goldfinch, one of the world's most charming

birds, inaugurates the collection. Crafted in fine,

hand-painted porcelain, it is both an impressive work of an
and a model of ornithological accuracy. And it will be issued

at the very modest price of $90 — which may itself be paid

in three convenient monthly installments of $30 each.

This new and original work of an has been designed to

the Society's commission by the internationally renowned

wildlife artist Peter Barrett. The Goldfinch is portrayed

clinging to the branch of an almond tree that's abursi with

blossoms. The vivid scarlet, black and white of the

head . . . the bright bars of yellow upon the wings . , . the

delicate formation of the tail feathers ... all are depicted

with realism and accuracy, in authentic natural color.

Moreover, The Hurcpean Goldfinch will be sculptured life size

in this enchanting work of art, which will be created for

the Society by Franklin Porcelain in Japan— home of some

of the world's most gifted and experienced porcelain

craftsmen.

In the tradition o( classic works in fine porcelam. The

European Goldfinch will be made available in a single.

Ilmlled edition, reserved «i7ujnv/v (or those who order

from the Society's first collection ot iniernalional bird

sculptures during 1979. When all valid orders from those

Individuals have been filled, the edition will be

permanently closed, A Certificate of Authenticity bearing

the signature ol the Director ol the Royal Society for the

Protection o( Birds will aiiompaiiy each sculpture

The Turopean (ioldfinch. by Peter Barrett, will provule a

lasvinating local |«)int of beauty for your home It will be

a lonversalion piece ol which you will never tire.

A treasured heirloom, to be deservedly passed along to

luhire generations.

lo reserve Ihc iuropean Goldfinch, you should act

priunptly We would ask you to be sure that your

Reservation Application is [Kistmarked by October )l. 1979.

RESERVATION APPLICATION

THE EUROPEAN GOLDFINCH
Please return postmarked no later thanlKiober Jl. 1979.

The Royal Soclcly (or ihr Prolcclkin o( Birds

CO Friinkhn Porcelain. Franklin Crnlcr. Pennsylvania IW*!

Plra%c aucpi my rc%civ.iil(in (or The Hurorriin (icilJfmih. lo l>c lianiUiallrd (or inc in ih<

(IncM hand'iMlnird |>orirlain. ai llic original l"Ur prlic o( J<»0 • plu* J» loi vhippinn am

h.indllnii I need wnd no money now I will br billed In Ihrrc ruiiai monlhly installmrnn

will) Ihc (Irsi payment due In advame o( »hlpmcni

Signalurr.

Mr ' Mrs / Ml»»-

I

City. Siatr. Zip.

Limit: One per person
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/ Looking Down

^5 at Everest
r %^

Mount Everest, the highest point on earth, looks like this

from a Landsat satellite orbiting the planet at an altitude

of 570 miles. On the border of Tibet and Nepal, Everest's

29,028-foot-high summit reaches up into the outer layers

of the earth's atmosphere. At that altitude, temperatures

are extremely low, winds are fearsome, and oxygen is thin.

There were eight unsuccessful attempts to climb Everest

before it was finally conquered in 1953 by New Zealander

Edmund Hillary and Tenzing Norgay. a Sherpa guide from

Nepal.

This image of Everest, made in December 1972, is one

of fifty Landsat pictures in "Images of Earth from Space,"

an exhibit assembled by ihc Smithsonian Institution Travel-

ing Exhibition Service, which will be on view at the Hay-

den Planetarium-American Museum of Natural History

through December 16.

Three Landsat satellites have been launched since 1972;

two are still in orbit. With a life expectancy of two years,

each satellite circles the globe once every eighteen days,

surveying the earth's environment and resources. Satellite

images are particularly useful in determining such things

as wheal yield, drought areas, and water and atmospheric

|-K>llution. They also help in the study ot fault lines. riKk

formations, and in mineral and oil exploration All the data

recorded by the satellites are in the public domain and arc

widely used bv government, industry, and universities.

Landsat pictures are mullispectral scanner images. They

are based on measurements of the solar radiation reflected

from the earth's surface, which are subsequentlv translated

into composite prints by C4>mpulers The measurements are

made in four dilTerenl color bands: two in the visible spec-

trum; twti in the infrared part of the spectrum Tverv terres-

trial feature—vegetation, water, desert, soil, nvk, and

urban area has a characteristic color. Although their pri-

marv purpose is informational, landsat images also have

a visual fascmalion and, for some, an aesthetic value.
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Pakhtun Marriage (p. 11)

An Account of the Kingdom ofCau-
bul, by Mountstuart Elphinstone (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1973),

first published in 1815, is a very enter-

taining, two-volume record of the

Pakhtun, or Pashtoon, people, their

territory, and the author's journey in

1 809 to Peshawar, the winter capital of

the Afghan Kingdom. In The Pathans
550 B.C. -A. D. 1957 {New York: St.

Martin's Press, 1965), Olaf Caroe,
who was governor of the North-West
Frontier Province in the 1940s, links

the Pakhtun with their pre-Islamic an-

cestry; the book includes photographs
and maps. A study of the Pathans, or

Pakhtun, of Swat valley, based on data

collected in 1954, Political Leadership
among Swat Pathans, by Fredrik

Barth (Atlantic Highlands: Humanities
Press, 1970), describes the formal

framework of the Swat society. Akbar
S. Ahmed's Millennium and Charisma
among Pathans: A Critical Essay in

Social Anthropology (Boston: Rout-

ledge and Kegan Paul, 1976), an anal-

ysis of the Swat Pakhtun society, with

suggestions of alternative models of

social organization, has a theoretical

slant and is critical of Barth's study.

"Social Structure and Sex Antago-
nism," by Robert Murphy (South-

western Journal of Anthropology, vol.

15, no. 1, 1959, pp. 89-98). discusses

men's cults, the separation of the

sexes, and cultural symbols.

Underwater Volcano (p. 38)

A well-illustrated account of the

modern-day formation of a volcanic is-

land is Sigurdur Thorarinsson's Surt-

sey: The New Island in the North At-

lantic (New York: Viking Press,

1967). Volcanoes of the Earth, revised

edition, by Fred Bullard (Austin: Uni-

versity of Texas Press , 1 976) , is a com-
prehensive presentation of volcanol-

ogy for the layman. Tui De Roy
Moore's "Rivers of Lava: Volcanic



Life in the Galapagos" (Oceans, July-

August 1979) provides a discussion of

the creation of islands in the Galapagos

archipelago from volcanoes. Natural

History recently published two articles

of interest: "The Big Blast at San-

lorini," by Stephen Sparks and Haral-

dur Sigurdsson (April 1978). and

"Pompeii AD 79: Fiery Vesuvius."

by Martin Prinz (April 1979),

Swamp Deer (p. 46)

In The Deer and the Tii^er: A Study

of Wildlife in India (Chicago: Univer-

sity of Chicago Press. 1967). a scien-

tific predator/prey study that the lay

reader can enjoy. George B. Schaller

names eleven localities in Uttar Pra-

desh where swamp deer were known
to live. By 1972 Colin Holloway found

that swamp deer remained in only three

of these localities. In "Swamp Deer in

Uttar Pradesh" (Oryx. May 1973. pp.

41-4X). Holloway estimates the num-
bers and status of the swamp deer, de-

scribes the environmental factors that

threaten them, and recommends a con-

servation program. In 1977 Dietrich

Schaaf and Arjan Singh reported on the

continuing attrition in ""Barasingha in

the Dudhwa Sanctuary" iOrvx. Febru-

ary 1977. pp. 495-98). Tidier Haven,
by Arjan Singh (New York: Harper
and Row Publishers. 1973). includes

photographs of swamp deer and dis-

cusses the pressures affecting the sur-

vival of many of the wild animals liv-

ing in this part of India

Yellow Jackets (p 5U)

The Wasps, a paperback by Howard
E. Evans and Mary J. Fberhard (Ann
Arbor: Llniversily of Michigan Press.

1970). is an introduction to wasp biol-

ogy thai gives a very detailed trealmeni

of social wasps. Evans also wrote "So-
cial Parasitism of a Common Yellow-

jacket" (Insect World Dii^est. vol. 2.

no. I. I97.'>. pp. 6-13). a popular ar-

ticle on one (X'rmaiienll\ parasitic spe-

cies. A well-illustrated review of wasp
biology with particular emphasis on
yellow jackets is J. Philip Spradbery's

Wasps: An Account of the Biology and
Natural History of Social and Solitary

Wasps (Seattle: University of Wash-
ington Press. 1973). "Vespula squa-

mosa, A Yellow Jacket Wasp Evolving

toward Parasitism." by J. F. Mac-
Donald and R. W. Matthews (Science,

vol. 190, 1975. pp. 1003-04). is a

short technical report on early di.scov-

eries of wasp parasitism.

Huichol Indians (p. 68)

Art of the Huichol Indians, edited by

Kathleen Berrin (New York: The Fine

Arts Museums of San Francisco/Harry

N. Abrams. 1978). is the catalog for

the exhibition that is coming to the Mu-
seum in November. Available in major

bookstores and some museum shops,

it contains eight essa\ s by nine contrib-

utors. Peyote Hunt: The Sacred Jour-

ney of the Huichol Indians, by Barbara

G. MyerhotT (Ithaca: Cornell Univer-

sity Press. 1976). a thorough analysis

written for the lay reader, is available

in paperback. Fernando Beniie/'s In

the Magic Land of the Peyote (New
York: Warner Books. 1976) provides

a firsthand account of this historian-

journalist's experiences on a ritual

peyote journey through the desert.

Symbolism of the Huichol Indians

(Memoirs of the American Museum of

Natural History, veil. 3. pt. I. 1900).

by Carl I.umholi/. remains the classic

work in the field. First printed in 1902

and now a\ailahle as a reprint. Luni-

holi/'s I'nknown Mexico: Indians of

Mexico, \olume 2 (New York: AMS
Press), describes this ethn»)grapher's

wanderings through Mexico The Hui-

chols: Primitive Artists. b\ Robert M.
Zingg (Millwood; Kraus Reprint Co.,

1976),originall\ published in 1938. is

another important work in the field and

can be found in most universits li-

braries.

Bush Babies (p. 76)

G. A. Doyle and R. D. Martin edited

The Study of Prosimian Behavior
(New York: Academic Press. 1979). a

collection of papers on subjects includ-

ing classification, physiology, behav-

ior, learning and intelligence, com-
munication, diet, and ecology. An-
other relevant collection is Readings in

Sociohiology, edited by T. H. Clutton-

Brock and P. H. Harvey (San Fran-

cisco: W. H. Freeman andCo.. 1978).

A detailed analysis of the b>ehavior and

ecology of the five lorisid species in

Gabon. Ecology and Behaviour of
Nocturnal Primates: Prosimians of
Eqiuiiorial West Africa. b\ Pierre

Charles-Dominique (New York: Co-
lumbia University Press. 1977). re-

veals a great deal about nocturnal

mammals in general.

Saddleback (p 82)

"Cultural Transmission of Song
Patterns and Dialect Development in a

Free-Living Bird Population." by
P. F. Jenkins {Animal Behaviour, vol.

25. 1977. pp. 50-78). studies songs of

indi\idually identifiable saddlebacks

living on Cuvier Island from 1970 to

1974. Bird Vocalizations: Their Rela-

tions to Current Problems in Biology

and Psychology. cUMciibs R. A. Hinde
(Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1969). is a collection of essays

reviewing important developments in

birdsong analysis in the I96()s. P.

Marler and M Tamura discuss how
young sparrows learn their song dia-

lects from older male sparrows in

"CulturallN Transmitted Patterns of
\' o c a I B e h a \ i o r in Sparrows"
{Science, vol. 146. no. 11. pp.
1483-86). To Save a Bird in Peril, by

David R. Zimmerman (New York:

Coward. McCann. and Geoghcgan.
1975). contains a discussion of the

New Zealand Wildlife Service's sanc-

tuary prt>gram on Cuvier Island

Katharine D'Agosta



A Matter of Taste

Jupiter's Walnut in the New World
Lumbermen are stalking our native

American black walnut tree

Faced with starvation in the harsh

winter of 1609-10, the desperate colo-

nists at Jamestown fed themselves with

roots and herbs and other wild foods.

They ate what the land gave them, in-

cluding, it is recorded, walnuts. But

these walnuts were not the easily

cracked nuts the colonists remembered
from pleasant evenings in England.

The English, or more properly the Per-

sian, walnut {Juglans regia) is a civi-

lized, mild-tasting, easily extracted

fruit; the native American black walnut

{Juglans nigra) is an untamed recluse

lurking inside a tough husk, clinging

to its shell like a limpet to a rock.

Modern fanciers of this powerful-

tasting nut attack the husks with ham-
mers. Some folks even run them under

car wheels. The black walnut is defi-

nitely a delicacy, with its dark, earthy

flavor. Specialty stores and mail-order

houses sell it, but the black walnut is

too troublesome to rival its old-world

cousin, Juglans regia, or its American
relative the pecan {Carya illinoensis)

as a commercially cultivated nut tree.

All of these trees, as well as hick-

ories and butternuts, are in the walnut

family (Juglandaceae), and they all

produce true nuts—hard-shelled fruits

with sizable food spurces. The family

name comes from the Latin word for

walnut, Juglans, a syncopated form of

the original phrase, Jovis glans, the

acorn of Jupiter. The Romans seem to

have borrowed the word from a Greek

word of identical meaning, diosba-

lanos, that referred to the European
chestnut (Castanea sativa).

All the nuts in the walnut family

have obvious similarities, but the black

walnut is special and it is in danger.

There was a time when hardy native

trees, some still producing bushels of

nuts after useful lives of as long as 250
years, ornamented the landscape with

comforting frequency across their huge
natural range, from Ontario to Florida

and west to the Great Plains. They
formed part of the staple diet of various

Indian tribes, who knew the nuts would
last through the winter.

Indians ate the nuts raw. They also

The American black walnut tree,

always a prize hardwood, was used by

the colonists of Williamsburg to panel

and balustrade their courtroom, right.

The fruit has limited commercial

value because of its tough husk.

pounded them into "butter," which
they sometimes flavored with herbs or

used in baking. Recipes survive for

cranberry walnut cakes and for maple-

black walnut cookies made with cattail

flour. One Indian cooking method for

black walnut butter, described in Bar-

rie Kavasch's Native Harvests, would
still be a clever way of separating the

nutmeats from the shells. You simply

smash the nuts and boil them in water

until the meats and oils rise to the sur-

face and can be skimmed off for pound-

ing. Shell pieces settle to the bottom
of the pot.

Native Americans were experts at

utilizing the Juglandaceae trees around
them. They enlivened pumpkin soup
with black walnuts and took the sap

from Juglans nigra for syrup as readily

as they tapped maples. The Creeks
even prepared hickory milk for their

Norman Tomalin, Bruce Coleman
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by Raymond Sokolov

corn dishes. The Indians also taught

what they knew to the white settlers,

who liked black walnuts as much as

any Iroquois. But the colonists unfor-

tunately looked beyond the sap and

nuts to the trees themselves and
quickly discovered that black walnut

wood was a wonderful material, hard

and lovely. It made fine furniture and

resilient gun slocks.

Today, most of the great old trees,

over 100 feet high, have been cut for

timber. The champion black walnut re-

ported to the American Forestry Asso-

ciation is in the redwood country of

Humboldt County, California. It is 132

feet high, has a circumference of 22

feet, and an average crown spread of

133 feet. Most big walnuts that remain

are now so valuable that lumbermen
stalk them in rural areas, offering top

dollar to cut ihcni down and turn them

into luxurious planks. This is the end
of a process that began in the seven-

teenth century. Word had reached

Europe well before the naturalist-

e.xplorer John Tradescant (1608-

1662) gathered black walnuts in Vir-

ginia for Charles I. Trees were estab-

lished in England some time after

1650, but the black walnut never be-

came widespread abroad.

In North America, on the other

hand, the black walnut was until re-

cently an important feature of rural

life. Jasper Woodroof, author ofTree

Nuts, writes of "annual pilgrimages to

the woods before Thanksgiving with

baskets , buckets and bags
. '

' The black

walnut crop provided work, in harvest-

ing and cracking, all through Appa-
lachia.

Wild trees were meanwhile culti-

vated and hybridized for easier har-

OsMd >^»^^^. IkwM Coiaman

vesting. The Stabler variety is an ex-

ample of a strain whose nuts are fairly

easy to crack. Descendants of the origi-

nal tree sprang up twenty miles north

of Washington, DC, and produce

nuts that come out of the shell in unbro-

ken halves; some even emerge whole.

Other improved varieties, such as

Thomas, Ohio, and Myers, start bear-

ing nuts in the second or third year after

planting, seven or eight years earlier

than native trees. The new varieties,

which also have thinner shells, are

propagated by grafting scions onto na-

tive seedlings.

Anyone willing to plant a black wal-

nut is obviously a saint of horticulture.

In a climate of overall decline in pro-

duction (despite the development of

commercial cracking methods), what
could be more useful, even patriotic,

than to devote some land to this vanish-

ing yet estimable national treasure?

People with a gcxxi stretch of well-

drained, rich, loose soil of limestone

origin at least four feet deep should

consider planting a few black walnuts.

Because of their extensive root system,

trees should be set a minimum of sixty

feet apart. And don't plant them near

vegetable gardens. Because of an al-

Iclopalhic interaction with certain

plants in the neighborhtwd of their

r<H)is—probably having to do with a

toxin, called juglonc, produced by
black walnut rixits—black walnuts will

kill alfalfa. lomattvs, potatiH;s. black-

berries, blueberries, and rht>di>den-

drons On the other hand, the growth

of beds, snapbeans, sweet corn, black

raspberries, grapes, and alas, pt>ison

i\ y is ciihcr unalfeclcd or aclually im-

proved by contact with black walnut

rtxus.

Taking into account these peculi-

arities, ihc best plan is to insure suc-

cessful pollinaiitni by planting more
than one variety Different varieties

have overlapping pi>llmation-reccptiv-

ily periiKls and can pt>llinate each other

in years of very early or very laic

spring, when there is a risk ihat. on a

single isolated tree, ihc pisliiiale fe-

male flowers will not be readv when the
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pollen is shed from the slaminate, trail-

ing catkins. In normal years, however,

an individual tree is quite capable of

self-fertilization. Black walnuts are

monoecious: each tree grows both

male and female parts. The male cat-

kins are carried on the previous year's

wood, while the female flowers appear

on the current spring's new wood.

By July, the little flowers have bur-

geoned into tough, green spheres.

These nuts ripen by late September or

early October. After the leaves have

fallen, the nuts drop to the ground and

can be gathered. But this is only the

beginning for the black walnut forager.

Those freshly fallen green nuts, big

as limes, surrounded by pulpy husks,

are not at all ready to eat. Soon, how-
ever, the tight exterior begins to soften,

blotches spread, color fades, and then

the mess starts. You have to get the

husks off. They are magnificently inde-

hiscent. Nature does not lend a hand.

A government publication suggests:

"The rear wheel of an automobile can

be an effective hull remover. Fit one

of the rear wheels with a tire chain and

jack up the rear with just enough room
beneath the tire for the nuts to pass.

The chain will remove the hulls as the

nuts are forced through the trough

Eighty-one-year-old Myrtle Corn

of Salem, Indiana, pounds her

walnuts with a heavy stick and
scrapes them with a knife to

remove the husks. She uses the

nuts in her tollhouse cookies.

formed by the turning wheel." An-
other expert, R.L. Scheffel, advises

crushing them with your heels on flag-

stones.

Whichever method you use, be sure

to wear work gloves and dispensable

clothes, for black walnut husks are rich

in black dye. Pioneers used it to tint

homespun textiles. Because it is indeli-

ble, you have to deal with it as best you

can. Some of the husk pulp will persist

in clinging to the nut. Pick off what you

can. Then wash the nuts to remove the

remaining black matter. Harry Lesher

of Middleburg, Pennsylvania, who
processes black walnuts at home, by

hand, and does a small business with

them, hoses down his nuts.

Still they are not ready. If you

cracked a black walnut just after it had

come out of its husk, it would be

mushy and bitter. Lesher takes the

inch-high nuts, with their thinly fur-

rowed, rough, sharp shells, and dries

them in shallow racks at the top of his

garage. After six weeks to two months,

the time finally comes to crack the nuts.

Lesher uses a rubber mallet . Other peo-

ple use metal hammers.
It often takes several blows of the

hammer to make a crack. The edible

kernel is then exposed and will nor-

mally come away from the convoluted

shell in several pieces.

At this point, black walnuts can be

treated like other walnuts. They are

rarely eaten salted, as a snack, but they

can be substituted in any recipe that

calls for ordinary walnuts. Perhaps the

most popular traditional American

black walnut dish is black walnut ice

cream, a delicacy for the gods, made
with our native, feisty acorn of Jove.

Proceed as you would for vanilla ice

cream, add one cup chopped nuts per

quart of ice cream, freeze, and be glad

we have not yet turned all our black

walnuts into shotguns and chests.

Mrs. Viola Bricker's

Black Walnut Cake
(adapted from a recipe in The Pennsyl-

vania Dutch Cookbook)

Vi cup (4 ounces, or 1 stick) salt

butter, at room temperature

1 '/2 cups sugar

1 teaspoon baking powder

2 cups flour

% cup cold water

5 ounces black walnuts

4 egg whites

1 recipe icing (see below)

1

.

Grease two 8-inch cake pans.

2. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.

3. Cream butter. Gradually beat in

sugar and continue beating until

smooth.

4. Sift together the baking powder
and flour. Mix into the sugar-but-

ter mixture.

5. Chop all but Vi ounce of the wal-

nuts. You should end up with 1

cup of chopped nuts to add to the

cake batter. Reserve the un-

chopped nuts.

6. Beat egg whites until stiff but not

dry. Fold into the batter.

7. Pour equal amounts of the batter

into the prepared layer pans.

8. Bake for 30 to 35 minutes.

9. Cool on rack.

10. Unmold the cake layers. Set one

on a serving plate. Ice top spar-

ingly. Set the other layer on top of

it. Ice top and sides of cake. Deco-

rate with reserved walnuts.

Yield: one 2-layer, 8-inch cake,

about 8 servings

Icing

8 ounces cream cheese, softened

4 tablespoons salt butter, melted

2 tablespoons vanilla extract

1 pound confectioner's sugar

1. With an electric mixer, beat the

cream cheese until it is light and

fluffy.

2. Gradually add the melted butter,

beating until it is completely ab-

sorbed. Add the vanilla and the

sugar, beating well after each ad-

dition so that the icing is smooth.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.
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Some energy tasks are too big for small tools.

It will lake an L'siimalcd S250
billiiin III (.k'vclop ihc iloincslic

ciicri:) the iialioii will iiccil itiii-

ini: iho next live \cars.

Small companies can pla\ a

role in providini; this eneriiy. hul

many projects iei|uire the liiiuls

aiul technoloi:\ that only large

companies can liirnish.

h'or example, in the (iiill ot

Mexico, Conoco ami se\eral

other firms—large anil small

are developing a petroleum Held

in over I. (KM) leet ol uatcr. the

deepest water in which petroleum

has ever heen jiroiluccd.

Total cost of this project will

be some SS(KI million— the bulk

ot which will come trom the

larger companies, providing an

opportunity tor the small tirms to

|oin a \enture they could ntil

haiulle on their own.

Ihis year. Conoco expects to

spend aimosi SI 5 billion— two

thinls ol It in ihc United States—

to develop energy .iiul related

petrochemicals. We also plan to

put the additional income Irom

decontrol ot crude oil prices into

developing more U.S. energy.

At a time when some pet>ple

would limit the si/e ol energy

companies, we think it is worth

noting the vital coniribution that

larue companies .iie m.iking

Cconoco)
Doing more with energy.

Conoco Inc ,
Slamlord. CT 06904 c 1979
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Hardlyyoureverydayliqueur.

Some things in life are too precious for every day. Lochan Qra is one. An imported golden liqueur

with a unique taste all its own, it's to be lingered over— sipped slowly, savored fully.

You'll be proud to share it—but not with just anybody

Lochan Ora.Imported Liqueur.

GENERAL WINE & SPIRITS CO , N Y .
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Watcrford^ Fire born of fire.

The light of a thousand stars.
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COME.FEELTHE RIDE OFTHEREMARKABLE
1980 MERCURYMARQUIS. des „ pe s„n

Slide in. Settle back.

Feel all the space around you.

The 1980 Mercury Marquis is de-

signed to transport 6 adults. So
when you and your family are riding

together, you're not riding on top of

each other. Feel how open and
"airy" it feels to sit in the back seat,

iiQw the Marquis doesn't |et you"
ilpsed in or confined.

||)w I incf yourself a rough road.
' |0w its vibratioh-limiting

'|sikeep potholes, ruts

fk'pavement from intrud-

I peace of mind.

But, this year, there's far more
to the 1980 Marquis than the way
it rides.

This year, the Marquis has a re-

markable 70% better EPA esti-

mated gas mileage rating than in

1975.'*

Plus it's available with a

4-speed automatic overdrive trans-

mission that's so advanced, no
other American automaker even
offers it to you.

Now that you've gotten a feel

for how well-designed the 1980
Marquis is, come feel how well it

rides. In person.

Because once you've felt the

Marquis ride, you may not be satis-

fied with anything less.

/flO/ IMPROVEMENT IN FUEL
I \J /O EFFICIENCY OVER 1975**

•Compare this estimate to the estimated MPG of othei

cars. You may get different mileage depending or

tiow fast you drive, weather conditions and trif

length. Actual highway mileage will probably be les;
'"'-' "conomy. Californii

MERCURY MARQUIS
LINCOLN-MERCURY DIVISION '^&ordJ
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what a man serves is often a reflection of the man.

SeagramsyO.
The symbol of imported luxury. Bottled in Canada.

Enjoy our quality in moderation.
,

Canadian whisky. A blend of Canada's finest whiskies. 6 years old. 86.8 Proof. Seagram Distillers Co., N.Y.C.



Authors

Clemencia Plazas and coauthor

Ana Maria Falchetti de Saenz are

colleagues at the Museo del Oro in Bo-

gota and are working together on an

archeological research project in the

San Jorge River Valley in northern Co-

lombia. Plazas joined the museum in

1966 and is now its deputy director;

Falchetti de Saenz is assistant curator

and staff archeologisl. The museum
was organized by the Banco de la

Repiiblica, which, since its foundation

in 1923, has controlled the national and

international Colombian gold trade.

Indian goldwork was first acquired at

random, with a few choice pieces

housed in the bank's board room. But

in 1939, the bank decided to purchase

goldwork with a view to forming a col-

lection. The first room at the bank set

aside for public viewing wasop>ened in

1946. Now the mu.seum has its own
building designed to house and display

the collection, which ttxlay includes

some 26. (XH) gold artifacts, as well as

hundreds of ceramic objects.

Junius Bird, who first did archeolog-

ical tickiwork fiir the American Mu-
seum of Natural History in 1928. is

now curator emeritus in the Museum's
Dcparlmcnl o( Anthropology. His re-

search has taken him on expeditions

throughout the New World, fr»>m the

Arctic Circle to Navarino Island, south

of Tierra del fuego Ihe siud> of pre-

Columbian melalwork led him lo con-

sider Ihe distribution of Ihe slingless

bee as a possible expl.inalion for cer-

tain regii>nal cultural ilitlerences. The

textiles of prcccramic-era Peru and

questions concerning the Paleo-lndian

(Kcupation of Panama and southern

South America arc among his current

preoccupations Recent honors he has

received include a decoration from Ihe

Peruvian governmeni (iran Olicial

delaOrden •Ell .Sol de Peru " and ihc

prestigious Hxplorcrs Club Medal.



Although he had collected butter-

flies for more than twenty years,

Matthew M. Douglas did not become
interested in their thermoregulatory

strategies until his Ph.D. advisor at the

University of Kansas suggested several

provocative hypotheses during a lec-

ture on the ecology of tropical butter-

flies. Now an assistant professor of en-

tomology and ecology at Boston Uni-

versity, Douglas is at present studying

the evolution of insect wings, as well

as thermoregulation in closely related

species of butterflies in arctic, alpine,

and temperate habitats. Although he

has braved ticks, chiggers, and quick-

sand in his fieldwork, he maintains that

he still enjoys butterfly collecting as "a
hobby, sport, intellectual pursuit, and

a way of living."

John Miller Chernoff's love of

music led him to West Africa where he

spent five years learning to play the

drums of the Dagomba people. This

sojourn is described in his recent book

African Rhythm and African Sensi-

bility (University of Chicago Press)—

a

book he hopes "will introduce West-

ern readers to many of the fascinating

aspects of music making in Africa and

help them appreciate traditional Afri-

can values
.

" A research fellow at Trin-

ity College, Legon, Ghana, Chernoff's

future projects include a book edited

from tape-recorded lectures given by a

Dagomba drummer and a biographical

study of young people on the margins

of African urban life. How does Cher-

noff spend his spare time? Drumming.

Gene S. Helfman began working on
coconut crabs while a Peace Corps vol-

unteer on Palau, Western Caroline Is-

lands. His initial project was to deter-

mine the breeding periods and matura-

tional sizes of the crabs. This led him
to study population regulation in this

species, which, in turn, served as the

subject of his master's thesis at the

University of Hawaii. Helfman re-

ceived his Ph.D. from Cornell Univer-

sity and is now an adjunct research as-

sociate at the University of Georgia.

He lives with his wife, Judy Meyer (a

faculty member in the university's zo-

ology department), "four mutts, and a

cat by a lake in rural Wolfskin, Geor-

gia.

"

When Margaret Mead died a year

ago, she was especially mourned by

the villagers of Pere (Manus Island,

Papua New Guinea), to whom she had

been both friend and ethnographer for

half a century. To share in the commu-
nity's expression of grief, Barbara
Honeyman Roll visited Pere last De-

cember. A friend and associate of

Mead's, Roll first traveled to Pere in

1966, when she was asked to be a con-

sultant in physical anthropology. Al-

though her primary focus was on the

study of body types, she rapidly be-

came involved in genealogical and de-

mographic surveys and developed a

personal commitment to the people of

Pere. Roll lives in Carmel, California,

and is currently writing a book on body

types with her longtime collaborator

Lindsay Carter.



Isyourwork at the
cutting edge ofimagination?

Then Rolexwants to
helpyou change theworld

The five Rolex Awards for Enterprise,
in the sum of 50,000 Swiss francs each, are

conferred to provide financial help for proj-

ects which seek to break new ground in

their particular sphere, and which capture

the spirit of enterprise shown by Rolex and
Rolex owners.

The kind of enterprise that takes a man
like Julian Nott to world record-breaking

altitudes in hot-air balloons, Sir Edmund
Hillary to the top of Everest. Or Dr. Bill

Lasley, a previous Awards for Enterprise winner,

into new methods for saving and breeding rare

species of birds.

These people epitomize the spirit of

enterprise. The 1981 Rolex Awards for Enter-

prise seek others like them whose proposals for

projects fall into any of three general categories:

Applied Sciences and Invention. Projects

involving a step forward in research, experimen-

tation, or application in the general field oi

science and technology.

Exploration and Discovery .

Projects involving exploration

or discovery will be concerned
primarily with venturesome
undertakings or expeditions,

and should seek to inspire our

imagination, or expand our

knowledge of the world

in which we live.

TTie Environment. Projects in

this category will be concerned pri-

marily with our environment, and
should seek to protect and preserve,

or to improve, the world around us.

In addition to the 50,000 Swiss

francs, each of the five winners

will receive a specially inscribed

Rolex Chronometer.
For an Official Application

Form with detailed rules and con-

ditions write to:

The Secretariat, The Rolex Awards for Enterprise,

P. O. Box 178, Dept.3I5.

1211 Geneva 26, Suitzerland.

Send your name and
address and state the general

nature of the project you
are considering.

Entries must then be

submitted in English on
the Official Application

Form and reach the Secretariat

before April 30th, 1980.

The Rolex Awards K>r Enterprise

selection priKess is exacting and arduous.

Winners will be notified in December 1980,

and their names will be published in the

international editit»ns of Time aiid Newsweek
magazines in May 1981.

ROLEX
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The Blue Revolution

With an efficient drip irrigation

system, farmers get more crop per drop

by Sylvan H. Wittwer

Agriculture is the world's most basic

industry; its success depends in large

part on an adequate supply of water.

Wherever natural sources such as rain-

fall and dew are insufficient, irrigation

is used. Eighty-five percent of the fresh

water now withdrawn from the world's

surface and ground reserves is used in

agriculture. No other natural resource

is so predominantly consumed by one

industry. Water may therefore become
our most limiting and expensive re-

source for food production. Unfortu-

nately, water for irrigation is used at

present in the United States with only

35 to 40 percent efficiency as compared
with 85 to 90 percent efficiency in

Israel, for example.

Of the 3.8 billion acres currently

under cultivation worldwide, approxi-

mately 570 million acres are irrigated.

That 15 percent of the land, however,

produces 30 percent of our global food

supply. Irrigated land is about twice as

productive as nonirrigated. Its extent

has recently expanded rapidly in the

United States and throughout the world

in response to the ever increasing de-

mand for more food. Many govern-

ments count on the expansion of irri-

gated acreage as a means not only of

increasing food production but also of

In drip irrigation, a surface or

underground network of pipes

provides an automatically controlled

flow of water. Shown are California

strawberry plants, watered by a system

that lies under the plastic mulch.

insuring its stability. It is against this

background that an irrigation method
known as trickle, or more commonly
drip, has been recognized as a promis-

ing technology for managing water and

increasing its agricultural efficiency.

The rapidity with which this system is

spreading has prompted the expression

"blue revolution" to describe the phe-

nomenon.

Drip irrigation is not new. Its use as

a porous hose was reported in Michi-

gan as long ago as 1934, and shortly

after World War II the process was em-

ployed in the United Kingdom for wa-

tering greenhouse-grown vegetable

crops, particularly tomatoes. During

the early 1950s several experimental

installations were established in green-

houses in the United States. What is

:-" ^'i^-^^y^^"

All photographs by Sylvan H. Wittwer



WORLDWAR II
TIME
DQl
BOOKS

Follow its sweeping drama
on land...at sea... in the air.

Carrier task forces stalked each other in the remote
Pacific Spitfires and f^lesserschmitts clashed above

the English Channel Fast-moving action dotted North

Africa with the hulks of burned-out tanks Now the Edi-

tors of Time-Life Books gather the events of these

tumultuous years into the action documentary
series. World War II

Over 3,000 war photos—many never
before published!

World War II brings you the finest reporting of

Time and Life correspondents Gripping eye-

witness accounts Surprising facts revealed

by recently declassified documents from Allied

and Axis archives And an extraordinary col-

lection of unforgettable combat and behind-

the-scenes photography In all, the most
authoritative and compelling text and

picture account of the War ever published.

In Prelude to War. your introductory vol-

ume, you'll follow the tragic course of events

that set the stage for global war Examine it

for 10 days FREE Its a vivid sample of the

reading you'll find in The Air War in Europe .

The Battle of Britain Island Fighting ar\d

other exciting volumes you can collect one at

a time on free-examination basis Full details

in reply form





Whythis one-of-a-kind invention
didn't end up as

the onlyone of its liind.

Every new invention needs
another new invention — the one that

can mass-produce it at an affordable

cost.

For example, Bell Labs invented

a process for making the glass rods

from which hair-thin fibers used in

lightwave communications can be

drawn. The fibers have far greater

capacity than conventional copper

wires, so they'll help keep costs

down. In fact, they've been carrying

voice, data, and video signals under
city streets for about two years in a

Bell System demonstration.

But standard lightwave systems
will require miles of the fiber, pro-

duced at low cost and to specifications

nothing short of microscopic.

That's where Western lilcctric's

Engineering Research Center

A Unique Center

riu' Ci'ntfi i>- (icvoU-d ixiiu

sively to manufacluring research.

flere, a highly trained team of

scientists and engineers probe funda
mental questions about materials

and processes. They provide Western
Electric factories with pre tested,

proven vvaysto manufacture products

based on the latest technology

coming out of the laboratory.

For example, while Bell Labs
scientists were inventing new glass

fibers. Western Electric engineers

and scientists were tackling the manu
facturing i)roblems involved.

The fillers had to be drawn from

molten glass at high speeds, with

li'ss th.iii a l"o deviation in diameter.

But how do you control a "thread'

of glass being spun at rales up to

\5 fi-et pel' second?
Scientists and engineers at the

Center discovered that laser light

l)e;nned onto the fiber cast a

I iiaracteristic pattern.

By correlating the pattern to the

fiber's diameter, they were able to

build a monitoring system into the

fiber drawing machineiy. It

measures the fiber 1000 times per
second, automatically adjusting

production to keep the diameter
constant.

The system works so well that

in all the miles of fiber produced by
Western Electric, the diameter varies

by no more than SO-millionths of an
inch.

The Key to the Future

In till' Bell System, technology

is the key to keeping costs down. It

is the key to constantly improving
your nhone service.

And Western Elcctric's Engi-

neering Research Center is an essen
tial link between the ideas of the

laboiatoiy and the realities of the

factory.

Soyour Bell Telephone Gimpany
can make the best oneof a kind

inventions a part of your phone
service.

Kicpiufi yoKi comniunica lions
sYstrni tlir hrsl in Ihv

world.

Western Electric



ARE YOU A SLAVE TO

STONE-AGE TECHNOLOGY?

"There he goes again—

a slave to his own invention"

CARTOON COURTESY OF CHEMTECH ([) 1975

Put primitive fire-building behind you;

let the laws of physics do the work.

With the TEXAS FIREFRAtvIE® grate,

you arrange logs to form a cavity in the

elegantly simple, scientifically correct

way to throw heat into the room. Feel

the warmth 10 to 15 feet from the fire.

And you relax. Unsplit oak logs start

easily, quickly; logs last longer; no turn-

ing. Height-adjustable arms let you fix

the burning rate. Flames are steady,

beautiful. Logs are easily replaced.

THE PHYSICIST'S
FIRE.

"Cranberg's conception of the radiation

pattern from his log holder is correct."

SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. 8/78, p. 144.

"The Physicist's Fire . . . hot, even, slow-burn-
ing, easy to start," TIME, 12/22/75. p. 52.

"A new principle." NY TIMES, 12/29/77, C4.
"I was frankly astounded at the difference it

made." M. Hepburn Many, New Orleans, La.

Back to wood? No! Forward with

wood and new technology:

THE TEXAS FIREFRAME* GRATE
Fully steelnbled, no fasteners. l"-deeR

elded construction. Model U-25: 25"
21" back width, 15" high. 15" deep. Model 5-25:
25"x2lxl5)il3. Model U-17: I7")(l3xl3x 13. Model U-33:
33"x29x 15x15. Simple, copyrighted instructions.

Please send U-25 units @ $42.75 (28 lbs.)

jnits @ $42 95 (26 lbs )

U-17
lJ-13

units ffl $34.95 (20 lbs.)

units a $54.95 (34 lbs.)

lipping in U.S.Includes tax. Add
Check for $

10% for s

CITY. —STATE 2 1

P

TEXAS FIREFRAME CO.
P.O. Box 3435 Austin, Texas 78764

new is the adaptation of drip irrigation

to field-grown crops.

In drip irrigation, water is applied

slowly and uniformly to a crop at soil

level or below, adjacent to the plant.

This is done by means of mechanical

water outlets called emitters, which are

located at selected points along water-

delivery lines. Most emitters are placed

on the surface of the ground, but they

can be buried under the soil for protec-

tion and to reduce surface evaporation.

Water enters the soil from the emitters

and most of the water movement that

wets the soil between the emitters

occurs by capillary action beneath the

soil's surface. The volume of soil

moistened by drip irrigation is usually

much less than that watered by other

methods. With newly planted crops,

the soil moistened may be less than 10

percent and with orchard crops less

than 5 percent. The principle is to irri-

gate the crop, not the soil.

A typical drip irrigation system con-

sists of a network of plastic pipes of

graduated sizes, which carry the water

to the emitters, which in turn control

the flow and allow the water to emerge
as drops. The rate of flow from a single

emitter is usually fixed at one-half to

two gallons per hour. Other essential

The first application of drip

irrigation for commercial crop

production came some thirty years

ago. with greenhouse tomatoes in

Western Europe. These tomatoes, in

England, grow in peat modules.

components of a successful drip irriga-

tion system are a meter, filters and
screens, injectors for fertilizers and
other materials, pressure regulators,

and clocks geared to provide a timed

application of the water.

The application of drip irrigation to

field crops originated in the arid re-

gions of the world. It was first intro-

duced in Israel, using plastic tubing,

during the early 1960s. The first exper-

iments, made with subsurface systems,

failed because of soil salinization,

emitter clogging by roots, mechanical

problems, and inexperience. But the

subsequent improvement of emitters

and the transition to surface systems

led to success in the late 1960s.

The initial exposure of the Western

world to field installations of drip irri-

gation occurred at the International
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Horticultural Congress at Tel Aviv,

Israel, in March 1970. That year the

technology was first introduced in

southern California for staked toma-

toes and avocados and in Michigan for

young cherry orchards.

Worldwide there were approxi-

mately 5,000 acres under drip irriga-

tion in 1970, mostly in Israel and Aus-

tralia. There were less than 200 acres

in the United States . By 1 974 these fig-

ures had grown to 72,000 acres in the

United States (half of which were in

California) and 140,000 globally. In

1978, figures neared 350,000 acres for

the United States and about 550,000

worldwide. The projected figures for

1980 are 500,000 acres in the United

States and more than a million world-

wide.

Most of the installations in the

United States are now found in Califor-

nia, Hawaii, Texas, Florida, Arizona,

and Michigan. Some modifications of

the system, however, probably exist in

every state in the nation in commercial

field production, home gardens, or

greenhouses. Abroad, large areas in

Israel, Australia, South Africa, and

Mexico use drip irrigation. Smaller

amounts of acreage using drip irriga-

tion are found in Canada, Cyprus,

France, Iran, New Zealand, the United

Kingdom, West Africa, Italy, Kuwait,

Turkey, and the USSR.

Drip irrigation is applicable to many
crops, cropping systems, and circum-

stances. It is now being used on almost

all major and minor fruits and vegeta-

bles, and for such important crops as

potatoes, corn, cotton, sorghum, al-

falfa, wheat, coffee, bananas, and

sugar cane. All flowers, ornamental

trees and shrubs, forest trees, cactuses

and other succulents, and bulbs re-

spond to drip systems, and they are

now widely used for all kinds of nur-

sery crops as well.

Systems for outdoor production

were first developed for high-value

crops such as tomatoes, cucumbers,

melons, strawberries, and tree fruits in

desert or drought areas. Systems were

then quickly adapted for sugar cane

plantations in Hawaii, which now con-

stitute the single most important field

application of the blue revolution. Ap-

proximately 50,000 acres of drip sys-

tems are now installed in Hawaii with

an increase of 10,000 additional acres

each year. The ultimate goal is full

conversion of all irrigated sugar cane

(approximately 100,000 acres) in

Hawaii. Drip lines expected to last for

eight years are now being installed at

depths of twelve to eighteen inches so

that the surface soil is not moistened.

Drip irrigation systems for commer-
cial crop production found their first

application thirty years ago with green-

house tomatoes in Western Europe.

Many improvements have occurred

since then, and drip systems are now
widely used in controlled-environment

agriculture both for greenhouse cu-

cumbers and tomatoes and for bedding
and potted plants. This method of irri-

gating is admirably suited for home
vegetable and flower gardens. It is

widely used for ornamentals and
shrubs and for maintaining wind-

breaks. With this system, water can be

eflectively supplied to orchards, vine-

yards, plantations, ground covers for

highways, street medians, road cuts,

and turf. Drip watering systems for in-

door vegetable gardens have also been

designed.

Drip irrigation has many attractions

and advantages. Labor costs may be

greatly reduced. For Hawaiian sugar

cane plantations, for example, this

means that the entire installation cost

Sugar cane is the single most

important field application of the

"blue revolution. " This crop

in Hawaii is watered by surface lines.

Hawaiian cultivators are rapidly

converting all 100.000 acres of

irrigated cane to this method.



On Photographing a Small Step

IT
is unearthly. The landscape

underfoot. It is soft and powdery.

A silver beast stands there. His

head is a shiny globe. His huge

frankfurter fingers hold a small box

that talks.

Click. WhlT. Click. Whir.

A man is taking the first pictures

on the moon. He takes them with a

camera that gives him startling detail.

It is a Hasselbbd.

It is the first of twelve taken

to the moon on six landings. And it

IS still there today.

•A'
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Hasselblads have taken tens of

thousands of photographs during

millions of miles of travel m space.

In all, 60 Hasselblads on 27
flights with 67 astronauts have com-
pleted 3566 orbits of earth and .^6.^

of the moon.

Every Hasselblad proved reliable

on every flight under every
condition.

Today, 10 years after, Hasselblad

celebrates mankind's giant leap with

a commemorative issue ot a limited

edition (earth version) of the

5tX)EL/M rniitor drive camera that

took those historic photographs.

Tlie only medium format cam-

era on earth or in space that can

ec)ual it, is another Hasselblad.

For even in an age of space,

much of a year goes into building

each Hasselblad; much of it crafteil

by hand.

100 Ha.s.s<.*lblacl> fnmi oik-

No Hasselblad can be .my better

than any other Hasselblad; only

more suited to your purposes.

Hasselblad is a prodigious sys-

tem of 4 cameras, 22 lenses, 8 view-

finders, 9 film magazines, and over

300 other accessories. And there

is no obsolescence.

Simply by choosing the right

pieces, you can atstom build over 100

distinct Hasselblad cameras for

almost any photographic application.

From a man's first steps on the

moon to a child's first steps on earth.

An incredible motor drive

The 500 ELM is the only hand held

medium format camera with an inte-

grated motor unit.

So unlike cameras with optional

motor drive attachments, it is built

to withstand the punishing demands
ot motorized operation.

.And the possibilities are infinite.

There is a dial set in the body

that will order the camera to fire in

any of five different ways.

From single shot to speeded up
continuous firing at the rate of one
shot every 8/ 10th of a second.

That means you can walk away

from the camera, devoting all your

concentration to your subject, while

firing with a remote cable.

Plug in the intervalometer, for

instance, and you can trigger the

camera automatically. At any
moment you want, from 2 seconds

to 14 minutes.

Or trigger up to four cameras

simultaneously with a command
unit.

Or, fitted for remote radio con-

trol, fire from a halt mile away.

,'\nd the standard film frame i>n

a Hasselblad is 2% inches sijuare,

almost 4 times t/u" area of a 35mm
frame. Sti the ability to hold sharp-

ness and contnist is phenomenal.

(For actual --ize of film frame, see K>x
.It Kneer right.)

Ilie eye.s of a Has.sclblad

.'\ Hasselbl.kl c.in ^ee with any one nt

22 lenses; all imilticoated (except for

two s(X'ci.il purpose lenses) in toc.il

lengths trom 30mm to SOlViun with

.ingiilar tields from 181") degrees to ^'

degrees.

There are lenses for sports,

aerial, architectural, and fashion

photography. Portrait, landscape,

medical, underwater and news pho-

tography. Wildlife, laboratory, indus-

trial and child photography.

.A lueish brochure on the 500 EL/.Vl

and other Hasselblad cameras is

atuilafcle free if you write: Braun \orth

.\menca. Dept NH 11 55 Cambridge

Parkuay. Cambridge, .VIA 02142—

a

liieision of The Cilktie Company ar\d

exclusii-e marketer of Hasselblad in the

CS

There is even the 105mm Zeiss

L'\'-Sonnar f4.3 which can photo-

graph the ultraviolet portion of the

electromagnetic spectrum with costly

quartz elements that can detect radi-

ations unseeable by the human eye.

There are also lenses that adjust

the aperture fully automatically as

the light changes.

Even if you are not yet into

these more exotic applications but

simply recording travel and everyday

happenings, it's nice to know that

your camera produces the very best

images m the medium tc-)rmat.

So, in effect, there is nothing

you can't sec with a Hasselblad. And
photograph. From what is invisible

to the naked eye to all that is visible

in the universe.

Is it any wonder then that

N.ASA came to Hasselblad for the

camera which was to photograph

space? .And that top professional and

serious amateur photographers still

rely on Hasselblad.

HASSELBLAD^

Tlu- Motor l>t,v. H,.-.>.IW.Kt W H M. .>..»!. m
S»i\iiti I>it MaiKl.ird lin> i- .1 mMlii...siii->l /.is*

PI.imr NOmm f/ 2 «T *



and capital investment of approxi-

mately $600 per acre is returned within

the first year of operation. One reason

is that although they must be regulated,

drip irrigation systems do not need to

be tended. Regulation is usually ac-

complished by automatic timing de-

vices. Providing the precise amount of

water required for plant growth elimi-

nates the wide fluctuations in soil mois-

ture that result when water is supplied

periodically by other irrigation ineth-

ods. Reductions in fluctuations be-

tween wet and dry extremes provide

for better soil aeration.

Drip irrigation guarantees maximum
use of the available water. Plants uti-

lize as much water from drip irrigation

systems as from other systems , but loss

of water by evaporation is minimized.

This results in greater efficiency in the

use of the applied water. Also, because

much of the soil surface is not mois-

tened, weed growth is reduced. This,

in turn, lowers labor and chemical

costs for weed control and makes unin-

terrupted orchard operations possible.

For row crops, spaces between the

rows can remain dry and provide solid

footing. Soil and crop management
and harvest operations can accordingly

be conducted at the same time the crop

is being irrigated.

In addition, drip irrigation can use

water of higher salinity than would be

acceptable with other irrigation

methods. In the drip method, accumu-

lated salts are pushed to the periphery

of the wetted soil by the advancing

front of water. Thus the roots are able

to take up water that is essentially of

the same level of salt as in the irrigation

water. In consequence, yields are usu-

ally increased and crops grow more
uniformly. This facilitates mechanical

harvesting. Furthermore, fertilizers

can be injected into the drip irrigation

water. This greatly reduces the labor

needed for ground applications and,

with fruit trees, may reduce the fertil-

izer requirement by as much as 50 per-

cent.

Overall, costs for irrigation may be

greatly reduced not only in labor for

operations but also in power and equip-

ment. The pressure required for a typi-

cal drip irrigation system is only five

to fifteen pounds per square inch

whereas that for a sprinkler irrigation

system is from forty to one hundred

pounds per square inch. Less power is

needed for pumping, and the lower

pressures reduce the cost of piping.

Finally, drip irrigation systems can

be adapted to uneven and marginal

land, such as hillsides, that cannot now
be cropped or irrigated by conventional

furrow or flood systems, thereby bring-

ing that acreage into production. No
land is wasted in building irrigation

ditches, there is no need to flatten land

for gravity flow, crops can be culti-

vated without undue soil erosion, and

many crops can be grown in succession

and in undisturbed beds. Drip irriga-

tion also reduces the environmental

problems of leaching that often result

in drainage water pollution.

Despite its many advantages, drip

irrigation does have its drawbacks. The
most serious is the plugging of the

water outlets, or emitters. This upsets

the distribution system and may result

in plant damage from either too much
or too little water. Water used for drip

irrigation systems, especially that

taken from ponds or lakes, must be free

of solid particles. The low velocity

flow and the small openings in the de-

livery lines and emitters require that

the water be carefully filtered at the

head. Elaborate filtration systems for

large field operations have been de-

signed. Similarly, attention must be

given to filtering water used for small

plots.

Other problems involve ants, which

may clog the tubes in a search for

water, and rodents, which may chew
the tubing. Sandy soils of good infiltra-

tion are best adapted to drip irrigation.

If the infiltration rate is less than one-

half inch per hour the soil may puddle

and the free water around the plant will

run or accumulate. Medium-textured

soils produce well with drip irrigation;

fine-textured or clay soils are a prob-

lem. Salt accumulations in saline areas

around the periphery of the wetted

areas and from excess drying between

waterings can also become a difficulty.

On balance, however, the advan-

tages of drip irrigation far outweigh its

disadvantages, and its future looks

bright. As the demand for, and the cost

of, food production and water grows

greater, this remarkable technology for

increased efficiency in water use will

expand. Almost all food-producing

areas of the world have deficiencies of

water at one time or another during the

growing season. The meteoric rise of

the blue revolution, which we have

witnessed during the past decade, is

therefore expected to continue.

Sylvan H. Wittwer is professor of hor-

ticulture and director of the Agricul-

tural Experiment Station at Michigan
State University.
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COMMAND
PERFORMANCE
Partial Listing of

Selections and Artists

Record One: Curtain Up
The Barber of Seville Overture, Metropolitan

Opera Orchestra, Erich Leinsdorf, Conductor;
Die Fledermaus Overture, Vienna State
Opera Orchestra, Oscar Danon, Conductor;

Don Giovanni Overture, Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor.

Record Two: World Famous Arias
Largo al factotum— T/ip Barber of Seville,

Robert Merrill; Mi chiamano Mimi—La
Boheme, Anna Moft'o; Che gelida manina—
La Boheme, Richard Tucker; Un bel di—Ma-
dama Butterfly, Leontyne Price; Celeste

Aida—Aida, Placido Domingo; Habanera—
Carmen, Leontyne Price; La donna e mo-
bile—fiigo/ef/o, Alfredo Kraus; Bell Song—
Lakme, Anna Moffo; Evening Star—
Tannhauser, Sherrill Milnes; Vissi d'arte—

Tosca. Leontyne Price; E lucevan le stelle—

Tosca, Jussi Bjoerling; Musetta's Waltz—La
Boheme; Mary Costa, Anna Moffo, Robert
Merrill.

Record Three: Best-Loved Duets
Love Duet, Act l—Madama Butterfly, Leon-

tyne Price & Richard Tucker; Barcarolle—

The Tales of Hoffmann, Montserrat Caballe

& Shirley Verrett; Love Duet, Act I—Tosca,
Zinka Milanov & Jussi Bjoerling; Final

Scene—Carmen, Leontyne Price & Franco
Corelli.

Record Four: Rousing Choruses
Anvil Chorus—// Trovatore, Robert Shaw
Chorale & Orchestra; Soldiers' Chorus—
Faust, Robert Shaw Chorale & Orchestra;

Pilgrims' Chorus— Tannhauser, Norman Lu-

boff Choir, New Symphony Orchestra of Lon-

don, Leopold Stokowski, Conductor; Bridal

Chorus—Lo/ien^rm, Robert Shaw Chorale &
Orchestra.

Record Five: Gala Performance
Toreador Song—Carmen, Robert Merrill;

patria mia—Aida, Leontyne Price; Drinking

Song—Lo Traviata, Mont.serrat Caballe &
Carlo Bergonzi; Quartet— Rigoletto, Anna
Moffo, Rosalind Elias, Alfredo Kraus & Rob-

ert Merrill; The Flower Song—Carmen,
Franco Corelli; Casta diva—Norma, Mont-
seiTat Caballe.

Record Six: Dances from the Opera
Dance of the Comedians— T/ie Bartered
Bride, National Symphony Orchestra, How-
ajd Mitchell, Conductor; Dance of the Ap-

prentices and Entrance of the Mastersingers—

Die Meistersinger, Chicago Symphony Or-

chestra, Fritz Reiner, Conductor; Gypsy
Dance—Carmen, Leontyne Price, Vienna

Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Kara-

jan. Conductor; Bacchanale—Sam.son et Da-

lila, Boston Pops Orchestra, Arthur Fiedler,

Conductor.

Record Seven: Pageantry and Splendor
Triumphal March—Aida, Boston Pops Or-

chestra, Arthur Fiedler, Conductor; Magic

Fire Music—Die Walkiire, Boston Symphony
Orchestra, Charles Munch, Conductor; Ride

of the Valkyries—Die Walkitre, Symphony of

the Air Orchestra & Women's Chorus, Leopold

Stokowski, Conductor; Prelude to Act HI-
Carmen, Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,

Herbert von Karajan, Conductor.



For a Command Performance of Opera's

most glorious music and glittering stars.

FREE for 7 days! >-
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Here thi'V .ire Tlu'

greatest tiinnients from

"Carmen." "I,a Hoheme," "The H;irl)er

of Seville," "Tosca," "Aida," and many
others. Overtures, duets, arias, cho-

ruses, all t he splendor and romance
of I he world's most glamorous pro-

duct ioi\s. The most beautiful opera

music and the greatest performances

ever recorded.

This is what Header's Digest brings

you in COMMAND I'KHFOUMANCK
...the largest collection of peak mo-
ments of o|H-ra ever presented. <)7 se-

lections in all. Imagine! Almost five

hours of supreme listening pleasure.

And we invite you to audition thesi-

su|M'rl) performances as our guest for

"davs.

COMMAND I'KKKOKM A NCK
brings you the greatest voices singing

the world's most enduring melo<lies.

You'll hear such musical gems as

Largo al factotum from "The Harber

of Seville" sung by Robert Merrill. A
heart-rending performance of Un bel

di from "Madama Butterfly" by

Leontyne Price. I'lacido Domingo in

a glorious Celeste Aula. Anrui Mollo's

memorable Mi chiamano Minii from

"La Hoheme!' Mont.serrat Caballe

and .Shirley Verrelt together in tlu'

Barcarolle from "The Tales of Molf-

mann!' And the immortal -lussi

Bjoerling's exalted tenor in K lucevan

le stelle from "Tosca!" (.See adjoining

column for a partial list of artists

and .selections.)

Whether you order the seven full-

spectrum stereo reiords, the four

double- letigth stereo Hirack tapes,

or stereo cas.seltes, COM M.AND
I'KUFOKMANCK is a remarkable
lisleinng cxiH-rience.
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1 n \ II : I s o u r ope ra );uest JV)r 7

days'— free trial. If. for any reason,

you aren't thrilled, return the collec-

tion within 7 days and be reimbursed

for return postage. See order form for

details and mail it todav.
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But copies are copies.

And while others are busily

copying the Rabbit's looks,

they're also busily complaining

about meeting the U.S. Gov-
, ,

, I

ernment's 1985 fuel-economy
AS you ve probably

jfandards
noticed, the Volkswagen Volkswagen meets those
Rabbits imitators ore multi-

^^^ standards today
plying like, well, rabbits.

| ^^^ ^hile the debate over

EVERYBODirS
punriNG
FOLLOWTHE LEADER.



passive -safery restraint systems

drags on, guess what:

You can buy a Rabbit "L" with

a system that meets the 1984

safety requirements today
In short, cars that try to look

like the Rabbit from afar don't

quite make it from aneor
But then, why should anyone

hove thought they would?
Quality always tells, in han-

dling. In performance. In the

paintwork. In the way things fit.

Car and Driver said that the

Rabbit "has a structure that feels

as substantial as o
Mosler safe."

So before you con
sider car that looks like

a Rabbit instead of a car thof is

a Rabbit, keep one last thought

in mind.

It's one thing for a plastic

surgeon to make Caliope
Brcfflestreet look like a movie
star.

But It's something else to

know that you have to snuggle

up every night with Caliope
Brattlestreet.

WUtSWAGEN
ITI I ^
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Hardlyyoureverydayliqueur.

Some things in life are too precious for everyrtlay. Ixjchan Qra is one. An imported golden liqueur

with a unique taste all its own, it's to be lingered over— sipped slowly, savored fully.

You'll be proud to share it— but not with just anybody.

Lochan Ora.Imported Liqueur.



This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Perceptive Bees, Birds, and Bacteria

Many creatures orient themselves within their environments

in ways we can hardly imagine

The famous words "blessed art thou

among women" were uttered by the

angel Gabriel as he announced to Mary
that she would conceive by the Holy

Spirit. In medieval and Renaissance

painting, Gabriel bears the wings of a

bird, often elaborately spread and

adorned. While visiting Florence last

year, I became fascinated by the

"comparative anatomy" of Gabriel's

wings as depicted by the great painters

of Italy. The faces of Mary and Gabriel

are so beautiful, their gestures often so

expressive. Yet the wings, as painted

by Fra Angclic<i or by Martini, seem
stiff and lifeless, despite the beauty of

their intricate feathering.

But then I saw Leonardo's version.

Gabriel's wings are so supple and

graceful that I scarcely cared to study

his face or note the impact he had upon

Mary. And then I recognized the

source of the difference. Leonardo,

who studied birds and understood the

aerodynamics of wings, had painted a

working machine on Gabriel's back.

His wings are both beautiful and effi-

cient. They have the right orientation

and camber, the correct arrangement of

feathers. Had he been jusi a bit lighter,

Gabriel might have flown without di-

vine guidance. In contrast, the other

Gabriels bear flimsy and awkward or-

naments that could never work. I was

reminded thai aesthetic and functional

beauty often go hand in hand (or rather

#

^
A m(if;nri<)l(ictic htutcriiiin (top) with its chdin i>( tins nutniwis (X 40.000)

arm in arm, since I write of wings).

In the standard examples of nature's

beauty—the cheetah running, the ga-

zelle escaping, the eagle soaring, the

tuna coursing, and even the snake slith-

ering or the inchworm inching—what

we perceive as graceful form also rep-

resents an excellent solution to a prob-

lem in physics. When we wish to illus-

trate the concept of adaptation in evo-

lutionary biology, we often try to show
thai organisms unconsciously "know"
physics—thai they have evolved re-

markably efficient machines for eating

and moving. When Mary asked Ga-

briel how she could possibly conceive,

"seeing I know ntil a man, " the angel

replied: "For with G»h1 nothing shall

be impossible." Many things are im-

possible for nature. But what nature

can do, she often does surpassingly

well.

Go<xI design is usually reflected by

correspondence between an organ-

ism's form and an engineer's blue-

print. In Scicmc lor March .M), 1479,

I encountered an even more striking

example of gcH>d design: an organism

that builds an exquisite machine within

its own bixly. The machine is a mag-

net; the organism, a "lowly " bac-

terium.

When Gabriel departed, Mary went

lo visit i;ii/aK'th. who had also con-

cei\cil \silh a bil of help from on high.

1 li/abcihs babe (the future John the

Bapiisi) "leaped in her womb" and

Mary pronounced the M(if;nificot. in-

cluding the line (later set so incompa-

rably b\ Bach) ci t\<iltiivit luimilis.

"and [he haih| evalied Ihem of low de-

gree." The liny bacteria, simplest in

structure among organisms, inhabit-

ants of the tirsi rung on traditional (and

fallacious) ladders of life, illustrate in

a few inictnns all the wi>nder and

25



SOLAR
Dual Time
Alarm

Chronograph

With 3-year rechargeable

battery, full 12-hour

precision stopwatch, 24-

hour alarm... all at an
affordable price!

Featuring:
• Famous Quartz Accuracy
• Dual Time Zone
• 3 Year Rechargeable Battery

• Electronic Calendar
• Full Chronograph With 1/10

Second Precision

^1- • Continuous Liquid Display

CA Q95 ' N'9'^t l-'S^' f°' Evening

"•^•T^ Viewing

Now, we have combined all the features ol our best selling

Dual Time Alarm Chronograph with an outstanding new fea-
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beauty that some organisms require

meters to express.

In 1975, University of New Hamp-
shire microbiologist Richard P. Blake-

more discovered "magnetotactic"

bacteria in sediments near Woods
Hole, Massachusetts. (Just as geotactic

organisms orient toward gravitational

fields and phototactic creatures toward

light, magnetotactic bacteria align

themselves and swim in preferred di-

rections within magnetic fields.)

Blakemore then spent a year at the Uni-

versity of Illinois with microbiologist

Ralph Wolfe and managed to isolate

and culture a pure strain of magneto-

tactic bacteria. Blakemore and Wolfe
then turned to an expert on the physics

of magnetism, Richard B. Frankel of

the National Magnet Laboratory at

M.I.T. (I thank Dr. Frankel for his pa-

tient and lucid explanation of their

work.)

Frankel and his colleagues found

that each bacterium builds within its

body a magnet made of twenty or so

opaque, roughly cubic particles, meas-

uring about 500 angstroms on a side

(an angstrom is one ten-millionth of a

millimeter). These particles are made
primarily of the magnetic material

Fe304 (ferric oxide), known as magne-
tite, or lodestone. Frankel then calcu-

lated the total magnetic moment per

bacterium and found that each con-

tained enough magnetite to orient itself

in the earth's magnetic field against the

disturbing influence of Brownian mo-
tion. (Particles small enough to be un-

affected by the gravitational fields that

stabilize us or the surface forces that

affect objects of intermediate size are

buffeted in a random manner by the

thermal energy of the medium in which
they lie suspended. The "play" of dust

particles in sunlight provides a stand-

ard illustration of Brownian motion.)

The magnetotactic bacteria have

built a remarkable machine, using vir-

tually the only form that could work as

a compass within their tiny bodies.

Frankel explains why the magnetite

must be arranged as particles and why
the particles must be about 500 ang-

stroms on a side. To work as an effi-

cient compass, magnetite must be

present as so-called single domain par-

ticles, that is, as bits with a single mag-
netic moment, containing opposite

north- and south-seeking ends. The
bacteria contain a chain of such par-

ticles, oriented with their magnetic

moments north pole to the next south

pole along the row—"like the ele-

phants head to tail in a circus finale,"

as Frankel states. In this way, the entire

chain of particles operates as a single

magnetic dipole with north- and south-

seeking ends.

If the particles were a bit smaller

(less than 400 angstroms on a side),

they would be "superparamagnetic"

—a big word indicating that thermal

energy at room temperature would
cause internal reorientation of the par-

ticle's magnetic moment. On the other

hand, if the particles were greater than

1,000 angstroms on a side, separate

magnetic domains pointing in different

directions would form within the par-

ticle. This "competition" would re-

duce or cancel the particle's overall

magnetic moment. Thus, Frankel con-

cludes, "the bacteria have solved an

interesting problem in physics by pro-

ducing particles of magnetite of just the

right size for a compass, of dimension

500 angstroms."

But evolutionary biology is preemi-

nently the science of "why," and we
must ask what such a small creature

could possibly do with a magnet.

Since a bacterium's cruising range is

probably a few inches for the few min-

utes of its existence, I have difficulty

believing that oriented motion in a

north or south direction can play any

role in its repertoire of adaptive traits.

But what preferred direction of motion

might make a difference? Frankel sug-

gests, quite plausibly in my view, that

an ability to move down might be cru-

cial for such a bacterium—for down is

the direction of sediments in aquatic

environments, and down might lead to

a region of preferred oxygen pressure.

In this instance, "them of low degree"

might wish to debase themselves even

further.

But how does a bacterium know
which way is down? With the smug
prejudices of our enormous selves, we
might think the question inane for its

obvious answer: all they have to do is

stop whatever they are doing and fall.

Not at all. We fall because gravity af-

fects us. Gravity—the standard ex-

ample of a "weak force" in physics

—

affects us only because we are large.

We live in a world of competing

forces, and the relative strength of

these forces depends primarily upon

the size of objects affected by them.

For familiar creatures of macroscopic

dimensions, the ratio of surface area to

volume is crucial. This ratio decreases

continually as an organism grows since

areas increase as length squared and

volumes as length cubed. Small crea-

tures, insects for example, live in a
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secure resting area.

Recently, my dad had a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity when it was
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world dominated by forces acting on
their surfaces. Some can walk on water

or hang upside down from a ceiling

because surface tension is so strong

and the gravitational force that might

pull them down so weak. Gravitation

works on volumes (or, to be more pre-

cise, masses that are proportional to

volumes in a constant gravitational

field). Gravitation rules us with our low

ratio of surface to volume. But it af-

fects an insect very little—and a bac-

terium not at all.

The world of a bacterium is so unlike

our own that we must abandon all our

certainties about the way things are and

start from scratch. Next time you see

Fantastic Voyage on the tube, take

your eyes off Raquel Welch and the

predacious white blood corpuscle long

enough to ponder how the miniaturized

adventurers would really fare as micro-

scopic objects within a human body
(they behave just like regular folks in

the film). They would, first of all, be

subject to shocks of the Brownian mo-
tion, thus making the film something

of a random blur. Also, as Isaac Asi-

mov pointed out to me , their ship could

not run on its propeller, since blood is

too viscous at such a scale. It should

have, he said, a flagellum—like a pro-

tozoan.

D'Arcy Thompson, premier student

of scaling since Galileo, urged us to set

aside our prejudices if we would under-

stand the world of a bacterium. In his

masterpiece. Growth and Form (pub-

lished in 1942 but still in print), he ends

his chapter "On Magnitude" in his in-

comparable prose:

Life has a range of magnitude narrow in-

deed compared to that with which physical

science deals; but it is wide enough to in-

clude three such discrepant conditions as

those in which a man, an insect and a ba-

cillus have their being and play their sev-

eral roles. Man is ruled by gravitation, and

rests on mother earth. A water-beetle finds

the surface of a pool a matter of life and

death, a perilous entanglement or an indis-

pensable support. In a third world, where

the bacillus lives, gravitation is forgotten,

and the viscosity of the liquid, the resist-

ance defined by Stokes's law, the molecu-

lar shocks of the Brownian movement,

doubtless also the electric charges of the

ionized medium, make up the physical en-

vironment and have their potent and imme-

diate influence upon the organism. The pre-

dominant factors are no longer those of our

scale; we have come to the edge of a world

of which we have no experience, and

where ail our preconceptions must be re-

cast.

So how does a bacterium know



which way is down? We use magnets

for horizontal orientation so exclu-

sively that we often forget (in fact, I

suspect many of us do not know) that

the earth's magnetic field also has a

vertical component, its strength

depending upon latitude. (We damp
out the vertical deflection in building

compasses because it doesn't interest

us. As large creatures ruled by gravita-

tion, we know which way is down.

Only at our scale could folly be person-

ified as not knowing "which way is

up.") A compass needle follows the

earth's lines of force. At the equator,

these lines are horizontal to the sur-

face. Toward the poles, they dip more

and more strongly iHto the earth. At the

magnetic pole itself, the needle points

straight down. At our latitude, the ver-

tical component is actually stronger

than the horizontal. A bacterium,

swimming north as a free compass nee-

dle, also swims down at Woods Hole.

This proposed function for a bacte-

rial compass is pure speculation at the

moment. But if these bacteria use their

magnets primarily to swim down
(rather than to find each other, or to do

Lord knows what, if anything, in their

unfamiliar world), then we can make
some testable predictions. Members of

the same species, living in natural pop-

ulations adapted to life at the equator,

will probably not make magnets, for

here a compass needle has no vertical

component. In the .Southern Hemi-

sphere, magnetotactic bacteria should

have reversed polarity and swim in the

direction of their south-seeking pole.

Magnetite has also been reported as

a component of several larger orga-

nisms, all of which perform remark-

able feats of horizontal orientation

—the conventional use of a compass

for familiar creatures of our scale. Chi-

tons, eight-plaicd relatives of clams

and snails, live primarily on rocks near

sea level in tropical regions. They
scrape food from the rocks with a long

file called a radula—and the tips of the

radular teeth arc made of magnetite.

Many chitons make substantial excur-

sions from a living site, but "home"
back to the precise spot thereafter. The

idea that they might use their magnetite

as an orienting compass suggests itself,

but the evidence so far oilers no sup-

port. It is not even clear that chitons

have enough magnelile to perceive the

earth's lield, apd Frankel (ells me that

their particles are mostly above the

single ilomain limit

Some bees have magnetite in their

alxlomcns. and we know that ihey are
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affected by the earth's magnetic field

(see article by J.L. Gould, no relation,

J.L. Kirschvink, and K.S. Defeyes in

Science, September 15, 1978). Bees
do their famous dance on the vertical

surface of their honeycomb by convert-

ing the orientation of their flight to food

in relation to the sun into an angle

danced with respect to gravity. But if

the comb is turned so that bees must
dance on a horizontal surface, where
they cannot express direction in gravi-

tational terms, they become dis-

oriented at first, but after several

weeks, align their dances to the mag-
netic compass. Moreover, a swarm of

bees, placed into an empty hive with-

out cues for orientation, build their

comb in the magnetic direction it

occupied in their parental hive. Pi-

geons, certainly no duffers at homing,
have a structure made of magnetite lo-

cated between the brain and skull. In

an article in Science (September 7,

1979), C. Walcott, along with J.L.

Gould and J.L. Kirschvink, reports

that this magnetite exists as single do-

mains and can therefore function as a

magnet.

The world is full of signals that we
don't perceive. Tiny creatures live in

a different world of unfamiliar forces.

Many animals of our scale greatly ex-

ceed our ranges in sensations familiar

to us. Bats avoid obstacles by bouncing

sound off them at frequencies that I

cannot hear, although some people

can. Many insects see into the ultravi-

olet and follow the "invisible" nectar

guides of flowers to sources of food for

them and pollen to be carried to the

next flower for fertilization (the plants

build these orienting color streaks for

their own advantages, not to conven-

ience the insects).

What an imperceptive lot we are.

Surrounded by so much, so fascinating

and so real, that we do not see (hear,

smell, touch, taste) in nature, yet so

gullible and so seduced by claims for

novel power that we mistake the tricks

of mediocre magicians for glimpses of

a psychic world beyond our ken. The
paranormal may be a fantasy; it is cer-

tainly a haven for charlatans. But
'

'parahuman
'

' powers of perception lie

all about us in birds, bees, and bacte-

ria. And we can use the instruments of

science to sense and understand what

we cannot directly perceive.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of science at

Harvard University.
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5 good reasons for joining the

Natural ScienceBookClub

1. Van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia

Edited by Douglas M. Comidine. Nearly 200 experts have contributed to

this thoroughly revised and greatly expanded fifth edition of the most

authoritative single-volume source of scientific knowledge ever assem-

bled. Enormous Q'-'j" x 12" volume contains 2.2 million words, 2382

pages, 2500 photographs, drawings and charts, and 500 tables. 7200

articles cover mathematics, from information sciences to physics and

chemistry, "...an amazing book... for both the general and scientific

reader."— TAt" Nezo York Times. Publisher's Price $67.50.

2. Library of Ancient Mysteries

Stunningly beautiful set consisting of three S'/i" x 1
1" volumes overflow-

ing with magnificent color photographs consists of Mysteries of the

Past—3 captivating investigation of such great riddles as who raised the

megaliths? what caused the sudden rise of modern man? what caused the

collapse of the Maya? and many more; The Mystery of the Pyramids—
a thoroughly fascinating overview of Egyptian civilization and the

historical, religious, cultural, and political reasons for its awesome
pyramids; and Peter Tompkins's Mysteries of the Mexican Pyra-

mids—an absorbing look at the Mesoamerican pyramids and the civiliza-

tions that built them. Publishers' Price $74.90.
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3. Astronomy Library

Here's a carefully selected set of five books that will provide you with a

basic, well-rounded astronomy library. First, a "must" for any astronomy

reader, the Illustrated Encyclopedia of Astronomy and Space.

Then, Jacqueline Mitton's invaluable introduction to the fundamentals.

Astronomy:An Introductionfor the AmateurAstronomer. Next, a

marvelously readable overview of the latest advances in the "new

astronomv." Walter Sullivan's Black Holes. Then, the Catalog of the

Universe, which features more than 300 photographs. Finally, a useful

guide that will show you how to locate and identify more than 4,000 stars

that arc visible to the naked eye. Star Atlas. Publishers' Price $61.75.
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4. Nature Library

This sumptuously illustraiod three-volume set consists of Palmer and

Fowler's Fieldbook of Natural History-i huge volume acclaimed as

the most authoritative and comprehensive field guide to plants, animals,

and minerals ever published; /I r/los o/Man—9" x 12" volume filled with

over 451) full-color photographs and maps which cover the culture,

climate, religion, and geography of more than 400 tribes and peoples; and

Fostiis of All Ages-'i" x 13" word-and-picture masterpiece revealing

ihe history of fossils, how they are formed, and the rules that dictate their

shape and symmetry. Publishers' price $79.95.

5. Archaeology' Library

World Prehistory in New Pers/wcJroe-three-volume set consisting of

Cirahame ("lark's enormous, global sur\ey of d//ancient civilizations from

the tirst paleolithic gatherings through the Stone and Iron Ages to the

Minoans, Aztecs, and Vikings; T.Cl.H. James's An Introduction to

Ancient Egypt-3 lavishly illustrated IcKik at the history, religion, and

culture of ancient Kgypt; and Ser\'ice and Bradbery's Megaliths and

Their Mysteries-3 detailed exploration of the astronomical, religious,

and symbolic significance of the neolithic structures of Europe, l^]bllsh-

crs' Price $62.90.

Select either Van Nostrand's Scientific

Encyclopedia or any one of the four out-

standing sets shown here for only $2.97

Values to $79.95!You simply agree to join for a trial period and

only 3 more books, at handsome discounts,

the next year.

.'\s a member, yciu'U be kept informed o\ the

most interesting, most important science b(H)ks

being published. You'll gel to chot)se from a

da//Ting array of books—from fascinating ac-

counts of the discovery of lost civilizations to

speculations on the origin of our universe, trom
sumptuous word-anti-picture books on the

world of nature to stimulating bt>oks on where

man came from and where he is going.

And you get these books at handsome savings.

In addititni to receiving up to S79.^>5 worth ol

books for less than three dollars when you join,

you keep on saving substantiallv—up to 30"o and
occasionally more. Your total savings as a trial

member, for example, can easily be over 50%

take

over

if you include yi>ur intrinJuctory offer. .And these

are real savings, because our books are always ot

equal quality to the publishers' editions, iicvcr

"economy" editions.

Moreover, vou will itinncJhUcly become eligi-

ble for our Bonus Book Plan, wi'th savings of at

least 70"o off the publishers' prices. Xn^S you can

choose your Bonus Book from j^vof the titles we
offer.

Why not start enjoying the many benefits of

Club membership? Join the Natural Science
Book C.Iub lodav.

It ihi- rci'K ijril lu^ hccn rcn«'vc\l.j>lf

I)cM. 4-RS]. Rlvcrtidc. N.J. 01070 i

jpplicain'n

< Natural .Science Bcmk Cluh,
iKnihcr,hip inli'rmatmn «nd jii
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More than 500 pieces of goldwork and over 100
objects of pottery, stone, and cloth—a generous

' sample of Colombia's brilliant pre-Hispanic

heritage—are featured in a special exhibition at

the American Museum of Natural History,

November 13, 1979, to March 18, 1980. Most of

these artifacts were selected from the collection of

the Museo del Oro in Bogota, which for the first

time has made them available for display in North
America. The exhibition illustrates the styles and
techniques characteristic of Colombia's various

goldworking areas, as well as the use of cast and
hammered gold to make votive figurines, funerary

masks, ear and nose ornaments, animal pendants,

elegant flasks, and utilitarian objects.

/

M..'^j|MH^«

Ifour of "Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of Colombia" is sponsored by Chemical Bank,

livith additional support from the National Endowment for the Humanities

fe and the National Endowment for the Arts.



Technology of Ancient

Colombian Gold
by Clemencia Plazas and Ana Maria Faichetti de Saenz

photographs by Lee Boltin

Pre-Hispanic Indians living in the

territory thai is now Colombia em-
ployed almost all the goldworking

techniques known to the New World.

A detailed knowledge of this elaborate

technology comes from the analysis of

existing artifacts, especially the 26,-

000 objects preserved in the Museo del

Oro of Bogota, Colombia. These

pieces are remarkably varied, reflect-

ing the different cultural origins and

traditions in the region, as well as the

geographical and climatic diversity.

The earliest archeological evidence

for Colombian mclalwork dates back

to the final centuries b . c . and is for the

southwest of the country—the Calima

and Tumaco areas, and an early stage

of Tierradentroand San Agustin metal-

lurgy. Perhaps the greatest continuity

of deveUipment in a single area oc-

curred in the middle Cauca River val-

ley. Starting about the lime of Christ

and continuing until the Spanish con-

quest in the early sixteenth century,

this area was a center of experi-

mentation with, and diffusion of, tech-

niques. The last stage of Colombian

metallurgy is represented mainly by

the gtildwork of the Tairona, Sinii,

Muisca, and Narifio areas, which were

prominent after the liflh century \. d

Cioldworking ffourished among
those Indian societies that had

achieved a certain level of cultural

complexity. They were sedentary com-
munities with an economy based

mainly on intensive agriculture, the

staple being mai/e. There was siKial

stratification, centralization of power,

and specialization of labor; goldsmiths

enjoyed particularly high status among
the specialist groups.

In some regions, there were towns

inhabited exclusively by goldworking

artisans, who made products for their

own group as well as for trade with

neighbiiring tribes. In the Sinii area,

for example, thousands of objects were

produced—mainly false-filigree ear-

rings—using a manufacturing technol-

ogy that included many well-defined

steps. The various steps could be ful-

filled by different individuals within

the group of specialists, and it is pos-

sible that the mechanical jobs were car-

ried out by apprentices. There were

also itinerant goldsmiths, such as those

of the Muisca town of Guatavita. who
went from place to place offering their

skills.

The need for raw materials pro-

moted the development and organi-

zation of mining. Since raw gold was

(»ne of the most imi^orlani items of

trade, ihe mining areas became centers

fri>m which trade routes railialed. Buri-

tica, the most imporlani mining center

of pre-Hispanic Colombia, was the

junction of numer»)us commercial

routes thai covered a large pari of C\)-

lombian territory anil extended into

Central America. Venezuela, and Ixua-

dor. Ditlerenl regions traded such

items as surplus IimkIs or manufactured

go«Kls to obtain the raw gold.

Mining ami goldworking were sepa-

rate occupations, each involving a

series of technical developments and a

definite sfjecialization of its own. In

many mining centers. Indians con-

cerned themselves entirely with the ex-

traction and trading of raw gold,

whereas in other regions goldsmiths

obtained their raw material through

trade. The manufacture of gold pieces

in the mining centers, when present,

was a .secondary activity, very dif-

ferent from the specialization and

large-scale prixluclion in the major

goldworking areas.

The gold deposits of Colombia are

found in the andesite formations of the

Cordilleras Occidental and Central and

in the numerous, alluvium-rich rivers

thai drain these mountain ranges. Buri-

lica. in the mountainous part of Anlio-

quia, was made up of a group of set-

tlements whose inhabitants worked

exclusively at mining. .Some of Ihe de-

ptisits there were privately owned, and

the chiefs enjoyed the privilege of em-
ploying their suhjeois in the mines as

a form of laxaiion ITiere is evidence

that in ntosi ol the imiv^rtant mining

centers, the placer, or alluvial, mines

were worked by slaves, who were usu-

ally prisoners of war from neighboring

tribes

1-or Ihc most part, prc-llispanic peo-

ples tibtained gold from placer mining,

h»>eing the riverbanks and riverbed

with slicks thai had lire hardened

points. The earth was sluiced lo pro-

duce a gold-bearing residue, which

was Iheii panned in flat wooden trays.

Times of drought were preferred for

Smu taguw parvlan*. Mumo dai Ore 37



Even the
most enlightened
consumercan

geteaten aliye in
the hi-fijungle.

There are probably

few places where
the phrase "caveat

emptor"— let the buyer

beware—is more applicable than in high fideUty.

The average consumer walks into a hi-fi store

only to be confronted by a morass of receivers,

turntables and tape decks, running the gamut
from the unaffordable to the unpronounceable.

And to make matters worse, the salesman seems

to speak some bizarre dialect about megahertz

and transient response.

At Sony, we sympathize with the plight of

the music lover caught in this rather distressing

situation. And to this end we offer some '

reassurance:

Since 1949, Sony has been at the very forefront

of high fideUty. (In fact, our name is derived from

the Latin word "sonus" for sound.)

And while the technology

has changed, one thing hasn't:

Since the beginning we've never

put our name on anything that

wasn't the best.

TheV4 receiver:You don't need an
engineering degree to understand

what makes it superior.

Put as clearly as possible, the V4
was designed for people who are as interested

in getting good value as they are good sound.

In terms of power, for example, the V4
offers ample wattage to fill almost any size living

room with clean, clear sound. (55 watts per

channel at 8 ohms from 20 to 20,000 hertz, with

less than 0.1% total harmonic distortion.)

It has absolutely no audible distortion.

It features the same kind

of "direct coupled" circuitry

used in the most expensive

professional broadcast ampli-

fiers to ensure rich bass.

It's completely encased

in metal to reduce interference.

It's capable of running

two sets of speakers without

straining, and has something

called a "phase-locked-loop IC

stereo multiplex stage"

guarantees

extraordinary

FM reception.

All of

which explains

why if you pay

a few dollars

less for one of

our competitor's

receivers it's prob-

ably because you're getting

less receiver.

n
LLIIIMIlgK^ O

The new Sony micro
components: small in everything

but perfi

the era of transistorized high ndetity.

ipany

(idetit

) 1979 Sony Industries, a division ofSony Corp. ofAmerica. 9 West 57th Street,



The X30 turntable:

Proof, once again, (hat Sony is the
real pioneer in high fidelity.

Today, virtually all of the world s most

expensive turntables feature "quartz lock." An
electronic circuit that works like a quartz watch to

ensure perfect turntable speed. ssl:.2O70spe.k«^: s™,, rem.i«.

Now Sony has improved on this o«-ofiiH-.«i,hi.nc«n.p.nicM«pro<iuc,

J r
.

our (mn spfuker cimcv cntss«*cr uniK

incredibly accurate system m the only way *^ ""> "»• "••*"""• ih'n.v'.rs

possible: by making it less

expensive. But to buy the X30
on its price alone would be

selling it short.

Like todays most

expensive turntables, the X30
features a direct-drive motor

that elinunales pulleys and
unreliable bells. But unlike

models built bv Pioneer and
Technics, our direct-drive motor

is bi)th brushless </«(/ slotless

which means it's more accurate.

Instead of using an inexpen

particle-board base like many ol

competitors, the X3()s base is

made of a Sonv patented"bulk ,

molding ci>mpound" that re-

duces acoustic leedback.

The Ian of the jungle:

Survival of (he smartest.

Obviously, we don't have enough

space here to tell you the whole Sony hi-fi story

Like the way our new micro components use

Sony developed "pulse power supplies" that reduce

distortion almost to the point of neing

unmeasurable.

Or the way our new SSU-2070
speaker svstem guarantees you'll hear

cserv part of the music with

disit)rtion reducing carbon fiber

speaker cones. And a computer-

designed speaker arrangement

that makes sure you hear the

music exactly as It uas recorded.

Lhe point of all this, however,

is that lor mer three decades Sony

has built superior audio equipment.

Lxtrat)rdinary pmduct.s whose
reputation tor qualitv, value and

reliabilitv is unsurpas.sed.

So even if \ou don't know
watts from ohms, at least vou'll be

able to survive in the hi-fi jungle by

knowing Sony
For more inlbrmation, or the name

>ur nearest Sonv dealer, write us at

P.O. Box C'N-()4l).'^(). Trenttm. N.J. 08650.

And we've even made the X3()'s platter mat S^3I^"YAUIDI^)
slightly concave so if your records are a bit warped.

v/eV^.- never put our name on an\ thmg
they won't sound that way dun wasn't the best.

w Vtifk, N > IU)IV S^iny u j rtgulcml iraJcmark ol Ihc Viny < (>r|H)nitKin





these activities. In 1513, chronicler

Vasco Nunez de Balboa wrote:

They wait until the rivers rise . . . and after

the floods have passed, and they become
dry again, the gold is exposed, having been

washed from the banks and carried from

the mountains in very large nuggets.

In the rainy season, they used nets

to procure gold from the rivers and

streams, as mentioned in this some-

what fanciful description by Martin

Fernandez de Enciso, 1518:

And when it rains they stretch nets across

the streams and when the water rises it

brings nuggets as big as eggs which are

caught in the nets.

The Indians also worked gold accu-

mulated in alluvial terraces by divert-

ing and canalizing the waters of

streams, causing them to flow over the

banks where the gold was washed and

separated from gravel.

Vein gold was worked in certain re-

gions. In the northwest of Antioquia

are the remains of shafts dug by the

Indians to work the quartz veins and

extract gold. They used stone tools to

dig very narrow shafts, about three feet

in diameter, sometimes at an angle of

thirty or forty degrees, until the quartz

was reached. Some mines reached a

depth of sixty to eighty feet, but no

chambers or underground galleries

seem to have been used. The working

of vein gold sometimes involved prep-

aration of the land around the mines.

Nunez de Balboa writes:

Another way Ihcy prcKurc gold is by wail-

ing until the vegetation on the hills is dry

and then selling fire lo it; aflerwards Ihcy

search for gold in the high pans and most

likely places, and they oblain great quanli-

lies of gold in very handsome nuggeis.

The ore was then ground in stone mor-

tars and panned for the gold.

There is evidence that in some min-

ing centers gold obtained from veins or

alluvial deposits was put through a

smelling priKcss lo separate ihe pure

metal for its easy transport. The Indi-

ans had the equipmcni needed lo do

this close to Ihc mines. In Buritica.

A mold with nil inner core was

needed lo cast this hollow Quimhaya
lime container. Lime, obtained from

crushed seashells. was chewed with

coca, a dniy used in mat^ical and
religious practices.

MuMod«Ain4nai Madnd

Goldworking Regions of Colombia

there were portable furnaces and cru-

cibles to smelt gold and "small Roman
balances and weights to weigh the

gold" (Piedro Cieza de Leon, 1664).

In the Museo del Oro there is a small

crucible from Tumaco, made of refrac-

tory clay. Such vessels were placed in

furnaces, made of fired refractory clay,

the upper part made to accommtxlate

charcoal and one or two crucibles. In

Colombia only one example is known:

a furnace from Manizales, measuring

28 centimeters ( 1 1 inches) in diameter.

The temperature required to mell the

metal was achieved with the aid of ce-

ramic blowpipes; Ihe interior of the

pipe narrowed toward one end to in-

crease the force of Ihc air as it left Ihe

lube. As a result of the smelling, a

small disk, or button, of variable diam-

eter ( 1 .28 cm average) was left in ihe

bottom oi the crucible. One face of the

disk (tejuelo) is usually sm(H>ih. while

the other shows rough impressions

from Ihe ceramic surface The varia-

tions in gold contcnl . form , and weight

of these small ingots suggest ihai there

was no strict control over this phase t)f

gold prcK'Cssing.

Alluvial and vein gold contain vary-

ing quantities of additional metals or

metalloids -such as osmium, iridium,

platinum, bismuth, arsenic. antinu)ny.

iron, lead, /inc. and silver which

nKKlify the behavior of the gold during

working. A suHicienl quantity of these

impurities creates what is known as bit-

ter gold, which, unlike sweet gold, is

almost impossible lo work. The pre-

Hispanic Indians probably refined im-

pure gold in the following manner: the

gold dust was heated to a dull red with

common salt and clay, and ihe chlorine

in the sail then combined with the im-

purities to form chlorides, which were

driven off as gases. In this way the

grains were covered with a layer of fine

gold, which became thicker as the pro-

cedure was continued and the tempera-

ture increa.sed. The process, known as

cementation, was used in the mint of

Santa Fe de Bogota from 1627 until

1838, supposedly following Ihc Indian

tradition. Gold rclincd in this way
could be easily haminered. emb<issed.

or cut.

The nature and quantity of the impu-

rities in gold depend on the geologic

formations from which the deposits

come. As a result of the uneven contrcil

Ihe pre-Columbian goldsmiths had

over the relining process, the source of

Ihc material used in a given piece can

be determined by painstaking compar-

ative metal .inalyses both of worked

pieces and of raw gold.

The goldsmiths w ho lived in Colom-

bian territory worked mostly in gold

anil copjx'r. and on a smaller scale, in

silver .ind platinum. I"he use of high-

grade gold, generally for hammered
pieces, w.is characteristic only in two

^m



Luis Fernando Bamga

For casting an object such as this

ear ornament, a model was made by

assembling prepared wax threads.

A funnel and channels were also

modeled in wax, to allow the molten

gold to flow freely during casting.

The model was then dipped repeatedly

in liquid clay, to thoroughly

cover all the fine structures.

The whole was then encased in firmer

clay. When dry, the mold was placed

on a fire to melt out the wax.

of the Colombian goldworking areas

—

Calima and Tolima. Alloys of gold and

copper predominate elsewhere. Some
hammered and cast pieces of almost

pure copper have also been found.

There are rich copper mines in the

Cordillera Oriental and in some re-

gions of the Cordillera Central, where

several indigenous groups worked raw

copper. In parts of South America, in

what is now Bolivia, Argentina, and

Chile, the Indians mined copper ores,

such as carbonates and sulfides, which

were then refined . The Indians of Co-

lombia may also have used copper ores

to obtain the metal, but neither archeo-

logical evidence nor metal analysis has

yet been produced to verify this.

A principal technical characteristic

of metalworking in Colombia, Pan-

ama, and Central America is the use of

turnbaga, a binary alloy of gold and

copper that may contain some minor

impurities. When gold is mixed with

copper in certain proportions (about 70
percent copper to 30 percent gold), the

melting point of the metals is reduced

Molten gold was poured into

the funnel opening to fill the

space left by the "lost" wax model.

some 250°C. Gold fuses at 1,063°C,

copper at 1,083°C, and turnbaga at

800°C. Considering the conditions

under which the pre-Columbian me-
talsmiths conducted smelting, this

reduction of temperature offered a

considerable advantage. In addition,

pieces cast in tumbaga reproduce deco-

rative details from the mold more
finely than those made in almost pure

copper or gold.

The quantity of gold and copper em-
ployed, the size of the pieces, and the

techniques used in a given region

depended on the availability of raw

materials in that area. Goldware from

the Calima and Tolima regions, natu-

rally rich in gold deposits, is usually

large, hammered, and of high-grade

gold. By contrast, most pieces from the

Muisca and Tairona areas, where gold

deposits are scarce, are either cast or

gilded tumbaga and are smaller in size

and weight.

Indian goldsmiths well appreciated

the qualities of ductility, malleability,

and durability of gold, as well as its

Finally, the mold was broken and
cleaned away. In finishing, the

funnel and conduits were removed.

glitter and fine appearance, and often

used it to gild the surface of tumbaga

pieces. Despite the frequency of gild-

ing, the colors of copper and the

various alloys were also appreciated

for their own decorative effect. In some
cases, tumbaga pieces were covered

with a final layer of silver; in Peru, they

were even painted.

As far as is known, the working of

silver occurred only in the Narino re-

gion of southern Colombia. Pieces

from this area show strong influences,

both in style and in metallurgical tech-

niques, from regions farther south in

present-day Ecuador and Peru. Silver

Cast filigree, distinctive of Sinii

work, was modeled with wax
threads, as detailed above. These

ear ornaments, adorned with stylized

birds, were made of gilded tumbaga,

a widely used gold-copper alloy.
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pieces are practically unknown else-

where in Colombia.

In the collection of the Museo del

Oro there are a dozen hammered nose

rings from the western part of the

country that are worked in alloys con-

taining varying amounts of platinum.

As a result of their gold and copper

content, these objects could be heated

until they were soft without having to

be raised to the high temperature

(1,780°C) needed to melt platinum.

The pieces retain the pale color, greater

weight, and hardness of platinum.

Traditionally, hammering has been

considered the first developed and most

primitive technique for making gold

objects. This may be true in a narrow

sense—when different stages of the de-

velopment of metallurgical techniques

over the centuries are analyzed—but

not all hammered pieces are neces-

sarily older than cast objects. New
finds are being made of pieces manu-
factured by seemingly simple tech-

niques, such as hammering, associated

with objects made by techniques clas-

sified as complex, such as casting. In

some goldworking areas, both tech-

niques were used in manufacturing a

single piece.

The use of hammering was related

to local traditions and external cultural

influences, as well as to the existence

of gold deposits in given regions. Its

use was most frequent in the south,

west, and center of the country, re-

gions very rich in gold deposits and in

contact with Peruvian and Ecuadorian

groups who were masters of this tech-

nique.

Hammering actually requires more
manual skill and greater knowledge of

the behavior of the metal throughout

the working process than casting does.

This can be seen in the large repousse

breastplates from the Calima area and

in the thin, broad gold sheets thai were

employed as funerary vestments by Ihe

Indians of Ihe .Sinu. To achieve this

size and fineness, Ihe goldsmiths

worked gold ingots, placed on cylin-

drical stone anvils, with small, oval

hammers made from meteoric iron.

Cast in \^old hy the lost- wax method,

this Muisca Indian pectoral is Tu
inches hiah. There were social

distinctions concernini; the ipuintity

and quality of f^old ornaments
members of a firoup

were permitted to wear.

MuwoWOra

The two flat faces of the hammer en-

abled them to thin the gold sheets

against the flat face of the anvil, while

the hammer's convex sides could be

used to form curved surfaces.

After a number of blows, a gold

sheet becomes brittle and subject to

cracking. It must be reheated until it

glows red; then cooled by quenching

in water. This process, known as an-

nealing, or tempering, allows hammer-
ing to continue until the desired size

and thickness are achieved. The
process, described in a sixteenth-cen-

tury document in the Archivo General

de Indias, Seville, must be carefully

regulated, as the Indians understood:

And in this way, placing it [a bracelet] in

the fire, taking it out and putting it in water

and hammering it on an anvil with the

stones described they worked until they

had increased its size many times.

Once a sheet of uniform thickness

was obtained through hammering and

tempering, a general outline of the in-

tended decoration was traced on its sur-

face, and the metal was then pressed

from behind to raise the marked de-

sign. This work was carried out with

metal, stone, or bone tools—chisels,

tracers, burnishers, and punches

—

with the gold sheet placed on a soft

surface, such as thick leather or a bag

of fine sand. Afterward, the piece was
worked from the front face with a chas-

ing tool to deepen further the depressed

areas and emphasize the raised design.

Work continued in this way on the al-

ternate faces of the object, but when-

ever a piece became brittle the gold-

smith had to temper it before proceed-

ing, to avoid any break.

In order to make hollow objects of

some volume and complexity of form

in sheet gold, the Indian goldsmiths de-

veloped several joining techniques.

The simplest was to unite the separate

parts with gold nails or to hammer a

bifolded "seam" to join two gold

sheets. In this way the goldsmiths

sometimes used gold sheet to cover

nt)nmelallic objects. In the Calima area

there arc gold pieces in the form of

seashells. Iluies, trumix'is, and cere-

monial stalls, which al one lime proba-

bly covered actual shells or wjHxien

cores now decomposed.

In a more complex process, known
as fusion welding, small gold balls,

wires, or sheets were joined to one

another, to make or decorate objects of

great delicacy. 'ITiis melhixl. kni>wn to

Etruscan and (ireek goldsmiths as

granulation, was also u.sed in ihc

Americas, especially in the south of

Colombia and the northeast of Ecua-

dor. A join of this kind could unite two

metal pieces of varying gold content.

If the parts to be joined were both of

high-grade gold {18 to 24 carats), a

drop of copper acetate, obtained by
dissolving copper in vinegar, and some
drops of organic glue were placed

where the parts touched. The compo-
nent sections were then heated with a

slow flame in a reduced atmosphere;

the goldsmiths blew on the fire through

canes to create the oxygen-free atmos-

phere ideal for this operation. During

this highly sophisticated procedure,

the small amounts of glue burned off

and the added drops of copper acetate

formed an alloy with the gold, causing

a molecular interchange and fusion at

the points of contact. No addition of

copper acetate was necessary when
tumbaga sections were being joined.

Fusion welding is an extremely deli-

cate operation and needs high tempera-

tures, controlled to about 25°C lower

than the melting point of the metal . The
slightest error can destroy a piece, but

the join obtained is strong and almost

imperceptible to the naked eye.

Another technique known in the

New World was lost-wax casting, pos-

sibly developed first in Colombia or

Central America, judging by the pre-

dominance of cast objects in these re-

gions and the variety of mtxlifications

of the technique that occur there. Al-

though metal castings are encountered

in all the goldworking regions of Co-

lombia, this technique was most prom-

inent in the center and north of the

country (the Quimbaya, Sinii, Tairona,

and Muisca regions).

Lost-wax casting is a standard tech-

nique, which, once learned, can be

readily repeated The goldsmith needs

lo ctimprchend the behavior of the

metals and alloys on fusion, but the

process itself does not involve Ihe man-

ual skill that is indispensable when
working directly with gold.

ITie success of a casting depended

on a number of factors: the homoge-

neity of Ihe allo\ used; ihe design of

the wax miKlel. to allow a rapid and

total flow of Ihe liquid mcial; and the

speed with which the operation was

carried out, t«> avoid ciH>ling of Ihc

melal before all the spaces were filled.

Many of the surviving pieces show for-

mal features Ihal. apart from being dec-

orative, aided ihe flow of Ihc molten

metal during casiing^for example,

Ihe limbs of ihe Muisca figurines Hie

exterior mold was made of a porous



material that permitted air and gases to

escape during the casting process. For

this reason, in the making of relatively

small objects, such as those cast in pre-

Hispanic Colombia, it was not neces-

sary to add wax tubes for the gases to

escape.

When the cast pieces were contain-

ers or hollow objects open at the back,

such as the anthropomorphic Tairona

pendants, they were made by the lost-

wax method with an independent inner

core. The core, made of a mixture of

clay and charcoal, was modeled in the

shape of the desired object and then

entirely covered with a layer of bees-

wax. This layer of wax was pierced by

bamboo or wooden pegs, penetrating

about one centimeter into the clay core

to hold it in place during casting. The
whole was then covered by an outer

clay mold. When the hot wax was re-

moved, the supports held the core in

position and prevented it from ob-

structing the flow of molten metal.

The size and number of pegs varied,

apparently depending on the skill and

foresight of the goldsmith: some pieces

were cast with three, others with thirty-

six. Once a casting was finished, the

outer mold was broken and the sup-

ports removed. The circular holes left

by the pegs were repaired with a thick

metal wire placed like a nail in the ori-

fices. The line created by such a repair

joint was disguised by subsequent pol-

ishing. Finally, if it was called for, the

interior core was removed, presumably

by scraping.

All hollow containers of this kind

come from the Quimbaya area, where

the goldsmiths undoubtedly reached

the highest level of technical ability in

metalworking. One example of this re-

finement is a Quimbaya pin that was
cast in several stages, each casting in-

volving a different alloy in order to

vary the chromatic effect. The result is

an articulated pin of different colors.

For the manufacture of identical

pieces, stone matrices were carved

from soft slate to obtain a design in

high relief. Most of the stones that have

been found are in the form of a paral-

lelogram and have several motifs on

each face. If one of the designs became
worn, that particular face was re-

carved. The matrix was used for im-

pressing the required form into soft

clay. When the clay was dry, the mold
was filled with wax, and the stone ma-
trix pressed into it once more. The re-

sult was a wax model printed on both

faces, in positive and negative impres-

sion. When produced in series, such

models could be used for lost-wax cast-

ing a number of identical objects.

The wax models were used in the

manufacture of necklace beads and vo-

tive figurines called tunjos and were at

times joined to wax sheets to form, in

conjunction with other elements,

larger pieces such as breastplates and

ear pendants. Only the Muisca Indians

appear to have used the stone matrix

technique.

The surface treatment of gold pieces

varied from region to region and often

depended on their intended use. Votive

offerings—in particular, the Muisca

tunjos—show no after treatment at all.

On the other hand, personal orna-

ments, containers, and utensils, which

were intended to last a long time, were

burnished, polished, and often gilded.

The cast filigree Sinii ear pieces are an

exception; although they were often

gilded, they were never polished.

For centuries, the pre-Columbian

goldsmiths gilded their work for

various purposes, including protection

of tumbaga pieces against rapid copper

oxidation. The conquistadors mistak-

enly thought the Indians' sole purpose

in changing the surface color was to

deceive them by simulating objects of

pure gold. They complained that

pieces they received as tribute pay-

ment, or even as a result of pillaging,

had the appearance of pure gold but

were in reality made of copper alloys,

that is, tumbaga, much less valued by
the Spaniards.

Through much experimentation, In-

dian goldsmiths achieved different

gilding techniques, which were altered

according to the alloy to be gilded.

They were also able to vary the local

effects of gilding on the surface of a

single piece to achieve a decorative

pattern.

In pre-Columbian America the best

known of several gilding methods was

the mise-en-couleur technique. When
heated, a gold-copper alloy oxidizes to

form a layer of copper oxide, which

can be removed by an acid solution.

This leaves a surface layer of gold,

which can then be made thicker by

repeating the process. In Ecuador and

Colombia, plants of the Oxalidaceae

family were used to make the acid solu-

tion, which, if applied immediately

after heating a piece, accelerated the

oxidation of the copper. In a document

in the Archivo General de Indias, the

Indians are described as working a

tumbaga piece

until it was finished . . . and then the herb

they brought to give it color was crushed

on a stone and once crushed in this way
they placed it in a small pot which they

brought in and added water and ground

white salt and stirred all together [then they

polished, heated and quenched it in the so-

lution several times] . . . and in this way
it attained the colour and finish it should

have.

If the object to be gilded was made
of an alloy containing at least 30 per-

cent gold, this method produced good
results. But if the object contained less

than 30 percent gold, another gilding

method, "superficial parting," was re-

quired to obtain a thick layer of surface

gold. This process, like mise-encou-

leur, depends on the elimination of

base metals, leaving an exposed layer

of pure gold. This is achieved, how-
ever, by using a corrosive agent of

mineral origin, such as iron sulfide, in-

stead of the organic acid made from
oxalis plants.

Contrary to common assumption,

such gilding methods had little to do

with saving amounts of gold, since the

processes just described actually left a

considerable amount of gold hidden

within the alloy.

Some gilded objects were decorated

with varying surface textures. Once the

piece was gilded, corrosive agents

were applied to give it a matte appear-

ance. Afterward the goldsmith bur-

nished restricted surface areas to create

a decorative pattern. When a homo-
geneous and shining surface was de-

sired, objects, including those that had

been gilded, were polished by rubbing

them with water and an abrasive such

as fine sand. Metal, horn, bone, or

stone tools were used to burnish ham-

mered or cast pieces; steady pressure

was applied to smooth the surface and

to create a compact outer layer, which

also acted as a protective covering.

The Indians took special care in the

finishing of pieces that were used for

personal adornment. Gold was treas-

ured by the most eminent individuals

of a tribal society, and there were clear

social distinctions concerning the

quantity and quality of gold ornaments

various members of a group were per-

mitted to own. It would be a mistake

to think that the "material value" of

gold was introduced entirely by the Eu-

ropeans. But to this must be added a

religious value. Gold was given to the

gods in the form of votive offerings;

it was buried with the dead; and many
gold objects served as special symbols

in the various rites and ceremonies of

the Indian peoples. D
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Legacy of the Stingless Bee
Did an insect affect goldworking

techniques in the New World?

by Junius Bird

AMNH loanM by Frank S Hvmann

The plundering Spaniards and sub-

sequent treasure hunters melted down
an immense fortune in pre-Columbian

gold artifacts, leaving practically no

description of what they destroyed.

The objects that survived, however, re-

veal the skill attained by the New
World craftsmen. Sophisticated metal-

lurgical techniques were mastered

throughout a large area comprising

central and southern Mexico, Central

America, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,

northern Chile, western Bolivia, and

northwestern Argentina. But archeolo-

gisCs who have studied the historical

and regional variations in style and

manufacture have noted a curious fact:

the scarcity among Peruvian finds of

the delicate cast objects characteristic

elsewhere, mainly in Colombia, Cen-

tral America, and Mexico. Perhaps an

ecological explanation can be ofTercd

for this contrast in cultural develop-

ment.

In Peru, gold and gold-alloy objects

were largely executed by hammering,
annealing, chasing, soldering, and re-

lated procedures. This technology was
the product of a long tradition of gold-

working. In fact, the earliest evidence

we have of na'talworking in the New
World with tools made specihcally for

Detail of a C'hiniu liver i(<>hlel:

Indians of Peru, who excelled in

hammered i;old\M)rk. formed the tup

from a flat disk It was then jdled

with pitch or resin, for support,

while the rept)usse desif^n was worked.

that purpose is from Peru. Archeolo-

gist Joel Grossman, while excavating

in the highlands near Andahuaylas,

discovered a cache of two rough stone

bowls containing three carefully made
stone hammers and what appears to be

an anvil stone, associated with tiny bits

of thin sheet gold. This find has a radio-

carbon age of approximately 3,440

years.

By about the same time, people liv-

ing around Lake Superior in North

America were extracting nuggets and

large chunks of copper that could be

found in the loose gravels or embedded
in rock formations and were making
them into useful items by cold ham-

mering. This relative abundance of raw

copf)cr gave ri.se to a considerable traf-

fic in the material and cultural adapta-

tion to its use. A great many pit mines

were dug in (he metal-producing out

crops, using cobblestone hammers and

fire to fracture and break up the rock.

Some production of such copper per-

sisted until the cighleenlh century. In

all this long period, however, no one

discovered how to moll and cast the

metal or how to smell Ihc ores. Al-

though some items were made so skill-

fully as to appear cast, metallurgical

studies have ruled Ihal out.

In addition to cop[x.'r. meteoric iron

was probably found and used by early

pctiples, without the benefit of a spe-

cialized metal working technology.

ITie early nomadic hunters of ihe New
World could also have found gold nug-

gets as Ihey searched along stream

channels, beaches, and other places for

the stones from which ihey fashioned

iheir tools and weapons .\\ lirsl. such

nuggets may have been regarded as a

r/ii.v .^'A-inch-hifih silver figure was

cast in an eleven-piece mold. It holds

five ears of corn and is adorned

with corn leaves. s;<nirds. and fruits.

Perhaps Uukiny wax. the Peruvian

iiriisi did not exploit the more

suitaliti' win model process



Before the importation of European
honeybees, pre-Columbian Indians

obtained wax from stingless bees of

the family Meliponidae. Here, bees

in the foothills of Parana, Brazil,

add wax to the rim of the nest opening.

novel type of stone, of little or no prac-

tical value. Or they may have been

made into simple ornaments. But in

South America, the metallurgical

properties of gold were eventually dis-

covered, possibly independent of Old
World influence.

Gold occurs in a pure or nearly pure

state, soft and malleable and highly re-

sistant to the chemicals found in natu-

ral environments. Easily shaped by
hammering, it also has a melting point,

:•! iblly below copper's, that can be
achieved with charcoal, a commonly
available fuel. Once the technique was
discovered, the melting of the metal in

a crucible made possible the utilization

of small scraps and particles. Melting,

in turn, led to the art of casting.

Casting, as it developed in the New
World, was far more than the pouring

of molten metal into an open hollow,

or form. In Mexico, Central America,

and Colombia, intricate and delicate

casting was done with wax models.

(This process is commonly called lost-

wax casting, but this is an uninforma-

tive term for the creation, in gold or

some other metal, of a replica of a wax
original.) If the object was to be hol-

low, a core was prepared over which
the wax was applied. Otherwise, the

artist worked only with wax, building

up or assembling fine strips or extruded

threads of wax and shaping them into

delicate patterns, forms, or figures.

Wax was also added so that the mold
would have a pour hole and, if needed,

vents. The model was then encased in

ceramic clay mixed with crushed char-

coal, to make a mold, which was dried

and fired to melt out the wax and
prepare it for the metal.

Once the casting was completed, the

mold had to be broken to free the fin-

ished piece. Great quantities of frag-

ments of such molds must exist where
they were discarded by the pre-Colum-

bian goldsmiths, but they have been

overlooked or ignored. The pieces of

such molds preserved in museums and

private collections are so few that all

of them could be held in one hand.

In Peru, objects fashioned by the

wax-model process were extremely

rare and not part of the normal produc-

tion. Perhaps there was no ready sup-

ply of the needed wax, the only source

of which was the numerous native spe-

cies of stingless, honey-producing

bees. Members of the family Meliponi-

dae, which is widely distributed in the

tropics and some subtropical regions of

both the Old and New Worlds, these

bees are distinct from the stinger-

equipped honeybees imported by the

Europeans. Meliponidae bees are

found in Mexico at least as far as 22°

north latitude, in Central America, and

in much of South America as far south

as northern Argentina. They are ab-

sent, however, from the highlands and

west coast valleys of Peru—the regions



of goldworking—as well as from
Chile, farther south.

Colombia, in contrast, had an abun-

dance of bees and plenty of the wax.

This wax is still sold in the markets,

although it is now often mixed with

wax from wild colonies of European

bees. Dark, almost black, it contains

dirt and trash from the nest, as well as

dead bees, and is much in need of

cleaning and straining.

The use of this wax in Mexico, prob-

ably by Mixtec Indians, was recorded

in detail by a sixteenth-century histo-

rian. Fray Bernardino de Sahagun. His

text, as translated from Aztec, states

that the goldsmiths ' "esfjecially esteem

beeswax," that "it was mixed with

white copal (a resin) so that it would

[become firm) and harden well. Then

it was purified, it was strained |to re-

move) its foreign matter, its dirt, the

impure beeswax." Among the Maya,

the Mixtec, and other Mexican groups,

some Meliponidae species were do-

mesticated and kept in various types of

hives. Such was not the case among
any of the people with whom the Peru-

vians had contact.

The Peruvians may have obtained

beeswax by barter from the north or

from the western Amazonian forests

We know that the Incas demanded
some beeswax as tribute from a group

of Amazonian Indians and that when
the Spaniards told these Indians to step

up production (so that the churches

might have candles), they protested

that this was impossible.

In Peru we do find skillful, complex

castings in copper—ceremonial stall

heads and ornaments, IchjIs, and other

items—made in one-piece molds

These objects were (irsi formed in

some substance that could be melted or

burned out of the molds, but we do not

know what il was. The copper products

do not have the detail and delicacy that

can be achieved with beeswax. Some
plant waxes, resins, and gums ma>
have the necessary properties and, if

available, could have been an impor-

tant component of the modeling mate-

rial used in Peru. Some metal casters

in Africa today use the milky sap of a

tree, which hardens like chewing gum
The alternative types of molds were

open molds and mollis maiie of two or

more pieces .Such mollis were useil Inr

many centuries by Peruvian pollers anil

were also used for casting copper tools

anil weapons. The object to be cast

could first be formed of any sub

stance —clay, wood, soft stone—since

the original model coiilil he remo\eil

without the necessity of melting or

burning it off. If a sectional mold was

b)eing made, it would then be reassem-

bled to receive the molten metal. After

casting was complete, the mold was

again removed in sections. If undam-

aged (probably far less often the case

for metal casting than for ceramic cast-

ing), the mold could even be reused.

The most complex multipiece mold
from Peru that I know of was used to

cast a small, silver figure of a dancer

or ceremonial participant. The mold

was in eleven parts, as indicated by the

tracings of the junctures that show up

in the finished casting and mar its ap-

f)earance. Had the makers been accus-

tomed to creating their models of bees-

wax, they would never have attempted

this more complicated, time-consum-

ing work.

Although the Peruvians achieved

considerable artistry by hammering
and related techniques, I believe they

were disadvantaged by a scarcity of the

beeswax that was available in other

goldworking areas. If so, we have here

one more instance of the involved

interrelationship of insects and hu-

mans—this time in the realm of art.D
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At the Museum

Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage

of Colombia, the stunning new exhibi-

tion at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History, emerges from the dedi-

cated and skillful work of thousands,

beginning with the Indian artisans of

prehistoric Colombia and continuing

with warriors, traders, priests; grave

robbers and archeologists; collectors

and bankers; museum curators and de-

signers, restorers and preparators,

painters and electricians, and many
more, including the uniformed guard

who each morning, starting November
13 will unlock the glass doors of Gal-

lery 3.

But the current presentation of this

golden legacy is greatly influenced by

the vision of one person—Ralph Ap-
pelbaum, the overall designer of the

show.

Standing in front of a scale mtxiel,

complete with tiny, cutout people, Ap-

pclbaum explained that the exhibition

space is divided into several areas. The
first illustrates "death and the after-

life" with ceremonial and burial arti-

facts, and it is followed by areas for the

major gt)ldworking regions of Colom-

bia. The final section, housed in a sepa-

rate rtKim, deals with the technology of

goldworking.

"The exhibition will be spacious

and airy," Appelbaum said. "It's de-

signed with many ditlercnt needs in

mind, has several large areas for teach-

ing, and seats where people can rest.

"'I"he people I want to communicate

This Qtiimhaya lime container was

cast in iiitnhoi'a. a i'old-copper

allow Another lime container

in the shape of a human ftfiure

(see paye 3S) depicts how this

object may have been worn

by pre-Columbian Indians.

with are those who usually don't go to

museums—who were lured in to "see

the gold
.

' I want them to have a terrific

exf>erience, not a didactic one that

makes them feel how little they know.

I love the idea of a modern family con-

fronting the rich world of pre-Colum-

bian life. We're not just showing gold;

we have a chance to give museum visi-

tors a window to the past, a peek at how
earlier peoples interacted with the de-

mands of their daily life.

"But most importantly, I want to

communicate the humanity of the arti-

facts—to give a sense of how you re-

late as a human being, to these ancient

peoples. The hall will be full of those

invisible people who populate any arti-

fact exhibit. I want you to jeel those

ghosts. To see them and know them.

That's what's important."

Robert Goelel first proposed the idea

of "Gold of El Dorado" four years

ago, shortly after he was elected presi-

dent of the American Museum of Natu-

ral History. His extensive business and

personal contacts in Colombia had

taken him there many times, and he

had been impressed by the collection

assembled by the Banco de la Repuh-

lica in Bogota. At his suggestion, the

American Museum's siatl began nego-

tiating the loan of select pieces in the

collection to tour the United .States.

The extended negotiations involved

several bank directors and curators be-

fore coming to fruition last year, when
the Colombians decided to lend objects

from the collection, then on a Huro-

pcan tour, to the United .States for a

pcritxl of two years, under the aegis »if

the American Museum.
Thomas D Nicholson, the director

of the Museum, began arranging the

terms o( the loan, applying for grants,

and securing imlemnilication from the

United States government

Perhaps the greatest credit for this

outstanding c«>lleclion and exhibition

should go to the past oHicials of the

Banco de la Repiiblica in Bogota. Co-

lombia. Some thirty years ago, the

great gold objects found by guaqueros

("professional tomb robbers") were

being smuggled out of the country and

sold on the international market. Con-
cerned about this seemingly unstoppa-

ble loss, bank officials decided to offer

top prices for gold objects, with no
questions asked.

By 1963 the bank had stemmed the

outflow of gold artifacts and had col-

lected more than 10,000 pieces, from

nose rings (which they bought by

weight) to beaten and worked funerary

masks. To display the gold, the bank

created the Museo del Oro, and tcxlay

more than 26,000 pieces are housed

there. Alec Bright, curator of the

Museo collection, freely acknowl-

edges the Museos dependence on the

i^uaqueros. "They are of great imptir-

tance to the history of the "gold mu-
,seum.' " he wrote, "because almost

all its pieces have been obtained from

them."

But for some scholars, the bank's

noble eflorts have caused problems. As
Craig Morris, the American Museum's
assistant curator i>f anthropology

responsible for South American ar-

cheology, explained. "While the

banks heroic collecting efforts have

succeeiled in keeping the gold to-

gether. it cannot replace the infor-

mation lost in the unprofessional exca-

vations. The unft>rtunate fact that the

stuff is gold and not p<ittery or flint has

meant that we have almost no archco-

logical information about it."

"(iold of 11 norad.>: The Heritage

of Colombia " \mII be on exhibit at the

Museum from No\ember I.V l'*7'J.

until March IS, I^JSO It is the largest

and most comprehensive collection of

Colombian archeological artifacts ever

displayed outside of Latin America and

includes more than .'>(K) gold items and

more than l(K)pieces of pottery, stone,

.iiul cloth While drawn primarily fr«im
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the Museo del Oro, the exhibition also

features special items from museums
and private collections in Europe and
the United States.

After its New York showing, the ex-

hibition will travel to the Field Mu-
seum of Natural History in Chicago,

the California Academy of Sciences in

San Francisco, and the New Orleans

Museum of Art. The national tour of

"Gold of El Dorado: The Heritage of

Colombia" is sponsored by Chemical
Bank, with additional support from the

National Endowment for the Humani-
ties and the National Endowment for

the Arts.

The "Gold of El Dorado" exhibi-

tion will be free to the public, after the

Museum's discretionary admission

charge has been paid. Museum mem-
bers, who are admitted free to the Mu-
seum, will be able to obtain priority

tickets. In addition, the Museum plans

to have special viewings for Partici-

pating and Donor Members.
The Department of Education will

oft'er a special two-lecture series on
Gold of South America. On De-
cember 6, at 7:30 p. M. in the Audito-

rium, Alec Bright will present a slide-

illustrated discussion on the uses of

gold for adornment and ceremony. On
December 1 1 , Craig Morris will com-
pare the gold of Peru and Colombia and

discuss the evolution of gold technol-

ogy in both areas. Those who attend

the series can also see a private viewing

of the exhibition from 6:00 to 9:00

P.M. on December 1 . Tickets are $20
for the series; a brochure with a ticket

order form can be obtained by calling

(212)873-7507.

To complement "Gold of El

Dorado," the Museum will open a

small exhibition, entitled It's Gold, in

the Roosevelt Rotunda on November
15. "It's Gold" will explain where
gold comes from, how it becomes con-

centrated in veins, how it is mined, and
how we use it. Gold worth millions of

dollars will be on display in the form
of nuggets, crystals, "good delivery"

bars worth $80,000 each, coins, jew-

elry, and industrial objects.

Discovery Tours
Seven scientists and scholars from

the Museum and Great Britain will lead

Museum members and friends on a

cruise through the British Isles aboard

the m.t.s. Orpheus in July 1980.

Thomas D. Nicholson, director of the

American Museum and astronomer,

will be host.

Participants will visit such archeo-

logical sites as Stone Age dwellings,

Roman forts, and medieval castles,

and will also observe land and shore

birds and flowers.

The motor ship will cruise through

the narrow channels of the Hebrides,

around the Orkney and Shetland is-

lands, and into the bays of western Ire-

land.

During 1980, the Museum will oft'er

the following cruises and land tours:

Archeology Tour to Mexico. January
14 to February 3.

Archeology Tour to Maya Mesoa-
merica. February 16 to March 9.

Nile Cruises. February 17 to March 8,

and October 19 to November 1 1

.

Voyage to the Classical Lands (East-

ern Mediterranean and Red Sea).

February 20 to March 6.

Anthropology Tour to Morocco.
March 29 to April 13.

The Galapagos Islands Cruise. April

11 to 23.

Inside Central Asia and Mongolia.

May 3 1 to June 2 1

.

Alaska Wildlife Adventure. June 20 to

July 6.

Around Britain Cruises (England,

Scotland, Wales, and Ireland). July

2 to 17.

Anthropology and Ornithology Tour
to New Guinea and Australia. Sep-

tember 5 to 24.

Arts and Archeology Tour to China.

October 14 to November 4.

For itineraries and further informa-

tion contact Discovery Tours, Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History, Cen-
tral Park West at 79th Street, New
York, N.Y. 10024, or call (212) 873-

1440.

Other Events
Dowry Embroideries of Greece,

thirty-five embroideries from eight pri-

vate collections, will be on display in

the Education Gallery through January

31 , 1980. Dating from the seventeenth

to the nineteenth century, these pieces

show the artistic influences of the many
groups—from the northern Franks to

the eastern Turks—that invaded and

settled in Greece.

The Art of Scientific Illustration will

be on display in the Akeley Gallery

until November 26.

Huichol Indian Arrwill be exhibited

in Gallery 77 from November 7, 1979,

to February 10, 1980.

Images of Earth from Space will be

shown at the Hayden Planetarium until

December 16.

Douglas J. Preston
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Hot Butterflies
To get the heat they need for flight,

these colorful, winged insects have

become consummate sunbathers

by Matthew M. Douglas

Butterflies, being ectotherms, have

to gain the heat they need from external

sources. To elevate the temperature of

their thoracic muscles, which control

their wings and legs, they must absorb

radiation from the sun or from their

surroundings. This thermoregulatory

strategy regulates their overall meta-

bolic rate, which in turn controls loco-

motor activity. Since controlled ambu-
lation and flight ultimately determine

an individual's reproduction success,

an efficient thermoregulatory strategy

is crucial to a butterfly's survival.

I became interested in the behavioral

and physiological thermoregulatory

strategies of temperate butterflies as a

graduate student of insect ecology at

the University of Kansas. Many lepi-

dopterists assumed that behavioral ori-

entations to solar radiation, or basking,

were thermoregulatorily significant,

but others maintained that the various

basking positions were sexual dis-

plays, warning postures, or conceal-

ment strategies. Field investigations by

the insect physiologist and behaviorist

W. Vielmetterin 1958 showed that one

of the European nymphalid butterflies

could regulate its temperature by

changing the angle of its wings,

thereby controlling the amount of solar

radiation absorbed by the thorax. Viel-

metter concluded that wings were im-

portant thermoregulatory structures,

but he could not show whether the re-

duction of wing angle decreases tho-

racic temperature by reducing the ab-

sorption of radiant energy or by alter-

ing the convective air currents flowing

over a butterfly's thorax. Other investi-

gators hypothesized that blood circula-

tion through the veins of the wings

makes them eflective physiological

heat exchangers (operating much like

the water pipes of solar heaters), whose
efficiency is aflected by modifications

of vein structure, color, and pattern.

As a consequence of these conflict-

ing opinions, my objectives were to de-

termine, first, the behavioral and phys-

iological strategies of thermoregula-

tion utilized by butterflies under field

conditions and, second, the primary

modes of heat transfer, if any, between

a butterfly's wings and its thorax.

Perhaps the most amazing discovery

of my fieldwork was that virtually all

butterfly species, regardless of size and

color, require thoracic temperatures of

81°F or higher to initiate controlled

flight. The mean thoracic temperature

recorded during normal activity for

fifty species was 95°, with a range from
82° to 105°. Thus, despite their ex-

tremely small weight (0.005 to 1 gram)

and ectothermic physiology, butter-

flies can maintain a range of elevated

body temperatures similar to the body
temperature range of homoiothermic

mammals and birds (90° to 104°), and

without the "expensive" basal metab-

olism of homoiotherms.

Butterflies exhibit five basic ther-

moregulatory positions: lateral, dor-

sal, body, and conduction basking, and

a dorsally closed position. A given

subfamily of butterflies often exhibits

a characteristic basking position. For

example, the members of the subfam-

ily Coliadinae (sulfurs) are lateral

baskers and tilt sideways to present the

ventral surface of the hind wings per-

pendicular to solar radiation. Sulfur

butterflies are incapable of basking

dorsally with wings fully open, as do
most Danaidae (monarchs and their

relatives), Papilionidae (swallowtails),

and Nymphalidae (anglewings and

fritillaries). The Lycaenidae (blues,

coppers, and hairstreaks), Pierinae

(whites, orange tips), and several gen-

era of Satyridae (browns) are primarily

body baskers, angling the wings nar-

rowly so that only the body receives

solar radiation. However, several ly-

caenid, satyrid, and pierid genera are

also lateral baskers or alternate be-

tween lateral and body basking.

Many species from dift'erent fami-

lies employ conduction basking, in

which the body is pressed to a warmer
surface and heal is conducted directly

to the body. When thermal conditions

are too high (not infrequent during a

Kansas summer), many butterflies at-

tempt to prevent thoracic overheating

by closing the wings dorsally over the



While feeding on nectar, a male
monarch is also warming up by

absorbing radiation from the sun.

He is in the dorsal basking

position, the most efficient for

rapidly elevating body temperature.





A primitive swallo\itail of alpine

and tundra regions. Parnassius

clodius IS coaled with hairs

that help reduce heat loss.

Here it is body haskini^ while

foraging on a thistle flower.

body and orienting parallel to solar ra-

diation. If dorsal closure of the wings

does not reduce the absorption of radi-

ant energy sufficiently, butterflies take

cover in heavily shaded areas and can-

not be prodded into flight activity.

Butterflies generally are stratified in

their flight and basking levels accord-

ing to their thoracic size. Butterflies of

small thoracic diameter generally fly

and bask within the protection of vege-

tation, which may be distributed hori-

zontally, as in a field, or vertically, as

in the case of trees. Small butterflies

bask for extended periods even under

high thermal conditions. These bask-

ing periods, interrupted periodically by

short rapid flights below three feel in

height, usually occur within the physi-

cal protection of nearby vegetation.

Their flight habits place small butter-

flies within the relatively stagnant and

protective boundary layer of warm air

that envelops the earth and vertical

vegetation. Within this insulating

boundary layer, ambient air tempera-

lures are considerably higher and wind

may be negligible, thereby reducing

convective heat loss. Thus, small but-

terflies with high thoracic surface area

to volume ratios and concomitantly

rapid cooling rates often experience lit-

tle forced convective heat loss other

than that due to flight. Basking within

the thin boundary layer also maximizes

infrared radiative heat gain from the

surrounding warmer air and vegeta-

tion, both of which may reach 1 25°F or

higher near the ground.

Butterflies with thoracic diameters

between four and seven millimeters in-

habit the widest range of thermal con-

ditions, from deep tropical jungles and

temperate fields to subtropical deserts

and arctic tundras. Several members of

nymphalid genera iPolygonia. Nyni-

phalis. and Vanessa) not only hiber-

nate as adults but also can produce an

increase in thoracic temperature of 8°

to 10° above the ambient temperature

by muscular thermogenesis. a physio-

logical process in which excess heat is

produced internally in a manner analo-

gous to homoiolhermic shivering. The
flight muscles controlling the wings are

contracted rapidly and synchronously,

producing little visible wing move-
ment but an audible clicking sound as

the opposing wings hit each other with

high frequency. Because of muscular

thermogenesis, nymphalid butterflies,

such as the mourning cloak, are often

the first to appear in the spring and

among the last to fly in the fall. They
can also emerge during winter thaws,

when they forage on tree sap and de-

caying vegetable and animal matter.

The flight levels and basking periods

in these medium-si/ed butterflies vary

tremendously and depend upon the im-

mediate thermal conditions. Many spe-

cies of the lateral basking sulfurs have

evolved a seasonal pol>phenism (phe-

notypic change between generations)

mediated by pholoperiod cues received

V*-*j ftri"^*

during the larval stages. This seasonal

jwlyphenism strategy produces adults

with heavily melanized ventral hind

wings when the larvae exp>erience the

short day lengths of early spring and

late fall. By contrast, adults with light

yellow undersides are produced upon

larval exposure to the long day lengths

of summer. Thus, the melanic spring

and fall phenotypes are capable of ab-

sorbing more solar radiation than their

light-colored summer counterparts and

can reach the minimal thoracic temper-

ature required for flight under cooler

ambient conditions. Similarly, the

light yellow phenotypes are adapted

bioph>sically to prevent overheating

during the summer months. Some of

the sulfur sjxjcies exhibiting seasonal

polyphenism are also seasonal migra-

tors and invade the northern temperate

and Canadian zones as spring pro-

gresses. This seasonal alternation of

phenotypes tracks the expected cycli-

cal changes in ambient temperature

and solar radiation, even though only

one basic gentiiypc is actually present

throughout the year.

Butterflies with thoracic diameters

greater than seven millimeters are

characterized by large wing spans and

slow, gliding flight. The large surface

area of the wings of swallowtails, for

example, provides tremendous lift for

gliding, but it can also be a handicap

on windy days. Strong, gusty winds

combined with large glidcrlike wings

moving at a low speed can result in a

crash—a serious accident for a butter-

fly. Smaller huiicrflies fl\ing within Ihe

confines of the earth's boinidary layer

are not so greatly aflecled by gusts of

wind, and (he full complement of ly-

caeniil species can be seen flying a few

centinielers oil the ground within ihe

pri>leciion of vegetation on days with

wind \elociiies of twenty miles per

hour or more. Swallowlails oUcn in-

habit tree tops w here ihe> bask dorsally

for fifteen minutes or more muler dif-

fuse solar radiation While dorsal and

biKl> basking are the onl> beha\ ioral

•* 7'ii() swalliiwioih (iis;lii and

top left), a nymphalid (cenicr).

and a skipper (bottom left) have

galhfr(<l at a wet \poi to suck

up mtn\iuri- and \alt\. The

swallowiaih arc body basking,

the nvmphatid is dor.wl basking,

iind the skipper is not basking.



An American copper, above, an

Acmon blue, right, and
a sulfur butterfly, top right,

are lateral basking. These small

butterflies have the option of

basking dorsally. The sulfur

is one of the species in

which seasonal polyphenism

has evolved. Individuals with

heavily melanized hind wings are

the rule in early spring and late

fall. In summer, sulfurs with

light-colored wings predominate.

The melanic spring and fall

phenotypes are capable of absorbing

more solar radiation than their

light-colored counterparts, a

thermoregulatory adaptation to

the cool periods during which

they live. The lighter summer
sulfurs are adapted to prevent

overheating on hot, cloudless days.
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Ihermorcgulalory strategies exhibited

fi)r rapid heal gain, these massive but-

terflies may overheat during the essen-

tially tropical conditions of the temper-

ale summer. However, many danaid

species, for example, monarchs, sim-

ply do not bask once high thermal radi-

ation levels are reached. Instead, these

butterflies close the wings dorsally

over the thorax, which reduces the

excess thoracic temperature by 70 per-

cent. To prevent overheating, swal-

lowtails continue to fluiier their wings

while foraging for nectar under high

thermal conditions, thereby increasing

fi>rced conveclive heat loss and simul-

taneously reilucing railiative heat gain.

When weather conditions prevented

ticldwork. I conducted laboratory ex-

periments to determine the role i>f but-

terfly wings in regulating thoracic tem-

perature. I found that living and freshly

killed butterflies with the same physi-

cal characteristics heat and cool at the

same rates and attain the same equilib-

rium thoracic temperatures. These re-

sults suggest that the circulation of

blood through the wing veins is not a

significant mode of energy exchange

between wings and thorax, because

dead butterflies cannot possibly circu-

late blood. In fact, the bodies of dead

butterflies provided with artificial

paper wings "thcrmoregulated" as

well as living butterflies. The distri-

bution and pattern of wing veins must

have little bearing on energy transfer

between wings and thorax. It appears

that the thermoregulatory significance

of wings is due not to physiological

mechanisms but rather to the physical

presence of the wings next to the body.

I reasoned that if wings were important

physical structures for thermoregula-

tion, freshly killed butterflies placed in

a dorsal basking i>rienlation should

show a drop in thoracic temperature

when their wings are severed at a stable

thoracic temperature and rotated away

from the thorax Butterflies with wings

severed and completely removed at

equilibrium thoracic temperature expe-

rience a '•)° to 27"F drop in Knly tem-

perature within two minutes after the

ablation The actual temperature loss

depemls on many factors, including the

physical si/e of the butterflN When
these severed wings are reappressed to

the thorax (even with incomplete con-

tact with the wmg stub bases), thoracic

temperature rises again to that of the

intact butterfly .So. Vielmetter was

correct: wings are important thermo-

regulatory structures for butterflies.

Temperature profiles of the wing

surface show that the basal areas of the

wings next to the thorax reach the high-

est stable temperature, often 105°F

under ambient conditions of 68° and

solar radiation equivalent to that of a

ncwnday sun. Wing temperatures be-

come progressively lower toward the

wing periphery because of increases in

convective heat loss.

The basal areas possess the greatest

mass per unit surface area and are usu-

ally the most melanic and hirsute sec-

tions of the wings. In addition, the

basal margins of the hind wings are

modified into a troughlike structure,

which envelops the abdomen during

basking. Scale color and pubescence in

these basal areas, in combination with

the traylike hind-wing margins, were

hyp<ithesi/ed to be of the greatest ther-

moregulatory significance. The experi-

mental results agree with this h>poth-

esis: higher thoracic temperatures are

achieved because the properties of the

basal wing areas increase radiative heat

gain and reduce heat loss from the

thorax by ctmvection. The thoracic

iem|X'rature of scaleless and hairless

butterflies is reduced by l.*> to 20 per-

cent Hairiness and micr»Kavitation

within the individual scales covering a

wing are important bioph) sical mixlifi-

cations ih.it increase the absorptive

prt)|X"rties of the basal wing areas.

Basal wing areas heal three times

faster to their equilibrium tem(X'raiure

than an isolaled thorax This increase

in heating rate is due to the smaller

mass per unit surface area of the wing.

c«imbined with the biophysical proper-

ties of melanic hairs and scales, which

increase radiative energy absorption.



Absorbed energy is then conducted and

radiated from the wing bases to the

thorax. The physical presence of the

wings simultaneously reduces convec-

tive heat loss by forming a pocket of

insulating warm air between the ven-

tral side of the wings and the surface

of the substrate chosen for basking.

The temperature of this insulating air

pocket is increased when the butterfly

is basking dorsally with the wings

pressed as closely as possible to the

substrate.

Determining the absolute amounts

of energy transferred by conduction,

convection, and radiation is difficult

because altering any variable, such as

wing angle, simultaneously aft'ects all

of these energy transfer processes.

Present estimates are that conduction

and radiation of energy from the warm
wing bases account for less than 30

percent of the total wing-mediated

excess thoracic temperature; the re-

maining 70 percent is due to the physi-

cal presence of the broadly attached

wing bases. These wing bases reduce

convective heat loss by trapping a

warm layer of air next to the thorax and

by increasing the effective diameter of

the thorax, which in turn reduces con-

vective heat loss by modifying the flow

of air around the entire body. Butter-

flies with wings reduced to stubs corre-

sponding to the basal wing area heat at

nearly the same rate and attain the same
equilibrium thoracic temperature as an

intact butterfly with complete wings.

Thus, the outer two-thirds of the wings

have little eft'ect on thermoregulatory

ability, regardless of color.

It is the proximity of the hairy, me-
lanic, and broadly attached wing bases

that endows butterfly wings with their

thermoregulatory properties. These

wing bases heat significantly faster

than the thorax and increase the butter-

fly's thoracic temperature 30 to 50 per-

cent above that of a wingless creature

of the same physical dimensions. The
actual percentage contributed by the

wings depends upon the basking orien-

tation, the relationship of thoracic di-

ameter to the area of the wing bases,

the basal wing color and pubescence,

as well as the effects of wind and ra-

diation.

With these laboratory results in

mind, one should be able to predict

which butterflies will have higher

thoracic flight temperatures under field

conditions. Butterflies with dark wing
bases, for example, should maintain

higher thoracic temperatures than

closely related species with similar

physical dimensions and basking be-

havior but with light-colored wing

bases. Unfortunately, life is not so

simple. A comparison of the mean
thoracic flight temperatures of two con-

generic species—the red admiral

(Vanessa atalanta). with heavily me-

lanized wing bases, and the painted

lady (V. cardui). with dusky orange

wing bases—indicates that the darker

red admiral maintains a mean thoracic

temperature two degrees less than that

of the painted lady.

At first, these field data seem incon-

gruous with the laboratory results

showing that melanic individuals have

greater heating rates and attain higher

thoracic temperatures at equilibrium

than light-colored, size-matched coun-

terparts. This thermoregulatory para-

dox is solved when the preferred ther-

mal habitats of the two species are

taken into consideration. The painted

lady is predominantly a field-dwelling

butterfly with lower flight levels than

the red admiral, which prefers forest

edge habitats and exhibits highly vari-

able flight levels. The basally mela-

nized red admiral is better adapted to

maintain elevated thoracic tempera-

tures in heavily shaded areas or under

conditions when low ambient air tem-

peratures or reduced solar radiation

prevail. Conversely, the painted lady

is better suited to thermoregulate under

high thermal conditions. Thus, the

thoracic temperatures accurately re-

flect each species thermal habitat.

These two species have evolved

other physiological and behavioral

characters that further adapt them to

their environment. For example, the

red admiral apparently has acquired the

ability to hibernate through the winters

of Europe and northern temperate areas

of the United States as an adult. By
using muscular thermogenesis, this

species can take advantage of periodic

winter thaws, and it is one of the first

butterflies active in the early spring and

among the last to fly during the fall.

During winter thaws, the adults warm
up their leg muscles sufficiently to

move from their hibernacula to sunny,

protected spots. By contrast, the

painted lady migrates south in the fall

and north in the spring and is not

known to hibernate as an adult in north-

ern areas.

The thermal ecologies of the red ad-

miral and the painted lady ditter

through the summer months as well.

The red admiral commonly is active

from sunrise until well after sunset and

has been known to be attracted to lights

at night. Under the same field condi-

tions, the painted lady does not appear

until several hours after sunrise and re-

tires well before sunset. During the

early morning and late evening hours,

the red admiral utilizes both dorsal and

conduction basking on warm sub-

strates, often defending these premium
environmental hot spots in pitched ter-

ritorial battles with other butterflies.

During the afternoon when thermal

conditions are high, the red admiral

shifts its thermal habitat to patches of

diftuse sunlight in shaded areas. On the

hottest days of summer, individuals

can be found resting in window wells,

garages, and on the shaded trunks of

trees. Under these high thermal condi-

tions, the butterflies cannot be prodded

into flight activity for more than a few

seconds. By contrast, the painted lady



One of the species of butterfiies

collectively called blues basks

laterally as it feeds on a thistle.

Such small butterfiies fly close

to the ground and protective

vegetation on windy days.

By pressing itself against a leaf,

a skipper gains heat via conduction.

Skippers are not true butterfiies

and are unusual in that they can

bask two ways at the same time.

The fore wings of this skipper are

in a body basking mode and the

hind wings are held in a dorsal

basking position.



does not exhibit territoriality and main-

tains full activity in open fields by feed-

ing in a dorsally closed position, which

minimizes radiative heat gain.

A complex combination of physical,

physiological, evolutionary, and life

history factors determines the thermal

ecology of a given butterfly species.

Butterflies are restricted to thermal

habitats that best fit their physical di-

mensions, basal wing pigmentation,

inherited basking behavior, and any

unique physiological or behavioral fac-

tors that directly affect the life history

of the species. A totally melanic wing
phenotype cannot be explained fully in

terms of thermoregulatory signifi-

cance. Many other selective pressures

operating on the color patterns of

wings must be taken into consid-

eration: camouflage, mimicry, and

specific colors or patterns required for

mate identification are some of the

most important. Wing base melaniza-

tion can be a thermoregulatory asset

only if the basking behavior allows the

pigmented area to be utilized. A lateral

basker gains little thermoreg^ilatory

benefit from melanic scales deposited

on the dorsal basal third of the wings.

Similarly, a dorsal basker gains no
thermoregulatory advantage by melan-

izing the distal two-thirds of the wings.

It must be emphasized that many
factors affect the total wing phenotype.

No single selective pressure alone can

be responsible for total wing color and

pattern, but certainly, the basal wing
areas can be modified for thermoregu-

latory purposes and must play an im-

portant part in the success of these

small eclothermic animals. D



The painied lady, far left, is

laterally positioned to the sun,

absorbing solar radiation from the

side. It can also increase its

thoracic temperatures eight

to ten degrees through muscular

thermogenesis. a process analogous

to shivering in homoiothermic

animals. The checkerspot. left,

spends much of its time basking.

Butterflies lose heat when flying,

so they must perch frequently and

assume the basking position most

effective for their size and

physical configuration. The great

spangled fritillary. below, is a

dorsal basker active during the

midsummer months. Here perched

on a red pine, soaking in the

dawn sunlight, the fritillary

feeds only on violets.

i Kras«nunn Pelef AnxM
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Music-making Children of Africa
A Dagomba child learns social habits

and personal discipline through music

Text and photographs by John Miller Chernoff

One of the things children every-

where love is music. Take your guitar

to a park and begin playing; the first

people to stop and listen will be chil-

dren. Among the Dagombas of north-

ern Ghana, it is the same. "When we
are going to a house to play," a Da-

gomba drummer once told me,

it is the children who meet us. Some of

them will walk with us and lead us; the

others will run ahead to inform the whole

house, "The drummers are coming! The
drummers are coming!" Don't you see that

it's nice? It is one way that music adds to

us. Music makes us happy, and music

shows us things about ourselves, and

again, music is something we can pass

down to our children.

When we consider the different con-

ditions in which human beings grow up

and the role of artistic expression in

life, we must acknowledge that

"wealth" is an ambiguous word: a

measurement of quantity for some peo-

ple; a reflection of values in human ex-

perience for others. The children of the

world share a love of music, but Afri-

can children in particular enjoy the

benefits of musical life; they are as in-

volved with music as our children are

with television.

In the traditional societies of Africa,

children's musical activities are more
than recreation. Through music, Afri-

can children learn social habits and

personal discipline. Among the Da-

gombas, music making gives children

a chance to participate in important

events, and for some children, musical

training also encompasses the study of

history and folklore.

Dagomba children begin working at

an early age. By the time they are four

or five, boys are already accompanying

their fathers to the farm, where they

may be asked to fetch drinking water

or farming implements. In a few years,

they can weed and plant. They also

care for such domestic animals as

cows, sheep, and goats, and they have

special techniques for finding food

—

mainly termites and ants—for chickens

and guinea fowls. After a farmer has

planted his crops, he may build a tree-

house on his plot, and his children and

their friends are sent to it every day

with balankon, a slit-drum made from

a hollowed-out log. Their job is to

drive off monkeys.

Girls work with their mothers,

sweeping the compound, carrying

water, cutting and grinding vegetables

for cooking, and in season, collecting

the shea nuts from which Dagombas
prepare cooking and lamp oil. The
children's work is difficult, but the Da-

gombas measure character in the wil-

lingness to do hard work , and parents

are careful to match tasks with a child's

ability and strength.

At night, after eating, the children

have no work to do and are free to

roam. If they live in a town, they might

be given money to attend a movie, but

generally they meet with their friends

and play. Those children interested in

learning more about their tradition sit

with old people. It is typical of Da-

gomba life that people from neigh-

boring houses gather after the evening

meal and talk. The children sit quietly

to the side; they sometimes massage

the legs of a storyteller while he talks:

"In the days of such and such a chief.

this was what was happening" or

"During the war between the Da-
gombas and the Gonjas, this was what
happened." If a child is sitting alone

with an old man, he may press the legs

and feet of the elder until both man and

child fall asleep side by side. In the

villages an old man may relax with jen-

jili, a musical bow, or moglo, a guitar-

like instrument; he sings songs to

amuse himself and his grand-
children—songs that tell stories, illus-

trate proverbs, and sometimes recount

history.

A sense of history is central to both

Dagomba culture and musical tradi-

tion. The Dagombas have an elaborate

political system based on hierarchical

chieftaincies, and the paramount chief,

called the Ya-Naa, sits at Yendi, about

sixty miles east of Tamale, the most

populous Dagomba town. Drummers
know the most about history, and at

certain times during the year, they sing

and beat different parts of the Dagomba
drum history outside the house of their

town's chief, who sits with his wives

and elders while the populace assem-

bles around them. The drummers start

in the late evening and play till dawn.

The Dagomba drum history resembles

no other art form so much as it resem-

bles a Homeric epic.

A young Dagomba boy plays a toy

drum. When a boy is about

three years old, his father will

make him a small drum by simply

covering a tin can with skin.
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Dressed in traditional hat, smock,

and trousers, a young dancer

practices his skill to the

accompaniment of tribal drums.

The dancer's movements cause

the smock to bell out gracefully.

Most of the drum history tells of Ya-

Naas and their accomplishments, lend-

ing meaning to Dagomba traditional

dances, which are based on the prover-

bial praise-names of the paramount
chiefs of Yendi and the chiefs of other

traditionally important towns such as

Savelugu and Karaga. Although a typi-

cal Dagomba' s preference in dancing

is not necessarily political, different

dances have associations with family

origins because most Dagombas trace

their ancestry to former chiefs. Not
every son of a chief can become a

chief, however, and someone for

whom the "door" to chieftaincy

closed generations ago may still re-

spect his family's line by dancing to the

name of a great forefather.

A dance called Nanto Nimdi can

serve as an example. Nanto Nimdi is

a praise-name for Naa Yakubu (ca.

1850), and it means that meat that has

been touched by nanto, a very poi-

sonous creature, cannot be eaten or

even approached. In addition to obvi-

ous respect for the power of chief-

taincy, the name implies that whatever

a chief's hand touches becomes a dan-

gerous thing; thus the name cautions

that citizens should not do anything

bad or become involved in a matter that

will come before the chief. Drummers
beat the name Nanto Nimdi and impro-

vise on its rhythm, and people dance

to it. Dances such as Nanto Nimdi are

danced individually inside a circle of

spectators. Drummers call a person to

dance by beating praise-names of his

or her forefathers. A dancer may dance

several dances inside the circle, while

friends and relatives press coins onto

the dancer's forehead or place coins

into the dancer's hands. The children

of some drummers may dart in and out

to pick up the money falling from the

dancer and give it to the drummers,
who later share it according to status.

In such a context, drummers must
possess not only musical skills but also

a detailed knowledge of a 500-year-old

history and a familiarity with individ-

ual genealogies within their communi-
ties. Among the Dagombas, therefore.

drumming is a professional calling,

and to insure the continuity of profes-

sional excellence, Dagomba drummers
maintain distinct lineage groupings

and their own hierarchical chieftaincy

organization. Not every son of a drum-
mer is compelled to follow the voca-

tion, although most do so for enjoy-

ment and respect, but every daughter

of a drummer must give at least one of

her sons for training. Because drum-
ming is knowledge as well as music,

the Dagombas say that drumming has

no end and that no one can know all

of drumming. Each drummer can learn

only his extent, and even old drummers
characterize themselves as "still learn-

ing more
. '

' Their main instrument is an

hourglass-shaped tension drum; the

skins that cover both mouths are sewn
to rings of bound reeds and laced with

leather strings. A Dagomba drummer
secures the drum under his armpit with

a piece of cloth, and by squeezing the

drum, he can produce notes ranging

more than an octave. Commonly
known as a "talking drum," this in-

strument is played in many West Afri-

can societies. Dagombas call it lunga.

The bass beat is provided by gungon,

a large tom-tom with a thin leather

string that acts as a snare; like lunga,

it is hung from the shoulder.

When a drummer's wife gives birth,

he takes his drum outside his house and

beats praise of God and of the chiefs

of Yendi. When the child is about three

years old, his father will make a small

drum by attaching two half calabashes

back to back or by simply covering a

metal can with a skin. At age five or

six, a child is given a small version of



lunhila. the small-sized lunga, and

among the first things he is taught to

beat are the proverbs every drummer
beats when picking up a drum through-

out life: A bachelor is a child, and a

married person is the elder; the person

who has an owner will eat, and the per-

son without an owner should sit down;
the p>erson who says there is no God
should look to his front and his back

(his ancestors and children).

Next the child learns to beat the

names of his parents, grandparents,

great-grandparents, as far back as his

father knows. From his family, the

child moves to the names of the past

chiefs of Yendi up to the present, and

after learning the Yendi chiefs, he pro-

gresses to the chiefs of other important

towns such as Savelugu, Karaga,

Mion, Kumbungu, Tt)lon, Tamale,

Nanton, Gushegu, Voggo, .Sunson,

and also the chiefs of villages in his

area. When a child is about ten years

old, he will accompany drummers to

functions, carrying their drums for

them. There the drummers' children

colled money from the ground aiul

alst) learn to recogni/c the various peo-

ple of their community and how the

drummers praise each of them with the

drum, in a few years the young drum-

mers can begin beating and following

the t)ther drummers. By the lime they

are teenagers, ihey may gel lunilait.

the metliumsi/ed /i/»i.v,'r/. and Ihey are

distinguishable in the exieni of iheir

knowledge. When ihey meet iheir con

temporaries at functions, ihey blud

each other. One young drummer will

beat the chiefs of ^'endi and .Savelugu.

only to be embarrassed when aiioiher

youth follows him all the \v.i> .uul llicn

goes on to beat Kumbungu and other

towns.

Learning drumming is difficult

work, and the Dagombas say that if a

[Derson's heart is not in it. he will not

learn. In describing the act of beating

alone, Dagombas say that it is the heart

that talks and the arm that does what

the heart wants; only a child with a

"bright heart" can gain wisdom. In the

evenings, drumming children go to

their master and massage his legs and

feet while he lectures to them and

teaches them singing. Some children

learn everything easily; Dagombas say

that these are "born with a drum."
Those who are unwilling learners may
be beaten or knocked on the head with

a drumstick to motivate them. .Some

drummers can display scars on the top

of Iheir head; Ihey remember their suf-

fering but are happy that their masters

did what was necessary, for they trea-

sure the satisfaction iheir eventual

mastery has given them. Beatings are

not common, however, and children

without talent or desire are generally

left lo achieve Iheir own level.

Typically, young drummers reach

the highest slanilard by traveling lo dif-

ferent towns and slaying with great

drummers. There is no charge for the

leaching, but a young drummer gives

his elder many gifts when he has tin-

ished learning from him. Dagombas
say thai two wise people cannot slay

together; to learn drumming, there-

fore, one should make oneself a fool,

put asiile whal one has already learned,

and add the knowledge that the master

can gi\e. l-i>r the Dagombas. wisdom
comes from sa>ing. "1 don't know."
.iiul ihcii asking. Dngomba drummers

The heal for the duncinf^ woman
is provided by gungon, a large

tom-tom hung from the

shoulder. Like the smaller drums
(at right), gungon is played
with a curved wooden stick.

do not reveal their hard-earned knowl-

edge to those who are not serious, and

lo learn drumming requires patience

and respect. Because drumming has no
end. drummers move into maturity

with the promise of continued growth
in the practice of their art and the ap-

preciation of their heritage.

Drumming by traditional drummers,
however, is not an everyday occur-

rence but is reserved for events such as

weddings, funerals, festivals, the in-

stallation of chiefs, and the public

"outdooring" of newborn babies. Be-

sides drumming, such events are likely

to feature the music of goonji, fiddles

with strings made of hair from a

horse's tail. The music of fiddlers is

given an extra punch by a number of

gourd rattles in cross-rhythmic accom-

paniment. Fiddles were introduced

into the Dagomba tradition about two

hundred years ago, but unlike drum-

mers, fiddlers do not restrict entry into

their profession by famil> origin. Al-

though not as kn<nvlcdgeable as drum-

mers, tiddlers also sing songs of praise,

and children who learn fiddling follow

an apprenticeship that involves singing

and rattle playing as a prelude lo learn-

ing Ihe main instrument.

The participants at social functions

relate to Ihe beat of drums and Ihe tune

i>f fiddles b\ dancing, and Dag»)mba

children learn iheir traditional dances

by watching and later practicing when
Ihey meet iheir friends lo play in Ihe

evenings. Hie children are such a\id

fans of music that Ihey Ihmk noihmg
of setting out after Jmner and walking

several miles lo a neighboring \illage

if there will be drumming and dancing

to watch. Often, when the children re-

turn in Ihe early hours. the\ lind the

diMirs lo Iheir houses U>cked because

their parents have assumed thai they

fell asleep at a friends house Afraid

to wake up Ihe neighborhood by
kiUKking on Ihe iliK>r. the children

climb o\er the walls of the compound.

C'limbuig o\ er the \s alls of Iheir houses

after musical c\enls is something older

Dagombas recall fondly as a part of

chiMliooil



Dagombas who remember their

childhood love of music often organize

occasions for their own children to

dance. Tora, Takai, and Lua are three

popular dances for children and young
people.

Tora is a dance for girls. The girls

stand in a line, and two jump out in

opposite directions, then turn and run

toward each other, knocking their but-

tocks when they meet; the first girl out

goes to the end of the line, and a new
girl comes out to bump the second. Our
teen-agers may think that the "bump"
is a new dance, but Dagomba girls

have been doing it for more than a hun-

dred years. Much of the drumming for

Tora is the same as the drumming for

Takai. a dance for young men and

boys. The Takai dancers knock sticks

or metal rods as they spin in alternate

directions in a circle around the drum-

mers; their traditional smocks bell out

as they turn gracefully, offering a

lovely spectacle. Lua is an athletic

dance in which girls form a small

circle, and one girl dances in the cen-

ter. When the drummers reach a certain

rhythm, she runs to one side of the

circle, where three girls pick her up and

throw her in the air so that she lands

at the other side of the circle.

Baamaaya is probably the beat that

Dagomba children first learn to recog-

nize, and it is especially popular when
mosquitoes are out in force. Baa-

maaya' s meaning is that mosquitoes

should not find a place to rest, and Baa-

maaya dancers twist their waists con-

tinuously as they circle around the

drummers. Metal shakers on their

ankles add complementary beats to the

drumming, and they wear striking

headdresses and earrings and also carry

fans that they use while dancing. I tried

to dance Baamaaya once, but I sat

down in minutes, my stomach knotted

in pain, and I had to content myself

with watching the others while I swat-

ted at what seemed an inordinate num-
ber of mosquitoes, which had, I sup-

pose, no other place to land.

Many Dagombas continue to dance

Baamaaya or Takai into their adult

lives, but young people also organize

their own type of music, called Simpa,

through neighborhood clubs. Club

members pay dues and may be fined

for missing rehearsals or perform-

ances. A tourist on an evening stroll

in a Dagomba town would have a good

chance to meet different Simpa groups

practicing for one of their competi-



tions. singing songs with flute or har-

monica and drum accompaniment.

Simpa originated about fifty years ago

from a Kotokoli dance called Gumbe.
but the young Dagombas have trans-

formed Simpa into an eclectic style that

includes high life, rumba, soul, meren-

gue, blues, bossa nova and other ge-

neric beats. Different groups use dif-

ferent types of instruments, from tradi-

tional Dagomba drums to sets of

square-frame drums to sets of conga

and jazz drums fashioned of metal by

local blacksmiths. In an active Simpa

club, members come every evening to

sing in the chorus. The songs are often

based on Dagomba proverbs, but the

singers also comment on community
issues and satirize rival groups. The
dancing is done by twelve- to fifteen-

year-old girls who come out, one or

two pairs at a time, to dance matching,

studied steps with intense concentra-

tion. Simpa groups usually participate

in Dagomba funerals, and newly in-

stalled chiefs call them to help the

young people celebrate.

Simpa styles are diverse and open to

influence and change. In recent years,

popular movies from India, romantic

musical fantasies, have caused a sensa-

tion among young Dagombas, who re-

member the songs and set their own
words to them. The melodies also pro-

vide inspiration for long improvisa-

tions on plastic flutes. To fit the music,

one young Tamale man called AH
Bela, after the swashbuckling hero of

some of the films, created a new style

of drumming, using the fingers of one

hand on diflerent parts of the bottom

of a five-gallon oil drum while using

SuinniiuUd l>\ cuiiaus yi)uiii;

spcclaiors. above left. Alikalika

children practice for one of their

competitions. The metal drums are

made by local blacksmiths.

T\yo Dafiomba i;irls. above,

"bump" while dancin\; Torn. The

one on the r/^/K will rejoin the

line, while in the backi^round.

another dancer prepares to step

out. Left: Pressini; coins

onto the forehead of a dancer is

a siyn of respect and

apprecialitm. The infant on the hack

of one of the women is no doubt

ahsorbini;. indirectly, .some of

the e.xcitement of the occasion.



the other hand to play accents on the

rim with an empty can of evaporated

milk . The music is beautiful , and 1 was

impressed by the notion of walking in

the streets of Tamale and coming
across a musical group with a name
like Bombay, singing Dagomba homi-

lies fitted to Indian tunes, with instru-

ments acquired from Western oil com-
panies and food processors and from

Asian toy manufacturers.

But it is the small children who have

most recently astounded Dagomba so-

ciety with their musical inventiveness.

Atikatika is a new dance that started in

Tamale and swept through the other

towns. A few young adults help the

Atikatika groups solve organizational

problems, such as acquiring uniforms

and arranging transportation, but it is

the children who plan the music.

songs, and dancing. The children, of

course, are true believers, and only

rain—or an Indian film—can make
them miss their nightly practice. The

drummers are boys eight to ten years

of age. The dancers, boys aged from

four or five to eight, dress in white

singlets with matching colored shorts

and beanies; they tie metal shakers to

their ankles, and dance precision acro-

Baamaaya dancers begin their dance.

which can last several hours.

Besides drutns, the Baamaaya beat

calls for flute and rattles.

Metal shakers on the dancers

'

ankles add a complementary beat.

A Dagomba chief arrives at a

festival. The elaborate decorations

on the horse are made of leather.

The Dagombas are great horsemen,

and typically, horses are taught

to "dance" to the beat of drums.

batic steps in a circle, using the shakers

in various ways to cross the heavy,

characteristic 12/8 beat of the drums.

The chorus of young girls is led in

high-spirited singing by an older girl,

perhaps in her early teens.

Because the Atikatika children sing

witty political songs, they are often in

trouble with local authorities, who pe-

riodically ban their music. The chil-



dren respond by planning new songs

and dance steps and starting up again

—

only to be banned again. Some songs

abuse pretentious prominent figures or

are obscene commentaries on adult

hypKJcrisies ; sometimes, they resemble

"children's rights" manifestoes, fea-

turing complaints about such matters

as being given yesterday's food.

Atikatika began during the political

and social turmoil that followed the

overthrow of the Nkrumah regime in

1966 and, on a local level, the escalat-

ing crisis in a continuing dispute over

the Yendi chieftaincy. Many of the old

people who object to Atikatika feel that

the inflammatory songs the children

sing are contributing to current prob-

lems, but Atikatika is popular with

young people who consider themselves

modern. Many young people, alien-

ated economically or disturbed by the

inequities of the modernization

process, encourage the children to con-

tinue speaking out through their pro-

vocative, humorous songs and dances.

When an Atikatika group practices,

young spectators gather to be enter-

tained, waiting to see what new things

the children will do next; many old

people stay away and mutter among
themselves, until they take action.

Whatever happens in the future to

change Dagomba society, music and

dancing will continue to be a vital part

of Dagomba life. Dagomba children

will continue to learn their traditional

dances and to find musical means to

express their ambivalence about the

world in which they are growing up.

Music , for them , is a source of continu-

ity in their own lives, a link to the past

and a path to the future. Older Da-
gombas, even those who look at Atika-

tika and wonder what today's children

are coming to, acknowledge that chil-

dren give meaning to tradition. As one

Dagomba told me:

If you want to see our way of life, you
will see it from the children. Even when
we watch them play and we watch how
they are with each other, we know how
they will end up. So it is the children who
make our culture, because the children can

do something and it will come to stand as

something for the old people. All our old

dances, the children didn't start them, but

when children play, they dance them. And
the new dances we have not seen before,

it is the children who started them, and

when these children grow up. these dances

will become an old thing to them. And so,

as for our way of life, it all starts from the

children. D
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Coconut Crabs and

Cannibalism
Sporting claws that would make some lobsters

blush, a coconut crab does not need coconuts to survive

by Gene S. Helfman

T^v
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Tropical atolls develop largely

through the accumulation and deterio-

ration of storm-tossed coral boulders.

Their flora and fauna evolve slowly and

by chance events. Immigrants arrive

on floating logs and other flotsam, on

air currents, attached to birds, or in the

form of pelagic larvae. Once on the

aioll, colonizing animals rely to a great

extent on food carried by tide and

storm, either in the form of dead or

dying marine life or fruits and seeds.

Many plants germinate from floating

seeds that are resistant to saltwater,

have passed successfully through the

tiller of hungry shoreline animals, and

are tolerant of the poor soils. They de-

velop into the relatively simple vegeta-

tion typical of most atolls, and their

sporadically proiUiced fruits and seeds

will, in turn, supply the animal inhahi-

lanls with food. That the fauna of trop-

ical atolls is characterized by opportun-

istic oinnivores is therefore not surpris-

ing; among the int>sl successful on

these atolls are hermit crabs.

Hermit crabs ct>niure up an image of

ubiijuilous small crustaceans in ac-

t|uired snail shells jostling one ant)lher

in tide pools. While this image holds

A cocoiiui cruh and n coconut

on Naitdinlui Island in the l-ijis.

Alllioiiiih the crabs arc kno^^n to

cat the meat of this fruit of

the coconut palm, there is no

reludile evidence that tiiev can

remove the lou};h. fihroiis husks.

Katth 04M1 Tom SUKli and AfttmuilM

on tropical shores, the fifteen species

in the family Coenobitidae have suc-

cessfully adapted to terrestrial exist-

ence and capitalized on the variable re-

sources of atolls. Most of these crabs

play their traditional roles, scavenging

for beach drift and engaging by day and

night in a repeated exchange of snail

shells. In fact, the name Coenobitidae

is derived from the Greek koinhios

("living together"), a term applied to

communal monastic orders. One spe-

cies, however, has departed from the

script in several significant aspects and

is, to quote Darwin, "as curious a case

... of adaptation" as will be found

among the many intriguing organisms

that inhabit atolls.

The coconut, or robber, crab, Birv,'i<s

latro. is a typical hermit crab through-

out the initial stages of its life. Females

release their larvae into the sea. where

they become members of the plankton

community for about a month. Then,

as postlarvae, or glaucolhoes, they set-

tle to the bottom. At this stage, they

are indistinguishable from the glau-

cothiK's of other ctK-nobitid hermit

crabs. After a periinl of further matura-

tion, they pick a small snail shell, and

emerge onto the shoreline as small

crabs Here, they compete with the

young of other hermit ctabs for f>HKl

and snail shells, increasmg in size and

changing shells with each moll But the

similarity ends at this point, for when

it reaches a size of less than one inch

across the carapace, the c*K-onul crab

gives up the shell carrying habit of its

hermit crab ancestors and thereby

o|H."ns up new p*>ssibilities and prob-

lems in its terrestri.il existence.



An intact snail shell is essential to

the existence of a terrestrial hermit crab

and serves a multitude of purposes. It

provides shelter from predators: a

threatened crab pulls in its body and

legs, seals the aperture with its broad

claw, and presents a relatively impene-

trable defense; and the internal helixes

of the snail shell effectively trap a small

reservoir of water, which keeps the

crab's gills moist, prevents desiccation

of the permeable skin, and provides a

marinelike environment for the eggs

that the female carries on her abdomi-

nal appendages.

The body of the average hermit crab

is typically soft, asymmetrical, and

twisted to fit into a spiraled gastropod

shell. A coconut crab's body, by con-

trast, is firm, symmetrical (except for

the unequal claws), and linearly ar-

ranged. Without a snail shell, the coco-

nut crab must avoid desiccation by

shunning the tropical sun. The crabs

therefore spend their daylight hours

resting in burrows that they dig under

logs and tree roots, and their scaveng-

ing activity is almost entirely limited

to the nighttime. In many respects they

treat these burrows much as other her-

mit crabs treat their snail shells: a bur-

row is the domain of a solitary crab and

usurpers are rebuffed with aggressive

displays. As they increase in size,

crabs inhabit larger burrows. When
threatened, a coconut crab retreats into

its burrow, wedges its legs against the

burrow walls and, in some cases, even

seals the entrance with a claw.

Burrows eliminate the problem of

finding and transporting a series of in-

creasingly larger and heavier shells.

Hermit crabs stop growing if they do

not have larger snail shells to move
into; consequently, many species have

evolved into minute forms to take ad-

vantage of the greater availability of

small shells in most habitats. As a snail

shell grows, its weight increases faster

than its capacity to hold a hermit crab,

which means that a crab must allocate

considerable energy for carrying and

balancing the shell. This seems to have

set an upper limit on the size that her-

mit crabs attain. Having abandoned its

snail shell, the coconut crab does not

have these constraints on growth. As
a consequence, it grows to relatively

gigantic proportions: crabs weighing

seven pounds and measuring three feet

from leg tip to leg tip are not unusual.

The coconut crab is, in fact, the largest

terrestrial arthropod extant.
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Willi ;in iiK'ri.Msc in si/c h;is coiiic

iiKTcascd sircnjzth. and this slrenjzlh

gives a cocoiuil crab a compclilivc ad-

vanlajic over ihc other oinnivores on an

island. On nunieroiis occasions I have

seen the coinpetilion—other species of

land crabs, hermit crabs, and rats

—

abandon food with the approach of a

ciK'onut crab. These other animals sel-

dom return to the food before the ctH;o-

nut crab has tinisheil. If Ihey do. Ihcy

arc successfully repelled by a lifting of

one of the crab"s tirst walking legs, a

threat directeil at most intruders, tx-

they crustacean, roilent. or human
During interactions over iootl. the

cotonul crab shows its iiuliviilualistic

nature. Most hermit crabs feed com-
munally, at least to the extent that sev-

eral will dine on an item with only a

minimum of pushing aiul shoving In

Bv insertini^ one of its legs into

the eye hole of a rotting coconut,

a crab manages to scrape up a bit

of the meat within. Many Pacific

atolls are strewn with rotting

coconuts on which the crabs can feed.

The claws of the coconut crab are

formidable . The larger, left claw-

has molariform "dentition" for

crushing. Incisorlike dentition

for biting and scooping is a

feature of the smaller, right claw.

coconut crabs. houc\cr, tccdmg is

strictly an indiviilual activity. If the

food item is small enough, the crab will

drag it to a burrow and cat in relative

peace. But if the food is for some rea-

son immovable, the crab will probably

have to defend it during the course of

its meal . and then one can observe an

advantage of large si/e in this species.

There is one dominant rule in ciKonul

crahcotiipetition; the larger crab wins

I have never seen a smaller crab dis-

place a larger one at a fot>d source, and

oni\ once ha\e I seen a larger crab fail

to ilisplace a smaller one When ap-

proaching a larger crab that is feeding,

a smaller crab \\ill generall\ sio|i about

three feet away and retreat hastily at

any quick movement or leg ilisplay by

the larger animal A feeiling small crab

will usualK Meld the loiul Hem .ind

retreat when a larger crab approaches

within three feet "Individual dis-

tance." a characteristic of many ani-

mals, is maintained entirely ihrtuigh

the vigilance of the smaller crab of an

interacting pair. Such asocial behavior

contrasts sharpl> with the gregari-

ousness of most other hermit crabs.

Fhere are other striking dillerences

between the sociobiologs of the chko-

nul crab and its shell-carrying rela-

tives. Most hermit crabs, for example,

ulili/e the leg lift, or "ambulatory

raise." ilispla> during aggressive in-

teractions Ihe ciKonut crab |XTfoims

a homologous ilisplay, but the pattern

dillers m two intriguing respects. FirsI,

the ambulator) raise of the e«K"onui

crab is exaggerated; the leg is raised

much higher o\er the IxkIn than in any

other hermit crab Second, ambulatory



raise is the predominant display used

by the coconut crab in a number of

agonistic situations; most other hermit

crabs have a variety of leg and claw

raises and extensions that are used

under various circumstances. These

differences in display may have re-

sulted from an interplay of ecological

and behavioral forces that accompan-
ied the loss of the shell-carrying habit.

For the coconut crab, independence

from the gastropod shell brought about

an increase in size and strength and a

predominantly nocturnal activity pat-

tern. But with greater strength came an

increased likelihood of injury when
two crabs fought. Selection favored

those crabs that were able to keep dis-

tance between themselves and other in-

dividuals. One mechanism for main-

taining this distance is some form of

unmistakable behavioral display to

communicate the distance-mainte-

nance message; the simpler the move-
ment and the smaller the behavioral

repertoire involved, the less chance for

confusion or misinterpretation. But the

coconut crab had to draw on its hermit

crab inheritance of visually-mediated

agonistic patterns, such as the ex-

tended claw display utilized by many
hermit crabs during aggressive en-

counters. In this display, the claw is

held out directly in front of the hermit

crab's body and parallel to the ground.

Such a movement would be exceed-

ingly difficult for the nocturnal coconut

crab to see and could lead to ambigu-

ity. Through natural selection, these

confusing patterns were apparently

eliminated from the behavioral catalog

of the crab. Instead, selection favored

the retention and exaggeration, or ' 'rit-

ualization," of a less confusing dis-

play that could be seen at night. Ambu-
latory raise would be such a display

because it involves lifting a leg above

and away from the body, perhaps tak-

ing advantage of the back-lighting

characteristic of nocturnal conditions

and thereby outlining the displayed leg

against the night sky.

A simplified behavioral repertoire

and a basic asociality extend even to

the coconut crab's sexual behavior.

Most hermit crabs engage in lengthy

courtships that may last hours or even

days. During this time, the male may
literally drag the female around, and
both partners engage in a series of tap-

ping, picking, rubbing, stroking, and
jerking movements. Mating in the co-

conut crab is a quick, simple, and in-

frequent event—so infrequent that in

the hundreds of hours that field re-

Gene S Helfman

searchers have spent studying the

crabs, it has been seen only once. On
that occasion I witnessed most of the

sequence, which lasted fifteen min-

utes; at the end, the crabs couldn't get

away from each other fast enough. In-

terestingly, the male of the copulating

pair was larger than the female, one

instance where the coconut crab con-

forms to the usual circumstances for a

hermit crab.

Size-related differences are shown
in other aspects of the crab's biology.

On Igurin islet at Enewetak (Eniwe-

tok), most crabs are capable of travers-

ing the entire islet during a night's

foraging. However, large crabs inhabit

what appear to be the ideal parts of the

island—areas with sandy soil and

abundant coconut palms. Sandy soil is

the best for digging burrows, which are

important when a crab molts and goes

through the vulnerable soft-shell stage.

Smaller crabs are more typical on the

rocky margins of the island, living in

the interstices of the coral boulders

thrown up by storms.

To my knowledge, the crab has no

significant natural predators, at least

not after it attains sexual maturity at a

size of about two inches across the

carapace. I have heard of one instance.

in the Palau Islands, of a marine croco-

dile that had eaten a coconut crab, but

these two species only co-occur in the

Indonesia-New Guinea region, while

the coconut crab is found throughout

most of the tropical Pacific and Indian

oceans.

Introduced enemies are another mat-

ter. Pigs, rats, and even monitor lizards

and monkeys have been implicated in

coconut crab predation, although,

again, their effects must be felt most
strongly by the younger crabs. Human
predation is significant on many islands

and has been responsible for localized

extinction in several areas. Islanders

consider the crab a delicacy, particu-

larly the claws (which taste like a sweet

lobster tail) and the fat storage area of

the abdomen. The crabs are lured with

staked, or tethered, opened coconuts,

which the crab hunters check periodi-

cally during the night. A feeding crab

is quickly, but carefully, dislodged

from the bait and thrown into a burlap

sack. Each captured crab must be cov-

ered with a layer of leaves that acts as

a buffer zone between it and the next

crab tossed into the bag. After each trip

along the bait line, the bag is emptied

and the crabs are strung up with vines

or sennit rope to prevent contact be-



Like cloned spiders, captured

coconut crabs hang from a pole at

sunrise. Pacific islanders tie the

crabs in this manner to prevent

them from fighting with, and
dismembering, each other.

tween them. Forcing two coconut

crabs together invariably results in the

smaller being killed.

While it may be the best bait, coco-

nut is not an essential food item, and

crabs are successful on many islands

that have no coconuts. The ctxronul

crab will apparently scavenge anything

organic, and its diet can only be de-

scribed as catholic. Food items include

the fruits of most island plants, decay-

ing leaves and wood, soil, and carrion.

E.S. Reese of the University of Hawaii

once saw a crab pounce on and dis-

member a tern that, iiiomcnlarily tla/cd

by a flashlight, had become entangled

in the unilergrowth. The crabs also

feed on recently molted shore crabs

and on the molted exoskeletons of

other crustaceans. The latter probably

provide calcium for growth and thick-

ening of the carapace. This exoskele-

lon feeding habit created practical

problems for the islanders resettling

Bikini and f-newetak more than a dec-

ade after the nuclear bomb tests of the

I45()s. The crabs are so etiicient at uti-

lizing available nutrients that llie> cat

their own exoskeletons following a

molt, thereby recycling their calcium

stores. Unfortunately, this led to a re-

cycling of radioactive sironliuin. willi

Coconut crabs are the largest

living terrestrial arthropods.

Individuals the size of this

one. here eating a frog, may
be more than thirty years old

and are almost ah\a\s male.
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the crabs remaining hot long after radi-

ation on other parts of the islands had

returned to acceptable levels.

And, of course, the crabs eat coco-

nuts. It was the alleged coconut-open-

ing ability of the crab that fascinated

early European travelers to the Pacific.

Second- and third-hand reports con-

tained in many ships' logs, chronicled

by Darwin and others and included

today in university textbooks, describe

how the crab is purportedly capable of

climbing a coconut palm, snipping oft

a nut, retrieving it on the ground, re-

moving the husk, carrying the nut back

to the tree, and then dropping it on the

rocks below. The final steps in this pat-

tern are supposedly repeated until the

nut breaks open. An unsubstantiated

alternative process is discussed in an

1876 treatise on tropical life by Dr. G.

Hartwig.

According lo the observations of Messrs.

Tyerman and Bennett, the well-known

missionaries to the South Seas, the Robber

Crab has another melhcxl of gelling al the

cocoanut, and displays an instinctive

knowledge of political economy which is

remarkable. '"These animals live under the

cocoa-nut trees, and subsist up<in the fruit

which they find upon Ihc ground. With

their powerful from claws they tear off the

fibrous husk: afterward, inserting one of

the sharp points of the same into a hole at

the end of the nut, Ihey beat it with violence

upon a stone until it cracks; the shell is then

easily pulled to pieces, and (he precious

fruit within devoured at leisure."

In truth, the nut-opening method of

the crab remains fascinating—and un-

known. No one has published in the

scientific literature an account of nut

opening or a photograph of a crab in

the process of opening a nut. I am con-

vinced, however, that the crabs can do

it, since I have found piles of ctKonut

fiber and observed crabs walking

around with husked, opened nuts in

places where I was the only other p<is-

siblcc(K4)nul husker. Someday, some-

one will be patient and fortunate

enough to witness and photograph the

entire process.

With or without an ability to open

Thrciiictu'd hy the presence of

researchers coiultutini; a

population study on Unewetak

Atoll, this coconut crah has climbed

a Pisonia tree slump. Cliinhini; is a

common response to sensed dan/^er.

coconuts, the coconut crab finds itself

in a favorable ecological position—it

leads a relatively predator- and com-

petitor-free existence for most of its

adult life. The isolated geographical

distribution of the crab, along with its

insular, terrestrial habits, has contrib-

uted to this situation. Small, remote

atolls are typically lacking in large ani-

mal forms. The usual means of dis-

persal for other animals, such as riding

sea currents on logs or being carried

aloft by the wind, become increasingly

u.seless as the size of the animal and the

distance between stopping places in-

crease. No other animal on tropical

atolls approaches the coconut crab in

size.

But evolution involves compromise

.

Without significant competitors and

predators, the coconut crab is faced

with a number of evolutionary trade-

offs. For example, competition and

predation are two conventional means

of population regulation no longer

available to the crab. Another typical

population relief valve is migration,

but studies by the late W. J. Gross of

the University of California, Los An-

geles, have shown that the crab is un-

able to survive for more than a few

hours in seawater. Hence migration is

not an alternative. Parasitism is an ad-

ditional cause of mortality, but the re-

mote distribution of most crab popula-

tions has apparently served as an effec-

tive barrier to the evolution of coconut

crab sf)ecific parasites. The last obvi-

ous means of population control would

be some form of feedback from re-

source availability to reprixluctive

rate. As a population of crabs increa.scd

in size, it would reduce the availability

of food and burrow sites on the island,

which might then stress the reprixluc-

tive machinery of the individuals and

slow the production of young. But

even if it were to evolve, this mecha-

nism would do little lo curtail the re-

cruitment rale of new crabs, since re-

cruitment is from the plankionic lar-

vae, most of which arc probably pro-

duced on other islands. Consequently,

an already overcrowded crab pt>pula-

tion may find itself bombarded with

young crabs produced on .mother is-

land Ilie dominant animal in any finxl

web cannot altord lo increase un-

checked Pari of the ciKonut crab's so-

lution to overcrowding is rather

straightforward: it eats its own kind.

Iherc IS much evidence that strongly

implicates the coconut crab in canni-

balism Several of the early l-uropean

explorers remarked on how quickly co-

conut crabs "fell upon" injured

conspecifics. Our attempts at keeping

crabs in confinement have inevitably

resulted in the largest crab killing and

eating all the smaller ones. Native crab

hunters have learned from exp)erience

that captive crabs must be kept sepa-

rated or the large ones will kill the

smaller ones. More convincing is my
observation of large crabs carrying,

fighting over, and feeding upon a dis-

membered but living smaller crab.

This observation has been repeated in

the Andaman Islands by R. Altevogt

andT.A. Davis, who have also exjjeri-

mentally induced cannibalism by teth-

ering live crabs and watching free-

roaming individuals attack and eat

them. All these observations support

the contention that cannibalism may
serve the dual purpose of keeping large

crabs fed and the population under con-

trol.

The need for opf>ortunism in a situa-

tion where food availability changes

with the wind and tide is evident. If

opportunity comes in the form of a crab

that has been injured by a storm-loos-

ened c(x:onut or a small crab that lets

its guard down while scavenging for

dead fish in the beach wrack, then it is

an opportunity to be grabbed. Can such

op|X»rtunism—to the pc)int of destruc-

tion of conspecifics—be explained in

the framework of evolutionary theory?

A phenomenon such as cannibalism

could be expected to arise in a situation

where the victims were produced in

another breeding population and there-

fore shared little genetic similarity with

the predator. This appears to be the

case with the cixronut crab. Addition-

ally, new recruits may even lower the

reprt>ductivc potential of the resident

crabs because Ihc new arrivals will de-

crease the important resources on an

island lo the disadvantage of those

crabs that are already capable of repro-

ducing. I-or several reasi>ns. it could be

.selectively advantageous for a large

crab lo prey up<ni its smaller competi-

tors.

Realizing, then, that a competitive

encounter between two crabs over a

fiH>d item can result in the dc.iih and

consumption of the loser explains

much about the peculiar behavior i>f

the ciKonut crab lliis understanding

helps explain the evolution oi the ex-

tremely onc-suled nature of competi-

tion KMween ditlerenlsi/ed animals,

the spatial separation of large and small

crabs, and the asiKialiiy of this spe-

cies. Kew sit comfortably at a tabic set

for cannibals.



Pere Mourns Margaret Mead
One year ago, a village that had welcomed the anthropologist

as a friend gave her its final farewell

by Barbara Honeyman Roll

When Margaret Mead left Pere vil-

lage fifty years ago, the slit-drums

sounded the tattoo for the dead and the

people mourned. Neither she nor they

expected her to return to Manus Island.

But she did return, twenty-five years

later, to observe and record the unprec-

edented, rapid cultural transformation

that followed the islanders' conversion

to Catholicism in the 1930s and World
War II. In all, she returned six times.

No longer were there tattoos for the

dead when she left, but the farewells

were still like deathbed scenes. As she

said, "Each time there was no way of

predicting whether I would ever be

able to come back."

On November 15, 1978, the Papua
New Guinea National Broadcasting

Company relayed the news that Mar-
garet Mead would not be coming back

again. Pere closed its school, and all

the people in the village went into their

houses for twenty-four hours of

mourning. Twenty-six women who
had known her well went to the house

that had been built for her in 1965;

there they stayed for five days and

nights, singing dirges for the dead. On
November 22, the councilor (mayor)

of the village sent us a cable: "People
sorry of Margaret Mead's death. With
sympathy, respect. Rested seven days.

Planted coconut tree memory of great

friend."

Margaret Mead had hoped to return

to Pere in late December 1978; perhaps

she wanted the end to come in the field.

Instead, three of us who had worked
with Margaret and visited Manus with

her (Theodore Schwartz, professor of

anthropology at the University of Cali-

fornia, San Diego, my husband, Fred

Roll, and I) went to Pere three weeks
after her death. We felt that we should

be there to share the sorrow and mourn-

ing of her friends, who could not come
to us to pay their respects.

When we arrived in Lorengau (pop-

ulation about 2,150), the provincial

capital of Manus, we were greeted by
a delegation from Pere, led by the

councilor, Francis Paliau. He sug-

gested that we spend an extra day in

Lorengau to give the village enough
time to prepare for our arrival. We
knew there would be special ceremo-

nies mourning Margaret Mead. In the

course of a half century, she had be-

come a valued and wise friend, almost

an ancestor of lapan ("noble") rank.

The solemnity of the Pere delegation

suggested the grief felt by the people

of the village. Francis Paliau added to

the gloom when he told us that John

Kilepak (often called "JK") was very

ill with a swollen leg and had been

in his house ever since he heard of Mar-

garet' s death . We were greatly worried

,

for we knew how much John Kilepak

must have been affected. In 1928, he

was the leader of the five teenage boys

who ran Margaret's house. The heir

apparent to the most powerful and aris-

tocratic clan in Pere, John Kilepak has

remained a dominant figure in a greatly

changed culture. When Mead and

Schwartz arrived in 1953, JK was the

master canoe builder and the best

canoe captain on the Manus south

coast. He was also a chief informant,

consultant, and valued aide to Mar-
garet and to us on our visits to Pere.

While we were in Lorengau, Ted
Schwartz was asked to give an inter-

view on Radio Manus, to be broadcast

on the evening news. He spoke in clas-

sic neo-Melanesian pidgin, explaining

the work of anthropology on Manus.
He told of Mead's friendship for the

Manus, of her having brought him
there the first time in 1953, and of the

great loss occasioned by her death. We
later found out that almost everyone

with access to a radio (and that is a

good-sized part of the Manus popula-

tion) listens to the news every night and

had heard the interview.

Two days after we arrived in Loren-

gau, we set out by canoe on the twenty-

mile voyage to Pere. As we crossed the

reef about a quarter-mile from the vil-

lage, we could see that almost all the

people in the village (about 500) were
gathered on the beach. From a flotilla

of a dozen canoes arranged in two par-

allel rows, women stood waving
bundles of croton leaves, while the

death tattoo was sounded on the slit-

drums. With the easy eclecticism that

blends the traditional with the modern,

the Pere people had also assembled the

school children in their best clothes to

greet us on the beach. They sang in

English a song composed by their

schoolteacher. With it they welcomed
us to their "lonely" village and spoke

of us as ' 'homesick' ' for our own land,

perhaps imagining how they would
feel so distant from their own village.

We stepped ashore and were led across

the "village square" to a new, still un-

finished community center. As we
walked, we shook hands with sad-

faced men, embraced women who
sobbed, "Oh, Margarit, Margarit, idai

pinis [she is dead]," and touched the

reaching hands of silent, wide-eyed

children. We were ushered into the
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new hall to a table set with tea and

biscuits to refresh us.

The adults crowded into the build-

ing, where they sat on the concrete

floor or leaned against the walls. The

small children sat on their parents' laps

or were held in their arms, while the

larger children and young adults filled

the empty doorways and peered in

through the big open frames, not yet

fitted with windows. We felt a momen-
tary lift of spirits when we spotted John

Kilepak at the back of the hall, leaning

on an improvised cane , standing beside

his childhood friend Petrus Pomat, the

only other survivor among Margaret

Mead's five boys.

Francis Paliau welcomed us and

thanked us for coming to them. He eu-

logized Margaret in pidgin, saying that

her Pere friends would like to know
how long she had been ill, where she

had died (at home? in the hospital?),

the cause of her death. In the village,

everyone knows in detail the progress

of every illness, its apparent serious-

ness, and the intimate circumstances of

death. Paliau tried to let us know that

the village mourned for Margaret just

as if she had died in her own house in

Pere, where the wailing chants for the

dead would have begun the moment
her attendants had acknowledged her

death.

Schwartz replied with a moving eu-

logy (also in pidgin), explaining that

Margaret had died of a cancer for

which there was no surgery or treat-

ment that could have cured her. He re-

viewed the history of her many visits

to Pere and of our visits to Pere with

her. He spoke of her friendship and

affection for the people of Pere, of her

feeling of closeness to them, and of our

own sorrow and sense of loss. And he

gave an account of her last visits with

us. It was a heartfelt response to the

rapt attention of the audience. We then

presented to Francis Paliau, for the vil-

lage, a mounted color photograph of

Margaret Mead surrounded by a group

of her friends in Pere on her last visit

there in 1975. The photograph was

held aloft for all to see and then passed

from hand to hand until each person

had looked at it.
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Josep Bopau and John Kilepak demonstrate the tattoo for the dead.

After the ceremoiiies at the commu-
nity center we went across the village

square to our house—Mead's house

—

a traditional, palm-thatched house,

which looks out on the reef and the

nearby islands. The village leaders and

a group of women came with us and

filled the house. Francis Paliau called

for silence. He spoke about the special

customs that were being observed to

mourn the death of Margaret Mead, a

person of great importance. He told us

that the "haus bilong Margarit,"

where she had lived on four visits to

Pare, was chosen as the house of

mourning, the house of death. The
chief, official mourners, self-selected,

were women who were entitled by
their importance, their age, and their

past close relationship to Margaret to

stay in her house for five days and five

nights to mourn and to chant the endri-

langs ("dirges") for the dead. When
Francis Paliau closed his remarks, he

and the men stood against the walls.

The women sat on the floor sobbing

and dirging, as they are accustomed to

do in the house of mourning. JK's

wife, Siska, who feels herself to have

been closest to Margaret, and to me,
pulled me down to her where we
sobbed together. The dirging and sob-

bing continued for perhaps twenty

minutes or a half hour, until the wo-
men's grief, renewed by our arrival,

was drained away.

We knew that in Manus , when a per-

son of importance dies, relatives are

expected to come home to wail and

mourn in the house of death. Relatives

often live in distant villages. Nowa-
days, many work in remote towns on
the mainland and may come home
weeks or even months later. It was un-

derstood that we had come as part of

Margaret's family to share this tradi-

tion.

It was appropriate, too, that several

days after we arrived, and after Pere's

formal mourning was complete, Paliau

Maluat came from Baluan Island with

a dozen leaders from various Manus
and non-Manus villages widely scat-

tered throughout the Admiralty Is-

lands, to express their sorrow and to

offer eulogies. Paliau Maluat, the

leader of a movement that transformed

Admiralty Island culture, had figured

prominently in Mead's New Lives for

Old (1954), as well as in Schwartz's

monograph on the Paliau Movement
(1962). Paliau Maluat spoke of Mead's
belonging to all of them and to the en-

tire world, not just to Pere. He was less



flamboyant in his oratory than usual,

moved by the loss of this great friend

who had understood and sympathized

with his movement and who had

helped others to understand and accept

him back in the days (1953) when the

colonial government considered him

only a cultist and a subversive. All

were subdued as they claimed their

right to mourn. We made our own
speeches thanking them, and then, si-

lent in our own meditations, we all

quietly left the hall and went to bed.

In two or three days we learned

—

more deeply than we could have from

observation of events in which we were

less involved—of the solace that can

come from sharing one's grief within

a close community of mourners. We
thought of Margaret Mead's daughter,

Mary Catherine Bateson, and of her

friend and companion Rhoda Metraux

and wished that they too could have

shared this ancient balm of commu-
nity.

The day after we arrived in Pere,

John Kilepak came to the house, limp-

ing and carrying his hand-carved cane.

We could see that he had begun to re-

cover his normal liveliness, although

his thoughts clearly centered on the de-

tails of adherence to all the customs

befitting the death of an important per-

son. He told us that the five days of

mourning and the ceremonies (sowerai)

held when we arrived were a special

honor reserved for a great chief; that

there had been only two sonerai since

1928—one for Korotan, who had been

the aging, nearly blind chief during

Margaret's 1928 visit, and the other for

Pokanau, the leader who was a

principal informant to Mead and to

Schwartz. He explained that the offi-

cial mourners were a self-selected

group of those of appropriate prestige

who had been particularly close to

Margaret, that three of these women
had specially composed emlrilaiifis,

which recounted the history of her

visits to Pere and what they knew of

her career and renown in the outside

world. He reminded us that some sort

of present was in order in recognition

o( the women mourners and those who
had provided them with food iluring

their days of mourning.

Recompense for oHicial mourners

is a surviving tradition. After some dis-

cussion with .lohn Kilepak and Irancis

Paliau. wc arranged to distribute to the

women, and to those who had provided

for them, 150 sticks of tobacco and

three bolts (about 120 yards) of ctillon

print fabrics. The ilisiribuiion was
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made on the beach behind our house,

in the shade of a magnificent Calophyl-

litm tree. Francis Paliau, speaking on

behalf of the committee (the town
council), explained that the presenta-

tion was our acknowledgment of the

sowerai and the honor paid Margaret

Mead. The names of the twenty-six re-

cipients were read and the bolts of cloth

laid out and measured to appropriate

lengths—in the midst of much noisy,

unsolicited advice from the sidelines,

some raucous shouting about who were

proper recipients, and eventual appar-

ent resolution of disagreements. A few
days later, women, husbands, and chil-

dren began to appear in new laplaps.

When a deputation of village leaders

came to our house on the evening be-

fore our departure, we did not know
what to expect. We invited Francis Pa-

liau, John Kilepak, Petrus Pomat,

Karol Sori, and Alex Polin to come in

and sit with us around the table, where

we had just finished supper. Other men
sat around the room on the remaining

chairs and stools and on the floor.

When Francis Paliau judged that ev-

eryone had arrived, he said, "Now we
have some talk. Two big men—John

and Petrus—are here. They will tell us

their talk." It became clear that from

the outset John Kilepak had been the

behind the scenes force who had sug-

gested how the village was to respond

to Margaret's death. He was really the

chief mourner, with sensitive concern

for the scrupulous observance of tradi-

tional ceremonies. He reminded us that

on the first day of mourning everyone

had stayed inside the houses; that

twenty-six women had been the offi-

cial mourners who slept in Mead's
house for five days and nights; that the

village had waited for our arrival so

that all of us could "cry together." He
went on to say that after they had

"made the sowerai,'' he, Petrus

Pomat, Francis Paliau, the committee,

the "big men," the women, the young
men, and the young women had held

many discussions about what Pere

could give to show their love of "Mar-
garit," express their appreciation of

her special feeling for Pere, and share

in the homage paid to her in America
and elsewhere in the world. He said

they had come tonight to give us a pres-

ent for her family, for her friends, for

her colleagues in anthropology; that

"mining bilong en [its meaning]" was
the loss Pere felt, the love and admira-

tion they had for Margaret, and their

wish that her work should continue.

Francis Paliau continued with the

observation that Papua New Guinea, as

well as America and countries all over

the world, mourned for Margaret. He
said, "We in Pere have thought a great

deal about something we can give. It

isn't much because we don't have

much, but all the same we give it to

remember Margarit for all time. We
thought plenty and we decided to give

this money." He held up strings of

Papua New Guinea's dollar-size kinas

(worth about $1 .40 a piece at present).

"These are kina. Fire can't eat them.

They can't buggerup. You can look at

them plenty year more. Kina don't be-

long to other countries. They belong to

Peter Goldberg. AMNH

Fere

Schw
V gift is presented to the Museum by John Kilepak, as Theodore
artz and Margaret Mead's granddaughter look on.

A highlight of the 1979 Margaret

Mead Film Festival was John
Kilepak's presentation of the village of

Pere's gift of kinas to the American
Museum of Natural History. This was
Kilepak's second trip to the United

States, and he had spent the summer in

California helping to identify photo-

graphs, recheck genealogies, and com-
plete a dictionary and grammar of the

Manus language. His appearance at the

Film Festival followed a screening of

the documentary Margaret Mead's
New Guinea Journal, and the audi-

ence, having just seen him in the 1968

film, listened appreciatively as he

spoke in pidgin about Margaret Mead
and Pere. Kilepak said the people of

Pere were glad that Mead had recorded

the traditions of their ancestors at a

time (1928) when the villagers them-

selves were unable to read or write. He
commented that this earlier genera-

tion had passed away, and that now
Margaret Mead, too, was one of the

ancestors. But, he emphasized, a part

of her still lives here and in Pere.

Kilepak then presented the string of

kinas and explained how, according to

* custom, such a gift signified the end of

mourning. The kinas were accepted on
behalf of the Museum by the director,

Thomas Nicholson, who gave Kilepak

one of the wooden staffs Mead charac-

teristically carried, to take to the peo-

ple of Papua New Guinea.



New Guinea tasol [alone]. These are a

present for Margarit, a mark from us

that we always remember Margarit, a

mark that you will always know that

we remember."
Karol Sori, who had collected the

kinas from each clan, and Alex Polin,

a young schoolteacher who had col-

lected them from the Young Men's As-

sociation (an organization of the young

men of Pere who live and work else-

where in Papua New Guinea), pre-

sented us with the coins, sixty in all.

Kinas have holes in the middle , so they

canbe tied together on strings, as dogs'

teeth were strung together for ceremo-

nial exchanges in "taim tumbuna"

(the times of our ancestors). With the

strings of kinas we received lists of the

donors from each clan and from the

Young Men's Association.

How I wish I could summarize

Pere's way of mourning Margaret's

death as she would have re-created it

in her vivid, dramatic style. I can see

her with her five-by-seven-inch note-

b<K)k with the marbled black-and-

white hard cover, jotting down obser-

vations in her tiny, rapid handwriting,

which she herself found difhcult to de-

cipher. I can see her checking the tape

recorder, making certain that the rec-

ord was being kept for the archives.

And I can see her peering over her

rimless glasses to be sure that we were

alert with our cameras. She would have

commented that the trend toward com-

bining the old with the new, which she

noted in 1975, is continuing. She

would have observed the ways in

which her friends arc steadfast, and at

the same lime, endlessly innovative in

their adaptation and manipulation of

traditional behavior to til their concep-

tion of today's world. .She would have

been delighted with the traditional end-

n7«/t,if,s and particularly by the adapta-

tions of the words to reflect incidents

in her life and her special relationship

to Pcre. In 1975 she wrote that "Ihc

extreme emphasis on modcrni/ation

and rejection of an earlier poriiKl is now
gone." She wouki have considered

signilicani the revival of the traditional

mourning ceremony honoring her

The most important of ancient cere-

monies celebrateil either the joining of

families through marriage or the pas-

sage of a person from life among the

living to life among the ancestors, who
remained ever near aiul concerned with

thi>sc left behind lor the Manus, Mar-

garet Mead was now an ancestor, to-

gether with those who were living in

1928, who had accepted her in Pere.
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Sky Reporter by Stephen P. Maran

Asteroid Satellites and Shapes
Some of these small objects may have moons that are even

smaller and some may be elongated and shaped like dumbbells

Often called minor planets, as-

teroids are relatively diminutive rocky

objects found mainly in a ring, known
as the asteroid belt, between the orbits

of Mars and Jupiter. A few follow

paths that cross the orbit of the earth,

while others—the Trojan asteroids

—

actually share Jupiter's orbit: one

group of Trojans leading the giant

planet as it circles the sun, while a sec-

ond group follows.

Just as Mars and Jupiter have
moons, one can imagine that an as-

teroid might have smaller satellites

within its so-called sphere of influ-

ence. This imaginary sphere is the re-

gion within which a moon will remain

in orbit despite the disturbing gravita-

tional pulls of the sun and the major

planets. A typical 80-mile diameter as-

teroid, located not too close to a major

planet, has a sphere of influence more
than 18,000 miles in diameter.

The evidence for asteroid moons, or

minor satellites, as these purported ob-

jects are termed, comes from asteroid

light curves and from several recent as-

teroidal occultations. A light curve is

a record of the brightness of an asteroid

as it turns on its axis. An occultation

in this context is the eclipse of a star

by an asteroid.

As it passes in front of a star, an

asteroid may cast a dim shadow on the

earth. An observer in the shadow path

sees the star momentarily disappear.

Because of uncertain knowledge of as-

teroid sizes and orbits, the position of

the shadow path cannot be predicted

with great accuracy. As a result, occul-

tation studies depend on the sightings

of many observers, spread out over the

likely region. Although most of the ob-

servers are amateur astronomers, they

have an official coordinating organi-

zation, the International Occultation

Timing Association (IOTA).

Professional astronomers have occa-

sionally speculated on the existence of

minor satellites, but a recent flurry of

reports concerning these moons stems

from an occultation observed by an

amateur on March 5, 1977. At that

time, Paul Maley, an amateur astron-

omer observing from Victoria, Texas,

reported seeing a bright star in the con-

stellation Cetus disappear at nearly the

same time that the star was occulted by
the asteroid Hebe, as seen from Mex-
ico City. Observers north of Mexico
City but south of Victoria did not see

the star disappear, confirming that

Hebe's shadow lay to the south. This

was taken to mean that the event seen

from Victoria was an occultation of the

Cetus star by a small object—presum-

ably a minor satellite—fairly close to,

but north of, Hebe.

Although he is an experienced ob-

server, Maley could have been mis-

taken. The event lasted only half a sec-

ond and was observed visually, so no
instrumental record was preserved for

inspection. Even the most seasoned

professional astronomers have made
errors in visual observations. Never-

theless, some occultation experts, in-

cluding David W. Dunham, an astron-

omer at the Computer Sciences Cor-

poration in Silver Spring, Maryland,

took Maley 's report seriously. In the

July 1977 issue of lOTA's Occultation

Newsletter, he and Maley pointed out

that "if there is a satellite of Hebe, it

is possible, and probably likely, that

there are several others, orbiting other

large minor planets as well." IOTA
members kept this possibility in mind
in planning observations of subsequent

occultations.

The Hebe event aroused interest, but

it was an occultation by the asteroid

Herculina that led to the current lively

debate on the possible existence of

minor satellites. The occultation of the

star SAO 1 20774 by Herculina on June

7, 1978, was not expected to be seen

from the United States. However,
measurements of Herculina's position

only two days before the occultation

revealed that the shadow path would
cross the southwestern states, and

Dunham quickly alerted potential

viewers. Although the asteroid was
very low on the horizon and twilight

had begun, the occultation was suc-

cessfully observed from two locations

in the Mojave Desert of California and

from the Lowell Observatory in Flag-

staff, Arizona.

One of the Mojave observers was
James H. McMahon, an amateur as-

tronomer from China Lake, California.

He stopped his truck "on the west side

of U.S. highway 395 approximately

3.54 miles north of Kramer Junction"

to consult maps before proceeding

south, but the truck would not start

again. So he set up a telescope on the

spot and began watching the star SAO
120774. Herculina was too dim to be

seen, but the asteroid's eclipse of the

star—the primary occultation—was
duly noted. McMahon also reported

six other brief disappearances, or

"secondary occultations," of SAO
120774. One, which occurred ninety-

seven seconds before the primary oc-

cultation and lasted for four seconds,

turned out to correspond to a five-sec-

ond secondary occultation in the pho-

toelectric observations obtained at

Lowell Observatory.

Advocates of the existence of minor

satellites cite the Herculina observa-

tions as confirmation of the presence of

a companion to this asteroid. After all,

there were two independent observa-

tions of a secondary occultation—Mc-
Mahon's and that at Lowell—and the

Lowell observation is preserved as an

instrumental record that can be
inspected by critics. On the negative

side, however, are the five other un-

confirmed secondary events reported

by McMahon. No one else saw them,

not the second Mojave Desert observer

nor anyone at Lowell. If these five are

spurious, then the sixth McMahon
secondary occultation must also
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"It you have any doubts, ask

one of the men who mn sports

fishing boats in the Gulf," says

H. E. Braunig, a Manager of En-

vironmental Affairs at Gulf Oil.

"When they want to guarantee

their customers a gtxxl day's fish-

ing, they head straight tor the oil

platforms.

"7uenr> unii'tTsitic.

ami ihousands nj

fiih say oil pLit-

/(jnivs Jon'tfiun
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"

"What happens around the

bottom ot the oil platforms is

ecologically identical to what
happens around any natural reef.

"A food chain starts. Mussels,

anemones, starfish, anything

that likes to live on a solid under-

water surface, all come first. TTien

the fish that feed on them; and

so on, until a whole ecosystem

builds up.

"Even with the oil platforms,

it's lite as usual in the Gult ot

Mexico — even for the commer-
cial shrimp and oyster tishermen,

whose livelihood depends on
clean water.

"That's living prcxit that

t)ftshore platforms aren't ecologi-

cally destnictive. A two-year

study by rwenty Gult Coast uni-

versities, concluded in 1974, says

the same thing.

"(. uilf pet)plc are meeting a lot

of challenges in getting the oil

out while preser\ing the environ-

ment. Tliis problem just seemed

to solve it.self; and with continual

environmental mimitoring and

sampling, on all current and

future t)ttshore sites, we intend to

make sure it stays stilved."

Gulf people:
meeting the challenge.
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be suspect. (Another possibility, of

course, is that Herculina has six minor

satellites, one large enough to cast a

shadow both near Kramer Junction and

in Flagstaff, the other five much
smaller and only shadowing the Mo-
jave site.)

What about the Lowell Observatory

measurements? By our analysis, the

case for a Herculina satellite rests

mainly on them. They were made at an

altitude of only about three degrees

above the horizon, where because of

atmospheric interference, astronomers

do not normally take photoelectric

measurements. However, a record of

the primary occultation, published in

Sky and Telescope, looks excellent and

bears out the report that the atmos-

pheric conditions were exceptionally

good. The record of the secondary

event has been acclaimed by some sp>e-

cialists but looks poor to me.

In the March 2, 1979, issue of

Science, two strong advocates of the

occultation evidence, Richard P. Bin-

zel of Macalester College in Saint

Paul, Minne.sota, and Thomas C. Van
Flandern of the U.S. Naval Observa-

tory in Washington, D.C., sum-
marized observations of eight as-

teroids. From secondary occultations

reported by various observers, the two

advocates deduced the possible pres-

ence of twenty-three minor satellites,

with one (the McMahon-Lowell Her-

culina satellite) classified as "con-

firmed," twelve others as "probable,"

and ten as "suggested
. '

' Just two days

earlier, however, an experiment at the

University of Arizona in Tucson cast

some doubt on the whole subject of

secondary (Kculiations. In a subse-

quent issue of Science, the Arizona ex-

perimenter Harold J. Rcilsema told

how he monitored a faini star low in

the sky as the asteroid Fgeria passed

by. Three photoelectric telescopes

were used, and at least two apparent

secondary (Kcultations were recorded

with each. But some were due to tele-

scope tracking errors, and none was

delected with more than one telescope.

Reilscma concluded that many nf the

prior secondary (K'cultation observa-

tions may be spurious, perhaps caused

by drifting clouits. passing airplanes,

or telescope and inslrutiicnl problems.

Despite the above comments, the

Lowell observers arc experts and they

were in Flagstaff on June 7, 1978.

whereas Reitsema and I were not. We
are left in suspense; there is reasonable

but hardly compelling evidence that

Herculina has a companion F-or the
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seven other asteroids discussed by Bin-

zel and Van Flandern, the evidence is

weak, but it is at least suggestive.

So much for the occultation observa-

tions. The other evidence for minor

satellites is in the form of light curves.

Astronomers study light curves to de-

termine the rotation, shape, and gross

surface properties of asteroids. If an

asteroid were perfectly round, smooth,

and uniformly reflective, its brightness

would remain steady as the object

turned. However, asteroids (like as-

tronomers) are generally imperfect,

and light curves reveal their devia-

tions. In the March 2, 1979, issue of

Science, Edward F. Tedesco, an

experienced asteroid observer at the

University of Arizona, described the

light curves of the asteroids Pales and

Ophelia. Unlike many other asteroid

light curves, those of these two have

noticeable V-shaped dips, or "min-

ima." This is reminiscent of the light

curves of certain stars, including the

famous Demon Star, Algol, in the con-

stellation Perseus. V-shaped minima in

stellar light curves are known to result

from partial eclipses, as one member
of a binary star system passes in front

of the other. By analogy, Tedesco pro-

posed that each of the asteroids Pales

and Ophelia is a binary asteroid, its

satellite revealed by eclipses of the

known asteroid. This interpretation

seems fair but not definitive, because

the published light curves are not long

enough to enable the effect to repeat

itself over and over. In the near future,

further measurements should settle this

question. Until then, we have modest

but not certain evidence that there are

binary asteroids.

What about elongated asteroids?

One case is especially significant. The
brightness of Hektor varies by a factor

of three. If we restrict our consid-

eration to the surface properties of

other well-studied asteroids, then a

brightness variation this large would be

hard to account for. Thus, it would

seem unlikely that Hektor is simply an

asteroid with a white side and a black

side.

A past suggestion was that Hektor is

a binary, but a factor of three is rather

extreme for the light curve of a binary.

To produce such a large light variation,

one asteroid in the binary would need

to have such extreme properties that we
might as well consider a single, highly

unusual asteroid as the cause of the

light variation without postulating the

presence of a companion. Such an as-

teroid would be a very elongated ob-
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ject, with a length of about 190 miles

and a thickness of 95 miles. Such a

shape would not be surprising in a

small asteroid; minor planets in the as-

teroid belt are gradually grinding them-

selves down by repeated collisions and

hence must produce some fragments in

the form of huge rock splinters. But

Hektor, a Trojan asteroid, is by far the

largest member of its group and is lo-

cated where high-speed collisions are

unlikely. Hence, it ought not to be a

fragment; on the other hand, other

large asteroids tend to be round, while

Hektor apparently is not.

Last year, two well-known plane-

tary scientists, William K. Hartmann

of the Planetary Science Institute in

Tucson and Dale P. Cruikshank of the

University of Hawaii in Honolulu, pro-

posed that Hektor is not a fragment but

rather a "somewhat dumbbell-shaped

object . . . resulting from partial coa-

lescence" of two round, earlier as-

teroids that collided at low speed and

hence did not break up. This would

account for the elongated shape in-

ferred from Hektor's light curve. On
the other hand, this hypothesis is so

unusual that the possibility that Hektor

is just a round asteroid with a very dark

side and a very light side deserved to

be reexamined. To test this possibility,

the two astronomers made a critical

search in April 1979 with an 88-inch

telescope on Mauna Kea.

In visible light, an asteroid shines by

reflected sunlight. In infrared light, it

glows by emission from its own sur-

face, which is heated by the sun. The
visible light curve should have maxi-

mum brightness when the lighter side

is viewed, but the infrared light curve

will reach maximum when the dark

side, being hottest, faces the observer.

Thus, the light-and-dark-sides theory

predicts that the two light curves will

be out of phase. The elongated shape

theory, however, predicts maximum
brightness in both visible and infrared

light when the long side of the asteroid

faces the observer. According to this

theory, the light curves should be in

phase. And. indeed. Hartmann and

Cruikshank found that the visible and

infrared light curves vary in unison.

This proved that their deduction is cor-

rect: Hektor is elongated—probably

dumbbell in shape.

Stephen P. Maran is senior staff scien-

tist in the l.ahoratory for Astronomy

and Solar Ph wic.v at NASA 's Cioddard

Space I'linht Center in Greenhelt,

Maryland.
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The Human Strategy by Marvin Harris

It's Only a Cod
As fish stocks are depleted.

they are exploited all the more avidly

"\ believe the cod fisheries are inex-

haustible. . . . Nothing we do seriously

affects the number of fish."

Thomas Huxley (1825-95)

Back in 1465. within a few minutes of

reaching the shoals in the channel be-

tween East Bunker's Ledge and Isleford.

Maine, everyone on board could be

heard shouting, "I've got one!" Cod

was the easiest prey. Mimicking local

prejudice, we were not totally enthusi-

astic when twenty pounds of Gadus

morrhua came swimming and swirling

up from below and had to be gaffed on

board.

"It's only a cod."

Some of the local families refused to

eat cod. Haddock on the other hand

always made a fine gift (after I learned

that no one wanted a fish that had not

been cleaned, no matter what the spe-

cies). And for a few years, haddock were

plentiful, each one making a delectable

fish fry for three or four people. By 1^>7().

however, haddock could no longer be

had on the nearest shoals.

"They've gone otTshore." the men at

the dock said, implying that some tempo-

rary shift in current, change in water tem-

perature, or cyclical variation in feed had

taken place. If you knew the proper

spots, farther out on Edge of Bottom.

Lervy Grounds. John's RiK-k. or the

Meeting House Grounds, you could still

catch all the haddock you wanted. Unless

you were incompetent.

Going t>ut to the more distant shoals

helped for a while ^especially after I

began to find my way to the Columbian

Ledge near Mount Desert Rock, twenty

miles at sea. But by l')72 even the party

b<iat captains were admitting that there

were no haddock to K- caught no matter

how many shoals you went to, whether

you had a Fathometer on board or not,

whether you baited with squid or shrimp

or clams, used diamond jigs, big hooks,

little hooks ... it was all the same.

"It's the factory ships ofTshore," Tud

Bunker explained. "Russians, Poles,

Germans—everybody. They do the

freezing and packing right on board. A
mother ship, maybe 500 feet long, and

a lot of smaller ones. But even the

smaller ones are bigger than any of the

boats around here."

Most marine biologists and fishery ex-

perts agree. Haddock and cixi found in

local waters probably migrate annually

from the sole remaining great New Eng-

land fishery, Georges Bank. otTshore in

the southern fringes of the Gulf of

Maine. As a result of overfishing by

foreign fleets, especially Russian ships,

the amount of haddock taken on Georges

Bank collapsed from a record high of

15.'>.(KX) tons in 1^65 to a record low of

2H.(KX) tons in 1^)68. This disaster

prompted much of the support for the

2(K)-mile territorial limit and quotas on

foreign and domestic haddock landings

now in effect on Georges Bank But these

measures may have come too late Right

now the only fresh haddock for sale at

the local fish wharf is from Iceland. As

I recall how recently my landlubber crew

was catching haddock on the nearest

shoals. I am awed at the destructive

power of those unseen fleets operating far

over the hori/on.

'tci the foreign devil theory dtvs not

tell the whole story Since the intrtnluc-

lion of motorized net fishing early in the

century, small bt^ats have had the capac-

ity to overfish the local waters Dragged

day after day with otter trawls, shoals

turn into underwater deserts. The heavy

wooden wings, or doors, that keep these

nets open and the iron bars that protect

the leading edge of the opening scour t}ie

ocean floor, destroying the communities

of plants and animals that make the

shoals inviting to such bottom-dwelling

species as haddock and cod. Gill nets,

used when the bottom is icxi rocky to be

dragged, are also destructive. They are

suspended from a line of floats near the

b<ittom. The fish put their heads into the

mesh and then can't back out. In rough

weather these nets sometimes break

loose from their surface moorings and

hang there, silently catching fish year

after year. Both kinds of nets are more

of a threat to fish stiKks than the old

hcHik-and-line tub trawls that were the

mainstay of the traditional inshore New
England fisheries Unlike baited hmiks,

nets catch undersized and unmarketable

fish, which must be thrown away.

M> neighbors refuse to implicate the

local draggcrs and gill neiters in the sud-

den dearth of haddock "You don't want

to tell a man that he can't make a living,"

they say. Nonetheless, the only thing that

has ever protected the lixal fishing

grounds from destruction by small gill

netlers and draggers has been the low

price offered for cixl and haddinrk at the

nearby fish wharves As long as the big

fleets were catching thirty or fort> Ions

of fish (XT dav p».-r ship on Ciei>rges Bank,

the relatiNcK ineflicient Uval boats could

not make a living on the inshore shoals.

But when the Georges Bank haddixk

fishery collapsed in |4hS, prices rose suf-

ficiently \o make it worthwhile to drag

and gill net the shoals between Mount

IX-sert RiKk and the shore With the an-

nual migrations from ofl shore down to a

trickle, the UkmI lishermen. goaded on by

rising prices, lished and fished until
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hardly a haddock was left in the area.

The cod may be next. As usual, my
seafaring friends at first denied that any-

thing was wrong, "You can always get

cod on the Lervy Grounds," Junior in-

sisted, "You got to get on the edge of

it. Let the back side of Cranberry come
out a boat length past Baker's,"

"You ought to try the Eastern Muddy
Reef," said Karl,

"Pshh! You don't hold your mouth
right," quipped Lynn,

My own doubts lingered until Tud
Bunker took some time off to go to the

"Rock" with me. After several hours of

sawing our handlines back and forth,

Tud said, "Let's go home. There are

more fish in my well than there are out

here," On the way in he tried the spots

he had known as a young man, when he

had set trawls and handlined for a living,

"You used to be able to come here and

pull in two or three hundred pounds of

cod on the slack tide, all good market

size, and come back the next day and do

the same thing, I've never seen it like

this,"

Now that it can no longer be denied

that something is wrong, everyone has a

different theory to explain what is hap-

pening,

"The feed isn't in yet,"

"The whales haven't come down the

coast. They'll be pushing the fish ahead

of them,"

"Too many whales around. They're

scaring off the fish."

"Water's too cold."

"Water's too warm."
At first, no one mentions the draggers

and gill netters who were busy catching

cod all last year, the skyrocketing price

offish at the supermarket, and the record

prices for cod at the local fish wharf. The
most plausible theory is that cod are

about to go the way of haddock, which

was the way of hake before haddock, and

of salmon before hake.

Most alarming is the sudden rise in the

cod's Nielsen rating. Summer people

who once turned up their noses at

"smelly old codfish" now want to know
why they have been overlooked. And
suddenly there are more people than ever

fishing for cod—more boats with better

equipment; more Fathometers, sonar,

radar; more people fishing cod for sport,

for part-time subsistence, or just for an

evening's meal.

This, then, is the perverse logic of de-

pletion: the more vulnerable a species or

a resource becomes, the more avidly it

is exploited. The process I have been de-

scribing in miniature is writ large on

Georges Bank, and still larger all around

s^ '• ^- '

i
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the globe. As Lester Brown has shown
in a recent Worldnatch Paper, an ever

greater effort is needed to maintain the

present rate of oceanic fish production.

While annual fish harvests more than tri-

pled between 1950 and 1969, there has

been no increase at all since then. And
yet the size of the world fishing fleet in-

creased by 50 percent between 1970 and

1975. TTiis has meant a precipitous drop

in return per dollar invested—diminish-

ing returns, which consumers experience

as rising prices. Behind it all lies the re-

lentless depletion of the most accessible

fishing grounds.

It is a wonder that the cod fisheries

have held out so long. What saved them

until a few years ago was the preference

for haddock. Actually, during the nine-

teenth century, when fish were preserved

for the market by being salted, the rela-

tive standing of these two species was
different from what it is today: cod was

preferred over haddock. Cod salted well,

remaining firm when soaked overnight to

remove the salt before cooking. But had-

dock, with its more tender flesh, became
mushy and had the reputation of being

a trash food fit only for slaves. The intro-

duction of onboard icing techniques

raised the demand for haddock. Cod pro-

duction peaked in 1880 at 147,000

tons—a figure that probably will never be

reached again in spile of all the techno-

logical advantages enjoyed by today's

fleets. Throughout the first part of this

century, therefore, haddock acted as a

buffer against further depletion of cod

sKK'ks. Bui with haddock out of the way,

the full cunning of our technological ge-

nius is now directed against the cod. In

the strange new world we are building,

fresh cod may soon be as expensive as

caviar.

Of course, with the 200-mile limit and

the international quotas, one need not be

so pessimistic. With careful regulation,

perhaps cod and haddock yields on

Cieorges Bank and the other great off-

shore fisheries can be maintained . We are

lold thai under scientific management our

forests are being regenerated faster than

they are being cut down. Bui ihey are not

the same forests; miles of regimented 35-

ycar-old sticks have replaced ti>wcring

giants ihal tiM)k hundreds of years to

grow

.

My neighbors all ihink Ihal the cod

will come back, hul 1 doubt ihat il will

ever be ihe same Ihal any<ine will catch

a Iwenly-poundcr in the channel between

Isleford and East Bunker's Ledge again.
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Arts

ABORIGINAL ARTS-CRAFTS Australian books de-
tail Pitjantiatjara. olhefs Order free listings, Boom-
erangMan, 310-B Park, Monroe, LA 71201

AMERICAN INDIAN CRAFTS: Pueblo pottery; Hopi
2nd and 3rd Mesa plaques: Kachinas; old and new
rugs Specify interests Write for photos and data
Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (213) 789-2559

ANCIENT MAYAN ART REPRODUCTIONS Hand-
carved in wood. $25 to $500 Details Mexart Im-
ports, PC, Box 650336, Miami, FL 33165

AS FEATURED IN THE MUSEUM SHOP, charming
notecards, "Stegosaurus", "Fox", "Bird Brothers",
"Lion", or assortment. 10 per pkg $3,00 ppd
Weslwind Press. 6906 Heyward St.. Phila , PA 191 19

ESKIMO ART QUARTERLY. Volume iV subscriptions
now available Auction prices, current market infor-

mation In-depth articles by professionals Calendar
of Events Reviews Heavily illustrated. Subscrip-
tions $25. Ans & Culture of the Npnh, Dept. H, 162
E. 80 St , NYC 10021

GAJESA (CORNHUSK) MASK, 14", hand braided
by Iroquois, $35 00, request photo. McCoy Imports,
Liberty. NY 12754

GOLD NUGGET NECKLACE $95, includes 14k solid
gold chain. Nugget is 50,000.000 years old. Free
brochure and color photos Gold Authentics. Box
147, LaSalle, Colorado 80645

_ I SccMsa Certificates fov
r^' ?lppr<xiatic>n?,U<rtir-c-

mcwt5 ari& crthCT:^vo(nt>5

GxlLorw»ci6?focfr«c brocHiurC'.

AMES \5 ROLLINSON. INC.

^^15 Pacfc ;iwA;..DcpC.Y-i Tl.V.C. 10003 •> 473-7000 \

Book Publishers

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful au-
thors Publicity, advertising, beautiful books All

subjects invited Send for fact-filled booklet and free
manuscript report Carlton Press. Dept NHK. 84
Fifth Avenue. New York 10011

Books

"AGAINST INFINITY." an anthology of contemporary
mathematical poetry "Against Infinity" relates po-
etry to mathematics in many different and
interesting ways 51 authors in America and Europe
contribute 75 compositions selected from 600 sub-
missions includes famous and unknown mathe-
maticians and poets Paper $8.95, cloth $17. Pri-

mary Press. Parkerford, PA 19457

INDIAN BASKETRY of Western North America, 128
baskets, 16 color & 97 bik & wht illustrations

$1095 + 30 hancllinq. Bowers Museum. 2002 N
Mam St

.
Santa Ana. CA 92706

LOOKING FOR A BOOK'' Librarians search world-
wide titles or subjects plus 150.000 indexed stock
PAB. 2918 Atlantic Atlantic City. NJ 08401 (609)
344-1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS. Out-of-Print,

Rare, Catalogues $1
.
Search Service, Patricia Led-

lie—Bookseller. Box 46, Buckfield, ME 04220 (207)
336-2969

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS Rare. Out-of-Print.

Special Limited Edition imports North American
Agent for publications of the Bntish Museum (Natu-
ral History) Rudolph Wm Sabbot—Natural History
Books. P.O. Box 772, Woodland Hills, CA 91365
(213) 346-7164

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKS.
3.000 titles, all subjects' Free catalogue: Hamilton
98-55 Oapboard. Danbury. CT 06810

TRAVEL LIKE A PRO Save Three-volume Travel
Book Money-back guarantee Send $14 45 or ad-
dressed, stamped envelope for information Vande-
veer House NH. Box 10101. Bainbridge Island. WA
98110

Calendars

1980 CALENDAR. TRADING POSTS on the Navap
Reservation Framable pen and ink prints of twelve
trading posts Contains religious & national holidays
and many other days of observance, space for daily
notes, flowers & sayings for the months Also ring
size scale, birthstone & wedding anniversary infor-

mation. & 15-year calendar. $3.75. Tucker. Box 683,
Window Rock, AZ 86515

Collectors' Items

INDIANHEAD & LINCOLN CENTS, 1880's—1949
33 different—$2.99 Catalogue 25e. Edel's. Carlyle.
IL 62231

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY!! Wnte
Today! Free Detailsi Mineral of the Month Ckib,
13057-H16 California. Yucaipa, CA 92399

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence Illustrated brochure free' Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, Berlin 11, West Germany

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU' I 55.-

000 Jobs! Paid transportation! New reporfi $2—
Moneyback guarantee! Australia Commission. Dept
894-C10 National Press Building. Washington. DC
20045

AUSTRALIA—NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 60.000
jobs' Big pay. Transportation. Terrific opportunities.
Guidebook, latest listings $2 Austco, Box4116-NH,
Hayward, CA 94540

JO B S / Job Opportunities Bulletin Southwest.
Current openings in Colorado. Arizona. Utah and
New Mexico!! Free details: Southwestern-4Y. 316
Edgewood. Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Woridwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2. International
Opportunities, Box 19107-RY. Washington, DC
20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER'
Colorado. Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current
openings—all occupations! Free details Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne, WY 82001

WORK IN MAINLAND CHINA, JAPAN, EUROPE,
Latin America! No experience, degree, or foreign
language required for most positions. Teach con-
versational English Send long, stamped, self-ad-

dressed envelope for details. TESL-10. P 0. Box
336. Centralia. WA 98531

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS. 65 coun-
tries! Sampler: 5/$298. Free Brochure. Multi-

newspapers. Box DE-20A, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gourmet Interests

UNUSUAL MEATLOAF RECIPE Several gourmet
variations $2 plus SASE Howard. 50 West 96 SI

,

New York, NY 10025

VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP—GRADE A. Pure, Natu-
ral. Delicious. Quart (East) $9 75: (Florida. West of

Miss) $10 75. Recipes Perfect Gift Write for Free
Brochure. Vermont Cheese. Maple Sugar, etc From
Vermont. Inc RD#2. Ames Hill. Box A-7NH. West
Brattleboro. VT 05301

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY" Buy
500,000 items (including Jeeps) low as 2« on
dollar! Most complete information available—$2
Surplus Disposal, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC
20036

JEEPS I $59.30'
. CARS

. . I $33.50! . .

450.000 Items' Government Surplus! Most compre-
hensive directory available tells how, where to buy!
Your area! $2 Moneyback guarantee! DP/DS Sur-
plus Disposal, Box 99249-DC/9, San Francisco. CA
94109

Holiday Gifts

GIFTS that keep on giving Catalogue of exciting
seed sets, gift packaged, including: Wildlife food
mixtures. Medicinal Plants, Insects Repellant Plants
50c Seeds of 10 Medicinal Plants plus complete
propagating kit $7 50 The Naturalists, Dept. N.H..
P.O. Box 435. Yorktown Heights. NY 10598

SPINNING WHEEL KIT Knit with handspun yarns.
Attractive Colonial style hardwood New Zealand
made Handspinners have used Ashford wheels for
over 30 years worldwide Wheel, book. wool, post-
age: $130 00 Easy assembly. Straw Into Gold
5533K College, Oakland, CA 94618. Interesting Cat-
alogue: $1 00

Instruction

COLLEGE OF THE ATLANTIC offers the Bachelor of
Arts degree in Human Ecology—the complex study
of the relationships between man and the natural and
social environments. Students design their own pro-
grams of study which incorporate three resource
areas: environmental sciences, environmental de-
sign, and human studies For more information wnte:
Admissions Office. Box NH, Bar Harbor. ME 04609

NEW SOFT-SHOE APPROACH to tap dancing. De-
velop coordination Improve concentration Package
includes lazz rhythm analysis, terminology, practice
procedure. & adult beginners' dance, professionally
styled. $10. K. Kavanagh. P.O Box 826. Coronado,
CA92118

Maps

MAPS OF THE WORLD AND UNITED STATES. All in

full color Send 25c for catalogue. Pequoig Farm,
Dept NH. 3346 Chestnut Hill. Athol, MA 01331

Merchandise

BOOMERANGS—INCREDIBLE RETURN! Unique
gift, fun sport. Order free catalogue. Fast service!
BoomerangMan. 310-B Park. Monroe. LA 71201

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES. Free color bro-
chure. Marchele Co Dept NHC. 720 Fort Washing-
ton Ave . New York. NY 10040

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, totebags.
aprons, potholders, shower curtains, bath sheets . .

.

Free catalogue, swatches. Clothcrafters NH. Elkhart

Lake, Wl 53020

NATURAL CYPRESS WOOD FURNISHINGS, clocks,
gifts. Free brochure. Natural Forest. 1815 South Fed-
eral Highway. Boynton Beach, FL 33435

X-COUNTRY SKI RACK Six piece solid oak con-
struction, fits all widths, mounts 2 sets. Attractive wall

mounting for den or rec room. $1 3.00. Medford Prod-
ucts, Rt 2, Box 484. Medford. Wl 54451

Music

KITS! Build dulcimers, guitars, balalaikas, harps,
mandolins, banjos. From $2 95, Finished dulcimers
from $23,95 Free catalogue. 4419 W Colfax-NH,
Denver. CO 80204

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing bin-

oculars since 1 923 Alignment performed on our U.S.

Navy collimator Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars. " published in Audubon Mag-
azine Mirakel Optical Co .

Inc
.
331 Mansion St

,

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

DISCOUNTS Name Brands. Binoculars. Spotting
Scopes, Free price lists Orders shipped prepaid.
Sandan Associates. P Box 848. Boynton Beach,
FL 33435



FREE INFORMATION on the world's most versatile

telescope Priced under $200 Coulter Optical. Box
K3. Idyllwild, CA 92349

LEITZ. ZEISS, BAL, SWIR, BUSHNELL. NIKON, Op-
lolyth binoculars, telescopes and accessories Send
stamp tor discount list Specify literature desired.

Large stock Orders (iHed postpaid day received
Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam NY 12010

Photography

BIRDERS NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS
Higtiest quality 35mm slides from tfie collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology Birds,

wildftowers, reptiles, amphibians Free catalogue
Dept 44 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850

Real Estate

CARIBBEAN Choice, unspoiled, oceanfroni proper-

ties Free sales packet Write Robert Allen, Broker.

Cossayuna, NY 12823

FREE' Big Fall-Holiday Cataloguei Over 5.400
country properties described, pictured Land.
Farms, Homes Businesses, Recreation Retirement

buys Selected best thruout the U S Over 700 offices,

43 slates All Across America ' Yours Free from the

Worlds Largest! Strout Realty Inc 60 E 42nd St ,

Dept 5390. New York. NY 10017

FREE 288-PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2,600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency Inc 2045-U Railway Ex-

chanae BIdg .
61 1 Olive Si . St Louis. MO 63101 Ph

TolUfree 800-821-2599. Mo res ph Toll-Free 800-

692-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACREi Ho-
mesites farming, vacationing investment opportu-
nities' Government Land Buyers Guide" plus na-

tionwide listings—S2 Surplus Lands. Box 19107-RY
Washington DC 20036

MOVING TRANSFERRED' Need housing informa-

tion an^ere in USA' Call loll free (800) 854-

6136. Extension NY-3 From California. Alaska,

Hawaii collect (714)635-8320 Extension NY-3 No
rental information NatKxial Home Relocation Serv-

ice Santa Ana CA 92711

OPEN OCEANFRONT Maine 8 acres on Open Sea.
Isolated, remote, primitive, wild, powerful, prolecied
Possibility of moie larxJ Owner, terms. $65,000

(518)946-7010

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3 50/ACREi! 1979 Buyers
Guide shows how' Vacationi Inveslmenfi $2 -Mon-
eyback guarantee' Surplus Lands Bureau 894-E10
National Press Building. Washington. DC 20045

TEN ACRES Cavendish. Vermont Wooded while

birch and pine, spring, electric Terms $14,000 Wm
Mitchell. 385 Smith Ck)ve Road. Highland Mills. NY
10930

Rentals

ST JOHN. U S VIRGIN ISLANDS Beautiful house
overlooking harbor Two-week minirrHjm rental Con-
tact owrter S Morriselte. S37 Broadway. Yazoo City.

MS 39194

Resorts

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is se-

cluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding Ex-

cellent nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness
tor hiking. backpackir>g. etc Comfortably mild Chin-

cahua Mountain climate year round Cottages, apart-

ments, pool Free brochure, birdlisl Cave Creek
Ranch. Box F Portal AZ 85632

LITTLEST SIMONS ISLAND Georgia En|oy birding.

hiking p»x)lography beachcombing or |ust relaxlrio

on this beautiful secluded 1? 000 acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean t^acho"! Maximum of

10-t5guests Excellent food Professional naturalists

on stall Little St Simons Island. Box 1096-N. Si

Simons Island. GA 31522

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wildflowers, birds,

prehistoric dwellings Bear Mountain Ranch. Silver

City NM 88061 (505) 538-2538

VIRGIN ISLANDS—Efficiencies Off-season $24,

double occupancy Superb service and view Lime-
stone Reef Terraces. Water Island. St Thomas. V I

00801 (809)774-2148

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—En)Oy
the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter in the

company of expert naturalist guides Each cross-

country skiing vacation is five days Limited to eight

guests Geared to beginners, intermediates and ex-

perts Daily sojourns into the 18,0(X)-acre St Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild " lakes, ponds,
forests and mountains Excellent winter birding and
chance to observe habitats of deer, beaver, bobcat,
coyote, bear, fox otter, pine marten, fisher, mink
Evenings spent in cozy backcountry lodge Hearty
homecooked meals Fireside programs feature

noted ecologists, historians, photographers, conser-
vationists Adirondack Ski Tours, McMaster Rd
Saranac Lake. NY 12983 (518) 891-1080

ASSIST on foreign or domestic archaeological exca-
vations, undenwaler marine studies, tropical ecology
surveys, wildlife research projects, etc No previous

experience necessary Your skills can help Contact
University Research Expeditions Program (NH). Uni-

versity of California Berkeley. CA 94720. (415) 642-

6586

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE for do-it-yoursell travelers'

Lei our unique publications guide you through unu-

sually fascinating places Ideal lor railpass users

Free catalogue Great Trips. Box 5199-N. New York.

NY 10017

EVEREST AND SIKKIM 1980 nature treks with Bob
and Linda Fleming, naturalists. autf>ors ( "Birds of

Nepal. Kathmandu Valley") Everest National Park

April-May (23 days) Sikkim (Kangchenjunga) Oct-

Nov (25 days) Himalayan birds, mammals, plants,

peaks Sherpas Nature Himalayas. 2726 Mocking-
bird. Kalamazoo. Ml A9008

EXPEDITIONS are searching for team members
Register with ERI to make your experience available

to expedition leaders Archeology Geology. Moun-
taineering Oceanography, Ornithology, Paleontol-

ogy Sailing, Speleology Zoology Professors, insli-

tutions expeditions, others use our research serv-

ices for locating personnel and information on coun-

tries, permits, maps, equipment discounts, funding

and rnore Write Expedition Research, Inc . Box
467N. Annapolis. MD 21404

EXPLORE GUATEMALA/PERU Two week hiking, ca-

noeing and backpacking tours in Guatemala and
Peru are desijjned lo explore the natural wonders,
archaeological treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries Write High (Country

Passage. Box 1 1C0-NH. Hamilton. MT 59840

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS & ECUADOR January 19

February2 Spend one week cruising this fascinating

archipelago by small boat plus a week m the Andean
highlands and Amazon basin Expert naturalist

guide South American Wilderness Adventures.

T760-G Solano. Berkeley. CA 94707

HIMALAYAN HORIZON Tre»(king expeditions in

Nepal For brochure write Himalayan Hrxizon Box
.f-.'^N ntr.-,rrt,nl,i TT 06002

If AMAZON Fetxuaiy 6-22

, duoout canoe Ihrough rain-

1 inr Remote Indian tribes, las-

LinjiirHj A ijiile L'pert American guide South
American Wilderness Adventures. 1 760-NE Sotano

Bcrkol(>v l~A •urcf

NATUH- 'EXAS AND
MEXIi iHis Univer-

sity o' ' ippropriale

WriteEdci' .ii«.n(i.>ii-i''i"»'"' i ''"tni.i'ni.in (Jesert He-

search Inslilute Box 1334. Alpine. TX 79630

NATURE AND CULTURAL EXPEDITIONS Combine
adventure, discovery, learning and vacation on ex-

peditions to Guatemala, Central Mexico, Kenya
Galapagos, Baja California, New Zealand, tMepal

Ecuador and Peru. Sea of Cortez Expert leadership

small groups Write Nature Expeditions Interna-

tional. Dept NC. 599 College Avenue. Palo Alto. CA
94306

NEPAL. PERU. PAKISTAN. AFRICA—hiking, nature

and mountain expeditions all over the world 64-page
1979/80 catalogue available include $1 for postage
Mountain Travel. 1398-NH Solano Avenue. Albany.

CA 94706

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe accom-
modations Ctieaper than slaying home' TravLlips.

163-09B599 Depot Flushing. NY 1 1358

SACRED MONKEY EXPEDITIONS international nver

expedition Mexico and Guatemala Exploration of

the Usumacinta River & its ancient Mayan lungle

cities Bonampak Yaxchilan, Piedras Ivlegras Pa-

lenque Two weeks. Feb-Apnl Write Silverstar. Box
363N. Jerome AZ 86331

SHAMANS AND HEALERS OF ECUADOR Unique
journey through mountains and jungles studying

healing ceremonies and magic rituals of four Indian

tribes Guided by experienced anthropologist Jan-

uary 2-24. July 16-August 7 Write South American
Wilderness Adventures, 1 760-NS Solano. Berkeley.

CA 94707

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushllying-^eeping—flaft-
ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re-

mote southwestern frontiers Geology/Arcfieology/

Botany Brochure P Box 945(NH) Santa Fe NM
87501

WANT TO TREK IN TIBET' For info send SASE to

Searchers. 4314 Island Crest Way. Mercer Island.

WA 98040

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS See ttie

fabulous wildflowers of tfie Cascades and Olympics
with professional naturalist Brad's Tours. 401 E
Mercer #31D. Seattle. WA 98102

RATE AND STYLE INFORMATION
-in Di^ay
Kwits must

copy of Ihupaju rtilli yOui jJ A'!i Lf st'ti! up<3n publi

cation

Box numbers, telephone numbers and hyphenated
words count as two words, atibrevialions arx) zip

codes as one word each All slates are shown n
iwo-iottor code loiiowod by /ip. then telepnor« (with

area code), it desired Occotiorfaliy slighl editing it

required lor clarity Thank you'



Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon November is the only month of the year in which the

sun appears in three separate constellations. It starts in Libra, moves

into Scorpius about the 23rd, and into Ophiuchus on the 29th. Although

the shortest day of the year is not until late December, the sun will be

so far south of the equatorial plane by the end of November that sunset

then will be only one minute later than its earliest, and daylight will

last only 15 minutes longer than its shortest duration of the year.

November's full moon on the 4th is the hunter's moon. Last-quarter

occurs on the 1 1th, new moon on the 19th, and first-quarter on the 26th.

In December, full moon is on the 3rd, and the other phases occur on

the same dates as in November. The moon occults two bright stars

(Aldebaran and Regulus) and two bright planets (Jupiter and Saturn)

in both November and December, but only the occultations of Aldebaran

on November 6 and December 30 will be visible in North America.

Stars and Planets There are no planets on the evening Star Map, al-

though Venus will begin to appear as an evening star, low in the south-

west after sunset, by late November. Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn are

prominent morning stars. Mars and Jupiter rising about midnight, Saturn

about an hour later. Just before dawn early in November, those three

planets and Regulus (the bright star in Leo) will be stretched out in line

from the southeast to the south. Saturn is lowest to the left, Jupiter higher

and the brightest, then Regulus and Mars to the right. Jupiter and Mars

are in Leo, Saturn in Virgo.

November 4: The weak Taurid meteor shower (15 per hour) will be

obscured by the hunter's moon.
November 5-6: The bright star near the moon, Aldebaran in Taurus,

will be covered by the moon for an hour shortly after midnight, EST.

November 8: Mercury is in conjunction with Venus, but both are too

low in the western sky at sunset to be seen.

November 9: Mercury begins its retrograde (westerly) motion.

November 12-15: The waning moon is in the eastern sky each morn-

ing, close to Mars on the 12th, near Jupiter on the 13th, near Saturn

on the 14th, to the left and below all three planets on the 15th.

November 17-18: The Leonid meteor shower can be seen during the

after-midnight hours of Saturday and Sunday morning. Although not

very productive in most years (15 shower meteors per hour), the objects

are often swift and very bright. Mars passes Regulus on the 17th. The

planet has been approaching the star from the west. On the 18th and

after, it will be to the star's right (east).

November 19: Mercury, at inferior conjunction, enters the morning

sky.

November 21: The crescent moon may help you find Venus, low in

the western sky tonight.

November 29: Mercury resumes direct (easterly) motion.

December 7: Mercury is at greatest distance to the sun's right. The
planet is in good position to be seen as a morning star, low in the east

at dawn for a week before and two weeks after this date.

December 9: The moon is near Regulus this morning.

December 10: The moon is near Mars and Jupiter this morning.

December 13: The moon is near Saturn this morning, after occulting

it earlier (not visible in North America). Mars, approaching Jupiter from

the west, today passes the brighter planet and moves off to the east.

•k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

mulch the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 11:15 p.m. on November 1; 10:20 p.m. on November 15;

9:20p.m. on November 30; and 8:20p.m. on December 15; but it can also

be used for an hour before and after those times.
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If you have a

special little niece,

a grandson
or other favorite child

Give the gift ^^^
that turns on T! u

a child's mind. ^^

Give HIGHLIGHTS, the world's most hon-

ored magazine for children 2 to 12. All

through the year, each issue at least 42

pages and illustrated in color. Stories,

games, art icles, crafts, hidden pictures . .

.

fun. But fun with a purpose; to help pre-

readers to pre-teens learn to read and
reason.

Gift rate valid to 12,25/79: 1 year, $12 +
IS' copy postage & handling i $1,431 =
$13.43. iPo.stage & handling: Canada,
23''/copy: other foreign, 33'^/copy. 1

•+4lghlights®for oh.idmn
2300 W. 5th Ave., P.O. Box 269,

Columbus, Ohio 43216
Please send highlights as my gift to:

city state

.Sign gift card "From

L-1'

enclosed C\ Bill
to pay tillJan. 1)

_^.

Share (heMS
01 Exploring f

outer Space;

i Crating
Ctiarge

Now it's easy to join the thousands of serious

amateurs who have discovered the excitement
of exploring our mysterious universe. Your en-

joyment begins right from the start, yet the
challenges and rewards go on for years! And
it's a hobby that can be shared at modest cost.

Choose From Many DYNASCOPES®
Picking a telescope to fit your needs and your
pocketbook is simple when you select a
DYNASCOPE-the same instruments used by
more than 150 schools, colleges and observ-
atories—and your satisfaction is guaranteed
by a full-refund warranty.

FASCINATING GUIDE
YOURS FREE!

Read these valuable facts be-
fore buying any telescope. Mail
coupon or postcard for your
complimentary copy of this
helpful guide.

Cfitefion Manufacturing Co

620 Oakwooi) Ave W HarHord. Conn 06110

?' TM Registered U.S. Pot. Offii

Please send your free Telescope Guide.

Name

Snow Belt

of the Great Lakes
The blizzards tend to hit a ten- to thirty-mile-wide

area downwind of the lakes

by Gloria Ellenton

In the area surrounding the Great

Lakes, the word ui/uer often translates

as snow, which means trouble for mo-
torists but joy for skiers. Indeed these

disparate attitudes to winter's bounty

may reside simultaneously within the

same person. Just how much snow ac-

cumulates in the course of a winter can

serve to heighten one's feelings of ei-

ther pleasure or antipathy toward the

season.

Around the borders of the Great

Lakes, annual snowfall shows surpris-

ing variations over short distances.

Each lake has a distinct snow belt hug-

ging its eastern or southern shore

where the yearly snow accumulation

noticeably exceeds that of neighboring



locations. What accounts for some
places being more favored or. depend-

ing on your point of view, more cursed

by heavy winter snows? The answer

lies in the complex interactions of air

masses, storm tracks, and the earth's

topography.

Among the chief contributors to the

inequality of annual snowfall is the so-

The gift for people

with a gift for photography.
Here's a gift idea tor your favorite camera owner,

one that should make you both happy.

It's The Joy of Photography, a new
Addison-Wesley softcover book by the

editors of Eastman Kodak Company.

For the beginner, its an invaluable

resource of "how-to" material.

For the enthusiast, a guide to

learning to use light, pattern,

texture to enhance photographs

It's a rich compendium of

some of the best work being

done today.

The Joy ofPhotography,

the most gifted biook

on photography you

can buy. 3 1 2 pages.

550 photos (most in

color). Softcover $9.95.

—^ Hardcover $19.95

K^9 .At a bookstore or photo dealer near you

1 Knlik Cocnpuiv. I«i4

STELLA MARIS BOUND
FOR BEQUIA.

Jhis winter from San Juan, the yachiiiKe Steiia

Mans will sail through all ol the lovely Grena
dines (stopping at Carriacou and Si Vincent

loo) as we explore the t)esi (but least known)
r ]>. • 1^ 1- .A- ; •'P-- ,ve II highlight each 14-day

oumey up Ihe Orinoco to

] he intimate Stella Mans has all Ihe comloris ol a

arger ship, but is small enough to lollow a yachi

Itinerary (She actually has become a Iciv.
.

amonci world travelers, who have cm •

. winter in the Cf
I or send lor our 2i-i

;

(212) 397 6400 bin.,

orPlaMNYNYIOGPO G-

Narne_,

My travel agenli^

Sun LineCnliscs



TIRED OF BUYING JUNK?
GET A Carpet Cat

The CARPET CAT is built with care by people who
make nothing else, for people who believe household
appliances should last a lifetime. We also think ap
pliances should be noiseless, convenient, pretty, ef
ficient and require no electricity.

If you feel the same way, you're going to love a non-
electric CARPET CAT floor and carpet sweeper. We
believe it is the lightest, strongest, most efficient and
convenient appliance of its type on earth In the past 6
years, thousands of commercial users worldwide
(airlines, hotels, restaurants, etc) have confirmed our
belief by demanding only our floor sweepers. A
CARPET CAT weighs under 3 pounds, is only 9 inches
wide and works as well on a bare floor as it does on
carpet, it picks up sugar, sand, pet hairs, paper clips,
ashes and much more Who really needs a vacuum
cleaner?

Yes, it looks like an old fashioned "carpet sweeper"
(except it is far smaller and about "3 the weight), but
there the similarity ends, The CARPET CAT is

patented and based on entirely new technology. Its

natural hog bristle brush will outlast synthetics by
about 3 to 1 It should last a lifetime if properly cared
for in ordinary household use. The CARPET CAT'S
baked enamel surface wipes clean with a damp cloth.

Horse hair corner brushes clean right up to the wall,
and the whole sweeper can be hung up in 2 inches of
wall space EVERY PART IS REPLACEABLE AND
CARRIED IN STOCK,

If you can find any other sweeper that can make the
above claims, BUY IT We are sure you can't, so we
want you to try our CARPET CAT.

THE CARPET CAT: Only '22.95 ^O NOISE, NO HOSE,
NO ELECTRIC CORDS
f^30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE—.

^r^^^r ^• -tM-^r ' ¥ If you decide the CARPET CAT is un

K ' -'' J satisfactory FOR ANY REASON, simply

vA'V-''"~VS return it to us wittiin 30 days and we will
m. ^fr.. ^ refund ttie entire purchase price You can't

MS2^ lose

DORSAY, 142 MacArthur Ave, Dept 216, Garfield, NJ. 07026

Watch the brilliance of
Nikon optics come to
life every time you look
through a Nikon Roof
Prism Binocular

This is viewing as it

should be. Bright, Sharp,
Crisply clear, even at dawn
or dusk. Truly remarkable
for such pocketably
compact, lightweight

binoculars that let you
view as long as you like

without the strain or
fatigue often experienced
with cheaper glasses. And
downright astonishing at

their very affordable cost.

Choose the all-purpose
7x26 or high-powered
9x30 model, at Nikon
camera dealers and better
optical departments. Or
write to Nikon Inc., Dept,
N-26, Garden City New
York 11530, Subsidiary of
Ehrenreich Photo-Optical
Industries, IncHHB
In Canada: Nikon Division,

Anglophoto Ltd., RQ.

Brilliance runs
in the fami y

Nikon Binoculars

called lake-efTect snow, which falls

over certain localities in addition to the

widespread precipitation accompany-
ing low-pressure centers that pass reg-

ularly through the area. Lake-effect

snow—localized precipitation caused
by the lakes themselves—occurs when
cold winter winds traveling over the

open water pick up heat and moisture
from the lakes, then drop the moisture
in the form of snow over downwind
areas.

In at least one aspect, winter weather
to the lee of the lakes shows a marked
contrast to that at most other locations

east of the Rocky Mountains. In other

regions, after a low-pressure storm
center has passed through, the cold air

arriving in its wake brings clearing

skies and bright sunshine. Along the

lee shores of the lakes, however, the

fresh cold winds often cause the forma-
tion of dense clouds that produce per-

sistent snow flurries. Sometimes an in-

tense lake-effect blizzard develops.

Swirling, blowing snow reduces visi-

bility to zero. Transportation comes to

a halt as the steadily falling snow, ac-

cumulating faster than snowplows can
clear it away, is blown into deep drifts

W^SSa^mSr?*^^^^

Buffalo Evening News photograph by Robert E Sloddar



along the highways. A whole commu-
nity can be paralyzed and isolated from

its neighbors. Curiously, this type of

"snow dump" from a lake storm is

often concentrated over a narrow, cor-

ridorlike area of heavy snowfall about

ten to thirty miles wide and reaching

inland some fifty to one hundred miles.

Outside of this corridor there may
merely be a light dusting of snow.

Fortunately lake-effect snowfall is

only occasionally this severe. It usu-

ally takes the form of more moderate

flurries spread over a broader but still

limited area. Lake snows of either type

characteristically continue over the

same locations for many hours, some-

times persisting for as long as one or

two days.

Similar conditions are found along

the west coast of Japan. When cold air

from Siberia crosses the relatively

warmer waters of the Sea of Japan,

snow clouds develop and move inland,

producing sea-effect snowfall in the

western coastal region.

The Great Lakes contain such large

volumes of water that they have a great

capacity for heat storage. This means
that in autumn they cool much more

erf^ki^^^^

'^ ^y'^m^

An embarrassing new
identity crisis?
The tact IS human genes so closely resemb
the chimpanzee s as to render them sib-

ling species the structure of DNA m apes
IS virtually indistinguishable from that of

human DNA This revolutionary re-evalua-

tion of the "place of apes—and man-
kind— in the universe shows that apes
are aware of self and, very possibly

death, use language, are capable of

reasoning The bestselling author of

The Hot-Blooded Dinosaurs has writ-

ten the first full report on a major

scientific controversy— "the only first-

rate book on the subject —Ashley
fVlontagu 24 pages of

illustrations ^ W ^"J,^
Psychology Today I |l^^
Book Club -^ ^-*y^
Selection $10 95 \ -^-w^-^V^
at bookstores ^/aTD\3i^

Reflexion
Adrian J. Desmond

The Dial Press James Wade
THE DIAL PRESS
DELI PuBLPSHtNGCO INC

Gold:
How to buy it, where to buy it . . . and why you should.

Mi)ne\. oni' ot tho world

liirgest dealers in precious

metals, has some eve open-

ing answers to questions

tvpical investors are ask-

ing about gold.

These facts, free for the ask-

in>;, mav clear up a lot ot mis-

conceptions and uncerlainti

you have about gold, Morc impor-

tantly, it mav even alert vou to oppor-

tunities in gold vou didn't know existed.

For example, here are )ust a few of the

facts about gold vou niav be surpnsed to

discover:

1. You can buv gold |ust as vou would
growth stock ti>r the long term

2. S'ou can trade it like am other commod-
ity for short term Iviietits

3 You can buv gold on margin— |ust like

corn or wheat.

4 You can even buy gold and cam inter-

est while you're holding it

T Now there's a w.n to own stilid gold

nioiu'\ -- HI the ti)rm ot coined South

Afriian Krugerrands— that makes buy-

ing and selling as easy as trading com-

mon stocks

t-or more tacts .ibout ^i>ld and

the giilden oppiirtiinities in

the Krugerrand, siniply call

Monex. There's no cost or

obligation Call toll-free

(800)8.S4-.V161. (California

tall (800» 4.'«2-701.^.) Or
simply mail coupon below.

Do it now.

(monkk)
MONI \ IMI UN VIIDN \1

4«U)Binhsinrl' \. v^p,•Il H..i,l>

II)

:(*()

f"MONEX INILRNATIONAL, 11 D
4XU) Hirch Slnvl • \iw(v.rl Ui-uh C .\ ^NiO

C.cTilli-mi-n

I w.inl to iiHik mill Ihf >ub|ivl nf cold. hn» to

buv il whi'tv- In buv 11. .ind »\nv I shinild

riiMsf wnd mi' lurrrnl I.kI<. on Ihc »ubnvl

im ludine viuit bnoklol on whv the bi-sl « .iv ti>

iiwn cold IS iht' kruKcrrjnd I undi-r^und

IhiTi- it no cost or obligallon on my p«rt

N.imr_

Addrf»«

C itv SMlf Zip

BuMnf»- TrU'phi'iir

Hoinr Teli-phonr

Appnivini.ilii.ish.u.nl.ihli-

liT n'ln m\<->iniinl $

M.>ni'« IntrrnjIU'n.il t Id

Ci>mmi»lilv Ii.idin»; AJuwr
4 rrni»lcrpd

NH9MM



100% Cotton Oxford
Button Down...$18

Kuur tradlllunaJcdIors Classli design. fuLciiI seven

buuon front wUh box pleat In back- F^lne details

Highest quaJltv close weave, yani dyed, 100% cotton

oxford doth. [)o not confuse with "budget quality"

shirts selling at comparable prices

lUU%ci
Gxlord. single

needle tailoring

CREDIT CARD CUSTOMERS CALL:

800-453-8777
•SPECIAL OFFER

4 or more only S17ea (SI.50 shp).

PeterA'DonneU
10 Rich Valley Rd.. Wayland MA 01778

Please send me. satisfaction guaranteed. 100% cu

ton shins «.S1 Sea. plus SI 50ea shipping

Qt\- White Maize

Blue Pink Size

D Ck D Am. Exp, D VISA a Master Chg,

Card" Exp.,

City/Slale/Zip .

FREE!
PARK'S 1980
FLOWER AND

VEGETABLE BOOK
Write today for free itiustraled book
cultural directions, pronouncing index,
germination table. 3,000 varieties-old and
new. Many rare kinds. Yours for the ask-
ing-Send postcard today!

GEO. W. PARK SEED CO., INC.
73 Cokesburv Rd , Greenwood, S.C. 29647

1MffiwBi
M^M

«RHHR|^HHS
f
Wlm

.. t-U'i. <A1 tj« _iJ
1 h^'^

1 vf i AT 150 3 go> M Rhinebecic New York 12572

slowly than the land around them. Dur-

ing the winter a considerable area of

the lakes" surface remains as open
water. The size of the ice-free area,

however, varies from lake to lake and
from one winter to another. Lake On-
tario remains open over most of its sur-

face even during the most severe

winters. Lake Erie, the shallowest of

the lakes, gradually freezes over dur-

ing normal winters, becoming entirely

ice covered by about mid-February.

The extent of the open- water area in the

other lakes varies between these two
extremes. These open-water surfaces

provide a vast reservoir of moisture

and heat, which can be transferred to

the air flowing over them.

Heat from the Great Lakes is suffi-

cient to affect the pattern of surface air

pressure in the lakes' region. After a

low-pressure center has moved
through the region and passed off to the

east, pressures would normally be ex-

pected to rise. Instead, the warmth of

the lakes' surface relative to the cold

surrounding landscape creates a ten-

dency toward lower pressures during

the ensuing onslaught of cold air. As
a result, a trough of low pressure

lingers over the area for an extra day
or two. Since low pressures provide a

favorable environment for cloud for-

mation, this is one contributing factor

to lake-efTect snowfall.

Moisture and heat from the lakes

also create the actual mechanisms of

cumulus cloud formation. When the

lowest levels of cold air are heated by
contact with the warmer water surface,

bubbles or plumes of buoyant air break

away from the surface and start to rise

through the atmosphere. These rising

parcels, or columns, of air carry mois-

ture evaporated from the lakes' sur-

face. The air cools as it rises and its

ability to hold water vapor decreases

accordingly. At some point during its

ascent, the air will reach a temperature

at which it is saturated, that is, it will

hold its limit of water vapor. As this

saturated air continues to rise farther

and cool still more, small liquid water

droplets begin to condense out. This is

the beginning of cumulus cloud forma-

tion and the subsequent precipitation of

rain or snow.

The moist air will continue its up-

ward climb, continuously cooling and

condensing, until it reaches the same
temperature, and thus the same den-

sity, as the surrounding atmosphere at

that level. TTiis determines the height

of the cloud tops.

Cumulus clouds in lake-efTect

In keeping with our standing as the "pio-

neer and a leader in the field ol offbeat
travel" we offer adventurous travelers

tt}e first opportunity ol exploring West-
ern Australia in a small group, accompa-
nied by Mr. Brian Kenny:

The Last Frontier
OCTOBER 11 TO NOVEMBER 1, 1980

This tour, which has been three years in

the planning and is designed for people
who enjoy unique flora and fauna, in-

cludes visits to the vast karri and jarrah

forests in the south, the subtropical
Kimberley Range with its aboriginal

cave paintings in the north, Broome and
Rottnest with their magnificent beaches,
and a three-day stay at reiiiote Nyang
Station Homestead where we participate

in the ranch activities.

Accommodations are at the most luxuri-

ous hotel in Perth, a simple inn in the
outback, and under canvas on an island
in Lake Argyle and on the stark Abrolhos
Islands.

Detailed brochures of the tour are avail-

able from:

HANNS EBENSTEN TRAVEL, INC
55 WEST 42 STREET, NEW YORK, NY 10036

• TWA Ambassador Magazn

Pre-Columbian
Collectibles
OWLS OF THE YUCATAN-one ol

many splendid original rubbings/sen-
graphs featured in tull-color catalog.
$2 (refundable with first purchase).

BERNARDO
2400 Westheimer Road
Suite 108 West (NH)
Houston, TX 77098

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located—no matter how
old or long out-of-print Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, lublects. Name the book—we'll

find iti (Title alone Is sufficient) Inquire,

please. Write: Oept 69

BOOKS-ON-FILE
UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087

FREE, FULL-COLOR FINE TOOL CATALOGUE
Contains wide selection of precision-made, quality crafted

tools you can order from home Includes extraordinary

wooden planes, modelmakers drill press, assorted vises,

tongue and groove kit. cfiisels, power carver, lots more'

Salislaclion guaranteed on eacti tool ordered or money

m\eHm: tf^l^lljfholshpp
Oept. NHNo 1 Nutmeg Drive • Trumbull, CT 0661

1

UNSPOILEa
That's Sri Lanka. With 200 specie

of animals. 425 kinds of birds. All i

Asia's best preserves. An endless variety of orchids.

You'll marvel at 600,000acresof tea gardens topping

misty mountains. Unbelievable! 75 tours. From 3 to

21 days. Spoil yourself. Write.

sri LonKQ Pearl of the Indian Ocean.

112



Lost at Sea 264 Years Ago
Ves Ihese aie authentic Ireaso'e coins — the

legendaiy Pieces ol Eigut Tftey we'e 'ecove'ed
tfom a lO^ship Spanish Treasu'e Fleet which was
wrecked on July 31 1 7t5 by a lemble hurricane o«
the Florida Coast

Real Sunken Treasure

Each soliil siive' com w.is nri"'l si'uf> I'M yf.if.

.itjo thus nufwo .Iff ,i//*f Se.iwo"! yet each lie.irs

a partial but ilislmci inipression ol Ihe Spanish crest

on one sifJe and Ihe Cross on the reverse

Now an Exquisite Pendant

Weve added a ?4" sterling silver chain to ir.i"'

IrVT' this truly rare Ireasufe COm into a rriost e»ri'p

•ii.n.il gift tor hiin tor her tor you Tl** S-R«al«
PI»C«OlElght (Shown above! hand rrxxinteil ' i

. r,;, .Hvor bejiei frame $295 postpaid

Th« 4-R«al« Place of EIgM

: "y Tht 1-Raal« Ptaca of

Eight, about V, on 18 .lur:

.n<) Cham $75

Mall your order to:

World Treasure Society
1608 SlIiooI St'.M't '.• ; • .•• • i'.u

TOLL-FREE phone orders: 1 -800-451-4463

Call or write tor our new catalog of

Real Treasures Irom the Past

storms are typically shallow, with tops

usually below 10,000 feet. This is well

below the cruising level of large jet air-

craft, which normally fly at 15.000 to

40.000 feet. Despite their shallow na-

ture, these clouds are very active,

creating an abundance of snowfall.

We have seen how the lifting of

moist air creates cumulus clouds and

precipitation. A further lifting may
take place when moist air encounters

certain land features while flowing in-

land after traversing one of the lakes.

As it crosses the shoreline, the moist

air passes from the relatively smooth

and unresistant water surface to the un-

even land surface dotted with rocks,

trees, and buildings. These obstacles

increase resistance to the air flow and

give the air a tendency to rise. When
the air approaches hills it is forced to

ift over them and drop its precipitation

on their windward sides. In lake-effect

snowfall situations, this side is on the

westerly or northerly facing slopes.

The orientation and shape of the shore-

line and of the rising topography, in

combination with wind direction, are

what influence the pattern of snow ac-

cumulation.

Heat energy from the lakes provides

the fuel for the cloud-building activity.

The amount of heat transferred from

the water to the air is proportional to

the difference in temperature between

the air and water at their interface.

Strong winds tend to increase this

transfer of heal across Ihe air-water

boundary. If the difference in tempera-

lure between the water surface and the

air is greater than 2()°F and the wind

speed is fifteen to twenty miles per hour

or more, lake-effect snowfall is likely

to occur.

What then arc typical conditions

during the winter months? In January

and February, lake surface tempera-

tures are fairly uniform, averaging

slightly above freezing over the open

water surface. The temperature of the

air close to the surface varies consid-

erably as warm and cold air masses fol-

low one another across Ihe (Jreat Lakes

region.

The cold air masses are of two gen-

eral types, depending <in their origin.

C«>ld air that originates over Ihe north

Pacific Ocean and crosses the continent

has typical surface temperatures some-

where near 10' I-. The ver\ coldest out-

breaks i>f air reaching Ihe (ireal Lakes

from Ihe Arctic can have surface tem-

peratures as low as -4(f . Under such

extreme conditions, the air-water lem-

[x-rature difference can be as great as
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70°. This extreme value is modified as

the air warms up during its passage
across the lai<;es. Nevertheless, the

temperature difference between the air

and water in contact is still large, with

the result that a great deal of heat con-

tinues to be added to the air and is car-

ried upward.

The lake surface also supplies heat

energy in the form of latent heat of va-

porization. When water from the lake

surface evaporates into the air, heat

from the lake is absorbed in the process

of converting the water into water
vapor. This heat is then released into

the atmosphere at some higher level

when the water vapor condenses into

cloud water droplets. The lakes
thereby supply heat energy to the at-

mosphere in two forms , "sensible
, " or

direct, heat, and latent heat of vapori-

zation. Vigorous local snowstorms re-

sult from the sometimes very large

amount of energy supplied by the lakes

to the air in those ways.
Satellite pictures and radar show that

lake-effect snow clouds occur in bands
resembling streamers that form over
the lakes and are swept inland by the

winds. When numerous small cloud
bands occur they cause widespread
snow flurries over the general snow
belt area downwind from a lake. These
small multiple bands appear to develop
when the wind blows across the shorter

dimension of a lake. Cold winds blow-
ing from north to south across Lake
Erie thus bring snow flurries to a rela-

tively broad area south of the lake.

If, instead, the wind blows along the

length of the lake, a single large cloud
band will probably form. This intense

type of cloud band causes highly local-

ized blizzards. Buffalo, New York,
bears the brunt of this when the wind
is westerly and traverses the full length

of Lake Erie. Watertown, New York,
similarly suffers under heavy snowfall
when the wind flows from end to end
along Lake Ontario. London, in On-
tario, Canada, has on different occa-

sions been pummeled by heavy contin-

uous snowfall when northwest winds
carried cold air down the long axis of

Lake Huron. Lake-effect snow cloud
bands are remarkably persistent. They
have been observed to cause continu-

ous snowfall over a particular limited

area for as long as forty hours.

Banded cloud formations are not

confined to the Great Lakes area. Satel-

lite pictures show that cloud bands ap-

pear all over the world. Usually, how-
ever, they are not as active as lake-ef-

fect storm cloud bands. Wherever they
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occur, they seem to result from strong

winds blowing across a surface heat

source. Bands of rising air can also

occur without clouds. These "streets"

of ascending clear air have been a fa-

miliar phenomenon to glider pilots for

many years. Even sea gulls lake advan-

tage of these invisible row-type ther-

mals for siraighl-line soaring.

Improved weather observations and

the three-dimensional view afforded by

aircraft, radar, and satellite observa-

tions have made lake-effect snowfall

lessof a mystery than it once was. With

a better understanding of the causes of

this type of snowfall, much of the ele-

ment of surprise is being eliminated.

People living in the snow belt areas

receive warning of snow Hurries to the

lee of the lakes in time to plan iheir

activity accordingly, be it shoveling,

skiing, or perhaps jusi wailing init the

storm. However, pinpointing the exact

location of heavy snow accumulations

is still an elusive goal. Answers to the

questions of precisely where, when,

and how much will fall are still prob-

lems lo be tackled in the continuing

search for heller weather prediction.

A resident of the snow hell in southern

Ontario. Gloria Hilcnton has firsthand

knowlcd.i'c of the phiiioimnon she dis-

cusses. Recent research on lake-effect

snow storms done at the I hiixersity of

Waterloo. Ontario, formed part of her

doctoral theus
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The Plight

of the Bumblebee

Bumblebee Economics, by Bernd
Heinrich. Harvard University Press,

$17.50; 159 pp., illus.

There is something intrinsically ap-

pealing about bumblebees. Fuzzy,

brightly banded, and devoted to the

fertilization of flowers, they seem the

epitome of nature at its most beautiful

and efficient. The very name bumble-

bee (as well as its Latin equivalent,

Bombus) seems eminently fitting for

these bumbling bombs of energy (and,

if molested, of venom). They are

things of which poems are spun. In A
Midsummer Night's Dream. Titania,

enamored of Bottom, bids the fairies

Be kind and courteous to

this gentleman;

Hop in his walks, and

gambol in his eyes;

Feed him with apricocks

and dewberries.

With purple grapes, green

figs, and mulberries;

The honey-bags steal from

the humble-bees.

And for night tapers crop

their waxen thighs.

And light them at the fiery

glow-worm's eyes . . .

Bumblebees have even been given

credit for the prestige of the British

Empire (have they been shirking their

duty lately?). In the Origin of Species,

Charles Darwin remarked that bumble-

bees are largely responsible for the pol-

lination of red clover. But their nests

are often destroyed by field mice, and

since cats destroy mice, bumblebees
tend to be most numerous near vil-

lages. Darwin's "bulldog," Thomas
Henry Huxley, facetiously suggested

that since spinsters keep cats, it follows

that the more spinsters, the more red

clover. Meanwhile, Darwin's German
supporter Ernst Haeckel quipped that

British power depended upon bumble-
bees because they pollinated the clover

on which cattle fed, and the Navy sub-

sisted largely on beef!

For whatever reason, bumblebees
have always been popular with the

English, who have written most of the

books about them. F.W.L. Sladen's

1912 book has been updated by Free

and Butler's Bumblebees (1959) and

more recently by D.V. Alford's 1975

book, also entitled Bumblebees. While
all of these deal primarily with British

species, they contain a great deal of

information that applies to American
species as well. The only book on
American bumblebees (prior to Hein-

rich's) is Otto Plath's Bumblebees and
Their Ways, published in 1934 and

now quite scarce.

Bernd Heinrich is a young biologist

at the University of California, Berke-

ley. His first paper on bumblebees was
published in 1972. With an energy per-

haps inspired by his favorite animals,

he has produced a book that is largely

a review of his own research and that

of several other currently active re-

searchers. It is not a book on the life

histories of bumblebees, but on their

economics. Economics, you ask? Why
not? According to my dictionary, the

word is derived from the Greek oikono-

mikos. meaning "skilled in the man-
agement of a household" (which bum-



bv Howard E. Evans

blebccs certainly arc). Heinrich de-

fines cc(in(imics as "the study of the

acquisition or production, distribution,

and consumption of jioods and serv-

ices" and points out that the concept

is usually employed with respect to

man, where it becomes involved with

politics and technology. Insects are

said to have neither, yet social insects

such as bumblebees have mechanisms

for the allocation of resources within

the nest, and the nest itself is a con-

struct of their own making. Ihus, in a

sense, they do possess both a political

system (rather communistic) and a

technology. Their economics is one of

frugality. "Bumblebees |he says] are

very t)ften in an energy crisis of far

greater magnitude than anything

humans ordinarily experience." Al-

though their fuel , the nectar of flowers,

is often abundant, the exigencies of

their lives are such that they cannot, in

fact, afford to "bumble"; tliey must

proceed with machinelike elhcienc\

Bumblebees occur throughout much
of the world. Thev are much more
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prevalent in cooler regions than in the

tropics, and more than most insects,

they flourish on mountaintops and far

into the Arctic. Colonies are annual af-

fairs and in the Far North may not last

more than a couple of months (ferti-

lized young queens overwinter to start

new colonies the next year). Not sur-

prisingly, colonies rarely reach more
than a few hundred workers, and some
colonies do not make it to the point of

producing reproductive individuals.

Little wonder that bumblebees always

seem to be in a hurry!

If, like most insects, they had to wait

for warm, sunny days, bumblebees
could scarcely

'

'make a go of it
.

" They
often fly in poor weather, even in rain

or snow, and have occasionally been

seen flying in below-freezing tempera-

tures. Yet they cannot fly unless the

temperature of their flight muscles is

above 85°F and below 1 10°F. Bumble-
bees are not only able to maintain such

a flight temperature, but a resting bee,

whose temperature is close to that of

the air, is able to acquire the necessary

flight temperature and take flight within

a short time. This is done by "shiver-

ing," that is, by rapid contractions of

the flight muscles. These are tempo-

rarily dissociated from the wings, so

that the wings do not move, and the

only external indication of warm-up is

abdomen pumping, which serves to in-

crease the flow of oxygen into the

thorax.

During flight, heat loss is prevented,

in part, by the dense hairs on the body
and, in part, by an unusual arrange-

ment of air sacs and blood passage-

ways at the base of the abdomen. These

serve as what Heinrich calls a "coun-

tercurrent heat exchanger," that is, the

warmed blood is largely retained in the

thorax or, if there is a threat of over-

heating, is circulated freely to the ab-

domen, which acts as a "radiator."

The heat exchanger also serves a

valuable function in the nest. Bumble-
bees incubate their brood, thereby pro-

tecting it from cold and increasing its

rate of development. A queen or

worker bee wraps herself over a mass
of eggs or larvae, using the thinly

haired underside of her abdomen in

much the same manner as a bird uses

its brood patch . By sipping honey from

a nearby honeypot, she fuels her quiv-

ering flight muscles, passing the heat

into the abdomen and thence to the

brood. In this way the temperature of

the brood may be maintained by as

much as forty-five degrees above the

air temperature. But when the bee is

removed, the temperature drops to that

of the environment. Nest temperature

is also maintained by heat from the

bees' metabolism, and overheating is

prevented by fanning and evaporative

cooling at the nest entrance.

All of the fuel and, of course, the

nectar and pollen fed to the larvae is

gathered during foraging flights. There

is no recruitment system as in honey-

bees; individual workers forage on
their own, sampling a variety of flow-

ers until they find kinds that are rich in

nectar. Heinrich speaks of bees devel-

oping "majors" and "minors," that

is, becoming specialists on one type of

flower, perhaps a complex one such as

monkshood, but retaining the ability

to exploit certain other species efTec-

tively. "The bees play a game analo-

gous to the stock market. They do not

know beforehand which is the most up-

coming commodity (flower), and their

best strategy is to invest primarily in

the flower that appears to be most re-

munerative while simultaneously in-

vesting some energy in several minor
species."

Continuing his analogy with human
economics , Heinrich points out that the

scattered, individual foraging patterns

of bumblebees are best suited for the

scattered nectar sources they exploit.

On the other hand, the elaborate com-
munication and storage systems of

honeybees appear to have evolved to

better exploit the massive, but often

irregular, honey flows that occur in the

tropics. "A honeybee colony resem-

bles a big corporation that goes after

the big market. ... In contrast, a bum-
blebee colony has a more individ-

ualistic cottage-industry approach."

Several chapters are devoted to the

costs and benefits of various foraging

strategies, the avoidance of competi-

tion with other kinds of bees, and the

like. Bees attempt to reap the maxi-

mum rewards from flowers, while

flowers have evolved to supply the

least amount of food needed to attract

pollinators, thus forcing bees to move
from one flower to another and to effect

cross-pollination. Some flowers signal

to bees when they have already been

pollinated by changing color, odor, or

form. Others cheat, attracting bees by
their resemblance to other flowers but

offering no reward. And some copy

the form and odor of a female bee or

wasp, attracting males that attempt to

copulate with the flowers and in the

process cross-pollinate them.

It is not possible to review all of the

topics covered in this book. Persons



accustomed to thinking of bees as

"coldblooded" and committed to

dawdling away their lives in the

meadow will be in for many surprises.

The author is not satisfied with gener-

alities, but consistently provides an

abundance of facts and figures derived

from careful measurements and
various forms of "electronic eaves-

dropping." Yet none of this intrudes

upon a style that is invariably lively

and lucid, at a level appropriate to per-

sons interested in natural history but

not necessarily trained in entomology

or biophysics.

I rather wish he had included a chap-

ter on male behavior, even though that

is outside the scope of his own re-

search. Males have an economics of

their own: the resource they seek is

(what else?) females. Males of some
species hover in selected places, dash-

ing after passing insects and seizing

virgin queens that pass their station.

Males of other species establish flight

paths containing a series of "visiting

points," which are scent marked with

a pheromone that is attractive to other

males and to females. A good deal re-

mains to be learned about mating be-

havior, indeed, about many aspects of

bumblebee social behavior.

Hcinrich provides two appendices.

The first is entitled "How to Rear

Bumblebees," not a simple matter, but

one that can be accomplished with per-

severance. Who would want to keep

bumblebees? Researchers, of course,

and growers of red clover and other

plants with deep corollas. And simply

as pels, bumblebees arc a good deal

more interesting than goldfish (and I

think, than cats); besides, they more

than pay for their keep. Heinrich's sec-

ond appendix, illustrated with two

color plates, is an aid to the identifica-

tion of the fifty species and subspecies

of bumblebees occurring in North

America.

The bumblebee that emerges from

these pages is very difTercnl friMti

Kmerson"s: "Wiser far than human
seer./Yellow-breeched philosopher!"

If not a philosopher, the bumblebee is

a product of evolution we can greatly

admire. It is not true that science strips

away the beauty of nature; it illumines

it and deepens its impact. To read this

book is lo enrich a summer's day and

a winter's dreaming.

Howard fi. F.vdns is professor of cnto-

iiutlo\;y at Colorado Stale Univcrsily

and the author of Life on a Little-

Known Plane! and Wasp Farm.
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Additional Reading

Gold (p. 36)

Artifacts of ancient Colombian
goldmaking are described in Gold ofEl

Dorado: The Heritage of Colombia,

by Warwick Bray (New York: Harry

N. Abrams, 1979), illustrated with

full-size color and black-and-white

photographs taken by Lee Boltin. A
546-page Bulletin of the American
Museum of Natural History (1948) is

devoted entirely to "Stingless Bees

(Meliponidae) of the Western Hemi-
sphere," by Herbert F. Schwartz.

Another paper, "Pre-Hispanic Metal-

lurgy and Metalworking in the New
World," by Dudley T. Easby, Jr., ap-

pears in Proceedings of the American
Philosophical Society (April 1965, pp.

89-98). In "Sahagun Reviviscit in the

Gold Collection of the University Mu-
seum" (University Museum Bulletin,

September 1956, pp. 2-15), Easby

discusses the hollow gold castings

done by aboriginal Quimbaya gold-

smiths. For a study of another people's

metalworking, see "Lake Superior

Copper and the Indians: Miscellaneous

Studies of Great Lake Prehistory,"

edited by James B. Griffin (Anthro-

pological Papers, Museum of Anthro-

pology, University of Michigan, no.

17, 1961). Still available, "Inca Treas-

ure as Depicted by Spanish Histori-

ans," by S. K. Lothrop, a chapter in

Publications of the Frederick Webb
Hodge Anniversary Publications

Fund, Volume 11 (Los Angeles: The
Southwest Museum, 1938), is an ex-

cellent account of the gold and silver

the Spaniards found in Peru. A well-

illustrated, popular book about pre-

Columbian gold and silver art is Sweat

of the Sun and Tears of the Moon, by
Andre Emmerich (Seattle: University

of Washington Press, 1965).

Butterflies (p. 56)

Effects of the environment on Col-

(aswings are discussed in W. B . Watt's

"Adaptive Significance of Pigment

Polymorphisms in Colias Butterflies:

Part I, Variation of Melanin Pigment

in Relation to Thermoregulation"

(Evolution, vol. 22, no. 3, pp. 437-

58). P. G. Kevan and J. D. Shorthouse

discuss how butterflies bask in "Be-
havioural Thermoregulation by High
Arctic Butterflies" (Arctic, December

1970, pp. 268-79). "The Role of But-

terfly Wings in Regulation of Body
Temperature," by Lutz Thilo Was-
serthal (Journal of Insect Physiology,

vol.21, 1975, pp. 1921-30), treats the

adaptive significance of wing pattern

with respect to different modes of heat

transport. "Role of the Wings in the

Absorption of Radiant Energy by a

Butterfly," by A. E. Kammer and J.

Bracchi (Journal of Comparative Bio-

chemistry and Physiology, vol. 45A,
1973, pp. 1057-63), is a study of the

physiological mechanism of heat

transfer and the rate at which blood

flows between the wings and thorax.

African Music (p. 68)

The Music of Africa, by J. H. Kwa-
bena Nketia (New York: W. W. Nor-

ton Co., 1974), gives some of the his-

torical, social, and cultural back-

ground of African music and discusses

instruments, group structures, and re-

lated arts. F. Debey's African Music:

A People's Art, translated by J. Ben-

net (New York: Lawrence Hill, 1975),

is an introduction to the subject

with pictures. Although addressed to

the musician, the two-volume Studies

in African Music, by A. M. Jones

(London: Oxford University Press,

1959), is also of interest to the general

reader. Children's songs and different

methods of drumming are covered in

the first volume; the second contains

full scores of African music. Songs of

the Tiv people of Nigeria, composers.

style, and musical culture are the sub-

jects of Tiv Song, by Charles Keil

(Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1979). A specific dance is ana-

lyzed in Dance and Society in Eastern

Africa 1890-1970: The Beni Ngoma,
byT. O. Ranger (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1974). Nketia

discusses the social implications of

Akan drumming and drum texts, lan-

guage, and history in Drumming in

Akan Communities of Ghana (New
York: Thomas Nelson and Sons,

1963). Four articles in African Arts

are: "The Yoruba Master Drummer,"
by Ayo Bankole, Judith Bush, and

Sadek H. Samaan (Winter 1975, pp.

48-56, 77-78); "Professionals and

Amateurs: Musicians of Zaire and

Obimo," by David W. Ames (Winter

1968, pp. 40-45, 80, 82-84); "The
Politics of Music in Mali," by Charles

Cutter (Spring 1968, pp. 38-39, 74-

77); and "Comic Opera in Ghana,"
by E. J. Collins (January 1976, pp.
50-57).

Coconut Crabs (p. 76)

Ernst S. Reese discusses the impor-

tance of shell-carrying behavior in

young crabs in "Shell Use: An Adap-

tation for Emigration from the Sea by

the Coconut Crab" (Science. July 26,

1968, pp. 385-86). Gene S. Helfman's

"Agonistic Behaviour of the Coconut

Crab, Birgus latro (L.)" (Zeitschrift

fiir Tierpsychologie, April 1977, pp.

425-38), with seven photos of crabs in

different positions, offers an evolution-

ary explanation of differences in coco-

nut crab and other hermit crab dis-

plays. Edward E. Held discusses the

exoskeleton-eating habit of the coco-

nut crab in "Moulting Behaviour of

Birgus latro" (Nature, November 23,

1963, pp. 799-800). In an older paper,

"On the Food Habits of the Coconut

Crab (Birgus latro L.), with Notes on



Is Distribution" (Archives Neerlan-

iaises Zoologie. vol. 3, 1939, pp.

283-320), A. Reyne catalogs feeding

labits and distribution and argues

strongly that the crabs are unable to

lusk and open uninjured coconuts.

Jrian A. Hazlett's "Ritualization in

^larine Crustacea," in Behavior i>f

Sparine Animals. Current Perspectiv,

n Research. Volume I : Invertehrait '-

;dited by Howard E. Winn and Bori L.

311a (New York: Plenum Press, 1972.

)p. 97-125). explores stereotyped he

lavior patterns in hermit crabs. For ,i

liscussion of the adaptive significance

)f snail shell use by aquatic hermit

:rabs see Ernsi S. Reese's "Behav

oral Adaptations of Intcrtidal Hermit

rrabs" (American Zooloi^ist. Ma)
1969, pp. 343-55). Shell availability

imong terrestrial hermit crabs is

rcated in Syd Radinovsky and Alex

Henderson's "The Shell Game" (Nat-

ural History. December 1974, pp.

22-29). The American Zt>ologisl Sym-
posium "Terrestrial Adaptations in

[Trustacca" (American Zoologist. Au-

iusl 1968, pp. 307-685) cH)nlains sev-

eral papers on the problems faced by

in aquatic lineage of animals adapting

lo a terrestrial existence (see Dorothy

E. Bliss's "Transition from Water to

[,and in Decapod Crustaceans," pp.

355-92). Laurel R Eox treats the so-

cial and ecological conditions under

which cannibalism has been observed

;ind might be expected lo arise in ani-

mal populations in "Cannibalism in

Natural Populations," pages 87-106

i)f the Annual Review of licolo^y and
Svsiemiiiics. volume 6 (Palo Alto; An-

nual Reviews Inc . 1975). Charles

Darwin comments on si/e, strength,

and purported luii-iipening techniques

of the crab in The X'oyoKe of the lieaf^le

(Ciarden City. Doubleday and Co.,

1962).

Katharine D'Ayosta
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A Matter of Taste

Breakfast at Shungopavi
Blue corn is an essential ingredient

of traditional Hopi cuisine

They don't sell tickets to the Niman
dance. There are no posters for it

slapped on the walls of the pueblo vil-

lages, and not even the weekly paper.

Qua 'Toqti, The Eagle's Cry, "serv-

ing the Hopi Nation," mentions when
Niman—the last and most important

kachina ceremony of the season, cele-

brating the gathering-in of the first ears

of corn from the parched fields—will

occur at Shungopavi and Bakabi. The
only way to find out about this ritual

is to ask a Hopi, and even that is no
simple matter. The handful of tele-

phone lines that connect the remote,

high Hopi mesas in northeastern Ari-

zona with the outside world are almost

always busy. But word gets out. On the

eve of Niman, the Hopi Cultural Cen-
ter's motel, a modern version of tradi-

tional Hopi village architecture on Sec-

ond Mesa, is booked solid with Indian

buffs, transcendental meditators, and
European tourists doing the grand tour

of le Far West.

To protect their ancestral culture

from twentieth-century, high-tech rub-

bernecking, the Hopis forbid photog-

raphy, sketching, and recording in

their villages. You can buy a kachina

doll, carved from Cottonwood root and
originally intended to help Hopi chil-

dren learn about the elaborately

masked and feathered, sashed and bus-

kined supernatural beings who are im-

personated by members of the Kachina
Society at the various dances. But the

dolls are meager preparation for the

real kachinas.

Without warning, they file into the

plaza at Shungopavi, moving slowly

and with the precision of Rockettes,

chanting, consecrating the ground of

the plaza with cornmeal, while an

eagle chained on a nearby rooftop flaps

its wings. Around the edge of the plaza

and on the flat roofs that overlook it,

Hopi and non-Hopi spectators sit in

rapt absorption. The mysterious force

of the Niman holds everyone. For a

few moments, after the kachinas file

out and disappear into the underground
houses called kivas, it is impossible not

to feel the power of a ritual that has

been practiced since before Columbus,
when Hopis built what is now the old-

est continuously inhabited town in the

United States at Oraibi.

Then the tension breaks. Hopi chil-

dren scamper through the plaza hold-

ing ears of corn, one of the special food

gifts of the day. Another edible present

is piki—a brittle, thin toasted bread

made from cornmeal. Piki is the high-

est expression of Hopi cuisine and the

most intricate symbol of the intertwin-

ing of traditional Hopi life with corn.

There is nothing quite like it. Hopis
compare piki to corn flakes; it tastes as

corn flakes would if they were unsug-

ared and unsalted. But piki is cooked
in big papery sheets, then rolled up
tightly into eight-inch-long cylinders

about two inches thick. Also, and cru-

cially, piki is blue.

Sometimes, it is true, piki is baked
from white cornmeal and then dyed red

and yellow. But standard piki is slate

blue, the glory of a prescientific culture

whose caprice was to glorify a geneti-

cally freakish corn with kernels the

color of the sky.

Indian corn comes in most of the

colors of the rainbow because of pig-

mentation in the pericarp and aleurone

layers of the kernel. Paul Mangelsdorf

,

the dean of American corn scholars,

once wrote that the multicolored corns

of our Southwest were part of a lineage

that could be traced back to Peru and

had been cultivated for centuries

throughout Indian America. The origi-

nal strain is called kculli. Prehistoric

remnants of it have been found in

former Inca territory, and it still grows
in the high Andes. In its pure blue

form , this corn is still widely cultivated

in the American Southwest and milled

A street in the Hopi town of

Shungopavi. the site of this year's

Niman dance, as it looked in 1901.
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commercially for Indian consumption

in Arizona and New Mexico. Blue tor-

tillas and other blue breads appear in

Navaho and Pueblo cooking, perhaps

as part of some general fascination

with the blue of heaven. An outsider,

wondering about the importance of

blue to the Indians of the desert, will

find ample impetus for symbolic inter-

pretation in the omnipresent turquoise

jewelry and blue-dyed clothing.

The truth, it seems, is simpler. "It's

pretty
, '

' one Hopi told me . Others sup-

ported him. Blue is an attractive color.

Symbolic explanations do not appeal.

Because of this aesthetic bias and the

paramount significance of maize,

foods made from blue corn, and piki,

in particular, are as important to Hopi
culture as the kachina ceremonies, the

communal architecture of the mesa vil-

lages, and the Hopi language. All of

these tribal peculiarities mark off the

8,000 ethnic Hopis from the rest of the

world and give them an identity that

has allowed them to survive in modern
America as a distinct people entirely

surrounded by unfriendly and more nu-

merous Navahos.

"They say no man will marry a girl

unless she can make piki
, '

' wrote Helen
Sekaquaptewa in her autobiography.

Me and Mine. At 8 1 , she is the grande

dame of Hopi women, mother of the

tribal chairman and a revered spokes-

person for Hopi tradition, despite

her modern education and broad expe-

rience off the reservation. Her life ex-

emplifies the conflict between tradition

and assimilation in recent Hopi his-

tory. Her parents were "traditionals"

and hid her so that she would not have

to go to the bahana ("white man's")
school. Eventually, the truant officer

found her and dragged her off to a

schoolhouse in Keams Canyon at the

edge of Hopiland, where they deloused

her, dressed her in bahana clothes, and

taught her English. Helen Sekaquap-

tewa turned out to like school, but in

1910, she came back to Oraibi for a

year at home and learned "the things

a Hopi girl should know." Piki was
one of the main lessons.

First, she learned to make the stone

piki griddle , starting with a granite slab

and polishing it smooth, by hand, with

pebbles. She also ground corn into

flour, working it between two stones,

one held in the hand, until she pro-

duced a very fine blue flour, much finer

than the meal one sees today in Indian

supermarkets. "We have electric mills

now," she says. "It was hard work in

A turn of the century photograph

of a pueblo interior shows
women grinding corn into flour.

my time, with stones, but good exer-

cise. No one had a big stomach."

The old technique of hand grinding

is still handed down from mother to

daughter. Young women have to grind

flour in the traditional way as part of

the preparation for marriage. But stone

grinding is no longer a part of normal

life. In a recent editorial in Qua 'Toqti,

Mrs. Sekaquaptewa's son Wayne, the

paper's editor-publisher, fulminated

against milling machines, the "iron

daughters-in-law" that were, he said,

sapping Hopi culture of its vigor.

The Hopi ritual calendar, however,

has helped to keep traditional piki mak-
ing alive. Before the Niman dance this

summer, women were busy in special

piki rooms, building fires under piki

stones. They sat in front of the red-hot

stones, rubbing melon seeds over them

until the oil came out and greased the

stone. When the stone had cooled to a

moderate temperature, the women
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made piki batter from blue corn flour,

water, and an infusion of ashes from

greasewood (Sarcobatus vermicu-

latus),a shrub that accentuates the bat-

ter's blueness and gives it a charac-

teristic flavor. Before actual cooking

begins, the stone is lightly greased

once more with a piece of cooked

sheep's spinal cord. Then the women
spread batter thinly on the stone, a little

at a time until the stone is covered. As
it cooks, the sheet begins to peel away
from the stone, like a crepe, and can be

pulled off by hand. The first sheet is

discarded. As subsequent sheets cook,

they are covered with a finished sheet

of piki . The steam from the raw sheet

underneath softens the top sheet

enough so that it can be quickly rolled

up and set aside on a mat.

The process is similar to the one

used to make Chinese spring roll skins

and the Moroccan leaf pastry called

warka, but piki is even more intricate

and sophisticated in method, while at

the same time more primitive. The
steaming and rolling stage is unique in

its culinary refinement. The hand

spreading of batter on a hot stone harks

back to a stage of cultural development

before metal was known. All in all, it

is hard to think of a recipe that demands
more skill from a cook or that displays

more ingenuity with simple materials.

Precisely because of its complexity,

piki is the epitome of a food that cannot

be made without a steady flow of cul-

tural apprenticeship from one genera-

tion to another. In this respect it is the

opposite of steak and hamburger,

dishes that can be taught in minutes and

which can infiltrate foreign cuisines

with the ease of a virus invading a bac-

terium. Hopi blue corn cookery, how-
ever, is full of such culinary shibbo-

leths that a bahana cook will have trou-

ble duplicating a dish, even with a rec-

ipe and plenty of blue cornmeal on
hand.

Mrs. Sekaquaptewa recently dem-
onstrated to me an ' 'easy

'

' Hopi break-

fast dish called po-vo-pi-ki, or blue

marbles (see recipe). She made a

straightforward dough and then rolled

it into small blue orbs, which she then

The typical Hopi maiden of the

early 1900s possessed cooking

skills unknown to Hopi girls today.

Mem Clark Vroman. Counesy Southwest Museum, I
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poached. To get the texture right is a

matter of exquisite judgment. No rec-

ipe can give exact quantities.

She went on to make an elegant

poached corn bread called tsu-ku-vi-kL

V-shaped packages of blue dough
wrapped in moistened corn husks that

held the dough together until it had

cooked. After cooling, the breads

solidified into their boomerang shape.

Tying the raw dough up in the corn-

husk packages, so that they hold to-

gether and look right, is a knack not

easily learned at one sitting. It took

Helen Sekaquaptewa a week when she

was a girl. Today's Hopi girls may
learn these tricky techniques when they

marry, but they rarely use them in daily

life. Consequently, older Hopis like to

drop in for a visit at Helen Sekaquap-

tewa's house, because they know they

will find traditional food there that their

younger family members don't make
for them. Mrs. Sekaquaptewa says:

"We still eat the old food when we are

hungry for it. My son Abbott [the tribal

chairman] travels all over the country

eating bahana food . He gets hungry for

this and I make it for him."
While Mrs. Sekaquaptewa cooked

and talked and remembered, in the

modern kitchen of Abbott's ranch

house in New Oraibi, her grand-
daughter Allison helped her at the

stove. Allison, in corduroy jeans and

Adidas sneakers, had obviously never

cooked blue marbles or tsu-ku-vi-kihe-

fore. Will she learn how to make ei-

ther, or piki, in the course of her ritual

education? In theory, she will. But the

television in her living room is teach-

ing her other, easier lessons. Conven-
ience foods fill the supermarket in New
Oraibi. Disco evenings compete with

the kachina dances. No doubt, the

Hopis can survive without their reli-

gion or their piki but, as an old kachina

doll carver in Shungopavi asked me,
'Will they still be Hopis?"

Blue Marbles
(Po-vo-pi-ki)

1 'A cup blue cornmeal (see note) or Vi

pound, approximately

2 tablespoons ashes from burned

bean leaves or sagebrush or substi-

tute 1 teaspoon baking powder
2 tablespoons wheat flour

1

.

Bring IVi quarts of water to a boil

in a large pot.

2. In a large mixing bowl, divide the

blue cornmeal into two separate

mounds, one about I'A cups, the

other 'A cup.

3 . Scald the larger mound of cornmeal

with about Vi cup of boiling water

or just enough to moisten it

throughout. Stir the moistened

flour as you add the water.

4. In a small bowl, stir the ashes to-

gether with 1 cup boiling water.

Push the mixture through a fine

strainer, then add gradually to the

cornmeal along with the wheat
flour. If you are using baking
powder, simply mix it into the corn-

meal in step three and then moisten

the cornmeal with about one cup
boiling water. Let cool until you
can handle it comfortably.

5. Add additional dry cornmeal from
the smaller mound to the dough as

you work it. Use only enough to

produce a smooth, workable
dough. The end product should be

gray blue and elastic. (Reserve any

unused dry flour for future use.)

6. Break off a piece of dough and roll

it into a long coil about 1 inch in

cross section. Break off small

pieces from this coil and roll them
into balls the size of cherry toma-

toes. With practice you will be able

to roll two at a time between your

hands. (If the dough is too sticky to

work, add more cornmeal.) Con-
tinue until you have used up all the

dough.

7. Spoon the blue marbles into the pot

of boiling water. When they are all

in, pour off any excess water, leav-

ing just enough to cover them.

8 . Simmer slowly , uncovered , for 8 to

10 minutes. Remove from water

with a slotted spoon. Cool.

9. Serve the blue marbles in their

cooking liquid for breakfast. Ac-
company them with stewed fruit,

hard-boiled eggs and raw onion, or

fried (dried) chilies.

Yield: 3 to 4 servings

Note: Blue cornmeal is available in

supermarkets throughout the South-

west. It can be ordered by mail from

Casados Farms, P.O. Box 852, San
Juan Pueblo, N.M. 87566. Anyone
with access to an electric grain mill

should grind commercial blue corn-

meal to the fineness of flour before

making this recipe.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.

Helen Sekaquaptewa holds

coils of blue cornmeal dough

as she demonstrates

traditional Hopi cooking.
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A physical chemist, R. Stephen
Berry became interested in nonrigid

molecules and clusters in 1956. The
first of his'many research papers on the

subject was published in 1959-60, and
he has worked on and oft in that field

ever since. A professor of chemistry at

the University of Chicago, Berry is

also a member of the James Franck In-

stitute and the Committee on Public

Policy Studies. In addition to his teach-

ing and research, he is on the board of

directors of the Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists and is "rather deeply in-

volved in studies on energy, environ-

ment, and other physical resources."

Berry was elected to membership in the

American Academy of Arts and
Sciences last May. Born in Denver, he

has never lost his love of the moun-
tains. He summers at the Aspen Center

for Physics where he can spend his free

time hiking, climbing, and trout fish-

ing.
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A consulting entomologist , William
H. Jordon, Jr., is hard at work on his

second book, Adam and Eve Through

a Bug's Eye. He describes the text as

a "tongue-in-cheek look at the human
condition from the distant view of the

entomologist steeped in insect behav-

ior." Jordon, who received his doctor-

ate in entomology from the University

of California at Berkeley, has done

four years of fieldwork throughout Cal-

ifornia on alfalfa weevils and their

wasp predators. His plans include

making documentary films on insect

ecology and ethology and— when he

gets the chance—some serious sailing.
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Marcello Truzzi was born into the

circus—his father was the internation-

ally famous juggler Massimiliano

Truzzi. Department head and professor

of sociology at Eastern Michigan Uni-

versity, the author has written socio-

logical pieces on the circus. "A gen-

eral interest in the bizarre" has led

Truzzi to study popular culture,

man-pet interactions, and claims made
of the paranormal. He juggles as an

avocation and is a member of the Inter-

national Jugglers Association.

At a seminar on Puerto Rican birds,

Thomas A. Wiewandt first learned of

the existence of Mona Island, located

between Puerto Rico and the Domini-
can Republic. Intrigued by the island's

research possibilities he took a job as

the resident ecologist there for the

Puerto Rico Department of Natural Re-
sources. During the three years he held

the position, he became intimately ac-

quainted with the huge Mona Island

iguana. A free-lance environmental

consultant and photographer, Wie-
wandt won a first prize in the 1976
"Natural History Photographic Com-
petition." He has recently revised and
narrated "Voices of the Night," a re-

cording made by the Cornell Labora-

tory of Ornithology that features the

calls, distribution, and breeding habits

of all species of frogs and toads in east-

ern North America.

David John Thomas encountered

the colorful, independent diamond
miners of Venezuela while doing re-

search for his doctoral dissertation in

anthropology at the University of

Michigan. Now assistant professor of

anthropology at Vanderbilt University,

Nashville, Tennessee, Thomas plans

to return to Venezuela in 1980 to inves-

tigate the effects, since 1970, of mis-

sions, mines, and migration on the

country's Pemon Indians.
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A Naturalist at Large bv Carl E. Bock

Christmas Bird Count
During a decade, dedicated "birders" censused 635 million

birds at Christmas. Was it worth the effort?

The Christmas "'side hunt" is one of

the most forgettable of early American

holiday traditions. During this event,

teams of shooters would compete to

kill the largest numbers of wild birds

and mammals on Christmas Day. The
tradition persisted at least through the

late nineteenth century.

The side hunt was particularly trou-

bling to ornithologist Frank M. Chap-

man, who served the American Mu-
seum of Natural History for fifty-six

years (twenty-two as chairman of its

ornithology department); he also es-

tablished and edited Bird-Lore, an of-

ficial Audubon Society publication,

from its inception in 1899 until 1935.

In the latter capacity Chapman pro-

posed, in October of I90(), an alterna-

tive Christmas side hunt—one in
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which participants would count, rather

than shoot, birds in their local areas.

Twenty-five "Christmas bird cen-

suses" took place that year and Bird-

Lore published the results the follow-

ing February. Chapman hoped the data

would be useful "because they give a

very good idea of the distribution of

winter birds on Christmas day, with

some indication of the number of indi-

viduals which may be observed in a

given time."

From these modest beginnings the

Audubon Society Christmas Bird

Count has grown into an annual orni-

thological outing of amazing propor-

tions. Each Christmas count is a day-

long census, conducted on or near

Christmas Day, of all birds found

within an area fifteen miles in diame-

ter. Published results include lists of

species seen and their numbers, lati-

tude-longitude coordinates of the

census areas, and numbers of hours

afield and miles traveled as measures

of census effort.

Thousands of observers participate

each year in hundreds of censuses con-

ducted mainly in the United States and

southern Canada, but ranging from

Central America to the Arctic. The
Christmas count issues of American
Birds (descendant of Bird-Lore) prob-

ably make up the largest collection of

raw ecological data in existence any-

where.

Has it all been worth it? In one re-

spect the question is irrelevant since

count participants find the activity in-

trinsically interesting and self-educat-

ing. But surprisingly, Christmas count

data have, in fact, been relatively little

used. Individual scientists rarely can

work long enough or widely enough to

understand fully the relationships be-

tween species and their environments.

Christmas count data would therefore

seem to have enormous potential since

they would allow us to examine
changes in bird populations through

both time and space on a continent-

wide scale.

This potential has not been fully real-

ized for two reasons. First, the sheer

mass of the information. Anyone inter-

ested in a particular species must sift

an enormous amount of chaff to obtain

a small amount of wheat. Second, con-

siderable—and perhaps justifiable

—skepticism about the quality of the

data, which is gathered mainly by
"amateurs" using casual, that is, non-

quantitative, methods compared with

those biologists normally use to study

local populations of particular species.

But the value of Christmas count

data would lie in their quantity and not

their quality. With this in mind, six

years ago my students and I began

using the count data to study North

American winter bird populations.

Computers are ideally preadapted for

the problem of sorting wheat from
chaff'. For the same reasons that they

cannot think, computers have an infi-

nite tedium tolerance for sorting and

manipulating lists of numbers.

With help from the National Science

Foundation, we constructed a compu-
terized data bank containing the results

of 8,092 bird counts between the

winters of 1962/63 and 1971/72. The
data bank represented sightings of

about 635 million birds, the result of

well over one million observer-hours

of fieldwork. We could then ask the

computer to extract from the data bank
only those pieces of information useful

to a particular study. The computer
also can manipulate the data, for ex-

ample, dividing numbers of a species

seen by the total hours spent on each

count in order to standardize results in

proportion to count effort.

We have found that the Christmas

count can provide highly valuable in-

formation on North American winter

bird populations, although the data

must be used carefully and conserv-

atively. Both rare and highly social

species present problems because mis-

identifications or chance encounters

of enormous flocks can seriously bias

results. But for familiar and well-

dispersed species we have been able to

monitor population fluctuations and

abundance patterns on a scale rarely

possible for other sorts of animals.

A central hypothesis in our current

Pileated Woodpecker
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Frank M. Chapman (self-portrait), Panama, 1931

work is that important geographical

boundaries of many species are marked

by changes in the abundances of birds

rather than by the known limits to their

distributions. Birds are so mobile and

so conspicuous, and ornithologists

(both professional and amateur) so nu-

merous and so enthusiastic in their pur-

suit of "new records," that most bird

species are reported in all sorts of

places where they do not "belong."

New discoveries of single, perhaps er-

ratic, birds continually increase the

known ranges of species.

With Christmas count data we are

not obliged to define major biogeo-

graphic boundaries and regions in

terms of absolute ranges of species.

Range limits probably are not the most

important measures of a species' rela-

tionship to its environment (flying

birds have the potential for getting al-

most anywhere). Instead, we can de-

termine abundance patterns from
Christmas count data. We have the op-

portunity, unique to science, of meas-

uring abundances of a large number of

species across an entire continent, and

of using these data to describe the ge-

ography of that continent.

The power of this approach can be

illustrated by the following analysis of
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birds in the family Picidae—wood-
peckers and relatives, the flickers and

sapsuckers. Species in this family are

well known, easily identified in the

field, and usually rather evenly
dispersed across the landscape. All of

this makes them well suited for a

Christmas count study.

As with most of our investigations,

we first sorted counts into groups fall-

ing inside geographical blocks
bounded by five-degree intervals of lat-

itude and longitude. The forty-eight

contiguous United States and a portion

of southernmost Canada lie within

fifty-one such blocks. Counts are rare

farther north. We next computed the

average numbers of each species seen

per hour of count etTort, for all counts

in each block.

The hairy woodpecker and common
flicker occur in nearly all blocks,

meaning that their early winter ranges

are about the same, but their abun

dance patterns differ strikingly. The
hairy woodpecker reaches highest den-

sities in the C(H)1 and moist forests of

the northeast, while flickers conccii

Irate in just the opposite parts of the

country, especially the warm southeast

and along the Pacific coast. The famil

iar red-headed woodpecker is consiti

crcd a typical eastern species, bui

Christmas count data show that it is

much more common in the midwestern

stales. The ladder-backed woodpecker
is widespread across the Southwest but

reaches highest densities in scrub habi-

tats of southern and western Texas.

The maps, then, tell us much about

the ecologies of dilferenl species. Bui

more importantly, using mathematical

techniques we can reveal those biogeo-
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graphic boundaries where major
changes in woodpecker faunas occur.

The line that separates woodpecker

species into eastern and western blocks

is the most profound geographical

boundary anywhere in the United

States, at least for woodpeckers. This

boundary lies along the eastern border

of Montana, jogs east, continues south

through South Dakota, Nebraska, and

western Kansas to south-central Texas,

and then east toward Louisiana. Over
most of this distance the boundary is

coincident with longitude 100 degrees

west.

In addition the eastern group divides

into distinctive northeastern and south-

eastern clusters. The western block

rather quickly divides into southern

Texas and Arizona versus everything

else.

If you asked Americans where they

think the "west" begins, most would

probably say that it starts at the foot-

hills of the Rocky Mountains in a

north-south line running through east-

ern Wyoming, central Colorado, and

New Mexico. Certainly this is the most
conspicuous geographical boundary in

the United States. Yet that line, at

about longitude 105 degrees west, is

not where woodpeckers think the west

begins. The major break in wood-
pecker faunas occurs well east of the

mountains, out on the plains at about

longitude 100 degrees west.

What environmental factor could be

causing this shift? In fact, woodpecker
Christmas count data highlight the true

nature of the east-west transition in

North America—that of decreasing

moisture. The geographer and explorer

Maj. John Wesley Powell recognized

the nature of the western United States

as a land where one had to irrigate to

grow crops and forage. W.C. Darrah,

a Powell biographer, noted: "The
Major was the first to recognize the real

boundary between East and West, be-

tween humid and arid. . . . This line

coincided approximately with the hun-

dredth meridian."

In the 1870s Powell attempted to

change American homesteading laws

to reflect this environmental gradient

across the plains, near the hundredth

meridian, but his insights were unap-

preciated and generally ignored by

Congress, dominated as it was by east-

erners ignorant of western water prob-

lems. Much of the subsequent misman-
agement of western lands and natural
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resources can be traced to the persist-

ence of this difficulty, even to the pres-

ent day.

The other woodpecker boundaries

correspond to better-known environ-

mental changes. The line separating

the northeast from the southeast coin-

cides closely with the maximum south-

ward extent of glacial ice during the

Pleistocene epoch, and with the mod-
ern boundary between temperate cli-

mate forests in the north and subtropi-

cal forests in the south. The boundary

dips down along the Tennessee-North

Carolina border, indicating the north-

ern affinities of woodpeckers in the

heart of Appalachia. The species dom-
inating southern Arizona deserts and

southern Texas, such as the gila,

golden-fronted, and ladder-backed

woodpeckers, are essentially Mexican

forms, which accounts for the dis-

tinctness of these regions from the rest

of the west.

This has been one example of the

value of Christmas count data in study-

ing the North American environment.

Others could have been chosen. Birds,

because of their mobility and sensi-

tivity, are particularly good barometers

of environmental change, including

changes imposed by humans. A com-
prehensive national census such as the

Christmas count can serve as an early

warning system of future environ-

mental perturbations caused by sub-

urbanization, intensified agriculture,

or exploitation of nonrenewable en-

ergy sources.

True, Christmas count data are

gathered mainly by amateurs, but in

some respects that is a positive attri-

bute. Most participants are serious

"birders": they know their organisms

and their particular count areas, and

they are painstakingly honest in report-

ing results.

While these data cannot be used to

solve the energy crisis or to cure the

common cold, they can do a lot. We
have computerized and analyzed, only

partially so far, the product of a truly

Herculean field effort. That effort could

not be matched by professionals with-

out the expenditure of millions of tax

dollars. Christmas count data are free,

gathered by the people, and we are for-

tunate to have them. Frank Chapman's
wise alternative to the Christmas side

hunt has become a gift to science.

Carl E. Bock, who enjoys the

Christmas bird count, is a professor of

biology at the University of Colorado.

A Woodpecker's Map of the United States

Arizona Cluster

Southern Texas Cluster
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Floppy Molecules
The old notion that molecules are rigid structures has

become a paradigm lost; some are rigid but some are floppy

by R. Stephen Berry

Since the advent of modern struc-

tural chemistry in the second half of the

nineteenth century, the paradigm of

molecular structure has been over-

whelmingly the stable , almost rigid ob-

ject. We think of molecules as tiny ver-

sions of models we could build by con-

necting knobs with sticks or springs.

This notion has worked well. Nearly

all the molecules known, apart from

long, chainlike ones such as those that

make up rubber and polyethylene, can

be described as atoms arranged in per-

manent geometric structures. With
mtxiern lab<iratory methcxis, their

structures can be established with great

precision. Almost everything else,

from the smallest objects—atomic nu-

clei and the quarks from which we
think those nuclei are made—to the

cosmic clusters of galaxies, is fluid,

dynamic, and changing.

The most familiar of these loose

structures arc ordinary liquids and

gases, water and air. Molecules and

crystals are the exceptions; only they

fit the picture of knobs, representing

atoms, connected by slicks, repre-

senting chemical bonds The knobs

quiver, vibrating just a little bit about

ihcir average positions in the molecular

skeleton. And the whole Tinkertoy

—

molecule or crystal—may rotate in

space, a rigid, spinning structure. The
technical terms used for such objects

reflect their properties: most molecules

arc called rigid rotors with small-

amplitude vibrations.

By conceiving of molecules this

way, scientists constructed a relatively

simple theory of their behavior from
it, we have been able to make innumer

able, remarkably accurate deductions

and predictions about molecular struc-

tures and about the amounts of energy

that molecules may store in the form

of rotational and vibrational motion.

Molecular spectroscopy, the study of

the exchange of energy between mole-

cules and light, is probably the most

self-consistent and verifiable body of

quantitative knowledge yet achieved.

It is awesome, in retrospect, that we
have been so successful.

Why is it that only molecules and

crystals, which we usually think of as

giant molecules, have such permanent

structures? In galaxies, fluids, and

atomic nuclei, the components (stars,

molecules, and protons and neutrons,

respectively) move more or less freely

throughout the entire interior of the

parent structure, yet the galaxy, the

drop of water, and the nucleus of the

atom cling together. In all the cosmos,

are molecules unique in having perma-

nent structures?

As we studied the structures o{ more

and more of the vast number of mole-

cules, we found that there are inter-

esting and important molecules thai do

notconforrji lo the traditional rigid I'in-

kertoy model. When these were found,

the study of molecular structure h>si its

unique simplicity and joined the other

fields, from particle physics to aslri>n-

omy, in which scientists have been

wrestling with the description of non-

rigid clusters. 'I"hc languages and even

the laws of mechanics differ, but the

conceptual problem, called the many-

b«xly problem, is nearly the same in all

fields of physical science, whether one

is trying lo describe i|uarks in a proton,

neutrons and protons in a nucleus,

electrons in an atom, molecules in a

droplet, planets in a solar system, or

stars in a galaxy. And now, where

there seemed to be a gap in the middle

of the list, we must add atoms in the

nonrigid molecules.

One of the first molecules recog-

nized as nonrigid is ammonia, NH3,
which has the form of a pyramid with

the nitrogen atom at the peak. The
nonrigidity of this molecule is of a very

special, limited kind: ammonia turns

itself inside out like an umbrella. The
three light hydrogen atoms (Kcasion-

ally pass by the heavier nitrogen atom,

inverting the pyramid. "Occasion-

ally'" means about ten billion times a

second—fast for us, but slow com-
pared with the ordinary vibrational mo-
tions of the hydrogen atoms, which

quiver back and forth about ten trillion

times per second in their motions. In

other words, roughly once in every

thousand oscillations, the three hydro-

gens of ammonia slip past the nitrogen

in a concerted excursion thai carries

ihem across the molecule (If ihe hy-

drogen atoms of ammonia are replaced

by deuterium atoms, having the same

chemistry as the simple hydrogen

atoms but twice the mass, the pyramid

inverts al a rate of only about half a

billion limes a second. ) This priKcss in

ammonia is resptinsible f<ir the particu-

lar mechanism for absorption and

emission i>f microwave energy that

gave rise to the first maser ("maser"

is an acronym for micrt)wave ampli-

fication by slimul.iled cnussionof radi-

ation ") And Ihe laser (light, instead

of microwave) developed from the

maser.

Two sorts of nonrigid molecules can

be distinguished. Examples of one ex-
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The nonrigid ammonia molecule.

NHj, above, has the heavy

nitrogen atom at the top and
the lighter hydrogen atoms

at the bottom. The hydrogen

atoms vibrate continuously in

their positions, and about ten

billion times a second they slip

past the nitrogen. On those

occasions, the molecule turns

inside out like an umbrella, below.

treme are ammonia, phosphorus penta-

fluoride, and the Irialomic sodium mol-

ecule Na.-,; atoms move about in the

molecules of these substances no mat-

ter how little energy they have. More-

over, the distances between the atoms

in these molecules are about the same
as the sizes of the atoms themselves.

so the molecules contain little empty
space. At the other extreme are mole-

cules containing so much energy that

the atoms can almost—but not quite—
escape from each other. 'ITie atoms in

these molecules, like the planets in the

solar system, may spend most t)f their

time far from one another.

The first kind of nonrigidity occurs

when solids melt and when phosphorus

compounds react in living systems; the

second, which has only recently begun
to be explored, may be important for

the formation of molecular clusters in

the "dark clouds" of the interstellar

medium, the vast masses of material in

the space between the stars of the ga-

laxies, which we believe eventually

condenses to form new stars. The

growth of clusters of molecules into

droplets and of droplets into liquid

drops or solid crystals falls between the

two: in the earliest stages and in a rare-

fied medium such as interstellar space,

the model of a transient, fragile bundle

of almost-free atoms may be appro-

priate. Later, when the droplet reaches

adolescence, the fluidity of a liquidlike

cluster is a more realistic description.

Let us look more closely at one of

the simplest molecules that illustrates

the general symmetry principle of na-

ture central to the subject of nonrigid-

ity. Ozone, with the formula O3, has

the shape of an isosceles triangle; its

spectrum makes this incontrovertible.

We know this substance well indeed;

we inadvertently produce it in the smog
of urban atmospheres, where it gener-

ates eye irritants and destroys rubber.

At the same time our technological

wastes threaten to decompose it up in

the stratosphere, where it provides a

protective blanket, absorbing most of

the harmful part of the sun's ultraviolet

light.

Apart from its roles in the lower and

upper atmosphere, the simple ozone

molecule presents the physicist with a

dilemma of the most fundamental sort.

Because the O3 triangle is isoceles and

not equilateral, the two oxygen atoms

at the ends are chemically identical,

but the third, occupying the unique

middle site, is chemically diflerent and

therefore distinguishable from the end

two. But all oxygen atoms are sup-

posed to be indistinguishable. Their in-

distinguishability is a special ca.se of

one of the most general hypotheses on
which modern physics is based: that

atomic or subatomic particles of a

single kind—electrons, protons, or

atoms of a single isotope of any ele-

ment, for example—must be indis-

tinguishable if they are in a stable, sta-

tionary state.

This hypothesis states that we can

never find an experiment that will dis-

tinguish one electrcin from another,

provided they are in the kind of equilib-

rium known as a stationary stale.

Within an atom or molecule, the elec-

trons achieve that equilibrium -a dy-

namic equilibrium like thai o{ the solar

system, not a static equilibrium like a

rock resting on the ground-in less

than a hundredth of a Irillionth of a

second (10" second) after the elec-

trons are disturbeil (by the passage of

another fast electron. f»)r instance).

This corresponds to the time it would

take electrons to make a few circuits

of the nucleus if they were tniy

charged particles in orbit, as Newton's

classical mechanics would have had
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them. The electrons become indis-

tinguishable by exchanging roles with

one another so rapidly that we cannot

pick out which is closest to or farthest

from the nucleus. More generally, na-

ture always provides some mechanism
for identical particles to achieve indis-

tinguishability

The same rules of indistinguish-

ability must apply to atoms of the same
kind: the two atoms of hydrogen that

make a molecule of hydrogen (H2)

cannot be told apart. The simple

process of rotation allows them to

change places and become indis-

tinguishable. But most of our common
experience tells us we can carry this

idea too far; much of this indis-

tinguishability must be utter nonsense.

Surely the atoms in one glass of water

are the same kinds as those in a glass

next to it, but those in the glass on the

left are obviously distinguishable from

those in the glass on the right, simply

because the two glasses are different.

Furthermore there seems to be no way
for the atoms in one glass to trade

places with those in the other. The law

of the indistinguishability of identical

particles, supposedly so fundamental,

doesn't seem to stand up to even the

most casual test.

The paradox of the distinguishability

of identical particles is not difficult to

resolve if we look more closely at the

condition required for indistinguish-

ability: the system containing the iden-

tical particles must be in a state near

enough to perfect equilibrium that the

identical particles can exchange roles

with each other several times during

the time it takes us to observe them.

Turned around, this statement implies

that if we are able to catch snapshots

of identical particles so fast that they

do not have time to exchange roles

among themselves, then we can distin-

guish identical particles from one an-

other. The key to distinguishability lies

in the ratio of the time required for a

measurement to the time it takes par-

ticles to exchange. If the measurement

time is shorter than the exchange time,

the particles look as though they have

permanent sites within the molecule,

which allows us to identify them; if the

time for exchange is the shorter, the

particles look to us as if they all share

all possible locations.

One of the fascinating aspects of the

establishment of the indistinguish-

ability of particles, called particle

equivalence for short, is the enormous
range of time scales spanned by the

processes that accomplish this equiva-

lence. In an atom, the particles that be-

come indistinguishable are electrons;

we saw that this equivalence estab-

lishes itself in about a hundred-
trillionth (10"''') of a second. The times

for protons or neutrons to exchange

with each other in a nucleus are even

briefer. At the subatomic level, most

of the exchange processes that estab-

lish particle equivalence occur too fast

for us to detect them. But atoms in the

two glasses of water would require a

time much longer than the age of the

universe to exchange with each other.

Identical particles much bigger than

atoms or molecules only exchange

over time intervals of longer duration

than any experiments we could ever

perform. Even at the atomic level, the

constituent atoms of most molecules

remain in place for periods that are

long by our daily standards; if they did

not, the molecules would not maintain

stable structures and the world as we
know it could not exist. But at the

atomic level , there are some processes

of exchange and rearrangement whose
rates are fast enough for us to see their

consequences and slow enough for us

to watch their progress. Molecules that

rearrange at measurable rates are the

molecules we sometimes describe as

floppy.

The range of rates observable to us

lies between about one rearrangement

per minute and, with the help of mod-
ern ultrafast lasers, about ten trillion

rearrangements per second. But in

interstellar space, much slower rear-

rangements are possible. In that rare-

fied medium, where much of the matter

of the universe lies, molecules may
spend centuries between collisions.

Out there, molecules that look rigid on

the human time scale of years have

eons in which to rearrange, so that

equivalent atoms would seem to be in-

distinguishable to an observer who
could watch even for centuries.

The quantitative measure of a mole-

cule's floppiness is the rate at which it

rearranges spontaneously. Determin-

ing these rates means looking into the

molecule with a probe sensitive

enough to respond to and record a dy-

namical process. Spectroscopy, the

measurement of the characteristic en-

ergies that can be absorbed or emitted

by each molecule, is the natural tool to

use. Molecules have many ways of

storing energy, but always in discrete

units only; these discrete units are

called the quanta of energy.

Some of the molecule's ways of

storing energy, such as in the excita-
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tion of individual electrons from inner,

normally occupied shells to outer, nor-

mally empty shells, require quanta of

high energy, typically quanta of visible

light or ultraviolet light of a shorter

wavelength. Other ways molecules

store energy are in vibrations, rota-

tions, and the magnetic interactions be-

tween nuclei and external magnetic

fields in which the molecule can be

placed.

Among the slowest of observable

processes are those we probe with the

radio frequency, long-wavelength re-

gion of the spectrum. They are also the

easiest to describe in terms of familiar,

everyday concepts. Suppose a mole-

cule contains hydrogen atoms. The nu-

cleus of each hydrogen atom, a proton,

behaves like a tiny magnet. If a vial of

the material we are studying is inserted

into the field of a strong magnet, each

proton will behave much like a mag-

netic compass in the earth's field.

However, protons, electrons, and

other elementary particles obey laws of

s ::o::: N

O:

quantum mechanics; one of these laws

requires that a proton or an electron

acting as a magnet has only two pos-

sible directions in which to point when
it is in the field of a large magnet. The
more stable, low-energy orientation

points the proton's north pole toward

the south pole of the large magnet. The
less stable, high-energy orientation

points the proton's north pole toward

the north pole of the large magnet.

"High-energy" here means only a

tiny bit higher than the "low-energy"

orientation, an amount that corre-

sponds to a quantum of radiation en-

ergy whose frequency and wavelength

are those of a radio wave. The dif-

ference in energy of the two orienta-

tions, and the energy of the quantum

equal to that difference, depend on the

strength of the externally applied mag-

netic field; typically, the frequency of

the radio waves is something between

about 40 and 200 megacycles, roughly

the range of FM radio.

Suppose a laboratory ' 'broadcasting

This is the stable orientation of

a hydrogen nucleus in a strong

magnetic field.

This orientation changes when

the nucleus absorbs a quantum

of light whose energy equals

the difference in energy between

the nucleus's more stable and

less stable orientations.

Then the nucleus flips into

its less stable orientation

and stays in that position.

station"—known in the trade as a sig-

nal generator—is tuned to what is

called the proton's "resonant" fre-

quency. This means that the generator

radiates quanta whose energy is pre-

cisely the energy separation of the two

orientations of the proton. When this

happens, the protons can exchange

quanta of energy of the resonant radia-

tion with the radiation field.

If the radiation from the generator is

tuned to this resonant frequency, its

force will push the nucleus ever harder

until the nucleus flips into its other ori-

entation. A different but analogous ap-

plication of force at a resonant fre-

quency is a singer breaking a glass by

singing long and loud at the ringing

frequency of the glass. The technique

of studying protons by finding their res-

onant frequencies in the field of a large

magnet is called "nuclear magnetic

resonance," or NMR. It works with

any magnetic nucleus.

NMR is useful for studying molecu-

lar structures because the magnetic

field experienced by a proton in a mole-

cule is not only the field produced by

the large magnet; the local environ-

ment of electrons and protons also con-

tributes. Sites that are different chemi-

cally almost always have different

local magnetic fields. This means that

the resonant frequency necessary to

flip the orientation of a proton or any

other magnetic nucleus depends on the

chemical environment and the particu-

lar site of that nucleus. The technique

of NMR has found its greatest use as

a tool to probe structures, by identify-

ing individual sites in molecules.

Imagine, as an example, a molecule

with protons occupying two kinds of

sites. If the molecule is rigid, then the

protons are distinguishable because

they are locked to one or the other of

the two kinds of sites. Each site has its

own local magnetic field and its own
energies for the two proton orienta-

tions. This implies that we should ob-

serve two resonant frequencies at

which protons could absorb radio fre-

quency radiation, one corresponding to

each of the two sites. The amount of

energy absorbed by a bulk sample at

one of these frequencies is proportional

to the number of protons absorbing en-

ergy at that frequency. It therefore

would be a direct measure of the num-

ber of protons occupying the corre-

sponding kind of site. Thus we count

the relative numbers of sites of each

kind by measuring the relative amounts

of energy absorbed at each resonant

frequency.
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Suppose our molecule is floppy and

the protons move around. If the pro-

tons move fast enough, our detector

will sense them as though they were all

equivalent, and the local magnetic

field experienced by each proton would

be the average of the fields at all the

sites. Our radio frequency spectrum

would, in this case, consist of absorp-

tion of energy at a single frequency.

The floppiness of phosphorus com-

pounds, crucial to all of life, is one of

the most important instances of nonri-

gidity demonstrated by the NMR tech-

nique. Whenever a phosphate group at-

taches to or detaches from something

else, the reaction makes use of the spe-

cial floppiness that phosphorus com-
pounds display when five atoms or

groups are attached to a phosphorus

atom.

Normally, when it is not undergoing

a reaction, phosphorus has only four

bonds, as in phosphoric acid and its

phosphate salts. When the phosphoric

acid enters into a reaction that will at-

tach it lo something else, such as a glu-

cose sugar molecule, the four groups

move to make room for the new neigh-

bor. The glucose attaches as a fifth

member of the group around the phos-

phorus in a position where a bond can

form and break easily. But before the

new fifth bond breaks, the molecule

flops into a new form, putting the glu-

cose in a position where its bond to

phosphorus is strong. Meanwhile some
other group of atoms moves lo the

weakly held site. Then that other group

falls off and we find ourselves with a

glucose phosphate. This appears lo be

the basic biochemical process for re-

actions of phosphate molecules, in the

building of the chemical carriers of the

geneticc(xlcof heredity and in the proc-

ess that burns sugars in our b<xlies.

We have already made passing com-
ments about the role of floppy mole-

cules in the inicrsicllar medium, most

of which is empty This role, in con-

trast to thai of floppy phosphorus com-
pounds in life processes, is still highly

speculative. But examining our specu-

lations is valuable because il tells us so

much about the second kind of non-

rigid molecules.

On the average, within our galaxy,

there is about one atom or molecule per

cubic centimeter Between galaxies,

matter is a million limes more rarefied.

Bui in some places there is enough
mailer lo block slarlighl l-\amples we
can see are the dark clouds inlhc Milky

Way. We believe thai in these clouds,

iherc arc places where matter is con-
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densing, atoms are forming from ions

and electrons, molecules and clusters

are forming from atoms, and the den-

sity of matter is growing as particles

come together and radiate away excess

energy. Eventually, this matter col-

lapses on itself and turns into a new
star—or at least so we now believe.

Here may be one of the places where

floppy molecules play one of their most

important roles. Just how they act in

interstellar space is a question people

are trying to answer.

When two atoms collide, they nor-

mally bounce apart. But sometimes

they may orbit about one another long

enough, in a sort of sticky collision, to

give energy to a third passing particle

or to emit radiation. In these ways the

atoms can lose enough of their energy

to make their compound stable. So far,

this is part of the dogma of the theory

of reactions in gases. The novel and

speculative part concerns the nature of

the newly born molecule.

We now realize that molecules in

rarefied gases might exist for long peri-

ods in fragile states that have almost

enough energy to break apart. In this

condition, the component atoms vi-

brate slowly, spending most of their

time very far apart compared with the

distances that separate atoms in ordi-

nary, stable molecules. These dis-

tances are a thousandfold greater, or

even more, than typical chemical bond

lengths. And the energies required to

break up such molecules are very

small, being comparable to the average

energies of molecules in the interstellar

medium. Such molecules have been

found in the laboratory. But whether

they exist long enough for us to ob-

serve them in space, and whether they

are building blocks for stable interstel-

lar molecules are open questions.

We believe that crystals are rigid and

liquids are loose and floppy. How do
clusters of a few atoms or molecules

behave? Are they rigid and crystallike

or floppy like liquid droplets? Might a

cluster of atoms sometimes be solidlike

and sometimes liquidlike? If so, then

the problem of the structure of floppy

molecules must merge into the prob-

lem of how molecules in a gas con-

dense to form clusters and eventually

become droplets or crystals.

Two kinds of evidence tell us that

even very tiny clusters, made up of as

fev-/ as five or six atoms or molecules,

f be either solidlike or liquidlike.

ikir.g of a six-atom cluster as either

a ',. ystal or a liquid drop boggles the

!m;\gination of a scientist trained to

think of solidity and liquidity as

properties characteristic of very large

aggregates. But if we approach the idea

more naively, with only the concepts

of rigidness and floppiness to guide our

intuitions, the concept is entirely plau-

sible.

The evidence for both solidlike and

liquidlike behavior of small clusters

comes from two kinds of experiments:

one in the laboratory and one on a com-
puter. We can take sequences of elec-

tron microscope pictures of clusters of

molecules on foreign surfaces, over

several hours. Patient observations

show that clusters of some substances

continually change shape and even

drift from place to place, like droplets,

while clusters of atoms of other sub-

stances maintain their shapes and loca-

tions indefinitely, like tiny crystals. No
one has yet seen whether the clusters

of molecules of a single compound on

a surface show both solidlike and li-

quidlike behavior.

The computer experiments are

mathematical simulations of up to sev-

eral hundred molecules in space. The
modeler giving the instructions has

great freedom of choice. He or she can

choose the kinds of forces the particles

exert on one another, the number of

particles in each cluster, and the

amount of heat energy available to the

clusters. The modeler can then watch

how the simulated particles move, find

where they store energy, and deter-

mine which clusters, if any, are stable

and capable of growing.

The principal outcome of the com-
puter experiments is this: clusters,

even those as small as three particles,

can look either like solids or liquids,

depending on their temperatures. If the

energy of the cluster is low enough, the

component particles stay fixed the way
atoms do in a conventional rigid mole-

cule. If the energy of the cluster is

higher, the atoms remain bound to-

gether but form a floppy molecule.

The computer tells us the difference

between rigid and floppy structures in

two ways. The computer can keep a

record of the distance between a par-

ticle and its neighbors. If, as the "par-

ticles move" in the computer simula-

tion, the distances between neighbors

stay within narrow limits, the atoms

must be remaining close to their home
bases. On the other hand, if particles

that were once close together appear

later on opposite sides of the cluster,

then the cluster must be floppy or li-

quidlike. This is the more obvious way
to infer the amount of floppiness from

a computer simulation. The other re-

quires the computer to keep track of

where the energy goes if heat is put into

the cluster. If the cluster remains for-

ever rigid, then the added heat all goes

into raising its temperature. If the clus-

ter can "melt," then at or near the

"melting point," the heat goes into

melting, just as the heat of a warm
room goes into melting the ice in a

glass of ice water. Only after all the ice

is gone does the water start to warm.
We close by looking at the underly-

ing generalities that relate floppy mole-

cules and clusters with ordinary melt-

ing. The essence of such a general-

ization about molecules is in what it

says about the quantum states of the

molecules: What are the places where

a molecule can store energy; how big

are the discrete packages, or quanta,

that can be taken up by each of these

places; and how many quanta of en-

ergy can each contain? If we know the

answers to these questions for the solid

and liquid forms of a substance, be it

a molecule that can be rigid or floppy

or a bulk material that can be solid or

liquid, we can then predict when one

form or the other will be the stable one.

We firmly believe that true transi-

tions between liquid and solid—called

phase transitions—are only possible

for very large collections or particles.

For something composed of only a few

particles, according to contemporary

theories of phase transitions, there

should be ranges of temperature where

solidlike and liquidlike structures can

coexist and be stable in detectable

quantities. This phenomenon, the sta-

ble coexistence of solid and liquid over

a range of temperature (as distin-

guished from the unstable conditions

of supercooled liquids or superheated

solids or liquids), is quite foreign to our

everyday experience. Ice water has

only one temperature, not a range of

temperatures. Yet logic and science

tell us that such coexistence should be

possible; small clusters should have

melting ranges, rather than melting

points.

We have believed that when water

vapor condenses it forms either water

droplets or snow crystals but not both;

now we may have to revise our ideas

of how the condensation process takes

place . No one has yet tried to observe

this strange property of matter at the

microscopic level, but now that we rec-

ognize the question, someone probably

will. The result will help tell us some-

thing about why water vapor turns to

rain or snow. D
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This View of Life by Stephen Jay Gould

Darwin's Middle Road
He avoided both of the two clear paths
to scientific discovery

"We began to sail up the narrow

strait lamenting," narrates Odysseus.

For on the one hand lay Scy lla. with twelve

feel all dangling down; and six necks ex-

ceeding long, and on each a hideous head,

and therein three rows of teeth set thick and

close, full of black death. And on the other

mighty Charybdis sucked down the salt sea

water. As often as she belched it forth, like

a cauldron on a great fire she would seethe

up through all her troubled deeps.

Odysseus managed to swerve around

Charybdis, but Scylla grabbed six of

his finest men and devoured them in his

sight, "the most pitiful thing mine eyes

have seen of all my travail in searching

out the paths of the sea."

False lures and dangers often come
in pairs in our legends and meta-

phors—consider the frying pan and the

fire or the devil and the deep blue sea.

Prescriptions for avoidance emphasize

either a dogged steadiness—the

straight and narrow of Christian evan-

gelists—or an averaging between un-

pleasant alternatives— the golden
mean of Aristotle The idea of steering

a course between undesirable extremes

emerges as a central prescription for a

sensible life.

The nature of scientific creativity is

both a perennial topic of discussion and

a prime candidate for seeking a golden

mean. The two extreme ptisitions have

not been directly competing for alle-

giance of the unwary. They have,

rather, replaced each other sequen-

tially, with one now in the ascendancy,

the other cclipseil

The first, inductivism. held that

great scientists arc primarily great ob-

servers and patient accumulators of in-

formation. New and significant theory,

the induclivists claimed, can only arise

from a firm foundation of facts In this

architectural view, each fact is a brick

in a structure built without blueiirints.

Any talk or thought about theory (the

completed building) is fatuous and pre-

mature before the bricks are set. Induc-

tivism once commanded great prestige

within science and even represented an

"official" position of sorts, for it

touted, however falsely, the utter hon-

esty, complete objectivity, and almost

automatic nature of scientific progress

toward final and incontrovertible truth.

Yet, as its critics so rightly claimed,

inductivism also depicted science as a

heartless, almost inhuman discipline

ottering no legitimate place to quirk-

iness, intuition, and all the other sub-

jective attributes adhering to our ver-

nacular concept of genius. Great scien-

tists, the critics argued, are distin-

guished more by their powers of hunch

and synthesis than by their skill in ex-

periment or observation. The criti-

cisms are certainly valid and I welcome
the dethroning of inductivism during

the past thirty years as a necessary

prelude to better understanding. While

attacking inductivism so strongly,

some critics have tried to substitute an

alternative, "eureka" view of scien-

tific creativity. (The name refers, of

course, to the legendary story of Archi-

medes running naked through the

streetsof Syracuse shouting "Eureka"

1 1 have discovered it| when water dis-

placed by his bathing btKly washed the

scales abruptly from his eyes and sug-

gested a method for measuring vol-

umes.) In this eureka view, creativity

is an inettablc something, accessible

only to persons of genius. It arises like

a bolt of lightning, unanticipated, un-

predictable, anil unanaly/able -and

the bolls strike only a few special peo-

ple We ordinary mortals must stand in

awe and thanks.

I am equally disenchanted h\ both

these opposing extremes Inductivism

reduces genius lo dull, role operatitms;

curekaism elevates it to an inaccessible

status, more in the domain of intrinsic

mystery than in a realm where we
might understand and learn from it.

Might we not marry the gtx)d features

of each view and abandon both the elit-

ism of eureka and the pedestrian quali-

ties of inductivism.

In the hagiography of science, a few

men hold such high positions that all

arguments about creativity must apply

to them if they are to have any validity.

Charles Darwin, as the principal saint

of evolutionary biology, has therefore

been presented b«ith as an inductivist

and as a primary example of eureka.

I will attempt to show that these inter-

pretations are equally inadequate and

that recent scholarship on Darwin's

own odyssey toward the theory of natu-

ral selection supports an intermediate

position.

Sogreat was the prestige of inductiv-

ism in his own day that Darwin himself

fell under its sway and. as an old man,

falsely depicted his youthful accom-

plishments in its light. In an autobiog-

raphy, which was written as a lesson

in morality for his children and not in-

tended for publication, he penned

some famous lines that misled histori-

ans for nearly a hundred years. De-

scribing his path to the theory of natu-

ral selection, heclaimed: "I worked on

true Bact>nian principles, and without

any theory collected facts on a whole-

sale scale .

The inductivist interpretation fo-

cuses on Darw in's five years aboard the

litaylc and views his transition from

a student for the ministry to the neme-

sis of preachers as a result of his keen

fH»wers of iibservation applied to the

whole world. Thus, the traditional

story giK's. Darwin's eyes opened

wider and wider as he saw. in se-

quence, the bt»nes of giant South

American fossil mammals, the turtles

and finches of the Galapagos, and the

marsupial fauna of Australia The truth
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of evolution and its mechanism of nat-

ural selection crept up gradually upon
him as he sifted facts in a sieve of utter

objectivity.

The inadequacies of this tale are best

illustrated by the falsity of its conven-

tional premier example—the so-called

Darwin's finches of the Galapagos. We
now know that although these birds

share a recent and common ancestry on

the South American mainland, they

have radiated into an impressive array

of species on the outlying Galapagos.

Few terrestrial species manage to cross

the wide oceanic barrier between South

America and the Galapagos. The fortu-

nate migrants often find an island de-

void of the competitors that limited

their opportunities on the crowded

mainland. Hence, the finches evolved

into roles normally occupied by other

birds and developed their famous set of

adaptations for feeding—seed crush-

ing, insect eating, even grasping and

manipulating a cactus needle to dis-

lodge insects from plants. Isolation,

both from the mainland and among the

islands themselves, provided an oppor-

tunity for separation, independent ad-

aptation, and speciation.

According to the traditional view,

Darwin discovered these finches, cor-

rectly inferred their history, and wrote

the famous lines in his notebook: "If

there is the slightest foundation for

these remarks the zoology of Archipel-

agoes will be worth examining; for

such facts would undermine the stabil-

ity of Species." But, as with so many
heroic tales, from Washington's cherry

tree to the piety of Crusaders, hope

rather than truth motivates the common
reading. Darwin found the finches to be

sure. But at the time he did not recog-

nize them as variants of a common
stock. In fact, he didn't even record the

island of discovery for many of them;

some of his labels just read ' 'Galapagos

Islands." So much for his immediate

recognition of the role of isolation in

the formation of new species. He re-

constructed the evolutionary tale only

after his return to London, when a Brit-

ish Museum ornithologist correctly

identified all the birds as finches.

The famous quotation from his note-

book refers to Galapagos tortoises and

to the claim of native inhabitants that

they can "at once pronounce from

which Island any Tortoise may have

been brought" from subtle dift'erences

in size and shape of body and scales.

This is a statement of different, and

much reduced, order from the tradi-

tional tale of finches. For the finches

are true and separate species—a living

example of evolution. The subtle dif-

ferences among tortoises represent

minor geographical variation within a

single species. It is a jump in reason-

ing , albeit a valid one as we now know

,

to argue that such small differences can

be amplified to produce a new species.

All creationists, after all, acknowl-

edged geographical variation (consider

human races), but argued that the dif-

ferences could not proceed beyond the

rigid limits of a created archetype.

I don't wish to downplay the pivotal

influence of the Beagle voyage on Dar-

win's career. It gave him space, free-

dom, and time to think in his favored

mode of independent self-stimulation.

(His ambivalence toward university

life and his middling performance

there by conventional standards re-

flected his unhappiness with a curricu-

lum of received wisdom.) He writes

from South America in 1834: "I have

not one clear idea about cleavage,

stratification, lines of upheaval. I have

no books, which tell me much and

what they do I cannot apply to what I

see. In consequence I draw my own
conclusions, and most gloriously ridic-

ulous ones they are."

The rocks and plants and animals

that he saw did provoke him to the cru-

cial attitude of doubt—midwife of all

creativity. Sydney, Australia, 1836.

Darwin wonders why a rational God
would create so many marsupials in

Australia since nothing about its cli-

mate or geography suggests any
superiority for pouches: "I had been

lying on a sunny bank and was reflect-

ing on the strange character of the ani-

mals of this country as compared to the

rest of the World. An unbeliever in ev-

erything beyond his own reason might

exclaim, 'Surely two distinct Creators

must have been at work.'
"

Nonetheless, Darwin returned to

London without an evolutionary

theory. He suspected the truth of evo-

lution but had no mechanism to explain

it. Natural selection did not arise from

any direct reading of facts during the

Beagle's voyage, but from two subse-

quent years of thought and struggle as

reflected in a series of remarkable note-

books that have been unearthed and

published during the past twenty years.

In these notebooks we see Darwin test-

ing and abandoning a number of

theories, pursuing a multitude of false

leads—so much for his later claim

about recording facts with an empty

mind. He read philosophers, poets,

and economists, always searching for



meaning and insight—so much for the

notion that natural selection arose in-

ductively from the Beagle's facts.

Later he labeled one notebook as "full

of metaphysics on morals."

Yet if this tortuous path belies the

Scylla of inductivism, it has engen-

dered an equally simplistic myth, the

Charybdis of eureka. In his madden-
ingly misleading autobiography, Dar-

win does record a eureka and suggests

that natural selection struck him as a

sudden, serendipitous flash after more
than a year of groping frustration:

In October 1838, thai is, fifteen months

after I had begun my systematic inquiry.

I happened to read for amusement Malthus

on Population, and being well prepared to

appreciate the struggle for existence which

everywhere goes on from long-continued

observation of the habits of animals and

plants, it at once struck me that under these

circumstances favorable variations would

lend to be preserved, and unfavorable ones

to be destroyed. The result of this would be

the formation of new species. Here. then. I

had at last got a theory by which to work.

Yet, again, the notebcwks belie Dar-

win's later recollections—in this case

by their utter failure to record, at the

time it happened, any special exulta-

tion over his Malthusian insight. He
inscribes it as a fairly short and sober

entry without a single exclamation

point, although he habitually used two

or three in mt)ments of excitement. He
did not drop everything and reinterpret

a confusing world in its light. On the

very next day, he wrote an even longer

passage on the sexual curiosity of pri-

mates.

The theory of natural selection arose

neither as a workmanlike induction

from nature's facts nor as a mysterious

bolt from Darwin's subconscit)us, trig-

gered by an accidental reading of

Malthus. It emerged instead as the re-

sult of a conscious and productive

search, proceeding in a ramifying but

ordered manner, and ulili/.ing both the

facts of natural history and an ast(>nish-

ingly broad range of insights from

disparate disciplines far from his own
Darwin trod the middle path between

inductivism and curckaism. His genius

is neither pedestrian nor inaccessible

Darw inian scholarship has cxplodci

since the centennial of the Origin \\\

U>.'>4 Ihc puhlic.ilion of Darwin's

nolebixiks anil the .iltcniion devoted h)

several scholars to the two crucial

years between the lient^le's disking

and the detnoted Malthusian insight

has clinched the argument for a "mid-
dle path" theory of Darwin's crea-
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tivity. Two particularly important

works focus on the broadest and nar-

rowest scales.

Howard E. Gruber's masterful intel-

lectual and psychological biography of

this phase in Darwin's life (Darwin on

Man, E.P. Dutton, 1974) traces all the

false leads and turning points in Dar-

win's search. Gruber shows that Dar-

win was continually proposing, test-

ing, and abandoning hypotheses, and

that he never simply collected facts in

a blind way. He began with a fanciful

theory involving the idea that new spe-

cies arise with a pre-fixed life span and

worked his way gradually, if fitfully,

toward an idea of extinction by compe-
tition in a world of struggle. He re-

corded no exultation upon reading

Malthus, because the jigsaw puzzle

was only missing a piece or two at the

time.

Silvan S. Schweber has recon-

structed, in detail as minute as the rec-

ord will allow, Darwin's activities dur-

ing the few weeks before Malthus

("The Origin of the Origin Revis-

ited," Journal of the History of Biol-

ogy, vol. 10). He argues that the final

pieces arose not from new facts in natu-

ral history, but from Darwin's intel-

lectual wanderings in distant fields. In

particular, Darwin read a long review

of social scientist and philosopher Au-
guste Comte's most famous work, the

Cours de philosophie positive. He was
particularly struck by Comte's insis-

tence that a proper theory be predictive

and capable of making quantitative

statements.

He then turned to Dugald Stewart's

On the Life and Writing of Adam
Smith, and imbibed the basic belief of

the Scottish economists that theories of

overall social structure must begin by

analyzing the unconstrained actions of

individuals. (Natural selection is,

above all, a theory about the struggle

of individual organisms for success in

reproduction )

Then, searching for quantification,

he read a lengthy analysis of work by
the most famous statistician of his

time—the Belgian Adolphe Quctelet

In the review of Quctelet, he found,

among other things, a forceful state-

ment of Mallhus's quantitative

claim—that population would grow
geometrically and focnl supplies only

arithmetically, thus guaranteeing an

intense struggle for existence In fact.

Darwin had read the Malthusian state-

ment several times before; but only

now was he prepared to appreciate its

significance. Thus, he did not turn to

Malthus by accident, and he already

knew what it contained. His "amuse-
ment," we must assume, consisted

only in a desire to read in its original

formulation the familiar statement that

had so impressed him in Quetelet's

secondary account.

In reading Schweber's detailed ac-

count of the moments preceding Dar-

win's formulation of the theory of nat-

ural selection, I was particularly struck

by the absence of deciding influence

from his own field of biology. The im-

mediate precipitators were a social sci-

entist, an economist, and a statistician.

If genius has any common denomi-

nator, I would advocate breadth of in-

terest and the ability to construct fruit-

ful analogies between fields.

In fact, I believe that the theory of

natural selection should be viewed as

an extended analogy—whether con-

scious or unconscious on Darwin's part

I do not know—to the laissez-faire eco-

nomics of Adam Smith. The essence

of Smith's argument is a paradox of

sorts: if you want an ordered economy
providing maximal benefits to all, then

let individuals compete and struggle

for their own advantages. The result,

after eliminating the inefficient and ap-

propriate sorting of the rest, will be a

stable, harmonious polity. Apparent

order arises naturally from the struggle

among individuals, not from predes-

tined principles or higher control.

We know that Darwin's uniqueness

does not reside in his support for the

idea of evolution—scores of scientists

had preceded him in this. His special

contribution rests upon his documen-
tation and upon the novel character of

his theory about how evolution

operates. Previous evolutionists had

proposed unworkable schemes based

on internal perfecting tendencies and

inherent directions Darwin adviKated

a natural and testable theory based on
immediate interaction among individ

ualsthis opponents considered it heart

lessly mechanistic). The theory of nal

ural selection is a creative transfer Hi

biology of Adam Smith's basic argu-

ment for a rational economy; the bal-

ance and order of nature does not arise

from a higher, external (divine) control

or from the existence of laws operating

directly upon the whole, but from

struggle among individuals for their

own benefits (in modern terms, for the

transmission of their genes to future

generations through dillerential suc-

cess in reproiluction).

Man) people are distressed to hear

such an argumenl. Does it not compro-

mise the integrity of science if some of

its primary conclusions originate by
analogy with contemporary politics

and culture rather than from data of the

discipline itself? In a famous letter to

Engels, Karl Marx identified the simi-

larities between natural selection and
the English social scene:

ll is remarkable how Darwin recognizes

among beasts and plants his English soci-

ety with its division of labor, competition,

opening up of new markets, "inveniion."

and the Malthusian "struggle for exist-

ence." It is Hobbcs' bellum omnium con-

tra omnes (the war of all against all).

Yet Marx was a great admirer of Dar-

win—and in this apparent paradox lies

resolution. For reasons involving all

the themes I have emphasized here

—

that inductivism is inadequate, that

creativity demands breadth, and that

analogy is a profound source of in-

sight—great thinkers cannot be di-

vorced from their social background.

But the source of an idea is one

thing; its truth or fruiifulness is an-

other. The psychology and utility of

discovery are very diflerent subjects

indeed. Darwin may have cribbed the

idea of natural selection from econom-
ics, but it may still be right. As the

German socialist Karl Kautsky wrote

in 1902: "The fact that an idea ema-
nates from a particular class, or ac-

cords with their interests, of course

proves nothing as to its truth or fal-

sity." In this ironic case, Adam
Smith's system of laissez-faire does

not work in his own domain of eco-

nomics, for it leads to oligopoly and

revolution, rather than to order and

harmony. Struggle among individuals

does, however, seem to be the law of

nature.

Many people use such arguments

about social context to ascribe great in-

sights primarily to the indefinable phe-

nomenon of good luck Thus. Darwin
was lucky to be born rich. Iuck\ to be

on the lieaglc. lucky to live amidst the

ideas of his age. luck\ to trip over Par-

son Malthus ^.sseniially little more
than a man in the right place at the right

time. Yet, when we read of his per-

sonal struggle to understand, the

breadth of his concerns and study, and

the direciedness of his search for a

mechanism of evolutitm, we can un-

derstand why Pasteur made his famous

quip that fortune f.ivors ihc prepared

mind.

Stephen Jay (iould teaches biology,

geology, and the history of scieme at

Harvard University.



Three Spines on a Stickleback

With a little help from a spiny defense, and staunch parental care, a small fish

has colonized much of the coastal waters of the Northern Hemisphere

by Fred Hartmann

photographs by Dwight R. Kuhn

With armorlike spines protruding

from its back, a threespine stickleback

appears menacing. But that is mainly

in the eye of the human observer. The
less than dramatic fact is that the spines

are a defensive adaptation for a fish that

averages a mere two inches or less in

length. This adaptation, so contrib-

utory to how the fish looks, is often

effective in its intended role. Against

piscivorous fish, the most significant

predators of sticklebacks, the spines

are a definite aid in survival . If a choice

is available, most predatory fish, such

as pike, perch, trout, salmon, and scul-

pin, tend to take other prey species in

preference to sticklebacks. A stickle-

back can lock its spines in place, so that

they cannot be compressed in the

mouth of the predator. The latter can

make a meal of a stickleback, but it

would be an unpleasant experience and

a lesson that is learned. The effec-

tiveness of the spiny defense declines

as the size of the predatory fish in-

creases, probably because the gape of

larger fish makes it easier to accommo-
date and swallow sticklebacks. These

small fish are also regularly taken by

such fish-eating birds as diving ducks,

herons, black-headed gulls, and terns,

and by such mammals as the mink and

European otter. And young stickle-

backs are taken by the larvae of some
aquatic insects.

There are other important sources of

mortality in sticklebacks. Sticklebacks

are often hosts to a variety of parasites

that can severely affect a localized pop-

ulation; in one such population, more
than fifty species of ecto- and endo-par-

asites were discovered infesting the
' -h. Sticklebacks also have a propen-

for eating the eggs of their own
:,i)ij. And other fish species also find

stickleback eggs a delicacy.

I'hreespine sticklebacks have elon-

iic. laierally compressed bodies. All

adults are variably colored above—sil-

very green, greenish brown, and

olive—interspersed in some individ-

uals and populations with dark, mot-

tled markings. Their sides are paler,

and the belly silver. During the breed-

ing season, males become brilliant red

on their belly and flanks and develop

bright blue eye rings. At this time, fe-

males have pink tints on their throats

and bellies.

The variation in color, accompanied

by a range in some of their bodily fea-

tures, can be related, in part, to their

wide geographical distribution. The
threespine stickleback, Gasterosteus

aculeatus, has an almost circumpolar

distribution in the Northern Hemi-

sphere. In North America, the fish is

found from Chesapeake Bay, north to

the coastal waters of New England,

along the full extent of the Saint

Lawrence River into Lake Erie, and

throughout southern Greenland and the

shores of Hudson Bay. A gap in the

distribution exists in the Canadian Arc-

tic west of Hudson Bay; the species

reappears in the Bering Strait and

occurs southward in coastal drainages

to Japan on one side of the Pacific and

to Baja California on the other. In

Europe, the species is found in the arc-

tic waters of the western Soviet Union,

Norway, Iceland, southward to Spain,

and in the Mediterranean and Black

seas. Threespine sticklebacks inhabit

offshore waters, brackish water, and

fresh water, but all populations spawn

in fresh water. The fish generally do

not venture far from shore, be it in the

ocean or sea, river or lake.

The reproductive biology of the

threespine stickleback has been inten-

sively studied because of its complex

behavior, its variability, and the ease

with which it breeds in captivity (the

photographs accompanying this article

were taken in an aquarium). Conse-

quently, much of what is known about

this species has been learned in the lab-

oratory, with problematical applica-

tion to the natural state. In essence, the

threespine stickleback breeds in spring

and summer, the timing probably de-

j)endent on geographical location and

the temperature and salinity of the

water. Other factors may also be in-

volved. Outside of the breeding sea-

son, both sexes tend to school up to a

mile from shore. With the onset of

breeding, the males break away from

these congregations and move toward

shallow shore waters to establish terri-

tories, usually over a sandy substrate,

in tidal flats, backwaters, and streams.

The male then builds a nest of plant

matter and sand grains, glues it to-

gether with a mucilaginous secretion

from his kidneys, and completes it with

the construction of entrance and exit

tunnels. The male defends his territory

from intruding stickleback males and

other species of fish.

Courtship begins when gravid fe-

males enter the male's territory. The

male approaches his prospective mate

in a series of zigzag movements. She

assumes a "head-up" posture and

moves toward her suitor. After some

further preliminaries by the male, con-

sisting of a return to the nest and the

performance of such behaviors as

' 'fanning' ' and adding more glue to the

nuptial chamber, he reapproaches the

female, then swims directly back to the

nest. If the female follows, he points

his snout toward the entrance tunnel of

the nest. The female then pushes her

Arranging bits of plants that he

has carried to the site, a male

stickleback begins to make a nest.
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Many trips are necessary before the

male has gathered enough plant

material to glue into a nest.

The male completes the nest by

spitting sand over it. The entrance

and exit holes are left clear.

Headpointed upward, back arched,

a female (left) signals the courting

male that she is ready to spawn.

way into the nest as far as she can go.

Her mate gently butts her around the

anal region, and when she is snugly

within the tight-fitting nest, he begins

to quiver. She then raises her tail and

lays a batch of eggs. After the female

leaves the nest via the exit tunnel, the

male emits his sperm over the eggs. If

the spent female is in the vicinity after

he has completed his share of the mat-

ing, he quickly sends her on her way.

The male now begins his role as

parent. He ventilates the eggs by fan-

ning water through the nest, and when
they hatch, he clears the nest chamber

of vegetation. For the next few days he

retrieves fry that have wandered from

the nest site. But as the young become
more active and agile, they disperse

from the nest area. During this parental

phase, the male becomes darker,

which makes him less conspicuous to

predators.

After the dispersal of his young, the

male often builds another nest, usually

within a few days. In captivity, males

have gone through the reproductive

cycle five or more times, but whether

this also occurs in the wild is not yet

known. Based on observations of cap-

tive fish, females are thought to pro-

duce several clutches of eggs if they are

large-sized and sufficient food is avail-

able. The parental care exhibited by the

male , and the production of more than

one clutch of eggs in a breeding sea-

son, help insure that a high number of

offspring survive for the next genera-

tion of threespine sticklebacks. D

The young hatch with large yolk

sacs and generally remain in the

nest for a period of two days.



Sticking his head into the entrance

hole, the male indicates to his mate
that she should enter the nest.

With his male inside, the male
prods her protruding tail,

stimulating her to lay eggs.

Finished laying, the female leaves

the nest. The male will now enter

and fertilize the 50 to 100 eggs.
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The Weevil and the Wasp
An alien weevil has marched across the alfalfa fields of the west,

with its natural enemy, a wasp, in close pursuit

by William H. Jordan, Jr.

Each spring in California, two spe-

cies of beetles attack the early alfalfa

crop. From the northern part of the

state, where the alfalfa weevil lives in

the high volcanic valleys, to central

and southern California, where the

Egyptian alfalfa weevil occupies the

inland valleys, the coastal plains, and

the southeastern deserts, these beetles

and their larvae cost farmers millions

of dollars each year, making them the

stale's worst alfalfa pest.

But the damage is not uniform

throughout this range, and in certain

areas, such as the Salinas Valley and

the San Francisco Bay region, the wee-

vils do not devastate the alfalfa crop.

Why are these insects a pestilence in

one region but not another? The an-

swer tt) this intriguing question in-

volves a small wasp and its intricate

relationship with the weevils. The
story begins with appearances and his-

tories and ends with seasons, climates,

and life cycles.

The two weevils are nearly identi-

cal ; in fact , individuals cannt)t be sepa-

rated as species on physical characters

alone. Small, compact beetles, six to

eight millimeters long, these weevils

An iilfdifd weevil hcf^ins a mcol on

(I hiuldinK iilfiilfd i>l(inl in

Calijiirnia. I'hc <uliilis do not

cause (IS much crop doimi^ic a\ the

hirviie because iheir food

requirements are much lower.

range from tan to gray black; a darker

stripe runs down the back. They have

a typical weevil snout—a long tube

with two small antennae, reminiscent

of spectacles, perched near the tip. and

two small mandibles set in the end. The
snout is a practical device for masticat-

ing alfalfa and drilling neat holes in the

hollow stems so the females can de-

posit clusters of eggs inside.

The larvae grow from slivers one to

two millimeters long when first

hatched to succulent green grubs ten to

thirteen millimeters long when fully

developed, with a yellow green stripe

down the back. These larvae, not the

adults, damage the alfalfa crops be-

cause they eat voraciously, not only to

grow as fast as possible but also to

grow layers of fat in preparation for the

metab<ilic ordeal of metanwrphosis

and the stress of hibernation; as adults,

they eat only t») maintain their strength

and produce eggs or sperm.

Sometimes larvae by the hundreds

of millions infest a single tield. so bs

culling a spray of alfalfa, you can col

lect 50 to l(K) of them in your cupped

hand A dog ambling a few feet into

an infesieil lield will collect hundreds

of (he writhing grubs in its fur. Ihe

larvae can devour a crop in one week.

On Monday the tield may be a lush

carpet one to two feet high; on the next

.Sunday it may be a patch of whitish

gray straw with leaves stripped to their

veins am! dangling from stems, like the

skeleions of little fish.

Fortunately, a parasitic wasp.

liathvi'lectes curculionis. attacks the

larvae of these weevils, or thev would

ravage alfalfa even more severely. A
metnber of the Ichneumonidae family,

these shiny black insects are about one-

third inch long and have yellow abdo-

mens. Males and females Ux)k alike,

except that the inales tap)er to a blunt

end while feinales have a saberlike

ovipositor that curves backward and

upward. With this device, they pierce

the weevil's larvae and lay an egg in-

side each victim, so a larval wasp
develops inside. When its growth

ends, it kills the weevil grub, its host

and victim. L'nder the right conditions,

populations of these parasites can dras-

tically reduce weevil nuinbers.

All three insects—the alfalfa wee-

vil, the Egyptian alfalfa weevil, and

the parasitic wasp—are not native to

North America. The wasp comes from

middle Europe, and as far as we can

tell, the weevils come from Eurtipe and

from northern Africa.

The alfalfa wee\il. Hxpero postica,

arrived in I'HM. apparently in the bag-

gage of luiropean immigrants, andctil-

oni/ed a lield ot altalla on the east side

of Salt Lake. I'tah. As they multiplied,

the weevils damaged crops and spread

rapidls to neighboring fields. F-or a few

years the\ rem.iined m Utah, a state

barricaileil h\ mountains, but in 1^)11

they ap|XMred m Id.iho; then, in quick

successit)!!. in Wyoming. Colorailo,

and Oregon. Nevada joined the ranks

of weevil states in l'>20. Nebraska in

hJ2S. ami linally California m l^>2^J

But an mteresting thing hap|X"ned to

the weevils on their way through Cali-

fornia: thc\ encountered some dilficult

dim.lies While dispersing through the



A cluster of alfalfa weevil eggs

can be seen in a section of an

alfalfa stem that has been cut

open. The deposition hole made
by the adult female is visible

on the outer half of the stem.

other states, by flying with the wind or

transported in hay, they traveled about

ten to twenty miles per year and

seriously damaged crops every year

after establishing themselves. Entering

California in the northeast corner, a re-

gion east of the Sierra Nevada and sim-

ilar to the Salt Lake Valley in altitude,

climate, flora, and fauna, they quickly

affected agriculture. But when they

crossed the Sierras and entered the

great San Joaquin Valley, they had to

cope with a long, hot summer. Here

their pattern changed. They would

damage a field for a year or two, then

not bother it for several years; they

would devastate one field, yet leave its

neighbor untouched. And they stopped

moving south. Although there were no

physical barriers to their further move-

ment—the valley, lush with alfalfa,

stretched for another 200 miles—they

colonized no farther. They reached Los

Banos, roughly at the San Joaquin's

midpoint, and just stopped there. In-

tense summer heat seemed to be the

only explanation.

At the same time (the early 1930s)

the weevils were also colonizing the

coastal valleys around San Francisco

Bay and Salinas. In these moderate,

steady climates, ranchers suddenly no-

ticed a new insect in their alfalfa eco-

systems.

By the 1940s the alfalfa weevil had

reached its adaptive limits. It thrived

in the northeastern mountains and in

the midcoastal valleys, but existed

only tenuously in the San Joaquin Val-

ley. But in 1939 another species, the

Egyptian alfalfa weevil, Hypera brun-

neipennis, arrived at Yuma, Arizona,

on date palms imported from Egypt. At

first it did not attack alfalfa, feeding on

wild clover instead. Its tastes soon

changed, however, and multitudes ap-

peared in the Imperial Valley's rich

farmland—a desert basin at the mouth
of the Colorado River that modern irri-

gation had transformed into an agricul-

tural oasis.

This weevil's ability to exploit the

southeastern desert was an important

development in the expansion of its

William H Jordan, Jr.

range. Temperatures in the desert

reach 125°F in summer, and an esti-

mated one-third to one-half of its

human population migrates to the

cooler coast, returning in the fall when
the temperature drops down to the

upper 90s. If this weevil arrived in the

San Joaquin Valley, it would probably

thrive in the more moderate environ-

ment.

Spreading west to the San Diego

area in 1950, then north to San Luis

Obispo in 1956, H. brunneipennis

moved relentlessly. It left a clear

trail—one year an unblemished crop

would develop; the second year it

would sport some perforated leaves;

the third, it would be riddled. And
there was no doubt as to what species

of weevil was at work: only the Egyp-

tian could survive the scorching heat.

In 1963 weevils again started to

overrun crops in the Salinas Valley; the

same thing happened in 1965 in the

Sacramento Valley (the northern arm

of the great central valley). Many re-

searchers assumed that vagaries of

local climate had stimulated these out-

breaks, but others wondered why the

alfalfa weevil, H. postica. should sud-

denly flare up along the coast after the

parasitic wasp had controlled it for

more than twenty years or how it had

adjusted so abruptly to the summer
heat that had thwarted it for thirty-five

years.

In 1966 the truth came out: weevils

were discovered near Porterville in the

southern San Joaquin Valley. Since

only the Egyptian weevil could survive

there, that population was probably H.

brunneipennis—which would help ex-

plain the strange outbreaks. Even more

ominous, these resurging populations

might be H. postica-brunneipennis

hybrids—creatures with the combined

strengths of both parent species.

The Egyptian alfalfa weevil is more
diflScult for the parasitic wasp to con-

trol than H. postica, because its larvae

physiologically fight the parasites.

Most individuals have blood cells that

adhere to the wasp's eggs and smother

them with a thick, cellular blanket. The
wasp, in turn, can overcome this de-

fense by laying several eggs in the

same host. And in the coastal valleys

where the wasps are numerous enough

to inject several eggs into most of the

weevil larvae, they can still hold wee-

vil populations (whatever the species

or hybrid) below damaging levels if

farmers do not interfere by the careless

use of pesticides. In time the parasite

evolves a chemical coating that pre-

vents the blood cells from adhering to

its eggs, which further increases the

eftectiveness of the wasps.

The wasp was imported with the best

intentions and loftiest hopes. When the

alfalfa weevil began turning alfalfa to

crops of straw in the early 1900s, gov-

ernment agencies grew deeply con-

cerned about the problem and decided

to try biological control. The idea was

to import parasites and predators from

the pest's homeland—middle Europe

—where the weevil was not an agricul-

tural problem, most probably because

its natural enemies held it in check.

Since the U.S. Department of Agricul-

ture already had entomologists in Italy,

France, and Switzerland to collect par-

asites of other agricultural pests, and

since it was agreed that the alfalfa wee-

vil originated somewhere in middle



Europe, it would be simple to import

the weevil's predators and parasites.

The entomologists quickly discovered

a parasite, B. curculionis. and sent

home several thousand of its cocoons.

From 1911 to 1912, the USDA set out

1 ,554 near Salt Lake.

The wasps quickly colonized the

area and, proving to be good travelers,

began to follow the weevils. They
moved even faster than their hosts had

moved, sometimes spreading thirty to

forty miles per year, until they caught

up with the advancing weevils. After

that, they kept up with the weevils as

they expanded their range. On the few

occasions that the weevils hurdled geo-

logic barriers—crossing the Sierra Ne-

vada to California in the case of the

alfalfa weevil and colonizing the

southwestern deserts in the case of the

Egyptian species—the USDA quickly

sent wasps in from Utah to save time

and to prevent the weevils from multi-

plying unchecked.

The results were not a smashing vic-

tory. In the colder western states, such

as Utah and Wyoming, the wasp re-

duced the weevil pt)pulations in some
years but not in others. In the deserts

the parasite never seemed to have

much etfecl. But in the San Francisco

Bay region and in the Salinas Valley,

the wasp dominated the weevil. In fact,

from about 1940 until the early 196()s,

it was difficult to find any weevils at all.

An important reason for these results

is that biological control is a popula-

tional process thai occurs over a span

of time and involves the entire life

cycle. In the case of the weevils, both

species begin (heir life cycles early in

the spring, as soon as lemporalures per-

mit the adults to emerge, feed, copu-

late, and lay eggs. Hatching in several

days to a week, the tiny larvae crawl

through the oviposition holes and onto

a plant's outer surface. They climb up-

ward toward the light and end up on

the terminal buds where they ensconse

themselves between the tightly folded

leaves. Soon they molt to the second

instar and venture out to more exposed

parts of the buds. As third instars they

cease hiding and feed on open leaves.

As final, fourth instars the larvae often

chew holes in a leaf, curl their bodies

through, and grip the surface when
feeding. After three to four or more
weeks, engorged and corpulent, the

now mature larvae either remain on the

plant (H. hrunneipennis) or crawl

down to the chaff on the ground {H.

poslica). Wherever they are, they spin

loose, white cocoons, then pupate and

metamorphose into adults.

Ten days to several weeks later, the

new adults begin to emerge. They im-

mediately crawl to nearby foliage and

start eating. After two to four weeks of

continual feeding, during which they

lay down stores of fat, they seek suit-

able sites to hibernate, or diapause. H.

hrunneipennis finds trees, buildings,

and other prominent objects; H. pos-

lica (inds debris on the ground under

the alfalfa or weeds around the field.

In this dormant condition, both species

pass through the heal of summer and

early fall.

Diapause ends later in the fall, but

the weevils, now mature, remain qui-

escent. They can move about, eat,

male, and develop eggs should the

weather permit; yet, they can also

withstand normal uinlcr cold in a

harmless stupor. And so, they wait out

the winter to reproduce in the first

warmth of spring. Both weevil species

have one generation per year. The
wasps also emerge from diapause in

the early spring, shortly after the wee-

vils. They copulate as soon as male

finds female, then the fertilized fe-

males hurry off in search of victims for

their eggs.

At this point the newly hatched wee-

vil larvae lie deep in the buds, so the

wasps must probe with their piercing

ovipositor to locate and plant eggs in

them. This first-haiched flight of adult

wasps begets the first brood of parasitic

larvae.

The young parasites develop inside

their weevil hosts, feasting on fluids

and tissues but avoiding the vital

organs. When the parasitized weevil

grubs have finished growing and have

spun their cocoons, the wasp larvae kill

their victims, consume their remaining

tissues, crawl from the shriveled skins,

and spin their coccwns inside the wee-

vil cocoons.

An interesting development then

tKcurs: the parasites either mature and

hatch or they remain larvae and
diapause. Those that hatch spend sev-

eral weeks metamorphosing and then

emerge as the second flight of adults

—

the F.^, or nondiapausing. genera-

tion—and beget the second brood of

parasite lar\ae. Those thai diapause,

whether from the first or second brood,

pass over the summer, fall, and winter

to emerge the following spring and

start the cycles of the next year.

Wasps of the first brood—the off-

spring of adults of the first flight—gen-

erall\ develop to adulthood; lhe\ be-

come (he second flight of parasitic

wasps. In most of the inland regions,

possibly W) to 80 percent go on to

adulthood and 20 to 40 [X'rcent go dor-

manl Ihe second brood reverses this

lendenc\. and almost all the larval

wasps suspenil ilevelopmeni until Ihe

next \ear.

Perhaps the most imporlani feature

t)l tills life cycle is thai the wasp has

two generations per sear Where\er It

Ciiilini; through a /efi/i/i.w hole on

(in alfalfa leaf, a fotirlh-inslar

weevil larva ereales an earrinf(

effect After three to Jour weeks

"/.!?'">.''".'.'• '''« hirva will spin

Us tiiiise. while cocoon



lives in California it exhibits the same

two-brooded pattern. Since wasps

emerge from diapause along with the

weevils in the early spring and since

wasp larvae develop twice as fast as

weevil larvae, this two-brooded pat-

tern of the parasite appears to be ge-

netically determined.

But development and diapause are

also influenced by temperature and cli-

mate. And temperature and climate

hold the final key to understanding why
the wasp controls the weevils only in

particular regions.

Because insects are ectothermic

(drawing most of their body heat from

the outside environment), the weevils

and their parasites must wait until the

weather is warm enough to support ac-

tivity. Both the weevils and the wasp

need temperatures of about 50°F before

they can grow; conversely, neither in-

sect can tolerate temperatures much
above 90°F, and even temperatures

higher than 86°F begin to irritate them.

Diapausing, they bow out of summer
activities.

Dormancy is not just a method of

escape, however. It is also a device for

synchronizing with the environment,

since the onset and the oftturn are ad-

justed to the climates of each region.

Day length, temperature, diet, and

other cues trigger diapause; exposure

to a certain amount of cold, and some-

times day length, end it. (Ironically,

even though the phenomenon of

diapause is necessary for many insects

to survive periods of cold, a certain

amount of cold is also necessary for the

insect to break out of its diapause.)

Each climate therefore modifies the

basic life cycles. This modification is

known as phenology—the life cycle as

altered by environment.

The upshot of their phenologies is

that the two populations appear at just

the right time of year for finding favor-

able conditions: in the weevils' case,

correct temperatures and fresh alfalfa;

in the parasite's, appropriate tempera-

tures and weevil larvae. Climate,

therefore, holds enormous power for

altering the life cycles of any insect. A
climate with short springs and sum-

mers allows activity briefly each year;

a climate with long, moderate springs

and summers permits a long period of

activity. In the case of the weevils and

their parasites, this influence is critical

to agriculture. The Salinas Valley and

the McArthur valley are fine examples.

Opening on the sea, the Salinas Val-

ley is cool and salubrious during the

spring and summer. Each morning.

breezes flowing in from the cold, oft-

shore water carry clouds over the farm-

land and hold the temperature at an

average high of about 70°F. In these

gentle conditions the weevils and

wasps develop at a moderate, constant

rate, which changes the growth of the

generations and, ultimately, the rela-

tionship between host and parasite.

The weevils spread their activity

over four to four and a half months, the

adults laying eggs at a leisurely pace

all through the spring. This creates a

brood of weevil larvae that is some-

what less dense and much slower in

maturing than the weevil broods that

play out their roles over a few months

in the mountains or the inland valleys.

The Salinas Valley wasps also ex-

tend their activities. The first flight

hatches from January through April;

the second flight starts sometime in

mid-March and continues until mid-

June. This drawing out of the adult

generations is a crucial event because

it literally closes a "generation gap."

Wasps emerge from diapause over

such a prolonged period that before the

emergence has ended, nondiapausing

wasps—the oflspring of diapaused

wasps emerging earlier in the season

—

are already hatching. The generations

overlap.

This overlap is the key to natural

control: the parasites encounter the

peak—the densest population level

—

of the weevils' brood. In most other

areas this does not occur. And not only

do the wasps of the coastal valleys en-

counter the peak population of weevil

larvae, but living under cooler, more

stable conditions, they actually search

at a slower pace. They live longer than

their inland relatives and probably

parasitize the weevil population more

thoroughly.

The moderate climate boosts parasit-

ism in another way. By lowering the

proportion of wasps in diapause, the

coastal conditions allow the majority

of Salinas wasps to mature and hatch

during the season, with only 10 to 20

percent of the first generation and 40

to 50 percent of the second passing into

dormancy. (A third generation arises in

this region, but it finds few weevil lar-

vae and subsides without begetting a

large fourth generation; and even

though weevil and parasite reproduce

at low levels for the rest of the year,

the one- and two-brooded life cycles

persist as the basic pattern.) Released

from a need to diapause, many more

of the wasp population can devote their

energies to parasitizing weevils and

multiplying into denser populations. In

this valley, then, the ultimate outcome
is biological control, the weevils held

below damaging levels.

The McArthur area brings about a

wholly different outcome. A broad,

mountain valley, four to five thousand

feet above sea level, the area does not

get warm enough for activity until

the end of April; then spring arrives

with a rush and summer quickly fol-

lows. By the middle of June, tempera-

tures often exceed 105°F, but the wee-

vils, along with their parasites, are safe

in their diapause. For these insects the

year lasts only about one and a half

months.

The fast-rising temperatures and

quickly passing season affect every-

thing. With time limited, the entire

weevil population emerges over a short

period. They eat, mate, and lay eggs

in great haste, exhausting themselves

within three to five weeks. Since the

eggs are laid within a month of each

other, the larvae hatch roughly within

a month of each other, which com-
presses them into short-term, ex-

tremely dense populations.

The first wasp flight also hatches

over a short period, and in the warm
and frequently hot days, the wasps

scurry over the foliage in search of

weevil larvae. And because they die

after this short period of intense activ-

ity, they leave a true generation gap

between their own demise and the ar-

rival of their offspring.

From the farmer's point of view,

nothing could be worse. The genera-

tion gap falls just when the weevil lar-

vae reach their densest populations,

and the large majority escape parasit-

ism. By the time the second flight of

wasps start to emerge, many of the

weevils have pupated and are safe in

their cocoons.

So the short springs and hot sum-

mers of the mountains and the inland

valleys squeeze the broods of wasps

and weevils into brief peaks of exist-

ence. Under such restrictions the

wasps encounter only a fraction of the

weevil population and cannot control

Aerial spraying with insecticides

is a control technique used on

some alfalfa fields heavily infested

with weevils. The introduction of

more species of parasitic wasps

offers hope for biological control.
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A weevil larva rests between bouts

of spinning the cocoon in which it

will metamorphose into an adult.

Emergence takes place ten days to

several weeks after the cocoon is

completed, depending on temperature.

it. On the other hand, the long, cool,

coastal season relaxes the life cycles,

so the generations spread out, the para-

site broods and flights overlapping

broadly. Under this maritime influ-

ence, the generation gap disappears,

the parasites can encounter most of the

weevil's larvae, and the wasp can con-

trol the weevil.

This parasite-host relationship may
hold for both weevil species since evi-

dence exists that the Salinas popula-

tions have hybridized. In fact, they

seem to be more like Egyptian than Eu-
ropean weevils in their ability to encap-

sulate the eggs of B. curculionis. Yet
these parasites still maintain fair con-

trol; more often than not, they hold the

weevils under the threshold of eco-

nomic damage.
The future is promising for several

reasons. One is that B. curculionis

gradually evolves resistance to the

weevil's defense. The wasps develop

a coating substance that prevents the

blood cells of the weevils' larvae from

encapsulating their eggs. This can only

improve their performance as agents of

natural control.

Another reason for hope is that the

U.S. Department of Agriculture and

the University of California have re-

leased other parasites. One in particu-

lar has excited interest: B. anuras, a

close relative of B. curculionis, which

has complete immunity to egg encap-

sulation and which emerges later in the

spring—between the two flights of its

cousin and squarely in the middle of

the weevil brood. Together the two
species may remove the weevils from
their pest status. D

Laying an egg, a wasp inserts her

ovipositor into a weevil grub.

After hatching, the wasp larva will

feed on its host but avoid vital

organs. The host is killed when
the wasp larva has finished growing.

William H Jordan. Jr
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On Keeping Things Up in the Air
The art of juggling has challenged
amateurs and professionals since ancient times

by Marcello Truzzi

Juggling, the continu(5Us tossing and

catching of objects in the air, is an ex-

cellent example of man's extraordinary

capacity for play. Some other animals,

such as the seal, have been trained to

balance objects, but true juggling

seems beyond the abilities of even the

other higher primates (despite occa-

sional circus posters that falsely picture

chimpanzees juggling). That juggling

is unique to man should not be surpris-

ing since it involves not only remark-

able use of the hands but also complex
spatial perception and cognitive skills.

The art of juggling has been widely

reported among the world's cultures,

and some ethnographic descriptions

suggest considerable proficiency. John

B. ,Stair, in his IWl work Old Sunum.
or. Flotsam and Jetsam from the Pa-

cific Ocean, related: "O ^i/<;/i.i,'" con-

sisted in throwing up a number of

oranges into the air. six, seven, or

eight, and the object was to keep the

whole nutnber in motion at once, as the

Chinese jugglers do their balls." And
in a I'X)! study, Burma. Max and

Bertha ferrars wrote:

A j;i)ikI player |<)f chinlon. a ^umcj will

send the hull into the air again and again

wilh decreasing force (ill ho allows it Id

alight in the hollow of his shoulder Thcnec
he lets it roll down the hack of the arm and

jerks il oil al ihc dhow lo (.alch it on Ihc

knee, and changing his feel like a Hash,

strikes Ihe hall high from Ihchack. wilhihe

opposite sole, for another player lo var> ihe

|x-rformance in as original a way as he can

Women, rather than men, are fre-

quently the juggling experts described.

lnt«manon«lM Jongtotf .ArtMv. Kart-Hwu SaVwn

Prince Maximilian Wied-Neuwied, in

his 1843 Travels in the Interior of

North America, found that among the

Mandan Indians "the women are ex-

pert at playing with a large leather ball,

which they let fall alternately on their

feet and knee, again throwing it up and

catching it, and thus keeping it in mo-
tion for a length of time without letting

it fall to the ground." From Isabel T.

Kelly's 14.^4 Ethnof^raphy of the Sur-

prise Valley Paiute. we learn that

"three marblelike stones were juggled

by women. One woman would bet

another; she juggled until she missed,

whereupon the other tiKik her turn."

And more recently, Charles Hillinger,

a stall writer for the Los Ani^eles

Times, reported in 1978 that

Nuku'alofa on the South Sea island of

Tonga may have more jugglers (X-r

square mile than any other place on

earth The women of Tonga have a

centuries-old tradition of juggling, and

all over the island -on streets and

school grounds, at the seashore, and in

tiny villages -young girls can be seen

juggling at all limes <if da\ and night

Man\ of them are remarkably skilled,

anil Hillinger reports that some can

juggle as many as seven limes or green

tui lui nuts. Al a contest held al the

Queen Salote Sch(H>l. some of the

girls, silling on palm mats, were able

It) niggle for several hours without

dropjiing a lime or lui tui.

Ihe I'ongan tradition of juggling ap-

pears to be iniligenous. for it was first

noted in 1774 b\ (ieorg I-orster. a sci-

entist on Captain C(x>k's second Pa-

i".'

;'• s:l

Women often figure in accounts of

yK,i,'.i;//>i.(,' from around the world.

Ah<>\e: "Three Uulies of I ivuka.
"

from the narrative Will Mariner.

puhlished ahout hf.^7 ()«<• woman
is shown "showeriny;" eii-ht halls,

a record for this technique. Allhouf;h

posed, the photo\iraph mas depict

an actual achievement lacin^; paf^e:

Indian juyftlers of the ISlKh.
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In 1932, Trixie, opposite page,

was an outstanding girl juggler

of rubber balls. She emigrated

from Germany to the United States

in the 1950s. Club swinging,

which preceded the juggling of

clubs as we know it today, was

practiced by Georg Jagendorfer,

right, in 1880. An eighteenth-

century woodcut, below,

depicts a French juggler.

cific voyage. Forster wrote of a young
woman.

This girl, lively and easy in all her actions,

played with five gourds, of the size of small

apples, perfectly globular. She threw them

up into the air one after another contin-

ually, and never failed to catch them all

with great dexterity, at least for a quarter

of an hour.

Similar accounts are available from

others on Cook's voyages who saw

children juggle as many as six balls.

The report of William Mariner's adven-

tures in Tonga is particularly important,

for his description of the juggling re-

veals that it was accomplished by a

method modern jugglers call shower-

ing, a relatively inefficient system in

which all objects are thrown in a circular

path from one hand while caught and

passed back with the other hand. This

makes remarkable the reports of native

women juggling six objects ; and a pho-

tograph in Adm. H.B.T. Somerville's

narrative Will Mariner that shows a

woman showering eight round objects,

if authentic, documents a world record

for the number of objects ever juggled

by this method.
Evidence of the art of juggling can

be found for the ancient civilizations of

Egypt (especially in the paintings in the

Beni-Hassan tombs), India, China,

Japan, Iran, and even for the Aztecs

and American Indians. Many of these

dexterous practices were associated

with religious rituals, and the presence

of juggling skills among shamans in

many of today's preliterate societies

suggests a religious origin for them.

Among early Greeks and Romans,

juggling was usually integrated with

other skills such as acrobatics and

sleight of hand. Despite the derivation

of the term, juggling was not the cen-

tral activity of the joculatores, the

wandering entertainers of the Middle

Ages, or the French jongleurs, who
were primarily singers and minstrels.

We know relatively little about the

early British and European performers

(and even less about the history of jug-

gling in the rest of the world), but jug-

gling apparently remained associated

with legerdemain, or sleight of hand,

for a long period. Thus, a classic work

such as Reginald Scot's 1584 The Dis-

coverie of Witchcraft fails to differen-

tiate juggling from legerdemain. Both

involve unusual manipulative dex-

terity, but in juggling the dexterity it-

self is publicly displayed (and ap-

plauded), whereas in legerdemain the

performer's skill normally remains hid-

den from the audience and is the secret

The Betlmann Archive
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of the "miracle" seemingly effected.

By the early nineteenth century, jug-

gling was becoming a specialized en-

tertainment. An advertisement in the

Salem Gazette oi October 5. 1819, de-

scribes the "East Indian" Ramo
Samee as having jjerformed "for some
time past in the metropolis of England,

and before all the crowned heads of

Europe, who have unanimously pro-

nounced him to be the first master of

the art in their dominions." Among his

many feats, he included "a Series of

Evolutions, with four hollow brass

Balls, about the size of Oranges";

"Stringing Beads with his Mouth, and

at the same time, as he balances, turn-

ing Rings with his Fingers and Toes";
and a "manly activity in throwing a

ball, the size of an eighteen-pound

shot, to different parts of his body with

the greatest of ease."

Samee closed his act with a demon-
stration of sword swallowing so did

not juggle exclusively, but he may
be our earliest recorded "modern"
juggler, antedating the Chinese juggler

Lau Laura, who performed at Lon-

don's Drury Lane in 1832 and who has

usually been considered to be the first.

In the late nineteenth and early twen-

tieth centuries, the art of juggling be-

came conceptually separated from

legerdemain and other types of enter-

tainment (although many performers

combined it with other displays). As
sociologists have observed of many
human practices, juggling eventually

became a specialized activity of certain

individuals. And as the role of juggler

became institutionalized within the en-

lerlainmenl world, new subspecialty

roles emerged. These included suchdi-

verse forms as the Krafl-Joni^leur. or

joni'ieur de force, who manipulated

heavy objects such as cannon balls; the

salon juggler, who juggled objects as

sociated with the drawing room (lop

hats, canes, bouquets of flowers, bil

hard balls); the equestrian juggler,

who performed while on horseback,

the "antijiodisi." who juggled with his

feel; and group jugglers, consisting of

two or more persons tossing the same

objects back and forth among them

Many of the specialized jugglers

were remarkable. The Kraft-Joni^lcin

Paul Spadoni came into the circus ring

dressed as a Roman anil dri\ing a

chariot. After dismissing the horses, he

proceeileil to balance the heavy chariot

on his head. I'he equestrian juggler

Hrialori juggled seven balls while

slantling on a moving horse. Man>
jugglers combined the nev\ forms, and

SuaDtctw MuM*n

A Roman terra-cotta figure of a male juggler.

Enrico RasteUi. below and opposite

page, considered by many to have

been the world 's greatest juggler,

introduced the manipulation of

large (si.x to twelve inches in

diameter), air-filled rubber halls.

It was not uncommon for him to

practice ten hours a day. and his

control was unparalleled. He
died in 1931 at age thirty-five.

>1li >!! nil JongMv Afffw> I
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The Japanese juggler Takashima, in

about 1900. It was after seeing

Takashima manipulate a

cotton ball with a stick held in

his mouth that Rastelli began
working with large rubber balls.

Paul Cinquevalli, possibly the greatest

of the late-nineteenth-century jugglers,

combined acrobatic and balancing

feats with his masterly manipulation of

objects.

Non-Western jugglers who per-

formed in Europe were very influential

in the diffusion of juggling skills, and
the English writer William Hazlitt dis-

cussed one such group in his well-

known 1821 essay, "The Indian
Juggler." Many European jugglers

were impressed by Oriental performers

who manipulated large balls of twine

and yarn. After seeing the Japanese

juggler Takashima, Enrico Rastelli

began to manipulate soccer and other

large rubber balls, a tradition still very

much alive.

Rastelli (1896-1931), generally

considered to have been the greatest

juggler who ever lived, elevated jug-

gling to a high art. Rastelli is to

jugglers what Caruso is to tenors. His

many feats included such incredible

separate tricks as juggling ten balls,

eight "sticks" (small clubs), or eight

plates, and he was able to continuously

bounce three medium-sized balls on
his head. Many Americans saw Ras-

telli at the Hippodrome in New York
in 1923. The world has since seen

many great jugglers, some of whom
have matched Rastelli's individual ac-

complishments. Massimiliano Truzzi

and Francis Brunn duplicated many of

Rastelli's tricks, and each set records

of his own, but no one has yet matched
the quality and breadth of Rastelli's

achievements.

These truly great jugglers are known
mainly only to professionals and to

circus and juggling historians and fans,

but many people are aware of the great

comedian W.C. Fields's early career

as a tramp clown and excellent salon

juggler. Another outstanding come-
dian, Fred Allen, began his career sim-

ilarly, but billed himself as "The
World's Worst Juggler" after compar-
ing himself with Cinquevalli and Ras-

telli.

Although juggling has its aficio-

nados, most laymen do not appreciate

the complexity of the art. There are

several difterent systematic means by
which objects can be rotated in the air.

The most common approach is called

showering and consists of throwing ob-

jects up with one hand while catching

and rapidly passing them back with the

other. This relatively inefficient system

is used by most inexperienced persons

who try to juggle and is probably the

method used by most preliterate peo-



pies. Since one hand does all of the

throwing, great speed is required to get

the last ball into the air before the first

one has come down to be caught.

The more professional way of jug-

gling is called cascading, crisscrossing

objects alternately by throwing them

up and catching them using both hands

in symmetrical fashion. While we have

good records of people showering six

balls, several people have now man-

aged to cascade nine (Truzzi at one

time did it regularly in his act).

Another form of juggling, for which

there is no standard term, might be

called pairing. Here half the objects are

juggled separately by each hand, in an

alternating rhythm that creates the illu-

sion that the objects interweave. Be-

cause of the natural rhythms of the two

patterns, pairing is normally used for

juggling an even number of objects,

while cascading is used for an cxJd

number. Many jugglers use one system

exclusively. Thus, a pairing juggler

who can juggle six objects would in-

crease the number by going directly to

eight. Rastelii was such a "pair"

juggler, and few people know that al-

though he managed to juggle ten balls,

he was, in fact, never able to cascade

nine.

In addition to the various juggling

systems, dilfereni types of objects re-

quire special elVoris. Hoiips are gener-

ally considered the easiest objects to

juggle in large numbers because it is

relatively easy to slop the action by

thrusting one's hands and arms through

the hoops, whereas ending by catching

live balls in each hand is in itself dilti-

cult. .Sticks and clubs need to be han-

dled by the proper ends, thus requiring

a set number of rotations in the air. and

clubs are so wide that special care is

necessary to avoid midair collisions

Plates generally are pair juggled be-

cause their rims make them easier to

catch with the bowl side of the plate

consistently toward the inside so the

lingers can properly grasp the rims.

ITiese diUerences are important in lim-

iting the maximum number of objects

it is possible to juggle. Thus, the cur

rent world records are: eleven hoops,

ten halls, eight slicks, or eight plates

Matters become even more compli

cated when a juggler mixes dillereiu

objects (in both shape and weight) or

iloes such things as use knives or tl.uu

iiig torches (iiven ihe speed of ohiccK

falling through gravity .utd the height

limits lo which humans can throw oh

jects into Ihe air with adei|uate control,

it may be mipossible for anyone ever

IditiiHis coiiicmporary jttfif'lers

include ['ramis Briinii. above,

who developed a faster technique

(or jin;ylini; ludls. His sister

Lottie Hninn. left, also a ju};\;ler,

emi,^•rated from Clermany to

the United Stales.
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Indian clubs have always

been popular with jugglers

and have been used by group

juggling acts, as well as

individuals. The Five Jewels,

above, were a well-known

group in the thirties, while

Darmody, right, performed

about the turn of the century.

to juggle more than a dozen objects.

Despite the decline in circuses,

vaudeville, variety shows, and other

forms of entertainment with which jug-

gling has been associated, the quantity

and quality of juggling are today at a

record level. Russia's extraordinary

Sergei Ignatov, a star with the Moscow
Circus, achieved the world record for

hoop juggling—he cascaded an incred-

ible eleven—and in the United States

the remarkable eighteen-year-old Al-

bert Lucas (Moreia) recently matched

the earlier world record, set by the Ger-

man Francis Brunn, by juggling ten

hoops in a full rotation, as opposed to

merely flashing (tossing and catching

them only once).

The number of people interested in

juggling in the United States has in-

creased greatly over the last ten years,

and we may be experiencing a veritable

juggling renaissance. Juggling has be-

come popular among students on many
college campuses, and the publication

and brisk sales of several new books

on how to juggle suggest that tens of

thousands of Americans now practice

the art, at least minimally. The Interna-

tional Jugglers Association (mainly a

U.S. organization, started in 1947)

today has about 800 members, many
of whom are highly skilled and most

of whom are amateurs.

Why do people juggle? One impor-

tant consideration is that the juggler,

unlike the magician, can act as his own
audience. The dexterity of the juggler

is largely a self-testing behavior in

which the achievement may be its own
reward. And the criteria for excellence

are largely objective: either one can or

cannot juggle seven balls. Most other

performers can manage to cover up an

error, but dropped objects speak for

themselves.

A juggler can practice a trick over

and over without error only to fail

when performing for an audience.

Practice never really makes perfect,

and a great deal of frustration invari-

ably accompanies juggling. Some psy-

chologists believe that perseveration,

or persistence, can be a major organiz-

ing principle of personality. Whether

this is true or not, the accomplished

juggler must be persistent. Serious

jugglers such as Rastelli have been

known to practice up to ten hours a day

for many years.

John M. Roberts, an anthropologist

at the University of Pittsburgh, has de-

veloped a theory of "conflict encul-

turation" that may ofler some insight

into the motivation of amateur and pre-

Collectlon of Bobby May
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Specific skills are required for
the juggling of each kind of
object, and the juggling of different

objects in combination presents

further difficulties. Far left:

contemporary artist Gipsy Buglione
Gruss. Left: a medieval juggler.

Below: a late nineteenth-century

poster for "The Mighty Cradoc.
"
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Rastelli was so versatile a

performer that at one time his

solo act lasted a full forty

minutes. He manipulated a variety

of objects, including sticks

and torches. Facing page: Sergei

Ignatov of the Moscow Circus

set a world record by cascading

eleven hoops. Although not

comparable to Rastelli in breadth

of performance, today's juggling

stars are pushing at the limits

of the medium.

literate jugglers. He believes there are

certain tensions induced by child train-

ing and subsequent learning that peo-

ple deal with through involvement in

games and other expressive models. In

his extensive research on cross-cultural

differences in games and play, he has

been able to show that numerous ex-

pressive self-testing practices—rang-

ing from games of physical skill to self-

testing by automobile drivers on our

highways—are associated with socie-

ties whose patterns of socialization

tend to produce conflicts over achieve-

ment and self-reliance. Although the

ethnographic data on juggling prac-

tices are too sparse to demonstrate the

accuracy of Roberts's hypothesis in

this area, the available evidence ap-

pears to fall in line with his other obser-

vations.

Juggling sometimes involves com-
petition with others, both directly and

indirectly, in games and sports (the

presence of juggling skills in soccer

and basketball are good examples of

their indirect use). There was, for a

time, an annual International Festival

of Jugglers in which contestants vied

for the Rastelli Trophy, but juggling as

a competitive sport still has a long way
to go before it reaches the Olympics.

For most jugglers the competition is

mainly with their own past perform-

ances. And one should also keep in

mind that group juggling is an ex-

tremely cooperative activity.

Jugglers usually learn the details of

their art from other jugglers. There are

notable exceptions, but most great

jugglers have modeled themselves

after some other great juggler under

whom they studied at least informally.

Thus, advanced juggling techniques

found in different societies are most
likely the result of diffusion rather than

independent invention. While associa-

tion with other jugglers will not turn

someone into a juggler, the teaching of

the skills and the social support given

a novice are probably important factors

in accounting for both how and why
many people learn to juggle.

The continuing juggling traditions

around the world and the large number
of people who practice juggling pro-

vide a wide base from which excel-

lence can spring. In addition, modern
technology now allows the production

of highly uniform and carefully bal-

anced juggling equipment, which most

past great jugglers did not have. All of

this strongly suggests that new jug-

gling records will soon be set. Rastelli

may yet be surpassed. D
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La Gran Iguana de Mona
On a small island in the Caribbean
lives a very large lizard

Text and photographs by Thomas A. Wiewandt

No lizard has made a more vivid first

impression on my mind. The creature

standing before me on the desolate pla-

teau looked like some mythical beast

of Egyptian design. Its head and b(xiy

were enormous, its legs stocky, its tail

uncommonly short. Two peculiar

bulges crowning the head and the

giant, sagging jowl muscles seemed
improbable. Its intricately wrinkled

skin and massive head ornamented

with prominent ridges, enlarged
spines, and horn on the snout gave the

animal a ferocious, prehistoric appear-

ance. When it tossed its head upward,

it rolled in an uncoordinated fashion.

I had maneuvered to within touching

distance, but the iguana, tense and de-

fiant, just remained poised at the edge

of a crevice, holding its tail up otT the

ground, straight and stiff to the tip. Its

forequarters swayed slowly back and
forth, as tht)Ugh the animal was ambiv-

alent about staying to observe me a

bit longer or retreating to the security

of its hole. Only the Hash of an opaque
white nictitating membrane, crossing

the surface of its deeply set eyes, inter-

rupted the creature's penetrating stare.

Meeting thisexiraordinary iguana in its

domain—a terrain marked by sharply

weathered limestone, intense heat and

glare, stark silence, and the delicately

blended aromas of sea. frangipani

blossoms, and pungent shrubbery

—

was a humbling, primordial experi-

ence .

This iguana dwells on an unusual is-

land—a vast, bcan-shapcd slab of sedi-

mentary rtK'k situated midway between

('hoini>in\; on a immchimcl fruit.

(I Mona iyiitiiui lo/uiDiirs one of il\

f<i\-orctl food iicnis Tlir fruit can

aiUM' stonuuli ulcrrotions. and
wen death, in hunuin\. hut it is

not toxic to the if!uaiui.\.

Puerto Rico and the Dominican Repub-
lic. Called "Amona" by the small

community of Taino Indians who were
living there when Columbus arrived in

1494, it thereafter became known as

Mona. Recorded history about the is-

land spans nearly 480 years and has

been meticulously traced by Frank H.

Wadsworth, chief scientist at the Insti-

tute of Tropical Forestry in Puerto

Rico. Continuous inhabitation of

Mona by humans ended with the col-

lapse of the Taino civilization some
4(K) years ago, and since that time

human activity has been sporadic and

generally confined to small areas. For

nearly three centuries, the island was

a hideaway for pirates. Between 1848

and 1927, bat guano was extracted

from its caves. At the turn of the cen-

tury, Mona was attached politically to

the government of Puerto Rico, and

aside from the guano mining epistide.

it has been used primarily for hunting

and fishing.

In 1972, when I began fieldwork on
the Mona iguana's life history, an

average of six persons were stationed

on the island—Coast Guard, police,

and maintenance crews, all on rotating

duty from the mainland. A single road

cri>sses the island, connecting an old

lighthouse on the East Cape with an

assemblage of six government-owned
cabanas near the West Cape. Inlro

duced goats, pigs, cats, and rats popu-

late the island, and as an employee of

the Puerto Ricaii l)e|iarimenl of Natu-

ral Resources, I was assigned to study

their impact on native flora and fauna.

Ihree years later, 1 emerged fri>m

the adventure with an intimate view of

the iguana's life style and a haunting

concern for the future of Mona's wil-

derness, clearly one of the most pre-

cious remnants of West Indian natural

heritage to be found anywhere in the

Caribbean. As in other remote and rel-

atively uiulisiurbed srnail-islanil eco-

systems, the unusual character of

Mona's wildlife, rather than species

diversity, makes it of special interest.

The island has a high proportion of

endemic forms—more, in fact, than all

of Puerto Rico's other offshore islands

combined—and supports substantial

fxjpulations of animals that have be-

come rare and endangered on the

Puerto Rican mainland. For example,

70 percent of Mona's terrestrial am-
phibian and reptilian fauna, including

the iguana, is endemic, and it is one

of the few places in the Caribbean

where the endangered hawksbill sea

turtle still nests in significant numbers.

The island has recently been declared

critical habitat for the Mona iguana,

hawksbill turtle. Mona boa. and yel-

low-shouldered blackbird. All four ap-

pear on the list of threatened and en-

dangered species issued b\ the U.S.

Department of the Interior.

Together with its tiny sister island,

Monito, Mona is also a haven for nest-

ing frigatebirds. tropicbirds. b<H)bies,

terns, and laughing gulls, a sea bird

colony rated by ornithologist Cam
Kepler of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service as among the most outstanding

in the West Indies. National Park Serv-

ice cave specialist James F. Quinlan

has described the caves penetrating the

island's coast as the "most extensive

and most unusual sea caves in the en-

tire world." These are only a few of

the island's distinctions.

Even the briefest conversations

about Miina alwa\ s come to the subject

of iguanas, in fact »)r fancy. The Mona
iguana belongs to a group of ab»>ut

eight species, commonly known as

ground iguanas (genus Cyclurii). that

frequent rocky habitats of erinled lime-

stone in the subtropical-dry climate of

the Cirealer Antilles and the Bahamas.

The largest native land vertebrates to

have survived in the Cirealer Aniillcan

taunal region, ihes are also among the

largest li/ards in the Western Hemi-

sphere VS'hile m.iles of one or two sf>e-

cics may rarely attain lengths of five

feet, the Mona iguana (C siejnegeri)



reaches a maximum overall length of

about four feet and weighs fifteen to

twenty pounds.

Long before adventuresome humans
found themselves on Mona, tough-

bodied iguanas were there, reshaping

their ancestral ways through millen-

niums of natural selection and adapta-

tion. This slow process of ecological

perfection is reflected in the animal's

outward appearance, social behavior,

and other life history attributes. The
process, of course, must have been

well under way in Hispaniola before

iguanas first reached Mona—presum-

ably transported there by waif dispersal

at sea.

Almost 95 percent of Mona's 13,-

600-acre area is a relatively homogen-
eous, slightly domed, and undulating

tableland, limited around the wind-

ward, northern perimeter by sheer

clifts that drop some 150 to 280 feet

to the sea. The cliffs of the south side

are steep, but break away in many
places as talus slopes that descend to

a narrow coastal terrace 10 to 12 feet

in elevation. Rainfall averages 32

inches annually, but because of its

highly permeable limestone substrate

and general lack of soil, Mona has no

watershed and only supports a slow-

growing forest of xerophytic shrubs

and trees. Surface depressions in the

rock, a few of which exceed three feet

in diameter, catch and hold rainwater

for periods ranging from hours to, oc-

casionally, months. Water also col-

lects seasonally behind rimstone dams
in some of the caves. The scarce accu-

mulations of soil on the plateau are

confined to small, shallow potholes

and sparse sinkhole depressions. The
coastal terrace is mantled with a thin,

spotty layer of sandy soil.

Mona's rocky terrain is honey-

combed with crevices and water-worn

passages that house iguanas. At times

such hideaways are shared commun-
ally by the lizards, but by and large,

they are solitary in habit and are sel-

dom seen together outside the breeding

and nesting seasons. When crossing

Mona on foot, one can expect to en-

counter approximately one animal

every three-quarters of a mile. The is-

land's subtropical maritime climate

permits iguana activity year-round.

Yet curiously , a segment of the popula-

tion normally remains underground

and inactive, even during clear, sunny

weather when other iguanas are mov-
ing about.

This behavior becomes less puzzling

in the context of how these animals
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spend their waking hours. About 95

percent of a Mona iguana's normal

daily activity is devoted to rest, with

or without basking, and feeding is not

a daily requirement. Furthermore, the

best way for an iguana to avoid or ter-

minate a social confrontation is to go

underground, a tactic of special value

to subordinates. Only dominant territo-

rial adults, those that would benefit

most by being ever present and con-

spicuous, spend most days and nights

at the surface. Mona iguanas do not

need to make daily appearances to re-

main healthy and can sometimes bene-

fit from a low activity profile.

Retreats ofter these ectothermic ver-

tebrates a stable microclimate permit-

ting conservation of precious body

water and energy. Within these niches,

the air remains humid and the tempera-

ture nearly constant throughout the

day. The temperature, year-round,

ranges from 73° to 86°F, approxi-

mately half the annual variation that

occurs aboveground.

Mona iguanas are chiefly herbiv-

orous, with some animal foods taken

opportunistically. Strongly favored

plant species and plant parts are those

low in cellulose, low in aromatic com-
pounds, and easy to obtain. Theoret-

ically, these are food types that would

be predicted if the lizards were to har-

vest what is available for maximum net

energy gain. The diet of juveniles is

similar to that of adults, except for dif-

ferences in the size of food items eaten.

A large proportion of Mona's native

trees and shrubs bear fruit under % inch

in diameter, which the iguanas prefer

over leaves. In fact, when readily

available, fruits are invariably taken to

the near exclusion of leaves. In spite

of their seasonal occurrence, fruits are

the principal plant foods contributing

toward growth, reproduction, and fat

reserves.

One popular item in the diet of adult

iguanas is the fruit of the manchineel

tree. When consumed by humans and

other mammals, the ripe green fruit of

the manchineel can cause stomach ul-

cerations, sloughing of the gut lining,

and even death. Their aroma is sweet

and intense, a temptation to people and

iguanas alike.

The Mona iguana only eats animal

foods that are nearly as easy to catch

as a fallen leaf. Items of greatest signif-

icance are large, slow-moving insects

that can be found on the ground and in

periodic abundance. By far the most

marked cycles observed were those of

the large sphingid moth Pseudosphinx

tetrio. Its larvae are host-specific on

Mona to the abundant arborescent

shrub Plumeria obtusa. Plants of the

genus Plumeria, also commonly
known as frangipani, or aleli. are

widespread in the neotropics, where

they are often accompanied by Pseu-

dosphinx. These caterpillars have bril-

liant aposematic coloration—red,

orange, and yellow in contrast to

black—and typically reach about five

to six inches in length before pupation.

The milky sap of the host is reputed to

be mildly poisonous, and caterpillars

feeding on the plant presumably carry

the toxins in their tissues, which gives

them protection from predatory birds

and mammals and explains the origin

of their warning coloration.

But once again, the iguanas' gusta-

tory preferences are not in step with



those of higher vertebrate groups.

After first observing one of these cater-

pillars in June 1973, 1 found that within

thirteen weeks, a population had devel-

oped that spread like a wave of disaster

across Mona's landscape, stripping

nearly every leaf, fruit, and flower

from the aleli. Everywhere caterpillars

were dispersing and dying on the

ground in their search for more food,

and the iguanas were gorging them-

selves. Scats turned into puddles of

gray-green ooze containing empty cat-

erpillar skins and little else. Every

iguana seen, large and small, had a

face blackened from dried caterpillar

juice. Pseudosphinx pupate in leaf lit-

ter, and the iguanas were also feasting

upon these giant pupae. The inevitable

population crash followed in late Sep-

tember and early October. Caterpillars

were rare during the winter months,

ebbing in January 1974 as the aleli

sprouted new leaves. A minor resur-

gence occurred in mid-February, and

a second major population peak devel-

oped in early July. This phenomenon
has since passed; although the moth is

still present on Mona today, its density

has remained low, with breeding being

relatively asynchronous.

Among the most widespread behav-

ioral attributes in wild populations of

vertebrate animals is territoriality. The
term, used here in the traditional sense,

denotes an animal's defense of a fixed

area from conspecifics by means of ad-

verliscmcnl, threat, or attack. Func-

tionally, territories are structured

around any one or a combination of

requirements critical to the animal's

survival and reproductive success, for

example, shelter, food, mates, and

nest sites. Viewed as a product of natu-

ral selection, territoriality is likely to

evolve and be maintained only under

circumstances where the risk or energy

costs associated with the defense of a

particular resource are low relative lo

the benclils derived. One could pre-

dict, for example, thai Mona iguanas

should not maintain feeding territories

since foods of greatest significance in

ihc animal's diet tend to be palchy in

time and space and locally abuniianl

when available. .Such fiMnl would be

unpractical lodefend. These li/arils. in

lad . usually forage in areas that reniam

iimlefended.

Possessing a piece of real estate con-

laming retreats attractive to females is

the usual prereijuisile lo breeding in

male Mona iguanas. Females seem lo

select relreals according lo location

and structure. Proximity lo choice fixxl

resources is important, and preferred

retreats appear to provide good drain-

age, ventilation, and a nearly horizon-

tal resting place under a low ceiling and

within five feet of the surface. Remain-

ing fairly close to the surface helps the

animal monitor conditions above-

ground. Individuals inhabiting caves

roam the twilight zone but do not ven-

ture into total darkness.

Serious challenges over mating ter-

ritories are resolved through fighting.

Fights among adult males are highly

formalized tests of strength—face-to-

face pushing matches, with mouths

stretched wide open. Most clashes last

less than fifteen minutes and end with-

out violence when one or both iguanas

back slowly away in retreat. Disputes

taking longer to settle, some continu-

ing for nearly an hour, involve biting

and tail-lashing attacks. Confronta-

tions seen with one male clamped onto

another's snout suggest to me that the

distinctive horns may function as de-

fensive weapons thai help disengage an

opponent's hold. With jaws inter-

locked, contesting heavy-bodied liz-

ards risk serious injury, a risk that

might favor this ornamentation. The
lizard's lateral spines and the cushion-

like parietal bulges crowning the head

afford added protection during combat

and, like the nasal horns, could also act

as protective armor against the sharp

limestone rock. The sagging jowls are

solid muscle masses used for biting,

and iheir hyperlrophied appearance

may be display related, an adver-

tisement of lighting ability.

Mating lakes place annually during

a two-week period. At this time fe-

males seldom venture more than sev-

eral feet from the safety of a retreat.

Although sometimes accepting a

male's advances without hesitation, fe-

males must often be patiently, yet

forcefully. c(K'rced. A male that has

located a female within his territory sits

or lies in wailing six lo ten feel from

her retreat, his eyes fixed on the hole

When she appears, he displays to her

with a series of loss-roll head move-

ments, dashes lo her with his head

lowered, and pauses briefly by her side

for another round of head displays. Al

tins point, he grabs what he can. often

biting her tail or loose skin on her

flank, lo restrain her while he maneu-

vers to a heller position: a neck-hold

and straddle over her An unwilling fe-

male may lurn lo bile or. more com-

monly, siruggle into a crevice, dis-

lodging the male in the process The

male may ftillow her mio the hole, but

typically he backs oft to await her re-

emergence.

This sequence of displaying, pursu-

ing, pinning, and losing a female may
continue for hours or days. The fe-

male's stay in hiding grows progres-

sively shorter with each assault, and

the fleshy flap of skin on her neck may
become raw and bloody before she

submits. Even after successfully pin-

ning his mate, a male often lets go,

bites, and pulls repeatedly at the crest

on her neck, as though providing added

stimulation to the area. The etlect ap-

pears to be pacifying, and ihe female

usually g(.x;s limp before copulation is

attempted. Sometimes the female is

also dragged about a bit, and her fore-

quarters tossed to and fro during the

preliminaries.

Numerous variations were observed

in the individual style of courting

inales. Some males handle the task

with great finesse, while others appear

overanxious and clumsy. It was, for

example, amusing to see one male rush

up to a female and nab her gently by

the skin of her cheek, while another

male {Four-l(.x;d Freddie), never paus-

ing to display, charged at his prosj>ec-

live mate (Lora) and grabbed her by the

head, as though to engulf her. Intimi-

dated by Freddie's tactics, Lora fled for

cover. Freddie had several similar op-

portunities to ci>urt Lora that same af-

tern(M)n and the following morning in

the saine place; on these occasions,

however, he approached her si) meekly

that he was ioiall\ inetleciive. He sal

watching her and displa\ ing to her re-

peatedly and even walked around and

over her. but he never again aiiempied

to seize her. Later thai second day.

three males mated with Lora in succes-

sion, and Freddie lost out altogether,

li thus appears thai individual experi-

ence may play an important role in Ihc

development of behavior patterns in

these li/ards, a quality that would be

of parlicularl) great value to a long-

lived species.

Copulation lasts a brief one lo two

minutes After uncoupling, if the fe-

male allcmpis to leave the male's terri-

tory, he invariabl\ pursues her and

tries lo circle around in front lo inler-

cepl her Because females often mate

with more than one male during their

brief periinl of receptivity, this postcoi-

tal guarding behavior is presunuihly

one wa\ a male can help to protect his

reproductive investment A female's

abiliiN to store sperm, a trait charac-

teristic of man> reptiles, makes it

highly probable that insemination by



more than one male will produce a

clutch of eggs fathered by more than

one male.

Altogether, we can say that a male's

breeding success depends chiefly upon

the frequency with which he en-

counters females, his ability to catch a

receptive female quickly, mate with

her without interference from compet-

ing males, and keep her from contact-

ing other males between insemination

and fertilization. The males' breeding

territories, where these objectives are

accomplished, difter appreciably in

physical structure and attractiveness to

females. These dift'erences also deter-

mine how easily a male can defend his

claim. A physically simple site that

contains only one or two retreats used

by females can be readily guarded by

a resident male. In contrast, a structur-

ally complex site, for example, a pile

of boulders with a network of passages

leading to interconnecting under-

ground chambers that provides shelter

for numerous females, is particularly

difficult to monopolize. Intruding ma-

ture males, attracted to the localized

concentrations of females, need only

dive into the nearest hole to escape a

challenge.

Two remarkably dift'erent reproduc-

tive strategies employed by adult

males, both based on territorial behav-

ior, were discovered and compared

side by side through studies of iguanas

resident at a sinkhole depression on

Mona's plateau. Iguana habitat in the

study area was structurally variable,

and the social environment was highly

competitive. One slope of the depres-

sion contained a complex network of

retreats that housed 77 percent of the

resident females and 58 percent of the

males. Here, the only eft'ective male

reproductive strategy was to defend a

miniterritory (roughly twenty feet in

diameter) only during the breeding sea-

son. At this site, males that attempted

to monopolize larger territories or to

preempt other males by staking out a

claim well ahead of the season were

readily defeated through repeated chal-

lenges from rivals once mating activity

began.

On the other hand, in areas that were

frequently traversed by females but of-

fered relatively few retreats, competi-

tion between males was less intense

and territorial behavior became more
feasible and less costly. Under these

circumstances, a male could improve

his chances for successful mating by

maintaining a relatively large territory

year-round and extending the courtship

period. The longer such a territory is

defended, the less likely that trespass-

ing will occur during the breeding sea-

son. Furthermore, a male that con-

tinues throughout the year to court po-

tential mates walking through or resid-

ing within his territory is in a better

position to monopolize them when the

critical time arrives. The greater her

familiarity with a resident male, the

more likely a female will be to seek out

or stay within his domain and accept

his advances when she becomes recep-

tive.

During the breeding season, males

making the long-term investment en-

gaged in roughly half as many chases

and one-fourth as many fights, and

their average mating success was four

times greater. Territories held by the

long-term males were at least twice the

size of those defended by short-term

strategists. Mating success proved to

be low among the short-term strategists

for two apparent reasons: their terri-

tories being small, and in proximity to

neighbors, interference from compet-

ing males was correspondingly great,

and the resident females avoided com-
petitive strife between males and gen-

erally attempted to move into other

areas for mating. Thus, even though

the probability of encountering fe-

males in these small territories re-

mained high, a male's chances for

completing copulation there were rela-

tively low.

Long- and short-term male repro-

ductive investments do not appear to be

mutually exclusive behavior patterns.

Young males most likely begin

as "floaters" until they acquire the

strength and experience to hold a

breeding territory. Thereafter, the

strategy employed probably hinges pri-

marily on the defensibility of available

territories, with the older and more
dominant males securing those terri-

tories permitting both access to fe-

males and year-round defense. As so-

cial conditions change over the years

and vacancies appear, individuals may
shift from one system of territorial be-

havior to the other. Because one would
expect males to advance from a less

efficient to a more efficient system with

respect to mating success, the usual di-

rection of change is probably from a

short- toward a long-term strategy.

Approximately one month after mat-

ing, the most demanding annual event

in the female's life begins: nesting.

Eggs are buried where they can be

warmed by direct sunlight throughout

much of the day and where the soil is

sufficiently deep and stable to support

a blind tunnel approximately three feet

long. This excavation terminates in an

egg chamber just wide enough to allow

the female to turn around. After laying

a single clutch of five to nineteen soft-

shelled eggs, the iguana refills the pas-

sage by kicking soil into the hole en-

trance and working it down into the

tunnel by pushing it ahead with alter-

nate use of her forefeet. Then, by re-

peatedly ramming her head into the

loose fill, she tamps the earth in place.

This process continues until all signs

of the entrance have been obliterated.

The egg chamber, however, is never

filled with sand, leaving a pocket of air

over the eggs that is apparently essen-

tial for proper embryogenesis and

hatchling emergence. Under the best

circumstances, hole preparation, egg
laying, and covering operations re-

quire one full day.

Less than one percent of Mona's sur-

face area offers conditions suitable for

nesting. Most attempts to dig in pot-

holes on the plateau are abandoned

because of insufficient soil. Conse-

quently, gravid females generally mi-

grate to the few inland sinkhole depres-

sions and to sections of the coastal ter-

race where soil reaches its greatest

depth. Those first to arrive begin by

examining holes left in the ground

from the previous summer's activity,

for only about half the excavations

started are used for egg-laying. A little

trial digging usually accompanies the

inspection of each and if none proves

acceptable, a fresh hole is started. This

pattern goes on throughout the nesting

season, with newcomers attracted by

both unoccupied and occupied holes.

Deeper holes receive the most atten-

tion. Should a burrow collapse or the

digging become too difficult, the spot

is deserted. As the number of iguanas

searching for nest sites grows, compe-

tition among females intensifies.

Difficult digging has encouraged fe-

males to exploit the efforts of their

neighbors. It is not uncommon for one

female to take over a hole that another

has started. Eviction may be forceful.

Fighting over breeding territory,

two males engage in a pushing

match. This test of strength usually

lasts less than fifteen minutes, and
little physical harm is done

in these formalized battles.





through repeated antagonism, or the

takeover may occur passively should

the occupant vacate the hole at night-

fall or because of intolerably hot condi-

tions. The soil temperature in nesting

areas often exceeds 122°F at the sur-

face, and to avoid overheating, the

iguanas must sometimes retreat to

shade. Furthermore, because gravid

females find easy digging in the loos-

ened soil over closed nests, they are

a threat to the eggs within. Iguanas dig-

ging into unattended nests kick out any

eggs encountered, as if they were
stones. This pressure has been coun-

tered by extended maternal care in the

form of nest guarding. Instead of sim-

ply abandoning the site after nest cov-

ering, the pattern typical of most liz-

ards, female Mona iguanas generally

return for one to ten days to inspect the

area for disturbance and stand guard

against intruders. Any new holes

within six feet of the original nest en-

trance are filled, and females crossing

the site are chased when possible.

Defense tactics used against persis-

tent intruders that begin digging in-

clude head-rolling displays, a broad-

side challenge display, huffing, biting,

tail lashing, and delivering sand back
into the hole and on the rival. Even
though a relatively small resident may
be chased from her nest and unable to

hold herown against larger challengers

,

she will always return promptly to re-

sume the harassment.

I have the impression that temporary
dominance relationships are occasion-

ally established between females nest-

ing concurrently in the same area, and
have found evidence—the first of its

kind for reptiles—that these iguanas

A spent female crouches over the

entrance to her nest in defense

against a larger, intruding, gravid

female. A fight erupts, after which

the intruder digs toward the egg
chamber while the defender kicks

soil into the burrow. The intruding

female will destroy any eggs in the

chamber and lay her own.

have the discriminatory ability to rec-

ognize each other as individuals. Two
nest owners permitted their nearest

neighbors, who were also defending

completed nests, to sit and lie directly

upon their nest sites, whereas all other

iguanas, gravid or spent, large or

small, were chased from the vicinity.

In both cases the behavior appeared on
the second day after the neighbor had

completed her nest. Before that, nei-

ther had tolerated the presence of the

other within a radius of about three feet

around the original nest entrance.

Female Mona iguanas are strikingly

similar to males in outward appear-

ance. They have equivalently well-de-

veloped cephalic horns, a middorsal

crest, and a dewlap (throat fan). Older

females also have large bodies and en-

larged, sagging jowl musculature. It is

thought—an old thought developed in

a book about sexual selection by
Charles Darwin—that in the many spe-

cies where males are the showier sex,

the larger, more ornamented individ-

uals are those best able to attract or

compete for mates. But why should fe-

male Mona iguanas be endowed with



malelike attributes? I suspect that fe-

male-female competition for nest sites

has had the same evolutionary conse-

quence as male-male competition for

breeding territories. Such physical

characters, together with display rep-

ertoires used during agonistic en-

counters, exaggerate the animals' ap-

parent size and ferocity. In both sexes,

fighting preliminaries typically include

broadside challenge displays, which

feature circling and prancing with spi-

nal crests elevated, sides flattened, and

heads held high. In Mona's ecological

setting, large females best built for

fighting and putting on an impressive

challenge display at nesting grounds

should experience the greatest repro-

ductive success.

The length of the iguana nesting sea-

son on Mona is short; nearly all dig-

ging and laying activity is concentrated

within an eleven-day period. The sea-

son begins at the same time every year

and is apparently cued by photoperiod.

I believe that the interplay of climate

and behavior bes\ explains the duration

and timing of the nesting cycle. The
island's climatic regime appears to de-

termine how late in the year an iguana

can nest successfully. Hatching nor-

mally occurs about three months after

laying, in October and early No-
vember; these are the two wettest

months of the year, providing optimal

conditions for juvenile emergence,

feeding, and dispersal before the char-

acteristically abrupt onset of the annual

dry season in January. Late neslers

would probably suffer a heavy loss of

hatchlings during their first six months
of life.

^ »v*>
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How early the nesting begins ap-

pears much more closely tied to com-
petition for nest sites than to climatic

factors. Early-arriving females run a

high risk of losing their eggs to disturb-

ance by the latecomers. Although the

likelihood of this is lessened by nest

defense, there is a limit to how long a

female can profitably stay to fight off

intruders. Under conditions of intense

competition, nest defense is energeti-

cally taxing and the risk of physical

injury is considerable.

As with sea turtles, the emergence
of young iguanas from the nest is a

team effort. In general, all eggs in a

given clutch begin hatching within a

24-hour period, and the young spend

one to two days freeing themselves

from the eggshell. They must then free

themselves from their underground

prison by digging through the packed

soil. Their escape holes rarely corre-

spond with the original tunnel dug and

refilled by the female. The young dig

as a group, and those last to hatch are

sometimes buried alive by their sib-

lings, accounting for about one percent

of the in-nest mortality. Infertility and

improper development claim about 14

percent of the eggs in undisturbed

clutches. The effort to escape from the

nest chamber may typically require

from a couple of days to a week or

more. Without ccx)perative digging

and peri(xlic rain to soften the ground,

many hatchlings would most certainly

die underground. The generous en-

dowment of yolk carried by each

hatchling presumably insures its sur-

vival during this critical stage.

Eggs and hatchlings of the Mona
iguana are huge. Typical straight-line

dimensions of the eggs are 2 by 3 '4

inches, roughly the size of gtxisc

eggs. Hatchlings average 12.6 inches

in overall length and 2.6 ounces in

weight. While eggs of the Galapagos

marine iguana are the largest known
for any lizard in the family, those of

the Mona iguana run a close second,

and hatchling length is essenlially

identical in the two species. Iguana

populations on oceanic islands, where

Ininuiiued \iiuit\ (and pifis) haw
had a dcvdslalins; cffcil on ihv

vei^clalion of Mona Island. Plant

succcssional paiwrns have chanyfd,

and many species that are useless

to ifiuaniis have become dominant

natural enemies are few, can afford to

produce smaller clutches, with eggs

and hatchlings of larger size, than

would be ptissible in most mainland

ecosystems. Ecological factors that en-

courage a stepped-up investment in in-

dividual progeny are undoubtedly di-

verse, varying with respect to both

local conditions and the lizard's habits.

Increased size reduces susceptibility to

desiccation and lowers energy require-

ments per unit of body weight. In

Mona's environment, large hatchlings

would also have a greater variety of

important foods at their disposal . espe-

cially fruits, and would be exjxised to

predation for less time. This could be

of great consequence since hatchlings

are near the upper prey size limit for

two species of snakes and the sparrow

hawk, a locally abundant resident.

Once out of the nest, each hatchling

must fend for itself. The young quickly

disperse to areas that provide adequate

food and cover. Unlike adults, small

juveniles have pronounced disruptive

patterning, which presumably reduces

their vulnerability to predatory birds.

This banded pattern fades when the liz-

ards are about three years old and have

reached the size at which they are no

longer suitable prey for raptors.

Although at present we have no

meaningful longevity records or reli-

able techniques for determining their

age, Mona iguanas and perhaps all of

the larger species of Cyclura are proba-

bly among the longest-lived lizards in

the world. They have no native preda-

tors to fear as adults, thus optimizing

life expectancy. In addition, their slow

life style and relatively slow growth

—

females require six to seven years tti

reach maturity—are features strongly

correlated with increased longevity in

animals. I would guess that these rep-

tiles commonly reach thirty to fifty

years in age and thai some may live

twice this long.

More than W percent of the world's

species and subspecies known to have

gone extinct during the p.isi three cen-

turies were island forms Among those

diminishing at an alarming rale are

West Indian ground iguanas Of the

nineteen named, morphologically <lis-

tinci forms currently rect>gni/ed.

three—and possibly a fourth—have

become extinct in recent times, ti\c

(including the Mona iguana) are

seriously ihreatened. and eight are

fragmented into tiny |>opulalions of

\ari.iblc si.iius Humans ha\e cle.irly

been the prime cause of the group's

demi.se. cither directly through hunting

or indirectly by giving livestock and
household pets free range, importing

exotic predators (such as mongooses),
or otherwise modifying critical aspects

of the lizards' natural habitat.

Problems now confronting the Mona
iguana are illustrative of the predica-

ment facing the group as a whole. In-

troduced cats and pigs, plus normal

human activity, are a serious drain on
recruitment into the iguana population,

while goats are busy devouring the is-

land's prime wildlife habitat. With few
exceptions, trees that bear fruit known
to be imptirtant in the iguana diet are

now unable to propagate successfully

because of goat browsing. The Mona
iguana is by nature docile and adap-

tively naive to the devices of all mam-
malian predators. Juveniles are no
match for the patience and speed of a

cat. And adult females are oblivious to

raids on their nests by hungry pigs.

Even more important, the iguana's de-

mographic traits provide no compensa-
tion against heavy losses of progeny:

at best, females nest only once each

year, they are late maturing, and clutch

size is small. Juveniles are extremely

scarce, suggesting .senescence and de-

clining population density.

Mona Island must be recognized and

protected for what it is: a Galapagos-

like West Indian wilderness. This

means that features of the environment

that make it special— its native biota,

its scenic magnificence, and its

wildness —most always assume prior-

ity in e\cr\ planning etlort.

Most people visiting Mona have a

desire to learn something. If they are

denied this opportunity—as ihe\ are

now—one cannot expect them to have

respect (or the island's harsh, but frag-

ile, character or regulations designed

to protect it. An active research pro-

gram has not continued on M»ina, thus

eliminating another sehicle for educa-

tion and the foundation for sound man-
agement polic\ riiforiunately. while

the inventor) of organisms inhabiting

Mona has grown, the conservation

neeils o( most remain unknown. Wise
policN decisions must originate from a

thorough acqiiamlance ssith the re-

quirements of each resource. The ex-

tent to which .Secretary l-red .Soltero-

Harringlon of Puerto Rico's Depart-

ment ii( Natural Res(nirces. the present

cuslinlian of the island, ami his succes-

sors develop .1 comprehensive program
of conservation for Mon.i Island will

largelv determine whether this natural

treasure will survive into the twenty-

first centurv D





Ephemeral Frontiers
In Venezuela, the last of the independent diamond
miners lead a rugged existence

by David John Thomas

photographs by Sandy Hochhausen

The diamond mines of Venezuela

have attracted men from all over the

world. Found among the scattered dig-

gings and cut-upstream beds, the palm
or canvas shacks, are Italians, Czechs,

Hungarians, Syrians, Lebanese, and

most of all, Brazilians. There are also

a few Pemon Indians, whose ancestral

lands form the southeast corner of Ven-

ezuela. In Brazil these men are called

garimpeiros, or "prospectors," while

in Guyana they are known as "pork-

knockers," presumably because of the

salt pork they carry; in Venezuela they

are simply mineros.

Pick-and-shovel diamond mining

has been around in South America for

more than two hundred years, but it

became particularly important in the

twentieth century as Europeans and

South American nationals penetrated

and expanded into various parts of the

Amazon and OrintKo drainages. In the

1930s, the garimpeiros in the Brazilian

state of Mato Grosso worked at the

fringes of the cattle economy. After

World War II, mining surged in Vene-

zuela and in the Brazilian territories of

Acre, Rondonia, and Roraima. But in

1970 the Brazilian government shut

down the indcpcndenl miners of Acre

and Rondonia in favor of international

consortiums and transferred the garim-

peiros by air lo Roraima. In a few

years' time, when the consortiums

have alst) taken over the diggings in

Venezuela, the last of the independent

miners will be gone and with them will

go a frontier phenomenon that evokes

the famous gold rushes of California

and the Klondike in the last century.

Antonio examines his largest mesh
suruca sieve for diamonds, which

may weigh a carat or more. His

partner has emptied his first two

screens and is doiihtechecking the

mounds for the glitter of diamonds

.

Like Dawson and Whitehorse,
which were centers for the Yukon
miners, Uriman, Icabaru, and other lo-

cations in southeast Venezuela are

stepping-off points for independent

miners. Uriman, on the middle reaches

of the Caroni River, consists of a small

airstrip and a bunch of mud- or con-

crete-walled buildings that have fallen

into varying degrees of disrepair. It is

quiet now, but in 1950 Uriman knew
the first of a series of booms that

brought miners into the area in droves.

Ramon Peha, the local patron, or

"boss," is known to the inhabitants of

Uriman as either comerciante ("mer-

chant") or comprador ("buyer"), as

the occasion warrants. He recounts his

story this way:

Icabaru |a mining site on ihc river of the

same name] was discovered in 1947. I

spent four months at the mines then. Here,

nearby, in 1950, some Italians found the

mine called Abcki. They were hidden,

working secretly. When the boom hit,

there were six hundred miners overnight.

But the governor closed the mines five days

after I got there, and they flew the miners

out by military plane. In '52, after the elec-

tions, they freed up the mines, and I came

here as a comerciante

.

LosFrijoles ("the beans") is almost

a day's hard walk from Uriman, across

the river and beyond a humpbacked
mountain known as MorriKoy ("tur

tie"). The settlement comprises just a

few palm-riH)fed lean los—with ham-

mcKks strung under them—and a

kitchen shack. Various contingents of

miners, numbering frt)m two to live or

so, have come and gone, leaving their

marks in the open pits along the nearb>

stream bed.

The miners work under a section of

the Venezuelan mining law of I94.'i

known us lihre aprovechamiento Ac
cording to this provision. an>onc can

explore and excavate einpl> lands,

with certain restrictions (Man> ol

these so called empty lands in southern

Vene/uelaare aciuall) »H.cupiedby In

dian tribes, who have sullered the

disruptive effects of mining while

deriving little or no benefit.) The
miners' deep excavations cannot ex-

ceed four square meters (4.8 square

yards) in cross-sectional area, and

each trench or other surface excavation

cannot exceed one hundred square

meters (120 square yards). Of course,

if someone has filed a concession claim

with the government, then only the

concessionnaire and his employees are

permitted to work the land for miner-

al deposits.

When they think they have found a

likely spot, the miners often must dig

down twenty or thirty feet to get to the

diamond-bearing layer, or formation.

The diamonds in this part of Venezuela

have been deposited in scattered

clumps, usually along or actually in the

stream beds and riverbeds; there are

few if any diamond pipes, as are found

in South Africa. The miners work with

a shovel, a bucket, and a set of sieves

known by the Brazilian term suruca.

The suruca is a stack of three circular

sieves with progressively finer meshes.

Standing in the pit . knee-deep in water,

the miner shakes the top sieve, swirling

the earth half in. half out of the water

to allow the heavier stones to come
toward the center After handpicking

through the sieve for the small gray

white stones he is seeking, the miner

priKceds to the next, liner sieve. When
all three meshes have been used in suc-

cession, the leftover gravel and sand is

dumped ill a pile beside the pit.

The miners spend long, silent hours

at the grueling work of o surucazo

( " sw ishing gravel "
) Clothing is mini-

mal m the water-tilled pits—swimming
trunks, shirt, broad brimmed straw

hat ShiKs arc useless and are saved

mainly for trips away from the mines.

A small, gasoline powered pump is

ollen needed lo reduce the water level

in the pit enough lo (x-rmii work Dur-

ing the iam> season, mining is often

sus|XMided because there is tin) much
walcr III the pits

The miner is up before dawn and.



His shop in Ciudad Bolivar helps

support Zurita 's diamond-mining

ventures in the wilderness. Here,

he arranges the supplies, while his

experienced Pemon Indian helpers

rest up for the river journey.

Logs shore up the sides of

this nearly forty-foot-deep cut.

A miner removes large stones

and lumps of clay that are

clogging the pump used to

reduce the water level.



unless he lakes lime oul for hunting or

fishing, may work until dusk. A eup of

cofTee and a lump of hread usually do

for breakfast, while most afternoon or

evening meals include pasta, the ubiij-

uilous staple Some miners operating

at sites such as Los Irijoles often clear

plots by the slash-andburn method so

that they can grow manioc. c(>rn. and

sugar cane. Hvenings are sometimes

spent exchanging stories. Miners with

lransistt)r radios usually tune in to

"Correo de Ciuayana." an informa

lional program broadcast daily from

C'iudad Bolivar at ft:(K) a.m. and 7:(X)

P.M. The broadcast transmits mes-

sages from miners to their partners,

friends, and relatives, for example.

"Meet me in two weeks in Uriman
with your partner so and-so."

Miners work as partners, or socios.

and share the proceeds equally, unless

one is the owner of the pump, in which
case he lakes a bigger cul. The socio

relationship lasts only until the dia-

monds have been sold; the miners are

then free to go their separate ways or

to join together in a new round of work

.

The miner continues his backbreaking

labor until the site is played out or he

cannot get any more credit for sup-

plies. In one type of arrangement,

known as medio plazo. an entrepreneur

will stake miners to provisions and

equipment in exchange for half the in-

come from their sales. Such an entre-

preneur usually owns equipment, has

had experience in the mines, and is

sharp enough to prevent individual

iTiiners from dumping diamonds on the

refuse pile in order to return for them
after dark.

The swift-tlowing rivers and up-and-

down trails of the upper Caroni region

are long and arduous. (Jetting provi

sions into these areas is difficult, and

the markup on g(H)ds of all types is

enormous. Various small business-

men, transporting their wares by canix*

from the nearest airstrip, .sell every-

thing from rice, salt, pasta, sardines,

and other staples to transistor radi»)s

and sports clothes at prices three to four

times those of C'iudad Bolivar, about

two hundred air miles away.

'I'he lines of supply to the miners are

ultimately by air—either the work

horse DC-.^s of World War II vintage

("US. Army Air Corps. 1^4.^. ' sa>s

the plaque |Ust inside »>ne cabin),

smaller one- or two-engine planes. »u

if the tind is rich enough. co\tl\ heli

copters that can land in a small patch

of cleared forest. Private concerns

Aguslin and Leon walk a canoe

against the strong current of the

Caroni River at a point where the

shallow, swift water is dangerous.

They must make this arduous trip

to get supplies for the camp.

operate cargo planes out of the airport

in Ciudad Bolivar, and the gi>vernmen(

airline. Linea Aeropnistal Vene/olana

(alfectionately called In aloud volante.

"the flying coffin"), runs flights to the

upper Caroni region on an average of

three limes a week During a Kxim
time, they may land four flights a day

at the Uriman airstrip If the btH)m is

big enough, private messenger serv-

ices, known as representuciones,

transmit cash and messages by air from

the miners to their relatives or friends

in Ciudad Boli\ai and elsesvhere in

Venezuela Some equipment makeis,

including »)ne American engmeet from

I'exas, have set up shop iii Ciudad

Bolivar to supph mechanical rigs and

pumping platft>rms for deep water and

river work in some of the more intense-

ly mined areas. the> lU these rigs in

b> air

A miner's life is a long senes of

wanderings, searchings. btnuns. and

blowouts One miner I knew was a

man in his forties frt)in Sicih . who
prideil himself on his home baked

bread When I lust encounieied hinion

a mountainlop man) hours upstream

by can«x.' from I'riman, he was on the

last six months of a four year stretch

spent there with his Pemon liuli.in



In the village of San Salvador de

Paul, a miner from the island of

Barbados and a shopkeeper relax

in the latter's grocery store.

The village has grown with the

discovery of fresh diamond deposits.

helper. Every six months, having

mined just enough to pay oft his debt

to Ramon Pena, he had come
downriver to Uriman to sell what dia-

monds he had, get new provisions (on

credit), and throw a good drunk. He
spoke of the work in the mines as diffi-

cult, but said proudly, "No one tells

me when to get up in the morning."

Whenever he could manage it, he

would fly out of the airstrip at Uriman
to Ciudad Bolivar, there to spend his

gains on liquor and women until the

money ran out. Miners, like horse-

players, most often die broke. There

are fabulous tales told on the riverfront

in Ciudad Bolivar of miners who blew

$10,000 in two weeks and had nothing

to show for it at the end.

As a seller, the miner is at the bottom

of a long marketing chain, which

stretches from the remotest parts of

Venezuela, Brazil, and other parts of

the Amazon area to local centers, such

as Ciudad Bolivar, to national metrop-

olises, such as Caracas and Sao Paulo,

and on to the world market centers of

New York, London, and Amsterdam.

The miner sells his diamonds to the

comerciantes or to local diamond
buyers, many of whom are financed by

firms in Ciudad Bolivar. If there is a

boom going on, these buyers arrive

with thousands of bolivars in cash,

which is usually in an attache case

chained to their wrist. Once at the

boom camp, a buyer sets up a stand

with scales and a magnifying eyeglass

and awaits the miner. As one buyer, a

Lebanese, confided to me, the whole

game for the buyer is to classify the

diamonds into as low a category as pos-

sible, in order to manage a suitable

profit margin. During a boom, many
buyers are present and the miner can

go from one to another if he does not

like the price offered for his lot of dia-

monds. But if there is no boom, he will

have to sell to the available local buyer,

in order to meet expenses.

Diamonds fall into three categories:

taila, the best class, are high-quality

stones with no defects; industrial, the

next lowest category, represents the

bulk of Venezuelan production; /o«do,

the lowest category, is almost worth-

less. Stones are paid for according to

size, quality, and condition (internal

defects or surface scars diminish the

value). While prices respond to world

market fluctuations, the buyers on the

Caroni are quick to point out that a drop

in the world market price reaches the

mines in twenty-four hours while a rise

in the market may take up to fifteen or

twenty days to reach the mines. The
companies in New York and London
simply send out orders to "buy more,

buy more." The buyer, then, must be

willing to pay just enough to get the

miner to sell and just little enough to

earn his 5 percent when he resells in

Ciudad Bolivar.

Buyers who do not judge correctly

will soon experience severe losses, and

all of them have their ups and downs.

When asked about the percentage gain

on a transaction, one buyer had this to

say: "Well, that depends a lot on the

ability of the buyer and of the seller

since there are diamonds with imper-

fections—containing carbon, badly

scratched, or of wrong color. The most

common color, the white, has the most

value. But when there is a defect, not

even the buyer really knows the value.

Ramon Pena is the most important

diamond buyer and merchant in the

vicinity of the Los Frijoles and

Guacharaca mines. Although he owns

a house in Ciudad Bolivar, he prefers

the relaxed life style at Uriman.

'^



I have had times when I have lost

10,000 bolivars [$2,500] in one lot of

diamonds. Sometimes I have gained 5,

10, and even 20 percent. But not all the

time."

The next level of the chain, after the

local buyer, is the intermediary in Ciu-

dad Bolivar, where a number of small

firms buy diamonds for export. Some
firms are one-man operations; others

consist of two or three partners, work-

ing with their own capital or with that

of foreign companies. One interme-

diary, for example, is a representative

of a Belgian firm. He has his group of

agents, who buy diamonds in the mines

for him. He gives them their percent-

age and then exports the diamonds to

Belgium. He also buys directly.

The local buyer who only resells

within Venezuela pays for a permit

from the consejo municipal of the dis-

trict he buys in. The exporter, how-

ever, must pay a 3 percent tax on the

market value of all diamonds he ex-

ports. At the Ministry of Mines and

Hydrocarbons, officials weigh and cal-

culate the value of the diamonds, give

the exporter a form that indicates the

amount of his tax, and send him to the

bank to pay it.

From the miner's point of view, the

constraints of the market are just the

price one must pay for going where one

wills or where the action is . Some com-

plain that diamond price rises are much
slower to reach the mines than are

drops in the value of their diamonds.

They know full well the disparity be-

tween the prices of food and clothing

in Ciudad Bolivar and those at Uriman

or the mine. And they know that gradu-

ally the lands of the upper Caroni and

similar areas are being consolidated

into concessions. But the miners will

hang on as long as they can in small

fKJckets such as those at Los Frijoles.

Many of them left home so long ago

that there is no place to which they

could return, even if they could afford

to get back.

The process of consolidation will

gradually overtake these indep>endent

miners, as the shifting mining frontier

is transformed into an assemblage of

extractive industries manned by the

employees of huge national and mul-

tinational firms. The chain of market

exploitation will be merged into the

vertical structure of the modern cor-

poration, and the free-lance miner will

become a wage-laborer, insofar as he

survives at all. D
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Arts

ABORIGINAL ARTS-CRAFTS. Australian books de-

tail Pitiantjatjara, others. Order free listings. Boonn-

erangMan, 310-B Park, Monroe, LA 71201

GOLD NUGGET NECKLACE $95, includes 14k solid

gold chain Nugget is 50,000,000 years old. Free bro-

chure and color photos Gold Authentics, Box 147,

LaSalle, Colorado 80645

MASKS from the Solomon Islands. $25—$1 75, re-

quest photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

PRECOLUMBIAN GOLDEN JEWELRY Replicas, gift-

boxed, from $4.95, Lin'Pat International, 517 East

77th Street, New York, NY 10021

WILDLIFE IN UNBELIEVABLE DETAIL through

scratchboard art. Limited edition lithographs by
young artist whose future will enhance their value

Satisfaction guaranteed. Write for brochure. Pro-

vider's, 1984 64th Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL

33702

Book Publishers

BOOK PUBLISHING—manuscripts and inquiries in-

vited Ficton, nonfiction and poetry Free "Authors'

Guide to Publication" Write: Dorrance & Company,
Dept, AA, 35 Cricket Terrace. Ardmore, PA 19003

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors.

Publicity, advertising, beautiful books. All subjects

invited. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manu-
script report Carlton Press, Dept. NHL, 84 Fifth Ave-
nue, New York 10011

WRITERS NEEDED by literary agent Free brochure.

Mullenix Agency, NH 979. 4210 University, Peoria.

Illinois 61614. Agent's Handbook—$3.00

Books

"AGAINST INFINITY." an anthology of contemporary
nnathematical poetry "Against Infinity" relates poetry

to mathematics in many different and interesting

ways 51 authors in America and Europe contribute

75 compositions selected from 600 submissions
,

.

includes famous and unknown mathematicians and
poets Paper $8,95, cloth $17, Primary Press, Parker-

ford, PA 19457

LOOKING FOR A BOOK? Librarians search world-

wide titles or subjects plus 150,000 indexed stock

PAB, 291 8 Atlantic, Atlantic City, NJ 08401 (609) 344-

1943

NATURAL HISTORY, BIRD BOOKS, Out-of-Print.

Rare Catalogues $1 , Search Service, Patricia Led-

lie—Bookseller, Box 46, Buckfield. ME 04220 (207)

336-2969

NATURAL HISTORY BOOKS Rare, Out-of-Print,

Special Limited Edition imports. North American
Agent for publications of the British Museum (Natural

History). Rudolph Wm. Sabbot—Natural History

Books, PO. Box 772, Woodland Hills, CA 91365
(21 3)346-7164

OUT-OF-PRINT. SCARCE, Zoology. Botany, Orni-

thology, Colorplate, etc. Catalogues $1 00 Book
Chest, 19 Oxford Place, Rockville Centre. NY 1 1570

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
3,000 titles, all subjects' Free catalogue: Hamilton.

98 55 Clapboard, Danbury, CT06810

"TROPICA"—Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants. 7,000

color ohotos, 1120 pages, $115. Request circular.

Roehr',, Box 125, E Rutherford, NJ 07073

Camps

OUTDOOR TRAVEL CAMPS explore New England

and the West Coast Small, coed, 4 and 8 weeks (July

and August) Bike, hike, backpack, canoe, rock-

climb, cave-exploie 22nd year 103 Coffee House
Road, Killington, VT 05751 (802)422-3532

Collectors' Items

INDIANHEAD&LINCOLNCENTS,1880's—1949,33
different—$2.99, Catalogue 250, Edel's. Carlyle, IL

62231

SPECTACUUVR CRYSTAL FORMATIONS and min-

eral clusters of Europe, Mexico, and South America.

Drop by and see the finest collection of display and
collector pieces in northeast United States. Open
Saturdays. Please call (212)243-6205 for hours

Crystal Resources, 178 W Houston St (just off 6th

Ave). NYC

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through international

correspondence. Illustrated brochure freel Hermes-
Verlag, Box 110660/NH, Berlin 11, West Germany

ORIENTAL WOMEN SEEK CORRESPONDENCE for

cultural exchange, language practice, friendship

Asian Exchange, Stehekin. WA 98852

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA . . NEW ZEALAND WANT YOU! 1 55.000

Jobs! Paid transportation! New report! 2$—Money-
back guarantee! Australia Commission, Dept 894-

C1 1 National Press Building, Washington, DC 20045

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Di-

rectory and complete information—$2 00 Interna-

tional Opportunities. Box 19107-RZ. Washington, DC
20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings—all occupations! Free details . . .

Intermountain-

4Y, 3506 Birch, Cheyenne. WY 82001

TEACHERS—ADMINISTRATORS: School, college

openings: USA. $5 95 Abroad $5.95. Placement
sources USA. $4 95; abroad, $4.95 EISF, Box 662,

Newton. MA 02181

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 coun-

tries! Sampler: 5/$2.98 Free Brochure. Multi-

newspapers, Box DE-20B. Dana Point, CA 92629

Gifts

BOOMERANGS—INCREDIBLE RETURN! Unique

gift, fun sport. Order free catalogue. Fast service!

BoomerangMan, 31 0-B Park, Monroe, LA 71201

HAVE YOUR NAME(S) WRITTEN in Ancient Egyptian

Hieroglyphic style Send stamped envelope for de-

tails: C Banks, Box 309, Hollis, NY 1 1423

NATURAL CYPRESS WOOD FURNISHINGS, clocks,

gifts Free brochure Natural Forest, 1815 South Fed-

eral Highway, Boynton Beach, FL 33435

PRE-CHRISTMAS DELIVERY on orders received by

Dec. 10 Solid brass 3&4 prong swivel hooks. Classy

touch lor home or on board 3 prong $1 9 95. pair $35.

4 prong $8 95. pair $15 $1 for ship & hand!. Send
check or charge to VISA, M C by phone (312) 367-

0980 or send charge card account number/

expiration date Marine Salvage, Dept NH, P Box

782, 280 Deerpath, Lake Forest, IL 60045

Gourmet Interests

AUTHENTIC PENNSYLVANIA DUTCH RECIPES, in-

cluding fabulous Lemon Sponge Pie $2 to Dutch

Recipes, 4803 Knickerbocker, Houston, TX 77035

FUDGE, DIVINITY, English Toffee. Truffles, Peanut
Brittle, hand-dipped chocolates, nut clusters, turtles

and much more made on Historic Miner Street One.
two. three and five pound boxes of homemades, nuts

and chews, creams or vaneties $7.95 a pound in-

cludes mailing. Augustson's Candy Shop, 106 W.
Miner Street. Yreka, CA 96097

#1 —CHINESE COOK BOOK! Pel Mel's two cloth vol-

umes Full color recipes, $18 95. Free gift with orders
postmarked by December 10 Lin'Pat International,

517 East 77th Street, New York, NY 10021

SIX PROVINCIAL FRENCH RECIPES for Amencan
kitchens. Air mailed to you. $3.00. Madame De-
menge. NH. 52 Avenue Ren6 Coty, 75014, Paris,

France

VERMONT MAPLE SYRUP—GRADE A. Pure, Natu-

ral. Delicious Quart (East) $9 75; (Florida. West of

Miss) $10 75 Recipes Perfect Gift. Write for Free

Brochure, Vermont Cheese. Maple Sugar, etc. From
Vermont. Inc. RD#2. Ames Hill, Box A-7NH, West
Brattleboro, VT 05301

Government Surplus

"GOVERNMENT SURPLUS DIRECTORY." Buy 500,-

000 items (including Jeeps) . low as 2e on dollar!

Most complete information available—$2 00 Surplus

Disposal, Box 19107-RZ, Washington. DC 20036

JEEPS—$35.20—CARS—$23 50^50.000 items!

Government Surplus—Most Comprehensive Direc-

tory Available tells how. where to buy—Your Area

—

$2.00—Moneyback Guarantee—Government Infor-

mation Services. Box 99249-DC10, San Francisco.

CA 94109

Maps

MAPS OF THE WORLD AND UNITED STATES. All in

full color. Send 25(J for catalogue. Pequoig Farm,

Dept, NH, 3346 Chestnut Hill, Athol, MA 01331

Merchandise

FINE WALKING STICKS AND CANES. Free color bro-

chure Marchele Co Dept NHD, 720 Fort Washing-
ton Ave., New York, NY 10040

FOR PUREST WATER—All pyrex vented water distil-

lers, fully automatic No moving parts. Guaranteed,
Scientific Glass Company, Dept. NH, 1317 Vassar

N.E,, Albuquerque. New Mexico 87106

INSECT NETTING, sleeping bag liners, totebags.

aprons, potholders, shower curtains, bath sheets . .

Free catalogue, swatches Clothcrafters NH. Elkhart

Lake, W! 53020

Optics

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng bin-

oculars since 1 923 Alignment performed on our U.S.

Navy collimator. Free catalogue and our article

"Know Your Binoculars," published in Audubon Mag-
azine Mirakel Optical Co , Inc., 331 Mansion St,,

West Coxsackie. NY 12192 (518) 731-2610

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, BUSHNELL, SWIFT binoculars,

telescopes, and accessories Send stamp tor dis-

count list Specify literature desired Large stock.

Orders filled postpaid day received Birding, Box 5N.

Amsterdam. NY 12010

Photography

BIRDERS, NATURALISTS, PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Highest quality 35mm slides from the collection of the

Cornell University Laboratory of Ornithology Birds,

wildflowers, reptiles, amphibians. Free catalogue.

Dept, 44, 159 Sapsucker Woods Road, Ithaca, NY
14850



COLOR FILM PROCESSING from 35 mm, 120. 220
negative films All printed as 5x7" enlargements 36
exposures $18 00. 24 exposures $12 00. 20 expo-

sures $10 (DO 16 exposures $9 00 12 exposures
$7 50 Add 10% S & H charges Send check to Tocky
Run Photo. 1438 SOM Center. Cleveland. OH 44124

HAVE CAMERA. WILL TRAVEL' What photographs

do you need' III obtain Ihem' WAS Productions.

31 ISWheat St . Columbia. SC 29205(803) 256-8887

SAY MERRY CHRISTMAS to your favorite photog-

rapher! Photoviews and Index, monthly review of cur-

rent photographic reading with descriptive com-
ment Essential for Well Informed Amateur. Pro! $24
yearly. $2 sample Photoviews & Index. Box 33323.
San Diego. CA 92103

Real Estate

CARIBBEAN Chace, unspoiled, oceanfroni proper-

lies Free sales packet Write Robert Allen. Broker.

Cossayuna. NY 12823

FREE' Big Fall-Holiday Catalogue' Over 5.400
country properties described, pictured' Land.

Farms. Homes. Businesses. Recreation. Retirement

buys! Selected tjesi ihruout the U S Over 700 of-

fices. 43 states All Across America' Yours Free from

the World's Largest' Strout Really Inc
. 60 E 42nd

SI . Depi 5390. New York. NY 10017

FREE 288PAGE CATALOGUE Describes and
pictures over 2.600 farms, ranches, acreages, busi-

nesses and town and country homes from coast to

coast United Farm Agency Inc .2045-U Railway Ex-

change BIdg .
611 Olive St St Louis. MO63101 Ph

Toil-Free 800-821-2599. Mo res ph Toll-Free 800-

892-5785

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $7 50/ACRE'
Homesites. farming, vacationing, investment oppor-

lunilies' "Governmenl Land Buyers Guide " plus na-

tionwide listings—$2 00 Surplus Lands, Box 19107-

RZ, Washington. DC 20036

SURPLUS LAND FROM $3 50/ACREi' 1979 Buyer s

Guide shows how' Vacation' Investment' $2
Money-back guarantee' Surplus Lands Bureau. 894-

E 1 1 t>/alional Press Building, Washington. DC 20045

ftoaorta

ENJOY SOUTHEASTERN ARIZONA Our area is se-

cluded and uncommercial Outstanding birding Ex-

cellenl nature study opportunities Trails, wilderness
lor hiking, backpacking, etc Comfortably mild Chiri-

cahua Mountain climate year rourvl Collages, apan-
menls. pool Free brochure, birdlist Cave Creek
Rar>ch, Box F, Portal, A2 85632

HISTORIC OLD SAN JUAN Charming, restored stu-

dio Cornplele kitcfien, linen service, A/C. TV $225
weekly Brochure Eugene Brown. #53 Callo Cfislo,

San Juan. Puerto Rico 00901

LITTLEST SIMONS ISLAND. Georgia Enioybirding.
hikin(^, photography, beachcombing or |ust relaxing

on this beautiful, secluded. 12.000-acre island with

miles of unspoiled ocean beaches Maximum of

10- 15 guests Excellent food ProlessK>nal naluralisis

on stall Lillle St Sirrxxis Island. Box 1096-N. Si

Simons Island. GA 31522

NEW MEXICO Guided tours—wtldllowers, birds.

prehistoric dwellings Boar Mountain Ranch, Silver

City, NM 88061 (605) 538-2538

Stamps

BIRDS ON POSTAGE STAMPS from many countries

25 dillereni 3S« Geo Ford. PC Box 5203-M. Quit-

port. FL 33737

125 DIFFERENT WORLDWIDE, plus 25 Nature on
stamps Approvals Tom Sawyer. Box 472. Durham
NH 03824

Tours/Trips

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS SKI TOURS—Enjoy

the exhilaration and beauty of a northern winter m the

company of expert naturalist guides Each cross-

country skiing vacation is live days Limited to eight

guests Geared to beginners, intermediates and ex-

perts Daily sopurns into the 18.000-acre St Regis
Wilderness Area and its "forever wild" lakes, ponds,
forests and mountains Excellent winter birdmg and
chance to observe habitats of deer, beaver bobcat,

coyote, bear. fox. olter. pine marten, fisher, mink
Evenings spent in cozy backcountry lodge Hearty
homecooked meals Fireside programs feature

noted ecologists. historians, photographers, conser-

vationists Adirondack Ski Tours. McMaster Rd
.

Saranac Lake. NY 12983 (518) 891-1080

ADVENTURES— OBSERVE WHALES during winter

breeding. January through April, in Mexico's la-

goons. Sea of Cortez. Maui Hawaii, and Hudson's
Bay Wildlife and natural history trip to Kenya. Zam-
bia. Zaire. Rwanda, and Galapagos Small groups
conducted by expert leaders Write for catalogue
Adventures International. 4421-N Albert. Oakland.
CA 94619

DAYTRIPS IN EUROPE lor do-it-yourself travelers'

Lei our unique publications guide you through unu-

sually fascinating places Ideal lor railpass users

Free catalog Great ihps. Box 5199-N. New York. NY
10017

COSTA RICA NATURAL HISTORY TOUR Feb 2-17.

1980 2 weeks exploring the natural communities of

this beautiful varied land Rainforests desert, moun-
tains Expert naturalist guide Many other natural his-

tory tours Write Sooth American Wilderness Adven-
tures. 1 760-CN Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707

EVEREST AND SIKKIM 1980 nature Ireks with Bob
and Linda Fleming, naturalists, authors ("Birds ol

Nepal. Kathmandu Valley") Everest National Park

April-May (23 days) Sikkim (Kangchen|unga) Oci-

Nov (25 days) Himalayan birds, mammals, plants,

peaks. Sherpas Nature Himalayas. 2726 Mocking-
bird, Kalamazoo Ml 49008

EXPLORE GUATEMALA/PERU Two-week hiking,

carxjeing and backpacking tours in Guatemala arid

Peru are designed lo explore Itie natural wonders,

archaeologicaT treasures and diverse cultures of

these extraordinary countries Write High Country

Passage, Box 1 too NH Hamilton MT 59840

HIMALAYAN TRAVEL. INC Trekking expeditions in

the Everest. Annapurna and Langlang areas ol

Nepal Box 481. Greenwich. CT 06830 (203) 329-

8013/661 -4551

KENYA CAMPING SAFARIS. $150 each daily Bro-

chure and references Irom Lowis. Box 49538. Nairobi

LUANGWA VALLEY AND THE KALAHARI DESERT
The Lunngwa fx)lds the greatest concenlrnlion and
variety of wildlife anywhere Tfie Kalahari offers wild

lite plus the opportunily lo erKOunler the tabled Kala-

hari bushmen Visits to Kafue National Park and Vic-

toria Falls also included Special departure March 28.

1980 Land portion $2782 00 per person, plus air

tare Brochure Irom Zambia Ainways. One Rocke-
feller Pla/a. New York. NY10O20

NATURALIST GUIDED TOURS WEST TEXAS AND
MEXICO Rafting, hiking, backpacking, bus Univer-

sity or ConlinuirK) Education credit as appropnale
Write Education Oapartmeni. CMhuahuanjjeeen Re-

search Institute, Box 1334. Aiptne. TX 79630

Wildeimesa E^scpedltloiia!

• tiana% Group '(« n«>l«ti4«

Pl^ciric Se^ Flut Tourt
S30 Broadtwy Sum 1224 INI

SanOiago.CA 92101

So 0»|. «M l» H a M lANOING

Space ftili avaiiabi* on our Christmas trip DEC. 26 JAN. 2

NEPAL. PERU. PAKISTAN. AFRICA—hiking, nature
and mountain expeditions all over the world 72-

page four-color 1980 catalogue available Include

$1 lor postage Mountain Travel 1398-NH Solano Av-

enue. Albany. CA 94706

NEPAL SRI LANKA INDIA—Small group natural his-

tory explorations support kx;al conservation proiecis
Journeys Box 7545NH. Ann Artxjr. Ml 48107

ROAM THE WORLD BY FREIGHTER' Deluxe accom-
modations Cheaper than staying home' TravLtips.

163-09B590 Depot. Flushing. NY 1 1356

SACRED MONKEY EXPEDITIONS international river

expedition Mexico and Guatemala Expkjration of

the Usumacinta River & its ancient l^ayan jungle

cities Bonampak. Yaxchilan. Piedras iJegras. Pa-

lenque Two weeks, Feb- -April Write Silverstar Box
363N, Jerome, AZ 86331

SOUTHWEST SAFARIS Bushflying-^Jeeping—Rait
ing—Hiking Natural history expeditions explore re

mote southwestern Ironliers Qeotogy/Arche
ology/Bolany Brochure PO Box 945(NH). Santa
Fe. NM 87501

WASHINGTON WILDFLOWER SAFARIS See the

fabulous wildflowers of tfie Cascades and Olympics
with prolessional naturalist Brads Tours, 401 E

Mercer #31D, Seattle. WA 98102

WILDLIFE VACATIONS in ScWIand. Orkney, Shel
land, Iceland Write lnlematior>al Airmail Caledonian
Wildlife Services, Kingsmills Gardens, Inverness IV?
3LU, Scotland

WINDJAMMER ADVENTURE—Sail the Caribbean
aboard or)e of four great sailing ships Weekly depar
lures starting at $350 Includes meals cabin, wine
Wnle or Call Windiammer 41 East 42nd S» . NYC
t0OI7(2t2)697'4O21
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Celestial Events
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Sun and Moon During December, the sun moves east through the

stars of Ophiuchus and Sagittarius into the most southerly part of the

ecliptic. It's low, short diurnal path brings short days and long nights

to the Northern Hemisphere. The earliest sunset of the year occurs on

December 8, the winter solstice (shortest day of the year) occurs on

December 22, and the latest sunrise on January 4.

The moon illuminates the sky from dusk to dawn at the beginning

of December but then quickly moves into the morning sky. The evening

moon shows up again about the 22nd and remains until the first week
of January. Full moon is on December 3, last-quarter on the 11 th, new
moon on the 19th, and first-quarter on the 26th. The next full moon
will be on January 2, last-quarter on January 10, and new moon on

January 17.

Stars and Planets The moon occults a bright star or planet five times

in December and again five times in January, but only the occultations

of Aldebaran on December 30 and January 26 are visible from North

America.

The choice for the "Christmas Star" this year must fall between

Venus, which becomes visible as a bright evening star, and the configu-

ration of Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn in the sky near Regulus, the bright

star of Leo. Technically, Venus is the only planet in the December

evening sky (except for Neptune during the first two weeks). It becomes

visible low in the west-southwest soon after sundown, setting shortly

after dark. Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn are all morning stars, but rise well

before midnight. The best show can be seen at about dawn, when very

bright Jupiter is high in the south, rapidly brightening Mars is close by,

Regulus is to its right, and Saturn to its left. The moon will also be

in the vicinity from December 9 to 12. Unfortunately, none of this

month's bright planets is placed where it can appear on the Star Map.

December 3: The moon is near the star Aldebaran tonight.

December 7: Mercury is at greatest westerly elongation, well placed

for viewing as a morning star. Look for it low in the east after dawn
during the first two weeks of the month.

December 9-12: The waning moon passes Regulus, Mars, Jupiter,

and Saturn in succession. It is nearest Regulus on the 9th, Mars and

Jupiter on the night of the 10th, and Saturn on the 1 1th.

December 13: Mars and Jupiter are in conjunction. Mars moves from

right to left past Jupiter, but the two will remain close for several months.

December 14: The Geminid meteor shower (50 per hour) reaches

maximum.
December 21: The crescent moon is near Venus tonight.

December 22: Solstice. Winter begins at 6: 10 a. m. , EST.
December 27: Jupiter begins its retrograde (westerly) motion.

December 30: The moon occults Aldebaran about 10:00 p. m. , EST,
visible in the eastern, southeastern, and southern United States

January 5-9: The moon again passes close to Regulus, Jupiter, Mars,

and Saturn. It will be nearest Regulus on the 5th, Jupiter and Mars on

the night of the 6th, and Saturn on the 7th and 8th.

January 17: Mars begins its retrograde motion, taking it closer to

Jupiter and Regulus during the months ahead. The planet is now bright-

ening very rapidly.

•k Hold the Star Map so the compass direction you face is at the bottom; then

match the stars in the lower half of the map with those in the sky near the horizon.

The map is for 1 1:20p.m. on December 1; 10:20 p.m. on Decernfcief 15; 9:20

P.M. on December 31; and 8:20 p.m. on January 15; but it can be used for

an hour before and after those times.
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Books in Review

Observing Geese

THE YEAR OF THE GREYLAG GOOSE, by

Konrad Lorenz. Harcourt Brace Jo-

vanovich. Inc., $25.00; 199pp., illus.

The Year of the Greylag Goose, a

large-format book with text by Konrad
Lorenz and photography by Sybille

and Klaus Kalas, is meant to adorn the

living room coffee table, where it may
be thumbed through at leisure, not to

be tucked away on the shelf of a li-

brary. The pictures, largely the work

of Sybille Kalas, are beautiful in them-

selves and remarkably illustrative of

the behavior and habitat of the graylag

goose, which has been extensively

studied by Lorenz and his coworkers

for many years. As Lorenz indicates in

his postscript, "The real story in this

book is told by the photographs," and

this is just as well, for certain aspects

of the text are disturbing even when
one realizes that this is not intended to

be a scientific document, but a light-

hearted and enjoyable story for the lay

person with some interest in nature.

It is amazing how instructive first-

class nature photography can be.

Words could not possibly describe the

technique geese use in landing as well

as the photographs that illustrate this

behavior. Courtship, mating, aggres-

sive behavior, parental care, and the

behavior of goslings from hatching to

first flight are all clearly documented in

excellent pictures.

In all probability, many readers will

open this book, admire the photo-

graphs, read the fairly extensive leg-

ends accompanying each one, and

hardly glance at the text. This is how
most people respond to large books
with many pictures. But a careful read-

ing of the text leaves me with mixed
emotions. There is, of course, admira-

tion for the extensive knowledge
Lorenz has acquired of the biology of

these birds, for his obvious affection

for his subjects, for the dedication that

he and his associates have toward their

work, for their love of nature and its

beauty. All of these messages are clear

in both text and pictures.

But there is also the story of Su-

sanne-Elisabeth Breit and Janos Froh-

lich; the subsequent "unfaithfulness"

of Susanne and her "passion" for

Ado, followed by her death and Ado's

"dumbstruck" grief . Then Ado comes
to adore Selma, who already has a hus-

band, Gurnemanz, and three young-

sters. How did this soap opera get into

a book about geese? But this is not a

soap opera, and the characters in this

story are geese! According to Lorenz,

"pair formation ('marriage') among
greylag geese follows exactly the same
course as with ourselves" and "geese

possess a veritably human capacity for

grief." He feels that these statements

are objective, not anthropomorphic.

Others would disagree and describe the

behavior in less human terms than

love, hate, friendship, seduction. It is



by Madeline L. Cooper

not particularly edifying to talk about

a "loveless copulatory relationship,"

an "unloved mistress," and a "me-
nage a trois" when describing repro-

ductive behavior of geese.

The latter portion of the book de-

scribes the raising of geese—from the

time they hatch until maturity—by
human caretakers. Geese raised in this

manner are very tame, allowing the

caretaker to approach closely and make
detailed behavioral observations that

would not be possible with wild birds.

-^-^"S
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Jack Daniel Distillety. Lem Motlow. Prop . Inc

.

Route 1. Lynchburg (Pop 361). Tennessee 37352



Discover!! the fascinating
world of I! bird behavior.

I

; This first field guide to behavior offers a

j
j unique approach to bird watching by provid-

i
I ing a key to understanding the visual and

j vocal language of 25 common birds.

j^ "Even the most experienced bird watcher
r»"' will find fascinating details of behavior
V previously unnoticed."

-ROGER PASQUIER

"One of the best birding books I

have ever seen." -ROGER CARAS

AGUIDETO
THE BEHAVIOR
OFCOMMON

BIRDS
DonaldW.Stokes

25 Original Illustrations by

J. Fenwick Lansdowne

Little, Brown $9.95

Discover the ancient
birthplace ofcivilization
with the lengendary archaeologists and their excit-

ing discoveries of lost kingdoms, treasures, and
Biblical lands. Here are Claudia and Mary Rich,

Henry Rawlinson, and Leonard Woolley; Nineveh,

Khorsbad, Tell Asmar, Ur-of-the-Chaldees, and
much more, dramatically unveiled in an exotic story

of extraordinary courage, triumph, and tragedy.

RETURN TO
BABYLON

TRAVELERS, ARCHAEOLOGISTS
AND MONUMENTS IN MESOPOTAMIA

BRIAN M. FAGAN
Illus. with 30 full-page photographs, map. $14.95

Little, Brown

Being a human foster parent to gos-

lings is a time-consuming, arduous

task. Lorenz's group have been per-

fecting their technique for many years,

and they are quite successful although

he notes that human-raised geese tend

to have more accidents when learning

to fly than do those geese raised by their

natural parents.

Lorenz describes ethology as behav-

ioral research based on the description

of behavior patterns. What is the ad-

vantage of formulating these descrip-

tions in terms of human society? Why
try to make geese into little people?



Lorenz makes disparaging remarks

about those who use experimental

rather than purely descriptive tech-

niques to study behavior. Yet his tech-

nique of raising young geese away

from their parents is in itself an experi-

mental procedure.

Madeline L. Cooper is a research as-

sociate in the Department of Animal
Behavior at the American Museum of

Natural History and the Department of

Psychology. Barnard College. Colum-

bia University.

ARCHEOLOGY TO MAYA MESOAMERICA
February 16 to March 9, 1980
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Sky Reporter by John A. Eddy

How Constant Is the Sun?
Possible small variations in solar radiation have
been measured but whether there is significant

long-term change is still an open question

Our dependence on the sun for daily

light and heat is so obvious a fact of

our existence that it is often forgotten.

In truth we owe much more than light

and heat to this one star: all our food,

through a chain of life that begins in

simple plants and aquatic forms; the

oxygen we breathe (replenished by

photosynthesis in plants); and nearly

all the energy we have ever used. In

harnessing wind and water power, we
reap the solar energy that drives the

atmosphere and cycles the water from
oceans to air; in burning wood or coal

or petroleum, we are harvesting the

sunlight that fell upon the earth in ages

past.

A realization of our utter depend-

ence on this burning ball of gas, 93

million miles away, leads to old and

eminent questions: Is the sun a con-

stant fire? How do its outputs vary?

And how susceptible are we to known
or suspected variations? Our fate

would be dire indeed were the sun to

go out altogether or loom suddenly to

explosive, nova brightness. But what

of smaller, more probable changes in

the sun's total input of light and heat

to the earth—the so-called solar con-

stant? What results from more subtle

changes in the ultraviolet radiation

from the sun or its output of atomic

particles or its magnetic fields? Could
it be that terrestrial weather, for ex-

ample, is controlled by varying inputs

from the sun?

In fact, the sun is the engine that

drives our atmosphere, creating winds

and rain and clouds and snow.
Changes—even minor ones—in the

sun's inputs to the earth could alter at-

mospheric temperature, circulation.

and composition. These solar-induced

changes, if small, could pass unrecog-

nized in the crowd of other intrinsic

variables of the atmosphere. But if

they were persistent and consistently

of one sort, their cumulative eflect

could alter the long-term average of the

weather, called climate, and through

climatic change, bend the path of

human progress. Present mathematical

models of global climate show that a

decrease of one percent in the total ra-

diation from the sun would lower the

average temperature of the earth by one
or two degrees Celsius—enough to

bring about a little ice age of the sort

that seems to have gripped Europe and

North America throughout the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries. Simi-

lar numerical simulations suggest that

a change of but 0. 1 percent in solar

flux, if continued long enough, could

bring about climatic changes of signifi-

cant social and economic impact. And
a decrease of 10 percent could be glo-

bally disastrous, inducing major gla-

ciation and perhaps an ice-covered

earth, which would thaw only after a

far greater and less likely increase of

about 50 percent.

Variations in weather and climate,

however, do not necessarily incrimi-

nate the sun. It is certainly the engine

that drives the earth's atmosphere, but

there are many other factors, including

ocean temperature and circulation,

cloud cover, and polar ice, nearly all

of which can vary on their own. The

complex atmosphere of the earth seems

capable of producing variable weather

and interesting climate even with a sun

of perfect constancy. The succession

of day and night, the march of the sea-
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sons, and now, as seems likely, the

recurrence of the awesome ice ages,

can be explained by the movements
and orientation of the earth in its orbit,

with no need for any solar variability

at all. Shorter excursions of climate

and the vagaries of daily, local weather

could follow from wholly random vari-

ations or because of any one of several

competing effects that come from

within the atmosphere itself.

Thus the question of the sun's role

in bringing on changes in weather or

climate hinges first on whether it is a

variable star.

We know, of course, that it is. With

the first telescopes, early in the seven-

teenth century, came the realization

that the sun, like all else in nature, is

ever changing. On its bright surface

were small dark spots whose positions

and number changed from day to day.

The concept of a blemished sun was at

first resisted by Western thought and

theology, although it was soon accom-

modated by the rationalization that the

dark spots were only clouds that

floated across an otherwise perfect ob-

ject. Today we know that sunspots are

deeply rooted disturbances; they mark

the places where intense magnetic

fields break through the solar surface.

These varying magnetic fields, thou-

sands of times stronger than that of the

earth, produce other, dynamic changes

on the sun and identify it as a magneti-

cally variable star. Although sunspots

appear small, their average size is

about that of the earth and the patterns

of magnetic field with which they are

associated reach far beyond their

boundaries.

Since the middle of the last century

we have also known that the sun pro-

duces sunspots in a fairly regular cycle

of about eleven years, during which

time their number, counted on any day,

rises from none or almost none, to as

many as several hundred, and then

back to zero. Most other features of

solar variability, such as the occur-

rence of solar flares, or prominences,

or transient disturbances in the corona

of the sun, seem to follow this same

rule. Thus the eleven-year sunspot

cycle has come to be synonymous with

solar variability and is probably the

best-known feature of the sun. The

physical reasons for the occurrence of

sunspots and their cyclic production

are still not clearly known, although

many characteristics of the cycle can

be adequately explained as a product

of interaction between magnetic fields

within the sun and the nature of solar
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surface rotation, through a mechanism
known as the solar dynamo. Never-

theless, the extent to which sunspots or

the processes that modulate them alter

the total radiative output of the sun is

not yet clear.

Far more effort has been spent in

searches for direct terrestrial implica-

tions of sunspots and the sunspot cycle

than has ever been given to their physi-

cal explanation. These efforts followed

originally from the assumption that

these dark, cooler features should

block some of the radiation from the

sun and thus produce a diminution of

solar heat at the earth. References to

such effects are widespread and are

found as early as the seventeenth-cen-

tury writing of Milton and in the works

of Jonathan Swift. Whether sunspots

actually decrease the total light from

the sun has never been answered with

exactitude, although we can now put

limits on the effect that make it very,

very small. At the maximum of the

cycle, when the sun is most spotted,

sunspots could reduce the total sunlight

by about 0.01 percent. It seems more
likely that this small effect is compen-

sated for, or overwhelmed by, the in-

creased radiation from nearby, brighter

areas.

Much of the attention in the past to

the practical influence of sunspots can

be attributed to the almost hypnotic at-

traction of cyclic phenomena and the

hope of finding simple keys to the pre-

diction of future events. The apparent

regularity and presumed cosmic signif-

icance of these easily seen phenomena
drew a steady stream of determined at-

tempts to link the ups and downs of

sunspot numbers with similar cyclic

features in weather, agriculture, eco-

nomics, health, and human behavior.

Scientific and popular efforts to

identify a weather connection began in

earncsi in about 1850. following the

discovery of the sunspot cycle. At first

the relationship seemed to work The

1870s. 1880s. and 1890s were charac-

leri/ed by a flurry of scientific papers

purporting to have found important

connections between the eleven-year

sunspot cycle and the weather—as

measured in nionsinins in India, rain-

fall in Sri Lanka (Ceylon), temperature

in Scotland, ot the depth of the

Thames, the Klbc, or the Nile A new
day had dawned, some said, in which

aslronoiny, through weather predic-

tion, would allow us to anticipate and

thus conquer problems that had long

plagued mankind. "The riddle of the

probable times of txrcurrence of Indian
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famines," announced solar astron-

omer Sir Norman Lockyer in 1900,

"has now been read, and they can be

for the future accurately predicted."

The prediction, we need hardly ex-

plain, lay in a pattern of recurrence

that, according to Lockyer's re-

searches, seemed to follow the ups and

downs of the sunspot cycle.

And then the bubble burst. When ex-

amined more critically, the simple con-

nections vanished one by one or faded

in the harsher light of longer records.

By and large, scientists came to recog-

nize these early, simplistic relation-

ships as accidental coincidences in lim-

ited records and examples of what

Nobel laureate Irving Langmuir called

"pathological science," in which our

own desire to find a certain result influ-

ences what we do or do not see.

More recent knowledge of both the

sun and the weather makes simple

cause-and-effect chains either unlikely

or masks them with other, possibly

random variations. They could still be

important in understanding our atmos-

phere. But to find real solar influences

and to make practical use of them in

prediction, we need first to know what

to look for and when and where. This

requires that we know not just the

sunspot number or the solar constant

but what all the variable outputs of the

sun are and how they might affect our

atmosphere, from top to bottom.

We know that the ultraviolet and

X-ray radiations from the sun vary ap-

preciably from day to day and that the

sun's outward flow of atomic particles

and magnetic fields is constantly

changing. These are minor perturba-

tions in the total budget of solar energy

we receive, and in each case affect the

earth directly only at the topmost layers

of the atmosphere . Perhaps these influ-

ences reach down to the lowest levels

of the atmosphere. But if these upper

atmosphere effects of solar variability

are to influence the weather in the

denser troposphere far below, we need

to find a way for the tail to wag the dog.

Before we can hope to identify such

subtle effects we need first to examine

the coarser, potentially more important

question of whether the total solar radi-

ation, or solar constant, varies from

day to day or year to year.

Similar reasoning led Lockyer and

other astronomers and meteorologists

of the last century to initiate a program
to answer this fundamental question.

In the 1870s instruments were devel-

oped, and in the 1880s a British pro-

gram was begun to monitor the total
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radiative flux from the sun in order to

determine whether and how it varied.

Astronomers wish they had kept at it.

Instead their efforts lasted but a few
years and then died owing to lack of

interest and funds and the difficulty of

correcting the measurements for the

varying transparency of the atmos-

phere. The latter is a serious problem.

.At the surface of the earth, in India,

where the British measurements of

1880 were started, the murky, chang-

ing atmosphere transmits at most 60
percent of the sunlight, requiring a the-

oretical correction for the remaining 40
percent and putting severe constraints

on final accuracy.

When British efforts stalled, the

challenge was taken up in the United

States by Samuel Pierpont Langley, an

American astronomer of broad abilities

who was later to become known as a

pioneer of aviation. At the time, Lang-

ley was involved in observations of the

sun and solar infrared radiation at the

Allegheny Observatory in Pittsburgh.

He recognized the problem of atmos-

pheric transmission in measuring the

solar constant and worked hard to min-

imize it. First, he expanded the concept

of the measurement to include the

spectral distribution of sunlight

—

quantitative measurements of how
much solar energy reaches us in each

small region of the spectrum. In this

way it was possible to correct more ac-

curately for atmospheric absorption

Next, Langley carried his apparatus as

high in the atmosphere as he could go:

in 1878 to Pike's Peak and in 1881 10

Mount Whitney in California.

When in 1887 Langley accepted a

new position as secretary (dircclin) of

the Smithsonian Institution he organ-

ized an Astrophysical Observatory in

which the solar c<inslant program

played a major part. To help him,

Langley hired young Charles Greeley

Abbot in 1846. It was a gotxl choice,

for Abbot, an aslronomer, stayed with

the solar constant measurements at the

Smithsonian for more than (ifiy years,

until 1457, when measurements were
at last discontinued. His own interest

in the solar constant and spectral data

never llagged. and when he died in

147.^ at 101. Abbot was still at work
on their interpretation.

Under .Xhhots direction, mca.surc-

menls of the solar constant and spectral

radiance were made every possible day

at an evolving chain of mountainlop

stations around the world— in Califor-

nia, Arizona, New Mexico, North

Carolina. Kgypt. Algeria, and South
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Hilda Simon
A unique, invaluable guide for

beginning and expert enthusiast
alike, featuring:

• 208 full-color illustrations

• all U.S. species—grouped by
color, pattern, and size

• small snakes shown life size;

none less than Va actual size
• venomous species underlined

in red
• information on courtship, group
characteristics, and food habits

• location and range map for

each species
Bibliography, index.

$8.95 DOD
79 Madison Ave.. New Irbrk, N.Y 10016 ""^^

Africa—and at sea-level stations in

Miami and Washington, D.C. During

this extended measurement program,

surely the longest in the history of as-

tronomy, Abbot became convinced

that he had found real variations in the

solar constant. The variations he re-

ported were between 0. 1 percent and

1 percent and Abbot believed they re-

curred in cycles, the longest of which

was about two sunspot cycles, or

twenty-two years. Critics, during and

since, pointed out that the fluctuations

found by Abbot at one station were not

confirmed by similar data from another

and thus should be attributed to

changes in the atmosphere of the earth.

To many. Abbot's long vigil served

chiefly to demonstrate that the solar

constant was constant to within our

ability to measure it from the ground.

With the age of rockets and satel-

lites, new efforts were mounted to

measure the solar constant from above

the atmosphere, where the measure-

ment of intrinsic solar variability

should be possible. In the late 1960s

a number of these measurements were

made from rockets, spacecraft, bal-

loons, and high-altitude aircraft. They
brought a new appreciation of the diffi-

culty of the problem, for the values re-

ported were not in close agreement.

Was this a measure of the inherent ac-

curacy of any one experiment or was
the scatter in these modern measure-

ments an indication of temporal varia-

bility of the solar constant?

To answer this a second generation

of spaceborne programs was started,

aimed not so much at absolute accu-

racy as at detecting relative, day-to-

day or month-to-month trends in the

solar constant. The first was flown on

the Mariner VI and VH spacecraft,

which provided data for about a half

year in 1969. More promising experi-

ments were placed on Nimbus 6
(launched in 1975) and Nimbus 7

( 1 978) , both of which are still in opera-

tion. Data from both these series are

less than conclusive because of the sig-

nificant corrections required for space-

craft orientation and pointing and for

known or suspected effects of instru-

ment degradation. After correction for

these effects, the 1969 Mariner data

showed possible variations at the 0.1

percent level; the Nimbus results so far

available rule out changes greater than

0.2 percent but leave open the possi-

bility of real change of a smaller

amount. Neither series can answer the

question of possible long-term change.

Thus the question of climatically sig-

nificant, short- or long-term changes in

the solar constant remains unanswered.

But other results continue to suggest

the reality of real changes in the solar

constant. Reanalysis of Abbot's data

has shown a minute variability of the

solar constant that follows the occur-

rence of bright regions, or plages, on
the sun. Not long ago, an astronomer

at the Kitt Peak National Observatory

reported a possible change in the tem-

perature of the sun based on his anal-

ysis of highly sensitive spectral lines in

the photospheric spectrum. This could

in turn represent a real change in the

solar constant, at the level of several

tenths of a percent in a few years. More
recently, two researchers at Denver

University reported that balloon flights

made with the same instrument in 1968

and 1978 to measure the solar constant

indicated a real increase of 0.4 percent

during this time. And last autumn,

rocket flights made to cross-calibrate

satellite-borne solar constant detectors

suggested a change of about the same
amount when referred to earlier, abso-

lute measurements.

Because of the importance of meas-

urements of the solar constant and the

solar spectrum to studies of both the

climate and solar physics, several na-

tional scientific panels have urged a

dedicated national program to monitor

these crucial parameters for a period

long enough to answer the question

clearly. I feel that it will take a program

of at least two sunspot cycles, or

twenty-two years, and that measure-

ments will be required from space and

ground. The effort need not be expen-

sive but longevity must be insured if

we are to avoid the fate of the British

attempts of a century ago. Such a pro-

gram will require new technology in

developing measurement standards

and careful planning to insure optimum
short-term and long-term results.

Whether the answers found tell of

major changes, minor changes, or no

changes at all, the results will surely

be of fundamental importance to astro-

physics, to atmospheric science, and

perhaps to human welfare. A definitive

measurement of the degree of varia-

bility of the various outputs of the sun

would surely be the biggest step yet

taken toward answering the age-old

question of the sun's influence on

weather and climate.

John A. Eddy is a senior scientist on

the staff of the High Altitude Observa-

tory in Boulder, Colorado.
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These socks protect and insulate your
feet as no others can. The cushion dou-
ble knit boucle Thermolactyl actually
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Sticklebacks (p. 32)

Part one of The Biology of the Stick-

lebacks, by Robin J. Wootton (New
York: Academic Press, 1977), dis-

cusses the morphology, anatomy, dis-

tribution, development, feeding, para-

sites and predators, and reproduction

of threespine sticklebacks. Part two

introduces other sticklebacks and is

followed by a 24-page bibliography.
' 'Threespine Stickleback Gasterosteus

aculeatus Linnaeus" is a short entry,

pages 665-68, in Freshwater Fishes of

Canada, by W. B. Scott and E. J.

Grossman (Ottawa: Fisheries Research

Board of Canada, 1973). Modes ofRe-

production in Fishes, by Charles M.
Breder, Jr., and Donn E. Rosen (Gar-

den City: Natural History Press,

1966), has a short chapter, with many
references, on sticklebacks.

Alfalfa Weevils (p. 36)

R. J. Dysart and William H. Day's

Release and Recovery of Introduced

Parasites of the Alfalfa Weevil in East-

ern North America (U.S. D.h. A.R.S.

Production Research Report 167) is a

report on the original research, done in

New Jersey, on the use of wasps to

control alfalfa weevils. Biological

Control by Natural Enemies, by Paul

DeBach (New York: Cambridge Uni-

versity Press, 1974), and Beneficial In-

sects, by Lester A. Swan (New York:

Harper and Row, 1964), are popular

introductions to the subject. Biological

Control, by R. van den Bosch and P.

S. Messenger (New York: Intext Edu-

cational Publishers, 1973), is an intro-

ductory textbook that treats insect ecol-

ogy, population control, and famous

cases and techniques of biological con-

trol. Another introductory-level work

is R. R. Askew 's Parasitic Insects

(New York: American Elsevier Pub-

lishing Co., 1971). InThe World ofan
Insect (New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Co., 1967), Remy Chauvin combines

information on ecology, microclimate,

and population numbers with the his-

tory of entomological discoveries.

Two compilations are Proceedings of

the Summer Institute on Biological

Control of Plant Insects and Diseases,

edited by F. G. Maxwell and F. A.

Harris (Jackson: University Press of

Mississippi, 1974), and Theory and

Practice of Biological Control, edited

byC. B. Huffaker and P. S. Messenger

(New York: Academic Press, 1977).

Juggling (p. 44)

Many juggling books, if not avail-

able at libraries, can be obtained

through magic-supply shops. Circus

Techniques, by Hovey Burgess (New
York: Thomas Y. CrowellCo., 1977),

discusses three levels of difficulty in

juggling, equilibristics, and vaulting.

The Art of Juggling, by Ken Benge
(Mountain View: World Publications,

1977), gives instructions for learning

to juggle. Other how-to books are

Want to Be a Juggler? by George De
Mott (Tulsa: Montandon Magic,

1 962); Juggling Made Easy, by Rudolf

Dittrich (Hollywood: Wilshire Book

Co., 1967); and Manual of Juggling,

by Max Holden (Chicago: Ireland

Magic Co., 1947). Benge's 3 Ball Jug-

gling (Chicago: Magic Inc., 1972) is

about one kind of juggling; The Jug-

gling Book, by Carlo (New York: Ran-

dom House, 1974), is more general.

Mona Island Iguana (p. 56)

The World of Reptiles, by Angus



Bellairs and Richard Carrington (New
York: American Elsevier Publishing

Co., 1966), isa general introduction to

the classification, physiology, and be-

havior of living reptiles of the world.

Bellairs also discusses the anatomy,

behavior, and evolution of reptiles in

a two-volume work. The Life of Rep-

tiles (New York: Universe Books,

1970). Although somewhat outdated,

Hobart M. Smith's Handbook of Liz-

ards of the United States and of Can-
ada (Ithaca: Comstock Publishing

Co., 1946), is a useful key to North

American lizards, with notes on ecol-

ogy and behavior. Two b<xiks in the

Peterson Field Guide Series, Roger
ConanI 's A Field Guide to Reptiles and
Amphibians of Eastern and Central

North America, second edition (Bos-

Ion: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1975), and

Robert Sicbbin's A Field Guide to

Western Reptiles and Amphibians
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1966),

are more up lo date. Biology of the

Reptilia. volume 7, edited by Carl

Guns and Donald W. Tinkle (New
York: Academic Press, 1977), con-

tains eight scicniific papers, which

treat such topics as senses, learning,

the reptile as an organism, and how
reptiles use the environment and in-

teract with each other. An earlier set

of scienlilic papers on population ecol-

ogy, social behavior, and physio-

logical ecology is Lizard Fcolof-y: A
Symposium, cdilcil by William W.
Milslead (Columbia: University of

Missouri Press, 1967). l-'or a discus-

sion of adaptations of plants and ani-

mals for island life see Island Hioloyy.

by Shcrwin Carkjuisl (New York: Co-
lumbia University Press, 1978).

Katharine D'Affosta

Mammals of the
Eastern United States

Second tdilion Bv WILLIAM I. HAMILTON. |r.

and )OHN O. WHITAKER, )r. The
authors describe in lively and lu-

(id prose the physical appear-
ance, ecolojjy, lite history, and
range of each ol the land mam-
mals found east of the Missis-
sippi River in this completely up-
dated and thorough revision ol

the classic 1943 eciition. The de-
tailed text contains an entirely
new set of maps, making availa-

l)le the latest information on ge-
ographical distribution. Nearly
every species is illustrated, with
many splendid new drawings
and photographs supplement-
ing the charming original draw-
ings by E.L. Poole. Handtxxjks
of American Natural History se-

ries. 92 illuilralions, 95 maps.
S19.9S

Whales
By t.|. SLDPER, with new material bv R.|. HARRISON. This classic work has
probably done more than any other book to stimulate interest in whales.
Blending scientific observations with history, art, and anecdote, it offers a
wide-ranging and fascinating introduction to cetaceans. In this edition, the
liibliographv is completely revised and a new chapter on whales and whaling
.ifldccl. ..'«)///i/s(Mf/ons. $27.50
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At the Museum

In his memoirs, Adm. Robert E.

Peary wrote: "Never have I had the

terrific majesty of the force of gravity

and the meaning of the terms 'momen-
tum' and 'inertia' so powerfully
brought home to me as in handling this

mountain of iron." The "mountain"
Peary was referring to is a fragment of

the Cape York meteorite, called the

Ahnighito, or Tent—68,085 pounds of

irregularly shaped nickel iron. It is the

largest meteoritic fragment that has

been recovered and put on display.

Early in September, the weight of

the Ahnighito meteorite once again

made itself felt, this time to a group of

workmen who were to move it from the

Hayden Planetarium, where it had

been on display since 1935, to a new
resting place in the Arthur Ross Hall

of Meteorites, now under construction.

During the first week of the operation,

workmen knocked a ten-by-twelve-

foot hole in the west wall of the Plane-

tarium and transported the Ahnighito

and another piece of the Cape York
shower, the three-ton Woman, by
crane and flatbed truck to 78th Street

and Columbus Avenue. On the morn-
ing of September 13, the Ahnighito

and Woman were moved into their new
abode. Martin Prinz, chairman of the

Department of Mineral Sciences and a

specialist on meteorites, watched the

activity with a knot of curators.

"The Cape York meteorite landed a

few thousand years ago in Green-

land," he explained. "I would say that

the original body came in at about nine

miles per second, or about 33,000

miles per hour. That's the average

speed of a meteor when it hits our

upper atmosphere. It weighed perhaps

two hundred tons and broke up in the

turbulence as it came down. We've re-

covered about fifty-eight tons of it

—

Ahnighito is the biggest piece—but a

lot more is probably in the ocean. I

figure that when it landed it must have

released the energy of 6,000 tons of

TNT. It is eight times denser than

water. A cubic foot would weigh 500

pounds
. '

'

One invertebrate paleontologist

asked Prinz if meteorites rusted.

"Do they rust? In a million years,

nothing will be left of that thing—it

will have rusted into oblivion. You
know, I would love to see it sand-

blasted and all shined up. That would
be an impressive sight."

The future Hall of Meteorites is cur-

rently a storage area for discarded ex-

hibits. A stuffed dugong and a horse

skeleton gazed imperturbably on the

workmen as they toiled about the dark

mass, which rested on a steel platform,

which in turn rested on foot-thick steel

rollers set on two girders. Massive

wooden beams shored up the floor, and

the six steel columns that will support

Ahnighito descended through jagged

holes in the floor to the basement,

where they were bolted to the floor and

set in concrete. At the top of each sup-

port, members of the Museum's metal

shop had welded their initials and the

date, "79."

The Cape York shower probably fell

on a thick ice sheet, and as the ice re-

treated, the fragments were left in situ.

Humans, migrating east across the

northern tundra, arrived in Greenland

about A.D. 1000. Their discovery of

the meteorites precipitated a premature

iron age—Eskimo knocked off flakes

from at least four of the fragments and
cold hammered them into cutting edges

for their knives and spears. The Es-

kimo must have traded the iron among
themselves since bits of Cape York
iron have been found in midden heaps

as far as 300 miles to the southwest.

Both Ahnighito and Woman reveal the

extensive hammering of their surfaces

that took place over the centuries.

In 1818, while searching for the

Northwest Passage, Sir John Ross

came across a group of 350 Eskimo
using iron tools. They told Ross of an

"iron mountain" somewhere; in Mel-

ville Bay. Although Ross did not find

the iron mountain, he did bring back

several tools that were analyzed and

found to be rich in nickel, indicating

a meteoritic origin. Later, expeditions

of various nations tried to locate the

source of the iron, but by then the Es-

kimo were being supplied with iron

tools from passing ships and had for-

gotten where it was. Finally, in 1894,

an Eskimo led Admiral Peary to a place

called Saveruluk and showed him two
chunks of iron, later named Woman
and Dog, weighing three tons and one

ton, respectively. Apparently the Es-

kimo had been hammering pieces from

the two meteorites for centuries ; within

a radius of about thirty-three feet, thou-

sands of broken basaltic hammers lit-

tered the ground. Six miles to the

Paper Tigers
On Monday, November 19,

the annual Origami Holiday
Tree was unveiled in the Roose-
velt Rotunda before a large

group of Museum employees
and volunteers. The tree, bigger

than last year's, is hung with
hundreds of new and improved
folds—from horseshoe crabs,

tarantula spiders, and snapping
dinosaur heads to pterodactyls,

cockroaches (several species),

and tigers. Visitors may view
the Origami Tree through the

first week in January.

Spanish Textiles

The early Spanish settlers

along the Rio Grande brought
'Air'! them a body of weaving
Inuiiiions—distinct from Na-
vaht) and Pueblo traditions

—

tha! produced woven blankets,

>erapes, and embroidery with

characteristic designs and
motifs. Southwest Weaving:
The Spanish Tradition, a trav-

eling exhibition organized by
the Museum of International

Folk Art in Santa Fe, will open
in the Akeley Gallery on De-
cember 14.

Family Films
The Department of Educa-

tion is presenting a series of

short live-action and animated
films on a variety of topics.

Highlights include Taleb and
His Lamb, about a Bedouin boy
whose father insists on selling

his pet lamb, and Maria of the

Pueblos, a documentary about
the well-known Pueblo Indian

who revived the ancient art of

pottery. These free films will be
shown on December 27, 28,
and 29 at 1:30 and 3:00 p.m.
in the Auditorium.

American Rocks
A collection of representative

American gemstone jewelry is

on display in the Hall of Miner-
als and Gems until January 3 1

.

The pieces are made exclu-

sively from native gems and
precious metals, ranging from
Maine tourmalines to Montana
sapphires and Dakota gold.

Nature Faking
Techniques for creating natu-

ral history exhibits have
evolved since the turn of the

century. Animals used to be
"stuffed"; now preparators

build a clay sculpture on the ac-

tual skeleton and stretch the

skin over a cast of the model.
Leaves and tendrils were once
made from paper and wax; now
they are formed from cellulose

acetate in a vacuum mold. For
the December Members' Pro-

gram, December 12 at 7:30
P.M. in the Auditorium, Ray-
mond de Lucia, chief preparator

at the Museum for many years,

will screen a film and discuss

the tricks of the trade used by
exhibit makers. Creating a Nat-
ural History Exhibit is free to all

Members; nonmembers may
purchase tickets for $3.00 at the

door.

African Dance
Dinizulu and His African

Dancers, Drummers, and
Singers will present an after-

noon of traditional dance and
music from Africa on Sunday,
December 2, at 2:00 p. M. in the

Auditorium. Dances include the

Egungun, a secret socief^ dance
from the Anagos, Nigeria, and
the Gumboot, a dance of South
African miners. There is no ad-

mission charge to the program.



south, Peary discovered a third source

of Eskimo iron, a partially exposed

mass with a great deal more covered

by earth. This was the Ahnighito, or

Tent. The Eskimo told Peary that the

three meteorites had been a sewing

woman and her dog who were thrown

out of heaven, along with their tent, by

the evil spirit Tornarsuk. The evidence

is strong that the Eskimo made up the

"legend," knowing that Peary be-

lieved the iron had fallen from the sky.

Peary later wrote that the Eskimo had

witnessed the Cape York shower.

Peary shipped the Dog and Woman
to New York in 1895 and returned the

next summer to excavate Ahnighito.

He built a cart, railroad tracks, and a

bridge to transport it to his 307-ton ves-

sel, the U.S.S. Hope. In the autumn of

1896, the Ho/?? arrived at the Brooklyn

Navy Yard in New York, where the

Ahnighito promptly broke the fifty-ton

floating crane that was to hoist it

ashore. After a hundred-ton crane suc-

cessfully completed the job, the Ah-

nighito was stored in the Yard, where

it remained for nine years.

Mrs. Peary, acting as her husband's

agent, wanted at least $60,000 for the

three meteorites. She wrote in 1906 to

Morris K. Jcsup, president of the Mu-
seum: "The meteorites are all 1 have

and I feel that I should make an effort

to turn them into money and invest it

so that my children will have some-

thing with which they can be educated

and fitted to earn a living."

Despite her appeal, the impecunious

Museum haggled over the price for

years; finally, thirteen years after the

meteorites had arrived in New Ytirk

and three years after they had actually

been delivered to the Museum, Mrs.

Peary accepted a check for $40,(XX).

The delivery of the Ahnighito to the

Museum in 1906 caused no little ex-

citement. Al the Navy Yard it was

again U)adcd on a barge and floated up

the East River lo a dock on East .SOih

Street. A block-long line of fourteen

teams of horses, accompanied by

crowds of street children and curious

onlookers, then hauled it across town

and set it down in the Museum's 77lh

Street archway. It was later moved to

the 81 si Street side of the Museum, and

in 19.35, the Hayden Planetarium was

built around it.

Visitors will be able to sec the Ah-

nighito. Woman, anil Dog in the fall

of 1980. when the new Arthur Ross

Hall of Meteorites is scheduled to

open.

I)i>U{;l(is J. Preston
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A Matter of Taste

The Anser Is a Goose
The question is what bird is suitable

for a traditional Christmas meal

By mid-December, all serious Amer-

icans are asking themselves the ques-

tion. What shall I serve for Christmas

dinner? Some iconoclasts I know have

opted for Chateaubriand or even lob-

ster. Italian-Americans of a traditional

sort prepare capon, elaborately stuffed.

But for most people, the mainstream,

colonial, Anglo-Saxon tradition dic-

tates a big bird. And almost invar-

iably, these days this means a turkey.

Turkeys are cheap, as cheap as any

meat source. They are widely avail-

able, and the militant seeker after qual-

ity can find them freshly killed without

waging a campaign at the butcher's.

Connoisseurs, on the other hand, serve

goose, which is equally traditional for

Christmas. But goose is expensive, not

universally marketed, and almost

never sold unfrozen. Goose, a tastier

fowl than turkey , takes a distant second

to the gobbler in modern American

Christmas celebrations.

This is exactly the reverse of the way
things used to be. Goose was the pre-

eminent Christmas bird in early

America and in England, where the tra-

dition of yuletide goose pies and roast

goose began. To be more precise, in

Raffling for the Goose, William Sidney Mount (1807-68)



bv Raymond Sokolov

England goose was the customary bird

and turkey was a special luxury. Tiny
Tim and the other poor Cratchits made
do, happily enough, with a goose in

Dicken's A Christmas Carol:

There never was such a goose. Bob said

he didn't believe there ever was such a

goose cooked. Its tenderness and flavour,

size and cheapness were the themes of uni-

versal admiration. Eked out by apple-sauce

and mashed potatoes, it was a sufficient

dinner for the whole family; indeed, as

Mrs. Cratchit said with great delight (sur-

veying one small atom of a bone upon the

dish) they hadn't ate it all at last I Yet every

one had had enough, and the youngest

Cratchits in particular were steeped in sage

and onion to the eyebrows!

Enough is as good as a feast, of

course, but when Uncle Scrooge awak-
ens from his threefold nightmare,

brimming over with Christmas spirit,

the first thing he does is buy the Crat-

chits a huge turkey. ("He never could

have stood upon his legs, that bird. He
would have snapped 'em short off in

a minute, like sticks of sealing-wax.")

The lesson this teaches is that in

Dickens's England, goose was cheap

and turkey was dear. A similar state of

affairs obtained in prerevolutionary

China when Chiang Jung-feng was
growing up on a farm outside Chengdu
in the heart of Sichuan. "Geese and

their eggs were usually cheaper than

chickens because they were bigger."

she told Ellen Schrccker when they

were preparing Mrs. Chiang's Szech-

wan Cookbook.

In other places and times, geese

have also been an ordinary feature of

barnyard life, waddling reservoirs of

fat. down, and estimable flesh. Since

they can feed themselves almost en-

tirely by grazing on inferior pasture-

land, they are simple and cheap to

raise. They can fv taught to herd

sheep, and they also make ginxi watch-

dogs, (ieesc will liercely "gtwse" an

intruder with their beaks or honk

loudly in alarm when one approaches.

The ancient Egyptians kept geese.

And the early Ri)mans revered thcin

from time immemorial, especially

after the invasion of the Gauls in the

fourth century b.c .. when. Livy re

counts, a ntKturnal raiding party of

barbarians cludcil Rome's sentries and

watchdogs, but diil not succeed in

overrunning the Capitol ine because

their stealth "diil not deceive the geese

that were kept there as sacred birds v>f

Juno and never eaten even when ftxxi

was most scarce."

In Christian Europte . geese also have

a religious significance, being asso-

ciated with Saint Michael's Day, or

Michaelmas, September 29, one of the

so-called quarter-days when tenants

traditionally paid a fourth of their an-

nual rent. They also presented a goose

to their landlords at the same time. As
a result, Michaelmas is also known as

Goose Day, and there are various old

customs revolving around the con-

sumption of the Michaelmas goose.

Germans believed they could foretell

the weather by close examination of its

breastbone. In Ireland, not only was
the Michaelmas goose said to ward off

disease, but a goose pie was baked with

a golden ring inside and whoever found

the ring would marry well and early.

Goose Day came to the United

States roughly 200 years ago, when a

Pennsylvania Dutch farmer, Andrew
Pontius, settled in Snyder County in

the center of the state and hired a )oung
British deserter from the king's navy

as a tenant farmer The tenant, one Ar-

chibald Hunter, arranged for his ac-

counts to be settled on Michaelmas,

and w hen the day rolled around, he sur-

prised Pontius by arriving with a goose

under his arm. So. according to this

supposedly true story, began central

Pennsylvania's G<Hise Day. a celebra-

tion that still thrives. In most other

places, however, geese are rarely seen,

even on working farms, although some
peojile in exurbi.i keep geese as semi-

pels. I'here were .1 few geese roaming

a meadow in northern Maine where I

stayed this August at a rural homestead

that also accomnuHlated a few horses

and chickens picturesquely by the

banks of a tidal river. It was hard lo

tell if the farmer lady was going \o eat

her back\ard geese for Christmas, and

I didn't have the heart Ui ask

Cieese arc good at inaking them-

selves part of the family TIk-n will

come when called, untie \oiit shoes, or

take the vahe cap oil .uitomobile tires.

And. as ethologist Konrad l.oren/ dis-

covered, geese will attach themselves

to a human being and make that person

Ihcir "parent" il he or she iv the first
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living thing they see upon hatching.

When a graylag gosling (Anser anser)

did this to Lorenz, the bird insisted on
spending every waking moment with

the scientist, making his life hectic for

several months but also giving him a

special chance to ' * relate" to a bird and

subsequently to write a famous study

of goose behavior.

Lorenz did little more than establish

in a rigorous way what myriad goose

girls and boys had learned over genera-

tions of "interaction" with their geese.

In this country, as in Europe, until this

century geese were raised by hand, a

few at a time, for the family, on small

farms. But as America's small farmers

fled the land in droves and their farms

were swallowed up by agribusiness

and suburbia, barnyard geese disap-

peared from the land along with the

yeomen who had bred them for their

Christmas tables.

Mechanized agriculture did not step

into the breach. In all of America, there

are not enough geese in commercial

production to make it worthwhile for

the U.S. Department of Agriculture to

publish figures for them in its annual

compendium Agricultural Statistics.

The same book counts almost 300 mil-

lion American chickens and about 135

million turkeys. An unofficial but edu-

cated estimate of the size of the na-

tional goose slaughter runs to a mere
600,000.

The primary problem with geese in

modern America is not that people tra-

ditionally have eaten them only at

Christmas. Thirty years ago, the turkey

was also a specialty bird, but Swift and

Company and other major producers

invested heavily in turkeys, learned to

raise them in confinement as if they

were hothouse tomatoes, and brought

the price per pound down to a level so

low it changed national eating habits,

turning Scrooge's delicacy into every

delicatessen's favorite bargain.

With geese, biology imposed a dif-

ferent destiny. "We tried confine-

ment ," say s Wilbur Ramble , who runs

the hatchery at Pietrus Foods, a large

goose production company in Sleepy

Eye, Minnesota. "The goose is a graz-

ing bird. In confinement, the geese

went down on their legs. Their feet had

swelled up with infection from walking

on wooden slats. They pecked so bad,

they had to be debeaked so they

wouldn't kill each other."

Geese need twice the space that tur-

keys do, as much space as a hog. Gos-

lings are still put out to pasture, in

huge, billowing flocks that sometimes

number as many as 10,000. And they

do well on nothing but grass and a

modest grain supplement. But that is

not enough to make them competitive

with chickens as protein machines. A
hen will lay more than 200 eggs in a

season, while a good goose will not do
better than 40. Moreover, 90 to 95 per-

cent of chicken eggs hatch into chicks.

Wilbur Ramble estimates that only 78

percent of his goose eggs hatch suc-

cessfully.

Worst of all is the problem of pin-

feathers. Geese get "pinny" three

times during their maturation period, at

roughly nine, sixteen, and twenty-two

weeks of age. When the new feathers

are just coming in, apparently as part

of some vestigial genetic process

preparing the plumage for a seasonal

migration, the geese are virtually im-

possible to pluck. At least, they cannot

be plucked cleanly enough to satisfy

stringent Department of Agriculture

inspection standards.

In most other countries, geese sim-

ply have the feathers removed. In the

United States, despite the objections of

producers, geese have to be depinned

and this, allegedly, runs the cost of

processing up to uncompetitive levels,

to $4 a bird last year and probably as

high as $6 this year, which helps ex-

plain why geese will run well over

$2 a pound in supermarkets this

Christmas.

To get those pins out, slaughtered

birds with the main feathers already re-

moved are dipped in wax and then in

cold water. Teams of women pull oft'

the wax and if all goes well, the pin-

feathers come out with it. Otherwise,

spot-checking USDA inspectors shut

the line down. On a good day, Pietrus

processes 3,000 geese. A comparable

chicken-processing facility can handle

80,000 birds in the same space of time.

These figures do not make goose

producers happy, but they and the rest

of the anachronistic factors in goose

breeding may have something to do
with the delicious, nonindustrial taste

of geese in the market. At any rate,

good geese do appear in our markets

in the late fall. Vigorous publicity by
the National Goose Council has even

caused a slight rise in annual sales.

This has recently encouraged modest

gains in production. And that means
that more of us can join the happy

Americans who enjoy a traditional

American Christmas dinner. Few,
however, will dine on Mr. Bordley's

Christmas Pie, as described in the

Lloyd Papers at the Maryland Histori-
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Lewis Thomas and
Carl Sagan praise a

contemporary classic

in the making

The
Wine ofLife
and other essays on

Societies,
Energy&
Living Things
by Harold J. Morowitz

Ranging from rocombiniint

DNA to Ztui, jogging iind

great bliK! whales. th(!se

'bright, sprightly, literate,

and instructive bite-sized

essays in the biological

sciences, ..|are) a delight to

read."

—

Curl Sdgrin

"Harold Morowitz can han-
dle tiic profonnd(!st bits ol

information with the light-

est and best-humored
t()ui:hes."—Len'is Tbomus
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cal Society (reprinted in Maryland's
Way: The Hammond-Harwood House
Cook Book):

In Glasse's Book [Art ofCookery Made
Plain and Easy, by Hannah Glasse, first

published in England in 1747, and fre-

quently reissued in America as well as Eng-
land] is a Yorkshire Christmas Pie which

seems to be much like what used to be in

my Family: but the Cooke is dead who
made them, so that the method she used is

lost.

A fat Swan, however old, is fine; as is

the whole Pie, when it has been frozen and

thawed several Times, and is of sound

standing. Our Materials were, a Swan, a

Turkey or two, a Goose, 2 or 4 Pullets, 2

or 4 ducks, sometimes Beef Steaks, etc. It

is fortunate to have a cold Winter for freez-

ing the Pie often, by which the old Swan,
the Crust etc. are improved and made
tender—the Crust short.

Mr. Bordley's recipe is obviously

uncookable as written but may serve as

a rough example of how traditional

British cuisine was transplanted to

America. A more practical old Mary-
land goose recipe, adapted from Mary-
land's Way, follows.

Raymond Sokolov is a free-lance

writer whose special interest is the his-

tory and preparation of food.
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Bob Cratchit's Christmas dinner

Roast Goose with Potato and
Sausage Stuffing

1 10-pound goose

Salt

Marjoram
3 tablespoons chopped onion

3 tablespoons butter

4 cups potatoes, parboiled 5 min-

utes, peeled, and diced

Vi pound sausage meat

Pepper
2-3 tablespoons browned butter

1

.

Clean goose inside and out, remov-

ing any patches of fat (which can be

rendered and reserved). Rub inside

with salt and a little marjoram. Rub
outside with salt. Let stand to ripen

while preparing stuffing.

2. Saute onions in butter. Then add po-

tatoes and sausage meat. Season

The Granger Caflacdon

with pepper and very little salt. Mix
well and stuff goose lightly.

3. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.

4. Prick goose all over and cook,

breast down, on a rack in a covered

roasting pan filled with hot water to

rack height only.

5. Cook one hour, then turn goose over

and prick again. Finish cooking

with cover oft. Throughout cook-

ing, baste frequently with pan gravy

and a little water, skimming oft'

excess fat (which, again, should be

reserved for use in cooking). Allow

about 20 minutes per pound (3

hours, 20 minutes). Ten minutes be-

fore goose is done, baste with

browned butter and turn heat up a

little to crisp skin. Serve with spiced

crab apples or applesauce.

Yield: Six festive portions
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Nothing in the world o( competitive sport

can match the Olympic challenge II is a chal-

lenge that demands not only the best in human
athletic achievement, but a determination that

can be summoned up to overcome seemingly
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and dreams the Olympic Games locus into
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For Peggy Fleming and Jean-Claude Killy
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most ol us never feel in a lifetime But the mem-
ones of the day live lor them forever
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